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Plentyof ShowBizAnglesinBow it nerNY WAKE |Moslem-Christian-Jew Brotherhood
Of American League's 10-Team Loop| OF BOOKS’ BOOM! Play Cairo’s Biggest Current Click
By HAROLD

ROSENTHAL

|

-

Baseball takes its most important’
etep in more than a half-century
early next week when the American League opens.as a 10-team
loop, offering two. new-clubs and

a franchise

switch,
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Eichmann
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. The

Pres.

double-LP. album

entitled

“Aus. Office value

still remains

to be; playhouse now under construction|

lor, Dr. Konrad Adenauer, depicts |than 10 film

properties on the jeceived an honorary degree from
episodes of his long the's 85) life.'f
at peas et er in vaigns |Bowling Green in 1949.

El

Rihani.

to play for a year.in shoe--pinching |}

(20,000 capacity: Wrigley.Field be-]
» fore|moving in with Walter O'Malley'’s Dodgers. in the now-building

iL

Ic' mann

: Chavez Ravine, represent another
$3.000.000
investment:
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baller at Stanford-and president of j-
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Theatre

again

and

Hassan

a Christian,

El can
Riham’s
live
they

peacefully and profitably together.

Strong stuff. The house
Ont ens a advance.

is sold
’

e
Theatre Ismail Yassine ‘he’s
called “The
Fernandel of Egypt}
features Yassine, supported by
some
of the best farceurs uf the
theatre
Dokhiet™ and«My cinema
doesiansin xiailet
“Leilet

the

N.

Broad-j
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year

by

El Khanisi, former

novelist and

“intellectual”

American; 2¢tors

Wing.

poet.

theatre

“young

This
and

is
the

intellectuals.”

|They came up W ith a hit. “Nagatet

It’s figured. -questionable wheth-|| Bonlac.” a “social” comedy
The
ler there will be a Pulitzer Prize, 0ldest theatre in Cairo, the Ezhe.

.

for drama this year.

Not only are

les! the quality requirements

See Less Aggression’
In Chi as Mayor Daley Capital ‘Cities Broadcasting Co. of |by the Russians. The U.S.S.R. govNew York, the company that .got |eTnmment has invited Jean Dareante,
Reverses Police Board: the
exclusive rights to put cameras |secretary general of the Interna-|
The

tolerance

of man.

Morcos

and
that
point Cohen
of view ais Jew.

(Continued on page 79)

for the

award considered. more demand-!
But the two. Israeli studios, Geva |
and Herzlia, which provide the |
.
Paris, ‘April 4.
ing than in. other areas, but there's|
ier
films:
with
local “documentary. | A break may:
°
be coming in the|-Still theoretically the restriction | Musicians
| Staff; have refused to sign up with ‘matter of author's royalty payments | ‘ignored several times in the past!

Daley |into the courtroom.

for

the brotherhood

This is muie of a three-act vaude.

It's prize time

nere

-, (Continued on page 20)

4,.

the only ¥. way for Israelis to see tl

‘trial

Mayor Richard

for

Ville sketch than a play, butaus
it’s
parativ ott Spee ine ‘of hain its way and the field is figured to be} loaded with laughs expertly defirst 100/or so dates. °
ls
wide open. Although the current | livered.
10. Whether ‘this is a reflection. on {Season is generally regarded as | The Theatre July 26 (so called
j the subject matter, or on the qual- one of the Worst -in recent years afterne oe cerouk's | hheave”

world where. the. Eichmann trial: R
KSFO, etc.):
uSSOSs
New
Washington
group
is‘feinnot be-1 atched by a mass audi-!
ence,”
That country is Israel.
ee
headed by Elwood R. (Pete).QueThere is no ty in Israel, so that

Chicago’s

offer

|Egypt—the El Rihani players are
reviving his “Hassan, Morcos and

There is also a playground in:
-onen
and. “Toledo named for the former Hol-|'48. This

M
abroad.
-ington Senators ball club .which
{his194. while he was in Nazi jail The current eyele seems to have| ly wood d star.
st
didn’t exist prior to last fall. It’s a
‘Adena
ch
neell
1949.
‘been
|
launched
(chronologically, '
$3,000,000 replacement for the old :
Washington club which moved to
denauer, chancellor’ since
t anyway) by the Swedish documen- Jy?
o
tary,.“Mein Kampf," which hasfS
a
rize ;
greener and cooler Minneapolis- proves a fine raconteur. Profits o
the two Adenauer LP's go to Red peen packing them. in all over.
*-$t, Paul pastures.
Cross.
_
_
Europe
since
it
first
went
into
reThe following afternoon, Min;
:
lease last: year. Picture will go out
napolis-St. Paul, bearing -strange
Ti
B
e
e
°
‘in this market iater under the
handle of “Minnesota Twins” opens. \No "YT
|
ay"
TV e. Israel.
Columbia banner.
ime On
Way;
in Yankee Stadium while another
mint-new_
group, .Gene
Autry’s
However, while “Mein Kampf”
‘Los Angeles Angels, makes its
.
oe
:
has been breaking records in the
e
|
/-@ . J} |overseas markets. the first of the
See Field Open
debut in Baltimore. Angels, slated|.

(Continued |on page 19).
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Cairo, April 4

legit theatres

meinem Leben” (From My Life? on: - proven. The point is made in view ‘as part of the speech Iaboratory,| Esypt’s great playwrights, Naguib
which the West .German Chancel-' of the fact that there are no less as the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
He|£! Rahani—called the Moliere of

er tells that it.was a‘Com-}
‘
of a new Washe medepauer who nrobably saved stages

Golden West Broadcasters (KMPC,

leading

Berlin, April 4. |and Nazi pals have been boff at the
Bowling Green, O., April 4.
|sfrong entries to good business.
Electrola, has: ‘another: ‘unusual j bookstores and great on the news-|
?Pructees of the Bowling Green| They are reminiscent of the old
release on the.domestic market: A: Stands, but their U.S. theatre box-| crate [niy. have named the new |repertory companies. At Theatre

Kennedy
flips the opening-day
pitch for the first time in Washington's Griffith Stadium ‘next Monday (10) half. the players lined. up
to catch it as.a possible souvenir

will be members

-

Biog On. LP

amiting the competition tootan

| American play, preferably origina
and dealing with American life,

Which

shali represent

the educa-

has reversed ruling of city’s police studios argue with the government |to: discuss the situation with Rus-| tional value and power of
board and: granted an ex- ‘that they should’-be given priority | sian theatre authorities.
(Continued on page 72)
While the move thus far: is rehibition license to Trans-Lux Dis- in the courtroom. They definitely|
a
tributing's ‘“The Savage: £ve." Ac- ‘refuse to buy: Israeli: material. from -stricted only to theatre, the fact!
.

-censor

the,

:
1
in
Stand iil Line

For Inaugural Gala Pay
ha
Just Like Ever ybody Else
Washington, April 4.

As 70 musicians who played for

| the
Gala

Sinatra-Lawford

Inaugural

on Jan. 19 have learned the
hard way, the message from Demo-

that the move was initiated by the: RAP 64 WORLD’S FAIR
tion is déemed of. particular. inter- [aforeign company,:
cratic National Committee officials
So the only documentaries which |.Russian government is notable. No
est since the mayor approved the
ti “If we owe You money, stand in
pic without any cuts, while the. _ will carry pictures of ‘the trial will} details, but indication from Mos‘
’
line
(Continued on page 61)
censor board. had turned. down a!
' {cow was that they would like to
AS PYT. TRADE SHOW’.
There has always been an air of
version in. which seyeral major |
Pay royalties on plays, but in barter]
The forthcoming 1964 World’s ‘mystery around party headquarters
cuts had already been made.
rather than cash,.if such a thing; Fair ‘to be held
at Flushing about the gross and the expenses
can be arranged. The LT.T. officials Meadows Park, has been attacked involved in the Gala, where general
N.Y. attor ney Felix: Bilgrey, who - LB. MAYER ESTATE
feel that,. since the’ Russians are
worked with Trans-Lux. in ‘its -nea “private trade show” in a‘ 24mission went for $100 per ticket
gotiations with Chicago board.(and fo,
Robert Moses, fair corpo- 29d boxes seating 10 cest $10,000.
that can letter. tohead,anything
nothing, will
Paying
NEARS CLEARANCE’ : be
arranged
be
welcome. ration
who also argued the Times Film|
by Leon
Gordon ‘Although the Democratic National
“Don Juan” case before US, -SuHollywood. April 4. ic hances are, the scheme,. when! Miller, president of the Industrial Committee must make public all
‘preme
Court),
‘said
yesterday
With the Federal government } fully developed,
will. consist of i' Designers’ Institute. Miller stated its receipts and expenditures, it
(Tues.) action seems to. indicate}: ‘paid $1500, 000 tax. by Louis B. credits abroad (rather than rubles; that ‘unless cooperation was sought
‘Continued on page 68:
that local censors are going to be Mayer estate last January, $2,000.- to be used only in Russia as hereto- | in this venture from artists, engi- ‘eens
much more careful, instead of ag000
state
tax
is
now
being’
‘examined
!
fore),
possibly
deducted
from
|
neers,
architects,
site
planners
and
'
Bressive, as result of the “Juan’’}
‘by authofities and is ‘in pracess of | moneys owing to Russian enter-: industrial designers to make the’ NBC, CBS, ABC and independ“deeision, Vast majority of opinion}
prises abroad in other, non-thea- ; fair more
representative
of the ] ent stations nearly everywhere
following ‘the court's decision in \being paid .off. ‘Cleararice of all trical. fields.
|Us . it should be called off im-‘{
use
Television
ZOOMAR
January was that it would encour- [legate payments are, “expected in’ T¢ the scheme can be made work-! mediately to save all concerned
‘|LENSES to produce baseball, |
age more censorship, since decision |
able, obviously, it will -be. spread | fur ther embarrassment.
football, horse racing. presidenupheld right. of Chicago's board ! Residue of estate will be trans-: to take in’ book writers as-well as,
Miller also said that he found it | tial conventions. parades and |
.tu see a. film before. issuing a iferred to Louis B. Mayer Founda: |playwrights. At any rate. Darcante difficult to conceive that the Gov"| studio productions. More than
“ Heense:
{tion. of which Myron Fox, close as- }eagerly said okay and started book-:
“Sav age

“-¢ago’s
thie

Eve”

World
weeks. |

will ‘open

at Chi-

ernment was sanctioning’so “nar-

| 600

in

use.

When

: sociate of late producer, is trustee. jing his plane, stopping long enough ‘rowly private an affair.” There was | “Batter-Up" on
andj to consult with authors’ societies‘in: no comment from Moses on this | with ZOOMAR.

Playhouse An,_ aboutt |Residue includes realestate

(Continued on ‘page 68:
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MISCELLANY

‘Oscars’—GOP-Style

NaBlacklist, Studios Just Reacted
Similarly to Common Stimuli Of
Commies’ Infiltrating Tactics!

Washington, April: 4
The Republican National Committee’s unsubtle. barbs -at- theDemocrats is keyed to the current “Oscar”. ‘sweepstakes : and the
GOP’s “nominations” are as follows:
7
“Best Actor’: Adlai E. Stevenson in. “The Mouse That. Roared. ”
“Best Screenplay”: “I’m All Right, Jack,” by.G. Mennen Williams,
Under. Secretary of State for African Affairs. |
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey— “Gone With The Wind.""
“Never Steal Anything Small’’—Cook ‘County (Chicago) Democratic Committee.
“Left, Right and Center”’—the 1960 Democr atic Platform. Com=
mittee.

+

By JAY LEWIS

Congo Bongo

Washington, April 4.
Hiring Communists doesn’t mesh
with the rseponsibility the public
demands of motion picture pro-

ducers,

_

Washington. April. 4.
Newest gag around the State

|

Motion Picture Assn. of America ;

Dept.z
There's a new tv program in:
the Congo: “Eat the Press.”

Joseph P. Kennedy—"The Outsider.”

“The Angry Silence’’- —by
’ Virginia Democrat.

—

and the eight major film companies make this though a big part of
their defense
in U. S. District
Court here in the case of the 12
self-styled
“blacklisted”
writers
and actors.
Former Attorney General William
P. Rogers. counsel for MPAA and
the companies, filed a joint 58-pase
New York.
brief asking the court to reject the
demand for a preliminary injunc-: ' Editor, VARIETY:
Your
letter
from
Ken
Klein does
tion requiring the defendants toj
not even hint at the underlying
cease enforcing the “blacklist.”
cause
of
the
failure
of
the grea
The writers and actors in an:

Blames Critie’s Stunting

For 1940 Expo Music Flop|:

DAN:NY THOMAS

Though Well Planned

“After PAUL

ANKA

my
shew—(The
Show’ -CBS-TV)

appeared on].

Danny
Monday

WestSide Story’BreaksRuleThat
Paris HatesModernUS. Musicals

Thomas
evening

By ‘GENE MOSKOWITZ

Crazy, Man!!

April 3, I must say: Paul is’ one of
the mast exciting: talented, and in-.
telligent. young. performers

along

in

years.

He's

a

‘Greenwich

to come

credit

to

manship
‘eredited

antitrust suit lodged early in Jan- international music program which | our business.”

Walter
Damrosch ;
uary, accuse the companies of en-. the late Dr.
gaging in an illegal conspiracy and I originally projeeted for. the!
thwarting their ability to sell their! 1939 World’s Fair.

products or services.

The plain-|

The Music Advisory Committee!

tiffs are writers Albert Maltz. Ned’ -of which I was secretary) under
Young, Lester Cole. John Howard; Mrs. Vineent Astor implemented
Lawson, Herbert Biberman. Rob-: such a program by getting its ap-

ert L. Richards. Philip Stevenson,; proval from the Fair's directors
Fred 1, Rinaldo and actors Alvin} and then getting the Music Hall

Rep. Howard W. Smith, conservative -

Village

_

Paris, ‘April- 4,

“West ‘Side Story,” in. Paris: for

games-

a month's hooking at. the Alhambra-Chevalier. Theatre; opened.sensationally Thursday '30) before -a
wildly excited audience of :show-

takes a new twist,
to a: group of anony-

mous police court repor ters
who are answering the “Rent ‘|folk, diplomats
and V-E.P.’s. Ime
A Beatnik For Your Party”.ads
-ptesari are a Yank. Pete Kameron, |
fn the Village Voice.. The an-° jan Israeli, Giara Godik. and Paris
swer, also in the form: of dis- ‘| agent Felix Marouani. It‘was smart

Plenty Glam To
Ringling Circus
1st Annual Spec

‘play space. is “Squares Un-limited.” General. idea is that
beatniks need squares to set

them off and these can be
supplied to parties also. A
Hammer,
Gale
Sondergaard, :* built. It was not long after I was
party
needs squares as well as
Frances Farmer and Shimen Rus-; appointed
Manager
by}.
Music
beatniks, the square being the
| Grover Whalen that 1 had to take
kin.
ideal
patsy
on which to work
All Face Problem
i a leave of absence because Critic
out all frustrations.
.
By JACK PITMAN
Olin Downes (Artistic Director”)
In their plea against the sought_ The squares come singly or
for injunction. the picture firms: had ambitions to become an im- . With all that: tradition and repuHis ineptness not only talion for the “mostest.” the Ringin pairs, per the gag. bathed,
cenied the canspiracy charge in: presario.
shaved and supplied with carthese words: “We vigorously deny botched the job, but was the prin- ‘ling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey circus
the existence
of: any such Ccon- cipal reason for failure of an ambi-. ‘has to be a ‘kind of midway ends-|
fare.
.
Hej ville for the “children of all ages.” i=
spiracy, assert that each acted in tious and inspired program.
its own separate economic interest, : should have stuck to the writing j.
‘That, plainly, can be a strain as |
oye”
,
of
criticisms
and
left
management
|
and insist that any similarity be-|
well as a blessing for the Big Christine Gouze-Renal
tween the conduct of one produc- ‘to those who know how.
how.

-Jto include story points on a little
screen, so that those not conversant
4+ with English as she is spoke in this
text could follow.
—

Previously Paris has not Been 1Tes
sponsive to ‘American progressivlism in musical drama which allows |
dance and song to carry the story‘line rather than represent separate’
components

in

the -entertainment.

Constant outbursts of applause and -:
a 10-minute. ovation -at the “end

made clear that “West Side. Story”

may have secured acceptance for’
these. American staging ideas. _
American . musical. films have
rarely fared well due to the French
bias for
-conventional
operetta.
er-distributor defendant and that;
It was never our idea that the| Current edition ‘billed as the
But’ Kameron and
Godik
have.
of another resulted entirely from Fair's Music Hall should have been! 91st), which opened a 47-day ‘run
struck a blow for more comprehenthe impact of identical stimuli, un-} the setting for run-of-the-mill con- | Wednesday (29) at Madison Sq.
sion of What a musical could be—
der similar conditions, upon com-' cert programs any more. than that! , Garden, N. Y:, is a foregone hit by
| per the book by Arthur Laurents,
it should become a prime source. its very naturé—the
sheer. out‘Continued on page 79)
Paris, March 28.
musie by ‘Leonard Bernstein, lyrics
‘of girlie shows.
i pouring of antics ‘human and aniRecent remarks .to the press, !
If the directors of the forthcom-!
mal) which, for spectacle; is in a , here and abroad. by ‘producer |. by Stephen. Sondheim and the stag-ing
Fair
should
be
interested,
I‘
class
alone.
If
there
be
a
problem,
!
(Continued. on page 72)
N. Y. Shakesneare Fest’s
Raoul Levy anent Brigitte Bardot's
———
will be glad to provide them with ‘it's that at times the show seems current boxoffice power, have done
2d Annual Fete April 23 a copy of the program. which Dr.! strapped by its own weight, ‘this “a
disservice not only to Miss Bar-:
Damrosch and I spent a year in being a matter of sustained amuseThe second annual Evening With
'dot. ‘but to other French producers Oratorio Society ‘Home’
Shakespeare dinner and entertain- researching and writing) together. ment in a. three-ring dimension..
fand to the French ‘industry, acment program for benefit of the with a copy of his’ splendid ad- | What might be wished for are
‘cording to Christine Gouze-Renal.
in presenting
it for ac- shorter intervals between
The Oratorio ‘Society of New
N Y¥. Shakespeare Festival will be dress
exciteiCantinued on page 79}
Julian Olney,
York, founded 88 years aro. origiheld April 23 at the Hetel Comme-. ceptanice.
| ment peaks, which is to threw into
Gore, N.Y. John Gielgud is honor- i
some focus’ the problem of darenally under-{he presidency ‘of Anarty chairman
of the affair and!
drew Carnegie who built Carnegie *
devil supply. Moppet reaction, on
;
e
9
ae
@
°
3
7
e
Joan Crawtord
and Mrs. Alfred
Hall for: this group, returns. to.
the other hand..is likely to be more’
Strelsin are general chairman and
passive. For them ‘it’s. figured wow
their “home” on April 12, after one
‘Sam Cummins. oldtime film dis- ‘concert at the ‘Metropolitan Opera
Vienna, April 4. | land gee-whiz-all the war —and it's
executive chairman, respectively. |
Walt Disney Films will make 4 the kids. after all; who pied-piper ‘ tributor of “Ecstacy” recall, is do- House.
Among
other show
biz names
:ing a late-career switch to concert
cennected
with
the benefit are full-length film here based on the; ; the grownup. admissions.
Interest ° centers
‘featured
The ‘61 frolic doesn't slint on |Management. Ife‘s recital manager
Helen Haves. Robert Dowling and Vienna Choir Boys. Pie will fea- |
tenor George Shirley. ‘This Negro
Robert Whitehead, who are co-- ture the young singers, but will fun, color and diversity of inter-|for .a Negro pianist. Robert Prit- singer is attracting. global attenconcentrate
on
their ,est—not,° if memory serves, that chard, who'll debut Sunday +9) at tion and has been invited -to this
chairmen
of the Maevor’s Com- primarily
multi activities. the castle they: this compary ever did for its time. |Town Hall. N.Y. Pritchard. was year's ‘Spoleto. Festival.
mittee
for
Free
Shakespeare.
Scheduled to participate in the live in, their school, studies. etc . ' This visit. also. continues the spec- reared in Syracuse but operated
Carnegie “home” booking was
tacle kick. They're no longer ‘“ex-!@ musie and art school in: Liberia. set in ‘anticipation. of Carnegie
entertainment program are Edith all pointing to four full company
Atwater. Richard Burton, Morris choir .groups consténtly on tour” tra.” but ‘part and parcel, with ;oldest of the african republics.
Hall razing hut that threat has.
Carnovsky. Aibert Dekker, Tammy . around the world.
4 four new production numbers fash-}|
T. Charles. Lee
Usual costs for a Town Hall since dissipated.
Grimes, Celeste Holm, Eartha Kitt, | All these activities were detailed; ioned by John Ringling North and! , debut run-around $1,750: This sum
is musical director and other solo-Roldy
McDowall.
Zero
Mostel, _in a Variety story about a year: stager Richard Barstow— ‘Anchors |-is being put up for Pritchard by ists next week will include Mary
“Out of this World, ni the Karma Club, a literary club MacKenzie. contralto, and basso Tom
Poston,
William
Prince.’ ‘ago which, it is. understood, first |Aweigh,”
Geu.xe C Scott and Nancy Walker. got Disney interested.
| “Polka. Dot. Polka” ‘with = polka- of New York Negroes.
Chester" Watson.
:
:
dotted
elephants
for hefty. good
|

Chides Raoul Levy For |
‘Sour Grapes’ in Re BB:

Date at Carnegie: Hall

Cummins’ Concert Switch

Disney's Vienna Choir

“t

| measure), and a finale

I

f
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(Continued

salute to

on page 64).

Affectionate Biog Of
‘Mr. Laurel & Mr. Hardy’|
“Mr.° Laurel and
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Careful

to- many of.the

analysis

is

paiz’s cele-

brated routines, ‘and to the manner
in which they worked: Little doubt
‘remains that Laurel was the brains
‘and workhorse. of the duo. but
Hardy's brilliant contributions cre

Regular Subscription Rates
One Year—$15.00
Two Years——-$28.00
Three Years—$39.00
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
154 West 46th Street

Hotlywood

6404 Sunset Boulevard,

not

-minimiized.

Each

career

is

traced through its formative’stages.

Laurel was a British variety come-|||
; dian’ who ‘came to Amprica as

Ine.
New York 36, N. Y.

Il

-Chaplin’s understudy: with ..Fred
‘ Karno’s “A Night in an English
" Musie Hall +1910). Hardy grew.
up in Gtergia,
and started his|
‘Continued on page 6).
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feature film, “The. Flying Deuces.”
By intention, volume is far more.

@leate Print Name)

Street

by SIME. SILVERMAN) Published Weekfy by VARIETY,
Syd Silverman, President
_JUdson 23-2700
154 West 46th St., ‘New York 36, N.Y.

by

is a penetrating recap of the careers of twa of the sereen's favorite |'
4 clowns. Author, an associate profes- |
sor of dramatic art at N.Y.U., has
long been a friend of Stan Laurel’ s,
and his book is helped by reproduction of revealing. correspondence
with Oliver Har dy's widow, Lucille,
Who met Hardy in 1939 when she
Was script girl for the Boris Mor.’
ros pr oduction of the comedians’

Registered

1905

John McCahe’ (Doubleday;. $4.50):

Enclosed find check for $:.........06
Please send VARIETY for

Mr. Hardy”
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| Hie # HAC DEALOrrIn Gotham Reveals Rationale
POINTS GiINGE e

‘King and P in ‘Grandeur 70 Reverts Quickly.
| To:Grind atRivoli, N, Y..
-Twentleth-Fox’s’ ‘70m. (Grandeur.
. .10) reissue of: “The King .and- [,""].
* Taunched as a hardticket, roadshow |.

Chicago, April 3.-

Opera . ‘with “popcorn. is

|) Production Plans At Warners
By

Deal whereby Arthur Kermarr
acquired the new British comedy,
“His and Hers,” ‘for his ‘newly Fe-

Opera :and Popcorn.
_

3

a

attraction at the Rivoli Theatre in
big hit at two Chi theatres,
New
York last Thursday’ (23),4. the Valencia and the Will Rogabruptly - switched over to a-pop/. ers; both nabe houses operated
price, grind policy Saturday ‘1}]. by. Balaban & Katz.
for the declared: purpose. ‘of. reap- |
Single -night ‘showing. of
ing as big returns as possible. dur--] ““Begca” twa weeks ago-at the
Valencia. brought
an -SRO
ing. the always profitable Easter
house, so. theatres will show
‘biz: periocl.
_
When the uintisiial peissue was - - “Pagliacci,” “Madame Butterfirst. announced, skeptics wondered |. fly” and.“La ‘Traviata’ :on up‘how a 70m roadshow reissue might |" coming. three. Thursday nights..
At. “Tosca” showing. Valen-.
‘do less: than six years ‘after the].
cia manager Larry. Whittaker.
- film’s ‘original 35m pop price run.:|.
_greeted.
viewers in top hat -and
The company stated .. just ‘before|
tails. Films will: be. shown °
the reopening. that the pie had a
‘only
one
time each evening for
$20,000. advance, but ‘mostly
group | sales and mostly" for.. the| opera ‘house: similitude.
first week.
Apparently the first‘ week's win- ,
dow sales indicated that continu-.
ing on a roadshow basis: would be’

In an unusual situation, two
pictures opening in New York
-(Wed.+ are from the same director.
Gordon Douglas called the
turns both on “Sins of Rachel
Cade” and “Gold of the Seven

organized Favorite Films involved
an outright purchase of all West-|
-|-ern Hemisphere rights from pro.ducer Hal. E. Chester, Kerman re-

vealed in New York Thursday (301.
. The: agreement is significant in
this day when outright purchases
} of film rights to class. product are
becoming: moré and more rare as:
overseas producers: “want in” on

Saints” for Warners. They’re
bowing as a combo at the RKO
circuit and other spots.

GENE

ARNEEL

The new head of both theatrical

“Double Exposure

°

Gene Picker To

and television production at War‘Tner Bros.. believes the publie demand is the primary consideration

and this does not go hand in hand
necessarily with the exhibitors’ call
for more film-making.
William T.
Orr made a couple of points at a

press conference in Manhattan this
past week:
{1).
The public is “not coming
to ordinary

(21.

The

program

pictures.”

investment

in

a

limited number of pictures today
| the increasingly lucrative U. S. i
is equal to the outlay for numeri.| market. Kerman declined to name ;
cally-greater programs of the past.
the -figure. for-‘which he bought
It boils down to this. in Orr's
the Terry-Thomas starrer, but: said
words: “We could rapidly go out
it. was obviously satisfactory to
of business by just producing a
lot of pictures.
We are not dedi| both parties,
cated to numbers.
Each picture
‘He also pointed out that Chester,
must be a carefully-appraised enproducer of the extremely .successferprise.
We have new opportuniful “School for Scoundrels,” being
ties because the public is buying
an American is also quite familiar
substantial
properties, which see
‘| with the U.S. market potential of
grosses going higher and higher.”
his films.
.
Hollywood, April 4.
Current year will see WB mik
unprofitable. .Some of the advance|
As the U. S. market has become
‘Eugene Picker's future
career
ing 15 to 18 features, said Orr,
also. included
‘special . morning
‘more:and more receptive to British i plans are not limited to producing
who adds: “I hope this is a figure
shows which will go on as originalj and foreign language films, more '
I don’t get stuck with.”
}and
more
producers
have
sought
}{!ms
in
Hollywood.
He
will
also
‘ly sold, since theyll be held prior|.
Exec revealed himseif as a canto the theatre's. opening. each cay
—and
obtained—percentage
deals
distribute others’ product. For this
for a company
for the grind showing.
from importers this ‘side. While the:
; purpose he will soon fly to Paris did spokesman
which through recent years ha, no‘Whether or not. the company |
most perfectly “policed” percent- jseeking screen fare to handle in
teriously
refrained
from confiding.
will make any further dates for the|.
age deal often leads to debate be- ‘State
‘AS Richard Lederer put it the’s
70m reissue has not yet been ‘de- |.
tween friends, complications areales.
;
the
ad-pub
chief:.
“a
company. must
‘cided.
At the present time, 20th
when the deal in-! Picker cannot resume in exhibiProducer Darryl F. Zanuck, for- compounded
Bill
-has just two Grandeur 70: prints mer 20th-Fox production chief and volves two: people separated by a. ‘tion end of trade as a condition of have the stamp of leadership.
Orr
and
Jack
Warner
wart
to
of: the pic on hand, ‘with both in still one of the company’s biggest ‘minimum of 3,000 miles and often his settlement
with Loew's . Ciruse at the Rivoli. ‘Because: of the’ single . stockholders, ‘said in New a language barrier to. boot. Thus: ‘cuit. of which he was president. open up a new chapter in the Warners
history.”
unuSual.
problems . involved
in} York Monday. -(3‘ that” he hag not. Kerman’s observation that he pre- |His. retirement accruals: with latReleasing schedules have a “tentransferring the pic from the origi- -been approached’ by’ any group of fers an outright sale agreement {terhas been settled for $300,000
dency to chance,” observed. Orr,
‘nal CinemaScope..55 negative to an |90th. holders. who’ might. be inter-[ would seem to be ‘an understate- | Cash.
this
being a situation dependent
« unanamorphisized 70m print, the; ested in: secuting his support in: -ment.
t
He is ‘currently vacationing at
upon the skeds of other cempaniecs.
two present “King’ prints are said any power struggle with 20th manNo release date has Vet been set ;Golden Beach, Fla.
To this he adds his company can’t
-to have ‘Cost ‘more ‘than. $11, 000 | agement.
on “His.” but the Favorite prexy |
produce just to meet the demands
each.
Statement was made.in answer
1apes to bring over
Thomas fori
of exhibitors.
“Subsequent - prints: would ‘un: ‘ to a ‘query as to whether Zanuck
promotion
purposes
when
bookings
;
COLUMBIA
PRIMED
TO
Orr says WB will be more aggresdoubtedly cost less, particularly
had had any contact. with the bro- are set. He noted that the star.
Sive in making new studio aud out‘since. 20th’s Deluxe. Labs. will
kerage . house interests (Carl: M. who in the last year has hit the :
side production
deals but there
soon: be in. a position .to turn. ‘out
(Loeb, Rhoades & Co. and Treves U..S.-sereens with such pix.as “I'm j
are no specific plans for more pro70m material. However, the print
for ScounColumbia has six ‘major’ pro- duction abroad.
‘& Cow. which have recently ac- AHL Right.” “School
“There's a great
“dnyestment would still remain comand|ductions slated to go before the
quired substantial’ 20th. Stock. hold- drels,' “Make Mine Mink”
(Continued on page 20:
paratively high. ‘for. reissue Pur
ings and now have two. ‘men on “Man in a Cocked Hat," is fast |cameras this month, bringing to 20
Poses.
becoming one of the more potent : the total number of features shoot20th board.”
wv ho. arrived ‘in - ‘New British. names‘ in the U. S. ‘act cir-jing during the next four months.
Zanuck,
cuit.
|
Adds up to the heftiest production
York Sunday ¢2) night’. ‘from ‘hfs
While “His” Will be the first new ‘Schedule in the company's history,
Paris» headquarters. said only: “All
pic
to
go
out
for
Favorite,
KerAbe
Schneider,
president,
told
‘Tre ever. heard. 4s rumors.
‘Principat reason: for his” visit,he. ‘man also is planning the theatrical homeoffice execs upon his return

~ Distrib Pix, Too:
Scouting Paris

‘Nobody Asked:
Tanuck On 20th
“Control Question

START +-DOZEN PRONTO.

SellsCentrol
OfPalace Chain
In Jamaica, BWI

said, was..to bringin the final an- reissue of. two: William Wyler war-|to Manhattan

after a month's hud-

DeLuxe Able To
Manage Big-Gauge
Prints April 15

‘swer print.on his “Big Gamble” ta time documentaries, - “The Mem-'dles at the studio.
Schneider also showed the N.Y.
show 20th homeoffice toppers. ‘and phis Belle” and “Thunderbolt. _
exces some Toughs of John Fone
‘to discuss plans for.his forthcom-|}
Longest |.
ing
D-Day. - epic, “The
Merevn LeRoy "Pred Koblner pro.
i Dav." Latter, is due to get. under-. Stanley Warner 6 Months
duction
of “The Devil at Four
way in July on European locations:
DeLuxe Laboratories, 20th-Fox
O'Clock.” which are billed as two subsid, will be ready to roll out
|
Before returning to Paris’ later ]By D. G. MACMILLAN
lof Col's top films for the current 70m prints by April 15, a company
in the week, Zanuck “said he exyear.
Kingston, “April -4..
pected to announce. names of first
spokesman reported in New York
For a figure estimated: to. be: i talent signed. for “Day.”
Schneider leaves shortly for a Friday (31:.
between .$800.000-S900.000, A.. Rus-.
Stanley Warner consolidated net t tour of London (taking in the April
With installation of the 70m prosell Graham has acquired the'maa-|
' + for six months ended last .Feb. -25 27 premiere of “Guns of Nava- cessiig equipment completed be-wepe
jority (55°71) share holding: inter-}
reached .$2.346,800, equal: to. $1.16 rone’™: and the Continent. He will fore the weekend, DeLuxe expects
est of the J. Arthur Rank. Organi: |
per share of common. Profit for be off to see producers working
to be able to turn out between 25
zation in the Palace Amusement:
the like. period a year ago was abroad and will report back to the and 30 big gauge prints a day by
Co. (1921), - Ltd., the
th ‘largest and ;
$2, 075.900, for $1.02.a share
Gotham brass on his findings.
the middie of the month, thus
oldest cinema
chain in’ Jamaica,
Louisville... April 4,
“Circuil’s-earnings for the quar-}|
Meanwhile. in N.Y., he’s also offering firm competition to Tech‘thus making the film’ distribution
United Artists .Theatre, 3:000-| ‘ter ended Feb. 25 also was up|talking to Olfo Preminger who is nieolor which heretofore has had
business
in Jamaica ‘a. virtual seate. on the main stem, has new:
slightly, io $876,200, against $865.-| now preparing
“Bunny
Lake
is the 70m field to itself.
monopoly.
‘management. Fourth Ave: AmuseCompletion
of DeLuxe’s
Tim
400 for the same quarter last year. |Missing.”
‘. Palace.Amusement, : apart from; ment Co., which now operates ‘two
tooling program will also mean a
owning Jamaica’s largest! aircondi- |first-r uns, Brown :and Rialto, and
big saving to .20th. who now will
tioned theatre. the Carib
Uquilt in [three other houses, in. Louisville, |
he. able to get its wide negative
1939:, the Palace. Gaiety,
Odeon.!‘and a String of 12 houses-in Indiana,
prints done alinost at cos.
_Ambhassador, in Kingston, ‘and five
contracted ‘to: manage. ‘the.
other, theatres in ‘the island and
‘under:
Street.
big
seater
|Fourth,
a minority in.erest in the newly: !a partnership”
arrangement ° With:
While Sw ‘eden’s Ingmar Bergman and France’s “new wave”
built air--conditioned State Thea- United Artists ‘Theatre Circuit Inc.
-séemed to dominate the. 1960 artie market in the U. S.. it now
. tre owned’ and operated by the! “United. Artists’ has’ ;about: 550 thelooks.
as if the motif is going to be Italian Renaissance when this
Colany . ‘Theatre
Co... Ltd.,. also! atres.:
year's story is written. And, to some critics anyway. the renaTssance
runs a Film Exchange which books ,. The two companies, according to
_is
going
to be-.particularly encouraging in view of the fact that for
films of seven major ‘producing | D. Irving Long, prez of Fourth |.
_companies | into -30 independent. Avenue, have a similar partnership |. the last several years the chief Italo contributions to U. S. screens
have
been
a series of less than earth-shaking bicep spectacles.
Heavy
activity
in
Cinerama
‘theatres in -Jamaica.
[arrangement on the Brown Thea- |
Not in at least a decade, and perhaps never before in one year,
Stock this “week was attributed to
Graham, who is also’a director. ‘tre. G eorge Hunt, long-time: man- |.
have the Italians had. so many proniising “quality” pix ready for
a Wall Street rumor that the com‘and large shareholder: in Tropical !iager .of United -Artists, will conthe U.S: market.
.
pany and Metro were cooking up a
Cinema Co. ‘operating Tropical '. tinue. as manager of the house.
‘The vear was launched. with Continental Distributing’ s “General
and Rialto theatres), Ritz Theatre :
stock-exchange deal.
Story went
Deila. Rovere” and Richard Davis’ “Big Deal on Madonna Street.”
Ltd. (Ritz. Theatre), Astor Cinema;
that M-G would acquire Cinerama
-hoth critical: if not recordbreaking boxoffice hits. Last night :Tues.)
Co., Ltd, (Astor Theatre!, also
via issuance of its own common
saw the U. S. premiere of the widely acclaimed Janus import.
owns and operates’ ‘the .A. Russell
shares for the holdings of Cine“E’Avventura.” directed by Michelangelo Antonioni, whose latest
Graham Film Agency which books
rama investor holdings on a threefilm, “I.a Notte,” has just opened abroad to even greater critical
films into these and other 12 theaor-more fur one basis.
applause.
tres in the. island.
Key source at M-G said there's
Screen Publicists Guild's: ‘con‘Upeoming: April 19 is the U. S. premiere of Federi ico Fellini’s
Rivais in the film distributing | rast negotiations
just
nothing to it. M-G has a dis‘with ° Metro,
“La Dolce Vita.” an Asior Pictures International import. Astor also
business in’ Jamaica since’ 1950; 20th-Fox, -Universal and ‘Warners,
tribution deal with Cinerama, but
has. on. tap. for fall opening in New York another controversial
when the Graham Exchange com- ‘are reportedly “stalled” with no
nothing
more. As for the ru:mor,
Italian prize-winner, “Rocco and His Brothers.”
‘menced, the.-two conipaniés en- |nest. meetings on ‘the agenda.
it was just one of those things.
Also scheduled for.an early opening is Films Around The World's
tered into: a cross-distribution ar-{:
The
man
from M-G said he had
Guild took an ad in the Walt}
Italo entry. “Violent Summer.”
‘rangement last January -Approxi- ‘Street Journal, yesterday (Tues.)|
gotten several calls fzem Wall St.
These Will be followed by a Lopert import. “The Great War,”
"mately. seven months. ;after Amal-|'to tell its side of. talk breakdown,
-houses
about
the gossin.
top prive winner at last year's Venice festival, and the still unsold
gamated Cinemas Ltd, “opened the | and : will follow. with ads. in the
Cinerama went to 17°4 on Mon(te a ©. S, distrib) “Kapo.” Italy's official entry for the foreign
(Continued on page 79)
ee
nS
Pa
SP
day, three points up.
language award in this year’s Oscar derby.
trades and other consumer Pubs.

Net Equals $1.16 Share:

Beats Same Date, 1960

(LONG GROUP PARTNERS,
RUNS UA, LOUISVILLE

See 1961 asItalians’ Y

Nothing to Rumor

Metro-Cinerama

Swapping Shares

Publicists Stalled At

20th, WB, U.& Metro

4
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Invading Gotham, Ferman & Ackerman Merton of the Movie Columns
[Anita Loos’ Orange Cokey]
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
6
Theatre
An
Obsolete
Term|
Deny ‘Art’
By JACK

Undoubtedly Anita Loos’ new pingpong-light novel, “No Mother

+

PITMAN

Hall

Cinema,

argue

Hollywood, April. 4.
Bart Lytton, prexy of. Lytton

Savings & Loan Assn., is “in-

that the art

pioneer

importer

ila Lopert, for one} that “art theatre” and “art picture” have become
obsolete terminology for the tilm
trade. More accurate, the paitners
hold. to say the terminology has
bcen corrupted as mode and more
ef the small class houses confuse
treir

identity

by

switching

(Lopert,

again) that in the prevail-

ing market an exhib couldn't sustain himse:f on only true art pred-

versus

merely

West Hollywood Herald and
Westwood-Brentwood Villager.
Assets
of Lytton
Savings
now total $100,618.043, prexy
reported
last week,
as of
ote
pe
March
10: Figure: compares
with $36,162,981 on same date
in 1960.

8.

oe

3

4..

freedom of choice.

Interchangeable

motion pictures defy any artifical
classifieation. Whether a film: is
;‘objectionable’ or not depends en-

‘sics. of Hans Christian

1961

fiscal

iaentity
factor. They wouldn t eX-! period
pect such pix to perform well in a i.

ended

‘Jan.

clas-

Andersen

earnings

28

for

from

last

Same view applies Standing
.
+: 5100,000

Te
which

consistentiy

and

‘cents per share for similar period

»
:in 1961, he said.
that subjectivity|

David

Judson this

‘named

‘co-op.ad

were : Warners,

matter

iiustration,
rejected

of

On that count, }O£ Rep’s eastern

possibly

helpful ; Jabs

the pair would

“Shadows.”

John

into

one

at

Square

from

the

division,

in-

run.

;resulting

Eye 30, Pick Two.

twill soon boost gross income

sub-

cur-

fur, they have two pictures spoken ;rent assets compared with current
on

=a

launching

with. liabilities—and

“White Knight:” Italian film based! significantly
Dostoyevsky

short

story.}to

Carter,

working

improved,

in reporting

capital

pic they've

grabbed

|}

is

according
firm's

A.

Jack Benny

ia-

crease in profits during first quarJananese “Ichikawa,” based on a ter continues a trend maintained
through the previous year. Current
folk legend.
Carnegie Hall Cinema, fifth in a assets for 1961 first quarter to- |.
chain Ferman and Ackerman oper- talled $12.460,390. against current
‘Working |.ate in New York and New Jersey, liabilities of $5.181,807.
is the whilom 300-seat Playhouse, capital for first three months of
off-Broadway legiter in the base- 1961 amounted to $7.281.283. an inment of the longhair citadel. Ex- crease of $1.216,155 over compara- |.
ble 1961 period.
cdensive remodeling is underway.
The pair have some feeling that
Carter also reported that as a)
in addition to such definitive image result of greater efficiencies effectas a policy may shape, it won't hurt ed throughout Rep operations. the
te have the obvious Carnegie Hall ratio of pre-tax profits to sales in
Other

joined

L.

consolidation

Out of some 30 or so possibili-: stantially. he said.
ties scrutinized by the partners. sv} Company's current ratio —
stage,

the

WB

is the

going

for

continued

progress

to

h:s created new title of entertainment editor and given stripes to
film critic Justin
Gilbert.
He'll
evntinue as reviewer while birddcucging expanded coverage scopins the lively arts, but excluding
tele and radio.
Understood more emphasis will
be put on celebrity features, arrival and departure coverage. ctc.

Y.

—

David Diamond
Charles Einfeld
George Gohel

néed.for techni«

:Will result, per studio chief Robert
Goldstein.

just as
Pro-

plans were coordinated for upcom-..
‘ing programs. Films and starting-

|

Cy Howard
Mary Livingstone :
Debbie Lee
Peter G. Levathes
Euan‘ Lloyd
_

Zee

Nenjour

International Sound Inc.

Set Up By Boren of AMPP |
And Dick Livingston -

|
|

ni-ned Omaha manager of Couper
|Sound Inc., a sound recording fi_m:

F.amdation
Theatres,
which
in- |offering regular facilities and “ste
clide
the
State,
Dundee
and|/reomonic
process”
compatible
i
Ceoper.
. sound,
The native Nebraskas, fo merly
Company
is an oulsrowth
of

ager of the State. replaces Tom jbankrupt Sound Enterprises. which

Ficet Wie resisned to join Filstaff ; Boren and Livingston.

public. relations staff.

According

to

en ¢’ectron-

‘ics expert, recently acquired.

in-depth

6

serint

sioevts Jensing
—

Y.

L.

Irving Rubine
Saval

a Vacation,”

nally

Stewart.

_Nun-

Johnsen. scripted the Edward

Strecter novel.
—
.
“She Ciapman Report,” a Darryl

.

i

Robert Parrish directs

Sally. Benson’ from the Richard”
| Emery Roberis novel. ol:

———
_

.

“The

Religious Film Week’ In

12:

Comancheros”

rolls:

June

Charles. Brackett . producing,

Dougias:

Heyes

directing.

© Clair

scripted the Paul Welle:
Spain, April 9, Includes |Huffaker
man novel. James Stewert stars.
“Blue Denim Baby” lenses tentae.
in mid-June. with FabianApartment’ From. US. lively
starring, William ‘Noble scripting
.

3

;

4

April 4.

: by Jack Cummings, shoots April 10.

A.

dolid film meet has become identi- ;man scripted from his own Broad‘Way play.
,
fied with prominent Catholic film
organizations and personalities and
‘has succeeded as a magnétic pole

for film intellectuals

with

an

CRADDOCK AS BUYER.

un-

limited penchant for film. viewing ‘Drop Second Name From Rugoft &
and discussion.
This is possible at
“Becker Chain

F. L‘ttle

Europe to U: S..:
Davis

Takes

24 starring James

pean film festivals that is still
‘Frank Tashlin directs the Tuesday
proud of its growing pains.
, Weld, Fabian starrer, Budd GrossNow in its sixth year, the Valla-

Eddie Wolpin
Max E. Youngstein

Mo. Rothman

“Mr. Hobbs

-Jerry ‘Wald production, rolls April.

title. In any case,
|ters and Janet Leigh.

Madrid,

H: Lewis

Joe Meyer

been.

International Religious and Hu- the James. Herlihy. .book for the
manitarian Film Week, scheduled Charles Brackett production. Noble
. also co-wrote. novel.
oe
to take place at Valladolid from
Apri] 9-16, is one of the few Euro- ' .“Bachelor Fiat,” to be preduced

Jimmy Dobson
Bill Gandall
Fred Goldberg
David Golding
John
Roger Hauseman.
H Lewi

Mongsr. Thomas
Alice Pearce
David Picker
Martin Shapiro
Alix Talton

con- Nelson Giddingis scrinting. Mark
Robson ‘produces, but dréctor and.
east is yet undetermined.
—

United

The first title had

é

to

the

_

Arthur Fishbein

N.

survey

the public and: ex-.

throughout

{dropped when 20th prexy Spyros
P. Skouras thought that it. might’
connotate a prostie, instead af ‘the
‘pool shark ‘Paul Newman) who is

likes it.

U. S. to Europe

[. Dany

Jo. Eisinger

a good. short, punchy title, and he the script by Clair Huffaker.
and

Alexander H. Cohen

‘Meyer

°°
The =Shadows,”
The

the. official an- June5. ‘Weinstein producing.

to return to the original tag. It’s: April 10:

Charles ‘Wick

Roger

:n

it’s understood
that producer-di-: . “A Star in The West," to be pro-:
‘} rector Rossen was more than happy duced by. Jack Cunimings; starts

Vincent Price
Jim Simons
Murray Silverstone
Spyros Skouras
‘Franchot Tone.
-Richard F. Walsh

.

-“Watcher

for} anything anyway?

of the Angels”

Glenn Norris

Bette Davis

!

ae

the picture’s hero.
—
Perhaps helping 20th make the F, Zanuck. production to be prodecision to return to “The Hustler” duced by Richard Zanuck, will fens
was the objection registered with May 9 under direction of Jose Fer-the Motion Picture Assn: of Amer- rer from script of Ron Alexander
sen
4s
woe
;
ica’s title board by United Artists
and Den Mankiewicz.
Pie. based
wet
.
os
who thought that
“Sin of Angels
on the controversial novel by Isve.
was too similar to its “The -Side ing Wallace, toplines. Shelley Win-

Paul Davis
Marlene Dietrich.

Hollywood. April .4.
Charles S. Boren. exec veep of|
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers,
—
is partnered with Richard \. Livingston, Merchants
|.
Omaha. April 4.
;
. &* Manutactur.
Klingel. 27. last week was ers Assn. director, in International

Jack Klingel Upped

Brewing

but

Booming

the breaks gone for naught? And. |Fitzgerald-novel;,

States.”
N.

during

tertzinment beat, New York Mirror ;/@red-

m

work,

90 days.

cians, actors, extras and. crewmen

‘not. seen on lot in many.. months

1if they haven't, does that mean that’

hibitors

them

showed

Jack

changes and the value of .preduction publicity.
.,
The 20th-Fox release was known
as “The Hustler’ all during its

ad-pub
|Scientific,

S. Frederick Gronich
fiscal 1961
first-quarter rose to
‘Leo Hochstetter
either.
16%¢, a 15°e@ boost over the similar
Frederich Knott
period last year. All of Rep’s four |. ‘John Krimsky
principal operating divisions—film
Andre: Mertens .
BRAID FOR JUSTIN GILBERT
processing plastics design and proPaul Paray
Frances Scully
N.Y. Mirror Creates Entertainment duction, tv and theatrical film dis‘tribution
and
studio
rentals —
‘Morton A. Spring
Editorship For Him

identilication

Hustler” .ended last week at 20th-Fox ‘finalraises some interesting questions ‘ized plans for production. of. nine
as the damage
done’ by title ihigh-budget films within the. next

was‘ production publicity doesn't mean novel by Geoftrey Household,

under - Ernie}

Fort ‘years at Paramount.

visation. and currently in its Times , CTeased efficiencies and economies

at this

Hollywood. April’4.
Parlays by studio toppers which.’

“The

exploitation-promotion
; nouncement, title ‘was changed
“The Inspector.” a Red Lion pro_jiback to the original following “a duction. rolls. Mzy 14 in| Europe..

slight temporary downturnin
this

for

of

Iti and: numerous

-

week

have. Lee. N. J. Although move resulted

Cassa-;1"

from

preem

title

film processing ‘ department.lJast December after 10 | ducted among

operation

veies’ heralded venture into impro-.'evenues
US.

- Nine Roll

York Times, N. Y. Herald Tribune, || “ender Is:The Night,” April 14.
other publications ‘Pic, only one to be shot par{ly on a
including a page one news story French Riviera location; stars Jen‘|in the Times), all referred to “Sin nifer Jones, Jason Robards Jr.,
of Angels.”
Joan Fontaine, Jill. St. John and
Since the picture now has re- Paul. Lucas. Henry. Weinstein proturned to “The Hustler” tag. ques- duces; Henry King directs.
Ivan
Ernie tion may fairly be asked: have all Moffat screenscripied: the F. Scoett~

manager

working

Judson

eign, it also doesn't refer merely {0d last year. due to consolidation
a

original

preproduction

|.

tries to pinpoint it, “art” not only! 'Timmed to $7,094,067 as against ; Grossman,
doesi:'t necessarily equate with for- |$7,205.719 for corresponding peri- ' manager.
zs

2h-Fox DecPirsoinont:o

that cannat be read in court. |

name, is! picture in Time Magazine, the New i dates are’as follows:

;

fog. As Ackerman: first three monthsof 1961

to the “unusual.”

.From these familiar elements of Hollywood literature, throwing
in a nasty Los Angeles district attorney for realism, Miss Loos has
fashioned a good deal of entertainment, including a star’s.-diary

DAVID .JUDSON’S WB JOB

after
pay ment of
preferred
dividends,

. in

'\”

eastly leads the “art” pro-and-con! _Exee stated that Rep sales for
into semantic

fluff her lines (talkies have just arrived).
and have a. breakdown.

duction publicity breaks forthe

“Censorship,; by any

books imports, but not what Fer-i ‘5 equivalent to 23 cents per ‘He’s Co-op Ad Mer. Under
men and Ackerman would eharac- | sDare. a 20¢¢ increase over the 19
Grossman
:
te:ize as “art.”
It is axiomatic

of the Movies.”. There is the:

to . $559 677, prexy- | the vehicle by which dictators seek
house—situa-‘- ear’s $488.085
.

class

Guild,

Even so, oldtimers Will be reminded.

“Merton

, and then to “Sin of Angels.”

:restricted to adults only.

tions
like
the
Beekman.
68th(|board chairman Victor M. Carter ‘to enslave the minds of men.
Siceet Playhouse, Plaza, Trans-Lux
, reported. Net per share, based on has no placein free America.”
—_—_—_
a
eet and
er q domesti
mrosttic. pictures
2.004.190
shares of. common
outpiay import
tures
|
.
.
the

thinking.

Wilson's

_ Hollywood, April 4. : viously be forbidden to. children, shooting commenced in New York, | Total of40 execs and producers
Republic Corp. boosted its. first- ‘and the Holy Scriptuies would be went briefly to “Stroke of Luck": participated in. confabs.in which”

enances are it’s for the “mistaken | quarter

ta

Leon

same invincible American innocence, congenital boosterism and:a
certain folksy gall. In the present set of complications the protagonist gets involved, at first honorably, with ‘a madcap star-ishe
who had no mother) who has been taking narcotics so she won't...

Announcement in New York last

jand. Grimm's Fairy Tales would ob-

As they see it, if the true art
fim 1s often sloughed today,|

interchangeably.
:

Her Elmer Bliss is not an actor, but the writer ofa sentimental

of Harry

week that Robert Rossen’s nowshooting pic had returned to its

fication of film reflects only the
personal
taste. background and
‘preferences of the. classifier.
| “If the reasons advanced for
classifying films were applied to.

‘books, the. children’s: horror

nostalgia!

column of positive

- After Production Puffs _
|
Given Substitute. Title

“Motion pictures
do not fall into
anv natural classifications-and most

Bettered Take

terms.

have the mak-

Already there is talk of a4 m usical comedy adaptation. What price

Back to ‘The Hustler’

our great American heritages,
the

foreign, i

.

_ Miss Loos, an old hand in the fudge kitchen, may

ings here of another of her fortunes: If her plot won't: stand
inspection, her wit will and nobody. will be other. than amused.

;tirely upon the reaction of the in, dividual who views it. The classi-

mer genre. That. as they project it,
makes tor the image an arty needs
to succeed on its awn austere

eastside

bee

will upon his fellow men. Classifi‘cation of films would deny one of

they counter that the key cer’ Republic Corp.
is consistency of policy in the for-,

N.Y.

Ls

which one. individual. may impose
his opinions, biases, prejudices and |

ut—a
“World of Apu.” for exzinple. Their reply to this is. “How
cas) the industry know if it’s not
being tried?”
4
Stressing again the distinction!

“art

Bliss, who did have a mother te guide him.

Imposition oi Bias
Detroit, April

en
months
ago, Lytton
acquired control of three weeklies, which he’s publishing, in-.
cluding Beverly Hills .Times,

from

art to conventional product and
beck.
‘hey also gainsay the contention

book is about orange juice, sunshine, heroin, a Bible-quoting Bluebeard, assorted nuts from the. east and. an_ idiot-idealist,. Elmer

“I am unalterably opposed to
— Jeither
voluntary or .mandatory |
erty, Lytton has held conver{classification of films,” Allied
sations
“with
many
newsStates Assn. prexy Marshall Fine
papers,”
spokesman
stated,
* and hopes to close a deal “in
declared in ‘a .statement. Het
the not too distant future.”
‘|added: “Classification is merely a
Among
papers
for. which
nice name with. which to disguise
Lytton is dickering, it’s said,
Classifiare the Herald-Express and ~ the evils of censorship.
cation of films is the means by }:
Hollywood Citizen-News. Sev-

you find them—and that takes in
Hollywood as well as Paris and the
Bergman country.
Pair demur from the contention

by

‘

terested in publishing a daily
newspaper
in
Los Angeles
County,”
‘according
to.
a
spokesman for banker. Toward
end of acquiring such a prop-

house isn't extinct, just distractid
from its original course. And they
postulate what could be tfor exhibition) novel: Art films are where

texpressed

FineSees Censorship
| MaskedasClassification;|.

New L.A. Daily?

Exhibitors Robert Ferman and
Meyer
Ackerman,
cracking
the
Manhattan art theatre circuit May
4 with their renovated Carnegie

To Guide Her” (McGraw-Hill, $3.95), will be represented as about
Hollywood and films. More. accurately,. these are only aspects of.
the. preposterous scene of Southern California, circa 1928, The

Valladolid, where the festival or- |}
ganizers have again programmed a ~ Gordon Craddock has joined Rix
jweek
of International Catholic: goff Theatres to be in’ charge of
Film Discussions in the morning te: buying and programmiing for ‘all

.| parallel twin screenings at. evening |out-of-town theatres. Formerly Ru-

and night sessions.
Three American

programmed

|
_ |goff & Becker, the New York area
films already jart circuit became Rugoff Theatres

at Valladolid include !tyo weeks: ago following the. pur-

two directed by Billy Wilder—“The

| chase, by the Rugoff. family,of in-

Apartment” and “The Spirit of St. |terests in the .firm held by the esLouis.”
U.S.A.”

“Crime and Punishment
/tate of-the late Herman Becker.
is the third Yank entry. | Craddock was fo ‘merly assistant:

France gets major fest screen time isales managerof Lopert Films, and

‘with five entries:

Marcel

Carne‘s ' prior

to that was

associated

“Terrain Vague.” “Voyage en Bal-! Rank . Film. Distributors.
Jon,”

“‘Etoiles du Midi.”

(Continued

on page

with

He re-

“Il Suffit *places Marton Lightstone who left
20)

‘Rugoff

to form. his. own

company.
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OD STARTER

; ‘Musicals: Not impossible,Dif IsersVI0-AOMAN |New Wave Cameraman Raoul Coutard:
[Per. Rouben Mamoulian]..
‘The motion picture medium. is equally suited to the “fantasy’”

AS PRODUCER: Lensers Don't Make Good Directors

|

{
!
1
§

{'

‘world of musical. comedy as-to the realisti¢ world of drama and
7
;
adventure, according to Rouben Mamoulian: ~.
ae.
“Boys Night Out.” which is being
' The director, who. has such legit credits as “Oklahoma.” “Carou-

¢

“No

good

cameraman

has

ever

,become a really good film direcltor.”
EXTENDED
REHEARSALS
readied in: Hollywood.and Manhat- |
|
That thestatement,
brushes
tan by and for Joe Levine's Em- Martin Starr, After 23 Hours, Still ‘ aside
achievements
directorial which

‘in films
sel,’! “Lost. in the Stars,” arid works ‘with equal facility

(“Silk Stockings,” “Nevér Steal Anything Small.” etc.), made the” \bassy
remark
in‘ New York’ recently when asked ‘to ‘comment on the

Pictures,

and

representing

In- Pre-Trial

| Levine's maiden production on the

present dearth of screen. musicals.. Was. it, he was asked: because
films .are basically tns uitable for the essential -‘‘unrealism"’ of

West

Martin

musical comedy?
‘Not. at all, answere d Manioulian, but the filmy musical‘ must be.
the audience to accept. the conventions
as. to pursuade
“so designed

Coast,

has also catapulted

Ransohoff

Examination

;of such cameramen as George Stevens
and
Jack
Cardiff,
among

After some 25 hours of pre-trial others, might go unnoticed except
questioning, the .end is not yet ‘for the fact that it was made by

into . theatrical

production and the N. Y.-L. A.
for commentator Martin Starr who one of the hottest young camera-tshuttle.
‘[
is suing for $200,000 detamation °
in France today, Raoul CouA new name to ranks of “Holly. against United Artists and Roger men
of musical comedy. . as totally belie vable. By this -he meant, aecept-....|
‘tard, who was responsible for lens“ing the view of.ordinary people singing and dancing, where in real... ‘}wood producers,” the 33-year-old H. Lewis, and Columbia Pictures ing the current attie hit, “BreathNew
Yorker
is
an
oldtimer
in
the
‘life such behavior would:send them packing off to, the hooby hatch.
and Robert S: Ferguson, respeci'manufacture of commercial film .in- lively. Suit arises in Starr’s charge “Tess.”
A good film. musical, he said; must “combine -psychologicat truth
Coutard, in New York on a quick
iserts: for television programs. His that he was cancelled from a five. is achieved, the audience will accept the WildIf this
‘with poetry
visit last week. gave the opinion
Filmways, however, came closer to year radio contract with AB-PT “when
est exaggerations and extensions of reality.
tee
.
asked if he had any desite
storyline
activity
with
a
recent
tv
he suggested. but certainiy not
This may ‘be difficult. “to
to do..
«
‘because he was “defamed” by the: to start directing films himself. His
syndicated film series, “Mr. Ed.”
impossible. In his book, the most s uccessful musical pic.was “Seven
jWas an appropriately iconocia-tic
defendants.
,
and
two
other
vid
skeins
are
un
Brides:for Seven Brothers.” . - Starr's most recent questioning answer for a guy who has worked
“He. also still thinks: very highly. of-his own 1932 Paramotnt film,
“Love: Me. Tonight,” .an original ‘film. musical’. with. a score by
Rodgers ‘and Hart.’ While. everyo ne has dated thé modern: “in-

the company's boards.

tegrated” musical from the 1943debut of “Oklahoma,” Mainoulian.
says “Love Me Tonight”. pointed the way 11 years.before, and not’

only was it “integrated” «songs¢ontributing to the ‘book?,. but it.
utilized all the tricks-available to the imaginative filmmaker, slow
aa
‘motion, exaggerated ‘sound effects ete:

represents

Consent Decree DateLegalScratch |

For Defendants inSko urasChain Suit

Jong-pending
brought

antitrust’

First-Refusal

Long Island.
Judge Edward. Dimock

For. Columbia— Or

‘Might, Be UA.

cuit in New York; New Jersey and }.

and

residuals—

in N. Y.1- Alex
Federal Court ruled on technical". “Mask
motions that the circuit has, no": umbig.
claim beyond each producer's con-. pie to
sent decree -date.: ‘Plaintiff had > his multiple ‘pix. pact. Sheuld Col -confidence: in. him that Ranschoft
sought ‘conspiracy damages totdl-! show... disinterest; -however, pro- has virtual carte blanche on pro-.

‘dine over $100.000:000 covering the - ducer

perivd 1935-753.

a

indicates

he may

For Berlin Fest

the

his cast set within a month, and
.
Tollywood, April 4. 'the pic should rol! in Hollywood in
.Gordon, slated to roll July’or August on an eight-week.
of. the Red Death” at Col- - schedule, Pictures. in -May.will offer
_
Confidence
studio as’ a release under 7 It perhaps métasures Levine's

|

Only 2US. Pix

for some blue-chip tele.
and it’s reflected in the}.
listless display on the
Stock Exchange.
for the past month or

kept Ransohoff in

ALEX.GORDON’S ‘RED DEATH’ ; N.

cir-

equity

Hollywood, April 4.
Only
two. American
features
Y.-L. A. commutation jet stream !will compete officially this year at
for pre-production powwows with lthe Berlin Film Festival as result
Michael Gordon, but also
'. director.
‘of new rule governing all class-A
to dicker stars. He expectsto have

more fias

action*

by Skouras Theatres

| before trial, his third session, ran

the sounder. financial base for onward-and-upward corporate mobilitv. Contrast is Filmways’ till-now
treadmill position as a mere facil-.

ity (albeit.
sponsors),
company’s
American
<
“Boys”

Def endant major film coripanies+
won a round last. week !30) in the|.

,

Ransohoff's
.tié with the Boston } six hours, Schwartz & Frohlich for
Barnum as producer of “Boys” re- | Coiumbia and Ferguson reserving
flects. in part’ personal -penchant,. the ‘right to continue at further
but also (and mainly) fiscal com- length. Harry Heller of Brooklyn.
mon sense’ for his Gotham vid attorney for Starr, is trying to
blurb. operation. The simple logic ‘disengage from pre-trial phase and
‘is that theatrical and tele activity get the case on the court calendar.

submit duction,

even’ though

Levine

is

‘festivals,

according

with some of the best “new wave”
directors ‘(Jean-Luc Godan. Franeois Truffaut, among others). Contard, in fact, acts Jike someone
“who hasn't read the heavily por-

tentious news reports that the new

_ Wave

has

The

subsided.

cameraman

was

flown

ta

New York for a fast four dass by
French
producer Pierre
Brauniberger io confer with U. S. “pew
waver”. Morris Engel «"The Littie
Fugitive.” “Lovers and Lolipop-.”
'“Weddings and Babies’.
Couta'd
was interc sted in seeing the unicue
setup camera which Engel has developed for shooting location soiwid

|footage. In addition to taking in
-N, Y. sights, he also found time to
meet

Richard

Leacock, whose

fin,

+“Primary,” was just awarded the
‘annual Robert Flaherty award ‘sce
Reis- ‘separate story’.

to Bert

No Trademarks
feld, U.S. rep for Berlin fete. One |
‘of entries will be nominated by | Although every cameraman prohably
has
certain
subjects which inMotion Picture Export Assn., other
invited by the festival committee. _terest him more than others, he's
‘not a good cameraman if he deReisfeld
said,
however,
that
“one
1
ior possibly two dates” during fes- velops a recognizable style. Coutival, which runs from June 23 to tard suggested. He's only a good
July 4. will be set aside for out-of- cameraman when he knows what a
competition, or trade, screenings . specific director wants and is able
jto deliver. As its turned out, he's
for U.S. pix.
‘worked particularly well with Go-

property to United Artists for. re- bankrolling,.and
with the most coin
lease...
he's yet gambled. Film's budget is
. -In:the case of Paramount, the;
Gordon, .w “ho recently completed . put at near $2,000,000, but adverfor whom, in addition to
“perch ruled no claims were valid. “Underwater.
Dietrich To Hollywood ‘dard.
City” for Col dis‘“Breathiess,” he’s also lensed "Le
afier Dec, 30, 1949.. date’ Par ef= | tribution, has inked Vincent Price tising and exploitation are expect.,ed to hike the ultimate outlay well | - Marlene Dietrich reported Men- Petit Soldat” and “Une Femme Est
fected its divorcement from exhipi- as star of. “Mask.”
(past $3.000,000. ‘While it’s Ranso-| day (3) on the Coast for “Judzment }
(Continued on page 20:
No claiws” from Warner's,;.
tjon.
Lhoff’s initialer, he’s not. exactly (at Nuremberg” filming after week-:
Columbia, Universal ‘and ‘United:

Artists: were. allowed bevond
-Plaintif! previously settled

RKO

out of court,

Greeks Springing

1950.
with

and.arranged:

partial setlement
with Loews.
“one of tice major circuits said toy
have been. tavored
conspiracy.

Export Assn. director for the Medi-|

Importers

-and

Distributors.

comFilm

.of

to meet.a

critical situation

_ (Continued

According

‘to

trade

in Gotham

for

wardrobe: _

to[‘Jean Louis! fittings. She also con-

ferred with Doubieday publishers
on her “The ABC's of Dietrich.”
down for. early fall publication.
Actress just completed a cabaret
stand in Puerto Rico.

marking

on page 20:

in ai FEasfer.-and
the -holidays
a sur- . boost. first-run biz..in’ most

sources’

faves

past

prise ruling in- Greece ‘remarkably :¢ities

covered

Screen Gems Net,

27 Weeks, $970,000
Screen
Gems.
89'°-owned
by
Columbia, is reestablished as the
top moneymaker of the corporate

j family.

Easter Hypos Biz; ‘Exodus’ No. 1, ‘101 D’s’ 2d,
‘Professor’ 3d, ‘Work’ 4th, ‘Pepe’ 5th

4
?

developing in Athenian film circles.

Madrid. Hochstetter

in the

stone of sorts. for Levine,

terranean area, left for Greece last
week

global..treks

National Boxoffice Survey

“Madrid. April 4.
Leo Hochstetter, Motion Picture

Awards Pending
festival ‘and awards
of the Independent

some

~ Surprise on US.

by the ‘allepea
7

Broacer Burstyn
The
mittee

jacking production experience, per|ending

{amass footage for some of his spon-|
‘sorial clients.
“Boys” will also serve as a mile-

It was revealed this week

that the television subsidiary had
a net profit of $970.000 for the 27
weeks ended last Dec. 31, com-

will

“Gone With Wind” :M-G:, out on i pared with
again is making fhiistory jresponding
. previous.
theatre-zoing :this week to be an outstanding new 3 «©Earnings

by Variety.

key |reissue,

this

similar to the 4-1 decree sprung stanza.
Favorable
‘on MPEA negotiators by Spanish’ weather is helping. ‘too. alang with
film officials sonie five years ago.
- some new,-very strong screen fare.
In’ Greece the ‘ratio is different.| “Exodus” «U:Av again is champ,
American distributors, reports say," making the. sixth week in a row
may be. foreed to. distribute one that this opus has. been on top.
Greek ‘film feature in Greece for Again it is being closely pressed

entry.

It is rated wow in Washing- j were

$647.000
period

for

the

for the cor-

of

the

new

year

penod

equal to 43¢, against 29¢ in
the earlier half, on the basis of
2,250,000
shares outstanding a~ of
awards, in addition to TFIDA’s an-.
Dec. 31. 1960. Company now has
nual Joseph Burstyn award -tor the
| Shapes potentially big, based on its ;: 9 59 409 shares out, taking mito
“best foreii Janguage film ef the
showing this round, being great in - account the stock which recentiy
“year.
ve
every ‘five- foreign filis imported. by “101 Dalmatians” *BV), which: | Washington and Boston, wham in was sold to Cal stockholders on 4
. Being recommended are’ awards: Pending Greek restrictions are said — is winding up a big second-place -Philly ‘and socko in N.Y.
rights offering basis.
for the best foreign: short subject, to haye been taken over intact front winner.
“Hoodlum
Priest” ‘UA, alse
‘or 45 minutes or less in Jength; the five-year old Spanish -prece-_
“Absent'+ Minded
Professor" new, is fine in Washington, big in
-fur the best English lansuage film dent.
, BV. is capturing third position, Chi and great on first few days at
from
abroad, whether’ ‘originally
with its. great showing at N.Y. N.Y. Astor. “White Warrior’ ‘WB'
shot. in. English or dubbed. after
Music: Hall, of course, providing.a is disappointing this session, being
being shot in another -language,
-hefty boost. “All in Night's Work” fair in Washington
and
Cincy.
and an award for the-best feature
'Par:, third a week ago. is finish- okay in Buffalo but slow in L.A.
Houston. Apri: 4.
pis. dubbing job of the year.
oo!
fourth.
;
and Cleveland.
*
i Feature originally titled “The
Recommendations
must
be;
_.
“Pepe” (Col is winding in fifth
“Raisin in Sun”: (Col), also new, , Battle of San Jacinto” is now 1iokaved by the full IFIDA member=| .
Hollywood. April 4. - Place, same as last round. “The looms great in Detroit and big in 'tled “The Birth of Texus." |ProSidney Pink, has set a three>2 : Alamo” (CA) is taking sixth spot, N.Y. “Trapp Family” :20th:, hot in ‘ducers have approval to film a
t
its standing not taking in Chi. shapes nice in L.A. “Sins of ‘portion of the picture—the baitie
feature program for his return to ‘With
several multiple-run engagements
Cade”
(WB:
is uneven, iscenes—at the San Jacinto Batt leHollywood
. following .his “current - and biz.enjoyed in-smaller keys. Rachel
LY
being hotsy in Detroit. okay in grounds.
filming. of two featur es in Copen-; “Spartacus” 'l) is finishing a Frisco. and light in Philly.
i: W. N. Blanton Sr.. chairman of
close seventh.
hagen:
“Great Impostor” (U', long high _the battleground’s three member
“Cimarron” (M-G), which was
Trio include: “Phantom of the."
;conunission,
wiiich approved
the
on the weekly list, looks wow in
” Herbert Rosener, Calitornia art: Ferris
Wheel,” . starring: ‘Vincent’ 40th last stanza, is pushing up-to
ililming, said producers and been
house .circuit operater, outbid reg-! price; “Story - of. a» Seduction,” eighth. Ben-Hur” (M-G) is cap- N.Y. for two theatres, big in St. “ afraid to bioadén the scope of the

America has. recommended establishment.
of: three. additional

‘ton, sock ‘in Portland and L.A.,
i huge. in Frisco and mighty in St.
: Louis.
“One-Eyed
Jacks”
‘Par:

“NO OFFENSE TO MEXICO”
A CONDITION OF FILM

BACK FROM DENMARK,

SID PINK SLATES. 3°'

ANTEE
VITAL’ GUCARE
O
‘D
FOR L.A. 18 $75,000.

and “Blood : turing

ular theatre chains for local ‘Telease; Rossana Brabbi starrer;

ninth

place.

‘All

Hands

of Htalian “La Dolce Vita.” which
iBrothers.” for which Pink
is:seek-' on Deck" (20th, out for first time.
this’ round, is landing 10th posihe ‘set for dual openings julyyon.7) or
ing -Tony weeCurtis.
Negotiations
are”
e.
!
‘tena:
asacr
1.

at
Music both
Hall and
Beverly hills.
Can
theatres,
i” Beverly.

,on with United

Artists for program

tion.

So,

Louis Mink”
and smooth
in Philly. “Make |
(Cont), good in Balto Picture.

Mine
an
7

7;
.
Minneapolis, shapes
a

:
nice
.

IN

“We don't want anything

ishown that will hurt our relations
not only with Mexico, but with
South America.” he said.

“Funes
of Glory”
(Lope)
is
“t., Pink is now doing “Journes: to”
_“The Entertainer
Cont) is tar-;
Blanton said he changed
his
‘Films’ mind after Jack Vance, executive
Deal involves $75.000 guarantee. ; the Seventh. Planet." starring John winding up. in llth place while. rid in Cincy. “Breathless”
eight-week
minimum. run, ‘nego-j Agar, and next will
do “The Invis- “Never On Sunday” tLope) rounds Around World) shapes socko on rroducer for Big Four Films Inc.,
-tiated through Manhattan Film In-‘ible City.” to star dack Palance out the Top 12. “Suzie Wong” longrun in N.Y.
inspected the hatile ground ard
ternational,

wich

holds . distrib {and Cesar Romero,. under his Cine-

rights in 11 Western states,

magic banner.

:

‘Pars

and

“Sanctuary”

T the runner-up films.

(20th)

are |

{Complete

Boxoffice

Pages 10-11). -

Reports

on‘ agreed to broaden the scope of the

lfilm and change the ttle.

FILM REVIEWS
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AH

Hands

On

(C°SCGPE—COLOR)

Shopworn service comedy with
songs. Boxoffice fate depends
on extent of kiddie appeal and
teen pull of Pat Boone.
Hollywood, March 29.
Tucntieth
Fox. release

rey production.
Bi ekett. Dennis
Ko

‘ter

of

Oscar

Brad-

fovercoming all the difficulties. This
seems well meaning and sincere,
but has a tendency to get preachy
and one track. It looms mainly as
_an exploitation item abroad.
Love comes quickly to this cou
‘ple and there are many scenes of
them wandering happily through.
Paris and making love. Then comes

the encroachment

Stars Pat Boone, Buddy
O'Keefe, Barbara E ’sn,

Tirected by Norman
dat Sorters
b sed

<. camera

Luvern

Leo

Tover:

eater, Fiederich Y. Smith: irt directors,
Jack
Mivriin, Smith. Walter
M. S'menads:
nme. C veil J. Mockri@ge: sound. E. Chayten
Weed.
Erook
WW.
Meroe:
cesistant
Crecten.
Stemley
HMoueh.
Pevrewod
at
Westwood Vithace The tre, March 29. ’6I.
Kann ag tine. 98 MINS,
Donald
.
Pat Boone
It
Hackett
avr! eld
tees ” Buddy
Dennis O'Keefe
BE? Centr. (Gara_ caer
Sait
Hebsan
— .....Barb ra Eden
Ensi-n Rosh
oo... . Warren Berhncer
Cemdr
Fintle . ......
Gele Gordon
Ts
Mautley
wea
ee ee
David Prandon
Bosm
«aves
Joe E Ross
1 Comer. Anthony
Bartlett Robinson
224y nev
Paul wen Sehre ber
Nobbs
we nsee . Ann P. Davis
re” "G. Schuster
Jody McCrea
Gruber
Pat
MeCaffrie

ives

out

of

amiable

20th-Fox

producer

naval

Oscar

rumpus.

generate some teen response via Pat
grownup:
Boone.
out
for
most
wickcteers it will amount to little.
more than a drab and predictahle

Vaistion

en

comecics
the

release

should

dozens

that have

of

service

preceded

it ta:

screen.

Scenisist

Jay

Sommers’

rub-a-

dub hubbub is rather insccurely
aiichored to a novel bs Donald R.
Morris. The plot is elementary. for
auyone
in ecsementary school. that
ix. Lt. Denald ‘Pat Feone? falls
in-tantiy
in love with
newshen

e

racism

and

tr ies!

La Mort
De Belle.

the hard:sell in general situations.
} ,
- (Death of.a Beauty)
A free living youth has a run-in
entry was Fre- _
. WRENCH)
with an effeminate esthete who.
Cannes Fest by.
,
Paris, March 28.
“Lux
release
of Cinephonic-Chavanee
25, 1960. ‘Mosk... swears revenge. The former. lives
Odeon
production. With Jean |Desailly.
“tough boxoffice’ | with a sensual, young tart from the|
: Alexandra
Stewart,
Monique. Melinand,
suggested
pic.. provinces. They all become friends. '
. Mare Cassot.. Yves ‘Robert. Directed by .Screenplay,
Jean.
Then comes several eScapades as: ; Edouard ‘Molinaro.
overlength and
! Anoulin from novel by: Georges Simenon:
they break up phony art shows.’ camera, Jean-Louis Picavet; editor, Robert
ambiguous ~ . characterization. .
‘and
Monique:
Isnzrdon.
At
Marbeut,
Paris.
seduce pompous people and show
Film runs the ‘same 145 min-_
up some professional do-gooders. + Running: time, 700: MINS.
utes in its American preem at
«<2 ....6.+..3.-.--: Jean Desailly
But the esthete takes over the boy's Stephane
the Beekman, N. Y.. where it
Belle . -..,..s....,. Alexandra Stewart
(L'AVVENTURA

‘This Italo
viewed: from
VARIETY May
prognosticated
going,” - and
was flawed by

| girl and shows her up..
Blanchon
...........
Monique Melinand
|seed naneeenecion.
Mare Cassot
' Chabrol has a flair-for comic Policeman
Barman wt eeeeens eeaee “gacee Yves: Robert
routine but still has vet to get a.
; point of view into his destructively | This whodunit iis more interested

opened last night ‘Tues.).
Yarn castigates the emptiness and decadence of Italian
‘high life, but “it is long, grave

;themed pix. The usual orgies are!
atmosphere, - characterization .
i more subdued in this and .more in
: attention. is paid to these youths, "and psychology than susperise: The
whose
revolt
against
their
elders’
"oversimplified. psycho ‘aspects, and.
ees
eel
is brazen. Yet nothing is introduced |
_a lack of true insight into. motives .
to put in its place. In-some ways, |
it is reminiscent of U.S. slapstick and, place. makes this primarily a.
dualer’ item abroad. : Specialized
fibns.
2% year-old prince
This has some bite. and wit. w‘th spotting also is a. possibility.
but rarely do they seem really | love
at first sight with .a- young
Chabrol
showing
himself
to
be
one.
alive or to have the love needed to. | nobleman. ‘Her: purity. and breed-A withdravin, shy professor. who:
of the most
technically:
adept has an uneventful Hfe with his
surmount their problems.
‘sing keep-her faithful. to her hus- |
American
actor Gordon
Heath: ‘band who actually dies when ‘told “wavers”.in pix here. Jean-Claude * wife, suddenly finds himself. suse
can not quite overcome the almost a false -rumor ahout her infidelity. Brialy is properly seductive as the ,.peeted. of the. murder of an 18symbolic quality of his role as the. i She still remains true to her hus- rococo. character while Charles Bel-: year-old boarder, a comely Amcrimont is effective as the more seri- can daughter of his wife's friend.
loving but angry, proud Negro stu-: band’s memory, and dies young.”
ous youth. Bernadette Lafont is a
dent. Francoise Giret is appealing ,.
i.
Film has ‘a rich sheen, ‘with the revelation as the Perfidious, ibpul- Then it develops:that she had se-as the girl.
cretly loved: him and -‘that she was’ 7
t
life
well
done.
Butdirector
cour
Sive girl.
Technical qualities are good but.
‘a loose little: girl who drank a Jot...
director
Claude-Bernard © Aubert. Jean Delannay rarely ‘has been able . Technical credits are good; While. And. the man: begins to emerge
has been too didactic rather than, to give this: a visual insight. and this is uneven it has-enough ex- from his cocoon of: inhibition. as
allowing his characters to grow: breadth to have the ‘times and ploitation handles and ‘provocative the: police | hound’ Aim.
within their crises. The love seenes ; emotions come to life. A: -jousting subject matter for offshore chances. |
Ironie note is struck -as: the réal
‘Mask.
naturally will keep this out of the .seene leading to the death ‘of the
“murderer. is caught. Acting is- good.
| king: is.one of the fairly ‘actionful
south in the U.S,
Mosk.
The
direction. is somewhat too
| sequences. ‘Court dances. -intrigues
Fuenf Tage - Fuent.
‘stolid for the fairly routine: analy-.
and coincidences mark its: literary
Naechite
f"Amant De Cing Jours ‘ antecedents.
sis of ‘the -affair: .The petty. reac(Five Days—Five Nights)
tions. of the townspeople. are alsa(Lover For Five Days)
Marina. Vlady. has the porcelain
(E. GERMAN-RUSSIAN)
“cursory,
Technical credits’ are
(FRENCH)
j looks. for the role of the ill-fated
(COLOR)
good.
Mosk,
Paris, March. 28.
while her
star-crossed |
: Princess
release
of
<Ariane-Filmsoner- i
Cinedis
Berlin.
March
28.
Jean-Francais
Poron Iacks
production.
Stars
Jean; lover
Mancéex-Cineriz
Progress .release
af. ‘coproduction
of |
Seberg,
Jean-Pierre
Cassel,
Micheline’ ‘the dash for his part. Jean Marais
Defa (East Germen) and: Mosfitm (Soviet).
og Hombre. de la
Preste,
Fiancois
Perier:
teatures
Pavlo
Directed
by Lew
Arnstam.
Screenplay,
Stoppa,
Jean
Poiret.
Michel
Serrault. ‘is aeceptable as the suffering husArnstam. and. Wolfgane Ebeling: e:mer..
Ametralladora.
Directed by Philipre De_Broca. Screen- ;; band. ‘Lesser characters are ‘better. ‘Alexander
Srhelenkow
and Tschen
Juplay. Daniel Boulanger,
De Broea from’
.(Machine-Gun Man)
Ian: mysic, Dmitri Shostakovich: editor.
blocked.
novel
by
Francoise
Parturier; .camera,
'Tatjana
Lichatschowa.
At ‘the Brbylon,
(MEXICAN).
Jean Penzer: editor, L. Mery. At Marig- ;
Production values are’ excellent ‘East: Berlin. Running time, 103 MINS. —
Mexico..City, March 28.
Ss.
nan, Paris. Running time, 85.-MIN
and technieal credits are high. This Paul Naumann
, Heinz Dietcr Knaup '..
Peliculas’ Nacionales relesse ‘ef Alameda
to

its

aimless,

dangerous

.

had

have to enlist the support of junior

Bredney’s

om

bility abroad. However, it ‘calls. for

The Adventure

and sometimes: over-emphatic.”
Janus Films is. handling. national. release in the U. S.
.
But all this is somewhat stilted.
And the rage against this form of;
prejudice is rarely put into ac- |action. However: its loeal chances.
ceptable dramatic form. The result look good.
is a series of tableaus showing them. | A 16-year-old
girl marries -.a
reacting to the growing pressures
only. to. fall in

America.
Only the moppets are
likely to get much of a sustained
charge

a course

to get
roots.

If “All Hands on Deck” is to
mike the boxoffice grade, it will

The

of her. family’s

disgust and hatred, many
little
petty actions of people, and his
growing anger and her bewilderment. There is also a professor who

Taurog. Sereenolay.
en novel bv Doneld

(De

Wednesday, April.5, 1961.
coming child leads to marriage and}

Deck

Scilly Hobson ‘Barbara Eden'. He Cleire
Jean Seberzg
Captain. Leanow
. Wsewolod
Safanow and Cesar Santos Galindo. praducvants to marry her. but ius ship AMGIne ....c206 esses. Jean-Pierre Cassel - just misses in making this pie pul- Sergeant Koslow .... Waewolad San: jew ’Films
* tion
Stars Fernando Casanava. .Rafaek
Presle- sate with. life. Hence, this calls for Katrin
. .....+... Annekathrin Buervei
suils to the Aleutians. The 10. ate AMiadeleIne ....sccecceess ; Micheline
‘Bertrand. Silvia Fournier:
features "Als
Francois Perier
Georges
‘ny
Nikitina
=
6....
Jewgenija
Kosirjewa.
, special handling..abroad and the
fansa Mejia, David Silva. Rocio Reeales,.
s complicated
by the pre-ence
Rank °..3.....
Marga ‘Legal: Lucero
Chane :.
Tahaoda.
Directed- by
hard sell ‘on its nobility: of purpose _Lutse.
ebeard
of a Chickusaw
Indian
Erich. Braun ...°... Wilhelm -Koch-Hoage° Vrueta.
Film is a situation comedy con- .and
Screenpiay.
Remon
Obsn.. At
General . ......:...
Michael Majorow
theme.
Mosk.
suilor
Buddy Hackett: who has cerning aduitery. Its people are
Cine Olimpia..Mexico Cits.. Running time,
90
MINS.
7
:
oo
,
frown attached to a stowaway tur- ‘stereotypes, and, though there are:
| This is the first East Germanwe
kev
Owasso,
who
in turn hee a few inventive moments, this is ;
-El Globero
Soviet Russian coproduction. Both~
A
crime
film
with
suspense
overfiown
attached
to the
captain somewhat
repetitive in its love
| Defa, ‘sole producing outfit.in East
(Balloon Man)
(Dennis O'Keete’ . Hackett solves scenes and never becomes very en-°
tones, with actor David’ Silv a, usu.
‘Germany, and the Russian Mosfilm
(MEXICAN)
_
this Hitvle everyday
problem = by faging. It is mainly for exploita- °
“contributed _about ‘the’ same num- ally. east in hero roles. turning in.
Mexico
City,
March
28.
ginugsinng ’ abourd a pelican. Resuit: tion possibilities without the true
Columbia Pictures release of Jese Luis ber of
players .and technicians. a highly realistic performance of
an ounphatehed turkey-pelican ¢@2. insight for weightier chances.
Calderon. preduction. Stars. ClaviNlezo and
With
Lew
Arnstam, -a -Russian, a bern. ‘kiiler,
with. henehman
features Rodatfo Landa. Irma
When the ship returns tu port in
Yank actress Jean -Seberg, be- Pulgarcito: Rifa
handling the overall direction. Of Rafael Bertrand. equally villainous.
Macedo. Roberto G. Rivera.
Long Eeae.t, there is an inspection coming a regular here. plays a wife Dorantes,
Directed
by René Cardona:
musi
Ancan
be
said.
both
keep
about:
in
Action
revolvcs
around
the kidnapby admirable admiral Gaie Gordon. ot a rather dullish civil servant temo Diaz Conde; camera, Reul Martinez
Tie iin problem is to prevent the whoa is in the midst of an: affair Solaiez: At Palacio Chine, Mexico City. can. be said buih keep about in ping of heroine S‘tvia Fournier and
Running time. 90 MINS.
balance.
Too
much
propaganda
“two.
children.
‘played
by: child
ediiiral from encounterine:
|}: the with a men she met by accident. :
makes it an item’ of Aittle , interest actors Rocio Rosales and. Lucero
terkes: -2- the eggs: « 3: Afiss Eden He happens to be kept by her best:
While the Rene Cardona direc- for western release. ’
Taboada.
Who, muipatient tou see her lover. friend, a snobbish couturier. Then- tion is good and comic Clavillazo
Siory starts in 1945 in Dresden,
Two-fisted Fernando: Casanova ishts sipped anboard concealed in things are uncovered and a party turns in a better performance than.
a few wecks afier this city’s hCavy
the law man. vho sniffs out the
at ashcam The adtniral cise Overs: brings them all face-to-face.
recently. -the sum total of this one destruction — by
Anglo-American trail: af kidnappers. It all Jeads to
‘lo the turker: 2: the eee: 3: Miss
She finally goes back tothe hus- is a weak carbon copy of Chaplin's hombers. It teNs in semi-documena smash end, after some tricky
Eden. ind an about to rake his band, who will stand for her af- “The Kid.” and.a number of films
tary form the rescue: satecuarding seenes where it looks. as. thoush
black report vvhon it develops that fairs, and the lover, who. wanted . made here in the past.
|
and restoration of Dresden‘s worldAis Eden is “employed by a sen- to go to work and marry her. goes.
Story revolves..about. son of a famous picture-gallery ‘Dy: Soviet. the. kidnappers Will win, with: tre
hero facing had men: only: with his
ator in cnarge of naval appr Gpria- back
to his position
of gigolo. good tumily -played by Pulgarcito soldiers.
tiens,
There is no feeling for place or. of “Tom Thumb” fame). who is lost: Pic follows an extremely human fists and. vanquishing them.
Director. Urueta has kept up susBoone,
U.S.
teendom’s = goud time. and so this is like a pre-war and found by Clavillazo, who is.a tendency showing
both: Russians:
humor man. sniiles and warhies his comedy of saucy French sex man- humble. balloon vender. He ‘takes and
the
defeated -Germans.. as pense, mystery and action scenes
cin
this one. Oddly °enough |‘the
Wey out of bistrionic dofficuity. His ners. |
boy under his protective wing. The
friends although the war chaos: is
comedy reactions need work, hat
.Miss Seberg. looking like Shir- theme of a father witout. a son, Still at its peak. As well meant as “actors do not lam. it:‘up ar’ over‘play.
Better than average Mexican:
his clean-cut. yvouthiul cand looks ley Temple in a wig. is hard put to -and. a son. wifhout..a
father is. this film probably is. its super-. fo well with the naval officer's «ive a lively knowing air to the milked dry. But ‘there are pathos human, attitude gives it a flair of ‘effort of .its type slated for good
‘boxoffice
business
_ throughout ature. Hacketts zany epprosch to wite while Jean-Pierre Cassel plays and comedy touches.
naivety throughout. Latter and freEmil, .
merriment should go aver with the the gigolo in his usual airy manner. .
Most important point to this film quent overly sentimental passages Latin America.
types. O'Reele, a pro at comedy,
Micheline
Presle
and
Francois -is fact that. comie Clavillazs. «who turnished by the seript rob this
delivers competently. Miss Eden. Perier. as the cheai¢ed partners, is cantracted to churn out pictures film of a considerable part of: its
equipped vith a delectable figure ere more in character. Direction -like. a sausage factory. displays conviction.
and a face to match. is good t) sesues -between love. comedy and considerable.
While. the script must be called
historic.
talent. in
have around. There's a nifty comic sa‘ire. He does not quite pin down straight dramatic acting. And in the film's most essential deficiency,
petforirance by Pat McCaffrie and a point ef view on the whole thing, this. one,- he avoids the grimaces there are definite. assets in the fine
generally
acreeable
support
hy there being little flair to make all and bald slapstick of former -roles.: color photography and the score
Warren Berlinger, Gordon. Ann B. this bed hopping palatable. Tech- With the proper script and intelli: written by Dmitri. Shostakovich.
Alan -Villiers, author- shipmaster,
Davis. David Brandon, Jae E. Ross, nical aspects are okay,
Mosk.
gent direction, Clavillazo shows. he The acting is pessable although
Bartlett Robinson. Paul von Schreicould become one of the top per- everybody. in this tends ito wax has ‘been signed by AHicd Artists
as
commodore of a: flotilla of: three
ber and Jody
NMeCrez..
Norman
formers
able
to
handle
‘both sentimental. Technically, the pic
sailing : vessels to’he used in “Billy
De (Cleves , comedy: and straight roles capably. . reps a very good Standard, Hai-s.
Taurog has directed with a lcht La Princesse
Buddy’ the Peter. Ustinov-Ronald
(The Princess of Cleves)
touch, but the material leaves too
i; Tias will do good business at:
—
Lubin
filmization - of the Herman
(FRENCH—COLOR—
much to be desired.
“nabe houses and throughout: Latin : .
Melville classic. Pie goes into proDYALISCOPE)
Leo Tover’s photography is vivid
America ‘where — the
Clavillaze!
duction in. the. Mediterranean in
Paris. April 4.
and colorful ‘De Luxe. Frederick
name is being built up.
Emil;
Cinedis release of Cinetel-Silver Films
_ June, .
Y. Smith’s editing snappy. Cyril J.
Broduction.
Stars
Jean
Marais.
Marina f
Villiers won't. appear in the film, .
Continued from page 2 =
Meckridge’s
score
anobtrusively
Viaeds:
features
Jean-Francois
Poron,
‘but is figured for lure and aft ¢xheiptul. There are several listen- Annie Ducauxn. Lea Padoveni. Rastiend
‘film eareer in Florida in 1913 with ploitation. besides ‘the actual .comePieral. Directed by Jean Delan-.
Les
Godelureanx
able.
but
not
vers
memezable, . Gerome,
nov ; Screenplay, peat peoctesu
from
(The Wise Guys)
j the.Lubin organization. Hal Roach modore chore. He's written more
songs. Art airection by Jacks Martin novel by Madame
De
Payette; camera
u
-united his future stars four the first than 20 books, mostly an..seagoing
tEastmancolo: .
Henri
Alekan:
editer.
(FRENCH)
na.
Soiith and Walter M. S.mmonas con- Henry
Taverna. At Colisee, Paris, Run- :
Paris, March 28. time in -1926 in “Siipping Wives.” adventures. It was-he who brought’
vVexs
the
appropriste
nevtical cing time. 115 MINS.
Cacinor -release
of Internation:! SPA~ In 1929,
they made
their. first .- the Mayflower -replica trom: Engproduction.
Stas
Jean-Claude | Braialy,
fiavor.
Tiuhe,
Prince De Cleses
Jean Mareis
Bernadette Lafont; features Charlés Bel- sound film, “Unaccustomed as We
land to Plymouth, Mass... in 1957,°
Princesse De Cleves
Marina Vilady

Hire Alan Villiers For

Billy Budd’ Flotilla
In Allied Artists Pic

' Laurel-Hardy Bio

Les Laches

(Cowards Live on Hope)
(FRENCH)
Paris, Mareh 28.UFA
Gores
Sephsri

reiease

of Athos

pree ier,

With

Heath,
Francemse
G s¢*
nm
Witten and directed by Clarde

Ec. nard Autert. Camera.
Ria!
Foulen.
eunter.
Gabriel
Rengrer
Ae ucorge
V
92:6, Rimming tame. 90 MINS,
.
Dent
serden Heath
Friant vise
Bre fessor.

Feosdycase Goret
Aram
Stephin

~ Necro African stude:t and a
cn witite girl fall in Jove. The
filey oe tads the various aspects af
bigotix. prejudice and self doubts

that zlmost

bieak them

De Nemeurs
. Jean-Francois Poion
Inzne
De
Poitiers
Annie Ducaux
Catherine De Medecis
Lea Padovani
jienrn) H
Raymond
Gerame
Dwark
Pieral

» Due

Vivent

iS°Espoir

up until a

Jnont. Jean ‘Visser, Jean Galland. -‘Sacha
"Briquet.
Directed
by
Claude
Chzebral.
S reenplay.
from
novel

Eric
by

Ollivier,
Qllivier:.

Paul
Gegaule!
camera.
Jean

“Are.” for Roach.
Feature films

followed

1952,

did

when

they

“Alo!

until:
K"

K.bier: ecitor, James Cuenet. At Marig(“Utopia”) y abroad. -Their Aeature
nan; Paris. Running tume, 100. MINS.
Ronald
. Jean-Ctaude -Brialy “movie days at. MGM. and 20th CenAmbrotsime oe. .) 0.00. . Bernadette. Lafont. tury-Fox
were
not happy times
Arthur...
eeyese. Charles Belmont {for the comics, foreed into creative

In London, Too, ‘Exodus’
Draws Heavy Advance

Based on one of the first French
London, April 4.
_
literary classics of the 16th Cen.“Exodus”
(UA) has rolled up
Presidént .. ......2.. ayes
Jean Tissier.,
tury. this concerns a pure but Unele
the
‘biggest
advance
sale
ever.
renot’ strictly their .own:
2. .- ee eeeeeeSelec ‘Jean Gelland "methods
tragic love: affair in the court. of. Fiancee: eee freesdeaeaes Sacha Briquet Hardy. died in 1957. Laurel lives corded by the Astoria theatre here.
the King Henri JT of that era. Ht is
Advance for the Otto Preminger.
‘in retirement in Santa Manica.
somewhat static and resembles a '
The most prolific: “New -Waver” ‘| Book is well-illustrated and. of-. production, which starts May.9, is
series of well constructed tableaus.;.‘also the tirst), Claude ‘Chabrol. ‘fers a check-list of pix the men’ reported to be $34,613 by. ‘Arnold
Though ag faithful transposition of - again contributes a satirical pic -made singly and as a team. Ob-. M. Picker, United Artis(s veep in
the book, it lacks a true feeling. about the French youth of today. | viously a labor. of Joye, volunie charge of” foreizn.. distribution.
for recreating the period and stays It is sardonic but takes its potshots ‘emerges in every way worthy of : Figure is said to be “substantially
mainly in. formal court pageantry , at hypocritical conformism. ‘Film its attempt to record the ebul- in excess”. of advances rolled: up
pattern. This makes it primarily a. has some emotional. passages plus lience and magicof two of the ‘for. “Around The
World in. 80
specialized entry abroad with little: a serio-comedic edge which could screen’s most gifted. artists...
| Pars. *. “Solomon and Sheba” |and
depth possibilities Since it lacks ;make this an arty theatre possi“Alamo.”"
Redo.
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NewQueueTechnique:

Te-.

en’s

as

House was

of.

witnesses

last January
fying «films

“were,

be.ore

exhibited:

Product

-down

A: fourth

peaceful

appearing «

board,

in their opimon,

detrimental

‘shut

that of

of the'900,

testi- jheld Sunday by

“offensive. |i the

to. community.’

also

reported

: ‘Birth Of a Nation’ Plays
Outside Altanta But TV
Ducks Burg’s Censor

tion on the same. producer's up- : Theatre ‘in nearby Roswell, small
“The Eich-! burg in adjacent Cobb Co.) 20 sve
mann Story.” In addition, Times | pic. Seheduled for three-days, a
holdover
was
necesNavoa noted “that the government. forthcoming -release schedule in-| seven-day
three’ French
imports,
; sary.
{censor board is now beginning to cludes
erack down on gangster and hor-- “Plein Soleil,” “Double Twist” and‘
Storey Theatre ‘Inc., operators
ror pix, as well films with a heavy “Frantic,”
formerly
known
as‘ of chain of six hardtops and four

| American and European vein goes.

\however,
with action
ture fare being
-hest.

stand-in

25 members

was

of

Majestic -Theatre—this

trying. to gain

time

admission: for. white

cited included.“Nude ;‘students. in the- theatre’s balcony.
“Isle of;‘reserved for. Negroes.
Eden,”
.

“Nudist
Story.”
Gunther contends. supervisors’

and adven-_ coming. documentary.

emphasis on sex and/or nudity. In “Elevator to The Gallows.”
this respect; ‘he finds. European|:
ae

' drive-ins.
wagon

;

are

with

and

getting

on

band-

old = race-and-rape

into
GELSEY’S. N.Y. BERTH
their Gwinnett
Drive-In, onl: a
(until recently, anyway) few probfew minutes by auty from Atlanta
lems ‘with the watchdogs of the’ Sets Up As Eastern Story Ed for’ (ity Limits.
nation’s morals.
who
Columbia Pictures
And for other Atlantans
The ..foreign exchange ‘situation.
can
bide
their time “Birth”
is
Erwin Gelsey in New York from : scheduled tor 30 mins. of if on
is not too difficult. he said, though
the Coast Monday (3) to take over:
“Silents, Please.”
|one attempts to send money out at! ‘as eastern story editor at the! {|ABC television’s
es
9
ee

violated. Calitornia constitu- demonstration from 4:30. to 7 p.m. the official. two-pesos-for-one-dollar rate. Dollars are freely availtion, he. eee cand 14th amend: | at the theatre’s rear entrance.

Speech. free press!, and claims his,

Lyan Krueger, manager of the

pix. ‘is -p: ‘olected |“Majestic, told the students the In-

by this righé.

elassic

have

booked

it

The white« students..
and Negrostaged:
college‘their
and |theteisliabletobeatime lag when

;university

‘action

of these

prexy

‘product .the most. chancy, adding
at. theatre |the. Students for Civil - Liberties at
that most’ U. S. films Have had

Set.
"Hideout In Sun."
Levant.”
“Garden.
of

‘showing

Times

the

“hers:
,
. 2: he said, and it could serve to stim{petition know:
when business is ‘ulate U.S. audience interest in upgood").
:eoming French film fare.
Although, with few Snel ove’|
Atlanta, April 4
rall domestic films, of which over
Goldwurm returned from Paris
‘100. are shot annually. are in Taga-|“ and Switzerland earlier in Mareh | Denied opportunity to see David
es
the public accepts with equal ; where he made a U:S. distribution | Wark Griffith’s 1915 silent blackfacility. foreign films .dubbed into déal for Lazar Wechsler’s now-, face “Birth of a Nation” because
nglish, says Navoa.
They don't shooting film adaptation of a ma- | of thumbs down ruling by City
dig subtitles and they .don‘'t dig cabrely comic play by Friedrich | Motion Picture Censor Mrs. Chr sproduct. from other Asian film cen- Duerrenmatt,. “The
Marriage of|tine
Smith
Gilliam.
Atlantans
ters. Almost any kind of film‘in the Mr. Mississippi,” and took an op-/ have been motoring to Rosweil

- San Antonio, April: 4.

by a. number of wom-

clubs.

result

ice Film Crities accolade.
stars | Film is proving beneficent caicerto have, wise for several of its principals,
most of whom were unknown qundirected |
‘tities. Cassavetes, heretofore with

the

For Segregated Shelf!

“yoked recently. 2D by the County:
Board
0: | Superviso's ‘following
“complaints

select

| by (“Nobody likes to let his com- ‘in the U.S.. Cost would be nominal,

the Lyric Theatre in nearby Wal |
nut
Park,
filed for
action.
in L.A. | of}
Su: Seek White Admissions.
perlor:
Coriré:
resioration
was

.Mewspaper critics

fabout 50° play foreign product.;

“Los Angeles, April. 4. +-

William. A. Gunther, operator of é

mali estimated

«4 1m.

Owner CallsAction Unconstitutional
which.

‘coproduction

lanother pic with Cassavetes to be
he‘ ‘shot in Mexico. Tom Allen, a fea‘had suggested to the Center Na- |turcd player, is current!y doing a
7
-|to 1,000 theatres. in the islands,:: tional du: Cinema, the official gov- ;‘picture in Japan.
eT
‘ernment office concerned: with film°
4 14
He also estimated that ‘the country | matters, that ii put together a:
|
monthly
“newsreel”
of
clips
from
:
et market
wane toto th
' 84™- [nual
theSt "3.a
majors. |
-|{though the figures are hard to come : rev. French releases for showing j

:

Women GotTheatre License Killed,

Jicense

enter .inlo

jfus asear. ted that

Lg

____._ tSouree: National Assn.
Assn.of
ofSecurities
Secw
Dealers.ine) )

-theatre’s.

to

It also is making

28s ‘|films and as many as 300 foreign °gojiow-up.
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deals.

Film Office in New ‘a thesp identity primarily, and the
|York. As Goldwurm sees it, the <‘only “name” connected with it.
While television has been introit still :
: campaigns
wou ld have. to be tied |now on the Coast as director- rine
duced
‘into’an the
‘islands, effect on
ducer of “Dceeams For Sale” for
hasn't had
appreciable
in with the availability of specific |
Paramount. With him is associate
film-going,
according
te Umaii, ,: films featuring the chosen slars.
“Shadows” producer Seymour (::5{principally because the cost of a
However, he would not Iaunch| spl. Producer Maurice McKendree
|single set, ranging from $500- to: an individual campaign until sev- has several projects in blueprint
$1,000, is way -out “of reach of the. erat weeks after the star's film Stage, chief being a production for
average citizen. The public remains
had opened in the States, just to |
Europa
Films,
Stockholm.
Miss
film-minded: providing a market. : make sure that the film's recep- |Goldoni goes into an Israel-iocaled
{for approximately 120 domestic‘ tion warranted the star campaign | film later this year, and in "62 docs

A ‘

3.

public plaudits alike, and in-

{three for domestic product.

a,

‘Gen Aniline & FA a

ears

and

the idea in -Paris and that it had|{cluding last year’s John Georges
pix, company , ‘heen “favorably” received.
Idea |Auriol (France: award and the Ven-

plans for:
the construction. of its own firstrun;‘to be so promoted. and
house in Manila. The city presently- the promotion campajgns

iy . er-the-Counter Secitrities

Soe

It’s still currrent in some 30 other
-stars in the American market, Jean
United
Kingdom
ioeations,
and
Goidwurm, prexy of Times Film, dates on the Continent are he og
suggested in New York last week. lined up. Impact across the po d
Goldw urm. said he had broached ! has been strong so far. per critical

‘has 10. firstruns for foreign pix and ‘by the French

—$————————

Angeles already pencilled in. Boston, Chicago and Washington are
also in line for early dates.
Fast there are several exploitable
angles, including pic’s total improvisation, cued what Bromhead said
was a “larger than normal” ‘fer
Lion)
ad-promo
campaign
far

|imports ‘film equipment and is pre- } would be to have a board of French!

.

{Courtesy ofMerrill Lunch, Pierce. Fenner & Smith, Inc.)

General

Stars in State

60 “foreign” films.a year. In addi-

8

* Week Ended Mon. 3.
¢ Actual Volume...
t Listed on Midwest Exe hange.

jpmerica Corp. vision:

they acquired five.

+274
[reatures,.and from N. Y. will go on
+154 lto London, Paris and Rome.
rr a | : East Asia, according to Navoa,
vai.
dis geared lo handle between 40 and

opts
<.

157_:

and

of: the |.

1612
73
i
Be

26 in

s|here, figures to have severa) other
‘|keys booked by mid-April. with Los

‘|filmmakers. is on the second leg |-and $150,000 a year for the pro-:last October at the Academy Theafor a round-the-world film buying motion of ‘three or four French tre, Londor, and just finaled there.

4

9

president

a

“Shadows.” Bally efforts alsa hed
Lelia Goldoni, ex-Lester Horton
concert dance trouper, who has tie
ifemme
lead, come
in from the
/° The pair, interviewed in the ofUnifrance,
the association
of|
Coast for the press-radio-tv rounds.
fice of: Munio. Podhorzer, produc- |.
ers’ rep for Franco London Films
| French film producers, should anShot catch-as- catch-can in N.Y.
and a number of other European |-nually set aside between $100,000 |in 1957, “Shadows” finally bowed

4 3t

TBs:

Navoa;

Inewly
formed East Asia Films Inc.
{ Manila.

+78

7

R..

is taking

chief reason seems to be anticivation of a click Manhattan run for
the pic which it can use to lever
better deals than otherwise for hinterland arties.
Michael Bromhead, Lion topper

1

chairman, “ania Francisco ¥. Umali,

-|yéep and general. manager,

12.
4+1%4

wa

Urge Budget To
Ballyhoo French

International

it’s the distrib’s first effortat national release tinstead of parceling
to territorial sub-distribsi; but-the

product might. otherwise -be ,

berto

37". "

Pas

BIR

apts

{Sueh

‘yy
= available to the local distribs.+ {,:-|
This was the picture presented
sim’ New York Friday (31) by ‘Al-

174

Bis

(film producing companies abroad.
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se

5075

231,

2nry

Philippines. is outside produet, ac{quired
France,
Tialy.|
other major
one of the
Germany,inorBritain,
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—314
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+478 1 Tts estimated that approximately
8 48 30°
of all the pix now being rejeasedby the U.S. majors in |

. 58

S12

uct picked up abroad
for’ release j.
Philippine - film
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4030
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233

gories” of a bill which has
been introduced in the legislature here to boost this state’s
minimum
scale to $1.25 an
hour.
The measure was filed in
the House of Representatives
by Rep. Horace W. Sanders of
Concord.
-

Iplemented their list of American
-lreleases with more and more prod-

yt

=x;
. 63.Be 653.

M4

5

Buckeye Corp,

as. the U. S.. companies have sup-

|ing to the first hand experience of
two Manila film men.
Situation |” from 70c to 95c an hour under
one of the “exceptional cate|has been sharpened-in recent years

+40

: 412
139" WT
7331
“mertean Stock Exchanee :

1553 10%) AWd Art afd.

Concord, N.H., April 4.
The minimum wage for theatre ushers would be increased

Lion

cautious
selling
stanza
on
“Shadows,” John Cassavetes’ Amerjiean “significant film” entry in the
lower depth idiom, which started
its domestic preem a week ago
(Tues.: at the Embassy, N.Y. Lion
is going slow partly for the fact

Up Ushers To 95c Hr.

tie Manila distributors for product |
for. the Philippine market, accord-.

B51
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‘Two Ozoners Reopen
Manchester, W.H... April

{calls for ‘segregation.

“Dentist In Chair’ for West

Columbia homeoifice. His appoint- ,
ment to the job was disclosed last
‘week by Samuel J. Briskin, Col’s.

v.p. in charge of production.

Rothman
Mo

Back in N.Y.

Rothman.

Gelsey, who has worked the pix ,Columbia

exec

International,

v.p.

of

arrived

| literati.field for some time, will be ;back in New York Monday (3. after
4.

Col’s

eastern

contact

with

pub- |to

weeks

of

huddling

in London

_ In the reverse of stand-ins staged I. ‘Two ozoners, the Sky-Ray.Drive-:lishers, literary agents, novelists; with Carl Foreman anent the Tat>
Log Angeles, April 4. ‘Jin -February..and early March, Ne-: In. and Manchester Drive-In Thea- :and playwrights, and also will seek ;ter’s production of “Guns of Navo-

“Dentist “in the. Chair,"

comedy,

British? ‘BLO - students- approached

the, bal-|tres,

will be distr ibuted in 11. Cony entrance:and asked for tickets:

western Slates by Manhattan Films. for their White friends.
International. =
‘Pacific
Coast’
staged later in
Theatie, Frisco.

-o

have

new: season:

been

reopened for the .oul new writing talent.

| rone.’

Talk

centered

en

the over-

He formerly was literary editor seas release.

Players agency,
Rothman also called an Coi reps
| The latter establishment was able: for the Famous
oe “The: denionstration was to show. ‘to. boast that it is right on the new
and worked before at Col along; in Paris and Rome. Also back tro:n
preem ‘will. be ‘there is -4S much injustice in the j“belt
line’
highway
on Willow i with Metro and
Paramount. He j‘*‘Navorone” sessions in London is
Month - at: Larkin ! ‘back asin the front.” Lone Cas-! Street. “An-.easy ‘ride here.
associate producer of: Irving Rubine, v.p. of the Fureman
the |: also was
©
tillo, SCL. president, ‘said.
Billy Wilder's “Sabrina” at Par. ! unit.
‘management reminded patrous.

‘Wednesday, April 5, 1961

Paramount presents

KARL

MALDEN
s.0's
‘tel
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EYECUTIVE PRODUCERS _

SCREENPLAY 8Y¥

KATY JURADO jovnsow PINA PELLICER ROSENBERG -BRENDO*GLASS«SELTZER +TROSPER & WILLINGHAM«PENNEBAKER
‘Based on the Novel THE AUTHENTIC DEATH OF HENDRY JONES by Charles Neider
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the onelboxoffice trium oh!
n,\Washington
s
Fox,
Philadelphia
meee THE (ONE
) PICTURE WITH
SMASH CRITICAL ACCLAIM!

kKeekekekkekekee
kee kek we ek
44EXTRAORDINARY!

Hard and realistic...romantic —

_and lush. Having reached a towering pinnacle as an

actor on stage and screen, Marlon Brando has directed
himself and a fast cast in an extraordinary film!”
—Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times

a6 * * * * HIGH EST RATING! An exciting
story, an unusual picture! | was vastly impressed with

Marlion’s work asdirector and star. It is his skillful |

direction and the fine photographic effects that he has

achieved that make ‘One Eyed Jacks’ memorable!”’
—Kate Cameron, N.Y.Daily News

—

“4EXCITEMENT AND INTENSITY! ‘one Eyed
Jacks’ has an.almost Venetian sensuousness, a visual
energy... Brando, the director, has invested his picture
with something of the quality that usually exudes from

a performance by Brando, the actor. So much of it |
bears the stamp of his personality—in its visual —
excitement and intensity !"— paul v. Beckley, N.Y. Herald Tribune

44HIGH ACHIEVEMENT! |

CEYED JACKS

Buen
———————

wae
1 ,
pit}

Its beautiful, unobtrusive direction
and strong, subtle
acting are in perfect

Ww

|

es

start to finish.
‘Jacks’ are aces!”
—Newsweek
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GROSSES

L.A. Strong: ‘Alamo’ Terrif $50,000,

l"Wind’ Smash $11,000,
Port.; ‘Cry’ OK $6,000

Warrior’ Dim 146, ‘Wind’ Wow 256
For 2d, Professor’ Sharp 2G, 3d:
Les Angeles, April 4. +
First-runs here continue on .the

strong side this week. with “The
Alamo,” iu first general release,
hypoing the general outlook.
It
Jooks to land a terrific $50,000 in
four theatres ard is doing equally
great in some 23 houses in the L.A.
area
Only

where
other

rior,’ looks

Key City Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$3,120;200
(Based on 22 cities and 251

theatres, chiefiy first runs, including N.Y.)
Last Year
. $2,426,600
1Bascd on 23 cities and. 242
is _theatres.))

dav-dating currently.
opener, “White War-

slow

$14.000

in three

houses.
“Gone With Wind” reissue
still boff at $25.000 Likely in second Hollywood Paramount session. |
“Absent-Minded
Professor’
continues a slick contender with lush

2200 in third Chinese stanza.

“101 Dalmatians” also is standjing up well with a big $19,000 or
crer in second in three spots.
“Ben-Hur” is rated fine $22,000, up
from previous round. for 7ist canto
at Egyptian to lead the hard-ticket
ix.
P “Spartacus”
shapes
sturdy in
24th round at Pantages, also hardticket.
Exodus” is rated stout in
15th session at Fox Wilshire.
Estimates for This Week
State, Pix, Wiltemr ‘UATC-PrinSW)
(2.404:
2.344:
9$0-$1.50)—
“White Warrior’ ‘WB) and “Tormcnoted” <AA).
Slow $14,000 or
near.
Last week, State with Hawaii. “Gorgo” ‘M-G), “Caltiki’ (Indic) (2d wk), $6.000.
Pix with Orpheum.
“Millionairess”
(20th),
“Ferry
to Hong
Kong”
!20th),
$9500.
Wiltern
with
Warren’s,
Hellywood, Baldwin, “All in Night’s
Work” «Par) ‘Ist vk, Wiltern; 2d
wk, others); “Breath of Scandal”

Det.Soars;Pepe’ Whopping $15,000,

Pportland, Ore., April 4.
-Longruns. still dominated ' here

Raisin Wham 166,Deck’ Dandy 206
ee 3

this round, with newcomers not}
much Hep, Best of these ‘is wCry |
i
okay
Orph
“101 Dakeotianc’ S lofty in vanes
at the Fox. Howey er; the -oldie,.
Iseate. With Wind,” playing on poplscale, continuous is ‘smash: ‘on. ‘first
at Broadway.
'|Estimated
Estimates for This Week.

Detroit, April 4.

Broadway Grosses

Broadway

.\Parker) 41.890;

“Sins of Rachel
Cade”. shapes hotsy at the Palms.

looks
great at: Madison .
while “A Raisin in Sun”. is wow
-at Adanfs.
(Based on 28 theatres)
WAL. Hands © on Deck’. js rated
fast at Fox. ‘All in Night's Work”
Last. Year
$489, 100
_|
will
climb up to a higher figure
(Based on 27 theatres)
—
‘in second round: at Michigan.
.
“Cimarron” is’ soaring. in first
“Pepe”.

Total Gross
This. Week ee ee

$1-]
:

$1.50)}—“Gone With Wind’ «M-G)
‘reissue. ‘Smash
$11.000.
Last].
week, “Spartacus” «U) (8th wk),
$6.300.
|
Fox ‘Evergreen) (1,600; $1-$1 49) |
—"101 Dalmatians”. (BV) (4th wk’. ;
;Fast $6.000. Last week, $7,700.

Professor’ Huge.

Hollywood (Evergreen) ‘900;
$1.25-$2.49)—“‘Ben-Hur” 'M-G) (4th

‘First-runs are running up solid
grosses this week.

000 inKC

wk), on popscale. Fine $5,000. Last
anes
| WEEK, $6,600.
Music Box (Hamrick) (640; $1.50-

‘Jacks’ Giant 156,
Hub: Work’ 176, 2d.

j$3'— ‘Exodus’ (UA) (11th wk). Fine

holdover
“Exodus”

week . at Grand. Circus.
also is topping. the pre-

vious round

at the Mercury

great take in eighth.

for a

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Woodmont Corp.) 5,041; 75,$1.491—" All ” Hands
120th. ‘Fast. $20;000..

on - Deck”
Last week,.

Notable newcomer is pacing city: “Circle of Deception” (20th) and
Oriental. (McFadden) (2, 100; $1) 1 It's
“Absent-Minded
Professor,'” “Goddess of Love’ :20th},-$8,000.
and. “Long
_ ‘Sanctuary” (20th)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4, 0363
roiling to near-capacity at Uptow ne !
Rope” :20th}: Dull $2,000. Last
iGranada
combo.
Actually,
the- -$1.25-$1.49.—"AH] in Night’s Work" ;
week, “Journal To Losf City’ (AI) !week looms as biggest ever at these 'tPar), and “Blueprint toy Robbery”
aoaoor Woman On Earth” (AD), !
Climhing: to big...
“Wizard of Baghdad” at j ‘Par) -i2d wk).
jhouuses.

188
0060. Last week, $8,600.

Recovery

Boston, April 4. iS250O etim fEvergreen) (1.536; $1- |four drive-ins .on first-:un looks :i $20, 000. Last week, $19,000."
from Holy Week is |$1.49.—‘Cry For Happy” (Col) andi mild. Suburban Fairway zoes first- . Palms (UD) 2.955: $1.25-$1.49)—
jrun with “Hand in Hand” for mod- ; “Sins .of “Rachel Cade” «WB) and
Easter Sunday biz: ;"“Sword
Sherwood. Forest”
iCol.

mild- here. with
only
fairish.

opener

However,
“One-Eyed Jacks”

strong: ‘Okay $6,000. Last’ week,
{s socka ;HUA) (3d: wk), $7,800.

“Alamo”

est

returns.

| “Spartacus”

looks great-in sixth

“Foxhole. in Cairo”

$21,000.

Last’ week,

(Par).

“White

‘Hotsy

War-

“Gold
Sev en.
at
Astor.
“Primitive
Paradise.”
Paramount (Port-Par) (3 400: $1- at the Capri. “All in Night's. Work” | rior” (WB). and
‘The Alamo” :: Saints” (WB), $17,000.
world preeming at Center. is slick.'‘150) — “Suzie Wong” ‘Par? ‘4th; tis fine’ in second.
iShapes
smash
in
fourth,
Plaza’)
“Savage Innocents” is slow at Par-} wk'.
Madison (UD) (1.408; ‘$1. 25- $2\—
Brisk
$5,900. Last week, j
. “Pepe”
eek.
amount.
‘Cole.
Wow $15.000- or
-$8.000.
Estimates for This
Week
_ jover, Last week, “Spartacus.” tU).
“All In Night's Work” leads the |
Brookside (FMW-NT) ‘800; $1- ‘(21st wk), $8,500.
hoidovers in second week at the
$1.50)—"Ben-Hur” 1M-G) "7th. wk?..
Met with a hep session. “Cimarron” '
Grand Circus’ ‘UDY UW:400: $1.25Holding own at $3,000 in final \ eek,
is oke at Or pheum in seeond. “Cry
'$1.65)—"Cimarron” -M-G) (2d wk).
Last week, same.
For Happy™ is holding up good at
$1. 25-$3) |: Wham $20, 000.
Last: weck, $16 000.
~
Capri
‘Durwood)
(1.260:
Memorial in third round. “Pepe”:
Adams (Balaban) (1.700; “$1.25
—‘“Spartacus” :C) «6th wkt. Fancy‘
shapes neat at Gary in seventh
$21.50\—"Raisin
in
Sun”: .-1Col.
$17,000.
is
being
he.ped
by
holiday.
week.
Great $16.000 or: near. ‘Last week,
play. Last weck,. $16.200.
“Exodus” is still strong in 15th
“Operation
|
Eichmann”
\AAr 2d:
Crest,
Riverside
‘Commonwealth,
|
round
at Saxon ‘on hard-ticket.
1,000 cars each), Kansas 'Finkel- iwk!, $7,000...
“Shangri-la” is hot at State inj.
istein, 750 cars), Boulevard. iindie,
United Artists (UA) (1.667: $1.2
second session, and stays on.
tPar)
ilst wk, Wiltern;
2d wk,
[750 cars) ($1) “Wizard: of Baghdad” $3'—"Ben-Hur”™ 1M-G' ‘59th -w kK;
Estimates for This Week
Warren's); “Rainmaker” Par) treAstor ‘B&Q) ‘1.170: 99-$1.50)— |
‘20th) and “Tess. Storm Country” ‘ Swell $9,500.
Last week, $8,700,
issue} cist wk, Hollywood); “Go “One-Eyed
‘20th). Temporary first-run combo,
Jacks”
(Par). Smash
’
San
Francisco,
April
4.
‘Musie Hall
‘Cinerama, ~Inc.)
Naked in World” (M-G) ‘ist wk,
$15,000. Last. week, “Spartacus” (U) | First-run trade is potent here
(Continued on page 19)(1.208; $1.20-$2.651'—"“Seven. WonBaldwin}, $20,300.
122d wk’, 35.000.
my this
stanza.
with
“Gone
With}.
ders
of
World”
‘Cinerama?
sreissue).
Orpheum,
Baldwin,
Hoeliywood,
- Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $1-$1. 50)
(14th wk).
Great $14,000.
Last
Leyola
iMetropolitan-State-FWC) —"“Tunes of Glory” tLope) (15th Wind” outstanding. This oldie is
terrific
at
the
Warfield.
“All
in
week,
$11,700.
(2.213; 1,800; 756; 1,298; 90-$1.50)— wk). Oke $4.000. Last week, ditto.
Night's Work” looks dandy in openTrans-Lux
Krim = ‘Trans-Lux)
“Alamo” ‘UA) !Ist general release) | Boston -Cinerama, Ine.) (1.354:
(1,000;
$1:49-$1.65}—" League
of
and “Gambler Wore Gun” (indie). ;$1.75-$2.65: — “Seven Wonders of ing round at Golden Gate. “Rachel
Cade” looms okay at Paramount.
Gentlemen” Ind e:.
Fine $9.000.
Terrifie
$50,000
or close.
Last ;World”
:Cinerama’
reissue)
«6th “101 Dalmatians” still is excellent
Last
week,
“Ballad
of
Soldier’:
(Continued on page 19)
wk). Okay $7,000. Last week, $10,- in second Fox round.
Kings). and “Bowl of Cherries’
000.
Cincinnati, Avril 4.
Estimates for This Week
‘indie! 13d Wk, $6.600.
Capri iSack' 900; $1.80-$2. 20)\—
Golden Gate ‘RKO) (2.859: $1.25- | Cincy first-runs are. bright: this ; Mercury ‘UX +1:465: $1. 90-83 '\—
Cnen Hur ‘M-G) (m.o.) (15th wk).
i Easter session. Newcomer “All In’ . “Exodus”: iU A} “Sth .wk'.
Great
y $4.000. Last week, same... — - $1.50)—“All in Night’s Work” iPar)!
and “Trouble in Sky”. ,
Dandy |: Night's Work”
bids. for nifty: total :, $20,Oud. bast Week, $18.000.
~Genter ‘EE. M. Loew) 11.540: 60at flagship Albee. “Pepe” shapes
“Primitive
Paradise” , $19,000. “Last w eek, “Great Im- |
to climb to high of run in. fifth]
finde), Sock $8.000, opening house , postor” fU) and “Wings of Chance”

Wind Michty

306 in Frisco;
Work’ Big196

‘Work’ Nifty $12, 000In

Cincy; ‘Exodus’ Bis 146,

Pepe’ Boffo 18G,5th

‘Cimarron’ Okay $14,000,
Toronto; ‘Tunes’ Great.

286, ‘Work’ Smart 126! with

frame
at
Capitol.
Hard-ticket]
| 'U) 13d wk), $10,000.
first-run preem.
‘Fox \FWC) (4,651: $1.25-$1.50.— “Exodus” strength looks :to gain|
Exeter ‘Indie) (1.378; 90-$1.501—
Toronto, April 4.
in second week at Wiethe’s swank|
“101
Dalmatians”
tBV)
(2d
wk.
ExWith rain denting the Easter|“Two- Way Stretch” Indie) ‘6th;
weekend but most major deluxers wk). Neat $5,500. Last week, $6.200. cellent $14,000. Last week, $25.000. ‘suburban Valtey. ‘101: Dalmatians”
Fenway (Indie) 11,350; -.$1.50)— |} Warfield (Loew) (2,656: $1.25- is wow at Keith’s in second lap.
advertising an extra. midnight per“White Warrior” entry at Palace
formance,
and hard-tix specials “Flowering Skirt” (Indie) and :“‘Girl $1.50.—"‘Gone With Wind” (M-G)
running daily matinees during this in Black” ‘Indie). Fair $2.500. Last: ‘tréissue). - Huge -$30.000. Last week, is only fairish. “Sanctuary” is .afthe :
at
second-weeker
session, biz is generally enjoying a week, eu oflows Don” (Indie). “Gorgo”..(M-G) and “Frontier Up- sturdy

‘Cimarron’ Crisp $9,000,

Mpls; ‘Alamo’ Lusty 86,

‘Spartacus’ Hot 136, 3d

Minneapotis, April 4.
Trade is down: a notch
this
Grand.
Annual Shrine Circtis at
rising” (UA) (2d wk), $7,500.
(3d wk},. $3.2
round. after hitting a record-bu:t.
Cincinnati
Gardens
this
week,
:its
larly big in 68th week because of
Gary ‘Seco "1277; $125-$1.80—| .Paramount (Par) (2,646: $1.25-]
ing -peak fast week when
eicht
this setup.
“Pepe” (Col: (7th wk). Neat $6.500. $1.50) — “Sins: of Rachel Cade” first time out: of Lenten season,
(WB) and “Price of Silence” (WB). has banner attendance in prospect. + rere showplaces frossed a mighty.
“Cimmaron” is just okay in first. Last week, $7,500.
Estimates for.This Week
18 00,000. Despite . this, it's’ the
Kenmore (Indie) (700; $1.50)—! Oke $12,000. Last week.. “White
hree-house combo playing “Tunes
. Albee RKO) (3,100: $1-$1:50'—! third’ straight chapter in) which
of Glory.” shapes loud. Such hold(Continued on page 19):
‘Continued on page. 19)
“All
In
Night's
Work”
‘Par)..; exhibs are raking in the chips and
overs as “All in Night’s Work” and
Nifty $12.000. Last week. “Great i building ‘a buffer against’ next
“Sons and Lovers,” both in second
‘month’s annual spring slump.
Impostor” (U) 12d wk, $8.500.
stanzas, are stout. “World of Suzie
Only one newcomer has been
Capitol
\SW- Cinerama)
(1,400;
Wong” still is big in ninth frame
;
$1.25-§1.80)—“Pepe” = ‘Cob.
'5th able to crack the imposing slate
at Hollywood.
:
of
blockbusting holdovers. “Cim-wk).
Boff
$18.000
for
high
of
run.
}
Estimates for This Week
.
:arron,” the fresh entry, shapes tall
Last week, $11,000.
Carlton,
Danforthh
Humber
Esquire
Art
‘Shor’
(500:
$1
251i
at
Gopher. “101 Dalmatians” at
(Rank) 12,318; 1.330; 1.203; $1-$1.50)
“Entertainer” (Cont) 2d wk). En-, Lyric and ‘‘Pepe” at State, both in.
—Tunes of Glory” ‘Lope). Wham
:
seeond
stanza, . c¢ ‘ntinue
‘potent.
coring.
to
hotsy
$2,000.
preem
$28,000. Last week, “Dentist in}
“Alamo” - looms large again. in’
Washington, April 4.
|Eichmann” AA) and: fight films ° tempo.
Chair” (20th) :2d wk), $15,000.
-§]
a5-—|
thine
session
at
Orpheum
while
Easter
weekend
plus
strong
new
(2d
wk},
$7,000.
i
Grand
'RKO).
J
300:
$1
Eglinton (FP) (918; $1.50-$2.50)
iMaeArthur (K-B) (900: $1.25‘! ‘Sanctuary” (20th) (2d Wk! Sturdy : “AIP in’ ‘Night's ‘Work’ is: lusty. in
—‘“Windjammer”
‘«NT) (15th wk). arrivals shape. to boost mainstem
‘second at the tiny World. Hardits recent
doldrums. “League
of Gentlemen”
‘tUnion) !$7,000 after $8.000 bow.:
Hefty $10.500. Last week, $7,500. biz from
Guild (Vance) +300: $1 251— Wire: ticket: trio “Exodus.”ad “Spartacus”
Hollywood 'FP) !1.080; $1-$1.25) “Gone With Wind,” out on reissue Brisk $10.000. ‘Last week, .“Enter' gin Spring” ‘Janus) '2d wi), Good ; and “Cinerama °Holiday” also look
—"Suzie Wong”
(Par) (9th wk). again, shapes mighty at Capitol, tainer” (Cont) (4th wk), $3.400.
with
students
in town
helping.
Ontario (K-B* (1.240; $1-$1.49)— $2.000. Last week. $2.200.
'lively.
Fine $7,000. Last week, $8.000.
Hyde Park
Art. ‘Shor. (500; !
Estimates for This Week
Hyland 'Rank) (1,357: $1-$1.50)\— “One-Eyed Jacks” is rated boff' as. “Tunes of Glory” (Lope) ‘7th wki.!
“$1.25.—"Hand ‘In Hand" “fCol.' Academy ‘Mann) -947: $1.75.
| Fine $4,000. Last week, $4.900.
“Sons and Lovers” (20th) (2d wk). the Town's initialer.
“White Warrior’ is figured fair,
Palace (Loew) 12.390: $1-$1.49)— | Okay $1,500.
me ellent $12.000. Last week, $13,Last week, “Carry $2.65: ‘Exodus’ 'UA1 ¢10th wk.
day-dating two Stanley Warner sit- “ANH Hands on Deck” 120th) 2d, On... Sergeant” ‘Indies
00.
2d. wks! Rousing $12,000 after bouncing
“All Hands on Deck” is wk). °So-so $9,000 after. $12,000: "$1 300.
Imperial (FP) (3.343: $1-$1.25)— uations.
‘back to $14.000 last. week:
.
Keith’s (Shor) (1500: 90-$1. 25)— | Century (‘Cinerama, Inc.) (1 150:
“All in Night’s Work” 'Par) (2d only okay in second at Palace. opener. |
Playhouse (T-T.) (459: $1-$1 .49)— “101 Dalmatians” (BV). :2d wk»: $1.75-$2.65)—"Cinerama. Holiday ”
ae -. Pig $12,000. Last week, $16,- “Hoodlum -Priest” is classed good}
0. at Keith's on opener.
“Sanetuary” (20th). Fair $4,200. Bids to equal wow $14,000 first ‘Cinerama)
_treissue)- (15th wh.
‘tLast .week, “Question 7°: “ndie) |week's total.
Loew’s ‘Loew) !2.748: $1-$1.50)—
‘Picking up in next-to-last round
Estimates for This Week.
Palace (RKO) (2,600: $1-$1 25)— to
“Cimmaron”
-4I-G). Okay $14.000
healthy
$8500. Last
week,
Ambassador-Metropolitan
‘SW) (4th wk3, $3. 300:
Plaza
‘(TL)’
(278: .-$1-$1.80)— “White
or near. Last week. “Go Naked in
Warrior”
¢«WB). -Fairish ! $8.000..
Werid? tM-G) (2d wk}, $6.000.
a 000: “$le
Warrior”
‘tWB).
Fair
$8,000. “Cheaters” ‘Cont. Big $6.000 or | $7,500. Blackeved by local review- | Gopher | (Berger)
™ivoli ‘FP? 1935; $1.50-$2.50)— Last week, “Grant” ¢WB)” reissue), over. Last week, ' ‘No Morals” (In- ers,
week,
Last
“Gold ..Seven. $1.50)— ‘Cimarron’ * (M-Gi. Potent
die? (2d wk), $3,900.
“Exodus” (UA) (2d wk). Capacity
‘Saints’ (WB) and. “No Time. for: §9:000 with the $1.80 admish top.
$11,500.
m:shts but not matinees, for smash
Town 'Kingi 1800; $1.25-$1.49)— _ Sergeants” (WB) ‘reissue, $7.000.; ‘on weekends. ‘ast week, “Where
Apex
‘K-B)
(940: 75-$1. 10'—: “One-Eyed
$15.000. Last week. $12.000.
Jacks’
(Par.
Wow:
Twin Drive-In ‘Shor).1600 cars, i Boys Are” 'M-G' 4th: wk?, $7.200.
in
Hand”
‘Coli
Mild; '$20.000:
Towne ‘Taylor) ‘693: 90-$1.25)— “Hand
Last weck,: “Suzie Wong” i west Side,
90c¢°—* ‘Carthage
in
Lyric (Par)
11,000; $1-$1.251—~
Last week. “Happened in}. ‘Pari 114th wk), $4,000.
“Never On Sunday” tLope) ‘10th $3,700.
! Flames”
(Col) . and
“Sword = of “101 Dalmatians”
(BY) 12d wk),
56.000Still big $5,000. Last week, Broad Daylight ‘Cont: ‘'3d wk.
‘ Frans-Lux 'T-L) '600: $1.49-$2)— Sherwood . Forest”
(Coli.
Soa-so ‘Looks like ‘sizzling $13,000 -or:
$3.400.
“Pépe”
‘Col). (7th
wk).
‘Nifty’ $3,500.
Last
week,
“Operation
thereabouts. Last week, $15,900.
Capitol ‘ Loew) '3.426: $1-$1.65!— $8, 000. Last week, $8,400.
T "niversity
'FP)
+2360:
$1.50Eichmann” (AA) and “Goddess of
Mann (Mann) (1,100; $1. 75-$2.65)
$2.75'—"Ben-Hur” «M-G) (68th wk). “Gone With Wind” 'M-G) treissue).
Uptown (SW) (1,300; $1.25-$2.25) Love” (AA), $3,0V0.—‘'Spartacus”
(uy (3d wk). Big
Last week, “Mil- ]—“‘Exedus” (UA) (6th wk).
Perking to big $9.000 or over. Last;
Wham $40.000.
Boff
Valley (Wiethe) (1.200; $1.50- $13,000
or
near. Last week,
week. $5.500.
:lionairess” '20th), $13.:000.
|$13.000. Last week, $12,000.
$2.50)—“Exodus”.
(UA) (2d wkt: $15.000.
Uptown
‘Loew)
¢1.304:
$1. 50-!
Keith's ‘RKO) ¢1,850; $1-$1.49.—
Warner (SW) (1,440; -$1.49-$2.25) i Strong. $14,000
in climb” over
“Orpheum (Mann). (2,800; $1.25(UA.
$2 75—"Spartacus” 'Ui sisth wk. i “Hoodlum
Priest”
Good |—"Spartacus” ° tU)
flith = wk). } $12,000
opener
for Holy ~ Week | $1.50'— “Alamo”
(UA) (3d wk).
Good $9,000. Last week, $8.500.
1 $12,600. Last week, “Operation | Smash $11, 500. Last week, $12,000. high here.
(Continued. on page 19)

nice upbeat. “Ben-Hur”

is particu-

Wind’ Wow $40,000,D.C Ace: ‘Jacks’.
Gigantic 206, ‘Priest’ Fat126)

(1.490;

1.000:

90-$1.49:—""White

_Wednesday, April. 5, 1961

‘heron

Easter UpsChi:‘Cimarron’$ )
326, Priest’ HepAG,Trapp’Hotsy

PICTURE GROSSES

Bway Booms: ‘Impostor’ Great AG.
‘Jacks’ Huge 816, ‘Sur’ Bright 416,
~ Deck’ 406, ‘Prof.‘Easter Show 2256

| Deck Trim $8,000In
Omaha; ‘Work’ 756,a

Omaha, Anil 4.
Usual. Holy
Week slawup
is
.| showing
at downtown
first-runs
this week, although “All Hands on
: Deck,” -aided:- by personals. by
Barbara Eden, is rated smart at].
‘the .Omaha.. “Cimarron”
opened
brightly ‘at the Dundee on Todd-

136; Prof. Wow 436: Work 1b, 3}

AO.

Chicago, April 4:

School hiatus ‘plus an. array of
strong new pix has turnstiles whirling at first-run
situations this
‘stanza. “Cimarron” preems-with a
smash $32,000 at Roosevelt. “Hood“Tum Priest” looms. sock’ $41, 000 at.

Second

weeks of “All

in

“Work Rousing $9,
000;
wow ‘considering
seasonal influ-.
ences. Seventh week. of “This Is
Prov; ‘Cimarron’ Same;i‘Cinerama”’
looms. good
at tie
Night's: Work” at Orpheum and
101. Dalmatians” at State are both

;
“ Proy idence, April &,
Things - ‘are’ “picking up. again,

Oriental:

Il

Cooper.

Easter Sunday upsurge and the
holiday, with thousands
of youngsters' out of school, are booming
grosses at Broadway deluxers this
session..
Launching of five new
pictures. also
is helping
trade.
Moreover, the switcheroa of two
pix from. hard-ticket to continuous-run ‘is boosting the overall

(Thurs.) looks like good $40,000.
Holding.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (6.200; 99-$2.75 —‘AhbsentMinded Professor” (BVi and annual Easter stageshow
‘3d wk},
This session is soaring to huge
$225,060,

near

alltime

mark

for

Estimates for This Week
this period made by “Don't Eat
“Angry Silence” shapes smooth, Strand leading the list.with “All In |.
Cooper (Cooper) 687; $1.55-$2.20). take, -.This, plus holiday seales Daisies” (M-G) last vear witich was
in | first week |: at. MecVickers. a Night’s Work.” big: in opener..
RKO
Albee's’
“Cimarron”
is.
—
This
|
Is
Cinerama”
'Cinerama)
for
portions
of
current
session,
$227,800.
Helped by vacationing
“Trapp Family” is ‘lively on. opener:
Second week was $170,at ‘the Loop.
Monroe’: pair of: “I+ equally. big. “Sanctuary.” looks (7th -wk).- Stout $9.000. Last week, will contribute to the. upbeat. The students.
nice
at
‘Majestic.:
“Pepe”
is’
robust.
$8,700.
soaring
trade
on
Sunday
(Easter!
Ovv.
Holds.
Aim. at Stars” and- “Passport ’ to|
at 724-seat- Elmwood.
Dundee
(500;
$I'— was greater than the most opti(Cooper)
China’ is fair in first..
Rivoli (UAT: (4 Fa: $1.25-$2 50)
Estimates for ‘This Week _ . “Cimarron” - (\I-G). Torrid $5,060 mistic. managers had anticipated.
' “Absent-Minded. Professor” von—"King and [°
.2%th: i2d wk.
Albee’ (RKOr
(2,200; ..65-90)—. |or-.over. Last week, shuttered for
-tirues: great in second State-Lake
“Great Impostor.” one of the |This round winding. up Fr.day apstronger new entrants, is heading :pears headed for a nice 20,000 on
week.
“Operation Eichmann” 1s “Cimarron” (MsG).. Stout $9. 000.. installing Todd-AQ:
Last -week, “YV illage of” Damned?
Omaha (Tristates): (2, 066; 75- $1): fora great $54,000 day-dating at continuous run, popsele.
fine .at the Woods, also: ‘sécond.
Initial
(20th).
on Deck”
ithe Palace
and Trans-Tux
85th j week on hard-ticket
“Tunes of Glory” is ‘sparkling: in {M-Giand “Tess of. Storm Country”. —‘‘All .Hands
sas $15,000
-|Fine $8,000. Last. week, “Savage | Street.
“One-Eyed Jacks” looks: ‘for eight days.
‘first holdover session at- Esquite. 20th+ 2d wks, $2,000.
Advan-e sale was
‘Elmwoed :Snydet) (7124: $1-$1. 50)! ‘ Innocents” (Par!, $2,800.
to hit smash $81,000 in opening } so meagre, if tis ce ided sudden‘“Subterraneans”’. ‘rates snappy ‘fut
—"Pepe™ sCol’. Loud $6.000. Last :i Orpheum (Tristates) (2:877; 75- round at the Canpitsl.
“All Hands ily to go continuous-ri
same round at Carnegie.
week,
“Alamo”
(VA)
(th wk: $1\—“All In Night's Work” (Pars|on Deck” shapes to get good S40.“All in a Night's. “Work”: ‘looks
State (Loew:
I. O70:* ey 50-$3.50)
(2d wk). Fast $7,500. or near after 000 in first stanza. at the Para- ;—“Ben-Hur’
$4,000.
:M-G:
ais“t wk),
staut: in. third round ‘at. United
Artists.
‘“Make..Miné
Mink”
1s
dandy in sixth at Cinema. “Pepe”
rates mighty ‘in seventh Chicago
stssion.
“Never on Sunday’ is

niftv. in. ninth week at the Surr.
~ Of the hardticketers, “‘Ben-Iiur”
As’ still. potent in Girth Todd sescontinues.
-sion,.
and : “Exodus”
healthy in its 1€th Ciniestage frame.
Estimates for This- Week .

“Majestie (Sw » (2. 200: 6:5-90)—: + $10,000 -bow..
“Sanctuary” (20th). and “Niagara” . State. ‘Cooper) (743:. $1:—"101
(20th. Nice -$8.000.;: Last
w eek, | Dalmatians” (BV) (2d wk. Big $10,“Konga” tAly and. “The Hand”.(AD, 000. .Last week, record. $4, 900.
mild $4,000.
_ State 1Loew?: 3.500: $1. 25-$1. 50) |
—“Ben-Hiir” -(M-G:: Slow: $5, 000 |
after long extended stay at a first-.
run .suburb
house.
Last. week,
“Naked In World” 1+M-G). and: “Operation Bottieneck” (AA), $5,000.
Strand (National: Realty) (2,200:.}-

mount.

This session

finishin. t-

Wed.)

“Raisin$41,000.
In Sun”
is pushing to a; is heading for bis *: Sato for 14
faricv
day-datin
g at the |
i performances. The Toth week was
$
Trans-Lux ($21,000 for 11 shows
“Gone With
Forum
and the arty

fancy

“Hoodlum
Priest.”4 Wind” (M-G:? (reissue: apens April
Street.
with continuow.-102, pop scale
which opened Sunday at the Astor, 726
policy.

52d

‘Cimarron Lusty
$15,000in Pitt

looks smash in first three days.
“Pepe.” which went on continu; ous run last Friday (31', was helped

sreatly by the new policy, showing

Victoria City Inv
1.003, 50-$2)
—“All In Night’s Work” 'Par: «3d
wk.
Second week finished vesterday (Tues.) was tuniv £25.55) or
close after $30.009 for initin] week,

Carnegie (Telim't) (495; $1.50)-—
ia big $31.500 for 15th session at
“Subterraneats” (M-Gr 12d «wk.
‘the Criterion, all excepting two
65-90'—""All In a Night's Werk"
Warner (SW: (1.813: $1 50-S3 59)
Brisk $5.000. ‘Last week, $5,500.".
days being on popscale. “King and —“Exodus” (UAi «16th wk
(Pari... Big .-$9. 000. - Last. ‘week, |.
This
Chicago (BRKY (3,900;. 90-$1. Bot
Pittsburgh, April 4.
I’ switched to continuous on Sut- round winding toduy ‘Wed i losks
“Savage
Innocents”
(Par)
and
|.
- “Pepe” Coie (ith: wk. Great
Slowed down by Good Friday urday (1) after only eight days on
“Poacher's:
Daughters. (Ruff),
like great $51.00) or over after
$23,500, Last” week, $18,000. .
and.
first
Passover
seder
night
fallhard-ticket at the Rivoli. The sec$3,500. —
:
000 last week.
Sin 35 inidetic
-Cinema -«Stern! © (500; $1: 50\— |.
jing. on the same night~ (31), Pitt ond week is heading for a nice {$43
nitely.
Current
week
is being
—Make Mine ‘Mink’ /Cont) (6th!
{deluxers all..showed a quick re- $20.000 ..as
against
$15,000
in: helped by one extra show
plus
wk. Tidy $2.40. Last week, $3.500.|
f{eovery and another banner week. opener for eight days.
i holiday seales for three days.
Shapes fhis round. “All Hands on
-Cinestage !Todd).. (1,038; $1.75
Money
champion,
of
course,
{sj
First-Run Arties
$3.50 — “Exodus” (GA)
(i6th wk.
Deck” at Fulton, however, is just
Professor"
with
Baronet (Reade! '130; $1.25-S21——
Solid $21,oes. Last week, $21, 560.
good.
“Cimarron” blasted off big “Absent-Minded
annual Easter stageshow at the i “Saturday Night, Sunday Mor nina”
Esquire ‘H&E. Balaban) (1,350::
as the other new éntry..
Musi¢
Hall.
This
combo
looks
to
j;
‘Cont.
Opened Monday cous,
in
$1.25-S1.80)— “Tunes
of Glory”
“Exodus”. at warner in fourth
«Cont:
(3th
(Lopes (2d vk}, Fast $12. 500. Last |
‘and “101 Dalmatians” is. second at soar -to giant $225.090. in current ‘ ahead, - “Modigliani”
(3) session, near alltime m:ark for
week, $14,000.
‘|
Stanley
both
rate
boff
holdover
(Continued
on
page
19)
|
Denver, April 4 rounds, “Pepe” looms loud in sec: period’ made last yvear.
‘All in
Loop iTelem’t! (606: $1 25.$180. | Fair
weather and Easter-holiday's | ond at Gateway.
Night’s
Work”
slipped
to nice
"Trapp Family” (20th),
Happy. , along. Wvith a long list of. big hold$31,000
-in
second
stanza,
dayEstimates for. This Week
(Continued: ‘on page 19).
yj overs plus some sturdy newcomers
Fulton (Shea) (1.635; $1-$1.50)— dating the Victoria and arty Nor-:
” makes this session. loom lively. |All
mandie.
.
Hands
On
Deck”
(20th).
: 1“Pepe” ‘shapes sockeroo opening
The
hard-ticket
pictures
are
Good $7,000. Last week, “Great
mt stanza ‘at the Centre while “All in
climbing ahead of last week's to‘Impostor” (U:- (6th wk-5 days),
| Night’s “Work”
looks... Stout, on.
tals, aided. bv extra shows and
$4,500.
} opener at: Orpheum:
“Exodus,” — still
Gateway
Associated)
(2.100; holiday prices.
“The
Alamo” still {gs wow’ In
'
Philadelphia, April 4.
jeader,
looks to soar td great $51,$1.25-$1.75\—""Pepe” (Col) (2d wk).
fifth round. at’. Paramount while
While’ trade was off lat Fricay
000 or better in current
(16th)
Loud $11,000. Last. week. $12,500.
“101 Dalmatians” is rated smash }and
.-Saturday,
it boomed
Easter
frame
at
the
Warner.
“Sparta‘Penn (UATC)! 13;300; $1-$1.50)—
Baltimore, . April 4,
in ‘second ‘at the Denver. “Sparta*(M-G)..
Excellent cus” is climbing to a socko $36.000 Sunday, -with a rousing session in
“Holiday biz will brighten. the cus” * looms: nice in 11th week at the “Cimarron”
prospect.
“One-Eyed
Jacks"
is
in
26th
round
at
the
DeMille.
‘Last week,
“Hoodlum
“situation here where. best. of
Aladdin. “Ben-Hur” js. perking to $15,000.
“Ben-Hur” is way ahead of last rated socko at Fox on initial weck.
. lot; “101 Dalmatians,” is strong : in a fancy take in 51st: week at. the Priest’ (WA) (2d wk), $10,500.
“Great
Impostor”
still
is
big
in
week’s
take
with
a
big
330.000
Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1.25)—
second.week at. Stanton. . Also on peek
likely at the State for the Vist fourth
round
at the
Midtown.
“League of Gentlemen” .<Union)
the credit side are. “Make. Mine:
Estimates for. This Week.
“Sins of Rachel Cade,” a newie,
(2d
wk), Tall. $4,000. Last week, session.
Mink,” good in first at the 5 West.
‘Aladdin ‘Fox’ (900; $1.25-$2.50—
shapes sad at Randolph.
Estimates for This Week
$4,300.
“Pepe” big in fourth at Hipp. and. “Spartacus”. (UD. (ith wk), ‘Nice
“Exodus” is rated mightyin 19ih
Stanley (SW) (3,700:. $1-$1.50)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—
“Alamo,” nice in fifth at. the New. $6.500. Last week. $6,000...
round
at: Boyd.
“Spartacus”: is
+“101 Dalmatians”: (BV) (2d wk’. ‘Hoodlum Priest” (UA).
‘Opened
“Never On. Sunday” continues |
Centre (Fox) (1,270: :$1-$1.45.—
heading
for a solid take in 21st
‘Boffo. $20,000. Last week, $21,500. i Sunday {2) with smash takings the
good in 2uth-round at Playhouse. “Pepe” (Col), Great $24,000. Last
over
Warner (SW). (1,513; $1.50-$2.75). ifirst three days, ended yesterday session at the Goldman, way
-and “Exodus” jis holding " good in week, “Cry ‘for_Happy” (Col) (3d —Exodus”
(UA) (4th wk. Wow ' Tues.) In ahead, “Facts of Life” last week. “101 Dalmatians” touks
16th week at Mayfair. “Carry On wk, $8,500. © =
whopping
in second
frame
at
$20,000: Last week, $18,500.
1UA) (7th wk-9 days); very good
Denham (Indie). (800: $1. 95-$2: 50)
Nurse” is hefty. on. rerun. at the
Stanton while “Pepe” continues
$26.000, and. for an excellent long—“Ben-Hur”. (M-G) (51st wk), Fast
Aurora. |
{neat in seventh at Stanley.
trun.
3.000. Last week, $6,500.
' Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $1-$2.50)
Aurora
(367;. 90-$1.50)—"Carry
Denver .(Fox) ‘42,432: $1-S1. 25\—
Arcadia (S&Si (536: 99-$1.80:—
“One-Eyed Jacks” ‘Par'!. Initial
On Nurse”. :Gay) '3d wk) (rerun? 4101 Dalmatians’ «BY) (2d wk?.
“Sanctuary”
(20th) (2d wk). Firm
‘session
ending
todav
(Wed.)
is
Good $2,000 after s:ime in ‘second. }{Smash $24.000; Last week, $34;:000.:
heading for a great $81,000. Holds, | $15,000.. Last week. $14,000.
_ St. Louis, April 4...
‘Charles
‘Fruchtman) 500; 90- ; . Esquire :Fox?. (600; $1)— ‘Hand
‘Boyd
(SW)
(1,563; $2-$2.75:—,
natch!
;
Big
news
here
currently
is
the
$1.80'—“Suzie Wong’. (Par) “(5th in Hand” (Col) (2d. wh. Fair. $2,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1.520: _$1.25- “Exodus” (UA’ (10th wk). Mighty
mighty showing being made by
.
wk. Up to big $8.000 after $4,500 Last ‘week; .$2:200.
$28.000
or
pver,
with extra mati}$2.40)
—
“Pepe”
iCol)
(16th
wk).
“Gone
With
Wind”:
at
“State.
It_is
Orpheum: (RKQY (2.690; $1-$1.25)
~ last week.
nees.
Last week, $28,500.
The 15th -week ended vesterday
Cinema’ (Schwaher' (460; 90: —All in: Night's Work” (Par) and doing bigger trade than most new.
Fox (Milgram: (2,200; 99-$1.8))
‘Tues.i
was
big
$31.500
for
compix
to.
‘Play
this
house
despite
fact
$1.50) “Love Game” ‘Films. Around “Blueprint. ‘for Robbery” (Par).
Jacks” (Part. Wow
bined two days of hard-ticket and —“One-Eved
World). (3d wk. Fair $1, 500 -after Stout, -$15,000. Last week, “Suzie that the pic has been out on reissue
_several times before.
“All five on ‘current popscale grind. $32,000. Last week. “Look in Any
“Wong” (Par) (ith wk), -$6,500..
$1, 800:in second:
Window”
(AA}!,
$7,000.
Went
on
continuous
run
last
Fri“Paramount
Undier’ (2,100: ' 90- Hands on Derk” looms. good at the
‘Five West: (Schwaber) 1435; 90=
Goldman (Goldman) 1,200; $2‘day (31), with takings up 35%
$1 .50)—"Make Mine Mink” (Cont).- $1.25\—"Alamo” UA). and. fight St. ‘Leuis.. “Great Impostor” stillj
$2.75)
—
“Spartacus”
{Ui
(21st.
[since
quitting
hard-ticket
policy,
Good $3,000.
Last. week, ‘“Hap- ‘pix (5th Wk: Wow. $14,000. Last is big in third at the Fox ‘while
Solid $11,000, aided by extra shows.
“101 Dalmatians” is wow in sec- [Wwhich was $1.50 to $3.50
‘pened: in. Broad Daylight” (Cont) week,- $13,500.
Last
week,
$7,000.
|
DeMille
(Reade)
(1
463:
$1.50Towne (Indie) (600; .$1-§1.451— ond: at. the: Mid-City. “Spartacus” $3.50%—"“Spartacus” (U) «26th wk).
(3d wk), $2, 000.
.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 99"Hippodrome (Rappaport). (2; 300: ey iHage. of. Damned”’(M-G). (3d is rated finein 15th session at Es- |(Current,
round - winding
todav $1.80 —"Great Impostor” °U) -4th
-90-$1.50\—“Pepe” (Col) (4th. wk). Wk, Oke $2.000" in 5. days. ‘Last quire.
wk. Slick $12,000. Last week, $11,‘Wed. looks to hit smash $36,000
‘Estimates
for
This
Week
.
Week,
83
500.
:
Warm $7.500 afier. ‘$8,000 in. third.
Ambassador. (Arthur) (2.970: 75- after $16,000 for 25th week. Stays
Little (Rappaport). 1300; 90-$1.50)
$1.59)— “Pepe”
(Col) (4th wk). iindef. Present week is being he!ped : Randolph (Goldman: ‘2.500; 99—"“Studs Lonigan”™. “UGA (8d Wk.
of .Rachel
Cade"
by. five éxtra performances as well 1$1 80:—"Sins
|Good $8.500.. Iast week, $10.000.
Fair $1,700 after $1.800 in ‘second.
1:WB. Sad $8,000 or less. Last
Apollo
Art-(Grace)
(700: 90-$1,25) jas holiday scales.
Mayfair ‘Fruchtman? ¢750:. $2iweek,
"Cry
for
Happy”
:Col:
¢4th
|
_
Embassy
‘Guild
-Enterprises)
:
—'Never On Sunday” (Lope) (9th
2.50)—“Exodus”” (UA) (16th. wk).
wk', Oke $1,000. Last week. $1.100. |"‘500; 90-$1.735) — “Shadows” «(BLI lwk, $6,000.
Up- to geod. $5,000 after: $3, 800 in
Stanley
‘SW’
‘2,500:
99-$1.89
—
Louisville, April 4.
10d
wk).
First
holdover
stanza
end-:
Esquire. iSehuchart-Levin) (1.800:
15th. week.
Opening of revamped Rialto The- 81. 25-89 50:—“‘Spartacus” (U) (15th -ed. Monday (3) was big $15.000 after “Pepe” (Col) i7th wk’. Neat $14,New (Fruchtman) *:(1,600; 90-|‘atre with. “Cinerama” ‘Thur sday
:000.
Last
week,
$12,000.
319.
000
in
first.
fo (Continued on0 page 19)
$1.50! — “Alamo” 'U Al (5th wk). (30:
and. pre-Easter
‘Palace (RKO) (1.642; $1 25-S2. 50
activities,
Stanton (SW! 1,483: 99-$1.8).—
Pleasant’ $8.500 after $7,000. in + livened the main ‘stem last week.
—————
«BV: wd wki,
“Great Impostor” (Us -2d wki. First } “401 Dalmatians”
fourth:
7
House‘c
capacity was cut from some.
Wham $23,000. Last week. $22,559.
‘round finished last night ‘Tues.’
Playhouse iSchwaber) 1355: .90- -3.000. te: 1.700. Sock: opening round [
Estimates Are Net
Trans-Lux :T-L} (500; 99-$1.80)
iwas wow -$40.000. In ahead, “101
$1.50!—“Never On. Sunday” (Lope) I9oms. “101 ‘Dalmatians” at United,
Dalmatians” (BV ‘7th wk-d davs', ‘—"Never on Sunday” (Lope?) 719th
Film. sross estimates as re. (20th wk), Good $2.400 after $2. 500° Artists: is soaring to.a smash initial
wk.
Nice
$6.200.
Lat
week,
$11,500.
ported herewith from the variin 19th.
Week.
SAH in Night’ s Work” - at |. ous kev cities. are net; Le.,
Forum (Moss) +813: o0-S1 80" — 1 $5.500.
Stanton ‘Fruclitman’ (2:800: 90- iL
|the Kentucky is fair.’ “Spartacus,”
Viking ‘Slev?
1,900; 99-$1.89;—
“Raisin in Sun” tCol: 2d wk.
First
without ‘asual
tax.
Distrib$1.50) — “101° Dalmatians” (BY). jin third at the Brown and “Alamo”
tweck ended Just nieht Tues | ‘hit “Cimarron” +M-G: :2d wk-. Geod
utors share on net take. when
Big $15,000 atten $3, U0 -in fir st pat. the Mary. Anderson in. fourth,.
Last week, $10.00)
big $26,000 or near. In ahead, “Cry: $9.000.
plaving percentage, hence the
four days.
‘R&BiPathe
449:
99are holditi¢ a nice. ‘pace.
~
For Happy” (Col) 4th wk-5 days, { World
eatimated - figures. are net in“Fown ‘Rappapeart) 1, 125; $1. 50-. ,
* Estimates-for This Week
$1.80: —“Leagsue
oi
Gentlemen”
come.
$8 500.
$2. 50—''Spertacus” (Ur 1th wk.
‘Brown ‘Fourth Avenue) 11,100:
Big $6,000. Last
week,
Paramount (AB-PT
(3.665: SI- ‘Indie’.
The ‘parerithetic admission
Okay $6,000 after $5,500 in 10th |$1.25-81 .7At--* ‘Snartacus”™ | au) 3d] . prices, however, as. indicated,
j82°—""All Hands on Deck” ¢29th’. “Ballad of Soldier” (Kinzss) wth
week..:
‘include U.. S.amusement tax.
initial.stanza winding up tomorrow lwk-, $2,700.
{Continued on: page. 19)"

Poe| Whopping
Wi

Philly Perking; ‘Jacks’
Gant 326, ‘Code’ $8.000,
‘Spartacus’ Hot 116, 21

Holiday Boosting Baltos. ©
‘101-D’s’ Bangup-156,
~‘hlamo’ Fine 826, 5th:

Lee
-oat
ras
romanian
me
a
a

‘WIND’
WHAM $30,000,
ST. L;‘DECK’ GOOD 136=

iCINERAMA’ SOCK 156;
_PVILLE; ‘101 D’S’ 206:
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Personal Belittlements in Proxy
PTADSSEENEW' Trade
FightInvolving National Theatre & Tel

:

Inside Stuff—Pictures

3Sa.

FILMS FOR Zab.

When St. Albans, Vt., law enforcement .officers converged on the

Bellevue theatre in response to a report of $2.396 “robbery,” it looked

like the real thing; but actually.it was ali part of an FBI: Case School
‘problem involving some 25 area” officers who--haye been studying.
crime investigation here. tinder the supervision of Police Chief George
Hebert and

FBI. agents.. Paul

Gamache,: owner

of the theatre, -coop-

erated. with.the FBI men,: reporting he had. “found a basement

.

safe

Dallas,

April

Texas unit of COMPO

By ALBERT SCHARPER

4.

000 after suffering $114,000 loss
during three-month period preced-

Hollywood, April 4.

(Council

ing.
Klein said company will resume divvies as soon as it is able,
but disclosed
it has some
Joan
agreements
which
now _ prohibit
such; also, that NT&T is paying
around $1,000,000 yearly now on interest on loans .
Davis has only one stockholder
ally he has unveiled, Philip Handsman, 104 shares.
His proxy fig!it
reaches decision stage April 11 at
annual NT&T shareholders’ mect
here April 11.
Davis, who owns
5,400 shares of NTA, will attend
that company’s stockholders’ sesh
Monday in N.Y., to protest WNT \.
Sale—although
trade
believes
it
will have been accomplished by
then.
NT&T
officials
believe
proxy
fight will cost corporations “around
$30,000,” Davis thinks his costs will
be “at least $25,000," which he and
associates must pay unless they
win.

The. curtain went up publicly
has’ re- last.
week (29) on showbiz’s latest
into” and giving. other details to get the investigators going of Motion Picture Orgs)
broken’
on the “crime.”
survey. insti-. proxy ‘iight—over control. of Naa
of
results:
-lleased
,
tuted last fall by request
of ..con- tlonal Theatres & Television.
Dis-

Irwin Allen and Pyramid’ Books. have ‘completed a. déal for pub- ‘cerned exhibitors who feared the
sident stockholder Leonard Davis
a version of his present 20th-Fox release, “Voy- jsale
-of 16. millimeter
films to. thrust and NT&T prexy Eugene V.
i$
age to the Bottom of the Sea.” Rider
to the ‘deal is that Chancellor |schools, factories, clubs and other Klein
parried at press parleys at
was mushrooming as
Records will distribute the title tune’as sung by Frankie Avalon, and! organizations
direct competitor to commercial the. Statler hotel.
‘both: companies. will cross-plug éach’ other's product—as- well as the!
lishing ir..book form

Davis went to bat first and after
release. theatres. AJthough a* limited numswinging away an hour, charging
ber of replies. came in, response
“incompetence” in management of
was enough to indicate that. the.
use of 16m. film could become more company, Klein mef. with press
widespread,.as it. was noted that, in with the quiet statement that Davis
One,” is building replica of S.S.- Presidert Hoover on Warner Bros. some cases, subreleasing agents was “a character assassin who borsound stages. John’ Beekman is art director and Ralph Hurst set de- seem to-be ignoring eontract pro- ders on libel.”
Overall, Davis thad no concrete
“gigner. Construction .will be largest since’ Spanish. Castle was. built: for visions that -prohibit competitive
Should his
“Don Juan” in 1947. Steamship scenes wil take two weeks starring 16m exhjbition in a commercial ‘proposals to make.
|group
win and get National manRosalirtd Russell, Alec-Guinness and other performers, ~

‘ pic. Allen's production—which: he also dirécted—gets

national

_
|
|
July 4.
mo
‘Instead of chartering a liner and ‘filming ‘scenes: at sea at double!
shooting time and cost, .Mervyn -LeRey.. producer for “A. Majority
Of

theatre areca.”

_ “Survey's

-Paramount. press reps
“One-Eyed Jacks.” The
Wednesday’s

(29 New

broke into print inuan offbeat manner. with there aré
“Topics” column on the editorial page of"“of. feature
was. devoted to” poker terminology ‘the

York Times

.
results showed - that {agement control.he would “expand
theatre operation and put men
around 10 distributors jfilm
fat the helm of the corporation more

length 16m movies in
Dallas area; however, the bulk

experienced

in

that.

field.”

He

would not name them; he also acin wide usage. Peg for the piece was the title of the Marlon Brando ‘of entertainment films are made knowledged that he, himself. a
picture, which refers to a. hypocrite “who exposes only. one side of his ‘ available -by Films inc., which re- group insurance exec, has had no
leascs)MGM,
Warners
and_
20th‘face, covering up the bad side.
”
oy
showbiz experience. Klein's retort
‘Fox: United World Films, a. Uni-

_ Apparently: on the q.t., vet industryite Lester’ Isaacs has taken a
field rep: post

with

‘yersal

Picture

.of- Theatrical. Stage ‘Castle Films)
the. International: Alliance

Employes. He was'a prominent unionist years ago: as chief projectionist

‘for the Loew’s circuit. ’and later ¢erved as general managerof Cine-

subsidiary

‘(former

Bob Kennedy Book Gets
Decumentary Approach;
Script Bivouacs in D.C.

‘was that National’s 220 theatres
are headed up by Spencer Leve,

releasing only Universal product, and Ideal Pictures, 30-year exhibition vet long a NT&T
distributors

of

Buena

Vista

and

staffer.

To Davis’ flat, reiterated charge

rama. He'd been inactive of-Jate until getting the LA nod..a monthor l'Allied. Artists features.

“‘more than $15,000,000 of theathree big 16m releasing|that
tre properties have been sold in
foutlets make available: attractively past two years,” Kiein produced reemployment for February. in 15 ,designed catalogs, offering more ports showing houses with book
Film and telepix industry
hit hi ghest
1
years, according tabulation California Labor Dept. Total of 43,100 were than 2.500 ieatures—450, or almost value of $4.134,000 had been sold,

.g0 back, from. his longtime chum, Richard. F. -Walsh,.prez of LATSE. | These

actively on payrolls. record since May,.1946when.
studios ran up alltime . 20°

of which are. post-1955

Hollywood,

prod-

classified 197 as “general”
and. OK. for the family, 170 “adult” and. nine . been released to theatres.
“restricted” (to those 18 and ‘over}...It named the year's “outstanding , Prices for a one-time showing
:
(range from $10 up to térms per
: the. potential. size of. the audience.
_ Word from ‘Curtis Kenyon, new script ‘chief: there. is that- Paramount : Sliding. scale: rates: are. made to
has 24 writers pounding out 20 projects: biggest gust of. activity ‘in years schools, according to size of en-

pictures": “Ben Hur" and: “Iiherit the Wind.”

‘|roliment:.As an example, less than
‘150 students—the costis $15 for

NTA

seling WNTA,

show

motion

pictures

As NTA

|pata around $2,000,000 for outlets
and looks to get more than $8,000,000, Klein calls it. a “good proposition.”
Davis. claims stations
are worth

In the Houston area, the ‘old 31- days’ wait for suburban houses ta a black-and-white feature, or $22.59

21 days.

TV-AM-FM.

iNew York: Davis is fot.

more.

|

“Made. A Profit

after the downtown Showings: has been cut. to: for color print, with the ‘selling |. Klein admitted Davis’ charge is
-|price graduating to. $27.50 black- frue that National’s board chair-

Take Over
Dad Takes Mexican Job Hennings
‘Lyric in Des -Moines

and-white

and’ $42.50

color

for man B. Gerald Cantor’s investment

“school enrollments of .750 to 1,000. firm ‘‘Cantor,
{If .the

enrdiiment

exceeds

1,000, “along with

Fitzgerald

other

such

&

Co.)

firms”

in

the catalog implies even better 1957 helped underwrite NTA secu-|
Des Moines, April 4. . | rates are available. For Cinema- rities and did share in commis-

With Cadena deOro;

Davis
The Lyric, West. Des Moines, is ‘Scope pictures the user is fur- sions for such services.
“has been
now being operated:by Paul Hen- nished.a special. lens, for a/small charges that Cantor
Se
working both sides of the fence at
ning. and Paul Henning Jr. It.was|fee.
_
.EY Paso, Tex., April:4. ‘formerly operated by Earl Man_
Big Violators _
lour expense.”
That Cantor enOne of the company contracts .gineered.a “debacle” when NT&T
Ruben A. Calderon. Jr. has taken’ beck Jr.:Whiie the house will.conwhich
the
applicant
‘is
required
to
,two
years
ago
acquired
control of
over the management of the Valley} tinue .as a. neighborhood re-run
under. agree to. stipulates, among: other -NTA,
Klein: (Cantor. not being
‘Theatre from his father Ruben A. | outlet, heavy’ promotion is
things,
‘‘the
producers
of
feature
‘present
last
week)
denied,
stating.
way to. announce.a:new “familyCalderon Sr. Latter. has accepted
film in 16m require that each: loca- -“we made a venture hoping to
| type” entertainment. in : bookings tion
as ‘vonein manager
appointment
--an
be‘.submitted
and
approved.
Chihua-’
make
money.
We
didn't.
That
40‘theatres
than
~ot-more
_and -the response to this approach:
‘hua of ‘the ‘consolidated Cadena ihas been surprising. Currently. the. There is to be no advertising and ‘happens everyday... We have spuncharged,
except |oft NTA, but retain large holdings
de Oro—Operadora . de. Teairos: theatre:is playing *‘Ten-Command- no admission.
chains, combining mote than’ 400. ments” to excellent business. The- where .a small. charge is made to |and when that company again
theatres in the Republic of Mexico. atre has. Cinamascope installation.. defray the rental cost of film.” The. j makes ‘money so will we through
In addition
to
Calderon recent!y. took.’ over
With —.matinees. Saturdays. and application blank requests informa- ‘our holdings.”
‘Operationof the 800 seat deluxe Sundays only, prices are the same tion as to the name and location 620,000 NTA shares National now
nabe house..
a
; day and. night—25c¢ for kids under of the nearest 35m. theatre and the | owns, Klein confirmed that NT&T
11: .50¢. for: children 12 to.16 and reasons why the ‘audience. cannot holds debentures. which can be contheatre. Inj/verted July 1 into 900,000 more
for adults: 16 and: over, 65c—and. attend that commercial.
the :272-seat house has had few the case of schools, the applicant} NTA ‘shares—thus giving NT&T
must. agree that feature: programs
| overwhelming control. NTA shares,
empty seats,
_

Son OperatesinTexas

:

Holywood, April 4.

To.take:the “family” promotion | must

be shown during school hours iover

.
then the local branch manager or“After Morton:DaCosta
completes | local. highschool, ‘college.“3and uni;
Jauthorized personnel of the film

diveetion

of: “‘The Music

the counter,

yesterday

idea:further, and in recognition of to the. students and faculty, only. iquoted at $5 each.
Davis” charge that
{the large number of. students in: : After : these: -conditi
oemet

Man” ‘at| versity

classes

studying

Spanish,

vanced
subsid,

Kennedy's tome deals with labor

‘racketeering,

exposed

during Sen-

iwhen
Kennedy
was
committee
‘counsel. Some years ago Schulberg
scripted Sam Spiegel's “On the
Waterfront,”
fictionization
of
probes of Longshoremen’s Union
racketeering on N.Y. waterfront.
Wald has purchased 500 copies

;of Kennedy book, which the Attorney

General

will

autograph

for

Wald to mail to film critics in conjunction with the promotion campaign.

were

NT&T

4.

late investigations into this field,

REST ISTHE DREAMIN: |
INDaCOSTA’S CAREER

April

Screenplay of Attorney General
Robert Kennedy’s
“The Enemy
Within” will “minimize fictionai”
approach, and will “tend strongly
toward documentation,” per Jerry
Wald,
following
conferences
in
Washington with author last week
-when general format was agreed
upon. Budd Schulberg will write
screenplay.
“Schulberg will headquarter in
Washington to help compiie rerords and other documentation for
the picture, which I expect to have
ready for 20th-Fox release late this
year,” Wald stated. Elia Kazan is
being firmed to direct. and Paul
Newman sought for lead role.
Aiding Schulberg’s D.C. research
project will be Labor Secretary
Arthur Goldberg, Press Secretary
Pierre Salinger, and Kennedy staff
assistants
Carmine
Bellino
and
Wakter
Sheridan.
Also,
Kennv
O'Donnell, Presidential assistant.
and Jerry Alderman, new general
counsel of the Senate Subcommittee on Investigations.

for $5.448,000 in last two years.
high of 48.500. Latter was doubly. notable, pointed out. since there was uct: It. was further revealed that 'Whereas Davis insisted National’s
no telefilm production then whereas today vidpix play major. role in better than 25 pictures were only 38°7 stock of NTA gives NT&T
:
released.
to
theatres
in
1960,
with
a
overall employment tally. .
°
mo
:
an
of the former, now spunoff
i great:-number of the post-1955 vari- control
subsid, Klein insisted it did not, al‘Features displaying. “extreme violence. crime, gangsters and sex are ‘ety still available for 35m theatre though he acknowledged it gives
,
attractions
future
few
A
de- :exhibition.
becoming a. problem” in’ Manitoba.: that. province's censor board
NIT&T a “voice” in NTA via two “of
clured in its annual report. Of.376 pictures reviewed in 1960, the board: were. advertised that haven't. yet! our men on its board.” - Klein is for

at that Hollywood plant.
_
|

i3

ad-

NTA when latter was its
was
acknowledged .' by |!

ONTARIO STRATEGY
FOR ‘DAVID & GOLIATH’
Beaver-Champion’s

, Goliath”

“David

anid

will open in 24 theatres

company.
.js supposed to approve Klein. who also observed taat all
Warnets he has one play and two} Spanish-dialog pictures are also ithe
16m -film deal before the. print? Davis’ charges against management 'in Toronto and Southern Ontari
In1 addition te thepic. commitments -to get under
his |.being
being booked.
boo
‘is shipped.
,
.
‘which management agrees are cor- j April 24. It's to be a new marketbelt’ before he ‘can take siesta. © | backing of the school.“profs.” it I. Biggest violators of these agree- jrect stem out-of NT&T fiscal re- !ing approach for the Canadian
DaCosta is trying to sneak in aj has been established’ that there
; Ments are Parent-Teacher Councils, : ports

.of recent

years.

.

; area,

patterned

after the day-dute

month's layoff between assignments | are ‘more than 200 Spanish-speak- mostly in ‘elementary and some
‘Klein's arguments against Davis’! Saturations, with heavy exploiti“but ‘admits it may not. conie oft.: ing families who,-: with’ the ‘stu-1 secondary ‘schools, where it was ,meves are predicated
on (1) he has‘ tion, which have become more or
After 80-day shooting: sked for dents; make up-a new. and en-j discovered. that, occasionally, fairly never been on board of a publicly- ' less routine in the states.
~
“Musie Man™ winds in September, |.thusiastic: audience.
recent product was being shown owned corporation; :2) has never
B-C v.p. Mike Hutner said spots
he will direct “The King From. ia + —_——— oy ar
after school,at night and on Satur-.1un a showbiz firm: owns only ; will be used hourly for 10 days on

|

away.

Columbia |Ambassadorial Guests
Due at Johnston Feed

Ashtabula” on. Broadway..Columbia
‘|.daxys to audiences of children and.!1.500 shares out of NT&T's 2.816.- !Toronto tv. three radio outle*s
ix financing.
om
.
{their parents, at admission prices 247 outstanding whercas NT&T's; will be used and 300 24 sheets
_After Times S$ quare chore, Da-|
ranging from 5ce:to 25¢ per person: boardmen own aggregately 355.303 |
‘will be. posted.
Costa: heads for Columbia Studio |
Cantor is largest shareIn most. instances written notices shares.
hereta do film version.
of straight | A. number of -foreign. diplomats were sent.to parents that the films vholder with 110.000.
Klein has
play. Credits will be producer-di- ; Will. be. on-hand: for the-‘Council ‘were being shown as a fund-raising '42.023.
rector for’ Belgrave \Prod., unit: of: Motion: Picture. Organizations project. - Number
Skipped Divvy
of
showin4@s 4 ©
formed by DaCosta and Vera dinner in. New ‘York next Monday |
ranged. from two a week to three
Holly wood. April 4.
Davis charged NT&T's losses inSneider who wrote novel on’ which (16) honoring Eric Johnston, prexy per year.
Frank Ross wil return to pro:curred during short time it ca“King” is based. .°*
oo
of the’ Motion Picture Assn. of
Disregard for these rules, which ;nopied NTA has caused corporation duction with “Mister Moses,” new
After Col assignment, he returns |“America.
_.
, . “f Were established
by the film com-jto skip dividends recently, a point novel of present-day Africa by
fo Warners for one more, as yet-un‘Dinner
chajrman
Emmanuel} panies
in the late '40s, is evidenced |to which Klein in general agreed. Max Catto, for which he reports he
decided. That's more than a year’ Frisch says that. -the dais guests by the’ use of newspaper notices to; but yesterday disclosed that NT&T
paid $310,000. Pic will be filmed
off-in viewof contemplated March ; wil' include the ambassadors
to the advertise feature film entertain-{has come back into profit column, in Africa in color for United aArt1962 preem slated for “King” on! U.S. trom Italy, France. Afghani- ment in churches. One such notice stating (with treasurer Alan May, | ists release.
°
Broadway and pic undertaking to 3 an. China. India, Pakistan, Israel, even ‘received front: page. bannerat his elbow, concurring) that durHis last film was “Kings Go
fallow. ©
Jordan and Spain,
{Continued on page 20)
ling January NT&T had net of $360,- Forth,” also for GA,

Frank Ross’ Africa Tale

°
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“Crammed with excitement.

4

.

kept at fever pitch all
the way..."—Motion Picture Daily ° 7

MARIO

=a

lee

“Playing it across the boards

H

WIN

3

excitement. ’—Hollywood Reporter

FAVOR, I |
FILM DAILY

Never a dull moment.’ ’—Boxoffice

“A taut thriller...”—Motion Picture Exhibitor
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for suspense and excitement...
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and atmosphere of ‘The Third Man’
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“Superior...Returns to locale
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and suspense, the action is
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| New YorkSound Track

(UA),

2. “Alamo”

(UA).

’. 3. “Spartacus”

(U).

(Col)..

5, “Great Imposter” (U).

Members of New York's. importing traternity. getting readyto maké

‘6. “Suzie Wong” (Par).

. the Pilgrimage to Cannes include Ed Kingsley; Irvin. Shapiro and|

7: cepalmations’, By?

‘Jean.’ Goldwurm . , . Richard Griffith, film curator at the- museum
af Modern Art, will be the final- speaker. at the 15-day film symposium’

&. Gee Pon Hat Col.
10. “Gor so” mee
°

at. Smith College: (Northampton, Mass.) which starts tomorrow (Thurs.).
‘Parents Magazine has cited Robert Radnitz’ new 20th release, “Misty,”
“as picture. of the month for’. family. audiences.”
_ -Telemetér in’ Etobicoke: ‘Canadian tv and radia. stations going ‘along:
“with. the- promotional stuff, being not so “anti” as.in:the states . .
Playbill, ‘official. program for. the Broadway.theatre, wants in- ig.
eyeing. a vast potential: market for. advertisers. . ...°Gone. With. Wind.”:
that 1939: oldie; booked for another 90. theatres over Easter, bringing
se total to over: 200. ‘Don’t figure on this: entry. ey er.doing. the. Late
ow.
;
Burt Sloane, ex-UA publicity manager. the went ‘on ‘sick: leave last |

‘Ai. “Misfits”

(UA).
Boys '‘Are”’

15

Despite Lent, March Held Up Okay:
‘Exodus’ Tops ‘Variety's’ Estimates;
Strong Pace For ‘Alamo, ‘Spartacus

Toppers In March
1. “Exodus”
4. “Pepe”

|

PICTURES

j ARE

week at N. Y. Music Hall where
paired
with
the annual
Easter
stageshow.
“Sanctuary” (20th' so
far has been spotty.
“Cimarron” (M-G), released in
February, did well enough in the
final March week, via some fresh
-| bookings, to cop 10th position that
“Operation Eichmann”
stanza.
‘AA’, which was lith the same
| . “definitive.” An index of relaweek, had showings that ranged
tive ‘grossing strength in the
October);. is back.in harness but ‘as. freelance... He's-‘directing ‘group |.
from mild and fair to big and brisk.
U.. S.- Canada
market,
this
Boston, April 4:
sales promotion for Mirisch’s “West Side Story” hard-ticketer : (through}
“Go Naked in World” «M-G: has
monthly reprise does not preUA) which preems on Broadway Oct. 18...
B. G. .Kranze,- Cinerama
been largely disappointing in playFilms submitted for the..inter-|
‘yeep, and sales topper: Sid. Cooper, ito Louisville” for the “This Is i national film festival set .for May i tend to express total rentals.
dates so far but managed some
Cinerama” kickoff.
David Golding, tapped -as publicity’ consultant i 22-27 in .Loeb Drama Center at
dates that were rated good. “Milfor ‘the: Uniyersal-Bryna “Last Sunset. "infor talks with U's Phil} Harvard, will be placed in -two { Exhibitors
across the country -lionairess” (20thi wasin much the
‘Gerard and Paul Kamey . . .-.Robert Mitchum and- Barrie Chase divisions, consisting of (a) films: :fared ‘amazingly Ayell last month. ‘same calegory, doing best in small,
‘signed by Gregory Peck’s Melv ille: Productions for “Cape Féar,” which,. designed for general entertainment:‘despite Lent, nearness of income artv theatres.
U is to release’...
U has: decided :to. release ‘“‘Fhe Outsider.” Tony! and <b). film .documentaries of ;jtax deadline and some less-than“Breathless”
(Films
Around
-€urtis-starrer, late this. year, as-an> Oscar contender. -Yarn :is ‘about ;3,000 feet or less.
|great boxoffice product that was. World) continues its amazing lona“Iwo Jima hero Ira Hayes.
Only. films not previously shown unleashed during March. Some ex- irun in N. Y. at the arty Fine Arts.
_ David Unger, who. is an‘ investor in: tilm ‘shares, sends ‘to Variety: in-the U-S.. ‘may be submitted and hibs were baffled at the lukewarm “““take Mine Mink” (Cont: still wags
: a copy of his letter.:to. Dorothy Schiff, publisher of ‘the N. Y. Post! more than. oné film in each cate-. reception accorded some of the scoring nicely in several arty cine‘Objecting to the daily serializing “that perfectly ‘useless book, ‘The; gory from any producer may he! new fare, and where they had some mas including Chi and MinneapoFifty Year. Decline and Fall of Hollywood.’ Except that. it caters to. Submitted, George. Papadopoulo,|jfaltering weeks. blamed it largely lis after its extended-run in N. Y.
the sensation seekers, what earthly: purpose this ‘story serves is beyond,.dir ‘ector, ‘said. There ‘is no partici- on.dhe product. The weather was’!
_me. ‘In fact, even the title is a:misnomer, as. ‘most. people with any; Pation’.. fee requirement, but all in the cinema’s favor most of the
-Sense-of-values._ would. know. that the: motion picturé in the. pastmany ; films must. be— submitted before. month.
12.

“Where

(MG.

Boston Festival

Deadline April )

-years has made substantial advarices creatively. and financially is in’ April 30, 1961.
a very. healthy state." |

ore

By’ MIKE WEAR

VARIETY’S
regular
weekly
boxoffice reports are summarized each month, tetrospecc‘tizely. Based on an average of
24 key situations, the source
‘data constitute an adequate
1 sampling of current .releases
‘ but are not, of course, fully

Purpose of the. first international.

, It was a month
dus”

‘Allied Sees Mild

that saw “EXo-'

(UA). take undisputed

posses-

NY.
Pow Apr. [1-12

‘Glenn Norris, 20th’s géneral- sales. manager, back at his. office: Mon-: film festival for Boston. is ‘to re- [sionof first place after narrowly ‘
day (3) after a swing through: ‘a number of the ¢ompany’s. exchanges: ward: filnY’ makers, “who seek to ‘missing such laurels in February.
UA toppers who winged to. the: coast over the weekend included Max, promote a better understanding of It copped No. 1 spot every week
-Youngstein, veep; .Roger Lewis, ‘yeep in charge ot advertising - and |man
and. his. environment;
the during March. “The Alamo,” also

Exee
director
Milton
London
Fred. Goldberg, national ad-pub ‘director:.
art and: drama critics,’ playwrights ! ‘second-place winner, moving up soa sees a “routine” powwow in NaIt's a boy. -second. son, for Mr. ‘and: Mrs. ‘Marvin. Levy, the Metro: and
cinematologists. trom
the high by dint of numerous popscale.: tional Allied’s spring board meeting next Tuesday and Wednesday
“press rep...
Shirley Knight’ takes the honor ‘Buest spotlight at ‘the:ny
Greatey Boston area are. to make tcontinuous-run engagements, Even
i
Bay Scouts Luneh--o-ree here today ‘Wed.1.
+ the final awards based on. overall }so, it ran up much higher gross to- (11-12 at the Warwick, N.Y. This
_ Queens housewife Carol Lynley Selsman being: sought by Universal |excellence | in terms’ ef “dramatic :;tals than “Exodus,” if smaller key: despite the internecine feuding,
‘for a major role-in forthcoming’ screen .adaptation of “The Chalk |:impact,” “inh erent
cinematic {eities, such as numerous .spots in dim finances, ete., recently piaGarden” ... . Publicist. Jim Scovotti. ‘climaxes eight-week special assign-! Worth.” and “message ‘in relation !: Texas and the south, were included ; guing the exhibitor body.
Parley
is expected
to ratify
ment on UA’ “The Hoodlum: Priest’ with a special: screening “of the | to, contemporary. life.”
jin the totals. In numerous keys.
Marshall
Fine’s enunpic today +Wed.) in Atlantic City for 5.000" -educators -at’ the National | Boston International Film Festi- jthe John Wayne opus is beating the president
‘ciated position rejecting classificaCatholic: Educational Assn. convention Artists Julius Kroll, Oscar, val is:nonprofit,. listing its: address ; best done by recent United Artists’ .
‘tion for the film industry. Another
Liebman and Al Hirsehfeld are “contribuling. art work’ for. the _Promo- ; as. P.O. Box: 79, Cambridge.
champ grossers.
‘appeal to patch up the National
tion of the Academy. Awards telecast this year.
The amazing thing about the Screen
Service-Columbia
trailer
‘| showing by “Alamo” is that now
quarrel is also expected. Meet will
ithe producer figures on a domestic .‘also discuss ways of improving
Liz Fraser, femme interest ‘in.“Two-Way: Stretch,” “back: in: London |
‘gross
of upwards
of $8.00.000: press relations, with emphasis on
after a ‘10-city tour: ahead of film's’ nationat. Telease. .
i whereas the pic on hard-ticket had: the grass roots approach to inm“trish” Bobby Ruffin, thé former. boxer, ‘is now.a talent. agent. Repbeen running at a pace that sugproved image.
ping,. among. others. Drey Shepperd, young ’film-tv. ‘thesp. who has -a:
gested half that amount.
Allied of New Jersey is host
‘supporting ‘part in “Man From Arizona. **. Jeff. Chandler: starrer. Ruffin,
“Spartacus” (U!, which was fifth unit.
by the way, once was rated the top lightweight contender.
-.John E.. Fitzgerald, editor of the’!

publicity:

.

David

Picker, “exec assistant

to. prexy

Arthur Krim, and. director said. A jury composed of |from United Artists, was a strong

Kansas
Cily this weekTrot exhibpet for Allied Artists teDallanaiJobn E.Fitzgerald. Ends
40 Weeks of Consulting

On Stevens Bible Pic’

Billy Wilder cast Broadway's Arlene

Francis. as: Jimmy ‘Cagney’s! Catholic ‘publication, Our Sunday lin February,

pact ... French actor Alain. Delon Set by Sam Spiegel for. Arab

is climbing to third

|‘position. It was champ in January.
“Pepe” (Col},-a newcomer, is iaking fourth:money. It is closely fol-

Drive-In Gets ‘Sanctuary’
Firstrun; Reynolds: ‘Once
lother-from Universal, in fifth spot.
“World of Suzie Wong” ‘Par',
sheik: Ever Told.”.This Biblical epic’ will
{fourth in’ February, is finishing, Got Three-Year (ld Films’
“The}be: ‘produced for 20th-Fox.

-spouse in his Mirisch Co.-UA produétion, “One; Two,.Three.” in’ which. |Visitor, is winding up some 40
‘Horst: ‘Buchho?s a!so stars .. . Roger Moore. takes’.on- star role: in; weeks _ istretched from the original’
'..Samuel Bischoff-David Diamond's Allied Artists. release, “The Beggar 10) as script. consultant to George
7 Prince,” acavted from Mark. Twain’s: “The Prince and. ‘the Pauper,” Stevens. ‘in
the
pre-production
for his first freelance assignment following: bowout from: Warner Bros. | planning’ ‘of “Fhe Greatest Story

[lowed by

“Great

Impostor, * an-

role in “Lawrence of- Arabia’
. Frank Fenton.set to script
‘sixth. “101 Dalmatians” (BV'. an-'
Dallas, April 4.
Tron- Men. "starring -‘Sidney Poitier, by producer Martin Poll at Para-|...He's remaining in Beverly Hills
lother newcomer, is winding up sevBordertown Theatre has scored
mount: .
: Bud- Yorkin ‘and Norman Lear skedded -Aug. 1. start for with: his: recent bride, Dolores Ko- |
renth, with every indication that it ‘ a major breakthrough in this area,
their “‘upeoming:. ‘Paramount ‘release: “Come. Blow Your. ‘Horn” .
kot, formér publicist for the Sherwill climb higher with additional and perhaps in the Southwest, for
20th-Fox. bought tights to Dorothea. Bennett's .noyel, “Under the Skin. ” aton-Atlantic.(former McAlpin Ho| engagements and the Easter holi- the circuit's Northwest
Highway
Buena Visca informants here clainy ‘101 Dalmatians” grossed $267,- itel): in: Manhattan.
av
;
Drive-In Theatre here. The ozoner,
114 in a week's run at 26 L.A. situations,.a.record’. .. Women of the
Fitzgerald won thé “Critic of. the
“Ben-Hur” (M-G), which was sev- : the first built in the city and one
‘Motion. Picture Industry. (WOMPI:, of -N-Y., organizing, “charter and in-| Year” award of the: Sereen: Produc- enth
in the preceding month,
stallation dinner being set for -May. 19. ‘at the Brass Rail . . . Pressjers Guild. a couple of years’ ago. wound up eighth for March as it of the first in the state, has booked
party bon. voyaged ‘Jackie ‘Gleason: off to Paris and work. on. the!that leading: ‘to: his religious con- concludes many of its major firsi- a top product for an extended firstrun
engagement — “Sanctuary”
“Gigot™ film .
‘Paramount nabbed James Joyce for a role in Too: sultancy for Stev ens. ©
runs
on
hard-ticket.
“Cry
For (20th) starring Lee Remick, Yves
‘Late Blues.” He's. a New York. thesp, no- kin to the Irish! JJ... 2-3
Happy” (Col), also new, is captur- _Montand and Bradford Dillman.
see
2pen
Dany, Saval, French ‘import, here from. Paris and Disney picture workjBELGIUM ENTWINESing ninth position.
Al Reynolds, veepee in charge of
‘Chariton Heston came in:from =‘Madrid for the Ed Sullivan tv'ér“Gorgo” (M-G) is finishing 10th. theatre operations for Bordertown
Sunday 12), and El Cid went. back to. Madrid -Monday : (3), Marlene’
.“The Misfits’
(UA!, which
was which has six local theatres in this
’ Dietrich here: for “Judgment: -at Nuremberg”: fittings: -.|champ in February, is winding up. area, recalls that when the Nerth‘Shirley Clarke, who directéd and coproduced- “The: Connection. * in!
Brussels; April 4.
E 11th spot. “Where Boys Are”
nest Highway Drive-in was opened
Paris. making preparations for the film's shawing at’ the. ‘Cannes fest!
_,
——
.
(M-G),
sixth’ in the
preceding
next tmonth. Pic.-has: been invited ‘by the.‘Federation of French. Film:
Universal's “Spartacus,” current- month, rounds out the Top 12 pix. 29 years ago the product exhibited
“Authors to -bé shown out-of competition. - Celebrity. Service's 1961-: Pais Pheaee oe eek: atthe| “Swiss Family Robinson” ‘BV', was at least three years old.
t
“Constant plugging cut that fiime
19629 International Contact. Book is: now: “available
1.7
Cy Haryey’s? awarded’ the Grand. Prix Excep: third in February: “Nev er On Sun{to six months and then to the presJanus Films. hosted. a reception last night (Tues.. for director Michel- ;
.dayv” (Lope},. 1th in preceding .
‘angelo Antonioni and star Monica’ Vitti before. the U..S. premiere of; tionnel,- with’ the’ designation’ of|‘month: “Tunes of Glory,” also from ' ent policy of 30 days after first run
by. the:
said.
“The
. release,” | Reynolds
“L'Avventura” at the: Beekman. . :
Another Italo director, Federico} “above -all. competition.”
pic in booking of this major film fa: a
Belge du Cinema. Be!- Lopert and a runner-up
‘Fellini, will be feted at Sardi's April 19 by Astor Films following the: Femina
February: and “Ballad of Soldier” first run at a drive-in is an imngium's
leading
women's
organiza-!
New. York. opening of *‘La“Dolte Vita’ at Henry Miller’s Theatre. . |
(Kings:
are
the
runner-up
films
. portant step toward the general
Leon Brandt, Lopert Films. general salés' manager, in Chicago .and' tion.. Only -oné other film has been for March.
‘Kansas City last ‘week on biz .’. . Framkie. Avalon, one of: the players.similarly singled out by the group, ods the month was being conclud- ‘ improvement of the product whi'h
these theatres can offer.”
in 20th’'s**Voyave .to.-The Bottom. of The’ Sea.:'. will record the film's ;‘which is headed by Princess Paola,!
“Gone With Wind” (M-G:. out’:
title tune. .Pic goes out July 4:.
Stor - Pictures has acquired the; ' sister-in- law ‘of-the King.
on reissue again, shaped’ as one of
1959 Frenclt film. “Pepees Pour Te Grient” for. the: UC: S. market.- Film: ‘Universal exees here claim that. the films, going out in release cur“Spartacus” curiulative gross in its,
will be known here as “Five Sinners” ‘. . . Arnold ‘Picker, United’
‘rently, most likely to be heard.
-Arlists veep in charge. of foreign distribution. Teports. ‘that “The. Mis- :. first: 14 weeks has exceeded that: ‘from in a big way- Initial engage-.
‘for
any other. similar spectacie:)
fits” opened in 24 major cities in: Europe. Asia, the: -Middte East and °
ments,
such as in Los Angeles and~
_film-ever exhibited in Brussels. Pic
“Latin. America, this past-w eekend.
‘Seattle, hit amazing figures. It goes
Albuquerque, April 4.
" Walter Bibo, prexy ‘of. Excelsior Pictures, has :acquired” v. S.- and opehed F jdsr 13Belgian date in into N. ¥, State later this month.
Mefro-Goldwyn-Maver
has
ace
Canadian rights to Lux Films’ -sci-fi-feature,*‘Death. frony Outer Space”:- niwerp
Friday 31).
| “Allin Night's Work” (Par:. also cused Holidat Broadcasters Inc,
Melville B:. ‘Nimnier has! resigned’ as counsel .of. the Writers Guild. of
{launched in the final week last operators of indie radio sfation
America, ‘West, in -order.to devote entire practice to representation ‘of .7 Russo Pix. atSoviet
month, isis another to be reckoned | KMGM
here, of unfair competition
‘individual clierts Lie . MPEA toppers ‘are expected to make public’|
with. It-.did well enough the firs! and infringement of its registered
their plans. re ‘African dev elopment scheme in. several weeks. —
.
Film. WeekiIn W. Berlin,week out in circulation to cop third tredemark MGM.
Frank: Sinatra’s: Essex - Productions acquired tivo: Hew story prop-|
place in Variery
weekly totals.
Metro, in a suit filed Tues. -21)
eriies .for ‘production this’ year, “The: Manchurian: Candidate” Dick |
Berlin, March 28. '-Konga” (Al, also a newie, was in U.S. District Court here, asked
Condon novel and “The New Yorkers.” latter..a musical and -botli.tol | A Russian Film Week is being .fast in ‘Boston.
,$25.000 damages and asked thut
“star Sinatra_ in all-star easts |. : . Angela Lansbury: reports to. Hal, held here. March (21-28.
Seven.
“All Hands on Deck” (20th. just KMGM_ be restrained and enjoined
Wallis for “Blue Hawaii” after her. Windup..this week ‘in “A Taste of |Soviet. top film productions. aré to | getting . started, too. was loud in ‘from using the call letters in con“Honey™ on. Broadw ay Pauk. Landres inked to directors ticket by be shown
at. Atelier. am Zoo, local; Minneapotis and nice in Washing-i nection with the station. In alt: rWarner. Bros.
we Columbia Pictures negotiating - five-pix-five-year art: house.
They. are “Ballad of ton. “White Warrior” (WB!, anoth-{ native. Metro asked that KM ‘I
‘pact with Caroiyn Jones:. : . Jerry Wald's. MPAA title registration of a-Soldier.” “Othello, * “Silent- Don,” er newcomer, was fine in Detroit', be ordered to get its call lettcrs
“The Spring. Riot” switched to “The: Wonderful Season. of. Love" . . . “dist. One,"
“Flying
—-Cranes,” and fairish in Friseo.
“Look in cnanged
and be restrained
aid
Jor Pasternak has penciled in Mickey. Rooney for.“Bottleneck Affair”|.“Ty an the Terrible” and “The Ov er- |.Any Window” (AA’ was mild in enjoined from using anv call 1] +t_ at Metro. .:. Dolores: Hart costars with: Fabian in 20th-Fox’ “A Sum- coat.””
-A’ large. group: of Soviet. ‘Philly.
‘ fers similar to that of the trade“mer World. first to do “Sail’a. Crooked’ Ship” for Columbia...) ° _ screen stars is expected here.
“Absent-Minded Professor" BY,
mark “MGM.”
To hear Wi'liam T; Orr tell ‘is, “None of. us knows what. the future];
Initiator of the Russiin
Film. -a new entrant, should be heard
Metro claimed
it had cu'reof toil television will be. and thus we have no. plans.” On the conven-|'Week is Ser ei Gambarolf. chief'‘from plenty in the future judgi
spondence
with
the statron.
hut
tional theatrical film “front. ‘same company ‘s (WB? Dick Lederer is- of ‘Pegasus- -Film, an import- export |‘from its lusty sho: sing in Chi, w ow _such communications failed tu perecstali¢ ‘about. the * “new: frontier, » new enthusiasm”. under Orr.
!company.:
lreturns: in L. A. and sock second ‘suade the stalion to change.

“BROW OF ‘SPARTACUS’;

MGM SUES STATION
USING SAME LETTERS
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international tilm,
TV film
and documentary market

a ney oustanding MILAN TRADE FAIR
“ideal setup in which to conduct picture business” —

VARIETY

The Spring meeting from 12 to 28 April

buyers and renters of films coming from

coincides

all parts of the world, —
Eight projection studios, numerous

with

Milan

Trade

Fair, the

world’s greatest. display of sample goods.

dis-

and products,
.
The Autumn meeting takes place in midOctober,

cussion

Hundreds of full-length, TV and documen-'

nical equipment

tary

with the best possible means to promote

films

of scientific,

cultural

tourist.

rooms, a polyglot secretariat and

international telephone exchange, telex ine

stallations and all the most modern techprovide this undertaking

and publicity interest are shown .by pro-.

contacts and business transactions in the

ducers of international

world of cinema and film production.

Importance

to

Include a visit to the “International film, TV film and documentary
market” in your Spring trip to Europe.

Exhibitors and distributors: entry fee Lit. 10,000 (§ 16).
Producers: entry fee Lit. 10,000 ($ 16) without limitto number of
films presented.
Applications to participate should reach MIFED e fortnight before
opening date on 12 April.

Information from:
Largo Domodossola, 1
Milano (italy)

MIFED

Wednesday, April. 5, 1961

‘PICTURES

~~

|Hollywood P

roduction Pu
lse

Prod.-Dir.--Stanley. Kramer

Spencer Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard
Widmark, Marlene Dietrich. Maximillian Schell, Judy.
riand. Montgom-

.

ery

Clitt.

Baxter,

ALLIED. ARTISTS
VeL “C10”

Rank>

‘Charlton

Heston,

Sophia

Loren,

Raf

-

Vallone, Raloh Truman, Michael Hordern, Genévieve. Page, John Fraser,

SEVENTH

“ATLANTIC

ATTACK" |

(American

In‘ern

:ionab

(Shooting in Spain)
Prods. |—
Richard

PLANET”

rrod.—Hal

Dir.Norman’

Taurog

Joan

well,-

Christian

Stella’ Stevens,

_Glarted | March

(Started

OF MRS,

(Shooting ‘in London)
Prod:—Luuis

|

COLUMBIA

1] This Date, Last Year......
STONE” |
“WATCH

‘ser. vill St. John

* 20th CENTURY-FOX ||
Starts, This Year.... 3. cree. 9 i

°3:

Anne |

|

This Date, Last Year........ 7

:

Dir.—-Wolf

Rolan

Johnny Desmond,

Joan

Prod.—-il-rold

O’Brien

|

““CLEOPAT RA“.
.| “FORMOSA”
:
. (suspended Shooting)
(Shooting in Formosa)
Prod.— Wal
er Wanger
Prod.—-Reobert ‘Fellows
Dir.—Joseph L.. Mankiewicz
Dir.—- Rieh ‘ret Thorpe
ae
Elizabeth Taylor; Stephen Boyd, Peter. |. Robert .Tay'or
(Started Feb. 20)"
linek.
Harry:
Andrews.
Elizabeth

‘Prod.--Dino C+ Laurenti:
Dir.—Guy. Hamilton:
David Niven. Alberto Sordl’:
(Started March 1)

United

Huth

Re
tcenarc
ond.

ne

Aubrey,
¥

James

borhood

Booth, Lionel Jeffries, Marty Wilde

(Started

Feb.

«

15 in South

.

Francisco,

California

Apri! 4

Circuit

bs

Witten all exchanges in San Fricisco to demand it he allowed 1.
bid on first-run product for 13
1,250-seat Coronet, a former nei +:i-

Ugs Productions)

Allen, Jamie

a. | drving

Montgomery |

Montgomery. . Gilbert

Ziv, Rodann.

MELLIONS”

‘“THE

in: Alanila)

Frod-D ir.—Georgze

George

San

:Rilla

Dennis Price. Liz Frazer. Irene H ndt
(Started Jan. 30 at Bray. Off the floor:
March 10)
.

(Started Jan 4)

.

‘Cry de Lauren iis Pr. wits.)
(Soooting in Israel) ,

iT SAILOR”

‘Viysen Leith. ‘Warren Beatty, Lottie! (Hammer Film Prods.)
Lemya, Corale Brown, Jeremy Spen-,
Prod:—Maurice Cowan

(Shooting

J effries.

ween

:

1

.

.de Rochemont

Dir.—Joe Quintero

(Pondrey “Prod.)

S: Atricad

‘Feb.

“TRE ROMAN SPRING

Seymour

iNew SF. Jolt As
Naify's Coronet
inFirstrun Quest

and

Starts, This Year.......+..2

(Siarted Dec: 6)
“SAMAR”
|

Lid.)

ENEMYS"

(Started on lorrtion in Manchester
London March 14)

Starts, This Year... ...006 5
This Date, Last Year...... 2.

27)-

ween
te
ae
20

TWO

<Akert.:

bers, Bill Stafford, Richard Chambers,
Rupert Crosse. J. Allen Hopkins

HELLIONS” .
in

quah

BLUES”:

Darin,

Prod.—Tony Richardson
Dir.—Tony -Richardson
‘Rita Tushingham, Dora Bryan, ‘Robert
‘Ste»nhens, Murray. Malvin, Paul Dan-

Yung

WARNER BROS.

|

_assel. ‘Cliff Carnell,
Vincent Ed‘wards.
Nick Dennis,’ Everett -Cham-

This Date, Last Year.......5°

wmting

Kay,..Pamela

-Prod.-D:r, —John .‘Cassavetes

‘Bobby

Sen

Started March 20)

pein

Frank Atienza, Jose’ DeVarga, Ralph
Hanalie, L.ni Kai;
(Started March 27)

Prod.-- -Harold Jiuth
Dir --Kenneth Ann kin
Richard
Todd. ‘f. ane
- Aubrey. Janies Booth

Donald

Rathony
‘Christopher Lee, Marius Goring, Albert
Lieven,
William
Lucas,
Penelope
Horner. Bettine le Beau. Dawn Beret
(Started March £0 at Shepperton)

Nanty

Near. Darlene-Thompkins, Jenny Max-

C OLUMBIA A

”

/

Blackman,

Walyters,
Angela
Lansbury.
Roland
Winters, John
Archer. -Howard
Mce-

:
Bernstein, :. Gustaf

Starts, This. Year....0...0665)

s%

.

Wallis

Elvis Presley,

;

H. ‘as
Crawford

Aen,

in U.K.

Taylor
Dir-- Akos

- Naney Kwan, James Shigeta,. Miyoshi
-_Umeks:
‘-uanita Hall, Benson
Fong.
Robert. L’ng, Patrick Adiarte, Victor

Prod.).

"TOO. LATE

(Irving

‘“THE DEVIL‘S DAFFODIL”
(Omnia Pictures Ltd. Distribution
_Unrough British Lian)
and
Prods.—Steven
Pallos

BRYANSTON

HAWAN”

(Hal. Wallis

_ Gtarted: Feb. 15)

“THE

fees and charges imposed upont
°
use Of air-conditioning equipms:'
Upon appeal to the Michigan St: 2
Supreme Court, the $20 per tor
annual license fee which the Civ
of Highland Park had sought t>
charge for water-cooled air-cond:-

DeMetz

Starts, This Year. . 0.5.5 6s...3°
This Date, Last Year. er
2

GEISHA”

“BLUE

Anne

_
Unger
‘Dir.—Charles

Broderick

victory in its fight against excés» +

2

tioning equipment
was ruled invalid.
Michigan Allied says t*is
will result in a savings of $2.000 3
. | “OVER, COME
BACK.
year for the average theatre wh.
o;
(UI-7 Picts.-Nob Hill-Arwin)
has 100 tons of air-conditioni:2
Shirley MacLaine, ‘Yves. Montand, .Ed-| Prods.—Robert: Arthur, “Stanley Sha-.
’ ward G. Robinson, Robert Cummings,
Piru. Maria Meleher
;
equipment.
Yoko Tani, Alex Gerry Dir.—Delbert Mann
:
Stargs, This Year.......0. 1.
In Detroit and suburbs a $73°}
(Started Jan. 16)
Rock: Hurtgen. D. wis Day; Tony Randall,
Edie. Ac
ack Oakie. Jack Kru- - This}Date, Last Year......
!per
ton demand charge is masie
3
“DEADLOCK”
sicher ‘ann B. Davis, ‘Ward Ramsey
Prods.— Edmond O’Brien. Staniley Frazen
upon the use of water ‘for air con(Star
2°. oa Ge
,
-. Assoc. Prod.—Sam Waxman’
i
ditioning.
This suit is now awitDir.—Edmond. O’Brien
”
“A TASTE OF HONEY”
“FLOWER DRUM SONG”
Jeffrey names
Dayid Janssen, Stella
Prod.--Ross Hunter —
{Wondfall _. Productions.
Distribution: jing decision by the Michigan suS.eyv
:
Dir.—Henrv Koster .
- Bryanston- British Lion)
:preme
Court.
(Startea. Feb. 20).

Starts, This Year........6% 3
This Date, Last Year. oeeas 2
TO THE

Danielle

13)

(Sachiku Prod.)
(Shooting in Japan): .
Prod. —Steve Parker
Dir.—Jack. Cardiff)

10)

GShooting in € openhagen)
Prod.-Dir.—Sidnes “Pink
:
John
Agar,
Greta
Thyssen,
Smyrner. Cal Ottosen
-Gtarted dan. 24)
.

Moorehead;

UNIVERSAL

|:

Kruger

“MY

AMERICAN INTL.

"JOURNEY

Agnes

This Date, Last Year......

Dickinson, !

Detroit, April 4
Allied won a maior

| Michigan

Staris, This Year......... 1

Nezulesco

| Gtarted March

(Started: Oct. 107

‘Gary. Raymond. Frank Thrign. Christopher
Rhodes,
Ralph
‘Truman,
Michael Hordern, Hurd Hatfield.

Gturted Noy,

BRITANNIA

.
Sicily)

Prod.—Jean

John Wayne, Gerard Slain, -‘Red Buttons,
Valentin De Vargas. Elsa Martinelli,
Michele Giradon, Bruce Cabot. Hardy

*

Teal,

22)

Dir.-—Jean Nezulesco
Mauriee
Chevslier,' Angie

(Shooting wm Africa)
.
Prod.-Dir.—Howard
Hawks
Assoc. Prod.—Paul: Helmick:

(Shooting in Spain)
Prod.--Samuel ' Bronston .
_Dir.—Anthony ‘Mann

(Startd Feb,
(Pino Corp.)
(Shooting-1n

“ATARI!

‘(amuer Bronston Prod.
with D.E.A.R.
- Films for ANied Artists and J. Arthur

Alan

Ray

“JESSICA”

Starts, This Year... ....00002
This Date, Last Year.... rr -)

This. Date, Last Year...weseoeld

Shatner;

Bernard,

-Hans' Conried, John Wengral.’ Martin
Brandt,
Werner
Kleperer, -Torbe
i
Meyer, Kenneth. MacKenna. -Ed Binns |

PARAMOUNT

Starts, This Year............2

William”

Joseph

17

($20-Per-Ton-Airconditioning License
Ruled Invalid; Big Exhib Brea‘

1 JUDGMENT AT NUREMB. ERG"
+ (Stanley Kramer Prods.)
(For UA Release)

show
? area,

Africa)

‘METRO

house

house

and

now

outside

a ro-A-

of downtown

Letters, sent out 10 days ago, ful-'
low Metro's decision to pull ‘B.-Hur” out of Coronet May 31. ->%
“(To Resume) This Date, Last Year.......0
(eptune’ Prods)
{nat Metro can cash in 9n summ -~‘(Shooting in Philippines)
_Prod.. Alex Gordon
Be BATTLE: OF BLOODY BEACH”
Milton .Sperling
time
subsequent - runs
thro::h
a
°
.
~ Do,-.-Frank McDonald
Dir. —Samuel Fuller
J “MEET
MISS
MARPLE”
northern California.
William
Lundigan, wulie Adams, Roy i. - Dir. —Her bert Coleman
Jeff Chandler, Ty Hardin, Will. Hutchins,
Roberts.
Carl
Benton
Reid,. Chet j: .Prod:—Richard Maibaum
Prod.— George Brown
Peter Brown, Andrew Duggan
Circuit's
president,
Ro'-ert
Douglas. Kathy Norris, Paul Dubdov, |: _Autie Wurphy. Garv Crosby. Dolores
is:arted Feb. 2))
_Dir.—Georee
Pollock
Michael.:
Nlejandro. Rey, Barry .At-;i
‘Ed Mallory.
..
had >
Marz ‘ret
Rutherford
James
Robertson ! Naify, said, “So far we've
‘ water, Dale Ishimoto, ‘Miriam Colon. (“THE COUCH”
(Started M arch 7
3 nt
.
Rustice.
Ar hur
Kennedy.
Muriel
replies”
trom
the
exchanges.
Pilur’ Seuraty Kevin Brodie.
Prod.—Owen. Crum Plow
“EVERYTHING'S. pucKy”.
(Started. Jon. 17).
he feit exchanges have “no aler‘Shirley Kni-ht, Grant Williams. Onslow °
{(S* sréet Jan. “) at MGM, Elstree. Off
Prod.—Red Doff
“Stevens, Willizem. Leste. -Anne Helm, | “VOY ASE To ‘THE: BOTTOM
OF. THE}
native,
they
must
let
us
bid
*
Ca:
»the
floor:
March
17)
°
Dir.~—Don. Taylor
_..
Simon Srott, Michael: Bachus, John Alvin,|
net. he said. has “proven it If
(Mickeys) Ruones, Buddy Hacketi, ‘Joante dirw.n Allen Prod.)
.
“AR
=r CF WHO”
‘Harmrv_ Hole-mbe, Hope. Summers
Summers,
Roland
Winters,
Gene
(Started Feb. 27
Prod -Dir,-—Irwin Allen
as
a
showcase.”
Theatre
is
F;
(Foray
Prods
|
Blakel.
Elizabeth | MacKae,
Jackre
Walter “Padgeon,
Joan Fontaine. Bar- : “VA MAJORITY OF ONES >
. Prod, --Walver Shenson, Milton Holmes
co's newest, having been comn'e'bara
Eden,
Peter
Lorre,'
Robert '
fae" Chaffey
Prod..Dir.— “lervvn Le
(Started ‘March: 17)“S.erling.
Frankie’ © Avalon,
Michael. ; Rosalind
ed after World
War
Hl, and 33
Russell, ‘Alec * Guiness. Ray } Terry-Thomass, Sonja
Ziemann,
Alex
Ansara, Regis Toomey, Hemy- Daniell, i... Danion. Madisn Rhue,»M
uestel
“CO
about two miles from downtos::
“3 ARDONICUS”
“How: rd MeNear
Started March 3
30) |
e
ae. @
| (Started Jan. 9 at WGM. Elstree. Off
QValham_ Castle. Prods)
:
(S.grted. Jen. 23)
the floor: March 17)
Naify revealed
that circuit
is
Prod.-Da.--3Villam Castle
Oscar ‘Homolkas Ronald. Lewis, ‘Audres” “MARINES, LET’S Go”
ne ;otjating with Warner Bros. for
“hootne
in.
Japan)
.
Dalton, Guy. Rolfe, Viadimit Sukoloft“Fanny”
and
also
seeking
“QO:
«- Prod.Dir.--Raoul |Walsh -orna Hanser a
Hedison, ‘Tam
. ‘David
‘Tryon, -Linda |
Eved
Jack."
though
latter may
Gtarted March, 28°
|:
Hutchins., David Brandon, Bill Leeka, °
been sold
He also indic * 1
Barbara Stuart, Tom
Reese, Adoree :[ ‘Starts, This Year..:......14
Starts, This Year..........1 !! have
_
“Evans.” Steve ‘Baylor, Roy Jensen. ; This Date
e
;
interest in 20th’s “St. Francis of
“UNDERWATER

Ww elch, Francis DeWolff, William Dev-.

.

city”

ts Ronsla

|

Starts, This Year..........2 |

“THE MARAUDERS*"
(Gnited States Prod.)

“Adams

TNDEPENDENT

W ALT

DISNEY

Vince.

Starts, This Year.-.......0.7°
This.Date, Last. Year. eaonwnee

+
»

0

Peter

Miller, Hideo.

Ent.)

Kevin

‘Cocoran,

. Brian’

J «Embassy

;

atric

Marcuse,

OF THE.

Prod ’

7

Paul

I.ukds,
“

;

-Karl

Boehm;

tatted Oct. 172:
“MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY”
‘(Atcola Prada
. Prod. Maran

Sir Carol

aa

° Yvette

.

-

rank Silvera, Tanta.

Hugn

Percs

Herbert,

eel, Gordon
Nov.

(S.attdd

ADA"

Pidd.

W eingatlen:,

Rlerker. Wiletid
tite
White, Martin.
heyy Ee)
anwell
MATTER OF

WHO”

OF

Hecht

- Nicol

D

J

be

Prods

Lawrence

Clik.

|. (Storie

Weingaiten

Due Richard
Thorpe
MeOueca,
fn
“Steve

Button.
Jack

Paula

Mutlanes.

Lanteiu
lite
Gtarted

anek
sured

oS:

“Fredersc

Prods.

Prod.

ni

Pa sity

i

;

B sles

Ms4.Waesel

Pot,

29) .

7

ONCE

Prod

With

.

Ostrer

, FLAME

JOS”

d

Mare.

;

|
Lawrence - Ture

Garzara,:

Mat ‘ch.

Ina Bain, Eddie Albert
Jan,

9.3

,

Dir

Marshall

Rita

.j (Started
enn
Feb. 20)

D.rk

-Beaconstiel:

Mate pty, Beaconstielt.

IN THE

Dir

flour

-.“iare

Alan: Davis

tarted

renee

Jose .

Last Year

Off

with Avon Films:
Mills

Brenda
i
on

Pmewood.

Oft

*

to

Laurence

PRlkp-.

Pah

27

Leslie

Ue

oor.

it

Pa

Bogarde,

abisebod!

*

Svivia|

. Pet on

are

be

i{

Svms,

WoEners

Pines oo I

Starts,

Donald ,
OW

the

ER-P
a4
+ATHE

.

This

2

q

This

Date,

ee

Year..........1
Last

Year.

:

This: Date, Last

Pee ckeen
'

“THE

°°
7

ot

Now.

the floer:

View
Teighe Warren Beats, J+
Speaser
Sruted

Year.......1

Dee

tree

5 a

Ont the

ABPC

floor

Nlertan

kp

Delphi.

Park

Ott

py of

Dit
|

Dea

bert

Dow”

MOM,

Elstree

Os

Gray, Herbed L.

J at

March

luz

N

fh

Eos

.

aes.
Feb.

Tress

-

—

LOLITA

{

Prods?

Prod
)-

Do

ston

umes

ete

Nantes

Segre.

ork Clacton

(Started

17:

°

,

ANA

Film

ciek

Sted..

March

’
IAT
IN DEPEN DENT

4

.

INNOCENTS”

CArchie,

Pares,

2

:

wer Setler ce Maen

(Started

.

Prot. -Louis de Rochemont
Di:
Jose Quintera

r

‘

,

eeanee

" “THE ROMAN SPRING OF MRS. . STONE‘

20TH-FOX
This Year..........7

wn:

oe

Adams

Match 3)

W ‘ARNaN

:

wm ii a €-1 is Ad ProdsDerien: (D. Prod.
ft ome v mee

ari

Noeasha:

the ftovr: Maich

Wartfoid-Davis

Pas

“Mlarshall.') GaryGaryCockreli’
Bit Nas
Nae”
Cockrell, Bill
Gtarted Feb if at Twickenham. O08 the

de |
ne!

BACK: SEAT”

e and
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JET AGE: STAGE IT

Now offered in regular transcontinental passenger service, American
Airlines” new 707 Astrojet brings you a new standard of jet performance by the airline that’s first choice of experienced travelers.

experience a wonderful feeling of confidence as the Astrojet climbs
swiftly to cruise easily, smoothly, within the transonic range—.
|
faster than any other jetliner in the world.

Powered by revolutionary new Jet-Fan engines, the 707 Astrojet
greatly outperforms all other airliners. It takes off more quickly,.
uses far less runway than the best of standard jets. Aboard it, you

In keeping with its 25-year tradition of leadership, American is,
proud to be first in bringing you this new dimension injets—this
historic new era in air travel.

AMERICAN AIRLIN
*Service mark of Amccan Airnnes, Ine.

America’s Leading Airline

Wednesday, Aprit 5, i961
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“Ballad of ‘Saldier” 4Kingst (ioth: 90c:—-Currently on sub-runs: Last.|' ‘terior of this hig house. Initial eclipsed by such as Mantle, Maris,
wk-final). Oke $5. 500..“Last.
;week, “Liitle Shepherd Kingdom
Colavito.
Next
year
$7, 0:0.
°
st week. jCome” (20th! and'“Freckles” (20th), week on hard-ticket policy looks Killebrew,
National League stars like Banks,
$15.090. or near..
‘Memorial (RKO:. 1. 000:. 90-$1. 49r) th Granada. in ‘conibo, fairish -socko
;
eté@,
will
be = afUnited. Artists (Fourth Avenue) Mathews,
“Cry For Happy” (Col. ‘and j1$7,000.
(3.000; 75-$1.25! — “101 Dalma- forded sa me shiny opportunity.
“Sy ord ‘Sherwood: ‘Forest’ ‘Cob (3d 1 Kimo 1De kinsnn) 4304: 90-$1.25) |
wk, Good $8. 000: Last w eck, $10.-i—"Upstairs and Dow nstairs” (20th) ‘tians” BY, ‘Great $20,000 or near. Also. pitchers will get one and
possibly two additional starts and
00.
. [12d wks. Good $1 500. Last week, Last week, “Wackiest Ship” (Col
‘a better chance
for
the magical
2d Wk: $7 7900:
c
;
_ Metropolitan: (NET. 4 397; 90- $1.600.
week: 512, 000:

last week.

continued

major-league

yesterday

g1.75 $3400 1X9.Coast.Ur i$1.50-— “Raisin in Sun: Col), (2d.j—"Ben-Hur”

.$

At

|W ork” ‘Par’, $19,000,
ot tovin pu.e'r1)
. - -€Cor
minors.
Commissioner
Ford
C.
S‘illman ‘Loew? (2,709; 909-31 25)
wkt. Fine $8. 500. Last week, $8.- Frick went cn record last week ti—All
in Night's
Work’
Pay
quo.
that. there will be two dozen major- an. 0.:
mart $12,000
Last week,
Fox (Arthar®, 15.000: 90-81 231— league’ clubs
operating
within “Mania” Unde: and “Younz One”
\“Gr eat .Imposior™ WW) and “Snipthree. or four years, with Teagues iIndie. $6.000.
er’s Ridge” (2Cth) 3d Wk
- Big ‘probably based or. seniority and;

$17.5200. “Last,” week ipleted ‘Monday (3) was. fancy $9,- 18
(M-G' and... “Key. Witness”
eo tans LaneC0, inninth Wwcele.st. 3G) onta $7.PL000: ab.$1.50'
.

te cash

of

ball at the expense

Orpheum *Cinersima.Wonders
“Ine. (1.436:
_°, Su ten AR&B) (361; 95-81.80)
—
e ‘Loew
;
.
- of ee igue: of Gentlemen”
iKings) | “Gone With Wind” iM: G “iveissue

wk.

September?)

portunily

“ST. LOUIS

$1.75-$2.65°—"-Seven

-$10.000.

in

60-90: —
“101 Dalmatians" {BYV:
lhawever, as indicated in grumas fancy $7, 8co after $9.- |(2d wk. Wham $19.000.. Last week,
blings by. big clubs reluctant to

(1 400: “$1-81. 501 i“Tues! sess on

—"Pepe” Cal) 35th-wk Smash | ves)

team

time it will offer unparalleled op-; _ State (Loew

— “Days-of 1510, 020. Last week, $15,000.
‘WB; and°"My ‘Pal Wolf”. C370: | 99-51-65)
Warrior”$12,
' Loew's Mid-City ‘Loew!
500...
{Thrills; Lane ier”:
-«2Oti
3d. Wk).
“St: Francis

a weekend series with a 10!h-place {Sith mild

Cinema!

“Teck Teewe 11,200: $1 25-$2. 75! ($1.80:—"Love. and_
—"Exodus’. «U.N: 12d wk. Lofty icKings) (6th wk. Fifth round con$16.000.. Last woek, $15,000.
~ _{echided:
.
Sundav (2) was smash-$12.- | |

(Undie),

Leazue, expansion “will offer acute Satisfactory $18.000 after $19,009
Lin fiat.
‘probtems. in logistics (noth leagues;
will go coast-to-coast first time in | Palace ‘Silk & Helpeen: (1,550;
history), and promotion thow do 1$1.25-$2.75 -—"Spartacus” 1G «15th
run
you Sell a ninth-place team playing {wk:. Winding up roadshow

20-game winners circle.

Bd
wk
Tush
$22.600.
Last
week, $32,500.
Four Star «(UATC (868; 99-S1 50)
—"‘Trapp Family” «20th «2d wki.
Nice $4.0°9.
Last week. $5.700
Warren's

«B&B

11,757;

90-$1.5)

—“All in Night’s Work” (Part and
“Breath of Scandal” «Par: (3d wk».
Thin $3.000.
Los
Angeles.
Vogue
(FW!
(2.919; 810; 90-$1.50:-—~Sanctuars ”
20th)
(34
-wkr
and
“Sniper” 4
Ridge” (2uth: '3d wk, Los Angeles:,
“Millionairess”
520th’ tm.o'
‘Ist
wk. Vogue’,
Okay $9,500.
Hawaii (G&S: (1.106: 90-$1.50:-—
“Gorgo” (34-G: «3d wk: and “Tine
Machine’ ‘M-G: (reissue: «ist wk .
Dull $1.500.
Crest
«State:
(750; 90-31 3a. -—
“Sundowners” ‘WB: 'fth wk. art
“Facts of Lofe’ «UA) treissue:
3st

Wk. Slender $1,700.
Last
“Sunrise
at) Campobelio”

week,
OWE,

Managements in the new cities |$2.c00.
(2d wk. Hep. $17, 000. Last. week, 75-$1\—" All in Night's Work” (Part [..
survived. keen group bidding last
Music
Hall
Ros. (724: $1 85$18, 000.
(Jd- wk
Sharyn $7 .000 or rear.
Autry, famed cowboy en-‘$2.25.--“Ballad of Soldier” (Kine-~)
fall.
(Cartinved from page 10)
Orpheum tLoew' (2:900: 90-81. 491 Last “week, $8,500.
“Cimarron” (M-G) (2d wk): Okay.
‘Plaza (F MW-NT* (1.630: $1. 50.— Solid $8,000. .Last ‘week, $15,000. teriainer, is a former Oklahoma: i%h~k.
Busy $4.59). Last week,
$6,500. Last. week. $9,000..
“Alamo” «CAs 4th wk:
Great |. St. Louis Park (Field) (1,000: semipro ball player who took up 1$5.200,
F$1.25 AL
Hands
on
Deck” the guitar and telegraphy insiead.|
Paramount. ‘NET’. (2.357: 70-}$15:000. Last week, $14,500.
Warner
Beverly
‘SW = «1,516;
$I. 25)1—~"Savage. Innocents” (Par:
-Rockhil!
‘Little Art). (750: 94.
90-- 20th:
124 “wk: Pleasant $4,000. Reynolds started as salesman at }$1.59-$2.50:—“Pene”
(Col
3411
“Man” Who Wouldn't |Tali? |$1.25!—"'Millionniress”” (20th).
‘Last. week... $5. 900. Lo
and
week,
Last
Good
$9,100.
KMPC, and moved up the ladder aK .
Okay $1.500.
89.060.
“State «Par:
12,200; '$1-S1. 501—. tu general manager.
East | week,
(Undie>, Slow. $9, 000. on 5 days. Last} wk).
Jooks
4994:
OW hilshire
ax
:
“FWC:
“Pepe” (Col) 12d wk). Socko $12.week,
“Kone: '
Al) ‘and: “The. $2,000.
Hand” (AT*. $12,000:
Roxy /Durw ond) 1850: $1-$t. 50!— 000 after opening at $16,900.
$1.80-$3.53 —vExodus” -UA: «1a
eo
9
;
quate
Pilgrim: (ATC: 41,900: ‘"15-$125) “Suzie “Wona" 1Pary (9th wk}:
Suburban World
(Mann? +800:
Yanks éRaisin
Last.
week,
Cannes
oit mann{ out $15,000.
“First Marines” (indie). and “Cal- proving. one. of ‘strongest |ever $1.25'-—"‘Make Mine Mink" (Cont:
Columbia's “Raisin in The Sun”
vary
Charge”
Mridier “treissues): here, “big $7,090.- Last week, $6,800. 44th wk. Good $3,000: Last week.
Fine Arts (FWC? ‘631: $2-32 4)»
has been chosen as the official U S. (a Never On Sunday” ‘Lope 9th
Granada
(FMW-NT)
Oke -$5.000. Last week, “Village. of | Uptown,
$4.000. Coes another round.
:‘’ Damned" (M-G) and “Five: Bold (2.043.
1.217: $1-$1.25)1— ‘Absent-. , Uvtown (Field) 11,000; $1-$1.50: entry at the upcoming Cannes film wk:
Great $8.800.
Last week,
- Women” (Indie) (2d wki. $6, 000.
“Minded
Professor” (BV).
Near- : —"Ben-Hur’” «M-G: (2d run! (2d fe-lival Maw 3-14.
$3.900.
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3)— capacity © both. l-ouses, ‘benefitting||.wk’, Dev-dating at three other
Pantages
‘RKO:
-1,513,
$1 84Other
C€.S.
films
set
to
be
“Exodus” ‘UAt (15th wk: Stout ‘from ‘school ‘holidavs Friday: and| nabe spo's.. Tooks big at $5.500. Screened at the fect are ()fte Dea. $3.50°-—""Soartacus’ 6U ‘D4b wk.
*. $12,000. ‘Last week, $13,000.
. Monday, giant. $29.000, as much as: Last week, £8590.
minger’s
United
Artists release, Stur@y $12.500.
Last week, $15.Abadond
Jann}
‘400:
85-8) 501—
State (Trans-Lux" (730; 75-$1.25: houses ever. have done. Last week,
“Exod
"
Ss
700.
s
“Shangri-1.a"
(Indie)”’ and|* “101 Dalmat' fars” UuBV! (Oth. wk), “AML in Miaht’s Work’ tPar) +%d : n.:‘ . indie “The Connection.” Both of
Egyptian (CATC- (1,392: $1.25“Woman Bait” (indie) (2d wk}. Hot $6,500; -heite~ tan many -‘opening | tk:
t
Solid
7.500. Last week. “the wots es however, will be oul- ~ut- $3.30°—" Ben-Hur’ ‘M-G. ‘Tist wkd
$7, 500. Last week, $9,000. Stavs on. weeks. at Up! on only.
‘$9..20.
:
com pecition.
Fine $22.00u.
Last week, $20,109.
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Levine’s Coaster
See

__ Wednesday, April5,Jet

VARIETY-

Continued

New ‘Nazi Beast’ Film Cycle

William T, Orr; new production boss at. Warners,. opines.
that while television ‘‘might
sound - like .a farm team or a
ninor .league, it’s. sti, like
Bre-dway lesit and beoks, useful to indicaie What the public

from page 5

his frst domestic venture. and to
keot one that’s a real sviteh from
the specttacle genre that’s identified

Continued

from

page r

on. when a director just getting the
ity of the film itself. will remain a _ally eschewed explorations’ of ‘the
completed
scenario
might © order
moot point until further Nazi items Nazi time and psyche, Europeans
costly revisions..
come on the market. Among tirese have done so with considerable.
wents.”
Jus pest-cxtibition cau? so far.
As tor stars unbalancing
the
artistic and financial success. The
are:
In its talent. development
Rensohefl Gccribes Cie varn as a budgct, Ransohoff intends to make
themselves
have ‘Pro
Nuremberg’"— Germans
“Judgment
at
WH ‘tis interested | in: all these
“catiric treatinent of manners and the cast Ait the yarn and, near as
duced.
the most noteworthy
ex-Stanley Krzmer’s all-star dramatir edia, alopg with its own esmarids ~ wba t knew ons Levine, und possible, the cost sheet, instead of
amples in such films as. “The
zation
of
the
famous
war
crimes
t: biishment
of
performers,
MiaUs of stone, the trxpecti don fs the reverse
Devil's
Gencral.”
-“Leningrad,”’,
trials. The film, now: ‘shooting in
€2C.
fer ps. ents Gh ont-foe fcbie wales for
“The Devil Strixes At -Midnight”
While his focus is on
“Boys,”
Hollywood, is probably. tiie most
the boxoffice.
Imypies:'on _Bersists, Ransohoff is projecting two tv ae‘and “The Bridge,” the latter due to
‘ anibitious of the Nazi evcle.
hevwever, that “Boys”
} be released here - soon by Allied.
tion se.ies to bé shot abroad. First,
.Shirer
Book,
Too
wine's first cless-fo.-the “mess entry, an hourlong affair tentatively titled
Artists.
. “The Rise and Fall. of The Third
Due In 1962
“Adventures of Pandora.’ will -be
The current emphasis on Hitler,
'Reich'—Metro’s
projected
docu—Continued
from
page.
3
—~
shot
as
a
feature
for
distribution
Eichmann and their war crimes is:
Plan new is to put the feature
mentary
based
on
William. L.
the Continent (‘and ‘possibly
reported:
to. be. regarded. with ainto release in the summer of "62. on
| Shirer’s No. 1 current bestseller:
vil be widescreen, but whether in elsewhere), then pruned to a 65- value in making a picture. on lo- Film. will utilize a large portion of good deal of trepidation in ‘povern-.
color or not isn’t decided. Seems minute pilot for Madison Ave. scru- cation,” he noted, but only if the the documentary on which Paul ment. circles both here and: in
probable,
though,
per
Levine's tiny. This two-birds-with-one-stone location-shooting enhances the pro- Rotha has been working in Ger-: Germany. They should‘ obviously
prefer. the kind. of. pix. which. atp:eference to date for tint. Exte- concept is Ransahofi’s way of lick- duction:
For example, “Major ity many and England for the last.
tempt to show -“‘good’* Germans:
Tiors will be shot in New York, ing the high cost of pilots—especouple of years
‘see
separate
and might help heal the wartime
with studio lensing in the Film-. cially if the series doesn't: find a of One” would not be benefitted |:stor
by lensing in Japan; the studio
breach and make Cold War. pals.
ways
upper
eastside
plant—but buyer.
Hitler” — Allied
Artists’ an- But, like the anti-Nazi stuff. none
that’s provided
soap-and - cereal
locale is adequate,
nounced
dramatization
of
“the
percommitments are out of the way. |
Talking with a “bit of trepida- sonal life story” of the late Ger- of these “good” films ‘“Decision’
Otherwise, interior work will be
tion.” Orr said he hasn't formed man dictator. No starting. date yet Before Dawn,” “Under Ten Flags,”
etc.) has’ been notable b.o. success
done on the Coast.
‘tany “colossal or. super-colossal pic- announced for the fi'm to be made
the U.S.
|
either,
Ransohoff says he looked two wma Continued from page 4 aa=eem lwo for quite a while” and there by E. Charles Straus’ Three Crown in.
years for a yarn to launch him.
=:
won't
be any
decisions
about Productions.

Grr’s
s Rationale

‘Religious Week?

theatrically. He finally got what he d’Aimer”
and the Pascal =|I tekel
a picture will go hardwanted from writers Arne Sultan: starrer ‘Vers L’Extase.”
|ticket or not until after the picture
and Marvin Worth. and an inter“Kapo” and “Tutti a Casa” from is finished. The expressed-thought
mediary was responsible for bring- .: Italy and “Angry Silence.” “Conwas
refreshing
in an: industry

ing Levine into the deal.

jspiracy

of Hearts”

and

where

“Whiskey

so many

an impresario

de-

New Wave Cameraman

Tremere
TEEEDEDESE
STEEDS
EE
SSS
Sa
oe

“Hitler's Woman” ‘—_an indie }
production announced by N.Y. attorney,-Ferdinand J. Wolf, based on a
book by Anthony. B. Gronowicz.
“The Eichmann Story" “—a documentary: being prepared by Swiss
{producer
Lazar
Wechsler
and
scheduled to be completed .soon.
Jean Goldwurm, prexy of Times
| Film, has an option. for U.S. and
i Canadian rights.

—

Continued

frém
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Une Femme,” the latter in color.
In Tinkers-Evers-Chance fashion, :and Glory” from England are also ‘ludes himself about roadshow long:
Each of these, he says, is totally.
the Sultan-Worth creation passed .in the running.
Sweden will have ‘before his film even Baes before
different ‘from
the impromptu,
to Marion Hargrove for treatment, |two in competition for the Golden the cameras. .
newsreel
style
of: :photography
thence ta Henry and Phcehe Eph-i : Standard—Ingmar Bergman’s “Virs |
New Authority: Pyramid
which he employed, in enanless: ad
ron for shaping the final screen-‘ gin Spring’ and “Mein Kampf.”
Orr said that ‘Hugh Benson, forplay. Gordon. as director, has been _Spain’s
semi-new. wave
director.
He puts in. parenthetically,
jn on the scripting from the start‘ Julio Coll will send his latest film merly on the WB television. end,
i propos of “Breathless, ”. that if is.
“After Mein Kampf”—an exploi- | had any success with that film it
since Ransohoff believes that solves “Los Cuervos” for the lone native is his key exec assistant. in both
‘|theatrical and vidfilm production
tation fiction item, made in Eng- | was’ because at the time it was
‘Needless budgetary problems later ‘ entry.
and all are under the direction of |land in the early 1940s and origi- made, he was not well known, and
released
here as
"Mein thus “had the nerve.to try new
Jack Warner. ‘Also prominent in nally

the ty division are Richard Bluel ;Kampf—My Crimes.” Indie distrib !techniques” since’he had no. repu--

Joe Brenner is reissuing pic.
and Cedrie Francis.
tation to lose if he. failed.
Benson, also talking to report- | ‘Fhe Wall’—John: Hersey novel
As well as the films already cited,
ers,.said new personnel] are being ; about Warsaw Ghetto. life under he has recently completed the ¢amestablished in Paris, Rome
and: the Nazis, the screen rights to ‘erawork
on “Lola,” directed by.
London .to seek out new. produc. ' which are owned’ by David O. Selz-|new “new wave v -. Jacques Demy,
'nick. A stage dramatization of the which Films. Around. The World |
{ tion talent.
This was the first press. meeting:: Property failed on Broadway. ear- | will release here: -“T.es Grandes
Jin years with a top WB exec and} lier this season. As yet. no ‘definite Personnes” (The Adults), starring
Orr made a good. impression, evi- |screen plans announced.
{Jean Seberg, which Zenith InternaTYdencing a genuine try to explain
Sade As A Nazi
tional has acquired. and a remake
the problems of a production chief:
An untitled property to be direc- of a classic French comedy, “Tirau
jin a complex industry. “Mere fact !teq by Roger ‘And God Created |Fiance.” ‘produced ‘by T-uffaut. . His
| that, he met. newsmen is regarded ‘Woman™ ) ¥adim, based on the life: |next is another Fruffaut directorial
‘as a genuine: plus. He was asked, of the 18th Century honune des|}effort, ‘Jules and Jim.”
incidentally, if. he’s in line to suc- ifmadurvais lettres, the Marquis de
Since his own success: has been
ceed Jack L. ‘Warner, and replied: : Sade, author of “100
Days. in: :$o. closely identified with the nou“He's now making no changes and *Sodom,” Justine,” etc. Film would ;velle vague, Coutard has. ‘some
jl hope he doesn’t.”.
- update de Sade as a 20th Century ._ strong opinions about: whatever it
i Nazi.
iis that the new wave has done to
_ Although
during ®and
after:change previouslv.aceeepted cineWerid War Two there were the: ‘matic: methods. For one thing, he
| usual Tun, of anti-Nazi pix;. there ;Says, there has ‘always: been: too
- Was never the kind of cycle which much. emphasis. on. flossy, . perfect
amas Continued from page 13
is now taking shape. Ob\ iously the | photography, Too mueh time spent
oan
lieadlines in a- small town “weekly 'cloak-and-dagger
apprehension, [on perfectly. designed camera. set|new “spaper, with, two-column, 10- and
upcoming
trial. of
Adolf ups, too many retakes. for absurd
‘inch art and story for a Saturday ::}Eichmann
has -stimulated
pro-|-reasons that no one in the audience
‘fT night church playdate.
' ducer-distrib interest, | as has the would ever notice—an emphasis on
' photographic perfection.. he adds,
|
bestselling
success
|
of.
.
Shirer’s.:
_Comparativ ely Late
‘monumental “Third” Reich” at $10,‘which too often detraets from the
Of “most oricern ‘to exhibitors is .° a tome.
, freshness of ‘the actorn- and’ the
‘|| the exhibition of ‘feature films in|
At the.same time, the publishers *‘spontaneity of a Riv en moment, |
} universities and ‘colleges around;
lof paperback books have: for some fb
Telephoto N.G.
the state. Program notices-in school }
time now been reaping a rich har‘ Asked his opinion. of John Caspapers and bulletins. adv erttse films!
vest from the interest in the Nazi! isev ets “film improvisation,” ' “Shadllike “Mr. Robetts.” :“Caine Mu| era, Among the titles now.on the ows,” which is a hig ‘hit in. Paris,
tiny,” “Diarv of Anne. Frank, * “Sun
‘stands: “The Case Against Adolf. ithe. cameraman said he. found. it
Also Rises.” “The Robe.’"™Tust for.
“Hitler's
Ovens,’ [nse
“interesting.” “but regretted. the
|Life.” “Anastasia,” ' ete. As a-rule, |Eichmann,”
“Eichmann—The
“Man and His use. in street scenes, of ‘the teleifilms are shown matinee and night|.
‘Crimes,’
‘Nuremberg
Diary,’
fiin student union buildings on Fri- “Mark of Shame,” “Eichmann, Man ‘photo. lens which tended to reduce
perspective and
“flatten”
fore.
day. Saturday and Sunday, for 25c!
‘of Slaughter,” “The Rise and’ Fall |ground. into Dac kground. ‘admission to students, faculty and ;
‘of. Herman -Goering. {The Com. |
| their ‘guests.
Some
universities, | mandant’ of Auschwitz. " “Hitler,
7 Also, quite frankly. he ‘said: he.
have. projection equipment to show}
«the central situation—the
; Study in Tyranny.” and a new ‘found
|

HELP US PREVENT©
NOTHER NEEDLESS
MOTION PICTURE|
STRIKE:
TIONAL,

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

and

20th

School Competition

CENTURY-FOX are balking at negotiating a
settlement with their homeoffice Publicity.and |
Advertising employees.
They are denying the very men. who. have
helped to build them into America’s No. 1
Goodwill ambassadors around the world any
greater job security than they now have.
Their attitude has brought about a serious.
breakdown in collective bargaining which

could lead to costly and unnecessary tragedy
for all concerned.

|

Help us prevent
picture strike.
WRITE,

WIRE,

another

CALL

the

|

needless motion
managements

of

these companies now, URGE them to give. us
greater job security.

135m film, which they, obtain from
j regular branch distribution channels.
| Source
for another
exhibitor

|paperback reissue of Shirer’s “Ber-;‘confusions that arise when a light; lir Diary.” And the granddaddy of ,‘skinned. Negro girl unpremeditat-"

| them

all,

Hitler's

own

“Mein! |edly .passes

District 65, AFL-CIO

be

“a

/So unique that, he could not hecome:. |

complaint was the exhibition of ‘in
}
hardcover, yet.
identified with it: We much pre-lyrecent releases in the Convair Air-| Another,
perhaps
significant,
craft plant in Fort Worth. It. was! ‘item: the March 15, 1960 issue of !|ferred Engel‘s “Weddings and Bareasoned that hundreds of workers| Look. Magazine, which featured a! : bies,”- he said, which. dealt’ with
who were exposed to good, new picture of Hitler .on. its cover,. ‘universal problems of love,. the
pictures tree during the lunch hour registered the magazine's biggest Tae’ for enouglr money to live on,
at the plant -would -not be inter- newstand sales of the year, outstrip- |. etc

tested in. buying tickets to compar- |ping such other surefire cover per-

To him. he continued. ‘the. prob-

|able movies
at theatres. in. the | sonalities
as
Marilyn
Monroe, ;‘lem presented by “Shadows” was ‘
evening.
Grace Kelly and: the British royal just about as significant as the one
lpresented’
when a
Hollywood
Kyle Rorex, executive director family.
iscripter. set. Deborah Kerr, as a
iOf Texas COMPO,
reported that
Outwardly,. anyway, St would
‘investigation showed much of the! appear that film producer-distribs |inun, and Robert Mitchum, as an

-abuse could. be attributed: to subleasing agents wha disregard the

have a ready market for their Nazi-

uncouth,

virile. Marine,

down on

tan otherwise uninhabited: desert

themed wares. However, as- any !
agreements they sign. Discussions ; industryite knows, there. ‘often is island.
with branch officials revealed that a big slip between the U.S. bookthey were often not aware of the j stand and the U.S. boxoffice. A

discrepancies

#| eration to see

and

promised

that they were

coop-|-notable
cor-

example of this- was’ the

comparative

failure

of. 20th-Fox's .

trected. while pledging to be more ‘film adaptation of “The Diary of
ivigilant in granting future author-! ‘Anne Frank,” after the property 1izeson to applicants for 16m

fea-: - had been. immensely successful as
films.
ia ‘book and legit play. The fact re-.
Further. it was suggested that ! mains that- stories of Nazidom, its
}-exhibitors notify the film company ‘causes’ and/or effects. have never

pbranch olf ce any time they dis-: been

big

on

American

theatre

‘cover thet the 1ules; governing the ; screens.
; (exhibition of 16m tilms are vio-i
Its also interesting, to note that
4i lated.
jwhile U.S. producers’ have gener-.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLRockefeller Center.

ture

SCREEN PUBLICISTS’ GUILD

for white—to

|Kampf,” is said still to be a seller, ||false problem,” that is, a problem ©

C1 6-4600
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|
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GermansMake ImpactéBusines; |7 ;
: one

of. the ‘best. organized. Film|

Weeks

_

Film

Export-Union of-}

ficials,. headed

i

Studio

job. on

tribution

Patricia: Finley and. Frank Bux-

by Dr. Guntharj ‘Officially shuttered last week -(20)'

a. cordial
.at- loweda petition by two creditors,
film technicians Malcolm Stewart
excellent. press jand Cyril Collick, who claimed
| $602. It was supported by the Naa major Gran Via tional Provincial Bank, creditors
an

Belgians Ecstatic

tive showing of early German film that’ the. Walton Studio company
classics and a nightly screening:of was fundamentally - not insolvent.
current product. With warm coop- Sale of the freehold property is
eration from Spanish cine officials, , fixed for $742,000, and there is also.
Callao hosts Pedro
and. Carlos ; a contract tosell fixtures and fitCouret, and the German Ambassa-. tings for another $84,000.

de Welck,)

-For.:the.
;
2.

Walton
9

Studio

the U.S., did

Flemish- rench

coverage.
. -Taking over
os
showcase, ‘Cine Callao; from March |for. $218,400.
Lloyd Stott: pleaded: for a two13 to 19, the Rhineland film-makers
weeks’
adjournment
on the grounds
presented an afternoon retrospec-

dor in Madrid, Baron

from

well.in.the top roles. Their performances were highly praised by
local crix. Aussie dancer Kevan
Johnston’ also is big hit in this
show.
,

contracts,
and

the staging. :

| ton, imported

was

Many Plays But Few Quality Hits;
L'Idiote,’ ‘Glorious Ones’ Score

].

Broadway,-is credited with a fine

Schwarz, returned home last week. by order of Mr. Justice Buckley
leaving behind a sizable pile of. dis- in the High Court, His edict. folmosphere

|French Legit Season Loaded With

Michael Thoma, brought out from

|

.. London, March 28.

Walton-on-Thames

-Melbourne, March 28..

been given the full treatment here
| by J.-C. Willianison Theatre Ltd.}

: By High Court Order

ever seen in Madrid. Dele-7 :

gation of

Studio Closed

_..

The Aussie production of “Bye
Bye Birdie” at Her. Majesty’s:- here
drew fine crix reception and seems
destinedto be asolid hit. This has

Their Madrid ‘Week’ WellManaged

Madrid, March 28. +——
‘Phe Germans successfully staged | Walton.

‘Birdie? Aussie Click

About US.Thesps

it was

Paris, March 28.
French legit season in Paris 39
far has been found wanting. So:ne
name standbys came up with
Pact For ‘Suzie’ Run . old
boulevard hits, but they're not up
Sydney, March -28.
{to past entries. Hit holdovers just
‘Metro and James Laurie, British {about drowned out the new suclegit producer, have signatured icesses. However, if not qualitative,
a pact for the Jease of the Minerva. ithe season was again big in quanKing’s Cross, over a limited term itity. as a profusion of plays. about
for the production of “World of ; 80, came in and out of more than
Suzie Wong’’ next May. House has :50 theatres,
been under the Metro banner for
Top hit looks to be Marcel
many years on 4 film policy.
Achard’s “L'Idiote.” mainly car“Suzie” preems at the Palais, St. ‘ried by star Annie Girardot. as a
.

Metro, Laurie Sign

Kilda,

Melbourne. on

| with Jaequi

Chan

|

March

25, dim

starred. Under-:help

witted

maid

clear up

whose

loyalties

a murder

mystery.

[stood that if it clicks, Laurie will Second to it and scoring was Andre
set up a permanent
schedule Down Under.

production; Roussin’s
comedy
on _ aisive
widows of great men and the wives

Fair Lady’ Into
New Berlin House

ice RObea

organizers of German Film Week | claimed ‘that. all. debts would be].
Brussels, March 28. .
Jerome Kilty’s “Dear Liat’ is al.o
interspersed a series of well-at- paid, but the judge ruled that the -'“Here. are actors of a stature
baffo. All three look to be aruvund
were entitled to their never before seen over here,” was
-tended receptions at the Hotel Ritz, petitioners.
next season.
Mrs.
Hannah Weinstein a remark “overhead uttered by a
famous: order.
‘Hotel
Fenix,
Chicote’s
Achard’s pre-war comedy. “Cohard-drink museum .and Couret’s Fisher, producer of the “Robin lady who .had- obviously shed many
conut,” will probably finish the
Hood” series; was a- director of tears, after the nine curtain calls—
suburban estate.
season aS well as Mare Camelotti'’s
-Walton
Studios.
and
Sapphire
Pix shown at the week-long festi-.
apparently
one
more
than
in
sickly
done
bedroom
farce,
val included. “A Glass
of “Water,” j Films,.which made the pix. It was Madrid!—that greeted the crea.
“Boeing-Boeing.”
Margeurite
starring Hilde. Krahl and. Liselotte said that. she would soon -be back fion over -here of “The Miracle |
. Berlin, March 28. | Duras’ version of Michael Redbusiness Worker.”’.
West Berlin finally is to have igrave’s play adaptation of Henrv
.
Pulver; the Curd Jurgens starrer, }in’ the film producing
This remark eloquently sums up ‘an operetta theatre of its own. | James’ “The Aspern Papers” may
“Gameof Chess;” ‘The Bridge of again yia hiring studios.
.jthe enthusiasm, fervor and admira- ‘The -local Senate has approved 8‘ also be a full-season entry.
Destiny,” with: Hannes Messemer
ition which marked the second Eu- plan
and Sabine ‘Sesselman; “The Amto turn the Municipal Opera} Philipe Heriat’s familiar tale. of
ropean stand of the Theatre Guild- here into 2 privately-run operetta!a crusty old woman fooling her
bassadress,”" with Nadja ‘Tiller ‘and
American Repertory Co. lead by house. The operetta theatre will: rapacious
heirs,
“Family
Jovs.”
James .Robertson Justice. ‘FestiLawrence Langer.
_.
val," a German-Spanish coproduc‘operate on a lease basis. Hans may also finish the season thanks
“Over-enthusiasm has. never been “Woelfter, head of Komoedie, local | to Gaby Morlay's thesping and
tion filmed principally in ‘Spain
a landmark here: the Brussels pub- boulevard theatre, is head of the draw. Roger-Ferdinand’s “Sign of
‘last year, brought the film week to]|"
lie is more inelined to. aleofness ;new operetta house.
His initial! Kikota”
appears
In for a few
‘a close. Spain's Cesar Ardavin di-|than hysterics. This town is a per- ‘contract with the Senate spans a months only.
‘rected. this feature—a lightweight
nmanent platform on which, year in j tentative period. from next Oct. {
romantic comedy. with a San Sebas-|'
‘Night of March 9° Okay
oo
.
Paris,
April.4.
year out, the international theatre
tian film festival backdrop.
Roger Feral's slick suspense
'. Film people feel that one. of the essays, succeeds or stumbles. It is jto March 31, 1962. Both Woelffer|
land the Senate have apres to a ‘item. “The Night of March
9,”
’ Retrospective showings. included

France Mulling

~ Raster Distrib

‘problems faeing the industry here the. second home of al! the great
‘new discussions
by. Nov. 30.on extension of the ;
slackness
of depth dis- French. stars. Therefore it is the lease
Many timesa hit film
remarkable report this “bowl- | Woelffer intends to inaugurate
‘The Vampire of. Dusseldorf,”.
with may: not go into nabe and proyin- more
ing aver’ by an American company
Peter
: Lorre; . the ; Emil
Jannings
ejal release until months .after its staging three typically American i+his operetta house with “My Fair :
Lady.” He recently negotiated here
version.
of “Faust,” “The Cabinet!
paris: opening thereby losing the| plays in a true American style.

“The

Blue Angel,’: with Marlene! is. the

Dietrich

and Emit Jannings:

Since the 1958 Brussels Exposi- ; With Lars Schmidt who owns

of Dr. Caligari™ and “The House : impetus ‘given.by its-early recep-}
ol

Wax,

;

‘tion.

Societyof Film Producers is;tion,

where

‘Here, in Madrid were film stars! trying todo something about it byjin*an

good

and

bad

ambitious. season

mixed

labelled

Sabine Bethmann, Ellen -Schwiers, |asking distributors dnd exhibitors | Americana in the vast field of art.
Hilde Krahl; Maria Sebaldt, Lise-‘to speed up. the: process.
' |theatregoers
know what to expect,

Jotte Pulver and Paul Hubschmidt. | Some: dissenters
Directors

Hulmet

Kauther’

and |¢ _

quick: a

point out. that:| Or shall we say: thought they knew.

mass

opénings;

This latest ‘experiment

has opened

‘Erika Balque- were -also on hand. ‘would
hese |~quick.
SSxpenses
aren
esi
mean: and
extr
in new vistas,.
aire brought new
In -addition,
ofea.the! ii more.
.
tat:
—_ feel it
rareis ! appreciation.
would prints
“mean
extra
expenses
ae
oie representatives
e
but:
others
t

Spanish

film industry,

‘onti
(Continued

|tribution..

"M,

and “film! worth the. effort. It is estimated

” throughout
geribes Were the
veryweek-long
much in ‘evidence
ithat
program. |
that films,films getget. 47°47°%

amorof theirir amor(tization.in.
the first year and 38°
told Variety the cost
in the second. Therefore, it be-

fields of

the

: European rights. The local ‘‘Ladyv"
; productionis to be “international,”
Woelffer said. The stage director
and the choreographer are.to be
| Broadwayites. while a German will
‘be lea
assistant director...

“Lady”
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Less Playing Time
For Yank Pix in Britain
Proposal of Brit. Prods.
London, March 28
There is likely to be less screen

time: for U. S. and other

foreign

is to be followed by an-! pix in Britain, if the Federation of

other American hit. “West
The opening night with Marcella !Story.” During the Cultural

Side. British Film Makers gets its way.
Fes-:
Under present quota, 39°: of

production
of ; tival time here, the operetta house |first fealure pix show in U.K. must
| Cisney’s “exciting
“Skin of Our Teeth” drew the. dis- ;is
to be placed at guest ensembles’
[be British. Now the Council of

cerning andthe blase, probably in disposal. But before all this. the the Federation is calling for a fizas ‘equal numbers... Brussels’. American
house will be given some
face- , ure that is “considerably higher for
‘eolony-was
there, along with Iocal
circuit cinemas so as to safeguard
of
the films
-said, were’ possible
out of ‘the
icked
up byshown,
Spanishhe distributors’
5
ne first , round
TOUNG¢of. ‘society but also plenty of those for; lifting.
British production.”
Picked
by’ good-wiil
Spanishcreated
pjaydates.
.
.
|
whom
the.
full
appreciation
ofa
ed‘distributors
W
i
l
gO)
oe
yy
eh
te
a
ora.
|
nom
Us
or
and d the:
the:up good-will
How high is “considerably hizhWill 80) -. 4 nother problemi here js a. grow-' play in ‘a-foreign language remains
4 long ‘way to broaden German film , ._ 5.
;
:
,
ee
.
er?” Said Lord Archibald, the Fedel
GE a
~
awich
market... mgs backlog. of pix with most of -a definite effort. Thornfon Wilder's

Schwarz

and

effort

were well invested. All: hooves filmsters to get as much

commerce. in the Spanish market. them. the. first: films made on. tne‘ message came through very beautiBu

.
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“Resnais Fre
Winding
2d
ch F tur

J heels.of
‘right from}
| the “Néw Wave” phenome-|fully and June
| Havoc,
3
|non. ° But it is felt ‘they shotnd:the start, took the puplic by storm:

Bi

DIZ
ve
Hiatnes

Nl

Paris.

eature
Mare

leration’s chairman: “I would hace
Pi ‘ne objection to putting it up to

ric 30°:
‘am

for the major circuits. but
speaking purely
yersonatly ”

I

‘| just be passed over. if no exhibs her personal triumph in this play
aris, March 28.
Fiemme of Bors yen
want them-so-as’ not to hold up!was ‘impressive. Helen Hayes and; , Alain
Resnais. who made
“Hiro| ‘ a
stays pul
until
*
M
H
,
°
cer
lnecdier
outlets.
for
osedlv “Leif Erickson scored
equally. Seen Shima
Mon Amour,” m which
spilled
the end of the
year.
Government

Up After Summer Titatus; eee ee mmvercial pin supposedly
re syofore both in French and-over into regular channels for decision is likely soon on whether
local; Worldwide biz, is now winding his,to make a change next January
“Skin.”. to some- ~aaragy
-. UFA Comacico’
‘Can-Can,’ ‘Ben-Hur’ Big oaks
Se aap opened.
os a Jean
Se ge :Flemish,
leant
second French feature film, “L’An-: and. if so, what the new figure
te

-

*Gahin starrer,

Buenos Aires, March 28.
Film.

1.9

“202
grosses ‘are: on the upbeat.
:;

here after-the summer

hiatus prob-

ably hécause of ‘the release of more

‘ain

“Le President’

pepe

in. scribes, strangely

leading cities! perhaps~a

cinema’
in“157:
:
-a--week.
eens

“

enough, appeared

S¢¢ ong

ate

‘|

Sonhad’”?

trifle .too “exhuberant,
|ee Derniere a Marienbad”

‘the delineation of characters: being;

after

Year
if In Marienbad:.
.

+

will

ho

(Last
,will he.

Resnais: says’

Call

~.{der. who supervised. the rehearsals. lin tone and mood.

for > higheroy quota

continiing

shutdown

of

sprina3
:
British

currentie
are
being
used
for
Paris could not be allanimous
that wrong
though'| acontemporary
Resnais again
collaborated
with
.cinemas
and doubts
about
the presi
: an.
]
ent|¢8!
release
pattern,
;
f Luchi
ieeontis,5! Pere Was unanimous:
novelist,
this time
release
pi
» frequentiy
fr
ichino
© praise . for ,a
rary nove
"

“important
productions.’
(20th) is now
in-its -fifth-“Can-Can”™
month’ at!fir

‘

the Gran Florida and
La Dobe Vita : Italy
-frete
ie.“Rocco
“nocog
a his
1 Brothers.”
Visconti s;‘acting,;
pie,
and

-after24 weeks at the ‘Broadway.

ws
peasand en-,:
production, lighting
tertainment values.
a
|

It

is still holding out ‘in.a-33d round
atthe Libertador.
—Bo
7
shat
T la ch an
ann auser al 0. auc
- “Ben-Hur has , just completed
25 weeks. and Metro Has another ;
big
“Butterfield
8.” Lat- |.
ter grosser
has now'inrun
three’
three weeks at |

.

the

‘Metro,.

Ideal

and:

Astor

plus:

Ne.
UW
‘
1961 Wagner Festival
ead

The

Bayreuth,

_-.

March . 28.

biggest . music. festival

Iy interesting experience: its mati- | . ve

land

of:

from. schools}
Wi ll

drew. the young,
colleges,

a

public

only half-|

Continued ‘on. page 24)
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7
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‘will.open this -year 41.
..
.date at. the. Opera,” Premier and “with
oY aSee
nna of) tf.
oof
i
July 23 -performance
four: nabes, is now. in its: fourth . “Tannhauser.” .in a new staging by Competition for Hurok; .
.
ies
dente
o
at
S
¥
ote
.
.
.
.

week. “Songen. Without “End” (Col),
!
+
Wieland
on Jan. 5 at the Br

‘ay,

!

Wagner
.and
‘with Wolf- |
Wiehe.
ene

Hans
duct
is ‘set. tt
tsbusch econdueting.
“and also in Mar del Plata erat Kgang Sawallisch
bh eer
ens
. Knappertsbusch Is set
to conduc
olding:: oo
.

av
ror

,

crilicized trends
as beingin tooexhibition
rigid. “Monopolistic
are
*
on

|

ARGENTINA NEWSREELS

but served as a test for an extreme-

inee

““four’-nabe
houses:
“Ocean's:
11"
hereere|.
|
(WB) released
in| February’
day--’ EEurope, the the Wagner
areas
‘
Wagner Fest
Fest held
he!

--yeleaséd nad

Alain Rob
Robbe-Grillet, on the . film.
Story takes place in a big, glacial

“The Miracle Worker,” with its. European castle.
‘simple’ hunian message, did not
|draw: a.fuill house on its first night |

Be Fed Into U. S. Video
Supply Stream

harmful to producers and distributorsfors and
the public
inand are against
;
)
counc.!'s
states it‘the alleges,
teres{,”
Shutdowns,
a reporé,
,

_ lutdowns, it alleges, are somes
limes caused butnot byby the
a decline’
in
attendance.
increased
{
site

value

l

of the

r

theatre.

(

It cal’

suse
their planning
planning powers
to deuse their’
paws
to
de.
Buenos Aires, March 28.
that a new, possibly smaller, '
In Argentina a deal has been “mand
al
:
.
¥
°
‘signed between Hearst Metrotone cinema, be included in the redeNews and Antonio
Diaz’ 23-- veloped site.
Jearold
“Stsesos Angel
Argentines
The . council
“a
men also ; calls>. for
ati
il |more imaginative and flexible renewsreels Os."
whereby Argentine
lease
pattern, because the presert
‘be exhibited in a 600 U.S. filmDe
ee
ce

HOY

Forrester Goes USSR,

8

°
_
‘“Parsifal" and “Meistersingers of
- theatre circuit and 44 TV outlets in rigidities mean that many _ fi'ms
Eyes Leningra
CamiConcerts
‘stased. Ly Wie-:
both
b
ON Nuernberg,"
United
Columbia’
is stepping {various
countries, including _Ja- cannot onloy their full boxoffice
ttt Artists
ot t-is
he releasing
eae
pe “El“*.
both staged. by Wiemer Gantry" at the Océan, Los An-: Jang Wagner. ' the
Sawallisch
waves;
|
Belgium, ; po ential.
Germany,
West
pan,
the
with
Moscow
in
geles and.Gran Norte. while “Mid: : the: baton.over performance of up its contacts

night Lace” (U) goes into. the
object of not allowing Sol Hurok| ;Spain,
Britain,. India, Italy. etc.
“Flying Dutchman,” also staged by to.
be undisputed American culture The material to be used will be!
Rex, Gaumont and several nee ' Wielan d white. Rudolf Kempe con
.
iy
i
oat
:
”. tradesman
‘there. One result is ‘selected for the foreign outlets by |
Warner is releasing “Dark at Top ‘ducts
:
Wolfgang
Wagner's
only |that Canadian lieder singer. Mau-|‘“Sucesos
Internacional,” one :.of
,
Diaz’ affiliates.

ofSain
atheOpera
tnMardelStaging this season, “Bing of the | een fortagter wilt haves Sota

Mar
:

del Plata-on February 6, {s ‘Nibelung
a.
scheduled. for’ Buenos.

‘Grass’ Turns to French
London,

April 4.

The audience at a cinema in
| Argentine news will be issued on :
one-month this autumn;: |
Staines. Middlesex, got a shock
Various projects are pending
‘tv outlets in 36 States of the U-S., tthe
other night while watching

*-

Aires ‘this: ;wdslowed
wupiie with
tar the the with the Soviet Culture Ministry
closed to:
to the
the public,
:
:three in Brazil and one in Japan.
wiptene.
te
‘
Nee
ue
ge
TE
_ | music fest winding up with an/ and CAMI. One possibility is'a;
Augusto Cesar Vatteone, a film ; Grass Is Greener”
‘U+. For 15
has signed:a deal-for’ Aug. 25. production of “Gotter- tour of the-Leningrad Symphony ‘director, until recently head of the |Minutes in the middle of the pic,
Grant, ‘and
Jean Robert
Simmons,Miitchte
DeboChannel. 1. 77 local
local tv
tv Cary
rah’ Kerr
in’ the.
the. U.S.~-partly
U.S.~-partly financed
‘ed byby a|State-owned
-ow
exclusive Telease.of “Pepe at the |daemmerung.” Tickets for the! in
.

month.
Columbia

1,057-seat. Plaza. “Pepe's” release 'fashionable event go up to. a top! fat guarantee of a Dutch recording ‘outlet, has been selected to produce |
is set for. March 22.

of .-about $16,

with the least.ex-

combine interested

in. the

album ‘and

direct a 39 episode

:

series of | lapsed-into French.

Other. important March releases! pensive seats. scaled down to .$6.| angle-of the orchestra.
‘| videofilms, each lasting 25 minutes
The management had been sent
are “Spartacus” at the Broadway |It’s expected that, despite the high}
Columbia's: Andre Merrens ‘has
! at a 350,000 peso cost, and intended a wrong recl—part of the French:
and SEL Alamo” (UA? atthe Gran} prices,.the ducats will be sold out |‘booked pianist Jerge Bolet for 10
|for distribution on foreign TV | version. But how come it wasn’t
Florida.
~ Lby the end of this month,
.
concerts..in six cities of Poland. |channels,
spotted during “rehearsal?”
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Aussie Economic Downbeat No Blow| Murnau Memorial Week
To Show Biz: Record EasterSesh

Berlin, March 28.
‘In memory of the late German

{Unternational Sound Track:

film director F. W. Murnau the
was killed in an auto accident in
Santa Barbara in 1931), the new
Academy

¢
Sydn*y. March 28.
Despite governmental economic
pressure to curb inflation, with uneznployment growing in the auto:

of Arts

staged

wn
~~

PARIS

a F. W.

Film folk

|Murnau Memorial Week here with

erying

the blues

here

as

a threatening

backlog : of un-

nine of his films screened. Lineup released filits begins to weigh heavily, film-attendance: still: staying —
low, and production costs looming: high. . Ten of the 11 jury. members «
included
“Last
Man”
(1924),
“Faust” (1926), “Walk Into the. for the forthcoming Cannes Film Fest, "May 3-18, have been picked.
industry, the average Aussie has, Italo, Pakistan Co-Prod. Pact May! Night” (1920) and his U.S. pix, They are actor Pedro Armendariz (Mexico), Allesandro Blasetti, director
(Italy), Liselotte Pulver, actress (West Germany}, ‘Jean Giono, writerample spending coin in his pocket
End Film Kissing Ban
-| “Sunrise’”’ (1927)
and
“Taboo”. filmmaker, (France), Claude Maurica, film critic (France), Edouard
after deducting living expenses. A
_
(1931),
Molinaro, pic director (France), Jean. Paulhan, film producer (France),
lot of this money is finding its way
_
Karachi. March ‘28.
The films found such a public Raoul
In Pakistan, as in India, kissing
Ploquin, film producer 'France), Marcel Vertes, painter. (France),
easily enough into the cinema and
in public is not considered good ; response that most of them had to |ana Fred Zinneman, director (UA). The 11th man will rep Russia .
Jezit shows.
be
given
repeat
performances.
manners and as such kiss-scenes|
Philippe Baer has taken over the government owned film production,
Howtvyer, patrons pass up run-of-,
‘are banned in films, With the latest .Sfost of the prints came from ‘the distrib and exhib setup UGC. He says he will soft pedal praduction
mill fare for the top offerings, irre-!
Francaise, _Paris, |and put attention. on distrib. and exhib branches .. .- President Charles
pact concluded between the gov- ;Cinematheque.
spective of higher admissions,
!

TO KISS—OR NOT TO KISS

jernment of Pakistan and ANICA ;;and the’ Danishh film. museum.
‘|}de Gaulle asked for a private screening at ‘the Elysee. his official dipAussie show biz executives be-' . of Italy, the stage has been set for
lomatic home, of the historical Freneh pie ‘‘La- Princesse De Cleves”.
lieve this Easter will see a record .the production of films on a joint!
_|which looks hot for a Cannes Fest invite.
intake at the boxoifice, especially. ,venture basis between pakistan and
Fan mag Cinémonde devoting.10 pages to:a mock trial of. Brigitte
too, as the wool-and-vheat
men’ . Italy.
Bardot: with all people who know -her. commenting ‘majniy: on her.
will
have
heavy
spending
coin:
personal life and foibles and hardly on her pix. A fan inag is. a: fan
Since Pakistani players will work
available. regardless of any eco-!
mag is a fan mag... Sam. Spiegel in to huddle with Alain Delon. who
alongside the Italians, the question {nomic pressure by the government. i
may play the lead in his “‘Lawrence of: Arabia.” Delon opens. in “his
f{ kissing scenes has become a
Cinema marquees for Easter will! mnatter of debate in local film infirst play. this
week ““Tis a Pity. She is a Whore” directed by Luchino
huve “Grass Is Greener”
1U»,: dustry circles. The debate was
Visconti. Incidentally, a group of art houses here presenting a séason.
“Great
Impostor”
(U:, “Misfits” touched off when a Pakistani acof Visconti pix .. . Ernie Anderson, publicist. for Jackie.Gleason, main- .
Madrid, April 4.
{CA,
“Rat Race” (Par), “Make tress, Bahar, told newspapermen
ly worried about finding golf and pool partners: for him. when he:
Hollywood this year is out ahead | comes in to make “'Gigot” here next month with Gene Kelly directing,
Mine Mink” tRank), “Millionairess” that if she were given a role in a
:
by
far
with
eight
entries among the !Ken Hyman
(20th), “Where Boys Are” 'M-G). Pakistan-Italy
producing. for Seven Arts and 20th-Fox .distributing.
coproduction.
she:
*Ben- Hur”
iM-G:.
now
in 46th, - would not mind being kissed. One,‘12. Easter Sunday premieres and | French only play billiards: though there may be some. pool tables in.
week: “South Pacific” :20th), third Sunday paper here plans to run, ' film observers here were impressed !
| private homes and golf ‘is not the. popular sport it is in the U.S... .
' with Yank domination of Gran Via | Shirley Clarke’s indie Yank pic “The Connection.” based on Jack
year; “Can-Can”
‘20th, in 50th a “Readers’ Forum” feature on the,.
; showcases. Holy Week.starters for Gelber’s off-Broadway play about junkies, invited to be. shown at
week; “Spartacus” :U', 16th week: subject of kissing in films.
the traditional switch in marquee the Cannes Film Fest. May 3-18, in:an out: of competition slot as:am
“South Seas Adventure” ‘Cinera—
titles include
Hitchcock's
“Psy-; |invite. of the Frerich Federation of Film Authors.
mai, ninth month: and “Strange
cho,”. John Wayne's “The Alamo,
When We Meet” :Col), in 9th w ck

YankProductIn
‘Gran Via Lead

rs|
FRENCH WON'T ALLOW
BIG STUDIO CLOSINGS.

Also, legit shows are doing well.
There’s strong coin here for ‘My
Fair Lady,” “Irma La Douce,” both
under the J. C. Williamson Lid.
banner: “West Side Story. Garnet
Caroil,
and
“Glass
Menagerie,”

Elizabeth

Trust.

Columbia’s “Pepe,” Par’s “The |~
Five Pennies,” and the 20th-Fox |,
entry,

“Stranger

Than

pine

“Please. Don't Eat The. Daisies”

Paris, April 4. - |.
About the recent film industry| ‘one of the two Metro. entries while
opened. “Portrait
in
perturbation over possible razing:!- Universal
Black.”
‘of the Joinville
and Victorine;
Of the remaining
contenders.
| studios, the former outside Paris.’
Britain unspooled “23 Steps to
and the latter in Nice, Culture!

’.

Alan LaddSounds aWaning
ome Jolts
Jolts When Signing. For
In for “Some
Overseas—Customs Not Those of Hollywood

Americans

Ministry head Andre Malraux has | Baker Street” and “The League of
B’dcast ‘Pirates’ Transmit informed
the industry that the: Gentlemen.” Spain’s “Cochecito.”
RESENT CINEMA CLOSINGS
government had an eve on things | belittled at home and acclaimed:
Hollywood, April A
abroad, is expected to raise Easter
Qa High Seas to Scuttle |and would not let a: disproportion | controversy
There ‘is no substitute. any where |
on the main stem. Vol-! i British Patrons, Councils Take Over.
develop between studio space and
rodtction: perfor key American
ume
of
new
holiday
film
fare
was
To-BeShuttered Theatres
Danish-Swed. Govt. AM- actual film: production. In -other} completed With “Ursus.” a low*sonnel and no acfor should even
: Words, needed space would be as-!
~—+

“take out.a passpont fora picture
budget spectacle ‘coproduced ‘here
London. April -4,
‘ abroad unless he has a signed conwith Italy.
Cinemas may be closing down tract and coin in escrow in an
Absence of product from France. in Britain but there. are many peo-American bank. according to Alen
Italy and.Germany was particular- ‘ple
who. are not prepared to see .J.add in .a. blast at. European picly noted in film circles,
‘the. houses
shuttered without
a . ture-making.
|struggle. The ‘urban. council] of
_Actor.. ‘who returned last week.
! Beaconsfield, Bucks, has | gone inte froma film assignnient yn. Rome,
'tilm business |with ‘the aid of a Where, it will be recalled, he took| government.
loan
towards | ‘the’ a walkout on the filming of “Hora4 $75.600
purchase price for that tio” after 11° weeks of filming
Of TV,
town's. only cinema, the Picture when no. salary, Was Aorthcoming, .
House. The council ‘will only -not had high praise for 1he -oft-c¢riti-Pix Censorship: show pix but have a stage available _cized production ‘tacilities of: -stu_ London, March 28.
‘for amateur dramatic and operatic dios. abroad, blasted. -out with ‘a.
The
tLord
‘Chamberlain,
the shows.
word of warning to thesps who fo
from ever entering Sweden's harBritish film censer and the tele:
James
Boothroyd,” manager “of ‘overseas for toreign- ‘produced and
hors
tor
repairs
or equipment
.companies ‘should get. together for, the 390-seater, now becomes: the’ financed films.:
didn't bother either,
'
a conference on censorship inter- ! town entertainments manager. and
“There appears. to. ‘be. na ° ‘such
ests. That's the view of Anthony ithe present staff is being retained. thing -as living.up to contrac tual |
Now a couple of Danes have an- |
* Asanith, "president of the. Assn. ::The council expects to pick their’ agreements. as far as TI can see,"
nounced they word start a pirate
’ Paris. April 4.
of. Cinematograph, Television and films with the aid of. special “Re- he guid. ‘‘The thing Vou settle: with
TV sation in the same troubled ¢ The
governmental
Centre
Du
Allied
Technicians.
Asquith’ Says quest Weeks” from the. taxpayers. a handshake
Waters in May,
Next day, came
in Hollywocad. are
Cinema has revealed how the Film
‘that
standards should. be clearly ,
word that a second TV transmitter
The State Cinema at Leytonstone: ‘things you -have to take action to
Aid money, collected via special :
would be turned on at sea. wath a parafiscal levies on cinema: admis: , set down so “that one docs not. East -Loridon.. is to be saved by -achieve, overseas.”
;
reported $700,060 Danish backing. } sions, will be distributed in 1961. iihave to rush. frony.one medium to 5.000 filmgoers forming a syndicate
Ladd; atter ankling “Toratie,” ©
“another
to
see
what
the
other
one.!
to
be
run
as.a
private
concern.
returned
to
camplete
film only =
Radio Nord sees no serjous in-- About $4.870.000 is to be advanced i
‘Monica Slater, for two years man-. _after Lux Films of Rome: guaran
convenience as a result of Swedish | to producers on current produc-; has forbidden us to see.”
Asquith
went
on
to
praise
the.
ager
of
the
State,
forined
a
Sunteed
his
money.
herbor ban. Bon Jour is riding Bal- | tions. via
percentages
on _ jucal.j
“It wasn't that alone,’ ». he noted.
tic international waves just off the: (6°!) and foreign (25°F) grosses | way that for some -time film cen-: day evening film society last year.
Stockholm archipelazo. When nec-! of their last pix and around S2.- , Sorship: had, on the whole, operated .These are the people who intend to “Tt-was a culmination of. hundr eds
essary, she'll probabiy aul anchor 700.000. for refurbishing hardtop ‘in an “enlightened and intelligent | take over the lease. Application . of little advantages taken. I apreed
, Way.’ " But. he went on to cite cer--: ‘has been made for registration ‘as: upon. a 10-hour working: day; but
_ theatres, will go to exhibs:
and put into a Finnish port.
‘tain inconsistencies which might‘3 fr iendly society.
more often ‘than not. found myself
The special orgs to hypo French be. ironed out by such a confab.
Manager Jack S. Kotschak has
“scheduled te work 12 to 14. hours
stoed tirm and cool while the sta- pix abroad and internally will get:
For instance, ', why.
Graham |
into.:the night.
:
tion weathered
many
storm:,
It £900.000 while. $500.000 will go for , Greene's play, “The Cornplaisant :
i “The complete’ Jaxity- and_indif-industry | technical
aspects. Lor er.’ shad. been running. happily
“as supposed to begin broadeast-, film
‘ference of film crews in production
jing last Aug. 1. Then delayed until! About $680.000 will go for quality ‘in the West End but, that nine euts
methods and procedures was ane:
fall. Then Christmas. Then early: short subjects and $660.000 for , were demanded w Hien it was to
other thing that appalled me.-The
‘Mexico City, March 28.
1961.
Storms,
unsuitable’
equip- government controlled newsrecls.
i be televised.
stages
are excellent; the’ equipment
ment, government opposition and’
_ Although keeping it’ well under.
He pointed out. that the film.
is modern. It’s: what they do. with
sume advertiser dropouts hung it
wraps,
Cimex
is
“The Warsaw Ghetto,” was refused
about ready’ to
the
equipment
and. how they make
‘jnitiate its drive’to broaden its
up.
ta certificate by the film censors ‘unless certain scenes. were re- market in the U.S. and English: use of it that gives European stueOn March 3, however, the Bon,
dios.
the
reputation.
they know.
moved. but!that these scenes were ‘ speaking areas via dubbing -‘of seJour. converted coastal freighter,
Mexico City, March 28.
seen by ‘millions of viewers on a‘lected top quality national prod- There.is no substitute anywhere for
aired a test of recorded musfc on |
key
American
personnel.”
|
When Pedro Armendariz goes to: ; commercial tv program.
-uct. It's revealed that at least a
the 495 meter band. Listeners in
‘dozen pix have been deemed suit-,’ Ladd .has made four pix. in EuStockholm reported tairly Rood re- France in: April, where he will be,
rope
on
four.
prior
occasions—pix
a judge at the Cannes Film Fest.!
table for dubbing into English, with
ception.
he plans to complete negotiations ;
|this probably upped to a -higher produced by Columbia and 20thRadio Mercur is - firmly anchored leading to tripartate coproduction.
: Fox. He has no. arguments. With
ifigure as the program develops.
after four years of increasing pros- Involved will be his newly created
Cimex policy is to make a strong. them. But. as-:he explairis, that*s
Copenhagen, April 4.
Jelly Roger or not. Cheeta II
arc Bon Jour are sheltering pi-

certained. and no studio could be:
tern down until replacements were: i
rates—and -Denmark and Sweden, built in other spots.
are recdy to shiver their timbres. - Thus, Joinville may go when the°
Danish pir ate Radio Mercur. an-, required sound stages are replaced
Joinville-Saint
Maurice
chored aboard the Cheeta in inter- at the
netional waters between the .two Studios. Meariwhile, production is:
countries.
was
told
earHer
last. still high despite building. of a
week that new laws may soon be big backlog of pix. Foreign films
are aiso occupying studio space
passed to put it out of action.
here with the U. S. Seven Arts
A day later, off the Swedish production of “Gigot.” with Jackie
coast. Bon Jour-bound Radio Nord Gleason, due at the Bolozsne Studio.
ewiiched
on
its tramsnitters.
A
government order banning the >hip

‘Asouith Urges. Confah

To Iron Out Wrinkles

$4,870,000 of French Pix |
Aid Coin to Producers,

Cimex Ready forUS,

Other Film Markets

Armendariz Plans For. .
French, Italo Co-Prods.

perity. Station moved in January
into the new ship. Cheeta II, permanently staked out in the Oresund between
mark,
.

Sweden
.

and

Den-

Commercial radio TV of course
4s

prohibited

in

both

countries.

producing

unit

with

associates

in

The Mark,’ Cannes Entry,
Has Booking Trouble

bid to open up a market through- different: they are American firms.

‘out the U.S. ‘to offset «boxoffice
- . Actor reports next for star role.
April 4.
in traditional Spanish in Columbia Pictures’ “The Tiger:
“The Mark, ” the RaymondP Stross declines
the actor said. with final details to/film which. stars Stuart Whitman... language markets because of ‘politi-_ Among Us.”
be ironed out during his European Maria Schell and Rod Steiger, and cal or exchange |difficulties. ‘In:.

France and Italy. Prelim basis for
collaboration has been worked out,

visi

While

London,

which is -Britain's entry for the. any case. few films that have been
first picture of series to Cannes Film Fest, has run into dubbed. including “Adam and Eve”

\ Gerinans ‘in‘Watineers’
‘Pic Filming in Rijeka

whose stations are state-owned and - be turned out hes not been se- booking trouble.
20th-Fox.. which have heen: excellent income pro-J:
tax-supported. Market-minded out- lected, Armendariz said he and his‘ js releasing the pic, has been un-- ducers.
fits like Esso, Coca-Cola. Kelorg, associates will jointly provide capi- able to seta deal with the two
Inside word
is” that “Salvador
Belgrade, March 28.
Campbell! Soup, Ford, Pan Am have tal, talent and technicians.. The, big. circuits, Rank cand Associated Amelio, Cimex head responsible for
The Vardar-Film,
producing
an '
ewung aboard the Cheeta. Appro- tripartate
partnership
will) turn’ British.
the assault on thé American mar- company serving the- Republic of...
priate name, that.
out three or four films annually at
The circuits feel that. “its theme, ket, does not teel this will cause Macedonia, is shooting the ‘Trial
Mercur’s FM fare ix anostly mu- the outset.
.that of'a mian who has been con- any
aggravate * of Salonica. Mutineers” in Rijeka,.
complications
or
@ic—pop. rock ‘n’ roll. a rure dash ;
SEE
Ivicted of kidnapping a small girl matters by reopening former de- northern Adriatic. ‘About 300 éx-"
of classical—from 7 to 9.30 a.in.,
Zarzana, Boriski Expand
{with intent to rape “her, may be toa nied request.by Hollywood to dub ‘tras, besides several (of the -best
and 3:30 p.m. to midnight.
Houston, Tex.. April 4.
hot for. general consumption.
its
product
in
Spanish
idiom. - domestic
actors, have
been enYoung
Danes
wiro
announced!
Al-Ray
Theéatre
Circuit} -oper-_
‘A 20th-Fox rep’ explained that, Amelio teels that decals being ar-. gaged while, the leading roles: are
May inauguration of a commercial!
ated by Al Zarzana and, Ray Bor- the company will. be releasing the ranged, through Mexican distribhandled hy -German. stars,
|
yirate TV station are Ole and Jut- iski, have eye on another theatre. picture to independent buokers at
utors ja America
aud individual { The femme . lead is in the hands. .
ta Georg. They have tle usiali Expect to take over the operation . end of Mavy.- The film was. on the. exhibitors, is entirely apart from
of German
film | star Marliense
equipment—money, « ship’ a place! af the South
Houston
Theatre Whole, fav orably. receWed by the -the Hollywood production end and Behrense. Germen: actor Joachim .
‘Continucd on pare 24)
johertly.
pcrix.
jindustry as a whole.
-+ Mook has an important. male. rqle,

. Wednesday, April 5, 1961
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RY OF ENTERTAINMENT

The Alchemistsof the Middle Ages Trying to

‘Convert Lead into Gold only blew up their

studios.

They didn’t know it then, but the

trick is to use celluloid as the base material,

then pour on the romance, glamour, action
and adventure to.come up with the standard
medium of world-wide entertainment, the

MOTION’ PICTURE!

The story
of today’s wonder-working entertainment chemists in
their laboratories around the world will be told in updated detail,

fascinating sidelight
and invaluable, file-away data, documented
in the eee

INTERNATIONAL

EDITION
OF
To be published
later this month

Make Your SPACE RESERVATIONS Now
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Mexican Censorship Campaign Set: | Peliculas Mex Takes.
Eight Pix Hit in Recent Months;

Inside Stuff—International
z

Over Sao. Paulo Chain

. Mexico City, March 28.
Peliculas Mexicanas has revealed

:

a

~ Glan-Carlo Menotti’s plans for the 1961 Festival of Two Worlds .in

that it has expanded its Brazilian the mountain village of Spoleto, Italy, include a return visit of a. ballet
seven-theatre Rio de Janeiro cir- | companyof Jerome Robbins, probably including.some
new and. reprised.
cuit

Edinburgh, ‘March 28. } | Both
5

so, the Film Bureau has cracked
cown on about eight films because
immoral

themes,

the

acquisition

Scottish Police Kayo
jresents
an outlay
Vaude Pius Bingo ‘trMex paid $200.000

tures. During last five months or
of

through

of a

40-house circuit in Sao Paulo. Lat- items plus the “Autumn Leaves” variety catch-all. A new stage play
‘‘Vanessa,” not
ter deal, in association with Bra- ‘by Edoaurdo de; Filippo is -skedded: Samuel. Barber's
:
zilian exhibitor Libio Brunni, rep-|heretofor a success with Europeans, will be mounted’.as
one. of two.

Mexieo City, March 28.
¢
Mexican censots have indicated
that they are in earnest about current drive to clean up motion pic-

of $135,000. Pel-' operas. Ivana Tosini has the lead role
for the Rio thea- : conduct. No casting is completed yet

Schippers will conduct. Festival

and Walter Tornakoysky will |
for. “Salome’. which Thomas

runs:June/15-July

15,0

circuits will exploit Mexi-

City police here are banning the:can material exclusively. Current
May Festival in Florencé starts May 6th with.a new. production. of
de-! playing of “housey-housey” during , theatre build up is part of Pel-Mex | « Don Carlos,” staged
-by Zurich’s Herbert Graf.1now casting). ‘A world’ _j
policy to -acquire houses in Latin | premiere will be Mario Catselnuovo Tedesco’s (Florentine making his —
his- “vaude performances at the Palla- .America
for more efficient exploi-|thome in Hollywood) “Merchant of Venice.” Eliot Pizzetti’s.““Murder in.

juvenile

dinguenes and distortion of
Drive on dubious pictures

is{ dum Theatre. The games started: tation of product. Distributor execs '-the Cathedral” will be given. in the. Basilica.of S. Croce; staged by
principally aimed at foreign prod:4S 4 gimmick for Scots comedian
, are confident. that new Brazilian -Margherita Wallman. International flavor in the Italian city are promeuct. for only three national films: Lex McLean. Audiences .at -each- deal will offset in part the losses :ised via Hinduchorus
“Paranjoti,’”
Beryozka
all-girl USSR: dance:
have been frowned on by author-:of the performances were - given: tecently suffered in. Cuba, Vene- company, the London Festival Ballet the American Repertory. Theatre

ities.
-their “housey” cards free and took 2uela and other areas because -of ‘and “West Side Story” as well as a German opera conipany which will
_
.
Most outstanding case is that.of itheir chance of winning $8 prizes,; Political or exchange difficulties. present “Lohengrin” and “Arabella.”
“~The Shadow of the Leader,” con-' With McLean emceeing the’ ses-|
iD

troversial but well-made
- picture. |Sons:
,
It is a presentation of the greed i According to the police, snee TTA Mulls
znd graft of political and military ‘there was no skill involved, the
ficures during revolution.
While: game was classified as gambling.
producers are still attempting to,In June last year three judges in
cut
through
bureaucratic
bans.:the
Scottish
Justiciary
Appeal
chances of general release -ol
one are rather slim.

this

by

a foreign

outfit

is . enabled

hundreds

for Italy} “Midsummer. Nights Dream.” Joan Sutherland will
be heard.
in her standard Mad Lucy stunt. and Karajan will conduct “Rosenkavalier” with Elisabeth Schwarzkopf..An exhumation. after a century
‘of “Ali Baba’ by Cherubini is alsoin prospect. Piccola. Scala wil] do.
jine Brecht-Weil opera “Rise and Fall.of the City of _Mahogonny.”

:

.

_. Buenos

H

Aires. March

-

28.
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French Legit Season Loaded —

United Artists’ Harold Hecht ar-

of small. clubs | rived - here’ March .21

for prelim | ©

“The Strong Arm.” here again the } to operate in the open for the first i.Surveys and negotiations looking to
;
picture lenguishing in the cans} time.
.| the production of the 16th Century

because the
sowes

theme

centering

treats of ort

aroun

poi

cal

=

—

|.

b sses. These little Caesars or dictators have been part of the Mexiean scene, with one man ruling
anvthing from a village to a state
with an iron hand, and his word
the law.
Another national pieture “Los

°

Cossack

5

9

‘story,.

‘|Hecht said

.

\Mex Film Biz Financial’

“Taras

Continued from re.

Bulba.”

Argentina .$eems an okay seasonal filler. A re-

he favored

Chekhov's.

‘Argentine army and its. supplying |ed run of “Irma La Douce” is.also “L'Annonce. Faite a. Marie’: also”

- horses

Mexico City, March 28.

‘a

and riders.

.

faring well. Friedrich Durrenmatt’s

Hecht explained this is not to be |“The. Marriage of Mr. Mississippi”
co-production

although

he

looks in for .a run at Theatre

L’Oeuvre.

ico immediately after the end of joint efforts of Film Bank, the ‘$5,000:000. It was generally felt of a career soldier suddenly recogthe third World Review of Tilm ;Film Bureau, official distributor|that the: Argentine army will witl- ‘nizing his guilt, “Le Fleuve Rouge”
Italy’s “La

Dolce. Vita

;ships and

National

Theatre

Oper- , ingly cooperate:

partly

:pride. in. its horses.

—

a

De.

7

is managed to hold for a few months

Joven
Hlnenx, i
Ones), ceive
eve ! The: financial.
situation
ofa the ,seeking studio facilities from ‘an; as did Georges Neveux’s romantic
reed
bY
W
.
.
.
“established company. He is to in-itale of turn-of-the-century hotel
an exhibition permit until the {*7€xican industry, still far from ‘terview Atilio Mentasti of Argen- : thieves in London, “La Voleuse De
ending is completely changed.
istable, may be on the mend before itina Sono Film shortly.
‘. ,Londres” (The Thief of: London),
Censorship gained teeth. in Mex-|many weeks go by as the result of. ' The .picture is budgeted. at With Marie Bell. Jules Roy's tale
Festivals.

“Uncle _ Vanya”. as

-|as the probable locale of this Cos- ‘prise of Claude Magnier's . farce,. adapted by Elsa TroiJet aad staged .
‘sack story. Pic all depended on if: “Oscar,” ts: doing biz because of ‘by Jacques Mauclair. It shapes as~
©;he could count on aid from the jcomic Louis De Funes. A restrict- another .C-F ‘hit. Paul ‘Claudel's.

Situation Seen on Mend
With Production Aide

and “Rocco and his Brothers.’ de- jating Company efforts.

new productions for the

season has “Parsifal” with. an all-German cast. Benjamin. Britten's. (new

Of Film inArg.

Court ruled. that “housey-housey”
tsessions were legal providing the

Another controversial Mexican! #ame was’ for some charity and:
film although reportedly financial-: “not for personal gain.” The ruling}.Jy backed

Milan's La Scala opera in preparing its last

Prod

of ‘(Red

because

River) .got okay. reviews

but

B’cast Pirates’
Continued from page 22 ==

|

to park it in the Oresund, and the
exuberance of \euth. They recent-

ly returned from an’ advertising:
and also be- did ‘not have it for a long run. study trip to the U.S. with es-

ae
een
s"ite the fact that they ha
“cause that number:of dollars com- Alexandre Rivemale’s “Le Mobile timated -$300.000 backing from a
“shown complete at the fest. were | joined
Top forces
brass of
the film biz. has
7
in a major effort to ‘ing into the country, would help ‘The Rooky) locks to: finish the California group.
denied general exhibition permits
.
:
tance
the national. economy.
_, Season for’ okay results.
I
wens
a
yr 6tresolve money
andimpetus
credit to probpro.
Station will be ealled “Codan

‘lems and ta give
“highly immoral.
being tahbed
{ Tony-Curtis is to be-the picture's}
_ Many Oldies Doing Biz .
Plenty of the oldies are still, 2V°— Ce”. for commercial. “Dan”
The most celebrated tase was: duction. At this writing. seven pic- !star. Pie would roll.in September ‘
doing biz with Achard's “Patate” for Danish—and_ fitted .with RCA
that of “Alamos with John Wayne tures -have received official okays j if arrangements..can ‘be made.
re
in its fifth vear as ditto Eugene equipment.
first denied permit to shoot the’ and financing via Peliculas Mexi- 1t
Ship.
will! be ‘the ‘420-ton.
Nor.
Ionesco's “The Bald Singer.” Fran-j;
9!
:
Pi: in . Mexicyg.,
and atren the sev:
"*- canag
and
Peliculas
Nacionates, ‘

eral bids for exhibition permits with -Film Bank set to release
denied. Jorge Ferretis of the Film: tunds,
Three pictures are being|

Adults-Only Films On

“aced
enoes

Sun. Rapped by Scots Magog,”

Continued

from

pace

ridge

the

gap and

21

time

ward

ae

ey
Arpéinda feaves

Hee

men,

more

private

s0 often here that it has become a steady

sere

out to analyze

jjon. These

also veering

“Glass VMenaverie” has been dene

and

and

financing

product.

to- |

foe Deen

eee

described

while

“Gog

and'ting ‘at 25 kilowatts: That's enough

ta them

This

meat: financing of only three picturesa

ae ‘the meth.

°

A

check

with this

institu-

‘especially

because

ef poor receipts

jby Peliculas Mexicanas from Latin

A Hit In Barcelona
‘American
exploitation,
Barcelona, March 28.
-tight at the moment.
Helen
Hayes
and
her iellow- |
artists arrived here from Madrid...

is

very

_

with

scenery

and

.

face. The booking hz:d been eagerly anticipated.
Three
performances were given at tne Calderon
Theatre at $3 top. a large admissi0n price in Barce!ona. The Amer-
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Goes Straight at 67
Edinburgh, March 28..
Dave
Willis,
67-year-old
Scot
vaude comedian. is proving here

new

play by Maurice

role

of

a

vet

Scot

Fleming.
trouper

in

chal-

It helped that natives knew Miss ;Jenged by fresh youngsters.
Leif

Havoc

from
at

Jeast

Glass

“La Bonne

Erickson

and

fi:ms snown
one

of

nessce Williams Las boon
tory here in translatim.
Our Teeth” was a hard
Meany to comprehen.
for Amerietus to te OTS

For

Willis

here and: casting.

three
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June!

of

plays.
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local

weekly

it was ‘almost

After
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reached the permissible. age.

type-

earning

revues

$1.800
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“Constance,” |commercial

Corneille's “Rodugune."
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Two Brecht Hits.

‘Sharp Cinema Biz Dip
In.-German Ruhr Area

it ‘to 1959's

tv. station

were

an-

The

subsidized

Populaire

Theatre

had

two

hit

,he could ‘start another pirate staition this summer with four :to five

National
| hours

“transmission

-tiine...

He

Bertolt) claimed $700.000 in Danish. back-

Frankfurt, March 28. _ Brecht adaptions, with “Arturo Ui" |jing,
Germany's
highly industrial iand “The Good
Woman
of Se- § weden
veden
”
.
canpaicg
area, the Ruhr coal and iron sec-

far is ihe only
only couns.:
socq far.is-the
jehouan.” The Comedie
- Francaise ;tiv to issue-a decree banning ships

tion, formerly
ranked. as the
strongest cinema patronage area
of this country,

has been

scored with

Blas.”
hit with | Vania”

Attendance

year of 1956,
Industry and
of Dortmund.
it's figured that every

Commerce Chamber
- In

1960,

inhabitant

of

the

Ruhr

Victor

Hugo.s: TRuy “With -pirate ‘senders aboard. trom

Anton
Chekhov's
“Uncle ‘anchoring in its ports.-Negotiations
and the. pompous ‘but ‘sucbe taken up between Sweden,
.of :Sill
Cardinal”
“Spanish
cessful
i
Denmark and Finland to extend the
|Henry
De Montherlant. Theatre De bnew ©
e e.
tea
ee
t
-.
pn. cnew’ Swedish
regulation. across
France, headed by Jean-louis Bar- ;‘Scandinavia.
to ‘one.
according.
rault, did. not do as well, having Swedish paper.
.
‘only mild
success
with
Shakeand. '. But ‘one thing ‘hugs: Kotschack,
HACK.
=speare’s
“Julius.
Caesar’
*+Bon
Jour
must.
be
supplied
with
©
Andre Obey's “Rape of Lucrecia.*
‘{tape recordings trom ashore. and
Final Weeks Show Few Hits
Radio Nord men are speculating
Main
new entries.in recent that -the next
move .from the.
‘weeks are reprises of offshore and i Swedish government might be .a

ord film business
according to the

cities

bought 10 cinema cards, a dropoff
of 18° from 1959.

‘Metro’s
Hons Kong Confab foreign plays, Some oftheseoldje/@%
,
Hong Kong. Marth 28.
‘Metro. International executives

rising to’ heights in jfrom’ N.Y.. headed

and

high-class

‘erset

Anna.”. Actress Edwige :story, and compared

proved a good seasonal
jabortive. plan for an airbornetv
a trio repertory of Som-| station; than - plans. “for. another

!Jean Cocteau’s “L’Aigle a Deux | nounced.
7s
Tetes” ‘Two-Headed: Eagle) and; pagio engineer Helge Lind. said

dwindled to.only 49°¢ of the ree-

a!He made his legit in “The Comic.”

the

| whether patrons have or have not

a serious b.o. decline.

Enlish-speaking
;it’s never too late to co straight.

Spaniards.

Hesves,

good holdovers.
new tv house, to be partly finished.
Jean Anouith's “Becket” -is fin-: in three to four years;

are

| in the ‘major citiesof the ‘Ruhr has

59 strong travelling in tirce Con- ‘Scot Vet Vande Comic

beiter

popular

of producer: opinion ‘that when an X-certificate film is

fist lady of the American stage {on brought denial that any. cut‘wise, Reception was-ecstatic.
| _°¥en though the money: situation,

colony

are proving

teenage customers.
fact ‘that audiences

No
sooner. had. Scardinavian
a ' Mainly youthful has brought com~ ‘4shing a strong second year as-is;
.plaints from the police. who say Camelotti's much-revived comedy, : newspapers published the Georg

but not well known to them other- {back move was being contemplated,

stellations

The

Feuillere
:
“.
we
is that a shutdown of production i shown, the theatre managers have
little room fer oth- | effort. or a drastic curtailment.! great
difficulty in. determining , draw with

ec». It become perhaps ihe most) must be avoided at all cosis.
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emas, and

are 1 with
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flow of national
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the situa-

others,

rok
togetweate peonie cat-on ive ‘the
2% Feaction
to recent rumors that
a rie £0 eer seam peone sak On
Film Bank mav be cons‘déring

“Fae

year

adapted by. Gabriel -Arout:; to cover Danish aud Swedish coasts

-from the Ted Allen R. MacDougall ;bordering the Oresund..

28.

‘(Sweet Madcaps) of Marcel Andre; ,three hours from the state operated |
they can ‘nave |will use this viewpoint when reccomedy “Les |
tv.oe
Co
.
"
of Film Bank! ommending renewal of local cin- |Roger. Ferdinand’s
Crowlants
Se Porte
Bien
‘Old! Ole Georg..30.:who got his com‘and federal. poticy. Such tap men.| ema licenses. Sunday film shows
-Fogies
Are
Okay)
and
Paule.
De
|
mercial
-start-with
Mereur,
bruke
‘as Gregorio Wallerstein. Ismael} were only: -recently introduced “Beaumont's
version
of Arthur ; his announcement on. heets -of- ap: Rodriguez. and Gonzalo Elvira are: here, They are screened on alterBritish: thriller, “‘Bon proval for the Danish Radio Counlan- |holding off major efforts and tak- ; nate weeks by the town's two cin- - Watlevn’s
Weekend M. Bennet,” are also ‘cil. to spend over $5.000.000 for a

the applause

Was Uproarious,

tet

Fife: March

,aside policy until
‘a clear indication

familiarized with the Enclish
guare. The pantomime parts helped ing

folk

Lochgelly.

Mexico and its’ national|
...
|. Magistrates’ in this’ East Scot-- Anglo play, is going ‘strong in the| Plans call for transmission of a
in a defamatory licht.{, But Producers, somewhat disor-| land town havé .declared them-'second year.
‘filmed program four. to’ six ‘hours.
jented by events of past weeks,| selves opposed to screening of }: Last: year’s “De Doux:Dingues” a day. against. an .average. two to.
have assumed a’ cautious stand- jadults-only -films on Sundays. They ;

Flemish-French

jean

coise Sagan's “Chateau. En Suede”: Wegian Malangen, big. enough toiCastle in Sweden) is still fine in Carry the 120 ft. antenna transmit-

its second

Bureau turned thumbs down ON ipeadied for the cameras and. there
this one principally heciuse pit- is talk of overcoming the financial
ture “fals'fied historice! facts” and bugaboo soon.

Spring,

will

be

by Nlorton
coming: here
also. to he

and | May for .a mecting

A.
jin
at-

.

entries loomas successes
:

Biggest
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>

newcomer

Maes.

looks to

forbidding ships and. planes.

ito convey ‘supplies.to pirate broad--”

be

‘casters.

;

-
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the Nicole and Jean Anouilh ver-| Gunnar Pedersen, head of Danish.
sion of Shakespeare's “12th Night” .Post and Telegraph service, said
at. the Vieux Colombier plaving as 4 new tv transmitter put up in the:

“La Nuit Des Rois” :The Night of ,Sound to break the state monopoly.

in reper- resident vaude, he lost his lifesav- ‘tended’ by M-G reps from all parts Kings). Expert thesping. especially ;Could. not. avoid spoiling quality: of
“Skin of ings of $90,000 in a hotel operation, of the’ Far East.
Confab ..if1 be of Suzanne Flon..and direction of ; Pictures transmitted by Danish and
one for:and has been using social assist- one of a series of separate meetings Jean Le Paulhan, had this in for|SwWedish stations to Zealand and.
-IUs hard, ance ever since.
.
.
.
cl
.Metro intends holding in Buenos solid .reviews and probable fine |south Sweden,
‘Gud, 160.{
Comedian clicked in his new role, Aires and London for talks in con- biz.
| ‘Last word cane. from. Denmark's
Ed}. There was mic patever that i aithough the play itself was not so ‘necton with the worldwide refease |
advertising .authority, ‘Prof. Max.
‘Le Voyage’ Only Fair.
Jean-Louis Barrault’s “Le Voy- Kjaer-Hansen. .The. Scandinavian
;
if you knew a little Enetish it did jyej] received. His niain. fault was of "King of Kings.”
not necessarily mean you knew‘in improvising lines and failing to
Although similar meetings were -age” looks only a fair new ‘entry Times, American-owned. English-.

American” idiom.
stick to the script. Play. was staged {held two years ago to. launch im- at state subsidized Qdeon-Theatre’
.
7
But the visit
was the undsabted at the Gateway Theatre, itself tae- passe between Metra and exhibi- _De France.
got fine
ke 2 highlight of a ec mociatively.ing a decline in fortunes and with itors showing M-G. product over | The Comedie-Francaise
re views. for its version ‘of Anton
Guli legit season here in Barcelona. its future uncertain,
—
terms,

language. .weckly, said- the profes-_
sor. remarked that a. commercial
tv station “just wouldn't pay for
/itself in Denmark.”
7
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WBC:$-Counter-Paar East-WestPunch!au 10 ECHELONShould NBC Take Rap (On License
Westinghouse Broadcasting’s’ ambitious hour-and-a -half ‘night-..
time =‘Monday-Friday strip under the: banner of the group’s new
-programminz wing,, WBC Produc tions, preems June 3 after a. twor
_Week shakedown run on. Boston: outlet WBZ-TV.
Vidtaped’ spread, ‘with the fitst ‘hour taped in New York. and

the last half hour produced in SanFrancisco, will be titled “PM
East’. and: “PM. West,”. with SF Chronicte video: ‘columnist Terry
O'Flaherty ‘emceeing the Coast .seg and Mike. W allace being:.ne-.
Zotiated to host the New York. hour. Former CBC talent Joyce
‘Davidson will. be: ‘a* ‘prominent part of “the New York. show. and

hunegri .i- owner _Enrico ‘Banducti WHEL be scouting

talent for the

Renewals) for Anti-Trust Record?
FCC to Justice Dent: ‘TaintFair’

| (ONOT AFFECTED
By. ART WOODSTONE
A lot of people are going to he
laid off. at NBC-TV

longer. And

| {this

cutback

before too much |

while the reasons
‘differ:

for

apparently, |

Washington, Apiil 4.
Comanunications
Conte
alfacked Motday «3 the
Justice Dept. court memo
which
suggested that) ante-trast) consent
decrees be taken into account in
license renewal cases.
Federal

NBC May Take Gamble | mission

from all those other: periodic re-_|
NBC-TV will go ahead with
SF: portion:
trenchments
-at the network, it.
Blueprinted as an-answer to the’ Jack. Paar-NBC ‘dominance - in’
plans for its own edition of an
| hasn't kept many people in the orWwWestinghouse. ‘murkets against ‘the’ group's feature films, the
action, - adventure
program
ganization from. becoming as nervbased'in Las Vegas if sponsors
shows. will air at 11:15.p.m. and will have performing talents and.
ous as. cats who sense they are
“want it, despite the restrictions guest © interviews. and. special. segments, along. them a week-.
-about ‘to lose their. comfortable |. that are apparently being laid
through '; ‘Autobigraphy” feature, a-sort of serialized “This Is Your
sinecure with old Aunt Jane.
‘on ABC-TV'’s “Las Vegas” and
Life.” Former. Time mag editorial staffer: Dick Boeth will be a rovIn ‘all previous cutbacks in pering vidtape correspondent, filing special .inserts from ‘around the ifs own “Las Vegas Story” by
sonnel, NBC-TV seemed ‘to be makthe city in question.
country for nightly. slotting.
jing them because they’ were runThis. first purely. entertainment production effort by “WestinsWhile ABC drepped out, in
ning: scared — budgets
needed.
house fand:the first’ production of WBC Productions: has “East”
part because Las Vegas offiand “West”: : pilots on tape under. supervision of WBC Productions - Pairing. business wasn’t good, parcials, objecting to the violence,
ent RCA needed money or some
topper .Ben Park and.is-up for. sale to non-competing. markets.
were making it difficult to: get
stich | thing. But this doesn’t seem.
Talks ‘are currently underway for a- New York airing: with Metrolocation footage for both Warto be’ the. case now. The changes
‘Ppolitan» indie WwNEW-TV prominent.
.
ner Bros.. (ABC?) and Goodson: those |‘already made and the ones
Todson ‘doing the NBC verto be made.in the next few weeks
sion!, NBC has decided that it
j—~are the result of what might be
already has enough
location
called organic recomposition.
;
‘ footage “to last a lifetime if
“In terms of how ’61-'62 shapes
necessary.” Nonetheless, NBC
lup. NBC-TV has never had it so
is going to try and extract any
good.economically or ‘programmatiobjectionably violent portions
cally: The parent NBC, if not’ the
to placate Las Vegas civic and
‘ty network itself, had‘ a record repolitical leaders.
iturn, last: year, so the cutbacks are ED
!
CBS-TV is also ‘undergoing large
not simpli
budgetary ‘devices.
scale euthaeks,
Forty-three tech“Way Out’ Ts’ In . Since the fall schedule is virtually
International |.
nicians.
from
the
firm and the business’ is rolling in,
No- sooner. did. CBS-TV ‘get
Brotherhood
of Electrical Work- |*
“‘|neither are the cutbacks. going to |
Rod Serling ‘into a mood where
ers,
followed
by three lighting
be the result, according to high |
he
reportedly
was
willing:
to
directors from: Lacal. 1 of the In-|°
NBC - brass, of fear or confusion.
ternational Alliance of Theatrical| change. his mind and goalong..
Moreov er, NBC used to lay men
with
the
idea.
of
a
60-minute
~
& Stage Employees, were axed in
off, sometimes by the carload, but }
version.
of “Twilight Zone” for
the ‘past few days.
|
invariably
they were
rehired
Next
Season
(see
separate
These 46 men follow a month of
months later when the “pressure|
stors', than
something hapretrenchment, ‘particularly in the
was off” or someone new was hired
pened that might make tie.

FCC's Ofice of General Counsel
fold the U.S. Court of Appeals Fere
that the Justice memo
“Directol
itself to birouder questions isa
those before this cowrl--questions
which need not be resolved treo"
The Justice Dept. brief. filed 1)
days ago in the Phileo-NBC casa,
indicated that NBO-RCA’s
atTirecord Was a proper subject lor
FCC consideration
Fao this aeae
son. the Dept. stetsested that fhe
FCC eried in turning doan Phil(CO's
protest
against
renenal
of

.

Axe Fallingat(BS-TV, Too:
Add 43 Technicians toLopoffs

area of . live. production, -at- CBS. |.
Before the latest lopoff, attributedt
by the network to. a Tack of live
a ‘“substanof associate directors,

|
|

‘production, there’ was
tial" cutback

more {échnicians and “lots of" non-.
union
people. reportedly inelud-.
ing some lowser echelon production

_In all, there have been. reparts
of at lvast 100 -people /being cut.
cut--by CBS in: the ‘past month.

-More

No Dice on ‘Vegas,
: Bing’s Ben Casey’
May Get ABC Nod

to-7Sunset's” 18.1.5

°Way Out”

Was theoreticaly brought in as:
a ‘shorttermer: to’ fill out the
‘Gleason time.)

cut» might: occur in Holly-}

munti-Stadion packaze deal.
NBC
proposes to swap WRCV tor RKO
General's Boston properties.
Import of FCC's answer was that

“the court had no reason te decide
the con-emt decree issue as po-vd
by Justice.
Commission alsa said
there was nothing in the Justive
memo which showed that the FCC
‘should
have handled
the Phuilco
protest differently.
Meanwhile, Philco altacked NBC
ivi a the unusual device of comments
‘in an FCC rulemaking proceedin.,
The
Philco comments
on
FCC's
proposed news broadeast application
jform
declared
that
it
essentially
ine
to fill their roles. This time, the
meve
unnecessary.
“Way.
|volves the “narrative” method of
web toppers offer assurances that }- ABC-TV
Qut.” the new David. Susskind
decided that it won’t
;
relating
programming
as
advocated
half-hour stanza; took over for Lit a job is .considered supernu- ,use the Warner Bros. version of !
and National Assn. of
merary, it will not be filled again. ‘Las Vegas” on its schedule next! iby NBC
Jackie Gleason at 10 o'clock
Phileo
said this
on Fridays. ‘just ‘before the
For years. jokes about the “little| season, partly because of the block} ;Broadcasters.
present. half-hour “Twilight?
menat NBC hiding so that. maybe !by the city’s fathers against unre-! {method *does not provide mean-

and copped the Arbitron field.
ABC's. “Sunset Strip” was
clicked, with “Way Out” getting
|: a.19.7 ‘Gleason's last was. 11.3).

exees.

NBC's Philadelpinw dutliet, WRC A+
TV
sCnanneli 3. as part of ts

“wood, Where there were other: a].
year ago, ‘because of the dvarth :‘=

the

bosses

will

forget

they

are: ‘stricted

location

shooting.

tingful,
With |

there” have had a high degree of. ‘that program out as the Sunday,
-I popularity about industry quarters '10 to 11 p.m. entry, the network has
—sometimes even among the men - devised some alternatiy es:
who were ‘allegedly ‘hiding.
But ' “Ben Casex,” an hour done by.

this is reportedly

the area

which .Bing

Crosby's outfit in collaboralion with ABC-TV, could go either

NBC: prexy Bob Kintner and NBC-:

verifiable

information.”

Singer Sewing’s
$2,900,000 Spree

ITV general manager Bob Stone are. Sunday at 10 or Monday at 10.
most interested in closing once and Similarly Robert Taylur's “The De{for all.
‘tectives,” to be axed from its FriOne. of the reasons the: CBS’ cut: |
“Of course, we have been look-: ‘day berth could take either Sunday
Singer
Seuing
has committed
7 ing: at the possibility of changes: or Monday from 10 to 10:30. with; ‘just about $2.500.009 for next sevabacks have not received the atten-}
a)
tion of those at NBC, w here so far |
in our, organization,
one top level '“The Rebel” taking the companion son to be split between ABC-TV
there have
been far fewer. tal- |
jexee, said at the end of last week. '10:30-11 slot on whatever night the and NBC-TV. 9 Outfit. which wag
though chances are that NBC will
“If ave can find better and more Taylor stanza gets.
(something of a Stranver fo ABC-TV
efficient Ways to operate, we're Z0- - Reason why “Rebel” would be: ‘although a former NBC “steads,”
shave: at least as many before its
ting to do-it.”
through! is that no big names have.
available and the reason akso why - has gone the parlieipatiion route
‘Tired: ofthe jokes, tired of the Monday night at 10 is open tempor- on hour stanzas.
been removed frani the web's per:
“excessive”
cost of _maintaining arily is that ABC-TV wants to move : Buying vas for two-minotes on
sonnel roster.
staffs.that
don’t have enough work “Adventures in Paradise’ from its ‘alternate weeks in ABC-TV's * Bug .
The. firing -of lighting directors |
‘to do. NBC is going to pare.
Big -current Monday time to Sundays Stop.” slated for Sundays at 9. and
caused a walkout: over. the week-:
‘Prey iourly, “Rebel” for a like ainount of tine m “De.
end of.300- IATSE stagehands. Re- . Add sponsor woes of the video ‘euts in manpower. are due -on the 6:30 to 7:30.
placing the striking union mem- Jbuying season: -A.Procter & Gam-' Coast,. where this summer not a was to go in from7 to 7:30 on Sun- | Kildare.” on the NBC
Thursday
isked 8:50.
bers. with management personnel— ,:ble. fave..“Hazel.”. has been nixed: single live show will be. made for days.)
“Bus Stop’ thus has participa.
“which
seemed. {o- prevent
any: iat. 485 Madison. CBS-TV -prexv.: ;NBC. It seems‘ that NBC gained: Besides the alleged foulup on lo-~
for the cation shooting for “Las Vegas,” -tions from Singer, Adberto Cuhver,
‘noticeable falloff. in the. remaining James Aubrey, ‘hy fact, won't even! ;some of the momentum
slicing from’ the- object there might be other reasons. for Brown & William-on and reportedproduction timetable in “‘N. Y.— allow .a screening ‘of the: Shirley’, rpresent
‘lesson
‘taught
by
ABC.
Latter
web |_the sudden change of the Sunday ly Miles
Lub-.
“Kildare”
has
CBS said that it was within the” Booth comedy skein that’s based’
bounds of its IA pact to lay off un-. "on. the Saturday. Evening: Post car-.works with about half the man-: -and Monday latenight plans at monev from Singer, Warner Lame
:power
of
either
NBC
or
CBS.
i:ABC.
Neither “Adventures” at 10 bert. Sterling Drug and Liggett &
needed. labor.
day later, -after: toon “Hazel
‘As for the mainline of NBC- Mondays
or the tentatively pro- My ers.
*tem-1 | Word is ‘that-Aubrey won't 0.0.
the
workers
* etxned
management;
“it couldn't,” : grammed “Las Veeas” An Sundays |
porarily” to work, CBS announced the. Screen Gems. “Hazel” pilot be- -TV’s
at 10 drew any. largescale sponsor*
the matter had” “been. “amitably” 4cause’ ABC had the initial screen-- NBC deelares, “be ntore steady.’
“All the rumors about Bob Kintner.’ ‘support
for the coming season,
settled.
ing.’ P&G sand presumably Quaker |
hive. long since died. Web assures apart from the rumor of some po
Oats » wanted. to slot the show in that exec veep
Walter Scott is Jsible Miles Labs biz in “Vegas”
place ot the outgoing Tom Ewcll.
:there .to stay and then there’s the -and a small hunk by Alberto Culver
Jseries .-Tuesdays: at. Q p.mi., Which:
‘fresh blood at the tv web. which for the Monday “Adventures” slotCBS-TV, which in a sense opened
they sponsared this season,
fou
(Continued on.. page 5M)
: ting.
wthe door
to owtside
pubafains
‘The
CBS. /prexy’s
action. has.

live production. -

”oF
.wo
a
._

(BS Bans P&G
Hazel’ Because

ABC GotIst Look.

P&G TAKES WOLPER
|
ENTRY TO NBC-TY

NBC LootPours

shows ‘in noi-nows, non contreserprompted ‘a P&G ‘spokesman - to!
Kiotel Ops, Police Gang Up
sSial area
when wed news brass
ask, “Is Mr. Aubrey interested, in.
Las
Vegas,
April
4.
‘approved
snowing
of the Da: id
good ‘shows: or shows he sees. first?’
ocal
casino-hotel
operators. Wolver-S‘eriing Film special. “Tie
Anvhow, ‘both P&G. and’ Quaker |- .
along
with
the.
Chamber
of
ComGolden
Age
of
Holi:
wood.” will
Oats. have. relinquished their hold |
Hottest sales. proper ty on NBC- on the Tuesday 9 p.m.
(Continued on page 48)
not be ai ing the show afier all
time, and]
TV
“Dr
Kildare. * ‘Thursdav‘Thomas
K.:
Fisher
becomes
veep
|
Web
could
not
come
up witha
‘CBS. is putting in “Ichabod,” the:
8:30 “hour is- now SRO with the
time slot tu satisiv. hankroller Proc:
iConnelly
&
Mosher
produced “and general counsel for CBS Inc.,

‘In For ‘Kildare’:

addition

of Colgate. -and

TOM FISHER’S UPPED
STATUS AT’ CBS-T

Warner IGeorge Chandler. starrer.

It'll get

partly filling the void made several

-NBC-TV UPS PRICE
ON ‘87TH PRECINCT’

:

jter & Garbie

Soapery has moved

Lambert.
‘the special to NBC-TV, whien is
‘a new title. and Robert Sterling -weeks ago when Richard Salant,
_ Duo. join’ Ligzett &. Myers, Sing-. may, replace - Chandler.
left that: post to.-become boss of
offering a late November "“Wa-von
er Sewint, and Sterling Drug.
Train” preemption.
ABC also vas
‘ CBS exees may yet- get a look ‘CBS News.. Reportedly. there is
Meantime. ~ the Friday’ circus :
still
room
for
more
administrative
'
NBC-TV brass erased the pencil pitehine, but P&G liked the pocat ‘Hazel: if P&G ‘an slot her in:
stanza. on the same web (no title!
of the Wedne-day
nicht
‘the 9:30- Thursday tinie that ABC. aid at the corporate level under markings and wrote in pen last tentias
chosen! made its. ‘first sale for. the :
week the title “87th Precinct” in Sint he'd down by the western rati has. opened: up. between “Three prexy Frank Stanton,
7:30-8:30 hour. Seven-Up’ came ‘in } Sons” arid “Untouchables. "
; With the Fisher appointment at ‘its Thursday 9 ‘o 10 time period. ing topper,
for a full halt of. the stanza tabout |
j the ‘corporate level the was veep ‘Directly after Seeing the pilot of
$140.000 weekly. ‘time and talent,
and ‘general attorney for the ty this “Hubbell Robinson
hour
on
latter about a third of normal hour|:
Web), there's going ‘to be a. con-; Thursday (30'!, Bob Kintner upped ‘
production tag’. Fizz. buy As three.
solidation. of several legal staffs: the price per minute.
i
Merck, Sharo & Dohme, drug
minutes every. week.
With. B. Lowell. Jacobson leaving into. one under his aegis.
| Web had its hooks out for $39.- house which has never before
Last sale of ‘the: week was. to... for a ‘management job at. Pepsi- ; Previously, there were separate: 000 for each of the six weekly min- j been on tv. will sponsor “Doctor
Noxzema, _ With: a minute in the: Cola.-George Fuchs last week be-: legal units for each of the CBS: utes in the hour.
With no pilot B.” an NBC-TV special, on Tues“Saturday night: two-hour.’ motion icame his replacement. as vicepresi- | operating diviisions and there was ; available, ‘there were no takers.:
dav, June 27.
Picture stanza... Noxzema's’ entry: “dent..’personnel at NBC..
(also the office of:economic analvsis. \ Right after the screening, ‘the bays | Produced by Ben Park and dimakes the-.20th Fox features. 3 125
Fuchs: has been a veep, labor re- ne now fall under Fisher's. new |
jacked up the “Precinct” price tag recied bs Hiaculd Mayer, “B" is a
of SRO.
lations since ‘August of 1960.
CBS law Aepartment,.
t0 $32,000 per minute...
medical ducwnentary,

‘NBC Names Geo. Fuchs

|

| Merck’s NBC Special
Sper

|
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(BS-TV's Graduated Compensation

No Twofers Necessary

Plan (As New Contracts Come Up) In|

On Equal Time Demand.
When a Station Goofs

“incentive plan" all at once to the
outlets. the network is understood
to be negotiating the change as
the affiliate contract for each station expires and a new one is due.
Plan, which CBS is not proclaiming in any detail, is said to
provide a schedule of payments to
stations encouraging them to clear
for all €BS stanzas.
Move may
have been inspired because of the
intense three-network competition
for prime time clearances in one
end two station markets.
As a rule, most affiliates ‘for all
webs) clear with relative ‘ease for
the “top half” ‘the better. stanzas!
of a network program sked. but it
becomes
increasingly harder for

them

to get their own

affils to take the rest.

contracted

Sim Hagerty’s D.C.Spruce-Up
Washington, April 4.

The Jim Hagerty touch has virtually doubled the Washington.
ABC news operation.
‘Latest move doubles the bosses of it. Effective this week, Hagerty has taken the number. two man out of the CBS news operation here, Lewis W. Sholtlenberger, and made him director and
special events and news operations of ABC News, D.. C.:In:the’
action, Robert Fleming remains as chief of ABC's. Washington
| news bureau..

Washington, April 4.
Ruling on a Texas case, the Federal Communications. Commission
|held that if a television .station
|gore s during'‘a telecast by a candi|date and has to give him a second
time slot, the licensee isn't subject
|
When Hagerty took: over as ABC's v.p., there were eight in the
to double “equal. time” demands
web’s news operation here. Now, there are 15.
|
jfrom his opponents.
Additions, besides Shollenberger, include three ‘correspondents,
By latey today ‘Wed.} NBC- -TV | At issue was a paid 15- minute
John Scali (vet AP State Dept. reporter), Bob Clark (from the
should know whether Joey Bishop: -broadcast by Maury Maverick Jr.,
Washington Star and formerly INS’ White House man) and Peter —
gets Wednesdays at 8:30 next sea-. U.S. Senate. candidate in the cure
Clapper (CBS ex and son of Raymond. Clapper); a tv editor, Nick
son. Advertisers for the half-hour Tent .special’election, over four
‘Allen (from ABC, N. Y¥.); Stokes. Sharp {radio staff); and.a film: -slot after “Wagon Train’ —Ameri-: ‘Texas stations,
KDUB-TV, Lubeditor, James Ganser (from Telenews).
can Tobacco and Lever—were sup- :bock; KPAR-TV,- Abilene: KCTV,
‘Hagerty is. preparing for th- 11 p.m. web newscast. starting April:
posed to give this NBC-supported !'San Angelo: and KEDY-TV. Big)
17, the nine five-minute radio news programs now originating.
show the once-over yesterday.
: Spring.
For reasons beyond the]
from here in the changeover and a‘general upgrading ‘of the Wash-If Bishop doesn't get this prime’ ‘control of the originating station,
ington reports.
slot, web will keep the show any-: KDUBE-TV,
visual signals
failed
On another tv-radio Washington. front—over :at CBS—How ard.
way, moving the half-hour telefilm‘ during the entire 15 minutes, alK. Smith lately took over as chief from Ted Koop. who moved.
series to Saturdays at 8:30. Pians ‘though — the
audio
transmission
over to work in the CBS lobbying areas. ‘Shollenberger’s CBS
are being made to change some of’ worked.
Ironically, the 15-minute
Teplacement was not named.
—
the characters who appeared
in! segment.
immediately
following,
the Bishop: pilot. Billy Gilbert. is purchased for another -candidate, ;
: John Tower, had perfect. audio and °
being dropped from the stanza,
| visual transmission.
The four stations offered Mav-;
erick another 15-minute slot. FCC,
{Conse for a ruling, freed the licensees of double “equal time” li- |
‘ability, saying they would have to
provide one 15-minute period to
.
Washington, April 4.
any ther candidate willing to pay |

New Bid For Total Affil Clearances
CBS-TV has undertaken a brand
new .plan fur graduated compensation of its affiliated stations for
carrying programming. Yet rather
then pitch the whole idéa of an

_Wednesday, April 5, 1961

Bishop Decision Due

Ify Status For
CBS ‘Eyewitness’:

By its new

Decision is due this week on
plan, CBS evidently seeks a reasonable
guarantee
that 95%
to whether CBS-TV will retain “Eve100°¢
of the CBS-TV_
sked is, witness” as its 10:30-11 p.m. entry
ton Fridays next season. So far it
cleared.

I

‘Will FCC Convert aCotham v
For Educational TV Purposes?
0] d

Br Kl

5 in
Oldsmobile

‘Mattress: Ballet
Now Look Cold
As Breck Specials;
|go

with

that

mn
has

D t

“By a 6r vote. the Federal Communications
ommission
has

ey
€ our
launched a‘ “formal inquiry” of
decided not. to ‘how ore of the ‘seven commercial

weekly

pubaffairs-’ VHF

television channels

in both

news format being prepped by ‘New York and Los Angeles can he
has no sponsors.
NBC-TV next season with Dave jshifted ‘to. noncommercial” educa«
It was the network’s original inBrinkley. The Brinkley stanza. set itional: use.
”
tention to do an hourlong version
for 10:30 Wednesdays, may yet get ; FCC’s new chairman, “Newton |
of “Twilight Zone.” but producer
'that reported R. J.. Reynolds half} i Minow, an enthusiastic booster of
Rod Serting objected -to the exten-|
sponsorship, however.
'éducational tv. headed: the. list-.of:
sion of the half-hour show. That's
Meantime, Gulf Oil: is mulling; the six voting for the unprecedente
when “Eyewitness” got a reprieye
part purchase of -a similar Friday:! eq action. Only Commissioner Robe.
for “61-62.
‘stanza on NBC-TV to be done with |ert E. Eee, the’ all-UHF. champion, .
Since then.however, Serling has
After the deal looked closed, Frank McGee. The McGee show idissented.
mo
reportedly revised his own think- Breck Shampoo decided to with-'
is. virtually ‘assured a 10:30 -berth, | Comments were ‘asked by. "May.
ing and will go along on a 60 :draw—at least temporarilv—from. te .
1.
FCC
restrictéd.the
inquiry
to
minute weekly edition of “Zone.” ‘buying “Once Upon a..Mattress”
only N. Y. and L. A., although the
lower portion, will afford.CBS af-: jf‘‘Eyeyitness’’ doesn't make out-and the Stray inksy -Balanchine bal- |l
-1FCC document took note of the
fits higher rates, like 35°¢ instead sponsorwise.
‘let on CBS-TV.
fact that Washington is the only
of 30 or 33°.
Meantime, howBreck: had a‘ hold -on the. two.
other city with four or more ‘VHF
ab]
e
re
ever, clearance for the first 60°;
one-shots, but -then. decided that:
‘channels which doesn’t have an eds
of the lineup, which comes easily.
lit couldn't commit itself for them
‘ueational.
VHF assignment. Washe ..
might only afford a CBS affil
Mrs.
Eleanor
Roosevelt,
Gov. ‘until it:made up its mind about
ington is, of course, under, FCC's
abauut 25°7 compensation.
On this
David Lawrence
of Penna.. pro-' ‘its full tv slate for fall. Breck.
nose,
basis, it would apparently require
ducers Fred Coe and Albert Me-: via Reach, MeClinton agency, has
The FCC notice observed’ that:
Nearly total clearance for CBS-TV
Cleery, Ambassador William Att-: wanted to find a home next -seaPh than 13°: of the nation’s popstanzas before affils can maintain wood. FCC Commissioner Robert ' ‘son for -“Family
Closed-circuit television in largeClassics.” ’ the!
their present levels of money com- !T. Bartley. Bergen Evans. Frank- series that has run: on CBS-TY, screen color projection ‘will be ulation lives Within the VHF serve
iee area of the two cities which...
Pensiation from the nctwerk.
been. rough. “available in’ 50 markets through are now without educational tv, ©
Baxter, designer Jo Mielziner. TIO ‘but the gaing.has
Once before this incentive idea: prexy Lou Hausman. Marva Man- However, Reach is: still plugging—. new facilities of Theatre Network :‘although .54 such stations operate
Wes In effect at CBS, but that was. “nes and researcher Bernard Berel- and that presumably is what de- Television.
‘elsewhere in the U.S. —
suveral years ago and only a rela-|son will be amang the names at _tained a decision on’ Bob Banner's . ‘TNT sees the tintcastsas a boon - Said FCC's majority: “In ‘view
tive few of the web affils worked; the
Westinghouse
Broadcasting - “Maitress’.. adaptation for. :ty and- to industrial closed-circuit
-tv in. ‘of ‘the incalculable benefits which
uncer it.
In an effort .to stand: | €o.. pubaffairs conference in Pitts- 'the Balanchine work.
the merchandising and marketing :‘non-commercial educational serve
erdive
effiliate
contracts.
CBS burgh next month. Affair is slated { Meantime, Breck has definitely ; promotional areas- where .color is‘ ices could bring to the vast-populae
decided to repeat
two of the _important, including package de- tions ‘in both the Los Angeles and.
to run from April 9. to 12,
ended the plan and put everybody
series this’ summer, : sign, fashion, automotive, cosmet- New: York areas, the Commission
The fourth such confab under-, “Classics”
On streight tas oppesed to graduwritten by WBC, itll he devoted “The Heiress” in June and either ‘ies, home furnishing and foods.
ated: compensation,
‘believes it urgently desirable. in.
or “The Light. That}
“Jane
Eyre”
:to
“The
Changing
Community.
The
Recently. €CBS-TV achieved surThe new closed’ web. which is;‘the public interest to inquire intoprising success in m, difying its j, Changang Craft and The Changing - Fail c in. August. Stanzas will go: called the TNT. Colorvision Net- available means by which it: could
World."
on
_CBS-TV.
compensition
far
morning
prowork, has on order a fleet of Nor-: enhance ‘the opportunities for the
Etems. Cntike the res setup. how- |
‘elco large screen, compatible color provision: of. such services, and in.
ever, the dextime comp rites were :
projectors now in production in particular to assess’ the possibillties for attaining ‘this objective by
Sit all at once. and after a fewi
the Netherlands.
unnerving das for the web, must
‘The color projectors, « according making. available. for non-commers.
cial;
‘educational broadcasting one.
of its attils went along.
to TNT. are able to produce pic-:
VHF channels: in.
tures
several
times
larger
and: of the seven
each
of those areas. now used for.
; three times brighter than the com[extra long appointment)
was to;| patible color tv equipment cur- i,commereial. broadcasting: me
Washington. April. 4.
Appointment of National Assn. talk about the Peace Corps.
| rently available. Increased bright-‘ ‘One. of N.. Y.'s seven. VHFs,
Reliable sources say Coiling has’ ‘ness reportedly makes ‘it possiblei“WNTA-TV's Channel 13, is teche
‘ef Broadcasters prexy LeRoy Col-!.
lins to the advisory committee of- already made inquiries. within the|{to view the large screen closed- ;
‘nically assigned to Newark, ‘but
the
Peace
Corps,
pet Kennedy industry for the gift of many radios circuit
telecast’
in
normally. .:‘FCC ‘said’ that. makes -no difference
project. iilustrates the new con- ‘principally battery. operated) to | lighted convention ‘halls.
;in the. educational tv consideration.
cept Collins is bringing to the be shipped .into backward nations
-TNT ptexy Nathan. L. Halpern*
where Peace Corps work will be! ‘looks for a sizable closed-circuit |
NAB helm.
Ch.ney Worden, who Gied xvester-: Harry Belafonte was also named centralized. The radios would be;
| biz increase in. presentation of new :
dev -Tues.) aiter collapsing at his to the committee,
used, not only as a.source of news, | products. sales promotion: cam- |
WCBS-TY desk, was once billed hr
-for people who don’t know what's paigns and introduction of new |
Collins
figures,
according
to
asVARIETY as the man “nired to give:
going on in the world, but also for packaging.
sociates, he can serve broadcastung2
educational
programming
—conthe station away.”
The 64-vear-old
best in the Potomac precincts by ‘nected directly with the Peace|
broadcasting and newspaper vetassisting the Government when he,
‘Corps. crusade.
€ran
was due for retirement
in
can be useful. He comes from a
' Collins is -known ‘also. to have
. Chicago, April 4. |
September from the N. ¥. station
political, rather than broadcasting.
where he served a< assistant to the
contacted friends in other indusJames W..Beach has. stepped
background the was Fiorida’s Govtries outside broadcasting to see
feneral manager and as public afdown as ABC-TV veep in charge of.
ernor:, and in the opinion of-many
fairs director.
what they could do usefully for the.
that is an asset in serving radio-tv ‘Peace Corps.
Upjohn Co., ethical drug: outfit, Central Division. Sales, in what he
_ For 121 years, Worden was rehere.
will come in for one ef its rare ' describes. as an “amicable
withe
.Further, Collins Nas. epiceived
sponsible fur lining up the public
sponsorship deals via a medical :
Other NAB presidents have come' several ideas for the corps which special
affuirs programming. done generon WNEW-TV. NLY. ‘Show idrawal.” Although he hasn't. indi .
from
the
industry
and
have.
genintrigue the higher echelon of Govally without the benefit of advercated what-his plans ‘are, it's untising remmmeration to the outlet. _erally speaking, restricted their ‘as- . ernment. One is reported ta be that is.a one-hour primetime outing on |
for the CBS flagship in N. Y. He sociation with Government to Iob-. the corps, as a starter, concentrate “Better Health for Your Children,” ; derstood . he: might’ be.moved. into”
slated
for
April
12
and
dealing
‘another
|
~ area of network “operas
earned the giveaway tat because . bying ‘and this has largely been —On one or more small nations ‘perhis unsponsered pubaffairs stanzas, in opposing suggested new legisla- haps in Central America) where ee tocnckings from. thumbsuck- °
tions. He states that for the time
iamons them many prise winners ~,tion affecting the industry) rather results could be detected speedily |. Cooperating with Upjohn is the! ‘being’ he’s. remaining: with AB-PT
frers the very start vere siten sub- - than broadened to actual partici- because of the size of the country.
American Academy of Pediatrics, in an ‘inactive capacity,
stituted
for heavily
commercias pation in Governmental programs. ‘Obviously, strides in literacy—one
.
———
William Gillogly.. Beach's former
proerams.
Collins shewed the initiative in_ of the Corps’ aims—would show.
\right hand, has: inherited his veep:
He first coNapsed at his desk at the
Peace Corps area, it was faster. .
stripes
and
approximate
post.
the station Mondey +3. and after ‘learned here. Collins went for the t Collins’ attitude is somewhat in
Pabst. Brewing, via Kenyon & Title revision puts him in charge
two
more attacks the following | Corps when
President
Kennedy -the Eric Johnston pattern. JohnEckhardt's
Chicago
office,
will]
of
‘Chicago
office
sales.
day. he died.
Motion
Pie.ure Assn.
of
-first proposed it. He bezan getting‘ ston,
Beach joined the network in...
After a lengthy career in news- ideas ta suggest on how it should! America prez, has taken active part bankroll CBS Radio's ninth annual
papering, first as a general and city operate and how the broadcasting: in various. Government programs. coverage of the “Triple Crawn” ot 11949, initially’ as commercial mane
lager ‘of the Chicago o&0, WBKB..
hall reporter ior the old Brooklyn‘ industry could help. It wasn't long |through the years. including leaves horse racing.
Web will broadcast the 87th Keni- |Gillogly, who previously held the:
Standard Union and then on a 14-} until he had a one-hour appoint- | of absence actually to hold federal
year pull at the N. Y. Daily News. iment
Derby, May: 6; the -84th |title of director of sales for Cenwith
President
Kennedy. posts. In practice, it builds up a tucky
Worden entered broad:asting in “38: Despite other published reports of |personal association within
Gov- Preakness, May 20: and- the 91st:tral Division; joined: up as an ace.
as publicity man tor the late Xaj. {what the President and Callins. dis-: ernment which isa valuable thing running of the Belmont Stakes,!count exec in 1951. For a time he |
Bowes Soon he joined CBS. when icussed. the purpose of the meeting’. for an Assn. prez on the Washing- June 3. Producer will be CBS Ra- |was the web's Eastern: sales manag‘Continued on page 50)
i:aid the reason Collins got the! tom scene to have.
dio sports. director James Dolan. ler,
While no aetual. percentage figures are available other than to
the few affils whose
contracts
have come up for renewal in the
past few days, it might be said that
the CBS comp plan is along the
foliowing
lines:
Arbitrarily,
it
could be said that the lower 40°¢c
of
any
network's
programming
finds tough sledding on clearances.
Consequently,
clearance
of that

WBC’s Pitt Lineup.

AN MarketsFor

|TNTint Closed-TV

Collins’ Peace Cor ps Role

Portends New NAB Era

iancy Worden
Fatally Stricken

Beach’s Stepdown
i From Central ABC

‘Upiohn BuysWNEW.-TV

Child Health Special!

Pabst Coin on Nags

SOLO BY THE HOUR
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InTexas TheyDofBig-_ ~ |SURPRISING VFN |ABC-TV Projects $185,000.00 Thus
|

FOR EXCLUSIITY

KONO. here has a complete new announcing staff since the previous members “were either fired. ‘or quit in sympathy - with the
other. deejays. Jt:all-started when Howard Edwards, early morning—
man on Friday (31), ‘made a few remarks on the.air during his
program concerning refusal ‘of. the station. to allow. him off to go |. There’s one aspect.of the current
sponsor commitments for next sea- |
On a fishing trip.
Jack. Roth, general: manager of. the. outlet fired .Edwards. Doug
|son’s programming on tv that has
China, program director, then took ever arid. also made several
taken the networks more or less
remarks concerning the Edwards dismissal. and was also” dismissed. 41by surprise, and that’s the yen of
by” Roth.
major clients to. hop aboard hour
--Qne. by -one' ‘the’ other members ‘of. the ‘staff, ‘among them Ed
shows ona full sponsorship basis.

- Dunn, George. Cooper and Ben Laurie also left or were dismissed.
The station's newseasters subbed as annauncers.for the remain-.
der of the day and ‘night reading the commercial.copy while station -.
-engineeis. doubled as disk. jockeys spinning the records.
Roth appeared. on the air in a brief statement concerning ‘the.

‘|What makes it all the more extra- erdinary is that. it comes at a time

cast day toniorrow (Saturday).
By the beginning of. the broadcast ‘day: several announcers were
brought. in from Houston while others will be. added: to round
‘the announcing staff.

Edwards

out

has heen outspoken, in the past. concerning his early

morning ‘shift.

tue of the cost-per-thousand

payoff

on embracing the latter formula.

At NBC-TV -alone, ‘it's estimated

+

Top 10 Arbitrons
Candid Camera
The Untouchables

CBS
ABC

Garry Moore

CBS

25.3

Gunsmoke
What’s My Line

CBS
CBS
ABC
CBS
CBS

24.3
23.5
23.0
22.6
21.5

Flintstones
Have Gun
Dobie Gillis

}when the so-called. “minute participation” vogue on 60-minute entries
{has matured into full bloom by vir-

incident throughout. the day :and ‘announced .that an’ entire new
group of announcers would. be on hand. by the start of the broad-

Far as Nighttime Gross for ‘61-62

_

26.8
26.8

Twilight Zone

CBS

21.5

Danny

CBS

21.2

Thomas

|CBS-TV Renewal

that upwards of $50,000,000 in billings thus far is represented by
‘Jbankrollers taking on full hour
| shows (exelusive of specials! either
./solo or on an alternate-week basis.
Oddly enough, the bulk of this coin
is being channelled into Sunday
evening.
’ The “Sunday ‘scorecard” at NBC

Who's GettingtheKaiserBiz?
ABC & NBC in VarietyofPitches

On Checkmate
— Checkmates NBC

ABC-TV says it had a nighttimeonly gross of $185;000,000 in time
and talent billings for next season
at the close of business on Friday
(March 31). A year ago, on exact-

ly the same day, the network closed
out with futures of only $154,000,000. suggesting that the web, once
in last place on all counts in the
three-web sweepstakes, is closing
the money gap. —
°
The fall prospects of $185,000,000
put
ABC-TV
approximately
20°% ahead: of last year. The ABC
“money

march” is reportedly continuing at a “steady pace.” Take
for instance, the- web’s January
billings. ABC-TV’s January gross
was up $3,000,000 from January,
1960. Thai’s a 19% increase for ihe
One month.
Three main reasons are thought
:to have caused the increase this
jtime in ABC's gross take. First,
‘there is the general bullishness of
ithe onetime “third network.” and
that, evidently, has helped increase
the ad billings. In addition, ABCTV, as noted recently in Variety,
has
been’ increasing
its station
lineups for specific programs
at
night and the sizé of a lineup aids
in determining
the
amount
of
money each advertiser spends.

‘lincludes the Eastman-Kodak
an
RCA dedication to full sponsorship
After NBC had leaked the word
of the new Walt Disney 7:30 to: ito
some
of its Madison
Ave.
8:30 series. Also there's the every- |sources that “Checkmate” might
Jweek. full hour sponsorship by Du. i very well: be swiiching next sea‘Pont in the 10 to 11 period. Simi- son over to its house from CBS-TV,
Machinations of. Kaiser - Indus-+
larly, there is Chevy's retention of!tthe latter network—which looked
tries grew more involved last week,.
” Steve StillDangling
with NBC-TV as well as ABC-TV|
{the 9 to 10 hour, with “Bonanza”
like it never wanted to see the
huddling with execs of. “Young | & f.
Steve Allen still has a fair... ‘going in as: replacement for Dinah ‘stanza again—up and renewed the
1 Last — and this has helped all
Rubicam, the sponsor's ‘ad. agency: | -chance to get ‘a home on Wed- - |Shore.
' action-adventure hour.
Next sea-.
Elsewhere
on
the NBC
skedj son, CBS-TV will utilize this CBS- jthree webs — this past January.
“Yet the billings. $5,000,600 to $8,-1~ nesday: nights at. ABC-TV, _and,
Kraft -will he back full hour and Jack Benny coproduction Wednes- March selling period for the com000,000 depending on Kaiser's final |. as a matter of fact, one ciggie:
ing season represents one of the
pian of action’ still have no. home
company - tunnamed), with an
full steam with Perry: Como.’ Reyn- [day nights at 8:30.
fastest in history. Many bankrollolds metals is going the w hole ‘hour
interest in live tv fora youngfor next season.
;
Decision
to
axe
“Checkmate”
ers
used to delay their network
route as.alternate week sponsor of
er.audience wants. part of the
Last week,. NBC- TV seemed: “to-}
the new Dick. Powell series and’ from its current Saturday night program purchases until April, May
60-minute stanza.
have the. edge, _This. week, ABC-TV
1
Slot
(after
“Perry
Mason”)
and
reand
even June, but the big spunSterling Drug is going full.haur alHowever, ABC is notin the
reportedly -has the. edge, but Kai-}
ternate weeks on “The Thriller.” | Place it in the 8:30-9:30 period with sors moved in early this year.
_ position of firming up Allen.
ser has made 'no commitment; and
“The
Defenders”
came
several
Latest
.sales at ABC-TV
were
American
Dairy
Assn.
is
buying
:
‘for
7:30
to. 8:30,° because
sinee tie: bankroller doesn’t have
<Almost
immediately led by a $4,500,000 to $5,000,000
into full 60-minute: sponsorsh‘p .‘days: ago.
Kaiser has not decided whatto decide until May whether’ itl
:
afterwards,
NBC.
began
negotiating
order
from
Johnson
&
Johnson,
--its.
own:
plans
will
be
for
next
~
with 13 Dinah. Shore segments.. al-j
discontinue at ABC-TY, the answer |
which bought alternate half hours
fall. and; for the time; Kaiser
ternating with the Bell Telephone |
may still be. sometime. off.
next season in two 9 o’clock hours,
|series .of 16 full hour musicals. !
is ‘the outfit: that has‘a big say
NBC-TV
offered.8:30-9:30. p.m.
“Surfside 6° and “New Breed,”
Ballantine is another dedicated. to: Lawyer
‘in’ the future. of the time
In
the
House?
Fridays to Kaiser for the confinualatter coming into Tuesday as @
period; whether ‘it sticks with ‘|the full hour.formula via its spon- |
¢
Hollywood, April 4.
‘tion of “Honz Kong.” iABC doesn’t ; itor hot next fall.
new entry for '61-'62,
sorship
of
the:
Mitch:
Miller
songawant. it baek. next. season. at. all.):|
If Thursday is maids’ -night
And when Pontiac renewed allogs.
There's.
possibility
that
NabisWhile
the .8:30. NBC
offering
out, Saturday will be lawyers’
ternate halves of “Surfside.” on
co may join the ranks by relieving.
night In. With the dropping of
seemed attractive to Kaiser... spon- '
Mondays, it made the Warner Bros.
Ford.
of
some
of:
its
sponsorship
in
-sor is afraid..that the. action- adven- |
“Checkmate.” CBS-TV will fill
hour a virtual SRO for fall, since
-|“Wagen Train.”
the Saturday time with its own
ture
hour might
not” be: right
Noxzema had also bought a weekly
Westinghouse.
for
a
years
hour show, “The Defenders.”
anywhere; while’ ‘concededly well-|
minute and Brown & Williamson
“loner” onor hour programming with.
produced. Stanza is ‘not even win-i
Following “Perry Mason,” it
adready
possessed
an
alternate
“Studio
One”
and
later
“Desilu
‘ning. in. many of. the tv markets }
-will give the web two solid
half-hour.
-|Playhouse” returns fo the 60-minwhere it. doesn't have to compete =
-hours of dramas about barrisMore good news hit the web
‘tute exclusivity field with its presagajnst |NBC’ s:‘Wednesday “Wagon
with another near SRO. Miles Labs
tige bundle of shows in whicl all| ters.
Train.”
and Bristol-Myers have taken al‘three ty webs will share. billings. {
‘It doesn't. seem promising, what- aeva
Next season will find both U. S.: / With Benny's outfit to bring the! ternating minutes on “Chevenne.”
ever: else .may. ‘Be “decided, - that
the
veteran
Monday-7:30
entry.
Steel and Armstrong continuing cancelled CBS
stanza
over
for!
‘Kaiser .will retain Wednesdays’: at
Armour bought a spot in the
with
their
own = alternate-week. either its own Saturday 8:30 hour
ABC. But the -alternatives- are; to
Reac ling ‘te demands two weeks
j Saturday “Roaring 20s." And perhours
of
Wednesday
night
dramas!
; next semester or maybe for Mon- thaps the only downbeat piece of
put alhi‘the Kaiser money. ta- full ago froni the web: 's ‘permanent emon CBS. Also on CBS: Colgate'si
(
“Th e Ame rie5sales news to afflict ABC in seve
hour: would) make |‘the. buy. “worth |
ployee, - management.
committee j alternate week full hour of the Ed. j days at 7:30 (in case
| cans” didn’t make it back).
It!
‘about. $8.000: 000". into: Sundays at:
Sullivan show; Chevrolet dittoing looked good for NBC, too. It would eral days wus R. J. Reynolds de7:30. an. ABC-TV: No program .-has!‘ covering white’ collar _workers,
cision not to pick up its option oa
“been selected, however, with an: i CBS. has: granted salary’ increases, ;on’ “Route 66."
have marked
an unusual
piece of
the. new
Friday half-hour
tat
8),
Even on ABC. where the “minftem called “Counter -hitelligence” |commencing this: Friday (7), to
°
ute participations” are predomin-. production, casting—NBC controll- «+ The Hathaway.
dropped after a’short.stay in the j clerical and secretarial employees. ant.. there will be an upswing in ing a program made _ originally‘
| with CBS money and by a longtentative lineup. ‘Half. of -tire total ! But, at the Same. ‘time, CBS nixed
single
sponsorship
of
hours,
as
witi time CBS personalits, Benny.
‘could go “into 7:30+and° the other; requests for:a 10th paid holiday
half into ‘a later Sunday slot.-at! and for.a fourth wéek of vacation: ness Alcoa’s purchase of Tuesdayj CBS merciy pic ked up its option
night 10 to 11.-along with such con- |
ABC. or. all of it. yet vould gO into time to 20--year’ employees.
tinued allegiance as Kaiser. ‘and on- “Checkmates,” and word was
the 7:-208:30
8:30 program.
As CBS ‘itself put it to.employees Gillette (fights) on 60-minute. solo- ! that the neiwork had all along

CBS Aides Win
A Little, Lose A
Little’on Demands:

last. week, they “Win. ‘a little... ing.
lost. a- little.” |.
. These, of course. are ‘exclusive
Salary: Grades: A through I of the clients. hopping aboard full,
forsolo identity,
(covering mostly ‘secretarial and hour specials for
clerical workers! get weekly raises
‘tauging from $3 to $4.
Two ‘other areas came in for
‘CBS. increases: While the employee

been considering the shift. Equally

‘Warner Lambert's
$4.000,000toNBC

likely,
however.
is
that
with
“Checkmate” ratings on rise, CBS
feared that to let it go might lose
Warner
Lambert
Pharmaceut!Saturday at 8:30 for CBS next sea- {eals reportedly will spend $4.000,son.
One feeling is that “De-'
000 on NBC-TV next season. Sponfenders,” as good as it might be, ;SOr has already pinned down one of
Would
not
beat
“Checkmate,” ithe stanzas it wants, and that’ < the
which not only had a season’s head-!
{group did: not specifically ask for:
: Thursday hour,
Kildare.”
start on it but more than likely:
George Gobel lost. owt’-on. the? merit dncreases, the web says it
“Kildare” buy i,for a minute a
For Carnesie Hall Fund: would be retaining the same time ‘ieeek,
choice Thursdav.. 9:30 to 10 p.m. feels “it’s important to provide in-.
worth
about
$1.250,000.
!
(Continued on page 48)
‘slot on ABC-TV between
“My eentives and rewards to those .
Otherwise, sponsor is looking at
Isaac Stern; Jack Benny (doing
“Three: Sons” and ‘The Entouch- |whose. job: performance calls for
about half a dozen other hours on
‘a Bach violin duo). helped collect
ables.”
Network - didn't want it, Special recognition.”
the NBC sked. and will buy into
over $200,000 for the Carnegie
and Benton.& Bowles, ithe. P&G|. Second,
CBS
employees ‘with
three or four of them.
Hall Foundation. fund raising body
agency. went along,.so for awhile nine or more years of service will
' While obviously the exact shows
for the N. Y. ‘concert hall Monday |
Jast week it looked-as. though a: pet-a week of severance pay for
have not all heen picked, NBC apnight '3'. Cash. to help preserve
.pears to -have gotten a commithalf-hour, package out of 20th Fox, “each year. of service up to a maxi‘the 57th St. edifice, came from!
“Margie.” was going :to get. the. mum ‘of. 26. weeks. Formerly, .deal|
ment on the rest of the coin from
‘Bulova
will
‘sponsor
a
Pd
|:
contributions made by several of:
‘the drug houses, so that the sponfime. but even. that became shaky;-Was ‘pegged ‘to. a ‘maximum of
the:members of the dressup audi-;:Boone special on ABC-TV, April
at the week's end.
| eight. weeks ‘s¢veranee pay after
it'll have as Sor can insure a discount.
Biz is
20.
A
one-hour
spec.
-ence at the taping at the Hall of a
Benton & Bow les and. ABC exec- five years |of .sefvice.
‘+ Benny -special which CBS-TV will:| guests Fabian and the Kingston ley throuzh Lambert& Feasey.
-ulives ‘are converging ‘on P&G.
air next September..
But most of i
Cincinnati headquarters’ this week:
: "Boone buy is to be the first of:
the coin came from a $50-a-plate
“to try-and resolve the program tor
dinner thrown afterwards. at the :four Bulova‘ specials, which prob‘the-.time period, which the sponsor |
iably will be spread out across all
Waldorf-Astoria.
already owns.
After -an
afternoon ‘dress’ re-jthree tv webs. One is meant for
NBC Radio reports net sales of
Also for a ‘brief time, another |.
another for September or: slightly over $2,000.000 for the
hearsal, Benny and concert violin- May,
‘package: Was in the contest. That's
- Chicago, | April 4.
‘with
Roberta . Peters, October and the last for December, period from Jan. 13 to March 15.
ist Stern,
-Ziv's “Small Town,.D.A."-evidently ‘ Miles Lahs,.a major spender in Van Cliburn and Benny Goodman's before Xmas.
i Of this, according to general man.. didn't want
either’ *‘Margie” or “netiv ork tv; is concentrating around jazz. sextet, lensed the tv stanza.
MeCann-Erickson,
the
Bulova: ager George A. Graham, $900,000
“D.A. "—at .least: not.Jast week. Yet: $475. 000 of'its budget. this spring before a packed Carnegie house, agency, wants to back an Arthur : was in new biz.
the was these things. often turn‘iin a 16-week campaign on Dave nrany of the pew sters appearing by
Godfrey spec at CBS this spring :
Web pacts include Liggett &
out. either. one of them «with, fhe” -Garrpwavt's “Today” on NBC-TY.
invitation to’ “Carnegie Hall Sa- | and: wanted Perry Como at NBC.,; Myers,
Trimount
Ciothing,
Poledge said to be. “Margie's™) could!
Sponsor: is buying. spots at the Iutes Jack Benny. ’ They appeared: but since Como has renewed his: icy-Matie
Vending
Machines,
win ou! just, the. same by the tiie. rate of: ‘one-a-day-for One-a-Day: With ‘the Philadelphia
Orchsetra. Kraft deal, this becomes an im- Chrysler Corp, United Wallpaper
the Cinei. nreelinys “are OV er. ,
‘UVitamins. thr ough: June,
under Eugene Ormaiady.
|possibility. ’
and Mennen Co.

ABC NixesGobel
_As Thurs, Entry,

Stern,Benny &Bach
Draw Over $200,000

‘4 BULOVA SPECIALS;
BOONE AS TEEOFF

MILES LABS IN4756

GARROWAY SPREAD

NBC Radio’s Biz Upbeat
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Candor from the Coast

ec

A minor matter? Perhaps. But these very in- -

O ne of the briefest and best-known appraisals
of Hollywood contends that if you take the

troductory shots (we've been told by oodles of.

trouble to look under the movie capital’s top

letter-writers) give watchers a glorious feeling of.

layer of shimmering tinsel, you'll find... more
tinsel.
|

taking a leisurely driveto Bel-Air, Malibu or ‘the
San Fernando Valley. These are magical names
for most viewers, and the trips are not only ex-

Like most epigrammatic catch-alls, that one
may have more wit than wisdom on its side. Our
own feelingis that Movieland has an abundance:
of both beauty and truth, and that the two qualities are not mutually exclusive. (There. was even.

citing but (Califor nia drivers please note) hazard-

free.
|
Of course, beauty out.Hollywood-way doesn’t

one pretty fair English poet who considered them

end with the scenery along a highway or a row of.
handsome, low-slung store fronts. There ‘are the

synonymous. )

homes and surroundings of the stars we’re visit-

At any rate, when we launched the Mondayto-Friday “Here’s Hollywood” TV show last fall,

ing, and, in most cases, the extremely attractive
visages of the performers themselves. Character

we were determined that the half-hour interview

actors are also welcome.

program should be the most attractive and most
genuine such offermg ever to originate from the:

SO MUCH FOR BEAUTY. As for: truth,
executive producer. Peer Oppenheimer feels that

coast.

the very informalityof the entire “Here’s Holly-

First of all, it seemed to us, the viewer who's’
never visited Hollywood generally has no real
idea of what the terrain, geography and architecture are like. We thought it would be a nice touch
to precede each chat at a star’s home with a
motoring sequence showing the general route we
follow ediin getting there from central Hollywood.

wood” setup makes stars want to talk candidly and
honestly about something more vital than their.
last contract or next vehicle.
Contributing to this infor mality iis the fact that

‘the show’s two interviewers (Dean Miller and
Joanne Jordan) are right there on the premises

rather than watching the: proceedings from:a

.. Wednesday, April 5, 1961

studio armchair and addressing their questions
‘to a monitor through a cloud ofcigarette smoke.
Another point adding to the’prog
oeram’s over-

allcasualness iis the speed with which the technical.equipment. is“installed‘i
in. the performer’s
apartment, home or garden.
‘When ‘a TV crew bustles around a house for
two days to get things arranged, it’s enough to
make the most placidof actors jittery by thetime
the interview proper is to begin,
The “Here’s Hollywood” technicians wouldn’t
dream of such dawdling. They’ ve been known. to

Pp

a 77ARIETY

|

29

An up-and-coming (but not yet affluent) actor
may select a restaurant rather than his too-small,
too-modest apartment.

BUT THE PROGRAM

has actually gone

much farther afield than a local golf club or a midtown specialty shop. In keeping with its credo that

“Hollywood” means movie-making rather than
any particular locality, the show’s been ready and

eager to travel wherever stars are making pictures, and has already made jaunts to Japan and
France for that purpose.
In Paris the show taped sequences with such

set up their equipment, tape the interview and

stars as Joanne Woodward, Melina Mercouri and

then restore. the residence to its normal tidiness
within two hours after arriving at:the scene. Some
burglars don’t work that fast.
It’s a show that never gives the iimpression

Michele Morgan.

of being overwhelmed with. its Own. importance. |

Stuffinessis’studiously avoided. It’s not: hard to.
understand, therefore, -why—in SO relaxed an atmosphere—guest Kirk: Douglas sounded off on

In the Orient, where “Here’s Hollywood”
became the very first American program to tape

‘a show with a Japanese TV crew, the interviewees
included such well-known Orientals as Yves Mon-

tand, Edward G. Robinson, Sessue Hayakawa

his difficulties in getting along with people; why

(how’d fe get in here?) and Shirley MacLaine.
The effervescent Miss MacLaine did enough
talking iin one interview for several weeks of

Jan Sterling. freely explored the problems of

shows, @fact which will surprise no one in Holly-

young widowhood; why Stephen Boyd w illingly

wood who’s ever asked her any kind of question,

analyzed the failure of his marriage.
If such subject matter be considered a bit

including “How are you?”

serious for “daytime fare,” we can only say that’

will continue to be taped in California, but dur-

NBC doesn’t know what “daytime fare” -Means.

ing: the coming months it’s expected that trips

We've always insisted that our daytime program-

The bulk of “Here’s Hollywood” programs

will also be made to location sites in England,

Just.as. entertaining as our:evening shows.

Ttaly and Sweden. We suppose the idea of a program’s calling itself “Here’s Hollywood” and then

Not all of the “Here? S Hollyswood” interviews
are taped at the guesis’ homes. A performer. in

opening with an interview outside Westminster
Abbey or along the Thames em-

ming be just as. mature, just. as. professional. and

the process ofhaving her house remodeled may

bankment sounds like one of

prefer to have us join her ona shopping expedi-

those paradoxes Sidney Skolsky

tion in town. A sports-minded entertainer may

delightsin ribbing. But don’t get
us wrong. We love Hollywood.

choose-to chat with us.on his favorite olf course.

con
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ON”
insShows Already Set,TwoMore
NTA Management Scores aVictory SG TO ANPUTINT’L.
CONFAB
On Tap as 5 Preps ‘61-62 Start
Despite Verbal Brickbat Barrage
‘For. the first time in its. histor v,"

Sercen

Management
of National Tele-+
with
the
overfilm Associates,
Whelming majority of proxy votes
on their side, stoac up to a barrage

of dissident stockholder

Gens’

international

divi-

sion will stage a world meet of its
Confabs;
Hforcigm representatives.

Robot Rhubarb _ .

attacks at;

NTA’‘'s annuel stockholders meet- ,
ing.
were °
The
verbal
brickbats
swamped hy the votes, which saw every management proposal adapt- ;
ed and the management board of;
i
directors ¢late elected.

Chicago, April 4.
What's the union for robots?
That's what WBKB here has to
find cut before it can use one
for
“personal
appearances”

slated for the week of June 25 ‘int
IN.Y.; underscores the growing im-.
portance of the foreign market to:
‘| vidfilmeries..

Attending: will be the N.Y.-based
foreign division, topped by v.p.

|
|

DALE WASSERMAN'S
SERIES ON CON M

¢

Scorecard on. ‘national deals for
Screen Gems now reads. ll. shows .

set for next season, with. the pos.
;sibility of at least two. being added
ibefore

the

‘network:

nighttime:

rét tv writer Dale Wasserman ! schedule is firmly. locked.
Ltoyd Burns, and the following |
‘has finalized a: deal svith Screen
from other countries: Steve Krantz. :
Returning
are
the.- following?
Gems to script and supervise his|
this week.
v.p. ‘and general manager, Screen:
the
Menace”
“Donna .
Station is confronted with a ‘|Gems,:Canada: Joe Joel, managing ;- first vidfilm Series, titled “Grand ;7 “Dennis
Deception,"
dealing:
with
|
famous
Reed,’
”
“Flintstones,”
“Route 66,,
new jurisdictional dispute. be4 director, Australia; Harold
Win-!
iween
NABET
and
IATSEston, general ‘manager, Mexico, and }
chairman | over who's to operate the relogs. ‘national - ‘spot’ shows;: “Yost .
supervisor of Latin America apera- history,
Prexy
and
board
Richard Burton is slated to stat |
mote controls, an engineer or
tions;
George .Blaug,
European
Oliver Unger was matter of fact,
in the series, pilot of w hich is slat-- | Bear,” “Huckleberry Hound,”” and
| a -stasehand.
The- robot in
sales manager; Alwin Zecha, v.p.:
about the problems of the company,
question is one developed by
ed for shooting in. August ‘OF. Sep-|:“Quick -Draw MeGraw. a CBS-TV
ed
Which last vear resulted in a loss {
general manager, Japan; Helios (tember: ‘Wasserman, ‘in addition to.:has scheduted repeats of “Father
He held out hopej Screen Gems to promote ABC- ~ qand
Alvarez, sales manager, Brazil; and
of $7.001.891.
‘his ether chores, will also be as-: ‘Knows. Best” for next Season.
in NTA’s deal with Home Enter-j TV's “Flintstones.” It's a 300
Bruce Ledger, ‘director of business:
sociate producer. ©
1 New shows sold to date include
tainment Service. a toll tv system;t pound mechanical replica of
affairs, SG, Canada. ~
|
the character, Fred Flintstone.
Wasserman’s
recent tv scripts |“Top Cat.” Hanna-Barbera cartoon
which will be unveiled for the first
SG's foreign division, one of the
“Real
lite’
cartoon
will
tour
include
“Eichmann,
Engineer
of |:
series, ABC-TV; and. “The Hatha-:
time today ‘Wed.) in a Los Anlargest. in the biz. hds about 100:
the ABC-TV affils after. makDeath,” for “Armstrong Circle TFhe- ||ways,”
ABC-TV.
‘The
“Hazev’.
geles press demonstration.
people in its employ, exclusively. of |
j ing its debut on the Chi staithe N.Y. office. The 100 figure en-; atre,”. and “The Lincoln Murder 1 Show, starring Shirly Booth, still
Leonard Davis. who is leading a + =tion.
'Case.”
the
“DuPont
Show
of
the
‘is
felt
to
have.
a
Food
chance.
Show
' compasses sales. execs, as well as:
proxy battle against National The-jMonth" drama.
is under option
by ‘Procter
&
: office help.
atres & Television, was one of the
Gamble..
.
Curr
ently,
SG
has
from
50
to
60
|
dissident holders at Monday's ‘3:
series contracted in the. foreign |
Another shoo-in for SG is its
meeting.
He
and ‘his attorney.
field among 52. countries. Vidfilm-,
NBC-TV
coproduction,
“Daring
again challenged the legality of
Very ‘currently is in negotiations on
‘|Deeds of Donny
selling WNTA-TV,
Newark, N.Y..
Dru.” a kidult
‘several
vidtape and film projects
the sole reraining tv station of
‘fantasy, slotted for SSundays. at. 7
- to be made in England and Canada,
NTA, without first obtaining.a twop.m.
and possible. coproductions in Latin
thirds vote of NTA. stockholders.|
Season now unw inding found SG
‘America.
His debate ith management ap-!
|with 13 shows at the start in the

|

Hackett &Tunkin
a Org Expansio

8 Tiv-UA Series

Studios, ‘producers
of:
parently rested on the definition of ; Sturm
what is a major asset and what is ‘animated
°
and “live” commercials, '
an integral part of the firm’s busi-. -is being reorganized and expanded —

For Syndication:

fall. It probably w)l have a simi
Ziv-UA reports that it has eight:lar number for the®‘61-‘62 fall.‘start.
series slated for syndication, with |
Broderick Crawford starrer “King
kicking
off the
|of Diamonds’.

Britain's Bevins
Nixes Censorship,
Tagging of Vidpix,

Ness.
Management. said that it
does not plan to obtain. a two-thirds {to enter: the fields of programming ;
okay of the holders and expressed production. syndication and other j
hope that Davis’ position would not activities, under the aegis of newilyserve aia “threat” to potential cus- appointed prexy Harold “Hackett }
tomers.

| roster.

M: J. Rifkin, exee v.p:.in charge

‘SPORT8 CAR EVENTS
AS CANADA SERIES

‘of Ziv-UA’ sales, commenting
on
and exec v.p. Raymond Junkin.
_Toronta, April 4: 7
Davis’ line of questioning seemthe slate, said: “Our enlarged proWith Phil Murray as host and
William Sturm, who started the|
ed to be aimed at gaining ammunigram is our excited response toa l avriter, CBLT-TV.
Toronto, ° will
tion
for his proxy
battle
with studios 12 years ago, remains as |
|strong new vein of demand among: tee off a new weekly 15-min. series,
NT&T management.
NT&T. which iv -p.
Orestes Calpini is secretary |.
stations and adver tisers : for our |“Wheelspin,” ” on May 5 fer sports
:
‘London, April 4.
voted on the side of NTA manage-' and George Richfield, treasurer.
“product.”
{car fans,
Such. top events as. tne
* Reginald Beviins, the Postmaster-:
ment, holds 38%¢ of the outsanding
Crawford, who starred in the ‘Indianapolis, Le Mans and Targa.
General, .has thumbed down a plan
stock of NTA.
Dissident holders, One immediate area of expansion
very successful “Highway Patrol,” : Florio raceés:. plus other American,
:
Will
be
the
field
af
tv
cartoon
pro-:
for.
censorship
of
ty.
and
radio-pro-_—— —-—..He-has also reject2d sug-|plays the chief. of security and re- i Canadian and. Eurepean races. will
"gramming, with pilots slated for ‘grams.
| gestions. ‘that tv films should be | ‘covery for the diamond industry din | be filmed and -reported, together
_ production.
Future plans also in- itagged with “3.” “A,” -and “OU” | this new Ziv-UA series.
with interviews- of racing persone
NTA Returns 100 Pix
_clude the formation of several new °- certificates as is the practice in the
mara
Start of “Wheelspin.” to
National Telefilm Associz‘es
divisions within the framework af British cinema.
be- telecast to 49 stations af the
-Bevins admitted
prexy Oliver Unger revealed
the company, divisions relating to that he had received “a very wide
| Canadian Broadcasting Corp. web,
that NTA has renegotiated its
i purchase of outside properties, syn- range” of demands for tighter conjwill be the Trans-Canada? Raky,
deal with 20th-Fox.
starting in Montreal, with progress
,d cation facilities, and production:‘trol on pragrams.
The renegotiated deal pro;of filmed series.
Paralleling the;
|reports,
Players | -cigarets
will
In a written reply in Parliament
vided for the reduction of $9.! expansion there will be no let up” 1:he outlined the wide and varying.
|
sponsor.
:
‘Holly wood, April 4:
260.000 debt owed by NTA to
tin the planned expansion of cur- complaints, suggestions and -repre- {
As writer-reporter | of the new
20th-Fox
and the return
of
Tom
Lewis’
suit
against
Loretta
‘rent commercial cartoon biz, it was , Sentations that had been made to. Y
; series, Murray won the: Canadian
distribution rights to Fox of
oung for alleged mismanagement
; emphasized.
}Racing Driv ers Assn. 1960 award,
“him.
These’ representations. cov100 motion pictures,
Whieh } is also chairman of the Canadian.
Hackett
assumed
the.
presidency
|
ered
practically
eyery
type
of
pro-'
for
Lewislor
Films
Inc.,
rc
following a one-vear tenure with gram.
committee.
Said Bevins: “If I had ac- | produces Miss Young's teleshows. ; Automobile Sports. Club e
questions related to the adopted “Sales Proerams, Ine.
Prior to that ‘cepted these and othér. suggestions |settled out of court.year ago and! |
proposals to authorize an increase he wag prexy and chairman of the I should have become a general
the authorized casital stock, to ap- board of Official Films for eight censor, interferring in, or banning was formally dismissed yesterday:
prove a restatement of the capital sears, Jeav.ng Official in °6.
Be- a large Proportion
tion of,
of, programs.”
progr
| (Mon.) in Superior Court at Lewis’
accounts. and to approve the re- fore that. he was for 19 years v.p
own request. Action w as filed: thr ee,at
'
stricted stock option plan.
in eharge of radio and tv for “oktne
years ago when Lewis soucht to}
i.W iiam L. Clark has: resigned as.
Milton N. Leeds. who was voted Corp. of America.
dissalve the corperation, claiming :
as a director of the campany, was
v.p. and director oF western. diviJunkin. a longtime associate of:
‘then: that he had been. excluded :
questioned
about
hi~ association Hackett. has been prexy of Sales:
“sion of ABC Films to join Peter
from a voice in company. control.
with the Home Entertainment Serv- Programs, Inc.
Junkin’s last post!
:M: Robeck & .Co., as: ¥ -p. in charge
ice tol] tv system.
Leeds, who has at Ofticial was yp. in charge of.
In allegations, he charged Miss:
an interest in the system. declined sales,
Young and others with *°‘dishonesty, /of western operations’ and sales.
to go into details of his toll tv
| mismanagement and unfairness” in: Clark will be based: in- Los Angeles
deal with NTA
management for
Ann’ Arbor, April 4.
their dealings with him.
The ac-| i
Paul Kasander’ thas been named
competitive reasons.
A
15-pr ogram
series
entitled tress denied all the allegations. and;' national sales. director of. AnimaA constant refrain from one of
‘*Dlavs of Shakespeare” is being charges.
Carl Miller added to
the dissident halders was if manAssets of the company had. been; ‘ tion Center...
offered to the stations thr oughout.
agement is good, how did the com-'
split between the two five years ithe western. “sales - division’ ‘of InZR Productions
headed by Al the nation by. the Univ. of Michi- ago. and Miss Young held that idependent_ Television Corp. Miller's
pany lose $19.000.000?
Unger yeSpanding to the question blamed
Zimbalist and Byron Roberts, will! gam. ‘Television Center.. The half- ‘Lewis was not entitled to an ac- Slast association Was with ‘United
the altered syndication situation.
Reported
yesterday |-Artist Associates .. Marshal! Stone.
augment its legit and teature film‘_hour films will feature U of. MI counting.
tv
director.
has
joined
the heayyv write-down of inventor- program with three teleseries this;
(Mon.), Lewis also receiv ed addi- vet
; Professor Arthur. Eastman,
jes, and the $2 500.000 vearly paid year..
who! : tional consideration on the settle- . Filmex. as production manager and
'
teaches
a
course
in
‘Shakespeare,
'
director.
He
ankles
MPO...
by NTA in interest on financnig.
ment.
Series include “Adventures Of |
/Robert N. Nathan, economic conHe said if the company could subJimmy _ Valentine”; an anthology as host and commentator.
sultant to ‘firm’ bearing his own
Stantially reduce its interest payOn each program, Eastman will §
serics based on- Jules Verne’s ad" hame. has been elected a djreeror:
ments
we would be in a profit ; venture novels, and “Tales Of The! discuss the plays, pointing up their
:af Television Industries’ «Fredrick
position.”
The sale of the station
‘Unknewn.” for which they . are’ major elements, the main characproperties, he said, would reduce
de. Cordova signed to direct: four - seeking Cedric Hardwicke. “Plans |
obligations
and $8.000-000
bring in cash.
To on vidpix call for the partners to ters and their significance. Actors
segments of “The Hathaways” tor.
n hypothetical
figure for
‘Sereen.Gems
in July... Cordova is:
For
the
duration
of
the
Eich-,
will
play
the
major
roles
and
the!
supervise
the first few in each:
the WNTA-TY, AM & FM proper-—
.producer-director'
of the Jack
WABC-TV.
N.Y. flag'.
W
ties,
Uneer
said
the company series, then turn the balance over' big scenes to supplement East-,mann. trials,
‘Benny
Show-.
Norton T.. Gretzier ..
; to new young talent.
‘of ABC, is ‘going to drop a cam- named ‘Television ‘Commercial Coe”:
man’ s commentar ¥.
would net about $2.000.000 in cash
Firm
is now
negotiating . tor |
and $6.000.000 in the reduction of | euarilen Miller Story” with her i ‘Individual programs will be de- mercial kidvid. strip to house a- ordinator of On Film, Ine.
MGMt.
debts.
estate for films, and it will dramia- |voted to “Macbeth, ° “Merchant of idaily report on the trial of the: “TV's. commercial ©and industrial
Inger. in response to a question, “Romeo
and
Juliet,” Nazi. war ‘eriminal, ‘Adolf Eich- film division has made. a deal with
tize for Broadway “Skirts Of Ser- tVenice,”
said WNTA-TV now is turning a geant McHugh” prior to conversion + “Richard II,” “Henry IV.” “3tuch
Fastman-Kodak - for: ‘production ° of
mann Stanza. will go in a Monda)-.
small profit.
He declined to dis- into film.
:four color commercial tv’ films. .
Ado About Nothing,” “Othello.”
euss the sale of the station on the
“Twellth
Night.” “King Lear,’ thru-Friday slotting from 6:30 to MGM-TV
producer . Robert. Max
grounds that negotiations are now
.“Antony and Cleopatra.” “Tem- |-7 p.m. and the station's -manage-. well in N. Y. for confabs ‘on “Nae
in progress.
pest’ and “Hamlct.”
In eddition. :;ment is under stood: seeking a “bank- tienal- Velvet” and “Father of the
Reporting on the first 13 weeks one’ program .will consider thet
Bride” series.
roller for the daily affair.
ABC's — international
diviision
of the current fiscal vear. Unger
of Shakespeare's
world;
a deal. with Difusion Contem- : thought
Eichmann coverage... fed via the:
said that company’s loss was $104.- made
poraiiea. in Buenos Aires, to supply, with
*
illustrations from such plays
760 as against a loss of $854.700
s .“Troilus ‘and “Cressida”
and, parent web on ‘tape to the one: _F rank Stephan Upped
programming
and
ad-. 3
during the first quarter of the prior financial.
“Julius Caesar.”
Another program }‘will replace. as. of. April 12. the;
Van
-Praag:
Productions.
hag
“assistance”
to the:
stanza.
.
Seven” - kidvid
fixcal year.
“Business during the ministrative
will treat Shakespeare as artist “Tommy
“Seven” will end’ up sometime on named. Firank Stephan: formerly
second
quarter has been disap- Channel 11 statian in the Argen- and craftsman.
hedd
‘of
the’
blurbery’s
Detroit
.
Saturday, with the possibility of a
Pointing. It is expected, however, tinian city.
office, veepee in chargé of national
Deal was made by: ABC's interSunday. version as well.
.
that certain major transactions will
More WB Post-’48 Sales —s |. Meantime, WABC-TV has: de- :‘Sales.
be completed
during ‘the third national prexy Donald -W. Coyle,
KGMB.- TV... Honolulu,
and -cided: to air. Ted Granik’s “Youth . Stephan ;“will . headquarter in.
quarter of the year which will re- and Norman Pentreath, boss of Di-:
sult in a better shor wing than we fusion. Channel 11 goes on the air WDAF-TV.. Kansas City, are thej Wants to Know.” beginning Sun- :-Xew York, but Wil spend: about
in June.
-,.latest stations to sign for the War- day. April 16 from 3:30 to 4. Pa “a week of each monthin.the Dehave had up to now.” he added.
troit office. Andrew Pastula, DeTotal income
for the 13-week . B.A. deal brings to eight the ner Bros. post-'48 group. distrib- Stanza was once aired by- N
then picked: up -by:Westinghouse | troit office manager and _assistant
periog in the current fiscal year number of Latino countries where _uted by Seven Arts Associated.
International
is associjaced° Tally of the group of 40. pix nuw and until quite recently carried in production head.. will assume ‘top
Was put af S5.166.943 compared ABC
i.duties in the Motor-. City.
N.Y. on indie: WNEW-TV.
jis 61 markets sold.
>
with $5.205,590.
- | with video outlets.

LEWISVS.LORETTA SUIT
FORMAELY DISMISSED:

U. offMichigan
Series on Bard:

ZIMBALIST-ROBERTS’
3 VIDFILM SKEINS.

Fichnamn Butips

WABC Kidvid Strip

ABC’s Buenos Aires Deal.
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.

Eatoes ] ‘PAR,UNIVERSAL \SituationComedies Lead the Pack
1 DeafEar
AgenciesTun
| ONLYHOLDOUTS (20in All) as H’wood Vidfilmeries

Lack of. Holly wood. excitement about :new oater. serles for. tv is
S. reflected along: Madison Ave., too. Which came first can be a matter.
‘of. debate, the dropping. out of -the western: market. either along
Mad row of Hollywood, but acrording to sales execs making the

Manhattan rounds, «the agency-sponsor interest. in western-style
shoot-‘em-ups .has. reached. a. low. point. «= «“Few agencies, if any, want to buy into ‘a.new western,” was the

comment

~ |post-'48’s are being. added to the;
eMtries in the: category and the more. successful oater returnees ~ available-to-tv pix. bundle.
With: |.

‘Will:stay.on the air. But as to new ones. “we're on the downward’:
curve, if not. at the bottom of interest,” the sales. exec stated. ;
Only .three western. pilots were produced for. the "61-62. ‘season
_ iby: Hollyw ‘00d's seven major vidfilm. producers.

20th-Fox selling off another 88 pix
and Metro due fo open up its postIn the foreign field; Intercontinental Television, the subsid of the
Walter Reade Organization, is out
jin the field with an initial pix pack‘age. RKO General, in a specialized.
, package, is offering a group of
opera pix, gathered from a variety
|of overseas sources for telecasting
lin the fall.

A F ormat for Features

In N. Y.,-25 separate Ziv-UA

Hollywood, April 4.
The seven major Hollywood vidfilm plants
produced
about
47
pilots for next season, with situafinn comedies commanding neariy
half of the pilot entries.
Of the 46 pilots, 20 are situation
comedies, nine fall into the actionadventure category. eight are concerned with policeman-Betlestivecrime, three are westerns, and six
don’t fall under any singie programming
umbrella
ober
than
that of diversity.

series: were seen on the market's seven stations; in Chicago, 17 Ziv-CA
shows
appeared on the city’s channels.

most prolific producers of pilot
material
this semester
with
10
apiece.
Arnaz & C'o. leads the

Ziv’s 93% Saturation
Ziv-UA study shows the company’s
product
in a record

48 tv. guns, there’s only Paramount
and ‘Universal to hear.from..

Ted’s You CotttobeLoyal’Fnds
Cooperstein ‘Man WithoutaStation’
surrounding
the+
The. ‘tension
offered sale of WNTA-TV, Newark- |
to have — exploded |
N.Y.,
seems
around one Ed. Cooperstein, a di- |.
rector with the’ station for 10 years,
now a “man without a station.” _
Management - and. Cooperstein
are at odds in their version of what
Whatever the. facts;|
fhappened.
Cooperstein is out and the Direc- :
tors Guild of America’ s arbitration
machinery will’. be” called into op-:
eration t6 sift the facts and. render. 7
a judgment.
What touched -off the fracas was

Turn Out 47 Pilotsfor 61-62 Ride

By MURRAY HOROWITZ.
Week after week, more and more |.

of one. sales.exec. He added there: always will be some

93°

of the

269

markets

in

the counrty.
Last year, ZivUA registered 91.1°r of saturation. In scores of markets, including N. ¥., Chicago and San
Francisco, Ziv-CA was repre~ sented 100°C, with shows on
every station in the area.

In short, predictions of the post48° bloom
is being borne’ out.
1 Spring of ’61 finds the short supply |

Screen Gems and Desilu are the

Pittsburgh..
pack as a source of prospective
lof new pix product a.thing of the'
WTAE. has. a.new feature
merriment
with seven comedics.
past. There already are some solid:
film format for its 11:15. p.m. .
Screen
Gems
is the adventure
‘| trends in the post-’48 field, as well
movies.
. Sundays
are
now.
leader with three. Metro is the
as some off-shoot: branches. -hardly
designated as “Laugh. Time.”
offbeat
specialist,
with
three,
expected.
Mondays. are John
Wayne
Twenty-five of the pilots are jor
_What is apparent at this point in_
Nights.. Movies by Greer Garthe half-hour format and 21 sre
time—about six months after the
son, Judy Garland’ and: Greta
i would-be
hourlongers,
indicating
big post-48 distribution push—is
Garbo: are: slotted. on Tuesthe phenomenal
growth
of -that
day - under |the’ titie: of “The - ‘that. prices for post-'48’s while!
form.
higher than the vaultees are not as!
‘Three G's.”
Here
are the particulars, via
Foreign films will be shown... v high as initially sought. How much !
category: Screen Gems has designs
Cooperstein's attendance at a Tren- , on
Wednesday - under. the |more monies ‘the posi-’48's bring
on the nation’s funnybone with
ton meeting called by.. Governor . group -title .of "Le
Cinema
|varies’ from package to package
“The
Hathavays”
‘(Peggy
Cass,
and:
market
te
market.
Prices,
|
.
Robert: Mevner, ‘The Tuesday’ (28)
International.”
Westerns -areTwentieth-Fox has sold 88 post- Jack Weston and
the Marquis
| though, in today’s post-'48 market
-meeting was called -to “discuss.
scheduled for..Thursday and
‘48
features
to
Eliot
Hyman's
Seven
Chimps,
Ezra
Stone
producing,
on
are
more
realistic,
set
at
figures
in
New Jersev's stake in the ‘possible
firstruns: will’ be shown on
which. the. buyer and seller can; Arts Productions for $6,400,000, the ABC beam! “The Daring Deeds
sale ofthe channel and possibly |. . Friday on. the new “Startime
of
Donny
Dru”
ta
Green-Rouse
come
te
terms.
For
awhile,
there.
or $72,727 per pic. Under the deal,
‘to gain financial: backing for a New | - Theatre’ ‘that: moved. over to
_ had. been hold-out Sifuations in |Seven Arts secures world licens- nugget about a moppet Mitty, starJersey group obtaining the outlet.
the station from KDKA-TV.,
Tring Scott Lane. Del Moore and
! market after market, with the sell(There will be. another meeting of !
ing
rights, both theatrical and tv, Jeff Donneli}; “Hazel” tbased on
;ers at.the one end of the pole and;
‘the New Jersey group Friday - (7):
Ted Key’s SatEvcePost
cartoons,
for
a
period
of
10
years.
Terms
of
|
the
buyers’.on
the
other.
in the capital, with the state’s Con- :
gressional Jeaders, civic, education-:
It is of more than ‘passing in- 'the agreement are said to call for whipped up by the “Dennis-Menace”
creative
unit.
starrimg
Shiral and: business: officials due to at:
terest to. note that Seven Arts Asso-! : a full cash payment by Seven Arts.
ley Booth:, and “His Mode! Wife”
tend. )
‘\ciated, which bought the Warner
Titles include: “Man in the (a Tony Owen mirth package with
“Cooperstein attended that Tues!
‘|Bros. Post~-'48 pix for about $110,day morning meeting. He was due...sie,
‘000 per pic.less than a year ago, Grey Flannel Suit,” Gregory Peck, Jeanne Crain ard John ‘Lucky’
wwe
“Hilda Crane,” Vivyan'.
to report. to w ork at 2:30 p.m., but.;
:paid $72,727 per pic for its’ 20th- Frederie March;
At. Four Star, they are amused
anticipating that he might be late|.
Fox post~ ‘48 bundle in its deal last Jean Simmons; “‘Revolt of Mamie
he got another director .to cover for:
week. The lower price may be ‘due Stover,” Jane Russell; “D Day,” by “Mother Is a Freshman” ¢Gertl‘him in the control room from 2:30
to titles, star values, ete... yet it Robert Taylor: “Best Things in ‘rude Berg and Cedric Hardwicke,
CBS-General
Foods:
“The
to 4 p.m% wher a movie was to be{.
.also. may be due to Seven Arts’ rec- Life,” Gordon MacRae; Teenage for
Coonerstein claims that’s !
telecs st.
‘ognition that the syndication’ mar- Rebel.” Ginger Rogers; “The Man Jimmy Durante Show ‘in which
‘The turnabout in We stern Ger-):
the Schnoz
couples with
Eddie
‘stundard-‘operation procedure with ket has some price limits and if! Who Never Was,” Clifton Webb; !
_ directors .at ‘the station.
Station many, ‘resulfing in’ each state. pre- ‘these are to be met, the initial pur- “Stella,” Ann Sheridan: “My Pal |Hodges; “The Jane Powell Show”
romanticomedy
‘manager Henry White elaims not | paring to go on the air with a sec-.: chase. price, too, ‘must. be lower.
| Gus,” Richard Widmark: “I Can fa sophisticated
ond
.channel,
is
setting.
the
‘stage
|
brightened by the prospect of Miss
“60—if the progra m dir ector also is:
The 20th-Fox deal, from another ;' Get It for You W holesale”: “Don't Powell's singing voice and Pepsinot informed.: Station v.p. Ted Cott for.a more lucrative West German |
‘viewpoint, also is of interest. For ‘Bother to Knock.” Marilyn Monand “The’ Secret
charges that Cooperstein used this market, according. to Angela Cuth- ‘the first time in syndication, 20th- |roe; and “The Lieutenant Wore Cola’s money.
Fremantle’ s
Life of James Thurber” ‘with Ordevice to cover-up.
his ‘attendance . -bertson, manager .of
'
Skirts,” Tom Ewell.
1Fox has sold away: from National
;
Hp
,
London:
office.
}
son
Bean
as
the
great humorist of
-at the meeting..
Telefilm Associates. NTA distribour time}.
The disagreement about that ane. Miss. Cuthbertson, in N. ¥, for ‘uted the 20th-Fox vaullees and
Desilu’s
seven
happy
(half: hours
point is illustrative of ‘the: differ-_ home office confabs, cited Ger-: “made the first deal on 20th-Fox's
are
“The
Joey
Bishop
Show”
points—varying . many: as the most lucrative market’: post-’48's, which numbered about
ences
on
other
(NBCbound
out
of
the Danny
from Cooperstein rendering a writ- for: vidfilmeries on the European 50 pix. NTA, running in the red,
Thomas
comic stablei; “Mickey
ten report ‘on what transpired. at -Continent. The turnabout in West-i.and in the midst of a multiplicity ,
and the Contessa” ta Cy Howerd
the Trenton meeting.. Coaperstein
ern Germany refers. to. the: Fed-j of problems, might not have wantHollywood, April 4.
creation with Eva Gabor and Mick‘signing a pledge-that he would’ not. ‘eral . government being forced by' -ed.to take on more pix at this time.
A half-hour series, titled “Ma- ey Shaughnessy); “The Holidays
discuss’ the internal. operation” of . the courts to drop its planned ;‘But. if 20th-Fox’ can turn’ away
‘Josef Shaftel-produced
the company. sith anyone, to: the - second network, resulting in each! ‘from NTA at this. juncture, the halia_ Jackson Sings,” starring the Abroad”
time. limit.. if Any. on ‘signing such. a State moving in with a second: question is raised. about future gospel singer, has been set by effort starring Dan Duryea as a
globetrotting columnist); ‘‘Always
pledge.
- channel to fill the vacuum.
tmoves of 20th-Fox and the future Television Enterprises Corp. (TEC). April” (an Anso—Ann ‘Sothern—
Cooperstein. Jong has been aSSO-.
Miss Cuthbertson, whose terri- 'pix supply for NTA..Other project set by TEC, head of
ciated with educational. tv in New’ tory includes Germany, said she al-;
(Continued on page 48)
‘Currently, the list of majors out which is Harold Goidman, is an
Jersey,. working: in eonjunction ready” has. sold “RCMP” to the’
with the Newark Development Hamburg outlet which should be! .in the market with post-’48's em- hourlong swashbuckling adventure
‘Council for a UHF ‘educational iready te go on the air in. June. |braces Columbia Pictures, United
_ Artists, and Warner: Bros., as well series, titled “Sebastian.”
.channel.
He says. ‘he didn’t repre- -New
Stations
in Munich ‘and |
Highlight of the Mahalia Jacksent WNTA-TV: at. the meeting. - Frankfurt’ hope to begin.: telecast- as 20th-Fox. There's no indication
(Cott contends that upon learning -ing in May and July, respectively. when Paramount may move, but son. series is that it will feature
of. the meeting he called the Gov-. “German market can .bring $1,000 it’s of interest to note a report of an important guest star on each
| Paramount post-'48's figuring in program, with the guestar veering}.
ernor’s secretary :and was told that
WNTA-TV had: a_ representative to. $2.000 per episode :and in. rare ,the projected sale of WNTA-TV, from his or her specialty to perinstances
$3.000
per
half-hour;
she;
Newark-N. Y. Understood NTA ex- form in the spirit of the program.
there. . Cooperstein ‘say's he attendFor the 27 weeks ended Dec.
explained. Other than in’ Italy, |‘pressed an interest in the post-"48 Also featured will be a choral
(Continued-on page 48)
| most European’ countries. stilt are |; Paramount pix, in connection with group of 25 voices. Gospel singer's 31, "60, Screen Gems racked up a
net
profit of $970,000, compared to
a good. ways off from putting a. David Susskind-Paramount bid for income from the program will go
$647,000 for a similar 26-week pe| second channel on the air, she: -the station..
to the Mahalia Jackson Temple,
riod
in ’59. On the basis of 2,538=
‘added: In: Italy, the second. net- | What wasn’t forecast in the pre :which is being built in Chicago.
shares now outstanding, the
i work, another government opera-, post-’48 era was a network show-!Series will be produced by Irving 400
$970,000
net represenis 38 cents
ition, is due ‘to begin telecasting in ;case
:
for. the recent pix, as will be| Townsend, exec producer of Coper
share.
October or November of. this year. ‘experienced next. season on NBC- lumbia Records’ west coast artists ;
Before income taxes, net profit
Success of ! and repertoire department.,
_ European market, she ‘opined, ds. TW Saturday nights.
for the 27-week period ended Dec.
looking. for lighter entertainment, ithat showcase enuid be, the most | Script for “Sebastian’’ is being 31, ’60 was $2,067 against $1,147,‘not thrillers, and: especially not:Teaningful singe. event in the written by Laslo Vadnay, whose bang earned for a similar period in
Image-hungiy’ Sponsors -‘Alike. ty. Violent ‘vidpix.’ Practice in Ger- ipost-’ 48 pix era.
‘credits include “Madame Curie.” 1"5
*
pubaffairs shows more than ever, ; Many is to buy odd quantities, buy- |:
{Ted Post will produce and direct.
*
‘to judge by. banks and saving com- ‘ing a few episodes initially and if
, Goldman was formerly exec v.p.
panies sponsor . ‘deposits — at CBS. _the series clicks adding other epiof National Telefilm Associates.
‘ sodes. for a 26 half-hour: edition.
o&o's.
Robert Weisberg,. formerly asso- |:
‘ciated. with TV Stations Inc., has
Lincoln Savings of Los. Angeles|
‘
|
Jjoined..the..Trans-Lux
organization!
Martin Stone Prexies M.P.1.
has signed for four 90-minute dra“Continents,” the half-hour epias: an exec,
matic vidiaped specials on ENXT, |
Hollywood; April 4.
.
Announcement
of
Weisberg's
apFirst .Pennsyivania
Banking. & |: Screen Gems. is placing “The!
Martin Stone, prexy of Electro- sode of the United Nations’ “Inter‘Rational Zone” series, is scheduled
Trust of Philadelphia with half of “Web” . into. syndication, with the: ‘paintment - made no mention
of} Vision Corp., was named
prexyj;
“four WCAU-TY one-hour specials, |first sale-chalked: up by WNBC -Ty,{ what ‘he would do at Trans-Lux,| and board chairman of Monogram on 61 tv stations in the U.S., the
and. Oak Park Savings of Chicago, N.. ¥:
1 but it's reported that he will head | Precision Industries, in which EVC Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and
with bi-weekly ‘“*WBBM-TV Views
‘Series . consists’ of 13 episodes; up a syndication operation which | holds a substantial share. Harvey Television Corp., Ltd., Australia.
‘the Press.”. (Oak Park, really Gig- (Sra initially in the summer. of ; will sell locally-originated shows to| L. Karp, EVC secretary, also was
“Continent” episode, with Aliging
Carter Davidson,
host ‘of "57 -as a _replacement . for the |other stations.
named secretary and financial Vp. ; Stair Cooke as host, show how the
“Views the Press’ Dy recently added:.
; Loretta ‘Young ‘show. Skein also ; At TV. Stations, ‘Weisberg was :of Monogram.
UN is aiding countries to combat
his five-minute
evening Hews, ; did summer replacement duty in‘ exec in charge of buying film for |
Both continue their duties with hunger, disease, poverty and ignor‘analysis to its schedule.
ance.
EVC.
nl 08.
7
[member stations,

T Arts $6,400,00
Cash &Carry Deal
For 20th’s Bundle

W. Germany Seen |
‘AsLucrative Are
ForVidflm Sales

TEC’S SERIES WITH
MAHALIA JACKSON

S6’s $970,000 Net
For 26-Wk. Period

~

Banks Dote On

‘mage’ Programs

Weisberg To Trans-Lax

‘Web’ IntoSyndication
Syndica

{UN'S ‘CONTINENTS’
GETS A BIG PLAY

Wednesday, April 5, 1961

ARIETY
Lwertecsecenvemes

vo

omen enececewecee.
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NOW AVAILABLE...A SPECIAL GROUP
50 HOUR-LONG POST-48 COLUMBIA
FEATURES THAT SPELL....

muller
16 rousing JUNGLE JIM features starring Johnny Weiss
tly as
plus 34 other top-grade action films (made as recen
any of the
1958) that are bigger and better in every way than
eX=afale|
made-for-television hour-long adventure programs
more costly
offered today. Bigger-name stars...better and
of intriguing
productions that offer the widest possible range
with action
stories, and colorful settings—each jam-packed

iy

and suspense.
For bigger and better sales action in your market, contact
8
ETE
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We
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PICTURES
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

RIDGEWOOD
LANES OPENING
With Dennis James, Marie Torre,
others
Producer: Mitchell Grayson
Director: Don Carney
30 Mins., Thurs., (30) 8:30' p.m.
WPIX-TY, N. Y.

Wednesday, April 5, 1961

Trees

| BREAK OF DAY
Wirections:’6]).

Foreign Television Reviews

.| With: Roald. Reitan, Mildred Allen,

Loren Driscoll, Elaine Bonazzi,
Joseph. Sopher, John” Macurdy,
Ray. DeVoll,. .AHen Gildersleeve,
‘Chuck .Greén, Norman Riggins
political aspects of that era, ‘Producer: Wiley Hance.
‘Major production effort was thus :-Director: William. R; Ayers
smothered by a lack.of substance. Composer: George Thaddeus Jones
©
A sleepy commentary didn't help ‘Musical Director: Glenn Osser
matters much, while some of the} 60 Mins.;. Sun, (2), 1 p,m,
humor directed mainly at black- ! ABC-TV, ‘from. N. ¥..
-ABC News -& Public’ ‘Affairs. in
shirts foibles often backfired via
with the
National
a-tastéless approach: the targets,| association
as Viewed here appeared strangely | Council of Catholic Men made a.
|Stab at presenting. something. new
harmless and even pathetic.
Several major Italo names were :.for the Easter celebration with an:
‘rung into
symbolize the times |original hour-long opera composed
gone by, and -there was a good} by George Thaddeus Jones with
takeoff of a German. -“musicomedy lyrics:by Leo Brady. Unfortunately
star -by Franca Valeri, but it was ! the presentation didn't. -measure
“
only when Maurice Chevalier. ap-! up to. the intention..
péared-to sing. an ‘anachronistic
‘The. opera, titled: “Byéak.of Day,”
‘we were supposed to. be in the was set. in Jerusalem on. the day
30's) potpourri. of songs. mainly of and: after: the crucifixion .and
from “Gigi” and “Can Can,” -that ;; fictionalized ‘a story. of-a Roman.
the show got a decided lift.
| soldier who attempted. ta steal the’
Director Daniele D°Anza, who! pody. only to find .it gone from the

The opening of the chain-oper- THE CHARLIE DRAKE SHOW:
handling of the’ big tavern.
|
scene
ated Ridgewood Lanes bowling al- With Carl Bernard, Michael Ward, brought out all the subtleties of
Victor
Platt,
Hugh
Lloyd,
Robert
:
the
wanton
wastefulness
of
a deley: “another Lance Lanes Family::
Charlotte
Mitchell,‘ - caying feudal system and was highCenter") in the Borough of Queens} Perceval,
Stuart Saunders, Michael Peake, lighted with humor and pathos. The
was aired for the edifivation of: Tutte
‘Lemkow,
Jay Denyer, ;anly film bit, part of the desert
Greater New York's viewing mil-.
scene, didn’t quite come off and
Michael Greenwood
|could’ have been eliminated.
ions by WPIX-TYV, and in prime Producer: Ronald Marsh
The cast, while not great, was
Writers:
Drake,
Richard
Waring
time too. Guest-star stuaded or no,
more than adequate. Fatma Zein,
30 Mins.; Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
this kind of haif-hour blurb should
las Rabaa, had a tendency to. overBBC-TV. from London .
be restricted to a -closed-cirtuit.
For this new half-hour -skein, play some of her emotional scenes,
otherwise
delineated
the
Host Dennis James opened with miniature gagster.: Charlie Drake, ' but:
the exclamation that the 90-alley sets out to guy a string of action strength, that came from Rabaa’'s
leyout was the most magnificent heroes. This one took as .its. target faith, simply and effectively. Nihad
place he'd ever been in his life. the local tv Series, “The World of, Kalii’s characterization ‘of the tavArd
hostess
Marie .Torre, video Tim
Frazers - which centered on. ernowner started out as a sort of
columnist
for the N. Y¥. Herald dubious characters who. might, or: 10th century Arabic Toots Shor,
Tr:bune, appeared a bit worried ' might not. be spies. Drake was a: but he settled down finally, giving
a gruff
tenderness.
Jest viewers “wonder what I'm do- security officer at a top-secret fac- the- part
jing here tonignt avay from my tory, Everyone, to him, was a spy, Yakoub .Abou Gazale played the
t} pewriter.”’
and he even inspected colleagues" Prince and made a deft transition
marks, in un- from an arrogant Feudal lord to a has turned out some topnotch ef-] tomb.
He was captured in the.
Besides James and Miss Torre, for identification
forts, must be. blamed, at least in tomb by other soldiers and was.
guest talent included heavyweight likely places. His wife: was beHav- human. being.
‘ing
in
a
highiv
nervous
fashion. and ‘ ‘Rabaa’s songs were synchronized ‘part, for the show's spotty impact, sentenced
to die..for stealing
boxing
champ
Floyd
Patterson,
comics Paul Winchell and Phyllis he suspected her of trafficking | by Miss Zein to a recording by the ‘though one suspects that the major | Christ's -body since. none believed.
Harry. secrets with the enemy, but he’ greatest living singer of the classt- trouble was more’ basic.. Technical | in the Resurrection.
Dilier.
Gretchen
Wyler,
Haw -k,
cal Arabic style and Janguage, Om credits were good.
Hershfield, Gene Rayburn and Mr. could never catch her at it.It was a tale told in basic reBowr.
The situation lent iisxelf to some: : Kalsoum.
The second show in’ a series,
Double-Talk, Al Kelly. Only one.
ligioso: fashion and Jones’. score or
following a fracas (see sepawho seemee to really fit in was the simple japes. bringing torth the
Brady’s lyrics did little to. enhance.
odd
yoek.
But
there
was
a
glaring
rate
news
story)
which
te
witty comedienne Miss Diller, who.
the- telling. The cast, however,
APPOINTMENT.
WITH
CECIL] sulted in’ censorship of - subtold a nervously acquisitive Miss ‘absence of wit. and Drake had to
KING
.
was made up of solid vocal talent
sequent
episodes
to tender
Torre that she had come figuring ‘get through with plentiful use of. » With Malcolm Muggeridge
| recruited from the Metropolitan:
them “inoffensive” to national
it would be a good place to lose a his comie gimmicks—sudden rage, Director: Eric Harrison
and N. Y..C. Gpera Companies,
and/or political
sentiments,
, pseudo-refined.
diction,
and
his 30 Mins.:: Fri., 10:30 p.m.
couple of children.
Roald
Reitan,
Mildred: Allen;..
their stanza showed. the hasty
While it was primarily a giant. catch-phrase, “Hello. my darlings.” .Granada TV, from Manchester
‘Loren Driscoll and John Macurdy:
last-minute
preparations and
galaam to the benevolent Lance This wasn't really enough to. dis- :
-were among the standout performs
; This was'a near-perfect sample
short rehearsal time. Sketches
.| ers,
interests, there was plenty of room ‘guise the feeble invention of. the! of how not to conduct an interview.
which made up the bulk of the
for the sidewise plugola. Miss Dil- ‘script. Real trouble was that a.take- ‘Cecil King, boss of the Daily MirThe numerous: scene. ‘cats gave
first show,.were shart, continieler got in a word for the Bon Soir out of this nature needs a dab of:yor. newspaper. outfit. has just
| the presentation a ‘choppy. effect.
ity jerky, production numbers
where she’s appearing; Miss Wyler satire to make it stick. Horse-play- acquired control of .the .Odhams
|
which
the. director couldn't ‘seem
totally absent—as were several
didn't satisfy.
. magazine-publishing empire, and
and Rayburn laid it on for “Bye.
| to overcome.
Gros. =
stars — and the | accent, conIn fact, it's time. for Drake to
Bye Birdie,” which they go into’
this makes him the biggest. think
Sequently, was'on a few old
April 9; and ventriloquist Paul stand back and take-a long, cool.in print: this side of the water.
songs
including
ihe
inevitable.
‘look
at
his
personality
and
its
poNOW HERE. FAST
Winchell made an extensive pitch
Amongst other things. he has a
“Lili Marlene. ”
Ed.
Embedded
somewhere. near-nionopoly ‘of woman's fodder,.
iW ith Jim Jensen, narrator
for a new bumpless girdle snap tentiality.
. Executive Producer: Win Baker...
which he dreamed up between tv there's an individual clowning abil- . plus two daily and two Sunday
i Producer-Director: Mel Bernstein
turns and is putting on the market. . itv, but scripts like this one ‘don't. sheets. A retiring charaeter, he con- |:
Writer: . Harry Durning
Denise Darcel, who's booked at the allow it to bloom. The error seetits. fessed to shirking the limelight.
- 30. Mins., Sun. (19) 10:30 p.m.
Empire
Room,
was
billed
but to be that he should be involved Consequently, Granada: TV can be
in everyday situations, where _ his eongratulated:an capturing him at
SPERRY, & HUTCHINSON ©
didn't show.
‘improbable ‘size, pathos, and ‘belli._ WBZ-TY, Boston
There was a vidtape insert with gerence would shine by contract: a time when his policies and plans
{
Sunday Night At The. London
a
s
‘With metropolitan Boston's ‘high:
heady endorsement from commu-:’ In fantastie tales like this one, he. have vital public interest.
Palladium .
But
there's
many
a
slip
between
nity
leaders
for
upstairs
club just doesn't stand out.
Alan King, smoking,. appropri- way .and. rapid* transit problems
the coup and the Jip. And the half- making as much page one copy as
yooms, and Al Kelly double-talked
Ronald
Marsh's
production
ately, a King-sized cigar, returned:
a
bowling
exhibition
featuring . squeezed the fun until the pipe »heur turned out a frustrating. bore, to head the bill of. .this Sunday President’ Kennedy's peace corps
-py rotechnics,
Floyd Patterson, Phyllis Diller and .‘squeaked. Minor thesps were okay, largely due to the intrusive person- night show pretty confident. from and .Jack” Paar’s
ality.
of
interviewer
Malcolm
. WBZ-FV ‘presented a. sharp analychamp
bowlers
Buzz Fazio and:
despite an overplus of grimaces: Muggeridge. wha asked Jong, and: past. experience of.a welcome. He '
Sis.of
the
hardening
rail
and road
Marion” Ladewig. It was a fiasco:
tta
|got it, and earned it. The sardonic:
“fairly
relevant.. questions, but:
-arteries in the Bay ‘State. and its
with the inscrutable Kelly easier
t raconteur with his mordant wit
wouldn't let King answer them sat-:
capital
city.
:
te follow than the action, what with!
istaetorily. Mugseridge. .who dis- 'captured his audience with his first foiks mugging. waving and even "RABAA ADAW AYAH.
“Nowhere Fast.” ‘the: third: doctt
gag and never ost if.
: Cast: Fatma
Zein, Nihad Daliii, : closed his interest as colusnnist for!
dancing on the lanes.
Bill.
“mentary
in
Westinghouse
liub
ottfYakoub
Abou
Gazale,
Adnan ‘the Sunday Picturial. one of King’s| King, of course. is. more than let's ‘year-long, one-a- month. “Come.
‘just a gagster.
“He's a verv exAjlouni, Theraa Doubsy, Bash- sheets, made -the. tatal mistake of|
plex Community”: series of. prime
_ posing long-winded. questions. to pressive actor and. director Albert .‘time pubaffairs. specials, couragzes’
shar Kadi, Naina Sourki
THAT ITALIAN LOOK
Locke’ wisely used a number of
“most of whieh Kine could say little
With Lee Phillip, others
' Preducer-Director: Nizar Sharabi
closeups to give viewers full .bene- ously grappled with the transporbut yes: or, no. When the ‘subject i
Exec Froducer: Hal Fisher
! Writer: Tahar Abou Fasha
fit. of the slight snecrs, nonchalant tation. ditemma—multi-niillion dole.
; Music: Ryed Sounbati, -Wohamed seemed ine lined to expand, Mugge-i
‘Producer: Harold Wallace
throwaway smiles, roving eye and Jar. expenditures’ for. -expiessway
ridge bull-dozed. his way -into the
El-Moji,; Kamal Tawil
Director: Phil Bondelli .
full blast snarls. with “which. he “and transit svstems, Yet with half.a.
'Time: Monday, 9 30 p.m., 2 hours1response. Consrquently, King re30 Mins.: Tues. (28), 6:30 p.m.
: milion people going. nowhere fast.
‘punctuated his patter..
mained” practicaliv. as anonymous ,
‘ FELEVISION DAMASCUS
PERMA-LIFT
In this show King took the in- CC omnonw ealth’s ‘transportation.
The story of Rabaa Adawayah. at the-end as he was at the begin- |
WBBM-TY, Chicago (film & tape)
surance companies .apart in bril-. is in “utter chaos.” reported: State
'Cluttenden>
now a Moslem saint, is one of the. ning.
iJiant. explosive. fashion and then. Sem. .Viario Umana, .chairman ‘of
There
were tantalizing
side-'
Those twice a year fashion un- creat sagas of the Arab World and.
‘directed
his
shrewd.
observant. the Mass, Transportation: Commite
its presentation during the Rana- lights. King tirmly stamped on all!
jshafts at the maddening ways of-tee; who also predicted. bankruptey
veitings in Rome that are so modan Feast ranks as a major tv event the monopoly talk. affirming that twomen in general, wives in partic-. or: “the - ‘New
Haven,. Boston: & mentous to followers of the haut in Araby.
if he tried: to project any outland-!
‘ular. He wound up with his. now -Maine © REs° ‘unless-.- Tegislatures.
clothing trade aren't as grand and
Rabaa’s is a story of fai th and: ish ideas of his: ewn- through his’ t familiar description of a tired hus-.*‘face up-to the problems.” ' Gov. :
would ; band arriving home to be. faced John Volpe said Metropolitan Tranplamorous as they're cracked up the love of God. She iived in the publications. his business
phut. He wasn't too forthcoming ! v
ith the
problem
of -spanking sit ‘Authority's: deficit “has gone
to be. That's the unintended revel- 10th ceatury during the last ddvs- go
of the Areb Empire. the Abba- on the. Daily Her ald. the Socialist? ‘Junior. But the rest of Kine’s ma- front $9,000.000 to $22. 500,000. in.
ation in Lee Phillip’s first-time- sieena Dynasty, when Bagdad was sheet. he’s just. boug' ut, as its fu-:
; terial was: new and, apart from the last several: years.”
ever film on the recent spring the capital. The Empire was dying. ture direction: is still being as- ‘ being consistently funny, :was- hor‘Hub redev elopnrent planning. ad
couturier openings in Italy. The of corruption and iicentious living; sessed.‘He claimed his uncle, Lord :jribly near the truth.
ministrater Donald: Graham called: .
“hig, exciting night’ Miss Phillip and waunen were chattels. Her fam-- ‘Northcliffe, as his inspiration. and | The rest of the acts made a nice- for an extension of the rapid tran‘came:
out
against
restrictions
on
«
ily was poverty stricken end’ she‘ly balaneed though not outstanding sit system. American: Automobile
kept promising turned out to be a was the fourth daughter -hence the ‘press .interviews.
bill.
Songstress,. Petula
.Clark,
rather businesslike. and yvisually ‘name—Ribua means fourti, with
King. in fact. made an amiable. -elosed ‘the first half with tire Association official, Robert Kretchemar, said: the sugeestion ‘to ban
drah, affair—except perhaps for -no sons. If nothing else. she re- impression, as. far as he was per-- songs, “I Want To Be.Happy.”
mitted.to register at all. His sin-. new. pleasant ballad. “Something _cars and. try to: force people to use.
the costumes, It was disturbing, if ceived a thorough religious. trainMass.
‘transportation “comes, from
Losing
her family
in the ; cerity and mild humor were fetch-: Missing” and her own: familiar hit
men Who make a’ profit in masg
not ludicrous, ta see the U.S. fash- ‘ing.
plague. she sct out on the desert. ing. and his appearance must have .disk, “Sailor.”
This was rather |
:
wansportation
.- + and ff is une
jon reporters ‘or whoever attends was picked up and claimed by a. allayed a lot of fears.
“clumsily overtured by a shot of a_ realistic.
democratic. -and: .it.
on the sidelines! looking so blase tavernowner who Catered to the’ ‘But. Muggeridge didn’t cut deep.: ‘row full of matelots in’ the audi- won't’. wor kK",
and uncomfortable in their chairs moneyed geutry, Possessing a beau- and he allowcd:- King to do a lot of |enee. Don Arrol, the: emcee, then ~s . These. statements were. skillfully
tiful face and voice, Rabaa was put. ‘side-stepping. The restilt, as indi- presented Miss Clark with a Silver
Vis-a-vis Miss Philip's zeal and to work immediately
tied tagether by some. first-rate
in the tavern eated,. was a tine chance. missed, !'Disk to mark the 250.000 ‘sale of “production
techniques. fiow of hyperbole.
.
‘Producing.
to those
-and thus hegan the series of tests and inturiating
who :*Sailor.” This was covly received, ‘braintrust,
“Win f Baker and MelIn the end, the value of this of her faith. She refused to cater.to wanted to gct to grips with the’ with. every evidence of surprise. iB
:
Prime time specia! ta any viewer. the whims of the customers. a serv- ‘shadowy.
tycoon. - without: the .surprise, though in actual fact it: erostein, has had Jim Jensen nar
wis left ta depend on the intensity ice that was customarily supplied: snioke-screen ef Muggeridge’s halt-* had been announced in the mor- ‘rate segments of the program while
. Strap-hanging Ona Moving subway, .
of her tor his’ interest in the latest along with foed and drink. When ing and inter minable verbiage.
jning paper that it was going-to. be -sitling in a starkly empty New HaJnzh fashion designs. Show was best told to obey. Rabaa answered: that:
Otta.
done. Who was kidding who? Miss ven RR car, and driving. an open
when it stuck to a straight presen- her only master was God. This was |
Clark is a lightweight but pleasant convertible on the Mass. turnpike.
tution of the fashion display and her answer to all subsequent mas- chanteuse, rather lost. on the big
. All the time, the jastled ‘Jensen not
poorest when it tiied to be a docu- ters, despite beatings and torture. (Music Time) ©
jPalladium stage..
mentary, ds at the beginning. in Her faith changed the life of every With Lea Massari, Gianni Agus, | Kenny Ball’s Jazz Men. contribut- ‘only maintained. his equilibrium,
, but didn't. miss a syllabie-in his:
tracing a day in the lite of a Ronie man, who owned her, for the better,
Johnny
Dorelli,- Gisella
Sofio,,ed° some hip numbers,’ including
: professionally. vigorous. narr ativ e,.
model. This was patently an arti- The final master, the Prince, alter
Giustino Durand, Maurice’ Che- | Hoagy Carmichael’s “Lazy: River.”
ficial and pointless gambit.
she declined to marry him, freed
valier, Macario, Franca Yaleri, ‘and, inevitably their latest disk hit,; As in previous “Complex. Come.
“Samantha.”
A wry, slick juggler. munity” programs,. scripter Harry
When commentating on the fash- her under his protection and she| Rascel, others.
named Gil Dova nonchalantly did|.Durning's concern for. detail, ac|
jon show itself. Miss Phillip, who is Hved out her davs inca Spartari- Producer: Lucio Ardenzi
like manner, still intluencing: tor Director: Daniele :D’Anza _
remarkable things: with three halls. CUraCy. .and pungent’ phrasing was.
undoubtedly Chi tv’s top femme
‘Writers:
Luciano
Salce, Ercole and three: clubs. and George Car- S!Ven: visual’ impact. through. the
personality,
did a commendable’ good.
Fasha provided a.
Patti’
_
Tahar Abou
-den's girls and boys contributed a: -lens.‘work of Phil Galligan and
job. But she had to strain to decouple of neat stints, Emcce Don Bob. Cirace. —
90
Mins.;
Wed:.
$:15
p.m.
food
script
and
the
east)
trom
the
strjpe the one thing black and
wire
tefevision couldn't illustrate Damascus Theatre) did fairly well RAI-TY, fram Rome
Arrol’s patter was naive and singu- ! ‘Unlike the title of this opus,
Sé&H-sponsored.. series
for her. And, complicating things. by it. though at Uines seme seenied . Lack of clear ideas on what this,larly unfunny. but. he handled the ,W BZ-TV's
the hallmark of the whole new awed by the event. The ‘sets and show. should be has resulted in a “Beat The Clock” segment with .continues to‘build an enviable repItalian trend, as she found herself lighting matched the script.. The: curious and unsatistactory melange.| more certainty than his introduc- ‘ utation in the documentary | field
reiterating, was color. Tint might direction kept the show from: being of its two main elements: oft-bit-|tions of the artists. Altogether, a by knowing’ precisely. where it: is
.SMilted and maudiin. wade préserv- ing satire of Italy's fascist days,” Fair- show, lit up by the comedy of ' going, and getting there fast.
have made ail the diiterence.
‘Rich.
Guy.
jing the classical Arabieé stile. The und @ ‘nostalgia lor certain non- : King.
Les.
i

ab
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44|THE REAL WEST

TELEVISION

MARINELAND CIRCUS
With Lloyd Bridges; Buster Crabbe:
(Project 20)
|
“Rosemary Clooney, hostess; Judy
With: Garry Cooper. narrator
Joye, Mary Anne ‘Hollingsworth,
Producer-Director: Donald B. Hyatt.
Marine
Maids, Aquamaniacs,'
'{Writer: Philip Reisman. Jr.. _
' others
1 Mus‘e: Robert Russell Bennett
Producer: Ed Pierce
|60. Mins.; Wed, (29), 7:30 p.m.:
of SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
| Writers:
Mort
Silverstein, . Hal

‘Producer:

was a big. irimense. subject out
‘Twentieth Century
A fleeting, peephole view’ recap-; all proportion to the. storied: tight. NBC-TV. (film)

’ Hackady, Dor Epstein
(MceCann-Erickson }.
Director: Sid Smith
‘turing New York in the 720s, when | little island,.yet what emerged was |.
as it was enlighten- t Another’ “Project
creativity was in full bloom, made | as provocative
20" event, this :60 Mins., Sun., 8 p.m.
|
"for a fascinating, if all too brief, ing.
stanza scored with a brilliant doc- “MINUTE MAID CORP.,

“Blood
and
half-hour on the “Twentieth Cen00d, . Sweat
\
na Tears
it
.Plus 20. _ument on. the American west in ils «. WARE
“tury”. Sunday night: (2), It was.a fit- | Xears” was the. awkward handle ‘untamed years between the end of NBC-TY,

“ting companion piece
to “Paris in; put on: it, but little’ else in this ‘the C'vil Wee and the turn of the:
“the 20's” which was one of the j compelling . documentary. - produc- century. Here was the frontier as!
tion

: highlight installment’ of -last sea-

suggested

awkwardness.

At

son's series, both of them, inci- fimes it was done. witha twinkle,
dentally, scripted by. - ex-News- |but ‘mostly with. dead seriousness.
as it sought out all strata.of society
“weeker, Marvin Barrett.
With swift, ‘pungent observation j for reaction to the profound transi-

it really was

before

the myth-

(tape)

35

Arthur

Lewis

Assoc. Producer: Mel Epstein’
: Director: Herman Hoffman
Writers:
George
Bellak, Joseph
Petrzcca

TUPPER- 60 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p.m.
‘PARTICIPATING

Marineland,

from

REVIEWS

; THE ASPHALT JUNGLE
‘(The Burglary Ring),With Jack Warden, Arch Johnson,
Bill Smith, Eric Berry, James
Westerfield, Linda Watkitis, Paul
| Genge, John Duke, others

Fla. A8C-TV
3

(film)

This new

entry from the MGM-

{TV shop is one of those series that
(Ted ‘Bates: BBDO)
NBC-TV came up with a fascin- no one will like except the audi-

makers took over and glamorized : ating

ABC brought in the hour
hour-long basket of Easter rence.
entertainment in “Marine iskein as a replacement for “The
iIslanders”
(Sunday, 9:30 p.m.) andCircus.”
For this taped excursion
shows:
Perhaps’ this show
will into the aquatic wonders at the Ma- :-While the cops-and-robbers format
- and’ reminiscence by Mare Con- tion that's taken place in the gen-_ touch off.a new cycle of authentic
‘is
nothing
new to network tv, the
rine Studios on Florida’s Atlantic
nelly, Stanley Walker (ex-city edi- eration since. the -war:.
westerns -because the. raw facls
values
and
dramatic
added up to enjoyable view- :production
‘tor of the N.Y. Herald-Tribune). | Clearly and. concisely (made all.. proved to have more dramatic. kick , coast
‘quality
of
the
preem episode augur
ing, particularly for the youngsters.
iwell for the series’ future.
;
publisher -Alfred A. Knopf .and:the more ciear ‘and. concise by* than the souped-up legends...
narrator Walter Cronkite, this look-; Severeid) it: conveyed the senti-. . “This show told its story by com-: With “Sea Hunt’s” Lloyd Bridges i Initialer concerned itself with
fast-or-yau'll-miss-it . recap’ of a; mentsof a people, sometimes. baf- -bining a-superb narration, written; on hand to explain the underwater the doings of a “Rififi’-type group
fascinating era. notably in {ts ref-, fled and confused ‘as evidenced by “by Philip Reisman Jr. with a poet's mysteries plus Buster-Crabbe and of burglers who knocked off banks
erence to the literary lights of the} Contradictory.
_summation', yet sensitivity for the precise collo- Rosemary Clooney as host and hos- .With gay abandon and unquestess, the coler special had some ; tioned style. The city police. force
day, had-the benefit of authentic | more often triggered to the more quial phrase, and a series of still well
cast principals.
There were .was the adversary and also sup- film clips and stills.
abundant: life as the laboring class picttires and paintings. Via close-.
- It was, of course, :the. period of!inches. into..a middle-class . con- ;ups on the antique photos, the’ the typical “danger of the deep’ iplied the stet characters that will
the storied Algonquin.Round Table |Sciousmess and a car & candy-crazy _ show. managed ‘to evoke the full scenes with copious-views of men- ‘continue the sleuthing on % weeklunch & gabfests which numbered |People (with bad teeth) -hug “the: measure: of the -heroism, folly and acing moray eelJs, octopi and other to-week basis.
| Jack Warden, as a deputy police
Alex Woollcott, Edna Ferber, Dor-{tele” and other encroachments. -violence that characterized the far deepwater denizens.

it in numberless dime novels, Hol-|
° Iywood epics and half-hour vido Sunday

|

othy Parker,

FPA,: Bob Reneen,| from America,.It explored the man ‘west when its

‘Charles MacArthur, Harold Ross, and: woman'in the -pub, the eécand( angry”
Robert Sherwood, George S. Kauf-' centric,
c€niric, the “hard
at
ry, pro-Pro
man,
Heywood a Broun.
among tests of the new young playwrights,
@thers, vividly recreated
.1n Marc “the barriers ‘toa fuller education,

But producer Ed Pierce went
promise of riches
beckoned the adventurers and the ‘beyond the: typical to toss in some
imaginative
sequences: that inhamesleaders.
|
This hour depicted the gradual cluded an underwater version of
conguest -of

the

frontier

through

“The

Shooting

of

Dan

McGrew”

Britain's
self-imposed
economic: the successive migratory waves of and a baseball game in which four
dt was the periodof Eugene O'Neill: Strains by shutting herself out. of gold prospectors, cattle ranchers, ‘Los Angeles Dodgers were matched
the.
Comnion
Market,
the’
security railroad builders: and farmers. It. against a porpoise.
.and the Pravincetown Playhouse,
George Jean Nathan and H. L. ‘system and ‘the Downing St.-White.: was. Vivid history - told. mainly:.
Among other highlights was a
House
link:
the
exodus
to
Australia
through — the wonderfully rugged corking good exhibition of fancy
of George Gershwin, Mencken,
Fannie Brice arid the Follies, of. and. the influx of Jamaicans; the and expressive faces. of the fron-- diving. by six-male stars. | Miss
Clark :. &. McCullough,
Jimmy pro & con contradictions. of anti- _tiersnian, And, as an aside, the Clooney :proved an affable hostess
Walker, ‘Texas Guinan ‘and Helen. “Americanism -feeling. capped by a documentary, was studded with de-, Who not only guided viewers
Morgan, of Willa Cather and Edna ' fascinating trip across the Channel.. bunkine shafts at the western gous. around the tanks and pools but

- Connelly’s. .delightful_ commentary:

,
and goddesses, including Kit: Car- ‘found time to warble a flock of
St.. Vincent Millay, and it was _at-jet-speed. .
goad. ..exciting
talk. - ‘son,
an. Wyatt Earp. Bat Masterson, ‘tunes in keeping with the surquite astonishing what. flavor and " It, was
color. were
jampacked into the matched by: equally effective pic- Billy The Kid, E-Ne Starr and Ca-. roundings.
Her “Ride a Blue Doltorial
documentation.
'
“Rose.
..
|
lamity:
Jane. .The retelling of the. :phin” and “Porpy the Porpoise’”’
brief 30 minutes of retelling...

-comnissioner, played his role in
the best lowercase style demwwi.stratirig a rare sense of compassion
and understanding for a tv cop.
iArch Johnson as his captain was
competent although not given much
_latitude by the script. James West‘erfield, as the veteran chief of the
burglary detail. had the standout

tole in this stanza and carried off
his duties
ability.

|

Eric

with

Berry

true

professional

played

the . English

mastermind of the aforesaid
inal elements with elan and
- his superb casing of the jobs
:the key to success for the
;continued operation.
The

criimdash,
being
rin«’s
hoods

Oo Bell Telephone Hour.
“white man’s defeat of the Indians
_ “Twentieth Century” -continues
ans
had- a delightful, spirited quality. jwere eventually nabbed, of course,
as the most authentic, entertaining mene
To-catl the NBC-Bell Telephone was the most powerful and moving.
Crabbe took part in a water bal- but not before they had turned
ee” _
and enlightening of. the..week-to-: musical hour wholesome family. en- sequence of the show.
‘Jet which featured Mary Anne Hol- the police inside out and the dawnweek historical recaps on tv. Pru- tertainnientany in =. its “Signs. . of: -Having Garry Cooper handle the lingsworth and the Marine Maids. fall was really due to the expert}
was a perfect piece of But the years seem to be catching enced observation of the aged lieudential never had it:so good.
Spring” salute: to, the séason. 1s. a- narration.
.
,
Rose,
bit demeaning. especialy since. the type-casting. .The veteran plaver : up with him for he was puffing tenant who solved the crimes froni
was
shown .during his lead-in to the Minute his hospital bed. ‘He'd been shot
Friday (31:..outing .ended. with a ‘of. western «heroes
serious and musically: exceptional- against: the background of a ghost : Maid juice plug. Judy Jove gave a in an earlier attempt to grab the
.
Phe Play of The Week
town, delivering the script in his
-heavies).
seg:
featuring
the
Met's
ascending
.When Samuel Beckett's “Waiting
characteristically. underplayed. but islick exhibition of skin diving in
The
script by George
Beilak
for Godot” was. first weighed as a ‘dramati¢ soprano,. Birgit Nilsson. : flavorsome style. An excellent score a bit with Bridges. Comedy diving
¢
Backed
by
the.Schola
Cantorum.
Aquamaniacs. and Joseph Petracca was above
‘property for’ “The .Play of The
by... Robe:t’ Russell Bennett con- ;Was provided by the
average, maintaining interest over
.Week,” National. Telefilm Associ- ‘and -Donald Voorhees conducting ‘tributed
.The
taped
color
was
a
mite
fuzzy
importantly to the show's.
the 60-minute span. Character lines,
‘ates execs wondered aloud wheth- the Bell Orchestra. ‘Miss Nilsson impact.
on
conventional
black-and-white
Herm.
were clearly drawn and motivatiors
er it “would. go: over in: Kansas, wound the: show. including a‘brillisets but not enough to mar the
spelled-out with little confusion.
ant
excerpt
from.
Rossini's
“‘Sabat:
“whether the farmers would underoverall image. The Mort Silver. §tand it, too. Some of the despair Mater.” . It. provided a-nice.drama- THE STORY OF WILL ROGERS stein, Hal Hackady, Don Epstein Direction by Herman Hoffman vas
good. maintaining the pace, with
i
(Project
20)
tic
switch
from
the
preceeding
light
inherent in such aquestion is reably caught the water circus flavor
-cuts swift and to the point.
! With: Bob Hope
flected-in the play, currently. being ‘terp and.song routines. ©
while the original. music of Charles
Only discordant note was the
.
On.
that-lighter
‘side,
show
fea-!
Prod.-Dir.:
Donald
B.
Hyatt
telecast. by WNTA-TV,
Newark-.! ‘tured: musicomedy singers Martha: Writers: Richard Hanser, Rod Reed ! Naylor and-, Harkady was also an Duke
Ellington score which ws
asset.
Sid Smith's direction was
‘too
brassy and loud to wear well.
Wright
and.
John
Raitt
(who
also!
Musi¢;
Robert
Russell
Bennett
The. marvel 'of:the play. and its
good in the many action sequences.
sud.
fascination is that. most. anything hosted!, dancers Tommy Rall and !60 Mins. Tues. (28), 9 p.m.
Plugs for Minute Maid and Tup—
‘about the terrorof the human sit- Melissa. Hayden, . vet mime. Paul! PUREX CORP,
perware Home Parties Inc. were
THE
OTHER
ADOLF
.
(film)
‘} neatly integrated in the continuity.
uation. can. be read into it. The. ‘Hartman and The Brothers Four in‘ NBC-TV
Edward H. Weiss & Co.)
With: Bill Shadel, Robert Lindley,
keyed to --Easter. and
maddening. thing ‘about the. Beck- numbers
Gilb.
George Bailey, Sidney Darion,
Spring. ‘Brothers Four, folk group |. The Will Rogers legend.remains :

ett excursion is its amorphous qual- {that has come into prominence
via; intact. Through deft manipulation|
repetitiousness.
For. those wanting ,the unusual expedient of talent as . of film ‘clips and an affectionate: NOT

ity, its failure to-particularize, its

others

IN VAIN

an adventure in the. theatre, for. {opposed to the big beat in the disk . script:narrated by. Bob Hope, Rog-' (American Heritage)
ers was brought to life in sharp With:
Raymond
Massey,
Royal
‘those willing to give up traditional line, were given.a good showcasing.:
four- appearances. | Hartman, !pictorial and visual terms.
| Beal, Harrison Dowd, Gerald
theatrical forms, there: are many. with:
in-a circus routine with Miss ‘Hay-!'' The “Project 20” people are to
Hiken, Joseph Maccauley, Paul
compensating ‘moments, wild,: orden: and Rall, was rot up to his: be commended for portraying RogTripp, others; Lowell Thomas,
dginal, baffling. — *.
_
_
f-ers as a full-dimensional character
narrator
‘Time and again,. though; even generally poignant miming.
from. the viewpointof a fresh ad-. - Fred Heider. produced with Sid. without going overboard in any! Producer: Mildred Freed Alberg
the. Henry Jaffe; sentimental directions. Producer-} Director: Jack Smight
venture, the play loses ground. and Smith’ directing
director
Donald
B.. Hyatt
Bill.
lett |:Writer: Richard Goldhurst
its. strings of tragic, simple. music. ‘Enterprises production. ~
- loses ‘the’ echoes upon, echoes it:
‘seeks to.rumble within ‘the ‘chords
|.
of its audience. It is then, that the
Long on.title (“I Didn’t Raise My
“performances seem like a madden-. Boy to Be a- Soldier, Sailor ‘or
ing trick ..being played on stage..
.|Marine”) but.‘short on laughs, this
. The. small cast: was fine, captur- juvenile. edition . of : Phil Silvers’
ing: and projecting the. spell of lamented Sgt. Bilko played on two

__ Dobie Gillis.

their roles. Burgess Meredith and

Rogers on his own and let him bea |30 Mins.; Sat. (1), 9:30 p.m.

{ spokesman, via a collection of film; EQUITABLE

:

Producers: Darion, Vincent Dempsey
Director: Jack Sameth
30 Mins., Sun., (2), 3:30 p.m.
ABC-TV (film, tape)
It was not until ABC let the

Story tell itself. in the last 10 nine

; utes or so, that “The Other Adolf”
: gained stature or value.
This ABC-TV
pubaffairs entry
was better than some in the past,

LIFE ASSURANCE | but the sum total rates as ordinary.

Web served up this half-hour docuclips that brought the cowboy-com-!NBC-TY, from N.Y. (tape)
mentary and news program Sunday
edian into clear focus. Rogers’
_ (Foote, Cone & Belding)
(2: as preface to the Adolf Fichcomments on the depression, PresThis show mastered the trick of mann trial in Israel latec this
idents Coolidge, Hoover and Roose-

velt came

across as barbed

and: handling Civil War theme without | month.

pointed. witticisms. ‘Many of the ; Offending any section of the coun-;

| While the ABC staffers may have

contrived situations that have: intry. “Not In Vain,” which gave the
away the economic
reZero. Mostel as two lost. vagrant sured. values: mixed identitiés and ‘topical:comics of today could.take background of Abe Lineoin’s Get- ikicked
{straints which, in some measure,
souls had moments: of. humor,. boot tamp.. The combined talents. lessons. from Rogers’ style.
tysburg Address, was a piece of i has beleaguered them in the past,
Clips
‘from
his
films,
as
in
a
Pathos, and low . comedy. : Kurt. of creator Max Shulman. ‘producer- ‘scene with Fifi D'Orsay, and shots sentimental and innocuous history,
|this time they permitted trivia to
‘Kasznar,
who
played the Pozzo director Rod-Amateau and scripter
lof his last airplane trip with Wiley |adding very little to the popular! hamper the unfolding. F’rinstance,
role on Broadway; was excellent Joel Kane took more out of. it than
Post, ‘blended hilarity and poign- legends surrounding that event. Robert Lindley, recent Latino corin the vidtaped version.~ His was

|

its: inherent. worth: Opposites _at- ‘ancy in vivid terms. Working with Since this show focussed on the
a miserable ego, full of spite, scorn tract to give a spread of comedy a tasteful. script, penned by Rich- North, it seemed to be particularly
and evil,.and he succeéded in lay-: the bounce-off quality but here it ard: Hanser and: Rod. Reed, Bob] Sensitive about Southern sensiing all.those qualities bare, Most {seemed to be overdone: on the high Hope delivered a commentary that j bilities.It will be interesting to see
pitable and frightening. was the inteNect plane . to the sacrifice of /served as an excellent supplement if the favor is returned in this
role of Lucky, his slave, portrayed more elemental humor.
:
series stanza devoted to the Seuth’s
to the stock footage.

“with. fine style ‘by Alvin Epstein, |. For Dwayne. Hickman, the titlist,
another recruit.from-the Broadway -it was a struggle to rise above the
version. Direction by Alan Schnei- overpowering.
role ‘of Stephen
der

helped

translate

the

Beckett ? Franken as. the rookie with an IQ

‘resnondent
acquisition
bh» ABC,
wasted footage with a discou -e
outside
the
Argentine’ home
where
Eiehmann
lived incognito
‘until spirited back to Israel,
Ti:e
° palaver was trifling and the ini on|. Robert Russell. Bennett's music! Robert E. Lee later this month.
‘sequentiais were heightened when
1 also helped to solidify this. mem-.
The sole dramatic question in- commentator Lindley made much
‘orable tribute.
Gros.
volved
in
this
half-hour
was _of such talk as Mrs. Eichmann seta
4
whether Lincoln would or would | ting the dogs on him.
Meantin:e,
.
not make the speech at Gettys-: back in the German terrain Georee
jSEVEN KEYS
burgh. The plea of a mother, whose ' Bailey, who reminds too stranely
With Jack Narz, others

experience. .
‘higher than.:Shasta. He’ gave the
Who. is Godot?
, Why are -the .;shaw . most of. its verve’ and
characters waiting for him? These ‘chuckles: and displayed: a flair. for
are the questions among the many! comedy. that should give him a1 Producer: Bobbie John
raised and’.never. fully «answered. Preferred position in.the casting i Director: Johnny Stearns.

30: Mins., Mon.-Fri., 2:39 p.m.

‘The’ only response.-that
cam be joffices.
Hickman
played along
. Made, as is. made -by one.
of. the _Mostly as a straight for. Franken ! PARTICIPATING
‘lost ‘souls, is a low groanas
an fand his beatnik friend, Bob. Den- j ABC-TV, from H’wood’
1 “Giveaways, having undergone the
explanation. |
7
Horo. ver. Taggart
Casey as the roaring! process of purification
and abseSergeant and. Frank Faylen, Dobie’s |lution. haye seemingly come back
_Lpater, pulled. their. own weight in to network tv in full force. New
_ CBS. Reports
‘An absorbing and: fascinating up- keeping the mood spirited.
gadgets and gimmicks have. been
ic

dating of the social, moral and
economic. fiber that
tI
. constitutes |
Britain. today. was the offering on

last . Thursday's.” (30). “CBS: Re: |.

developed
to remove all stigma of
the fix, and the air of largesse and

a Close-Up!
benefaction spreads throughout-the
A loosely-knit photographic es- ‘land.

ports,” with. Eric Severeid’s han-' say of the new Kennedy Adminis- : “Seyen
Keys,” which bowed
dlingof the narration. as. one of the {tration was offered in Tuesday's j Monday (3: on ABC-TY, is an inprogram's superior attainments, ko.

(Continued

on ‘Page 54)

(Continued on page

54)

.| son died in the battie there, for the
return

of

another

son

of the Ed Murrow technique, inte:-

persuaded ,viewed

Reich

nationals

| Lincoln to make the speech where > Eichmann = situation.

on

the

he laid the stress on the idea of
The program did not come off in
the nation as against the northern - its attempt at a study of Fichmann
advocates of state sovereignty.
the man. or of German reaction to
Raymond Massey, playing Lin- the forthcoming trial, or of the
coln
for
the
umpteenth
time,| trial itself. -In short, it cover: -1
brought an appropriate solemnity ' everything—and little—in its 30and simplicity to the role and re-' minute time span.
.

cited the Gettysburg address with-|
Plus values included
out making it a cliche. Others in: eth’s direction. Cuts

the cast played

competently,

but’ were

Juck Samand faces

better than usual, but there

the whole stanza was burdened by still remained

a lack of coorciva-

self-consciousness

the

as it reenacted

the history. of a great event.
Herm.

tion

between

few

snod

ira-

ments of sound and the larger segments of film,
.
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Meet him tonight ...
hail him tomorrow
Dynamic PATRICK \IcGOOHAN
as special security agent John Drake

--. Danger—and beautiful women—
follow him all over the world.

ednesday, April 5, 1961 _

Wednesday, April §, 1961.

_
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PARIETY

:
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PREMIERE
tonight
on the
CBS
Television
Network

PATRICK

N
A
M
R
E
G
N
A
D
With the artistry that won him the awardas Britain’s
|

Television Actor of the Year,
McGoohan makes this role-his own.

Sponsored by Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
through Ted Bates & Co., Inc.

and Kimberly-Clark Corporation, through
.

Leading
the world.

Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc.

|

in television program sales

INDEPENDENT

|

a

(©

|

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue * New York 22°N.Y. * PLaza 5-2100
17 Gt. Cumberland Piace’*-London

W{ * Ambassador 8040

100 University Avenue * Toronto I, Ontario * EMpire 2-166
Mexico City « Patis * Rome Ria de Janeiro * Sydney

and offices in principal cities in 45 countries around the world
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Wednesday, ‘April 5, 1961

With the Station Reps —
Ralston-Purina’s Sad Lament:
Ts There a Critic In the House’?
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts:sms. 24 somaya

' NBC Spot .Sales lost its first station via the Government order to
ished other than o&0’s from the
rep list with the announcement last
|‘
week that. WAVE-TV- AM,’ Louis-

Joncsome

in its

efforts

~

IN NEW YORK
Mark

Goodson’s

7

daughter

Jill Susan

Goodson

|engaged

to Jeremy

, nounced Maeoun of three of the Shamos, lawyer with the Hughes, Hubbard. Blair & Reed. firm in New.
'stations left on the CBS Spot Sales.
FS ©agency:‘roster. -It had been known that York ... Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC: chairman, will: ‘speak on “The: Television Network and American Society” tomorrow: iThurs.) at the U. of |
i WTOP-TV, ‘Washington.
and
.
WNBC- plus-ty
formerly: WJXT, Jacksonv ille, Fia. (Wash- Pennsylvania’s “Annenberg School of Communications...
Kimmel,
Lynn
to uplift | Miss
“with Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, has Meton Post stations), were joining ad-promo. boss Bob Patt off on week's respite- “Jayne “Meadows nanied

Compton
and
By BILL GREELEY
Ralsten Purina is feeling a little ; branches.,

video.

on Centres

Producti
_TVRati

other

the
Westinghouse
Broadeasting co-chairman ‘of the National: Assn. for Mental Health ‘fund. raising came
house reppery,.and ‘the switch of paign °
. Sules Bass, producer of. “New Adventures of. Pinocchio” at :
WBTV, Charlotte, N. C., also was
announced.
Moves are effective Video- Craft back. after. week in Toronto . . . Baryl- Berney, formerly
Comp-'
with
formerly
Hover,
Hal
to!
wanted
who
those
for
nionth
&
with “Day Watch” at WNTA-PV, to host Fr ench summer fashion stanza
June 25:
an “Expedition ‘Loeal.” ton, has joined Sullivan, Stauffer,
produce
on tv. under French Tour ist Agency sponsorship...
Don Morrow,
Out of the 7i-station lineup, 47: Colwell & Bayles as a veepee. and. With acquisition of WAVE, Si [ameé of “Camouflage.” ‘opening water ski: school at Hampton's Bay,
also
gets:
WFIE-TV.
.Evansville
Tea.
picked up on the plan ‘the others , account supervisor on Lipton
Sam
Levenson
and
Paul
Taubman
doing
series
of recordings
Both outlets are owned by George
seheduled
sandicated
pubservice
-erereo
ae
for local radio outlets on behalf of N. Y..C. Board of. Ed asking for’
| W. Norton. -~
geries!, and 37 submitted
single
| support of music education for juves ... A funny thing hapnened to.
Katz deal may
also eause a! television actor Don Costello on his way to “Ar mstrong Circle Theatre”
entries in a contest run by the netshakeup in. the Green Bay, Wis.,
work.
London. April 4. : situation, ‘where the reppery a vear jlast week: he was stopped by “Candid Camera,” which interviewed him,,.
Judges from broadcasting and
In 19660. $1.268.400.000 was spent: ago took over the CBS affiliate|“told him he would be on tv and got. him to sign a waiver: now he’s...
Rzelksten’s Teacher Awards Commitwondering if that means waiver of AFTRA fee! . ....Kim Hunter doing
on advertising in the UK accord- .
WBAY |a Mike Wallace 'WNTA-TVi interview next week for “Multiple Sclerosis ..WBAY-TV ‘from Weed.
fee held a final screening late last:
-ing to. Advertising Association es- 'may ‘have to be dropped for
WFRV, ‘| Hope Chest”
nionth for 10 finalists at the Johany ;
. By the end of May, CBS. newsman: Dallas Townsend
Victor Theatre in the Radio City |timates. Figure is ce oenared. which was hought a. few. months : will finish his ‘term as prexy of-the Columbia U.. Journalism. alumni,
back by the WAVE interests.
with N. Y. Times’ -foreign editor Manuel Friedman nominated to sucExhibition Hall.
iwith 2.1°¢ in 1959. Estimated that
WCBS Radio gabber Jack Sterling will ‘do summer ‘stock
Briefs: Timebuyer of the Year’ ceed him ..:.
Figuring the critics, who have !so04. 000.000 was spent on televiStation ! again this year—he's already. down for’ two. appearances in Stamford.
sponsored by
this vear more than ever bemoaned! <ion advertising, $56.000.000 more luncheon,
the medium mediocrity, would be than last voar. Press advertising Renresentatives, is set for May 3:-and one in Westport. Conn.. but the vehicles-aré not chosen .. ..CBS- TV:
at the Waldorf .-.. Beulah Funk, a: ‘press info ‘staffers Ron Bonn and Larry Eisenberg are moving. out this
ce eply interested in this extra ef-; cost
$599.200- 000. up -$81.200.000
fort trom out vonder. Ralston in- |¢rom last year's figure. Estimates member of Blair s sales develop-: ev éek—Bonn . to CBS ‘News ‘as :a writer and. Eisenberg ‘over ‘to. Frank.
m>nt staff, has heen upped to’ di- Goodman's flackery . . Billy Nalle. who supplies the organ backer ound
vited some 20 of the top Metropoli- linclude preduction costs, except irector of sales development . .
music’ on the daily “Young Dr. Malone” NBC-TV show. has-heen signed.
tan tv scribes from consumer MaBs, |thoce from Press space...
C Verformerly With |“tq five a i977 organ recital. on Tuesday «11! at Rochester, N. Y.. Town
Mire services and New York dailies. |non & Sons handling campaign for:Glenn. Gilbert.
Avery-Knodel as manager of the Hall... White Rose Tea will sponser “Teatime with Buff Cobb.’* the
Company didn't expect all 30 to} Pineapple Mivvi, new product from Detroit office, is now manager of ; thrice weekly 15-minute afternoon show on “WNTA-TV. °.. .. Warner
show, but they didn’t expect none! Lyons Maid ice cream .
J. H.:the “Detroit office .of AM Radio. Lambert, in behalf of Bromo-Seltzer. “will, cosponsor. “World News,”
to show, either, which is what hap-| Brebner. who recently retir ed from _ Sales .. . Prem M: Kapur. former- 7 p.m. news. slot:on WPIX. starting April 10.
.
pened.
, post as public relations adviser to ly with “WCAU- TV. Philadelphia, | When former CBS staff writer Jeanne LL, ‘Meyer and pianist Jack...
Each invitation was followed up; British Transport Commission. is chas joined H-R Television's sales‘ \arshalf wed in. Connecticut after first license-taking .and- blood-test-:
by a phone call, which elicited!to become an independent pr con: staff.
‘ing in’ New York. a waiver from a Connecticut judge was: necessary.
from
one vely prom iinent news-{ sultant. Veteran Brebner has held
He did the same chore day before for Sir Laurence Olivier and Joan
paper critie the exciaimer, “Five|import pr posts with General Post |
Plowright.
hours of public service? Ouch’a omaice ‘for which he was awarded
Donald S. Hillman, ‘pubaffairs “producer. of National “Educational:
Crix weren't generally as. explicit | MBE) and the Ministry of Infor-—
Television. returned today 'Wed.) from: D.C. where he attended State
in their turn down, but only two; mation ... British Lion Films Ltd.
Hollywood. April 4.
‘Dept. briefings and conferences with. AFL-CLO publie relations boss
that expressed a desire to ‘cover|forming
a
subsidiary—Littleton
Gwen Verdon: Art Carney, -Casey
Al Zack.
Robert Griffith. and Hal Prince’ appearing Sunday +9)
were able to offer legitimate ex: | Park Film Productions Ltd.—to Stengel and Steve Lawrence have: on “ American Musical: Theatre” over
WCBC-TV....
. John Scott Trotter
been firmed for the guest star siotscuses for not making it.
;make tv and cinema: commerciais.
:to direct NBC staff orch for the 13th Emniv Awards: telecast ‘which:
'
:
s
sman says thati London Press Exchange is: arent on “Young At Heart.” Jane Powell's
"owt
NBC-TV is airing May 16.. ...
Walter Cronkite and CBS writer Sanpr oatiesiie aor the 10 ‘finalists |for Littleton’s first clients. Knight's upcoming April spec on NBC-TV >
ford Socolow now. in Israel to prepare for. Eichmann trial.
re

seacon

“Ss ABC” joined
ue aviition,”

series,
expeditio
turned back to local stations

K&E's

New

York

office

as

aS i a senior copywur iter.
once ;

London Agencies

Janie’s Pepsi Snec

ure

metropolitan

market’

quality; Castile Soap ... John Morrell and

for

Pepsi-Cola.

Bob

Wells.- will

(winners will be announced soon). |Co. Ltd. claim that the campaign: praduce-direct. the. musical. variety
gen@ feels there's surely something | they are launching for Del Monte ‘hour, with. Tony Charmoli set. for

(N HOLLYWOOD.

there that would have been a copy | canned fruit in May is “the great- "choreography. chores.

; David Bloom is Earl Collins’ successor as fener al sales manager of
entidote to the medium's hoof and; est in canned fruit advertising his-|
Spec.-to be beamed “‘live” from ;; Republic's Hollywood Television Service ... | After 16 sears as chief
gumnshoe disease.
:tory in Britain.” Agents are Me-' Burbank. will -pre-empt “Michael ,_ production aide at Benton & Bowles. Betty Emery is making another
- Jean Bartel,. ‘onetime Miss America. will. shepherd a
If the climax was a bomb via, Cann--Erickson Advertiing Ltd.
.Shavne” in the web's 10-11 p.m. -connection .
crix indifference. the local idea,
oe
ge
‘Friday niche.
Miss Powell's _as-;flock of Holly w ood tv execs to the Interrational TY Festival in Switzer-gill had its compensations. W hen| Amarillo—Leon Tatham, former- sociation with. Pepsi is mapped for;Tand next month ... James Saphier pitching Bob Hope to other sponsars:: .
R:iston reps offered the plan to ly with KLWT, Dallas, has joined ,continuation next: fall, with. tenta-: for next season’s “specials now that Buick’s tv budget will ride with
‘John West's daughter, Peggy, married
preem. of. half-hour “Jane:°‘Sing Along With Mitch”
ABC Isst summer. nobody expected the KIXZ announcing staff. John‘tive
Comerford, an electronics | engineer at Douglas -. . . Tony
formerly
with ‘Alama !Powell Show”
series. for which: ‘Edward
éexen a dozen statians would take: Hatheock.
agency.
has been. , Web, timespot .and -co-sponsor are |“Owen .and the missus (Donna Reed) celebrated the hundredth Issue of
part. The 47 that did represent all Advertising
'their tv show with a wassail ... ; Phil Cohan of N. W. Aver is‘the toan’s’
director,
now being sought
the major markcts and some sur- ‘named continuity dire
— | biggest booster for the Four Coquettes, the 16-vear-olds whose Capitol
prisinely smzll ones—Boise. Bak-j
recording of “Sparkle and- Shine” is’ the diskery’s No. 1 promotion.

erstield, Monahsus. Mt. Washineten, Kismath
Falls. Fargo, and
others. Several. via local sponsor
interest. were able to pass on Ral-

_

Midoley’s Take 5,Usel

platter. One of the quartet is his daughter. Muffy .
- Caueht. in the
Ziv payroll trim. the casting .office. was discontinued .
‘Bil Clark

moved over from ABC Films to Peter Roebuck as coast sales: head...
“Rawhide” went back into production after four-month. layoff. Fndre.
ston’s offer of a third sponsorship
Bohem will produce 30 episodes for next season .
..-Cornwell Jackson:
of the 13 half-haurs. Production
will be committee chairman of the International. Assembly ‘of the TV
‘Eyewitness’ Strips Up Flock of Entries. Before
budgets ranged trom $300 to $5,000
‘Academy
. . d-Savington Crampton, cnetime. biggie. .at J. Walter’
a stanza.
Making @
a Decision
Thompson and William Esty, soaking up our sunshine rand smog in his
And tor ABC. the monthly lo¢als
retirement...
Lee Rich. teletopner at Benton & Bowles. served rotice
provided a bankrolled answer to!
!on ‘Hollywood ty producers that hell have no part of the violence cxcle
fermer FCC Commissioner Doer-:
Though it's only a one-a-week | ample of the show's flexibility and! and has the backing of two of the firm's clients—Gener al Foeds. and
for’s primetime pubservice plan.
show. “Eyewitness to History” on | selectivity. it’s not: the only one. ! Procter & Gamble.

Web plans to give the best shows tccasion makes like a five-a-week |Cases of three stories a week have
a summer replacement run. Ralston ; strip before coming up with a finat |been frequent over the program's
js

hoping

mavhbe

a critic. or two. choice

for its major

Friday

night | 26-week

course,

and. in one

case

\IN CHICAGO...

.

“Len O'Connor Comments.” aired 45 times a Week: twice a cay on
will take a look.
story.
Such an oceasion was the; a complete show—the. Japanese
Pitchmen’s Pitechmen
I week before last.
when the “Eye-! elections last fall—was. taped and ! WNBQ and once on WMAQ. is SRO. ,.. Deciay Mike Rapchak checked
‘out
of WCFL..
Sterling (Red) Quinlan. out of the hospital. after his
American Association of Adver-| “itness™ staff tackled five’ stories ;discarded at the. last moment in.
tising Agencies has okayed a pub-! during the weck, with the fifth: favor. of the New Orleans” school !‘bout with hepatitis. and resting at, home for another fortnight . . . Mel
-Hall named new program manager of WJJD, vice Stan Major wholic relations campaign on behalf; and final one, the Laotian crisis,’ story.
reverts exclusively to on-the-air status ..
..WBBM. ‘launching new
aft adver tising which has been rec-; getting the nod.
.
.
Midgley, who joined CRS News
cmmended by the org’s p.r. coun-:
Week started with editing of some six years aro after having: documentary series on inmates of Cook County: Jail, which John
Calloway has researched and produced..,
Norm Cissna upped to
cil. Hill & Knowlton.
: footage shat at the U. of Minne-. been managing editor .of Look, a.

asst. Reneral sales manager of WNBQ. with ‘Jack Hauser moving umto
H&K
has
based
the recom-: *sota for a yarn on President Ken-. Collier's correspondent. and. boss |
‘his previous -post of local sales manager
‘Daily. News. tv editor
mended campaign on a four-month,nedy's plan for Federal aid.to high-. of the Paris Herald in -1944 andTerry Turner addressing local chapter of ‘American Women.in Radio
etudy of public opinion toward ad-/| er education. Meanwhile, another ; 1945, sees this sort of frenetic ac- |
& Tv at Kungsholmi today ‘Wed.) ... . Danny Themas tapped for salute
vertising
Study included “depth”; unit was working on the story of tivity as both natural and desir- to the Claretian Fathers at MeCormick Place on April 26. Sig Sakowiez,
interviews of opinion leaders in: Gen. James Gavin, the new Am-| able, since it gives his staff the Fahey Flynn and Paul Molloy comprise the publicitv committee for the
six.
areas.
including
university’ bassador to France. On Tuesday {utmost
flexibility’ and
permits event .
Carter Davidson helming new WBBM-TV pubaflairs. series, economists and sociologists, busi-: ‘
'21), that
story
fizzled
because | them to handle the hottest ‘story: of “New Nations”.
. Frances Foster of “Raisin. In the Sun” cast tapped
ress executives. writers, govern-; though Gavin had promised :coop-| the week: at the Jast minute. But for a “Light Time” episode at Fred Niles Productions oe Hal Fisher,
ment officials and clergymen. Firm: eration while still in Washington, : Midgley’s conception of news is a: | WBBM-TV pubaffairs chief, accoladed with a life membership: in Parenteka considered
recent:
opinion ! once he arrived in Paris his em- | broad one, and he sees thé Paris’; ‘Teacher Assn.
pels, ‘current literature and opin-' bassy
staff advised
against
the’ fashions, for .example, as. legitijons within the ad industry.
‘ show,
Mate a nevs. story-as the Polaris.
missile.. So three of this
Qn the following dav, footare
ear’s
Rumor Is Truth
stanzas have been
Associated. Televiision screening a one- hour report from Washington
Long rumored and often denied began arriving from Geneva on a’ “Eyewitness”
exit of BBDO publicity chief Ralf projected atom test-ban yarn, but.*‘soft™ news—the Paris fashiong on Jack Kennedy's: government April 19. Title: “The New Americans.”
his meteriadized. He moves Major , because the story couldn't be told and the World Scries were two -of Program will be introduced by Ian Trethowan, tirst reporter outside
the. Americas to interview President :“Ke nnedy
Ella Fitzgerald, ;
«ver to John Moynahan & Co., in-' properly with the footage avail- them..
Uhat was
postponed.
On.
For -‘Midgley. even in six years, Oscar Peterson and the Johnny Dankworth. orchestra doing .a specée:national pubrelations tirm. as a able.
this sort of thing is old. stuff, | tacular for ‘Granada Television on -Wednesday "12 first of a series
sceepee. effective May 1.°
Thursday
=mernings
anchorman
Taking over as BBDO director Walter
Cronkite
and = producer
Shortly after joining the network
showcasing top names in American and British jazz.
Both. BBC. and.
e! public relations is Leo J. Turner.: Leslie Midgley flew to Cape Ca- to write: the: pilot of the Will Rog. | tommercial network televising Duke of Kent's ‘wedding June 8.
Russell Turner, light entertainment producer, quitting BBC Television
vith Richerd M. Detwiler becom-' naveral by way of Miami and: ar- ers’ “Mor ning. Show.
he shifted
ing manager of the department. langed for live cameras to be sent over to the news
operation
ta to freelance. Turner. former son-in-law of Bebe Daniels and Ben":
Turmer has for six years been a. to Canaveral for a story.on the. head up‘’a then-new ‘special unit |Lyon, originated “Juke Box Jury” and was.a director of the “6.5 Spe=
Peter Sellers, ‘Harry. Secombe -and: Spike Milseenee at Scelvage & Lee.
Astronauts.
Eversthing
was
set to prepare. news specials at a mo-: cial” teenage show . .
ligan talking about a rev ival of The Goen Show, Zany radio series
Up and down: Les Vason. con-, viten werd came down abeut the - ment’s notice.
Some memorable
Peter: Black,
tultant designer and former ewuneri President’s
press conference
on stanzas—like the one. én Cyprus: which made ‘all their reputations just after-the war’ ...
ef West Coast Designers, Los An-' Leos tiat das. Cronkite and Mid- and shortly attems: ids, the hour- tv critic of the Daily Mail, will. edit The British Film: Tnstitute’s new
. Novelist Pamel reles, has moved to Australia and: glev dropped the \strouants story, ! long show.on the Hu nszrian Revo- ‘television magazine. to be published later this vear
Forned the U.S P.-Benson Pty. Ltdhiiend@ fowtied back to N. Y.- ~ Lass Iution: and the ‘Suez: crisis—fol- ‘Hansford-Johnson comparing British and: erica. education on BBC
ad shop as an art director.
Paes Calinitels
the
next
night's lowed. and thereaiter it was cnly radio Tuesday (11) :.. . Kenneth Haigh warring: in. Alun Owen's “The,
natural that Midelev’s special unit. “Ways ot Love’ on ABC Television Sundéy :9), Play is Owen's ‘tom th
Jack DeCeNe has joined Ken-! s«rn.
Ot
the
tise dn-one-week | evolve
yon
&
Eckharet.
San
Frensisen!
Theuea
into the tanteug
of the. lor ABC" and first to be set outside his n:utce Lancathire and. North
Office, os a Copy chich. We wis with] Case wes by far the sfreungest ¢x- “Eyewitness” Operétion,
{Continued on page 46).
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buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 247 markets. The

Varrery’ 3 weekly. “qabulation based .on-ratings furnished by American Research
ten network shows ona local level and offers a rating study
the: top
hlights
Tr

a

restlts of that tabulation will be found weekly in VARIETY. C‘oupled with the rating
performance of the top ten network shows on the local lerel, the VarteTy-ARB charts

This week

Buoe ne the topnto en cated. shows. an the same. ‘particular market.
| five different markets are covered..

coupled with data as. to time and day of telecasting

com-

_

ANGELES

Nov.-Dec.

1960 survey covered

a multi-week

period.

Syndicated

shows

limited

be

will

data

judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec.
those syndicated shows which -played in all weeks.

“exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is: to reflect: the true rating
strength ‘of particular series. “Various branches (Of. the industry, ranging from media

Los

¢*) ARB’s

- sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be properlyto

f petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is: furnished. Reason for. detailing an
.

J

ate designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery tr market in the U.S

In the syndicated program listings. ofthe top’ ten shows, rating data such as the

average. ‘share of audience,
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». STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, KTTV, KCOP. *SURVEY DATES: NOV. 23 - DEC. 20, 1960.
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“TOP TEN. NETWORK SHOWS.
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ttLe Lock-Up (Sat. 7:00) ..............KNXT..., Ziv-UA
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.
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4; 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:00-9:001 .-..
WFAA
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.
KRLD
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*SURVEY DATES: NOV. 23 - DEC. 20, 1960.
63:Fisht of The Week

... WFAA
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iHuntley-Brinkley
......
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KRLD
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20.2... WBAP
.... KRLD
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KTVT

$
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4
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11
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8
6
5
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“SURVEY DATES: NOV. 23 - DEC. 20, 1960.
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9

|
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2
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1
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.
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;
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;
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I
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7
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‘

»News-D.
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........ WTVN
........ WLWC
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1)

....-.... WBNS
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......
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STATIONS: WCCO, KSTP, KMSP, WTCN. *SURVEY DATES: NOV. 23 - DEC. 20, 1969.
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i 8. Vikings (Wed. 6:00' ......-. wueeces

26 |;
1
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9

CBS
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7

7
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...... WTCN
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.
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STATIONS: WBRC, WAPI. SURVEY DATES: JAN. 10 - FEB. 15, 1961.

1.
Gunstioge it,
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:
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;

eee
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23

|
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1°
Ii
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MINNE APOLIS- ST.P AUL.
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26' News:

1 KRCA

11
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7. Rawhide (Fri, 7:30-8:30)... syrreeeM BNS-

‘Lu
Untouchables
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11

KRCA
KTT
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S45
|
* 6. Sea. Hunt
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23! Death Valley Das

33

7%

e eee WBNS
veces

aoe ofpeost fet:
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Draw McGraw ..
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KNXT
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_

12
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- STATIONS: WLWC, WTVYN, WBNS.

42 3a
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ray ar
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2
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"WEAA

|
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-4. Rifleman (Tues.
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, 30 |.
6. Coronado 9 (Wed. 9:30" we etaeee 2. WBAP:...MCA
6. U.S., Marshal. (Wed. 9:00).......
KTVT
NTA

.

Se

1)

Huckleberry Hound .... KTTV

31 i .
rr. 4. Two Faces West (Thurs. 9:30!
.. WBAP....Screen Gems
-30.1.5. Tombstone Territory ‘Mon. 10: 30°.
.WFAA.... Ziv-CA
30:6. Air Power (Sat. 10: I |
BOE ;

AV.
RTG.

39 Curtain Time: Fight Weck KABC

STATIONS: KRLD, WBAP, WFAA, KTVT.

31° 3. Woody. Woodpecker. (Mon. 6:00)...... KTVT

7. Lawman (Sun: 7:30-8:00)
2.0.0.5... WFAA
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.. Screen
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KROD

COLUMBUS,

KITV
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19
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2.: Brothers" Brannigan (Tues. 9:30) ..... WFAA...
‘37
35 |
‘2: Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00).... KTVT.... Screen Gems
3 it
3 |i 2.. Quick Draw McGraw iTues, 6:00'.. _. KTVT .. Screen Gems
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Be,
,

KRLD

7. Perry Mason. ‘Sat. 6:30-7:30)......-

..

TOP COMPETITION

12

27 it5. Tombstone Territory. (Fri. 7:00) .... KARBC.... Ziv-UA

“DTALLASFT.W ORTH
:

SH. |PROGRAM

;

QT. 5 Quick Draw McGraw (Mon.: 7:00)
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, Ts Untouchables: (Thurs. 9:30-10:30).
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. 6: Ed Sullivan (Sun.-8: 00-9: 60)... toewes a -KNXT
7. Checkmate (Sat. 8:30-9: 30)2 0. c.8.2.c KNXT
-
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14
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... ......... .
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~
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|
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‘
ViPAPI

A

laapp

‘ Candid Camera (Sun. 9:00-‘9:30)....) -WBRC
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Sunset Strip (Sun, 7:00-8:00)...
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.

.

Screen Gems
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(Continued on page ‘
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.........
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at 162 Willow St.

os

5473.

OR _6-5473__

GLENHD.

ras

apel

Esvomsats 4 yr. old custom bullt by one ‘of finest}

9-

eae

°

magnificent

rms xarege,. covered patio. fin bsmt,
w-w carpet. strms &. scrns_ dishwasher,
washer de dr.er, 44,°7 GI mtge. $22.500.

2 baths. rec rm_ shaded ‘ot. pr 5. lvy Oxford Bivd; large pict
7.500
Principals’ only _CHspel_ 9-765
Bre, ex110
ees
ey
NW. Car Sackville-Stwart,
$54,500
ABMINGDALE, 2 -yr -hrick,
Peach é
PLOTS.
AVAILABL

EASTBARBOUR
CR EXPRESS—iarse. Spit

extras,

ran 3 pak fin bsmnt, gar. 2 patios. wi

-

$42 ra0

tao 4
cor

at price,

Tremendous center}...

&d mya {sts 0. “CHapel

SuHERto sult s

| BR RUG

EL

:y

jur home on .prefessionally lan... =; ed

PI 6-5127-__—

;

baths,

dining 2%

bath:

Z-

a

gavage, Close to,
‘ a” conveniences. r] karage,

eat-in

kitchen,

Private

Pool

road

°

quarters.

\rthur's

dining

sseakfast

m,-

adjacent.-

ood

& bath}. 28 f(t carpeted
rm,

warm

-s)

rm, modern Kit.huge

sun-filled

-psmt. aun

paneled

«;

fans cert

sun peh,

{°° 4¢

rm, 2 car: Loads. of tN cas

area and: dork. erivibges, “Exchisive,

Elécrado

PI 7- 3705.

‘Sat. Sunday. 1V_6-6748, .

bedrm

bedrms,’ 2 baths

.

2d;

er AO OUCED FROM. $23,900

THOMAS 3, MOLLOY, JR.

CONDITION!

c

“A residential area. nrbOs & £ 8
Uvibe
ene airing Pe eeu wich

PI 72010 _” 544 Middle Neck Rd.
TREMPE a za

HU 7-1177| bedrms down; 3 bedrms up: on ed
$37,500eo]Casemt. 7% baths, oil va Barage: Pv

RAND-NEW
PASTING

Ist

fr includes- “sunporch, den. powder. rni,

oo

. HEMPSTEAL

2-car

$42,500

662 Franklin Ave
DAKOFA-DODGE

$23,500.)

extras.

BRS: carpeting. Many

9 more bedrms.

exp attic for

walls +

den. Fin‘!

TREMPEALERT. Wisc. _
$39-500} HENDERSON 6 orm. ranch, 4 ya eld
MAGNIF
CUSTOM
BRK: STORE diaster was, a vee dtc =

WV rai. 3. twin-sized Dédrms, 2} GREENE
bérms.strms-scrns.
9 yrs, over|""
SEDROOMS,
4 BATHS
size ger,FARK—S
sluminum
W/rerce "
coionial
in Estates
section,

fult baths. Custom features Incl plaster{

Homes— Wyoming

Se

paneled

and reom for additonal reoms. Mobegutiful full acre lcaded with ‘trees
20°x66’ reInforcéd concrete
patio wath

From £41,250 barbecue.
schoo].

nursery grounds features 6 ‘enormous
“ose I ILESIDE. AVE
rms. inck large din rm, eat-in. kitchen. |————
—

By yrs, gar, 503100. Nr yacht pasin.

,

F&G CONSTRUCTION. CO Principals only. $54500.HU 7-8134.

95.1917:

fleldstone fireplacé. ‘banquet. ding:m.,
lge modern eat-in kitchen. den on Ist

fletene 921109

THE BUY OF A LET
ME ch Rash

326.500, Make oifer, Agt. FL_ 93-2580.
BAYSIDE.
2 FAMILIFS-BRICK
43a AV & 215th St.
Heights Realty

14'x22’

agen] Potal
S ble of
Bennie
arene Tin Soom for
GARDEN CITYTOP POOL: BOCK. AREA,
PRICED|
&basement.
doors “troadloom,
‘partlely
‘t.: +.
7 bedtms, Magnificent -Archi- |Colonial One of its kind.’ ist fir fea-] FOR QUICK SALE"
|
front tae :.-:va)
729.950
afterfenced
5 PM yard.
Moa-Friy
. tecture zg construction. 28 ft livgrm., tures—large Jiving rm, fireplace. family

‘ ALL-BRICK RANCH

Y% Acre — 2-car Gor —2 Bths

Mon-Fri

Call

116

1.

Sn
EASTWARBOUR

Seimming boating.

mile

9-5, NYC, EL

°

2 bedroom

—_—_———

Inspect mcael

Bock& Cedar‘herific neighborhood! |CREENE
$28,994 1"
$18,990, EXPRESS REALTY, 1790 HempENGLISH TUDOR

.

HOUNDARY
§ rm Cape, brick &
anbestcs dead end street, full bsmt &
attic. Many extras. $15.800. MO 7-8112
BOUNDARY = em split, w/wo furn,
garage, Carpet. Appliances. Storms,
Screens._ Fences___MO_7 “250,

“BOENDARY

o

Principals only!Vv 3- 2603.

CE.

vunly.

.

.

RALPH. RICCARDO. CORP:

1% Weekdays PR 5-3{00

extras. $19,990. - Pvt.

Honer attached vearage patio. large FARMINGDALE.

FR 1:--2A8A

P rin, 3 bath:

st aa

1 patio,$29,500,
lo _w. tex.
9,500, Jo_w_ tex.

$31.750"

BEIGE
teesfeAPY, ss Fetes |¢rooms gathe,
1 epsGpcout Lest Haemost
anhige 2Sar|Carter” 1 varytareesatme
2bathe|maser ste bedrmé,dbathets)yo
E,BARROUR. Lakeville Ranch, 3 bed-| FARMINGDALE, Lege spl¥, :a. Sot hicoiton Ae. ¥S2100 100 $45.000 |hed basement with large extra rooms| fuc Ganced living mm (free

tien. 5-rm apts available
Good income Ask’g $21,990. Lililan: usMichell
7-6799

ab baths
9 rms,
rms, 24
baths.

Uc fan, all appincs, many extras Incl; |cluded. FL _2-8903
2nd cr. Take over 4% G ntee. Won- |StRMINGDALE, sptit, brick, cedar like

derful_neighbors._| Vv 9-92

SRedime ra Othe,dey.Sonne ranch,31ceing (rancid. Aske $31,500, Prins als

gases.
fullen,dinlaundry
rm. kitch,
ale,
‘ast rm,
space, patio,

full basmt. ‘many extrar

TT beh,
EASY BANROLIt6% room,oe
center -ball
tT 9 full.
3888: bsmt,

FA

Center hall, liv rm, firepic, books

_

....
6p ;
GREFNE
Colontal, 7 rms. $24.080 3

lian _L. Mitchell: FA 1-6799: FR_1-268¢
2-tarally. ¢Cholee

a
EE
a
GLEN HEAD. Must sell f2st, 4. bexirzes, GREENLAWN, Au. Sele fanch “ty
2. baths, choice area. big lot. gar,| home. 1 gr new, 6 xms, ‘3 bths T. Pt
$23,800. Ranger Realty. ‘OR. 6-9000 clul &smt, scrns, storms, wall to val
;
sarpeuing, |¥
Ya acre, carer

NEW “COLONIALS
GREENE Selia brick ranch, $23,066. DAKOTA-DUDGE
birms, full bsmt, car, aftic fan,
SEE WHAT WE OFFER
Rise Ranch with 4 bedrms, 1%
formal din rm, 16x24
panid fun | piaster: Storms & screens. LO: 1-767€
IN LARGE NEW. HOMES 2
wbridse!
GREENE 2.1m 3 |
,
FOR THOUSANDS LESS

DUFFY
a

Homes—Miinois

~ | Homes—Wisconsint

tiomes— Minnesota

F

FLOYD-FOUNTAIN

4 becroam Cclonial. Needs nothing but
= family to live in it Living room
fireplace. fining room, country kitchen,
laundry& ‘}» bath on first floor. Ali
spacious,
Full
basement,
attic. Low
taxes Principals only.
:
a
CE 9-8777
_
uw
BOUNDARY
1-tamily Colonial.
bedrms, maid's rm, 2% baths
ComPletely modern. Nr schi, shopg. transit.
HReduced to $25,000. Leaving state. Lil-

ayy

section.

SpuUt-level. 3 years oid, &4 rms, 14°
baths
finished basement. fully a:rcond carpeting. storms. screrns, #3!
apnines miny extras. $40.000 FA 1-318

BAYSSDE—Detch
64 rns. flrep}],

Cedarhurs —$23,500. Mdrnzd

ilo," double.garage, “many exiras

Tee ae:
2 oes.
;
pals u 33.ofireses,

parece acning, 2O0fed terrace. 2 Carls BEDRMS, 2 BATHS SMALL DEN

Gu AMACK Beast. 1% yr eld Cotenial
FRANKLIN. SQUARE
garage. Asking
- _$49950 1|ARGE PANELED LIVING
RM DINING
‘Homes—towa_
% acre. 7 Ize m
rms. 1% bths. re- ——
‘(RM AREA WITH FIREPLACE, ULTRA
frig
washer. dryer
storms.
screens.
EAS BARBOUR bricks 3,‘ira a Spacious 6 rm Morton House in: Pod! Hiltan Ay &cuy's Oldest Realtors”
power mower, $a Hi Gl mtze $128 mo
many
extras, 602100 landdscaped enci]
area. Landscaped oversized tot. Ga- (Disgonaily opposite
opposite Gard
Gard_city
City Hotels
Hotel SCHOOL. HOUSES.
OF WORSHIP
HUMBOLDT WES
$24,908
Fores
41 S32.
BAYSIDE
—
Laxury
plus!
Berkdsy
| 28.990
. sch), shop. $16,500. SU 1-208§ rage, many extras: immed occupancy. |DAKOTA-DODGE .
SHOPS. ‘TRANSPORTATI Ni 47466 Faia te as: cr ait gar mur
built 4
m house on a well- COPIAGUE.
New 3-bedrm Czpe. bulit
asGI mortgage. Principals only. HU 7EASY BARBOUR Cape Coed, “ty
SPLIT-LEVELS.
WM_ ERSKINE SACRIFICE—S23.500
‘ir kitch., ser patio,
P
sroomed 40x100 lot. Ist Fi: Uving tm
for Executive but unused. Fieldstone
eat-in
1% bths ng 3
oary
tap
er
ew
ee
TREMPEALEAU
eparate family TV
rm, huge new trim. beautifully landscaped. Adjacent
bedrooms family rm: patio. Irg Shade
“‘bdrms... pine bsmt. w/bsr, :excel, luc
We
have
several
splits:
all
with
3
bedaltra_ mod kit, c ateht out of the magtrees, storms. screens. 20° dormer, ask-.
to schools. sta & shopping. $17.200.
BRICK & STONE: RANCH. IV_6-4260. a
& 2 daths. priced frome 329.500
izine’’ with lots of space in it for
ing 513,000, Iv" 1-0238
to appreciate. Owner.
to
to 582.500 Call us and we'll be happy:
HUMBOLDT. W. Custom ballt Ranch,
. Spac liven w fireplace dining
rm
family dining! 2nd Fi: 4 bedrms, anc _Auityviile
ie 4-4374 (9-5 Monto Fri).
to show them to you.
|.
6
THis, 3 bedrms, den: ¢sirEAST BARBOUR. Suburban
Greens.
modrn kit 2: bedrms ceramic bath
new colored tile bth. bright and shiny
-Top location. 7-rm Split. 1% bths..
sized.Ritchen walk-in closets, .fully air.
ex
non ‘aren for additicnal 2 rms.
DARIE
COUNTRYWARDS’ QUESTS
‘like new’ condition fram top to bot
SUBURBIA
BANK
‘BLDG.
.
huge playtm. bsmt. gar, covered.bi
tom! New oll hot water heating. Ex
1000 Franklin Ave. est 1885. PJ 17-7100] full basmt car terraced grnds 6°2100" -cond, sprinkler system, fire alarm <6
Patio,
44%
mtze,
Extras,
PE
elas
tem, .2-car garage, walk to schucls
Pontton
Associates. _ BA none
1956
COLONIAL—2
STORY~with
5
Yas include:
rig
washer.
dryer
DAKOTA-DODCE
see
ee
transprin,
shopping.
IV 1:+1693
bedrooms, 3 baths. Delightful with
rpeuing. ete. etc! LoEAST BARBOUR-3. Martin Del. Ric. |Owner IV 9-41
PIERCE
NECK
oping. transprin. $37,900
$37.900_IV_1*
nice flow cf rooms, Big. Ught ena
be e best parts of town
airy. Acre plus,
super-convenient to LIRR stores
Ment, extras. 429.900. IV_6-6879.
FRANKLIN
large Morton ranch, 7] beautiful vill over % acre of secluded
|.”
.
bdrm, 2 bath, Fireplin wood paneled
Owner
bought
another.
Askin
MARLCOPA
bh, 2 bihs,|
co center hall. e baths. patio. ga-{ property. 7 bedrms. 3% bths: wonder- Custom bullt home on tree-lined street] den, porch, pool atea, all appliances.
1951
HOSPITABLE
COLONIAL—Spaabectuts piveeway. $22,490, THOMAS
Garage. Extras, $27,000. IV &85<a
vo car ser aon He fattea basmt. raze_ Asking. S26 000. IV_6-71668.____ | ful home for ge fam: nr sta. $47,500 at City line Subway-bus. Quick occu-|
clous in and out. 4 double bedroom
219-02 North.
and one single—4 baths. Beautifu
Bayside 4-1000
Playroom ist floor. Over.an acre
BAYSID:
ra mod 9 xr
eld brick %
with Scund view.
3 103x113 lot, House No
1—Cape Cod: 7pat rms (3 bdrims, 2
:)
.
alr
ous
ra
centra
H
H
%6
,
ef
bric
on
finishd bsemnt. House Nou. 2— 2960 1-FLOOR COUNTRY HOME
3 ‘bedrins ia
an acre plus. Unusual details fo:
privacy.
plete 344
bdrms +oakmaid
Ranch ful}
master library.
baths 2-cas .
Slate Roof-Brick Colonial- Ranch STRATEORD oites,. 2 bth, Tm,.
tin’ baremt. 2 patios, -w/w carpeting
bdths, 4mahog
den garage.
-bsmt.
patio. -co
gracious ving and entertaining. 3 many extras. $31,000. IV 3-1454
‘| uving tm wefpic, dining room, eat-in
farge modern: kitchen. paneled ree rr
Sold
as a 2
bedrooms, 2%, elaborate tlie baths.
{ kitchen. sjuce to sata badipum and
w-fireple & bar Low 50s. ‘HU es
house—extras!
$58.500.
2
hving
rooms~—2
fireplaces.
TatlorE
MEADO
.
Lkvile.
Rech,
Real
Swmmg
HUMBOLDT
WwW.
legal
f-family.
¢rce)storage.
Bsmt
playrm.
Att'3
car
gatare
wowesew
|
Tortora. 201-25 No. Blvd, BA 5-8500
_TREMPEALEAU
29 Sar
made
kitchen
modernly
equipped
Ee
living rm w/fp], 2 Mstr Bdrms
jews. condition
4&3
large
modern,
Fieldstone brick: ‘&. frame colonial.
BASSIDE HILLS, $32.500
6 reas. 2 ;
Much to admire—a gem to own.
rms
tent free £20 006 IV'1-36
S62)
Plus 2 Bed Pine Pan’ oy 2 Bths, Fin THRU ‘hall to exceptionaHy large eat- 736 Franklin ave cor "Stewart PI 1-ueet
in’ kitehen.
Log-burning fireplace in
bs, Brick Ranch, Detached yarage
$65.000
Bsmt, Gar. $25.500.
IV 9-9444.
“HUMBOLDT . pis.cee attrac Col. It
Taine
lying room, Real family size
Deluxe features. Wkdys 15Corbin Drive opp P. O.
_rée snaded. plot.8
z,ate osm:
OL 5-1497 E
ining
room
opening
onto
rear
streened
after pan day Su » BA 9-9377.
‘Colonial ranch, Itg landscaped pit. 3
2-car
Farage.
igtians
mv 6
MEADO. sol!d i: 7 rms, 2% baths. terrace
JARIE
Frienditest ¥g Exec Ared
¢ overlooking wide open parklike car .atl ar, Hving rm, flreplace, dinst level. “'2-car gar. storms. screens
HUMBOLDT | Ww. SoxURy 1H0'
Few min: excel schl. church. shop enti
appliances .beaut ww carpi. landscap- reed rounds,“poome See The Rest. At ing. rm,
den, master bedrm &-bath lst | NEB...
Peel arez! Distinctive 2-sterLa
wooded
pl
Walk
OME
tran
Charm newly painted cvlonial
ing. $28,000. IV 1-6244
our Service Every Day of the Week.|3
bdrms. pth 2nd. terr, awn $43500. | “English res. Perfect cond. Slate roof | sonits
ring,
S37.800
IY 3-06

~ Homes—South Dakota

7 room ranch den. furnished. base-

fat

MeCLELLAND ROUSE OF,THEWERK | PIERCE NECK, COLONIAL "| BEMBODDT, WeetBesten Ranch,

gi
Soh ache” fortune im Caran | FRANKLIN
ns atts RPh ene
bamt, extras. - Ask’ $26,000. 1V_6-7668, |—”
4% mts. $20990. PY 6-782,

SUR PHOTO Files
[BabeSeger Sora NASSAU RD’|HURGGULT” Sones BC
Pr 2-2608 (i biock Nasthern Blvd), Inspect 20-5 |rin. Nome fen bat oren. ‘walk RR.

rasay “Ba

NECK, FOOL AREA.Esru sepagls, extras.
a
EAST MEADO|Jescph Martin DelWio| FREEPORT. Exciesive N/W | $29.500 Garden City’ Asking $42, 500 PIERCE

Jeeation"'Sat,q00— by Patogy ene

‘Club-Like Finished Basement

GARDEN CITY:

.Homes—Gregon

3 bdrms. 147 bth, w w erpt, cust drapes

“Waterfrnt? Whitesten |

CLACKAMAS

LUXURY & ECONOMY

7608,
P
solidly built “THRU

CENTER

HALL

ONIAL’”
on % acre cverlooking
IL, Sound, Huge outdoor summer dinae rm. w/big brick barbeque pit &
lance floor, § massive rms. Ist floor—
oaving-dining
rms.
wW:rugged = stone
rep]. that‘) Be the winter “‘cock-in
enter’ mod
equipped “convenience”
Jtch.
w'breakfast
rm.
Large
cor.

. color

tile

‘‘necessitarium.’’

} bsement dé attic. lg Indscpe yd. Beint
Transferred. Low 30°s Owner OL 5-373°
JARIE
6-yr old Cape. € Ige bdrms.
2 baths, walk beach: $39.000.
<elsey Brown Sherwood
OL 5-254¢
DARIE —BEAUTIFUL COLONIAL °ON
ACRE IN 2 ACRE ZONE,
42 000
__SOUND_REALTY. OL 5-4412.,
DARIE
Callf Hanch. 3 bedrms, 2%
bths, acre. 2-car gar......
ta7.500
ROSS P. WILKINS
OL 5-979

74 Post Rd, Darle

2d

Established

-0or—4corner, sunny bedrms:
2 w’”
{cture windows overioo
the Sound,
2 rich color tile baths.
Topping this

14

-

yr

old

mahogany

mansion

stone

&

“never

$65.000.

LAKE.

196-20

CLACKAMAS

TEMBER

t
availabte

“Brochure

tractlve plantings.
ewner,
$42,500.

™m

fpl

Dining

MULTNOMAH

BELLE HARBOR—2Z fam brick
5 d S rms; 2 bthis each. Finlshed tsmt.
Scean_biock Buehler NE 4 5544.
HARBOR, }
2 fam, 5 rm
upper & lower, 3 baths, choice cor
60x100, 2 sar gar. $35.000 NE 4-840C;
GR 4-7215
BELLE HARBOR, ocean biock, 69x16u.
abs fam brick & asbestos shingle 7
baths
iJn bsmt.
cil heat.

| 339/500" Calt_ NE 4-782 or WH 3-7177
PSELLE HARBOR
BEACH ‘BLOCK
NEW 1 FAMIL*
With Rentabdic Apartment
_—MODEL—177_ BEACH
120TH ST.

BELLE HARBOR. 1|
famally, 7 rooms, 2

baths. $27.500.
Sons. 237 Peach

Walter H. Blum &
116 St, NE 4-7400.

NS

BELLE

era

HEBR—Orcean

2 bDths, 332000.
E. Rae Rebbins.

tl

blk,

brk,

7 rras,

Also summer rentals.
145-23 Neponsit 4 Ave,

BERGENFIELD

Now

accepting

~—

appticat.cns

ell, ser. porch.. A-I

kit

PARK.

atte

5

dead

Many

rm

¢

brick

end street, full bsmt

extzas.

|

$15.800.

MO

—
area,

Garden

type:

APTS

arr cong

$160

FREE

torking.

Near schtal d& shoppirg
Ampie f.ay
‘oom for children,
DUmuret * Foi,

BREWST$ 4 tm
Mudies

Modern etclusive Bs, 2t3,
apts, Scene esate
seme

258-98

3-365.

anc ut:sh Fein

wt LINOMAR.
jJarge

Brews’er

1 VINCENT RRD
attractive
rcoms

Clese ta everything!

Moderate

rena!

Homes—California
APi

Spacious 3% rms. bea.zt:fu'iy fern
Gar on prem. Mr. Hummel, DE 7 24-°

SAN BENITO 75

viod elev bldg

RIVER RD

§
Supt

£2
BE 7-!
T-FT.
Maer Ri
Ridr

or

SAN BENITO Yi. Bryn
"4, $F9—JS%,,
$309. Centra Ave
ts:
a0 cross County Cnatr. SP Solr Ts _.
SAN BENITO Sublet 4-rm apt (2 bed
tocoms»
obrignt:
mederm
Ou. ey
Avatiable

SAN

April

2

38000.

T-B1I2

BENITO,

TR

_Alfred

“gatagge
's W,

Keho

&

te.

76'S.

€E

SW

Spectacular

new

New.

6 rm

and

2

apts.

vacant.

(Park).

7-306

siudio,

$75 000

BKR_

Desirable

duplex

plus

cesh

plus

KI $-5113

S-sty

elev

Property. 8 bdrms. 41, bths
Ire Sn
ardn stbie ige fam or Dr's ofc& res:u
Reasb}. Terms Mrs.
rs. Mayhew AT 9-t7I6
38's E. 25 feeter, Bullt 3@’ deep
15 apts. 4‘s & S's.
Income $10 490
Price $75.000
Cash $30 600
Hidalgo & Sona, 167 W 72: TR 7-4121

“HUERFANO

| 2:*!ne_s30500._Simon, HU. 2-75%5

HUERFANO

§-

FREEPORT

city. — $38 5¢0

7.500, Phone HU_7-1059.

ERING.

class. uncrowded.

Plot, Must be seen to be appreciated:| schools:

commer!ty

arta;

beautiful

top :evtl

landscaped. “at:

Siew overlooking bay

ie HARDSON Custom bullt G pears)
’ HERE rt 1S
spacious, 3 bedrooms, 2 up,-one down nutstanding..10 rm” ranch, -4 b+
2 baths. glass porch, extras, $31 >) Ize “lv rm w,marble ‘firepic:
[HU 7-8114.
| By paneled ‘den: plsyrm, malds
EON
DAD BE,7
“Ine, zereened terrace,

RIK AD ONS Cie hall. Ss ba x erill: oversized Barass,
ma.!
13%one huge den Dan bent on nance, $59,500-Hrhe
‘HU 74382
2:8067 >| MARSHALL
YS. Dist 1 i
she
offer,
Oun,
&T_NK_ Thomaston, Make offer, Own- BUY OF THE Y.

tennis.nN
in 50’s, HU
| dock
dock camp
campte

“4 “bdrm Colonial ir |reas ee Mee asking $32,500
PI 2-1591 1 “tr HU 2-788, Ems Tudor, Acl. cud: HARMING 3 BEDROOM: HOME 2

8/W—Fiéldsione

&

Lo tax._Pcel _Mny xtrs, 22 Terrace Cr .

Cape Ranch—Big House—

Big Plot--$32,000;

RICHARDSON

PI 7- $292,

HUERF4NQ
' CORNER

+

_.

139 STRATFORD AVE
OF OXFORD BLVD

slate roof Cclenial ccmpletely. ]2-car.
2-08" $49,900.

Beautify

S RSCREENED PATIO.WALK: Ee

KINGS POINT

VERYT

Rarch 3 bdrm. 2 bths. many extras
ideal ‘acreage $47.000 -HU 7-S072 .
GT NK, Lake
Rane
2 baths. 18x24" den, air-conditioned.

brick

Col.. lge Mvingerm frp) “en. din'nerm
bths, 2-car gar, beat. Lndscpd. $22.500
RADTK
f

.

‘A tivst

Beautiful Engtish Tudor home on 860x120} pool park é boating

4 BR 3 BATHS—Playroom..

east 1 blk to model, Greenbrier Homes

_bullt-

FIRST.

By oTFARDSON-UNIVERSITY GRDNS

cw cases

“-

Nerth. Shore beni,tm, $ 2

NORWIC

SENSATIONAL

Asking GI S323 990_ FR_9°1123.
FR
«df

ished

basement

with

fe
NG

$21eor

HING a , block,
Akin‘In
plaza,om hewlett
ae 4 3400

ietabtiet| HEWLEIT PARR
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elerant Seuthrn Colonial integrating
Reuerous
prepcrtions
£
excellent

fcr Garden apt+ gagancies
E. MEADOW. $16,069. All brk Cape.
“eversad grnds. 4 bdrm. bsmt. gar. front
Py 4-4).
Apply 51-L brew Read
:
| de vear terr. extras, conven't.
BELLMORE, $19,000. 6 yr cld split.
DUmont_4-4727
Di'mont 4-224:5
eft gar. 7 Ig rm. cov patio, extras,
~~ WELFNOWAR
exust mtg. Save fees.
3 bedroom apt. immediate ofcupancy $16.600
E.
HEMPSTEAD
-$17.500_ overszd
Near schools, buses, sterec
Cape. &
yr tld. 4 bdrm. sep din sm
Apply 51-L Libesty Fad
DUmont 4-4727
_, DUment 4-2205 Lsmt det gar. patio. newiy decor.

BERGENFIELD

Kitchen

Gi nig

Stxi00. let.en
MENtT cis scnus &™ chops,
5

white Ccl. cle hal. walnut den: ! MARSHALLHAREOR bdrms 3 néw
bBths very low 1axex
.
R
OFF

.

Homes—Colorado

ype home center hal! 4. dedrms 3 full ene

i

Paneling. mural paper, built-in cabinets, [side Av. north % mi ‘to California, Av
Alum

construction. Large entrance foyer.
hving tm, firepl, Separate dimng
“Im, extra special kitchen w builtins,
breakfast
area
&
Jaundry:
family rm w shding glass doers to
Patic. den. 4 bedrms.
2% baths.
Lasement.
garages.
On level D5:

DEFR

EREEFORT, Beautifal custom Georgian]

Principals

.

ott GE,mise Cape, Cod.
7 rims,12]eer orcas

©

by

JUTGLASTON

$22,998

Large 8 qm aframe house cn 8.000 sq

Trilsch ese 150 St, winth” Hi 5--0701.

$21.000.

ctr hall, ‘din rm, dsmt att ar, pren. plaster 3 Spee or. const.
g€f alum scrns, strms. Prneals "PI 11-8450.
Je ac. Extras. $20 760 1V 1-2280..
bedrms, b
u tue sa
»Pr ances.
.
:
pore’
smt attic, . sewers.
$29990-1 HtERFANO- Cape Cod 6721004 irs
private FR 8-0383.
E. NORTHPOQET—Transterred Assume FREEPORT N/W.—
$33,990 | o bdrms, 2 bths, at- fn katchen many

Transferred

only

at

Homes—Kansas

HEMP “W—Cape

154
IRball5-226]
Exclus |Montague
RICHARDSON St Colonial centers
Tudor, $49,000
6.

toner. decorator shades. patio. walk |epee rete Suitable» for” rofessional
Fatio — MANY EXTRAS.
RR,__ schools»
‘churches, Asking |®PP
nulive, FR 9-2660,__ Pe
_ Owner —
PI 6-8529
$18,500. FO 8-1653
or_ executive.
FREEPORT —Beeutifully decbrated” J& _ HUERFANO”
© Brick Cape. Cod. exe
E MEADO.
Lze, modern trk, 7 rms,| Jandscaped7 rm. custom. bitRanch | pansion attic. 2 years old, f-cplace,

descriptions by mall

shown

New 3 bdrm custm rnch, gar. 1% bihs.

selling

FOrest 8-

‘Uy baths, gar. full dsmt. alr-condi-} fase. All rooms King size.Home In}'°

’anelled family rm. On dead end circle

Compiete

ieTHARDSON. sSple. and
span,2“story. |.

9086

6pean
bth Engtish
4% tong
bedrm ae

E,NORTNPORT—3-rm
Cape. % acre, |L&be¢ porch. patio. Attached 2 tar ga-||

LOUDON Commuting.
Colonial . split
vter %) ac 3 bdrms. 2 uled baths. hv
24 900.

semi-fin
%smt.
$25,000.
154-63
13th
Ave. cor 187 St. IN 1 3589° FL ceri

In area, ~ acre, FHA value $21.
only

» Shopping, _337,800._IV_3.06:;

—

.

$18,750.Call ownersiv’ 1-8019::ar 3-20K3
foe on Irg plot. formal. din rm
large rooms, 14 baths. moderr:. kitch’
eat in kitchen 1% beths. full Necessities for gractovs living * & alll
MARSHALL. ‘Nq aete +. 5. bdrm. 3
;
en, garage screened porch, ccrner
plot.
basement. aversized garage. all. appii-|.
baths. 3-car gar. Choice locathin [+
low_taxes_ Aske low 30°s HU_2-3186
Real Estate
ances included.
Must
be seen
to be ap- Bordini
1V 3.2500 |GET
aT
preciated.
Asking,
$22,900.
REALTY
541 Hempstead Toke. West Hempstead
NK Kin
"Immae 2. ster} taxes $27.500..J_M.
5
3-4
Serenci- WNWE

jarge

Owner

Sun by appt. Mrs: Lawrence OL 5-2152

BELCHHUKST-WH'TESTON

Sc

rm on ist fl.. 4 bdrms, 2% bihs on 2nd | HEMPSBURG WEST.-8 yr old Ranch ¢

Alum storms/screens Full bsmt. bullt- 109
Tae
W. uneise itt
pe
RE
A 5685 —————————————————
mn ‘storage space 20x15 patio. Fénced:
unrise
Hway
Freeport.
FR 8-568

juae kitchen, Dry basement-potential playroom, 2 car gar, Al-"

Vvely equippe

RITE REALTY
25-95 Francis
Frat
Lew
Blvd.
BA 35-5800

REALTORS

D AKSy

plus’ maid's} $16
Assume Pant
master ter . bedrooms plus
Toom, os ft den, formal dining room.

FE. NORTHPORT—Transferred.

. built-in
cabinets,
paneling. mur
muralpaperbul
Neen tabinets

Coview of L. I.
2%, baths, de-

lonial. Panoramic
Sound, 4 bedrms,

DELUXE CENTER HALL

with wall oven, * dhwasner & many
other extras: 2 car var; rear patio at‘ractively fenced with costly hedges.
Pr
2000.
Situated in one ‘of the
Nor
Shore’ ‘3 most desired sections.

.

2 JUST LISTED
custom-bunt-cne
year ofd

CUSTCM BUILT RANCH-ALL STONE
foly’wa ee
in master becsm,

bhug= eat-

PI 6-707¢ | alt ms king size.Den, new kitch. pwd:

‘rg rm.living
clapboard,
mn, . fireplace.
full
sie dining’
kitchen.” den, ‘pwdr

k's prime residential sections, Center

LOUDON

No Bivd. FLushing 7-809

Station

tSame_Lotation For_35- Years)

tms. 1/3 acre,
gar.
patio, cenie: -he,
JAROTA-DODGHSpacions Col, brek“| Acting: $9500" Simon,
HU 27575" "|Bidow_must
sells21'909
RO. 4. 07

DISTINCTION”
OF Hway.
“HOMES
‘W Sunrise
FR 9-

crm brk y rms

Blvd

Homes—Nebraska_

2nd jaidusied| |tar,
3 Priced
& bthgaron $32,950
bolli| T=.
.3bdrms
castorof Free-|
barmPon
din tan
bentIV att
cance sale
nar pron: |FREEPORT.
1 car
& bath,
$20'700
Extras,
%4ctrac. hell:
1- rah.”
Spt level. immaculate
‘Situated in one
‘Ci7&ce:
Oversized
for quick
CordetINC

30 Years

_BOARD

Nassau

aitd

TobHy gTARy |Move In At Once—S27

-

= MEADO™

Homes—Nevada

brick

repais””

J
MEADO
.-4 tedrm. ail Brick batheVACANT epitr

eee eee

OLiver 5-1443

Over

DARIE

EAST

ere 77

HG

4 Bedrooms—2%2 Baths

|,

MUNT.. Hilltop

setling. prestice “Yee,

fam askt
rm, fret
| 8¢_3 BARA.
transfd.2 bth
rarecoljalue
$22.500J)
‘Peri-Mar. MY_ 2-445
7
AUNT. Atte 2-yr split,country ite 4
lg’ playrm ls bth, 3 lic _dedrms, €

veat, $18.680. HAmilion 3-0198.

Oe

[ORADY-GRANT
prestige Area Creseen
Club 3 .bdrms. View $21 500. FHA
4

ANVIL, 133 E. Main HAmiton 18

‘NU 2 0921-2 [CRADY-CRANT
Commac - 8 sma sell
‘with class. Extras ralere in & «ut

SI Years in Great Neck Real Estate, .

Immaculste, Make offer, Forest 6-425

Wedneaday, April 5,dsl
Homes—Ohio

tete priIUNT-LLOYD HARBOR.
vacy on dead end rd. GomBlete orl

5-897 PALMER. AVE
,
yaw nit 80Ri tes.» $130"

Zeorgien style home, 8 ‘charming rms.
1

Sedruoms.

2 baths.

Waser

NONE

2-car. garaxe

-

:

COLTAGES

fhousands in extras, 83.700,”
‘VY BROKERS
50E Jeriche
AIAMILTON 7-5300 . PIONEER F245

ivuls,

ee

FOR

.

SAEZ

4 modified ranch.

new ‘(co-op.
760 ‘cash,

TT ACRE TREES \CAUMER TRRHACE —GWens 8.2%
“OZY

‘OR

‘summer season

(can

be winterized).

Beautiful 3% ne

Wilten,

RENT

Porter 2- 3365

sun parler,

3 bdrs, 2-car garage,

_ | Neat NY express
buses. -

full -bsmt.

.ving.

385

3

1UNT-LLOYD HARBOR.

, SPRING

Top. af

Beech

RAL 4MAZUO—Ideal

hier, $237000!
;

vay.

Ker

acre cor., best offer.

5 RUOMS

4A_ 3-8543__
a

"Immediate eccupancy, garage avait,
Agent
¢n_ premises.

aw NTINGTON.

Custom allt. $24, 300:<
-bdrm.. liv wefrpl, sep din rm. screenec °
wreh, 2 car gar. trees. Me, acre. zone -|Top
nany_ extras, HA_3-4988,
.

|.2 Bdrm Apts 4-$112; 4% $125

MT VERNO: 1% ROOMS $82 (MEDIATE & FU
AE Pa
OCCUPANCY
area. clev; ecnvement transpt: ta
Y¥.

féyer

dining

kitchen,

Pullman

aqn,

BUSDIRECELO.N¥S0

room,“Supt, 4 Seerdan Ave
|teaér’
3befrmi
_}-1069 Mr. VERNO. ae rm Farden apt $e

7m,solts
NUNTINGTON, Owner.
HAmilton
118.500.__"___

2-storz,$23.Col
DikHills“
SOL.* acre.
bedrois, 2-‘baths.
hiALAMAZOQ

— £11,:

7-346:7

PELHA

"

8 rms. 2% dths, 2-car ar: all appl
‘cpl extras $24 900. AR 1-0069 af 7
Kal. 4MAZOO
VILL._li-room
ct

2

ming

_
—
Homes—Indiana

bdrms,

wyfpl.

dining

2-bths,
is. penl family rm.

Itv rm

qaty

rm,

ine

var

garage

year

rocm

: ROWAYTON . ‘Area. New England salt

:

heated de tiled with ‘extra: room and}

modern

path,

Many

extras

Top fioor, £155.
elewater
wely
aiews Walk}
“ape
Cod.brok
roiling
‘partlyNY:wooded
14]
R7-917
vig. Owner:
beach
e,
.
MO Le4-.

tinsets. attic

fan,

including. storage

alr-conditioner. -car-

pets, Grapes. Gi imortgaxe $33.50...
§

OWEU

.

ar
-_
DOUGLAS _HORA “Agcy: tT 8.5518
CRAWFORD 5: bdrms or more. Qver-

MQ 4-1867.

baths,

155
55 CRARY AVE.

4% ROOMS. NEW BUILDING.
678
erer
oS CALE StPT,MO hlbibe

fireplace

vlus many

playria-2

$30.00

DrFLUXAE
Tertaue

{ ples-3

térsms-2

SO

B

fss2 ©. 23 ST
"OKI 7-8704
WAKEFIELD 2 fam brick 6 & 7 rms.
Plot 33x177. Price $29.000
KIEFHABER .
OL 2-8001
WARREN

ST.

KENNETH -VES. & CO. Pre-Revolutionary

|.

2-car

42, 25x1¢@ store, bsmt (3)

WASHINGTON

heme

i2

WE
OF

HAVE

A CHOICE

ALMOST

NEW

LONGVIEW

‘Melanatt sai ju

N

-:

|. BEACH

ac. + Bldr.

ee

"Re

Homes—Kentucky.

hE

ant.

1,&

2-FAMILY

&

EXISTIN

—

. Homes

Be rms parking. $145. Call wkdys
PM-9 PM all day Sat- Sun. UN 9-0975

MONTGOMERY
FAIR

27: PARK “LANE,

HAVEN, 8-yr

corner: ranch;

“TAWRFNCE.
$41,500 FLO} D-FOUNTAIN 605 NEWKIRK
Ew
Rn in banNewaeColonial
ee
AVE

3 bdrnis; TV,rm: dine rm: full ce
lar: 2 firpls: patio. Splendid. Moin:
. ton,
100x1)5. -beaut
lawn,
shrubs.

LEVITT
CRITTE? DEN
4 HERRYWOOpD: ENDS

—

vo t-smate Ra, left to model. CE B- 9184 |. gatdem Garden seers. Imened
3 tdrms,

square

‘31 RAN
et aye

kitchen,

‘REDUCED

“Garages avath

Supt

“UNion

6-23°3

TO $14 (890.

-J-I- ON |

LU
ous
;
_AIR- CONDITIONED. ELEY. APTS .

2990 takes over existing mtze. $88 per

nae ays all on, amma.

da

ull

cme

price

on overs:

only

5!

,ocean

ractive

‘RMS

once” location.

5) OVERLOOK TERRACE

HOMEE SALES MoE Lots

LEVITT. "5@. sanch,
h,-Westbury rh bd
ts
2- full. baths, dormer,” paneled
dineste + kiteh,. vestibule; ‘oversized
far. Ige rotfed patio,
beaut. Jand-

. Fairview,

—
_
Homes—West Virginia

__.

BARBOUR

charin’™-of

this: gracious

Cofortial with wide Center, Hall Large.
living
& = dining’ tooms,:: both
‘#ithfireplaces, den
with
bullt-in ‘book-.

selves, pantry, kitchen :&. lavatory on
Ist fir. Upstairs “a master- bedroom
&- ‘Maple. aves . with dressing ‘room & bath, 4 other
bedrooms & bath
{rd fir “has nice
bedrvom, - bath. & storace.. 3 car gar-

Prospect.

séatcd
S&S, walk to swimming JRool, 3,3Y-, 4, 4h, 5 Riis, fr. $130 age... Excellent “location
‘Offered.
Prt spals:
nly. $17,990. ee
ED '4-5356.- . FREEGAS. "FREE AIR-CONDITI. NING, ‘$44 00.
———
RILLE NDEN-OMEGA — -Ranch-:
(not
ON SITE “PARKING!
, 46 Oak St. “Ridgewood,

Le..tt: hse)

B*-2TENDEN
2

war h'an

$13,590 2 “bedrms

bdenut comer

“Elegant

Only§

lo “qualified” Guyer.

Corriston

2730" Nempstd- Tpke. PE 5- 6120. -Itt (ENDEN Expanded Ranch. Over- |.42 tot; 4 dérins, 2 oths, panid din

Beaut'ful, une:bstrucred views.
inc.ud:ne
L 1 Sound

|

Near fine cchewls: excellent.”

“shapp! - levely beaches, beat'g.”
Tashin
awr hghways RR:“Sta 137
ae
alr-cond. ‘trains. daily).

playrmh. Extras incl PAG

‘hty rm,

“H

scrns, - $36,990

"cum

7

-

ranges eur ens 7
Letby

756

plot in “deste

A sect’'n of Hicksville,

Fae.

-ocean - 862120,

type home

ems from

2-car gar.

“SYLVAN. REALTY

aarast Farkav.

“Homes—Virginia

-

all’ the Jatest built-ins, SIX

fireplace,

family

fult- dining

room.

rovin with a: treplace.|
Ipve-'|

J4Y_ bédiooms, 3 ‘tile baths. full _basewall aveny ete. *65.000

STOP AT THE PINK. BRICK..RANCH
2nd athe liht west cf Reute giz.

omes—Tennessee.

- MULTIPLE

re

|

LISTINGS

the average

‘

” MARC OPA

.

.

PRIVATE SWIMMING. POOLCentral’ alr condi ining, - elevaters; 15S

that our advertisers are

births, finished rec rm. expan .attic
patios oversized kar. 65x150 -plot .4°.
GI mtr, extras.
nr everything ‘TE 6- 369)

BOTETGLRT

spilt levet Tudor.

* Eng, ‘Whittier 4 bdrms,

2% baths.

BUT
‘TLER

Nr

7

~ ROARING1% 20’S
baths. -lving

‘cu

it ‘refrigerators;

GE -dishwashers

LFW1s: 4 avon
2 STORY SLX

~ Homes—Louisiana
Beach Dunes.

6

bdrm

Oleregnes

‘heus,

|

ere <1 Irg fam. many unusvfal features.
itt
—in Ee
a -bch.
_ £50000 Bkr GE 27M).

for

reGiiement

$36 S00

F VRINTAILAS. OR 1-0682, 3772
rose

Val
Vi1) -ITRANFRD

BY APR
R'm, 2
ffs e a
OR

| MUST AECL:

1-0526 iS

pedvwome;

bedrooms,

2

t atv

Bi att)

eed

NEA! ALL

CAOSVENISNCGC

1% EW IS-L OADON

.ouise
fre
barniug. “2E

|ing

recm

modern

attached

room. ‘large kitchen
.
300 |

oO

cumbination

with

kitchen, 3 bedrcums.
garage

lovely

frep.ace

tile bath

location

L

O

2. wee

2

DQG

ome:

ed

tayeut,

bean

Supt. PEI &-u
UG70

Ridgewued

AND EVENINGS

| Ridgevaod..Clse - _ bus-train
Ge scbool—4 bdim—14, bth—fam rm—altt
. Sar. $24,800. Owner Gilbert 5-9712 |
“tions.

Save

“Rouse-0-Rama™

selec-

time-effort. Schultz

&

‘Trovato 81_No ‘Maple Ave OL 2-266].
‘PONTOTGC
Col, x bdrms, den. 1%

baths.
laun: sm! ‘por, gar, $26.900
- ? FUIS.
17Sth Ale near. stavon:
.
& Co, Gilbert 5-1600
shod ew Peds 3 terms
SRT Ht File . __Gilsenan
.
San or
& eT)
Vs ROOM

GARDEN

Cntian es ji etn
Ceaterce stfe

AFTS..
ed, setuim
.

.

* seHcols, shag bitey deo iraspurtahen”
€e Supt.
. bUpers 9 329

Postrotoc. “sles

1737- center

halt

Dutch col. 4-acre. 3-firepl, ‘in-law’
“MINE.. Must see! Jud Corbin’ GI 5-722
PONTOTOG
bths,. den;

: " G-bedpm : col
ree:.rm,.2-car

att

CATI

N

ld

farm

with .dining

xitchen

$30.8.

Fanning.

frame.

and

9

°M

Colonial & Hi Ranch

Rosellé—open hse Sat & Sun!

J,

Ist

excellent

floor

locaticn.

corner.

30

ft

ne

min

NEWPORT

River Resd. Lux

urlous 4 rm apt fully air cond Imme

xeeup

KI 3- 4484

NEWPORT 6 Igerms, 2baths.
2 far
hse.

Nr Cross Co Center,

2200.

Ary

yee,
_152_Florence_St_
BE _7-4340.
ALB PORT
3% roum. for rent.
zo River Road.

Inquire

PORT
Garden
‘r 4.20, near skcps

apt. 3% reen:
RR station, fre

parking

361

arkview Ave

Supt.

6

SP 9-¢' %

—————IEE

Homes—Delaware

—
———
EW DELUZE.
NEWW CASTE
DELUXJE
C.ASTLE—NEW

(2

I

‘

BEDROOMS:

(lt,

..

..

‘++

Baths

$56

oo

OT

12 BATHS-TERRACE:
_.,
2
(3 BEDROOMS-TERRACE;..;
TIBBETTS

PARK

ns.big hving-dining areas, swine
voot
2 blocks
to ocean.
Decors |:
furn’d, alr-vend. co-op apt. for sale
$25.000 imc]
carpetr. pfrtains. orhker.
furnish g aval, Call New

Private

area

terraces

Air

Rec-

Condaticnisr®

DIRECTIONS:
BY CAR —
River Pkwy to Cross County

Bropx
Pkwy,

west on Cross County to last exit

«before tol} charres
Left turn cn Ramsey
BY Bis—Getty Sq.
Rumsey Rd.

Rumsey
Rd.
Rd to bide.
Yoenk
bus to
“Optional,

.°..

ual elev. bidg

music’

| Sparkling

bdsms, - dei.

Prestige!
1ENAFL

©Butch

Terzace.

OUTSTANDING VIEW
heat : Ideal:
lge family.. Only $30.000
‘Own
“9
cash req, Owner call eves. MA 4-2419

Beck

BKLYN HGHTS, Cobble HIN. Charming
2-family. $22 G00. 4 family. excel. cond.
330 009 1/3cash, Evelyn Brown, Ber.

7-313.
bdrm 3 bth Cape

w.

frpl:

rec. rm:

$43.:300 Jack Smith LO 7-0089
FE. TT + Beautifud
acre

-Homes—Georgia

plots, Models on display:
K & L Cus.
DU 5> PO 8.5930
| om Homes.
TOTOWA BORO,
.
6% ‘rms. 1-fsm, ‘ultra mod in every
Tespect.. Holly klichen co} Ule deluxe

ned

Psi

$215

ber month
Also 3 Bedracms—$350 per mcnth.
Car d:rections
New Erg:
Thiuwss
a
'e and
o
u
ives

WH 8.2908,

to

Chatsorth Ave, Righ
Chatsuc:in 2 Elarks +

it

Right te Lock

Squase

Wasrh:nston

4.5%) —stsa:el.

Exist

Larchmint

10

-- | north:
garden. apts 3 yn

3%

4%

Agent on prem

(1 KEMSFN ROAL

2 bths

immed

butiding

free

ccup.

SPECIAL TE BMS J
CO 1.2599
O
£47.
SPARTAN 3 rooms. sverlooking
Zz Hud
son

new

gas,

swins

ning pol a& parkisg
$325. Eaceiley
rausporfation
Immediate
Gccupanc,
20 Warburttn Ave
see supt or GO}
531938,
CHESTERETELD 3 VALENTINE LANI
sew

ting.

ejev

bids

Large

tracks

%

block

to Washington

Henting

to apartments

convenient

3

rms.

to

every

_Immed

occu:

tletatcr bide True suburban
. By 4y
farce reoms,
SSeEcIaL TERMS

livin’

wn) gag, pag, sw.m pi. Supt, GR’ €-02

WESTPORT BLUEWATER HILL] SPARTAN
onterrpcrary ranch house. private beh
m
Large siass Iouvered porch shad:
Frees. .$40.600
Owner CApitul 7-6726
/BLEGKLEY

Dutch

Colonial

422.500

_ Perfect ecnd, ventral Ice 7 rms. 3
bdarms, brick fireplace full din rm ire

|

Wich
with
pauiry
3-car
- ail fence,. CApital 7-8224.

Jnion. Rnch, 3bdrm; 1% bths

gar.

split

___BLECKLEY_weston- NORWALK
3-4 bedrm homes.
4.-S
DOLAN

fireple, large finished rm upstairs:. sultabie professional or priv;- princpl shiy,
king “$30 000. Murdock 6-0384.

Priced

[rem
CA

$34 50¢
46053 ;

BLECKLEY
5. bedreoms. Re

fairtteld Land
nee

&

vie Lincoln Park, Modern
Grezm apt. 2 fam house. Vo Lat
tar, garden. Cenveanently jovated. Ut
fain S$... furs, $45, YO 4-476).

CH PS JERE

> 2-fam. two S-rm “apts

HFSnhs ¢@ FE
es fer rent $1KG, vi
wos Cturmty Sheppimg Cir ar tras:

tO

043
a

SPARTAN
aew

ciev

290 VALENTINE

Kiag,

hing. Haree
"OV O56

canvenient

2

corms.

LAN

cffice on Piemises—cpen
and

GRASSY

Modern,

% BLECKLEY
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FOR IMMEDIATE OCt UPANCY
1 BEDEOOM APARTMENTS FROM
.
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New Garden Elevator Bldg
DELUXE 3 BEDROUM APT

Cal 4 ‘Ire
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occupy—w
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CHESTFRFIFLD
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FREEZER
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VILL GREEN 35
the seventh straight, year WHITE PLAIN
wear golf clubs. yacat clubs, ass CCH
BUTLER . $24,996, J-rm split 8 yrs3

scone. living reom with fireplace. din"906, Er Ridgenvod ‘Avenue
room. bricht kitchen, “1%oa baths
2O85
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FINDING HOMES
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;
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cwn
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2 baths
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modern. apt. elev. park view. $100 nv
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HANCOCK

center-hall Ranch, newly decorated,
new wall-to-wall carpeting all utlitses.
Convenient
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Supt or_\ WH _
6-0395 many extras. 602100. Beautifully Tandscaped. Large patio, enclcsed porch
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3 bedreom
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shopping é& all transp.

‘area, landscaped, reduced. from. $55 000
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his won't last Jong. :1st
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€ Jarre

My. Sty. Hg
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aun een
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VALENTINE
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SPECIAL TERMS
¥O_

|,
WO_1-5599
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.| STAMFORD.
Beautifal one acre house
sites $7.500 to,
ee.
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| “Modern, 44 rms. z. bths
¢ rm_ranth,
7.000.
:
terrace -rarage. Near station, shop
-Metritt Pkwy, ‘Den Rd exit follow sighs
corner lots. 3 streets beauufully lands. BARTHOLOMEU -Davenport Neck, Ire "nng__WO_ 7-0947.
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apt
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sublease.
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baths,
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|
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Distinctive hoome,73 bedaa itiy
remodeled
interior.’ rms
"BARTHOLOMEU 4l2- reoms, 2 baths.
rms, .3 baths, swim pool
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tr.eh+ & darge; 5 bedrms, 315 bins, cen- garage enclased porch. private: ‘beach
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tcr yall, Mv: din’g.. Drkist, den. bar,
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CSchorHouse
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TV-FILMS

VARIETY

_

|

_Wedneaday, Apel 5,1961

> ARB SYNDICATION CHART
buyers ta local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts ‘valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum ‘of 247 markets. The
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety; Coupled with the rating.
performance of the top ten network shows on ‘the local level,.the. VARIETY-ARB charts §.
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv. market in the -U. S. |
(*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 1960 survey covered.a multi-week period. Syndicated shows |

VARIETY'S weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers ‘a rating study
in depth ot the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. ‘This week
fre diferent markets are corered.
In the syundirated program listings of the top ten shous, rating data such as the
arerage share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting competitive proyranoning in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shoies is to reftect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media

sharing one of the weeks with: an alternating or special program could not be properly
judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec. data will be limited to.

those syndicated. shows which played in all weeks.
a

(Continued from page 39)
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STATIONS: KV¥OA, KGUN, KOLD. .*SURVEY DATES: NOVEMBER 10-23, 1960,
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Caldwell's § | Have Another Million, Old Chap Ttalo Director
.By GEORGE ROSEN
Paras
Ins
Ankles RAI Show
In Censor Hassle
; Loxidon, April. 4.
Great |‘Britain's. “new millionaires “_the handful:
jor ‘commercial, television impresarios—have. got it
|made’ so ‘good: ‘that they're now. dwelling. in adminlistiative ”marble ‘halls. The recently completed ATV

“Toronto; April 4.

House ithe: Great Cumberland

Robert Fraser,

Place. sanctuary of

In direct competition to outlets |Associated: Teleyision -in .London!:--the .soon-to-be-

of
-

the.

Canadian

Broadcasting oPer ou AnD. Elstree. production center representing

9
a $7
000:
owtlay
With
its. niu iple studio. complex
Corp:, _ second Web of. eight. indie j'rivalling if -not exceeding anything in the world; the

English: language ‘trans-Canada: tv grandiose. Manchester center. of Sidney +&: Cecil)

Which

‘stations, has been- completed hy ,Bernstein's. Granada ‘TV, -are- all reflections .of the
* Spencer Caldwell—if he. ‘gets the
approval -of |the . board: of broadcast’ governors” ofthe CBC, still
smarting. at) the |$750,000 -snaffling

to

act on the U. 8. tv-screens.

the

gripes

and Tends

from

In contrast

ATV's

to the 14°7

U_ S.-made fare shown on ATV, there’s been a calid
“wall of U. S. nefwork resistance te Grade's continuing efforts to peddle programs to America, even in

of the “Big Four’ foothall games: City and.‘the extensions to Broadcast’ House. in
‘this. Fall when the. CBC droppéd : London. Both on and off the screen, tv is jumping in

Halifax: CJIA¥-TV

credence.

Rome.

Apri

4.

The
major
censorship
hese
which has in recent weeks surrounded the Italo tv show, “Musice
Time”
‘Tempo
di Musicai,
hag
-culminated in the dramatic walkout of the stanzas writer-directer,
_ Daniele D’Anza.
| Ankling occurred, according to
reports, when D’Anza (rated ane of
the best video directors
ino this
country!) was presented by RALTV
with’ censored copy of his scrcpt
for the third episode in the coan-

Lew Grede over the virtual shutout. of British prod-

the face of evidence of a recent upgrading in the
quality.
“They -keep telling us that nobody understands
the British aceent.” Iaments Grade. “And I sav this troversial series. dedicated ta tse
js hogwash. Theyre simply using it as an excuse years between 1945-1950 and w:tbecause they don't want anything different.” He ‘ten in collaboration with Gizncazio
ackrowlcdges that the turndown of British vidfilm- Fusco.
Script

out of. the bi dding.
—
. England. :
Rival’ web will be known: as° the } Par for: the course these days. for any self-reCanadian: Television Network Ltd., specting commercial ty programming. contractor in.
according. to. prexy Caldwell, with Britain ‘taking. ‘as an example, Associated Television,
ight coast.-to - coast Stations to; or Associated, Rediffisuion: or Gr ranada TV. whieh in
: foun a’ second tv setup. These in-; ‘turn. could be translated: into CBS vs: NBC vs. ABC
clude (CFTO-TV. Toronto; CFCE::i@ the U. S.:-is somewhere inthe: Neighhorhood of
TV. Montreal:. CJOH-TY, ’ Ottawa; |$15.000. 000 per year profits. In the case of ATV, the

CJCH-TV.

makes. it easier to understand,

considerable

| upbeat tv character of: Croeses-on-the-Thames.
|: For that matter, video's: “affluent society” : in Eng‘land ev en spills over into the non-commercial BBC,
i with. its elaborate new Television Center in White

director-general of the Inlependent

Television Authority, refused to intervene, despite
the Parliamentary jitters, though ABC itself had
sorne qualms, ‘However, it did get on the air.
But whether or not, it's an indication of the prevelling éxcitement and enthusiasm and a shootingfor-something different and new that characterizes
the mecium here. as opposed to the custom-builf
trivia. emenating from the Hollywood celluloid grind
“mills;

product

Win- ,net.last year was $16,000.000. For -the current fiscal

hes. heen

somewhat

justified

over

the past i

Serip

f-w vears, dating back perhaps to the days of “Robin

okaved

Hood,” hecaute

tests

the shows have been short on quality.

had
heen | previaitiv
by RAI-TYV. but recent pro-

in

Parliament

and

the

oven

more ‘recent personal intervention
by Italian Prime Minister Fenfani
finally “meade it’ and: bows this week on CBS-TVasked that satirical treut“Adventures of Sir Francis Drake,” curr ently choot. —who
meat
of recent Italo history «with
inc xt the leased Warner Bros. studios: the on-ie
location-in-Australia “Whiplash” series and the up- an accent on the [rserist vears
pren
:
Val —: those ‘shut cut of the tv. programming:
franchises
coming “Ghost Squad” series, among others. Parnell °*foned down” so as not to be ofBee cent NeaisCondde eons handed out hy the Independent Television Author ity,
‘& Grade have embarked on a maior “shoet the fensive to national susceptibilities
have. signed: up’ for. a niierowave :including the. rewspaper: empires ‘of Lord Beaverhookup after a Awo-day. “meeting«.
brook and Lord Rothermeré. are bitterly resentful works” urdertaking involving in all 10 different —had prompted a second laok at
series They have given international vidfilm tanner matcrial.
in Toronto. of tv station heads, the:of ‘the “new. millionaires” after walking away from
D'Anza has new heen revdaced
;
“o¢
their own tv franchises wears hack—is -‘that the. Les Harris the go-ahead for 26 installments on each,
representine a multi-million outlay, on the sireneth by a new director. Stefano de Ste fjnitial ee eement calling nto) a projected $17,000,000: renresents a 3213°r net return
ani,
while a new script is beng
that
sooner
or
later
the
U.
S.
will
have
to
sit
up
‘on the overall: gross billings from’ ATV's television
and .teake natice:
prepped
by “other authors’
fale
“Bevadeastings 19"“be: increased :to and auxiliarv enterpiises. Thece include, for exam
lowing
‘co-author
D°Anza‘s pro*
.
‘nle.: vested interests in eight Australian stations.
On the basic ef the initial three {nstallments of
_ Canadian... Television
Network Halifax and Canada: its major. vidfilm. operation. its “Drake”. as Viewed even in rough cul here. there's: test walkout. Talent (lated ta apLtd. plins.to use studios and équip- ‘ownershin of ITC i4y hich alone makes it the biggest. no denxing the qualitative merits of the production. pear in upcoming show sill prebe
used
regardess,
ment of ‘their affiliated key sta--\jafilm distributor in the ‘Eastern Hemisphere with
Brought in for some $35.000 per installment, a com- sumably
tions but: will: not—as -vet—under- 4 900- ha'f-heurs' sold. in’ ihe past 11 months); 50°
originally hooked
parahle
Hollywoad- produced segment
‘of similar AmGnag names
take. to originate any ‘shows of its'‘ownership of Pye Records ‘one. of the four major auality wou'd represent a minimum tah of $60.000. for stanza are Juliette Greco,
own. Network will be in full ‘oper-" diskeries in Britain). and. sundry auxiliary businesses,
Desmond.
Carol
Derell,
It's a ¢ parture in costume praduction for tv. com- Johnny
; ation - first week: of September, such as a British |exclusivity. on Muzak and Wired
hining bistor‘eal- values ‘based on authentic enisad-s Lilian Terry. Pirro Piccioni, Weiter
&aid Caldwell:
) Wireless.
:
in the Ife ard times of “the king of the seas. with Chiari, and Carlo Dapporto.
To fully appr eciate the. Midas’ ov entores of a 330% a format desigred for both youth and adult appeal.
Both the production and per formance components
are taperade. It’s the economie potential. because of
. S. and. its $23:000.000- net lest ‘Vear—a net which. ‘the U. S. attitude and. subsequent freezeouts that's ;
jreauired ‘a gross, intake’ ‘exceeding $460.000. 000.
disturhire.
With’ the assured
British-Canada-Australia sales, there’s only a 50°¢ guarantee on recanBritain’ 8 ‘Glamor. Boys’
°
which winds up April. 30. Val Parnell and Lew
PY Ranuntom v.CHANIV, Van-|‘Grade. the show biz-minded factotums of the operacouver, _
Hoan. expect it Avil. hit $17.000. 000.
What makes it all.the -more- vemarkable—and why
To “start. in. mid August — with:

i

FCN-T

a

FRN-: tvear.

alas.

»

“But with

the

advent

of “Danger

Man”

which

S

Canada ‘AFM Blacklists

esate it with ‘ihe CBS corporate ‘Retres in’ the

Mpls, WICN-TV’s Trioue

11 Stations on Pickupof|
‘

rewards, it's no’
Faster Parade of Stars’
leva ‘thet the: “glamor -hovs” ‘of Britain: comprise
>
Ottawa, April .4.
the Lew -Grade-Val Parnell-Prinece Littler-Norman

Eleven

Ww ith “such. Stageoring

Canaiian

tv. and radio Collins combine at ATV: the Sidnev-Cecil’ Bernstein

- Blations were .deniéd by AFM the ty: empire in: Manchester. ar the.“mystery man of
use. of CBC-TV's' network ‘!Easter British finance” Harley -Dravton in adding his A-R
Parade ot Stars” in gid of crippied video’ .it's just a sideline). to’ his yast Rediffusion
children. “Show used an estimated;
‘holding company ‘Wembley Stadium, Chicago Tran-

$2.000.000' werth of tree talent. in- sit: London Transport. coal mines, shipping. etc...
uding: Imogene “Teresa ‘Stratas.. An. updated viewing of British tv suegests, that it

‘Bob. G

I t, J

Rubes

and: ing 8 now ‘at:a_ stage ‘somewhat

paralleling U. S.. video

Ga
roulet,
Jan Rubes an
WE about five years aco. hefore ‘viewer disenchantment
ianam.
set in. Not that British tv. is immune from criticism,
AFM _ blacklist. covered stations or that’ disenchantinent on the same scale won't

‘that had ietused ‘to. hire union possibly set in a-few years hence. Far from it.. Save
musicians during ‘the past year—|for the fact’ that. the: British: ‘are. mote squeamish
and in’ some cases ‘use only hon- | about the type of violence.as cxemplified’ by “The
‘wnion <ideméen..
AFM. ‘supplied. | Untouch: »bles” which robody. would dare ‘but here),

free, 70° musicians
and $25, 000 |the U.S. -vidfilm product-on. both the BBC and
worth of music to."Easter Parade ‘commercial skeins here: «which represent altogether
of Stars.7a spokesman said.
tabout 14°¢. of. the programming schedules!, enjoy
popularity

throughout” Britain,

=| muc h different.

Tastes

are’ not that

STORER BEEFING UP
B’CAST STANDARDS.

‘But. whereas ‘these coustitute:. jin. ‘the main. the
* bréad-and-butter, hou*-alter-hour fare in the U.'S.,
British: tv can hold its head higher in its respect for
{lixe programming’ totalling more than 60°7. of the
. | schedules. in contrast. to. the 88°¢ celluloid -dedica-.

Miami.. April 4.
Ewald: Kockrity. Storer veepce tion on. tap ‘for next:season in the U. S.\. Live drama,
‘and national program direetor for mostlv in hour form, is a ‘seven-nights-a-w eek attrac-

tv, has been’ switched to director. ‘tion ‘on the. British, channels. Ww hether out of the
“of broadcast’ standards. and will “ATV... Granada,.A-R, Britain’s ‘ABC-TV or BBC. shop,
head up the. group's newly-created and. most: of. ‘it corstitutes original fare.
department of broadcast standards. |: The talent is the’ finest, recruited. mainly from the
With Storer since 1941 anda ‘4 London | stage and. films: -with no name ‘too big.
vecpee ‘since ‘54. Kockritz, will .re- There's a’ respect: for writers:. and. the writers, in.
port to Stanton P.- Kettler. exec turn; -réesnect the ‘medium’ sand that also applies to.
“yeepee. for operations. Kettler says the vidfilm. creators, naw that ‘the writer fees have
the hew department, an outgrowth. ‘been upped: to sums commensurate with U. S. scales),
‘of Storer’s quality, control depart- | ‘To find. the type of free-whecling expr ession ard
ment: Wil ‘alow -more efficiency in experimentation: ‘that’s to .be found in live. drama
handling ‘broadeast. standards and’ here. ‘ohe would have ta go. hack ‘to the days-of early
“complex: regulatory: ‘considerations. : “Studio One” and “Phileo Plavhouse” in the U. S..
. “This isn't a ‘watchdog’ depart- for its: equivelamt. Last week, for example. wifnessed
ment.” says Kettler. It's a new ap- an event: in the London ty drama’ sweepstakes that
- proach through which we hope: to. would. occasién hosannahs in America, yet w as taken
relieve many: of the burdens placed ‘in stride here. It-uas a Granada Television -Playon’ our station personnel.
True, house. reduction of.a D. H. Lawrence play, “The
the broadcast standards’ department | Widowing. of. “Mrs. . Holroyd, * never hefore played
will servelas a very helpful check: pr ofessionally - in’ Britain. in’ anv mediym, Typical
point in conforming with all FCC Lawrence of the: “Sons and: Lovers” period. both. in
and. company
standards, but its setting and subject. it was an extraordinarily skillful

primary

purpose

is-to be of sery- ;execution. of a wholly ahsorbing plav—certainly. a

ive. to our actual operating peopie, far ery from: anything ventured on U.S. tv in "recent
Vvears,

‘at the station devel.”

“Rock: nn? Roil Passion: Play

-CBSTV. Gets Relief’. Coin

Sometimes
tfo extremes

the: ¥en. for origina! lity can. be carried
here.- er eating Parl amentary ‘nipups,

as“

. Some. springtime . hiz came into |for cxample in- the: anrouncement ast. week of the
CBS-TV's coffers dJast.-week fronr! scheduling of a jive+style. Passion Play on the comR: VU.. Reynolds and - Sinclair Oil. |mercial -ABC skéin. .Sevenfeen |M. Pls stead up in.

but “ méstly "#s~ relief | for
sponsors.
Reynolds” has
available

icked
alternate half-

other : righteaqus indignation to’ protest ‘the: fact. that the
‘plan? $ cast would be exhorted to drink trem.a. chalice:
up” the| with the words:
hour”
Keock it back, AU peur. heads
7

“To. Tell the Traun” awvhich Helene | Its vat secrth holeina cf 17) reise Sead.

Curtis leaves. ind the -oil company
The ‘play in question, “A Ven. Dies.” is told in
ds hey ing four Red Skelton halt-#jivevera rok Roars with a Were “ald clerk par.

hours to 1cLeve Jutnson’s Wax,

turing ensts fram these

financial

| lraying Christ in. nlue jears

and: sveat ‘shirt. Sir

home and Dominion markets.

Without the U. S..-it’s pretty much
cause. the ATY production ambitions

of a haneless
nipped in the 1

ud. That's w hy it's beeome so imperative for Parnoll end Grade to break down resistance to British
accont,

$29,000.000 Gamble on An Accent
that’s why Parnell and Grade. in a now-it-

And

can-he-te'd. story, were willing to gamble to the tune
of some £20.090.000 to. prove their point that with
cuality nroduct, British accent should
prove
ro
U.S. deterrent. Just about a vear ago. when Parnell
ard Grede were trying to sell “Danger Man" to
‘either of the three U. S. tv networks they were
rebuffed on_all counts. So the ATV impresarios then
_and there exprecsed a willingness to buy a full hour
weekly on all three webs as a showcase for “Danger
‘Man’ and.other British ‘product. with ATV taking
responsibility for delivering the sponsors. Grade saVs
the pronacal never got past the TCC. Subsequently
“Darger Men” was sold to CBS-TV, vremiering this
werk, ‘Ironically. as they now recall, it was CBS
that put up the strongest resistance a year agzo.!

Grade and Parnell are somewhat reconciled to
the. probability of “Danger Man.” for all the virtues
thev ‘attribute to it. taking a shellacking from its
“Price Is Right” ‘competition. Nor does it hother’
them that the Wed. 8:30 p.m. CBS time has hardly
enjioved the rnaost advantageous -warmup during the
‘preceding months of the “My Sister Eileen” tenancy.
What is important. however. is how the U. S. audi-

ences

react

to a purely

British-made

series.

If. as

they. anticinate.. the reaction is favorable. it could
firallvy put an end to the one-way strect relation*hip

and final acceptance of British product on the U.
networks.

.

Oddlv

enough

the. deplorable

track record

of the

made-in-Britain-for-the-U. S.-market telefilms over
recent years, it's argued here, stems primarilv from
the Americans themselves. through production interference end inflicting their own U. S. attitudes on
British product. Cited as but one recent Mustration:
“The Invisible Man.” which had a somethine Icss
than spectacular. career on CBS. Had the British
heen left alone to ‘produce as they saw fit. it's contended, the chances for success would have been

‘Farewell’ as ARC Affil
In Plussine Onnosition

Minneapolis, April 4.
In an unusually candid ne spener
advertising
campaicn,
WTCN-TY is beosting its risa) stae
tions
and
competing
netwerks
while promoting
ifs own
future
program plans.

The

Time,

Ine.-owned

station,

which loses its ABC-TV affiliation
to KMSP-TV April 15. is running
quarter-page
institutional
ads in
Twin Cities papers to explain its

position and problems as z#n independent operator. With rare cinedor, station points out that it: cxpects
to lose some
vievers
of
ABC's shows to KMSP hut that it
hopes to retain a large share of its
audience by telecasting Minnesuta
Twins’ American
Jeasue basrebzll
games
and
by = Stressing
news
coverage.
Plugging
other
competiturs,
WTCN’s ads state that many tv
fans “will continue to pledge allegiance to the excellent network
shows
on
CBS'
WCCO-TV
and
NBC's KSTP-TYV. Still others will
seek the intellectual and cultural
rewards to he gained by tuning

in ‘KTCA-TV), the fine educational”
television facility of the Univ. of
Minnesota.”
Ads note that tv competition in
Minneapolis and St. Paul is “keener than in 90°
of the cilies in
America. This makes Twin Cn.es
television
better, it makes
sour
free viewing choice more varied—
and it makes life tougher for an
independent station.”
Ads are signed by Westen
C.
Pullen
dr.. Time,
Inc. vp.
for

broadcasting.
«nd =Theodcre
CC,
corsiderahly enhanced.
The ATV orievances against “U.S. attitudes” goes Streibert, WTCN vp. and gencral
heyord tv film reaction. For some ‘time the procuc- manager.
tian arm
of the company has heen protecting a

S.i

JOE LEVINE INTO TV?

maior corics of taped specials designed to give U.
television a universality in scope and dimension. For i
exampls. a rroduction. of “The Aspern Papers” with
Michael Redgrave, to he done on location in Venice. Boston ft nchainer of Heicules May
Produce For Homes
the orisinal tocalé of the story. Other items pro-!
posed? The Vienna Ice Revue. taped out of deors at:
i
Is
Jue
Levine, the Boston BarSt. Moritz; tre London Palladium Christmis Shows:
the femed Lida show in Paris: an origination from “num. mapping a foray puto te bee
- the Tiveli Gardens in Copenhagen: from London the vision?
Roval BiYet with Margot. Fonteyn, and the French : Understood he may do it on the
Ratlet +h either Jeanmaire or Colette Varchand. shoulders of a “Hercules” series,
Aba the Wd Vie Co. which-is under contract to partneting with Martin Ramrseheti’s
ATY.. znd the Stratford Shakespearean troupe.
Filmwaas video commercial cuttit.
Wevever, with the Jone exception of a T.ondon Latter
ois
currently
producing
first)
damestic
teatuie,
Polediine® «© ecial which Val Parnell “GN produce Levine’s
fev an NRC-TV show essing. late in April, the U.S, “Boys Night Out.” Pair. it’s kro n,
nefeeerss have turned a deaf ear ta cach and every have been acutting a tcle skein
pre yet,
e
Phased on Gne of the Levine pooper.
Pot ts aby both Parnell and Ge Ae, Gespuiring of tes, “ith “Hercales” the wikely
(Continued on page 56)
vehicle,
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yaar,

Who’s laughing now?
ABC’s national audience—and more
than any other network audience.*
if the audience doesn’t howl, the sponsor
will. Hence our broad grin, as we report the
situation comedy situation according to
the National Nielsen, Jan. thru March*: ABC,
as the chart happily shows, leads in average
audience. What you’re getting, in the way
of smiling homes, is 656,600 more of ’em
on ABC-TV
than on Net Y...3,283,000
more than on Net Z, And for a last hal, get

this: 3 new situation comedies appear in
Nielsen’s top 25. Two of them are ABC’s.'

ABC Television Network
*Source: National Nelsen ‘TV Reperts Average Audience, all eve~tng situation comed es,10 weersenc ng ManrS *G61,

— fnat-ceaihve ser Maus Luh‘ Ty heport
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With Upswing in Ecitorializng

Hi Brown Reactivates
‘Inner Sanctum’ As.

Senate Mulls New Groundrules For | ,

- Stations With Political Ax to Grind

An Hour Radio Strip

| TV-Radio Production Centres
—Sees

Continued from pare 38

Wales . . . “Armchair Theatre,” just-finished
ABC Television series

roducer Hi: Brown, who. origi-

of Sunday-night dramas, had 17 or its 27 plays in the Network “Top Ten.” According to TAM-rating, “Armchair Theatre” plays have ‘been
radio and who produced the syn- seen each Sunday in an average
of 5,910,000 homes.

nated “Inner Sanctum” on network

‘dicated ‘video series. of the same
title, wants to return the mystery
efforts td get air time for a reply. anthology. to radio, this time as an|
WNAC-TV to telecast 14th annual stude. gov't day fnaugural cereA move to lay down some legis- |“We were very unfairly : treated,” hour daily strip to be sold market
{monies from state. house. April 14 from: 10 to 10:30 a.m. for third
lative groundrules
for broadcast ; he complained.
Kent hit at the. by market.
consecutive
year . ... WBZ-TV ass't. program mgr. Win Baker in Washpolitical
editorials
may
emerge 1positian of the stations that they | Radio: drama, says Brown, has
from Senate hearings on political |had to take the word of then White |been a part of the American cul- ington Monday (3), Tuesday -(4) to meet with JFK and top admin.
Officials
at
foreign
policy confab for pubaffairs broadcasters... . Hub
{ture
and
a
way
of-life
for
32
years,
complaints against stations during House news secretary James Hagerty that the Ike speech was non- j and it would be a shame to see it tv press turned out Monday (3) for confab with Dave Brinkley,:set up
Jast year’s electioneering.
by
WBZ-TV
press.chief
Joe Ryan ... WNAC-TV inked Waltham:
The Senate Freedom of Com- partisan. “Not even Hagerty can ‘die out.
‘Heating for sponsorshipof “Late Weather,” with. Verne Williams, on’
munications Subcommittee found call a dog a cat and make it stick,” | Brown says he’s aware of the Sundays at 11:15... WBZ-TV field sales coordinator Larry Feeney’
isueeess of “My True Story,’’ which
the so-called “fairness doctrine” was Kent's answer to this stance.
upped ‘to national sales coordinator . . . Phil Galligan, WBZ-TV film
Speaking for FCC, Nelson as- ‘is distributed via closed circuit
almost as sticky a wicket as the
producer cameraman, named winner of four awards including “best in
ecual time provisions of Section sured Kent that the whole matter: daily by. Mutual Broadcasting with
show’ in tv newsreel category of Boston Press Photogs Asso. for. his. :a
good
pick
up
by
local
stations,
jwould
be
held
open
for
examina315.
Korea films ... . Jack Dane, WBZ-TV art dir., copped four. awards and
Republican
National
Chairman ‘tion when the S.F. stations come ,but denies that it has influenced WBZ-TV artist
Bob Van Leuven, two, in the Art Directors Club. of
this
desire
to-reopen
the
creeking
;
iD
for
license
renewal.
,
hurston Morton talso junior SenBoston 7th annual competish ... Jim Britt laneside ‘commentator for
posed the: However, Nelson did say that :door. . He points out that “True ‘WHDH-TV Sat...bowling show . .. John MeLellan, WHDH-TV “Jazz
ator from
Kentucky:
'Story”
is
a
barter
déal
dreamed
up
issue in griping about the editorial:FCC policy leaves it up to the inScene” host, guesting Lambert, Hendricks &.Ross . . . Shirley ‘Tucker
licensee
to evaluate
a “by Ted Lloyd’ (the 55-minute daily in from Win Nathanson & Asso., N. Y., to set-p.a.’s
endorsement
of the Democratic: dividual
for. Watchmakers.
Presidential slate by New York's. speech to determine whether “con- ’ stanza is bankrolled by Belltone. of Switzerland Hub campaign’. . . Selections played on WBZ-FM are
WMCA last fall. Morton’s com-- troversial issues of public impor- ‘for its hearing aids and peddled to now getting idents on the air as ay added sérvice to listeners; title of.
istations free for local sdle around works being performed and names of artists are given before and after”
plaint was not with the station’s: fance’”’ requiring balanced treat; iBelltone blurbs), and he - would numbers . .. Public health problems theme of fifth. program of “It's
right to editorialize, but with the: ment are raised.
wav it promoted the broadcast edi-: In shifting through equal time ‘rather sell: “Sanctum” direct to sta-. Your City” series, “Pains of Health: Diagnosis of a City”on WNAC-TV!tions. “Story’’.deal is according to | Wednesday (12).
torial through page ads in New complaints, the subcommittee. (ac{MBS plan, with station feed gratis
York dailies and the way it handled ; tually a subcommittee of the Com- tj
.
,
j
e
rt
:
'
=
:
merce
Committee’s
CommunicaGOP efforts to reply.
i
tions Subcommittee)
heard
Sen.

IN BOSTON...

Washington, April 4.

ee
|
NS
-

inreturn for national sale

by the|IN “FZASHINGTON:

.

|

|

Morton told the subcommittee |
‘In 1953, Brown
praduced 39°
ABC-TV is sending five personalities, Pawl Burke and. Horace McMathat the station nixed Sen. Jacob, Styles Bridges’ peeve against FCC's» “Inner Sanctum” half hours which hon -("Naked City’), Dick Clark ("American Bandstand”), Connie
handling of his equal time trou-

Javits 'R-N.Y.) to reply on behalf:
Currently a Stevens (“Hawaiian Eye") and Louis Quinn ("77 Sunset Strip’), ‘to:
hles arising from his appearance went to syndication.
o* Republican nomineg Richard M.°
Production. Center.serve as marshals of the ‘capital’s annual Cherry Blossom Festival
on ‘American Forum of the Air”: topper’ with
Nixon
because,
for unexplained
broadcast by WBZ-TV
(Westing-, Inc., New York film studios, Brown : parade April 8 which WMAL-TY., local--ABC affiliate, will carry live
reasons. the Senator could not be. house. Boston) last fall. Bridges, -last summer produced the 18 one-; for two hgurs. Miss America “(Nancy Anne Fleming) and WMAL's
bitled as official spokesman for
Frank Harden and: Jackson Weaver will do the. commentary. USIA
joined by Sen. Hugh Seott (R-Pa.), hour Chevy mystery series.
Nixon.
A seven-minute
tape by:
will make the film available to Japanese tv stations (that’s where the.
: suggested that FCC should have,
GOP Vice Presidential contender
Washington trees came from}, and WMAL is.feeding parade. coverage’
held the appearance exempt from:
Henry Cabot Lodge Jr.. used across Section 315 under the 1959 amend- }
‘to WBOC-TV, Salisbury, Md., a: 1 WSVA-TYV, Harrisonburg, Va... ;:
the nation for routine broadcast ‘ments instead of requiring WBZ to}
| Robert B. Paris iwho's father, herman, is with WWDC here) is: new.
spots, was then aired over WMCA
on the sales staff of WTTG-TV
: . . Joining WJDM-FM
as an angive matching time to his’: Demo-°
as the GOP reply.
nouncer is Bruce Holland . .. WRC-TV has added a. pubaffairs serics,
cratic Senatorial opponent. Dart- }
|
: As Dick Salant Aide 1 “The. Doctor Reports,” with Dr. James Watt,..National Heart Institute
With Democratic Subcomm¢ ce mouth Professor Herbert Hill.
Allen Ludden is.leaving the CBS : director, reporting medical research. advances in lay’ language.
member Gale McGee of Wyoming
The subcommittee, headed by ‘Radio owned & operated stations:
a
a
concurring, Morton said he thought Sen, Ralph Yarborough
(D-Tex.),
the candidate attacked by an edi- also took testimony of Morris No- Iwhere he’s been “director of pro-;
jgram services” to move over to:
a,
a
torial should have the right to .vik of New York City who took the
seiect his spokesman when he can’t: nosition that the broadcasting in- ;CBS News under boss. Dick Salant: Glenn Gould, concert ivory-tinkler, has been signed by CBC-TY.
reply personally—as is offen the ‘dustry is wrong in claiming Ken- jas “consultant for creative’ serv-: to present four 60-min. programs, these to get the full coast-to-coast
:
CBC web treatment ... . Course in English-language instruction for
case with busy national contenders. nedy is greatly indebted to the ; ices.”
Morton
suggested
that
county, -“Great Debates” for his November | Ludden, who will continue. em-! foreign immigrants will be launched this summer on Channel6, with:
and Sunstate or nafienal party chairmen - victory. Ten network tv affiliates |ceeing ‘his Sunday “General-Elec-| three .30-min. lessons skedded for Wednesdays, Saturdays
be given the right to select spokes- and 35 independents didn’t carry trie College, Bowl.” if. it stays on; days to aid newcomers who are unable to attend existing classes... .
tv over:
men rather than leave the discre- _the talks, and thereby drew “sub- |CBS, will be concerned. says CBS, | Iris Cooper clicking as first woman newscaster. on: Toronto

Allen Ludden Tapped

IN TORONTO...

tion with the stations.

.

At the same time. Morton foresaw more difficulties arising in the
future from the growing practice
of broadcast editorials ‘62 radio
and tv stations endorsed politicos:
last year, according to Federal Communications Commission). “One of
the best publicity gags” a station
could essay, Morton said. would be
to unleash an editorial blast at a
Presidential candidate merely
in

with

‘stantial numbers

the “creation

and

develop- |CFTO. Her husband is cellist with the

of viewers” away ment of new information-related |manager of CHUM radio station. Bob
from the debates. Novik was con' {head of sales-and
programs
. .. Since
b
pi
(
nected with a political educational. programs.”
His replacement over at the o&0 ;demonstrating exercises over.CBC-TV’s
radio series sponsored by the La ;

dies Garment

lside will

Workers Union.

be his former

Junger,

Former

as

Lerraine. :Thomson began her
;
“Open. House.” even the one--

IN

DETROIT

eee

.

for- :was

made the department's first; Franklin Sisson, formerly local sales manager of WOOD-TV, Grand.
Post for assistant to the tv assignment edi-| Rapids, is the new station manager:of \WWWJ radio . . . Transfer of

merly with the Houston
seven and a half years, has joined ;tor, reporting
the news staff of KTRH.
lment manager

_

hopes of snaring him for an exclusive interview in reply.

..-.

Lee,. has left. to Join. MCA

assistant ; time dancer is Iosing weight: .
-

Leon Schlosser.

“Also at CBS News. Bill Eames,

Houston—Victor

Toronto. Symphony

_

‘Once a Liara

directly to ‘assign--; control of WSAZ, Inc., of Huntington-Charleston,:W. Va., to WJR, The
Ralph Paskman.
-| Goodwill Station of Detroit, has been approved by the FCC... “Inside.
:
~|the Congo," a WXYZ-TV produced half-hour doeumentary,on tape, is
“being syndicatedby the ABC o&o station:. .. Shirley Eder, WJBK-TV's

|

“Girl on the Go” is back from Hollywood: with taped interviews. with

‘Barbara Stanwyck, Peter Lorre, Walter. Pidgeon, Lana Turner, Joan

The GOP chieftain also assailed ,
|, Fontaine, Robert Sterling and Ginger Rogers ... . “Almanac,” a, weatherthe page ads bought by WMICA
4: cast-in-depth with narration by Dan Riss, is a new daily. 5:30:p.m. feapromoting
its editorial
endorseBy COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD
ture on WWJ radio... WXYZ's Public Affairs. Department
will present:
ment of Kennedy. He said this ws
‘a special documentary ona spring election controversy—whether. Michi-:
Ince a liar, always a liar—this is
“The novelty was that the show igan's constitution should be rewritten bya constitutional convention.
a way of putting out “clever political propaganda” and deducting it what I have to live with since be- was only nine performances old i Jack Powers will narrate ... “Diver Dan”.is a new WWJ-TV entry in.
feoming an “on call” type with a jand ‘it was the night, the sponsor |the Saturday at 9:30 am. sp ot.... . Edward -R. Murrow, new directorof
as a regular business expense.
CBS-TV weekly opus tagged “To : Was. going to°make his determina-|the USIA will be the principal speakerat the 117th commencement of
WMCA Board Chairman Nathan
‘tion to whether he should drop or} the Univ, of Michigan June 17.
_
mT
,
Tell the Truth.”
Straus and his son Peter. President

of WMCA

and

WBYY

in Buffalo,

said the Kennedy endorsement was
designed “to open some new trails
where the FCC has already pointed
the direction, but where no broad-

It was on Jan. 29, 1957. that Gil ‘drive

Fates

and

Roger

Kielly

‘of

the

on.

On the

basis

of our|

| hanky-panky,
V-panky, so legend’ goes,
OES, the}
riarntFar

6§&

ANG

T

'

Goodson-Todman
office were of- j show was given the greenlight and : IN SAN . FRANCISCO oe.
=
ee.
J..G. (Gil Paltridge, ex-boss of KROW, KGO-AM and, most :Jately,.
fered a photo of one Ted Crosby ‘it's been going ever since.
A couple of weeks ago, Kielty
! KFAX, has been named statewide co-ordinator. of educational tv for
by the owner of a Spokane radio
' popped up on the phone tit’s a-oit | the Univ. of California, Berkeley ... KFAX has scrapped its all-talk ©
station, suggestion being that he
caster had cleared the brush or
: would fit in a slot on G-T’s very new isafer than being closeted with a! format and gone in for Spanish-language broadcasting ... KCBS sales
even blazed the trees.” They both
country-jake in an elevator) with hit an alltime peak in the second week. of March ($160.000. tn thatTTTT.
insisted the station should have the , Most Crosbys are known for tthe idea for.a rematch. The panel i. week’ alone), according.to the 50,000-watt:o-and-o ... . KGO-AM began
right to choose a spokesman when
making.
money,
meeting
pretty is entirely new—Peggy Cass; Kitty |its 15-minute “Dear Monique” show-this weck: with ‘the Examiner's
the
unendorsed
candidate
can't
girls. having boxoffice. and- being Carlisle. Don Ameche and Tom| ~@sony” columnist, Monique Benoit, and Bill Guyman.. .. KSFO deerely.
|
jay Del Courtney. will lead the Giants’ band at Candlestick Park... ..
caterwaulers,
but
fair-to-middlin’
easeph M. Nelson, Chief of the Ted Crosby is known in Spokane. as . Poston.
time. a since
Navy | KGO-TV-AM controller Henry Saroyan recuperating from surgery.
Captain “This
is now
Rear the
Admiral.
Renewal and Transfer Branch of a rainmaker.
It's really true
fle named’ Robert ‘B. Moore, they had!
|
a
FCC's
Breadcast
Bureau,
stated. has a way of injecting a cloud bank Ted Crosby and I come back. to;
FCC’s policy in support of station. with silver iodide which causes the.
editorializing. He said it must be, moisture
Karl Krug, drama critic on WIIC, is hosting a show platie-to Newto congeal
into either and- Poston voted for us faken but
amarha
‘know | York on May 5, 6, 7, Visits to “Do Re Mi.” “Taste of Honey” and
practiced within bounds of the! raindrops or snow after which it ,Miss Cass und Ameche,
fairness doctrine obliging broad- dives tu earth.
jan admiral when they’see one.
t jazzeries, Eddie Condon's-and The Embers, are in the package .. 4

:Ted Crosby

c.sters to seek out opposing points — Ted was on the way into town,
oO. view when they broach a con-! and it was necessary to team him
troversial issue of public impott-_ with a couple of fakers. The first
aree. The fairness doctrine is now ! in hand was a Navy captain whose
reutioned in the Comimunications ; carrier,
the
Saratoga,
was
1n
Act as a coveat to the 1959 equal . Brooklyn Navy Yard for repairs.
time
amendments.
The
caveat:
My turn came when Kielty latd
aided to the amendments exempt- :arm on me in an elevator and told
ing news-tvre programs from Sec- ‘me I was.a Finger for Bing Crosby.
tron S15. states that nothing in the Being a country boy, and having
ar:iendments relieves broadcasters ’ heard about what goes on in New
o. their duty to seck out opposite:

{| We

were

and I come back.to/ IN PITTSBURGH . . .

in

¢

‘ Bandleader
2D.

:

now

doing a Saturday

jazz show

on.
aan WAZZ-

|this “performance but. the police: FM ...KDKA now doing a documentary series
on the space program:

|evidently have an eve on this trio ; Called “Countdown for ‘Tomorrow.” ‘there will be seven half-hournas
.
;
*{ shows and they will be spotted on the station’s “Program PM.” The

jand. generally
lige

we

wae. Oe a

appear
ee

to be, shows

have been in production

onday ton tapes recorded

by Mike

many

Levine

months. and are

and

John

Kulamer

based largely
during

their.

Gelder (vith Frank Conkling, NBC- ; ™@n¥_ visits to: Langley Field, Va., and Cape Canaveral . . . Bob. Nassi, air- kas, formerly of UPI here, has. joined WIIC as a newswriter .. ;| TV producer and Jack Farren,
| wick
manufacturer respectively) John Hills, who does a muscle show. on KDKA-TV, is planning to put
| who is a skunk expert, and Sidney the exercise seg into film syndication. It he does, he will ankle the
! Sperbeck (plus Candice Taylor, pro station.

York, I was about to bash him im
skater and Kathieen O'Rourke,
peints of view on contentious pub-’ the kisser and leave the elevator ‘ice
Physiologist), a lady policewoman
hiv issues.
at the next floor.
.
who specializés in forgery and bad;
The next floor turned out to be check cases in Riverside, Calif.
Other notable case bringing the
-|
fi.sress doctrine into play arose , the reception room of GoodsonThe admiral, Ted Crosby and £|
fre:a tormer President Esienhow- : Todman,
are gaining a little character, how-|

e."» “non-political” speech in San!
At any rate, they calmed ime,
Francisco last fall containing thin-, corned me, and the next thing I
Ax veiled assaults on Kennedy. Cali-| knew a panel composed then of
fornia Democrat Central
Commil-, Polly Bergen, Hildy Parks, John
tee Chairman Rover Kent testified : Cumeron Swayze and Hs Gardner
tia’ San
Francisco
stations who
voted three-to-one for me as Bing
carried the speech rebuffed Demo} Crosby's brother!

Walt Harper,

7

*
mer:
IN MINNEAPOLIS
. . #
_—
oe
WCCO-TV set to show Civil War documentary, “First. Minnesota,”
tomorrow night’ (6). St: Olaf Colelge choir and orchestra, . singing.
numbers from

personality

the period,

Dave

provide

background

Lee, back in Twin

music

..

.: Kid ‘show.

Cities, ‘has hooked .on ‘with

ever, as'on Jan. 29, 1957, we were; WICN-TV .. . KMSP-TV, expanding with acquisition of. ABC - affollowed on the show by the war-. filiation, is modernizing its plant and has ‘rented. additional . office ©
| den of Sing Sing prison.
{and studio space ... Jan.-Feb. Nielsen Index credited WCCO Radio

If-the show survives long enough,
| with ‘record-busting
63°¢ of local

maybe I'll get to tell the truth one;

Cities

affiliate. ...

day.

turned

from Hungary,

The

others

in our trio have}

. KSTP-TV

discussed

audience.

newscaster

had a chance apieceto be honest.j at Red Cross campaign meeting in St.Paul.

sak t

cadeyertgigtdagggtreresine
Gps

Station .is CBS’

Bob

his observations

+ Gepagi:

Twin

Ryan, ‘recently re-

behind Iron Curtain
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHART CLAT New Pilots

Cooperstein
Geames

Continued

ed because

from

page

the Governor

==

31 tame

knew

his long association with education-

al tv and of a persona! relationship
stemming from Cooperstein directinz the Governor’s report-to-thepeople show on Channel! 13.! The
Variances on what happened could
go on and an.
Upshot was that Cooperstein was
fired under the union clause of

speaking.
New Orleans © STATIONS: WWL, WDSU, WYUE © SURVEY DATES: NOV. 10-23, 1960] sionally
Balance of the: comedy. brew

WDSU

|
Continued

merce

and

WWL

Dept.,

from

the

MONDAYS

have

|
Program:
page

Las

come

Nov.

25 sams

Vegas

=

out

Average Rating: 5

Average Share:

Big Movie

WwwWwL

Jack Paar

WVUE

11:15-12:00°

5:
36

| with. Miss Rogers as twins, one a
COMPETITION
‘high-fashion designer, other a mag
.
STATION &
AVG. RATING . scribe.

Meet McGraw

UAA, Repeat

11:00-11:15

“worst
type of advertising’
cummunits couid get.

Noy.

‘Checkmate’
—_—--——

Queene

Continued

from

oun tie webs

fall sked.

NOV.

. COMPETITION

Co

PROGRAM

Nov.

~10:45-11:00

Report, : Sports, Wea.

WDSU

11:00-11:15

- 10-

Patio Playhouse

WDSU

11:15-12:30

Jack Paar

10:45-12:00.

WDSU

fooied

ta be hooked

inty!:

hos been tied in by CBS-TV
Trursday

Nov.

Bridgeport. Conn.—Bil! Whalen, ;
lonstime news caief at WICC AM:
and TV, I+ leaving for a news post}
at WNAC, Buston.

12 “RANGER

Nov.

19 “TEXAS

6

STATION

WDSU
9°

WDSU
6

WDSU

Jack Paar

WVUE.

MCA-TV,

| Edwards-Tom

5

10:45-12:00

y

STATION

on

“Homicide”

WDSU

Report, Sports, Wea.

WDsU

10:45-11:00
11:00-11:15

.

-

|
Repeat

(Continued on page 54)

‘Western: Four Star’s “Durant”
(a “Wanted—Dead Or Alive”: spine.
off, Noah Beery and Jonathan Bolt:

toplined); 20th's “The Jayhawker”
‘A Roy Huggins brainchild, with

ar

WDSU

Jack Paar

WVUE

11:15-12:30

Jack Betts and Jock’ Gaynor as
regulars,-Ann Blyth a periodic participant, Dan Dailey. and Eddie Foy
IE as pilot guest stars) and Revue's
“Frontier Circus” ‘an hourlong
SS.
RS
, Hoss opera starring. Chill -Wills’,

5

10:45-12:00.

5

COMPETITION .
PROGRAM

STATION &
AVG. RATING

Amos, & Andy

‘WDSU

Report.

13

Sports, Wea.

WDSU

11:00-11:15

10

Patio Playhouse

WDSU

Jack Paar

WVUE_

11;15-42:45

*

ae

10:45-12:00

5

COMPETITION

|
PROGRAM

Repeat

&

9.

Patio Playhouse

Abbott and Costello
7:30-8:00 A.M.

Two-Gun

Playhouse

8:00-8:30 A.M.

(a Mort Briskin proj-

ect),
and’ Warners
with. “The
Force” (uncast description of pres+
ent-day: exploits of the Roy,al Canadian Mounties.

AVG. RATING

Behind Closed Doors

Waldman creation

featuring Robert Vaughn), °Desilu
the
long-range
projected

‘| with

COMPETITION

PROGRAM

which the star plays a female ‘legal
whiz. Revue’s
two crime capers are
“89th Precinct” (with Bob Lansing) -

Other crimirial activity is divided
among Metro, with “The Asphalt
| Jungle” (another theatrical out‘ grawth,. with Jack Warden, Arte
Johnson and Bill Smith), Four Star
, With. ‘Boston Terrier’. (a Blake

12

Sports, Wea.,:

Patio Playhouse

41

Green-

-and ‘The Investigators,” both going the fashionable full-hour route.

‘WDSU

11:30-12:30

THE LADY”

LEGION. AIRE”

Rov Rovers
1940, Republic,

&

AVG. RATING»

11:15-11:30.

7

Gems’

“The Expendables.” Also at SG is
“The. Joan Crawford Show,” in

‘Playhouse

Average Rating: 15

AND

Crime: Screen

WVUE

San Francisco Beat
10:45-11:00__

Average Share: -71.

Roy Rogers
1940 Republic, MCA-TV,

ee

.

PROGRAM

“SATURDAYS 7:50-8:30 AM.
to the Program: ROY ROGERS FEATURE

9 to i9 time instead oat
“Gunslinzvers ”
Resue-made stanva has no bunkrotling vet
|

(hourlonger

McNally); 20th’s.

Rouse | “unit | ‘has revived and expanded’ the defunct |Mike Connors
starrer, “Tightrope,” and turned jt
into. an hourlong opus, Te-tagged

6

COMPETITION

OF MONTE CRISTO”

weeks.

the action-adventure stanza. Thes
hiteht star wath “Checkmate.”
Meantime,
“The
Investizators”

9

10:45-11:00

George Sanders, Joan Bennett
|
1941, UA, ArrowSmail. Ist Run.

RATING

WDSU

11 “KIT CARSON”
Dana Andrews, Jon Tail
1940), Arrow-Smali,. UA, Ist ‘Run

18 “SON

Corrupters”

project teaming Brett Halsey and
j Guy Stockwell with writer-proeduc_|.ér Robert Blees), ‘and Warner's
“Solitaire” (pairing Ray Danton
and John van Dreelen against a
background of European: ‘capital.
cities) and “Las Vegas File” (with
-Peter Breck and Mike Road whirl.ing around the gambling mecca),

STATION &

AVG.

Science Fiction

Average Rating: 11
Average Share: 58

Kimberi -Clark.
with
oa halt-°
hour akternate-weeks and Liggett
& Myers, with an hour -alternate-

“The

‘“The Hunters” (African safari type

FRIDAYS 19:45-12:30
Program: BIG MOVIE

“Beacktront.”
enaude
partly
with
CBS-TV coin, almost won the We2-;
Resda: slot between 839 and 9:50

Others of this ilk are Four Star's

5

11;:00-11:15

Yvonne De Carlo. Broderick Crawford
1947, Universal, Screen Gems, Ist Run

WWL
eee

5
‘WVUE

| starring -Stephen

‘Report.

“SLAVE GIRL”

&

WWE

11:15-12:00

7

pase2wi

period, woeat on a dilierent web.
that it now holde.
Keefe
Briassetle’s — producuon.

Pre

17

STATION

11:15-12:30
Jack Paar

Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Pat Medina
1948, UA, Screen Gems. Repeat

any }

about. a three-man: manned
sub,
‘two of whom are Jim Brown and
Johnny Seven); “Shannon” (a syne
dication entry topped. by George
Nader!, and. “The Insider” (with
‘David Janssen,.as a high-powered
N. Y¥. pr. man-—Bill- ‘Sackheim's .
pilat costarred Polly Bergen). Desilu. chips in with “The Silent Ones”
| tstories behind U. S. Army Counter-Intelligance Corps) and “The
Man From Telegraph Hill” {the ex| perience of Bay Area scribe Herb
Caen, as played by Dan Dailey).

6

AVG. RATING

Big Movie

Nov. 23 “BEHIND THE RISING SUN” ‘
Margo, Robert Ryan
1943, RKO, C&C, Ist Run

weeks, or snore, .nto the American
home which would make for the

'

WDSU
5

PROGRAM

BARNUM”

ave “minimal here”; that it prides
itself on being a “clean town” and|
“does everything possible to ease,
out undesirable elements.”
|
And as for the argument about
WWL
Average Rating:
Frank
Sinatra's
feature _ film,
Average: Share:
“Ocean's 11,7 the attitude is ¢h)|.
this was a fantasy about (2: a “Rififi’-type of heist, done in adult! THURSDAYS 10:45-12:30
melodramatic
manner,
differing; Program: BIG MOVIE
from a campaign of calumny and |
Noy, 10. “THE FIGHTING Q’ FLYNN”
crime, week
after week. for 39

| ranean-based test. ‘escapade which | would. blossom:;into a spread

COMPETITION

Wallace Beery, Virginia Bruce
1934, UA, NTA, Ist Run

drunkenness ete.

5

WDSU

Beat, Reporter

MIGHTY

Gems it centers around “The Venturers” (Burt ‘Leonard's Mediter-

WVUE

Patio Playhouse
11:15-12:30

“good” or “not good” publicity is. Program: BIG MOVIE
16 “THE

9

Report, Sports, Wea.

WWL

Nov.

Action - Adventure: At Screen

WDSU

10:45-11:00
Jack Paar.
~ 10:45-12:00

WWL

«

5

PROGRAM

WDSU

the loeal C. of C. attitude that
Vegas has its share of crime, as
does
any
community,
but
ako
stresses that it has more police. per
capita, than any American city;

5.

,

14 “KID GALAHAD”
Humphrey Bogart

firmly

AVG. RATING

11:15-12:30.

10:45-12:00
BIG MOVIE

1937, UA,

‘ture, which practice has become a
chabit’ out at. ‘Leo-the-Lionsville);.
Revue’s
outrageously
titled
“Mother Climbs Trees’: (with Jan
Clayton presumably: the Tarzanesqué female); ‘Warner’s “Room for
] One More” (ariother- picture ex| tension, a popular gimmick, at the:
tv-happy
major . picture “plants)
and
20th’s
“Margie”
(picture
| turned-series: again, Cynthia Pepper taking over for Jeanne Crain).
and “The Ginger Rogers Show”

STATION&

PROGRAM

con-

| sists of Metro’s “Father of. the
Bride” (an extension of the pic-

COMPETITION

50

Noy. 21 “PATRICK THE GREAT"
acainst the proposed Goodson &
Donald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan
Todman “Las Vegas Beat,” because
1945, Screen Gems, Universal, Repeat
of the reported accent on crime
and violence in the forthcoming {
video
series.
Same
attitude
Average Rating: 5.
against
Warner
Bros.
(ABC-TV)
Average Share: 50
proped “Las Vegas File" is said to
have caused the Burbank plant to
back down andor shoot it in the TUESDAYS 11:15-1:15
Program: PATIO PLAYHOUSE
studios.
Goodson
&
Todman.
which
has considerable
montagej
Nov. 15 “MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS”
and other atmos;heric footage. reAnne Baxter, Agnes Moorehead
portedly
have
expressed
them1943. RKO, T&C, Repeat
selves
circumventing
any legal
Nov. 22 “SISTER KENNY”
technicalities by supposedly shootDean
Jagger, Rosalind Russell.
ing the action in a “phoney” (con1946, RKO, C&C, Repeat
trived name! hotel albeit in a LV
setting.
It is to this that the local comAverage Rating: . 5.
munity objects and, furthermore, is
Average Share: 22
seeking legal interpretation how
a pseudo-realisfic aura (because of TUESDAYS 10.45-12:30
the montage shots? could be made; Program: BIG MOVIE
to endow a fictitious plot with
faked “authenticity.”
Noy. 15 “SHE WOULDN’T SAY. YES”
Rosalind Rusgell; Lee Bowman
The top Strip hotels have re1945, Columbia, ‘Screen Gems, Ist Run
torted
to Goodson
&
Todman,
when the latter cited shows such
Nov. 22 “HELLO FRISCO, HELLO”
as “Hawaiian
Eye’ and ‘“Niami
Alice Fay, John Payne
Undercover." that that kind of pub1943, 20th Century Fox, NTA, 1st Run
licity LV doesn’t need; and, besides, Honolulu tourism is off and
Miami has had one of its worst seaAverage Rating: 9
sons, “so maybe that is the wrong
Average Share: 45
kind of publicity too!”
|
Further in line with the serious |
WEDNESDAYS
10:45-12:30
approach
to
what
constitutes:

that hoodlumism,

| (Cy Howard, again) and an untitled.

‘| half-hour in which Phil Harris and
‘Alice Faye would re-team, ‘profes-

conduct.”
.
Savs Cooperstein: “Thisis the
Average Share:
phrase in the Directors Guild of tS
ee
eel
America contract by which manage- :MONDAYS 11:15-1:00
ment doesn’t have to give you any : Program: PATTO PLAYHOUSE
severence pay, which in my case:
is ten weeks’ of salary for my wel
Nov. 14 “IRON MAJOR”
years work. or about $1,800.”
Pat O’Brien, Robert. Ryan.
Director affirms ‘at he has no
1943, RKO, C&C, Repeat
desire to be des. 4 “ive or negaNoy. 21 “COME “LIVE WITH ME”
tive about the pre: .. management
James Stewart, Hedy Lamarr
of WNTA-TY.
Cott & Co., by their |
1941, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat
actions
and = statements,
affirm !
otherwise,
leaving Cooperstein a.
Average Rating:
*man without a station.”

jemees

John Emery, -Susan Silo); “Pan| dora” (another Anso project, with.
‘Pat Carroll); “My Wife's Brother”

t

“insubordination” and “gross mis-

Vegas

Continued from page 31 sas

spinoff with ‘Constance Bennett, |

Varrery-ARB’s weekly chart offers a day-by-day analysis of the ‘top feature evening slots in @
“particular market.
On Saturdays and. Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pix
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is confined to. the top rated
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down. by days in the week. The ARB measured
period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data ‘such. as the time slot and overage share of
audience is furnished, Top competition and com petitive ratings also are highlighted.

of

| Miscellany: Metro
*

leads in the

. more-or-less
novelty
department
with “Dr: Kildare’ ‘starring palsy-°
| walsy cutups Richard Chamberlain
and
Raymond
Massey);
“Cain's: .
Hundred”
(a. dramatic. | suspense
‘entry created by Paul Monash and’.
starring
Mark
Riehman!,:
and
*“Harry’s Girls’ (Alan Jay Lerner’s
touring romp with Larry Blyden,

three half-hours completed: on the
French Riviera). 20th has “Bus
; stop” 4another Robert Blees baby,
| with Marilyn Maxwell and. Rhodes
Reason regulars, Tuesday Weld. re-

STATION & ~[current: and “The House On Rue

AVG. RATING °Riviera’. (cloak-and-dagger-o-ty;pe
WWL

7
WWL
5

endeavor’ starring John Ericson
and Richard
Anderson, and in
which. Jayne Mansfield and: Diana
‘Trask helped: shape ‘up. the pilot |
| film): Finally; there. is: Hanna-Bar-| bera's animated.“Top Cat” number

for Screen Gers, sold to ABC.
‘That, at any rate, is what's going:
into. the tube this season, What
comes out is another story. -
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FOCUS ON THE RIGHT INCOME AND EDUCATION...

In 1960 ARB reported- WNEW-TV reaches 100% of the greater
New York market! Now,in a special qualitative study, ARB reports

that the audience of independent WNEW-TV is comparable
in terms of Income and Education to the audience of the leading

network television station in New York. Y/N E W-T
Y
METROPOLITAN

INCOME-HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

BROADCASTING

EDUCATION-HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

HIGH SCHOOL

~

NS

NS

;

"3,000-5,000

‘GRAMMAR SCHOO

30

RADIO-TELEVISION

(Canadian TV-Radio

Have Another Miillion,Old Chap
Cantinned

“free network” acceptance of their wares, have set
their sights on the potentials of pay-tv in the U. S.
When, in the latter: part of April, Leland Hayward

arrives in London to scan properties for the RKO.
Teléradio feevee experimentations in Hartford,* he'll
sit down with the ATV-execs for a discussion of
titir projects. Both share the conviction of others
tiiat if pay television takes holds in America, the
responsibility for its success will lie in the abdieation of the networks in lowering their sights and
Values.
P&G—Skhewmen From Way Back
Parnell and Grade, are quite unique, either individually or as a team. Long before ATV hit the
spectrum, they “had it made” as top-bracketed showmen with the own distinctive flair and impact on
the populace—one the ex-circus performer (“The

’ Fiving Grades”)
Leslie what was

before setting up with brother
to emerge as one of the major

talent agencies in the world and with ownership
franchises in many of the top amusement enterrises threughout Europe, while Parnell hit an
eaually prominent stride as a showman as managing
director of the Palladium and as a member of the
Moss Empire. (Moss, which owns and controls virtually all the legitimate theatres in London, along
with H. M. Tennant, leading theatrical production
orzanization in the United Kingdom, are part and
parce] of the “ATV package.”’)
On the basis of such a track record, Parnell and
Grade will put in a bid to extend their performance
as tv entrepeneurs by seeking a crack at the third
British tv channel so that they can program in
London seven nights a week instead of the present

from

page

Wednesday,’ April 5, 1961.
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weekends in London and midweek in the midiands.
They are slated to appear next month defore the
Pilkington Committee; which is entrusted with the
task ef determining the. mest: qualified. Practically

\GM's Bullwinkle’

Talent to Tour UN,
NATO Bases 0’seas
Otfawa, April 4.
Starting April 13, radio and tv
performers

from

Canadian

webs

Gets
NBCSun. Slot
General Mills gave ‘NBC-TY the
Money and program to. All..Sun-

everybody and:his brether wants in.
will tour UN and NATO bases in days from 6:30 to 7 p.m. next SeaAt the moment it's strictly conjectural who will Europe under arrangements set at son. Spanser is supplying a car
get it. Some say the BBC. Others feel there will: be'the Ottawa. headquarters: of ‘both toon show called “Bullwinkle,”
Meantime, the network has de<.
no alternative but to invite new people and fresh|the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
minds to join the ranks of the “new millionaires.” jand the Federal defense depart- cided that it might be:a good ideaParnell and Grade are convinced that their per-;ment.
Tour will go 16 days and to slot “‘National Velvet” from 7 to.
formance warrants further: perpetuation. .
cover France, West Germany and 7:30. p.m, on Sunday, Berthed be-.
“Bullwinkle” and the new
Says Norman Collins (ex-BBC, now’
principal |the Gaza Strip, under UN auspices, tween
7:30 Disney hour, chances are,
cog in the ATV operation as deputy board chairman]
Performers named so far include web figures, that itl be sold in
and regarded as “the father of independent tele-| Tommy Hunter, Wally Traugott, Al short order eyen though current
vision in Britain” by virtue-of having persuaded4 Harris, Mike Ferby, Mare Wald. bankroller Rexall won't be back
Parliament of the need for an independent tv setup): |and Jack Jenkins, all of the Tommy
with the Metro production:
~~
“What is chiefly needed in commercial tv is compe-| Hunter
Show
(CBC
AM),
plus
A weekly half-hour’ news wraptition. ATV in its annual reports. has consistently |chanters Joyce Hahn and- Denyse
up.
with
Frank
McGee
might
take.
advocated that there be at least two commercial tv Ange, terpers Sandra 0’ Neill and
stations. Secondly, what .is needed is a painless Sherry Moore, vibist Peter Apple- 6 p.m. Gulf is being talked to by
NBC.
and:
interest
is’
reportediy
means of going over to 625 lines from the pre-war |yard.
Emceeing chores go to
standard of 405 lines. Our submissions to the! Gordy Tapp with Ken Dalzeil pro- fair to high in backing McGee.
This would be in addition to Gulf's.
Pilkington Committee will include these eardinal ducing.
Group is expected to ‘do
financial suppert for the web’s inpoints.”
20. shows of 120 minutes each. Hun- termiitent
news
specials, which
(It's ATV proposal, if new standards are adopted,|ter show will be taped for sched- McGee hosts most of the time.
to transmit on both 625 and 405 lines during the |uled times on CBC web.
| The 5:30 p.m. preceding spot could
next 10 years-to prevent obsolescence and “sudden |.
:
_
remain Chet Huntley time, as it is
death” for all existing sets.)
Dallas—Casey Cohlmia has been now, dut this is not set; perhaps ~
But that’s all in the foreseeable future. For. the named director of promtion and the web is not anxious. to have two
tInoment, if there are any doubts as to tv’s progress |publicity for WFAA Yadio and. tv. of its ranking: ‘commentators backhere, one has only to see how the Elstree Studios | Hell be in charge of advertising, to-back,
are being transformed into a: wondrous razzmatazz merchandising, promotion and pub‘of electronic wizardry to clinch any argument.
licity for the broadcast properties ;
And the.P &.G that spells out Parnell and Grade of. the Dallas
Morning
News,
go together like Procter & Gamble.
WFAA-AM-FM-TY,

‘NBS Jitters

—

‘Continued from page 25 memes

is steadiest yet. There’s Stone. as
|g.m., Dave Levy assured continuation as program veep,.Ed Friendiy
as administrative boss of presram-.
ming, and Jim. Stabile as the guy
who doés most of the negotiation :
{for the network.
A look at some of the people. who
are leaving middle or middle-high
{level posts. at NBC gives a clue. as
to why the cutbacks: are taking
place this time. With Stabile in
{charge of contracts; there was no
need financially or administratively
for a second veep in the same. area,
‘and that's why Burt. Hanft is going. George Matson, who preceded
Stone. as general manager of the’
tv web, is soon to go, it’s ‘understood, and that's essentially because
he has no fulltime responsibility in
the nether area as .Kinther's spe-

°

cial assistant, post he got. Tight
after the advent of Stone.
Once upon a time at NBC, there
i was
the
“T.-H-T"” “Today”.
“Home’’-Tonight”). - operation, a
participating program: setup. that
Tequired a separate. administrative
topper to make a whole eut of the
three programs. Only the morning:
version (Dave Garroway)..and the
nighttime Jack Paar. shaw remain
of the three, and since many other

network programs are now sold.
in participations (single minutes),
affect

it's probable changes. will

{veep Jerry -Danzig’ s Paar-Garroway department, ‘with. the stanzas
simply ending up as “other Programs at NBC. ”
Cutbacks
are expected. in: ‘the
‘program, research, publicity and
|operations areas of NBC.
Sales.
yseems relatively safe (maybe one
loss); with Don Durgin, another of.

NBC's so-called

“new

team”

re-

maining as head. And Tom McFad-

den, one of the senior veeps in the
department,

is back,

too,

| just returned
to his
months in a sick-bed.

having

desk

after

Clancy Worden
(amma

Variety analyzes ARB report!

Indicates WJIM-TV (Channel 6)
has’ complete audience domination. in network

shows

syndicated programs!

and

Continued

from

— page 26 —

it was only in the radio biz, as a
Staffer. in the press information.
department. With the war. he en-

tered the Army as a major, and
-before retiring as a Lt. Colonel,
Worden wrote a book for the Army
! Medical Department called ‘Men

i Without Guns.”
_ din 1947, he became public affairs
: director for WCBS: Radio and when
itv .was started the title covered
both the network’s radio and tvoutlets in N.Y. In 1950; however,

‘WCBS.

Radio and: WCBS-TV

were

.|put under separate. managements,
and Worden. went with the tv sta‘tion, where he remained’ until his
| sudden death this week.

_ BASIC
Strategically located to exclusively serve LANSING... FLINT... JACKSON
Covéring the nation’s 37th market. Represented by Blair TV. WJIM Radio by MASLA

Cleveland—Reb Foster, “formerly
deejay Dennis James with KICN,
Denver,
has Switched .monickers:
and stations, joining KYW here. to
take over the daily 2 to 6 p.m.
strip and a four. hour Sunday afters
‘{npon turn.” Foster,.who calls ‘hime
self: the. “Rebel. with a. Cause,”
turned: in the old handle so as ‘to
‘avoid possible conflict with tv emcee ‘Dennis James.
|

_-

51 |
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See
regmss
ues

ey

‘Women Are Wonderful.
‘Arin-Colone’s aWoman:
Ann Colone’s Wonderful.

ere,

‘If there's. a. misogynist in the house, our ©. authority for the. major premise, Women Are.
Wonderful, is TV Radio‘ Mirror, which made ™
the comment while giving WANE-FY’ s Ann
Colone its ‘gold ‘medal award for “Best ‘TV.
Women’ SJ nterest Show—Midw est States.’bd

The. ‘minor premise (minor, only in: formai
logic terms) is axiomatic.. Ann’s a most ate,
tractive, vivacious, witty and entertaining lady.
The conclusion, ‘shared. by viewers, visitors,
and. vendors alike, is inescapable.. She's won,
derful in. providing. everything from exercise
gymnastics fo festive cooking: ‘hints, from para“keet keepers to parachute jumpers, from the:
Dukes of: Dixieland. (in person) to the Chief’.
-of the Congolese: Lunda. tribe (in’ person).
And there’s always lime to discuss and help

one
eslce

a

Se

a
EEE

|

Ne

'

KOTY

I

TULSA

KXTFV
' SACRAMENTO
WANE-TV
Fort Wayngz

WISH-TV
INDIANAPOLIS

ing fivé. days ‘a week for-large numbers of the
ladies of-Fort- Wayne -and vicinity, reaching
about 60% and 100% more homes, respectively, than competing. ‘network ‘programsj
adult ladies comiprise 74% of its audience...
which, like the Ann Colone Show, meet local

q
O)

The Ann ‘Colone: Show is orie-o”
o'clock. watch:

‘and — regional tastes. This encourages local.
talent, builds viewer respect and -helps- make
friendly prospects for advertisers.

=

EEE

KHOU-TV
Houston
—

community activities.

All Corinthian: Stations. create .programs:

EE

WANE-AM
FortT WAYNE

WISH-AM
INDIANAPOLIS

Responsibility in Broadcasting

Represented by H-R

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS
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RADIO-TELEVISION

vows Hong Kong-Packaged Radio
Shows With All-Chinese Talent's

Radio Review.

Canada, US.in'V
Program Border Agreement

Set Hearing on Rees
Murder Case in Sequel
To WBAL-TV

AN HOUR WITH ARTHUR. FIED-

LER
Producer: Gene King.
Director: Martin Magner

Baltimore,

April 4.

Hearing in Federal court has
Hong Kong, April 4.
such as “Glass Menagerie,” “PicVoice of America, through the: nic,’ * and “Abe Lincoln in Ilkinois” Writer:. Fiedler
been -set for Thursday on motion
60. Mins., Sat., 8:15 p.m.
radio arm of the U.S. Information: have been locally broadcast, with
contending that the rights of MelService
here,
draws
on
native a grow ing demand for them, by the TIME MAGAZINE.
vin Davis Rees Jr., convicted of
WCBS, N.Y.
Chinese talent for all of its pack-: stations in question.
murdering a Virginia mother and
aged programs distributed to radio.
Radio Hong Kong is currently
(Young & Rubicam).
her five-year-old daughter, were
stations in Southeast Asia for their -broadeasting a series titled “The
Boston Pops conductor Arthur prejudiced by program presented
Chinese Jisteners.
In short, Hong Philosophical Perspective.” which Fiedler adds a lot-of class to the by WBAL-TV, ‘in which nine of.
Kong is the production center tor _is a discussion on the history of | New York deejay ranks with this 12 jurors who found him guilty,
suc: fare
: philosophy down through the ages. | WCBS, N. Y., hour of classical reenacted jury proceedings.
“The
World
of Science”
and Tapes on the Mewport. Jazz Festival. disks and enlightening chatter.
Program was presented March
“Hons Kons This Week,” the latter were sent to ana used by Radio HK
Fiedler selects the music for the 22 on tape and was shown only a
touching or latest happenings in which provided their own narrashow and writes and delivers his few hours after Judge Roszel C..
fie'4 of motion pictures, music lit-. tion. Jazz is popular here...
own commentary in a casual, in- Thomsen denied a-motion for a
erature and art, are among the proThe
Commercial
Radio
have formative style. -His tolerance for new trial, and only 12 hours before
Brams
produced.
“Hong
Kong is broadcast at least two VOA presthe lighter side of music (Pops ‘he was scheduled to sentence. Rees.
the showcase for Chinese talent.
entations called “Ocean © Depths”
orch has even played a collection
Sentencing was postponed after
According
to
outgoing
USI and “America on Stage.”
A VOA
of broadcast commercial jingles) court-appointed attorney for Rees
radio officer Fred Fisher, who is: offering,
“The
Jazz
Beat,”
was gives the musical segs variety.
asked that it. be deferred until he
returning to Washington for reas- |broadcast by Rediffusion.
Show caught.(1),:included‘‘War had itmeé to see a script of the proSi:YnmMent,
these
programs
have!
March .of the Priests,” from: the pram, adding that the jurors, on
popular—over 90°? of fare!
bh-ialat£

sent

has heen used.

These

pack-}

‘Wales Wants Better

Opera “Athalia” by Mendelssohn:
“Organ Concerto, Opus 4, No. 2,”

The Colony’s three broadcasting | conditions. commercial tv cannot be
stations. the government-controlled|} received in certain areas of North
Radio Hong Kong, the newly-formed Hung. Kong Commercial Broadcasting Co, in which actor Bill
Holden is a large shareholder, and
Rediffusion have been using VOA

packaged programs sent here from
Washington.
ANTA (American National Theatre and Academy) radio dramas,

‘New Bible Translation

The new translation of the New

and Mid-Wales and there is one Testament. ‘will be read-in its ensmall. mountainous region where.
tirety in a Monday-thru-Friday
BBC-TV cannot be received either.. 9:45. p.m. strip on Riverside Radio

April 4.

channels under the Canadian-U. S.
tv agreement

of 1952.

The agreement was concluded in

an exchange of letters between
Federal
Communications - Chairman Newton N. Minow and the
Director
of Telecommunications
and Electronics of Canada.
The

pact governs allocation of ‘channels.
in an area within 250 tiles of the
border.

FCC said the working agreement
lays down a set of. standards to
which each government can readily refer to in making tv assignment

decisions in the overlap area,
“The

use of: the standards thus -.

set out will facilitate television al-

tv had
“discussed
facts whieh location planning in the’ ‘border
hadn't been brought: out in the -areas by both the ‘Canadian and
trial.”
U. S. authorities as a working. tool
This move was followed by FBI in preparing. proposals for accept-.

aged programs
are sent to USI
.
@
‘by Handel; “Three Dances” from
offices in Banzkok, Kuala Lumpur,
“The Three Cornered Hat,” by de
Manila, Saigon, Singapore and TaiFalla; and Caselta’s “Paganiniana.” action when agents began ques--:
pei, which subsequently
forvard
London, April 4.
Two of the selections were Fiedler tioning jurors who had appeared
material to the radio stations w hich |
Wales wants more Welsh-based
directed Pops recordings, and at on the program.
decide on what to use.
Station was wide-.|
: televi ision. This is the view of The
Fisner is being replaced here by: . Council for Wales who are telling least one number on each show is ly criticized by the press for preFukien-born Hong Shenz-liwa who, :
‘senting the show and a jadge -in
-the
Pilkington
Committee
on a Pops disk.
though
connecte:)
with USL for Broadcasting that a separate Welsh
With the maestro based in Bos- another case now being tried lomany
years, recently became an ; tv channel is essential.
ton and on the concert route a food cally said he questioned the “taste”
American citizen.
According to Professor Richard 'deal, the commentary is often “taped and “good judgment” of. jurors |
VOA
broadcasts
in
Chinese ‘Aaron, the Council’s chairman, both|three shows at a-sitting, or record- who
would
lend themselves to
emanating
from
Washingon
are: ‘ Welsh and English-speaking people’ ed on the road and put together ‘such a program.
heavily
jammed
by Communist! in Wales are dissatisfied with the! with the musie at the station. TechNew motion asks court to grant:
China which leave the VOA Eng-: present ty setup.
nique works out fine.
Bill.
a new trial, declare a mistrial or
lish broadcasts practically -untouch- : Both the BBC and a commercial|
‘1to set aside the guilty verdict reed,
according
to
Fisher
who
says!
station—TWW—have
Welsh
studios
!
|} turned by the jury.
2
there {s evidence to support this) sending out programs in both lan-! FM’er to B’cast Entire
:
fact
guages. But, owing to geographical

Shake on Television

Washington,

Uncle Sam and Canada’ have
completed a working arrangement
‘for allocation of VHV television

ance
required
under: the
Agreement,” FCC said.
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FCC's 5,000 Test Spots
~ In NY. UHF Experiment

STATION MEN SET UP
A FINANCIAL ORG:

Washington, April 4.
Federal Communications
Commission, during its $2,000,000 UHF.
experiment’ in New York, will
measure tv signals at 5,000 locations in the city.

Commission asked for bids from
firms -to carry. out the measure- ..
ments

with.

hand-carried

equip-

ment.; Signals of New York’s VHF
stations as well as the experi-

! mental. FCC. UHF transmitters will
The .FCC test is
_
Chicago, April 4. | be measured.
designed
to furnish
conclusive
A group of 20 representatives of
|WRVR, New York FM outlet of
evidence as to whether UHF is
the
business
side
of
station
opera-|
Seattle—Lee Desilet {s joining. the Riverside Church.
feasible.
7
For. background, McCracken also tions met here to set up a nathe sports and special events dept.
of KOMO here as assistant to di- will broadcast a Saturday 10 p.m, tional organization of broadcastte
— ing’s
financial personnel.
Bible lecture series through April.—_—_————
rector Keith Jackson.
Representing stations and groups
in most sections of the country, the
on
iexecs selected a 12-man steering
committee headed by Henry W.
Dornself,
assistant
treasurer
of
‘| WCCO-AM-TV, Minneapolis.
Named. committee
subdivisions|
were: incoporation & bylaws—Tom
Carroll, WFBM, Indianapolis: John
Hinkle WISN, Milwaukee: and E. S.
Zimmerman, Crosley group, Cinn¢innati; membership—Richard - S.
Stakes, Evening Star group, Washington; Joseph Madden, Metropolitan, New York; and James Flynn,
'WPIX,
New York;
objectives &
|
purposes. Arthur H. Hertz, Wometco Enterprises, Miami; Charles
LA. Hart, WHDH, Boston; Norman
Ic. Hadley, CBS Televiision Stations,:
'New York; and Herbert. J. Mayes,
| WOR, New York.
Membership
info
is available L
t
'from Richard Stakes, Evening Star)
|Broadcasting, Washington, DC.

Al LIBER

° Award Winning Television

PRODUCER- DIRECTOR

Mgt. William. Morris Agency”

Sponsors Rally Round
0’Connor ‘Editorials’|
Here's

|torials

EMMETT KELLY

Chicago, April 4.
proof that broadcast edi-

do: pay.

“Len

O'Connor

Mgt: LEONARD GREEN
(300 &. Sist St... New York
“PL 2-1764. _

Comments,” a 10-minut2 strip aired

thrice daily in Chicago, is SRO in!

© 13 YEARS WITH
THE NETWORK

| its 15 outings per week. Sinclair
1 Refineries just plucked the remain‘ing four video availabilities.

The O'Connor

commentaries

|to

154 W. 46 Street

New York 36, N. Y.

the

disclaimer

that

Station
Representatives

sponsored on tv. Latest Nielsens
‘give it a 7 average at 5:50 p.m. on
; video and nearly au 8 at 12:05;

GILL-PERNA, INC.
654 Madison Avenue, New York 21, N.Y. TEmpleton 8-4740

SWest Gist $t.,N.Y.C.-Tet. PL.7-5809

the

views are his own. Same show lis
aired once daily on radio (WMAQ!
‘Tand twice on ty (WNBQ), via audio
and video tape. It’s a spot carrier
in the audio version but ‘singly!

tayem, when. it's reprised (after the
Jack Paar show),

Radio and
Television

nt COSTUMES

as a newsman

give him total freedom—with

‘ttof course

VARIETY.

BROOKS|

ition think-pieces, but the local NBC | —
ini
management
believes enough
his responsibleness

@ Write Box V-2135

‘we
EVERY DAY
By ON EVERY CHANNEL

are

i;personal editorials rather than sta-

NEW

APT'S

FOR RENT

56th St. and 9th Ave.
(860 Ninth Ave..

N. Y.)

TWO-ROOMS, $95 to $125 Per Month |.
Open

_ JOHN

For Inspection”

J. HOECKH,

370 W. 46th St.. N.Y.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
DETROIT:
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA.
BOSTON

.

Ine.

1.

Cl 6-0450°]-:
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advertisers are national, representing the foremost advertisers in the land.

General Motors, General Foods, P & G, Coca-Cola, R. J. Reynolds—they’re all
here in quantity. It makes.good sense to join in the fine company of national

advertisers‘on WPIX-11.

Where are your 60 second commercials tonight?
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Television Reviews
anes

Continued from page 35-

genious
doler-outer,
being
governed by mechanical means, which

seemingly is not controlled by the
human

hand.

‘electronic

It’s

an

largesse

in

example

of

which

by

pressing
buttons,
a
contestant
.-comes up with passes, stops, bonuses
and penalties, on a huge
panel which lights up and ultimately halts at a picture of a character
who must be identified. There is
also a gimmick for the homefolks
who can participate in this version
ot share-the-wealth.
There are some drawbacks, the
most serious being that with all
the gadgetry, a participant has little

chance

to

show

personality.

(Continued from page 48)

frustrated wife (Mildred Dunnock).
If that wasn’t wild enough for tv,
there was
always
the
rhetoric of the author.

fantastic
,

|

That it was not entirely successful was due largely to the earlier
scenes by Weaver.
In trying to
convince
the dying autocrat
to
leave his living brain to science in
a “basin ... with every modern
convenience,”
he
sounded
iike
Herr Mad Doktor at the height. of
a 1935 horror movie. Were he a

little

more

subdued,

the

caught

late

Miss

doing

husband

the

1945, Columbia,

clients

and

_ misappropriating

denied her during

music,
But then, Jack Narz, who emcees their marriage—smoking,
is sufficiently endowed in. that de- fancy clothes. She was a gas, and,
before
her
big
scenes,
Jones
was
partment for a half-hour.
.
The show is noisy, liberal and ihe star: his autocrat was distinetive
and
funny.
,
with enough complications to cre-'
ate interest and even though it's | They talk about original tv. This

fore with pilots.-

difficult to create either sympathy)

would

be

three

different

or anlipathy to the machine, there}

certainty was, but whether
jast for 13 weeks

is another

While it was

ow

mat-

is a degree of suspense involved | ter. After all, not-everybody hasa
and there is the added lure of a + humor as unique as.Dahl’s. This
multitude of prizes going either gaunt, writer, who has an English
by the wayside or passing on to ; accent, will continue as host for
some fortunate individual. —
| the series.
Art.
The dressing for the show ls at-tractive. Models flit in and out,
| LIE DETECTOR
the prizes are presented nicely and |with Ralph Andrews, others
what's more, there is provision for
| Producers: Andrews, Harry Spears
participants
to return
and walk
30 Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
ot with even more loot.
Seems PARTICIPATING
like the old days are here again.
KTTV, H’wood
Jose.
Ralph
Andrews
and = Harry
Spears have a good gimmick going
WAY OUT
for
ther
and
with
a
few
showmanWith Henry Jones, Mildred Dunly touches could whip it into netnock, Fritz Weaver. others
work
shape.
The
bones
are
there,
Producer: Jacqueline Babbin
now but need some meat on them.
Director: Mare Daniels
The
three
subjects
on
Wednesday
Writer: Roald Dahl
night’s “trial balloon’ were not too
30 Mins., Fri., 10 p.m.

ABC-TV.

with that the viewer

back next’ week

ground

It had

gained

an

arouse

warrants
embellishment
and. diversified entertainment, at

flair and color to erase the drabDrew, a technique which needs re-. ness
and static quality of the presvision for the long pull.
That
entation. It could have been an off
over-the-shoulder view on the tv
Rose,:
“night.
|
screen, with the backs of the prin-

In Client Buildup

cipals in the. foreground,

gets tire--

fully explained, nor
another detriment.

was

just about $75.000 for the month.
October

openers

Weist, Blair to WNBC

fechnique—tends. to blur.
Dwight Weist and Frank Blair,
the story. The use of scenes never | two veterans,
are joining the ranks
Time”

where, if taken on a month. to
month basis. it was breaking even,

building from

What

of

is of WNBC Radio's local N.Y. newscasters this-week. Weist and Blair
credit! will be taking some of the morning

explored,

it did have on the

side of the ledger was a sense of ; news slots over which Ken Bang-

meaty. and perhaps it would have about $15:000 in billings.
LIGGETT & MYERS
One of the big struts in mainbeen better to use pros to get the
CBS-TY (tane)
show off the ground. It could have taining the daily 55-minute pro-.
‘ Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample)
gram
is the 80 to 85°G ‘affiliate
This companion on CBS-LrV_ to | been lightened with one humorous
clearance. The ‘show started with
Rod Serling’s “Twilight Zone” be- panel, such as an errant husband a high of 240 stations clearea, ana
gan its run with a Roald Dahl sitting up.with a sick friend’ or so,
has even improved on. that level.
adaptation of a Roald Dahl short he told his wife. who asked for a with March counting 268 stations.
story. “William and Mary,” and polygraph corroboration. :
airing the potpourri of news. views
With
William
Schmidt,
a
detec-!
the result, it should be said, was
and comedics for the “young housethoroughly
original if not thor- tor expert to operate the machine, !
wives.” All but 28 stations take
Andrews
interviewed
the
subjects
}
oughly successful television.
“Fjair” -in- the solid ©55-minute
Sometimes called “The first of ,and at the conclusion of the tests! block. stripping it, according to

intimacy ‘and despite. the catch-as- |hart some weeks ago quit the NBC

catch-can

footage.

Executive

was. rendered.

a‘ total impres| flagship.

Weist will be heard five times a

sion of the awesome job as Chief |

day, at 6..6:30, 7:05, 8:30 and 9:30

Blair: will do four five-minSome of the footage, such as am.
and
that of the Wisconsin primaries, |ute newscasts. a day,. at 10:30.

‘was. quite familiar to tv buris.'| 11:30 a.m: and at 12:30
Other footage.-Kennedy catching!p.m.
the news on tv, meeting with Gov- | Banghart. after years
ernment
officials, chatting with; noon and nighttime work,
his family, etc., had a freshness !he didn’t want to have to
and an interest of no small dimen- early morning. tour of
ee
WNBC
Radio.
After he
1; Sions.
Horo.

the sick comics,” Dahl, an excel- |told whether the detector affirmed! web orders. anywhere between
lent writer, provided for the first !or negated the narrated versions of
and 5 p.m. Other 28, which inhalf-hour of “Way Out,” the tale |the incidents involved.
clude five of ABC's. six owned & |
Recital Hall
First up was a guy who tangled i
of an irascible professor (Henry
operated stations, break up “Flair | The Ben Grauer-hosted
Jones!, who at the orucind urgings with a cop, who. claimed he first
oO
.
segs and’ spread them
of a neurosurgeon (Fritz Weaver’, struck by the officer. He served 90 into shorter

| joined rival

of relaxation for

the

into

quit,

he

-

25 W. 43d St.—Off 5th Ave.

|]

NEW

YORK

8,000 to 10,000 Sq. Fr.
‘Includes soundproof reeording, broadcast, studlos

dis--

.j have bought in at one point or an-jcriminating cler dwellers, serves ;f
other. Accent’s buy begins in May.‘its purpose.
Solo guest for the’
Each spot begins at $1.400.and the moveover

of afterfelt that
work an.
duty- at

AND RECORDING |

willed his brain and one eye to days but the detector upheld him.
science after his death.
With the A woman told of seeing a blue flame | Plan, instituted by. network bossy m. slot an WNBC-TYV ‘Vast week |
eye and brain immersed alive but |but nobody would believe her. The}; Bob Pauley, is heing pitched speeif-|19- as a change of. pace from the:
helpless
in a “basin” for ever}polygraph
did.
Third
was
an ically. at the young hausfrau audi--«Nation'’s Future’ documentations.
more, it became the victim of re-|agent, Danny Lastfogel, who denied ence, and on that basis, Accent, It's hardly calculated to woo over!
fans from CBS or
tribution at the hards of the once ‘making improper advances to his. Ladies Home Journal, Pepsi-Cola, “Gunsmoke”
Planters Peanuts ‘with ideas for fivht fans from ABC, but within its‘
a

cocktail: parties! and Dr.. Pepper,orbit

WCBS.

and 1:30

BROADCAST _|
STUDIOS—FOR RENT

“Recital
;
ec

moved ate

ete

:Hall oho

throughout the afternoon hours.

in the

‘played,

After five months on the air
some after awhile.
The rambling
ABC
Radio’s_ -afteracon strip. footage—so unlike the “March of
“Flair,” reached a pointin March
to the web.. Gross

and

least to the extentof a duo presentation. And fora sharps & flats
gabber
of such eminent status over
produced by Drew Associates and
Time, Inc., in conjunction: with|.the years,
.
.‘there was . a monotony
rons
0
about
Grauer's:
contribs. Since a
ABC News.
It had the technique
pianist
is
a pianist, the burden
which now. is becoming a trademust
fall
on
Grauer
to. provide. a.
mark
of exec
producer
Robert

ABC Radio Flair
according

commentaries

ter. what the degree of artistry dis-

added

With -insight of Kennedy, the man, and
how -he functions as President.
The hour outing, sponsored by
their curious
Helm.
Bell & Howell, was another vehicle

subjects,

sponsors searching for the offbeat,

this could
interest.

Continued from page 35
on

merits and faults, but the overrid- ‘one-man artist display. Certainly:
ing generalization to its credit is. a program of such length, no mat-

nounced that this was a “one time
only” ieature, -Andrews said he

it can

,

edition. of quality, both in ‘the Grauer back-

night’s hourlong

“Close-Up!”.

an-

4

~—

TV Followup Comment

|

the viewers were asked to mail in
their reactions, a device used be-. (28:

. WYUE-

10:48 13:18 _

=

money given him.
The detector
said he lied..
.
Both before and after the show

1

Nightcap Theatre

Bruce Cabot, Randolph Scott

her

WVUE

- 10:30-10:45

1936, Assoc. Producers, Arrow-Small, Repeat

+

-WDSU _ 6

Football Highlights

Sereen Gems, Ist Run

&.

AVG. RATING

Play of the Week.
10;30-12:15

‘Nov. 20 “LAST OF THE MOHICANS”

was

things

|

PROGRAM

Willard Parker, Anita Louise

eerie

Dunnock

all

65

SUNDAYS. 10:30-12:15
°

COMPETITION“STATION

13

Program: SUNDAY SPECTACULAR
..
Nov. 13 “THE FIGHTING GUARDSMAN”

humor of Dahl might have madé
its point sooner. But
make
its
point it did, especially when the

delightful

WWL] Average
Avcroseage Rating:
Shure
Share:

and
contro)
booths.
Mastering: and editing
rooms plus administrative offices & work area.

HELMSLEY-SPEAR, INC.
Mr. Joseph

MAU 7-6 408

ot

the more desirable :

end rate (for the full lineup: comes , pe.iod was pianist Augustin’ Anie-!down to $1,000.
ivas, one of the Julliard prides with j
7.

an enviable
concertizing’

:

NAB $ FM

Study

Schumann.

record in. European :}
and his recitals of: AGENT

OR DISTRIBUTOR FOR FOREIGN
SYNDICATION OF A NEW 3 MINUTE
CHILDREN’S TV FILM SERIES.

Chopin, Ravel, Menotti, |

{Mozart and Liszt left no doubts as‘

Washington, April 4,.

National Assh. of Broadcasters to bis skill and virtuosity. .
7
However, for a full hour ‘show- |
for the first time will garner finan-.

BOX V-2137, VARIETY,.
154 W. 46th Street, New York

cial data from independently-oper-. case, the solo flight. had a ‘static
ated FM stations for its annual:
:
.
:
.
i
economic survey this year.
\ SII AIK KIKI AIK IK IAI IKI IAAI

IIIS ISI ISIS IIIS III IAAI NC
NAB economics manager James *
.
P
.
H. Hulbert said the program is be- c: Creator of Award-Winning
ing undertaken as result of grow-;
"elinan
ms
aA
ing interest in FM financial opera-: i Advertising Photography
tions. NAB will not try to collect. *

‘data

on FM

conjunction

outlets operated

with

AX

stations

cause: revenue, expense and

HEP

REP

*

*

figures are seldom calculated sep- ¥
arately by stalion.management, he Lae
added.
,

Except Sunday, of course—eventhe horses at Aqueduct

race track need a day off! First race 1:30 and there are
big ones. Terrific food,
too.Fresh air, color, excitement,
Get atan! You're back hours before curtain. For reservations, call M11-4700. Have aball at the Big A! Tomorrow!

in! ¥

he

profit:

Bridge port—Tony
upped

7

to news

7

B
|*

succeeding Bill Whalen, who leaves x

‘for new Post: AMP

+af

ph.

ha

Chief Photographer}

PORTRAIT SITTINGS and COMPOSITES

“Brunton |.

director.of WICC,

'

(Formerly TV. GUIDE'S

Now Opens His Doors to a Limited Clientele for

Call Plaza

5-1434

APPOINTM
Y

@

45

_

1
ENT

West 57th St.. New York

Scooter osterocesreCosesopssescssstcrrscrrsr
seen s%

TvAR...a new breed of
reps. Small list of big
stations. Big staff of
Spot Specialists. Deep
Research. Videotape
Service. A new right

arm for agencies.

TELEVISION ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

—

(Wednesday, April, 196%
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THE TIDEWATER OIL COMPANY
Proudly Announces
A repeat showing throughout the United States of

“THE RACE FOR SPACE”
Produced and Directed by

DAVID L. WOLPER

Narrated by

Mike Wallace

|

Music by

Elmer Bernstein

They invite the members of The Academy of
Television, Arts and Sciences to view this impor-

tant Documentary for Emmy consideration for
“outstanding program achievement in the field
of public affairs and education.”
New York
WPIX-TV

Thursday, April 13
8:30-9:30 P.M.

Los Angeles
KTTV

Monday, April 10
9:00 -10:00 P.M.

TOLLVISION
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Dick Walsh’s Prognosis As To Pay-See:

Exhib Inconsistency Re Toll.
Show business people who claim to be non-partisan in: the pro-con..

Few Productions Will Go Out Live’
By WILLIAM ORNSTEIN
Hollywood, April
will help film studios.

Tollvision

i

_ sand their employes

in every

: Mississippi Louisiana
2 ¥Te
Theatre Owners’ Units

ACTORS ASK.STATE |

phase j

GET OVERDUE

-ot production rather than plummet
industry

into

drastic

economic

state, prez Richard F. Walsh of International Alliance of Thedtrical

Stage

Employe:

observed

during,

.

- Combined

Cost-saving move

hassle over home toll television this week pointed to a:“peculiare .
ity’ (as one source termed it) in the position of: ‘certain exhibitors.
The observations go along these..lines—
(1)
Exhibitors profess. to. be against the entire’ ‘concept: of.
subscription ty;

..

Convention

(2)

(3) How does home toll differ very much from closed-circuit: tv
in theatres wherein the public is catled upon. to pay ‘for tv programming?

on

_

Los Angeles, April 4.
California Division of Labor Law

has two TOA! Enforcement, Dept.

‘This third ftem 1s regarded as ‘particularly: interesting. for. the.

of -Industrial

fixe day stay here. At same time ‘units—Mississippi. Theatre Owners :| Relations, filed $20.818 judgment
he struck an upbeat octave for and Louisiana Theatre Owners—

features and telepix as well as ex- carding their first joint parley, set;! in Superior Court against Cape Cahibition.

for June

18-20

in Biloxi, Miss.

naveral Monsters. Inc. and C.C.M.

International. Telemeter has about. 150 applications fur fran-...

chises.and many of these are from exhibitors, including prominent
ones who are aligned with the Joint Committee Against Toll TV;

WAGES

|

reason that many: bigtime exhibitors,
who are party to the Commit-".
tee Against-Toll TV, have -been pioneers in the field of closed circuit =
and in which the customer has been. called upon toPay uptto. $11
per. ticket for a- televised prize fight.

First of all. TEA chief doesn’t be-'
Two groups will stage separate |Prod. Inc., for services performed
lieve there will be to2 many live DuSiness sessions, but all other as- by 11.Sereen Actors Guilds mem- |
santatione on pay-see.
at
exe
»pects
of the meet will be joint: bers who appeared iain film without
pec
presentations
“E believe that whatever
pay: | affairs.
permission of Gui

mes

-

Ed Ortte is préz of the Missis-]
process is adopted will require a sippi unit, and Levere C. Mont-lot more fi'm than what is now be-- gomery heads: the Louisianans,
inz produced.
Ju-t how much celhiloid will be used is theoretical
al this time.
But one thing I-do
know.
‘That is pay telefilms will

improve

the lot

|

- Pic was
titledreportedly’
“Cape Canaveral
Telemade at Monsters”

pix Studios in close’ to 10 days, and
money is owed: ‘performers more
than a year. Corporate defendants
have no money and Sterling World.

Boston Pledges Anti-Tol Funds:

Speakers CallPay-See Poison

April 4.
Reckingham Park Shows Distributors, handling pic, has not Independent ‘Boston,
Exhibitors of New
of all production ;
turned any cash for. distribu- { England pledged to rdise funds to
Closed Circuit in Fans yet
plan creates more
tion to producers. or Phil: Tucker, ; fight toll television at a special

uct’: ‘should’ go to” Pay tv, so that
two,

three,

five. or’ more

‘persons:

would see: each show-1n their
workers.
If the
homes they .w ould completely. Sate...
films to be made. union employes!
Salem, N.H., April 4.
prexy.
,
urate. your. aréa.meeting
atthe
Hotel
Bradford
will benefit all down the line, in’
Closed-eircuit television is _pro-|
Tuesday
(28).
Ed
Lider,
president,
|
Performers
and
claims
are
Scott
:
“Thus, the ‘first run. theatres
my opinion.”
'viding another “first” for patrons ; Peters,
$4.200:
William
Vess, set April 15 as the target date for would be forced to close for lack
In other words, Walsh felt, if of the Rockingham Park racetrack: :$1.200:
Florence Johnson,
$100; the sénding of the money raised
of
product, and ‘the second and.
more barrels of vil and bags .of° here, it has been announced by Lou'- Jason Johnson: $2,400; Katharine to the Joint Committee, blasting
Subsequent
run
theatres. would
sucar are produced they will need Smith, general manager
of the, i Victor, $3.000: Frank Smith, $1,050; toll ty as “The only thing I know have no audience left for: pictures _
more people to handle them.

. establishment.
| Thelaine Wiliiams, $600: Bryan F. of that -can wipe. you out over- that
might . eventually
become. *
“IT wish I could estimate when
All close-finish pictures are now ; Woods, $2.868;, Billy M.: ‘Greene, ;: night.”
available. - We had two recourses
pay teevee will become a reality. flashed within one minute on more ' $3,000: Joe Chester, $1,200; and;
—to ask the FCC to ‘review the...
Emanuel
Frisch,
treasurer,
A lot of people here and in the’ than 20 27-inch television screens: Max Shiffman, 31.200.
Randforce Circuit, Brooklyn, N.- ¥. decision or to-go to -the |Courts.
east have been guessing. I don't: placed at strategic levels through= the. interest of expediting the™
. and Chairman, American Congress
want to do that because no one out the clubhouse, mezzanine and.
j
of Exhibitors, came to. Boston :to case, wehave decided to appeal to
really knows.
If I actually knew grandstand. This gives the racing |
address the gathering of exhib ‘the.-United States Circuit Court’
I would become a rich man.’
fans a view of the photo finish alBoston. April 4.
‘tors.
He told the group.: “Some Of Appeals. Our appeal:-has just’
He doesn't believe it will happen Most as soon as the judges get it.! Exhibitors
iri the Boston ex-t | theatremen take short range view recently. been: filed. Through it,
in four vears.
In his estimation:
' change territory. will hear about that people will tire of it, but the ‘we. hope to. obtain a‘ruling from
it will require more time than that
“the malignant pay ty cancer that
Drive-In Wins Food Okay
that the FCC does. not
fallacy, is you won't have pictures. the ‘Court,
to install the systems. whatever
a
on 2
threatens to engulf their business” ‘to show in your theatres.” He said,
Tyler, Tex., April 4.
they may be. in homes throughout !
at
a special meeting ‘called by. the
A successful appearence before
“there’s just so much of the énter-. Hartford. “test or any other such
the nation.
Exhibitors.: of.. New tainment dollar and with a coin. test, ‘and. that ‘Pay ty. is not in the
‘the city plan commission was made ° Independent
Production at studios bere, he
by Robert A. and Victor E. Fry, England as the result of a request. box in the house there’ll be nothpublic
interest.
This appeal
added, is now near capacity for
from the Joint Committee Against
Rose Garden
operators
of the
‘should have the effect of postJA holders. He also noted that the: Drive-In Theatre. They sought a. Tolt Tv, New York, Philip F: Har- ing left: for the movies.”
43,100 employed during February
| He said the Joint Committee will _poning the. start of ‘the©-experi|change in the zoning of their pro-' ling, chairman..
oppose any kind of pay television. ment in .Hartford. “We: are deter
is a good figure but not maximum.
! perty.
The session will be held: today.
‘The. next fight, he pointed out mined to carry our. case right: up’
(Studios have had to eall on outThe
change was necessary in!28) at the Hotel Bradford at 2
to the United
States. Supreme °
siders not holding union cards to.
order to build a large food service p.m. Emanuel Frisch, Congress of comes in Arkansas with Telemeter;: Court if:neressary..: |
The Committee is now working to
fill certain tvpes of jobs becausei
building within the drive-in.
: Exhibitors. chairman, will speak.
get a vote through Congress and[ “In the: interim, Telemeter has.
TIA and basics
couldn't provide,
- coeeton
craftsmen.)
the strategy is to keep litigation in ; announced that it has enfranchised
If feevee should come into its’
the works.
Such litigation. may the Midwest Video Company to
own soon and take on assurance |
discourage ‘big interests backing introduce its ‘cable system in Lit-of a bonanza in tour years, intertoll tv. he said.. Robert ‘Sternburg. Ue Rock. Arkansas.
Big money-.
national union has right to represident. of Allied Theatres
of i oil, “stoek and utility money, is
open recently concluded negotiabehind this venture.:
New England. spoke briefly from
tions on four-year pact with AMPP
the floor. ‘Both Allied and IENE / “This will not bé the last effort
and TV Alliance.
This applies to
are designating committees to join ! for tests. If Pay tv ever-gets mass
new wage benefits for workers,
in the toll-ty fisht, Frisch urged: circulation, it ‘could . pay off tre-’
By ROBERT A. McSTAY.
meaning pay tilts, Walsh said.
‘Generation” attendance in the past the contacting of senators and con- | mendousty for its: sponsors. The
gressmen
as the biggest aid to-the Stakes are high, and that is why, .
!'six
months
at
even
a
suburban
_ Toronto, April 4.
Nagged by the New York office movie house of which there are Joint Committee that. the New| literally, | inillions of. dollars Have two
in.
Etobicoke.
°
:
England
exhibitors
could ° perform | already been. spent. in. an effort:
of VARIETY to “be sure to catch the
to establish’ ‘toll television. . “When
Caro! Channing toilrision program . Besides relaxing in home: sur- ‘at present.
“The threat of toll tv is immi- §we fight one brush fire, we never in ta home under normal teception rounding and going to bed when.
the next one. will
" conditions”
this
outpost
sentry they feel like it, sans traffie prob- nent and ominous,” he said, ou know where
are ‘aware that permission for- . break, out.. We ‘shall continue :to
managed to do just that. though. it: Jems, parking. and the return home.
three-year ‘experiment of over-“thee! fizht Pav..tv in‘every. locality ‘ia:
Wasn't easy on Easter night with the Mercers. and friends ‘also have
.sO many of the well-heeled resi- the opportunity | of seeing down-. air Pav tv in Hartford. has been |jw hich it attempts to obtain a. foot‘dents of Etobicoke. out-of-town for town: first-ran features’ within ‘a granted by the Federal Communi-. hold. We wilt fight it in. Connecti-.
Honeiulu.
April 4.
cations Commission. I would like teout’and in W ashington where, as
But
any- ‘fortnight on their home set.
Definite assurance of pay-tv for the holiday weekend.
The family, of course, does not’ to make two brief factual state-- rI have stated previously, our case:
this island metropolis was given by thing for Alma Mater!
The
point about catching the charge the guests.
Interestingly. “inents. 1, There is no Pay ty op- is on file. We will oppose any apa group of industrialists, who diserating in the United States today } plication for the FCC to grant
closed that arrangements for cable program on a home set is an echo coins came out of “Mrs. ‘Mercer's
transmission have already been set. -Of VARIETY's lonciime aversion to houseliold budget. Whether or-not. because of the efforts of. our Joint further permission to Phonexixion.
Committee. 2. If. Pay tv ever. ‘sues! We. will fizht in -Arkansas,. where
catching
radio
or
television
.
prothe
charge
is
a
buck
for
the
choice
|
Edvard Dukof!, former manager of In the instance of two Telemeter channels — or ceeds, it will absolutely, poritive-: ‘the latest Telemeter test looms
Danny
Kaye. spekesman
for the grams in studios.
ly and unquestionably put all but: en
of
the
Easter
week
special
Tele-.the horizon. ° ‘Fundamentally,
$1.50
for.special
Telemeter
brosd-group, said they have had diseussions with Lows Novins for an as- meter was adding another “his- easts—plus matinees on Saturdays: a handful of you. out of business. * hawever, our ‘broader hope and
toric”
event
to
comic
Bob
Newand:
Sundays.
,
Soal-is
Congressional action,
“I say this not to seare. you—
soviation with Tele:mneter, tolvision
hart and Gitan-Carlo Menotti's “The +e
The: Mereers, with thoir suests. though you should be frightened:a ' In last year'ss 86th: Congress. 22
Wiis ot Paramount,
:
thix time it was a full turn on the same Telemeter fea- by this menace—but to stress that separate:
Dukof?
éeseribed
Tonolutlu'’s Consid”:
bills were introduced to
The
“home theatre” as auxiliary enter- intimate revvee picked up live from ~ tures at least thrice-weekly.
Pay tv is the most deadly-serious,. +t outhaw: Pay tee Two such. bilis:-Repeat
money from the coin box ‘is col- outside element. threatening ‘our: have already been introduced in
tarmnent and in “no war compcti- its Broadway playhouse.
in Toronto will be ‘lected every: two months and they ‘existence today. Pay tv séeks not: the. ney 8tth- Congtess—one
tive to the present free tw"
Plan performances
by
‘are not given a receipt: hence they only to compete with
is toy present new tilms ino both olf the tape.
you turj Rep.. Cleveland’ Bailey of West
Although thev have seen only tivo do not know the amount-snent an- sour
English and Japunese
and stage
patronage.
which
is. bad! Virsimia..and one by Congressman
features “sat a price eau-valent to movies in theatres during the past nualy—but they have’ friends in for enough, but. it. also intends to bid! Emanuel Celier of New York. Each
six months, the family of ML W. to
or three evening “shows
a avuinst you for your life-blood-—!
ore theatre admission.”
of these hills would makeit illegal .
Mercer. engineering con- week at.a buck or $1.50 a throw.
Croup
tor
weseh
Dukoff
is (Mack:
namely product.
| to collect a fee for a televised proOne intere=ting facet is that they
spokesman
comprises,
Francis sultant fer General Electric. sees.
gram
in the hame.. Before many
“When
Thomas
F.-O’Neil..
presi!
Telem ter tywie> in have. never, had to replace even a.
Brown,
tinaneier:
Richard Smart, Trans-Canadi
dent of Phonevision, testified | be i more wecks pass, similar bills will.
part-time actor and owner of Par- midweek, plus Saturdays and Sun- ihe singe Telemetor was Pdded to fore the FCC hearing last October be introduced in both the Senate as
ker panek in the farge island of days. “Audience” consisted of, wile. their ty Set over a year ago.in connection with the application ' well as in the. House. Let us ‘not
“Show Girl” wes furnished live
Hasan:
Robert J. Youns. associated nushand. the'r '6-: ear-ald dauushfor an experimental license, he dis-4 have any’ iHusions, hawever, Tast
with Smart and Laurence Rocke- ter and a airl friend. a visiting 22- from the O'Neil] ¢ “tes. If onened- tinctly said; he would need 156 first. {Year all 22 bills stayed in ‘Caomvear-old
dangater
and
her
hus
with.
shots
of
the
Times
Square.
feller In the profected) 50.000-acre
run movies a year to operate hiv! mittee. Tie same thing will hapTesort Cts on tse Parker ranch, band, latter currently attending the scere, With Fave Emerson's grect- station, and that he intended to bid4 pen. again this vear ‘unless we eX
ing of Surday night celebrities: in
seeand hagest in the world: Ken- U_ of Toronto..
auainst
existing
motion
picture i; hibitors: and’ I- mean everyone ‘here
One of Shae earlier Telemcter the Jobby. lang anvle shots of theaneth Brown. architect and businesstheatres for this product. I need |i today and every exhibitor in this
Nan, and Carl Pansen. prevsy oot subscribers, the Mercer family -had tre’s, inferior and the orchestral
and every. other:
not
remind
you
that,
last
year’s ; exchange area
Fest
National
Bak
of Haswail. it~ coin boy ard Pell Telephone overture: they oSbaw Gir
instatied three days
The preli: ne started at z 15. cur, total output was only. 266° ‘times} ixchiunge «area: throughout © the’
Ditkol? said he weeukd reves! in tyvo adjustments
country,
will
do
something °‘speWith’
every
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wo
othis
at 8:30 0Miss Chanweeks the name of one of the larg- hefore toe Tetemeter teroff on Feb. tain went
* cific. about |it.
'
19. 1960
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,
hing spoke first in special grecting Near will be. even less.
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‘The Mercers. particularly the to: Toronto, introduced the Par ae:
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fact
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we're still in business. But, if we
that there are no tv commercial--- ’ pegan to entertain.
Still a voar avy, DeROTEL adenitted.
Detrvit, April 4: _
and that the tamil. and ‘friends.
Techiically the nickup was fine. los» our product to the Pay ty stacan get into comfertable clothing a nice alternation of Jongshats ‘and lion, we are literally dead. In short tl oA reésolittion pledging support. of
Ed Gray in Spread-Out
my ftiends, this is why we, av: ‘the Joint Committee.. Against Toll
and are at home flor the program. closeups.
A
lively sense of presExctusive
International
Films. Their set is installed in an opulent
of a
ence was achieved,
It was obvious- theatremen, are fighting so .hard. TV. and: the: establishment
headed by Ed Gray. has appointed basement phivroom. surrounded bs Iv pretty Mich the show as. given uzainst Pay tv, and why you, as -speakers bureau were actions apAlex Duan as fatadoof
ifs newly original
paémtirws
on
the
walls, - nightly in tie theatre. not cut or exhibitors, nrust join in this fight. |proved. by Allied Theatres ot Mic he".
Kieduced to its simplest elements. Jinan’s, board of ‘directors.
esi, iblished
Londo
attives, and bookeases, an open firevlace, lots paced for television screening,
Renato Spera te be it. chief rep in of easygoing furniture.
F red. Sweet. manager of. the
This once-|: For what it signifies, the Mer-. the issue is—who gets the. fir-t!
run picture—your theatre or the Detroit’ Telenews- Theatres, .wasRome.
inveterate
film-gotng
familw has - cers liked the Show so much they
Exciusive also has moved into Hot been ot of the honse in the will pay again and see it again dur- slot (machines. in the. homes of named. director of the speakers.
larger New York quarters,
| your customers? If first run prod- bureau..
evenings except twice for “lost.ing ‘the week,
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MeetFuse (INSTRUMENT Supreme Ct.to Decide Members’ Rights
ReddEvansLightsASCAP
Over BoardControSpel,ciaExp
l enses) S41F5 ATPEAK To Intervene inASCAP Consent Decree
s

Redd “Evans,

writer, - publisher*

and veteran. critic of ASCAP’s ad-

ministration, touched. off a ° hot
crossfire of argument at last week's
-general. membership
meeting of
“the American Society of Compos-.
ers, Authors -& Publishers. In his
“speech from the floor which: transformed a peaceful assemblage into
‘warring: and whooping: factions.
_Evans made two: charges: (1), that.

——

ASCAP Pushes Proposal

‘To Ease Bylaw Changes

.The ‘dollar market represented
by amateur musicians is zooming

:to an alltime
{000,000
this

Mills Releasing Folio

high of over $600,year,
representing

sales. of musical

instruments,

Washington. April 4.
| The arguments completed. U. S.
Supreme Court ponders the legalJ isti¢e braintwisiers posed by the
J

Of Civil War Songs Sam Fox Music chaltenze 10 the

sheet

ASCAP -has launched ‘an_allout. music and musical accessories. Last | Mills Music has climbed on the| American Society of Composers,
attempt to revise..its by-laws to. year's gross in this field was $590,- ; centennial commemoration of the; Authors & Publishers.
reduce the. dead: weight of non-. 000,000, representing a 7.3% ‘in-' Civil War with a new folio of songs | The court's decision, which could
voting members.
Under the cur- .crease over the preceding year and ; titled “Echces of the Civil War.” jcome anytime before adjournment
rent .voting setup, each amend- ‘over 200° greater than the 1950: It includes the 25 most popular .next summer.
could i
afi
tunes in the north and south duf-/ the decree or. ened a ore
‘the new’ consent decree (see sepa- ment must. get: two-thirds of all take of $235,000,000..
rate’ story): has not.. materially. potential votes In the Society, thus; Currently, there are over 32,- ing the war years, 1861-65.
| Modifications along lines proposed
changed the power.of a so-cailed giving every non-vote the effect of ‘006,000 amateur musicians in the!
The songs were arranged byjby Sam Fox Publishing Co.. et al.
The proposed :U. S., compared with 19.000.000 iin :Georges Bermont for piana. organ,, Two hours of oral arguments on
small group of publishers and their a ‘negative ballot.
‘satellite. writers’ on the: board to amendment
will’ enable amend- ‘1959, According. to figures com- ;guitar and accordion. Mills has ar-jthe case last week centered on the
control ASCAP affairs for their ‘ments fo -be passed. if they get piled by thé American Music Con- | ranged for a display of the folio; basic issue of whether the Fox
own ‘profit: and -12)-that ASCAP was two-thirds of those who actually ference, an outfit dedicated to pre- {atthe Civil War Centennial Com-: company ‘joined hy Pleasant Music
‘spending extraordinary amounts of. vote.
>.
foe
meeting in
Charleston,Corp. and Jefferson Music: were
‘moting. amateur musical activities. |mission
‘money for:-special counséls and |. Originally advocated by Pinky. the piano ‘is still. the top instru- ; April 11-12.
ientitled to intervene in the pro‘various legistative .representatives Herman, the amendment ‘thas: now. ment with 21,150,000. persons play,ceedings leading ta the latest Gde‘in. Washington.
ts
|cree.
received an unusual endorsement. ‘ing. Other instruments. and number
Evans, who was cautionéd by from all 24 board members ina ‘of persons playing them are organ,
Justice Dept., fighting the Fox
..ASCAP prexy. Stanley Adams to drive to. get out. the vote so’ that: 2,500,000; violin, cello, etc:, 3.200,:challenge with ASCAP, put foravoid attacking: personalities, was ‘this proposition can pass.”
‘000; guitar, 4.750:000; accordion,
iward the argument
that private
nonetheless vigorous:in his. com-.
i1.320,000: harmonica, 650,000: ukuparties dont
have the right 10
plaint that the .tap -ASCAP pub‘tele, 1,000,000; recorder,’ 550.000; |
Step into consent decree procced‘ishers were, stifling younger pub‘brass instruments, 2.700.000: wood-.
-ings and, in effect, sav the Depart‘Jishers. He. asked how come that
lwinds, - 2.800.000; . drum, 375.000; |
sment is not doing its job in reprenot. one single new young publish‘flute, 1.275.000; others. 500.000. |.
senting the public interest.
Art Talmadge, United Artists
er, with the exception. of the spe‘Total is more than the number of
Dept. attorney Danicl Friedman
cial case of ‘Frank’ Loesser,..has
instruments since some persons Records v.p. and general manager, ! told the court such a procedure
wrapped up four foreign affiliate
‘came. up.-from ASCAP’Ss :ranks in
play more than one. instrument.
could
upset the whole consent dedeals
during
his
recent
trip
abroad.
the ‘Jast 20 years. Evans. warned :
Aecarding to 1950 estimates. one . In each case, the foreign. affiliates . cree system, and further cited the
-that ASCAP was’ being weakened
person in every. eight was playing ‘
danger that ASCAP might pull ont
..
Cosnat
.Record
Distributing
by BMI’s dominance.of the hit lists
have agreed fo retain the UA Rec-—
some. musical instrument regular- , ords trademark on all disks in their ° of the decree if Fox and the gmallin its upcoming negotiations «for 'Corp., N.Y. distributors, has acquired the stock and assets . of. ly.. Now slightly more than one respective companies. .
! er fry contingent were nermitted
“new radio-tv licensing pacts.- ~~
person
in
six
is
tooting
away.
|
to intervene. Justices Felix FrankRecords, L.A. manufac’ Evans sharply rapped ASCAP for Monarch
; Whereas 20 years ago, the dollar |” The new affiliate in England will furter, and Ilugo Black, as well as
turer,
The.
deal
was
set
between
spending coin so freely on special
volume
of
the
musical
instrument}
be
EMI
‘Electric
&
Musical
In-'Chief
Justice Earl Warren ques‘counsel like former Judge Simoni qJerry Blaine, Cosnat prez. and business was. declining, currently , dustries). It'll be the first time in tioned Friedman pointediy on this
H. Rifkind and Arthur Dear and Nathan’ Duroff. and Nathan Roth- it is on a sharp rise.
“about five vears that EMI will score.
Capital.’ representatives,
such. as ‘stein, prez and veepee respectively
! , The’ market for sheet music’ is make this type of firm identifica-; Frankfurter commented skeptime
former Rep.. Charles Browr, who of Monarch.
-cally: “Your pos‘tion is that the
thus rapidly growing in the stand- tion with a US. label. Deals were
has-taken over the Jate Paul CunThe acquisition includes ‘Moncompleted with Barclay Rec-iGovernment represents everyone's
ningham’s slot as ASCAP's legisla- , areh’s affiliates,’ Monarch Enter- ard and educational field. Arrance- ‘also
ords for France; CGD for Italy; interests and therefore no one can
ments
for
bands,
for
instance.
now
tive liaison
“man. and former Sena- prises and Etan :Products;. produchave. a market of 48000 school and Hed Arzi for Israel. The affili-* protect their ewn position.”
tor Joseph O'Mahoney, who has /-ers of plastics. The. Monarch assets’
ates were
signed after meefing!
Same Situation
- been retained by ASCAP: t0. work [include land, -buildings and equip- hands in the U. S. plus 25.000 orchestras.-In
addition, there-are 1.200 UA’s guarantee requirements. Thei
in behalf of the jukebox -aniend- ment, Terms -of. the acquisilion
new
pacts,
which
are on a iongterm ' Charles Horsky. of the Washingcommunity symphony -orchs com‘ment
Act. .- . .4 provide” for - retention.
ton
law
firm
of Covinston & Bure
Tt to-the Copyright
:
of. ihe posed. of amateur music‘ans. Also basis, go into effect April 15.
ling, contended on behalf of the
- Evans was countered by Adams.}. Monarch management. |
there
are
about
1.600 combos,.
Talmadge
made
his two-week Fox challengers that! the conscit
who. denied that he was a satellite} ‘Jn the fiscal year1960. Monarch
bands, orchestras, and symphonies
-of any publisher of the board; by and ifs subsidiaries had sales 01, supported or sponsored by indus- trip through Europe with Sidney ‘decree left the situetion in ASCAP
Shemel. the label's. director of for- ,iargely as it was before. i.e. the
~ = (Continued on page 61)
$2,123.799 and. a net-income after trial ‘firms,
eign operations. Shemel is remain- ‘oldtime entrenched members were
taxes of $142,954. In the four;
‘ing in Europe where in the next sti) in control.
months ended Jan. 31.: ‘61.. Mon-!
| couple of weeks he'll complete sim- ; Secondly. he maintained that if
arch’s sales totaled $1:000.000 upon
ilar contractual arrangements cov(Continued on page 61)
| which: anet profit of .$83.000. after.
ering Switzerland. the Scandinav-

UA Wraps Up
A O'seas Deals

Blaine Acquires

Monarch Setup

Canitol Holds BackLP

~ Release Sked for Avril;

taxes was recorded...

Continnes Discount Plan ; has record. arid
Capitol

FTCDismisses

—

Blaine pointed to. the. acquisition
as. significant: that’ his firm) now

Records: is declaring

plastic manufactur-

a; ing facilities. . Cosnat. has

Col Payola Rap

|

nine

|

ian

countries,

and. New

Holland,

Zealand.

In

Australia
each

case,

Talmadge said the company will in-

sist on its own logo identification.

Presley Raises $52.000
In Honolulu Benefit For
USS. Arizona Memorial

Talmadge reperted that the po‘meratorium on its April. LP: wholesale’ - distributing. . centers
The Federal Trade Commission . tency of, the TA parent film com‘release schedule. Diskery is.contin- /located in the following cities: N.Y.,:
uing its March ‘inerchandise. dis-; Philadelphia, Newark,..Cleveland, ‘has moved to dismiss its “payola™ pany in! Europe,. plus the recent
complaint:: against Columbia Rec- ‘series of click singles and albums
count plan’ for another month and| Detroit,
Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh,
Honolulu. April 4.
ords Sales Corp. which was filed on the UA label. gave the diskery t One-night benefit for the U.S.S.
is cancelling the planned.April re-, L.A.,.and Chicago. —
last
June. Harold A. Kennedy and an important bargaining edge in : Arizona war memorial fund grossleases.of-all Capitol and Angel al-!
‘bums,

with two exceptions,

Arthur Wolter Jr. made the motion for the Government to the

a -spe-!

~ cial educational LP and a comedy,.

FTC.

aibum. Other albums. scheduled for |

April release on both labels
be

—

|

discussions with the foreign
panies seeking affiliation.

com-

{

Capitol Records is stepping into; complaint although such Jabels as SOL GREENBERG UPPE

_The educational
LP. .will be, the educational field.
The. -diskery ‘ Capitol and Dot have asked that
“Syntphonie Movements: From The ;has prepared a series of: educa- complaints against them be WwithMasters” and ‘2.000 Years. With , tional recordings designed for ue! drawn.
The motion to dismiss the com“Carl Reiner and Mel -‘Brooks.”.in
school’ and © college
music!
plaint notes that since the comwhich. was recently purchased by. “Courses.
we”
| The album, “Symphonic. Move-, plaint was issued, Sec. 317 of the
‘Can from World Pacific Records:

,ed $52,000,
; last-minute

thanks in part to a
cash
contribution
of

1 $5.000 by Elvis Presley. star of the
.-show, and his manager, Col. Tom

This. marks one of the few times:
that the FTC has. withdrawn a,

will |-

incorporated into subsequent

releases.

|

Parker.

i

Show was staged at Bloch Arena

TO MGM SALES CHIEF pean xarbor, a xith about 5.500
'persons

in

attendance.

Preslev’s

Sol Greenberg has heen upped at periormance earned an overwhelin-

MGM

tional

Records to the post of na-;ing
sales

manager

Leon Schachere.

reception.

succeeding ;staged

Saturday

Greenberg, who:singer-actor

now

One-nighter
night

busy

+25).

was

with

filming

The Cap program gives qualified; ments. From -The Masters.’ was Communications
Act
has been had been diskery's single sales “Blue Hawaii” exteriors here {or
“-dealers a 1s discount on orders. To ;prepared Cap’s educational depart- : amended so that diskeries can manager for the past tuo years. “Hal Wallis Productions and Purasend
cuffo
platters
to
radio
and tv will pe assisted by Harry Hostler. ' mount release.
be eligible for the Cap plan. re-{ ment. with the cooperation of Wil- +
had recently covered the mid-:
ane
UW
on
tailers neéd’ buy 100 Cap albums. iliam C. Hartshorn, music educator; stations. Harvey Schein, Col legal- who
ite,
pointed.-out.
that
the
reason ‘west for MGM and Verve as a field ‘port te ast ntey cede aun
After qualifying, they reccive. one and supervisor of music education |
alhum free for. éyery ‘three pur- for the-Los. Angeles: high school! for the complaint against Colum- :rep.
chased. Qualifying order. for the, System, Included in- the LP are, bia was tor sending free disks to: _Sidney Brandt, veepee in charge
Angel program

is.50 LPs. with the: eight: complete. movements

‘same benefits-applying afterward.
—

from. the stations and that it has never

| ¢ight symphonies, The works were ; been involved in payola.
;eulled from the Cap and Angel j

i

catalogs by Hartshorn. .

|deluxe double JacketcontainingaaIDA COX SINGS AGAIN
Kiddie Show: Cast EP _ioduetion byHarishorn. plushis) FOR RIVERSIDE LABEL.

Golden RecordstoSlice

ofjccPerations, policy
pointedof p-amoting
out, that |Hoidi Braehl Snags

the company’s

iy

from

within

the

ranks

German Gold Platter

wherever

possible.
Greenberg has been in
the disk business since 1947 and
Hostler operated an indie distributorship immediately prior to joining MGM/Verve.
back- Thisl newWw move does not effect
,

oer etes Ae clude a es, Cok seeran Blues ger

{1

Heidi

:man

. Berlin. April 4.
Bruehl, 19-year-old Ger-

sereen

ireceived

and

recording § star,

her first golden

disk tor

her Philips platter, “Wir wollen
_.“Young :Ahe Lineoln,” the: musi- :
niemals
auscinandergenn"
We ll
cal for-children which opened Monr- |program notes on the eight. works' now in her 70s, is getting
_day 13) at the York. Playhouse, and their composers. In. addition, into disk activity via a recording. Bernie Silverman, former Verve Never Part). Miss Bruch], the fastN.Y., for a limited. engagement, the album contains. a removab'e - session for. the Riverside jzzz label Sales chief. who will continue to’ est rising young German recording
‘will get the originalcast album| photographic wall-chart, ilustrat- this. month. A contemporary of direct sales activity for MGM and ‘artist within the past years. has
treatment ‘by the -Little Golden| ing the seating arrangement. of a‘ Bessie Smith. Miss Cox is now liv- Verve in the 11 western states‘ already waxed her first song in
'- from his L. A. h.q.
ingin Knoxville, Tenn.
' English, Latter, “Ring of Guid
Records, kiddie Jabel: headed by | symphony orchestra:
‘Forever More,” is on Epic in the
Arthur. Shimkin.. Show is first. of
She fell out of sight. since 1939|
i]
U.S.
a seriesto be mounted by the Lit-|
when she last appeared in a Car-|
LOMBARDO

DUE

IN TEXAS

‘tle Golden. Theatre, production out- | "Driscoll Promotes Smash.
negie Hall, N. Y. jazz concert under
fit headed by Shimkin,
oF
a
.
Chicago, April 4
John. Hammond’s auspices, An apScore
for the play includes nine|
Dan Driscoll has joined Mercury’, ‘peal by Hammond: last year in
songs by Victor Ziskin (music) and | Records: as national. field promo-|VariETY to locate Miss Cox so

‘at the Musie Hall here on. April 7 ‘making her 23rd film. “One Pret-

lyries by Arnold Sundgaard.

jsored by the Southwest Elks Lodge.

Guy

!

Miss Bruehl has also climbed

in

Houston. April. 4.
‘the film field. She's been filming
Lombardo orch will appear ever since 1954 and is currently

Joan . Javits lyrics). Book is’ by }tion. manager for its new subsidi-!that he could pay her some disk;for two performances under the tier Than the Other.” a Melodie
‘production. which Axel von Ame
~ Richard N.. Bernstein and Jonniary label, Smash Records.
_royalties was instrumental in the |auspices of J. David Nichols.
The appearance is being spon- ibesser is directing for Ula Film
Allen with additional dialog and! Driscoll was formerly with War-: finding the whereabouts.of the

| wick. Records..

songstress,

| Wansa.

e
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“AlbumReviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks}
By HERM

SCHOENFELD.
Brenda Lee: Emotions” -(Decca’.
Brenda Lee, who has been

Johnny
Burnette
(Liberty):
“BALLAD
OF THE
ONE-EYED
JACKS” (Famous*), adapted from
a talk-sing rendition due for lotsa the Marlon Brando starrer, is. an
saga. projected
‘pins.
a’ SHE'S
MY
DARLING, interesting. folk
andj.
by this. singer
” SHE'S
MY HEART” (Gariand* is effectively
“BIG
BIG
WORLD"
a pleasmng ballad with an oldfash- chorus.
tStudio*)
is
a
pleasing
countryfoned flavor.
The K- Nines (Vista:: “101 DAL- t‘avored entry.
MATIANS"
‘Wonderland?::,
title
Andy Griffith (Capitol: “NEW
song of the Disney film, is a cute, RIVER TRAIN” (Andick*!, a tra-.
moppet-angled
number’
handled ditional folk number, is handled in |nicely
by
this
choral
group. flaversome style by this performer.
“CRUELLA
DE VIL”
(Disney*), “THE ANDY GRIFFITH THEME”

Jack Jones (Kapp'; “BIG TIME”
{Peter Mauriee*: is a strong piece
of material effectively delivered in

riding a flock of single hits, gives
another album showcasing to her
countrified rocking. style.
In this
the young songstress
collection,
mixes
up
ballads
.and rhythm
numbers, revealing a broadening.
vocal talent.
Standout are workovers of “Will. You Love Me Tomorrow,” “Georgia On My Mind.”
“Crazy Talk” and the album title
song.
.
-|

albums, this.‘ts:“an attractive ‘set
spotlighting a variety of orchestral
groups. in ‘a tympany mood, tails
ored, of course, for ‘stereo impacts,
Included are numbers by Les Baxe
ter, Pepe Dominguin, Dick Harrell,

Felix Slatkin and Billy May’s-orch,
each one packed with. striking”
drum. effects for the atidiophite
trade...-

“Hank Snow's Souvenirs” (RCA
Victor). . This is a fine example of

the ‘current. sound in. the country

“1961 Italian Song Hits” (Lon- -& western idiom:”One of the most
don).
The top entries in the re- -consistent hit makers, Hank Snow..
cent San Remo song contest have has blended a pop approach. to a.
been gathered into a highly 1n- ‘backwoods simplicity on such tunes
teresting
portraits. of the cur- as “Rhumba Boogie,”’ “A Fool Such °
") .
Bob Conrad (Darner Bros.}:
rent state of the Italian pop mar- ‘As I,” “I Don’t Hurt Anymore,”
WANT
YOU”
(Monorco*)
is a
Features ‘FRANK
SCOTTSS
ket.
Except
for the- lingo,” it “With This Ring I Thee-'Wed,”:
routine rocking ballad delivered Harpsichord on a Great. New Dot! sounds
very much like. the "U. S. +1“These -Hands,” and’ others. This —
in a standard vocal by this per- Album aud “Single” “CALCUTTA” | scene. The prize-winning -entry, set. marks Snow's “25th, year. with |
Fields: is another side with com- former.
- Following
his
Top- Hit
“BALLIN’ THE JACK”
mast |“Al Di La’” is a. rocking ballad Victor.
mercial impact.
(MARS*) gets an okay workover. Date!’
abe many of the others seem to.
Oscar. Brand: ougongs. for Tho™
Jimmy
Bowen
(Capehart?:
i he juve-slanted, although there: ‘are! Madcap
Airman” (Elektra). This
The
Fleetwoods
(Dolton):
“TEENAGE
DREAMWORLD”|
{usually pulls coins. into the boxes. ‘a couple traditional melodic ‘en- group of songs keyed to the air
(American: :, a solid teen-angled “TRAGEDY” (Bluff City),
Johany Zee (Amy): “REBECCa, tries scattered around. Each of the age has: some amusing idéas; bu€—}' REMEMBER” (Music Hall Songs*) entries is delivered by a different. it’s-a lot of material for a relatively
brings another femme name into singer,
| narrow peg. Oscar Brand, a: folk-:
‘singer with an unpretentious. style,
the. pop fold in a big ballad dressing that's good for some spinning |. ‘Louis Armstrong: “A Rare Batch delivers ‘brightly ‘and infectiously
Out of numbers like “Teterboro Tower,”
shots.
“WORLD'S
APART”
Fa- of Satch” (RCA’ Victor).
more “When I First: Set: Out ‘To Fly,”
comes
mous*} spins along pleasing ballad ‘Victor's archives
DAMITA JO......-....
Culled from Louis! “The Roving Flyer. and “Passenlines that’s okay for an occasional ‘classic jazz.
Armstrong’s .recordings in © the ;. ger ’s Lament. “
(Mercury)
.... Sweet Georgia Brown
Jockey ride.
1930s, this set contains
several
Dan:ita Ju’s “Da What You Want" ‘Benjamin*) is a strong rockTony. Martin: -. “His “Greatest:
Bobby Freeman
(Josie): “THE | choice Satchmo vocals and. trumpet
ing ballad with a teer-angled lyric which this songstress projects.
The. power-packed
MESS AROUND” (Benell-Ed-Dar?. !solos, including ‘‘E Gotta Right to‘d Hiits”. (Dot).
ta the hi
“Sweet Georgia Brown” (Remick*®) gets a colorful.
‘romantic
piping style that’s: identihas the swinging rocking feél that! Sing. the Blues,” “When
You're
version due for plays.
|the kids understand and usually! Smiling.”
“I'll Be
Glad
When! | fied: Tony Martin over the years, isneatly recapped: in: ‘this - package.
‘| build into — a profitable spir-ning. ?You're
Dead
You
Rascal”
and:
“SO MUCH TO DO” \Ben-'. “Laughin’ Loute,” a standout plece Some. of the songs, like. “I Get
-UNCHAINED MELODY | item.
FRED ELLIS.......
Ideas,” “For Every Man.There’s a’
ell?) makes a lot of rocking noise. of highjinks and musicianship.
Woman” “and “There’s.No Tomor(Coral) on @ ee eee eoeoeveeeea
wee eee
‘Tammy
but it does play up the sound the.
|row,.” have become” Martin tradeFred Ellis’ “G nchained Meltod." \Frank®) brings back this hit: of
kids like.
Pat Harrington Jr.: “Some Like
marks: and. his fans. will dig it all.
_@ few years ago in a powerful roeal that should be yood for another
Re-!
| ' “Al Kasha ‘Brunswick: “WHERE ! It Hip” (United Artists’.
again. —
“Tammy” (Northern” * is another revival of a
“round of spins.
' corded during his stand at-the Blue.
THERE'S
A’
WILL
THERE'S...
A!
recent hit rery well done.
WAY”: @3lerrimac*) swings with’ a: ‘Angel, N. Y., this set adds. Pat Har-: | “Aretha Franklin with the Ray
«
*
&
(Columbia): “This
breezy beat. that could attract the: rington Jr.’s act to the swelling |Bryant Trio”
Har- young Negro thrush is being dejuke crowd.
“MY -ARMS,- MY} i catalog of comedy on wax
DEL VIKINGS. ............ .BRING BACK YOUR HEART LIPS, “1Y -HEART™ (Merrimac:
; rington skillfully projects his ‘dia- | Veloped. nicely ‘by. the Columbia
(ABC-Paramount) .
lil Never Stop Crying
has en interesting. ballad form but:,; ‘lectics and comedy sketches, draw-; people. ‘After stirring | -up. some
Del Vikings’ “Bring Back Your Heart” ‘Atlantic? + is an ercellent
its “conimercial possibilities arejing several sharp characters in a; noise in the pop singles market,
routines that ranges from politics-‘she’s now. out. with her .first LP
doubtiut.
rockiny ballad delivered with strong commercial impact by this
roval combo.
“Ti Nev: ‘er Stop Crying” (Saratoga*)
‘is an. okay
to Newport jazz, including a stop-- which should: widen her: sales.
ballad.
One sample| scope. “Won't. Be Lons* and “Toe
*«ASCAP.. BMI.
‘}over at Tanganyika.
®
*
of tasteless language, which. may: ‘day I Sing The Blues,” with which“be
shocker
on
a
nitery
-floor, adds! i she dented the singles’ market, are’
JOHNNY MADARA...
.GOOD GOLLY MISS MOL LY ,
- absolutely. nothing to the comeay |recapped here but there's also. such:
(Bamboo)
I Know, I Know
substantial stuff as “Over The.”
impact.
Johnny Madara’s ‘‘Good Golly Miss Molly” (Venice*) is a jumpRainbow" and “It Ain’t. Necessarily
ig entry with a beat and lyric angled straight for the coke set.
Spectacular
Sound
of Harry: So" which she handles. with ime
“F Krow, I Know™” (Jadco-Mured i 1s a routine ballad entry.
pact. The Ray Brvyant- Trio supJames"
iMGM'..
ff
the
big
bands.
DON ELLIS TRIO
are ever to come back, the Harry ‘ plies excellent support.
*
*
{Village Vanguard, N.Y.

from

the same

pic, is a smoothly

singing rhythm ballad.
Don Lang & Frantic Five (King':
“TIME MACHINE” 'tNevins-Kirshner!, a rocking number with a
clever lyric, is belted in solid blues
style by this singer and combo.
“DON'T OPEN THAT DOOR” UJ.

(Larrabee‘),

theme

of

Griffith's

tv show, shapes up as a snappy instrumental executed by the Earle
Hagen orch.

LAWRENCE WELK

Best Bets

weeeeee.- DO WHAT YOU WANT

Small Combo Review

GARY CLARKE.
(RCA Victor)

cece

oeoeesdmp
ee dee

James sound. should play a big: “Percussive Jazz—Vol, 2” (Audio
| Young trumpeter Don Ellis, who role in the revival. -In this pack-Fidelity),
Cooper is a hipster”
| precuied last week at the Village. age, James offers a sheaf of fresn | who knowsSid
what sound.is all about.

wees GREEN FINGER
i Promised Amelia’

Vanguard,
is ‘an ultra-modernist - material,tincluding one long “Blues
{who coud develop into the most. Ballet,” “The Jazz Connoisseur,’ S. He’ $ supplied arrangements ‘here
“that lJet’s an all-star group blow its
impotiunt brass soloist since Miles: “Sweet's
Tooth,”
the
standard _Way through a. ‘flock of materia
*
Davis came on the jazz scene.
' Lover Man” and “Connectin’ the. that will please the jazz-audio buff.i
‘Combining ‘a rich and original ’ Bones.”
Way NE ‘SHERWOOD.......
It sw ings ‘all the way.
| The sidemen onthe date are all
(Aurora)
itopnotch and the repertoire. which
Our Love Is Young
|tone quality: with an equally rich,
cr eative tlair for the modern struc- I Stanley Holloway: “Join inis.the5 pincludes such tunes “as “Fever,”
Wayne Shenecood's. “Closer Tian Kisses” ‘Lovna*®*) based on “a
(Vanguard’..
This
turin,
Ellis gets an enthusiastic :.Chorus”
“Everything's Coming Up Roses,”
Gri.A nelody, shapes up as a class ballad forcetuliy projected by
return fram ‘the audience segment. group of songs evoking the tradi-. “The Lady Is A Tramp,” * ‘Baubles,
this Bee sinqer,
“Our Love. fs Young” tLoena*) is a similarly
ition of the old: British music. hall. ‘Bangles and Beads” and.‘ ‘Lullaby
the: Ces the cerebral.
grooved ballad.
*
*
Soine of his stuff is out of in- ‘Perhaps corny by present . stand- -of Birdland” is hard to beat.
notatur Ornette Coleman's. book, ards, these aré historic pieces dein flavorsome
style by:.- Sammy Kaye Orch: “Sing and
and the rendering af same would ‘Jivered.
(Everest)
eeevr es eo © © 0 & oe
Tell Me © come over more effectively with. veteran British performer Stanley Sway. With Sammy Kaye” (Decca).
Randy Lee's “So Wrong” (Cedarwood: : i3 4a 8!imple, COUNTY
jstrong. r backing. It’s too. much for Holloway with a choral assist. In-: Sammy kaye is going after some of
flavored ballad in a standont rocking reoditiog that should appeal
J] bass
amd
piano
accomp
isolid -cluded are such ‘items: as-“Lily of that sing-along loot. “By adapting
te the Pires.
“Tell Me” ‘Cedarirnads + is a more reutine rhythm
drums would give a handle in the Laguna.” “While Strolling in the: the sing-along ‘beat’ to his rhythmic
qt. oo
“swaying. Style, Kaye has ‘come up
fv o-t teaches. But in the baliads Park.” “If You Were the Only Girl
World,”
“The Galloping. With an LP that could ‘go all the
U
and bop instrumentals, there’s a ‘in the
way.
His repertoire, made up of
and
others
of
a
similar.
*
Major”
Senuine f: eshness.
LAVERN BARKER....
familiar oldies, adds’ up to: frolicPoul Bley on piano and Steve “genre.
(Atlantic)
-Don Juan
. $ome listening and Participating.
Swalicw on bass are a fine COM
“Wild Stereo Drums” (Capitol’.
Laverin Baler’s “Sqred” LP rirgrer aster
Tis aot 1 adqptatio:
of
plimert to the tront man.
Bill,
:Joining the big boom of percussion ._ The’
Eddie
Thomas
Singers:
fPee qasgel idiary to the pay reartiet ith this so:ustress shouting
“Voices From The Apartment Betie Tyries de toot-atorr pay athe,
“Dive Far’ t Prosressire’ - isa
low” (FTP: An altractive title is
Chevertss ureter rocking entry.
put into a’ usual format.
The Ed-die Thomas
Singers work up a:
nice harmony: quality’ on a reperhaliad is handled in winning style ‘ ballad
with
a pretentious
Iyric.
_toire. that's been done over and
bi.
this
younz _ singer.
‘ITs! gets an arresting treatment by this} ;
, Over again, It's. pleasant listening
AGAINST
THE
LAW"
‘Ameri- vocal
combo
_ “LYFTLE
Miss !
ean. is geal rocking material.
SAD ONE” ‘Camarillo*:
is another | Morcury has an ‘April 15 release date for first LP by the resident :but it offers no surprises.
ee eedtly olianrpene
asing ball:
H: pleasing
ore
Hern.
ballad entry with chances. company of Second City, Chicaxo cabaret which specializes in avant- {
'Valiant::
Petti
Ferguson
Gary Clarke's “Green
ber belted in appealing

Finger” (Mills™?) is a clever rocking mite:
stule by this stinger and choral eusemb!e.

“T Profirised Amelia” (Roucom? : is a ling ballad entry.

_.. CLOSER THAN KISSES |

RANDY LEE.....

.SO WRONG!

“SAVED-2

“Longplay |
Shorts

includes material
"HEANRTACHES
OF
YESTER-!
Amanda Thigpen iDot : “AFTER as ar dis, Suilre. ‘Album, titled “The Second City,
CAME TPARS™! fof tre Jour. revues. presented by the: acting company since the clus:
DAY"
-Sherman-DeVorzon: , 9 a “MY LAUGHTER
Sloe ballad, is delivered in a very: ‘Cromwell,
Shapiro -Bernstein’ vt opened -in Doc. 1959.
Winks
teenage
groove
by this’ an oldie, makes a strong bid for the !
Co: rumba Records April product totals 20 albums, eight popular, '
sendstress
“MR. GUITAR” «Sher- current pop market in this blues- ; four eassical and five in the Latin-American series .
. The Interna- i
Rat -DeVoerzon + is an okay entry fashioned vocal by this newcomes, \tional Gr ‘aphic Arts Committee ‘has awarded a special citation in the!
Julius
With the same kind of Juve torch. “MY BABY LOVES HIS GUITAR} albu: : cover design annual compeiition to Sid Maurer for ‘his’ cover and. one

‘Julius: Rudel Gets New
Jobs at N .Y. City Center

qualits

Rudel, general director
of the conductors of the

; BETTER THAN ME” (Roosevelt ‘|of Le~ sd Stokowski on the Everest album of Wagner's “Wotan FareAttia Records will have 10 new albums on release in April
The
Playboys
‘Chancellor : ‘is a cute teen-angled idea for Spins, well”.
. Lit! Dana’s Kapp album, “Aore Jose Jiminez" has been bought.
“BOS FON HOPP”
‘Rambed:is
Cindy & Lindy (Coral:: “HAVE
by
the
Colu:
bia Record Club . :; Sam Cooke will return to the gospel
as
indimgs instrumental that ll get SOME
POPCORN”
(Reis + is a
|sin in f-ifoid in a special LP for RCA Victor .
Epic Records wiil
ti-e kids th
“voting around the jukes. teenase dialoz set against a beat;
release
six
albums
in April, two classical, three popular. and one jazz
“WHAT D
ESAY" - Progressive’. is that
may
draw
juve
interest.

N.Y. City Opera, has. been Biven
expanded duties at the 55th Street
house.
Hereafter,
he'll ‘serve’ az

a ftranutie rocker delivered)
by
cer do Kian ax The Cousins.

Joey.”

a

“MATELOT”

Noel

'Chappell*:

Coward's

catalog

sophisticated

for

is from

making

it.

boa Cista, artists & repertoire director for United Artists, hopped
ti to record an albuin with pianist Frank. Froba. It'll be latter's

10. x,

musical director ‘also of the lignt
opera
eyele, which this. spring
offers ‘‘Show Boat."" “South Paci-

fic”

“Porgy .and: Bess” and.

“Pal

He'll: ‘Fersonaily baton the

iinet Le for CA.. . LeRoy Holmes, general manager. of Everest Rec- first two, opening April. 12 and
_ April 26, respectively.
Aretha
Franklin
=-Cotumbia
ords, is pl anning a “Charles K. LL. Davis album push for June.
PARE
YOU
SURE"
Frank-Rini- taste
Booxer Ervin, who recently recorded album for Candid entitled “That's
Rudel actually will. be a threeres’
trod. the “Moiis
Brown”
Charlie
Partee
(Cub:
“HOWT te at tae Coronet. Club, Brooklyn oe . Decea in. special push this” phase official for. City Center,
Store.
Gets
oa potent
workove! COM
‘Shalimar*:
slides -aloug Week on Carol Burnett's LP, - Remember
How They. Stanre?
since he has separately initiated a.
trom thes fine so tasttess
“MAY-: With a catchy beat that will grab Siow.” Set has been receiving :plugs on the Garry Moore shaw ithieh, Gilbert: & Sullivan: ex cle, which ishh. tM ‘ FOOL.
-Ometl
In an- ane
teener
approval.
“PUT fe tures Miss Burnett as a resular tmetaber . .
RCA vices —
to be a permanent fixture “and, it
“Oth,
net
avered sivlisaly in: YOURSELF
INO
MY “PLACE |six new classical and tuo educational LPs last week ‘in addition to’ is hoped, a ‘raiser of profits to ap& blass 2ouave,
| Shaiimar-) nas the zingy beat that seven four-track tapes.
ply tothe grand opera..

tuo

the

teeners’
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‘Spot Bows
Name Band Schedule Billy Eckstine Goes to Mercury:
‘PicTunesClickingBigOverseas | |Scarsdale
ABC. Par Gets Crewe: Other Deals
- Before & After FilmsGetReleased
The bands are moving into N.Y.’s

Westchester. County. Andy Bartlik
is kicking -off the band binge at
his Fort, Hill Restaurant, Scarsdale,

} tonight (Wed.) with Louis Arm+
Mercury: Billy Eckstine
| strong’s crew.
7
Billy Eckstine will now record
Lined. up for following WednesWelk
to
Tour
for
the
Mercury label under a new
days are. Warren Covington and the
pop. disk hits from just released ‘or |.
three-year deal. He'll cut his first
;
Philadelphia, April 4. . | Tommy Dorsey Orch (12', Ray Meupcoming films; Swiss. disk circles
Albuquerque, April 4.
{album for Mere within the next 10
Kinley and the Glenn Miller Orch:
Lawrence Welk .and his troupe ‘‘days. Hal Mooney. Mere’s artists &
are once -‘again - asking. themselves. 7 Fabian had returned home briefily. for his ‘private. graduation exer- 119), Buddy Morrow Orch ‘(26) and ‘will play a series of four concerts |repertory man, will handle the ses" whether “pre-release: pushing ofa4 i cises ‘at. South’ Philadelphia High the ‘Count Basie. Orch ‘May 3).
‘lin
late April. W. H. Daly. of San ision. Eckstine recently recorded for
.
potential. hit. song: or thenie can School. The- .18-year-old ‘rock 'n’
Fernando, Calif., is tour promoter. 'the Roulette label and before that
help to: “make”. ao picture at the roller had been turned down at
‘Welk opens in Louisville, April ; was with RCA Victor and MGM,
}o3,and other three dates are Wich‘wickets’. or- whether it's. the other. the Jani 19 graduation, ‘when. pressuré. of film and’ recording work.
* ABC-Paramount: Bob Crewe
ita, April 24; Albuquerque. April
Way. “around, j.e. a hit film auto- - prevented. him. frpm ‘making sevBob Crewe has joined ABC-Para24, and Las Vegas. April 26. Almatically making a ‘hit. song. Ac- eral grades. .
buquerque show, skedded for city-;‘mount as recording artust ard sengtual experience of * Tate: has only! ‘The’ ‘youth: won't | be: around for.
owned 6:000-seat Civic Auditor ium, ‘writer. His first sides have been
is Welk’s first appearance in New . released. The titles are “Swingin’
served: ‘to confuse the issue . once :‘the ‘June “ceremonies: . He’ told|
i Mexico. ‘Tickets will be scaled Family Tree” and “Ia La Loretta,”
more since, in practice, it’s: actuahy.; school _principal” Joseph J. “Rossi !
; both of which he penned himee if,
‘that his’ appearance “might detrac..
!from $5.
"Mobile, April 4.
‘working - both Ways, - according ‘to. from the other graduates on their.
“Record manufacturers have been
the individual case.
big. day’
Fabian * completed. ‘his|.
Everest: Eddy-Sherwood
‘hit with a ban on: many of their
courses
at the. studio-|
_ LeRoy Holmes. general manager
‘The. question has: been ‘cropping ‘English
new’: releases by their failure to
,schools of: 20th.:Century-Fox and
of Everest Records, has picked up
up due to the’ big hitFegistered in "Paramount and: made: ‘up his Arizo- time them. properly.: Dick Price,
| the options of Nelson Eddy asd
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Capitol: Rita Faye, Quadling
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tial: at least: in some Swiss: key yyear, Electronic Industries Assn. 10.‘all record makers.
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pay
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of. a. recént': string ‘of.

Fabian Graduates

‘Bad DiskTiming
~ Hurts Air Spins

‘AFM Boom Falls
On Jingle Outfit

Soundtrack Yerton in Greek. by StereoPhonos

hhSales Slide

|totaled. 211.383 aS against 341,329

Over Star’s No-Show At

Chi Rock ’n’ Roll Dance

i

Lionel BartDouble Wi
In British Songwriters’
1960 Ivor Novello. Awards.

Tooter Unions From US.,
‘Latin-America Look For.

Siteof Int'l Convention

‘WEISS TO FAR EAST
TO SET WB LICENSEES

‘other: Award went to Bob Farnon’s
i “Seashor e” ‘in. the light . orchestral

British

20thFoxtoRelease.

‘Awards. are. organized © ‘by. the
Songwriters’ Guild“.of Great Britain. Statuettes for the. winners and
~-Caravelli LPs 3
il US. certificates for the :runner
s-up will

“The 20th-Fox label.has. wrapped ;‘be ‘presented ‘at: a BBC- TY show

Disk Best

|

Wooden

Heart...vine wees

RCA).

‘Walk Right Back.

Jease in the U.’S. of two-LPs a
Year by Caravetli & His Magic: Vio- |
lings.” First set,. due this’ month,

Theme For Dream
‘Columbia)
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feature
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ducted

current.

as arranged

hy

the young

Etiropean

and con-

“Henty

‘>
Onorati.

“20th-Fox. “Ree-

FRITZ REINER: RETURNS |

/ Chicago, April. 4.

tive disorder, is returning

day’ (30) and will conduct the

or-

‘tors,. but chiefly Erich’ Leinsdorf,

him’ Off this’ season:

... Richard

a Parlophone)
Lave. Me Tom’r’w?
‘Top Rank):

Thurs-

ards prexy, and Duke: Niles: Ven: -chestra: in- the” dinal five weeks. al
fura’s U.S. rep. set, the: deal, . +the’ seasun,
a
wo,
An assortment: of guest conduc
woe

Ey erly.Bros.

My Kind Of Girl......Monro

Fritz Reiner, . maestro of the Chi-

cago Symphony who has been side-

Roger: Williams ‘set: for’ a “siriele ' had. spelled

Allisons

‘WB:

French lined since last Oct. 6 by a conges-

maestro. .

Presley

;

Are You Sure?......
Fontana)

up:a deal with Ray Ventura’s \er- ,on May: 22.
suilles Records, of France. for re-;

..

Sellers

London, :April’ 4.

_ S€C tion,

.

Shireles

Exédus
-Ferrante & Teichér
‘London) |

Lazy River ......00.0.. Darin
Londont

And Heavens Cried
performance, April.7 at theli- Sours Réiner’ had’: fallen _ill ‘three: days
‘Decca)
arn
Methodist... U2 Coliseum >in. ‘after the seasonal rehearsais beyiin,
“Dallas...
The SMU Student -‘Ce her: He had heen recovering at his home
Riders. in. The Sky .
‘ds spensering.
Ain Rainbleside,: ‘Conn.
‘(London) :
rE
aoe

Nevwley
-

Ranirods’

Walter Ward Asks 1006
In Suit Vs. Coast Label

While nothing definite has been!

decided, delegates of the National
Union last week approved unam- _Pettiford Widow in Row
Mousiy a proposal to ask that the j
i With Fund Administrators
_méetings be held in Vexico the |
Conenhagen, April 4.
first vear. Then future conventions
The six administrators: of the
would be on a rotating basis. ini
various nations joining the organi- Oscar Pettiford Memory Fund here
and the bassist’s widow, Jz egneline,
‘zation.
are in a hassle ever- hin ds. The
! administrators
Claim
that
she
‘Lerner Joins Sam Fox should get a job to hep suppeait
her three children «hile ste is
i Howard Lerner ix joining tiie becfing over the wav they
ale
-Sam Fox Publishing Co. es consuit- : Managing the trust.
_ing advertising and promotional di- a
There
is now ahout
34.70
rector.
He'll coordinate al] adveros
|and promotional
;
:
balunce in
in the
tising
activities
jin- -- kroner '$4,913:
$
U trust
u
which was set up tat September
“elnding the Sam Fox educationa}, for the care and ¢Cdacation of the
standard and. popuiar catalog, the .Pettiford children. Sinee mid-Jauu‘Fox background mu-ic library and ary, the widow bas icen: vetting
: various dealers’ promotions.
“100 kroner -$14.45) a
Lerner

, ager
eer
:@iso

and

had

served

prometinal

and promotionra]
Was
associated

I Fischer.

as

ad

director

man-

weck

{com

the fund. The administrators say
tor ithat if she dues.;t go to work the

Carectar tor fund's capital will be exhausted in
with
Carl! ahout
four years.
Pett:to.d
died
jlast Septem ber.
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AARIETYs RECORD TIPS.
(Tune Index of Performance & Sales)
This weekly tabulation is based on a statistitally balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as ‘reported by key outlets in major cities; and: music
programming by the major independent radio stations.
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BLUE MOON
.
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2
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SURRENDER
Elvis Presley ......se-eee8

3

3

12

APACHE

4

2
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BON'T WORRY
Marty Robbins .........

5

5

It

PONY TIME
Chubby Checker ......... Parkway

6

6

4

7

4
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8

10
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LABEL

2

MEMPHIS
D. Brooks «....-.eccecesccenve Efa.

CALCUTTA |
Lawrence Welk ......+++ceee+ Dot
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—
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TONIGHTI FELL IN LOVE.
Tokens «02.6620... 560s Warwick

49

ONE MINT JULIP
Ray Charles ............. Impulse

69

—
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WORLDIS WAITING FOR SUNRISE
Don Gibson ........-...... Victor

39

STAYIN' IN
|
Bobby Vee..........00++-

70

59 15

71

67.

4

BUMBLE BOOGIE

72

—

f

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE .
Brenda Lee ..........0+,.- Decca
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|

TITLE, ARTIST
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Liberty

BABY BLUE
Echos ........0.ceee000.

» Victor

No. Wks.
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Victor

i
Columbia
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Wk. On Chart

LABEL

JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE.
‘McGuire Sisters .......... ~» Coral

30

........- ooe Atco |

ON THE REBOUND
Floyd Cramer ........06-

No. Wks.
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TITLE, ARTIST

Shelbey

SEGWay

TAKE.GQOD CARE OF HER
Adam Wade

.......es0+++-

ANGELON-MY SHOULDER
Flint

eee

weceoccee

B. Bumble & Stingers... . -Rendezvous

Coed |

DEDICATED TO THE ONE I LOVE
Shirelles ..........ececee Sceptor

36

FOR MY BABY
:
Brook Benton ....... «eoee Mercury

73

—

|

BONANZA

8

I DON'T KNOW WHY
,
Clarence Henry ....... sveee Argo

50°

HAVIN" FUN

74

—

|

GREAT SNOW MAN

25

7

£4ASIA MINOR
Kokomo ......eeeceeessee

75 —.

|

WHAT DIDISAY

10

8

8

THINK TWICE
Brook Benton ...........+

li

24

3

RUNAWAY
Del Shannon ........+.+.++

THE BLIZZARD
Jim Reeves eee enecsee ewes

44

Big Top

83

JIMMY'S GIRL

4

MOTHER IN LAW
E. K-Doe .....c cece cceccsee

Mint

62

17

22

6

PLEASE LOVE ME, FOREVER
Cathy Jean ........ Cee eee Valmor

52
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Roy Hamilton .........0506-
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6
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY BLUES
Kathy Young
............
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.
Indigo
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SPANISH HARLEM
.
Ben E. King.........see0. ». Atco

65

LITTLE BOY SAD
Johnay Burnette ........+.

43
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95

29

61
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WHEELS
String-a-Longs ........ we» Warwick

94

=THE TOUCHABLES
Dickie Goodman .......... Mark X
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80

WHEARTS OF STONE

47
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_ Imperial

YOUR ONE AND ONLY LOVE
Jackie Wilson .:...... ~» Brunswick

WINGS OF A DOVE
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A DOLLAR DOWN:
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—
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4
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_
Patsy Cline
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» Decca
WE BELONG ‘TOGETHER
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HEART OVER MIND
Ray Price ......... ‘vevewesee Col
ONCE UPON A TIME.
Rochell. & Candles......,os Swinging
LOUISIANA: MAN

| 94

—

|

89

|
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98
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2
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19

Rusty & Doug

.......0.0% Hickory.

ONLY ONE LOVE.
Jackie Wilson .........
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Tenessee Ernie Ford........ Capitol

DANNY BOY
Jim Reeves ....0.00.0.
0008, Victor
ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAL
eeedee

wesece

se oe

Dot

MERRY-GO-ROUND.
|
Marv Johnson .....,...0000. + UA
EXODUS
,
Ferrante

100 793

|

Freddy King ..... veseyese Federal:

Billy Vaughn

Argo

Infinity

DIXIE

Duane Eddy . i

4.

Texans ......... covcccece

|

Vibrations sesreetsceiens Checker
Chuck Jackson ce ecesecvees Wand

58

GREEN GRASS OF TEXAS

TOBE LOVED
Pentagons ......650.++2+0s Donna

97

eeoseecesneeceseon

|

| 85

3

_ TRUST IN ME.
. Efta James .

Laurie

...........4. » Victor

3

—

Danny & Juniors ..........+.+ Swan

F ve oe

46

96

PONY EXPRESS:

Ce

84

‘THAT'S IT, | QUIT
Sam Cooke ..... woeccccere Victor

| PITY THE FOOL
‘Bobby Bland ....... sevv.eoe, Duke

eee reece:

Mark Denning ..........,... MGM

3

69
Dot

JTOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR
Cindy Scott .......... Can.-Amer. |

96

55

WHEELS
Billy Vaughn ........... eeaee

5. ce cece dew Old: Town

“2

95

54

A MOON OUT TONIGHT

Capris...

Capitol

TONIGHT MY LOVE
7
Paul Anka ...... eeeeee ABC-Par |

4

4

| FELL IN LOVE ON MONDAY

Ferlin Husky ........+.+.

Hi

23

5!

ONE EYED JACKS

YOu. CAN DEPEND ON ME |
Brenda Lee ........cceceee Decca

31

33

HELLO WALLS
Faron Young ............ Capitol

Fats Domino

ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY
Gene McDaniels'.........46. Liberty

.
Roulette

32. {1 ° THERE'S

LITTLE LONELY ONE

|

GOODTIME BABY
Bobby Rydell ............. Cameo.

TOMORROW
|
Shirelles ........5005c085 Scepter.

|

Brunswick

Ferrante & Teicher .... oa eee UA.

BAS8Y SITTING BOOGIE
Buzz Clifford .........06 - Columbia

Bill Black Combo...........-++
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—

MY THREE SONS
Rosie .....0....ee0e00.

|
Liberty
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THERE SHE GOES

LONELY BLUE NIGHTS

MORE THAN I CAN SAY

DARLING
7
Phil & Harv ..... veseenee Rampart

Lawrence Welk ...... veeeeeee Dot
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00505

41

SHOP AROUND
oo
Miracles rete n cece eens ee Tamla

Bobby Vee ............6+
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Decca
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4

Frankie Avalon ..... «e+ Chancellor.

Bert Kaempfort ..........-.
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ALL OF EVERYTHING

Jerry Wallace ......... Challenge
-TENDERLY

eeen eee

80

LIKE LONG HAIR
I'M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
Chimes ..... we
ese neeeeen

GEE WHIZ, LOOK AT HIS EYES
Carla Thomas ..... coeeee Atlantic |

PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE

7.

Paul Revere ........... eeee Chain.

LAZY RIVER
Bobby Darin ..........006- « Atco

18

78

_ LE WANNA LOVE MY LIFE AWAY
Gene Pitney ............ - Musicor

Johnny Tillotson ..... 2+» Cadence

.

14

)

EBONY EYES
Everly Bros. ........++: ee veee WB

$8

33

37.
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21

W7
Argo

SHU RAH.
|
. {79
Fats Domino.............. Imperial
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17
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Victor

BUT 1 DO
Clarence Henry ............

oe eeeceosn ” ope

Jerry Lee Lewis .........+26: Sun
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68

21
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oe

WALK RIGHT BACK
Everly Bros. ......-.eseeeeoee WB
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20

74

7

Ii

15

Mercury

CALIFORNIA. SUN.
Joe Jones .......+ eeecessoe

40

15

#7

|
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Caiola

Bob Luman

WHERE THE BOYS ARE
Connie Francis ........ eoee MGM |
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& Teicher. eee

ee eevese
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Amsterdam, March 28.
_ . Wooden Hearts ...Elvis Presley

Bert ‘Kelly; ‘veteran jazz bandleader who: claims to. he: the’ first to]. . Pasa cu
‘have - used ‘the term

“jazz.” has. authored: an historical jazz, poole “1.

Jazz,”.to be

ublished by -Nantage.Press.in

\ Tivoli)

July..Aecording])

“to. Kelly. the word. jaan” was -a racy slang. localism in ‘San ‘Francisco
from 1899 to~ 1914, commonly used a verb until a- San .Franeisco-

ing

the inusi¢. scene as of Oct.

~~ Ping Pin
Teeeeere

oy

ig Fing
Soe

epg

Sez: Television Spends More on Trucking

ce

Than on Musicians

|" Save Last Dance. oe Drifters
Rocking. Billy.
Rita Valk

‘sportswriter: uscd it as an adjective to.describe: , he conditfon “of the
city’s baseball team. Kelly’ claims to, have caértied the word
to
Chicago |at. the College Inn- where he. organized a new. type cf: dance ‘band.
using * ‘jazz “as a noun to describe. his :txpe of musie. VARIETY, cover-[

:Fontatia)

+

cases

Moe Preskell Joins

Lonesome Tonight . - Presley
Josephine
. Fats Domino

27, 1916, carried the following com-]

- Imperial)

ment: “Chicaco kas added another innovation-to its list of discoveries|
“in the so-called Jazz Bands. “The Jazz Band is: composed of three or

a

7

Never Sun. . Melina Mercouri
Barciay) - .
.

.

‘More instruments and scldom: plats recilated music. The College Inn |: Barcelona -........... Wilmaris

_and’ practically. a

other: hi¢h- class - places of. ‘entertainment: has

Jazz Band fetaured.”"

at

“Vienna and other European’ dates, which

ifontana)

|: [Love You ...,Cliff Richards

oo
“When the | State‘Dept. and’. ‘its . administrative ‘agent, American Na- |
‘tional Theatre & Academy, ruled recently that _ Europe Would. be overcrowded this summer with American talent,-it was sad frews for ‘Henry
-Lewis, of Los Angeles.. It had ‘been. set tor Lewis and a group. to play

would have been an impor-

6]

) Taubman Raps TV's Tooter Brush

Holland Disk Best Sellers}

Inside Stuf—Music
_- Created

MUSIC

Kapp for Prometion

| Feges tan, 20 hase kms ct

N. Y. bramiiof the Aniesatan Fedcration ef Blusicia~. a bk ems
‘Moe Preskell has joined Kapp : ployed in the ty fie do Paai ‘Pech
Records ag director of promotion. ; man, who compiled
the heures,
‘Preskell, who'll work with decjays,
Sal S
th at
tv
his
br AG Ce 5a€ a
a tt

| tv as well as handle special dealer : horizons
Hiaison,

activated

the

Walt

of practically

Disney |' ative talent cxcept

Gvaay

Cres

tie mitsical ¢ 320.

Columbia)
- :
tand Wonderland .Music companies
Taubman,
an coreiesira
le: Hie
Ramona ...... Blue Diamonds. ‘land also was affiliated with Simon ! meinber of 802 and a member cl
_.Deeca)
= & Schuster's Golden Records.
the board of ROVE ror: re or the Ati a-

Mexico’s TooterHassle
Endsin Uneasy Truce

“tant: prestige break for the . Negro: conduetor: Lewis : was coming up
‘fast after successfull¥ subbing for the: indisposed. Igor Markevitch in,
Los Angeles, and’ getting. rave notices.. including the. N. Y. Times and|.
Time mag. ‘But the European trip went kaput when ANTA vetoed the: i
- $10. 000 travel ‘subsidy, which previously. seemed assured.

Chris Saner has been upped to The |added that it JcLuks as if music mn
post as assistant national sales j tv is pulled out ut tape hbrazies

manager. He'll assist national sales j!@phazardly by a clerk.

manager Joe Cerami in the super-|

operations.
With New Union Setup|Kapp
about

.He pointed

out that the tv in-

vision of national sales and branch |dustry spends tar more money on
Saner
started
with |trucking, stagehands,
mimeograa year ago as N.Y. {Phing services, and other such

_
Mexico City. April 4.
branch manager.
Venus. Rey, who has been fight-|
; ing to. establish his own musician's
;
©.
ounion. for the past 18 months, has
"The Country Music’ Assn. is ‘planning to spread ‘its: gospelwith ‘an finally won out. His Union Sindi-:
rit
1S
educational program: in thé’ publie’ schools. In_ this connection, Mrs.. cal de. Musicos (Syndical Musicians
e
Marguerite Yelton. of South Bend, Ind., has. been: researching ‘in Nash- |Lnion) has been legally acknowlville all. of the ‘past: ‘week and laying the: foundation for.an educational edged by the’ Department of La‘séries. on country .musie which she proposes to present. in the form| bor’s Conciliation & Arbitration
Of. lectures, slides, tapes, ete. For some “Years, ‘Mrs. Yelton has been; Board last week.

. presenting .a similar-styled educational, series. Gn wild life: She has.
‘Tirso Rivera, head of the estab-|
» already. interested Inany. school officials in ‘the country, music. program. .-| lished Mexican Musicians Union,

secondary elements than on musi-

cians:
“It is typical of tv today,”
he said, “that 2 producer spends
j upward of $100.000 on a one-hour
dramatic show and then tries des-

@S
Ws

perately

20% Over 1560;
Exports Slid

to

save

.the

minimum

$1,000 needed for live music by
using old, and many times wornout recorded bridges and softmood
tapes from the library. As an example,
Taubman
mention
a recently
presented
one-and-a-half
‘hour dramatic show budgeted at
$126,000. The cost fur music was
$81.75.
“A Jo
-

and: who. has been feuding with
{Rey in matter of collective work
‘Authors &. Publishers has re-' contracts in. recent. months, said
printed an article by ‘its general counsel.. Herman. Finkelstein, that |that the. Board's decision was “the |.
London, April 4.
originally appeared in VARIETY's 55th. anni ‘edition /on.Jan..4.of this best for everybody” and that now:
Disk sales in U.K. continue on dustry,” he maiden “develoned
year. Titled “How Shall The Period of Copyright Be. Extended,” it pro- there will ‘be an end to internal| the upbeat. In January platters number of
great orchestras and
totalled $4.640.400—20° up on| discovered great
posed. ‘that the ‘present 56-y ear |copyright | term, divided into two equal bickering in ranks of musicians.
musical talents
But Rivera warned that only as January last year and 3°¢ above
terms, be extended. One suggestion is adoption of the. European. conbut today tv producers are buying
vention of having copyrights run for: the: life” of the author. plus 58 years. long as new union does not invade | the previous highest January fig-! musical
backgrounds
taped
in
| jurisdiction of his own organiza- ure in 1958.
Germany, France and Italy where
tion, will. there be peace. If Rey |. But the spin of home sales is:
the musicians perform for half the
Lou Brecker, founder and- ‘exec director’ of. Roseland Dance City. 15 |‘attempts to snatch labor contracts offset by a slowdown in export. {en ’ Taubman
says he’s now
l away -‘from Rivera's union, there sales which. according to Board
nrarking” his 44th anni as ballroom impresario this month, Brecker :
Planning to wage a crusade for
-started in the ballroom biz in: Philadelphia in 1917, moving to New ;‘will -be a’ new flare up of inter-. of Trade figures, were 67 less: , more live music on ty shows.
tan in January,. 1960.
‘York- in 1919 when he. opened ihe original Roseland. on Broadway. latter |union: strife, latter asserted.
Moving to the current West 52d St. site aiter the former spot was torn- . That the peace within ranks of ' The U.S. recession is blamed!
tmusicians
is
an
uneasy
one
Is
seen
for
this scratchy note behind the
down for a new. building dev. elopment,.
boom-boom
noises
_heing
in. latest Rey move. He. has- asked big
| authorities
to nullify
collective made by British diskeries. Last
“Culture of the ‘Baroque. ” book. ‘by Ther esa Schiessel, just published . work contracts in theatres, clubs, year nearly a third of their ex‘jn Austria. by Stidasny Verlag. Graz, Styria. contains the history of. the - restaurants. ete., and to assign ne- ports went to the U.S., the largest
Rudi Blesh and Harriet Janis
“first opera.’ ’ This time it is “Tl ‘Pomo dOro” ‘Apple.of Gold) by. Mare gotiation, rights to. his union. His Single market. This year the per- have filed suit in N.Y
Federal
‘Antonio: Cesti. written in 1666, text by Francesco’ Sbarra... ‘Opera had ‘argument being that. majority. of: centage has dropped to a quarter. Court against NBC, the Purex Co.
_ musicians in these spots belong to
But, manufacturers expect 1961's:
fvre: ‘acts in: 67s-SCENES.. Lots. of controversy going on.
and
Edward
H.
Weiss
Co.
Hoagy
retail sales to top 1960's peak.
ius union.
Carmichael and others. complain‘| $84.000.000: Prelim indications are ;
;ing
there
was
an
alleged
intringethat the February and March fig-|
(ment on their book called “They
The “Record
Industry’ Assn. of: ‘America has ‘published technical. "BENNY WITH CASALS
| ures are also up on last year.
standards for ‘the “manufacture of the. new 7-in¢h °33!1 srpm.-recerd. |
Since 1956 the big leap in Brit- j All Played Ragtime. the True Story
|
Known ‘as bulletin “E. 4." ‘the standards have already been circulated|
ish disk sales has been in ex- of. an American Music” by “Those
among: RIAA: members. They are | also ‘available, ‘on:“request, to any,
'tended
play which have spun from —‘Ragtime Years,” an NBC-TV shew
‘
San Juan, P.R., April 4.
}.
-Jast November.
interested party in the industry.
‘Plans are being formulated for; under 7.000.000 to over 51.000.000: The plaintiffs wrote “They All
i
Jast
year.
But standard 78 rpm‘
- Jack Benny to give a benefit violin|
L.
‘Played Ragtime” prior to 1959 and
disks
have
tumbled
from
47.500.
concert. 4 ith the Puerto Rico Sym- :
- assigned the rights to Alfred Knopf
“The Green Leaves of: Summer, * ‘the Dimitri Tiomkin- -Paul Francis : phony Orchestra. “if Pablo Casals ;0CO to under 4,000.000.
:Ine.,
which published it. In July,
Webster tune. from’ “The. Alama” - which ‘recently won an Academy: |agrees: to conduct. ”
:159, Knopf reassigned the rights.
“Award. noniination. is" getting ,an: international spread.
The. song is:
appearance|
In .an impromptu
;
to
the
plaintiffs who revised the
rolling” in. Japan, ‘Spa in -cand Italy and has been: covered with over 40 * of -the Condado
Hoteks
Beach
:original and added new material
disks in France.
| Fiesta: Room recently. Benny said |
iand then in 1960 filed copyrights
ithe. idéa was discussed during his
Continued from page 57
: With the revised edition.
The Big 3 ‘Robbins, Feist & Miller’: is’ prepping . a drive on Harry |‘ Visit with Casals at the. maestro’s:
Isla: ‘Verde ¢a suburb’ home.
‘board
member
Arthur
Sc inwarta, |
get defen‘they brodes set epane
‘Tobias’ ‘catalog to celebrate his. 50th year akx‘a songwriter. The firm. is |
Benny
said
he
presented
his
first
‘who denied: that he ar any other ¢ cored, produced,
performed
and
currently pushing: the Tobias: Golden: Anniversary with the. disk Jockeys. |
i
.
ears
: concert at Carnegie Hall fer the. , Writer on the board were satellites j
“The American: ‘Society of Composers,

RAGTIME’ VIDEO SHOW
IN PLAGIARISM SUIT

FORPUERTO RICO SYMPH

Redd Evans

- benefit’

Supreme Court on ASCAPDecree

of

the.

Musician’s |Retire- |or “mercenaries";

| ment Find four years ago.
i thereafter

requests

were

Shortly Judge

and

Ferdinand

received |‘Schwartz & Frolich.
the coun- ;-nevs. who. defended

hy

former !1p ackaged

Pecora. of! ee
ASCAP attor-}

Those

Ragtime

Eichmann

Years.

the hiring of
froni-erchestras all over
in Washington
to!
vty inviting him to appear: Benny ithe best” men
‘said that he ‘has given. about 24 ‘support music biz legislation.
aumee Continued from page 1 samunsd
In an unusual appearance in a
_such concerts. his clients were’ allowed: to ‘inter- ‘the surv ey used to splittheroy
valty H| The Casals- Benny ‘meeting was . discussion, Herman Starr. head of |be the foreign ones. That is, the Is-Nene, the decree’ wouldn't: have to pie. | .
t arranged. Benny said. through -his; the Warner Bros. music combine. jraeli audience will see the trial via
he tossed. cut the window. ‘Federal . ASC AP attorney John Dooling. “elose friend, Isaac Stern.” Also jthe fap publishing
company
in London or New York, a few weeks
Judge Syivester ‘Ryan, ‘who Jr. asked the court to ‘dismiss’ ‘the: : present at the- informal. meeting LASCAP. Jashed out at Evans for, late, with foreign narration.
“thumbed ‘down ihe Fox: appellants Fox - appeal outright for. lack. of |Was conductor-violinist Alexander ‘attacking ASCAP’s
There
are
negotiations
under
leadership asi
‘as intervenors, could merely’ hold. jurisdiction. _odustice- Dept. took .Schneider, a resident of Puerto ‘being selfish. Starr said that Evans ; way to avoid fhis absurd situation,
.@ hearing on proposed. ‘modifica this position last year, but prior to :Rico.
_was either “diabolical and cunning” “| For the time being. a Jecal docutions.. Horsky said.
| mentary is running im film houses
the arguments’ withdrew: it.)
P Benny described his visit ‘with or was “plain. stupid” in making
Finally; Horsky took the position
His. main point was’ that, con- ; Casals as one of the. most: memor- .such an attack, Adams wes com-!showing the courtroom where Eich‘that Justice Dept. would do w ell’ to trary ‘to. what the. Fox challengers ° able evcnts df. his -carser. He said peHed to caution Starr about mak-imann will stand trial and telling
‘get the benefits of his clicnts’ ‘ex- insisted, individual members of the- he. was intrigued with the intellect’ ing personal attacks. Louis Bern- |the audiences that “this is the trial
‘pertise ina matter-so. complex as Society aren't. bound by the terms: as Well as the: talents and. simplici- ‘stein. of Shapire - Bernstein, alco ‘you will not see
rose to protest against the direc- : If situation does not change. Isthe inner workings. .of ASCAP: He. ‘of the decree and therefore aren't: ty cf£-Don P abla. |
-Yaelis will only listen to the protwo-week’
Caribbean . tion of Evans attack.
; said: the- Fox’ firm ‘has been an -foresta’ Jed from©‘Boing to. court ; Benny's
: ASCAP member for 40 years, while . Jater. ‘after the decree is‘ finally ef- Vacation, ‘with Chicago hotel mag-', Other speakers from. the floor : ceedings, on the Kol Israel radio.
‘nate’ Morris ‘DeWoskin. began in including Hans Lengsfelder, Pinky jAnd a closed circuit tv will be set
‘Ahe other two companies - have’ ber. fective... Frankfurter :-commented |
‘Herman .and
Louis
Bellin.
Ned up for the first time in the country,
-Jonged for two decades.
that he had trouble understanding a:Aruba, Netherlands. West Indies. :
dceclivered the report .leading from the courtroom to a
The referendum by “which the Ure fine: points raised in cornection. Two men arrived in. San Juan Jast, Washington
‘for’:
ASCAP’s
exec
commiitee
and ;: nearby hall with 700 seat«. no adweck.
changes were okayed hy. With the..rights of ASCAP. asa
“ @ecree
|Frank Conner made the treacurer’s mission fee.
ASCAP members. might have. had ‘whole. ‘versus the rights. of its_in‘report.
Another problem that is wOITy4. different. result: if Fox -and ‘the dividual members.
—
me At the. present time, ASCAP now ing the film houses in connection
ether dissidents ‘had. been able to.
The Justice raised the. question
has #0
on its roster 5.329 writers and with the Eichmann trial is the tate
‘put forward: their arguments ‘in av Of W hether—assuming an: infividu-;
i)publishe rs.
-oOf German speaking pix. Fer mony
court ‘proceeding,
al “member: successiully sued the’
fyears Jewish resentrent to any“We think it would be a ‘mon- Society jn the future— the: effect
FE. Alan. Silver. former. veepee |
9
°
_thing German was so strong
{nat
a
‘strous' doctrine to give it conclu- would be the same as.if the Fox ' of Bouree ‘Productions. -has taken. ,
Schaeffers 20th Anni
‘nohody would have dared to worand
sive effect unless members’ had all. dissidents. . were allowed to inter- over the: prexyship of the firm,
Berlin, April 4.
.a German voice in his movie
But
the facts,” Horsky averred...vene. ie, the decree would be. tor- replacing George T.. Simon, the
Peter
Schaeffers
Produktion, in recent years Switscand Austi:on
: pedoed..
~
newly appointed. exec ‘director in Berlin. oneof Germany's top mu- made—or
at
least
Jabeled-- pm
Dominant ASCAP. Group.
“Friedman. the Justice Dept. at- ‘the east: for NARAS
‘National si¢. publishing houses. observes Its have infitrated the Ikvae) cnarxet,
‘The power of the dominant. torney, repeatedly. conceded that ‘Academy of Recording Arts & 20th anni this month.
German - made pix ure still forbids
ASCAP ‘group, he argued,~ is little the deciive could have. gone further Sciences),
House
has
published
- round den officially.
XJany an editorial
reduced by the: revision. -Horsky on certain points. But he insisted : ~The firm, which up. to now has 5.000 songs. including “Auf Wied- was written again.
tse German
hit ‘particularly: at “what he termed. that give-and-take is necessary in a ‘‘specialized in. freelance’ disk pro-° ersehn,”’ “Bon Soir.” “Tina-\arie.” speaking Austrian in Suisse pieah “obvious cenffict.of-interest sit- consent decree negotiation and the}{ duction work, is planning to -ex- “Chico, . Chico,
Charly.”
; Banjo _tures, even
demonstrations
‘.¢re
uation” whereby: the “staff under 1960 revision, in the eves of the de-' pand into the premium record ‘ficld Box”
end
the
current
“Pspe.” held against some movies. ?v for‘direction of the ASCAP board de- partment, was the. best that: could |working with ‘ad agencies
and Latter reportedly has been waxed ;;mer inmates of Nazi concent: atron
termines what data should £0: intoibe ‘extracted: from ASCAP.
{ manufacturers.
{by more than 60 diskeries so far. camps, but the pix kept eoming.
Continued ‘from

page 37

Silver ReplacesSimon
As Head of Bouree Prod..?

62.
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Et
Because an artist sells LL006,000 records it doesn’t follow there

On the Upbeat_

will

be

1,000,000

_Mereary Signs Billy Eckstine

‘ready-made’ |

'ticket buyers to his picture—they
_Mmay not like him as.an actor”.
: Jerry ‘Goldsmith: ‘‘Composers do!
not want fo get tied down these |

Continued from page. 39 as

-

peared on stage in “The Music
Man” and on the screen in “A Hole:
the Colonia Inn, St. Petersbure for’ and are.asked to sign for the series,
a
“The
Absent.
Minded
“Professor.
aa
Piimst Roeser Williams will be 1) days beginning April 10.
In The Head” and ‘Huckleberry
-' if-it's sold. It's an inhibiting fac-'
taable to pacticipate in the “GramTie Vincent Youmans Co. plan- tor. Music can make a heavy sym-: : The tune is called “The Flubber Finn.” His. first Cadence disk will.
em
Award snow
April U7... . ning td promote “No, No Nanette”
;
Theme.”
tbe
introduced April 13 on. Dick
‘ pathetic character by ‘the less tal-.
| The

New York

rroll Carver st for his first summor tert Cote ef the season at the

Tre-Cic
Jie 24

Barry

for summer stock showings. The ented
Younuns’ tuner is now playing at times
the Hotel Picrre’s Cotillion Rooin.;
. Taree 1961 Volkswagens were

Mucical
Tent.
Aibany,
. . Goldie Hawkins re-

composer—and
done.”

it’s

“American

| Clark’s

some-

Bandstand

Show” (ABC-TV).

Warner Bros.: Robert Conrad.

Tv’'s “Hawaiian
Eye” co-star, |
Roulette: Marion Colby:
‘Robert Conrad, will break into the!
disk field via the Warner: Bros.}- Marion Colby has been put under
Eddie Blue to the Bismarck Ho- flabel. He appears. on the tv show. contract by Morris Levy's Roulette
Personal menacer .Chuck Taylor test. Winners are Roberts Records
tel here April 24 for a- fortnight
Jeaving
for
Europe
tomorrow
with Connie Stevens ‘who's already label. She’s.currently on a western
Melody Distributors,
St. Louis;
(Taurs > for a three-week tour with Sa’es Co., San Francisco, and Rec-*:: . . Jimmy Palmer, currently at’ been recording for the label.” He'll tour visiting deejays plugging her
the
Roosevelt Hotel Grill, .N. Y., .record his first singles. for WB new etching. “Just Because” ‘and
Juiian (Cannanball) Adderley..
ord Sales, New Orleans. ... After
“Sometimes It Is Better To Cry.”
Helene Bixon, who showed up at six months on the Coast, Sue Evans | repeating for seven weeks May I- within a month.
Ramsey Lewis. Trio
Kings County. Hospital with myste- will kick off an eastern tour start- “June 17°.
rious injyuries last week, once re- ing at the Lake Club, Springfield, :i plays concerts May.19 at the Univ.
corded for the Enie and Vik labels. Iil.. April 8... . Vivian Hamilton’s ‘of Nebraska and May 21 at Univ. of
‘Cadence: Eddie Hodges
Capitol:- ‘Cordoba, Christian: Bros.
‘Archie Bleyer, Cadence ‘Records’
. Jnanie Summers, Warner Bros., at the piano at Stonhenge, Ridg- ‘Northern Tinois, DeKalb, then to’
‘Mariano Cordoba,-Castillian -guiBaker’ ’s, Detroit, May 22 for a fort-| prez, has brought 13-year-old Eddie'
thrash,
returns
to
the
UCLA
fie'd, Conn. She’s the wife of Duke
itarist,
has been added to the Capini ht .
. Mello-Larks to the Col- Hodges into his diskery fold. The |tol roster. Executive artists. & -repeampus F idav ‘7.
Ellington’s
clarinetist
Jimmy
Club,
Omaha,.
May
4-13
..
-|youngster,
who
is currently on ertoire producer Ralph O'Connor.
The Professional Maisie Men, org Hamilton.
Connie Francis,
-°
hich has given out $250.000 since MGM thrush, set for a two-week: : Jacy Parker Duo set for the Gush- Broadw ay in “Critic’s Choice,” ap- will supervise Cordaba’s recording.
1937. is rendying its 27th annual tour of South America. Aug. 14..
| sessions. O'Connor plans to record.
—
journal witn the proceeds going to
‘the guitarist next month.
Dub Allbritten, Brenda Lee’s‘§the men in the Musie Publishers manager, has taken over male singThe. Christian Bros., radio quar-.
Contact Employees union. ... Ann
:ter of the Church of God, have alxo
er Pat Shannon.
. The Johnny
Ronell will guest on Gene Barne's Cash show started a string of one-:
‘come -into the Capitol orbit. The
NBC-TV “Family” show on which nichters this week . . The Mod-:
(ANational “Survey of Key Outlets)
hymn singing quartet is scheduled,
music from her adaptation of the ern Jazz Quartet set for April con-—
for its Capitol album debut in’ May:
turned

sp

to tee piano of his eastside

ar

+ Caribbean

awarded

holiday. ...

to MGM _ distributors

it, Starpower

Sales Program

Chicago

in

con-'

BEST SELLERS |

RETAIL ALBUM

opera “Gypsy | Baron” will ,, be cert dates in Dallas and Seewanee, :
played: -¢ - Walt Disney's Vista Tenn., with guarantees of a com-.}
Re cords is with tn
first a8 plete integrated audiences.
—

fee of “LOL Dalmatians” wand:

This Last No. wks.
_WK-_ Ws. on-chart
7

—_———

“er
.
Tdell makes his third shot Grune

Lond
One

Perry Como Show tonight (Wed.-. ‘play jazz in a style thought to have

__

—

t

1

17° EXODUS (Victor).

2

4

13

Soundtrack (LOC 1058)
CAMELOT (Columbia)

| ———______

The Gaylords, currently appear- gone out with Rudy Vallee are set-.|

ing at the Latin Quarter, will be-. ting the town

;

3

&.

11.

LAWRENCE
WELK (Dot)|
Caleutta (DLP 2539)

ELVIS
PRESLEY (Victor)
G. I. Blues (LPM 2256)

OF THE

The

tailcoats and smoking-jackets

for their appearances at Mayfair

WEEK:

| ©

shindigs and Chelsea parties, but
they're real serious about turning

back the tempo to 1926—and it's

a
Big!Lf

copies after i
a
.
.
’
_ yoted a hit
on the BBC's

.

12

9

_
22.

CYM

_ Ainsworth. music director of Gran-. .

B AL

ada Television's “Spot the Tune”.

will have a tune spot for British']

i
Sings
TH

>

,

the Ringwood Jazz Festival

. Andrews

11

Sisters booked for |

RED

|

K 12978

Many

the

usual

Reports have it they were getting.
+too much pressure . . . Dimitri-j
Tiomkin and Sammy Cahn will be'f|
in London next week, Tiomkin for.

aad
&.

t

16

18°
_.
19

14
°-19.

U

93.

23.

like’

~~

PM

2272

MOLLY.

BROW

VN (Capitol
(Capitol)

RAY CONNIFF * (Columbia)
._ Memories
Are Made of This (CL 1574)
21
MITCH MILLER 'Columbia)’
_.
Memory Sing With Mitch «CL 1542)

5.

_____

,6 “Hollywood Record Room” segi ment featuring Bobby Troup, host,.

26.36

{and guesstars Nelson Riddle, Buddy | 27-30

eee

#2
_

|De Franco and Nancy Wilson. Cap's.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

,Brown Meggs scripted.

New York 19

Sal Mineo:

/

‘not

“Record

necessarily

are.

theatre ticket buy-;

ee
AAA

buyers

AAAAAAAIAIARAAAAAAIAAKE

)

|

-29-

|

19

<

30 thru Apr. 22—CAMELOT ROOM, New York
24 thru May 6—HICKORY GRILL, Cleveland
10—JACK KANE SHOW, CBC-TV, Toronto, Can. .
15 thru June 4—The LA FIESTA, Juarez, Mexico.
EPIC RECORDS
EXCLUSIVELY BY

at
it

|

S
BOW
Www

AND

TAN
|

eee

Le
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Rydell’s Greatest Hits (C 1009)
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ElyInkingCausesGregory toLose
L
Lootin Mpls, Nitery DespiteSROBiz

|Edmonton, Alta., Aud
Hikes Rental Fees 11%

'Catskill Resorts Holding Line On

‘Edmonton, | Alta., April 4.
Edmonton’s Jubilee Auditorium
will boast its rental. fees’ an a¥erage of 11¢¢ on July. 1-in an effort
to bring revenue closer ta: ‘expendi‘|ture. E. -R. Hughes, chairman of |

Minneapolis, April 4. +

63

|Need for Talent, Charlie Rapp Opines
+

The Catskill mountain hetels will

use at least as-much entertainment
this summer das in previous years,
mittee, ‘said. the old rates were,
according to Charlie Rapp, the
‘in some
cases, “rot enough to
largest booker of talent in that
cover the cost of turning on the}
At
Pitt’
$s
Beverly
Hills
area.
Adverse econoniic tides won't
lights.”
"nightclub where he closes WednesPittsburgh, April 4.. ‘hurt the use of acts in the mounAlbany, April 4.
' Inthe. fiscal | vear ending March|
day (5) has been packing ° "em in
The
Beverly
Hills
Hotel,
a
plush
;
‘tains,
he feels, inasmuch as all inns
-31,.1960,
the
cost
of
opérating
the
|
.
“The
legal
drinking
age
in
New
.
- during Gregory’s
nine-day stint.
go after conventions.
“My salary here. these two weeks |York State. will remain at.18 for'| auditorium was $285,000 and rev-:nitery in the North Ifilis section {|must now
its
facilities
.Once
the hotels book organization
enue
from
all
sources
was
only
|
another
year.
Bills
raising
it
to
21
,
here,
has
expanded
“won't even pay. the. hotel ‘bills for:
said the- rates |ito seat 400. and will open its new ‘business they must uwe.the best
‘the. three ‘of. us—my préss ‘agent, jwere, killed in the Senate and As- $95. 000. Hughes
last were established in 1957 at a level! room Thursday ¢6) with Carl Ra-:acts availat le.
my secretary ‘and me,” Gregory told; sembly’ Excise’ committees
Most hotels
must
book
talent
‘Minneapolis. Tribune
‘columnist: week. The highly controversial that would encourage. the use of -¥azza at: its first headliner.
The. hotel housed the area’s' over the weekend, Rapp suid. te inthe ‘auditorium.
issue;
which
has
brought.
pressure.
Will Jones.
. He estimated the new rates will |first intimery 10 years ago when it Sure entertainment for the recular
Gregory noted. that his contract: from neighboring. states. with a 21with . Freddie’s for $450. a “week |Year age minimum. was réferred to - only cut the deficit by five per cent. was ow ned by Max Deaktor, hut it - guests. However, with increasing
and-signed shortly before the. ét-}. the Joint Legislative. Committee on; The commercial rate. for .a single went under when he booked shows ,solicitation for banquets and pialatertainer
rocketed. to national Intoxicating. Liquor ‘for. study.
performance in: the main ‘theatre’ that were so expensive he couldn't vers, the amount of taient must be
prominence’ through. stories’ inj Agitation in the. legislature for{ Will be $600 after July1.compared *make the nut even with capacity ample to meet the evening entcr¢rgwds, Diosa Costella and Ciro tainment requirements.
Time and Newsweek ‘and a guest |lifting the quaffing ‘age to 21 has| With $500 at present.sameAdditional
The mere fact that hotels must
cay will |Rimaec and his revue opened the
the Jack.’ Paar. show. is been. -8oing ‘on ‘since 1953. Latest |Performances on the
oo
present
the’
of
instead
$450
cost
by)
room that could ‘only seat a little fo after the mass business, Rapp
sponsored
Setting him $6.000'a week. “He's; measure was jointly
points out, makes the increased we
‘over 50 people.
now. asking and getting $6.500‘ Assemblyman Lucio. F. Russo, a $250.
The
a
Connie Costa took it over three of entertainment mandatory.
weekly. for: cafe dates next fall:
i Staten Island Republican, and Sennumber of spots that will be boak| years ago and she attempted names
Negro comedian asked -his agent .ator. Dutton S. Peterson, an upstate |
ing
acts
cannot
he
estimated
«ot
'
again
and
while
she
did
business,
:
to buy up his contract with Fred-: Republican.
iher lack of capacity prevented her ‘this point. However. the kev dite
Russo believed this’ year's bill
qie's but. was told, “If. it looked?’
for
the
seasonal
preem
is
the
over‘from
showing
a
profit.
During
an
good ‘to you at $450, p'ay it.” Add: ;‘would have passed by
Dev
weekend,
when
the past two years she. has built up Memorial
ing. option insult .to financial in-' ‘whelming: vote, if. one. had. been |:
a banquet business and has been every hotel puts on a major act
Jury, .Freddie's. has options. with. taken. “Part of the vote,” he -said,
splurge.
gory for subsequent a ear-! “would have come from members
e using local shows
on weekends.
The
current
Passover
holidays
1 Local
agent, George
Cldire,
is
. Gregoryat $750
fo
PPE
‘actually for.. the. legislation: thie
ances
atid q$1.000 -weekly.
‘are also important: entertainment
Las Vegas. April 4.. ,booking.
Comic’ .isn't -too distressed with rest from members influenced by |
Sentiment
back.
home,”
,
ibarometers
in
the
area.
But
most
’
The
future
of
Wurold
Minsky
as
‘these financial breaks of the game,
of the hotels theme their dis ertisseentertainment
director - of
the
however, pointing: out that’ he ex-:
ment
along
religiaso
lines,
with
|
Dunes
Hotel
here
is
up
in
the
air.
pects | his -income ‘to ‘be up . from
| Major Riddje, hotel's operator. is:
bookines of cantors as the major
$1 500 last year to $800.000 in. 1961.
|
mulling.
a-name
policy
|
to
succeed,
headliners.
Signing of Gregory at: rock-bot-|!
‘the “Minsky format in. whieh nude
Rapp’s territory,
as last sear,
‘tom prices represents. another coup- 7
production motifs predominate. :
will encompass the Sullivan Coun
“< for Freddie’s owner .Péte Karalis.
Riddle. is reportedly anxious to
. With a gift for latching on to stel+:
bring in as many names as ‘is pas“Yar performers just before vey
‘sible. and he feels that he will be
“Yeach the top. he ‘inked Bob: New-|:
;unable
toe do.so as long as_bare-]
the largest Catekill hooker by fur,
chart for two appearances last year
bosomed babes are featured Riddle.
supplying most of the hotels with
at’ fractional figures, shartly be-}
is said to have been shopping for
;
talent.
fore Newhart attained star dom. .
: name ‘talent. as well. as. imported
As in former years, many acts
“nov elties.
| nate, rong Teland peach clubs. ' will -be doubling and tripling en
“Phe Hilton - chain is: expanding || The Minsky policy is. generally ;
jor
league
|
weekends,
The
Catskill route
: Vaude. operations. --Already.the larg- Riven. credit:for putting the Dunes | ‘entertainment on weekends, may:
e
te
ute
is
‘the most important area for the
est. hotel: loop talent user. it is now tin. the black. Hotel had. been at‘be in for a talent revolution now small
per
former
hased
in New
inaugurating ‘shows. in -the Denver , White elephant until. Minsky was in-|‘that the Malibu Shore Club, Long:
of them
live
Beach, L.I.. is trying for a con- i York, since many
‘Albuquerque,, April 4. "Hilton. Signed. to. start the. policy :i stalled by Bill Miller. who was, jn: sistent
schedule of names through- |
: throughout the vear on what 13
The:. newly-named State
Fair -is a Barry Ashton Revue which w ‘ill|
‘charge of entertainment
beforeiout the week.
‘earned in the mountains during
‘go.
in
May
1
for
12weeks.
Commission. in.its first session last
“+ Riddle became operator... The nude.
weck, éarmarked a: total of :$65:000 t The: 12-week booking ‘indicates - Policy. was: so phenomenally. suc: ! Sol Liestner, Malibu‘’s operator. ‘the summer.
40 be spént: for entertaimment for:, that the Denver inn: will give the... cessful that many inus elong Route:: is. negotiating for Pearl Bailey to:
go in June 30 for seven days to be:
the 1l-day 1961 New Mexico State Italent try a longterm trial. It
be’ 91 followed suit. immediately.
|fonowed by Louis Armstrong July:
Fair: Sept. 14-24. At the same. time. ta. non-name’ production policy. for ..
‘the board authorized ‘Manager’ Tex®™ ‘ the time being, but it’s always pos-.
‘Barron and chairman Jack. .Dilion .“sible. to. add. names as they become
av ailable: ;
a
to: negotiate. for’ the talent.
..°°
finalized
for these. acts.or t
The American Guild . of Musical
A
in
i
Entertainment. budget is “an het In most Hilton. hotel Situations,
istil bo Te icton lestner Neha Artists will hold the first AGMA
crease of .$15.000 over the. 1960. . the-matter ‘of: booking. ‘acts is £en-|
audilions
tomorrow
the
.turns
will
work
in
the
750-1
“Show
case”
show: Last -yvear, .Barron was au- verally..up to individual inn man- |
seater
for
members.
only
or: :*Thurs.:
and Friday ‘tor productions
‘thorized -to ‘spend. up. to- $50,000 for:vagers With. of course. approval by |‘whether
non-members
will
be
ad-:'0
be
staced
by
the
union
designed
There's
a
temporary
trek
east,
- talent. forthe show, and. got. by the .resional or. national office. OF f°
‘mitted. Indications are thal non-j :10 develop
new
musical
telect
with | a-bill for. $26.500:
mo
: late, more: hotelmen are looking: ‘of Las Vegasites. Abe Schiller. tne ;“members
will be let. in duping | AGMA is slated to produce ‘‘Der
Barron is. expected’ to go ‘to: the..- into the feasibility of - shows.. be-' ‘city’s goodwill ambassador who is :i weekdays. Roster of members of | Freischutz.” the Von Weher ope:a
Coast. in ‘the next couple of. weeks.’icause of the heavy | accent onthe: {with the Flamingo Hotel. was in ;
‘the beach. club now runs around :‘© be presented in the fall. Its to
to .0.0.. talent and talk to. agents:. [-conv ention trade. Shows. as. Well as® New York briefly Iast. week ‘be-: 5.000.
ibe followed bv Verdi's “Falstaft®

| the auditorium management com- :

N.Y.StateFailsfoRaise
~ Legal Drinking Age to 21

Fast-rising - ‘comic Dick Gregory
figures his first appearance in this
city. was a ‘money-losing ‘proposition for him even though Freddie's

‘Ravazza Bows Reom

Vegas Dunes To
AxNude Policy?

Talent MayFind |

Hilton Expansion |
|PolicyPuts Revue.

SIEBRAND CARNIVAL
LOSES NEW MEXICO

Fresh Market In meget nie Poe
LL Beach Clubs

| IntoDenver Hotel!

AGMA SLATES FIRST
1
rt 14°Dealsavebeins| ‘SHOWCASE’ AUDITIONS
[fo'ataduly

\Vecasites Do a Reverse

~ Horace Greeley: Go East
For Broadway Ganders:

After 10. years on-the midway. other

entertainment, ‘are deemed {re taking off for Europe. where :

Full

week

name

entertainment iito be conducted

by Enrico

Leide at

‘for. ‘the. New: Mexico | exposition. |essential to: nabbing conventions. . ihe‘ll spread. the Vegas ‘gospel and |.may foree. other’ beach ¢lub op- [the Brookhn Museum. Both will he
Siebrand . Bros.. Carnival of Phoe- |- Ashton, Wwho. will inaugurate the i scout talent for the hotel. Tie'll be;
:erators in the New York area toj broadcast by WNYC. NLY.
nix this’ year won't be. on the Tine-|i product ‘on. policy in Denver.vis-also°igone several weeks.
, follow suit ‘and expand
entertainOther events on.the
fall season
‘!: up. The. show . was unseated by;jthe producer at the New Frontier,
Also expected in ‘New York with-:
ment budgets. With the lure of ;Program
include
an evening
of
. Craft. Shows of North’ Hollywood
for. the. 1961 contract.

'

Beutler Bros..

Elk

‘Las. Vegas, and the. 365° Club, ‘San’; in. a :-forinight

~~

City,

president

:Francisco. :

Okla.

‘Yodeo. stock. suppliers. and ‘Tong a.
part.-of the: State Fair here, had,
their contract renewed. to supply;
stock for the. show; the price to. be:
.determined by the number-of per-

‘Can,Srortsman’s5Show
§

“formancés. planned—an

itein. yet.

is) Ben ‘Goffstcin. !; name entertainment free to guests,

of the

Riviera

Hotel. !

Goffstein, who -has the final say! ‘centive to get
on talent buying, will gander the: ‘ship rosters.

Gate Dins to-80.000)

current Broadway crop of shows ; .
{in an-effort to find a successor to!
“La Plume’ de.ma Tante."

_ He's - especially

interested

,

dance and a concert of AGMA in-

on clubs’ member- | According to Faine. AGMA exee-

.

in, ‘Boston $ Bradford

‘

Roof

utive secretary. the group in charge
of auditions will he a 10-membcr
execulive planning committee to
comprise
Robert
Ackart.
Adele

Addison.

Suzanne

Ames,

Ann

“Gypsy,” the David - Merrick proe
‘—) |Ayvars. Frances Bible, Frank Kari‘ Ottawa: April 4.
‘to be worked. out, since there will
i duétion. which is on tour. Most of
Bows ‘Theatre I Roun
an, Tilda Morse,
Thomas
Pyle,
“be some .change in shows, due ‘to}. “An estimated 80,000 attendance !
the
legit
enterprises
at
the’
Riviera
Boston,
April
4.
(Regina Resnik and Betty Stone.
wextension:of the. fair from 9 Lo Il: .for the eicht-day: Central Canada|
lwere initially -produced by Merrick:
The Bradford Roof initiated its |Richard Stuart Flusser will be di:
Spor
tsman’sShow:
which
shut-‘days this time around.”
_ Chaitman Dillon from Albuquer: ;‘ter ed. Saturday (1) in the Coliseum¢. Others in and out of New York. _new
wrinkle of theatre
in thejrector of this project.
que. Is:a motel ‘and: restaur ant.-op-': 1ere, .wa§ down slightly from ‘the. are Jack Entratter, Sands. Hotel- .round with “Where's Charley?” in
erator. Other new members on: the |‘1960 figure. Cold, wet and snow on: prexy, Who was recently in the city‘‘its 450-seat nitery lavout atop the ;
*
-board are: Kenneth Black.. Arrey; ‘the final’ Sat. is believed responsi- ,-and is expected in town again. soon, . Bradford Hotei tonight, Tuesday Ray Charles Racking Up
“Tom Slaughter, Roswell, and T. D.:ble ‘for ‘eounteracting the: expected - and .Stan. Irwin, the enter tainment-’ (4). The two-hour musical, starring
zo
upped date ‘for the. Easter holiday: ‘director. of the Sahara Hotel.
Neal, ‘Eagle Nest. co.
*Will Able. is offered with a full
Solid Grosses on Tour
lweekend. |
‘From Reno. Bill “Miller of the’ ‘course .dinner starting
at $4.95; Is Th
.
e first
two. dates of the =
Ray

LA. Theatreman Sells

;

Pom poff

‘Thedy

Family

Dill-

Riverside Hotel. gandered

the crop’

.|topped the arena show. which also, of Gotham cafe shows before plan-- ees

$5.95; followed by danc- . Charles tour has hit bonanza pro&
“
portions. Promoter Hal Zeiger <ays
j ‘Billed as “Boston's first music | that. two performances Saturday
Roe dogs, Anne Clark’ archery,
jtheatre” in the round restaurant.” |«11 at the Music Hgll, Kansas City,
Canadian Indian’ family” in pow-"
for! :and ang the
Los Angeles. April 4. . Wow ‘terp, others. Billy Long em-:
tAr spot has set “Can-Can”
~
Kiel
Auditorium. S St.
Herman’ Miller, partnered with: ceed.
vil cs“May 14; and “The Boy¥) Louis, the fullowing day scored
Exhibit
section ‘had. two:
Pend, May 16-June 11.
| 530.038.
Fred Stein-for past: five years in, Canadian Television names, Peter
theatre operations, . has ‘sald: “his: Whittal of “Mr. -Fix-It”, and. King |
Gross in Kansas City resulfed in
Ottawa, April 4.
50 interest in thr ee cor cporations : Whyte who has his own ty web.
$11.618. while the St. Louis take
Judy in Dallas-Repeat came to $18,420. Charles hits
to Stein - and. will, swing over’ to! Sports. stint. -Jameés’ Ledgerwood |
Central
Canada
‘Exhibition’s |
production. of rhvtnm..- and blués ' ‘was ‘general manager... Al Saunders. ‘grandstand show for its 1961 SCa-.
Dallas, April 4.
Carnegie Hall. N.Y., April 30.
ee
et)
ee eees
es ee
shows ‘in, Southern Califor nia the- cbatoned the pit band. , Mrs. J. David ‘Nichols, head of
Son. will be -produced by. ‘Stuart “Meatres..
‘the Dallas Theatre Guild. has set A.C.’s ‘Gay 90s’ Room
Clelland
for
MCA.
Star:
will
be:
Properties included: the “Mirea |
‘Judy Garland for a return oneCorp... owner of Center Theatre | New Steel”Pier: Ad-Pub Chief ‘ Tennessee. Ernie Ford. with! : Anita | nighter here in May. Miss Garland
Bows at Ritz-Carlton
and Snack Bar; G.&G.. Inc... opera_
Atlantic. City, ‘April 4.- + Bryant and. -June Taylor ‘Dancers is-also slated for a return engageAtlantic City, April 4.
‘tor of Golden Gate ‘Theatre: and ! J ack. Goldman, of . Philadelphia. ;also"
‘pacted.. Johnny |Matson will, ment in Houston on May 10. Miss
.
hite-carite! hotel, on the bozrdP.&M.° Corp., operator of Boule-jhas been, named advertising mi ana1 emcee’ and Teddy
Phillips: will Garland’s initial engagement here |walk at the lower end of the hostel
had Barbara Morris and seals, Billy’ ing back: about 10 days AZo.
a

Holdings, Turns. Producer

‘TENNESSEE ERNIE TO
_ STAR IN CCE ’61 SHOW,

vard Theatre, all located. in’ East.’ ager and publicity director.of Steel: baton. the pit band.

‘Feb. 21, was one of the most spec-{ helt, opened its Gay Nineties room

Los ‘Angeles. :
Pier George .A.. Hamid Sri. Oper."
CCE ‘Office expects to announce.tacular shows ever presented at the, ‘Saturday night, «1- featuring Rose
‘First of Miller’ s new. ‘shows: will: ‘ator ‘of the showplace. .
,Oother names within’ the next two j Music Hall.
Gallo and her piano. Room. located
be staged. at Manchester Theatre ;i. Goldman formerly : wis: a man-| weeks. Exhibition runs Aug: 18 to
The Dallas Theatre Guild has! off the boardwalk. will use some
‘April 16, with second to “be at: ager in the .Warneér Bros: theatre'| 26 sans Sunday ‘20)', with Ford et.,submitted an offer, through Asso- ! talent during season.
- Lyric, Monrovia. April 23: He pre-' i¢hain ‘in Philadelphia and. ‘was atal. appearing Aug. 21 and 26. ‘It: ciated. Booking Corporation's local } Ritz, now operating under a
viously produced such exploitation,1Pless agent: for. Altied. Artists and will replace its annual gate--hoosver | office, for the Eleanor Powell revue|; Munagement
residents,
of
joecal
‘shows at three theatres which’ hej Eniversal- International picture raffle-of a house. and lot with a which recently closed at the Sa-“ plans many
renovations
as we
disposed to Stein.
companies.
Ihara Hotel in Las Vegas.
$25, 000 ‘silver dollar giveaway.
_jseason approaches.
a

re
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most of the other displays, in the

Ringling Show
Continued

Unacte Sam

bedecked

from

page

capers of Kasten’s Animals, anothjer Fepeater,

comprising

a

chimp,

Vande, Cafe Dates

|.

goose, fox,. cat and, reportedly,
some smaller animals undiscerned.
And,

2

of course,

Hugo

Schmitt's

brood of elephants, if not as light- |.

in red-white-, firma in a display of intricate foot-

|

New York

‘footed as the Radio City Rockettes,
Hollywood
|
manage
a
unison
‘performance
Georgia Gibbs opens three-week.
Jose Greco and his. dancers are
that’s quite a marvel of its own.
mp phi
_
.
roupes,
from
Araby, oblige wi
The’ pachyderms, of course, w ould | set for a two-weeker at the Broad- stand at Sporting’ Club, Monte
Dianne Lefte
darclin4 “ ith a what's-gonna-hap- ,the multi-formation and rat-a-tat be-a hit-in any event.
qurst Theatre, N.Y., starting. May Carlo.. July.10°.
Pen-next’ impact.
rumbling. Ditto the Moroccans,
Patti Moore & Ben Lessy into Dino’ s.‘Lodge “April 17 for two
Back in command of the band 9
Seck Second Half
while the Voladors use a spring this year is Merle Evans, who'd: slotted for the Latin Quarter, July stanzas ... : The Revels on Canadian
+
es
43
_! board for distance leaps, including been absent from the troupe for j+ for two weeks. . Trude Adams tour . “Phe Treniers-return to the .
By convention, the post-inter-" 2 oy ain where they.soar over some four years. His downbeat is an wn- |pacted for the Beverly Hills; Cincy, jSummit April. 10. for third: round
M.ssion sesment packs most of the passe elephants.
obtrusive plus, both on production istarting April 21... Eagle & Mann.! this year for.18 days ...
Johnny
hitn-powered
dramatics.
which
The teeterboard allez-oops are melodies. and for underlining sus-'| have signed with "General Artists
|Preston on concert trek through
m : account for the impression of handled
smoothly by the Great pense and farce elements in mo-|Corp., and are slated for Boule- |Idaho, Washington and Minnesota. -

tie hue. Each effort is knowingly, work,

cufnball

for the mass

eye, and

Lo,

siayman All and the bee etin

liti.. in the torepart. Top thriller: Bokaras’; while the Binders, whe tion.
esi

is high-s.ire

exponent

Har-: also make

use

of the teeter,

The

add

clowns, natch, comprise

vard, Rego Park. L.I.. June 9 . --{ Shelley Berman does one-niter
a,Tina Robin to the Roosevelt Ho-! April 18 at Granada Theatre, Santa
tel. New Orleans, May 11. . Sandy | Barbara
Linda Darnell re-.

ot Alvana, 4a Ringling staple. Ili, some ace head-to-head and hands- vital element with their on-off-on-.|
rm. ueur.ss 49 feel up is strong
B.uY.
not withstanding the port-,
-|
John Ringling North production, staged and directed by Richard
abic net be’ow, and the plaudits :
Barstow. Executive producer, Arthur M..Concello; general director,
are deservedly
loud. As in the!
Pat Valdo; choreography.and aerial display, Margaret Smith; perpt.)
*s rate» cannonshoot of!
formance ‘director, Robert Dover; designed by Eret Jose de Za‘the two Zacchini sisters is the!
showeipyer, and a bang In both | mora: production numbers, Valdo. Max Weldy: costumes & floats,
M2 AE 2.
Weldy; supervising designer, Crayon; equestrian director, Trevor
Bale: musical direction, Merte Evans; lighting, ‘Dean McMurray:
There's sufficiency to spare in,
Harold
Harold
Genders; “announcer-rocalist,
the {rspeze and kindred perform- | general manager,
Ronis.
At Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y., March 29-May 14; $6.50 top:
jnz. Standard but slick stints are:
Features The Zaechinis, Haro td Alvana, Gerard Soules, Yong
turned in by the Comets, the Rock- |
ets. and the Flying Gibsons. DisBros., Del Morals, the Binders, the V' oladors, Galtla Shawn, Waever
Sisters, the Bisbinis, Santos, Pat Kirby, Et elyn Fritsch, Aneta, ‘Mortailers represented include Aneta, }
Miss Ariina, the three Weaver Sis- | occans, Jack Joyce, "Miss Arlina, Gutis, the. Rodos, the ‘Morles, Blue.
& Yvette, Flying Gibsons, Tonto the Lion, Kasten’s. Animals, Capt.
ters, Galla Shawn, doing a click
Hugo Schmitt and His Elephants, Stephenson's dogs, Klausers’
headstand rouline:, Pat Kirby and
Bears’, Prof, Keller’s Lions-Tigers-Leapards, Charles Moroski, Gana
Evelyn Fritsch.’
Another solid trapeze standout is | Kipowska, Diana Sisters & Bros., ‘Great Bokaras, Slayman Ali, Too-.:
Gerard Soules, who reprises his ! zoonin, the Rigettis, the Comets, - the. Rockets, Otto Griebling,
knack of falling forward and hook-| Freddie Freeman, Chuck Burnes, Paul Wenzel, Paul Jung, Cha-Cha

ing the bar by his heels. A share
of the tight-wire honors goes to 4
Stantos, who works closer to terra;

Morales, Albert White, Gene

Lewis.

Stewart inked for the Desert Inn.‘ hearsing nitery.act for break-in at
Las Vegas, April 18..

[La Fiesta, Juarez, starting April 24

Mort Sahl pacted for a repeat at t
Cocoanut Grove resumed its
Basin St: Fast, June 5...
Joe E.| weekly: ‘Tu? Hawaiian nights with
Lewis given’a December ‘date. at |Vince Akina combo .... Mary Kaye
the. Cocoanut Grove. Los. Angeles |Trio into Harrah's Lake ‘Tahoe May:
Carmel Quinn started a two- }28... Tommy Cooper will be feaweeker at the Elmwood
Casino,
|tured singer in new revue opening

Windsor,

Ont., Monday

(3). Writer |April 10 at Statler-Hilton.

Lyn Duddy working on new act }
for her . _ Corbett Monica slated
for the Pigalle, London. in June |.

Pittsburgh

The Town House returned floor,

cert caany ao had hee of “the shows this week with the Skyliners
Miami Beach. Auditorium, Monday | 28 the first attraction. They will
13), and Jacksonville Coliseum to be followed in turn by the Platbe

played

Friday

(7),

ters,

-‘Ink’ Spots,

Helene & Howard booked for an| Flamingos,
tl-week
London,

date at
starting

Thunderbirds,

Maynard

set for El San! Morgan’s June 19'daie at the An-

|[Staoges. pacted for “ihe” Com’ MF date... - Don Slone
ofthe
Juan, San Juan, June 7.

. Three ; kara.
vii

has

‘use

been | Postponed

only femme

members

for’ lubricating

Mickey Ma ashington,

to

a

singing

off slapstickery. And this year’s.' One week...
. Alan King into
|contingent
includes some additionalen
'
Roc, April 4 followed by
midget

the

Ferguson's

the Paltadium., jorch the George Shearing Quintet
May 19.
} and Chubby Checker
‘Jane

Barbara McNair

Palace, Mitchell, S.D., Sept. 24 for,

!to-hands balancing. Also click in
the equilibristic art are the Yong;
Bros.
The Del Morals nail .fine foc-1s
with a ground man balancing the’
others on a swaying pole. The Bisbinis know their juggling in sever-

.

Fn

the |pianists - » « Club will
the
esl Me

bow

in

the risibilities. FeHows not. only: _ “ickey
Manners ovenin
ate Is
work’ hard, but — the important !
: Bros., Hollywood, April 6... . Guy :

WANT
| -IMPERSONATORS
ED
ing "chove thee "purpue Denord ne Martine Ser FEMALE

roughout.
Per usual, the pre-show show is! fer moves t
to Riis Demet alas.
downstairs,
the
warmup
for
payees
ie
Beverly:
aL
Circe
S
A
€
OL
i _ Record - Pantomime -AGVA ‘Only Tt
plus juggling contingent includes
Hilde
cards S, &incy, Apri
;
Kolmedy, the three Morlés, and ;that ranges freak displays, the ar-_
Comics -~ Singers ~ Dancers.
iray
of
animal
cages;
and
sundry
Ed
.
d,
To
e
set
for
the
King
|
Blue & Yvette, each with familiar|
“Ward,
Toronto, April 6.
but sock slants. Also in the balanc- hawking and related flavor-cum-.
Immediate Booking

al variations.

And

the

unicycling

ing category: the Rigettis and the
Rodos. Gutis centres a good nov% | elty acrobatic routine with the aid

: |of some Ringling clowns.

Show folks are raving about the
all new Hotel Avery. All new,
large, beautifully furnished de- —
fuxe rooms with private bath, television & radio. Air conditioning.

midway.

It’s an established

but}

still potent filip.
|
Chicago
Incidentally,
if the
firstnight:
Arren & Broderick in the New
{timing is par, show this vear has Frontier, Las Vegas, until April 27°
‘shaved some time. Including | a 10-'... Dick Smith in La Rue’ s, Indian- °

Sead Photos and Publicity.

|

HARRY

LEE

Delbridge & O' Hollorar Ageacy
Inevitably,
the animals
corral!
. Mickey :
301 Fox Sidg.,
strong
appreciation.
Ironically, | minute intermission, Jayout ran to: ‘ apolis, until April 13°.
vabout
two
and
a:
half
hours
-(con-:Sharp
down
for
the
Galaxy,
DayDetrolt 1, Michigan
Stephenson's dogs, least exotic specloser to.ton, April 10 for
a week.
"
!ecies on the premises, seem to fur-! itrasted to last year’s
finish the most fun with their famil- i'three}, meaning the arena empties ! Clancy Bros, & Tom Makem, cur-;
‘iar scampering.
Klauser’s Bears! fon weeknights (vith a 7:30 kick- ‘rently at the Playboy Club here,:
off! shortly after 10 o’clock.':
-Iskedded ] for the hungry
i,’ San'|
a¢
are a charming trio of behemoths '
s
7 =
+)
TT
7
Francisco, June 5-July 1... Pepi THE COMEDIAN ,
who go through their paces amus|ingly and with amazing docility. iwallace Bros. Cireus Sets
;Runnels.
now
at
the
Town
and
PROFESSIONAL
GAG
SERVICE
:Country, Winnipeg. booked for the:| THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
Prof. Keller's cats (lions. tigers
’ THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Initial Boston Playdate Chir
|
Happy Medium April 24 for.
-and leopards) make a properly sulNow
in Hs 127th
Issue,
containing
Boston,
April
4.
lfour weeks, then into Mr. Kelly's . stories,, one-liners, poemettes, song
:len and
snarling menagerie
in
fitles,
hetklers, audience stuff, meno
Bros.-Pan
American 'July 4 for a month .... Deep River.
Wallace
! evidencing their training. and Jack:

JAVERY 2WASHINGTON STS.. |

HERBIE
SELLS
.ratly

Broadway,

MASS.
New

There's

no

to

Frevor

neglect

Bale’s;

of equines.

| Charles Moroski and Gana Lipow'ska have a stable of graceful lib-

York City

Music gets their time off while 1 Work.
2d Week 1010 St. Paul, Baltimore, Md.

ALLOWAY

Fourteenth Week on Tour
“HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS”

Current

CORAL

Variety
Management

dav

on

Sundays

through Thursday.:

shows.

It’s:

BILL

MITTLER,

1619

(Jan.

If)

RAVES

Broadway,

New.

Wallace

for 18|Lewis

and

&

Christie

fortnight ‘at the

booked for

Tidelands,

a

Hous-

/

$25 YR. SINGLE ISSUES $3

|

ton, starting April 3.

Monday

Sarah Vaughan

plays a one-niter '

:$35

YR—SINGLE ISSUES

On Friday and }at the U. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, |

$4

NO. C.0.0.'s

first

Hub

playdate

for iweek

stay

at

Basin.

St.

East

begin- |

sew. : oF

Y

_

=O. 51316

Bros.

‘GIANT SEARCHLIGHT
FOR SALE.

Agents & Mgrs.Moves

DICK

‘direc tor of the. American

York!

Guild of

at the annual

luncheon

and

; Waldorf-Astoria,

given by the He-

brew

Hospital

Home

Chronic Sick.

&

for

the

Comedy Ventriloquism
Thank you, Marfy Hicks, for a wonderful °
engagement at The Thunderbird, Las Vegas-

OPENING APRIL 10th |
STATLER HILTON, Los Angeles
Pers. Mgt.: GEORGE SOARES
4208 ElJardin, Las Vegas, Nev., Du. 4-2182

Zr

.Var iety “Artists,. has
undergone
‘major surgery at Flower Fifth Ave.
i Hospital .
. Lee Salomon back at
b his. desk after two weeks in Miami
iBeach . .. Jennie GrosSinger, of
'.Grossinger’s Hfotel, Ferndale; hu:inorist, Harry Hershfield, and Big
‘Joc Rosenfield
to- be guests of
‘fashion show. April 25 at the Hotel

_AUNT

WESTON48> MARTHA

‘tapped as eastern publicity rep for- ,
the Dunes Hotel, Las Vegas... ..
Publicist Kurt Hofmann
and his
iwifé,
Belette, back
Monday
(3)
From a wéek of business at Paim
‘ Beach.
‘Joe GlaSer, head of Associated.
;Booking
Corp., returned to’ ‘New |
j Yark. after a western booking trip
Lou Smolove, eastern regional.

honor

Release YG

I'LL FOLLOW YOU b‘w DANCING MAN
ee

fund

'/named assistant to Stan Seottland.
‘heading that sector... Larry Gore

SENSATIONAL MIND: READER

--

activities

performances, April 16-23.
' The Wallace outfit will do two-a-

ning May'1...
Pearl. Bailey doesj
a guest shot ‘on the Ed Sullivan if
‘|show April 16, then two weeks— at)
{the Empire Room, Chi,. starting
“spective rings artfully.
May 11 and one week at the L.-A.!jf
million eandlepower G.E. Searchlight end
There’s good humor, albeit cut
Home Show. She opens May. 25 | _ 800
Generator mourited on t'2 ton G.M.C. Truek.
Excellent condition. Geed ‘bady, tires, radio.
‘short by time limitations, as ditto {*
Goofers into the B&B Club.
Robert Coe. and Jerry Weintraub
heater, tura-indicators.
Fer particulars ceatact.:
Indianapolis, April 18’ for a.week,
| Mr. Martin F. Meyer. Amertean - Searchlight .
‘joined the roster. of Conference of
Adv, Ce., $943. Staunton Rd... Cleveland. (8, |
then to Angclo’s, Omaha,
April
| Personal Managers East . : . .LeonGhie. Phone: FA [-1795,
o
:
28-May
6.
‘ard Drew joined General “Artists:
! Corp. club date dept. Judy Kylee |.

RAJAH RABOID

,
ty —~—

charitable

the|| Saturday 121-22), they'll do three |April 29, then is down for a three | BILLY GLASON, 200 w. sath st.

‘latter perform like the horsey nobility they are. As for the mounted
brigede, the Diana Sisters and Par‘ent and Stephenson roam their re-

JOE FLAUM AGCY.
1697

spond
smartly
, Whiperacking.

‘erty horses to work with, and

STEUBEN’S
RESTAURANT
BOSTON,

Combined ‘Circus is booked for Bas- |Boys set for McCurdy Hotel. Evans- :| aoa: Faieowe™ cube |528% it
jJoyce's camels put the dromedary ‘ ton
Arena, sponsored by the Catho- [Ville. April 17-29- and the Embers, || personations, political, Interruptions
j smartly in the mix. Tonto the lion
j
lie Prosparvulis Club to benefit its|Ft- Wayne. Ind.. May 1-23 .. .. tor The News ieatiemoreus Views
:and his Bengal tiger cronies re-

|

RED NORVO QUINTET
KENNY BURRELL tro
DINNER from 7 P.M.

BASIN

ISTREETOUS |

Nightly except Sunday 137 EAST 48m $7.
EPL 2.4644 sueLton Towens Moret

THE NEVE
San Francisco

_
cee.
_ Personal Management: HARRIS. ASHBURN
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Palisades Ams. ParkSeesClicko

E

{Crash Kills Impersonator,
\Injures 5 Others In N. Y.
Robert Mikla, 29, a female imPersonator, was killed March 29 on
N.Y.
State Thruway, near.
Rochester, when the station wagon

Season Despite Bad Weather Preem
Fort Lee, N.J., April’4.
With Easter

Sunday: coming

65

ITaxStands on Cabaret Checks While
Internal Revenue Fights Bush Case

in which he was riding overturned

4
15

days earlier than last year, brisk

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY

||

| Internal Revenue Service served | Tax will continue
under
old
after a. blowout. Five other enter- notice Monday ‘3) it will fight a rule, namely that any amounts paid
tainers were injured in the crash. {court decision limiting application by a eabaret patron who's pyesent

Fair Fare

Las Vegas, April 4:
“winds and near-freezing tempera- |Lita Roza, songstress who =
‘tures tended to hold down holiday:
“was voted top vocalist in Eng- ©
Palisades | land. for seven years ‘straight,
attendance.
here
at

They -were-on their way from Bing- | Of the cabaret tax. It will not abide

-by. a ruling by U.S.. Court Of Aphamton to Buffalo to fill a nitery ‘peals for the seventh circuit which

for any portion of the entertainment is subject to the tax. regardless of moment when he paid his
tab.
.

engagement.
[held: (1) services and refreshments
- Amusement Park. The- Rosenthal | - opened
in
the. Flamingo The court ruling was in the cas@
Stanley Schiff, 22, is in critical |furnished to patrons after the show
“Bros,” fun: emporium, as: “per cus- -.lounge Thursday (30). Miss’
condition; Thomas Dorscy, 27, is is fis. over are not subject to the ca- of Bush's Ine. vs. U.S. Revenué
‘tom, opened. for the season the:
Roza: took a taxi from. the
reported
in’
fair
condition,
while
|
baret
bite;
and
(2:
services
and
resaid
instead of appealing this spe«
‘previous .day.. Rain dampened the.
hotel to downtown on her first,
those whose conditions are good|freshments
furnished before the cific case. however, it would appreem festivities,
day here,:and the cabbie. got
are. Raymond
Gumiemey,
28;|entertainment are properly taxed peal a decision of the U.S. District
‘Park officials, -however, take the
a ticket for running a red light.
James Gilman, : 32, and James only if paid for during or after ' Court for Western Missouri which
weather in their stride. They feel
The
sympathetic
singer
Hamilton, 23. - .
was based on the Bush precedent.
‘the show.
‘that-although the elements may
asked. the: driver what his fine
temporarily. discourage attendance,
would be——he ‘said. $10, so she

Tain,

in the: long

snow, etc..

run.

“gave him. a $10: tip.

builds
a .“want-to-see” - potential
that: develops a better payoff at
the boxoffice.
Despite the™ inflationary. trend iin.
the- national economy. ‘the park.
will “hold the price line” accoru_4ing-to manager Mrs. Anria Cook.
She points out that the 30c admis- |
sioyi tap ‘which. includes free park- |
ing) has been in. effect. for’ the. last
. five years.
‘A previous booking prevented a

:

True Name’ Card
“In Massachusetts

TO FELLOW CLUB OWNERS,

Now Costs $2:

day-and-date. opening of both the
park and the. Clyde | Beatty-Cole |.
.
Boston, April 4,
Bros.
Combined. -3-Ring
Circus.
Performers appearing ‘in ‘theaPolicy..in the past was -to. preem
tres,
niteries
and‘
other amusement.
both simultaneously. However, the
big top moves. in April” 15 for a s3pots.must pony ‘up. ‘$2.when: they |
file
their
“true
name”
statements
stand through May 21. Reserved.
seats will be: scaled: to $2.80 top with: the commissioner of: public
.safety..A
bill
requiring
the
fee was
for adults: and $1. 90. for children.
‘linked into” Jaw. Wednesday
1:29).
Top billing::.in the circus, of. ‘True name law has been on the!

course,

goes -to animal trainer books since 1948, but no fee was i
Beatty. Guest star is clown Em- charged previously. New fee, the
mett Kelly while -among other acts -fee-grabby.
|
bureaucracy
explains.
are’ theGreat Wallendas, trapeze. will
help
defray cost of adartist:La Norma and Gallaso, who. ‘ministering the act. arid the receipt *
stands on his forefinger. The com-: jssued for filing. will. also. serve as.
pany will work in a heated, fire- an. identification card. for the ene
|
proof tent.
|ertainer.
feantime, Bert Nevins ‘Inc., the
Some 2.100 performers have filed.;
park's publicists, has done Jotsa tT true name statements in Massa- |
tub thumping to whet the public's. chusetts since 1948."
interest Tieups. have been madej

talent:
Y

If Dick Curtis, who has just completed his eighth
appearance here (another record-breaker, | might add)
‘isn’t one of our top show business comedy talents— and

Show Sans Price Hike

‘Tm not eliminating for the purpose of comparison any
big name you'd care to mention—then | want to sell

“Laurel and.Hardy and Chuck". tion ‘in: July will be the first major
show, was on hand: for Saturday's Canadian fair to offer a free grandInaugural to mingle with his juve’ stand ‘show without - upping the
50¢ main gate tab for adults. Only
fans ‘and: sign .autograpns. Similarly. Tom ‘Gregory. of WNEW-FV's | Change is the elimination. of the
_ “Cartoon Playtime,” ‘appeared ‘ves-. 25¢e ‘charge for ‘children six to
‘terday (Tues.) as did WABC- TV's 14, Everyone aver six will pay
Ss. 50c and kids under six will be free.
Tommy Seven.
Now

in ‘its. 64th

over

eight midways.

Grandstand - capacity
is
.room for~ expansign.

distributed ‘With

Among

the

new ‘rides jis the Calypso, ‘a huge.
‘revolving platter with -multi-col-

.ored gondolas. ‘Other fresh, attractions include’

.a

.Géerman-made

my Dallas King’s Club, and business is great!

Ed Sullivan or Garry Moore will probably grab

Passes. will be virtually eliminated.

year, the park

150 rides

98.700,:
The

slageshow. - produced. by
MCA,
Chicago, will play five weeks on
Se
eT
ee
the’ Western
Canadian... ‘Class A!Seay

faits circuit.

4

_carousel:
the
Double
Loop-O- i
Piane,. Whip Lash, the Star Flver. :
the Giant. Sky Wheel and the ‘Fly-.|
ing Coaster.
Giitb.

UT - DeftCircus Saga’

i.

GASLIGHT
VILLAGE
Leke George, N.-Y. ‘(Box 511)

|

|

i “] Love ¥ou . Honey, But the |
: Season's Over” by Connie Clausen
|;

in’ New

York.

material, Dinah Shore

because
of his great timing with a line or a situation,
and any Broadway producer for his versatility and
obvious tmusical comedy talents. Actually, someone
on the.west coast will probably put him in a television

all be out off luck —which brings me to my final words.

ris an attractive, frothy “pook of tf
{i
. circus recollections,. timed ‘to. ar-:
Lrive with the annual bow ‘of the i;|

‘Big Show

him because of his fresh new

series (he’s one heck of an actor, foo) and then we'll

; ‘Holt, Rinehart & Winston: $3.951 |

Casting 12 week season of original ©
musical melodramas |, ......
5 ‘male.
“J and 5° femme -musical:comedy tal‘ent. “Also ‘variety .ond specialty

Since this announcement is costing me $310.00
(Variety ad rates), you can easily make up your minds
as to whether or not | mean what | am about to say.

with’ most. of. New. York's: major tv.!
|
and radio stations. Emphasis nat-. Edmonton Fair’ SFree
urally has been placed on tv. ‘stars ..
with ‘moppet followings.
: Edmonton, Alta... April 4.
For example.. WPIX’s
Chuck
‘Edmonton’ s. week-long
exhibi-.
McCann who stars on the: station’s

has -some

and any one else who buys

7.
“Author: if

‘I acts, comics: ond. beautiful chorus|; Was: a. Wisconsin farm. girl whose }
4} parents moved. to: ‘Sarasota, Fila., in:
dancers.
"Fy, 1941. Family apartment ‘House was
;BD.
L-Also interested -in’ a.1 trained seal
{filed With. winter-quartering Ring- |
. act, trick clown bicycle: act, comic

Dick, don’t forget the fellow who gave you eight
of your early breaks. Shortly, 1won’t be able to afford

i ling.
_Magician, puppet act, trick: Ford. '
for people. This led to. an offerj
‘Connie. -from John. Ringling
‘|oct (with car), ‘specialty ..comic
i North. He. thought she looked -Jike:!
stand up aets. Satary open.
“the perfect “Alice in Wwanderland” i
' fddress Photo and Resumé to:
‘for his - tanhark - spec" Connie reCHARLES. R. WOOD ©

you, but J hope and trust you'll come back anyway.

* mained two'years with the circus;

_aboye address.

and she relates her: joyous exneri|ence
with
humor -and authentic |

: flevor—not omitting aspects-of
}
atbbhes FUN-MASTER |:“romance. with Paiaito. ‘Cristiani, "of
,
‘PROFESSIONAL
“ COMEDY MATERIAL

SS

the

.

“We Service

the Stars”.

Buy Professional — - Be Professional

“35 Gag-Files for $15: -Plus $1 0% Postage:
Foreign:

How

4.
y

Budget

$10 @.
$25 @.

—

BILLY GLASON
St.,_.N.¥.C.. 19

CO

5.1316.

(WE TEACH BMCEEING. and COMED
het a Real. Professional Train: You.

colts es
“Gowns and. Costumes.

tar -

ye
ran

Loe
yt
e

Jr. ‘Tome

S. sprightly .addition .to -concem:,
porary Big Top lere, and_possible
Source lor a. Bladhearted film.

res

|

“P.S.: Dick's

«Rodos

7 The
‘Panama<Hilton,
Panama
§
. City, is -hranching.. cut with |baok-" EF
ings: ‘ot talent fromthe U. S. Bookéd.. Pins

ff thete for a stand is singer Vi Vel
“asco, who Boes in April 47 for a:

“eek.
Bookings ‘in that inn- are by man- *
- INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED
. ager Roberto: Lugo, “who normally ‘|
MADE TO. ORDER .
spots
Latin “talent ‘from Various a=
0 W. 43th St..N.Y.
, Cl 5- 4660- ‘

i

agency. is MCA.

His

personal

manager

Is Stan

Greeson.

And, by the woy, Dick himself ought to be plenty surprised when he sees this ad”

PAN. HILTON. BOOKS USS.TALENT 4

i.Spanish: ‘Speaking. countries.

Elion

ADOLPHUS ROTEL, Dallas

and. married ® 1v

f exec,> Alvin’ Hollander

$25 @

to Master the Ceremonies ;
. $3 per Copy
.
" “Always Open”

200 W. S4th

hePad of promotion

Charis

and the KING'S CLUB Staff

Later, she moved .to’. N.Y. |

: Studied. acting.

No “€.0.D's.

'
.

she became

TEIGM.

38. for $25

.@3 Paredy. ‘Books, Per Bk.
e 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk.

. -@ Minstrel

famous: equestrian. clan.

The
love story
and. Corinie's ‘i
=
~
‘circus days concluded When’ she
accepted. an offer of a free ride
‘to Holywoad,. ayhere, eventuaily, | wry

for ‘all Theatricals

.
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canny book of standards and spe- | Talk
Hotel St. Regis, N.Y.
Patachou with Joe Basile; Mitt cials they have had arranged for;

Shar Orch

and Walter Kay Trio;

$2 and $3 caver.

Not since George M. Cohan glorified “Yankee Doodle Dandy” and
acrobatic acts in yesteryear vaudeville used to “pull an American

fiaz finish” for what the trade used
‘to call “kind applause”

thow couid

you refuse to hurrah the Red.
White & Blue?> has there been such
ram
.* .sonsrsm as has been
the pop song propaganda for Paris,
its charms, its femmes, its environs.
its Seine. its Sacre Coeur, its Notre
Dame.
its metro, its bistros. its

mademoiseties, its La Tour d’Eiffel,
i.
ha
>? it and it’s right tnere

in not-so-free verse. Whatever is the
French road company of the Brill
Bids., it cooperates pretty well
with
French
tourism
and _ the
French
Chember
of Commerce.
And
thus
has come
about, for
decades, the observation” that a

good

French

chanson

or chanson-

them.

Eschewing

too much

of the,

“and then we recorded”

bit, they

purvey

that

a showmanly

them

limning,

set

in a clever

has

piece,

of Towns, Lendon

Louis

raldorf-Astoria, N.¥.

some editing and closer stage dis-

_ , London, Mareh 28.
cipline needed to evoke full worth
|
Bena
Horne, Lennie
Hayton, ‘of the new routines.
_—
:‘Blake,
Steve Arlen,
Ferris, Josephine
Page &Pat
Brey, Georges Cam-. + talents
ArthurforWalsh,
both despite
comedy his
and-many
dra‘po, Girls About Town (241, Boys ; matics, relies heavily on props and

their showbiz career. It’s smartly
stazed. to allow for display of com- About Town 15); Sydney Simone
edic
bents,
with
the gal-in-the- Orch; $5.95 niiamun,
middie. Phyllis, show-stopping via ”
Lena Horne played the Savoy 18
her artful carbonings of Judy Gar-

Jand,

two were trying new material, with

|man & Theo. Fanidi Orchs; $3, $4

| gimmicks for his appeal. His offer‘ing

effects

his.

Gordon: & Sheila. MacRae with
Darid . Carter, Jim. Daugherty,
Howard -Krieger, Charles. .Magru-der, Norman Leyden; Emil. Cole
covers...

,

“Hellzapopin’” |

Gordon & Shelia. -MacRae are
| schooling. with the same fast pace _vets:on the hotel cireuits with .an

:in delivery: Hats, telephones, etc.. expertise. in this field. They are
among ? months ago and those who. missed | fill the act for effects, and giveaways - well acquainted with class proto-

Armstrong

‘her during her last. West End stint : and aud participation ‘are stressed.
i col and reach an easy rapport with

others. ,Kudo to Godfrey.
their
are determined not: to be guilty
“discoverer” is of course, the topj again of.such.a social gaffe. That's
per. Entrance of the Kane sisters,
-the simple reason why Miss Horne,
the 12-year-old irinlets, leads-in to.
on a percentage at this-large tate
a wham segment of six-part coun-; night restaurant, is clearly a good
ter-harmony and then dancing to:
financial thing during her sevenwind
them
into
more
auditor- | weeks. stand.
As usual
she i

l-He makes full use of facial con- : the. affluent section of our society.
ltortions: and suiting to match his ; This: time around the - Empire
‘characters.
_
: { Room, the MacRaes have com2 in
; Backing Walsh are the Rounders with a new act, over which writers
and Tabby Calvin, a red-tressed 4i Lyn Duddy. & Jerry Bresier haye

} thrush

who's

a rea! belter.

She

labored ‘arduously in their behalf.’

; Sings “The Lady Is A Tramp” and The results. seem: well :worth the
press and siand“All. Of Me” with savvy..
_investment of: time ,and effort: —.
on their ears..
ings cold. out soon has the warm- |- ‘The sinuous chanteuse slithers | ‘Show is booked until April 19.°
The act is still new to this couple.
' Long.
up aura on high with a slew of provocatively on to the stage and |
There -are sections which need ajnew and highly tepicat one-tiners. is sephisticatedly cool in her promite more.work
and *there ‘are
He's played these precincts before fessionatism, warm in her impact..
spots .which. seem to be’ overar-..j
but never to better Jaugh-effcct. Immaculately. backed by Sydney
‘ranged and cverdone. A few. perParis, ‘March 20.
peakios tue rundown of: routines
}formances will probably bring the
outfit, with ‘husband | J. De Beckers ‘presents a sketch ‘turn to its ‘proper veneer.“ .
ion fami'y, \ocai-cffects and his by Simone’s
Lennie Hayton in charge, the star! ';o.ye, “Ad Libitum,”
in 24 scenes
:now elassic drunk. Lattes’s a howl_.Primarily; this ts. a:duo of fine
i filled closer that sets the we-want- gocs into her act at 11:30. p.m. |ith Veronique Silrer, Renee Tole- ' talents. Both sing well. both have
more reaction. Barry*3 a solid sta- and does about an hour of topline |dano, Jean Valmence,; Nono Zam- ,a flair for light comedy and both.
,
t}mit, Henri Labussiere, Henri Vir- ‘know how to pace themselves for
ple among comedians who play this triliing.
“Ooh!” is followed. by a render-; lojeux, Christian Donnadieu, Nes-: ‘maximum effect,
ftough «af? circuit.
oe
clamor.

Dave

|

Barry

opens

garnering a rave

the procee:- | ing the patrons

Vieux-Colombier, Paris

nies om diseuse ean sell her his
wares like French post cards.
None
has
eclipsed
Patachou,
Genevieve, Piat, Boyer (and that
goes
tor
Charles
as well
as
ing of “The Man I-.Love” and ajtor Campos Trio, Olga Da Silra:
Lucienne’, Chevalier, Montel—and ' Las Rhese and oren back su- neat: comedy number, called. “Get | staged by Henri Labussiere; music, | ‘The writers have arranged their
, act in sections so that they can’
Tue for a fotn-week run
any others sou can think of—in ‘perbly.
Rid Of Monday.” Then comes aj Michel Emer; $3.50 minumum.
| reach heights in a particular field.
pPorifvirg the appeal of Parisian ! next week ‘opener date not se* Jules Stein Medley, “Rainbow,” | |
—
mc
Thus, there’s a section in which:Set)
is
Barry
Ashton
revue.
“Pliys.a. and b.o. True, most often one
“Never-Never Land” and a-cutely|
Cellar boite used to bea jazz. they. do impressions. MacRae gets’:
' Lary.
hears it thousands of miles away ‘mates of Paris.”
derisive: version of “I Said ‘No’.” ; dance spot in the existentialist
days himself .a lot of plaudits ‘with his
from Paris, and there could be.| Miss Horne’s tremendously spirited ,of the early ‘50s and then became ribs of Ed Sullivan, Dean Martin,
some cynics who might even pon-!
carolling of “Surrey With Thejan ordinary cha-cha danrery. ‘J. Ed Murrow, Perry Como, among
Sahara. Las Vegas
der then how come all this nostal- ;
Fringe On Top” has the audience |De Beckers has now refurbished | others, while..she jackpots with
’ Las Vegas, March 28.
gia and lyrical flight unless, per-°
really bravoing. She follows with :it. given it a small stage and turned : impressions. of. Keely Smith, Carol
Stere
Lawrence
&
Eydie
Gorme,
haps, said enantootsies find that
another medley. this ne tre Work ‘it into an intimate. revue, spot.
Channing: and .Z3a_ Zsa. The pair
Yanqui dollars ease the pain when Moro-Landis Dancers, Louis Basil ;!He of E. Y.
Harburg. “New Fangled
,
,
te
oth
om
. sing tandem and in solo: and do
they ultimately return to the Butte, Orch (17+: produced by Stan Ir-: Tango.” “Don't Commit The Crime” | However, there’s still -a defer
Lence to dancing in the solid Latina ‘well in’ both .parts..
Mrs. MacRae
the elvsian fielas of the Champs. win, stage direction by Sy Lein; $4.and. “It’s Alright With Me” officialof the Nestor Campos has’ one of the more imaginative
\ ly finalizes her’ act. But certainly! ‘rhythms
the Rive Gauche or even such more _yedaedane ray.
iTrio
and the carioca terping and bits. with ‘her delineation of Gladys
mundane rues as la Paix, Royale, .
not on the opening night. The: chirping of sinewy Olga Da Silva. |Green. -a-girl ‘in the big .city. Four
de Rivoli. Clichy or the sundry s Steve
Lawrence
and = Evdie. audience demanded
more and got |
;The club shapes mainly for loeals lads that they have acquired for
pares from the Tuilleries to Bou- Gorme
(Mrs. L.! hit the Congo] it in the shape of “It's The Right isince
a good smattering of French this engagement toss her about
‘Room with a refreshing splash, en- ‘Time.” “Bewitched, Bothered. And
logne.
- with ‘careful abandon, while she
‘is needed for the show. —
previous
reports that . Bewildered’” and “Evil.”
before
There's no gainsaying it—the :dorsing
ee
Veronique:
Silver, Renee -Tole-. warbles.
has a spectacular new ; Miss Horne bowed out on an audi
French guys and dolls who have: ‘America
' MacRae similarly has - his, mo{
encore.
f dano.‘ Jean. Valmence,A Henri. La- ments. He sings the Rodgers . &
the ears and eyes and. singing team which is. a potent ence still shouting
charmed
=
&
‘bussiere,
Nono
Zammit
and
Henri
hearts of those unfortunate not ta ‘entry in any situation, nitery. or
The sheer fastidious perfection- ‘Virlojeux go through a series of. Hammerstein
tunes with. which_
have been born in the radius of the othewise.
- ism of the Horne act makes her sketches and recitations gleaned. he’s been .associated. with vitality,
Cafe de la Paix certainly are the;
Both
artists have worked
in ‘one of the best London has. seen
and
they
exit.
to. a -pairing of
from the work of poets, authors
best trailers for Fench tourism.' Vegas individually, but this debut ;in years.
{and
noted
sketch
writers
and “Aecustomedto her. Face” and “I
couture, allure and, of course, tou-,as a family act tops all previous |
At 10 p.m. Robert Nesbitt’s 10 ‘comedians of the chansonnier cir- KememberIt Well.” both with
jours lamonr.
|efforts. and got deserved cheers | o*Clock Follies” acts as a gaily
cuits. Fhey are ably accomped on ‘Jiberties to the original lyrics. It’s
Patachou 1s not lacking in that from first-nighters. The smooth, ,colored hors.d’oeuvres to. the main :the piano by Christian Donnadieu. an act that.comes off exceedingly

|

brand

of most appealing propa-; well-balanced turn also registers : act.. It’s a ‘slick enough ‘floor show
well in this spot..
7
Director Labussiere has provided
ganda but she is also not lacking in! in the yock department,
with some _ With pretty girls, lavish -costumes |movement
There are a lot of credits to this
and built up a good proturn. Aside from the contributions”.
enterprise when it comes to giving| very funny ad-libs being tossed and decor (R. St: John Roper and |, “gression
in these sketches which, if
her

two.

vocal

script

a

neat

fillip

or “into

the

planned

,

repartee.

‘Tod ‘Kiagman

She has done, for some years. | Lawrence is a savvy song-seller' tively)

a satire on the American brand of}
hot love as she dissects. “Wonderful
Guy.” ribbing the “eorny Kansas”!
and “blueberry pie” Iyvrics as seemingly lacking in the poetic flights
of the Gallic gal-meets-boyv wordage that one encounters, for example, in her discourses of “Mon
Kenage” and the like.
Pieee-de-resistance of the “new

responsible resp#c- |‘having

and Billy Petch's lightas he delivers “The Song Is' You.”: hearted choreograph.
There's an
|“Portrait of Mv Love.” “Don’t Take . Arabiazi Rhapsedy, night seenes in
Your Love From Me,” and “Lazy |New York. Rome and Paris and .a
|River.” With a sparkling person- “Holiday In Tahiti” scene. Ferri.
‘ality, the tastefully gowned Miss —

>Gorme

socks “Just One

Things.”

“Who's

Sorry.

of Those ;
Now?" |

Riverside,

Reno

|

no topicality, display
a
‘gently anarchistic air.
They also
have enough wit and efficacy in de‘livery to garner yocks as well as

jan occasional poetic shaft. ~
Though not up to. the heyday of:
the intel%gctual boites of yore, Club
Vieux-Colombier
may catch on
‘With locals wanting more gray mattter than undraped chassis in their

:“Funny Valentine,” and “Bill Bai-}a:
Reno, March 23:
'ley “
;
a
‘
Billy Williams Rerue (15.1, -Ford
: They pleasantly duet such stand- - & Reynolds, Arthur Walsh & Round- nocturnal recreation. . Price is
right:and hoite well decorated, : but.
but ever-socko Patachou is a par-' ards as “I've Heard That Song Be-' ers (3): no cover or minimian,
it-is small and gets hot when a
ody on “Ms Fair Lady” which is ,fore.” “Bi Mir Bist Du Schoen” and "
‘crowd
is packed in. Air conditionIt’s a top calibre lineup that Bill :ing would help.
more
“Irma
La
Douce”
than :“Besame Mucho.” The well-staged !
.
Arthur
Lesser.
hus-,
festivities
give
Miss
Gorme
OpPpor:
*
vTiller
has booked
for current
*Pygmalion.”

-by Duddy & Bresler, Shirley Henry

& Harry Crane provided additional
comedy -material.
and Norman

Leyden coriducted the. Emil Coleman

.orci. with authority.

The

assisting lads in the act are: David
Carter. ‘Jim

Daugherty,. Howard

Krieger and..Charles
Magruder.
The relief is by Theo Fanidi orch
while the elegant atmosphere of
‘the room is maintained by the ex-.

celient staff
the tape...

helmed
9

by Louis at..
(Jose;

Beverly Hills. Cinev
Cincinnati, .March 24.
chanteuse! tunity for costume changes. Solid‘ jjneup at the Riverside
and on it’s} It looms of touristic interest: but .
Chordettes.
(4), Guy Marks,
an
interpreter
would
be
an
asset.
assistance
is
:
is provided by Joe one -that'll pay off in firstrate/!
fashioned this broad lampoon of
may be the first in a return. Moro-Landis Dancers (9) ith
the Lerner & Lowe classic and the !Guercio. guidirg the Louis Basil. fashion. With Billy Williams front- This
Benedict.
to the more literate nitery revues. ° Bul) Raymond, Gardner
barnd-manager

of the

lyrical salute to “Lisa”

‘Doolittle?

orch

¢17).

.

ing a talented-group

of musicians

ji The Stan Irwin production is in ‘and
;
instrumentalists, with the co-:/ Michel Emer’s
:
an aid.
_work,” etc.. in a not too subtle ‘for four weeks. to be followed by medic efforts of Ford & Reynolds. tis also
It. Cisele MeeKonzie and The. “fills, with the (unpredictable . Arthur
paraphrase
of the original.
Duke.
Walsh —the variety is there to
makes for much humor and is a ‘Bros. April 28.
comes

background

out “on the street where you

catch all tastes.
7
refreshing change of pace.
Williams, on the local:boards for
Patachou preemed last Thursday
Neve. San Franeiseo
the
first
time
in
seyeral.
years,
has
in midst of the Holy Week b.a.
San Francisco, March 31.
* augmented.
his: one-time quartet
downbeat
to big biz, and
the
Carmesx McRae, Bill Rubenstine | into an impressive variety show.
Mai<onette, to quote maestro Milt
Trin, Dick
Kerr,
Gene
Bardoli: The headliner’s smeoth. vocalting,.
Shaw. maitre d’hotel Gearge and
Orch (6°; $2.50 admission..
the impessive backing of Horace
h:s staff, is “at last back to its tra-,
Henderson Combo, a tap artist. and
d:tional form.”
Patachou., still in
In her first Fristo apeparance in ‘ the nice . blending
of the. Four
her trademarked blue skirt and
several
years,
Carmen
McRae { Dukes’ voices make for a solid
white blouse thy Dior), is backed
shows as one of the very best sing- hour of good entertainment. Turn
bs her own. French accordionist .
ers to hit this circuit in years, a is varied, allowing much upstaging
Joe Basile
fwith whom she refine.
sensitive.
remarkably ‘sure
of crew members, and it’s. 260 full
cords:
and her songalog ts a deperformer wiih a:manner of song minutes with no lulls.
Included
lightful hour to all Francophiles,
delivers, phrasing and emotional are the ballads, the standards. upof which the Yanks are a dominant
projection without parallel today.
tempos and some classic trumpet
rooting section. especially when it
In the first place. Miss McRae is work. by a -femme: horn blower.
comes
to bistro
entertainment.
a songwriter’s dream: She. has arMiss Patacho:. makes each lyric ticulation, phrasing and an ability- Williams wins top response with
count for plenty of mileage and her
such as “The Very Though of You,”
to swing. But more than that, she
“Autumn Leaves,” and “I Believe.”
own brand of physical (with the
obviously studies a lyric and makes
Projection is -effertless and comexpressive hands) as well as vocal
earch song into a miniature theatriinterpretation is a click with the
manding, and the. stage savvy. is
,cal performance. |
customer~
Abel.
,
_ On the sad ballads, such as “I obvious.
‘Tight staging results in little
| Love You. Porgy,” or “Baby. Baby,
. waste..of time tor. title intros. and
Deanvitte. Miami Bech Alt the Time” she is essentiaily a crew is obviously swell. rehearsed.
.tragedionne,
an .American
Edith
Miami Beach, April 1.
Piaf singing for every hard. luck Rating mention for solo work is
MeGnir. 0 Sisters faith
Kare
chick in life the story of every Tommy Butler on “Behind the
Siste.s:, Dace Barry, Les Rhode heartbreak.
4 Green Doors” and Skip Cunningfor
impressive
tap work.
Ore}: SFE 50 meinderwze.
Although she has been around. fhham
is an- artist
on
Bryant:
the jazz circuit for some time, she *Clora’
Tre MeGiive sisters’are the last has not before risen to this pin- trumpet and the Four. Dukes reap
good
reaction
with
“Side
by
Side,”
@: the Inecp of top names booked nacle of the performer's
art. She
ays
?
t:
”
the @B9-seat Cas- is a naturak if properly staged, in. among others.
anova Room af this bis inn. They the eafe societv clubs. She’s solidly i Ford & Reyrolds, no strangers
hiake a fitting closing attraction.
oscil in jwz but her aopeal is to to the Riverside stage. repeat with
The attractive trio vlhuwed this the whale gamut of audience that: some: ofthe routines essayred on
but have
room two veers ago. Going on their digs. showtunes and good singing.; the last time ‘arcund
fmopset them and on audiences at
Bill Rubenstine’s -'Trio handles! aaded new material. Reynolds for
trrrent stand, they're one of the the accompaniment expertly; Dick ” the most :part-piavs it straight with
Tnore solid: hig-iough acts. Onen- Kerv
tsee New Acts: offers a Ford setting Use. pace, be. it either
ing night they ga.nered heavy re- comie interlude and Gene Bardolli ini the story-telling or on their sax
Ception with every number. It’s a plays for dancing.
and drums work. On show caught,
Rafe.

|

iThe Impul

music
Mosk.

Orch

(101,.. Jimmy

Larry Vincent;
, $1-$1.50 cover.

se, Rochester

There’s

Wilber Trio,

$3-$4

a happy

minimum,
:

Easter tang to.

. Rochester,N. Y.. Mareh 29. «. ‘the. -current -double. framer.' The
Donald Byrd-Pepper Adams Jazz Chordettes contribute a gay songaQuintet; $1.50 admission weekdays; log.
Guy . Marks, co-headlining
$2.50 weekends.
“comic, adds to the laurels of his
; bow here 16 months ago..
The
After smash first week in which ‘Moro-Landis ‘ensemble opens and |
Lambert, Hendricks & Ross. with ; closes the 75-minute’ floorshow in

the Ike Iassics instrumental
the

Donald

Byrd-Pepper.

trio,

Adams

Style. _
Spring .finery

fe
is. evident

ae
in the

quintet moved into this boozeless near completion: of a facelifting of
bistro. ©
_
‘the BH Trianon Room.
‘70Qseat
Byrd. formerly a member of the theatre restaurant. It has been a
Art Blakey and Max Roach combos,
is moving along in the world of:
modern jazz since cutting .his pro-,
fessional teeth ‘in 1955. This is a

midwest plushery sinee the unveiling in- 1937. New color schemeis
red and pink.
Lighting, bar, kit-.
chen and interior-units have been

Jennie,

mimiery

Carpets. and < chairs
windup job of: a two-month tour modernized.
oe
which took Byrd-Adams combo are new)
‘The four Chordettes,. in. pink
through eastern Canada and mid‘west cities. For Adams, Rochester , spangled gowns-ahd white gloves,
native, the Impulse engagement are long on barber shop -harmony,
‘Stage savvy and mike techriaqte
was a homecoming..
’
After this run, combo will spend dating back to their Godfrey ‘ays.
two weeks recording for Blue Note. - Biggest’ returns at -preemig were.
Then Byrd plans a big orchestra. on “Summer Place,” “Blues.” barand a
Combo’s
appearance here. has -ber shop solas, “Lollipop”
including - their
Byrd on trumpet, Adams on bari- record medley
tone sax. Layman Jackson on bass.: gol‘len “Sandman” waxing for Ca-.
9...
ee
Herb. Hancock on _ piano, Teddy. dence,
For a standup. comic. Marks is ~
Robinson on drums.
personable and
smooth’
The Byrd-Adams team is at: its young,
His’ talent
-embrace.
best in numbers like “Portrait of. working.
combining

best

qualities

and: satire.

Opens

with.

of. trumpet and. baritone sax and. his surefire fancies ‘of - his. -first -working with effective blue spat- ‘Jove, an ostrich, and ‘communes. ~
light for the number. “Great Guy.” .With animals. Warms up with im-~
their own

composition,

also came. pressions

of

Bill Hart. in. «silent.

in for ‘some brisk mitting
|from ‘films, three-way
a sparse

Dick

late’ ayem

Warner

crowd.

and Neil

~

Sawyer,

Impulse co-impresarios, report first
week's
turnout
exceeded
their
hopes,
Dave.

‘Gary

Cooper,

conversation

of

Humphrey’ Bogart.

and an. Indian. chief. current west~
ern stars, singers with radio bands,
tv

-commercials

‘and his

\clincher, a JFK takeoff.

latest

Koll...

NIGHT

“Wednesiay, April 5, 1961
Fontainebleau, Miami.

Ala. ” ‘and 1a:no-names-please cai-| New:Frontier, Las ‘Vegas updating.

Otherwise,

CLUB

his concep-
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Sands, Las Vegas

tion of a poker game, a sculptor
toon ‘of the contemporary
jazz}
‘Las Vega s, M arch 30..
Las Vegas, March 29.
me
Miami. Beaéh, April 2.
Withal,;
a
delightful “Holiday. in. Rio,” with. Marya ! ‘and impressions of some of the
Dean Martin, Eber Loebate DanPaul Anka, Hermmy Younginan, |thrush.
" Linero, ‘Arren & Broderick, Ronji show: biz toppers are firstrate. He | cers 19), Garr Nelson, Copa Giris
DeMarlos.. (2).. Len Dawson ‘Orch; urn, ©
Debuting in Chi, the Smothers ‘Urban, Elisa Jayne, Evry & _Everto, |' winds up strong.
(12).Antonio Morelli Orch
(22+;
$5-$7.50' minimum. et
The opening
turnand
is bya the
Mello preduced by Jack Eutraticr; stége
.
‘Bros: too are immensely. satisfying. n Jartha & Adolfo; M Maria “Caruso
|‘Kings,
four boys
guitarist.
direction, Hareld Dubdrow: "chures
“This is the closing package of.the” * playing: it. ingcnuousty as-a pair of:Val Danian, Roberto Nararro, Jerry :
In- Jackson, The Ashton Dancers (16), ‘who seem to be trying to expand |agraphy, Rennie Siuart; $4 watwi. season’ ‘tor. ‘the LaRonde- Room, to::.diffident: egghead folksingers.
[the respect. of their verbal: byplay “'PheMaldonado Dancers +81, Dick Tock ‘n’ roll into acceptance by MeL
elimax an in-and: out season ‘riddled;‘they're
i
a sort of collegiate answer Rice12? Oreh*, ( (111; 1:produced & stage > d; ‘more. mature groups. The throw' away. choreography in
‘by the vagaries. of act-cancellations |. fo Homer. ‘& Jethro. but differ, at by Barry Ashton: associate pro- |
most: of
Dean Martin has sauntered back
and ‘or dates shiftings,
Prexy- ° “course, in the routines. and Musical ‘dueer; Wolf R. Kochmanu: assist- 'these- ‘groups contains some steps !.
ithat’
require
skill.
And
some of :into the Copa Room with his effortanut:to Ashton, Lorenzo Maldonado; :
‘booker. ‘Ben Novack. for :his. final genres.
jJess
approach to one-lineis and voLii their tunes and arrangements seem
offering, showed smart’ Showman- | Mostly, ‘it's. a_matier of ‘songs: COSLIINCS, “Lloyd Lainbert: origina :modified for the square spenders. {eals, and
as usual
de}ivers
for
or
never getting HEUSIC ke: lyrics, Vat Grund, seenery,
ship in setting Paul Anka for the:‘gone’ wrong.
iboss
Jack Entratter a biockbuster
It wasn’t the Mello Kines’ night, |
- “Faster-holidav school. crowds and;, Started. and it pavs off in a con-. Daris West, masks & speciat-effects!i.
Initialing with spe! particularly since bus parties fromj:performance.
- then adding Henny Youngman. and:stant round of chuckles. -The boys -bu -Rosehu: lightéu, Huda G roueta: ‘Philadelphia were the mainstay of ; cal Vegas lyrics -by Sammy Celn)
tuing
effects, Peter Foy: Lew:
‘the. suave terp. team of the. DeMar- * are gifted singers, as. they: indicaté
“From This Moment On™ end.
: the audience. Group seems to be
lo’s for the adults. who pay. ‘the tabs..‘a few bars at a time,. and the chief ° ‘Kane, company manager; - $4 meini- |
i transitionists, a link between. the! “ts AH) Right With Me.” Martin
nae
Mee
spokesman
°
(Dick)
a
promising
Anka, playe d.-here at. the. rival
‘ teensters and the non-diggers. It's: 'eas@s into some of the songs he’s
Fden ‘Roc. to open: the. season. for? “monologist. —
a difficult role for the youngsters :‘done here before, but this time
‘that ‘swankery, last Christmas. 'He!: Marx-Frigo Trio ‘backstops with .. Barry: Astiton has" a ‘resounding - and they cannot be chided for mak- :‘there's a difference—he finishes
-/INany of them.
- Jgoked and ‘sounded very pro then; °‘eustomary adeptness and gives out hit in. “Holiday in Rio.” which is _ing the attempt here.
-csure to join the hard-to-get-a-tablej; The Boots McKenna
there's been no. change in liis man- :initty jazz ‘between -sets,
line has
He uses some
first-time gags
“per or delivery since—rather, it's - ‘Next up are. Helen :Q*‘Connell and category as soon as the word gets: ‘oldtimey but punchy routines for!!¢“I'm the only singer around who
jthis round. Mike Durso. per usual, ‘has 10° of four gangsters”: “I'm a
: improved: -The dark, young lad has: Barbara: Gilbert; April 17 for three a¥ound ‘about the splendid new ex- |
a. big:.book: of ‘his -own originals‘ weeks.
plosion ‘of |entertainment
in the !
provides
good orchestral
hack- , teetotaler—I totally hate tea”: “Re.
‘Les.
Venus: Room. ° The fast-moving re-| ground.
40. draw ‘from. and. ‘does. Sq aptly.}
Juse.
i member the great words of Monte‘His penchant for rewriting or up: |
‘yue is well-balanced and smoothly
‘zuma:‘Tell those Marines to stop
It’s aiso solidly .stocked ;
_. dating a Iyrie “hy another. cleffer; Fairmont Hoiel, Frisco: . Staged.
Singing in the halls!”), which are
with top-drawer dancing, singing, | Barelay Hotel. Toronto :,sure-fire yock triggers. Ken Lane
“stands: ‘him..in good stead to: ‘Pra |
. San -Fancisco,,. March 31.
novelty, «and
béantiful |
vide the: special ‘material twist that
Toronto, March 29.
:al the 88, fronting the Antonio
Della * ‘Reese;
Ernie
Hecksher ‘comedy,
takes him out of the rock-’n’ roll: Orch. (11: is ‘cover $2.50 weekdays, girls—including the jatest in Vegas¢ The HiLites +3), Hank Garret, '‘Morelli orch '22) keeps the relaxed
‘elan. ‘He. inserts his recerding hits:: ; $3.50° weekends.
exotica: flying nudes.
Bob Arlen
Dancers
‘61, Bobby: iromP on an even keel,
in:an inventiveiy arranged: -voeal-j.
The. trapezed: bra-less beauties ;-Rose, Percy Curtis Orch ‘81; $1.50
The robust. oneratic voice of
_.Tundown ‘of budding career; adds
colorful
,
corer.
appear
in.
a_
brilliantly
“Della Reese made thejump from
‘baritone Garr Ne'y: 1 is featiwed in
those ‘specials, -tosses in the basic. the bolton: to the top of: Nob Hill “Birds .of Paradise’ number. which
“big-beats the junior set -dig and;‘in a little over a year. Her fast, features the exciting torso undula-|’ Since scoring harmony honors at -a brand new. color ful background
“winds::a winner with. every. type ! engagement locally was. at Fack's IT tion. of Marya Linero. who also! the Canadian National Exhibition’s : to the song, “Puf on a Happy Face,”
of customer in the house. ‘Only | tnow the Neve). and this. is her tosses her provocative ter ping, into| 24.000-seat grandstand show last::a lively production number woven
iby choreographer
Renne
Stuart,
’” fault,-and one casily remedied, is} first hotel- booking here. —
other production numbers. ' Special; summer, The H)-Lites haye played: [
which is populated by the 12 stunHaving the mike-sound :decibels
‘lighting: effects on a voodoo ritual | niteries
from
Dailas,
Tex.,
to ;
Opening
night.
show
was
somening
Copa
Girls.
Pitched to. point where the ‘din:
‘brought. cheers from. first-nighters, | Springfield, H1., with side excurThe Eber Lobato Dancers
‘9)
sometimes mounts in enough: vol-jthing. less than a full house, though .. The navel. contributions of .a;sions to “The Jack Kane Hour” and
spotlighting the exciting Nelida are
ume:to fill a convention +hall.. He! sympathetic in-the main to her! .chill-thrill |. knife-throwing
act ;the “Joan Fairfax Show” on tv.
-¢ehirping.
‘The
singer
did
a
40-°
held over for this one, with a new
doesn't: ‘need it.
billed
as
Martha
&.
Adolfo,
the
|
With
Jimmie
Nolan
as
lead
sing+minute stanza (no eneores) of a
Youngman. ‘showing the click at baker's dozen -tunes and chatter.-“highly-skilled. unicycle artistry of: er, Larry. Sturon as bass and Harry||array of torrid terps which con‘the. Hotel. Plaza, N.¥., .influence, -Mercer Ellington - condutts. -the - Evy & Everto. and the “impossible” Harding tenor, harmony trio had |Clude with one of the most frantie
It’s
comes. on in white - tie and_ tails, Hecksher -orch. -for-ther stint’ and feats. of magician Ron Urban who‘ no difficulty in selling their smooth :‘finishes ever seen in Vegas.
with an incongruous turban to'start. she has her own’ drummer : (Floyd ‘seemingly grabs doves of different ‘and vivacious singing to the Bar-j‘the sort of blsckout that brings
gasps
from
the
audience.
‘giggles.. The fast-talking one-liner ‘Williams) who gets .a solo spot, °
-colors from nowhere, are pleasant- ‘telay
|
Hotel customers.
originally
skedded
to.
vet essays a set of all-new waggery - ‘and her own pianist (John Cotter): ly sandwiched between the. “spec: | From their bouncy opening of | Martin,
“Getting to Know You,” The Hi-! Close April 18, exits two days early
‘that. starts slowly then: quickly. hits’ who also does. some. of her arr ang: ..“taeniar choreoed’ splashes.
the Jaugh-rise. ‘Canny.- showman. ing.
“The yock department is repped iLites instantly were across, with for a tv rehearsal, so Jerry Lewis
that he. is, Youngman
cued his
“hy Elisa Jayne. a pert. shapely ‘their “Till the End of Time” the has agreed to open on the 17th
material to the -risbilities- of. the | ‘The. -band, though cutting the. brunette who dees very funny car- |only .-ballad number offered, when: instead of the 19th as a favor to
-arrangements
neatly,
overblew
the
Duke.
“younger patrons. end results: being
bons of such performers as Bette { caught. Their comedy and novel- {his ex-partner.

singer. ‘throughout *- much |of the
‘a-well.earned fill for his. laugh-bag.
Davis. Ed. Sullivan. Brigitte Bsrdot ;ty songs are a: highlight. however,
Per: always. he tops with his “‘vio- ‘Show.. By actual. count there were .‘and Marilyn Monroe: and rambune- |particularly their “When
VaudeEddys*. K.€.
lining,” and. _observations °‘on ran- three ‘numbers|‘in which the Jyrics tious singing and 88ing by the vet iville Was King.” in which ‘they do
impossible’ to
distinguish
Kansas City), March 31.
dom. subjects.
_Jie’s. played... ‘most were
vaude ‘team of Arren & Broderick |impressions and singing stvles of
‘although:
the
sound
of
the’
voice’
§ = =Guy Mitchell with Scotty Turns
every ‘other. swank room on the
.
which,
brings’
both
laughs
and
ap-:
yesteryear
greats.
i
bull,
Billy
Williams
Orch
613
‘Beach, but this is: his: first time at | ‘Was to be heard. _ Their “Hands” number, a medley
d
Miss Reese. ik in the- Ethel’ Mer-. ‘ plause.
bas‘Font and probably, won ‘t-be his
Ashton. ereated. Staged. and did. of spirituals done in belting style.:,$1.50-$2 cover.
man tlacs when it comes to decthel !
—
ast.
- the -choreography for. the. show. iis outstanding, ditto their “Around |
value. Three-quarters of her show
It’s been five vears since Guy
The. DeMarlos, anandgome. pair. |is belted out in What is certainly with an-assist from Wolf R. Koch- ;the World” which brings in dialect
mann and Lorenzo Maldonado.
Aj singing.
Youthful trio is okay for. ‘Mitchell plaved Eddys'’. and then
come up-with-some unusual ideas”
the-loudest voice .to hit Frisco night,
‘jn. ballrooniology: the. eve-absorb- spots since Anna Marie Alberghetti |
-«pecial how goes to Lloyd: Lambert ;urban rooms. They stayed on 30: it was just sungs. This time around
added ace guitarist Scotty
-jng femme is a. “fithe and- ‘graceful|‘some jears ago. The sheer val- ‘for.designing the costumes. to val |minutes when caught and had to hes
“Grund
for elcffing the original ibegoff.
: Turnbull. and is also inserting a
terper
whose
sinuous approach
ume, coupled.” with her exaggerat- “musie and Iyri¢s. and Wueo GranHank
Garret.
ex-football
tackle
iwee
bit
of comedy and terp. The
heightens the sultry ‘ov erall elfect. ed -mannerisims ‘such
‘as the extra
welThis. routine in which she dances. added- syllable at. every: possible :“ata for the dramatic lighting. Dick +af “Ul of.South Carolina. proves j Combination adds up toa
Hice’s
orch
(11)
does’a-cuperb
job;
himself
a
monologist
of
firstate
‘
:
paced
and
niccly moving turn. But
atop the Steinway, is’ a. standout. ‘point lea és the Fairmont audience
{calibre. He scores with his dialect it's a bit short at 30 minutes as
‘They’re class ‘all the way. ..Len. a little bewildered. ‘though. willing’ of cutting the festivities, his
advice
to married the solo entry at the elaub.
Dawson and his crew, per usual: 4to be pleased.
' “Holiday in Rio” is in for an in- stories,
women’ and his uncanny impresSinger swings away ona bevy of
Duke.
are adept showbackers, even with’
When the singer throws: ‘oN uy:the definite run.
sions of film stars. He is a person- tunes that have kept him on the hit
‘add: ofa “big -‘String ‘section tor: ‘Vegas brass. however. and =sang.
ible comedian and does a well-. »parade.
They range trom “Pitts.
Anka. Novack is mulling..a revue “His ‘Eve is On ‘the. Sparrow” she ;
Anternational. WLW.
j paced segment.
“burgh, Pennsvivania”
to his all“Idea to come ‘in for late spring and: brings down the. house with a mov“ guminer. Until this jells, La: Ronde ‘ing. performance ‘that’ js so’ good!
All
‘Micki Marlo with Bob’ Mau & | -Béob Arlen Dancers. round out. timer. “Singing the Blues.”
Mevto
;
in
1wo.
production
numbers,
with
|
Jack
Mann:
Bally
Fatho,
shutters. endweéek (18),
Lary.
,are
backed
hy
Scotty
Turnbull,
one: wonders why: she: doesnt ‘dol:
Rose
as singing
Kings «5°. Mike Ditrso & Ariles i Bobby
emcee. :clicking a-sheck
guitar. and all
“more of ‘this and less of the regPercy: Curtis orchestra does lusty |faves with the house...
Orchs: $6.ainimam,
ular: .“Her. intras to. songs, spoken
Mr. Kelty" Ss. € hi .
i backgrounding of all acts and plays ; Mitchell varies the pave with a
in-sing: song. threw-away style are.
Chicago, March 27. | effective and. ‘she’ is certainly «a:
Jack © Silverman. following the - the dance sessions.
Twice-a-night ‘couple of quick impressions, plus
“Dorothy Loudon, Smothers. Bros. looker whose. mere appearance of-_ phenomenally
with: ‘a bit of tapolegy. then turns the
suecesstul rey} ‘of |floor shew runs 60 minutes,
MeStay.
(2), Mary-Frigo- Tria: $2.50 cover. Stage sets ‘up a favorable. ‘atmos- the Ritz Bros.. ‘has ‘retired into a! acts in till April 8.
cstage over to Turnbil who raps
;out a couple of guitar nifties to
phere... The whole act. though. could : modestly priced show tor the Holy |
‘There's. “surprising. balance. “40. “Use ‘a softPedal to ood ‘advantage. .
Week holidays. Nonetheless, it's a].
jbig hand.
Harold‘’s Club. Reno
good card entertainmenty ise with
this bill |“eonsidéring, that’ both]
.
(FOLLOW-UP)
Rafe.8
j_
Mitchell is hack with “TF for
“yMieki Marlo. in a new turn with
Reno, April 1.
halv es.of it deal, for-ihe most part,
i Texas” and “Hang Me Down.” end|two. Boys... and the. local bow of
The:
Characters
in
this
reprise‘
ing
the procveedisss with the cus“jn ‘song ‘satire. “Smothers Bros.
Billy Faibo, who has heen .making |
Trade
Vinds. « hi
‘joining holdover headliner Rusty .tomers wanting more.
Pair have
- work exclusively. in: the’ folksong.
food impressions in” a variety of:
Draper) again prove their talents -much ta offer and keep it tight,
a
"Chicago,
March
30.
+ situations.
- Jdiom,
while
Dorothy.
London |. “Gone. “Baulos, Linda’ Merrill, Jae , ‘Miss “Varlo, a few years back. in a variety. of. areas—on comedy, making for a guod show. albeit a
‘spoofs the more traditional. cabaret.
vocals and instrumental work. But bit brief. They stay through April
-" appeared. ta be one.of the wore
gtyles, from the’ red-hotmama_ to: Parnelto. Trio: $2. 50 -corer,
QQitcrgn.
. promising ‘singers in. the. field. the offering this time around shows 13.
the vocally acrobatic jazz chirper.
Gene.
Barlos.
was
called
in.
yirHowever, “rock: n’
rell. came a bit of de-accent on the comedics,j
Neither. really. steals the other’s
thunder, and’ ‘the effect of the par-: ‘tually at. ‘the: last .minute. to ‘sub- in ‘simultaneously, and singers of although the turn is far from lackIl Pappagalio,
Jay is complementary.
One thine stitute. for Lenny Bruce who is . skill seemed a secondary considera- ing in the fun stuf.
Rochester
Psi
‘is wanting. however, that-either act sick —. with: hepatitis. The ‘late. tion. Sle. continues to be a kiow- : Carmen Baccari, ace guitarist. reing
chirper.
and
a
beler
‘with’
tains
the
anchor
spot
holding
the
Rochester.
N.Y.. Mareh 29.
change.:
made
for
a‘
light:
opening
could tulfill. ‘end. that is a straight

|

projection.
Her, tunes Pl esentation together, with Johnny;
Mart Schersi Trio: ua carer, 10
rendition of.a single good .tune. | night house. but Bayvlos’ welded the | ‘positive
Alter. a while, ther es just.a little scattered. tablers inta ah audience ere varied. rhythmic. and: easily '.Rieco doing a commendable job on Wingman.
cand-worked them over with-his art- -ahsorbed. She. alo pr ovides octae -‘vocals, Freddy Baceari scoring on
too’ much kidding around.
ful, monology tor repeated yocks.
sional -flashes Of musical “wit 10|‘the fun bits, and Jimmy ‘Blackie! | _ Matt Scherzi Trio. all Rochester
Miss Loudon. continually : -threat-:
-Hunt, a redhead, doubling on com-' - musicians, has caught on hig with
: Bayvlos ‘sweetened ;adversity by
ens to -break. into” serious song—. using the .customeéis “as ‘a. - focal . round out her tturn.
‘edy and impressive accordion work. ° Jocal commercial jazz leaffs.
The boys integrated with Miss !
“and certainly has the pipes-to do it point for a nearly 10-minute open
' And as per usual, Jack Keni rates;
‘Murlo
in
the
act
are’
Boh
May
&Bob Fafone, owner of this downwith—but ' she’ ‘never quife’ obliges. ing’ routine ‘that -scored ‘heav:!
iv. Jack Mann. who are a pair of 6x-. for his. expert backing on drums. ! town niterv. bowked Sherzi Trio
At's the nature‘of her act. of course,. with the- out-fronters. . His -act, imRicco fakes the opening vocal
pert
-tapsters,
They
are.
of
course,
for
a two-week engagement early
and well thatvis under normal cir- c luding the. pop-eved “ey juet ‘drove.
spot on “Ridin’ High” and show:
: in 1960 and it has been there since
‘ewnstanees, -but-iwhen the: pr eced- im: from - Flérida—alt night” Yun- _streng-enough to:hold up on their .
Miss |keeps the same level for full 30. -except
awn: but association
with
for some
time
cut
for
ing turn teases: similarly she's in ning.” Zag,
is ‘pute Bavloc—sure- : Marlo gives them a wider horizon. “minutes of sense and nonsense. For: - record cutting and Florida in Feba position to:.cish in for large re- footed, fast: and yock-loaded.
He
is- ruary. Recordings for the Upbeat
_Theix cleat work’ is ‘sharp and: ‘this playback, echo chamber
turns with.a straight airing. of. al- finished: to a niitt. tribute that. at-°
iledin. “They show a lively style with ;used for the Ricco vocaling—and ;: Jahel are scheduled
for April.
most anything. The bill needs-just tested to. his total audience, com{heir ‘taps atop a platform. - It's aito good effect in this intimery. :‘ Present recordings hy the combo
‘that little. change of pace..and hers |‘mand.
rrited act that-not only permits ;Other titles include “Youll Never‘ include “Take The A Train” from
fs such a potentially exciting. vocal |. Linda Merrill's ‘uptempo thrushe-)
Miss Marlo: breathing space. but i Walk Alone” and “If I Loved You." ‘the EHington book. “Paul's Paltalent that theie'd. be nothing: lost. ing -of a standard: songalog. tits in.’
also makes
with
the ace.” “Imagination” and “Lillette.”
Hows for change of pace to the;- Baccari
This apart, and - taken. purely’ on well’ with. the. Trade. Winds’ tone show. They also work briefly with ;pipes on “Mama”
but scores best The last two are vocals dene with
‘her own ‘terms. Miss Loudon is as and clientele. Hey. singing is em- + Miss Marlo to ‘provide .a potent /with mouthed
remarks to others in’ the Jerry Sckerazi oreh of New
“Tight for the-room as any come- bellished: by ome rock impreshes. -Oxit.
‘the group and to stage-siders. He's. York.
dienne” who's. ever ‘played. here, topped by..a
swinging cameo of!
Falbo, who has heen w-orking also effective on his limp-wrist ! Matt Scherzi’s piano styling car- She's chi-chi without being. tony _| Roberta: Sher wood, . replete withi many scenes: around the country, impreshes. Hunt rates good men-!
bons Red Garland. Other members
witty without being * too “inside, . lasses, sweater ‘and: eymbal that.! :a8 a likeable comic.
His style is tion for his top-league accordion-: of trio are Bill Porter on drums
and. -broad:humored Without. °de: garnered -a ‘brisk reception from |rather |basic ‘and at Limes, remi- ing. All are good musicians with a
jand
Pete Deramo on bass and
féeminizing herself as many femme ‘the. auditors..
‘ niscent of the oldtimers. ‘AS a. talent for comedy:.As in past dates. :
ivoeals.
On the night reviewed.
~fun-makers are prone to do. ‘She |. Joe Parrello. Trio: hacks the chow lnatter.of. fact. his-opener, *“Tw erty j ‘they reap
hefty
response—and: Scherzi group had this dancing and
punctures: both: ‘Songs and singers,. With their usual deft musicalizing: Yéars from - Now.” imatérialwise” earn it.
!}istening spot rocking with Andre
-as for -instance in. ;an’ uproarious Baylos ‘is follewed in |by’ Techie |seems ‘to have been intended for
Current lineup billed through : Previn’s “Like Young’ and “Angel .
“recitation of the lyric to “Mobile, Miles. _
.
ior.
use in’ 1959.: The material needs mid-April.
Long.
Eyes.”
Dave.

|
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now dev elops, VARIETY

1 oeeeme

is reliably

informed, that tricky. bookkeeping DEAN JONES
Branch, Bobby Short, Wanderers Three, |will hé employed to keep the facts Y.
on Songs
Burns

NEW YORK CITY
Music
Wool,

Corps

HALL—Gladss

Alegriuas

de

Bros..

Ballet.

Raymond

Jorie

Remus,

Don ;

{ Sherman.

Kreise,

Rassus,

Carlin,

&

Helen :

Paige

AUSTRALIA

TRADE

Drew, : Merrill,

Bill

WINDS
Joe

Orc.

—

Parnello

Gene

Baylos, Linda

jin

.{and that published reports that the} bling

BEN BLUE‘’S--Ben Blue, “Les Corps de . gross ran as
Paree.’ * Batbara Heller, Dell Fin. Thurs: | exaggerated.
Larsen. : day. Ivan Lane Orc. (5).

high as $1,500,000 were;Yum

from

Tree,”

and

out and accented |enters

‘tainment. .

7 Mins.
from Blue Angel, New York

party headquarters today is that| Dean Jones {sa personable and
the Gala netted about $1,000.000: intense “leading. man”-type, dou-

Trio.

LOS ANGELES

from ever being known.
The official
statement

the concurrent.

at the Henry

“Yum

Miiler

‘The Three Young Men give the
' effect ‘of getting their jollies out
of singing:
They have a happy
mien, infuse. their work with a

‘great’ deal of spirit, and provide awell-rounded
and joyful -session.

But the party won't! ''Theatre on Broadway, He has also ’ The. Young Men are not.columbus-. To do so: appeared in almost a dozen. films ing any: new
harmonic effects;.
Colin Crof..
Ormonde
Douglass
Nance:
OyostER—MacW
give a gross figure.
is.
.
.
;
—!} Cailtiams: Al Hirt
5
‘and guested on tv.
those now known seem to. suffice.
the expenses. ;
away
give
Would
Gibbs,
Georgia
—
GROVE
,COCOANUT
Doreena‘ udy Hooke.|Bob
Rasmmusses,
It. is admirable that the versa- Their’ funes
mu
Vr
Melvin, Freddy Martin Orc.
And
they
obviously:
ram
high.
comprise
ald-world
Charles Phipot. Evieen Hattam, Frediezck
CRESCENDO — Geo. Shearing Quint.
Prank: Sinatra & Co. had a whole; tile thesp should want to extend: ballads, excerpts from musicals and
Dore, John scott. Wiibham Howard. VinEarl Grant.
eent
Foster.
Arthur
Gorman,
Lorraine ;
r-Hilton
‘Hotel
his
scope
and
the
aim
for
authen‘novelties
and
oldies
that
provide
j
DINO’S
—
Kitty Kover,. Jack Elton, ‘floor
of the
Statle
Quinn. lan Smith. Robert Clarke.
Steve La Fever.
fhere during Inaugural. week, and, ‘ticity with folk songs which un-' a. rounded picture..
Their work
SYDNEY
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TP Ousts MeDonaldasVP.Treas:|> TomRoland tooDire Seasonal Slow-Down Seen Cutting
Warsaw, Ind., April 4.

Company Has $266,a8]NetCapital

Tom ‘Roland, head of the Man-|
chester (Ind.) College Theatre De-|

: Theatr ical Interests: Plan, a legit+-———
mye fny estment-producing carporation.,
a permanent. roof, open zround the
Busy Holidays
is having internal -problems.: Densides to give an ‘open-air feeling,
Although. _ actress
Barbara.
nis. McDonald has. been” ousted ‘as -‘is being built ta replace the ‘fornier |
Berjer_ is employed, “it. appar-: aj
vice--president and treasurer of the.
firm in what. TIP president. The ently: takes’ a vacation to’ put jtent play house.
‘her to work.’ Either: her: own
ie
Ritter says. was a. move by:
i.
vacation oF. someane’s else;
board of directors to cut- costs.
A statement . by McDonald's at-]- AS undersludy- for the’ two
, principal: femme. roles:in “The
torney, Max.-Kaufman.. -implies the
Best Man.’ ‘at. the -Morosco
discharge | stemmed ‘from accusa-{"
‘tions made by: his-client in relation '. Theatre, (NJ Y., Miss. Berjersubbed for Leora: ‘Dana while”
to the operation of the corpora-

‘Choice’Still 67,

the latter vacationed

-tion.

Kaufman asserted that ‘Me-,.
Donald. in;a memorandum ‘to the.)
— board: of. governors, charged’ that
there ‘tiad been.*‘acts of «omission”
by TIP. officials. who :“have. “not
functioned | propery.”

‘of March

13.

The.

~ Inthe Red, With
2006 Pic Sale

the week

ensuing

Road List to 7Shows, All Tuners

partment,. will direct the local Wagonwheel Playhouse this summer.
‘Herbert Petrie, owner-préducer,
says a new. theatre of stecl. with a

By JESSE GROSS

Vive La Difference
It

was’ worth

a

news

note

several months ago when CalJeen Dewhurst, who plays the
pregnant mother in “All the
.Way Home.” at ‘the Belasco,
N: Y:, became pregnant. Since
time, tide and nature wait for
no actress, it’s become necessary to revise the show's dialog
slightly.

Only one line has heen
-changec.
the
mother-in-law
now looking intently at the
“expecting” woman and now
saving. “Baby don't show much
‘yet, do it?” —the “much" being

s

The scasenal slondown in read
jactivity the next few manths
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i there.
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‘Anderson's
the union’s upcoming election has;
The Telemeter pickup of the
ly reported.
et
Be
the late Theresa Helburn.
Miss
. In-any. case, Anderson preceded Kerzby many. years in.a no- | Hanff, a television writer, was at. sent out its own privately-financed | show, direct from its berth at the
the missive got out. but although he was:supposed to have written

|

quotes policy. Moreover, he did not use the policy as an exploitathat time assistant to Heidt, then
tion. gimmick, made no public issue
of. it and simply followed his”
to ~- pressagent for the Guild and now
convictions. ‘His Playwrights’ Co. associates, while continuing
in a similar capacity for. the Cass.
own plays, respected his decision ‘| Theatre, Detroit.
‘use quotes in ‘the ads for their
and others in- |

"in -regard to his shows,
,
‘yolved. —

actors.
Bs

as did the various
mo

“In’ease anyone cares,” writes
Heidt, “I was. most emphatically

unimpressed,

almost — terrified,

mailing to the Equity membership. |Eugene
The. circular supports

4
|

1

the

Equity | Where

O'Neill

Theatre.

it’s now

entirety, particularly
eight candidates.

out,

and:told

of the title

change

But Investors “Must. Sign’ Partnership Agreements—

musical. with no names in the cast,

! Only: Room for $40,000: Backing

“Wires, (1etters and: phone calls,
pledging a combined total of over
$200.000. to-vards. the. financing of

“Kicks &, Co.,” were sent directly.

“to the producers of the Broadwaytargeted musical following its. audi-

-tion on Dave Garroway's NBC-TV
“Today” show the morning of

lyricist

Oscar

-Hammerstéin

ing for the first time with a new

-among

them Hazel

are

emphasizing
| scribers in Etobicoke, a suburb of
Toronto.
The subscription
cost

Tom

Bosley.

Carl

performance,

car-

Harms, |Tied live by Telemeter, was tapped

George Ives, Bill Ross. Madeleine | for eight repeats this week in EtoSherwood

and

Shelley

Winters. |bicoke.

Also singled out for support

with {on

the

Thus,

the potential

basis

of

each

gross,

subscriber

them. are Leon Janney and Michael : putting up $1.50, would be $8.700
Tolan, both of whom were en-!for nine performances. The podorsed

Haven

and Boston,

next ‘October “by Robert, Dee, Ossie Davis, Nina Simone and iNew York

thinking

by Bellamy.

the above. figure, a representative’;

——

wae

—

.

Seports that ‘during the 24 -hours SEEKS APPROVAL
following -the eco ae Packing
rete
dareeineetedeaaer

that

‘ceived 25 wires pledging
backing |.
in amountsof $500 ‘to. 820,000, plus

looked awful in the first ad proofs,

too. Then I hit the idea of the ex-

*

The list of -supporters

Poitier,

John

Randolph, |negotiations

Anne Revere, Arthur Rubin, Pat} Equity

and

agreement

as to the payments

Stanley, Sada Thompson and Dick ! Working

conditions

with

and

for said tele-

vising.”” Equity asserts it has no intention of questioning AFTRA’s
jurisdiction in tv, but it does claim
|
jurisdiction over actors performe1
ing in a show playing under Equity
jurisdiction.
Besides the performers, the creative 3 writing talent and the pro.
Milwaukee, April 4.
' The Pabst Theatre here wil] be | ductio n also share in residual reveThe amount paid the pro;Operated next season by Sydney } nue.

NEW GROUP ACQUIRES
PABST, IN MILWAUKEE

clamation pojnt. There's something
about an. exclamation point that ai- Plotkin and
ways impressed me. It sounds big, ;Milwaukeeans,

FOR
.
a.

in

the nomi- { Channing-starrer

circular endorsing

we were ready for! Van Dyke.
someone would . have

Barron Neniiroff and Dr, Burton members ofthe cast of “Raisin ‘in
Charles D’Lugoff, was’ written by the Sun.” Critic Gilbert. Seldes, ‘thought of an exiting title.
‘Oscar Brown Jr, with Nemiroff now Dean of the Annenberg School | - “ ‘Oklahoma.’ I believed it to. be
functioning as. his editorial associ-::ofCommunicafions at the .Univ. of. ‘the dullest, most innocuous title
ever given a musical—or a play. It
ate on the book. Besides. disclosing Pennsylvania, is also a backer.

‘of the proposed Broadway venture |',

_

new

to let Sidney.

me have it for the tryouts in New

Scott, Sammy

The musical, planned for: pres- Davis..Jr., Sidney. Poitier,, Ruby ‘by the time

~eniation

sub-

: tential capacity weekly take at the
the i1,076-seat O'Neill for the Carol
is $45,052. {The
: editorial assistant, .to share 6 “0-0! | collaborator, and director Rouben
nating committee’s slate and speci- top Telemeter boxscore in the To; the ‘gross. D'Lugoff and. Nemiroff, Mamoulian all but forgotten—and
fieally those named above include rento suburb has been 40°7.|
,as producers, -are .to get. a man- Langner had to select ‘Oklahoma’
A clause in the Equity contract
Anne Bancroft, Fred Clark, How‘agement fee of 1° of the gross| for a title,
1 ard Da Silva, Brian Davies. Ossie with the League of N. Y. Theatres,
!until the ‘production pays off. ‘InDavis, John Drew Devereaux, Nat- the organization of Broadway pro«
“I
was
all’
for
a
gay,
lively
title;
cidentally, on. the Garrowav. show
haniel Frey, Joe Anthony, Jack ducers and theatre owners, states,
Brown portrayed ail the.male roles |something to fit the summer tourRonnie
Graham.
Ellen “the manager agrees there will be
‘and Zabethe Wilde. all the female |ist appetite (the production was ‘Gilford,
Hanley,
Sam Jaffee, Michael] Kare, ho closed circuit or pay television
opening in the spring). None of us
parts... —
; had liked ‘Away’
We Go’ as a title. Michael Kermoyan, Zero Mostel, of any production without prior

oof

March 28; The entire two-hour net‘work program, exclus:ve. of news.” Invyestors.in the production
in.I had asked the Guild
segments and commercials,
was de-. clude “a .number of performers,. but
voted to a preview..of the’show.

2d

without'a hit in a number of years,
|composer Richard Rodgers work-

Y.,

weck,

The eight include the. six by-| Was $1.50 per set, while the boxpassed by Bellamy in his prior, |Office scale at the O'Neill runs to
privately-financed campaign mail-'2 tep of $6.90 weeknights and $7.50

.when I was called by Langner from ‘ing endorsed
by 20 prominent {|weekend eves.
| Boston, where the show was trying. members of. the union. The six|
The Sunday

.. | from ‘Away We Go’. to ‘Oklahoma.’
Here we were coming to Broadway
with a seemingly light, breezy new

N.

in its 13th

nominating committee ticket in its; was relayed to 5,800 pay-tv

LT
Yi
|
BALTO LEGIT CENTER: [important, truthful, brave..

Ray MitcheJl, both |@uction

for the actual

‘and Harry Lashin-| hasn’t been divulged.

telecast

It's under-

|

letters.and. phone cals.
.
|.
. |
-Baltimore, April 4.
“When I mentioned it.toLawrence Ine., a New York outfit. They've : Week's salary for working on the
Of the .letfers, 25, were. sent. by., . Morris. A. “Mechanic, -owner-op- land: Ferry. they were skeptical. taken a two-year lease -on the ; Pay-tv offering, plus an hourly rate
Andividuals interested
in investing ¢rator:.of Ford's Theatre, Balti- i They thought it a good idea, put house, with a one-year renewal op- ;0r the time actually put in on

|

More's only legit house, is ‘seeking. ‘that it might. be taken ‘as a chal-

_in the projected Broadwav: produc-

tion. However,
at the tiné of the.City Renewal Commission’ approval jlenge to the critics. How dare we

‘proeram,. the

producers

claimed: for

the construction’ of~ a’.imulti-

tion.

"|

Pact provides for monthly rental

the assignment.
The

b.o.

treasurers,

company

pressagent and wardrobe
add-an exclamation point to ‘Oklathat they had already raiséd $360,-: Million dollar theatre in Charles | homa’- before the opening night? The trio has posted a $15,000 bond ; Personnel are understood to have
000 of the $400.000 ‘capitalization , Center, municipal. face-lifting proj-. The critics would think we were to insure the first year’s rent and |Teceived a week's salary, while
needed for the: project. Thus, ob- ect_now underway.
_
| calling it a hit before they de- guaranteed 18 concert dates a sea-| the payment to ushers, porters,
of $800,

against

15%.

of

the

gross. |manager,

not.:all of those who’ve:
He wants priority on a site on : cided for themselves. But I finally son for the Milwaukee and Chicago | Cleaners, engineers and some othTheir lease {ers is believed
to have
covercd
; convinced Lawrence and Terry that. symphony orchestras.
ori the. production since. only $40.-. between Charles. and “Hanover it was all’ or nothin’ anyway, and becomes effective next. June 1 and; 9ne performance at the Sunday
The musicians are under000 was. apparently needed at the. Streets,. and proposes. to.build a would have no effect on the critics’ i they have a three-month rent-free rate.

viously

pledged coin will be able to get in the south side.of Baltimore Street
time: to the ‘telecast.

“legit house-with ‘adjacent airlines. ;final reaction.

-_ period in which to refurbish the stood to have a separate contract
restaurants, stores and ;.. “We got busy with new publicity theatre for a September opening. under which they were paid directed- will have to’sign. the. limited.’
office: space.
_ releases, new ads, painted in the They're planning on spending $20,- ly by Telemeter. The theatre got
Those whose pledges are accept-; terminal.

a flat. rental fee for the special
partnership agreement before. the | As the-only theatre owner whose ‘exclamation point on the house j 000-$50,000 on the renovation.
In bidding for the Pabst lease, Sunday night presentation.
- coin can be considered actual capi- iproperty. (excluding - Ford’s) ' is : beards of the St. James Theatre!
“Show
Girl,”
presented
by
the trio beat out competing offers
‘tal for the production: The tv au-. being. demolished for. the Center: cand’ then held our
respectivej by Clair Richardson, operator of Oliver Smith, James A. Doolittle
he argues that he should have first '9"0
dition also resulted in Ietters from . claim
on priority. He recently sold -bt eaths.. That, as. I. remember it, .the Skylight Theatre here, and and Charles
Lowe,
has
music,
“viewers. wanting to purchase tick-—
ets to the production, which: does: the: city nine properties. including |15 the true story of the birth of jz. J. Bartalotta, who headed a lyrics and sketches by Charles
'.not have a theatre booked. nor a’ the Century Theatre for $1,400.000. |the most famous exclamation point ;Broup which presented: “Kismet” Gaynor and additional sketches by
,
The revue, cur‘at the theatre last year. The thea- Ernest Chambers.
star. ‘director or- choreographer. The Commission deferred action on |in theatrical history.”
the reguest until April. 14, but. it'sJ.
tre’ lease was
awarded
Plotkin, rently in its 13th week, has been on
‘assumed that the .bid will be .,. _ ..
7
‘twofers
and folds on Broadway
;
Mitchell
and
Lashinsky
by
the
' Both Nemiroff: and. .D'Lugoff are.
| ns
. .-,.7 sotnd’thn SROOU...
300G Advance ‘common council, which decided not Tthis Sat. (8+.
connected with show business, al-..‘okayed.
: According to Mechanic, the new|
TT
‘though the musical marks their ini-. house would replace Ford's. which |: At the O’Keefe, Toronto to demolish the house until the“new Music Hall is erected, prob-’ Charlie Meeker Given
tial stabat legit production. Nemi- would -probably then. besold :for|=
Toronto, -April- 4. ably in three-four years. The thea_roff, husband: of : Lorraine Hans- - usé as‘ part of.a commercial devel-1 With two dark weeks before the
Texas Cultural Award
is under lease to the Pabst
_ berry,’ author. of | ‘Raisin’ in the. opment. .The new theatre would; O’Keefeé Centre reopens: for its : tre
Foundation ‘until the end of May.

J vsiened.

wo

|

Sun,” is:a music publishing execu- “seat 1.600, about same ‘at. Ford's.

five. . He

co-authored.
the lyrics -. .:

foo the, song.

“Cindy: “Oh Cin-*

—_——.

Coes

BC

ae

ay."
sith, DLugof. who's. 2;
search: physician at John Hopkins Musical Stock Season.”
Hospital,N. Y. D'Lugoff. has also:{

Dallas.

April

4.

_.[summer. season of six’ weeks of | Plotkin, who claims 10 years ex-}
Charles R. Meeker Jr., former
musi¢al productions, “The Sound : perience as a producer. actor and ‘vice-president and managing direc-

Set for San Diego

of Music” “has a sellout advance|director in N.Y., will manage the.tor of the State Fair Musicals, has

Sale of $360,000, including Theatre.
Guild-American Theatre subscrip;tion, for its. three-week . engage, ment starting tonight (Tues.)..

‘been involved: in artist - manage- |
ment and concert production mM as- 3 Anew musical stock showcase | - The’ O'Keefe has “Flower Drum
‘sociation with his -brother,.. Art:
-D’ Lugoff, with, whom hé also: co- will be unveiled this year in. San* Song” ‘for June 5-17, following the
. owns: the Village. Gate. a cabarct ‘Diego. The operation. tagged. the! annual . Visit of. the Metropolitan

house.

Myra

Peache,

who’s held; been

awarded

the “1961

Cultural

that position the last 18 vears. re-| Award” of the Dallas-Fort Worth
tires May 31. Mitchell is a local |Art Directors Club.
The citation

theatrical

booking

ticket agency oreratar.

agent
andigoes to “the person, who.
Lashinsky {opinion of the Dallas-Fort

iA te
Worth

will handle the bookings for the !Art Directors Club. has contributed

house, with “My Fair Lady” tenta-; most to the advancement of the
cultural arts in the Dallas-Fort
Worth area.”
Besides ‘his writing” activity, season June 13 with film-tv actress-| while, the
house ‘will
Meeker left the State Fair MusiB-own is ‘also ‘a singer, having re-.: dancer Juliet Prowse -in “Silk| “Becket,” April 24-29; the
cals setup Jan. 1 to become general
‘cently made an album titled “Sin: Stockings.”
299
2. | |
Philharmonic, with Leonard Bern- ’ Meanwhile, Mitchell and Plotkin manager of the new Cary Plaza
& Soul” for Columbia Records. The:
Offerings at the. spot, which. is: stein conducting, May 12-13, and have booked “Flower Drum Song” ‘midtown hotel and apartment build.
deal for the: Broadway production ‘under the production reins of Alan|“Gypsy,” with Ethel Merman, May |for a May 8-13 stand at the Wis- ‘ing, received the award fram Edcalls: for Brown and: Nemiroff, as | Light, will each
run ‘two. weeks.
consin Theatre here.
ward S. Marcus, the 1960 winner.

. San..Diego

Melody

Theatre,

Inc.,} Opera, which formerly played the tively skedded for next September.

theatrein Greenwich Village, N.Y."i."scheduled to launch @.12-week | Maple Leaf. Gardens.In the.mean.

The triq hope to keep the Pabst
have ‘|lit 180. days their first season of
N.Y. operation.

15-27,

|

72

VARIETY

LEGITIMATE

Prize Play Time
—————aeeewees.

Continued

from page

1

_, Wednesday, April 5, 1961_

(Wallingford (Conn.) Teat -roJOSIE IOI ISSR CIIAS leloickte :
| Opsme Season June 5;ft* Asides and Ad-Libs
ISIS IIIS
ISO
IIIT IIS
III IA aI
C.
Plan Recreation Center, JIS“Tendertoin”
is slated. to fold May 13 at the 46th Street theatre, N. Y.,
‘in-

gtase" The Putitzer awards will pects for the Circle citation
Wallingford, Conn., April 4.
but a possible Las Vegas sumnyer date is being ‘dickered.. A new. song,
clude’ “Irma La eect “Do Re
be announced May 1.
The Ben
Se gal-Bob Hall will; and dance show, “Donny brook.” is due May 18 at the 46th Street.
Although not specifically stated. ! Mi" and ‘possibly “Cab ival,” the.
version
of -Athe film, ‘open their ‘eighth season June 5;‘With. the tryout flop of “Impulse,” which was _to-have occupied ‘the’
musicals
are
also
eligible
for legituner
lyrics by at the Oakdale Musical Thieatre |house, “Rhinoceros” is now’ set to transfer to’ the: Royale, N. ¥.., from
Palitzer
recognition with the} - “Lili,” with music and
same American angle prov iso. The’ Bob, Merrill and book by: Michael here. Tlic initial. bill is still ten- the Longacre.
based
on
material’ by}
Caskie Stinnett, writing. in Speaking. of Holiday, promotion leaflet.
biz-noney bettors aren't ruling out : Stewart.
“Carnival” opens|| tative.
{for Holiday mag, -quotes Rona Jaffe, author of the novels, “The Best of.
the prospect of a Pulitzer citation | Iielen Deutsch.
Thereafter. the schedule calls for||Everything” and “Away from Home,” ‘as saying: that’ she’s writing a
even though not one of the plays} April 13 at the Imperial Theatre,
O: musicals produced on Broad- | N. Y., Just under the. wire for the|“Show
Girl.” with Carol. Chan-: ‘musical comedy (presumably that means the book for same)... Theowas thus rat this season has drawn! critics’ balloting.
“fning, the week of June 12; “Guys: ‘dore Apstein, the ‘playwright-tv-scripter; William. Talbott, of the Samuel
i French play. agency, and Hobe Morrison, legit editor of _VaRIETY, Will:
urinimous
critical
endorsement -.Oreewe Among the foreign entries, critand Dolls,”” with Tony Martin and:
The only two entries supported bs .ies circle contenders are figured | Alan King, June: 19; “Flower Drum j; be. the guest observers tomorrow (Thurs.) and: Friday (7) ata series of
fusoreble reviews from all seven: to include “Hostage,” “Taste of; Sang:".June 28; “Take Me-Along.” |studios performances and. panel discussions of scripts by ‘graduate
students of the Department of Speech. & ‘Dramatic Arts at the State
or tie N.Y. daily reviewers are
Honey.”
“Becket”
and “Rhinoe- |with Dan Dailey,-July 3: “Where 'Univ. of Iowa, at Iowa City.
the two-characier revue, “An Eve-! eros,”
the latter adapted by Derek! jg Charley?" with Shelley Berman,
Even for David Merrick, last. week was crowded {though not unRee
wWih
Mike
Nichols - and.
Prouse from Eugene Ionesco’s! July 10; “Merry Widow.” with! precedentedly
Elaine Mas’ and Michael Mac Li-_ piay.
so’. Monday (27) he was in Philadelphia. for the: tryout
‘Katihryn ‘Grayson, July 17; “Kisamniwor'’s oneznan show, “The Im-.
met,” with Howard Keel; July 24; ‘openirg of his “Carnival.” Tuesday (28) he. was in’ New York to handle
poriance of Being Oscar.”
i
various
matters
involvirg his Broadway productions of “Do.-Re Mi,’
go
. klahoma, * with John Raitt. July
Despite
the lack of an ore |
1; “The: King and I," with Giselle:‘ “Irma La Douce” and “Taste of Honey.” plus his several: prospective
ventures
for
next
season, Wednesday 29: he attended. the: tour-opening:
Whe ming reception for any one
McKensie Aug..7; open week, Aug. :
shoes. there's always the pososibil-14: “Song of Norway,” with Mare : performance of “Gypsy” in: Rochester,. Thursday (30: he was in Boston.
Continued from page 2 <=
for
the
tour-Iaunching
of “Becket.” Friday. (31) he was in Philly for
ifs ot a dark horse winner, as wa>
“== grette Piazza, Aug. 21, ‘and “Destry.
the case last vear when the Pulilt‘ing and choreography of Jerome: : Rides Again” with Hugh O'Brian, as‘another look at the Broadway-bound -“Carnival.””
zer nod went to “Fiorello.”
Al-: * Robbins.
The title of last night's (Tues.’. opening at the Music. ‘Box. Theatre,
; Aug. 28.
tiioush the daily critics
were.
Publicist Georges Cravenne had!
Segal ‘is eurrently awaiting .a: N. ¥., ‘s “A Far- Country,” hav'ng been changed during the tryout tour
unanimously
enthusiastic
about.
the neat idea of sending. leading .“zoning regulation change to launch: from “The Far Country.”. With the indefinite. article, the. production’
tize musical, it wasn't
generally,
lead-off position in. alphabetical ad listings. . Because. Mike Linz,
to London to see another! Plars’ for a multi-million dollar|gets
resarded in the trade as a Pulitzer ‘scribes
version of the show before this © /ultural- business-recration
center, !who’s partnered with Stan Fuchs in the- ownership, hates ordinary-" _
pro pect,
quality salted peanuts. they now: serve the most exvensive. srade of ©
Only three of the pliuvs unveiled ‘company came in from its first stop: including four theatres (a_2.500- |
‘mixed nuts at the bar of the Lobster Restaurant, N. Y. “It's crazy. "he
in Israel. It allowed for. articles; s¢@t{ musical arena, a 750-seat :
this season are considered Pulitz- in the press stressing the meaning 'roadshow film house, a 2.000-scat::admits. “Not only are these nuts _prohibitively costly. but. now ‘Fm
er possibilities and two of those
of the musical and the fact that; lesit for pre-Broadway tryouts and_ ‘always eating them myself and getting fat.”
ate already identified with tie -even tragedy could be expressed ‘touring ‘shows, and a .4,000-seatLucille Ball, star. of “Wildcat. ” at the Alvin Theatre. N. Yi is now
asard, being based on Pulitzeri in this format.
; concert -hall)}. Plans cat! for tne giving audiences a little: bonus solo act at. the curtain calls. She makes...
Prize novels.
The two are “ Ad-:
‘an informal thank-you speech, does a few’ humps: to: comedy. sound
Usually the reaction at and word: permanent’ arena. building to re-- ‘effects by the drummer. dances: a little and. then ‘calls for another:
vise
and Consent,”
adapted
by:
tent ate OX ‘chorus of the show's top tune, ‘Hey Look.Me Over.” The customers:
Loring Alandel from Allen Drury’s . of-menth from the first night aud: pa, the F'the"eu
of the current
ease in’
RK
novel of the same title, and °*Au! indicates the general fate of a show- piration.
lap it up. Miss Ball is a‘real pro w ho deserves good material. next time
So “Story” looks in for biz 1963.
the Way Home.” adapted by Tad: here.
. The performance edge of.“A Taste of Honey,”-at the Booth Theatre,.
Mose’ from James Agee’s novel. |‘at this 2,400-seater house. Reviews
TN, ¥. . holds up astonishingly, particularly on the part. ‘of Joan. Piowrizht are
just
coming
out
and
look
_
“AX Death in the Familv.”
Tie .
as the unhappy. indomitable heroine and Andrew Ray as her devoted
other play is Hugh Wheeler's “Big tremely favorable..homosexual friend. Angela Lansbury plavs.the mother for broad lauglis
and gets ‘em, but-it might. be interesting to see ‘the Part played. for its.
Fish, Little Fish.”
f “Porgy and Bess.” about five!
: Continued, from page: 69.
Musicals
eligible
for Pulitzer. years ago, did well in Paris, but | =
, underlying pathos.
eonsideration include “Do Re Mi,”
“The Sound of Music.’”” one of the most under-rated. rausicals in years,
booking “Gypsy”
there
because”
Garson Kanin's adaptation of Me
-has seemingly taken on ‘added emotional dimension since the death. of
of ‘its -burlesque story line.
short story of the same title, with
‘Oscar. Hammerstein 2d. Did the lyricist know. he was ‘approaching the.
First Reviews Rave
The . Coast bookings of “Fiorelmusie by Jule Styne and lyrics by |
end when he was working .on it. ard write those. affecting words for.
‘Paris, April. 4.
lo” and “Lady"*‘ will also be sans. “Climb Every Mountain”. as his valedictory? If so. he could hardly have
Betty Comden and Adolph Green:
The first reviews to come
CLOA subscription.
It'll be ihe; iereated a more touching and inspiring memorial. The’ show ‘retains: a
“Tenderloin.”
a musical
adaptaout
on
“West
Side -Story.”.
third.
Los
Angeles-San
Francisco
|
tion of the Samuel Hopkins Adams}
fine performance quality and deserves its. sellout trade after 16 months’
here were all raves.
And all
stand. for “Lady.” which was~-a! run at ‘the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre. ON. Y.
novel, with book by George Abbott : ‘underlined the fact that here
CLOA entry on its previous visits. ;
and Jerome Weidman, music by:
Perhaps anyone attending an off-Broadway show ‘should’ approach it
was samething new and dy“Lady” is: scheduled’ for’-a June:
Jers Bock and lyrics by Sheldon ' namic. . Everything.
was lauded
-20-Aug. 5: stay at the Biltmore. Los. with a modified attitude. “Hedda Gabler.” now in its fifth month at
Harnick:; “The Unsinkable Moliy | and one newspaper opined that .
the
Fourth Street Theatre, N.¥.. apparently hasn't deteriorated much,
Angeles.
From-there
it’s slated.
Brown.” with music and lyrics by j the cast of the show had Paris ‘| to
move to Frisco for several weeks . at least in the performances of its several. leading roles, although: there.
Meredith
Willson
and
book bvi
are
moments .when the actors give the impression -of playing for. audi:
palm of their hands.
at. an undesignated theatre. “FioRichard Morris, and “Wildcat,”| in Lethe Monde
said this was the
rello” ‘will play the ‘Geary, San. ence. reaction rather than simply the .meaning of: the lines. It's as
with book by N. Richard Nash.
‘though
they didn’t. trust the intelligence of the audience .and were
best introduction that France
Francisco. from June ‘27 through:
Ivrics by Carolyn Leigh and music! could have to the new modes
Aug..35, and then the Biltmore from : reading the lines so as to sav‘in effect: “Get it?” In the title part Anne
by Cy Coleman.
i in musical comedy. It was com|
Meacham
is giving one. of her characteristically taut portrayals, but by~
Aug. 7-Sept. 23.
Play and musical nominations . municable
and
universal
in :..=4. ene.- A Los Angeles house hasn't. been :: Broadway standards. the .whole’ show. seems slightly semi-pro.
for the American Theatre Winz's!
treatment and movement, and
“I
think
the secret of. life is to- try to think of everybody. as beautiset for “Gypsy.” which will prob-!
Antoinette Perry (Tony! Awards, | the theme of delinquency was
ably open. in that city Oct. 2.. The: ful. It is only the attitude of mind that matters. If. vou think of ©
have been announced. The aw ards , something
applicabie to the
- CLOA season at the Philharmonic: ‘someone as beautiful,: you find something. beautiful in him, no matter.
are to be presented April 16 at
whole world. besides the -RoF
is scheduled to:begin April 17 with” what others may see.”"—Actress. Julie Harris, as quoted . by: Margaret
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IORELLO’ IN DENVER}
°

. Denver,
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.

‘Do Re’ $70,104, ‘Rhinoceros’ $31,888,
Birdie’ $54,741, Hamlet’ SRO $24,341

_.A new: agency, Theatre Denver;
has been formed by Mrs. Velma
|Andrews-and ‘Robert Garner to
book. legit. shows and other attrac-|
tions here:. Its first offering will|
be the. touring ‘edition of ‘Fiorelle,”
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wk: 45 p
86.90-$7.50:. $7.50: 912: $29.486 . Previous «.¢ck,
¢-retaker, Duchess 427 rn
Last. week. £97. 752.
*$14.181.
Closes April 15.
° 1.090: -$43 522)...
Pr CV IGUS Ww eek,
Company Slask, € Stiegeen
7 CL).Last week, $11,261.
-: Ferry Tales, Comedy +1: part:
: $21,948.
i
‘TOURING SHOWS
Fings Ain't, Garrick +2-11+
.
PHILADELPHIA:
Last week, $19. 425.
} Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
Drum Sone, Pz: lace:“4°24 EM).
“Amrit 2-16)
0,
| Fiower
‘Carnival, Forrest) “MC- TY
~ebo, Savoy (3-24-60:
:22d wk: 172 p)
Andersonville ‘Trial—Civic.
NO: e ”: .
_Critie’'s Choice, Barrymore ‘C: Garden «MC;
nko '$6-87.50: 1.760: $62,900) (Arna
Gtory Be, Royal, Stratford. FE. (43°61). *
rho
Tree.
Weh
‘Schoal,
Vonteomery
9:3:
ema
La
Deuce,
tive’
617-5
i (16th wk; 125 pi '$6.50-$7.50: 1.067;! '$8.60-$9.40: 1.464; $64.000'. PreviMaria Alberghetti).. Previous week,

TIP—MeDonatd

| *Show Girl, O'Neill

R: -12th

pooed Soup. cares silent Nicht.) 500) Ed Begley, Richard. Kiley,

§73

.

Net

$53.320 with Theatre Guild-Ameri‘ean Theatre Society ‘Subscription,
‘National,. Washington. |

Opened here March 27 to"three
favorable notices
‘Murdock. In-

Mbony
(Ga) :Theatre (8): Hivh >. he al. iv _J.B., Phoenix (3-23-61),
‘Beriaville 10): Aud. Liville- (in Ke ‘n.
Jacques, R, Court (3-22-61)
A hee, Tuntington
(12);° Memorial Arid.
Kirg Kong, Princes (9-00-02).

CK ateston 113);" Aud. Marietta:
4s:
\a-. Memorial, Columbus 15. vases),
Becket—Colonial,

Boston

‘Lady

Frem

“Mirecle Worker, Royalty
Mousetrap - (Ambasssdors

(3- 8°: Nav onal,

-§$40.000>

‘Henry

lweek, $28.203.

Fonda’.

Previous - ous

week,

Last

.“ 941
12-25 52),

Devil’s

Advocate,

$57. 730.

week, $62,113.

| Last week, $16.278.

the Sea, Queeé n “es €3-15-61).

Miscellaneous

Rose -D)

‘4th

Hamlet,
Phoenix
:-D; «3d wk;
| wk; 28 p) ($6.90-$7.50. 1.162: $46,-. 22 p! ‘$4.60: 1,1 50; $29.882:. Prequirer; ‘O'Brien, News; Schier.
045)
tLeo
Genn,
Sam
Levene,
Ed-j
vious
week,
$21.576.
(12 75-60).
letin),
ararete “(2a-- Co Americ an, St. 1.
Ross, Haymarket (5-12-€0:.
ward Mulhare).
Previous
‘seek,
Last week. $24.341,
“ast. week, $59. 924. with TG-: ATS 13.95)
Settled Out Court. & ry ee
ona
-$34.904. .
subse r iption.
Five Finger: Exercise—Capitdl. ee‘HtI: Fe! ‘Simple Spymen, Whitehall (3-19-58).
Resuming This Week
~Sverrers.Can’t Sing, W nih:
Ssa -_~
-Last week, $28.995.
on
Lake ; City |(3-41; Music Hall.
a Fy
Ape. St. PL 1O-1).
|
j Suzie Wong, Prince Wales a7 c 59).
{
Wildeat,
Ahvin
MC:
$8.60;
Three, Criterion (2-13-61).
Do
Re
Mi.
St.
James
>MC:
+14th
Flower Prom ‘Song—Shubert. Chi £3: 15). i “Watch i? Sailer, Apatlo 0. 24.4.0),
wk: 112 p) $8.60-$9.40: 1.615: $69.- i $9.40; 1,453; $63.000) ‘Lucille Bazj),
| Music
Man,
Nixon
‘AIC-RS)
West Side Story, Viajestv's.(*9-12.49),
Gypsy—Riviera, Det. (3-15)..
Previous week, $63,254.
You in-Your. Smal! Corner, Ars 13-21- 61. +500) «Phil Silvers. Previous week,
“AST:
LTGE:
$68. 000°.)
Previaus
.,Hostage—Ciric, Chi (3-8): Biltmore. “TTA.
Resumed last Momudayv night
3)
Young tn Heart, Vie Ff. (3? 21-60).
| $65.542.
cone 152.
week, SGI. 538, Ford's; Baltimore.
after
a week's layoff.
‘SCHEDULED
OPENINGS
+.B.—Tower. ‘Atlanta (3-5; Ovens. Ch. Vs
Last week, $70.104.
nened here March 27 -to ane.
Wo) ¢10-15).
Carnival «© rvout—Foirest,, Philly
Bul-.
nicses ta N.Y.)

Musie Man, Adelphi
My Fair Lady, Drury
‘Cliver, New (6-30-60).
Repertory, Aldiwich

:
(3-8.

(3-16-61)
Lane (4 30:58).

PITTSBURGH

rave ‘Monahan, Press’ and one ap
proval. with

reservations.

Cc ohen,

16-7); Univ...
Durmam
tS*:, Neth
(*-rclina., State College, Raleigh 103; For.
man U., Greenville, S.C. 11k - Ser:
Ve
Reanvhe, 12); U. of. Virginia, .Chartoites:
“Mle -13): Wright,- Greenville (14>: Cc ‘mp *
Toite

Post-Gazette...
:
‘Cast week, $41. 606 with TG-ATS Leaune. Jacksonville, Miss. (15, closest.

tubscription.

~-

ROCHESTER
,
Gypsy,
Auditorium
.(MC-RS)
“(E*he] Merman),
Previous. week,

$50:448

with

twofers, |‘Imperial.

~ ¥erk.

“ast week, $52,133 for first five
per:
:ormances
tour.

of

post -- Broadway

SAN FRANCISCO.

Majority’ of ‘Orie—Nationai. Wash,
: Reval Alexandra, Toronto 10-15).
‘Mark Twain’ Tonight—Grenite
‘Sehoo),’ Salt Lake City (3: Unien

j

{(3-3i 1

‘One Over Eight, Duke

cof York’ 5 (95-6),
Wekefield Myst’y Plays, U0: id &49-5-61): |
The
Rehearsal, Globe "O$020,

Tenth

Man, Comedy -¢4-13-861+,

Altona,‘R. Court (419-61).
Sound of “Music, Palace (5-18-61).
CLOSED
.Canncetion, Duke York's (2-22-61): closed
School, Phoenix (5); Philharmon‘e.
Saturday (1). after 43 performances.
17): Russ, San Diego (8); Thorne Hall. Los |
John Borkman, Mermaid (2-16-61:: cloved
Aneeles (10); Granada, Santa-‘Barbara
Saturday (1) after 48 pe ormances. |
12: Oriental, Portland, Ore. .(15).
i
Man
Of All Seasons, Glob © :7-1. Music Man (2d ‘Co. )—Nixon, .Pitt. (3-15), iL
‘closed Saturday Q) after 320 per,
3 My Fair Lady (2a Co. }—Shubert,. Boston
formances.
ence

vite.

Upen

Ont.

a ‘Mattress

leon
Jiigh
-L A. ,

— Civic. Brock:

t

):

SCHEDULED B’WAY PREEMS

(3); Capitol.--Ottawa
(4: Her-!
Boat, City Center (4-12-61),
C rival, Imperial (¢4-12-¢
South Pacific, City Center (3 23.60.
in. the. Sun—Blackstone, :: Chi -. Porgy & Bess, City Center (5-17-61).

of Music ea Co.-o'Keere,, To |

(4-15),

.

formances.

The

Friday night 31)

and Saturday afternoon ‘1) performances were cancelled because

| Miss May was out with a virus infection.
Fiorello,

Broadhurst

(MC)

«70th

sical with book by Fred Saidy and
Henry Myers, lyrics by E. Y. Hare
burg and music by Jacques: Offenbach.
Opened
last Menday

night [3).

Far Country,
Music
Box
D)
1.101; $49.107; ‘Kim
Stanley, Steven Hill, Sam Wana.| Moves April 10 or 17 to the. Broad-. maker}.
‘way Theatre.
Roger
L.
Stevens
and
Joel
-Last week, $39,397.
Schenker presentation of play by
Importance. of Being Oscar, Ly- Henry Denker.
Opened last night
ceum (one-man) (3d wk; 23. p) (Tues.),

1wk; 556 p) ($8.35-$9.40; 1,182: $58.- ($6.90-$7.50;

fost Ss, Moritreal 45-8); Shubert, '
NAH. t Show

Five Finger Exercise, Curran (D-. . Roisin.
-RS) (3d° wk). ($5.40-$5.95;° 1.758:. oae
$50,000) (Jessica Tandy, ‘Roland tronteund

Opening This Week
‘Evening With Mike Nichols and
May, Golden «R) 25th wk; |
Happiest
Girl
in the
World,
($6.90-$7.50: 773; $30,439). ; Beck ‘MC: '$8.60-$9.60: 1.280: $62,-Previous week, $26.621.
| 805) ‘Cyril Ritchard).
Last week, $21,289 for six perLee Guber presentation of mu-

| Elaine
South, Lyrie. Ham. (4-7-€1.
Irregular Word, Criteri-n. (4-13-61).
‘203 p)
oa
-ee
ee
oe,
Cn tne Brighter Side, Pheen:x “4. 12-61). a

Donnybrook, 46th st. (5-186).
Kuorin,

Broadhurst

.(5-?

| *).

‘Pal Joey, City. Center (5-31-61.

+ 194).

Previous

o-

week,

$39.233.
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Wednesday, April 5, 1961

tigan’s “Browning Version,” see |(545 Fifth Ave., N.Y.; Rm. 1035).

N.Y.; JU. 2-0270). Same auditionabove notice.
_
:
Parts available for male and femme “schedule as for ‘Wallingford ‘(see
“Worm In Horseradish” (C). Pro-| musical and dramatic stock per- above),
=
= =... |
. WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. . .
ducers, Dorothy. Olim &- Gerald |formers
for the Ft. Worth theatre,
1 Krone (785 West End Ave., N. Y.;| opening April 19. Mail photos and
Williamstown Summer Theatre,
UN 6-1220). Understudy parts avail-|resumes, c/o
above
address.. Executive Director, Nikos Psaable: middle-age
character man,
FRAMINGHAM,
| charopoulos “(Williamstown Theaoff-Broad-}2>'¢:
micdle
M
, MASS .

TC
A

;

:

tote

:
Following

:
are available

parts in . upcoming

Broadway,

tre, Box 468, Williamstown, Mass.;.
Parts available for
Lenny- ‘GL :-8-4146).
male
and femme dramatic and
Wariety Casting Department by telephone calls, and hag been re-|74n.
also Jewish
type, targe,
Debin Agency, 140. Same
W.. 58th
St.,
able lumox.
audition comedy performers. Mail. photos
“checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
1
;
io. For appointment,
hor OQ Aailecall} ny... JU 2-0270). pal
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and: addi- Krone, above number, 9-5 daily. | schedule as for Wallingford. (see and resumes c/o above. address, |
Auditions will be held in mid-April —
above).
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
by aprointment only;
,
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads;
=
ye
.
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than ta|_
“Vintage ’61" (Ri. Producer, Zev | Salt Creek Playhouse. Producer,
rux a wild govse marathon. This information is published without: Bufman.11605 N. Ivar Ave. Hol.y-'Tom
‘Blank
(P.O.
Box
226,
‘wood 28, Calif.; HO 4-7121). Parts Hinsdale, Ill). Seeking male and
charge.
“Double Entry” (MC), Producers,
In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro- available for six male and- six femme featured performers and AlbertC. Lasher, Paul Lehman &.
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the manage- femme singer-dancer-actors under name stars. Mail photos and re- Happy Medium (c/o L&L. Theatre.
Mail photas and ‘resumes,| sumes c/o above address. Season Productions, 245 Lexington Ave.,.
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa-. 30..
;
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy, : above address.
runs June 4-Labor Day, at ‘the -N: ¥.)... All principal roles avail,
CH’? iGO.
(MD: Musica! Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
former Hinsdale Summer Theatre. .able. Casting through agents only.
“Medium Rare” {R). -Producer, |.
Reading.
Tour slated to begin in Chicago
.- JONES BEACH, N.Y.
Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N.Y.;
_
,
“Paradise
Island”
(MC).
Pro- next fall. .
“Flower Drum Song” (MC. Pro{Hammerstein 2d (488 Madison SU - 7-1914). Immediate replace- ducer, Guy Lombardo (1619 Broadi Ave., N. Y.); casting director, Eddie. ments needed: two actress-singers, way, N.Y¥.; CI 17-5340). Open call ducer, Lenny-Debin Agency (140
Blum. Auditions for possible future a legit. soprano. Contact Weiner, for girl singers today (Wed.', 10. W. 58th St, N.Y.; JU 2-0270). All
replacements for girls, 7-16, and above number, or send photos and ‘a.m., at Columbus Circle Studios parts. available. Mail photos and
boys, 11-14 all with trained voices. resumes to him c/o above address,
resumes to Jack Lenny, c/o above
(981 Eighth. Ave., N-Y.).
BROADWAY
characters.
Mail. photos
and
address. Show will tour the straw-.
“All The Best People” (C). Pro- resumes to above address.
LAMBERTVILLE, N. Y.
‘hats
this summer.
_
.
STOCK
7
e
n
eeaat.
ae
7
ducers, Joel Spector & Buff Cobb
-|
Music Fairs.
Producers,
Lee).
Lambertville Music Circus. Pro-|
“Flower Drum Song” (MC)..Pro(147 W. 57th St., N.Y.; PE 7-2691).
va
ee
,| ducer,
St. John
Terrell (c/o
TheaGuber,
Frank
Ford
&
Shelly
;
eee
o
N
ee
ducers,
Lee Guber, Frank Ford &
Available parts: naive femme, 21;
nee (140nw W. 58th
«fp
Auditions Shelly Gross (140W. 58th St., N.Y.;:
St.,onNv Y¥.:ow. LI .| tre, Lambertville, N. ¥.).
ere
male, 30-35: middleaged femme;
“Bella” (MC1. Producer, Lance Gross
i-3250).’ Open
call for dancers
Tuesday (11) for male and femme
LT
1-2350).
All’ parts available.
executive male, 50-60; callous male, Barklee
(c'o Lance Productions,
vera
om
,| singers and Wednesday
(12). for
photos and resumes c/o MarMail photos and resumes, |Box 184, Haworth,N. J.1. Available today ee” men at pol am and male and femme dancers, both; Mail
..
fa
aideera

way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele

Jewish_ immigrant

vision

Eli Mantas mmecave age ¢ love.

shows.

All

information

has

been

obtained

directly

by the

to understudy _, Carousel
‘Stanton

OUT OF TOWN |.

Theatre.

Shifman

Producer,

(c/o

_HINSDALE, ILL.

_

TOURING

OFF-BROADWAY

30-35.

co above address.

parts: leading lady, 30's; leading} &!"'S:3! t

“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole” man, 40's, British; British detec |eee

(745 Fifth Ave., N. Y.;: PL 1-1290).; voluptuous
Part available for boy, 21-22, col-!man type.

blonde femme; hench-;
Mail photos and resu-

lege grad type with good comedy! mes c‘o above address.
photos

Mail

ability.

een

and resumes

_

t

calls at 6 p.m. at Variety Arts Stu-! v4 Krauss, above address. Show
~ _ Will tour- strawhats this summer.

wr
Nola dOns eee aNuon eT” La
teyD
|

eae

(200 © AT bI .

!Merrick

(246

W. 44th

St..: N.Y,;

Red Barn Theatre. Producer,| +6 3-7520.. All parts available for
William Edans (co Theatre, North-| 4.6 second company Mail photos.

uarn Thea re 500 OE. 36th St. port, LL,

|

“Gypsy” (MC). Producer, David

roe

C°UCIOS AUGUSTA, MICH.
he ty Prod
B
direct

Pro- : Jack : Ragotzy

Version” (D).

“Browning

noon, Tere aon

it W oath: pm

L, Stevens, tive type: sinister male Oriental; Studios

Roger

Producer,

(D..

ts. AN

1-5900).

code

atea

N.¥.;

and

c’o Terry Faye ‘163 W. 46th St. ducer, Equity Library Theatre, 226. N: ¥.: MU 6-00431. Available parts: |male

Parts

femme

available

musical

to Manny

resumes

516,|.,4

Davis.

Script, pub-

|’, the Merrick office

for

Random House’ ‘avail.-

and lished by

.W. 47th St..°N.¥.; PL 7-1710:. Allj leading man; ingenue lead; charac-'gramatic
NOY”
performers, especially ‘able at Drama Book Shi (BL W.
We.
>AOP tol
Auditions today
ter woman with second woman |character people. Mail photos and| eo St NY)
“Complaisant Lover” (D:. Pro-‘ parts available.
ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick 1112 ‘Wed.,
10
at, Tange: male and femme musical! resumes.c/o above address. Sea-| “La Plume de Ma Tante” (MC).
p.m,
am.-2
Central Park South, N.Y.).

Avail-

ELT

Rehearsal

Hall.

English

9-11,

boy,

earnest,

un-

asked

to

be

familiar

‘with

“Red

Coward's

it:|. ... ..BEVERLY, MASS.
_ |tary Trail, West. Palm Beach, Fla; ‘Michael Shurtleff, above address, °
Music . Theatre. | pO, Box 2108). Parts available for ;*
,
e RO
ce
SS
—_
TT
0
Pep- i Managing director, Stephan. Slane leading men and women, and male

pers,” the casting notice-for which

character man, 30-50, shrewd, fa- will appear next Wednesday (3,
photos

and

resumes

c/o

Irving-man

Is Coming”

(Di.

Producers, ! pals and chorus,: and apprentices. .
and resumes,
|Mai! ;photos as
Raynor & Virginia Snow
1
ened above ad-;

Elizabeth
Schneider, above address.
“Get it Up” (MC). Producer,,'c‘o Snow-Ray Prods., 246 W. 44th dress.
Curran

Charles

Club,

St., N. ¥.).

13) W. 44th St.. N.Y.; JU 2-1515).‘ acter
Available parts: six femme

20-23, must double

woman,

with specialty;

performers.|

(Wed.):

over 40; boy, 17-20 ,3:30 p.m. and men,
appearance; girl, 16-! Pilarin: Production

|19, Scandinavian appearance.

“Jennie” ‘MD.
Producer, Newburze-Porter Prods. ‘1619 Broad-

(Fred

Hebert

|

(MC). Producer,

(130

W. Sith: St 5

at 5 D.m.," at .Parts available for male and femme , W. 56th St. N.Y. JU 6.2828). .
Studios: (231 ; dramatic: performers and appren- |
OFF BROADW AY.

Mail; W..54th St.. N.Y...

_1 tices.

Mail. ‘photos

and

resumes, :

Paul’

aie

a5.

“Evening - With Chekhov" 4D}.
Producer, Greg ‘Reardon (333. W.
B4th St., N. Y.. SU. 7-4194)..

intelligent,

sing well;

smali,

lovely,

character

must

woman,

resumes,

“Medium

Weiney

agents’

through

Rare"

(R.

Praducer,

(146 CPW,

- background:

man,

inquisitive:

20-30,

,and femme. performers for resident *Connie Sinton ico Actor's Play:
Sea:
company Photos and resumes ;| be
be- ! house,
Seventh.:Ave.
So., , N., -Y.3.s
: conipany.
L
« 100
2
>
ae

and resumes, above address.
- s0n
son opens
opens June
June
20.20.

man,’ 20-30,.

BRUNSWICK,

30; violent. sensual, neurotic, dynamic.»

barmaid,
40°s, plump;
character
man, 405; Irish man, 5t's. Mail pho-

only, above address.

officer,

army

bizarre

30-35.

.
classical

etherial,

and several ‘ing. 415 E. 82d St. N.Y; RE E. 27th St. N. ¥.7 ME 6-9630).
Seven At Dawn" (Di. Producer,
Mail photos :4-2947.. Parts available for male!

parts: man; 20-30. eager, ‘naive, ; dramatic ‘performers
background; | 2on-paid arprentcies.
classical
energetic,

man.

20,

Robert

IN REHEARSAL

..
BROADWAY

:
a
“s
sele’™
tD!
cut Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.;°
Phoenicia’ Theatre. Producers,
‘“Gallow’s Humor” (D). Produentimete Mightpplicants Pt Bh5Mo lte ‘Boneparte’ ra tEM 3-5051'." Parts available for ,Ivor Balding, Peter Bagdanovich & ers, Richard Barr & Clinton Wilder.
.Equity Michael’ Lindsay-Hogg tc O Bald- (c/o Gramercy Arts Theatre, 138
“Ashland Pl., Bklyn, N-Y.'. Available ‘five male and six femme

way, N. Y¥.: JU 6-4886. Available
. tall: femme,
.
parts: male lead. 39’s,

tos and

-’

:

PHILADELPHIA

dance
team,
20-23:
:
:
co above ad-'
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
‘/through. agents only, to
_.
Producer, Stoudt, above address.
Theatre.
? Mountain
young comedienne. accepting! Gress. and resumes
photos and resumes, ¢’o above:
“Hector,” “West of the Moon” & WilliamO. Brining (4545 ConnectiPHOENICIA, N.Y.

eee
address.
perience.

SHOWS
.
.

“Donnybrook”

ot,
oth)
We.
;5
Playhouse in the Park.= Producer.
~
peg? N. ¥.; JU 6-1962).
open call, Ethelyn R. Thrasher
(58 W. 57th)
"sg
“Boat” «MC: , a
.
girls, at iSt, N.Y. Studio 25; LT 1-06100.: Clie Conte neeht Opera Co M136

Auditions for

Available parts: char-! singers. today

singers, |Scandinavian

chorus’

1.
.
through
and resumes,
femme’ . Mail* photos

for male .. and

.

and ‘femme

Parts

N. ¥.).

St.,
55th
vet.

|'27 W.

available
| Vonsqene

Slee- |Equity ‘musical performers, princl- agents only, c‘o above address.

and “Mr.

“Gallows Man”

Mail:

(e 0 Lambs

Avail-.

will be done on a. bill| ‘North . Shore

Noel

son; character man, 50s, heavy set, with
prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently;

44th St. N.Y. LO 3-7520:;

= = _parLM BEACH, FLA...

able at the Drama Book Shop (51 ‘ Mail photos and resumes, above ad- | West Palm Beach Musicarnival. | ie parts: two femme. "dancers.
W. 52d St., N.Y.) and applicants are | dress.
:
a
Producer,. John Price (940-8. -Mili- [Mail photos
and “resumes | c/o

affected, plays Michael Redgrave’s i“Browning”

cile hotel valet. some Dutch.

Producer, David: Merrick (246 W.

Sec-| Performers who can double in dra- | son runs May 24-Sept. 24..:

#133

Script is avail-| matic roles for part of the season.1

able parts: English girl, 19. attrae- ond Ave., N.Y.1.

tive, not too slender; English-couple. mid-50s, upper middle class;

Brunswick Summer

ME.

ot

Playhouse.

ling accepted

and

interviews

ce; 0 above

address

OR 5-1036 ..

being conducted

.

7

FOURING .

Mail photos and resumes c’o above Producer, Victoria ‘Crandall (162 today. (Wed.! through next. W ed-j
“Bye Bye Birdie” (MIC). Producaddress.
°
»W. 54th St., N.Y.i. Parts available| nesday. (12), at the New Yorker * ey, Edward Padula’ +1501 Broad--

Producers,

“I Want You” (MC).

Theodore

performers,|

musical

for Equity’

Theatre

(c/o

N.Y.;: Bleecker

The

St. N.Y.

Premise,

LF

154.,apprentices.

Auditions for dancers}

and

non-Equity

:

& - Broadway, } yay, ®%. ¥.: QX 5-81707.

St.

(88th

J. Flicker & Joseph principals. solo dancers, chorus and; \. ¥.'. 10-11:30 a.m. “Both Equity

Crayhon

performers’

— «ygiracle Worker” (D'. Praducer,

will xnyartin-Tahse (53 W..42d St.. N. Y.;

3-5020:.! April/13, by appointment only..
For | be.used for the 10-week season.

3" 9.7650),

SU 7-1914-. Parts available *for‘ Available
parts:
Irish-American
|appointment call producer, at CI!
SPRINGFIELD, ea ne
|
[ononn
male and ferme revue types. Ap-' girl, 18, sexy but sweet: young lead- |6-2246. The 10-week season opens
Tent at I the ane
0 DG mf
ply through agent or mail photos ing man. thin: male song and darice |June 26
ree
i pane Stanley Buckles. & been |!

and resumes, ¢ a above address. , team, wise erackers; man,
“Nine Milliouth Star” (D. Pro.’ dumb,

ducers,
frey

Michael

F

Charnee

Rudaw

‘340

E.

huge,

CANAL FULTON, OHIO

Irish cop; man, short, fat,|

Canal

Fulton

& Geof-. funny; man tail, thin, evil: six beau-! Producers,
66th

St.,.tiful

girls: several

low comedians. ‘liam

Summer

David

Dempsey

160

W.

|

Arena,

Fulford

45th

Television —

Buckles (c o Buckles Theatre Co...

!472 Broadway, N.Y.

Rm. 904).

& Wil-. «Available parts: leading man

and...’

D.C:S&S

Productions

St, : Woman; Ingenue, character woman. °

NDF

re alpen

(530 Fifth
.

wane

N. ¥.; RE 41478. Available parts: ! All applicants must sing and dance. N-¥.: MU‘2-1570-. Parts available ; Mlail phatos and resumes.
¢’o Ave kis for announcers
a jue
giti, 14; bus, 16. Mail photos and: Mail photos and resumes, above -{or-male and femme Equity drama- |above address, through agents only
vork in
ials.
resunies. ¢ 0 above.
address.
itic performers. Mail photes and in the case
of the leads.
‘Aveniles--f¢
ith es tor° work
in com
tang mer
te bet
S.

“Pal Joey" «MC. Producer, City

“King of the Dark Chamber” (D-.; restimes ¢. 0 above address; don't

Center Light Upera Co. (130 W. Producers, Van Joyce & Harold. Phone.
15-week
Sith St. N. Yl. JU 6-2828. Audi-: Leventhal, in association with Pa-.June 6.
~

tions

tor

dancers

— tomorrow , tricia Newhall te o Jan Hus House;

_

Thars.: sirls at 11 aim. and boys; 351 E. 74th St., N. ¥.; RE 4-4605+.

at 2 pnt, at
Variety Arts Studio]
Available
1195 i jet anes y ioe re |heat
Shaiid

bring

hish

heels.

°95,

season

CHICAGO.

begiis

.

dark

hair,

singing

-.¥.:
RE 4-6187'.
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.van, Ill.'. Parts available for male | Klaus Werner

Chicago Music Theatre ona Chi-- and comme nay

parts:
character
man,
cago Tenthouse
Theatre.
Producer,
j tet tall,ree raie: fone jHerb Rogers. (45 East-End Ave.,

beautiful,

SULLIVAN, ILL.

ens

|Summer of musicals. Producer, one a Present, Pho os. resumes
Guy S. Little Jr. (Box. 185, Sulli- and tapes ae being accepted © °

at above’

address.

musical per taost casting
is done through agen-

tormer
aid appr
OS. BLAM
CICS
wy
ay
*
photos and resumes, above address.| _NBC-TY. (30 Rockefeller. Plaza,

Parts availalsle |.

TRAVERSE

CITY, MICH

[N. Net CT 8300». Casting director

“Sound of Musie” (MD). Produe- | background; Negro. man, tall, deep for male and femme musical princi-' Cherry County Playhouse, Pro-.Rick Kelley. is aoe
piotos
well-built; femme, 20-25 Pals and apprentices. Mail photos ducer, Ruth Bailey ‘Spring Hilljand resumes of male’ and femme.
ns
ite comedienne.
For interview and resumes to above address, Lane. Cincinnati 26, Ohio; TR-jdramatic performers for: several

ers, Richard Rodgers & Oscar voice,

appointment,
call number
Ken Costigan,.
New York
held 10049".
availablewoman
for char.
snows
veaddress.
addrese Ne
4-7 pat... at above
°
. April
3-14, auditions:
‘through will
agentsbe only.
acter man,Parts
character
with c
o above
No
W A N T E D '

“Leave It To Jane” (4C).

.

||

Y

‘ducers,

Young Mother Type

Age 25-35

for Children’s TV Series

ACTRESS - SINGER
Must

Accompany

Send
Box

154

Photo

Self at Piano
and

V-2141,

W. 46th

Resume

VARIETY

St., New

York

Berhu & Peter,

...

_CORNING,

N. Y.

Corning Summer

, Second. woman range, leading man,

'N.Y.;

CH

2-9609).

Auditions

for ‘Houghton:

Park,

Box

51, Corning, |tice applicants

‘male and femme singers as replace-:N. Y.; 6-4636-. Parts available for

ments, every Thursday at 6 p.m., male and femme actors, singers and
above address.
.
° ,dancers. Accepting photos and re-|
“Red Peppers” (C:. Producer, sumes ¢ 0 Richard Flusser 1550|
jaan’ Library Theatre (226- W.. Fifi Ave. N. Yo for musical. per-|
47th St.. N.Y.; PL-7-1710-. Avail--formers’ and above. address for]
able parts: man, 35 gilb, likeable, dramatic actors. Ten-week seasun|
temperamental, sing and move well; |begins June 26.
a
.sing

and

flashy,

move

big

well; man,

ego;

man,

35-45,!

35-50,

EPHRATA,

Legion

Star

re-.er-tlirecio.,

PA...

Playhouse.

John

airs: man,

17-20, likeable: Equity

Director,
experienced
in summer | ¢fficient. Auditions Monday
modera eration mane’ an, 500 seat
Tuesday (114, 5-10 p.m., and

at 2. p.m.,

Tuesday

. “Chicapee.. Falis”.:(D).

Oscar Lerman
N..Y.;

dress.

+eS:
=

boy sifgersat 4 ;

(11): open

dramatic.

performers

Ave..

B
-2139,
154 West 46th SI. New York 36. x.y, | We

N.Y...

itis;
British

All characters

(1472.

Producer,

Broadway,

BR 9-5218, suite 1109:. Parts

‘available for leading lady, 20-30,
and leading man, 25-35, six feet tall
or over. Mail photos and resumes,
c’o Jeanette Kamins, above ‘ad-:

and‘ All calls will be held at Showcase

.

oo

Miscellaneous

call dan-

(P.O. : cers, girls at 10 a.m. and bovs at 2:

|=

—

(10),. apprentives. Mail photos and res-: Studios (950 Eighth Ave., NLY.).'
N. ¥. Summer Resort. Director,
Wed: :umes, above address. N. ¥. audi-; See also Warwick and Framing- Michaél Skori -(75-15 210 St. Bay-

New York Theatre presents 10 plays | Nesday (12°, 10 am.-4
p.m, .at:tions will be held April 20-21,
during season commencing June 26th. | ELT Rehearsal Hall (133 Second !appsir’ meat only.

_

forms...
WALLINGFORD, . CONN.
Oakdale Musical Theatre. Producer, Ben Segal® tc’o LennyDebin Agency, 140 W. 58th St,
N.Y.: JU 2-0270.. Equity auditions
Monday (10+: girt dancer's.at” 10
‘a.m., boy dancers at 32 noon; -girl
singers

Cameron

—

|address for application

Produc- jp.m.;.

dutiicatee’
duplicates.
a

write to Cincinnati

«splendent, phony
elegance; wo- Box 334, phrata, Pa.). Parts. avail-;4.m.; April 12; pen call singers, meeeneem
'OF_
man, 50-60, taded aciress, haughty, able for five male and five ferime. girls at 10 a.m. and boys at 2 p.m.:

WANTED | clegant

rite stating previous experience.

—

Theatre. Pro- ‘juvenile. Mail photos and resumes

57th St.
Square Thea- ‘ducers, Dorothy Chernuck& Omarj¢ 9 Producer (123 W.
‘¢ o Sheridan
Katz
tre, Seventh
Ave. -& Fourth. St, K. Lerman _'c’o Corning Theatre,|N. Y., rm. 718; CI 6-1300)..Appren-

girl. 30-35, spirited, temperamental,
36

ee

_ LEGIT DIRECTOR

Joseph

Pro-»

musti.

en
accents, Play will

.

FORT WORTH

by ‘ham.

aay
or
snale
Ti
be > “Casa Manana Musicals Ine. Man-

.done on a bill with Terence Ral-;aging

director,

Michael

WARWICK,

R.T.__

Warwick Musical Theatre.
ducer, Burton

Pollock |Debin

Agency,

side, L. I, N..Y.; HO 8-4251). Spot
lavailable for: femme. singer. with

Pro-- good English and Yiddish. reper-

-o
Lenny.
ir
‘abo
-_
Bonoff tc-o Lenny-: toire.. Phone. above number for

140 W. 58th St.,| appointment.
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_ Wednesday, April 5, 1961

‘InsideStuffLegit

|BrendanBehanToBein
Hospital Another Week
of. “Gypsy”. star ‘Ethel ‘Merman, ‘Informs

Robert: F. Six,. ex-husband
VARIETY that. he “voluntarily: relinquished” ‘his 15¢¢ profit-sharing in-

7

Papps Bard Fest Plays Schools:
Teener Audience Reaction Is Spoity

Toronto, April .4.
Brendan Behan is a patient in
terest in the musical “back to: Miss Merman: last. April 21.” He further. Sunnyside Private Hospital, an -inreveals that. he ‘has ‘at: no time. since -the inception”. of. the” musical . “stitute for. the treatment of al‘Highschool students in the New adult and literal interpretation,
“drawn any of the.profits.” Fhe: production, ‘began a ‘Post-Broadway coholism. Police. say: they do not
j York metropolitan area are being |‘both technically and in perform‘four last. week.
intend, to execute a warrant for
VARIETY. reported: last week. that. Six -got 15S¢ of the profits” “on his arrest until he is well enough to! |given a chance to see a full-scale, : ance.
Due in part to the mature treat; professional pr oduction of “Romeo:
“Gypsy” aS a running expense, in accordance with: ‘the terms:of the -be released.
jand Juliet’ via the N.Y. Shake- ment and the captive aspect of
original fiscal setup. .The.arrangement ‘referred to stipulated that
The failure: of. the Irish play-:
‘Six get 15%o for agreeing ‘‘to assist in securing financing for. the. pro- wright-novelist: to appear in ‘mag- ;speare Festiv al. in cooperation with teeners being confined in an audiduction.” He was ‘Miss Merman’s chusband at that time. In a: VARIETY istrates court last’ week on a charge the City of New York. Produced | torium until almost five o'clock, the
reaction
ranged
from
‘breakdown. Aug. 5. 1959. of the -financial. structure of the David Mer- of disorderiy conduct and- assault- : and directed by Joseph Papp. the audience
involvement
ta open disrick-Hayward presentation. it-was.stated, “The deal with Six is figured ing a house detective at the Royal - drama will. play a.16-week tour, eager
courtesy. Curtain calls rated loud
with an- ‘audience of an estimated
- to be.a roundabout way of cutting ‘Miss Merman: in on the: profits.”
York. Hotel brought the issuance
It was also noted in the story: that: the star.is understood to be get- of a’ bench warrant for his arrest 100.006 students from approximate- approval, howevér. and many sti.ly 80 secondary schools. It will end dents tried unsuccessfully throughing a 6% cut of the gross. The apusical ‘preemed May 21, 1959, ‘at the ‘and the forfeiting of his $500 bail. , its run May 5, at the Franklin K. ‘out the performance to quiet the
Broadway Theatre, N.. Y..
‘The bond was posted by Alexander |Lane High School. Brooklyn. The rowdier elements.
:
H: ‘Cohen, producer of ‘ ‘Impulse,” t tour started in January.
The
cast. particularly
in the
‘The: .recent decision’ by Broadway. prodiicer . Kermit Bloomgarden ‘a. musical .revue in which Behan! Financed by a $50.000 allocation principal
roles.
is* considerably
next
Pepper”
Jerry
of
Nose
‘The
‘
of
presenitation:
the
for
-to drop plans.
_was mic, and which folded during | from the city’s Board of Estimate
changed from the one that he‘gan
season -is understood to have. been based on the financial setup of the a tryout at- the O'Keefe Center to the Board
of Education. the the tour. The title roJes are’ sellproject. The Arnold. Schulman: play ‘reportedly ealls for an elaborate here...
played.
by
<Ann_
Fielding.
who
‘show
is
scheduled
to
play
in
18,
production and .a large. cast: In addition, the proposed 'arrangement
A ‘letter -was ‘produced by Dr.| local auditoriums. | All bookings : brings an engaging simplicity and
calls. for the author. to: get a- ‘share of the profits.on top of his gross D. W. Pratt stating that Behan had |are arranged by. the Board of Edu-. development
in
both
appearznce
yoyalties,, and for Milton Berle to. get. a sizable | percentage of .the been admitted to the hdspital and - cation and at each stop.. students ‘and performance
to Juliet, and
gross-and a‘slice of the profits as star.
-would remain there at Jeast’a fort-1—
R. A. Jordan. a credible. if a bit
According :to associates, ‘Bloomgarden figured - ‘that. the venture night. It also revealed that ‘the;
_too gangly and occasiunaliy boyish,
would require a ‘large investment and, because of the high operating author is suffering from diabetes
Romeo and Juliet
* Romeo.
nut and the proposed Sharing’ terms, the prospective return seemed and has been warned not to drink..
Roy R. Scheider is a well-defined
N.Y. Shakespeare Festival (Joseph Papp '
Behan and his wife. Beatrice, ? producer) presentation ef Willism Shake- Mercutio, Paul Barry a fiery Tyinadequate... The. producer is currently. vacationing in. the West. Indies.
“Romeo
and
Juliet.””
Staged
by
‘the:
on
speare’s
have not. checked out of their Papp: settings. Claude Marks; costumes, balt, and Walter Moulder a someThe’ script is being offered to other. managements, reportedly
same “terms.
‘Royal: York Hotel suite here, but. Theoni Aldredze: Yightine. Martin Aron- times overplayed Betivolio.
The
Mrs. Behan is: staying with her stein: music; David Amram.
Capulet
household
15 effectively
Prince .......6+..-064. Don Gunderson
husband. at the hospital.
headed by Gordon Oas-Heim and
Peter
6. ca cese cc enees
Clebert Fora
“Medicos reported told the w riter GYe@LOTy 2... cece ce eens James Earl Jones Jeanette Clift, and the Houwe of
ADram .. cece cee veccenee:
Horace Foster
that another binge could be -fatal Benvalio.........-00eeee
by
Walter Moulder Montague is credibly manned
Paul Barry
-and: counseled’ total abstinence or Trbalt ... ccc eee ecco aees
Tom
Kilunes
and
Judy
Ebert.
Capulet
—s._—«.......
.oes Goeden ().s-1-'m
Osceola Archer is fine as the nuese,
else.
Jeanette Clift
‘Lady Capulet
F

‘Carnival’Puppets AreNashville’sLass“
Marionette’ s ‘Papa,’ Tom Tischner, Used ‘to Give
‘Saturday Kid Shows at Local: Public Library
+

’ By: Liz.CARPENTER.
Washington,

“Four: of

the

‘most

April. 4.°

(BOUNDFOR KENTUCKY’
‘THIS SUMMER, LVILLE

” Louisville, ‘April 4.
T| Approve 10G Allocation
For Kentucky.” a historiFor ‘Lost Colony’ Repair | ! cal“Bound
musical drama by Kermit Hun-.

‘ Greerisboro, N. C.. April4. ‘ter, will be presented at the ITroapplauded | The North Carolina Jegislature’s quois. ‘Amphitheatre . here’ next

as is John

Tom
Kilunis
Montarue
........see
wre ereeneJudv Ebert
Lady Mentague
wee ewe eta
R. A. Jordan
ee
ee
oe
‘Romeo
Den Westey
Paris
NWSO@
oo cece
eee nec ees Osceola Archer
Sulfet. -. ccc ccc ecw e ee eeAtn Fielding
Mercutio ......es.eeee
Roy R. Schesder

Potparn

ces evesceeeee

James

Old PC apulet. Lee aeeacees
Friar Lawrence
Olficer
.

John

Swan

Tom Kiunis
Hetherington
Chiff Ammon

Musicians
Horace Foster, Suzanne Miller
Balthasar
....... /....
Rey Stubbs
Apothecary ............ James Eis] Jones
Friar
Page

John . :........4..
to Paris ........

dames Swan
‘Suzanne Miller

members
of. the “Carnival”. cast - Joint ‘Appropriations - Committee . summer ta celebrate the. founding
Janies Earl Jones.
ure. puppets: a walrus named :Hor- has come to” the aid: “of “The Lost . of Louisville. : The opening is ten- Watchmen
Horzace Féster, Olebert Ford
rible: Henry, and” Mar guerite; Car- Colony.”
tatively set. for July. with @ Six- |
rot Top. and.a.fox. Whether their
It has approved a. bill al!ocating week” run contemplated.
' of neighboring schonls ere
also
‘success Will pave the way far-more $10.000 from the contingency ‘and
‘The play deais. with James Pat-:
As a
puppet usage in legit is problem- emergency fund to help repair. the -ton and his family: and. several: given = chance to attend.

Hetherington

as

Friar’

Lawrence and Don Wesie.’s Faris
seems Shallow. Don Ginderson is
a strong Prince and Clebert Foid
and James, Earl Jones are comic
soldiers.
Like Papp's direction.
Claude
Mark's settings are simple. while

creating the feeling of expansive.

ness.
Martin
Aronstein
has designed dramatically effective jighting, David Amram’‘s inusic is Justy
and sharp and Theoni Addredge’s
colorful costumes are helpiul. The
swordplay and fights by Paul Barry are
realistic ‘and eye-catching.
-

,, os y the first such tour for
atical, says Tom Tischner. their: ‘hurricane-damaged Waterside: The- early pioneers who eaine down the result, the performers are often |
'¢
Shakespezre
Festival,
proud “papa.” If it does. there are atre, at Manteo, where the pageant Ohio River. from Pennsvlvania in :called’ upon to play more than which
also presents free Bard per‘plenty ‘of puppeteers: handy. ‘he re-".-has been’ presented annually for” 1778 to ‘find: new. homes in the’ .one performance a day of the wo
formances in Central Park cach
. and-three-quarter-hour
presentaports. He guditioned against. a Jarge: ° nearly a- quarter-century.
summer.
The
group
hopes
to «ur
ji
Kentucky
w ilder TESS.
tion.
-array when he won-the *“Carnival
“Bound For Kentucky” will be
In addition to the bookings ar- tinue the program annually. with
parts for his “children.” _
a
different
production
each
Sear.
en Bou by the city of Louisville. ranged and financed by the City,
“Broadway's gain. will. be. NashKali.
the. State of Kentucky, the .Louis-.; the Festival performs “Romec™ at,
a
~viHe's loss, ‘for. Tischner has. been:
Ville Park Theatrical Assn... and community centers and colleges in +
-a- Saturday afterndon Aradition for-}
a nuinberof civic -organizations the. tri-state area. Arranzementis
children for 14 years “St the: local+ England's angry young |men. in- and firms. -Mrs. Catherine O°Con- .for these datés are made ind*pen“Public. Library. A. phone call: from” aude: novelists as well ds play-. ner, who is promoting. the’ play. “dently of the school tour and are ;
a Nashville friend. Roselyn New: wrivhts. . ‘Douglas’ Haves. ean ae- also hopes to have the hacking set up by the Festival and .the
port, now an actress in. New York, tor-tur ned-author
particular
organization
invelved.
presents. what ef some 50 firms in Louisville.
prompted him to. pack up: his. pup- seenis to be a sordid’ view of theThe project grew. out of Mayor The. bookings are generally mede
pets in a wicker-basket and head British theatre in his first. novel... HNoblitzell’s concern. when the-Am-_ on a flat-rate hasis. with whe resfor New York. :” “It”sa dreanr. come ” “The Comedy Man.” published this phitheaire .was dark last summer. : pective. center,or collese ses:ng i «A Broadway-targeted produc.ion
true.” said: Tischner.
and other of Jesse Torn’s “A Fig Leaf in
week by’ Abelard-Schuman ‘S41. Mrs. O'Conner. was the indiv idual !to the ticket distribution
Her Bonnet” is to be tried out
“The: son: of ‘a “Nashville. seam=" He- would. undoubtedly. argue that- > most. - responsible in’ dev eloping !i; details.
at! “As caught recently at the NY. off-Broadway. That’s the plan of
Stress, ‘Tischner had: an edge on an “the London theatre, rather | than “The. Stephen Foster Story”
Bock High School of Fashion Industries. H. Clay Blaney and A. J. Pocock,
Enportant, vart- of: ‘puppetry, Na m e-- his view. of-it, is. sordid. “At s any- Bardstown, KY. and “The
of ‘Job:" an alfresco play staged the preduction. is swift. colorful who. are currently soliciting capiIv. sewing. He. has: made more than one’s opinion,
.and well‘mounted.
Although the talization for an off-Broadway pro50 ‘marionettes and ,puppets for 7 Se¥atch ‘an angry. young author’ in Pineville, Ky.
_ Dr. Jacek Kilpatrick. a member , Students appear most interested in duction of the play under an atreethe: 28 plays. in’ his repertory Of. and you find a. secret. romantic, . In
1. ‘orary slows, - bit he. created the the case of Hayes. he. takes most of. of ‘the faculty of Southern Meth-! the swordplay. drinking scenes and ment which allows for a subsequent
four “Carnival” :‘Puppets |‘for ‘the”the: book .to- telate ‘the degrading odist Univ. ix composing the musi- ikissing sequences, Papp’s direction Main Stem presentation.
organized
around
these
“show.
The play, based on the George
‘existence of have-not actors in. the . cal. score for “Bound For. Ken-‘is -not
,
“Romeo”
is given
an Bernard Shau-Mrs. Patrick Campj aspects.
The. success “of the puppets is due English’ theatre. dwelling. on the..tucky.”
bell
relationship, is budgeted ct
poverty
|
‘and.filthy
living
condialu, Tischner says, to the ability of,
* $20,000 for its contemplated
offeonsiderab!e
Jerry Orbach and Pierre Olaf’ to tions, “and’.taking
Broadway
presentation.
<A condispace
to
describe.
the
revolting
permanipulate
Ate. ‘them .well. . Tischner .
tion of the venture is that after
trained them'.and of Anna-Maria. .sonal habits: of: most ef the char-.
an off-Broadway run. the producThere's little’ reference to
acters,
‘Alkerghetti to believe. in them,
ers have the right to raise addihomoséxuality,. but frequent men- ‘tional
capital and torm
a new
“tion of, promiscuity and- occasional,»
Bernard Simon Kas succeeded | The name
of Nita Novy, who limited partnership for the trans‘suggestion of nymphomania.
' After
emphasizing -the
sleazy ‘Harvey Sabinson, who resigned as: plays one ‘of ‘the von Trapp chil- fer of the play to Broadway.
If such a move is made, the coin
side- of the stage: W orld through a pressagent for the Broadway pro- ‘dren in the touring edition of “The
great ‘portion -of “The Comedy duction of *‘Rhinoceros. ”
;Sound of Music.” was misspelled invested in the off-Broadway presSherman Frank, who was musi- ‘in the recent VARIETY review of entation would be shifted to the
Man:*. however. ‘the author
re-.
Boston, Apr il 4,
new company.
The off-Broadway
Veals’ ‘that. it’s love—good old ro-:
director earlier this season: for:ithe show fram Detroit.
More loéal pioductions . Mil he.“mantic love..of a) worldly, disillu- cal
“Conquering Hero.” is now han-!. Tanya Moiseiwitsch has arrived hackers would also be permifted to
undertaken bv: Jerome ‘Rosenfeld sioned
increase their investment
in the
man
for 4 -clear-eyed, Broadway
dling the same:
assignment
for.
the
in
Stratford,
Ont.,
where
she'll
he
product ion f° ye Bye represented
}iesident of Show of. te.) don*h Straight--talking inigenue. a maiden
this summer
as de- Broadway production prior to the
production
Ciub.
The thezire club head ‘$ave * ho’s all for’seducing the suddenof. “Bye
signer of the’ Shakespearean Fes- admittance of new backers.
Acthat. the froup’s. membership. jas,
itival productions of “Coriolanus” ‘cording to the Blaney-Pocock su.diffident héro—that's the an-- ‘Birdie
bought . $30.000. worth of tickets swer to all problems... “With this.
siage. -and “Love's Labour's Lost.”
Ruth Mitchell, general
{licitation, those investing in the
dor: his producticn, in. association, ‘strong-willed
for. Robert E. Griffith ; Johnny Sekka, a native of Dakar. ‘Off-Broadway production will get
young charmer
at manager
pith Frank Sugrue. of-“Two for’ his side, the actor's protagonist's . and Harold.S. Prince, returned to French West Africa. and a singer- their money back if all the coin
the Seesaw.” with Jeffrey Lynn and- tangled. life, professional ©‘as well New York yesterday (Tues.). trom actor in London, will have a lead-' required to produce the play hasnt
lee Grant.
The William Gibson as rersonal, is quickly straightened a Miami Vacation ‘ta begin work ing role opposite Sally Ann Howes been raised by next April 18.
cmedy opened at the Wilbur The-- out.
on “Kuprin.
in “Kwamina.” the musical with
The producers also assert that
‘atre last: night «Mon. ’ for a three‘95 by Richard Adler and hook they have a contract with the au‘The capsule |‘biography on. the - . The League of N.Y. Theatres and.
week run: —
book's: jacket,
presumably
using Actors Equity ‘have signed ‘the by Rebert Alan Aurthur, to be pro- thor
whereby
the
off-Broadway
“Support: ‘of this. Kind makes’ if data supplied by. the author—says trust agreement governing: the ae- duced on Broadway next fall by production is entitled to share in
passible to. package: a. show for local ‘he's nat matried and, it adds suc-: tors’ pension fund,.which is part Alfred de Liagre Jr. Tony Richard- all subsidiary rights of the propconsumption:? Rosenfeld’ asserted. cinctly, never will be.
So maybe .ot--the four-year contract nego- ‘son will direct.
erty after the opening off-Broad“Hi” revealed that‘ the’ mail -order. .the story’ s thesis of romance as the tiated by. the two organizations last. Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, way performance.
acvance was around $10. 000 -With cure-all ‘is: only kidding. Or -per- June...
manager, of the. Forrest Theatre,
Shaw and Mrs. Camphell were
$40.000 inthe. till’ prior: to the - haps Haves. if he sticks. to. his re.Ray Middleton’ will .appear in Philadelphia, and general manager the subject of last season's Broad_ window ‘sale, the. outlook for:the solve. can keep. his hachelor illu- preview
performances
of Benifor. the Shuherts in’ Philly, -sails way production of “Dear Liar.” a
“Show, which. never. played. Bostorr _Sions.: .
Jobnson’s: “Volpone.” directed by |for Venice today ‘Wed.) on the dramatic reading adapted by Jev:-hefore, is good.
next Saturday ,Saturnia.
“The Comedy Man” is.best when Jeanne JerremsS,
ome Kilty from the lengthy corRosenfeld
also: reported’ ‘that “it? accents plot movement. with aj night: (8) and’ Sunday after 100N | Nathan Parnes, general manager respondence
between
the
playSiow of the Month Club ‘patron-- number of. interesting passages for '9) at Jack. Manning" s Lab. & The- of the Phoenix Theatre. N. Y.. is a. wright
and
the British
actress.
|patient in Mt. Sinai HospitalN.Y.. Katharine
ace for the first four ‘performances’ theatrical ‘professionals in the bits atre, N.Y.
Cornell
and_
Brian
Broadway: director Arthur. Penn for a stay of several weeks. Mor- ‘Aherne costarred in the presentaof “Becket.” which’ opened. last about. rehearsals, ‘theories .of. actThursday: (30) at the Cofonial, was cing, etr. ithe author is no ‘Method has” returned to New York ‘from-; ten Zolotow is subbing as company tion,
which
toured
extensively
319.000, ‘despite ‘the fact that. the enthusiast), . and tough going in. Europe
to. direct: the national {manager of the lower eastside op- prior to playing N. Y.
Another
of-. “Miracle
Worker; | eration.
period | covered Holy Thursday, .some- of the © involved. portions. ‘company
-“Liar” tour is scheduled for the
Good Friday and Passover... The: ‘about low-life parties and vermin ‘which he staged for Broadway.
|
‘The Dallas Theatre Center. lay- U. S. next season by S. Hurok with
Jean Anouilh play, :he n;’ed.: has a “agents.
As . ‘anothér
The Woodstock (N.Y.) Playhouse :ing off for Easter, resumes today Kilty and his wife, Cavada Humphbackstage :
religious theme of particular initer- novel, it doesn’t’. ‘affer much for ‘plans an 11-week season next June (Wed.) with a repertory of “Taming rey, repeating the roles they reest to. churchgoers.
J non-theatrieal readers.
| Huove.. -|20-Sept. 4. —
jof the Shrew” and “Hamlet.”
‘cently essayed in London.

DOUGLAS HAYES’ NOVEL
ON SORDID TROUPERS

Aim ‘Fig Leaf’ Off-B’way,
| And Move to Main Stem;
| Set 206 Initial Budget

Lesit Bits

Boston SOMC Supports

Seesaw, ‘Becket’ inHub.
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LITERATE
N.Y. Fimes’ “Earnings
The New York Times Co. and its
subsidiaries report record reven- |

NOW—
a “caustic,

bunk-free”’*
new

look at

movies

new peaks last year, increased expenses cut net profit in compari-

and

morals

MOVIES,
MORALS,
AND ART
by FR. HAROLD C.
GARDINER, S.J.
ee.

and FRANK
GETLEIN

OR the first time, two
top-flight critics combine “style, balanced
statement and depth of

penetration,” says
Variety*, in an “intellec«
tually arresting” and
frank ‘appraisal of the
deepening crisis in the
American motion picture
industry.
According to
FRED ZINNEMANN ”... it
contains an enermous
amount of food for thought
(and) makes a valid comment on many basic
issues, such as the film
maker’s moral responsi-

bility, on the movies’
appeal to sentimentality
and on false values.
Above everything else, it
offers a constructive view
towards a new creative

’ approach. . f hope i¢ will.
be read by a great many
people in the motion
picture industry.”
PAUL V. BECKLEY of the
-Herald Tribune says of
MOVIES, /AORALS and
ART: “It comes closer than
either moralists or
esthetes would expect
toward establishing a common meeting ground
between them. I cannot

recall being so pleased at
any dissertat.on on morals
and movies.”
$3.50 at your bookstore

SHEED

& WARD

New York 3

Publishing Stocks.

(As of April 4,°1961, closing)
ues of $112,149,302. in -1960 but Allyn & Bacon (AS).. "B41 1
consolidated net income fell sharp- | American Book (AS) ya oeoe oe
ly to $1.652.392. While .circulation Book of Month (NY) . 337s—~ %s!
and
advertising volume
reached | Conde Nast (NY)
....1878+4 14:

| Crowell-Collier. (NY). 47) —
Curtis. Pub. Co. (NY). .10%4+

5x]

Vg:

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
+ By Frank Scully

*Palny. Springs, April. A

Even in the free world not many: “will, work for free anymore, but

.

. 63124 3 . .actors are still among the dying race.-glad- to perform if some ‘part.
son: with 1959 when gross income | Grolier (OC) . .
was $103,269.682 and ‘net earnings || Hare’t Brace. (OC}.. . 44314 2'2 of the gate goes ta. a charitable cause and. they can get some. publicity
} Hearst (oc)... a W2M2 2... out of it.
were. $3.001,460.
Net income from newspaper .op-ii Holt, R&W (NY)
. G@3lep
12
Boxoffice figures are ‘thrown around. rather’ loosely ‘these days but
if there were not.a-million dollar: talent.in the 12th Annual Palm
erations, board chairman and pub- ,L.A. Times Mirror (OC) 40'24 J!2.
lisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger re- i Macfadden (AS) .:... 164*s+4+ 354 Springs Police Show, try to. get Danny’ Thomas. Dorothy. Provine, '
vealed, dropped from $1,867,869 in jMacmillan (OC) .:-.. 74. — 3
Frankie Avalon, Jim Garner, Desi Arnaz, Phil -Harris, Allan Jones,
..... 4934..... |Kirk Douglas, Harpo Marx, Alice.Faye, Jayne Mansfield, Jimmy Van ~.
1959 to $348,051 in 1960. In con- i;MeCall (NY) ..
trast to that decline. the company's;McGraw-Hill (NY). 41 + 7s. Heusen-& Sammy Cahni Vie Damone. ‘Kay Starr, Ann-'B. Davis, Pat
holdings in Spruce Falls Power & ;New Yorker (OC).... 115
wee - Suzuki or even Marie -Mac¢Donald’s -dress. for. less. Backed, this time,
Paper Co... Ltd.’ produced income ; Pocket Books
. .
42134 414. hy Jerry Gray and his Band of. Today instead: of Les Brown ‘and: his.
of $1,304.341 compared with $1,-; Prentice-Hall (O€) .
46 _t 2!2. Bond of Renown, such a bill would bring back -million: dollar yaude-"
133,59f
in the
previous
year. |Ran’m House (OC? - , ABti— 12 ville.
Spruce
Falls, a canadian firm, |Seott Foreman -(OC)1. 291 t+ 3'2
OF course all were not performers, but for. spantaneous and in most
manufactures
newsprint’ for. The | Time Ine. (OC).
9912— 2 cases. unrchearsed entertainment, they ‘held‘ the crown of 3.000 which
4612+
14° packed the High School quadrangle on a cold night‘and were warmed
Times ard other papers,
Lo
, ;H. W. Sams (OCy
After provision . -for preferred :‘Western ‘Pub. (OC)... M1 «— Ll: ‘in turn ‘by. the: applause and the laughs. . And the :cops’ charities
dividends, ‘the 1960 earnings were t
grossed $18,000 for the night.
OC_Ov er the Counter.
equivalent to $12.70 per common
To paraphrase ah. early Kennedyism.. performers “should never ene.
_N.Y.—N-Y. Stock Exchange.
sharé. Figure compares with the
‘itestain. a cop through’ fear, but-never fear to entertain a cop.. But
thumping $29.02. racked up the |- ‘AS—American Stock Exchange.
these are unusual cops.
An instance of how police, -work heré as
wee
ote:
ee
M—Midwest.
previous year. Taking note-of the.
‘different from elsewhere. might be ‘cited. When kids go off in buses.
smaller profit from newspaper.-op- | Note: Midwest and over -the-. to a neighboring town to a football game and come. hame late at
;caunter, quotes are the Bid prices.: night the buses pulk up in front Gf the police station:and all the kids
erations, Sulzberger said this re- :;
i
ee ee
ee
flects “a serious situation. which}
are invited to telephone their parents. to-pick them up’ there. That
confronts many publications.
The} t describes the ‘funeral ‘procession. way they're protected from wandering around town after curfew hours.
costs of our necessary operations iAsbell,. in his affection for minute- So the town is grateful to Gus Kettnian and his peace officers. and
have risen so rapidly that they have :details, even notes the network
talent which owns pretty valuable property in. the’ village. is only. too
nullified our substantial gains in “shows that were interrupted for the * glad to Sive up a night for the’ cops’ benefit.
gross revenue.”
: bulletin,
“Wilderness
Road’
onLost Their Love to Avalon.
_ The
Times’ was never
in. a’ CBS.. “Front
Page Farrell” =on * Stealing the show as if it were a new Ty. Cabb stealing a base: was.
stronger position both in ‘circula- NBC, * ‘Capla’ nm Midnight” on ABC, Frankie Avalon. By no means newly discovered +he prov ed once again
tion and advertising. ‘Sulzberger and “Tom Mix” on Mutual.
that those who did discover him had: unearthed ‘a pearl. of great price.
emphasized.
“Advertising rates."
Book is: digested in the current His arrangement and singing of ‘Ol’: Man River” made. even that -he added. ‘are bused largely on ex- Good Housekeeping.
Les.
, semi-classic reach new heights in public: approval.
pected circulation. But we appar- ,
| Running ‘him a close second, though. put on the. bill at the ‘end of
Marquette’s. Degrees
ently put our sights too low. The }womia
three hours. was. Panny Thomas. The emcees, Nesi. Arnaz, Phil Harris.
On
April. 15 Marquette
Uni- and Johnny. Grant. had been introducing: “the. greatest guy in show
effect of meeting the @emand of ,
added readers for The Times in versity plans conferring five honor- business” for every act all ev ening.so one hardly expected they. would
1960 was, therefore, a major factor _ary doctorate degrées at a convoca- -actually deliver such a product.
in the decline of profits.”
“tion in observance of the U's 50th.
Thomas aeted as. if he were really’ peev ed at having to hang around ..Other highlights of the earnings anniversary of journalism instruc- for three hours to go and told hew.ahout having. to listen: most of
Edward
J. thet time to a nut playing a. guitar in the: men's. reony. The. nut hap-°
statement showed that The Times -‘tion. .Rey.. William
came up with the largest circula- O'Donnell. Marquette. U's prexy, pened to be. Desi Arnaz. Then he’ blessed the aidience, “making them
tion gains in 1960, both weekdays. will do the giveaway. at Brooks all Jews.” “By then it ‘was cold enough to tell a snow ‘story and he
Memorial Union an campus.
.
and Sundays, of any New York
told one, About -an old couple snowed. .in above. Peeksville. “The:
Honorary -Doctor. of Laws de- .. townspeople checked every” day to see if ‘smoke were coming: from
newspaper. Net paid sale was 679.222 weekdats, a 34,341 gain over grees is to. be giyen to Walter W. th: ir chimney.
.
1959, and 1.346.080 Sundays. up Be'son, dircetor of public relations
“One day.” Danny said,
ho snioke. So they sent. a ‘Red Cross rescue
42.480.
Advertisers bought more for American. ‘Tricking |Asso¢ia- team who with the aid of bulldozers ‘got: to the cottage. -There’ they. .
than $96.000,000 worth of space in tions ine.;.to Ralph D. “Casey. Difound the 80-year-old couple huddled. inthe corner, fr eezing. to: death.”
rector
Emeritus
and
Professor
1960. It meant-a new record of 61.“We're trom the Red Cross.” the. rescuers said. .
922,811 lines, the largest volume Emeritus. of. the University of Min- : The old man said, “But We gave already!”
nesota
School:
of
Journalism,
ever publishedby The Times.
He also told with all- his pantomime the story about the italians
Especially
contributing to. the Minneapolis; and te Stanley Morri-’
objecting to ABC about “The Untouchables“—planting, bombs «and
1960 profit nosedive.
Sulzberger son of London tEngtand) Times, an
all—his. ‘story ended, “Cut that out or you “H have a. bomb inv yout
and.
declared. were the high eosts of ‘authority
on
calligraphy
house."
gathering news due to the Presi- typography. —
There was ‘another: Italian Bag. about.. honoring the race for ‘Galileo,
Docters of Letters degrees are.
dential election, last September's
Cotumbus and other adventurers: The Pope. was to drop. a feather
session. and
the, to be sivén to Donald T. +Dan:
United
Nations
end the guy catching it would be picked as the first astronaut: But. .
Congo coverage. in Alrica.
More- MeNeill. Winnetka, Ill,, emcee of
the teather never reached the ground—15, OU Italians ‘kept’ blowing.
over, the Paris international edi- “Breaktast. Ciub” radio program.
tion is operating at a-loss in its and. Jose I. Rivera, editor-director it skyward.
Behind Thomas and finishing neck-and-neck. to treat: the subject
.Havana’ ‘Cuba: Diario de la
second vear as anticipated.
* Sarina, mow published in- exile by delicately. though it, indicates a.poor jude of distance, were Dorothy
Provine of the Roaring Twenties and Marie MacDonald's: drexs. 1
Rivero at Miami Beach, Fla.-.
Morehause’s Safari
Both. girls sang amazingl¥ Well, but Miss MacDonald's lon’ ballerina
Rivéro.- MeNeill. and Bélson are.
Vet drama critic and r epor ter:
dress, low cut, with spangles . seemed to vive hersan edve on -the
Ward Morehouse is off on a dual alumni of ‘Marquette U,
“applause-meter.
Of course. the bodice of Jayne. Manisfield’s frock wasn't
assignment
from
his two syndiMvasting yardage either, but she. had no. voral material, to Ae Ww ith. it.
Mr. & Mrs. Pub Team
.
cates. the Newhouse papers and
‘What, No Powder ‘Rooms?
_ Carol Wilkens «Mrs. Kenneth So
NANA, on a “See America First!”
_ The emcees seemed. destitute ‘of material too. As the’ night. wore
i series. traveling by ear. and cover-. ‘Giniger is the newly appointed
shots
of
‘anti--pneumonia vaccine became more obvious~
on
.and
their
jing about 40 states ‘of the ‘union.- U: S. rep for the London, publishiHe will file five: pieces weekly m ing house: of George W. Harrap -‘their dialog headed toward the lockerroum as well, ‘They-.seemed to:
delight
in
telling
what
was going on: in ‘the. men’s room.
Thir gave
this 7-8 week jaunt. Turner Cat- & Co.ledze-of
the N.Y. Times has also
Former ballerina will scout: mss, the itnpression of .two classes of. neoole. ‘an vudience :without kidneys,
performers
with.
After
three
hours
in
-the
cold
outdoors
some
of the”
and. books for. the London house.
expressed interest in some More: house: pieces and that paper prab- ‘Giniger,
of course. is v.p. .and audience bevan to act human too and: lett.
Allan
Jones
opened
the
show
with
a
brave
of
songs
and
then
assked
| ably also Will | -publish supplemenan. of Hanthorn Books, a Prenpp
- $f he. could bring a lady onstage ‘to: whont he had been. singing for
tary reportace bv him. tice-Hall. aftiliate.
-so
long.
He
brought
up
Sara.
Jed
bv
a
big
Indian.
Mickey’
Finn
actualls
This
marks
Morehouse's
24th
“ina red poncho, Sara was the donkey to whom. Jories: sang: “The Dontranscontinental, see - America - in,
. CHATTER
|closeup
motor jaunt,
sometimes:
Criterion
publishing.
the book -kev Serenade.” .Afterwards Sara. became: quite: an act herself ‘poking

} done chiefly jor show

biz angles

i but. in this insiance. on a generally
broader perspective.

|

version of John

Bernard Asbells OK Book
“Dragon in the
Bernard Asbell. erstwhile music- by Dutton this
:trade reporter who turned freeSir Geoffrey
;lance writer and folk singer, has una founder
‘poignhanily recreated the shock felt house of Faber
i

:round the world in 1945 in his first
book. “When .FDR Died’ «Holt,
1 Rinehart & ..Winston; S4.. to be
jpublished’ April 10.
There’s the
| blueprint here. if not the actual

pscript, for a potent tv ar motion
ipicture documentary.

Osborne's _play.

“The World of Paul Slickeyv.”
CBS-Neéws Moscow correspondent Marvin, ©. Kalb will have his

Kremlin” published
month.

Faber;
president
of . the publishing:

around,

making

friends. with the musicians.’

Arnaz dressed in white. trousers, medium blue jacket. red. tie and
socks, then introduced Pat Suzuki who was starring at the Chi Chi
and had run over. for the cops” benefit between shows. She sany. “I'm
In Heaven’ and scooted. back to her job.
Jayne Mansfield introduced by Johnny Grant who left. her onstaze
without a line. She explained: she had ta eet back to town because

her children had a burro and if it wasn’t fed by .6°in the morning it
would wake up the neighborhood. Exit Jayne Mansfierd. Ken Scott.
then
stepped in as an emcee and Grant -so mangled the intro that’
author and lecturer “died Tast week !
Scott said: “It you got paid for. commercials you. wouldn't niispro-:
at his heme near London at- 71.
& Faber, as well as

. Publisher Ivan Obolensky fanch- nounce them
Back; stepped Arnaz to introduce’ Avalon who. was. supported. by
eon-hosting
for’ Helen
McCully
and Eleanor Noderer, authors. of -drummer, with one. arm jn a plaster cast. and. a guitar player: who

“Just Deserts... The. French Natl. seemed all in one piece. He “was the musical. director.” Avalon: ‘stote
ASSN. ot Cagnac Producers is co- the show. From’ “Dinah” in rock "n' roll to. his. own version ‘of “OP
“Man River’ he swept everything before him. He gave way: to Puil|
host of. the |.terati do.
Harris who. introduced Eddie Howard a-fixture. at. El Mirado. Howard
Pe@bist’s skili, President
Roosevelt's - Soi Trurok’s man-in-Paris. Wolfe
idyvins day and the effect -of the ‘Kaulinan,
dye in this week for a came on with two of his bund w ho. backed him up’ while he. sang -his
ee
aes
ee moss
own numbers.
Ou. SUCH
persons
as Mrs. Meck’s 0.0, of the Gotham scene.
Harpo Marx was brought in protesting. his: honesty ‘and every. time
? Roosevelt, Harry: Truman, Winston
Putnam's will-publish “The UniChurchill, the wire service report- sinkable |Molly Brown,” by -Mere- he was touched silver fell from his clothes, Then they patted. the
fers and even an the Army bugler dith Willson and Richard Morris, haek. of the cop who brought Harpo in.dnd silverware fell’ from him,
whereupon Harpo made a citizen's arrest.
jwie was later to biow taps at the- in book form on April 17.
funeral. No mere reportorial job.
-CGarner was asked what his advice would be. for ‘young fry who
William Huy, news editor of the
‘althaueh the research is downright. Lethbridge - ‘Alta.t
Herald
tor wanted to play cards and shoot. their way out of Westerrms. Garner.
‘scholarly. Asbell’'s book reads with many ‘years, upped to managing said: “Cheat.”
rthe rascination of fiction. through. editor. He-succeeds
Douglas admitted he was no singer, but he had a: ‘song written
Don. Pilling.
t S@nse ot you-are-there’ immedi- ‘who has been named-sports direc- especially for the occasion by Cafin & Van‘ Heusen, ‘He half. sang,
faces.) Over a span of 207 pages he tor of radio’ stat:on. CHEC, Leth- ‘half declaimed, and was well, -received. Douglas then introduced. a
>ustains the momentousness of the -bridge.
girl he had never ‘heard sing, though he had known her since she
{single incident, and the characters
Book-loving President. Kennedy
was a little’-girl of 16—Marie MacDonald. She sang .and. With great
—even
FDR. ‘briefly. though ‘he's’ has asked Congress to cough-up
an variety. It. seemed she wasn't mad about Harry, she Was mad. about
seen—come palpably: to life.
additional $721.700. for the Library shoes. She was the only one who received a- bouquet - of flowers.
GL particular show biz interest of Congress. The funds ‘would be
Then the Los Angeles. new American League baseball team.was inare the recreationsof David Brink-’ used ‘to initiate a program to ¢ol- , troduced but by that time it was cold enough to ‘play ice hockey and
les and John Daly’ receiving the lect and distribute foreign: library ! tate enough’ for the -late-late show.’ That's when they. ‘brought, on
news flash at NRC «New York: and Materials... First purchases would Thomas who warmed the place up again, tur he oby 10usly iS currently:
CBS, respectivel}: and of Arthur. be made in India, Pakistan and @ hot property ‘and one of the most ‘loved. personalities: ‘in. Show biz. «
Gadtrey weeping on the air as he, the United arab Republic.
1 He was worth waiting for.

t

Asbell

reconsiructs, with a nov-

l '5, 1961, _
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Broadway _

. and" Connecticut have
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Hollywood

“London

‘}Jocal preem April 111 at Titania
Palast. -. [mended for the newly created Fed-|eral
Judgeships:
in.
the
N.Y.
area
Boris Karloff off to London.
Domestic film crix picked Rich(HYdePark
4561/2/3)
Songsmith Joe Meyer back. from
(of :
Arthur.
H.:. ‘Schwartz
Gene Kelly off to Paris ta prep
a European holiday, chiefly ‘in the are
The. Parisienne chirper, Yvonne: ard Attenborough as best foreign
*
Schwartz’
&
»
Frohlich,
counsel
to:
‘actor
of
year.
“Gigot.”
-. ‘Majorca-Spain-Portugal belt.
‘Constant, . bows- in at. Society;
"-“Sin of Angels” formerly “The .ASCAP, Col Pictures and Stanley” April
' Robert Siodmak here to shoot
James Mason returned frem
10.
'
London.
‘Hustler’ *)-included Don Costello in: Warner): Theodore: R. Jackson. of
Associated Television's new stu- exteriors for his pic “Affair Nina: 1 Heien O'Connell to Austrcha fer
.a -bit part: here: ‘Robert Rossen |is. ‘Gilbert & Gilbert,- music biz attor- dio. centre ..at Elstree
will be. B.”. «Cine-Aflianz-Filmsonor!,
;
neys;:
Bernard
‘A.
Grossman,
board
.
tv stints.
_-Producing, for 20th,
.
opened Friday 47),
West Berlin currently has 253;
{
Sam X. Aharbancl skicd to Mcx“With. “Camelot” cut 10° minutes chairman’ of Music &.Talent. Organ-. F
‘Cary Grant: completed -a six-city cinemas of which 232 belong to ico City.
‘ization
“Inc.,
an
ASCAP.
affiliate:
!
the ‘curtain. now rings -up..on ‘the’
‘promoting
his . idtest pic, the local Assn. of Cinema Owners. i Arnold Stang hought a Hoily‘Lerner &. Loewe musical at 8:35! Theodore’ - R.: ‘Kupferman, former “tour
.
§2-year
old
actor
Robert
Muel‘ ¥.p:;-sée -and .board. ‘member. of '“Grass Is Greener” (U).
wood home.
instead .of 8:25 p.m.
ler received: annual Berlin Art
Meyer .Davis back by air: after:‘ Cinerama; ‘and: John. Trubin; law _ ‘Viscount. Furness left for San ‘Prize for his role in tele play,;| Lee Travers exited Walt Disney
Francisco
..and
L.A.
over
the.
pa.t
cast ing director post.
partner
of
Senator
Jacob
Jae«
x.
Javits.
crossing on the SS: United States:
“The Family.”
": weekerid on a legit’ prowl.
Bud Abbott hezce Conejo Valto inspect. the three -orchestras. he j
“Concerto For Combs” is title of ; ley Days as Grand “3firshi.i.
Par
threw
a
special
children's
!
‘has booked aboard that liner.
a second vidtape pic which Amer- |1 Martin
Rackin
back a. P2:a"> Philip Caselli, 59.- after 33: years.
| matinee to launch the reissue ofican ‘Ronald
Kahn
is producingi mount desk after Lurevian v's.t.
“Greatest Show On Earth.”
"By Joseph Lapid
as headwaiter at “21,” has ‘retired.
-here for Tele-West.
Audrey
Hepburn
hak
trem
* (52. Shlémo" Hametech :‘Sty
to. -his hative Montemonio, ‘Ttaly,:
|_. Bruce -Forsyth’s first p:e,. “I’m
“Transport.” new pic of producer | Switzerland
to prep “fhe ChilTel. 28348).Joseph Mino -has ‘suceeeded him. *
In. Charge,” abandoned. after two
Hermann (“The Bridge’! Schwerin. | dren's Hour.”
Habima soon to present: “Hotz: days’ shooting ‘because he is.ill.
310ssoni Kahn, formerly .oc ‘the
Melville B. Ninumer resigned 2s
for-.exteriors to Donaueschingen,
‘1clev:‘sion dept. ‘of ‘the ‘William | mech. Play." -a: Jewish. folks-play..
“Biographic's
“Do- It- Yourself .in southern. Germany.
counsel. for
Writers
Guild
of
_ Morris: Agency, together with Rosa |written ‘by. Ametican Yiddish au-. ‘Cartoon. Kit”
is ‘ULK.'s -official|
America West.
‘Tackman, has.: ‘opened an employ: | thor Itzig .Maenger,
Dr.
Karl
Etland
named
new
manshort *‘film: entry at Cannes Film
ager: of Mannhein
Culture
and; Betty Ferr returned to Greek
ment agency labeled. Snob Jobs..
1 Tony Salten, ani’ American expert Fest.
Documentary Film Weck, Oct. 16-- Theatre to handle pubicity for
ob Sylvester's column: ‘in. ves- on folk-music, here on a State De-.
summer season.
tc ‘day's Tues.) Daily News: “When-‘partment : sponsored goodwill -‘tour + A dog's’ drinking trouch is. to be 21..He is a journalisi.
erected
in
Kensington
Gardéns
in’
Harry Stern new exce assistant
soprano. Anna Moffo seored ‘a hit , ‘to instruct on musical. group-activi-Ladislaus Fodor wrote script for.
“memory of actor and dog-lover
ito prexy Robert I. Kronenberg of
at-the Met Opera recently, we were |ties."
CCC's
*
‘Riesenrad”
‘Giant
Ww
heel),
Esme
Percy.
Manhattan
Films Iniernatione!.
. pained ‘that VARIETY did not use
siar‘a remake of “Four Poster,
Young Americal conductor. DarSixteen Pantages Theatre us :erActress Megs Jenkins. featured ring O. W.
“the headJine, ‘Moffo Boffo!”
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.
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_a son Donald K. Lee > ‘brother and, _ His. wife and three sons ‘survive.
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Colin: Ross, 52, -waude and panto-
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Birmingham, Eng. He was the partner of Terry Bartlett. .
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Coast district manager for “Paras ‘Mother: of actress: ‘Alice’. Backes: The. brief took beads on some‘ ‘a show, several diningrooms. cock- company, it's now entirely Jan.-ainiount..
died in- San Gabriel, Cal.,’ March °“of the individual plaintiffs. It de-: : tai] lounges and a magnificent view can-ow ned.
Wife. son: and daughter survive. 13. Surviving also is Ginger Backes. :
‘seribed Lawson's conduct before: ‘of the-Nile Vallev, “Cairo and ihe
former ABC and KTTV continuity ‘the House Un-American Activities -‘Pyramids. However, it’s off limits
LEONARD G. HAYDEN.
‘Committee as:.a “disgraceful ex- ‘for citizens of the UAR because
acceptance: editor. :
‘Leonard .George. Hayden. 53. .
}hibition.”
‘the big lure is gambling — tor
Norman. Parry; 58, “musical: di-’
Noting |that’ ‘four of those filing|Toreigners only. A half-inch ad in
chief engineer for Crowell- Coluer
Continued from page 2 =a
i the Egyptian
Gazette reads “Grand
Broad¢asting Corp., died of a heart iréctor, died on -Feb. 7 ‘in Folke- suit belonged to the so-called “Hol-;
Roulette—Bac-'
attack March 27'in Hollywood. He: ‘stone, Eng. He was associated for: Iywood Fen.” Rogers said the oth-, Casino Mokattam:
one of the few femme producers
joined KFWB. a C-C station. as a ‘some’ time -with -Debray Somers’: ‘ers ‘have been identified as or, upon° cara— Chemin de Fer — Passports :
‘ycasonable ©ground,
strongly sus { or identity cards must be shown .‘In France.
-orchestfas, ,
,
technician in 1937.
_fer admittance.’
No mention of ° Miss Gouze-Renal produced BB's
‘spected of being, a Communist.”
' Wife,” danger.
and meter
survive.
.
- Mignon’ "O'Doherty; “1, actress,: The brief was supported by affid-‘ show or food. How's business? “The Light Across The Way.”
“died: March..12 ‘in London. ‘She was. avits from Erie Johnston. MPAA ;- They're building an addition as .which preceded BB's international
original goodsized blockbuster imade by Levy), “And
“one of the .original cast. of “The; prexy: Arthur B. Krim, United Art-! : large as the. or
GEORGE: TAYLOR.
God Created Woman.” Miss GouzeGeorge Taylor, 64. ‘retired éxhib: Mousetrap” W hen it opened nine ts Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros.: ; building.
Y
Frank
Freedman.
Paramount:
y
ears
ago.
The
rest
of
the
night spots run Renal also has signed with Metro
itor. who some months —ao manEdward‘ Muhl, Universal:
Gordon . mostly to cabarets, many of which for BB's next film, “Private Lives,”
aged a chain of Glasgow cinemas, dicd recently in Glasgow. He was ! ‘Hollis EL Wood. 62. -purchacing Stulberg. Columbia: Steve Broidy, !featue dining and dancing trom which Louis Malle will direct.
Co.. -Anied Artists: BernardR. Goddman, 8 p.m. and the shows anywhere
Glasgow chairman. of. the’ Scottish ‘agent. for Cero Amitsement
In the course of a recent U.S.
Los Angeles; died March 18 in-San' Warner. Bros; Arthur Isracl. Jr., {from 11 p.m,-to 1:30 am.
The trip. Levy sugge-~ted that foo much
: ‘Cinematograph Exhibitors’. Assn.
Surviving are his wile. and LW. “Pedro. Cal; His wite and sister , Paramount; JolinJ. O'Connor. Uni- _dance .combos are Spanish and publicity has detracted from the
; Survive,
j Versal; Marvin H. Schenck, MGM. _dralian, with the Jatter dominating “mystery” of Bardot and that her
BONS.
Milton Beecher, MGM; Alexis Cor-} 3-1. The top spots are the Sahara
boxoffice
draw
hes
diminished,
- Donald R.. Smith, 33. San Fran-! ifino, MGM; Reece Halsey. Writer's' City Casino,: near the Pyramids,
Miss Gouze-Renal thinks this must
LOTTIE M. STU ART
cisce, ‘musician, was killed’ “March !Agent; Ray Heindorf, formerly. of 'featuring Arabic and Atrican perbe sour grapes on Levy's’ part,
‘Lottie May Stuart. 15, former pi- -4in-an auto accident near Danville.: ‘Warner Bros.: Victor Aller. for- :
‘formers: the Auberge des Pyramaking
anist, died. March 16 in Edmonton, -Cal. - Wife, son. and daughter sur-;merly of. Warners; Charles: Boren.;imides, also close by the Pyramids. since he hae renaunced
any more
films with her even
‘Alta. She was pianist on the ‘river-.| Vive.
|Assn. of Motion Picture Producers;
which has a two-hour revue. “Night
though his last BB production, “The
boat City of Edmonton’ and nlayed. Frank H. Ferguson, Fox: and L.A. and Day.”
starring a hipheaver
Piano.. in Edmonton's old -“Empire
Truth.” is a blockbuster here
James
R.
(Jimmie)
Wwillard, ator ney Irving M. Walker.
agged Atouta; the Rainbow tea-j
Theatre,
Femme producer cavs that curpianist--entertainer | in the Capital: ‘ : Johnston assailed. conduct of the. tenes Mike & The Skyrockets. a;
Two sons and two sisters sur-. district
.
since the. early 1920s. “died Hollywood Teén as. “reprehensible” } performing dance combo, very hot , ing a recent U.S. trip. she found
Vive.
jMareh 17 in. Albany, N. Y... _
yand, “disgraceful” ‘and said it-raised- on tv: the Continental presents ::all Yank majors rez2dy to sign for
‘fears of federal regulation and pa-. an
all-Mediteranecan
revue
of investments in a Bardot pic. and
DICK FANTL:
Mother, . 82. of Z. “Wayne Grif- ‘tron
:
boycotts. But he flatly. denied _ Greek, Spanish. Haligan and Arabic also that most of Ure Yanks sxere
Dick. Fant), Ag. vet if‘ini editor, “fn. film producer and former Hol- that there was any “blacklist” to’ ‘performers.
the
inistaken
impressien
The
Nile
liiltun’s. under
eicd of. a heart attack in- Holl wood + Iywood
Bowl Assn. prexy,. died Which MPAA Was a.party.
Belvedere Roois siare Arthur Dun- {that Miss Bardot ‘sas under ex.Match
He had: been with: March 18 in Hollywood.
Next step ih the court process can. Amerivan dancer. end features- chusive contract to Lovy. BR bas
Combi, “Pictures ‘for 25 SERTS.
made films for vaiieus others. new. prestumably Will bea hewing ‘on : Yasmine. another Or cital Geneer:
At the time. of his -death he Was:
Sid Howard, 5, hoop ~jnggler. ‘the request ior a preliminary in- ‘the music is Zafellis bard fim ever. including Francis Cosne in
first cutter at Sercen, Gems. ,
died March 15 in ‘Loudon.
He junct 00,
ltaiy. Lhe Casing Grinuscéa is reaity pncddition to Miss Gauze-Renal,

‘Sour Grapes’

|

- Wednesday, April 5, 1961 -.
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WhatPriceNat|CulturalCenter? | iFESDAY
f ‘RT BraveYomeDirector Faces Bardot
D.C. Project Appears Talkedto K.0,MAY BOOMERANG! Playing Herselfin Her Own Biog
4

Washington, . April. 11.

¢

“Unless. the trustees stop arguing
Hazards of Legit
among themselves ‘and sanctioning
Apart’ from
the
growing
delays after delays, there’s -not. go- fog. to be any National -Cultural |. *, carelessness about those smok'. ers—usually femmes—in legit
Center.
Half the. five years the “trustees: : theatre lobbies. — threatening
“were given for raising the money |:.burns. and other accidents—

to build the national showplace. for:
the performing arts has passed in a

plethora of words about what -a|..
great idea it would be to have

a.

ational Cultural.Center but with |:
virtually nothing being done-to collect the cash- required to. bring it.].
into being.

The

executive director of the|

project, Robert
Humphreys,. has
resigned, présumably in .disgust.’
Despite the talk, dating back two
‘and a half years about.a fuandrais-:

another new. “menace”’..in the-atres are those kingsize “transformations”. . Some of the’ gals
‘now sport.
-

‘It not-only gives them Eiffel

The

responsible—meaning

major—segment

of show

the|

business

is concerned with 'a “Blue Wave.”

It stems from: the livest remnant
{of contemporary “live” enterctain‘ment—-the niteries—and from the
“party” records.
..
Some of ‘the bistros.around the
U.S. are flirting with a fast buck
and inevitable difficulties.
Even.
‘}if the local gendarmerie were to
overlook the smut; there are. too

she

per

attempt

to

portray

ported that his friends had warned
him

against his upcoming

presently

called

“La

Vie

project,

Privee”

(Private Lives) but bearing no relation to the Noel Coward bonbon.
The
picture,
using
Simone
de
Beauvoir’s study of BB as a jumping. off point, will be produced by
Christine Couze-Renal and financed
by Metro as part of its deal with
French exec producer Jacques Bar.
b]
So far, so good. said Malle, whose
t
U.S. rep is based principally on
his controversial
paean
to love

“Sprink-

Iers cost up to $20, 000 to install in lofts renting around

$100

would

and the public personality, might
faze almost anybody else but Louls
Malle.
In the course of a short visit to
New York last week, Malle re-

demand
for
installation
of
sprinklers. Resultantly a mass
meeting will be held tonight
(Wed.)
in Judson Memorial
Church at Washington Square
‘to have. the law distinguish be‘tween industrial and arts useage of loft space.
“We'll be driven out of Man-

hattan,” fs the ery.

The prospect of directing Brigitte
Bardot in a motion pleture in which

Brigitte Bardot, the private woman

‘Dance, vocal and art studios

in New York are threatened
with being priced out of existence so far as lofts are concerned as result of Fire Dept.

Tow er size but also width that
‘|many vigorous enforcement: agenall but blacks-out the vision of. ’|-cies which could put the joints out
anybody unfortunate ‘to“be sit- ~ of businéss.: But fast: Most vital
ting in back of’ ’em.
are the sundry state alcohol bever- |:
lit control boards. And ‘a nitery
|without booze just ain’t.
This
threat: is as. vital and vivid as tax
' enforcement vis-a-vis the hoodlums;
they couldn’t get Capone for. Mur-;
der but they sure did when he got‘
careless. with the mathematics.
There is: unquestionably a threatening albeit not yet a full-blown.
“Blue. Ware”
as some
alarmists

ONeill Among The
Classic’ Authors
Rating Tax-Free

4ng effort in all.50.states (we want |
- this cultural centre to be truly na-

Loft Studio Demise?

unit.”

WB's Camelot
Buy: $1,500,000
Plus 25% of Net

‘romantic and physical:, “The Lovtional’, there is still no estimate of |.
ers,” as well as on his contribuwhen it will begin.
tions as a writer, director and
Congress, in donating the Poto- |
cameraman to Jacques Cousteau’'s
‘mae: River ‘site for it, authorized |
‘think, However, it Is a fact that
“The Silent World." One of tha
the President to. appoint trustees:|
the “party’’ recordings have had a
youngest ‘28 vears old: and one
to raise the money for the con|
motivating influence, sa much so
of the most successful of France's
-struction- privately ‘during a five- |
Paris, -. April T1.
that, based on the curious b.o. suc“new wave” directors, Malie said
‘year period, beginning with pass- | Classics played.in theatres here |cess.of a Belle Barth, for example,
‘he had been told by friends that
age of: the legislation in iate 1958. win ‘the .producer and theatre: a: ‘some niteries are eyeing kindred
producer
Couze-Renal
would
be
There was at that time some skep-! ‘special ‘detaxation.
Andre
Mal-: {single-entendre
“entertainment.”
| interfering with his side of tha
ticism among members of- Congress * vaux, the Minister of Culture, has} Vivid illustration. of Miss Barth's
but
that
until
now,
any-.
acquisition
of: project
that the nioney could be ratsed. : T just decreed a list of French and cult is evidence at her Roundtable .it Warner Bros.’
‘Camelot’ for 1964 film produe- j; Way, She had given him free rein
But the talk then was that the. ; foreign. playwrights as henceforth (N.Y.
premiere where the cusand he anticipated no problems.
This is besides! tomers had her LPs in their hot: ition at a $1,500,000 down payment!
Center would cost somewhere. in: ‘being * ‘classical.”
B too, he said, has been a dail,
ifor the rights could run up to a-

“Yetween

ty

$10,000.000

and $25, 000,- :the authors who -have been

dead
Ilittle fists, Waving them like adult‘ i$2,000.000 payment to Alan Jay Ler-|
‘ but she was not yet completely

‘000.
Now, with design of the: for. over 50 years. The deceased delinquents as some sort of passhad’ only
one! port to the togetherness of the inarchitectural wonder conceived. by | authors « mamed
Edward Durell Stone completed, ‘ American | name .among
them, |Gizo clan.
the pri¢e: tag is up to $75,000.000:: | Eugene’ O'Neill, besides Ferenc
The niteries, ever since the Pro-And this has ignited the latest Molnar who «spent his last ‘years
‘in |
(Continued
ontinued on
on. page 5
50)
dispute: The issue is whether ‘it the States.:
(Continued on ‘page 11)
. The’ works of ‘the following 7

“ Indians BiteDustAnd

authors now’ come : in ‘for detaxa-*
.{ tion and ‘their works will pr. ‘obably|

get more revivals.
Among
are Georges
Bernanos;

them

Harpo Speaks’
But Not on TY

Hart, coproducers

of the currentifar in ‘La Vie Privee” as to use

{Broadway hit musical. Deal was, ‘her real name.
The
question
set by Irving P. Lazar, for the au-'

thors, with William

jarnin Kalmenson
Jer in New York.

most

frequently

T. Orr, Ben-: 4Sked of Malle Is why he, a highly

and Harry MayJack L. Warner

also supervised the finalization.
Deal is unique in that there are |

(Continued

an

pare 1 16:

Interpolate ‘Bilbao Song’
Into “Threepenny Opera’
To Cash in on Pop Push

preferred production overhead and
distribution charges so that Lerner & Loewe’s authoring and L&LHart’s production share of the net
Federico ' Garcia ‘- Lorca,
Karel |.
|profit is given minimum handicap.
Capek, Maiakovsky, Maxim Gorkt,
They
have a 25% equity in the net |
While. “Harpo
Speaks'” in a
| Charles Morgan.. Pirandello, James ;
“The Bilbao Song.” the Kurt
Boston, April.11.
profits.
The ‘United States is being dam- Joyce, August Strindberg, Artur | kingsize $5.95 book which Bernard
Lazar,
who
also agented
the ' Weill-Bertoalt Brecht. SON™ 4: 11e
B Yeats Geis is publishing. the comedian “Sound Of Music” film sale to 20th:+ 1930s w hich is currently being reaged. by export-of gangster films, Sehnitzler, Ww edekind, W. B.
WHI -remain traditionally — and
vived. is Relig used as a come-on
Dr. Brock: Cliisholm of Victoria, and Synge.
professionally — sphinx-like, even Century-Fox, on behalf of Rodgers ‘ for the off-Broadway production of
-C., former director general of!
‘|
when he makes his tv and radio & Hammerstein and Lindsay. & “The Threepenny Opera.” Unusual
the World
Health
Organization
personals. One of them is .at a Crouse ‘coauthors) and R&H (as Wrinkle in the “Bilbao” lure is
'. gtated at a confab at Massachusetts
reported $7,500 fee for Ed Sullivan producers), set a 1964 shooting date . that the song is not from the
~ Institute of Technology's Centen-]|
and there, as on the Jack ‘Paar, for this as well.
“Threepenny Opera” seore, but wag
nial Celebration. Underdeveloped
Garry Moore and Dave Garroway | “Music,” like “Camelot,” calls recently, interpolated because of
nations would like the U. S, better
London, April 11.
| shows, he. will retain his third-of- for a 10-year spread of the authors’ :‘the new push.
if we stopped glorifying ancestors!
W. H. Allen's, publishers of Mau- a-century muteness and only per- income, so as not to bunch the take:
who killed Indians and exporting: rice Zolotow’s. book on Marilyn
into any one abnormally heavy tax: Ads for the “Threepenny Opera”
form in pantomime.
now follow the pattern used when
films glorifying today’s gangsters, -Monroe, was puzzled by the number
Also, on-the radio. interviews— year. Incidentally, 20th-Fox is ne- ; “Mack the Knife’ was a pop hit.
che said. “Gangster films. are used' of people returning. copies ofthe! par for the literati course when |:
(Continued
on page 16:
They now read “The Bilbao Song
fa. other parts of the world.:-by, -hook, claiming that they. were im-. plugging a book—Harpo will re-.
Is From The Threepenny Opera.”
enemy propagandists as ‘examples ; perfect and. yelling for. the return
main mum.
His. wife, Susan, who
The “Bilbao Song” was uritten by
of the American way of life,’” he of their $3.50.
| did the illustrations for the book.
WwW
eill and Brecht several vears afdeclared.
In each case, it was found ‘that | will be his ‘voice.’
ter “Threepenny” for the musical
“In Czechoslov akia, they say one _two-near-nude photographs of-M.M. {| Only at the cocktailery that Geis
“Happy
End.”
|
American’ gangster film is. worth: ‘had been remoy ed. from the center { and McCall's mag ¢which is seriThe current “Bilbao” drive by
a division of troops.-In southeast! ‘of the -book.
|alizing. the book! ‘is cohosting at
Tom Ewell is scheduling a con-! | Harms. of the Warner Bros. music
Asia and- Afri¢a -they: say these
Jeffrey
Simmonds,
the
com- tthe. Hotel
Algonquin
will the cert tour to be booked through: publishing group, has lined up
two
films are better propaganda against° panv's editor ial boss, ruetully ad- “Silent Cal” of the Marx Bros. the
William Morris Agency. Ew ell! instrumental! vetsions, Perey rnath
us than anything they can produce. mitted: “Putting the pictures in | speak up. There will be reunited, will discourse
on American humor.:on Columbia and LeHov Hoimes on
themselves. ” He scored the .prac- the center of ‘the book admitiedly for the occasion, many of the oriCatalog
will include
excerpts MGM. and an English ivrie version
tice of setting up as, heroes “for: -made. it easy:
But who. expected |ginal Round
Table to give the ' from
Robert
Benchley,
James recorded by Andy Wiliam for Caour
ehildren.
people who
were, people to buy a book for $3.30 Just Algong literary “pour” i°3 pruper |Thurber,
W. C. Fields, George Ade, :dence.
Johnny Mercer did the
famed for killing Indians.”
ito Bel. twa photog raphe?”
Paul

Albert
Camus,
Jean
Reds Cry, ‘We Toldya So’;| ‘Claudel,
Giraudoux;
~Gabriel
D‘Annunzio,

Gang Films Also Hurt U.S.

|

NO NUDES BAD NEWS
TO BOOK LOVERS (?)

EWELL TO CONCERTIZE
ON AMERICAN HUMOR:

‘cache.

‘Mark

Twain

and others.

‘|English lyric.

;
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MISCELLANY

Beiruts Dual Billing: The Hong Kong
(Also Monte Carlo) of The Mid-East’
By ROGER

BOWER

SaysFreud gFamily Falsely Pictured
‘Nephew Raps ‘Theatrical License’ Excuse of. Denker
—Makes Plea for Truth in Historic Drama

|Rockwell Arouses Doubt

Beirut. Aug. 11.
Bebeut’s billing 1. “the HongWashington, April 11.
Ke o cf gtees *1t-East.”. Iti spares to
A group describing itself as 2
another—‘the Monte Carlo of the;
31:d-East.” To its night life. rea: “National Conservative Youth Or-}
last
Monday
peticently was «added the very plush grnization”
Casino Gu Liban. situated on a pro- ‘tioned Congress to probe George.
Linceeln
Rockwell's
American
Naztf{
muntery cverlocking the Mediterrenenn a short drive out of town. Party, which has been active in
pickeling.
films,
most
recently
It’s <ni.cious and lavish. in modern
decor. with hars. terraces and a United Artists “Exodus” opening.
Petition ask Congress to find out
Ginine-rcom, Satie des Ambassa-.
Cours, seating 650 for the show. ' whether Rockwell’s group is “ded-.
icated
to the overthrow of the
The
cerrent
“La
Super-Revue

"Teitation’”
cinss

features

magician

who

a US... such as the international Com-

Vendryes,
works

‘Apartment’ Wins
3 British Awards

work

show and play for dancinc.
London, April 11.
and “le celebres” Doriss Girls cect!
The British Film Academy ansome competition from the filles nual plaques were handed out.at a
cut front. They meet this ‘ith dinner at the Dorchester Hotel on
‘Continued on page 63)
Thursday
‘6), over
which pro-

"We have played all the Pros
this club but the: performance

PAUL: ANKA

SPECTACULAR

Paris. April 4.
Jean
Sainteny,
head
of the
French Bureau of Tourism, says
6.0G.000
foreign
tourists
hit
France last year and more than.
4¢°¢ came to Paris. He feels that
manv more will come this year and
is taking steps to try to ameliorate .
katel and general conditions here
handle these hoards of.
te amply
vis:tors who constitute one of the
kiding businesses here. Shew biz
fzcets like boites, music halts and
cisemas are also girding for this
onsizught.
Sainteny admits that some hotels
Kere are not up to date after leokseeing Yank installations. The govc vcr >t will help hotel owners refurbish by extending the terms of
its Inans to owners and lifting controis on the prices of places that
int ud modernization.
Sainteny also says that a madel
hetel is heing planned on the: site
of the present D’Orsay Station, but
the railioad people are asking ton
n.vck. for the site.
Paris will also try to keep the
city interesting during the summer months when most natives flee
the citv. and there is not too much
eu:tural activity. He cites the Theatre of Nations season
running
trom
April through July. many
eren air salons and shows. and speGl] nationalized theatre showings.
Manv
films will be shown with
Eneglich subtitles, and boites are
trving for Yank names as well as

ever

wit-1.

Linguals, Opera
Set InSan Juan

“Saturday
Night and
Sunday
provided
three
Morning”
also
“bests.”
It was tagged the best]

By AL DINHOFER

|

San Juan, PR.

April

British film. Two of its stars were
voted the best British film aetressRachel
Roberts) ‘and the most
promising
newcomer
to leading
film roles ‘Albert Finney).
Bryan Forbes won
the - award

and..that corrections
of ‘errors
A two hour musical drama, comI therememorating Tole people of Atlanta Ww ould: be gladly received.
upon. telephoned Mr. Denker. and,
| plaved in Civil War. will be staged: |
in
view
of
what
I.
‘noted’
in the
under auspices of City of Atlantai
at .municipally
owned
Chastain script, asked him whether he had
\Continued
on
page
61)
©
Memorial Park Amphitheatre July |
'3 and4
Raver William B. Hartsfield and"
Board. of Aldermen, putting stamp
, of approval on pageant, said it

Suspense Temnerature

‘centennial.
Albert Coleman,

11.

Melodrama Helps Sale

of Atlanta Pops

*

WIDOW SUBSIDIZES
BALLET DE CUEVAS

$
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Subseription Order Form

|

ANOTHER SHOWMANSHIP |
PITCH FOR WORLD'S FAIR
i
8
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ABEL GREEN, Eattor_

from. activi-

day, it would

|.

seem to me here is a most wonderful opportunity: for showmanship,

[|j-

Hot the old time midway necessari-

|

‘eause

I was

selected: by the

‘Continued

on page

16)
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ly, but an entirely new manner
of
Bills ........ wee ceuceeee 52
New. Acts ..-......: wess
presenting
entertainment
where
Casting News’........... 60 | Night Club Reviews ......
combined -effarts could give the
_
Obituaries
....0......006.
Chatter ..0.........25005. 62
Pictures .............
| Fair new enblazened originalities.
ee
ame
ee
ee
ee
Me
Let us not be unmindful of the
' Film Reviews ......-----. 6
Radio ..
= ....:+.-.....
efforts of the late Mike Todd, the
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Glad Vanrery has gone to: the

City

& Popcorn Consumption;

[would be Atlanta’s contribution to |

OPERA SINGER ROBS
- COLLEAGUES BACKSTAGE.

E

Street

Then a friend asked me

to-read a&:copy of the script. I did
sé because of natural- curiosity
as to how my close relatives were.
to be presented on the stage, and
* because I thought I might be able

“Barry Yellen’s Theater Develop-. Concert Orchestra, will direct and
Detroit, April 11.
ment Corp.. hanging in the balance ‘ produce. pageant. Seenario by Elmo
If. the popcorn man. avere the
since January because its stock was Ellis, program manager WSB Radio,
is:
tentatively
titled
“The
judge,
“Journey.
to the Center of
not sold, beeame a reality this
weekend. Commitments for $30.000 . Poenix.” ‘Of bitter memory here=- the Earth’ would get the Academy
‘abouts
is
the
fact
that
Atlanta,
like
Award.
for
“best
movie.”
Jerry
in the. common stock which was
for the best-Brifisn screenplay for: outstanding, has been made. “We the fabled bird. the Phoenix. had Lewis ‘would be selected as “hest
“Angry Silence.” Peter Finch won have. received the last few thou- to rise from the ashes of -destruc- actor” and Debbie Reynolds would:
tion after Gen. William Tecumseh get the nod as “best actress.”
the best British actor award for sind dollars,” Yellen said.
his work
in “Trials
Those are the selections. ‘of.Burt:
of Oscar.
This means Puerto Rico will have Sherman's ‘“‘visit™'.
Wilde.”
a Musical Comedy “Festival,” an . Pittman Corry, originator of the Levy, of L & L Theatre -Conves-:
The other “tops” were: “High opera season, a series.
Southern
Ballet
of
Atlanta,
“Will
sions,
Which
fills the popcorn
of Spanish
|*
"
Journey,” a French pic made for’ dramas, and a series of Zarzuelas _ provide choreography.
machines in 92 Detroit area-movie
N.4.T.O.
. houses: Levy Hsted. his. choices in
(best short film':. Can- during 1961.
ada’s “Universe”
-a Detroit Free Press story by
tbest animated _ The Musical Comedy Festival
Jimmy Pooler.
_
film ; Britain's “Dispute” 'best spe- will be presented at the 2.000-seat Levy said-of movie fans: .“The
cialized film) and “Hiroshima” -In- University of Puerto Rico Theatre. |
more excited. they get, the faster
die’, yoted
the United
Nations July 17-Aug. 12. Four Broadway |
Award.
‘they chaw.” .He told Pooler he
_hits
will
.be. ‘staged Monda
Berlin, April 11.
keeps careful statistics on the pull‘through Saturdayss.. with Saturday |
Peter Prohaska, 26. one of Ger- ing power of pictures and stars to
‘ matinees.
“many’s
‘young
opera
singers,
is
not..
Make
sure enough popcorn will be
' The shows will be “the people’s
choice.” according to Yellen. Bal- allowed to call: himself ProhasKa >on hand. He said 20 tons of. popany
longer.
The
name
of
the
young
“Oscars”
here's how’ the films ling
lot boxes- will be .distributed ‘in
Klaus-Peter corn are consumed each year in
is
actually
hotels, restaurants: and superntar- singer
Heinze,
but
vet
opera
singer.
Pro,
Paris, April 11.
i
the
92
theatres.
‘kets, so that. San Juan citizens ‘(and
Margaret Strong, the widow of _taurists) may vote for three of the fessor Jaro Prohaska, whose favor- . On ‘the basis of the popcorn
ite pupil Heinze was, permitted, up: “Journey to the Center’ of the’
the Marquis George De Ctievas, four shows -in this vear’s- series.
“‘to: © Alaska.”
states that his International Ballet
The choices of musicals to be ‘thim to take Prohaska as his artistic .Earth.” | “North
vi be kept going. Marquise. a offered -on the ballots are: “‘Carou-; name. Reason ‘why the old Pro-: “Psycho,” ” “Goliath and the. Bargranddaughter of the first John sel.” “Damn, Yankees,” “Guys and ‘haska now withdrew his permis- , barians.2° “Toby Tyler,” “Sink the.
D. Rockefeller, had at first decided Dolls.” “Oklahoma.” “West Side. sion: Young Peter Prohaska, alias }Bismark,” “Operation: Petticoat,”
heen. “The
Time
Machine,” “Dino-.
to disband the big company but Story,” and “Where’s Charlie?”
lause-Peter
Meinze,
has
will now
continue its career in
saurus,” and “Solomon and Sheba,”
One choice wili be left ta festival | caught as a thief.
homage to the memory of her. -hus- . directors. so.they may take advanWhat's worst about it, the young. Levy listed the stars in. this
band.
tage of a-good show that might ‘man stole from his own colleagues. _order: Jerry Lewis, John Wayne,
The recent hit, “The Sleeping become available for presentation He sneaked into latter's. dressing- |Kirk Douglas, Pat Boone, Steve
Beauty,” will be kept intact. Dates in Puerto-Rico at a latter date..
;rooms at the Nuremberg Opera Reeves, Debbie Reynolds, Fabian,
alt.
are pending for U.S.. Britain, ‘West
Day, Jack .Lemmon
Yellen expects to leave for New-'House and pocketed money and-all| Doris
» Germany and Austria.
_| Tony Curtis.
York, April 15, to contract for that seemed to him attractive.
rights and. prepare the season of |.
,operas scheduled for the Univer4/12
sity Theatre, Sept. ‘11-23.
|

more jazz.

To

tention.

“Atlanta, April 11..° ;to check the script. for accuracy,

ConIn,Musicals,

any source and also providing the
best foreign actor and actress in
Jack Lemmon
and Shirley MacLaine, respectively.

Forecast More in 61

I have

Atlanta Recalls
[ts Ogre:Sherman.

at
vf

MOST].

5

three awards as the best film from.

To France Last Year,

is one ‘ef the

t
i

_ducer Peter de Sarigney presided..
“The Apartment” iUA) copped

6,000,006 Tourists Went

By EDWARD EL. BERNAYS™ 7

FRED G. DAVID

with “ munist conspiracy.”

Goves es Cardini does with cigarcts:
Ti.e Morlidors, good contortionist
act: Janik & Arnaut in the dance:
“Ea Femme Serpent” ‘They get a
full pege in the program and display three Varrery notices alone:
vith reviews of the act in Reno
ang Lus Vegas). Two orchestras.
Orfeu Negro and Gatlarzo’s band. |

Joe Levine Into Legit

Understosd
Joe E. Levine fs| Some months ago the press agent
‘| seriously. aiming for representa- of “The Far Country.” ‘by Henry
tion on the Broadway legit boards, Denker, telephoned me. He asked
‘| with a Straight darama, possibly me whether I would care to coor.
erate with the management ‘to fura
next season.
The “Boston Barnum” is ready ther. public. interest in the play
}to expand his sphere in-any and since it was about my uncle. Sigmund Freud..and: the discovery of °
every branch. of show biz.
.
(Freud was
the
He’s already mulling a television. psychoanalysis.
series based on the “Hercules” older brother of my mother, Anna
| character, in association with Mar- Freud, and he married. my father" a
.|tin Ransohoff’s Filmways tv com- sister, Martha Bernays.)
I told-him that before: I would
mercial outfit. Latter is producing
Levine’s. first U. S: made film, commit myself he should send me
President of THE NEW LOTUS,
a copy of the script. This he told
“Boys: Night Out.”
Washington, D. C., says: “The Poise,
tme he would do. I never: received
Style, Class and Polish of PAUL
‘|the seript.
up. to SPLENDID;
ANKA
adds
The matter. passed from my atSHOWMANSHIP.

—

$15 a year. $20° Foreign.
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FilsContradit OwnCredo BG ONLY
LYWITH ‘See Leonard Davis Gainiing Seat
-TAYLORASSTAR OnNT&T BoardNo ProxyDecision

‘Seattle, April’ 11.
Louis R. Guzz0,. amusement editor of the Seattle Times, pre- ‘sumes to perceive a gap in the thinking powers of the American
.
“film industry, or a conspicuous case of talking out of both sides.of

the same niouth. To let Guzza speak for hiniselE,. quote:
* “WILL SOMEBODY EXPLAIN?
“The current furor about films'|
When it is- suggested that films sometimes are- a decisive fae -1of “sick sex'’.seems a little silly

fluence on children and may give them. ideas that: Jead to crime,
the movie industry insists its: products have little effect on viewers.
- “But when the: ‘industry went to court last week to defend itself’

against a charge that. it had blacklisted. Communists, its attorney.
said in a brief:

considering that, with the. excep‘| tion of a couple of films starring
Elizabeth. ‘Taylor,. none of the’ socalled sick sex pix: -has: been: an}.
outstanding money-earner.
Thus, | °
it: would seem, the controversial |
. films are-reaching a comparatively |
‘|'small part of the mass audience,

M. F. Fun d’s 80

'
Hollywood, April 11.
“Motion: Picture Relief Fund
dedicated its new 80-bed paviljon Sunday. (9) at the Motion
Picture County -House, with
several
hundred filmites attending...

“The influence ‘of: motion. pictu res ‘on public ‘attitudes, -eonduct
and ‘mores is incalculable..A producer of ‘motion: ‘pictures ¢annot
ignore ‘the possibility that: a- picture designed ‘as. entertainment
Project. under construction
May.be converted, subtly: or otherwise; into a medium of. subversive
-| and. -their detrimental effect (if,
for past two years, will enable
propaganda, nor can‘ he ignore the further fact. that a great many
1indeed any can be proven) would
Fund to take care of patients
people and organizations in the United: States. are’ extremely. sensibe slight.
who formerly. had to be placed
tive to the danger...
-in :private rest -homes, and is
This ‘Observation was. made in
“Come on, fellows, make up your. ‘minds. If. political .films. can.-.
fourth major structure to be
New
York
last
week
by
a
distr
ibuexert that much influence on adults; imagine the. impact of con| tion.exee who preferred. to remain |” er ected on Fund's 55-acre site
centrated movie violence, erime..and ‘sex on Junior.”
Since its Inception in 1942.
| anonymous. He didn't: want to ‘be
put in the position of knocking the
All facilities offered by the
boxoffice power. of one of his. own
‘MPRF are made possible via
: pix, as well as those of several of _., donatians by industry workers.
his - campetitors.
Exec. prefaced his. remarks with:
!a wry observation. that, in his:

Skouras’ Arrival in
i London Sparks
Extensive British PixProd.Program.

Hollywood, April 11.
No definite decision regarding
outcome of the proxy fight against
management of National Theatres
& Television will be announced

Be ds

until Friday (14) or Monday (17), it
was disclosed teday ‘Tues.i at the
annual meeting here, but fron: a
pieliminary
count
of the proxy
votes
it appears
that
Leonard
Davis, leader of the fight, will win
at least one seat on the hoard.
_
Management
claimed
1,860,000
votes, representing 11,000 of the
total
16.00
stockholders,
while
Davis
faction
claimed
roughly
600,000 yotes, sufficient, if it is
carrect, to give them two seats.
Eugene Klein, NT&T prexy. de-

elared: “It is within the realm of
possibility that the Davis faction
‘will be represented by at least one
person on the board despite the
larger number of votes culled by
management.”
Klein said that management witl
.Zet more than 75”. of the votes
cast. as indication of the stockholders support of management.

Trans-Lux Volum
At $3,401,409:

estimation.
anyway, ~prostitution
should= not. be regarded as .“sick.
séx”
(“It’s
as
old as the world and
| an
London. ‘April 11. +—
integral . part of the social
“The arrlvval in London. last ‘week- :
scene’.
Therefore.
the
exec
Now Christ Ag:a.Lad —f would. not regard the. phenomenal
“end: of‘Spyros Skouras, .20th-Fox’s |’
‘Hollywood, April tl.
Fireworks were started early Ina
|
b.o.
success
of
“The
World
of
prexy, . accompanied. by Robert a
. Samuel Bischoff and Dav id | Suzie Wong” and “Never on Sun-:- Revenues from Trans-Lux Corp.’s Mes session at the Fox Wilshire
entertainment
activities.
rose
toGoldstein, studio ‘topper’ in. Hol-| ‘Diamond: undertake a change
{:dav” “as ‘exceptions to. his rule that: ' $3.401.409 in 1960 from $2,873.576. Theatre with holders demanding
from the floor that B. Gerald Canly wood, ‘sparked. off -an extensive - of pace-in their next: produc- _| Sick. sex doesn’t pay.
for 1959. according to the com- tor, board chairman, resign from
‘tion, . to follow. “Operation
British production program.
- AR Its Liz—
pany’s annual report to stockhold- -; the board, which he declined. A
“The only exceptions to which he ‘ers... Entertainment activities in-’
_
Advance guard -of. producers are oe -Eichmann,” ‘upcoming’ “Allied
‘number of holders also asserted
‘Artists release:
™
would admit are “Butterfield 8.” : clude theatrical
“already at. work in London. on the
exhibition,
ais- that Cantor was running the com: Pair will do. “The. ‘Carpen- . | “Suddenly
new program. Mark Robson .;-has”
Last. Summer"
and ‘tribution of theatrical 4lms, ‘and- pany for his own interests, and he
“Cat ‘On A. Hot Tin. Roof,’ all of ‘production and distribution of tv
-ter's Son.” feature. on the life
four’ pictures. lined up, first ot
.was asked to explain, but this too
Which. starred Miss. Taylor who, inj |films.
of Christ as a. Boy, ‘and have.
which will be “The. Inspector,:””
‘he declined to do, saying that he
the exec’s words, is “the one true
based’ on the.Jan. de Ilartog novel, |: ‘registered title: with MPAA.
' Trans-Lux’s net after taxes Jast would answer all questions when
Atnied |. “boxoffice. star today.” That is. he ; year rose almost 51°7, to $502,217. an eastern
with Natalie Wood in the: lead role, |: While listed “under
lawsuit
against him
would -bet. that almost any pic—!
‘Artists; no Felease' deal has yet’
He is also negotiating With direc‘from $332,288‘ in 1959. The 1960 comes to trial.
tor and cast for “Greatest Raid of | ‘been: set although -pice is‘ ex- ‘| sick or healthy—starring Miss Tay- :figure is'equal to 90c a share, on.
lor. would be a click in today's
All?" based.on C. E. Lucas-Phillips:
peried to go con producers’ .
554.900 shares of common, against.
‘| market.
sterv about the St. Nazaite- raid
‘Tate ‘61. slate.
,
“60e a share the year before.
The
_ To -make® his point, the exec gross revenues for. 1960 were $6;
ini 1942,
7
pointed to the ‘estimated $6,- 516.091, compared with $5,672,134
Frank Mc Carthy: ‘passed through:
000, 090. domestic rental on “Sud-. ‘in 1959. Profit before taxes Tast;
@ week ago. ta set up” production
dently” in comparison to the. esti-. year was $1,040.109, and in 1959
‘plans on the ‘Continent while Leo
mated $2.000,000. for “The Fugi-- Was $744.786.
McCarey is set.to produce: and ditise
Kind.’: another . Tennessee |
rect “China Story,” starring. Wil- |
Company's communications divi- ;
Williams drama.
“Fugitive”: is in;
liam, Holden. - This is. skedded to].
‘sion—stock and news tieker proMany
Wass a-much ‘better film.
Indie
producers,
working
on
start production May 21 and the
jection equipment. closed circuit tv
than ‘"Suddenly," ‘the exec opined,
ecreenplay, based. on the. Pearl].
ito brokerage office, ete—also reg- locations around the world, will
and
the
two
are
certainly
“equally
;
have
a
total
of
six
films
before
Buy’ orizinal, has been -avritten|
By. ALBERT’ SCHARPER
sick.” but the’ one with Miss Tav-! jistered “further progress” in the the cameras this month for United
by
MeCares
in juncti on with
year, according: to the report.
lor was-a standout, while the other .
Artists release.
Claude -Binyon.
Holiys ood, April Ul. | has had ‘a comparatively. *uphill :Revenues from these activities rose
Properties include Frank Capra's
:
‘Williany Holden is-ako - ‘being’ , Msgr. Thomas, F.: Little, -execu-{ battle.despite a cast. headed by to’ $3,.114.682 in 1960 from $2,798.paged to. star.in “The Visit.” which tive secretary. -of the ‘National ‘Le-! Marlen Brando, Anna Magnani and . 338 in 1959. Company is said also “Pocketful of Miracles,” starring
Glenn
Ford and Bette Davis, which
to
be
seeking
to
enter
the
area
of
Nuitmnatty. Johnson’ will produce and|
atne Woody ‘ard.
closed circuit tv systems for other starts April 20: “The Valiant,” a
-direct from his own’ screen® play. sion of Decency, here last iveek ‘on |
Rare bYsick sex were really insurance: i
,B.H.P.
Films production, starring
commercial.
uses,
including
airlines.
‘of. Friedrich: Durrenmatt’s success~ his triennial rounds of the studios |for stout returns in the U. S. mares- John Mills. which gets underway
fal play: It is likely. that. Ingrid | and. for patleys willt, ‘MPAA: Pro-| ket, “Jack The - Ripper, ve should "schools, hospitals. industrial
-April
17
in Italy; “Geronimo,” 2
‘
tablishments.
Bergman: will pitas the role. cr cated \duction ‘Code chief: Geoffr ey- Shur-} have been a smash,
he said. It was,
on the stage by: -L¥ nn. Fontanne.
Company’s
annual
meeting
is ‘Bedford pr oduction. starring Chuck
{lock, bestowed’ what he termed“"an }in fact, Something ofa ah ea
Connors,
now
shooting in Mexico;
.
considering
the razzle-dazzle. ‘scheduled to be held in New York “X-15," an Essex production which
a¢colade™ on W r alt : Disney . for they ment,
campaign it was given
by Joe Le-: ‘April 27, with principal busiiess
starts
April
17.
“quality” of his. three most Tecent j vine. The public
being the election of 12 incumbent
also stayed. away
Harvard
Fiims wili also start
releases, “Pollyanna,” “Sv iss Fam- i. in droves from last year’s two full ‘directors. and. approval of a re-‘stricted stock option plan by which
two:
“Beauty
and The
Beast,”
ily Robinson” and°‘ "Absent-Minded length
;
studies of a homosexuai: 25.000 shares of common will be starring Mark Damon, and “The
Professor, wo
:
1 “Oscar Wilde” and “The Green
_ Made available for--options to of- Flight That Disappeared.”
Carnation.
‘Little said; “Amid: the present
ificers and other employ eas.
‘| discussion “over
the
content
Option Plan
i
at ‘Allie
rtists’
study o
much of Hollyw ood's product,. “one | voveurism,
“Look. in Any Window,”
Ww ashington, April AL.
fact stands: out like-a warni and.
According to the proxy stateThe United States will enter one Welcome. beacon. It Is. that those? isn't breaking any records, evep ment accompanying the annual refeature and one short competitivepictares turned out by -you. and: i With teenage idol Paul Anka cast port, it's contemplated that those
ly at this vear’s. Moscow Film Fes-:
your studio. are. wholly acceptable: 1 as a peeping. Tom. If the. da-good- -eligible for the stock option plan
Hollywood, April 11.
tival, July 9-23. ‘Turner. ‘Shelton for’ and ave ‘proven. highly. enter- |ers and. noters-with-alarm were : Will include Purcival E. Furber,
New indie firm has been formed
of USIA ‘will work with U.S. in- taining ‘to' all niembers
of | every correct, said the exec, the combina- !:Aqtila Giles, Richard Brandt, Ray- {by producer-director Hall Bartlett
dustry in selection of product after family ‘inthe land.”
tion-of Anka and voyeurism should!‘mond G. Pugh and Edison Rice, all!
—
jand writer Eugene Vale for proSoviet
printed. rules. are received.
be. proving irresistable.
jof whom are either officers or di-|
“a
S. showed: “Diary of “Anne; AS yet-ori his. Hollywood rounds,
whether’ Alfred. Hitch- rectors of the parent corporation, duction of a feature program, to‘Asked
Frank” at previous 1959 Moscow L.'of D. visitor has. bestowed. no ‘eock's “Psycho,” one of Para-. . plus seven others who are officers !be started with “A Global Affair.”
other such accolade: He visited ‘mount's biggest moneymakers were
i Vale script deals with a newlyFest, but out of competion.
for directors of subsidiaries, and ° born infant found on- grounds of
20th-Fox.. Paramount, Disney, Warnot an example of a “sick sex” pic three other “key employees.’
ners, MGM and. will endeavor: to.
‘United
Nations
Bldg.
in N.Y.,
paying off handsomely, even with- |’ Proxe
statement
also
reveals: where filming will take place.
drop in at. “Columbia before he
‘out Miss Taylor, exec replied that jthat Harry Brandt. exec officer of:
heads east. Plans call for top actors from
American Broadcasting -+ Parathe transvestitism of “Psycho” Was ithe corporations which run the !Europe, South America and Asia
ee
mount Theatres declared a second Se
: ? ‘Possibly his most: intensive talks;about as sick as that in Charle3"s.! Brandt theatres, fs largest single t0 be cast in pic which rolls early
quattetly dividend of 25c on com- i‘have ‘been with Shurlock, but he Aunt.” The Hitchcock film, he’ stockholder, owning 32.682 of the imext year. No release has yet been
would -not disclose’ their nature. ‘said, was’ neither an exploration '
mon and 25c on preferred.
Shurlack,’” he said. Shur- nor a -glorification ‘of unhealthy:_outstanding Trans-Lux Corp. stock, Set,
“Payable June 15 to holders -of-t[lock
| “Ask WwMr.
followed by. Jacob Starr, chairman;
ould not. -comment, either.
record May 19.
| sex.
Rather-it was "a simple but--of the Artkraft Strauss Sign Co.
Cleric, when asked how ‘he per- violent gag and a sensational exer- i‘with 10.06%
+=
-—
of the outsanding
jsonally felt. as. Legion of Decency
cise in film horror,
ishares.
‘Emde’s8 New Beith
‘chief, on ‘the industry. output fol- {
Charlotte, N.C., April 11.
H. Russell Etnde, ‘for|years. an lowing * ‘spirit and. letter’ of-the
Projectionist for a drive-in was
active executive with RKQ Thea- Production ‘Code, countered With:
cleared Of charges of Showing att
tres, has .been named a vicepresi-' “Do you think ‘it does?”
“indecent”
film
by a Superior
-.dént of Borafact Research Ince.; - ‘He refrained, how ey er,‘trom any
Court jury which heard his appeal
New. York, a ‘national company direct criticism ‘with the. observafrom the county recorder’s court.
which specializes. in- consumer re- tion; .“‘Last Noy ember, in the an-,
Milwaukee, April 11.
Carson Paul Jenkins of Charsearch. He has been assdciated with nual: port of the Bishops’ Council
- Commenting. on “not.. recommended far children” tag on ads
lotte was convicted two weeks ago
‘research companies since leaving, regarding Lesion of Decency views,
classified as such by Milwaukee's City Motion Picture Commission,
along with the drive-in theatra
‘RKO Theatres some years ago.
‘}some rather harsh statements were.
Valentine Wells, executive secretary of the commission, indicated
owner, William Lemmond Jr., om
. Emde was: 45 years with RKO ‘made revarding films. At: this tkme |: that this does not signify that tickets cannot be sold to children.
charges of showing a so-calied’ ‘{nTheatres. as assistant. to the ‘late ‘T. could only ‘make. an interim reThis. notice: in advertisements of motion pictures playing local:
decent and immoral film. The two
-.Nate Blumberg when ‘he’ was: ‘gen- port, ‘which I do not: ‘feel I could | theatres, is a warning to parents. The parents have to make theit
were arrested March
1 when
a
eral manager. He: also was zone. do. Let’s wait until November when
-own decision. About 23% of films exhibited in Milwaukee County,
nudist picture. “Sun Lovers’ Holiand: division- manager for many the anniral, and full, report will
get the “not recommended for children” classification, with less
day,” played at the drive-in near
years.
|come out”
than 1% stuck with the “aduits.only” tag.
here.

6 Roll Globally
For United Artists

Legion’sLittle
Praises Little’

US. Competing
At Moscow: Fest
—~
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|‘Classification Debute Somewhat Hazyt
‘The

great

film ‘industry

debate

‘This is the third time in less. policy is .the 65- theatre Central
Theatre
Corp.
which
than a year that a major company States
has agreed to the use of such a ‘operates in Iowa and. ‘Nebraska.
The circuit has put in use in its
academic. Self-classification is al- tag line — similar procedures |film.ads a set of three symbols to
ready here, at least in some im- were followed by. United Artists findicate the type of. audience—{or
patronage,
adults
and
; portant sections of the country with “Elmer Gantry” and- War- general
or adults cGnly—tor
-and on individual films being na- ners with “Girl of the Night.” adolescents,
which the specific picture is suited.
i tionally released by major com- While major company execs Sout * Like the exhibitors in. Memphis,
like io talk about the reatons, tjwho went to a similar tan about a:.
. panies.
.
Ironie js the fact that the majors seems apparent that they agree of vear ago, Central States is basing.
| who have so classified their pix “self impose” this classification in lits ratings on those -published vin
order to get a B rating-for a film;; the Green Sheet. prepared by the
-are all members of the Motion: Pic- which
might otherwise have been; ‘Film Estimate Board of National
: ture Assn. of. America: which re- condemned by the Legion, perhaps., |Organizations:
iand
distributed
facilitics),
Also
:mains: .officially adamant against the most financially fearsunie of” through MPAA
:Classifving its product is Bluinenthe industry's watchdogs,
any such procedure.
Divided Counsel
-1eld Theatres in California.” Texas
_ Situation was highlighted again
In addition, while Marshall Fine... “COMPO has, in tact. established ,
-llast. week with the Legion of De-: 'prexy of Allied States, goes on the its own rating service wich it
See
cency declaration that the Roman: ney
record
as being completely Op-" makes available to its membeis at
Catholic reviewing arg had given posed to any kind of “classifica- a nominal charge.
Thus, unlicss the anti- classifitation,” and while Theatre Owners of
B (Objectionable in part for all
; America tries to figure out a way - tion forces hurry up and preve
rating to Metro's “Two Women,” to inform exhibs about the content liHat self-classification won't werk,
a Joe Levine import from Italy.” of upcoming films «whatever that; they may be in a position to prove.
Announcement
noied importantly really means), ‘individual. exhibi- : it won't wark after its aheady
|that the ‘pic is to he advertised by tors are quietly going shout classi- established —aind ‘fu netioning—in
| Metro, as “recommended for adults i fying their filmis as they see. fit.
“important
areas all: -areund
the
|only.”
Latest
circuit _to adopt
this,country.

on the pros and cons of self-classification
is
rapidly
becoming

BROTHER KEEPS

L. A. to N. Y.
Al Alweil.
Dick Barkle
Anne Baxter

Rossano

Kapo’

Brisson

f

Alex Cooperman
William Dozier
Leopold

D. Glucksman

who

Ben Goffstein
Samuel Geldwyn Jr.
Howard Keel
Jerome Lawrence
Robert FE. Lee
Sam Levenson
Jerry Lewis Irving H. Ludwig

Parker

Jets on time/
TWA's on-time Jet record is the best in the business.

For over a year TWA has averaged decidedly better
than its two transcontinental competitors, based on

latest available data from the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Seasoned Jet travelers know that TWA sets the Jet
standard in the United States for on-time departure,

on-time arrival...for schedule reliability. TWA is
proud of ts experienced team of Jet captains, flight

and ground crews, maintenance men, meteorologists.

Their skill made this extraordinary record possible.
Next time you fly for business or pleasure, get there
on time...aboard swift, dependable TWA SuperJets..
Fly TWA SuperJets across the United States
-.-and fo leading cities in Europe and Asia

Calf your travel agent or nearest TWA office
USA: EUROPE

- AFRICA

ML

THE

SUPERUJET

-ASIA

AIRLINE

Orwa THE SUFERIET AIRLINE Je a service mark owned ox:luelvely by Trans World Alrilnes, Ing

Y..

to

Anderson

With Roger
formally
res’ ced

L.

A.

vides for not fewer tnan’12 films
a year, not more than 16. Budeets.
Will be tilted from what they have
i“been: Lippert. as in past. ‘will ar--

- Fane

bank financing. in'T.. A

As
all
20th’s) own: ubcening
|presse. will bein. “bleckbuster”

|category

hereaiter

save

Lippert’s

"Program, Lippert will ebsorb sume
esmmitment*: previously
set
by
studio. covering directors, writers,

ectars. et“. To this end. property
-“White ‘Terror in the North AtLewis having
lantice.”” previously on several difas veenee
in

‘|cipal could be distr buting through
his

Sol A.. Schwartz

alma

mammy.

However,

there

tare two other indie production bids
i also.

Young

starring

Esther

Robertson,

Williams,

Filmed

ahnost

Chiff

entirely

by director James B. Clark.in

Mu-

nich, fiim is most expensive Lipe
pert ever made. costing £820.(000.
Hell also take print of Audie Mure
phy -starrer.
“Battle
of
Bleady

Beach,” shet at Malibu. Heavy sews.
wrecked

set)

there

coon

beach,

formal resignation swamped oniy navy destroyer ¢sThese
‘takes place June 1. has been with _ cert rented, az chief prop.
evems
kited
boeeet
.UA a little over: nine véars. Prior untoward
ta. that he was vecp and creative $130.000° over $500.CCQU ortvinally
‘director for
Vionroe
Greenthal blueprinted.

Europe to U. S..

| Lewis, whese

Kenneth Adem
,
Kenneth J. Bridges”
Alexander H. Cohen
Robert Goldstein

‘agency.

A, Kriendler

Exec entered

the industry

‘in 1939 as an office hav nat Warners,

‘John Krimsky
Harry LeBover
Ernest H. Martin
‘Domenico, Meccoli
Igor Moisevev
Joseph H. Moskowitz
Spyros P. Skouras
Morton A. Spring
S. A. G. Swenson
Larry Tisch

‘and after the war joined 20th-Eox.

‘Desegration-Themed
‘Crisis in South’. Looms
As Possible Hard-Ducat

DOMENICO. MECCOLI
OF VENICE, 0.0.’S OSCAR
Washington. April 11.
Domenico Meccoli,, new director
af the Venice Film. Festival, was
‘the guest-of hanor hese Friday 7)
at a luncheon

ston, prexy

given

by Erie Jahn-

of the Motion

Picture

The Samuel Bischoff-David Dia- Assn. of America. Meccoli is inthe
mond partnership plans its road- U.S. to attend the Academy Awards
show baptism with its next entry, . ceremonies in Hollywood Apri] 17.

U. S. to Eurcpe
Bruce Balaban
Sammy Cahn
-Gianna D’Angelo
’' Wolfe Kaufman

In course of the lune h, guest pre
“Crisis in the South." . documentvith the Venice
ing the Dixie intecration strife. sented Johnstan’
film
féstival modal in honor of
Decision to go hard-ticket, according to Diamond, is hecause the’ the host's 15th anniversary ‘jin the
touchy theme fhas major distribs film industry,
ee
backing off.
Diamond figures he could press
the issue with Allied Artists. which

Alan Jay Lerner’
Nathan Milstein
Manny Reiner.
Honey Sdnders.

| Mary |Schenck Retires

Ingrid Thulin
Jimmy Van Huesen
Winnick

Handle

for
for

assist Goldberg in his rew respon-

Irving P. Lazar
Felice Orlandi
Arthur Pine

Maurice

U.S.

sympathy

—

sibilities.
Lewis, meantime. jis mulling a
number of independent production
offers, one of which mav Keep him
Iwithin the CA family as his prin-

Jack Forrester

‘Maxwell

TQ yeirs

: ferent producers” slates,. now hascharge of United Artists’ advertis‘been transferred to Lippert. Once,
; ing and publicity.
Fred Goldberg is
- 20th: planned to make pic in Eng‘slated to take over that departtment under Max E Youngstein's :Jand it’s an iceberg yarn:, Jater in
title locaie. Lippert will shoot it
general supervisory direction. Lat‘in Bering Strait off Alacka.
jter, of course, will concern himself
Lippert airs east this weekend
With overall manage ent but, durfor talks with Skouras.- He'll take
ing the transition period, he wil
. east prints of*‘The Big Show,” ¢co-

Al Brodax.
Chick Chandler

Collier

been berred

ee
ee
re
oe

Wonders

Blackstone

of

Roger Lewis As
Indie Prosucer

Rosalind Russell
Jerry Siegel
Jules C. Stein
Craig Stevens
Gordon Stulberg
Janet Waldo
Robert Walter
Jack Webb

Milton

to Russia

having
confessed
Communist Party:
Part

Larry Rhine
Fred Robbins
Cliff Robertson
Peter Robinson
‘Lawrence Roman
Art Rush

Marian

defected

‘fold he had

James H. Nieholsen.

N.

April 11.

director

Hoallvwood,. April 11.
the U. S. to attend Oxcar ceremo-!
That long-talked new deal ‘or
‘nies this month.
Robert L. Lippert to continue pro' UL S. consulete here confirmed
low-budgeted
films
for
-director was denied, but gave no ducing
. 20th-Fox
hacs
een.
fermatly,
. reason.
i Paese
Sera, pro- Communist signed. Pact. spannin« seven years,
‘newspaper, says. Pontecorvo vis is longest Lippert hss had, pro-

Thomas. Mitchell
Milton Moritz

Ralph

“Rome,

Pontecorvo.

Asath All
A Bis,
Lippert He: Its
Budget Features

‘age, has been denied # visa to visit|

-Irving Mansfield

Eleanor

Gillo

—

“Kape” ‘taly’s nomince tor. this .
vear’s foreign Qsears and brother
Bruno Pontecorvo, atomic scientist

Friedman.

Ernest

OUT

Director Denied. Visa
Sibling Went Soviet

Brazzi

Frederick

HIM

Israeli Pic

George
Schwariz
and
Arthur
: Sachson, indie distributors, have
' acquired “They
Were
Ten,”
an

Marvin
H. Schenck.
longtime.
has been releasing for the partners |
(including their current
“QOpera- studio exeé at Metro, will resign
He sails on the Liberte
tion Eichmann’), but as of now the: shortly.
| producers plan their own sales ef- , April 21 for four or tive weeks
|fort.
| abroad, all vacation. and upon re| If pic actually does go two-a-day : turn will bow out officially.
‘Schenck, 64.. is a Loew’'s-Metro
and upped scale, venture will rate:
‘The’ studio -v.p.
more than ordinary trade notice, old guardsman.
jisince according to Diamond it will Started
with the Marcus
Loew
have none of the exploitable pro- Booking Agency. worked with the

i Israeli. feature, for release in the
j United States.
—
Produced and directed by Bar- {duction values usually associated
Loew's’ chain and then 4-G, all
ueh Dienar, the film has dialog in with roadshow
product. “Crisis” ; the time dealing with talent. He's
Hebrew, with. English subtitles,
may. rol]. this summer,
a nephew of Nick and Joe Schenck.
o

e

'

»
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PICTURES

) BUDGET FILMS
|GLOBEHAS
HASLOTS (Wind Again Topnotch Of B.O.

Amusement Stock Quotations —

tNITSAGENDA Champs in Alltime Sweepstakes;
oth (Current) Reissue $8,000,000

¥ eek: Ended Tues,. (11).

‘High: ‘Low

N.Y. Stock Exchan ze

“1961.

Net

“Weekly Vol. Weekly. Weekly Tues..
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33!2
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Eastman
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4195. Metro GM ...631.
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MCA Ine.58
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51,
§22y°

3275 .
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BY DALE OLSON

—i"s

ay

H

lly

d,

A

ril 11.

Orsanization ts new produc- !
.tion-distribution

eompany.

Movielab’ s 10c Divvy
Movielab

1 tainment fields came.to light yes-

243
‘632

28.
6334

+
—11%.

{and executive operations
jpurchased the defunct

62:

7

2h

|Studios, -‘Hollywood Sound

Gq
193%

— 13
— 72

jplans. to develop what he termed.
[“A major film studio operation on

38's

.. 381
.. 162.

Ty
84545

34"

357—

| *6%4
°° 73,

215 4 ‘terday
when Alvinlity Schoncite
€
Mi
ratold
Mining Corp.,
ie 14 iv.ARIETY that Fidelity
.-~ 1g2 ‘of: which-he is secretary-treasurer.
head. h

+ 54

Film

Laboratories

has declared a dividend of 10c

67%4.

“V4
53,
1534

*

which

|Plans diversification into all enter-

2853
65°43

7
53
1534

ay
117.

|

lg

Me
11444

27!3° NAFI Corp.:. 521
Nat. Thea:
Paramount

Tose

3753

_

i”
319%,
753
“165
‘165,

13124
Ws. 534 EMI ....
7
1; -Glen Alden’.4891
+
17.
1314

314

5514 .

forwk.

54.

CBS

.

Change

"581 om

4378 | 32" . pecea

4124

-High

357.

2185

‘8475

Vending

hea
as
Kenmore

Service}

‘and Globe Releasing Corp. and has’

a share onthe class A common, payable May 1 to stock
or record April 25. |
This is the fourth dividend
since. the ‘stock was publicly
offered last: June.

Wall St.Stance

David O. Selznick’s 1939 produc-

ition of “Gone With the Wind” once

lagain

is the

king

of the

hill

in

terms
of boxoffice
gross.
This
Metro release, which had been de;posed by the late Cecil B. DeMille’s
\“The Ten Commandmients” as holder of the. crown, has captured top

honors

anew

via

the current

and

fifth Teissue.

{ On the basis of the past couple
of hundred dates for “Gone” in its
most recent market go-around, the

Selznick picture ought to take in
at least $8.000.000 in domestic revenue. This would make it the most
successful of all re-runs and brings
:$934 4919 RCA
.v.esl127
G2!2,
5753
6248
+ 418) How will come on April. 15 withj
the total of domestic rentals to
ten
of
slate
“oq. irélease of the first of-a
10% 4 Republic sees ATL. rth 7 es ae es
16
$41,500,000.
_
Average of the previous reissue¢
was $6.400.000. Added income this
Albeit Albert Zugsmith has been time is attributable to the expand“8
“Fox...
Der
:
+12
Been in the. field
for
212 weeks padding his Allied Artists stock
ed new generation plus the fact
39"5 30%4 United Artists 357
39%3
3vi8
BQl2
~1"4
and so far have. cemented contracts:
the Wall St.-show biz that want-to-see pictures are not
from 15 independent exchange ter-. ‘portfolio,
+312"
53
ae
m3
38
43'2) Univ... Pix
5+)
prapevine has some other thoughts
ritories, among them, according’ to on the film company's perky per- in abundance anymore. Furth er,
—_"3
66% 8
Gin’
6; a4
Gita bea Warner Bros..29
1314 974. Zenith
-- 859
144
‘Uits
1410
ri'2
Schoncite. a “deak involving 300 formance—and futures probability “Gone” is being marketed at resular
prices,
whereas
“Ben-IHur,”
=
American Stock. E xchange
ae
houses. He declined to mame any -—on the “Jittle board.’
“Fxrodas.” et al, are at roadshow.
an expected 15 more are’ set.
until.
34
vit
Ty
8ly4
4ty>- Allied: Artists 730°
Yo
VARIE1TY’s anniversary
issue of
“Optimism, it seems. was tipped
15°’.
14
All'd Art. pfd. | 36
17573. 16.
16.
—1%3
‘To. be ‘sold in either package or. -by
4 had Paramount's
the company
itself when
it the past Jan
4'4
2%_ “Buckeye Corp, 277 9
383°. 3 |
314
eas
single units. the slate includes a- gave ‘producer Samuel Bronston an release of “Commandments”
on
"4
9%, Cap. Cit. Bde. 619. rp o. he
18
72's
full-length feature cartoon, wands option on 25.000 common shares at top. with domestic ‘United States
‘Wiv4
493 Cinerama ‘Inec.2312) 0 15°41)
13"s
3°4
+ 14
-and. the Magic Serpent.’
bought nearly two points over the ticker ard Cavada! rentals of $34,200,000.
15's 10°2 “Desilu Prods. 262,
1655
Isis
is
0 lh ..j from Toy -Films of Japan; with ex- price when the option was granted This figure remains the same. with
fila
44 ‘Filmways Tl4
Tig.
653
6h
1,7
i changes|,also offered options on March 15. AA's rosy self-outlook. “Gone” soaring fo the $41.500.000
eight |pix the company‘961-62, t0 of ‘course. is contingent on how level by way of the new marketing.
ahi
er
an
een
284 Bt Natl TeleAl : 830
Ironic note is that Selznick has
well Bronston’s “El Cid” performs
when thé company roadshows it. long since ceased to own anv part
2078 aa ‘Teleprompter: 331 1gra.
35
434
7 at Suitable for re-run or TY play:
domestically
next
fall.
.A_ fast of his own production These are
2 Zils 142
aa
D213,
y,
- 231y
981
Os: 255
Fidelity. parent of the organiza- breakaway. would excite the mar- the davs of “participation” but it
Trans-Lux et
<3
2313...
192
+
bulls and confirm
the con- must be recalled that the producer
18t2>
Sa:
$Ctl B(G AC)
43
1644
‘pte
16.
_
18
tien, was a small ‘mining Jeasor in ket
sold out his interests in the feature
. 7
v
,
Na
oS
"+
Nevada when. Schoncite and Theo-- fidence of Steve Broidy & Co.
‘dere
J..
Ticktin:
who
holds
post
of
As for Zugsmith, his recent buys to M-G manv vears ago. There are
“* Week Ended Mon. 10it
no particinatiors at all: M-G owns
‘president,‘acquired
a.
controlling
appear
to
stem
as
much
from
the
+ Ex-dividend::
oe
the victure outright.
its. activi-. option
-interest’- and switched
terms as from any indeft Listed on Midwest Exchanze.
“Cemmanements”
obviously has
ties entirely toward, entertainment.
pendent
desire. fore or aft, to ’€ Actual Y volume.
a chance of re-copping the throne
had
rented
'
Sehoncite’
‘previously.
strengthen himself with his dis(Courtesy of Merrill Lunch, Pierce, Fenner & Smit h; Ine.}
but
this
couldn't
be
for
some time.
production space- at- Hal Roach, tributor.
Biblical
enie
is more
or:
less
,
‘projects -there fell. through
“put.
Bronston has-a two-year period shelved. with a reissue not due for
Over-the-€ ounter Securities
“when that studio went out: of busi- ‘from March 15: in which to exer-Bid
Ask.
|
some time.
ness.
cise his option at $8 a share. ClosAnother
kev
feature
in
the
America .Corp.
uu aeeeeceeeeneceres By
Lay
1, 5s
First features ‘to go will be (1) ing price on the stock when it was - sweenstakes
Four Star Television 0... 50... . cect eee Qlig.
2312
34
is “Ben-Hur.”
which
~““Butfalo Gun.” written .and pro-— granted him was $6.12)2. and at for the tine heing at least must
Gen Aniline &. 2
ee
335,
366
a
duced
by: ‘A. R. Millon and di- the close of market last Friday +7: remain
General Drive-in
.......650
eee ete
18°
20) ;
— 73
at 833.000000
Thus, the
C. -Gannaway.
rected by Albert
Was $7.6272.
big three, “Gone With the Wind.”
Gold Medal. Studios :.........5:
38
with -Marty Robbins. Carl Smith, - “Option for 2.600 shares at the at) S40.509000:
“Ten
Command‘Magna Pictures: ......0..3- 0.006: Lae bee ‘Bia
344
ciel

2414

20134

1724

Phileo
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©2.... 686-

2254

2073

| 244,

-— 12

Polaroid |cose: (399.

193'3

“17814

187 _

+814:

‘a small level.”

Organized last May 16, the firm's
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On Allied Artists

ofoldfs
BUN eehmicolor "i058 ghz 2418 SUNN 4854 BINaiedasortment

_Mefromedia Inc. .. 0.00... 6.5 eee eee wee
Movielab’ © 0... ee ne ve eee nee
Official. Films 2.2.2...
“Screen

Gems

‘Sterling

|

ee

Television

U. A. Theatres (60
Wometco

Enterprises:.
+ Sorces

ee

ete e cee

ee

cc ees
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Nariowat: Assn ats

24!
‘THs
.4

2654
‘1B 4
4 3

2012.

QI

355

+8

TG! 4

XEze
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Te

Pierce, Wayne Morris. Mary same price also was granted pic- “ments,”
34900000.
Kav and. Don “Red” Barry ture attorney
Herbert T. Silver- Hur.” $32.000.000,
starred: 19, “Seeds of Desire.” a berg, who repped Bronston‘’s negostarring tiation.
ou > dubbed -‘foreign: import
with Allied for western
+ Erika Rembers, and '3: “The Em- hemisphere rights to “EI Cid”
+ 5s
bezsler.” Spain- -filmed entry pro“C.S.-preem, of the pie is figured .
= 18 3
= hs
a6

ced 4

- Webb
“ Ellen

-duced by Robert Tatur, who heads

their dubbing dept..
yy! ‘Fes Dea?fers” Ine. y.
mee
——— by Huo Fregonese.

and

directed

for late October, but world bow is
for Madrid -in
midlikels _now

and

“Ben-

BUENA VISTA FOREIGN
DEPT, TO CALIFORNIA

Buena Vista's foreign distrib de
October, with attendant Eurupeanpartinent is due to he moved from
American
press
junket — being
New York toa the Walt Disney StuSchoncite’s
Mames as producers. mapped
by yet publicist Robert
d?o in Burbank within the next few
as do 4+: "Regina Lenz Criminal.” Taplinger.
weeks.
Move
«sill
be
finalized
. directed. by Fritz Umeelter
and
when dept
head Ned Clarke re“Marring Barbara | -Rutting. and’
turns from Europe where he’s beens
“Contraband,” a dubbed Mexican ACADEMY ‘CERTIFICATES
on an extended tour.
- film directed by Xavier Seto. Others
Harry Archinal. who's been with
set are (6+ “Boy on the Run." AlexAdded To Scientific and Technical
Disney
a number of vears, has
_auder-Grasshotf-prod.-dir.: 7) “The
Categories
been appointed
assistant
foreizn
Choppers. > produced by Arch Hall
sales
manager.
succeeding
Mel
and. directed by Leigh Jason with.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
cailed “Canes. of Tove" Arch Hatl jr.. Marianne Gaba and
Paris, April il. ". Waver”
& Sciences this vear is pre-entins Radel, « ho resigned to join Metro
International
“Waver?
has,
been
made
by
another
Robert)
Paget:
68.
“Hell
Breed.”
One
A new wrinkle | ‘Here vis Andre
Class If Award
plaque and
Herb
Fletcher.
sales
rep
for
Cayatte’s nea ‘film: project, Whig in a diitefent sty!@ “and called. “A Jokn Carr, -prod~dir., and: «9: “The
thiee “Class
II] certificates
for
will eniail two different. pix. bem "Weman Is aw eman’ ~The. first one Fanatiess” a -French horror film. scientific or technical awards ‘in South Airerica, who's been operatshot af the. same. time in the same treated the story ot a girl wanting Ali ¢o out under the Globe banner: 1961 Oscar sweepstakes, out of a ing out of Caraca-. also has moved
to Burbank studia.
and. children front a
gets wath
tle same: characters. marriage
On ‘their own production slate. ‘total of 16 which were considered.
Oserall monicker will be “La, Vie ‘tliehty fover-as.a gay comedy witle geared to start Within a month. Again, as in the past two vears. no
thé
second’
«
as
more.
serious
and
WALD, HYMAN, STARK
Coniuzale. ~ Conjugal: Likes. ‘bu
according
to Schoncite, are ‘10: Cass. I plaque is being given. Ku;
one wr] be ca! Hed * "France dine” cand dr amatic.
John Carr's ‘The Talisman’
.and Gos Will be passed out at Academy.
—_——-.
’
Talks
R-nge
From
Rights
To
and: the Lotiter- “Jean- Mare.
7? “Rape, “-d)-Arch Hall's “And. the Awards presentations next Monday
Possib'e Merger
+12* Wray Davis’ 170.
* Gjants’ Walked.”2
WOMETCO’S EARNINGS
Thev show: the lite of a martied
es

eee

=

oS

ae

eee

ne

7) Different PixStlatSame Time :

“Embezzler”

bears

Ticktin. and

But Andre Cayatte’s New French: Film Project
Will Use Same. Players, Sets

‘!The Damned Don’t Die.” and +13:
‘Class II ‘nod goes to Ampex ProTfollvvood. April 171
Earnings’ of 81.01. “The: Lavender Lie” and (14: “The fessional Products Co., for the proJerry Weld
has been
holding
Moon Creature.” both productions duction of a well-engineered multi‘Per. Share. Vs. “9¢ In "38
serious”
discussions
with
Eliot
“by Schoncite and Ben Pivar, latter purpose sound system combining
Hyman
over
possibility
of
rherzer
.Wometco Enterprises. umbrella head of production for the co. He high standards of quality with conif producer Raymond Borderie. has.
With Hhyiman'’s Seven Arts Co. tofor sundry activities including: film also joiris Schoncite on (15+ ‘“Were- venience
of control. dependable
his way.
fether vith stock saps between
and
simplified
emerDue to roll in May; it-will prob- exhibition -and. television stations,. Wolf” and: 16)° ‘The Mummy W alks_ operation.
companies, Wald said such talks
‘reported. improved profits for 1960 cal Midnight. a
gency provisians.
ably
star’
Marie- Jose: ‘Nat. and.
were
With both Hyman and Rav
with .net earnings at $1.013.429.
Class III certificates go to folJacques Charrier as the ‘couple. In
Stark. new exec production chief
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lowing:
one, the. wife - will’ be courageous
far
Seven
Arts.
year’s net was _$707.550, for. We,
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and the Columbia Pictures Studios
while ‘in the other. she will -he an
tween
Wald
and Hyman
is for
Expanded
activity’ in °60 ‘inet
‘Hollywood. April 11.
‘Camera Dept. for a camera flicker
The -huhband por-:
opportunists.
former's acquisition of Somerset
cluded purchase ‘of a fourth video;
i “Deal is on for Red Skelton to indicating device.
traved both as a rigorous, moral. outlet.” (KVOS-TV,.
Maughamn’s “Of Human Bondage”
Bellingham, ;return to screen in the “Jumbo”
Anthony
Paglia
and
20th-Fox
young. man and a weakling, depend-.: Wash.) additional Florida vending‘.‘role of: Jimmy Durante in Billy
Studios Mechanical Effects Dept. from Seven Arts. which Wald will
‘Ing on, Whose point of view. Cayatte ‘operations, acquisition of. control |
, Rose's. ‘1935 arena production at ,for the design and construction of film this vear.
_elainis the’ pix will play in different’: ;
in the. Miami Séaquarium. and a: ‘the for mer Hippodrome
in.N.Y.!a miniature flak gun and ammu- | Wald reported preposed merzer,
theatres and be separate and: ‘com¢
. Pepsi-Cola bottling franchise ‘for- Joe Pasternak. who already has|nition.
going on for some time, “could be
plete films.’
' set Doris. ‘Dav for femme lead and
: the -Bahamias.
Carl Hauge. Robert Grubel and finalized within very short time.”
Cayatte states each. pie weil,have
‘Company dropped’ one ‘theatre in| Chuck Walters to direct, has been Edward Reichard of Consolidated
Also implied that although merger
a varying style.
Whether this might Miami, but added: another in: the. in- negotiation. . with Skelton for: :Film Indutries for development of may not be finalized there would
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be
additional
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and
Actually, a story: made. by a “new |i' ping centre:
musical.
:
system.
| dealings with Seven Arts.
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Kenneth
newcomer,
set attracchampagne

the 1960

The three younger children are
: engagingly player, ‘particularly by
a red-haired, wise youngster ‘named
. Jane Asher.
David Saire has some
‘overdrawn scenes as the scullery-
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son's editing, are good.

sturdy b.o. prospect.

iis other ‘uali-

tieux and the location will help to
take care df Continental
appea.
but its marduece vaiue in the U.S.
jx more
coubttul.
However,
it
virtually introduces a1
w xoung
British actress who, on this showing, looks to have a bri«.t future.
The name’s Susannah York, previously seen in a smaller role in
“Tunes of Glory.”
Howard
Koch's
screenplay,
based o Rumer Goddin’s novel,
works up to a ho’ding emotional

Pit.

Far-fetched

but

. Slow moving, patchy put. fas- --einating. adaptation of Mareel:
Pagnol’s .play. Peter Sellers

Taste Of Fear
- (BRITISH)

‘both stars and directs, which is

an

chilly atmosphere and has a
couple of socko twists, Good
U. K, prospect.. but Suszn
is
Strasberg’s ‘stellar “value
the U. S. test.

-

error, However, his name...

F

should insure useful b.o.. SUD‘port.

holding.

drama, which, despite. many
holes. in the plot, builds up a

in the.

stick series,

ous

which
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‘McKern. Written und ‘produced ‘by
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Geoffrey: Foot;
musié,
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fect, which is to keep. audiences on. There: have been few standout ex-.
edge,.is well achieved. This looks amples. of ‘this. two-hat. approach.
to be a safe booking for Britain. -coming off successfullyand; ‘though

Apart from Susan Strasberg. prob- “Mr..Topaze” emerges asa stylish~
ably, and
Ann
Todd. possibly. “picture: which, with the Sellers
there's no marquee kick for the name should be a neat b.o: -propcsiStates.
,
tion, it’s ‘likely that his- personal
Columbia is peddling this one‘an performance
has -suffered .some.
a
shrewd
exploitation
simmick.
Judgment on his. directing powers
Sallor: ...... 6...
wee eee.
Fill DePrato
- Belthop
eee
ne ue
- Erich Kollmar
that of asking patrons to see this must be recerved until he can han‘Building: Sup. .eit eee cee ee
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Kenneth Connor. Charles Hawtrey. Joan
Kenneth
Wilhams, Bill Owen. Liz
Sims,
Fraser,
Terence
Longdon. “Directed |by
‘Gerald
Thomas.
Screenplay.
Norman
Hudis: camera, Alan Hume:. editcr. John
music,

Enright

Reviewed

April 4.

- Anglo-Amalgamated
‘release: of Peter
Rogers production. Stars Sidney. James,

reece

. Shirley;

study

Screenplay
riter ” Jimmy Sang- comedy actor in ‘British pix, often
ster takes his first. stab ‘at ‘producexpressed a- yen to have. a- go. “at
tion with “Taste of Fear.” and has
direction. But he was perhaps ‘un> Baron,
Molly
McCarthy,
Larry
‘Tucker. -done the script himself..The script
4 Produced by Merrill Brody. Written -and
wise ‘to. essay. “the tricky task of
- directed by Allen Baron: editor. Peggy “€#0: be shot to pieces for contrived
Lawson;
sound,
John
Strauss:
camera,
implausibility’ but the overall. ef- directing | himself: jy “Mr. Topaze.”
. Erich Kollmar: music. Mever Kupferm: n.
Universal

defies seri-

plot, but yocks galore; looks a.

downbeat

.rubout that.doesn’t quite con‘vince. Okay prospects.. however, with canny -handling.

Cameraman
Frederick
A. Young:
has taken full advantage of this
fact, with some enchanting coloc
Jensing.
Pic is always a delight to

from
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Blast of Silence

Clinical

Latest in this Midas-touch slap- -

the eye apart

of a rehearsal

theluding ‘Erich

‘Yuin by the U. of Minnesota
drawing out of adolescent awaken' London. April: A,
| Georges Van Parys. 4t Carlton, Londen,
Ranning time, 95. MINS.
Columbia release of a Hammer tJ.mmy
Marching
Band..
“Primary”
ing.
With sound allround techSanester? production. Stars Susan Strascece eeeeees
Sell
was preduced by Robzrt Di Ww
nieal okays. from the art work to
berg. Roneld Lewis. Ann Todd Features Ae dona wernt arses ses arene Peter's Grae
-for Time-Lite, Inc.. and made
Christopher Leé. Directed by. Seth. Holl. Cute Benac 2. .sss.ctiwe Herbeit. Lam.
Richard Addinsel’s dainty, evoca_ by. Richard Leacock, Don Pen“: Screenplay, .Jimmy —Sungster:” camera. suche ou... cise ee eeceetee es Leo MeKein
tive music, “Greencage Summer”
- .. Douglas Slocombe: musi¢. Clifton Parker:. Baroness” so oncalesseeteecee Martita Hunt
ny
oY
ne
9
.nebaker and. Al Maysies.
is a human production that. from et
editor, Eric. Boyd Perkins. At -Warner . Roget
cvecceeuccecs en
“Jehn Neville.
Theatre, London. Running timc, 82 MINS. Erecting ne
Bithe Whitelaw
time to time, will be remembered
Penny Appleby. betwee ee Susan St rasberg Tamise 2. ....56 0. cece eee Michael Gough
with affection for quite a number |
Bob.
-+.
|. ,ae. cose cane Ronald Lewis
Colette
rns
Juan Sims
of sequences.
Rich..
Jane ‘Appleby Lente es eees a
Ann’ ‘Todd: Blackmanler ..:..+----. “Fohn Le Mesurier:

Here's a stylish, warm romantic +
drama which gets away to a fiving
start in that it’s set in the lcisurely
France.|
champagne
country
of

ties.
This should readily appeal
to femme § audiences, particularly,
and it’s a worthwhile hooking for
most houses.
Kenneth More is a big attraction
for home audi-nces. Danielle Dar-

_Tecord

credits,

Kollmar’s camera and Peggy Law-.

Hubert Humphrey, was awarded City College's 12th annual
Robert J. Flaherty award for
: boy but he, Raymond Gerome, An‘“outstancing creative achievedre Maranne and Jacques Brunius | ment” in films of a factual
-all contribute useful support.
|
nature. ‘Award was. presented
i Dialog is largely unforced and
_at ceremonies in New York
this.
with
the
smooth
acting,
helps
‘last
Wednesday : ‘297.
Loevvon, April 4.
director Gilbert to build: up a
Calunibia
relezse cf oe Victor
Savile:
.
Honorable mention citations
Eduaid Smell production
Sars Kenneth‘ sustained
plausable
atmosphere
.-wenrt to “Sit-In.” an NBC €oMire Daniehe D rriei:. &
nook ‘Vork.
from
the
outset.
He
deserves
cumentary.. and. “Pow-Wow.
a
sade Nollier Directed bv Ie ais Gilbert.
See pias.
Hewat
6 bo
Cront
attimer
Gadden's
novel.
¢ neers.
Treder:ek aA.
Young: editor. Petir Toet)
meen.
Rich-

Mr. Topaze.:

. full-bodied jazz ‘complement. Other

“Primary,” filmed account :of

! Mie Nollier,

Leisurely,
romantic
drama
which
should
score
with
femme audiences.
performances
by
More and a bright
Susannah York, are
tively in French
counttry.
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Sponder

woman who is being robbed of her
‘Sellers plays a kindly, dédica ted:
sanity and her inheritance by some
and very poor schoolmaster. ‘in au
fairly odd malarkey..
It's been done: little French tovn. His integrity i39
before, ‘but this one drops in a such: that. when he-refuses. to ¢omcouple of acroit twists towards the promise over a pupil's’ report. to
With shrewd sell. Universal may end which may surprise even stu- satisfy the: child's rich, influential
have either a ‘possible art house or: dents of this type picture.
‘grandmother ‘he is fired.by the
lower
berth
conventional
entry
The girl in the case this time ‘ts arrogant ‘headmaster. The gullible.
Trompo'’s. Wife -...-........
Gangster.
Ganeyster

oo...
ee.
....20........

Betty

f:

Kovac

Bob ‘Taslor
Etnest Jac kson

with this shoestring effort. Starkly:
grey, “Blast of Silence” is a quasianalytical study of a. contemporary

Susan

pinned to a Sellers is soft-talked into becoming’
who. at the request:of the front for a- swindling business:

Strasberg.

wheelchair,

her father who shé has not seen for man, finds that he has been a pawn

hired gun, and is done. in the neo- -10 vears, returns to his Riviera but: by then’ has discovered the
Lewis Gilbert has directed
realist minor key of such films ‘as. villa and meets, for the first. time wicked ways of the world... He. de-":
with an obviously affectionate care.
“Savage Eye" and “Shadows.”
a4n,
Story
coneerns = four
snglish
her stepmother
Ann Todd’:
But - cides” to settle for hee oming
Under the thin ‘avant-garde ve
crook,
Dad is apparently awayon a busi-~ even. bigger’ “respectable”
schoolchildren, the oldest ‘Susane ;
Any serious criticism of “Carry: neer,
however, it-is a fairly con-- ness trip.
than’
his
employ
er:
However.
on
the
first
nah York heing just over 16. Fhey
On Regardless” is futile. Anglo- .
are enreute to a holidzy in France s Amalgamated. through Peter Rog- ventional. tale that doesn't quite nieht. she wheels -her way.into a” The film falls into sharply. concome cff. Fault basicaly is that it’ summer’ house and. there sees her’
champagne-snc-creen' ace country
ers and Gerald Thomas, have found .
trasling: moods. The -‘early ‘stages,.
:
ok
.
.
.
when their 2:other is tc kin ill and a goldmine in this slapstick series, relies too niuch on over-emphatic lather sitting, dead, in a chair. Or ‘with Sellers as the. gentle, honcst
narration and not enough on artful cid she?
Next day, she has the echoolmaster
is whisked «ff to ha- pital.
Shrewdly, theyre gcing to cantinue
.is: crammed with siyv
plot
and
characte“ization.
As
a
same uncomfortable experience in -hunior. The svhoo:roam scenes ale
Alone and dispirited they arrive
turning them out until the whole
consequence,
the ‘soundtrack
not ‘the ‘hall.
Is she right or is she well handled by. director ‘Sellers.
at the hotel v hieh is rue by Duanformula falls on its face but. this
‘only
works
toa
hard,
but
is
a
merely having hallucinations?
feHNe
Dzerricuxn
and
me raned by could be quite a long time
of the. pedagogue’s
- off.
His wooing
hindrance in. the film S cumulative
Claude
Noliier, a Frenchwomac,
Every exhib who has clicked with
Her stepmother and the family -daug hter is also delightful; thanks
effect.
Cespite
the
Chr.stiin
imonicker.
to the ‘compietencss
with which
any of the previous
““Cerry On”
-doctor
assure
her
that
she
is
in
an Alfred Crown-Dan Enrightfilms will be standing in line for
The children cet a ftricid reception
“But she Seltlers absorbs. himself in.the role.
presentation,
“Blast’
was
con- the hallucination market.
is
not
sure
and
neither
is
Ronald
from Miles. Darricux ind Nollier. this one. It’s a solid b.o. prospect. eeived and executed
“When
the
scene
switches:
to the”
entirely in
Lewis.
cher
father’s
handsome big business sequences -‘there. sie
But Kenneth
More.
a debonair. .
The story, such as is. has Sidney Manhattan by its. producer.: Merrill
He cowforts her patchy moments when it seems that
mysterious
Enelsimriin § James: running
charming,
“Helping
Hand ‘Brody, and dire: tor-scenorist Allen young chauffeur.
insists that they stay.
He's having
Ltd..” an agency prepared to take Baron, with latter ‘also: ‘playing the and they -search for her father’sS the ‘players have embarked: on an,
&n affaire with Miss Darrisux and on any sort of job any time. On his hired gun. All but two members of corpse. Inoking in: several unlike- entirely difterent film. However,
including the deep ‘Sellers’ -acute observation carries
she cannot resist his wirims.
staff
are most
of the - trained the east are reputed tyro thesps, ly ‘places
until .they discover ‘him him. through almost. till the end.Ie
During
the long summer
the imbeciies of previous “Carry On” but some surprisingly effective per- freeze’
atmosphere thickens
He ennovs
films.
Kenneth
‘Williams. Joan
Then. somethiig. misfires. and ‘th
formances result notwithstanding. floating in the swimming pool.
But. before they can -tell the audience. is--left feeling that a
his mistress Rhy takine the children
Sims, Charles Hawtrey, Bill Owen,
¥arn-follows a hood imported to
under
his wing.
Te
teenacer Terence Longdon, Liz Fraser and kill a prominent mohster.
Along police, things happen fast. It turns -been. tricked. What has started: out.
blossoms. and he begins to look at Kenneth Connor. Diszster ‘winds the: way. he's-reunited with a home- - out. that Miss Strasberg is ‘really ~ to be a quiet comedy hes suddenly
companion become an uncomfortably -brittle,
dead
daughter's
owas
idee
@
her in a Jess then ‘patronly Vieht. up every job. Typical of these are town sweetheart who -rejects him. ‘the
scenes which invelve Kenncth Wil-. ‘and is terced ta strangle a b'zarre. and that she is warking in-leayzue ‘snide Grama. Fortimately,. that does
There is open antavernism between
with
the
doctor
to
expose
the vil- not happen until near the fadeout.:
the girl and the older woman.
The liams in taking a chimp for a walk fat rnan who has arranged for the
film buiics up to a series of romanthreugh London, Kenneth Connor, murder... weapon.
When
he has lains of the ptece.. These. who
-- Without ever: heing Sellers’ most.
else?, are the stepmother arid the
tie developments during which it haby-sitting the behy turns ont -to finally .knocked off the mobster,
axtute perfarmance. it adds another
chauffeur. . Only cynics will spat
becomes clear that More is a no- be a married woman-:, and Charks the gunman goes for his payoff on
to his fast-erowing galleiy of .v\er-. Aaeee
early
that
the
chauffeur
is
not
all
Hawtrey deputizing for a ‘puailist ‘a. deserted. strip of beach. where
torious jewel thief.
satile characterizations. As a dis =
The awakenirg teenager falls for with this weedy comedian getting syndicate thugs kill him in an am-. he makes himseif out ta he. ‘The rector he has. brought. out «some.
denovement,
while.
predictable,
|
Lis
the job of a nightclub bouncer. bush.
his guite sincere charm
But when
slick performances from his col‘In development. the story way-. crisply and excitingly put over.
she thinks he has humiliated her, Joan Sims has to demonstrate a
leagues. Leo McKern tends ‘to
It is easy to pick -a dozen logical.
she unwittingh
leads to !:s cap- bubble bath, Liz Fraser finds her- ers, uncertainly hetween psycholosoverplay the: headmaster. Yet his
abjections to this plot. Film sueunderwear.
The izing tchiefiv via the.narration’ and
ture by the pokce.
For him it self modeNing
scenes with Sellers are. lively ‘excood slapstick climax hes the whole. being reportoriallv ‘taut. In seek- ceeds because suspense Is skillfully changes, Billie’. Whitelaw. | as. the
Means
prison. for Miss Derrieux
gang cleaning out..a filthy, anti-- ing to meld: the two- approaches, ' built up. and Douglas Slocombe’s. daughter, who Sellers shvly woos,
the end of tove and for voung Miss
potter
te
eer
at
Ytad
lensing
helps
a
great
deal.
Seth
“Blast” never really does. Despite =.
York it means hurt and disillusion- quated house.
has limited opportunities. ‘but does’
Holt’s direction of the Sangster
this crucial flaw, though. -film manment.
Ingenuity of scriptwriter Norman
well: with them.. The other leading
screenplay
is
‘always
confident.
This could have turned out overHudis is sometimes a bit strained. ages a fair amount of interest as
never overdoing the creaking door - ‘performances are those’ ‘of Michael
kh mnejodramatie and cortrived, but but he has come up with.some the camera ‘pounds the Gotham
.Gough, :Nadia.. Gray: and Herbert
angle.
“pavements.
its mainiy handled with delicacy sound comedy situations.
Miss Strasberg. who is obviously Lom. Gough: is ‘spiendid as a seedy
Baron, as the hired killer. turns
and good taste.
Even the dramatic
- schoolmaster who.‘is devoted. to...
so
lively.;
Hudis’
dialog
is also
hampered
by
being
ticd
largely
to
in: an acceptable maiden stint; but
scenes never jar.
The erly part
relving a great deal on: double. without ever really exposing the her wheelchair, gives a usctul per- Sellers. -Lom-. plays the. con ‘man.
and
elfectively. — Nadia .
flashily.
of the film, when the relattonship
meanings, saucy ‘vulgarity and the thug’s conflicting ‘drives.
of bewilderment. fear
a
ie
en
oe
Re
© Molly formance
as Loim’s “musicomedy mis-.
hetween “iore and the Ch:ldren in various personalities of the lengthy
near ‘eraziness.
Ann. Todd. Gray,
McCarthy
as
his
onetime = girl ‘and
developing, is particularity charmcast. Even down to the smallest friend delivers her ‘lines in flat stunning as the stepmother, pro- tress, brings a flambeyant touch
ing ard pleasantly staged.
Miss one. the roles are played by actors
enough
-charm
to
make ‘ef glamor to this role. Two other.
fashion. She’s one'of two pros in vides
York
20 progresses
cCelightfilty .Well
experienced
in
jumping the picture, other being Danny people wonder for aw hile whether - cameos that stand out. are-John Le:
furtive’ blackmailer and
from the resentful. gawks schoolhoops that. Meehan, who. satisfactory limns her or. not she is the villainess
through
the comedy
of the.‘Mesurier’s
+
girl ta the young woman cacer to director
Gerald
Thomas
tosses brother in a brief arid familiar role. piece.
Ronald Lewis. the chauf- Martita Hunt's characteristic. ‘study of
a
rich,
-acid-tongued
‘martinet.
Vive.
She
handles
some
tricky defily in the air..
Of the others, Larry Tucker. a feur, has got his first Hollywood
scenes «as when she ets drunk ©
Of the nrincipals, Kenneth Con-. former songwriters’. agent, shows break as a result of this film. He's - Film is handsomely mounted and
with champagne and when she is. nor and Kenneth W'""!~™s get. the considerable promise as the co pu- ‘ a handsome, yirile ‘actor. Chris- John Wilson’ s camera Work is nice: assaulted by an @morons scultery
Georges Van Parys.
+ chances. but Sidney Jair
lent, bearded and greedy lowlifer; topher Lee, usually associated with . Musie
boy' with an assurance beyond sier Joan
roles.
is
obviously; catches nee ‘right. French mood.
Sims and Liz Fraser pul w ho- arranges for the’ murder gun; ! villainous
thesping experience.
She has a their weight. Eyma Cannon has a and Peter Clune is seen but scarcebrought in as the reddest of red - George Martin .and Herbert Kretzfresh, wideeved adolescent heauty high old time as James’ assistant ly .heard in the archly-conceived ° herrings as the doctor.
He plays .ner, who lately wrote the Sellers -.
which is most appealing.
;Loren hit ‘song, “Goodness, Gra-.
and Hattie Jacques; Fenella Field- ‘part of the marked mohster.
this straight role convincingly..
More’s friendly charm and hegnt ing. Julia Arnall, Nicholas Parsons,
Leonard
Sachs,
Anne- Blake, :i cicus Me,” have not come up with
An echo of black list days is the
hu.nor have never been more per- David Lodge, Betty Marsden, Syd- - no-eredit
for
Lionel
Stander’s John Serret and Fred: Johnson |‘a’ similar, winner with. “I Like
fuasive
than
in this film.
His ney Tafler. David Lodge and: a crisp-gravel narration, written in complete the cast effectively. Tlie; ; Money,” a trite: number put over
scenes with the moppets are great- dozen others all make a mark in. pulpish-manner by. Mel Davenport. ‘pre-credit titles sequence sets the; tepidly :by Miss .Gray.. Perhaps
as are his rather more astringent brief cameos. Film also introduces. ‘Stander’s reading is nicely pitched. atmosphere remarkably. well and Pierre Rouve's script :has kept too
skirmishes with Mlle. Darricux. She | Stanley Unwin, a tv and radio man “if to small avail.
it is.a feature of this that ‘Clifton closely to the original play. This is’
plays the jealous. fading mistress
who
specializes
in double
talk.| Though it gets. flamboyant in ‘Parker's music is used sparingly, ;by no means the -Best of ‘Sellers,
but. it’s still an entertaining ple-.
on rather too much
of one note, Technical credits are all okay.
Kupferman's. ‘score: and hence with greater impact.
spots, Meyer
ture.
| Rich.
shapes. as a plus, being a lucid,
but with keen insight. And there!
_ Rich,
_ Rich,

Fitch.
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Inside Stufi—Pictures

SALES PLANS
iqoT QUARTERLY. NTAEnte
rs

L. A. Times’ advertising acceptance - dept: "appeared: somewhat con-| °
fused as ta tli what. constitutes good taste according to its standards; |

BOOKINGS AlSE

Toll-TV Sweepstakes
With New ‘Cheaper’ Wired System

(2) whether thigh of Naney Kwan should be exposed in “Warld of |
Suze Wong.” In -two-column, ttwo- inch ad placed by Pacifie Drive-In}.
Hollywood, April 11.
Theatres, ‘Suzie’s bare leg, from: toes to: hip, ‘was revealed. via split
‘Competition for a place in the
By VINCENT CANBY
Chinese’ skirt. However, -on adjoining: page, in same-sized ad placed by
Paces sun ‘when and if it should
‘Paramount, pic’s distrib, split .in. Suzile’s skirt was filled. in so. her leg
Tw entleth-Fox' s sales department- warm the public’s fancy! grew hot‘Was: covered above knee. Pouring ‘salt on. Par’s wound, Pacific ad page;
tracked up 12.000 more domestic. ter last week with a demonstration
also: featured illustrated ad copy for two other: films. showing (1) figure ,
‘buokings: in the first quarter of: of the see-now-fay later system
Of nude ‘girl taking bubblebath in straw: Jhat. being ogled by leering :1961 than were brought in. during: ; developed by Home Entertainment
face; (2 figure of girl bare ta buttocks.
‘the comparable |periud last year.iCo. The svstem is the third now
Fuss over cut. of Suzie‘s. skirt, which’ phines: informed Paramount was.
too high, boiled: -when Herb. Steinberg. ‘studio: pub-ad ‘chief, cancelled‘The. 15°¢ increase in bookings. actively seeking a market in this
by 4° country. It is tied-in with National
out of the Times ‘a 77-inch ad to. hevald the pic’s local general release. ‘which .were~ accompanied
. Steinberg has asked Duke Wales of the. Assn. of Motion. Picture Pro-- “smaller -but still important per- Telefilm Associates, in which Naducers. to press protest with paper. Steinberg’s contention is that ad: centage rise in. revenues, was ac- tional Theatres & Television holds
.COpy . approved « by industry’s advertising ‘code should not be subjected. complished ‘despite the fact the ‘a 38°56 interest.
first. quarter product. _ to further. approv ‘al -by- newspapers or. magazines. Painting up inconsist- ; company’s
’ Home Entertainment's system {fs
“ency of Times’ policy. is. fact it, didn't seek to alter Suzie’s skirt until.. ‘this year was not of a calibre similar to Paramount-owned Inter-

many theatres had
circuit sessions.

for the closed-

All programming would be in
color Unger asserted. -He pointed

out a particular advantage

is the

unit's ability to send color programs over the cable with the true
500 -lines of reso!ution, which he
said is a mucn better definition
than can be secured by over-the-air
transmission.
,
Unger admitted NTA has an investment of some kind in the new
system, but said it is owned entirely by Home Entertainment.
NT.A’s
t
‘the last two weeks of the “film‘s: firstrun engagement at the: Chinese. ! equal to that offered in the first national Telemeter, which has been chief connection will be as sole
‘Moreover, Times-owned afternoon, : Mirror, ran. big display ad- which « 1960 period.
; operational for more than a year jn distributor, and the company will
According to a 20th’ exec, the:
its parent frowned on... ‘West Toronto.
Both employ the also function in much ot the pro‘1961 increase must in large mea:principle. of closed-circuit
wire gramming.
Asked if there were any franSol: A. Schwartz. is.‘accelerating his ‘move: ‘into the Hollywood reins at. "sure. be testimony to ‘the effective- itransmission, whereas the Phonesales manager:
Columbia Pictures studio at suggestion both of. incumbent’ preduction! ness ‘of general
vision Svstem. to be tested again chisers so far, Leeds said there
were
“several in nezotiation” but
“head, Sam .Briskin, and ‘homeoffice. president Abe Schneider. Former:.Slern Norris’ Yrevamping of the: ? soon by RKO-General-Zenith
in
to name
any
definite
RKO Theatres: prez, who resigned to: become veep of Col and to move.: “¢oinpany’s autonomous branch sys-irHartford, Conn., uses over-the-air declined
deal.
into. the productiow énd, heads for the Coast. this weekend:for a. two- :tem -six months ago. At that time, ! scrambled image transmission.
—
month ‘stay, and coincidertally to acquire:a house. His wife, Marian, ii Norris set up what he. calls his,
Press
demonstration
of
Home
‘Meantime
will be ‘disposing of ‘their longtime Central Park West;“sales cabinet.” ‘to facilitate: Haison Entertainment staged at the Glen
| between the field and the home of-!
(Manhattan’ apartment.”
:Glenn Studio went off smoothly.
Theory of the acceleration is geared to. the peciiliarities of the Holly-! fice: Five former branch managers!
To
non-technical
observers
the
wood scene ‘which, because of one outgoing and-one incoming produc- tAbe Dickstein, Bob Conn, Tem
:end-result, that is the viewing of
tion topper. seems. stalled ‘on: the. proposition. as to whom. to “approach "MeCleaster,.Pete Myers and Clay-: ?programs
bought
by
viewers, |
-on making deals and the like. In acluality.. botly can make ‘deals although ton - Pantages: “were given general °
matehed
earlier
demonstrations
eventually. Sehwartz w ill: assume complete charge and Briskin will con- geographic areas of responsibility, |!
here by Telemeter.
tinue as a Col veepee on a consullancy basis. “AS is generally known.- with a schedule that provided that!
On the relative economic ne!
the veteran producer (Briskin: ‘Has Jong been ailing and desirous of they would divide their time al-:
j unt
t equally between the field and of. the rival systems, claims of ad- | International Telemerter tacked
unloading -the studio esponsibility.
‘yantages for Home Entertainment on
four
extra
performances
of
:were made by Oliver A. Unger.
“Show
Girl”
this week
for its
Local Thinking Helps
’
president
and
board
chairman
of
i
West
Toronto ‘Etobicoke’
paysee
The result, according to a 20th
NTA; Martin Leeds, president of |clients.
exec, has been an increased flow
‘of useful information, in. both to ‘HEC. and the system's developer: | After initial “live” performance
H.
W:
Sargent.
electronics en-! from the stage of the Eugene
and from. the homeoffice. It would
* gineer,
Leeds, who owns 25° of *O’Neili Theatre. NY.
taped re‘also seein- ebvious—irom ‘the first
the companys, claimed the sxstem ‘ prises of the Carol Channing revue
costs 50°
Jess to manufacture, ‘ran All last week ae eat, at
: branch nen are selling with vigor.
:70°; less to install, and 70% less a $1.50 per set tab.
A Telemetet
Another ‘concrete result of the
to maintain
than
do
completing
.spokesman
in
Manhattan
said
num‘cabinet™ Setup, it's said, is that
z erous
phone calls praising show
‘now, for the ‘first time in the com- methods: of feevee.
NTA
has
contracted
with
Home:
4nd
urging
it
continue—in
many
owed:
to
the
“Spartacus”
-disapquarter
‘ Universal's _ fiscal . first
pany’s history, the,-field people
‘dip (to $1.09 a share::versus ‘the: pointment, but ‘the antivsis is stil! jare directly ‘participating in de- Entertainment Co. Inc. fer rights ‘cases callers said they wanted to
bullish on the Brsna hard-ticketer. |cisions pertainims, to studio pro- to manufacture and license “the ‘invite friends aver to see it-—reyear-ago
$203. qitarterly . payolt
shouldn't lull anyone- into. a- false’ It’s seen not contributing to U: duction.
equipment tor the Home system. " Sulted in the¢ ‘onion
Program
tracted
beaucoup
sense of pessimism, current Shear- earnings until 1963, and while not.
Meter Outside The House
According to the plan, branch |
son, Hammill & Co. newsletter ad- up to : pre-release. expectations so men
Unlike
Telemeter.
which
fea-' »press coverage, in NY... Toronto
may be souided,- out on a
-and
elsewhere.
and
nearly
all of It
vises. The broker sees. U..in. an far, Shearson still rates it “a very .
* potential | film preperty, along with tures a coin-in-the-slot opreation :
Telemeter execs were
early- return to its hotsy -'59-"60 successful “picture” ‘that could be’ probable budset. cast, etc., and. on the customers’
receiver, the' ifavorable
form, and figures that “with any .aS important to U >eventually as. asked tu estiaiate what sucha prop- H. E. unit employs a telerhone-' Lespecially cheered becsuse offering
treatment
trom
several
was to Par. :
| rated
luck” parent’ Decea Records’ :1961 “Ten:Commandments”
‘erty mizht “sanely’be expected to jack meter outside the house which :
idrama_ critics, including Christian
“Shearson seems pleased that. U's ;
earnings could duplicate‘or top last
igross in ‘their territories. Data is records charges on a credit billing#1 ej
ience Monitors Jain Beautort,
accounting treatment
of “Sparta-°fathered by members of the sales, to be collected)
year's peak $4. 29 a share. |
moithly
by a!
‘whose
review
was
froutpaved.
The film company couldn't be cus’ ‘-is the “conservative cost-re- cabinet who, in turn, pass the word : “meterman.”” ”
Drama eds Jack Gaver, LPi, and
happier, ‘since ‘the forecast was po- ‘covery method"—application. of in- -onto the -production people
‘Program
costs
are
registered : Ww
No-}
Wiam
Glover
of
AP.
also
covered.
coine
after:
distrihution
to
the
cost
tent ammo for management at veswhen the viewer punches a button

[Teles Show Girl

| Avers Big Impact

Universal’s Quarterly Dipto$1.7

Helps That Shearson; Hammill Newsletter Forecasts. 1961
-Bullish. 1961:0n Eve of Owners’ Meeting

terday" s-\Tues.) stockholders’ meet- of the film’ itself -until. complete

quarter

resuls—that

body would ‘say

that

the

the

branch

nranagers are runing the studio by on a channel selector, Which sends recoup of inyestmeént.
This, of
any means, but its felt that: now an impulse to the master control.
course. explains ‘why “Spartacus”
the guys who seil the product at box that indicates what program
won't figure in. UW earnings until ‘63 least have a voice in the production the wishes to watch. There are two'
at the earliest.
progr amming channels and an ad-j;
councils,
‘In assessing U's ’61- ‘62 slate, and -- Company's recent. decision to re- ditiona: “preview ° channel which !
tio favors investors more than othefilm stocks.
U and: “Decea shares ‘finding - it. lush, with. potential hig Sturn te the original “The Hustler" appraises the customer as 19 what!
‘go. for ‘around ten. ‘times current’ money: makers, Shearson points. owt- title for Robert Rossen’s presently , is available.
earnings, whereas other picture is- that U's fancy -performance last. shooting pic. known for a while as
Leeds said the master control,
Hollywood, April 11,
sues are selling af. multiples’ of :at year was accomplished. principally “Sin of. Angels,” was described as which looks like a small hi-fi tuner,
W. E Austin, grandnephew
of
on.the strength af.. but. ‘three .b.o.--a direct result of branch. partici- costs about S600.
least, 12 times current. profits.
He stated that late Salt Luke City theatre exee
Talk-" “Operation !pation in hoo.-affairs. Branch man- the nearest other sistem = control William FE Shiples. has filled aut
Dismissing U's. first quarter re- clicks—“Pillow
treat, the securities firm finds that *Petticoat”. and:‘“Portrait in Black.” ‘ager... were ‘asked ta test the two box costs $36.000.
‘in L.A. Superior Court against Pec“the market does not.yet fully re-. Hence...on paper, the '61-'62 col-' ‘titles on tlieir major
The subscriber's complete cost ‘ey Peterson. former secretary to
exhibitor
flect the: dramatic transformation -lections from ‘more than twice the: clients .as wellas to give their own is $40 for instalation of both the : Shipley. for accounting of $220 000
‘selector and meter. which attach in assets
‘that: has taken place | in the com- number: of-powerhouse -pix figures: opinion..
amassed bv Shipley,
The whole who died last July 31.
pany’s affairs in the past-{wo vears. to launch the U-Deeca.-structure | Branch. managers. also are going to existing tv antenna.
and that ‘the stack ‘therefore still into its Breatest” -prosperily yet. _ta be asked to test two more titles thing works via cable.
which Leeds
Suit aHeges Peterson induced
appears.to have considerable capi- ‘Add. the. post- ‘48 boodle. -‘if and shortly: The first is for the recently said would be installed by the Shipley to sign aver his property
when—and@ :Shearson’ thinks the _conipleted | Peter Sellers starrer. a telephone company and rented to hefore death. No Will Was left. In
‘tal: gains. possibilities.”
(At close-of: trading. last Friday: selloff ‘is in +view—and ‘the Wall: filin adaptation: of the Marcel Pag- franchisers who would bear these ‘absence of same, Austin states ia
(72, U was (5425. Decca 43 Last Street: optimisin Seems, ifanything, |“nal: ‘play. “Topaze.” Picture’ was: charges. So far as could be deter-! cuit Mrs. De Lilla Austin, his methWednesday. (42-0 it was
rie niodest.
called “Mr. Tonaze™ all- during pro-- mined, no formal contract exists |jer. and aunt Mrs. Helen Rafferty
Decca. 43) i: “On Mareh. 30: v 4612
{ duction, but now there's a move for assistance by American Tele-: ‘legally are entitled to estate
_phone & Telegraph Co. or its Bell ;
. Deveca 375 q.
Lon: ‘to. Switch. to. “L-Like Money.”
Austin also is administrator of
¥ aulties, Figure:
Pro Footballer and ExhibUpcoming Debbie Reynolds star- affiliates.
i Shipley’ $ estate.
Program charge “could vary, itj
A. hard. look. at U's release. sehed-.
rer
also
will
be
tested.
Originally
Stautner Into Bowling. called. ‘“Star of The West.” pic was was said. from about 15c a kiddie
ule for this and next Year is enough Albany: April 11.
. to convince. Shearson, buf sweeten- |
jehanged to “The Calico Sheriff” > cartoon hour or women’s fashion |
THREE-PART FEATURE.
“ing the outlook is the expectation— Ernie’ Stautner, ‘defensive line-! rand: may go to just “Calico.” Also- “show to $1.50 for a feature.
of post-"48 sell- offs. -U has 3°7 “man ‘for the Pittsburgh. Steelers.: :sugzested is “Never. ‘Let Her Go.”
Subscribers
with more than one
Finai
Segment 3 Hirs., 14 Mins. at
never-on-tv pix in :the’ vault. and: of the ‘National Professional: Foot-! ; Presently. the sales cabinet leans set: could either watch the same :
Nippon, Honolulu
‘Shearson figures thev. could fetch -vball League’. and co-owner. of the!toward. “Mr Topaze” for the first show on all sets at no additional
as much as $20.000.000. equivalent: ‘Sara-Pla Drive-in, ‘between Sara-! pic’ and “Calico” for the. second. cost or view separates shows at ;
Honolulu, April 11.
rnac.
Lake
and:
‘Lake.
Placid,
will:
to $19 a share.. Further: point is:
‘ However, before the’ sales cabinet. their respective rates.
Nippon Theatre is showing thud
The two channels operate on unthat while U peddled its: pre-'48s:‘expand ‘his: ‘busitiess activities. by! passes on its recommendations,
iand
final
episode
of Japanese ” Ninto tele via Séreen- Gems,. company |‘building. ‘a 16-lane bowling astab- |
they'll get branch thinking:on the used channels. so there is no in- ‘gen
No. Joken”
‘A
Soldier's
‘Tishment in that. Adirondack Moun-! Matter.
plans to. dispase: of the newer mer- '
terfence with existing free-tv.
‘
Prayer™:,
advertised
as the “lonz“dain
area,
”
Average Programming for a full
cliandise’ for. homescreen. via. its:
est
movie
in
the
word.”
Stautner, a -winter. ‘resident of
dav of pay-iv. going on the basis
own. apparatus. making’ ‘for: a tidy”
The thee episudes run nine
‘suburban: East ‘Greenbush and also‘
-of the demonstration. could cost
middle-mah saving
_ hours, 44 minutes, with the current
99c: a Carload
|customer approximately $2.90.
an “Albany
food |
Surveving U's ‘61 “release slate. : salesman far
There
is
to
be
a.
minimum
servfinal
stanza itsel! clocked at three
hraker,
|
wilk
have
aS
partners
in
_
E:
Paso,
Tex.,
April
AL.
Shearson
looks for. “Grass Is
hours, 14 minutes.
Between: seasons admission
iice charge of Sl per month, per
Greener” and “Great: Tmpostor”’ to: the -$200.000. ‘kegling project, .Fd.
Evening
performances
are
at
and| policy of 99¢ per -carload has
;subscriber whether he uses it or
bag hefty. returns, and is-keen' on, Hoffman .(a - brother-in-law!
instituted here at the.
‘not, but he can go as far as 128 “5 and 8:30 p.m.
“Secret: Ways.” “Romanoff, and--Boh Rice.. He: and: Hoffman have - been
North, Loop Drive-In. Theatre
|program changes on any one chan-!
Juliet?” “Las!
Sunset.” “‘Tammy. conducted the::. Narth
Country
SENKINS’ N. E. POST
and will continue through the
{nel
before the selection and billing|
Tell Me True. ™ “Come September” jautoinobiler for 11. seasons.
i
M.
Jenkins
has
been
On special | Alder
‘months until the opening of
card is exhausted.
and the. “Back Street” remake. : The 35-year-old Stautner, who
the regular. summer season.
Shearson figures “at least ‘three of -participated in eight. National Foot. occasions, such as the recent Pat- named New England sales manager
| terson-Johansson fight, Leeds sug- for TelePrompter.
John MH. Bannister is--man. these pictures have the ingredients * ball. League All-Star. games. ‘and
gested a charge of $3. comparing' He'd been president of Aldios
injuries,
ager of the ovoner whichis opto hecome™. hig boxoffice—but it. has suffered numerous
this with the $6.50 ticket and $2: Associates, consultants to industry,
daesn’t specify which’ three.
jfirst plaved football with. Vincen- |. erated) by ‘Les Dollison, with
parking fees ($8.50 total) which |since 1958.
homeoffice in Santa Fe. N.M.
Part of
s first’ quar ter stuimble j tian Institute in Albany.

ing.:
‘The analysis idafed April fr makes
_@ particularly salient, point. when
-{t notes that U's price-earnings fa-

‘Shipley Estate Suit:
|Crandnephew SaysSec’y
Ought to Exelain $250,000

e
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GROSSES

LA Tapers Off But ‘Suzie’ Sockeroo

Easter UpsLondon Biz:‘Fear’Smash
$24,000, Show’ Big UG,Bunk’ Brisk
106, Love 126;Facts’ $17,800, 6th.

(Wind? Rousing $10,000,
Port; ‘Work’ Slow 76

$79,000; ‘Window’ Okay 126; ‘Wind|
Sturdy 226, ‘Alamo’ Terrif LIG,dj

Portland, Ore., April 11,
Main stem biz continues strong
“despite the long playing holdovers.
Currently “Exodus” sails into a
12th steady week at the Music Box.
-However, standout is “Gone With].
Wind,” rated rousing in’ second at

the

4
Los Angeles. April 11.
L. A. first-runs are tapering off
this week but the biz picture is
brightened somewhat by a couple

of sturdy new

entrants.

Suzie

out

Wong.”

“World of

Key City Grosses

Hur”. romps

“Dalmatians”

is

“All In Night's

ing at Hollywood.

na

‘London, April. 4.
A wet, cold Easter weekend Pree.
vided a welcome fillip to West End.
firstriins and. ‘Tesults for. ‘the -past’
stanza’ were; in the ‘main,’ . well
.}above average for time of the. year,

Broadway Grosses

into a fast ‘fifth inn-

Work”
entrant, but
| it
will is
be the
slowbest.
at new
Paramount.

Estiniated Total Gross

in first general

Broadway.

fine for fifth round-at Fox. “Ben|.

Estimated Total Gross

release, looks for a socko $29.000|
in three theatres. “Look In Any
Window" is rated okay $12.000at}
tua houses. “Secrets of Women” is|

This Week ........ $3,054,921.
Estimates for This Week ©
‘Based on 22 cities and 271
| ‘Broadway (Parker) (1,890;. $1theatres, chiefly first runs, in- |$1,50)—“Gone With Wind” (M-Gr
cluding N. Y.)
reissue) (2d wk).- Rousing $10,000

hig in first at small Crest.
Amons
the regular holdovers. |

Last Year ......
$2,714,600
‘Based on 24 cities and 256

or over. Last week, $11.00. - _
Fox (Evergreen) 11,600;, $1-$1.49)|.

“Gone

theatres. )

—‘101

This Week :
“$777, 321
‘Based’ on"29 ‘theatres:
Last . Year. tee eec. 2. . $577,400
. ( Based on 27 theatres)

“|Surprisingly there were compara--:
tively few -newcomers
and
the
“strength of the deluxers was large-

hy reflected in the stamina of the

‘longtime holdovers..“Ben-Hur.”
for example,
‘was
$20. 000 . in 67th
Empire
“South.
Pacific”
was
|
Neat.
$5,500..
Last
week,
$6,200.
biz in third Hollywood Paramount ‘
‘over $15.700 in its 155th round at
round vith $22.000 likely. ‘“‘Ab-°
Hollywood
(Evergreen
1900;
the
Dominion.
sent- Minded
Professor”
shapes ,
-$1.25-$2.49) —. “Ben-Hur” (M-G)
“Spartacus” was fine $10.500. or
wew in fourth at the Chinese with| ind ant
(Sth wk!, on pop scale. Fast $4,over in 18th sesh while “The Ala-:
-500. Last week, $5.000.
$18 000.
mo” topped $9 400 in its 23d frame
;
Music Box (Hamrick) «640: $1.50“The Alamo” is another strong |
at the Astoria. “"Macumba Love"
-§3) — “Exodus” 'UA). 12th wk).
holdover, second week of first gen-!
San Francisco, April 11. -is rated big $12. 000 or over in
alto:
ano
Good $8.000. Last week, $8.200.
evel velease
run looming
smash!
. First-run biz is very strong here second ‘round cat London Pavilion.
[. /Oriental .(McFadden) (2.100; $1)
$27.000 for four spots.
“Exodus” |
with
“The Alamo” “Carry on Regardless” shanes ‘neat’
in 16th vound at Fox Wilshire and
;—" ‘Goliath and Monster” (AT) and currently,
.
Baltimore, April 11.- | “Lawless Eighties” 1AD. Slim $2,- standout newcomer. It.is great on $13,000. or close in second at Odeon,
“Syartacus.”” in 25th stanza at Pan- |
opening
session
at
United
Artists. Marble Arch:
tages. both are holding well.
:
fine startMit the Town
here bis! aod est week, “Sanctuary” 120th) “Fiercest. Heart” is only drab on
Among recent entries “Taste. of
Estimates for This Week
;is rated sock in first week. Otner. * Orphen: ‘pesrgreen 1.536; $1- initia] frame at Paramount. “Gone Fear” was. heading for a smash.
Los Angeles, Hawaii 'FWC-G&S); new pix are “Hand in Hand.”-mak- $1.49) — “Cry For Ha
With Wind” shapes smash $20,000 $24,000: or near in first .week. at
\Col)
(2.019:e 1. 108: 90-S1.50)-—“Look in: ing a fair showing at the Cinema |
in second stanza at Warfield.
|
d “Sword, SherwoodPPY Forest”
| “Pepe” still is dandy in sixth the Warner. “101 Dalmatians” was
Any vincow” ‘AA' and “The Plun-, and “Secret Partner,” bi
C
great
$9.500
in second opening
desers”
AA
Okay $12 (C00 or. Little.”
*‘Exodus” _frame at Studio One.
_
ne Week, ‘36.300. Okay $9,000. "Last fround at St. Francis.
neal. “Last week, Los Angeles with,
"101
Dalmatians”
is. king of ; Paramount
‘Port-Pzr)
3.400: ‘looms fine in ninth week at Alex-°
“Facts of. Life” wound a suecesse
\osue, “Sanetvary” 20th) (3d wk',, holdovers, third week at Stanton} } €1-$1.50)—"All In Night's: Work" andria. “101 Dalmatians" looms ful six weeks run at Odeon Lei
brisk in third at the Fox.
.
Sniper's Ridee™ (20th! ‘3d wk!; haping bangup. “Exodus” is pass- |‘Par) and “Blueprint For Robber
_cester. at great -$17.800. “Double
(les Angeles: “Millionziress” able in 17th week at Mayfair.
Estimates for This Week Bunk” shapes. stout in first. stanza
| Par). Modest $7,000 in 9 days. ay
f20th) 0.0.1 “Vogue. $9.160. Ila-;
“Pepe looks okay’ in fifth at! week, “Suzie Wong” -¢Par) th
Golden Gate (RKO) '2.859: $1. 95- , at Leicester. Square Theatre.
Nii,
Gorgo”
'«M-G:
:3d wk,” Hipp. “Make Mine Mink’ is good |.wki,: $4.900.
$1.50) — “All In Night's Work’:
Estimates for Last Week’
With

Wind”

continues

boffo |

————————————

Dalmatians”

(BV).(5th

wk).

‘Alamo’ Sock 186, ==."
{around

|

Frisco; Wind 206

“ime

Machine"

$1 400.

+M-G)

Warren’s, Pix,
PimSW)
+1757,

‘reissue’, in second at the Five West. “Ala- ;
‘mo”

looms fine in sixth frame

Wiltern -B&B-, the New.
756; 2.344; 90Estimates for This Week

ae

$2,000 after same in third.
Charles ‘Fruchtman!
‘500: 90-

aieht's Work 3d at. eoigath of
$1.80\—"Suzie Wong” (Par) 116th]
scandal” Per) 3d wk!. 52.900. Pix.jyis Fine $5.000 after $8,000 in
Wiltern with State, “W hite War-: isth week
Crest

rmented”

:State)

+750;

‘AA),|

90-$1.50)

"Cinema

ast

wee

undowners” 1 $1 500.

(WB) -4th wk), “Facts of Life" 'UA)|
freissuer,

$2.000.

Around

(460: ._90-f.

World)

‘3d

Nice

Mink"

Last

Warfield

‘Loew)

(2.656:- $1.25-

w k),

,

tCont:,annual

influx: of local an

convention

a
=

of the Kentucky

Astoria

(CMA!

(1.474:

$1:20-

$1.75) — “The Alamo” -‘UAT 723d
; wk!, ‘Stout $9.400.- Carlton '20th) ‘1 128; 70-$1.75.—
‘Continued on. page 10)

Mpls. Loaded With HO.Ss
. Satins Big $12,000,
|: ~ 4th, ‘101-D’s’ Hot 96

1$1.50\—"Gone With Wind” --M-G)
‘reissue) .2d O00 Smash $20,000.-

‘Paramount
Pari (2,646: $1.25ln.50'—— “Fiercest Heart” 120th) and
Drab $9.000.
|Canadians” (20th).
Ist week. “Sins of Rachel Cade”
Louisville, April 11, i(WB) and “Price of Silence” ‘WB),;
School. holidays was the occasion |$12.000.

Jamo

itor an

Mirie

near.

Fox (FWC) 14,651: $1.25-$1.50)—
“101. Dalmatians”. (BV) ‘3d wk). !
Brisk $10.500. Last week. $13.500..

St. Franels - Par)

Five West ‘Schwaber) (435: oo.' state teachers and school shildre |_—“Pepe”

$1.50)—"Make

$13.000. or

week, $19,500.

ee week, $30.0

!$1.50:—“‘Hand in Hand” (Col). Fair.
—:s§1.800.
Last week. “Love Game” |’

san cts ofR Neck, “Sundow Bigj Films
ay

‘Schwaber)

wk).

,

a
Migaty

i Lil Ace:

Sock $29.000 or close,
in} Good
“All
Warren's,

514.000

'‘Par) and “Trouble In Sky” + U) :2d°

as ie

’

$1.50'—"Suzie
Wong” Par) sist] qurora 1367; 90-§1.501_—""Carry
Feneral release) and “Foxhole in; i On Nurse’ 'Gov) :4th wk) (rerun,
Cairo” «Pari.
week,
Last

.

at.

(Colt

i6th

“Minneapolis: ‘April It.

“Trade is back to .normat -this.
canto after three successive torrid:.

1.400; $1-$1.50).; weeks, There isn't a fresh entry on
wk). | Dandy :- hand

currently - as the ‘holdovers....

$15.000.
. continue
to.. sit tight.
Heftiestafter same; Teachers’ Assn., April 5-7 and a
Orpheum. (Cinerama, Inc:) (1 456: 3
‘full: week's vacation for students. $1 :75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of’ i grossers are ‘the. hard-ticket dug,.
ma Holiday” ‘Cinerama) (reissue).
Hippodrome ‘Rappaport? (2.300:, brought smiles on.to exhibs. Lead- | World”. ‘Cinerama) (reissue) 115th! , “Spartacus” in fourth: round’ at
- Started second week Sunday ‘91, 90-S1.501—*Pepe”™ ‘Colt ‘Sth wk. ,ing the city by a wide. margin is wk). Good $21.000 in 8 days. Last the Mann and .“Exodus” in. Itth:
at the Academy.
after okay $14.000 last week.
; Warm
$6,500
after 37.500 fir!"101 Dalmatians,” mighty in sec-! week. $17,200.
101 Dalmatians” remains socko.
ond United Artists round. “This Is
State ‘UATC? +2.404; 90-$1.50)— |
‘ fourth.
United Artists ‘No. Coast) (1.151s, in third session at Lyric
and is also
“White Warrior’ WB) 12d yk) and | Little (Rappaport: «300: 90-$1.50:; Cinerama” in second at Rialto will '$1.25-$1.50)
— “Alamo” (UA). Fast.” doing .boff biz..at.the Riviera in
Warner
Hollywood
(‘Cinerama ,‘2d wk). Good
Inc). (1.389; $1.20-$2.65'—"Cinera;in first.

“Ferry to Hong Kong” 20th) :m.o.). ;— ‘Secret

Dull $2.500.

5.000.

$3.000

Partner’

'¢M-G::

Big

, equal
ope ning
week's take.
“
z
Paul, Third round cf: “Pepe”
Last week. “Studs Loni-, “Alamo” in fifth at the Mary An-| Beas” C) risth wE, $8.sO0. Spar* _.St.
likewise’. shapes fall at. State.

Orpheum, Baldwin, Hollywood, Tan"
‘CAS (3d wk), $1,700. ‘750;
Loyola ‘Metropolitan ~State -FWC)!
Mayfair ‘Fruchtman?)
‘Continued

on

page

10:

, $2.50)—“Exodus”

:UA)

| Passable

after

i previous

6

>

Wind

New

$4.700
week.

Warrier’ Sad 626,

,derson' looms big. “Spartacus” in|” Stagedoor

11.600;

“UA)

+A-R1

$2-' fourth at the Brown should equal '$1.50) — “League
wk} ‘previous week's gross. : “AL
,(Kay e} (5th
wk).
$5.000 in Night's Work” shapes.good in séc- | Last week, $3,500.

+440; $1.25+_

90-;

‘6th wk.

-

;

Estimates for This Week

Brown

“wk

Fine

Vogue

(S.

oy

F.

Great

Theatres)
S

‘Fourth Avenue)’ (1,100: iaethw
wk), ae Seventh

|Still nice at $6.000 after $8,500 in $1.25-$1. 75\—"Spartacus”
jfifth.

|

$7.500, same

'U) ‘4th |«Janus) «reissue?

as

third

“Alamo,”
surrendering
after
a.
. month's run at Orpheum. appears”
$3. 000. ° only so-so. “Cimarron” Continues

of Gentlemen’

ith

- ond at the Kentucky.

(Fruchtman:

Whopping $10, 000, |
j $1.50\—Alamo”

KC.

$11. 000. Last week,

t

(6th wk,

$1,600. Last week. $1.800.

good

in first extra stanza. “All
on Deck”: ‘ shapes slow third at St.. Louis |Park: “AM in
"Seal" |: Night's “Work,” howev er. still is
Good |
good in third World’ ‘round. .

(Je

+364: .Hands
):

Estimates for ‘This W eek
Academy
‘Mann'.
‘947: $1.75$2.65)—"Exodus” ‘UA? -lith wk.
wk). Oke $1.800. Last week. $2.000. ! Lively. weekend- trade keeping this
: $2.500 in 20th.
wk.
Good. S6. 500, torping first
Kansas City,. April 11.
Coronet ‘United California) 11.- : at trim $10.500 Last week, $12.000.
Stanton (Fruchtnian) 12.800: 90- “week's $6.000.
First-run
biz is bullish
with:
1250; $1.50-$3.50'—‘Ben-Hur” 'M-G)°
neveomers in two hardtops and $1.50'—“101 Dalmatians” ‘BVi «3d,
Mary Anderson. (People s) :900; (68th wk). Off to $9. 000: Last. week. ! ‘Century ‘Cinerama. ‘Ine.) 11,150;
,$1.75-S2. 65) — “Cinerama Holiday”.
tuo ozoner combos. “Gone With; wk}. Big $11. 000. after $15.000 for $1-$1.50:—*Alamo” (UA) ‘5th wk), sto000.

‘

Wind”

2

Playhouse

‘Schwaber) .‘355;

On Sunday”
Professor’ Giant 21G' $1.50:—"Never
‘Dist wk). Steady
$2,400

at the Brookside

is out- ‘second.:

90-. , Week. (Extra matinees a big assist.

(Lope);
after

Presidio

‘Hardy!

774::

$1 25. !

75-$1i1—
4s
heal! entucky
In Night's‘Switow}
Work”(900;(Par)
$1.50\—"Hand
In Hand” ; 'Col) ; 4th: ,
(2d

Neat . $7.000.

bettering.

fourth

Town

‘Rappaport!

y

With

11.125:

Wird’

90- "round’s $6,500.

\M-G',

Rialto

‘(Pourth

Ave.¥

still is ‘Rachel’ Okay $10,000,
;

socko in fifth Plaza week. “Spar-!
tacus” is rated nifty in seventh |

**3.000; 75-$1.251—“101 Dalmatians”
Taye
s
Buff; ‘101 D’s’ 20G, od ‘BV. Whopping $18,000. Opening

Alexandria

(Cinerama)

(United:

‘reissue:

:16th

141.610: $1.49-$3.50)—"Exodus” *U A): :

‘Rachel’ Good $8,000,
Prov.; ‘Ben-Hur’ 9G;

$7.500.. Last week, $16.000.

Lyric’ ‘Pari 1,000:: $1--$31..25)—
“101 Dalmatians”
«‘BV) 3d wk).
Week
exceeded- hopes
by . wide
Providence. April. 11.
at the Capri.
Buffalo, April 11.
‘Rousing $9.000. Last week. $10.000..:
“margin, zooming to $24, 000;
All
but
Majestic’s
‘Sins
of
Estimates for This Week
| First-run trade here currently
Mann ‘Mann). 11,100; $1.75-$2. 65)
| Rachel Cade" are holdovers and,
Brookside
‘(FMW - NT)
.g800-..iS very spotty, with extremely low }|
—"Spartacus” (Gi (4th wk): Hefty
doing fairly well: along the main:
$1.25\—"Gone With Wind’ ‘M-@)- ‘and extremely high trade. “Sins of i
$12. 000. Last -week, $13,000.
stem. Currently the second stanza ,
‘reissue’. Great $10.000, about all , Rachel Cade” is lone new film,
‘Orpheum (Mann)
spots are led by Stafe's “Ben-Hur”
this house can hold. Stays, natch! only fairly nice al Paramount.
<” Alamo” (UA) (4th wkr. Off sharpand
followed
by. Elmwood’si
Last week, “Ben-Hur” »M-G) ‘7th | Reissue combo of “Teahause of
ily to so-so $6, 000. Last week: .$7,“Pepe.”
Strand’s
“All
in:
Night's
|
u
ALY
wk), $3.500.
; August Moon” and “Something of
Pittsburgh, April 11.
Capri ‘Durwood)
11,260: $1.25-. Value” shapes mild at the Buffalo. | Biz continues solid at Pitt de- Work”. and Albee's “Cimarron.” .hon race. of, Damned” ‘\M-G)
$3: —
“Spartacus” -U) -7th wk). vIn
contrast,
“101
Dalmatians” -}uxers, with .all showing holdover.
Estimates for This. Week
St. Louis Park ‘Field) ‘1.000;
Nifty $16.000; fholds. Last week. looms smash in second at Century’ films. ““A?] Hands on: Deck” gained
Albee ‘RKO? (2.200; 65-90)—° $1.25) —“All. Hands on Deck”
$17.000.
; While “All in Night's Work" ‘is!'strength.in last few days of first “Cimarron”
(M-Gi :2d- wk). Fair ; 120th) (3d wk). Trim $2.500. Last
Claca
New
50 ‘Baker’. Heart ‘nifty in second at Center. “Dondi” i round and shapes. fine in second at $5,500. First was $7:500.
“| week, $4,000. “League. of. Gentle,
(Noah-Wiles), Lake Park :Fulton?’ looks sad in five days of second Fulton.
“Pepe”: remains
sock at
Elmwood “(Snyder’) +724: ~$1-| men’ 'Kings) opens Friday. «14)..
(900 cars each; $1) — “Herod the iround at Lafayette. “Exodus” is ‘Gateway in third.
$1.50'—"Pepe”.Col)
2d
wk).
Oke!
State. (Par) 2.200;. $1-$1.50:'—
Great" »4A1 and “Serengeti” 'AA).: :brisk in third at Teck.
i “Cimmaron” continues to ‘show |‘$4,500. First was $8,000.
.
| “Pepe” (Col) (3d wk.
Boffo. $10;Okav $11.000. Last week. sub-runs. ;
Estimates for This Week
|.
“strength in second at Penn. With
(rest. Riverside ‘Commonwealth!
Buffalo sLoew) 13,500; 75-$1)—-kids back in school, “101 Dalma[Suburban
World
Mann)
§0) cars ea.) Kansas ‘Finkelstein, i“Teahouse of August Moon” 'M-G) tians” still, loums big in third at “Sins «i Rachel. Cade” ‘WB? and 1$1.25-—"Make Mine Mink"? (Cont)
750
cars:
Boulevard
‘Indie
750: and “Something of Value 'M-G Stanley. “Exodus” ‘paces the city “Four Desperate Men”
‘5th whk).:
$8.000..
Last week, “Sanctuary”
Cars; $1}—“Legions of Nile” :20th) ,‘reissues.
Mild $6.600 or near. ‘in total coin in strung fifth session
$3. 200.
(20th) and “Niagara” ‘20th), $7.500..
and
“Goddess
of Love”
.20th’.: Last week. “Cimarron” (M-G) 2d at Warner.
Uptown (Field) 11,000: "$1-$1. 50)
Moderate $10,000 for these ozon-; wki,, $7,200.
Estimates for This Week
‘State (Loew) 13,200; $1.25-$1.50) “Ben- Hur” (M-G) ‘2d run) :3d wk).
ers. usnally sub-runs. Last week.!
Center (AB-PT} +2.000: $1 25). Fulton ‘Shea) 11,635; $1-$1 '50.—| —"Ben-Hur”
¢\-G)
rerun)
(2d5;Day-dating at three other nabe. :
“Wizard
of Baghdad”?
‘20th! and; “All in Night's Work” +Par} 2d |° ‘All’ Hands on Deck” (20th) «2d wk).. Picking up to strong $9,000... houses. Strong: $5.200.. Last week,
“Tess of Storm
Country”
‘20thhi wk).
Nifty $15.000. . Last: week. ‘wk.’ Fine $6, 000.: Last week, First was $6,000.
j$5.500...
$10.500.
. $19.000.
$7.400.
Strand (National Realty) (2. 200:1 World. (Mann) (400: 85-$1. 50)—.
Empire -Durwood: ¢1.280: $1.25Century ‘(UATC) :2.700: 70-$1.25) , ‘Gateway
(Associated) 12,100; 65-90)—"‘All
in Night's. Work”: “All in. Night's Work" *Par) ‘3d:
$3) — “Exodus” «CUA .16th wk). —"101 Dalmatians” «BV) ‘2d wk). $1.25-$1.751—““Pepe” (Col) (3d: wk). (Par) (2d wk). Good $6,500. First | wk), Fast: $6,000..‘Last Week, $T(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10).
. (Continued on page 10)
was $10,000.
000. -Holds.°

‘EXODUS’ STRONG 166,
PITT; ‘PEPE’ 116, 3D

-$1.25-$1.50—. ..

Majestic ‘SW) 12.200 65-901; 900.._ Last week, $10,500.

av 3. Good

femo
fee
+

wk).

California). i Sock, . $12,000.
Last week. .$11,-_ .
700. .“Seven Wonders of - World”
‘Fine $13,000. Last week,.' iCinéerama) treissue) opens eightaq
100;
|
(Sth
wk.
admission. “White Warrior” is mild j treissue!. Huge $21.000. Last week. $1.25-82.20—"This
Is- Cinerama” ee 000.
week run on Monday 17".
Big $15,000.
Openat Paramount.
i “Spartacus” :U} slith wk $6.000, | (Cinerama’.
Gopher 'Berger? 11.000: $1-$1.25)
- ing week as $15,400.
,
“Absent-Minded
Professor”
is:
—"Cimarron” (M-G). (2d Wk. Stout
United Artists ‘Fourth Avenue).
wow in second. “Alamo”

standing, doing about all the house{

ean hold for a mighty take at $1.25! $1.50'-—“Gone

Oememe
eee
ANe
apes
Same

8005.
Oke $2,400: Last ‘week, -

eee
te
eres
|merce

Le
ee
a

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, April. 12, 1961

D's’ Great $24,500, INY. Boff:Priest’ Lofty 396, Exodus’
ChiBigDespite H.0.$ Priest’Stout
§ ) "|*101
| D.C;‘Wing? Wham 306,_
$25,000, ‘Cimarron’ Okay176,‘Trapp’ |- 2d Work’ Hot $14,000 New High 686, ‘Prof.’ 1906, ‘Impostor’
$45,000, Sat. Night’ Hits B.0. Height
116,Prof’‘Hep396;Work 166,4

Wa ashington, April 11..
“Gone With Wind” remains the.
smash ‘standout on a very. lively.
Coe
here, in second at. the
itol. Opener was. by far
|
best
gross
registered in city this -Although obviously business is;show great $190,000 or near. Third
Chicago. April: 11.
year.
‘down, somewhat at many first-run tweek hit $221,514 or close to high
The boxoffice potential: of: strong]
established
last
Estimates
Are
Net
Big
newcomer
dis “101 Dalma- ‘Broadway theatres in the current ‘for this period
hholdovers has been unleashed with |
| tians,” rated great in first at two session
as compared
with
the’ year. Stays on, with no change
the passing of. Lent, and. first-run
Film. grass. estimates as. rep
date
set.
Stanley
|
Warner
situations.
“All;booming
Easter.
Week,
the
thing
biz is. on the upbeat this round.
ported ‘herewith from the variat Palace also is that is. amazing many exhibitors is , Rivoli (WAT) (1,545: $1-$2.50>—
“Ballad of a Soldier” is racking up | : ous: key - cities,- are net; i.e. _ in Night’s. Work”
“One-Eyed Jacks”;‘the way trade has held. up even “King and I" (20th: (3d wk:. Thia
a hotsy'-$6.500 in its first at the | ; without
usual ‘tax.
Distrib- ‘ a hot opener.
looks . socko in .second Town lap. °’ starting with last Monday (101. And. week ending Friday (14: looks to
“utors. share on:net take, when
bandbox Warld.
“Sanctuary”- shapes ‘slow in first some theatre weeks which conclud- | get fancy $17.500 or close after
Heading the second. weekers ts: -playing percentage, hence the
at
Playhouse.’ed yesterday (‘Tues.) actually will ..$19.000 for second, which incidenestimated figures. are net in-|. holdover frame
“Hoodlum. Priest,” boff at Oriental,
“Hoodlum. Priest” looms fancy in’ top the previous stanza because © tally was considerably ahead of
“come.
;
and “Cimarron,” ‘shaping okay. at}:
second: at Keith's.
taking in so much of the holiday money obtained in first eight days
The. ‘parenthetic admission
Roosevelt. “Trapp. Family". looks
Estimates for This Week
pe when students were out of on. hard-ticket.
lively in second. Loop session and |. prices, however, as indicated,.
scnoo
State ‘Loew! (1,900: $1.50-$3.50)
):
“Angry. Silente” looms fairish in} include U. S. amusement. tax.
(yt490; 1000: 80.letropolitan ie 1 Main Impact ig the Music Hall. :
:—"“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (72d wk. Thais
McVickers second round..
J
‘with its annual Easter stageshow'‘round ending today 'Wed.! looks t»>
“Absent-Minded | Professor” ‘ts ‘
| matians” ; ‘BY).
Great |
$24,!O00; |‘and “ Absent-Minded Professor” al-! :land big $31.500 on 12 perform‘great:in third week ‘at State-Lake: ,Rachel
Fri126,[es $8.00.
“White
Warrior”’ though it is down considerably .«ances. The Fist week was $37,500
ae Tunes: ‘of Glory;* rates loud in Es- .
ex: (K-B)- (940:
73-$1.10) — 'from the mammoth third round.! for 14 shows, way over hones.
quire :third. “Operation Eichmann”
1 “Hand in Hand’. ool (2d wh.: -The present session (4th) winding ;}Holds, with “Gone With Wind”
looks for an? okay third round -at|:today looks like wham
$190, 000: (M-Gi-freissue! due in April 26.
-Woods:
, Trim $4,000 after $4.600 opener.
1while the third was $221,514, near | Victoria (City Inv.) «1.003; 50-32)
‘Capitol: ‘Loew! 13,426; $1-$1.65)' the record Easter Week registered: —‘“All in Night’s Work” «Par t4th
Fourth frame of: “AIL ‘in
n Night's
—“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reis-. last. year by “Don’t Eat the’
Work": looks. hotsy
United |
‘Boston, ‘April 11, sue! (2d wk): Wow $30. 000 . after |Daisies." The week also will see’ Wk. Third week concluded vesterArtists while. “Make ‘Mine Mink” L
day ‘Tues.) was rugged $26.000
Recovery
from
doldrums— has ;$43,000 opener.
“Exodus” heading for a new ali- after $25,000 for second stanza.
is-neat in: seyenth Cinema _session.
“Pepe” is rated. speedy. in: eighth been: slow .at. downtown deluxers, ;( _ Keith's (RKO) tT.850; $1-S1 A9)« time mark-of $68.000 at the Warner
Warner ‘SW! (1,813: $1.50-$3 50)
(UA) (2d
wki. policy,
in jts 17th session, under a film —“Exodus”" (UAt ‘17th wk'. Th'¢4
‘Chicago. week. “Exodus” -is still ro- . but: hefty new entries are. partly!‘Nice‘Hoodlum
$11.000. Priest”
Last. week,
$12.000.
. bust in ‘17th round ate ‘the Cine: Session finishing today iWed.: i¢
stave:
So
changing the situation. “League of! MacArthur (K-Bi (900; $1 25)— | “Hoodlum Priest” wound its ini-. - heading for new alltime mark here
.Gentlemén” opened smash at the: “League of Gentlemen”: ‘Unian)
|¢i4) week: last Saturday (8! with ai for film policy with $68.000 or
Estimates for. This Week .
Kenmore.
“Never On Sunday” is 2a. wk). Oke $6.500. Last week, !creat $38.500 at the Astor. “Great ;. Close, one extra show and ho!kilay
Carnegie (Telemi't) 6495;. $1.50)
$8.800.
Impostor”
heid with
$45,-.;: scales helping for about half of
—‘Subterraneans” \M-Gi t3d wk'. rated. big: at. Beacon Hill. ©
|"
Ontario ‘K-B) (1 240; $1-$1. 49'— ||000.
in second
sessiona smash
day- dating
Snappy $3,500. Last week, $5.000.
“Sins of Rachel. Cade” is fair at: “Portrait of Sinner” (Al). Slow; the Palace. and arty Trans-Lux 85th this week. The 16th round was
$64.000. also with one extra show
‘Chicago (B&EK '3.900;. 99-51. 80) |;
week, “Tunes of 'Sircet. “Raisin in the Sun” hit a- and holiday scales. Continues indef.
— Pepe”. (Col) (8th .wki.” Stout’ “Paramount, “Carthage in Flamés” ‘$2.500. Last
:boff $41 500. also in second, day-°
‘looms: okay. at Pilgrim. It's the big- Glory” (Lope) «7th wk}, $4,200.
First-Run Arties
$17. 000.. Last week, $23. 3500.
Palace ‘iLoew! ‘2.390; $1-$1.49).: dating the Forum and arty. Trans-,
Baronet \Reade) :430; $1.25-$2)
of new arrivals in ‘some —"“All
“Cinema (Stern: (500: $1 5Q)— “gest rash
‘
In Night's Work”
(Par).' Lux 52d_ Street.
(Continued on page 10)
“Make ‘Mine Mink”: 1Cont’ (7th. time. ‘ ‘Absent-Minded. Professor” |.Fat.$14.000. Last.week, “All Hands j “One-Eyed Jacks” looms smash |
wk:. Neat $2.600:
Last. week. , is opening at the Memortal tomor- | ‘on. Deck” (20th! '2d wk’, $7.500. . :$60.000 in first holdover stanza at !
$2.400.
;
7.
‘row
+Wed.). “All In Night's Work” f Playhouse (T-L) 1459; $I-$1 49) the Canitol. “All Hands on Deck” |
(20th)
(2d. wk). is heading for a fair $30,000 in
_ Cinestazge —“tTodd) -11,038:- =$1.75- . continues strong at Metropolitan —"Sanctuary”
- second session at the Paramount.
$3.50: —" Exodus”. .'UA)- W7th, wk:. - in. third round.
“Shangri-La” ‘is ‘Frail $2,500. Last week, $3,100.
;
Plaza (T-L). (278; $1-$1.80) —i
“All in Night's Work"
shapes;
Robust $19,500: Last: w eck, $21,000; “fancy in third ‘at. State.
| “Cheaters” (Cont) 12d wk', Fair nice $32.000 in third round dayEsquire ‘H&E Balaban) 11,350:
Estimates for This: Week
.
' ¢dating the Victoria and the arty
“$1.25-$1.80' — “Tune
of Glory”. . Astor’ (B&Q) it, 170; 90-$t. 50) "$4,000. after $4,500 opener. Town (King) (800: $1,25-$1.49)— ‘Normandie. It is topping the SeC- |
(Lope? (3d wk'. Loud $9.500. Last- “One-Eved Jacks” - (Par) (2d wk).
Toronto, April 11.
“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (2d wk). ond week at the Vice.
|
|
week, $12,500.
Biz is continuing
big despite
‘Nice $14,000. Last week, $15,000. :'Tall
$12,000 after $15,000 opener..
“Pepe.” now on continuous-run,
Loap tTelem’t: 1606: “$i. 25 $180°
only
one
newcomer
currentl+,
‘(T-L) (600:
$1.49- pushed to a great $38.000 in the:
—"Trapp Family” (20th) (2d° wk). a ‘Beacon Hill.(Sack) (678: $1-$1.50): Trans-Lux
“Hippodrome,”
smash
playing
—Never
On
Sunday”.
(Lope).
Big.
$1.80:
—
“Pepe”
(Col)
(8th
wk),
16th
stanza
at
the
Criterion.
ahead
Livelv $11,000. Last week, - $13, 000.
‘“nine-house
Famous
Players.
and
Last week, “Tunes of: -Hotsy -$8.500...Last week, $9.900.
of the 15th week. “King and I1.”,
MeVickers ©.JL&S). (1.580:° 90- “$14,000.
''Faylor combo.
Topping second(Lopet
115th
wk),
$4:000.
i
Glory”
Uptown
iSW)
(1,300:
$1.25-$2.251
also
now
continuous,
looks
like
fine
$1.89: — “Angry Silence” (Indie:
wecekers
is
“101
Dalmatians.”
: Boston 1Cinerama, . Ine.) | (1.354; ©—“Exodus” (UA) (7th wk).. Solid $17,500 in current (3d) week at the
‘great in 11 houses.
“Cimarron,”
(C ontinued on. page 103.
Rivoli.
“St.75-$2.65'—""Seven
Wonders’ of: $12,000. Last. week, $13.000..
| World” .Cinerama) freissue) (8th }. . Warrier SW) (1,440: $1.49-$2.25)
“Ben-Hur” still Is big with $31.- ; looks okay in second at Loew’s:
{wk Picking up fine: $9,000. Last | —" Spartacus” 'U) (12th wk!. Big_ 500 in 72d session. at the State.- “Exodus” is capacity in second at

‘Hinpedrome’ Boffo 656,
Toronto; ‘101 D’s’Great
90G, 2d; ‘Exodus’ 156

$7.000.
Rachel’ Fair $8,000 In4 tweek;
Capri ‘Sack?

Cincy; ‘Exodus’ Hot 166;
3d,‘Pepe’ Fast 116,6.

9

| s12 a“
1900; $1. 80-$2. 20\— |

Last week, -$15,000..

“Spartacus,” also on hard-ticket. is Tivoli,

jheld with a lofty $25,000 in current

“Tunes of Glory” looks good in
second, playing three spots.
“Atl
(27th) ‘round at the DeMille.
look, okay in
Standout :new. arty ‘is “Saturday in Night’s Work”
Okay $5,500. Last.
week, $4.000-.
Night and Sunday Morning,” which ‘third at Imperial, “World of Su7re
‘Center. 'E..M. Loew) (1,540; -60ihit a new record of $19.821 in its Wong.” in 10th frame. stil! is lusty
$1 .25i—"Primitive
Paradise”
(Infirst- week at the Baronet. This at Hollywood.
‘Cincinnati, Agril 11.
beats the old mark held by “Psy-.
Estimates for This Week.
-First-run. biz ,here -shapes par die}. «2d. wk. Oke $5;000. Last|
weck,
$8,000.
°
~
St
L;
P
cho”
by a few hundred dollars.
Alhambra,
Beach, _ Bircheliff,
plus this w eek. ‘Holding. strong. is: Exeter Indie) (1,376: 90-$1: 50)— |.
09°:
ene’
‘Estimates for This Week
Capitol. College, Nortown, Palace,
“Pepe” in sixth-stanza at Capitol,
“Two-Way
Stretch”
tIndie:
(7th
‘.
Astor
‘City
Inv.)
(1.094;
75-$2)—:
: Parkdale,
Runnymede,
St. Clair,
#101 Dalmatians’ looks: lusty. in
: “Hoodlum Priest’ ‘UA) (2d wk.‘ , Westwood ‘FP-Taylor) (944, 1,288;
.
St: ‘Louis, April 11.
third at Keith's... “All In Night's ‘wk, Nifty. $5,000. Last week, $5, 300. ws
‘Fenway ‘Indie’ (1,350; $1.50) —!\ There’s only one new pic this Initial week ended Saturday '8:! ‘865: 1,026; 1.499: 957: 1.485: 1,405;
Work" in second: frame at Albee
looks :nice.” - Newcomers. are “Sins. “Bernadette ‘of Lourdes” (Janus)., stanza, aside from. some arty thea- ‘soared to great $38,500. Looks in: 1,385: 1.430: 994: 75-$1-—"“101 Datmatians"”
(BV!
(2d wk.
Smash
of: Rachel Cade, ” fairish at Patace, Looks - :oke ~ $9,000.. ‘Last. week, ‘tre -entries, but it is a smash one. . for run.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820: $1-$2.50' 1 $55. 000.
Alamo,” which. is
Last week. $70.000
and .“Black Sunday”. with “The “Flower ing. Skirt” “Indie. and “Girl This © is “The
;Soaring toa Wow take in opener at —"One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) «2d wk).
Carlton,
Danforth,
Humber
Hand”
looming. -swell at ‘Twin in: Black” _iIndiei, $2, 500.
This‘
round
winding
today
‘Wed.
7
‘th
h
“
.
‘Rank!
‘2,318;
1,330:
1.203: $1Drive-In.’
Hard-ticket
“Exodus”
Gary (Sack)
‘the huge. Fox: and
Both “Make.
“Upstairs.
arid looks like big $60, 000. Opener was $1.50'\—“Tunes of Glory” «Lope
bids for a great third “round. —"Pepe”
(Col) (1.277;
‘ath.$1.23-$1.80)
wk. Okay
Downstairs”
©Mine.
‘
“Mink”
-are'd
$75.000. Stays on indef.
wk'.
Good
$23.000.
Last
*Sanctuary” Tooks sad in third $6.000. Last week: $6. 900.
‘houses opening eek eat, any
Criterion ‘Moss? (1,520: $1-$2.50': t-2d
week at Grand. .
Kenmore (Indie: :700: $1.50)—'matians” is rated great in second —*Pepe” ‘Coli (17th wk. The 16th week. $28,000.
‘Estimates for. This Week.
Century,
Downtown,
Glerdale,
-“League of Gentlemen”
(Kings), at Loew"
week -concluded last night ‘Tues.)
Albee. tRKO- 3,100; $1-$1,50°—
“
S Mid-City while “Pepe”
Midtown, Oakwood, Odeon, Prince
-“Alt- In Night's Work" 4Par:i 2d. ‘of Soldier” "ings! yon” gapallad, looms: big in fifth at Ambassador. pe cn ond ti popscale. ON ath of Wales, Scarboro, State :FP-Taywi
ast wee
With Wind,” too, is smash
"Gone
~ -in
“wk..
Salid- $11,000 ‘or near after 500. :
second at State.
five days. on continuous and popu-' lor’ (1,338; 1.059: 995: 1,089; 1.1338;
. $13, 500.:preem,
ilar scale; other two being hard- 752; 1,200; 684; 694: 50-90i—"HipMayflower tATC): (689: 90-$1.2514
Estimates for This Week
‘ ticket.
Capitol
‘SW -Cinerama* “YW400! ‘
podrome” (IFD:.
Wow $65.0).
(20th) 12d ‘wk. Slick| Ambassador (Arthur’.2, 970: 73$1.25-$1,80'—"Pepe’™
Col): 16th —"Sanetuary”
Go
DeMille
Reade) (1.463: . $1.50- . Eglinton 4‘FP: (918; $1.50-$2.50)
wk-.) Strong sil 00. Last week, $5,000..Opened house to first-runs-. $1.50'—*"Pepe” (Col). (5th wk). Big _ $3. 50)—“Spartacus” (Ll) 27th wk). i—"Windjammer” (NT; «16th wk:
last
Week
with.
6,000.
1$8, 000. Last week, $8:500.
$16:500:
a
Last week, $10. os)
St week with
‘This ‘stanza ending today ‘Wed.' is' Big $10,000.
Memorial): :RKO). (3.000: -90- Apollo Art “Grace! i700; 90-$1.25)
9
“Esquire. Art ;:Shor+- 500; $1.25 —.
Hollywood ‘FP
11,080: $1-$12
“Entertainer” - (Cont!
"3d. wks $1.49 —“Cry For Happy” (Col) and —‘Never On Sunday”. (Lope? (10th heading for big 825,000 on near|—"Suzie Wong"
!Par
:10th we
Oke! $1,200.
Last week. week. which was aided by five extra | Smash 89,000. Last week, same.
Good, $1400. - Last. week. $2,000. . “Sword .Sherwood /Forest’. .\Colt wk:
Grand tRKQ- 11,300: $1-$1.25-— ‘4th wk’. Oke $7,000. Last week, ‘$1,000.
shows and holiday scales much of - Hyland : Rank) A 297; $1-$1.50'-—
“Sanctuary” 20th «3d wk, ‘Sad -$8,000.“Abserit-Minded. Professor" * “Esquire ‘Schuchart- Lev in) 1,800; week. Continues.
*“Sons and Lovers” ‘20th: (3d wk,
“$1.25-$2.50'—Spartacus” (U1 (16th: Embassy (Guild. Enterprises) Hefty $10.000. Last week, $12.00.
$3.000 trailing $7,000. in second ‘BV: opens tomorrow ‘Wed.).
week..
Metropolitan, (NET). (4,357: 902 Wk’. Good. $7,000. Last week, 1509; 90-$1.751 — “Shadows” (BL:
Imperial «FP: -3.343; $1-$1.25 —
Guild
iYance:
-300:
$1.25 —: $1.25-—"All
In. Night's, Work”: $8.000.
‘4th wk: Third completed Monday “All ins Night’; Work” «Par: +3d
“Virgin Spring” ‘Janus: (3d0 wk
(Part .(3d wk, ‘Hat. $15. 000. Last
“Fox ¢Arthuri (5: 000: 90-$1.25.— 110) was big $13.000 after $16,000 /wk'.
Neat $10.000.
Last week,
Okay. $1, 999... Last.-week, $2,200.
Week, $17,000.
“Alamo” 'UA:, Wow $31,000. Last for second ‘week.
$12,500. .
_Wyde
-Park
Art ©Shor:
1500;
Orpheum ‘Loew 42,900; 90-$1.4g. Week. “Great Impostor” (U) and
Palace (RKO ‘1.642; $1.25-$2. 50); International ‘TavJor- 07; $1$1.25 "Mand ‘In’. Hand’ “Coli 2d: —— Cimarron” 'MI-G' 3d wk... Dull “Sniper's Ridge” (20th) (3d wk), —‘“Great Impostor” (U: :3d wk):
$1.25:—"“The Lovers” ‘Astral
-2d
uk.
Mild
$1,000,
Last week, S6.000. Last week, $6,500.
0. 000.
First -haldover.stanza finished yes-- wk:. Censor cuts denting but neat
$1. 300.
p
t™ NET) 2.357 0: Loew's Mid-City ‘Loew’ ‘1.160; terday 'Tues.) was socko $35.000° at $3.000. Last week. $4,006.
‘
R
+ L: “Cade” *60- 90 :.—* 101
Dalmatians”
‘BV)
13d
or near.
Opener
was
$40. 000.:
i
‘Keith’s ‘Shor: (1,500; 90-$1.25:—— ST. paramount
“101 . Dalmatians”
(BV: 63d wk. > : sta a8
De al 7 a BR. Sock ~$15,000. Last week.Forum (Moss! 1813: 90-$1. 80'—; Loew's ‘Loew! '2,.748; $1-$1.50)
—"‘Cimmaron”
(«M-G
‘2d
wk.
Tall $8. 000,
Last week, $14:200.. " Male”: andie), Fair $12.000.. “Den S13 000 Logue
a
“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (3d wk. Sec- ‘Okay
‘$9,000.
Last week. $11,090.
.
Palace- "RKO 12600; $1-S1L.25:—di”
«AA?
opens.
tomorrow
(Wed.).
“Gone
W
re
wind”
600;
et
wk.
ond
session
ended
yesterday
‘Tues..
Tivoli
(FP:
(935:
$1.50-$2.50
—
“Sins of Rachel Cade” (WB Fair
was great $27,500 or near aiter
: “Exodus” rCA? 12d wk. Capacity
$8, 000.
Last © Week, “White’ ‘Wars : Pilgrim (ATC! 1,900; 75-$1.25'— ‘Great $25,000. ‘Last week, $30,000. .$26.000 for initial week.
'$15,000.
Last
week.
ditto.
“Carthage:
-In.
.
Flames"
Fier” |WBu, $7,500."
‘Col) and:. Pageant «Arthur! (1,000: 90-81.25) - Paramount *AB-PT) (3.663: $1-;
Towne ‘Taylor:
!693; 90-S$1.25:
—‘Upstairs:and Downstairs” (20th).. $2)—"All Hands on’ Deck” ‘20th!
Twin Drive-In ‘Shor’ (600 cars, |““Helleats -of: Navy”“iy ‘Indie’. . Okay |
west side, 90c1-' ‘Black Sunday.” $8,000.. Last: week, “First Marines” |Good $4,000. Last. week. “Ben- (2d wk), This round winding to-: —“Never On Sunday” ‘Lope: -11th
Fine $6.000.
Last
week,
(Indie’ and *The Hand’: (Indie): © (Indie) and “Calvary. Charge”. (In-j Hur” (M-G) 5th wk), $1, 000.
morrow 'Thurs.) is heading for fair:1 wk.
(reissues),
$5,000.
White | St. Louis. (Arthur? ‘43.800: 75-90) '$30:000- after -$38.000 for initial: 35.000.
Spring rebounding to swell $7,500 die:
11,360: $1.50University
(FP)
after cold weather luli, Last:w eek, Warrior” (WB) opens today (Tues.). |~-All] Hands On Deck” (20thi and. week. Holds on.
‘(M-G: = ‘69th
“Carthage.-In |Flames” !'Col) and”
Saxon’ (Sack). (1.100; $1.50-$3)— |“Days of Thrills, Laughter’ (20th: - Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-_ $2.75:—"Ben-Hur”
_ Lusty $12.000. Last weer,
“Sword ‘of Sherwood Forest” (Col). “Exodus” (UA).(6th wk). Good "3.ge Oke $10, 000. Last week, ‘fellers) (6,200: 90-$2 .15'—“Absent- jwk).
+;Minded
Professor”
(BV)
with. 310,000.
- $4,000.
|
'$13.000: “Last. week; $12.000.
(Loew)
(1.304;
$1.5u‘Valley (Wiethe: . a .200;° $1.50-. State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-$1. 25)
‘Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 90- Easter stageshow (4th wk). There | Uptown
$2.501—"‘Exodus” (UA)- (3d. wk, !—_“Shangri-La” (Indie). and “Wom- $1. 25\—"‘Make Mine Mink” (Cont). :was
a sharp falloff, naturally, after ! $2.73'—“ Spartacus” (U: ¢16ti. wk.
:
Last week, with
Second’ climb to great. $16,000. | an. Bait’ (Indie’: (3d- wk). : Fancy Solid $3,500. Last week, “Please ‘last Sunday (9: as the school vaca- Hefty $9,000.
‘Last week, $14,500. ~
|$4,500. Last ‘week, $6, 500.
+Tura Over” (Col) (10th wk), $1,000. j.tions ended but combo still will daily matinees, $12,000.
“Ben-Hur.

(M-G)

-im.o,! (16th. we

‘Alamo’ Bof 26,|

PICTURE

VARIETY

GROSSES

[cluded Monday (10) lofty. $9,000

DetSturdy; ‘Priest Potent $71ow:
Rachel 146, ‘Pepe’ Torrid 206, 2d
Detroit, April 11.
“Hoodlum Priest,” lone first-run!
newcomer this week is heading toward great take at the Michigan.
Holdovers
are doing well, too.
“Pepe”
stays
torrid
in second
round at the Madison. “A Raisin

after. $9,500 in 10th week.

‘Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1-

$1.50)—“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (3d
wk).. First holdover stanza ended
yesterday (Tues.) was- great $14,000 same as on opener.
Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550;
‘|$1.25-$2)—"Great
Impostor”
(U)
(3d wk). Second round. finished
yesterday ‘Tues.) was sock $10, 000
‘ after $12,000 in first week.
World (Perfecto) ‘390; 90-$1.80).
(Mishkin)
Seattle, April 11. .1—Male and Female”
Box has quit the. (8th wk). This week finishing to-

Wind’ Robust$10,500,
+
Seattle: ‘Exodus’ 106

Wednesday, . April: 12, 1961.

PhillyBig:Jacks’ Socko $23,000,
‘Dalmatians’ Wow16, ‘Exodus’ at
SANCTUARY’ LUSH. 86,
DENVER; ‘PEPE’ 186, 2D

Philadelphia, April 11,.
Booming Saturday night trade,
oa
e
eee
Ant
with lines, is:making this a. rousing
session generally. Lone new ene
trant: is “Sundowners” but it is
drab on: opening stanza at. Randolph undoubtedly because. it had. .
played
in
key” nabes. - several.
months ‘ago:
Biggest coin total ig
going to ‘One-Eyed Jacks,”. rated

Denver, April 11.
Trade generally is okay here cur-.
in Sun” is big in second week at! The Music
‘hard-ticket policy, being on regu-; Morrow Thurs.) ‘is heading for rently .despite. few new entrants.
the Adams.
;
|great $11.500 after $11,000 in sev-. ; “Sanctuary” is. rated best new“Sins of Rachel Cade” looms lar first-run with “Sins of Rachel
good at the Palms in second. “All. Cade,” but it. is very. mild. “Ex-‘enth week. By the end of the eighth !comer, with a big take at. 600-seat | wow'in second round at the Fox.
“Virgin Spring” also is
Hands on Deck” shapes fair in ‘odus” continues at a solid pace at ‘week, pic will have grossed $100,-.:' Towne.
“Great, Impostor’ ‘still is lively
second
Fox
week.
“Exodus”
{is ‘the Blue Mouse .in sixth stanza.: "000 here, biggest coin at house -lofty in first.at Esquire. “Pepe” is fin fifth week
at the’ Midtown:
leading the holdovers with a bang- “Pepe” looms. finé-in eighth Stan-.
wow in ninth week at the Mercury. “101 Dalmatians” in third stanza in years.
Egy session at the Centre in second, ley stanza while “101 Dalmatians”.
“Ben-Hur”
stays sturdy in 60th: rat Coliseum looks big. “Pepe” at |
[101 Dalmatians” still is potent in ‘is rated socko. in third Stanton’
session at United Artists. “Cimar-‘ ‘Fifth Avenue too is doing rei!i
_{third at the Denver. “The Alamo” | week,.
ron” is rated fine in third at Grand “Gone With Wind” is rated great’
a ‘lusty in. sixth at Paramount.
Circus.
t‘in third at Music Hall.
“Exadus”
shapes ‘fast (in. lith
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
Estimates for This Week
frame at. Boyd. “Spartacus”
‘is
Blue
Mouse
‘Hamrick)
‘738;
Fox
‘Woodmont
Corp)
‘5.041:
Aladdin ‘Fox) (900; $1.25-$2.50) irated. okay in. 22d. round at the
—"Spartacus” (U) (12th wk). Good Goldman, ‘Sanctuary’ shapes good
75-$1.49\—“All Hands on Deck” |$1.50-$3)—"Exodus” (UA) '6th wk).
S58
500. Last week, $6,500.
(20th) and “Tlorse
With
Flying: : Swell $10,000 or near. Last week,
in. third at the . Arcadia.
..
Centre (Fox) (1,270; $1-$1. 45)\—
Tail’ ‘BV) :2d wk). Fair $9,000.;*$11,500.
Estimates for This Week
Coliseum
‘Fox-Evergreen)
( le
“Pepe” 1Col) (2d. wk). Loud $18,Last week, $15,000.
Omaha, April 11.
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—:
:870; $1-$1.50)—"“Dalmatians” (BV)
Despite a freakish weekend snow 000. Last week, $24, 000.
Michigan «United Detroit) '4,036;
“Sanctuary”
(20th): i3d. wk).. -Good
13d wk). Big $10,000 or close. Last’, :storm. biz is strong at the dawn- | Denham Indie) (800; $1.25-$2.50)
$1.25-$1.49) — “Hoodlum
Priest” |
-$10.000.
Last week, $13,000.
week, $15.200.
‘town first-runs this stanza. . “Pepe”;-——‘Ben-Hur” «M-G) (52d wk). Stur(UA) and “Night Fighters’ ‘UA). |
Fifth
Avenue. (Fox-Evergreen)
. Boyd
‘SW) 11,563; °$2-$2. 75)—
is wow at the Orpheum to head the idy $7,000. Last week, $8.000.
Great $21.000 or better. Last week,
(2,500: $1-$1.50) —. “Pepe” ‘Col) :; newcomers.
-Denyer (Fox) (2,432: $1-$1. 25)— |“Exodus” (UA) -lith wh). Fast .
“Sins - ‘of
Rachel
“All in Night's Work” (Par) and:
(3d wk). Great $8, 000. Last week, :
; Cade.” also new, looks slow at the .“101 Dalmatians” (BV) -\3d. wk). i: $21,000. -Last week, $28,000.
“Blueprint for Robbery” 'Par) '2d
-$9.200.
Third week. of record- : Fast $13,000. Last week, $24. 000.
Fox \Milgram) ‘2,200; 99-$1.90)
wk’, $19.000.
; Musie Box ‘Hamrick $739: $1- H“Omaha.
‘smashing “101 Dalmatians” is still | Esquire ‘Fox} (600; $1)—"Virgin| —"“One-Eyed Jacks”. (Par) 2d wh),
Palms ‘UD) (2,955; $1.25-$1.49) $1.50)—"Sins
of
Rachel
Cade”: ‘great at State.
Strong $5.000., , Wow, $23,000. or over. Last week, .
“Cimarron” re- - Spring” (Janus).
—“Sins of Rachel Cade’ (WB) and (WB),
Mild
$3,000.
Last
week.
“Foxhole in Cairo’ «Par) '2d wk). :“Spartacus”™ !(U) 't5th wk, $5.500 ‘mains sharp at the bandbox Dun- !Last week, “Hand in. Hand” ‘Col) i$29,000..
dee in second round. ‘Hard-ticket | (2d wk), $2,000.
'
Goldman. Goldman) Pe .200;: $.:
Good $14,000. Last week, $17.000. at $3 top...
i“This
Is Cinerama,”
aided
by _ Orpheum: (RKO) (2,690; $1-$1. 25) $2. 75'—"Spartacus”-'\U) 122d wh).
Musie Hall ‘Hamrick) (2. 200: $1Madison 'UD) '1,408: $1.25-$2)—'
| group sales, continues on strong :—— “All in Night’s Work” 'Par) and: ; Okay $8.000. Last week, $11,000:
“Pepe” 'Cob) '2d wk). Torrid $20,- -$1.50)— “Gone With Wind” (M-G): Side at Cooper in eighth sessions. Bluepr int for Robbery" (Par) (2d!
Midtown ‘Goldman). 11,000; 99-.
‘8d wk. Great $10. 500.}
‘(reissue)
000. Last week, $23,000.
‘wk). Oke $10,000 or near. -Last: $1,80)——"Great .Impostor”: ‘Uy 5th
Estimates for This Week
: week, $15.000.
Grand Cireus :UD: :1.400: $1.25-. Last week, $11.200.
wk)
Cooper ‘Coorer)
‘687:
$1.55-| Paramount. ‘Indie) (2:100: 90-- -$12.000. Slick: $9,000.. Last week,
$1.65:—"“Cimarron” «M-G) «3d wk).: Orpheum ‘Hamrick’ (2.600: $1Last week. “Great $2.20\—"This Is Cinerama” ‘Cine- '-$1.25)—"Alamo".{UA) and fight pix Fine $13.000.
Last week, $15,000. _$1.50!—Dark.
.rama}'8th
wk).
Great
$9,000.
Last (6th wk). Lusty $11,000 or close. ' Randolph (Goldman) 12.500:. 99‘U) and “Shakedown”
‘Imposter’
Adams -:Balaban) ‘1.700: $1.25$1.80'\—“Sundowners" WB). Drab
7
(U) (24 wk), oke. $5.300 in 4 days. week, $8.000.
Last week, $14,000.
$1.50/—"Raisin in Sun” ‘Col ‘2d.
$8,000. Last week. “Sins of Rachel
Paramount ‘Fox-Evergreen) (2.-" -Dundee
‘Cooper) ‘500: $1)—: , Towne 'Indie) (600; $1-$1.45)—! ‘Cade”
' WB), $7,500.
wk.
Hotsy $14,000: Last week,’
.800; $1.50-$1.75) — “Alamo” 1U A). “Cimarron” tM-G) «2d wk).
Still! :“Sanctuary”
120th),
Big $8.000. i _Stanley SW) 12,500: -99-$1, $01.
$16.500.
ith wk). Okay $4,500. Last week. ‘pboff at $4.000: ‘Last w eek, same,
Last week, -“Village of. Damned” | “Pepe” ‘Colt '8th. wk). Nice $12,-.
Enited Artists :U A) °1.667: $1.25- $6,300.
_
i Omaha ‘Tristates) ‘2:066; 75-$1). (M-G) ‘3d wh, $2.000 in 5 days.
| 000. :--Last week, $14:000.
$3)—“Ben-Hur” ©M-G) ‘60th wk).
—‘‘Rachel
Cade”.
tWB).
Slow
Stanton SW) 11,483: 99- $1.80)
Sturdy $9.000.
Last week $8.900.
‘$6.000 or near. .. Last week. “All |:
—“101 Dalmatians”: «BV) 13d wk),
Music
Hall
‘Cinerama,
ince.)
NEW YORK |
J; Hands on. Deck” ‘20th), $7,500 in
‘Sock $15.000.
Last. week, $23,000.
{1.208: $1.20-$2.65'—"“Seven Won"9
days.
‘Continued ‘from page 9)
Continued from page 8)
Trans-Lux. ‘T-LY (500: 99- $1.80)
ders of World” ‘Cinerama! treis-:
Orpheum
(Tristates)
42,
877:
‘$1-"
—Saturday
Night
and
Sunday
!
—''Never
on
Sunday’
12.
2138
1.800:
756;
1,298;
90-$1.50)
’ Lope) -20thsue) (15th wk!. Good $12,000. Last
Col...
‘Terrific , _ ‘Alamo” -- (UA). and
Morning” ‘Cont! 2d wk). Initial. $1 .25:—" Pepe”
“Gambler wk).
Firm
$6.000. Last week,
week, $16,000.
finished Sunday
'9) was -$17.000 or close. Last week, “All Wore a Gun” (Indie) °2d wk. $6.200.:
Trans-Lux
Krim
Trans-Lux) stanza
Viking. (Sley) 't, 000: 99-$1.80)—
(1.000: $1.49-$1.65' — “League of record $19.821, for alltime high at In Night’s. Work”. ‘Par) 2d wk), Smash $27.006 or near. Last week,
$47.900.”
_
“Cimarron” «M-G). 3d. wk. So-so
Gentlemen” -Indie) ‘2d wk’. Oke hause, «and topping “Psycho” «Par $6.000 at 75-$1 feale.
by about $317. Early bird and midHillstreet, Iris, El Rey ‘Metro- $5.500.
Last week, $9.000:
- State ‘Cooper! (743; $D—"101
$4.500.
Last week. $5.000.
helped
attain this Dalmatians” ‘BV) ‘3d wk.
World ‘R&B-Pathe! :499:. 99Great. politan-FWC) ‘2,752: 825; 861; 90-°
Mercury :UM) ‘1.465; $1.50-$3! night shous
$1.50'—"101 Dalmatians” ‘BV and $1. 80'—“‘League: of
figure.
Gentlemen”
$9.000. Last week, $10,000.
—“Exodus”
-UA) -9th wki. Wow
“Tessof Storm, Country” (20th). ‘Fl ‘Indie) 2d wkr. -Trim-$4.000. Last
Fine Arts 'Davis) (468; 90-$1.80"..
$21.000.
Last week, $24.000.
— “Breathless”
«Films
Around:
Rey) :3d wk). Good. $9.000.' Last week, $6.000.
aan
. week, $19.300.
—
sO
“World) (10th wk). The ninth. week j
} Hollywood Paramount : State) 11.-.
concluded
Monday .«10) hit sock,
CHICAGO
in elghth:
Universal Pictures prexy’ Milton 468: $1-$2:40)—"Gone With. Wind”.
> $12,000
after $14.100
LONDON
‘Continued from page 9:
round. Stays on indef.
R. Raekmil ‘and. international veep (NI-G) treissue) (3d wk),. Boff'$22,(Continued from page: 8)
(2d wk. Oflish 39.000. Last week.
Beekman
‘R&B
‘590:
$1.20- and foreign general safes manager 000. Last week, $25, 500.
$11.109.
“Mr.
Topaze*
20th) -2d wks: Fair
$1.75.—"L’Avventura” «Janus! :2d Americo Aboaf take off from Hol- t Chinese :FWC) (1.408: $2-$2.40)
Monroe ‘Jovan? ‘1,000; 65-90)—
wk). Initial session finished Mon- “Iywood Saturday 115) for Tokyo,' —“Absent-Minded Professor” :BV) $8.000.. Last week.. $9.400:.
“Gina” ‘Indiet and “Beyond All
_
Casing
Indie)
411,155: -$1 20-$2. 10)
the first leg on their annual round- . (4th wk), Wow $18.000. Last week.
day '10) was nice $12.000.
,
“Search for Paradise” Robin)
Limits” ‘Indie). Tidy $4.800. Last
Fifth Ave. Cinema -R&BY (250: the-warld
‘sales and ‘promotion (821.800.
week, “I Aim at Stars” Indie) and
wk',
$22.400
“3d
Smash:
.
. Four Star (UATC) ‘868; 90-$1.50)
$1.25-S1.801
“Virgin
Spring” tour. .
Columbia ‘Coll ¢740+.$7.05-$2. 50)
“Enemy Below” Col), $4.000.
(Janus) 'm.o.) :9th wk, This. week
Following
the . Japanese
sales —‘Trapp Family” -(20th). «3d wk). —"“Pepe” ‘Cal) -4th. wki, Solid $8,Oriental -Indie’ 3.400; 90-S1.80)
ending
tomorrow.
«Thurs.
looks conference, which gets underway -Fair $3.200.. Last week. $4.100.
300.
«.
—“‘Hoodlum Priest” +UA» :2d wk).
‘Beverly “s$tate)
‘1.750:
$1.49like fine $5.000 after $5 500 in pre- April 17, Rackniil and’ Aboaf. will
Lusty $29.000. Last week, $41,000.
Curzon: (GCT) +500: 70- $1. 70) —
vious week.
move on ‘to Hongkong for the dual $2.40:.— ‘Hand in Hand” 'Cel) :2d “La Dolce. Vita” “GoW 16th
Roosevelt :‘BKK 11,400; 90-$1.50)
wk).
Busy -$5.000. Last
week.
55th St. Playhouse :‘\Toss) » 1953: roadshow premiere of “Spartacus” -wk).
Tall. $6.500.
—"Cimarron” - M-G) :2d wk. Oke
$1.25-$2'—"Don
Quixote’
'M-G) at the Lee and. Princess Theatres. $6.200.
$17.006.
Last week. $32.000.
Dominion OM:Ab cY, 712: $1.05Vogue “FWC? 1810: -90-$1.50I—
12th wk). Present round ending They'll then go on to other key
State-Lake
B&K?
+2.400;
90—-20th).
tomorrow -Thurs." is heading {or “cities in the Far East before re- “Sanctuary”: +20th). «4th wki and $2.201:— “South. - -Pacifie’
$1.80: — “Absent-Minded ProfesNedring end of its
(2d. -wk). ‘5th wk:
‘fancy $5,500 after $6.700 in 11th turning to N.Y. v:a Europe.
At ‘“Millionairess”. 120th)
sor” «BY? -3d wk). Great £39.000.
a
d
year
With
a
resounding
$15,;
;
week,
:
. each stop, execs will meet U-I reps. . Slow $3,500.0
a
:
Last week. $43.000.
‘Music Hall
‘Ros)
‘720: $1 85Normandie
T-)
“592:
$) 25- exhibs and
press to spread the
Surf H&E Balaban) :685: $1.85)
_Empire
'MGi:
1.700;
$1.
05-$2.80).
$2.25'—“Ballad of Soldier” (Indie).
$1.80'—"All in Nicht’s Work” «Par? word ont upcoming U lineup.
wk).
~—‘*Never On Sunday” tLope: -10th
110th wk), Okay $3.500. Last week, —Ben-Hur’ =. M-Gr = 67th
'4th wk). Third frame ended yess, -.
Smash. $20, 000.
wk:. Fast $6.200. Last week. $5.800.
"$4,000.
terday ‘Tues.) was good $6.000 ;
Todd -Todd) -1.089; $1.75-$3.50)
‘ Warner
Bey erly -SW) 41.316: ° Leicester. Square Theatre «CMA)
after same for sevond week.
1.375; 50-81. 7'— “Double Bunk”
—"Ben-Hur”
-M-G)
-68th
wk'.:
$1.50-$3.50) — “Pepe” -Col). (15th
Little Carnegie
-L. . Carnegie! |
(Continued from. page 8)
Strong $17.600. Last week, $17.200. ° 1520: $1.25-S2:—"“Tunes of. Glory”
wkt. Nice $7.700. Last week, S9.--2 BE. “Stout $16,000 or near... ‘London Pavilion -U A) «1.217; 70United Artists -B&K! 11,700; 90- °
“Spurted
last
session
to
earn
this
700.
.(Lopet ‘17th wki. The 16th session
$1.80. — “All In Night's Work”
Fox Wilshire :FWC) 1 990: $1.80-.$1.75=="Macuntha Love’ (UA) énd.
finished Monday -10: was smash extra week, good $9. 000. Last week
“Fhe.
Split! .UC A+: 2d wk’. Big $12,-—
(Par- 4th wk: Hot 316.000 in 6 $13.000
same.
$3.501—“Exodus” ‘UA? 116th wk).
after $11,000. for 15th
‘000 -or -over,. substantially cbewter
Gays.
Last week. $22,000.
’ Fairway
FMW-NT)- 4700: $1]. — _ Brisk. $15.000. Last. week, $14:300:
week.
than-opening
week.
Woods
= Exssaness’
+1,200:
90Fine Arts ‘FWC)- +631; $2-S2.40)
Guild -Guild!
450: $1-$1.751—. “Hand-in Hand” ‘Colt (2d wks Nice
Metropole-Victoria iC Mi‘AY ‘1-410;
$180: — “Operation: Eichmain”’ “Two-Way Streich” -BL> t2th wk'. $1.800; may hold again. Last weck. —"Never On Sunday” -CA) «20th
‘$i
.U5$2.20)
—
- “Spartac us: (Rank-(AA
3d wks Okay $13,000. Last
wk)
«Great
$8.300.
Last week,
The llth round, ended Sunday.:9) $2.20.
u ‘18th wk). Fine .$10.500.
week, S17.000.
—
Sot
was sockerou $12.600 atter $10.000°
‘Kimo ‘Dickenson) ‘504: 90-$1.25> $8.600.
’ Odéon Leicester Square
CMA)
World ‘Teitel’ (696: 90-$1.25) —
‘Pantages
‘RKO)
‘1.513:
$1 80-. 2:200: 70-$1.75). —
in 10th weck. Long. lines af’ Music —"“Upstairs and Dowiistairs” (20th)
“Facts of Lite”
“Ballad of Soldier” - Kings. Dandy
—“Spartacus” 'U) -25th wk).
Hall. of course. did not Kurt.
‘3d wk. Neat S$I.500. Last wcek- $3.501—
‘UA? -6th. wk, Smash $17,800 in
$6.600.
Last
week.
“Rigoletto”
Sturdy
$12,000.
Last
week.
$12.300,
Murray
Hill
‘R&B: °565:
95- §1.609,
“Teste. $4 600.
Egyptian ‘UATC) (1.392: $1.25- 6 days. Fifth. was $12,600. “Green,$1.80'—"“Raliad ot Soldiei” -Kingsi
Paramount . Blank-1 ps 11.900: 75$3.50'—"Ben-Hur” (M-Gt :72d wk. gage Summer’ .Coh opens | ‘April
16th wk: The 15th stanza endcd $1 —"White
Warrier WB.
Thin
Monday
:1G- was
stout $10.000 £6.500, Last week. “AIL. in Night's Beefy $15.000. Last week.. $21,600.
Odeon Marble Arch :CMA) ‘Qe
same as in 14th week.
Work"
Par) -2d. wk?, $7,000.
200: 70- $1.75 -~-"Cariy On RegardContinued fren page 8)
Paris
Pathe Cinema)
568: 90- .
less” ‘Anglo’ «2d wki, Neat ‘$12,Plaza
“FMW
-NT)
(1630:
$1.50.—
Tord S20.000, List week, $34.500. $1.866:-—"Love end -Frenchwoman”™
1500; better than previous weck..
“Alamio” -CA) ‘Sth «k'. Hetty $11- |
Lafayette
Bisil- -3.600; TU-S1'-—
Kings! ‘7th wk:.. The sixth round.
‘Continued from page 8)
Plaza (Par) +1902; 70-$2.10) —
“Derd’
AA: 2d wk», Sad $5.0Uu0 ended. Sunday -9? was big $11.000, O00; olde Last week. $14,000.
“Excellent
$11.000.
Last
week.
$11.
‘Greatest. Show ‘on Earth -iPar).
in 5 Gass. Lat eek. $9.200.
alter $12.000 for. lilth week.
: Rockhill -‘Little Art Theatres) 500.
;
‘reissue’, Big $14. uno or Near open750;
$1)
—
“Millionaiess”’
¢20th)
Paramount
AB-PT> +3.000: TOPlaza -Lopeit! -525; $1.50-$2'—
Penn -U¥ATC) :3.300: $1-$1.50)— ing week.
$1 --"sins of Rachel) Cade” -WBi “Never On Sunday" «Lope: °26th . 3d wks Trim $1.500; may hold. “Cimmaron” (M-G) +24 wk. Loud
Rialto: ‘20th’ +592: 70-$1.20) —
and
oCAmaane
Mr.
Callaghan” wkt. The 25th week finished Mon- ‘Last Week. same.
$10.000 with aid of “Silent Part- “Right Approach?’ 20th), Average
Roxy ‘Durwood) 850: $1-$1.40) ner” -M-G) Saturday night.
‘Incie-. Nice S10.000. Last week,
day ‘101 wis great $18.600 alter ”
$6.000.
—"Suzie Wong”
Par: 10th. wk!
“White Warrier” -WBi and “Pris- $16.600 for 24th round.
Squirrel Hill «SW) «834; $1,251—
‘Ritz. (M-G- +4305. -70-$1.75)—"Go
Gners of Congo”
WB*
9 days),
68th St. Playhouse -Leo Brecker! Steady trade brought this an ex- “League
of
Gentlemen”
‘Union) Naked in W orla” ‘M-G). Steady.
$11.500.
1370: 90-S1.65:-—"Days of Thrills. tended session after pix was sked-' ‘3d wk). Still firm at $3. 000.° Last _ $4.900:
Teck ‘Loew: «1,200: $1.25-$2.75) Laughter” -20th)
4th Wk. Third::ded to close last week. Trim $7,- week, $3.800.
;
Studio One Indie) 1956; 50-$1:20)
—"Enxodus”
«CA:
-3d wk
Brisk traine finished Monday
-10) was 000. Last week, $7.500.
Stanley ‘SW) (3.700; $1-S1. 501 —"101
Dalmatians” -BVi 2d wk),
$14 000. Last week. $14.300.
rousing $8.500 alter S7 "800 in -sec-.
Uptown, Granada Fox-Midwest, “101 Dalmatians” -BV) (3d Wk). Big Stout. $9.500, slightly -better than
Cinema -Viartina’ -450; 70-$1)— ond vweck.
NT) 12,043: 1,217: $1-$1.251—"Ab- $14.000. Last week. $22.000.
-epening frame.
“Carry On Nurse” -Goy> #23d wk).
Sutton
-R&B!
-561: 95- £1.80;— sent-Minded: Protessor™ BV)
‘2d;
Warner :SW) '1.516; $1.50-$2.75)
Warner. WB) 1.785: 70-$1. pi
BMearacle pita here. with okay $2,800 “Eeague
‘Kings’ wh. Giant $21,000; stays on. Last *__ “Exodus” (UA) «5th wk). Hardy | “Taste of Fear” Col). Heading for
et Gentlemen”
culient.y. Last week, $3,000.
(12th uk). Tne llth session con- «week, $28,000,
{$16,000. Last week, $19,800.
[sinash $24,000 or -close::

‘Pepe’Mighty16,
Omaha; Rachel "
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New TexasMoney’Production Setup;Y Mich. Allied’s: ‘New Dates!“Bishop Biffs Boyd's Beatniks;
_ Eniscopal Priest Exits Chaplaincy
Technicians FromNon-lA Source?:
Detroit, ‘April 11.

Allied ‘Theatres

gan’s
-been

of

Michl-

annual. ‘converition has
changed from the pre-

viously fixed Oct. 11-12 to Sept.
25-26 at. the Sheraton-Cadillae
Hotel...
San Antonio, April 11s
Change was made to: provide
Plans for making a feature mo- |
-expanded facilities for
ex:
HIGHUPPERS
IN,
FILMS
tion. picture. in..San Antonio and
‘pected. increase in attendance.
‘another on the San Jacinto battle:!
Pentagon Okays Joe “Walker and~
field. near Houston were revealed;
Bob White Casting.
|
‘here by Jack Vance, former Holly-

wood pr oducer w ho heads Big Four}
* Films. .

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
that
|iof News
Colorado.

RISING HUNTER BUDGETS

‘Leitvel’ Tops $4.000,000 of ‘Flower., ‘erlticized

Bishop

and that the latter had resigned
jen college chaplaincy last week at

Drunr- Song’ -

_|METRO WINS ‘TARZAN’
ESTATE LITIGATION!

the Episcopal

James S. Minnis, had
Father Malcolm Boyd,

- 4

|Colorado State College in Fort
‘Hollywood, April 11.
‘Hollywood, April 11.
Ross Hunter, currently produc. ‘Collins will be of much interest to
ants company has just ‘opened ' ' Joe ‘Walker, who -broke: the: aiti3
‘show business, from whose rank¢
tude
record
when
his
X-15.
soared
ing
“Flower
Drum
Song”
for
Uni-office. here and. has_ optioned
‘Hollywood, April 11.
i versal. on a $4,000.000 budget, will Mal Boyd comes. Prior. to taking
te000 acres of land near. Seguin, -32. miles above the’ earth into the
holy orders he had been an active
‘fringes.
of
space,
has.
been
‘given!
top
this
figure
for
“The
Lillian
‘Metro has won the suit filed py
Tex.; for studios.. Vance, associated.
-and fairly high status executive
or ‘ Leitzel. Story.” also for U release, |
with ‘Holbrook Todd . in the firm, :: permission by..the National Aero-{ ‘Edgar Rice Burroughs Inc.,
:for such theatrical organizations aa
'nautics
and
Space
Administration
:
according
to
producer.
$1:500,000..for alleged. breach of:
says.the enterprise w ill be financed:
-PRB Productions :P for Mary Pick‘with. “Texas money.’ It will em- ‘and. the U.S. Air Force to appear. contract involving remake of “Tar- | He made “Pillow Talk” for U.-ford, R for Charles «Buddy: Rogers
“X- 15,”-zan the Ape Man” in 1959. Action | last year for
for $1,600,000.
$1,600,000.
ploy a.substantial: part of its crews in- Essex ~ Productions’.
and B for Mal Boyd...
through the Television.Artists and:-which .United: Artists will release. had been on: Superior Court calenNo mousey Christian has been
Crafts Guild,.a newly, organized: Major ‘Bob White, Air Force dar since Nov. 25 last.
Boyd.
He is an opinionated
a3
union of .w hich T; Mack Rey nolds, .-pilot,, also: will appear in. film... Burroughs Inc. charged violation
at White was
similarly
recently:
head|
Alexander
Woollcott,
and
with
local photographer, is prez.
of ‘agreement with Metro
dated:
sonie of the latter’s powers
of
“By making pictures in Texas ‘lined for’ his 2.903 m: p.h. ‘speed|i‘April 15,..1931, when film -Tights)
articulation. Because of this tuoinstead. of Hollywood we:can save|.record in an X-15.
‘to ‘Tarzan. the Ape Man” were |
9 fold talent. things to say and the
25 to 30°% of the cost,” Vance said.'
sold. Pic was first made in 1932.
‘skill
to say them, Boyd was much
_Even.at this rate, the San JacititoPlaintiff ‘alleged’ second
pic.
‘in demand for interviews whenever
pic, titled “The. Birth. of’ Texas,”
‘| changed original characterization'
ihe
visited
New York, as recently.
is expecied:-ta cost $6,500,0000,
| which Metro denied. Judge Frank
iHew as then on nearly half a dozen
Vance said.- It will deal with Sam
|S. Balthis, after screening. both!
radio
and
television programs in
Houston's career and the Texas.otme‘oon
‘films, “sustaineg. defendants*
de- |
Manhattan.
Revolution, up to and ‘inéluding.
murrer. without leave to amend. :
the final battle. - Vance said he. is
Taking
the
High Church position
| In effect; this: means -no breaches;
Hollywood, April 11.
Negotiating - with several top. stars}:
within the Episcopal family, Boyd
| in portrayal of Tarzan character |
to play leads inthe film...

WB Outbids 20th
On ‘Critic's Choice’
With Bob Hope

Rackmil:Sale:
OF U Residuals
. When Time Ripe

Twentieth-Fox’s
publicity
de-. was a great believer in the need to
were made in remake.
‘The local. pic. tobe started -Dde-Harry Swertlow was counsel for: partment was somewhat overanx-’re-think and preaching of the gosfore the San Jacinto picture,. will|that
younger
{ious
when
it
announced
March
30 pel in language
Metro.
deal.with problems of: drug addicthat the company had secured a Americans would respond to. He
tion, Vance
said.
He indicated. A hen: the. money and time-are
package comprising Bob Hope, as had never hesitated to attack the
actual work will start in May-.:or-.. Tight, Universal Pictures “will: do
star, and the Broadway play, ‘‘Crit- ‘sleazy “religion” presented on the
June, using the San-Antonto River! ‘something” about leasing its post: I.
{ie’s Choice.” as a vehicle, for an screen as an excuse for stopping
as. an. important baekground “ele-.,, 1948 product: to television, prexy ;— First. Feature Since *54 Concerns. upcoming film. Warners now has. eff at the orgy or the ladies’ Turkment.’
;
Milton. R. Rackmil told: the annual
‘ish baths on the way to the last“A Psychoanalyst
t it.
Vance « also plans: to. produce stockholders meeting in ‘New. ‘Yorkj.
For some years
When 20th made the announce- -reel conversion.
short television’ films. In.the ad-|vesterday (Tues.).- How ever, Rack“Hollywood, April 11.
ment, the company. was apparent-. Boyd has been, by invitation of
vanced. planning’ stage ‘is a pilot !mil emphasized, U has. no intention’
Harriet Parsons will return. to- ly close to a deal. Later, however, :. VARIETY, a contributor to the Annifilm for a series starring..Phil Med- of ‘leasing. to tv any films made motion ‘picture: production. with “‘I
a hitch developed in negotiations versary issues.
lin, Guadalupe:. County's’ ‘singing “since 1956,
Bishop Minnis’ peeve against the
Married a‘ Psychiatrist.” new novel ii
sheriff;
in. the rele.of . “Silent ; ' The:prexy, .also -said that the -by Frances Spatz Leighton detaitl-.: and Warners slightly outbid and enterprising
and _ free-wheeling
Here’s the geneSmith.” the officer who cleaned up ‘company is now.in process of mak- ing the life of Louise Pfister, wife ' got the package.
chaplain took the form of a genersis:
Abilene, ‘Kans., with © his ‘fists in ing “arrangements: for. leasing for; of‘a psychoanalyst. Story, “written j
‘alized attack on “beatniks” whom
Ingo. Preminger
was agenting he charged with not washing, not
“the trail driving days.
thé first. time its. pre-1948 feature |in light. comedy vein, will be:
library abroad. Domestic. sales of | treated. by Miss Parsons aS such in! : film rights to the play. -He -asked shaving and developing a sloppy
Hope
to
eye
the
legit
production. mode of dress. He seemed to ofState: Park. Okay, Lt.
the pre-1948s
are. handled
by jher production. She. expects ~to j
Auntin. Tex., April ll.
‘Screen. Gems. When the post-1948s' have a script completed. within the ;i Hope liked it, as well as the idea ject to Bovd not minding this and
of doing the critie role in the pic. going
‘Texas ‘State Senate” gave. .the .go on the market, he ‘said, they'll ;next 30 days.
among
beatniks’” to offer
Board. -of ‘Control. authority _to’ ibe offered in the same “package”
Project ‘marks. producer's ‘first ‘ So. ‘Preminger and Hope’s agent, spiritual guidance in espresso cofenter into a- contract witha film fashion. as the pre--19483 were of-} screen work since “Susan Slept Louis Shurr, made. it a package fee joints or even within sound of
company. for making a motion pic-. fered.
.| Here,” which she made for RKO in with Hope to get a percentage of the jazz tom-toms. Bishop slashed
ture at San Jacinto. Battleground. a Annual meeting, a quiet. and or-| 1954.
She also -preduced
“The. “the film.
at “puny minds of modern intelTalks started at all. the studios, lectuals.”
It's State property.
derly affair, also” saw the reelec-! Rake. of.. the Belt” last year on:
jYeached a hear-climax at. 20th,
‘William: J. Burke,. executive. di-: tion of all incumbent. directors.
i| Broadw ay.
Taking the bishop's chastisement
then came ‘the hitch. According ta’ of him as a vote of no-confidence,
Yector of the Board of Control, said; Pressed by several. holders as to
“We would ‘have to have. suitable-why” the “company’s. dividends Preminger. he told 20th produc- Father
Boyd
resigned
without
. tion chief Bob Goldstein last week anger but in recognition of a funcompensation.
fur the state. of weren't
higher, ; considering the|.TURNER AT CENTURY, MINN.
course.”
. ‘fine. earnings of ‘the company- in:
‘that he. had other pressing offers damental difference as to the methMinneapolis, April 11.
ithe last several years, Rackmil tre- | Robert Turner, former .manager:‘and got Goldstein “to give me a’ ods of Christian evangelism in the
plied’ that U: still has.a big bank|of the Paramount theatre in: release from amy promises that 1960s.
“debt. to be erased: Also, he said, |Seattle, has-been named managing had been: made.”
There was, said the priest. no
Within a short. time the Warner question of his having heard for‘the company. has. $38,000,000 pres-|director -of Cinerama’s Century
ently tied up in inventory of. “un- theatre
in Minneapolis.
Turner | deal was firmed up with WB's new mal confessions or granted ahso—
Continued from page 1 —.
=
released product —--the biggest in worked for Cinerama from 1956 to: production chief, William T. Orr. Jution in taverns, as the Bishop
Warners has now assigned “Crit- |charged. He readily conceded go‘should be a. spectacularly ‘beautiful U's history. Prexy took’ this occa- 1958 as house manager and treassion
to point out that in 1960 U urer when the film company leased : ic’s Choice” to Frank P. Rosenberg'ing beyond church buildings to
building, a thing of splendor. where
-jta produce, as-first under Rosen- offer counselling. Nor would he
_the US,: President. would receive ‘ registered the highest. profit in {ts- the Paramount.
Succeeds ‘Paul. Swater who re-, berg’s recently inked pact at War- ever allow bongo drums
in the
kings and queens .and sultans and °-history, also higher than any other
‘ners.
According to Preminger, sanctuary of the church itselt.
stened because of ill health.”
what-have-you,--or
‘whether
it film, company ‘last. year. (Earnings —e
figures
wereannounced
some
time
The
Colorado
episode
may
well
should mereiv be,a suitable struc-:
;
draw a battle line within the Episture. for: music,’ dance, theatre, and. “ago. °
» Rackmil | ‘expressed. himself as
copal hierarchy.
Apparently
the
‘other arts: .
local bishop always has considerStone designed - ‘a ‘great -.hall, «.being- very. high on boxoffice .poable power but so do the local
stretching. in. magnificance- out over: tential of. the ‘inv entory, and. said|
pic,|
(parishes who divide by some mysthe Potomac: River. The greats, of:‘that . its -current roadshow
“Spartacus. ™ “iT no doubt earn.
terious chemistry of their own into
j High, Middle and Low liturgical
ton, would. be transported by boat. alot of money for us.” —
practices. The Boyd case is piquant
from the airport up the Potomac . -In reply to a question re U's at- |.
because he stands both as High
‘to -the
Cultural
Center. °°’ The’. titade. toward tollvision, prexy: said |.
Church, using the Catholic title of
‘American President, with ‘millions |“sinrply that! if. any. market develops |.
While there is the usual post- sunday” (Lope) rounds out the Top “Father,” advocating confession, et
of dollars in marble and: majestic: “which uses feature films, “w e'll -be
j-holiday week letdown currently, ‘12:
“Suzie Wong”
(Par!, “All ;cetra, while at the same
time
staircases surrounding him, would’ a part’of that market.”
receive them in the. Cultural Cen-. _Another| holder © expressed - ‘the some pix still are holding remark- Hands on Deck” (20th), “Sanctu- charged with a foo-friendly attiter. The hall would connect with thought: that: the: company's ‘stock ably strong this stanza. Result ary” (20th) and “League ‘of Gentle- tude toward what he terms “out‘and the bishop terms
the three main units of the Center, option plan ‘ought to be widened |is a. generally satisfactory boxof- men” (Kings) are the runner-up |groups”
“beatniks”:
who cannot
be conthe symphony fall, theatre and tv include more’ execs and thus en-| fice picture in many key cities cov-: pix in that order..
opera
house.
The. center: in courage ‘younger management tal- ered by Variety, with
strong |. “Absent-Minded Professor” (BY)::tacted in church until first perStone’s conveption, would ‘house. ent to ‘stick |With the company, screen fare held mainly respon- is just getting started on national .SUaded to attend church.
has heen an_ outspoken
_- the Inaugural Ball and other major°-Rackmil answered that such - a . sible.
release but wow at N. Y. Music i Boyd
_plan was being considered, but
national events.
;
“Exodus” (UA) for seventh suc: Hall where a week agn.it came critic of excess of status among
{pointed out that his own-stock op- cessive.
‘Including A Penthouse?
week is finishing in ‘No. 1: near the Easter Week record. It clergymen. and of an ecclesiastical
tion plan had. been approved. by spot,” considerably
ahead of its
dignity that does not permit knowStone has now sprung a new the pareit Decca Corp.. Decea’s an- nearest competitor. “#101 Dalma- ‘also is giant in K. C. and smash in
ing people in their regular habitat.
idea, pr oposing ‘that-a penthouse he. ni meeting. in the afternoon, fol- tians” (BY) again is winding up L.- A. “Sins of Rache? Cade” (WB:
‘Also
a strong opponent of any form
is mainly fair to slow this round.:
created. on tog. of the Center. ® jowed the morning U meet.
“Virgin Spring” ‘Janus! again {is of exclusion by virtue of cultural,
house — visiting. foreign” heads © ‘of
President.told the U holders that. | second, 4s a-week ago...
religious
or
racial
background,
. -stiite..
“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par), out this collecting nice coin in some four:
its Rock: Mudson-Gina Lollobrigida
- Rep. Frank Thompson Jr. (D- starrer, “Come. September,” was’ week for first time to any extent, | keys after being in listings previ- Boyd has apparentiy managed ‘+9
upset
some
ot
his
brethren
in the
NJ. 1, the: ‘man. who worked hardest set to open at Radio City -Music|-is copping third money despite the ously.
‘Rocky Mountain area.
‘to get the Cultural Center through Hall Auz. 11. Holders approved. ap- reserved-seat, . ‘come-any-time gim“Raisin in Sun” (Coli, looms a
Show business will be watching
Congress-and is a trustee of it now, pointment of Peat, Marwick, Mitch- mick, ‘which seems only to. haye promising newcomer, being big in
his subsequent career with svmis” unimpressed: with: the need. for. ell & Co. as -public auditors.
slowed the wicket pace. . “Hood- NX, Y. and fancy in Detroit.
“MIDpathetic interest.
such’ elegance.
Jum. Priest” (U:A) fs winding up podrome”
(indie! looks yviant in
.
“I had in mind, ” he “explained, pected “is: albert A. Moree |fourth, this being the intial week. Toronto.
“Carthage in Flames":

HARRIET PARSONS" RETURN

D.C. Cultural Centre

|

_ National Boxoffice Survey

‘Trade Holds Strongly; Exodus’ Champ, ‘101 D’s’

2d, ‘Jacks’ 3d, ‘Priest’ 4th, ‘Pepe’ 5th

|

“a

-comparatively

‘modest ©multi-.

waite, John J. O°Connor.. Rackmil, |: be in release extensively.

> 1Col:

is

rated

okay

in

Boston. l

‘Alamo’ for Albany Fund

purpose ‘auditorium. . The Center *
“Bape” -(Col), thriving on con-! “White Warrior” ‘WB:, fair in!i
Bud
g
Albany, April 11
under present plans, is far larger. Sam
¢ udd H.:
Rogers.
Harold 1. Thorp and, tinuous- run, again is. finishing fifth.° K. C., shapes dull in L. A
‘Vallance.
Premiere
of “Alamo”
at the
than the population of ‘the’ Wash-.”
| Gone With Wind” (M-G), just get-‘ “Great “Impostor” ‘(U', high in " Stanley Warner Strand—when the
-{ngton metropolitan. area can Yeating started, ‘is landing sixth spot weekly lists for numerous sessiuns, theatre relights the night of April
‘Manhattan: Gets Brit. Film
-sonably -or reaiisticaly be expected.
though out on reissue for. the |shapes socko in N. Y. in two houses 18, following a $300.000 moderniza‘to. use. Furthermore, the. ‘purpose;
fourth or fifth times in. many keys.: and slick in ‘Philly.
Hollywood. April. il.
Cheaters” tian project —wili be for the beneand‘ function of the Center, as set” “Manhattan. Films: International “The Alamo”
(UA)
is: taking |‘Cont! is good in Washington.
fit of the Variety Club’. Camp
forth in the present, Flan, is. no “has acquired ‘exclusive distributjon| sev enth place.
“Ballad of Soldier” (Kings', oke Thacher. All profits will go to the
longer entirely clear.”
rights in°11 western states to. the]
“AIL in Night's Work” (Par) is
fund which Tent 9 annually raises
in
L.
A.,
is
hep
in
Chi
and
stout
-_ Thompson. and others are also a ’ British: comedy, “Left, Right and capturing :‘eighth position com-,
to provide free vacations for needy
“Operation Eichmann”
‘little curious: about where. that, - Center,” produced. by Frank Laun-| pared: with fourth last week. “Spar- in N.Y.
‘$75,000,000 is coming: from.: ”Poli- der and’. Sidney Gilliat. . _Fiim _tacus” (C0 is landing ninth money. (AA) is rated okay in Chi. “Enter- boys at the mountain site.
Last
year,
the
Variety
Club
.ticians.-know the Federal gover n-! Stars Alistair Sim. |
“Ben-Hur™ .UM-G). will’ be |roth ‘tainer” (Cont: is good in Cincy.
fraised $15. 045 for Camp Thacher,
ment isn't going to: put up a: dime.
Western preem. will be held. next “Cimarron,” also from Metro, —
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on. according to Chief Barker G. Branfor the constr uetion..
& week at Bridge Theatre, Frisco.
finishing llth while “Never On Pages 8-9-10).
don Donahue.

“PERCENTAGE
PURCHASE”

—Headline, April 4, ZARIETY

THESE COUNTRIES
PRODUCE FILMS
AUSTRALIA

ITALY

AUSTRIA.

JAPAN

ARGENTINA

JUGOSLAVIA

BELGIUM

CANADA

@ Under the above headline,a significant story: European Film. =

Producers nowadays on their important pictures seek “to

.

..

”

a few short years ago they were content with a lump sum

advance for the U.S. market rights.

SWEDEN
SWITZERLAND

GREAT BRITAIN

TAIWAN

GREECE

TUNISIA

HUNGARY

UNION OF

TURKEY

INDIA
IRELAND
ISRAEL

|

NETHERLANDS
NORWAY
PAKISTAN
PHILIPPINES
POLAND
SPAIN

GERMANY
(W & E)
HONG KONG

;

MALAYA

MEXICO

CHINA
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
DENMARK
EGYPT
FINLAND
FRANCE

.

participate” in total rentals in the United States, though only

oe

|

|
@ The lesson is clear: More Playoff, More Profits, Deeper Peneee
;
7
a?
tration.

And, of course, the key-word in the situation here,

there and everywhere is “International.”
;
@ The expanding perspectives of International Films will be:

.

SO: AFRICA
U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.

a

or

:

:

ot

.

updated and detailed by Variety in the near future, creating

your ideal advertising opportunity.
|
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4BEN-HUR! IN JAMAICA

TheatreofNations Season Preems.

With Berlin Opera Production Of:
Moses’: Over 400in Opera-Ballet

|Four Top German Distribs Merge
Into2Major Companies to Slash
Overhead, Better Battle Vs. Tele

| Anticipate 12-Week Run On Island ;
For Biblical Epic

“emnertas
”

‘Kingston, April 11.

Metro’s “Ben-Hur” opened. an
anticipated 12-week engagement at
the State here after a gala, charity

premiere

under. patronage

of the

Governor.of Jamaica Sir Kenneth
Blackburne and Lady Blackburne,

Sonata, ” done by: Roderick Lovell and the Premier of Jamaica the;.
Paris, “April ‘41,
Jand
Hannah Watt, from. . Great |Hon. N. W. Manley and Mrs. ManThe. Sth Theatre. of Nations’ seaBritain... -“
ley in aid of the Polio Fund.
with
gon kicked off. Fr iday night ‘7
July. 6-9 South “Africa’s. Leon-|
a gala preem of the Berlin ‘Opera | dard Schach' cockpit. players, withj State installed four-track mag-{'
|
matic‘sound . especially for the en-| giving Arnold «
-of West
Berlin,
“Moses and ' Basil Werner's. “Try For White.”” gageiment.

Berlin, ‘April 4.

.Russo-Norwegian Film
On Explorer Nansen

Schoenberg's” opera.
It. played ‘the
Aaron.”

Its pointed

Theatre’.

18

INTERNATIONAL

Stockholm,

The Russian
the Norwegian

oyt that in. the past :

April

H The toush business situation of
‘the West German film industry

4.

film industry and
State-owned Norsk

has rarely been
ing

these

so evident

weeks.

After

as dur-

the

finan-

cial collapse of Union Film = lost
month, Atlantic. another distrib,
has gone into bankruptey. Lo-wen-°
Film, a smaller outfit in Due sseldorf. distrib of Japanese and P.-

‘three Paris Drama. Fests and four! .
‘Film are planning a two-hour feaDes Champs-Ely sees. that: night and. Theatre-of “Nation seasons, 50. na-|
.{ture pie about the Norwegian arctic
then transferred to the: ‘home,’ base tions’ sent..175. troupes for. 230;
explorer Fridtjoi Nansen.
Project
of. :the Sarah Bernhardt .Theatre’ -shows for 745 presentations. ‘It -is.
‘was suggested by officials in the public «U.S.) pix, has announced
‘for. two. more shows. Critical wel- the ontstanding yearly drama, lyric |
Berlin
produc sr
‘Russian film industry and now Nor- its liquidation.
come for this big-scale opera-bal- ;and -dance. fest. -It’s. expected to:
wegian writers Odd Bang-Hansen Hans Oppenheim has) withdra-n
let was big with “solid ‘attendance. :
‘have played. to more than 650, 000
from
and Sigurd
Evensmo
have been his pie. “Cellar Children.”
‘Opera treated the Jewish turn-:
‘local. and international. spectators i
Buenger’s
Stella
Film.
a
. Paul
‘contracted to write the script.
.ing from polytheism to monothe- |
by ‘the end of the. present TON |
Planned film is to cover alli the Frankfurt distrib.
‘ism after the receiving of ‘the 10
season.
Rome,
April
11.
Another
move
saw
four
top
Germore impertant aspects of Nansen's
‘Commandments
by. Moses. More.
-Henry
Kaufman
and
Eugene. life. Bang-Hansen and Evensmo man distributing companies jnis.than 400 people participated. ‘in this !ing forces. Neue Film and Pallos,
Lerner of Kaufman-Lerner Asso-‘ _have completed the first draft,
immense show, with :a highlight'

Kaufman Ler
End Morris Tie

‘-ballet
‘Hover.
Rudolf
tion by

Htalo-ArgFilm

orgy regulated by Dore
Direction - -was by GustavSellner and musical direcHermann Scherchen.

- Berlin Opera also. did four

one:|

| elates, long reps on Continent, for:

|
: William Morris agency in addition°
to sundry other affiliations.of their.‘
‘own,.: disclose here that their link
with the ‘Morris office is coming to .
‘an end. Kaufman-Lerner, who had|
previously declined an offer ta sel!
their. own. agency and take charge
‘of Morris’ Continental operation.

Arg. Fim Season
Paced byU.S. Pix

Re World Beaches

headquartered

in

Munich

ani

Frankfurt
respectively.
will com
tinue working on a mutual ad: i 3.trative basis. Prisma
(Frankfurt?
and
Constantin
‘Munich:
: >
made up a co-distribution major
lineup. All efforts aim at redwt 2
expenses and thereby makin: t':»
_distribution. of films more pro t-

act operas and two ballets during}
their stay, April.7-12. The schedule |.
for this TON-season is now comBuenos ‘Aires, April. 4.
plete and runs through July’ 9 at i; Even. ‘Renzo Rossellini; 20-year-.
‘able. The current situation in t >
twe theatres, the. Sarah Bernhardt old son ‘of the Italian: director, is. ‘added. that it planned to expand
Buenos Aires, April 4. |
1its current activity te include mo‘and the. Vieux Colombier:
lhere t6. start. work on the Italo- tion picture production and devel:|. The film season has really start- :German film industry deminds
a step, the distribs say.
_
Following is. the remainder of:| Argentine
coproduction, “World|‘opment of packages for interna- ‘ed here, though the weather is un-. ‘such
The recent revaluation :3'"
of
the program:
‘on the Beaches” {El ‘Mundo-~ én las |tional films and television.
usually torried for this time of the the D-Mark by the Federal um
"1April 16-22 —The Theatre Vach-- ‘| Playas),
which. Jaime: -Caboult
K-L
Associates
will. however year and important releases, pre-. ment is another handicap fo:
he
tangov-of Moscow with a contem- (Guaranteed: Films’ and Nord In-:
‘handle certain ‘matters for Wil- ceded by big prelim trade show- hard-fighting German film indsss-porary play, “The Irkoutsk Story,” dustrial are shooting. Scenes willi
{liam Morris and number: of its ings, succeed each other in rapid’ try. It means that the export p> +2
of Arbotizov and .an-adaptation .of .ibe shot on the Mar del Plata, Arsuccession. :Last
week,
United for German pix registers a i 4
Fyodor: Dostoyevsky’s. “The Idiot.” ‘ gentina;Punta del Este, Uruguay; elients in Rome. pending eventual
Artists presented “El Alamo” at
April 24-28.—A -National Folk ; Copacabana in Rio Janeiro and on. opening of Morris. Agency's new the Gran Florida after a 6-menth increase while the prices for ' 2_ ported foreign pix are 5%: low or.
Song and Dance Group from Cuba.||other Brazilian, Italian, Swedish, Continental offices:
Talent department of the eight- run.of “Can-Can” (20th'.
The reason for the R-Mark res ‘iuApril
29-May
-2..— ‘Lebanon ‘French, Jayanese and U.S. beaches.
Ocean Films had a similar trade ation was to dampen the Germiat
- year-old
Kaufman-Lerner
outfit,
:
Folk
Anquar
the
with:
repped
This. is young Rossellini’s first job | which includes many names, con- showing of “Rocco and His Broth-export upward trend and to t»-‘or
SN,
lS
Dance and Song .Troupe..
on a feature ‘pic though. he has
ers,” the Italian film winning crix Imports. This measure, howe -r,
May 3-6. —Madagascar °via a Folk:; worked on shorts,for films: and tele tinues in hands of Kaufman and
plaudits. “El Alamo” was under
associate
Annaiena_
Limentani,
doesn’t correspond with the GerSon2 Malgache-group.
‘in France and Italy. Angel. Zavalia
‘Mar 8-11 National Folk. Ballet:ds in charge of the Argentine-pro- while Lerner will be primarily 14-age-classes by the local censors man film’s export-import situation,
_
.
responsible
for. development
of because of its over-violence.
The German postwar film is one
of ‘Mexico.
“duced sequences.
“The Misfits” (UA) was released: of very few branches in the dont sproduction and allied activities.
May ==12-16. —Nigerian . National
Leopoldo .Torre Nilsgon also has
Talks with prexy Abe Lastfogel ; at the Gran Rex also last week. tic industry which didn’t ben: it
Dance Folk Ensemble.
;“been: working on the Uruguayan.
Internacional released “Mi Buenos
May
17-19. -—- ‘West . Berlin's ‘ East - ‘Coast beaches of Punta del} and other. Morris execs regarding
from the German economical tethe amicable dissolution .of the ‘Aires Querido” here and Mar del ‘covery, While other branches flovrSchlosspark Theatre.” “with ‘Dos- i Este. Solana del Mar and Piriapolis. ” association began -during Kauf- Plata.
‘
on
based
kofi,”.
-ished,
especially as to export, ‘he
“Raskalni
tovevsky's
‘He is trying to get .his “Summer man’s ‘last stay: in the U.S
opened’
in
“Psycho” | (Pari, which
“Crime and Punishment," ” _ Staged” Skin” (Piel de Verano) completed.| ‘November, when the Yank talentry ;on- March 14 at the Opera, is still: German film biz’ situation moved
;
by: Willy Schmidt.”
‘practically
against
the
generat
‘before Ieaving for Europe late this made its decision to open its own, holding well there. “Elmer Gan-?
_ May 29-25.—Peru, with. the‘Baltrend, namely considerably stronzof his. offices in Paris and Rome.
month _ for. -presentation
trv" 1UA) held two weeks in first-:
er import and fougher competition
et’ Peruano.
“Hand in the Trap” at Cannes, and

‘|

run. at the Ocean before being_—
' May 27-31 .—Belgium’s Theatre
than ever before and a very slowly
to atterid the release. of the pic in:
moved over to the Renacimiento, :
“ee
ground-gaining export.
De ;: La’ Monnaie .” with .‘Paris, London and Madrid.
Royal
‘Duke's
‘London
Indie
|
where it has held another three
Flute’ and .
yore of the reasons for the slowMozart's “Enchanted
.Germany and Argentina are to,
London, April 11.. ‘weeks.
ballets
.
with.
the.
-Brecht'
increasing
export
Dbisiness
three
collaborate
on. “The
Beast “in:
“Spartacus” (U), which opened :
Maurice Duke, ‘Hollywood indie :
Weill. “Seven Deadly. Sins,’ Stra-:Chains.” ‘documenting the Ejich-/j | produrer, - is ‘hereto negotiate a‘ at the Broadway on March 24.: demmed from anti-German resentRavel's:
‘and
-Ganie”
“Card
“yinsky's
nvann case, from a script by Isaac :coproduction ’ deal with: Granada‘ looks ‘to hold there for many: ‘ments during the first postwar
“Bolero.” Jd ean-Marc Landier- di-.. Aisemberg. “America di Notte,”
: Films.
Although
“Pepe”
(Col?! years which had to be oyercom.
Initial pic will be “Restless _weeks.
‘While other countries’ filmi indisrects Mozart and Maurice. Bejart. D'‘An Fran of Argentina. Ital- Carbl :Woman,” ‘Starring: June Wilkinson. ;was launched with well-executed ©
does ‘the choreography for the. bal- :
-tries are given state subventions,
“1 of Rome coproduction, will be- reActress curréntly -is in Holly. |publicity, including Cantinflas’ ap-:
lets.
-of :: Feleased -‘by Atlas. This picture. ts |wood starring in legiter, “Pajama | pearance at the Mar del Plata Fest,:‘the German film industry has to
‘June
2-8. —The
Lullo. Co.
.
get along without such.
DomesTops. ”.
|
.a. sequel to “Europe. by Night” and.
the picture has disapponted so far.:
Rome. with Goldoni’s “The Goodi tically, the high amusement tax is
‘shows the. major Argentine night
Natured Women” and G. P. Griffi’s”
a
heavy
burden.
“Anima. Nera.” wit De Luo Falk, ‘spots in Eastmansolor.
The
strong ty competition
is
. Mexico has decided to back out
Guarnieri ° and Valli: ~-:
more and more felt here. Withia
June :10-17.—-The ANTA | “Ameri- |‘of the. Spanish-speaking coproduc- |
the last three years, the German
‘tion
‘and
defense
of
mutual
intercan Theatre Guild -.Co. with ‘Ten-«
film has lost 150 million patruns.
“The” Glass ests pact.‘agreed on at.the Mar del |
NEssce _ Williams’
Output of feature pix fell front 119
Menagerie.”
Thornton. -Wilder’s. ‘Plata Festival ‘between, Spanish, |
_to
95 per annum. The export gross
“Mexican and ‘Argentine. producers. |
“skin of Our Teeth" and ‘William;
.has remained
tained modest
Apparently
the
Mexican
~
goyernGibson's “Miracle Worker”. (Helen.
ment was irked at not being conLondon. April 4.
:ing natjonal circuit in the London !
‘Hates stars’.
sulted
on
this:
move.
The.
pact.
was
;
dune 19-22—Yuzoslavia’s
Zagreb
' Acting on the premtse that the: area at any rate is only worth 50% ‘
Opera with Moussorgsky's “Boris, to have heen signed at the forth- maintenance of a. third. circuit is -in rentals of either of the circuits,
Goudonoy.” ‘Prokoffiey’s "°C ony ent) ‘coming San Sebastian Fest.
‘essential to the prosperity.of the _though the remainder of the cuits,|
A new production unit has. been - British film industry. the FederaMarriage.” .
try runs more or less parallel with
set up to work from.Santa Fe Prov- tion of British Film Makers is con-.
ine 24-26.—Not. skedded yet.’
the two majors. But it seems to
AmericaJune 27-29: —ltaly’ 's Teatro Sta-: ince, called Productora
‘tinuing its investigations following | overlook the importance
of the
bile of Furin,. with Ruzante’s : “La Nuestra’ S.A. The first.film will be- reports that the national . circuit London release and any policy pro_“Flooded.”.
fram
a
‘story
.by
Mateo
‘may come to an. end in-the fore-:gram eventually agreed on within
Moscheta.”
Mexico City, Aprii 4
June "30-July” q2.—Egypt’ s Na- Booz, and. willbe Fernando: Birri's seeable’ future. If necessary, the :the industry. will have to take this
A total of 18 distributors. in- “tional: theatre of Cairo. w ith. El (First Foundation of Buenos Aires’ - government. may -be asked _ to in- into consideration.
etree pic effort...
Kakim's “For Our Earth.”
major Hollyi fervene.:
For the time being, the film in- |cluding the seven
|
July 4-9.—Not fisted yet.
-For the time being, however, the :dustry is hopeful that this may be wood distribs (United Artists. Para” At the Vieux Colombier. Federation and other industry or-; ;resolved within trade circles. But mount, Metro, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
~ June: 13.—Barhbara. Jefford. in. a:
ganizations. are advising the goy-:,‘if the position becomes more acute, Warner Bros. and Universal, as
one-woman recital, “Shakespe are,
ernment. to continue the 30% Brit-:: ‘the FBFM is prepared to take this well as 133 cinemas, face the prosish film quota. The Films: Cquncil . matter to the government to press| pect of upward revisions of cal“Heroines.”
June, 5-7: — Hendrik Ibsen's **Roswill. be making: its recommendation. for an amendment of the existing.lective work contracts this veur.
metsholin,” by “the Swiss. Schahto:the Board of Trade prexy on this Films
Act.
Any
such
decision {Section One, of the Union of Filin
gpieltruppe of. Zurich, with Maria 2
question within™ the
next
few:. would, of course, take into ar-i Industry Workers, in filing advance

Af 3d British CircuitFolds, Group
Of Prods. Would Urge Upped Quota

(New Union Pacts
For Mex Pix Bi

Pansist-Runs, Nabes

i

Operating AllSuminer ~iF
Get Special Tax Cut

Bee ker.

Paris, “April 4.
- Weeks,
‘count. the possibility of Increased notices of intent to strike <as re- Film theatres, both. first-run. and
If, .how ever, there is evidence: :quota production through co--pro- j quired by law: if demands are not
Staying ‘open during. July..that ‘the third circuit is to become ,;duction with Europe.
However, :met. It is setting its sights on a
Macliam- and August. will get. a special de-'a dead letter, the British Film: {hat is regarded as being of minor ‘25’
general
wage
hike.
plus

June 8-10. —An ‘Indian.
WilhTagore plays.

June

12-14. Michael

Troupe

! nabes,

' Oscar .(axation -boest. on grosses from the Makers will ask the. government to ‘significance

for the next year or fringe benefits, with the latter couof ‘Paris. This
was
arranged : step.. up ‘the quota
to insure
the. two. at any rate.
;centrating on overtime pay. mare
In informed industry circles, the ivacations, sick leave benefits at:t
: | by -Jean-Charies. Edeline, head of ,maximum outlet for native produc-:
‘tion. There has been a suggestion . view predominates that if the Na- ; insurance.
- June
16- 18.—West “Gerniaity” S‘the Federation’ of French. Film Ex-,
This is first time the union will
Sc‘alosstheatre of Celle, with Ar: ;i hibitors, and Alain Griottray. budg- of a three-part quota for the major tional. Circuit goes by the board‘
vt et controller: of Paris.
rabal's “Guernica.”
teircuits. with a 40°. quota for the within the coming year, the pro- ibargain with the government, sines
June
19-21—Negro
Spirituals.- “It is estimated that the reduced . Odeon and -ABC chains and a 10 ‘ducers, with the possible full sup- a total of 65 houses are under govant Gospel: Singing by the chair taxes -will-add about $600,000 to the: guota for the third outlet. giving port of the unlons, will press for ;ernment control via the newls crefrom the. Atlanta Negro’ College ot exhib takes .with about: one-third an ‘average of. 30°, for the three a substantial increase in the ex-: ated National Theatre Co. Others
‘for nabes ‘and tw o-thirds for first- groups. There is, however, consid- hibitors screen quota.
the U.S.
.
j are independents.
June
23:-24.—C hile’s “Catholic runs..
‘erable missiying within the indus' Authoritative
insiders
believe ‘ Majority of the contracts with
“Exhibs: are hoping. for extension try on a proposal ” of this nature that such an eventuality would distributorships, including Pel:cwUniversity’ drama group, With Luis
A. Ueirman’s ° ‘Versos De.Ciego.”” ~ of this sort of tax relief and from ‘ because it is felt that it may jeop- lead ot a demand for a minimum
las Nacionales,
as well as so:re
] _—Off-Broadway- national |sources,'-too, to make up ' ardize the strength and importance 45-50°, quota for the year begin- smaller
June 26-July
outfits,
expire
Auz.
1,
U:s. Living. Theatre Co.. with Jack for. their losses when. they. were of a third circuit.
union leaders have aining in 1962. For the current vear, However,
The
industry.
believes
very there is an estimate of 96 first fea- ready
Gelber’s “The
Connection.” Wil-- made incligible for- Film Aid handbegun
prelim
talks
with
liam
Carlos - ‘Williams’
“Many. outs, However. the gradual cutting strangly that a. third circuit outlet tures which in reality will probably Qurino Ordaz Rocha ‘of Nati»: al
Loves” and Bertolt. Brecht’ 3s “In of levies for Aid coffers over the ;is essential to the wellbeing of prove to vield not more than about . Theatre Operating! and Blas Lop >z
Junyle of: ‘the Cities.”
«next seven years: will also swell: the |British and American. film makers. 80. the same as in the last year. ‘Fandos, head of Peliculas NacionJuly - 3-5.—Tolstoy's
“Kretuzer yexhib takes. _
i ales.
}But it ds recognized that the exist- or two.
mors.
Wilde,

Oscar.”

‘one-man
show
. “Importance

of

-- Being» city.
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‘Wednesday, April 12; 1961

PRIZE PACKAGE
OF THE YEAR...
Available Now To Everyone, Everywhere!
RODGERS anoHAMMERSTEIN'S

TOTAL VISUAL COMPREHENSIONS —
new audiencescreen rapport! .{k ie

-

IMPECCABLE STEREO REPRODUCTIONS... -Sound
—
which envelops every seat
in the theatre via a unique

J multi-track auditory system!
ULTIMATE PARTICIPATION PERFECTION? ... So
genuinely alive, you
areembracedandenchanted by the pure
images before you! 1B:

DARL F ZANUCK’ sents RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S “THE KING AND.1” in GRANDEUR 70
COLOR by TECHNICOLOR starring DEBORAH KERR+YUL BRYNNER with RITA MORENO«Martin Benson
Rex Thompson»Produced by CHARLES BRACKETT+Directed byWALTER LANG+Screenplay
byERNEST
LEHMAN.» Music by RICHARD RODGERS and Book and Lyrics by OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN I « From their
musical play based.on “Anna And The King OfSiam"by Margaret Landon » Choreography by JERGME ROBBINS

Contact your 20th man today!
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PICTURES

|Attabuoyed by 900, Johnston Cites
Maturity of Pix, Sees Censors End

‘DOING A PHOENIX.

New York Sound. Track

|

+

Hollywood. Blvd.’s Acad Back
From Its Guiting‘Academy

Hollywood, April 11.
Theatre,
Hollywood

UA veep’ Max gE Youngstein ‘will.talk ‘about the |effect of ‘foreign |'Blvd. subsequent-run house. closed
“films on. the U, S. film industry at a luneheon here at the Astor Hotel/-since a flash fire gutted it on

+

April 27. Luncheon. will: be sponsored by. the Independent: Film Im-: Christmas | Eve, reopens tomorrow
‘porters. &. Distributors. of America, but open to non-IFIDA. members °: with Sascho .Guitry’s. “Lovers and

J.D. Theme Previews

“Nate Golden who, as director of: Scientific .Instruments, Motion Pic-' ‘underwent a $75,000 complete reture & Photographic Productions Division of. the U. S. Dept. of Com-; furbishing job, including new seats,

coming United Artists release,
“The Young Savages,” for six

' Hollywood, April 11.
too... . The next 20th-Fox board. meeting is scheduled for. May 10,‘ Thieves”
and
British comedy,
“just a week before. the annual stockholders meeting. ‘There. are ‘pre- | “Mating Time.”
Producer. Harold Hecht has
dictions. that both will be “lively” affairs.
-|
House. owned by Mort: Goldberg, 7 set up screenings of his up-

-merce, represents

the. Government on such. occasions, is Ssitting out
|carpeting, air conditioning, projec-| _civic and social groups locally,
all festivals this year” because of reasons of health..He is taking: it:‘tion
equipment,
CinemaScope: similar to sked of multiple pre-

Easier although he did come to New ‘York from his.D. C. base this Past ‘§creen and

‘Monday

(10) for the COMPO

dinner to Eric

Johnston at the

Waidorf-|—

lighting fixtures.

_

.

viewing now underway in NY.
Burt Lancaster-Shelley Win-

Astoria . . . Former Loew: Theatres. prexy. Gene Picker off to Burope|
ggCala
oe cose a 10-year. lease ; ters-Dina

with his wife end-April on a liesurely motoring tour through France,
aly. Switzerland. an.Belgium, including a Cannes: Film Fest stopoff.. |
ack in New -York in June when Picker goes into film distribution ‘as!
reported last week ... NYU Prof..John McCabe's just-published book, SCREEN ADVERTISING
“Mr. Laurel and Mr. Hardy” (Doubleday),. has cued interest in a series
IN 100 ISLAND HOUSES
of animated cartoons for tv. based on the L&H characters. Stan Laurel
4s lone survivor of team;. “Oliver Hardy. died. a- couple of: years back,
..
= Ry AL DINHOFE
Janus Films toppers Bryant. ‘Haliday. ahd- Cy. Harvey, skedded to go
By
_Le
FER.
a
to Europe within several weeks, will also.take ‘in Moscow to scout
San Juan, April 11.

Merrill

starrer will

‘be shown to California Dept.
of Corrections, California
Youth Authority, Los Angeles
Bar Assn,, American Civil Lib-

It
day
N.Y..
film

was Eric Johnston night Mon(10) at the Waldorf. Asto: a,
cued by his 15th anni in the
business, and the Motion Piz
ture Ax<sn, of America “revs
told
the elite turnout of 909 that the
industry has “grown up” into a “selective medium.”
‘

“Television.” he said.
the medium of the masses

“is now
We are

making better films, oecause we
have come from the age of the
mass-produced picture to the handproduced picture.
We have gone
from quantity to qualitv--and the

to becoming
2
aim than ever be .
Outpouring
of
well-wishers
_ erties Union, Community Reranged from industry nabobs ft) a
diplomatic
contingent
of
cight {forlations Teachers
Conference
fornia
Assn.andAllCaliare
eign ambassadors, plus a number
interested and work closely to
of senators and congressmen.
Din- problem of juve delinquency,
ner tribute was sponsored by the
product. The. Cannes fest is. NOT. on: their itinerary. Harvey may also
A’new form of screen advertising | topic of film.
Council of Motion Picture Organsqueeze in a trip. to. the Coast for the. ‘Oscar Ceremonies—their “Virgin :will be introduced in about 100 film
izations.
_ Same procedure will be fol‘Spring”: is the Swedish nominee...
.. Raoul Levy,: producer of the! houses throughout Puerto Rico in
Johnston received a citation from
‘French nominee (“La Verite"),..in Gotham en ‘route. to Hollywood: and. j the next two months. “Cine-Re- _ lowed
‘by cities
producer
in all metthe Assn
of Motion Picture Proropolitan
throughout
the
Big Handout. shindig...
. George: Freediand, producer, director and | vista,” described as a weekly mov- ' gountry prior. to bookings of
ducers ‘(topper Y. Frank Freeman
writer. of the ‘half-hour film, “Music in the Forest,” will also be going! ing picture “magazine,” is now befilm
, oficiating | hailing
his
“unique
to Cannes.. Pic is the sole U. Ss: entry. to,compete” for the Grand Prix: ing produced by the newly formed |
,
‘qualities of leadership . . . great
Eurovision wot. at the Cannes fest .-... Ballantine Books publishing - Viguie-Guastella Corp.
~
i
rosvs teative ability 2 0 2 wisdom
and steadfast dedication to the b=.t
& paperback of “La Dolce Vita”).
{- The 10-minute filmed shorts will
interests of the public,” from which
:S. A. .G. Swenson,” head: of. ‘Wivefilm. ‘Swedish: producer-distributor, ' contain visual jokes, news-features!iHouseman Discerns Low
has accured “invaluable benefit:”
“tn from ‘Stockholm Monday (10) on his annual visit. to scout fresh dealing with life and events in|
to the trade.
product.
| Puerto Ri¢o, and miniature docuTV Level Vs. Widening
Johnston's post-prandial response
Pacted: ‘Lana Turner for Metro's “Bachelor: in Paradise,” in. which” ‘mentaries.
Technicolor advertis-.
‘Bob. Hope costars .:.
.-Metro; by’ the. way, has the mimeo .machines ing commercials: will be interTheatrical Film Area’ was garnished with the standard
but he used
the
retrospectives,
cranking out. claims. oF exciting: early. returns: on the latest: “Gone |spersed with the “feature” mateJohn Houseman is high on the-,; ; occasion mainly to assure the inWith the Wind” reprise. (Yial.
_ ‘NBC prexy Bob Kintner. will: write the. intro to an NBC-Putnain’s: “We believe people here don’t. ‘atrieal filmmaking’ and low on ’ dustry it was out of the woods
hook project: titled “Menio to JFK,” wherein the ‘network's foreign “mind screen advertising. if it is:‘television. There’s new “open ter- ‘ prophesied for it with the advert
Hence the “-electiv. correspondents will present the background. to the major world prob- ‘made interesting, or is’ a source of ‘ritory’” in filmmaking. comments ‘of television.
of various filelds, ‘itv’ point. He assessed the induslems now. facing President: Kennedy. William R. McAndrew will do * good, wholesome fun.” said Juan: the producer
tv has dropped such pro-'try as having been “completely
the opening chapter. followed by- John Chancellor (Moscow), Joseph: Visuie, one .of Puerto Rico's. top “whereas.
,
in the past doven
C.. Harsch ‘Britain’, John Rich (Germany. Irving R. Levine: \Mediter- ‘film producers, who is initiating‘;ductions as “Playhouse 90” and transformed”
ranean area}, Edwin Newman (France), Welles Hangeén (Africa-Asia), ,the screen advertising firm.
The * “Seven Lively Arts” in line with years, “and saved from ‘he sad
fate
the
experts
so
chevifuily
'“the
tendency
to
go
with
staples.”
Cecil Brown tJapan-Korea), Jamies - Robinson 'Forinosa-South Asia'; ‘technique, he said, has proved itWitson. Hall (Latin-America):". .-. Connecticut. Broadcasters ‘Assn, to. self high!y
successful
in Cuba,°
Producer Houseman’s
observo- thought was in store for i'"
He
singled
out
for
Special
prozhold annual: mect Friday, May 12, ‘at Waverly. Inn, Cheshire, ‘Conn.. - “\ Mexico. and large ‘cities in South tidn about tv: “When thev want
5 verde Panera just pack. after completing » ‘publicity .chores for Ameri ica. - every show to be seen by all, the ress the area of censorship, ahich

oe
Levine's
“\Wonders. of. Aladdin,” reports ‘the. unit had-a not un- Poa
t
¢
o
level goes down.”
eventful tour. of duty in Tunisia, faving: been involved. in: a minor <a" ic the Ineorable. Pe oonse ie _ Exee is back in the picture busiMoslem: revolution, an Algerian border incident. and -a medium-seis- | },ymorous commercials. introduced
ness after three and a half years
-- mographed: earthquake, all of. which ‘broke. the news columns: “There | in lo¢al houses recently by. Bacardi
and much tv and legit production.
would have ‘been more,” ‘says the anibitfous public ist,. “only the Genie. Rum.
"He said he “likes to only do things:
allowed me “just three wWishes'”
1 “Cine-Revista . ‘shorts will
‘be Where I have fun.” He had the fan
AIL. American Press, Gotham. multilingual Sroup. of © newspapers -and ‘ckown initially in, about. 100 of the with such tv'ers as “Plavhouse”
Magazines 135 in all, picked its own 1960 “bests”: with a cocktailery islands. 150 movie houses,
It. will and “Arts”
but the good times
at the Leonardo: da: Vinci reslaurant “on West 56th St.. to mark the pe seen ‘in the Metro and Riviera ceased as these shows were abanwinnahs, as follows: best picture,. “The Sundowners" (WB; best foreign. theaters, in Santurce, and in four doned. “It is never true that good
Janguage filni.: ‘General’ della’ Rovere’ Continental:
best. musical, theaters: in Puerto Nuevo.
The shows
are
greeted
by
eager
“Song Without. End“ (Col);. star, Burt. Lancaster,
‘Elmer Gantry"): /Cobi'n chain of 36 miovie. houses threngs.” he comments.
femme -stur, “Liizabeth- Taylor: (“Butterfield .8°: supporting. actor,. Sal” including most of metropolitan
Htouseman, who has a new six7 Mineo
(Exodus: ditto actress, _ Shirley. Jones c “Gantry” Vedirector, “San Juan's: first-run houses}, is hot ‘picturs deal with Metro, offers

trip brings us closer

an

he finds on the run. Fewer states
“and cities have it todw ‘han '3
vears ago. he noted.
Significantly,
his remarks on same included a ned
to the “many Davids”
‘teg.. Fd
Kins-lev. Joe Burstyn. Jean Golslwurm,

et

alt

as

well

a-

the

“co-

Ic= “* of the picture business
He referred to the rerent Chicaso case ‘(the Times Films “Doan
Jean” sethack) as “a beainning far
us—not
the end.
I predic: that
inet

ofave

another
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“.

8

og

hiteh in the biz! pass, the Supreme
Court will have declared once and
that films are getting away “from for all that no one has the right to
Hadjidakas): “best niale newcomer: “Lee: ‘Winsolving a ‘Dark At Top: of other. contractual ‘agreements ‘for the Saturday Evening Post story cer-or a motion picture. . 2.”
Stairs”):. - best femme: ditto,. Paul Prentiss. Where ‘The Boys Are*i.. “exclusive streen advertising rights structures and are breaking new
Carefully
middle-roadiu-.
lia
Because’ of: Allied: Artists’ “Operation Eichmann” Having. gotten’ first in its hard-tops and Drive-ins.
- ground.”’ (Note here that Satev -- covtinued: “We do not try 19 exAnto the: market.- €ol.is -holding. back release “of its’ Swedish-made
The Viguie-Guastella. firm is an post is undergoing a change in use
the- escani-t
pteliates
ein: Kampf{~ but. as: ‘soon as spaced playdates are :feasable, will rush’. adjuct. of Viguie Film Productions. ‘format designed to coincide with
wich
give
entertainment 9 ard
t.out
ne in Hafo Rey,: which _Froduces ~ public
publi tastes.)
Training-To:Be-Crities dent: ‘Undergrad’ hughor: mag, Harvar a ‘Tam. Inc.,
sati-faction to millions of people
the Viguie Newsreels
shown
in . Houseman
’s a “widen- all aver the world.
oe
But at th. same
poon,..issued’ its. annual. ‘list of | “worsts” with. Frank. Sinatra named‘ fjjm|houses. here, as- well as in’ ing concern in’pictures’ a nd eae time we recognize the need ‘fo
“worst: actor of.the vear” for his rol¢ in Can. Can” Eva: -Marie Saint’
° anet e
“s
ve
sp
v
ty
aces
“py
delve deep into the human heir,
‘was named as “worst actress” for-her part, ii “Exodtis.” which was also. eeimate bendemie an New York. fone the sons ooo eaty ork 3; k into human frailties, aspirations
in fifth place.on the roster: of the “10-worst movies of the year”... Roherto and Marino Guastella‘who up the thought. Wi oth “old and fru-trations.
In this uncerRobert Mitchum nabbed the “Roscoe” traphy. presented
annually. to:-until
patil recently
tly didirected the Guas- | stori
I ies with bigger production
remer conoO
;
tain “orld, we must serve the cau-e
the actor who “unfailingly. . maintained the
a lowest level’ of ‘performance .-tello Adve
dvertising9 Co.,- in. Cuba. cept: or new thematic approaches, of human dignity whenser and
throughout. the past’ year.” Lampoon's “10 worst’ movies.” included: Other directors of the new firm are {it Nt th
wherever it is challenged ”
Syeech was a bigh-toned. thorTanuel ‘Navas. ing 01ou
-. Palace,” “Exodus.” *“Ift Started in Naples. Dane, ” “Potyana.” “Be-: —ouvehly statesmaniike affair repl--’e
cause Thev're. Young,” .and “High Time." Named as “worst supporting
with
biblical allusions and a per-actor and ‘acfress” were Eddie Fishet Butterfield 87+. and Annette; Robert Flaherty film seminar will-be held June 23-July 1 at the Bar- :
hans fitting amount of euphorn,
Funicello.-« ‘The. Horse Masters”’:.. Cameron. Mitchell ‘got honorable!ranquitas:. llotel, Barranquitas, Puerts Rico .
Ann-Margaret, a 19- Typical: “Our feet are not swift
‘mentioft as “worst supporting actor” for. failure to meet. alimony -pay-1 ¥ear-old -Northwestern -coed. signed to join “Pat Boone and Babby:
#. ore infg micehief—rat
her with
ments: to his divor¢ed wife last year.
. || Darin in -20th’s new “State Fair.” set to start July 15...
Tom Ewell
deliberation do we weigh the con“Producer: Darryl. F. Zanuck, now ‘prepping shooting “in France of , Signed for a role in 20th’s “Tender Is The Night.”
sequences of the stories we tell.
Cornelius Ryan's D-Day spec, “The Longest Day.” has one of the-real-! Films Around The. World prexy. Irvin. Shapiro cracks, apropos of all - We shall continue to veizh them ”
life key figures in. the drama close at hand in the newly named: t. S.i the foreign film ads: “I sometimes think the N. Y. Times makes more i
A portion of the program was an
ambassador: to France. James Gavin. The latter, a former lieutenant / money: from French films than the producers do.”
i episodic recall of Johnston's i:fe,
Col prexy Abe Schneider, Col International topper Mo Rothman and:
general. with the. 82nd Airborne, ‘was second ‘in command. of that: outpurveyed
in prose and seng bv
fit and made: the June 6. drop. -He's.also a‘close friend of noyelist-; other company VIPs to London, first for the April 27 formal premiere :
Artere Francis, Howard Keel. Conscripter Rvan ... . UA will be ‘repped by “The Apartment” and “Tunes ‘of Cart Foreman'’s “Guns of Navarone.” and thence to the Cannes nie Francis. Nancy Kelis, Gordoa
“Ira
Blue,
'
‘Film
Festival
for
“A
Raisin
In
The
Sun.”
the
official
U.
S.
entry,
which
;
;
_of Glory” at the ‘Valladolid ASpain) film: fest next:week..
M:Rae. Mvron McCormick. Betty
theatrical attorney: has been named: veep and foneral ‘counsel’ of new! iwill coincide with the May. 13 * American Day” soiree.
'Mad‘gan. Terry Saunders, Connie
‘production company formed by Lewis Milestone and Harry Kleiner, : Sol. A. Schwartz, ex-RKO, now Col. signed a “21” tab, and it came Stevens,
Martha
Seott and
Rav
‘out RKO—"T :guess the pencil doesn't know I've changed companies.” *: Walston.
He'll open eastern office for the.firm: and scout future. ‘properties.
Mort Sunshine staged it
Lewis Milestone and Harry Kleiner are’ partneréd in new indie. out- |he wheezed.
authored the good script
fit to produce “Wall. of Silence.” “newly -published. novel by Peter Eton« Steve Forrest will costar: with. Debbie Reynolds in 20th-Fox' tenta-: lana
Sad note was the absence o1 dinand James: Léasor 2 ew | exercised its option. on Burt Kennedy's . tively-tebbed “Star of the West," Jack Cummings production .
- ner co-chairman Russell V Dow noriginal story, “Six ‘Black Horses,” - and’ assigned him to--pdlish script; Sidney Sheldon called. in by Metro to polish “Jumbo” script for Jone- ing. the Radio City Musie Half

Butterfield 8." “Strangers ‘When We. Meet.” “The Gazebo.” “Ice -Salvador Tio and Manuel Nava

it's a t e same: films are reach.

Metro retabbed “Bottleneck. Affair.” Joe Pasternak. production of,'Pasternak, previously.in hands of Irving Ravetch and Harriet Frank topper who's still bedded after
Gordon Cottler's “Horizontal Lieutenant”..... Alex-Gordon will produce-‘Jr... . Merry Anders and Michael Pate cast as heavy leads in Edward
wceery, His co-chairma>
“ene os
“City Under Ice" for Columbia Pictures release alter he winds process.Small’s."Beautv and the Beast”.. . Laurence Harvey will play character Fri-ch. head of the American Con‘work on “The Underwater City”. :|.Stella Stevens, ‘Paramount actress: of William Grimm in Metro's’ second. Cinerama pic, “The Wonderful ‘gress of Exhibitors, subbed a3 conwho. produced: feature: ‘documentary ‘on her own, “Dawn to Dusk,”will World of the Brothers Grimm.” George Pal production . .. Ina Ballin .ferencier for the standard ab.ertsa
produce “Village Without Men": on island of ran, also. on own .. .:set for femme lead opposite Fernandel in Art Buchwald production. mo ates and protocol acknow? 4 +-

Halk Wallis cast Hilo Hattie in his “Blue: Hawaii.".
-David Diamond and .Samuel Bischoff have optioned

“1:4 Frenchman Sees. Paris.”
Guy: Bolton's in French capital in July.

J.. Arthur

Rank

production

to be lensed

“Olympians.” which portraits Byron and Shelley of the. British literati,{ James Nicholson, prexy of American International Pictures. poured
-,and ‘just’ hit. the. baokstalls .°. ...Steve Broidy elected to board of .cocktails for the trade press yesterday ‘Tues.) at La Scala .. .“Murray
Beneficial. ‘Standard. Life Insurance, ‘Las Angeles . .

Ira Blue, theatrical

Hamilton into the cast. of Robert Rossen’s “The Hustler,” a 20th release

barrist¢,. uamved veepee and general ‘counsel for the new Lewis Mile-*. - . Dick Brandt, prexy. of Trans-Lux Distributing, back at his desk

stone-Harry Kleiner indie producership. Blue will. base in’ the east and. after a short vacation . ... Domenico. Meccoli, head of the Venice fest.
scout: properties... Edwin (Pete). Gage, who's been with the Walter | in town for a few days...
Add to the list of travelers to Cannes: Mar-

Reade organization some 20 years, steps into post of. administrative
, shall Schacker, Duncan McGregor.
vice president-treasurer. He'd helmed the’ Reade concessions ‘dept.
|. Producer Darryl Zanuck returned to his Paris headquarters

ments,

Court Acquits Theatre
Employee in Assault Case
Keene,

David

N.H.,

P. Currier,

April

24.

4.

tormer

-emploxe of a local theatre, has
Friday been acquitted in Cheshire County
Allied Artists has grabbed U. S. -Canada rights to the. French “Brain- :: (7, but will be back in New York for another quickie May 7...
Jack _Superior Court on a charge of aswashed,” which stars Curt Jurgens’. . “ Associate ‘producer Euan Lloyd:Webb and. wife Jackie Loughery in’ town. Purpose: pre-release talks :sault on another member of the
‘and -‘co-star Sonja Ziemann of U's “Secret .Ways” in. the. east to bally , with UA execs on Webb’s forthcoming*‘The Last Time I Saw Archie.” : staff at the film house.
-pic in advance ofits April 14 preem at :the Goldman. Philly.
| New 29th board member Milton Gould’s comment on all those rumors | It had been charged that Currier
Anatole: ‘Litvak, producer-director of the uproming “Goodbye Again,” ; that: he had made an incognito visit to the Coast several weeks ago: : hid in a darkened projection booth
- fn New York: for conferences with: UA toppers... . Drama coach Pamela j“I was’ wearing sunglasses. all right, but on the golf course at the! and assaulted Edwin Bourassa, 21,
‘Danova signed. ‘to head 20th’s Coast talent school. ‘She. succeeds Sandy | Dorado. (Pucrto Rico). If I ever go ta the Coast, it won’t be in dis- ; as the latter entered the booth to
Meisner Who is.‘going to direct: pix for.20th...) The seventh annual | guise.”
“begin work.
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PICTURES

Aecentuate the Foreign Values,

‘-

But Do Em inH’wood: Rackin
Hollywood, April 11. +
.Greater emphasis on the increasjng foreign market was revealed in

‘Paramount

Pictures’

,
Hollywoed, April 11.
First comprehensive analysis .
of film employes and technicians has been published and
Minimum

White
Danny

in
Shavelson
Kaye
starrer,

Continued from

page 1 Sauees

regarded director who can pick his
own

projects and

call

his

own

cipal problem with him. Like many

of the

other

new

wavers, he

reportedly

-{had access to considerable private

531, Nabet. Prexy Ed Martin
is considering placing section
on sale because of requests

_[means when he was just starting
‘Lout. Unlike a number of new wavers,

from universities and industry

however, jhe has gone

on to.

By EDDIE KALISH=

Hyde

&
Rose's
“On _ the

Double.”
New talent, both on the production and performance end, is also
jn the future for the studio. Rackin
said, revealing that he had talked |
with several people along these

OfToll

“Broadway and:Pay TV—Friends future and, with “Hedda,” Telee:
or Foes” was the topic under dis- meter willbe presenting its third
cussion at recent meeting of the legit presentation. ‘Show Girl’ ree

Drama Desk, at the Playbill Res- portedly attracted enough attention

to have its run exended
a week in
Canada and, in another area, Jami-

taurant, N. Y. On hand to answer
questions of the Desk “members

and guests was a panel consisting
of actress Carol Channing, whose

son foresaw large-scale progress.
soon in the field of home receivers
with .larger screens, to: better acrecently aired via Paramount Tele-. commodate. pay tv presentation. - ~
meter in Etobicoke, Canada; Jean. . Emory Lewis, Cue Magazine
Jee
Dalrymple, producer for Telemeter; ‘git
ete. and. Desk. prexy
sted.
xy modermod
playwrights.
Tad Mosel and Paddy
Chayefsky; actress Anne Meacham,
star of the off-Broadway “Hedda”
‘production which is to be televised; and Marshall Jamison, asso‘Broadway vehicle “Show Girl,” was

firmly: establish his rep with a con-.
tinuity of films, letting friends and ciate producer and director with.
ed booklet embracing: every
family.
(beet: sugar people) off the Leland Hayward, who is consultant
phase of organization’s condi-.
for Phonevision, the Zeneth (Hart|-financing hook..
tions for members.
ford) Pay TV arm of RKO-GenAt same time Association
Principal reason for his visit last eral.
Doo.
has added Unit Publicist toweek was to screen his newest pic, |.
The pros.and cons. of pay tv
sections of feature film and
“Zazie Dans Le Metro,” for major
telefilm
technicians
covered
company execs and indies, and to presentation of legit stage shows.
by basic minimum. agreement, {talk to’ Metro toppers about the ranged from’ plus financial] advansimilar to those employed by
upcoming BB epic. He’s also inter- tages to possible artistic disadvanpersonnel. It's a 72-page print-

as well, to the casting of Margaret

Wilfrid

Agreement

Assn. of Film Draftsmen, Local

from African locations. He pointed,
and

cams

it a “challenge,” and he wants to
have had the experince of working
on a big budget, big star picture.
He points out; almiost casually,
Teleased in new Section: 4 of
Working Rules. of the Basic ~ that money has never been a prin-

lans by production head Martin
Packin, who returned. Jast week
from: two
weeks
of European
parleys. Casting films with both
American
and foreign
boxoffice
names is one aim.
Along these lines, Rackin has
optioned Michele Giradon and has
been talking with Gerard Blain and
Hardy Kruger, European players
currently
appearing
in Howard
Hawks’ “Hatari,” now filming interiors on. the lot after returning

Rutherford

sk Hashover |

°

shots, would want to risk the al{most inevitable clash of, personali‘tes
that comes with working on
—
‘Tsuch a project as “La Vie.” He calls

Studio Job Analysis’

upcoming

:—

‘Bardot Biog

Novelist Sloan Wilson
| Enters Film Production;

Favors Writer-Director

|.
|.

Novelist Sloan Wilson

{(‘‘Man in

The Gray. Flannel Suit,” “Summer.
Place”) and distrib Sig Shore have
formed
production
partnership,

Value

Productions, to make

Wil-

Miss Dalrymple pointed out son’s. current bestseller, “‘A Sense
that pay tv can offer, fiscal aid to of Values.” Shore also. is prexy of
the theatre since, under the Tele- Vitalite Productions, but the new
meter system, half. of the take on venture. will: be totally separate.
At’a. press..Junch in New York
a tv airing goes to the participants
lines during his trip. While no defi- Rackmil Cites Chance
'of
the show. Performers also have Monday. (10), the partners reportnite
commitments
were
made
who decides to ‘sail the Atlantic la “participation
ed:
that they hoped -to get. the pic
for life” in the
abroad, a stopover. in New York
alone, falls in love with a girl in
‘tape.-She added that “theatre will rolling shortly after the first. of
brought a seven-year pact for Joe
the _Azores. and, before he hits
the
year in Hollywood, and. that
lost audience:
Hoover, an actor whom the topper
: Moroeco, is again fully committed. be reclaiming. a
through pay tv” in that the added so: far they’d had no. discussions
has been watching for the past
to the life from which he origianent
qa major distrib tieup.
Continuation of the current pace inally tried to escape. Pic would be. exposure for a show could stimu-.
year and a half and whom he!
Since ‘he’d sold “‘Flannel” for asigned for an important film debut ‘of Decca earnings, which is antici- ! shot in N-Y...the Azores and Africa, late interest. By the same token,|fancy price to 20th-Fox and had
in Robert Pirosh’s “Hell Is for ‘pated, would mean a “chance” of and with real ocean footage—no there isn’t much danger of. overexposure, she added, because of a percentage deal with Warners
.an increase from the current 30c
Heroes.”
‘tank: stuff.
on “Summer” that will bring him
He emphasized the studio's pol- ‘quarterly dividend rate, Milton, R: - “Zazie” is described by Malle as ithe high cost of instituting .pay tv: close. to a million: dollars, Wilson
i(anestimated $500,000.000 to cover
Rackmil,
president,
told
stockholdicy ta sign players only when there ‘ers at the company’s annual meet-, ® sort of “modern parable,” about
New ‘York properly) which is keep- said he wasn't entering products.’
js a definite place for them and
tion simply for the financial beneing in New York yesterday (Tues.).|@ little eight-year-old country girl ing its growth down.
noted the success of Stella Stevens, ‘Chief
:
fits. Rather, he said, he hoped to.
exec thus held out hope for; Who comes to Paris on a visit and
Jamison corroborated by citing be ‘able to supervise production to
one of only two other players
such
melon
enhancement,
but
made
,
confounds
family.
friends
and
acthe Hartford area, where the RKO- insure the ‘most honest film adapunder exclusive Paramount wraps.
;quaintances by speaking the truth. General system is to be tested,
no promises.
Miss Stevens currently stars in,
i The end result is a social and po- iadded that although some people tation possible from his work. Au“Too Late Blues” and “Deadlock.”- Rackmil told investors that the litical cataclysm. Zazie,he says, is ‘may stay fhome to see a legit show thor .said that he'd had. only one
1960
earnings
of
$5,524,757
ought
Elaine Devry. who is the other, is
ee
letter. from. 20th re planning ‘for.
iactually the fiery angel. visiting
making a featured debut in the’ ta be matched in the current year. Sodom. Thus. he. adds, the. film on tv, “it womt hurt that much.” “Flannel” and no discussions: at
Vocal minority holder, John Gil- ‘May. suggest that he actually is a especially in the case of a smash. all with producer-director ‘Delmer
Jatter film too.
1In Hartford, he figured the demand'| Daves on. “Summer.” despite fact
Instead of going ta Europe to bert, raised objections to an option
of 35,000 shares for Rackmil at ; disciple of DeMille. The full im- for Broadway shows was 75°¢..over ;he’d been hired by Warners to do
niake pictures, Rackin revealed the
$31.60 per share but. as expected, : port of this remark may only be the other media and felt that pay ithe
script.
Though
he never
studio's policy will be to bring
subsequently itv could serve this. situation benethe option was approved. A resolu- j detected when he
italkedto Daves, Wilson added that.
European ingredients here.
.tion for cumulative voting was de- ‘announces with a certain pride that .ficially.
had
one.
lunch
with. Jack
.
_
.
.
‘he
had
‘Mad Magazine is. the only US.
“Appointment in Zahrain.” Yul _feated, also as expected.Miss Meacham expressed the | Warner. - periodical. to which he subscribes.
Brynner
starrer which
‘¢itain’s
Interesting tradewise quote from
‘opinion that pay tv would stimu‘Novelist
also.
said
‘that’
there
Ronald Neame is producing and Rackmil came as he was asked if.
The picture, which‘ had an un‘late interest.in going to. the thea-|were many things about both filnis
directing, is the first example of Decca-controlled
Universal would even reception in. Paris, has been ‘tre, even after a show has been that’ he’d liked very much. “I'm
this policy. A Middle-East story,- go again for such a cos{ly film as ‘a big hit in Germany. The direc‘seen on tv. There are “two: totally |not entering: production with any
jt will be short entirely in HollyHe said the studio. tor thinks that perhaps the Anglo- {different impressions” created she jsense of revenge,” he said. Wilson
Spartacus.
wood. with Britisher Robin Estridge '‘will
tackle any picture which fig- ‘Saxon mind is ‘more receptive to isaid-and allowed thatif something won't do the screenplay, and be.
scripting. Similarly. “Mistress of ures to make a profit .and will .its mixture of slapstick and social 1;was received
well over tv,

major

studios:

ested: in securing, if possible, major
company hacking for his next project, “The Singlehander.” The latter
‘lis’ a satire on modern escapism,
| about a well-to-do N.Y.:commuter

tages.

Of Upped Decca Divvy
If Net Pace Continues

Mellon”

and

“Stepmother,”

both “not

be seared

by budget.” He said,

satire

than

are

the

Latin

French.

',.;

.

‘see

it

on

the

people
|cause . he thinks
writing of /a
stage
inte
: the we

with only second units foing out ings will derive in part from U's leve it.

for backgrounds to tie them in.

studio

international

,
Miss Channing felt |like to sign a \riter-director to:
‘In refererice
to oethe critics who ipoint
ithat itofis view,
beneficial
for an actor tolyork on “Values”. Wilson and

. blockbusters in the second calendar|

While abroad, Rackin and mar- half.
.
keting and story conferences with-' Anent Cuba,

‘objected to this blend of humors in i“embrace all the media he can” |chore have some talent in mind
Rackmil stated U:“Zazie.”
and to split personality of tand that pay tv was an aid in this!hut. they: aren't. giving’ out the

personnel, ‘and Decca have no assets in Castro-; "The Lovers.” which

started out !girection. Miss Meacham said that |names ‘for fear: that their
prices
me,

7er
xole as 'would. triple.
among them Richard L. Patterson,: land and no product ‘is being: as social comedy and wound up aSishe viewed the performer's
to lamour.i«tg reach” aas many people as he
mer.-dir. Paramount British Pic- shipped to this territory which used!-an. adult valentine

tures

Ltd.;

eharge

Howard

to vield :$300.000 annually.
Rackmil and other board
‘bers
were reelected.
in

Harrison.

in

of properties. in London:

and Paul
Sweden.

Flodin,

gen.

mgr.

style.”

{gears

REALITY VS. FICTION

NINE of:
To him’ this switching

halfway

up

the

*means ‘ of illumination
ty.
.

‘Camelot’ Buy

ceived rave reviews here: and its
¢0-producers got plenty of ink in
telling the story of how it eame to
be produced and the problems that

deal for Harry Kurnitz’s U.S.

were

adap-:

overcome.

week

at the

Feature

Michigan

Achard’s current ‘headed for a big
“L’Idiot.’
which i While the local
will present on tion it, the reason

tation of Marcel
Paris legit hit.
Leland Hayward

4

gross.

seems

press didn’t menfor Don Murray

Bioadway under the title of “The “and Walter Wood being so insistant

Naked Truth” next fall. Walter and
Harod

Mirisch

:'UA’

down

payment

are

the

that

film'is

film

is haved ‘on fact

trade

papers

‘not!

cn every profitable

week the play runs. whether on
the road or Broadway. This proaperty was bought by the Mirisch
Bros. with either Marilyn Monroe
or Shirley MacLaine in mind for
the femme star.
Alec Coppel to script “The List
of Adrian Messenger.” Bryna production for U release.

il

RADIO.CITY MUSIC BALL
Rockefeller Center « Ci 6-4600

WALT DISNEY’S

“THE ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR”
- FRED MacMURRAY « NANCY OLSON
KEENAN WYNN « TOMMY KIRK
and THE MUSH MALL'S GREAT EASTER STAGE SHOW

|

Xiurray,

formed

who “wrote

a company

the

script,

Repeat Campus Showing
Of ‘Operation Abolition’
Durham, N. H., April 11.

Miss’

‘hope
:new

Dalrymple
expressed the way, the shows were: spotted at
that pay tv .could. create a. various parts of the park, and it
source for playwrights in the’ proved successful. From the: Chi-

iform of an experimental

theatre.

As

"Egypt.

with

now

envisioned,

location

work

most

done in

Fair of .1892-3, long

“Operation Abolition,” at the U.. plays excitement™ of doing fresh; Showmen ‘should be. glad- you.
0f New Hampshire here, brought.
ThIt. was
w
‘verally agreed
agre,
brought.
the
question
up as a foregenerally
that the | thought
before:
it- becemes.
hindtheatre can

never

fully

be

dupli-

sight

viewed

.

,

|
|:

:

.

F rancis A.. Mangan.
Audie ‘Murphy: will topbill his
.

own production, “The. Way Back,”
based on thesp's own exploits after:

-World War. II...
MOTION

PICTURE Production

Team,

established, proven, desire association.

|

with Individual

or. going

concern ex-

pert In packaging,
sales, distribution, |
Have three properties ready for over-.

teas

tlal.

production, Lorig-range poten
:

eo,

‘

Write. Box V-2143, VARIETY.
|
154 W. 46th St., New York 36, N, Y.

.

—

| _ WhoAGENT
WANTED
knows the best motion picture

.
The relative merits and demerits. ‘ script .writers, to. write a bold story
‘of the pay tv experiment are not }, of a shocking privote life in a ‘small -|
. European towr.
a
,
stopping its progress apparently.
Scott Seaton, 91, ‘and Wilbur Jamison painted out that Phone‘Write with References
V-2145, VARIETY
|
.
Mack., 88, signed for “Music Man” vision.is planning a 21-hour-a-week_ :154 W.. Box
46th St., New York 36; N. ¥. J.
.
:
.
.&
©
:
at Warners.
programming schedule for the near |

jernment officials re possible lo- $100 each.
:cations for upcoming “Cleopatra”
;wood,

capo World’s

to produce it stration

;of the pie will be shot in Holly-

2—

!Mosel said that many of the tv forgotten, a showman came aut. of..
Another showing of: the House? writers of the earty tv days were; it whose name is still a household. .
Un-American,
Comnnittee’s _ film, ‘viewing
M
edie! pay tv ahopefully
aera for the “name: Flo Ziegfeld.
>

Skouras Egypt Party Back

_ifilming,

=mumns Continued from page

‘in,tv in terms of “what will go.” -producers there—but.1. just con-_
‘saying that a stage play “vastly sidered myself lucky. as the stage

the San Francisco demon- cated on tv. All expressed the feelfootage in St.. Thomas ling that legit. is the most rewardjing and exciting area to work in.
along with Wood, and then starred More Church Hall.
in the film, said scenario is a faith- . The 40-minute film with sound- It was figured that, since ty tech-ful account of the work done by trackby Fulton Lewis III was both niques have to be employed to
“and applauded:
Joseph bring a stage show-to the tube,
the Rev. Father Charles -Dismas: jeered
Clark in St. Louis in 1959-in an. Jalbert. a Dover business man who changes in the original’ would be.
| was on hand to answer questions |required to effectively. exhibit theeffort to rehabilitate hoodlums. .
regarding the film, said he re- ‘show. Miss Dalrymple viewed some.
ceived worse treatment than when tof these. techniques. such as the
he played a similar role at a pre- use of the closeup and the reprovious showing on the same. campus. ‘duction of the sound, to. be advanTwentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P.
Meanwhile; in nearby Dover the ‘tageous.
Both “Show. Girl” and Hedda”
Skouras. veep Joseph Moskowitz School Committee agreed to perand studio chief Robert Goldstein mit the film to be shown at Dover ‘had some ty intrusions. For ‘the
“Show Girl” taping..a tv director
are due back in New York. today High School. |
i ¢Wed.) from their flying, six-day | Prints are made available for ‘was employed to athieve the techof recording the.
trip te London and Cairo.
New Hampshire showings by the nical -demands
i Trio left New York last Wednes- Manchester Union Leader, largest: show “live”. before a theatre. audiiday (5). Purpose for the Egyptian daily newspaper in the state, pub- ence. “Hedda” was restaged a bit
'junket was to hold talks with gov-| Jished by William Loeb. It paid for its taping in a.studio.

play's gross ‘after production costs.

are recouped)

the

that. some

on a $175.000 Variety)

:
air,
conc
entirely
different, both conceptual-

differs” from a tv show. Both men shows I was. dsing at the Para- °
.considered the audience
to he a big
-Telease under the title of ‘‘Frantic.” ;factor in bringing a stage play to. mount: Theatre in Paris. were hitting high. and the Commission.
tv, in terms of the number of view- wanted an American flavor given
ers and their reactions to a show. -to the shows: ‘There was no mid-

have inferred that the. |[ a mixed reaction from some 250
plus 10°r of the'story is mostly fiction.
. persons, mostly
students.
who

rights’ pu:chasers

EE

ly and in practice. Chayefsky felt|
which ,that there is inherent censorship mission over the French producers.
—and
there were good. French

is in first |

and

=

ee

World’s Fair

Roth playwrights Chayefsky and|

hill is axrosel felt that theatre and tv were!

of all that

has prececed it.
_ In addition to “Zazie."

‘Sales Angle For UA's ‘Hoodlum
“hasn't vet been sold for the U-S.,
t
Priest’ In Detroit
|
,Malle has another pic awaiting re'
fam Continued from page | ass
‘lease here. “Elevator to the Gal_
Detroit, April 11.
-_
;
;
|
Times
Film
will
fotiating with Doris Day to film-'
“The Hoodlum Priest” :UA). re- lows.” whieh
enact the Mary Martin rele in the
stage original.
Lazar, who takes off for the
Coast tomorrow :Thurs. . also just
closed an unusual preproduction

a,

_ ;Malle says crisply that he doesn’t ‘can-and agreed that pay tv. is. ID —————————————
believe
of iasset
)
, in .“unity
UNMY
OF
i
,
I
for this.
a

mem-tnecessarily
7:
.

_
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INTED HOUR
A
| ;Point (TV)GuideforMinow JAWEBTiny | |CBS-TV's Whopping $60,000,000
HEADACHES, ING. Sunday Billings (Day & Night)

“There was no *ineonsiderable eyebrow raising within the industry. .
over TV Guide's “open letter” to FCC chairiman Newton N. Minow
this. past week in. which ‘the Waiter. Annenberg-owned. (Triangle
Publications: and ty stations}. weekly set forth a six-point plan of

FCC action to: “correct practices which are. harmful to: television

The economics .of programming:
in full hour form hss put an un-

. there’ still is a cumulative impression of. violence for.‘the. sake of
violence: on. television.”
While such credo is concededly. commendable; some ‘iridustryites
were quick to point out one ‘major faHacy in Triangle’s..“\image”’
projection. (Elsewhere TV. Guide takes..a swipe | at “the: ratings.)
Under ‘the. same: Annenberg ownership auspices. there.are six
Triangle stations, three of them (in. Philadelphia, Lebanon, Pz.,
and New :Haven) with primary ABC. affiliations, ‘and--two. others

(Altoona; Pa., an-and- Binghampton, N. Y:) with dual ABC-CBS:
affiliation. ties. For all of TV Guide's protestations, it's pointed out,
there is: not a-single instance on record: where a. Triangle station
has. been.known to bump any ‘installment of the high-rated “Untouchables”. or other “violence categorized” shows thus sacrificing
__ rating for image building... End. of: “‘sentence.”

With SRO Status From 3 P.M. On

By GEORGE ROSEN.

and—more important—harmful to the. viewer.”
Among other things the Triangle-owned magazine suggests “television violenée. is making our youth callous’ and damaging. America’s image. abroad, ‘Despite network’ pledges to. curtail violence,

believable

strain

on

the

*

program

yentry -will average out to about
-$120,000 per segment) the. stakes
are so high that nobody ean afford
to. make a mistake.
Today even a
‘single’ mistake
is measured
in
‘terms of millions through the sim‘ple but tormenting process of mul- |.
_ taplying $120,000 by 26 ‘the ab-

.

{solute minimum to which the net‘| works must commit themselves on
‘any

hour

NBC-TV Finds OutWhat Everybody
Knows: Information Shows DontPull|

series',

One _ blunder

can send the profits dwindling.

|

Up until as recently as two sea‘sons ago,
when
the _ half-hour
‘show was still the vogue in ty. (a
carryover from radio) the problem

was

considerably

contrast

Discouraging note was struck ats
NBC-TV last week: It doésn’t seem |
that the American viewing public f You: Can’t Drive an Art
‘wants “informational” (i.e. public}
“Being. careful -about ‘plugs
_affairs).programming, not in any:
{the ‘station - says),
WNBC
great measure, at any rate.
/Radio kept: its Tgular deejay
Network recently compiled a lst ; Art Ford from mentioning his
second name on the air during
‘of tthe amount. of time .devoted
the period last week when he
there to pubaffairs and likewise a
tally of the: “viewing. volume” for .did- his disk jockeying from a
such. programming. ““The magnt- |. remote booth at the N.Y. Colitude of. (the:-difference” between |: seum’'s annual auto. show.
the number of programs-and the]
All week long, -Ford only...’
kind of-audience they receive, NBC
“mentioned himself by his first
felt,. was: ‘quite’ surprising”: 23%.
hame. (There is no word yet
of the weekly sked.at.NBC consists
whether WNBC, a N.Y. outlet,
of informational programming, yet
‘also prevented: airing: of any
only gets 13% of the viewiing audi-|) ~, works by Fritz Krelsler.),

less

penny-ante.

acute,

in

The 30-min-

ute show could be bought for $35,1000 or $40,000.
If it didn’t make
‘it in 13 weeks, the webs could yank
|it. But today. the networks have
| gone hour-mad. For one thing you
can tell a much better story in
hour length. But the ramifications

}of

60-minute

what

they

film
are,

making. being
the

webs

are

obliged to.commit for at least 26

Somewhat over a year ago,
CBS-TV's”" “Person to Person”
did an at-home visit with vidpix star Efrem Zimbalist Jr.
and his wife. Interview was
Set fo go on at the time, but
three days after the taping
Zimbalist and his wife quarTeled and separated, and the
segment was yanked from the
“P to P” schedule and shelved.
Network
this
week
was

whipping

into

final

form

It wasn’t very lonz ago that Sune
day

Kiss & Tape Up

departments: at the three tv networks.
At going prices ‘for the.
-1'61-’62 season the 60 minute film

its

summer schedule of 13 “Person to Person” shows—eight
of them never shown and five
repeats—when it got a letter
from ‘Zimbalist’s pressagent on
the Coast. Letter reminded the
network
of the taping and
stated that the Zimbalists have
reconciled and that he'd like a
print of the segment for his
private use.
CBS went him
one better — it immediately
slapped the unshown Zimbalist
show on the summer schedule.

Has L & MFound

afternoon was referred toa as
tv's “intellectual ghetto” Now, at
least Insofur as CBS-TV
is cone

cerned, it’s neither intellectual nor
a ghetto. It's just lucrative.
So lucrative, in fact, that CBS’
combined
daytime-nighttime
billings for Sundays next fall will run
to more than $60,000.000 on an
an alltime
1 annual
basis. That's
high for television for a single day
of the week, and made possible
only through the fact that the network is now SRO from 3 p.m. to
11:15 p.m. with the exception of a

single
alternate-week
half-rour,
and that in prime time.
_
The sole unsold piece of time fs
at 6:30-7, half of the “Mr. Ed’
series ‘sel separate story, and that
isn’t likely to remain unsold for
long. having been just brought

into the house. Otherwise, it's SRO
straight down the line, $60,000,000
worth.
That unprecedented commercial
lineup starts at 3 with pro football,
already SRO via national sponsorship deals for a quarter each with

Ford

and

Marlboro

and

regional

weeks, production schedules and
renewals from virtually every precosts making anything’ less unfeas-.
vious sponsor, with a waiting line
ibile. besides. When the grid season’s
-| over, “Sunday Sports Spectacular”
And.since it’s. now become necestakes over till baseball time, and
sary to lock in the: new season’s
that achieved SRO this year and
jschedules months ahead of time
will likely repeat next winter.
(the three webs are just about closJing
up
for
next
September's
Football
carries
till 5. Then
preem), the gamble is enormous.
comes “Original Amateur Hour,” ~
--ence for the netw ork.
'{In fact to the networks it’s almost.
Pharmaceuticals
has
re‘The weekly’ number ‘of ‘quarter ;
The more than $12,000,000 that which
frightening. Sponsor or no sponhours (including :the.“Today” ‘pro-";
| Liggett & Myers via McCann- newed for another year, followed
‘sor, the -webs have no alternative
gram) for information. comes.to. 85:
Erickson pulled out of ABC-TV at 5:30 -by “College Quiz Bowl,”
|but to firm up their shows—and
at NBC.. And even if. only 50°. ofj
in disagreements over the web’s with General Electric back for antrust. they Know
what
they’re
“Today”. were counted. as informa‘rescheduling for the coming sea- other go-round. At 6, Prudential’s
_|doing.. It’s the judgment of Dave
tional, there would still be a disson has finally been resettled at back with “Twentieth Century,”
Levy & Co. (NBC) vs. Osear Katz -CBS-TV and NBC-TV.
followed at 6:30 by Studebakerproportionate ratio of “‘broadecast- |:
1 & Co. (CBS) vs Tom ‘Moore &: Co.
to-viewing.
time—18°%. “of
the
- More than $11,000,000 in L&M Lark and its half of “Mr. Ed.” At 7,
1 (ABC), and who’s picking ’em best: ‘coin is going to CBS (including Campbell Soups returns with “Las‘scheduled hours and ‘only 10% of
for ’61-'62 will be known some- an alternate half-hour renewal of sie”; at 8:30, Kellogg and Best
NBC's total viewing. volume. —
rwhere around Noy. 1.
ditto with
“Dennis
the
NBC: exees take into. account|
“Gunsmoke” through Dancer, Fitz-! ! Foods
‘knows”’—that
“what
everybody
With only a one-sixth sponsor gerald,
Sample’,. with
another ‘ wtenace.”
pubaffairs -don’t usually get a ‘big | Roger. Gimbel and ‘George New- commitment (R. J.. Reynolds}, NBC $5,000,000 to NBC,
Ed
Sullivan has
Revion
and
took’ the $3,000,000
audience—but . the so-called ‘“dis- ell of the NBC-TV daytime pro- nonetheless
ABC pullout involved “Untouch-| Lorillard to alternate with Colgate
“87th
Pre- ables,” “Adventures in Paradise,” |at 8-9; GE will be back with “GE
“proportion” has unsettied them} {gram area and Frank. Fitzgerald ‘26-week gamble on
nonetheless,
Moreover, the NBC; of the NBC-TV sales ‘staff are. be- cinct’; ditto (one-sixth to P. Lorll- “Asphalt Jungle’ in the web’s i Theatre’
e” at 9; difto State Farm
stanzas lately have.been grabbing ing released..in’ the ~ general. per- lard! on “Cain’s 100,” with siml- hours and the half-hour “Rebel.” ;-and Lever with Jack Benny at 9:30.
generally higher shares than thase. sonnel: cutback by the network. lar production coin riding on the L&M has additionally dropped the i"‘Candid Camera” is set with Lever
and
Bristol-Myers
of the indies or most: rival. net-; Also, :Jerry. Danzig, “Todav'="To- ‘Jatter. In fact ABC locked in the |$1.500, 000 daytime buy of ABC (3
at 10, and
work pubaffair programming, im- Inight”. veep, was ‘let go last week. | hour “Bus Stop" without any spe-! college football (cig firm sponsored ; “What's My Line?” with Kellogg
and
Allstate
at 10:30.
“Sunday
plying that if the NBC. percentages;
cific orders.
And
so on down} ‘a fourth of last fall’s games).
In: addition: -to ‘this, the web’s
“Untouchables”
was
cancelled
News Special,’ "with Whitehall and
Good or bad, the net-j
of programming to viewership are. toppers are. mulling whether cuts*ithe line.
“surprisingly” low then they” are
works
have
to
live
-with
them
at,
in
the
wake
of
a
threatened
boy-|Carter
Products,
wraps
it
up
at 11.
will be necessary’ in the progrant
those fancy 120G per week prices cott of sponsor products by Amerl. even worse elsewhere.
A couple of key moves in the
development’ area,
both. in NLY.
jand trust that they're good enough’ can-Italian groups.
In making. its study, NBC inSituation hasj;past three weeks were responsible
and Hollywood. The program devel- |
attract the remaining sponsor- since been resolved and L&M will |
cluded
(besides “Today")
“Conifor the web's unprecedented Sabopment area fell under the aesis'| to
ship coin.
tinental
Classroom,”
Huntley- |of.
continue the show through its 52-| bath business. One was the Prue
Eugene Burr, the vice president ;
Brinkley, daytime. news, “Today on |
‘week commitment,
dropping re-; dential renewal, after the company
What
happens
when
they
aren't
who apparently resigned. indepenthe Farm,” “Mr. Wizard,” : “Chet
‘dently of. the general cutback that was all too evident this season'on a newal when the show moves from ‘had walked away from both “Twen_ Huntley. Reporting,” “Meet the
was ‘soon. to follow his ankling.
— variety of hour frorits, as for ex-|9:30 to 10 p.m. with the new sea-/tieth Century” and CBS with e
Press,” “Ask W ashington, ” “Fron-|taking the rap on such | 50m.
(Continued on page 42;
One. of the reasons ‘the web ts‘|ample
costly NBC
-wrong-guesses

The Secret That
Unlocks Rating?

DanzigGimbel

Others ExitIn

NBC Cutbacks

tlers of. Faith,” “Nation’s Future”
and Tuesday

specials,

-

last two in ‘concerned. with

program

develop-

Raven”

and

“Michael

“Don|

_L&M’s new lineup on CBS in-

Shayne. *: cludes

an

alternate

prime time, where they don’t’ ‘fare ‘Ment at this. point is. based’ on. .the The Sunday night Shirley Temple |;;Checkmate, ” which

too well either.”

New Status For

Bannister, Knode|

‘belief in some ‘network’ quarters
that -NBC-TV will, of necessity,
-have..to.. turn. more: and more toj-ward outside- product. ‘While this

| wouldn't necessarily eliminate

hour

of

the network:

‘Mr. Ed Gets Sun.
CBS-TYV 6:30 Slot

moving
from
Saturday
to
series. on the same web may well is
tote up to one of the most -costly Wednesday at 8:30 p.m.: an alter.
program blunders in recent years. nate half of the Friday nig
With a weekly production nut of | “Twilight Zone” and the gen
the well over $100;000; it never pot smoke” return.
it off the ground.
At NBC, L&M 1s buying an alYet by virtue of a
reternate half of the new gumshoe
(Continued..on page 38)
“Mr. Ed,” the Alan Young-starhour, “87th Precinct,” and two
minutes a week in the new Thurs- | ring comedy series about a talkin
for
day night entry, “Dr, Kildare,” i horse, will switch from nationa
has
spot exposure to network status
also an hour show.
the

‘entire .program
development,
‘does allow room for ‘partial
trenchment,°
Gimbel. is’ the exec producer
NBC-TV. daytime, and, ‘as such,
Harry Bannister: fs relinquishing beén responsible. for -many of
his veepee.stripes at NBC. under ‘special’. daytime projects underIn the ABC unloading, L&M had in the fall. Studebaker-Lark, which
‘terms of a new two-year contract taken. Neweil is a daytime exec.
learned of the possible shift of is sponsoring the Filmways series
he’s just signed ‘with the network
“Untouchables”
last
November. in some 120 markets, will shift it te
Cuts ‘are continuing in other
‘Nightly half-hour: strip on the ABC’s strategy was to open up a CBS-TV'’s Sunday at 6:30 timeslot
-- $n which he'll become a fulltime ‘areas—press, .-clerical and secreEichmann trial which started yes- hot half-hour between the hit com- and assume alternate-week spon.
consultant.. Succeeding
to Bantarial staffs and: in other web de-; terday (Tues,) on WABC-TV, N.Y.,
nister’s job as veepee in charge of. partments..
Sorship of the series on the web.
(Continued on page 42)
;
‘has found a half-hour. sponsor in
station. Telationg
wil: be Tom
Deal, engineered via the D'Arcy.
There also. seems:
sto be a down- ‘the- ‘Glickman ‘Corp. -Sponsor is a
Knode. ° ::
agency, marks the first time a vidNew ‘designation -for. Bannister} beat of: special: program’ sales, the large .N.Y. realestate investment
pix series has been moyed from
Is quite’ unique. since it represents department. headed by Friendly be- and construction house, and this is
syndication to network status. It
the second. ,contract he’s. signed fore shifting— recently. to vice- |believed to be Glickman’ 3 first trip
involves a cancellation of local sta-gince ‘becoming-eligible for retire- president of NBC-TV program ad- on Video, as ‘a: bankroller.
tion
contracts by the sponsor and
-ment two. years ago.'‘He’s now 67. ministration. .Two weeks ago, Jack |* WABC-TY will air the Eichmann: .
tv drama producer Fred Coe ‘by Filmways in time for a Septem6:30 to 7. Monday ihasVet
‘Despite his vet status, ‘network. has Otter took Friendly’s special pro- tapes from
been signed by NBC to produce‘‘ber or October Starting date on
Friday.
Glickman. will
ersuaded him. to ‘stay on in the gram sales job,: but. Otter’s_ old. through
the eight, Hve, color adaptions of . BS-TV.
ulltime .consultancy .capacity: ‘by ‘position. as merely: a salesman: in have Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Selznick feature films slated for
The deal also closes out the (BS“virtue of his intimate ties with the |that department: was not filled. Ad- one week and Tuesday and Thurs- next
season.
TV Sunday lineup. With “Tweneditionally, Dick:Stark is reportedly day the ‘next, for the duration of
affiliate membership:
The
specials,
to
be
bankrolied
;tleth
Century” renewed by Pruden-«
-Knode ‘is als6é.a lonetimer:: at | -going, leaving two: fewer. men e-|the trial. Bankroller wil air only by American Gas
Association yia’ ‘tial but moving doun to the 6-6:30
NBC (except: for a'-two-year. hiteh |sell “entertainment ‘specials. Be- one spot {n each half-hour.
Lennen & Newell agency, will mark :Sunday
period, that opened up
fn. the station rep. biz! and for some, Sides fact. that ‘Dick. HeHugh 4s
Coe’s return to NBC where he was : 6: 30-7. But not for long, with “Mr,
time has-been heading up the day= concerned: basically with ‘the ‘sale seu as eotupintator tan tkexa a staff producer
of ty plays for :Ed” moving in quickly as “Lassie’s”
to-day operation.
(Continued.on. page 44)"
‘skein.
more than a decade.
new leadin.
r

Realty Outfit Sponsors
Eichmann Trial Pickup

NBC Pacts Fred Coe

For Selznick Series
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0 with
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already

.

er order for a quarter of the Na-

chzemp.on- '

League

next fall. and
ships en NBC-TV
network sources say that the automotive house is meeting tie demand for a full quarter shzre of

the

full

cial

remote

charges

and

many of them are willing to meet
their

NEC

proportionate

shares

price tag.

of

Louis

boss

Pete

Rozelle

for

the

Two-time

winner

(8)

at

the

labeled what it is and berthed separate

from newscasts on radio
tv.
7
—
What Hagerty apparently did not realize is. that the format he
deplored is the stock-in-trade.of his principal ‘Chicago newscaster,
Alex Dreier. That very “personal view of the news” technique,

Harold

and

Shoreham
.

exec “here. ©

- Dreier's insistence on attaining to it, was one of the sore points at
WNBQ that led to his departure from that station last December.
Dreier and his new boss seemed quite chummyat thé luncheon
. affair,
but fhe local trade is. wondering if Hagerty’s remarks.
re
objective.
newscasting might not foretell some future friction be|.

associate di- !former Florida governor and now
;prexy of National Assn. af Broadat Brandeis U. : casters, were honored. along with
former CBS-TV , former U.N. envoy and GOP vice
Cowan,

who as: presidenfiaI

tor of the setup for studying “‘com- :dector,

-munication’s
Ford move followed closely on society.”
the hecls of the NBC signing with,
KEL

this year.

Award

AMVET
national com-|
made the presentations

_ contender,

Tabn:
hee
t
f
l
a
H
p
U
k
c
i
P
o
t
y
t

tween them.

function

in

The Cowan project was

+

Leo

Hoeégh

and: Dwight

modern .Guilfoil,
noted Chicagoan noted for
{his efforts to help the d:sabled.
silver ; hel-.
started _ Hope . won a “special
“Spec.

with a Jarge grant from two Los; met award”—consisting of a silver
- Angeles residents, Sylvia and'Sam- {replica of the GI.battle headgea-—
'62. for which
the web will be
for being “ambassador of enterpaying $615.002 each time. ‘For, uel Schulman.
tainment
to
America’s
armed

:

er NewBs
HHagf
h UponBerlitz
rusm

Henry

previously revealed, will be direc- ;Cahot Lodge, ex-Civil Defense Di-

the

.

‘Russell,
:Mander,

11... |Saturday.

April

3d,-tv

here last week, ABC.

becomes

are several other interested - Research Center
He joint

there

‘bankroHers backed up at NBC'S pere.
duor, there is some doubt how: prexy

Mass.,

Morgenthau

“admin-: aler, WGBH,

Washington, April 11.

News viceprez Jim Hagerty expresseda: distaste for the editorial; ~Show business figures copped
ized newscast in ‘which hard news and adulterated by personal
itwo of top: five awards presented |. ‘opinion. He opined that news commentary and analysis should be.
by AMVETS

Cowan at Brandeis

record-b-caking | Henry

price—a

‘LeRoy. Collins

| Academy:

Morgenthau Joins
Waltham,

Will Dreier Be Sent to Cleaner?

AMVETS’ 5 AWARDS:
Bob Hope Included and N.A:B.’s|

But Will Clients Go for Heavy Tab?
“tienal Focthall

‘Wednesday, April 12, 1961

VARIETY |

RADIO-TELEVISION

championship pro games in ‘61 and

NBC}

each of the last five years,
only pa:d $200.000.)
Originally, NBC brass refused
to exceed a bid of $500.600 for the

rights to the pro championship
game. but a few significant things
occurred.to them later that obviously brought about a change of
heart and the willingness to shell
out anather

|

forces and for his dedieation in
sustaining for 20 consecutive years
ithe highest morale of GI’s through-

Directors Extend

out the world. -

VETS" eratein “ameticanism’
award.for
pitt wen irtie
Contract Talks [what was
described
ashis“excep-hein
Ae

e

$115.000 per annum.

‘to the American
way

of life in his

+

te

P&G, Quaker Oats

_'

Chicago; April

1.

ABC. News veep’ Jim: Hagerty:

- |estimates ‘that in about five. years

sev-.
can speak
those who Five
wilt be.languages,
Ponder
we ‘Ichabod’
oor
-eral
years, he.
;

the most valuable

newsmen -on tv

Decision is due the first of the 'pregnosticates, is how long
it will
week from Procter & Gamble and ;take the communications ‘satellites
Quaker Oats on whether they'll buy ‘ to bring. about world wide televi-—.
‘in on CBS-FV's new “Ichabod” “sion;.and to be ready for it, Hag-

series or relinquish their hold on..erty is encouraging his staffers to

the web's Tuesday 9 te 9:30 time study language courses at Berlitz
period. Both sponsors canceiled the. partly at company expense. —
;
spurts, reportedly went to see netThe web, he says, will foot half
his work as Governor. of Florida Tom Ewell show, and have since
work prexy Bob Kintner and ex.. Yather than his NAB career. which been sparring with the web over a the tuition, while the individual
plained that if the web ddn't want
“pays the other half to assure his.
The
four
networks
and
the Di- : only recently
got under Wway.:
, replacement: —
to disenfranchise itself further in: rectors Guild of America
‘genuine interest and intentions.
nave|
‘L
ae
CBS is high on “Ichabod”. an
the area of major sports events, a agreed fo an extension of their!
He has found, in his experience.
'has decided to anchor it in the
higher bid must -be in order.
‘as. President Eisenhower's’ press
‘collective bargaining contract unEwell
slot
regardless
of
whether
the
‘2) The $615,002
winning
bid -til Friday (14) to permit further
yofficer,,
that“ nearly all . foreign .
sponsors go along. with the show.
temporarily, : negotiations on a new pact.
frustrated,
if only
The
P&G.wanted “Hazel.” the comedy ‘newsmen have a working command
CBS-TV’s
high hopes of selling old contract expired at midnight
.
of
at
least
three languages—Enseries based on the Satevepost carFord and the other interested par- Monday ‘10).
,
toons, but CBS nixed it, insisting .glish, French. and Spanish—while,
tics a package consisting of some;
on
the
other
hand,
their U'S. counon “Ichabod.” Web has sent the
The negotiators were described
18 regular season games in the
sponsors a4 revised script on “Icha- ,terparts generally knew only their
KFL—although
now
Ford
looks ‘as still far from agreement on a
-own.
The
éffect
of
this difference,
bod” embracing changes
in the forinterested in the regular season DGA demand to change the. status }mat introduced since the pilot was he suggested in-a speech last week
games as well. A final decision .of directors from staff to freelance
‘
t
o
the
Chi
chapter
of
the Television’
filmed, and also’ introducing the
there must remain until it’s estab- contract, with major revision: of
hew casting in the. persan of Rob- Academy; will be-.to make a poor
lished just how many games CBS pay scales, but it was authoritative,
image
for
this
country
when worldert Sterling. who'll costar with
will have, which leads to the next ly reported there was little likefiwide video comes about. “If. weHow effective it will be not even: George Chandler.
hood of a strike. The extension was
point.
;
.
‘don't prepare for it. we're going to
can. say, but the net-‘35 By overbidding. NBC might announced Monday morning after a! NBC-TV
be left far behind the other. coun| work's brass, including program
: tries,” he said.
_—
have spoiled CBS’ chances to get _weekend of negotiations.
all 14 teams in the league tied to : Some 900 radio and tv ditec-' boss David Levy and: standards
His belief in: the. coniing of
world-wide. tv:is one of the ‘prinits tv lineup. This season. NBC _tors, assistant directors and ‘stare ‘and practices
boss Ernest Lee
has the Baltimore and Pittsburgh “managers are involved in the dis- | Jahnke are heading -Coastward at
cipui reasons
he signed on with the
team games. Rozelle v.ants to bring pute. Contract is a network-only
1ABC network; he.told the Windy
.City gathering.
“That's when .tv
all the teams under one broadcast pact, involving ABC, CBS, NBC ‘the end of the week to lay down
some partial edicts about diminishWill really come ‘into: its own,” he
banner to prevent what he feels ‘both radio and tv’ and Mutual.
said, “but. more than to the jndusare the financial inequities of in- Work involved is live and taped: ing violence for the sake of vio- |
try, it will make a.great deal of
dividual team negotiation. Because »radio-ty only. Telefifm directors _lence in ‘all NBC-TV programs for
differenre to the world.”
of Rozelle’s support for the one are covered by a separate contract.
‘next season.
Hagerty
reiterated his feeling
web plan, it does look as though
Basis for the disapproval is <a.
that broadcast news is doing well
CBS will get the regular season ; proposal by the Guild to change i “We're going to place: everyfames, but it’s still not certain. ‘the payment structure for tv di- ; body on notice that NBC will not
Entire fall schedule for CBS-TV but could do much better. He.
Net so incidentally, the price of rectors from a salaried staff basis tolerate writers using sheer vio- is now set, with the exception of.a - said he would try to. effecutate a
radio-tv version .of the newspaper
the regular NFL games will prob- to that of a freelance with miniperiod—Fridays
at- “byline. theory.”
which
he deably go tov—to about two-and-a- mum guarantees. Under. the ecur- lence as a crutch to eat up time single time
10:30. There
are
currently
two. scribed as a paper's pledge that a
‘Continued on page 40)
jrent staff setup, directors have. a ‘on the screen,” said Levy. This
certain
rerorter
had
been’
on ‘the |
base pay of $190 a week to which Conceptis to be spelled out, NBC ‘ candidates for the slot, "Eyewitness.
iscene -and.is giving a. firsthand ac3
‘are added
commercial fees and. ‘ said, before too many more of the : to History”
‘which
would
be count... He opined that television.
“Eyewitness”}, '
dubbed
simply;
Guild seeks to change this struc- ; network said it. always reviews | timesiot’s current occupant, and. news would: greatly benefit from.
ture, making the directors free-! Scripts in advance anyway and_ “Way. Out,” currently occupying ‘that same “I. was there; this is
lance agents under contract to tne that this procedure will ‘enable° the Friday 9:30-10 period for what, happened” effect.
=;
networks with payments of $630 NBC. to: cut down on mayhem.)
‘spring and summer,
Violence, the network said. will: “Eyewitness” renewal. depends
a week for a minimum guarantee
of 23 weeks’ work out of each 26- not go entirely, but “it has to be! on whether and how quickly CBS

‘l) Tom

Gallery,

head

With Networks

of NBC

unwavering adherence to moral
rights.” The award was based on

own

NB C'sHoldD

All New Entries

CBS-TV Fall Sked

Finalized (Except
For aHalf-Hour)

CBS-TV FirmsUp

Judy Garland’

lts Summer Sked

week

cycle

or

46

weeks

out

of

necessary

to the story.”

|can, find a sponsor for the show
CBS-TV this week firmed up its
each 52. Eliminated would be over-; First step. might. be with re-_ to replace Firestone, which was unsummer schedule with the addition .
time payment and limits govern-* gard to the Goodson- Todman hour! happy with its more controversial
of a pair of Monday night replace- ing hours per day or days per week . pilot: on Las Vegas, which the! aspects. If a weekly sponsor can't
ments—the Spike Jones show for:
of work.
.
network might
still use des pite | be found, then: *“‘Eyewitness” will
;
“Hennessey” and a Ray McKinley
Background to the dispute is the, pressures from-L.V. city fathers revert to specials on. a. preemtpshow with the Glenn Miller Or-merger
of
the
900-odd television who don’t want crime played up tive basis, covering major news
Judy Garland has been inked by
chestra for Danny Thomas.
Both are outside packages, the: directors, assistant directors and in their town. Reportedly there are -stories. As. to “Way. Out,” CBS |-Dow Chemical for.a one-hour telej
Vision
special next fall, her. first
Jones series brought in by Lennen . stage managers who had been rep-| some six deaths in the pilot of was mightily impressed by its ini& Newell for Lorillard and the resented by the Radio-Television | the series. This, NBC declared, will tial ratings—it topped all compe- | Since she made hervidebut in 1955.
1
McKinley
series—which
may
be, Directors Guild into .the- Screen| be written out “as much - as aaa
‘Dow
has’
placed an: order. for time
tition—and feels that if the audisible.”
(Continued on page 38)
-ence levels hold. it would make with CBS-TV—Miss -Garland has
titled “The Glenn Miller Story’—:
agreed
to
one and possiblya second.
via General Foods and Benton &
an ideal 10-11. pairing with “Twion that web, though not. on light Zone,” being in the same for- spécial
Bowles.

| Special for Dow

Jones

series will be a repeat of

Jast year’s, and feature

Bill Dana

as producer-performer-writer.
It
aired last season as the Ann Sothern
Monday
night replacement.
McKinley package will stress the

| SomeThings You Just Can't Explai

Miller orchestra and will also util$ze guest stars. McKinley himself
no

served

stranger

to

CBS.

on the web's

My Guest” season before last.

“Be

to fan-

Right,” or a 10.5 for “Search for Tomorrow” against 4.9 for ‘“Num-

against a 4.5 for ABC and 4.1 for NBC, neither. with network

serv-

have been upped to vicepresidents

Package”

by a

by the board of ‘directors.
They
are
John
B.
Babcock,
WLW-I, Indianapolis; Walter Bart-

From

WLW

-C,

Columbus,

George J. Gray, WLW-D.
The board, headed by James

Shouse

and

And

including

Robert

so it went.

the World

Turns”

|

pulled

topped

NBC's

down

a 13.4

tawerof strength, “Concentration,”

7.6 to 7.0 margin.

a

7 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.,

time period recorded
offered no network

or better.
D.

E.

Denville, CBC president. advanced
James H. Burgess, g.m. of WLW-A,
Atlanta, to a veep in January.

“As

..

ice. “Verdict Is Yours” had a 10.0 against 5.4 for “Who: Do You
Trust” and 3.6 for “From These Roots.” Even the new. “Surprise

and

|

.

Temaining question mark on the and’ Dave Begelman, “Miss Gare.

On Thursday, it scheduled its:two;and
just. completed a straight.
Revue pilots
—- “Frontier. Circus”
; dramatic role ‘in Stanley -Kramer’s
with -Chill Wills and John Derek |“Judgement at Nuremberg.”-

'5) skyracketed

Cincinnati, April 11.
‘General managers of three Cros-

lett,

.

Deal for the special, which she'll
pretape,..was set by Freddie Fields -

tastic seven-city Arbitron ratings. Web swept every daytime period.
Network execs were mystified by such figures as an 11.2 and
54.7% share for “I Love Lucy” against a 4.5 for “Say When.” or
an 8.7 for the new “Double Exposure” against 8.2 for ‘Price -Is

shows last Wednesday

ber Please” and 5.9 for “It Could Be You.”

Corp. tv stations

an exclusive. basis.

:

Wednesday, Thursday. and Sunday |of MacManus, John. & -Adams; the.
nights last week, as well as put-| Dow agency. Miss. Garland is cur-

daytime

Crosley Staffers’ Stripes
‘Jey Broadcasting

But the Friday spot is the sole

Nobody can explain it any more than they can. explain the onslaught of 10,000 visitors to midtown Manhattan and a. seven-block
line for Radio City Musie Hal] the same day, but for some reason

CBS-TV’'s

having

ill-fated

mat genre.

CBS swept

.

every single

by Arbitron, even those periods in which

service, and

won. most

mo

of them

7

quarter-lour

it

by 2-1 margins

So

It wasn't the weather, as with: winter, when storms keep people
indoors and away from their work. In fact,.the weather appeared
‘to drive people out of their homes that day. as witness that sevenblock line at Radio City,. Whatever the reason, though, CBS wasn't
asking for any recounts.
,

ting a “final” stamp on its re-; rently set. for two Carnegie Hall
maining Tuesday question mark. appearances April 23 and May 21

and
“The
Investigators”
with!
———_
~
James. Franciscus and James Philbrook—at 7:30-8:30 and 9-10 ‘re-. ‘Enjay Prod. Deal On_
spectively. Bob Cummings at 8:30
Vanderbilt Travelogs
and “CBS Reports” at 10-11 com- _ Author-lecturer Cornelius. Vanplete the evening.
;derbilt:-Jr. and Enjay Productions,
‘On
Wednesdays,
“Checkmate” | headed by Nat. Gold, have com|fills the remaining gap, 8:30-9:30, -pleted'a deal to produce former’s
;-moving over from Saturday. It’s films for television and motion
pic- ,
-preceded
by
“Alvin
and
the tures. Included in. the. deal will. be
Chipmunks” and “Father Knows 1a series of 15 travelogs on various
‘Best’
repeats
and followed by. : countries.
.
! “Mother Is a Freshman” and the :
Also being blueprinted are in-t alternating U.S. Steel
- Armstrong : terview films with various pérson-

dramatics. The one Sunday hole— ; alities under the label of “Vaga|
6:30-7—wvas filled with <Mr. Ed,” i bonding with Vanderbilt” named
brought in. by Studebaker-Lark. ; after his newsletter. —
~
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“OpenEnd—NAB’

19

TURNDOWN

— |vA TADDRE
SS IRTES Walkin
g Out on Peabody
To

What. may well turn out ‘to be’ the highlight attraction of the
upcoming NAB convention. in Washington is currently béing plotted
by the industry- organization's new prexy, ex-Goy,: LeRoy: Collins.
}t: involves the. participation of the three network chieftains—

D.C.CONVENTION!

Leonard Goldenson of ABC, Bob Sarnoff ‘of NBC and Frank Stanton

Set Up Its Own Awards Next Year
+

of CBS. All three have tentatively agreed to go on.
It. will be in the nature of an “open end”. discussion by the three:
web principals (preambled by their own individual statements). in
which. they'll kick around the major problems besetting the in-

The Radio & Television

Execu-

The National _Assn: of ‘Broad- -WCBS-TV’ 8 Prostie Posie tives Society of N.Y., which for the
_past several years has sponsored
‘| casters has put in.a. bid for PresiA
program
dealing
with
jthe
U.
of
Georgias
Peahody
dent. Kennedy to address the anprostitution
and whether
it
Awards luncheons, will drop its
dustry: It’s slotted in for Monday ‘night, May 8, opening day of. ‘nual NAB convention in Washingshould be legalized has been
association with the Peabodvys after
the convention. this year and institute its own inton next month, but the President| taped by WCBS-TV, the CBSThere are, however, some. puzzling overtones to the Collins. TV flagship in N. Y. Program,
dustry awards setup.
has’ indicated that he wants no part
maneuver. Thé new president has already :made known his feelings
featuring Gotham’s Chief MagDecision has already been made,
about network dominance in the iridustry and the need to reactivate lin it. It not only puts the new NAB|. istrate.
John
M.
Murtagh,
on a conditional basis, by the RTES
station. management. in future pursuit. of: industry -matters.:
prexy, ex-Gov. LeRoy Collins, in.
was taped as a segment of
board
of governors, and will be
Yet it’s felt that “Open End—NAB,” designed for top billing on
an embarrassing spot, having been
“New York Forum,” but has
made known to the Peabody group
the agenda, would perhaps do more to. perpetuate network master- - entrusted with the job of delivernot yet been scheduled by the
before
next week’s annual Awards
minding in industry affairs that any. single event of the year.
ing the President and thus far failstation for a specific date.
Iuncheon, slated for Tuesday i198)
ing to do so, but the broadcasters’
Instead, it’s being held as a
at the Hotel Roosevelt. Some ele‘themselves feel put ouf. They're
reserve show, since there’s no
ments of the decision haven't been
not even asking him to leave town|- time element involved. Show,
pinned down, but will be worked
{to make the. address.
with CBS newsman
Dallas
out at the next RTES board of goy‘It’s all the more bitter ‘pill to
Townsend as moderator, will
ernors meeting May 5.
| swallow since President Kennedy . Geal with the recent proposal
The RTES decision was moti|hags accepted invitations to address| in Philadelphia
to legalize
, vated by two considerations, first
the nation’s publishers at their anprostitution. ‘Judge Murtagh
‘that awards which are constituted
}nual conclave (which precedes the
is an expert on the problem,
like the Peabody prizes appear to
London, April 11.
‘|NAB meet) as well as the annual
having coauthored a pair of
have lost a great deal of their
meeting of the newspaper editors.:
Associated
Television
favors
books on the subject with revalue, and second that it might he
What the broadcasters find it hard
_ ending. the ‘monopoly. of the comSearcher Sara Harris, one of
more appropriate for an industry
‘mercial tv programming features.
to live with are the following cold
“Ottawa, “April il.
them, “Cast the First Stone,” a
group like the RTES to sponsor its
_ In its:submission to the Pilkington 4
facts: {1) The almost universal .conCanadian Broadcasting Corp.
bestselier of a few years ago. *|own awards which would lay more
‘Committee ‘inquiring into the fu] has a television show to teach {eensus that television, more. than
“emphasis on industry achievement
“ture of the. brodcasting servies in “-French and is mulling a: tv -|any other single factor, helped put
in its more trady aspects. In other
Britain,;- the campany has recom- |: stint to. teach English.. Now
in the
White
House,
- Kennedy
words, the new RTES awards would
mended that there should be two | its Halifax _produtcion staff {s
through the good offices of the
constitute the professionals of the
‘commercial. tv outlets: competing in
setting. up a method of dis- — | “Great Debates”: “(2) editorially,
business appraising the best work
each area..
tributing a list of words from: ‘| the newspapers of the country were
in their industry.
The. submission, . whieh covers’
overwhelmingly in favor of a Nixon
the Micmac
Indian - ‘tongue.
Final structure of the RTES
nine main points, also. recommends
This is in. response to. re« | victory and if the publishers and
, awards hasn't been drawn, but a
the. introduction of the 625-line
quests resulting from the CBC’ | editors had had their. way, it would
entative prospectus has been prostandard. and. is prepared. ‘ta. pro| be Nixon and not Kennedy in commoppet. show,: “Junior Round, posed and given tentative approval.
vide such a service on bands 4. and} up.” which -includes -Indian
mand at Washington.
: The decision to drop the Peabodys
5 of not less than four. hours dur- | ‘legends..-Requests for the word
’ ‘Yet why, the broadcasters are
Ui RTES awards was by no means
.ation per day in: addition .to: the
lists come even‘from other Inasking, is. JFK giving them the
nimous; spearheading the group.
405-line program. ‘in band 3.
dians '(Weywaykums inBC. jeold shoulder and honoring the
There’s no longer an Ernie in lin“favor of the move reportedly
That proposal. is the. ‘alternative | Beav ers in:Alberta). ,
“
publishers and editors with 4nj| Ford's
future.
lw
ras
Sam Cook Digges. v.p. of CBS
on
nit Joaked for a
to their main. suggestion - that there|.
"address?
while as though
Tennessee Ernie Films; opposing it was outgoing

ATVs Norman Collins: ‘Let’sPut.
An End toThis Com!Monopoly
CBC Gets Indian Sign

Hazel’ Gets Nod
For NBC Thurs. In |iz
~ Ernie, Ford Split:

‘should :be competition’ in band 3.
and the. duplication on 625-lines:
in bands 4 and 5 of all band Land:
band 3 services on .405. lines. Within the 625-line service ATV is pre-

$8,060,000 Armour
BudgetTo ABC-TV,
‘Day-NightSpread

It’s felt in some. quarters that |Ford. sponsored these many sea- RTES prexy Dick Salant, prez of
the Kennedy nix is the result of}sons by Ford Motor in his Thurs- CBS News.
pressures—that.a Kennedy accept- |day. NBC time periood, was going! The RTES pullout leaves a ques-

ance and appearance before the| to accede and do a full season’s,ition mark surrounding the future
broadcasters would automatically worth of half-hour program. but | Of the Peahody Awards, which are
be construed as an official JFK at the last minute remephasized his |given by Georgia’s Grady School
endorsement
of: Collins and his | disaffection with the idea of do-' | of Journalism. Not that the spon|
endors as leader and spokesman |ing more than maybe 15 or 16' sorship of RTES is indispensable
continuation of the award,—
for the broadcasting industry. And } shows.
He wanted to spend more ;to
|
Peabody group can get some other
by the very nature of the contro-!time on his ranch.
backing
or stage its own awards
versial medium.
he might have
On this basis Ford didn’t want |
cause to regret such endorsement, |
|him and since he couldn't be per- i ceremonies. But the impact of the
whereas an address before the pub- suaded to change his mind, the: :Peabodys has been wearing off
lishers (ANPA)
would carry no automotive latched oh to “Hazel,” , Over the past few years, and it's
-such complex overtones or impli- the tv film comedy series starring;jconceivable that the committee, a3
did Sylvania a couple of years
cations.
Shirley Booth that CBS-TV turned |
|
far as the average. broad- down, allegedly because ABC-TV i back, may figure it’s no long-r
Among
other
proposals’ sub-. TV this time.to the tune of $8,000,- “As
worth the effort and expense to
mitted to the. Committee is a de- 000. .That’s.:a 30° boost over the caster is concerned, however, it’s saw it first.
carry on in the face of diminished
simply a matter of winding up with
mand for, ending the’: restrictions present. season, .
And
ABC-TV
turned
wel ‘ interest.
‘Fall -buy ‘involves a heavy day- a lowercase status in the JFK reon tv broadcasting hours; the indown
when
sponsor
Procter
time.’
sked.
-co-sponsorship
of
troduction of a license on a year}
tfusal to accord them equal atten- Gamble offered same for its Thre!
respect as
as: the
the publishers. day 9:30 berth.
by year basis, subject to standards “Bachelor: -Father,” -moving. over ; tion or respect
Ironically it ends |
of service, and the limitation of from. NBC, and. participation -inup in the same time slot, but on!
four
other
nighttime’
shows-—“Tntoll tv to.wired systems until sufNBC.
touchables.”
“Surfside
Six,”
“Adficient frequencies. are available
NBC,
MCA
and
J.
Walter
for all normal broadcasting serv- ventures in ‘Paradisé”™ and “RoarThompson
were involved earlier
ying Twenties.”
Daytime purchases
-fees as well for _pay-as-you-view
this week
in trying
to
are
to
be
worked.
‘out
when
ABC
programs.
.
Ernie Ford on returning in ’61-62
sets its linevn..
:
_ Amplifying the proposals: at a
for a full season, but when he reSponsor wi:t use the various ‘proAs it now stands the chances
press conference last week, Norfused “Hazel got the nod.
are good that Kaiser a month and
man Collins, ATV deputy chair- grams to rotate messages for Liquid
‘Chiffon. Dash, Dial ‘Soap and its
'a half before its option is due at
man, said the company was openly
meat. Foote, ‘Cone &. Belding © is-| , R. J. Reynolds ‘has shifted its|
| ABC-TV will renew Sunday nights
inviting ‘competition:
They had.
the agency.
coin from one Garry Moore show
7:30 on that web for an hour prosuccessfully ended. the ‘monopoly .
to another on CBS-TV. Ciggie outgram called “Follow the Sun,” isof the BBC and it was now time
fit, miffed
when. the
network
land adventure series out of the
to end the commercial companies’
shifted “I’ve Got a Secret” from
20th-Fox shop.
NBC is willing
monopoly. He estimated that the
its longtime Wednesday. berth to
to take an hourlong version of
duplication of services on the _two- |.
Mondays at 10:30, decided to drop
“Captain of Detectives,” the proline systems would involve. an exthe show after years of sponsorgram in which Robert Taylor now
penditure of about $3,000,000 a.
Sun Oil has picked up. sponsor‘Motion for a new trial, on the stars on the ABC Friday lineup in
year, while the cost of. color pro- ship. of. ABC News. latenight tv ship (so. did companion sponsor.
basis that the rights of Melvin
:
half-hour form, provided Kaiser ig
‘gramming would be about treble news. strip. which begins Monday | Bristol-Myers).
Davis Rees Jr., 32, convicted of willing to buy half the show.
the cost of originating a black and: (17).: Called’ “ABC. Final .Report,”
‘But this week, Reynolds bought
kidnaping and ‘murdering a VirABC
is releasing
white show.
the Taylor
|. the program will go nightly from in for an alternate-week half-hour ginia mother
and her five-year old |show and NBC is banking on what
11 to 11:12 p.m. (allowing last few .Of: Moore’s Tuesday night 10-11 daughter, were
prejudiced by aj; it feels is the distinct possibility
minutes for — local weather
by “variety stanza. Reportedly, it use@ program presented
by WBAL-LV ! that Kaiser will sell off half of its
| the same coin it saved with the
affils).
in which nine of the 12 jurors who| ABC “Sun” in order to take the
iSeries, which: on Its first: night “Secret” cancellation. With Reyfound
him
guilty,
reenacted
jury Taylor series Friday nights 8:30 to
Ww
be -seen: .after
the Oscar} holds moving. in, Polaroid dropped
was denied Thurs- 9:30.
hatf-hour
on -the proceedings,
‘| awards: telecast-tand thereafter at -its alternate
day
(6)
by
Federal
Chief
Judge
;
“Hong Kong” is finished although
Moore
show.
11),.is network tv’s ‘first. Jatenight
Roszel C. Thomsen and Rees was! for a time it looked like it might
news feed.
.. This leaves the show either SRO sentenced to life imprisonment.
be
the Kaiser entry on NBC.
Probably ‘next. fall ft Iwill ‘be ‘or. three-fourths: sold, depending on
Equitable: Life Assurance may:
Imposition of life term followea
followed on ABC-TV by reruns of “whether -Piymouth retains its full
“moye over to the NBC-TV Sunday |
hearing
in
-which
Rees’
attorneys
the hour Warner Bros. films from alternate-week hour or cuts back
sked next season with a series on
contended that jurors. on tv, had
11:15. Pm. to -12:AS a.m.
| to a: skip-week half. Decision on- discussed “facts which hadn't been
the histories of famous’ Americéan
that is. due in a couple of weeks. brought in the trial.”
Ottawa, April 11,
colleges prepared -by, Four: Star.
Prime
Minister
Diefenbaker’s
There has been no deal yet, ‘put.;
Program
had
been
presented
; new publicist will be John Fisher,
NBC-TYV is offering a 5 to 5:30
March
22 on tape only a few
w.k.
lecturer
and
radio-ty
gabber,
NAB
TAPS
BARTLETT
Minneapolis, April 11.
p.m. Sunday’ time for the weekly, .
hours before Judge Thomsen had who
left the
Canadian
Tourist
Washington, April 11.
A flock of top show biz officials
series. If this goes, there Is a posdenied motion for new trial and Assn. where he was g.m. to take
George W. Bartlett, vet staffer only 12 hours before he was to sensibility that NBC wilt once more. ‘are expected’ here this week~ to
the top Parliament Hill public rela(it’s been: an annual: effort ‘these -help’ ballyhoo.; the new tieup of: ‘ef National Assn. of Broadcasters, tence Rees.
Sentencing was then
last two years) to lure “G-E.:Col- ABC-TV with KMSP-TV, 20th-Fox has been named acting manager of postponed after attorney for Rees tions chore. He will get $25.000
a year, a leap from his CTA wage
lege Bowl” into the 5:30 to 6 station in the Twin Cities..
NAB’s. engineering dept.
asked that it be deferred until he of $15,000.
anchorage. “Bowl ’ is now on CBSComing ‘here for the KMSP-ABC
Formerly assistant manager of. had time ‘to see script of show. In
Fisher will be the first flacker
TY.
kickoff Saturday (15) are Fox prexy
the dept., Bartlett succeeds
A. overruling motion for new trial,;in the PM's office since James
‘Pilot of the ‘Equitable: series is Spyros Skouras, ABC chief Oliver Prose “Walker who left NAB to Judge Thomsen said that he
was Nelson, his first, resigned last sum- .
based on Notre Dame ia South Treyz and Pete Lavathes, . head. of join Collins. Radio Corp., Cedar not and would not be infiuenced
in| mer to join Canadian Press’ news
Bend.
the Fox. ty organization.
ep
Rapids, Iowa.
staff in Ottawa.
sentencing by the program.

pared to transmit at least one hour
of color programming per day.’
ATV, whi¢h now has the weekday. concession in the Midlands
and the-weekend time ‘in the. Lon‘don area, is.- seeking : a_ seven-day
"week. operation. ‘As: it regards it-|
self basically as a London comChicago, ‘April. 11.
pany with. headquarters. and stu-}
dios inthe London area, it. is ob- ‘ For’ the fourth straight. year.
Armouris.
plunking
down
its
viously seeking a full week's oper‘whole network. bankroll on -ABC-.
ation ‘in the capital.

Its Cash & Garry
For R. J.Reynolds;

SUN OIL COIN FOR
“ABC-TV LATE NEWS

‘Robt. Taylor, ‘Sun’

“sell”

Kaiser Twosome?

BaltoJudge Refuses
To Be Influenced By
TY; Rees GetsLife Term

Equitable Eyes
College Series

Fisher’s Canada Post

Mpls: TV Hoopla
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NBC.TV's 6156 for Pro Grid Plum
But Will Clients Go for Heavy Tah?’

“AMVETS! 5 ‘AWARDS.

| Bob’ Hope Included

Vil Dreier Be Sent to Cleaner?

and N. A.B’s|

LeRoy Collins
Show

Chicago,- April 11.
In his address to the local ATAS chapter here last week, ABC

Washington, April 11.
business figures copped

|

ltwo of top five awards presented
Ford hes already come in with¢
by. AMVETS this year. Two-time
an order for a quarter of the Naticnal Fovtball League chemp.onAcademy
Award. winner
Harold
ships. on NBC-TV
next fall. and |
Co
B
dei ‘Russell, AMVET
national “comnetwork sourecs say that toe autowan at Yanaels -mander; made: the presentations
motive Rouse is mecting the deWaltham, ‘Mass., April 11.
|Saturday
(8) .at the Shoreham
mand
for a full quarter share of
the full price—a_ record-breaking
Henry. Morgenthau 3d, tv exec * here.
$850,000 for time, ga:ne richts, spe- | producer for Boston's education-! . Bob Hope ‘and LeRoy Collins,
cial remote charges and “admin-. aler, WGBH, becomes associate di- former Florida governor-and now
4strative overhead.” However, while:‘rector for the new Communications !;prexy of National Assn..of Broadthere are several other interested ! Research Center at Brandeis U.. 'Gasters, were honored along with
bankroliers backed up at NBC's. here.
He joint former CBS-TV. former’ U.N. envoy and GOP vice
door, there
is some
doubt
how: prexy Louis
Cowan, who as. presidential
contender,
Henry
many of them are willing ta meet previously revealed, will be. direc-:- Cabot Lodge, ex-Civil Defense Ditheir proportionate shares of the tor of the setup for studying “com-‘dector Leo Hoegh
and
Dwight
NEC price tag. .
-munication’s function in modern: !Guilfoil; noted Chicagoan noted for
Ford move followed closely on sociéty.”
his. efforts to help the d-sabled.
the heels of the NBC signing with,
Hope: won a “special silver helThe Cowan project was started
NFL
boss Pete Rozelle for the;
‘with a large grant from two Los met. award’’—consisting of a silver.
championship pro games in ‘61 and.
‘Angeles
residents,
Sylvia
and
Sam|
replica
of the GI battle headgea —
62. for which the web will be
for being “ambassador of enterpaving $615.002 each time. ‘For, uel Schulman.
‘|tainment
to . America’s
armed
each of the last five years, NBC |.
‘!forees and for his dedication in
only pa:d $200.000.)
sustaining for 20 consecutive years
Originally. NBC brass refused
the. highest morale of GI’s throughto exceed a bid of $500.G00 for the
out the world.
rights to the pro championship
Collins was-- accorded the AM-.
game, but a few significant things
|
VETS’
“Americanism”. aw ard for:
occurred to them Jater that obi
what
was described as his “excepviously brought about a change of
‘tional
and
continuous contribution
heart and the willingness to shell
!to the American way of life in his.
out another $115.000 per annum.
unwavering
adherence
to moral
‘1) Tom Gallery, head of. NBC
Tights.”
The award was’ based on
gports, reportedly “went to see nethis’ work as Governor of .Florida.
work prexy Bob Kintner and ex‘rather than his NAB careér,: which
plained that if the web d‘dn‘t want

|

Morgenthau Joins

Directors Extend
Contract Talks
With Networks

|.

News viceprez Jim Hagerty expressed a. distaste for. the ‘editorialized newscast in which hard news and adulterated by personal
opinion. _He opined that news commentary. and analysis should be
labeled what it is and berthed separate from newscasts on radio:
and tv.

What

Hagerty apparently

did not realize is that-the format he

deplored is the stock-in-trade of his principal Chicago newscaster,
Alex Dreier, That very “personal view of the. news” technique,
: Dreier’s insistence on attaining to it, was one of the sore points at
WNBQ that led to his departure from that station last December.’
Dreier and his new boss seemed quite chummy at the luncheon.
affair, but the Tocal trade is wondering if Hagerty’s. remarks re
objective newscasting might not _foretel some future. friction be- tween them.

Hagerty toPickUpHal theTab
Tf Newsmen Brush Upon Berlitz

;

'

“Chicago. April 11,
News - veep: Jim Hagerty’

that in about five years.
{*theestimates
Pat,
Quaker Oats
most valuable newsmen on. tv.
;
Will be. those who can speak ‘sevPonder ‘Ichabod’. ‘eral languages. Five years, he

ABC

Decision is due the first of the; ‘-prognosticates, is how long it will.
week from Procter & Gamble and ;,take the communications satellites.
Quaker Oats on w hether they'll buy to. bring about world wide televiin on CBS-TV's new “‘Ichabod” | sion; and to .be ready" for it, Hage
series or relinquish their hold on. erty is encouraging his’ staffers to
the web’s ‘Tuesday. 9 to 9:30 time ©study language courses at Berlitz.
period, Both sponsors canceiled the partly. at company expense.
The web,:he. says, will foot half
‘Tom Ewell show, and. have since
been sparring with the web over a _the tuition, while the: individual ‘pays the other half to assure his‘.
replacement..
The four networks and the Di- . only recently got under. way.
to disenfranchise itself further in’ rectors
Guild of America
ire |
CBS is high on “Ichabod”. ‘and genuine interest. and intentions,
the area of major sports events, a agreed
He has found, in his experience
-...
to. an extension of ther |
has decided ta anchor it in the
higher bid must be in order.
Eisenhower's press.
‘collective .bargaining contract un- :
Ewell slot regardless of whether the as President
'2) The $615,002 winning bid til Friday (14) to permit further ;.
sponsors go along. with the show. officer, that: nearly all foreign -frustrated.
if only
temporarily. "negotiations on a new pact.
The ;
P&G wanted “Hazel,” ‘the comedy" newsmen have a working command
CBS-TV's
high hopes of selling old contract expired at midnight |
series based on the Satevepost car- ‘of at least three languages—En- —
Ford and fhe other interested par- Monday :10).
glish; French and Spanish—vwhile, -—
. toons, but CBS nixed it, insisting»
ties a package consisting of some;
on “Ichabed.” Web has ‘sent: the on the other hand... their U.S, coun-The
negotiators
were.
déscribed
18 regular season games in the!
‘terparts
generally knew only their
sponsors a revised script on “Icha-:
NFL—although
now
Ford
Jooks as still far from agreement on a
The effect.of this difference,.
bod” embracing changes in the for-* own.
interested in the regular season DGA demand to change the. status
he suggested in.a speech last. week.
mat. introduced ‘since the pilot was.
games as well. A final decision of directors from staff to treelance.
filmed, and also: introducing. the to the Chi-chapter. of the Televi ision
there must remain until it’s estab- contract, with major revision of
new casting in the person of Rob- ©-Academy,. will be to make a. poor
lished just how many games CBS pity scales, but it was authoritativeimage for this country when worldert Sterling. who'll costar withwill have, which leads to ‘the next
|Wide videa ‘comes about. “Tf we.
George Chandler,
“hood
of
a
strike.
The
extension
Was
lar
How
effective
it
will
be
not
even
‘don't prepare for it. we're going te:
point.
4! \BC-TV can say, but. the net‘3) By overbidding. NBC might announced Monday morning after
be left far behind the other coun-} work’ s brass, including program ,
have spoiied CBS’ chances to get weekend of negotiations.
[it ” he. said.
Some 90 radio and_ tv. direc: |boss David Levy and standards
His: helief in. the coniing of
all 14 teams in the league tied to}
world-wide tv-is one of. the prin-.
practices boss. ‘Ernest ‘Lee
4ts tv lineup. This season. NBC. _ tors, assistant directors and starve! and
has the Baltimore and Pittsburgh‘ managers, are involved in the dis- icipal reasons: he signed on With the
| Jahuke are heading Coastward at
team games. Rozelle wants to bring pute. Contract is a network-only'
ABC network, he told the Windy
the end of the week to lay down
: City gathering. “That's when tv
all the teams under one broadcast
pact, involving ABC, CBS. NBC
wilt really come into its ewn,” he
banner to prevent what he teels
both radio and tv! and Mutual. some partial edicts about diminish, “but, more than to the indus-.
are the financial inequities of in- Work involved is live. and taped ing violence for the sake of. vio-.
ie "it will make a great deal of
dividual team negotiation. Because ‘ radio-ty only. Telefilm
directors lence in all NBC-TV programs for
difference ‘to the world.” —
of Rozelle’s support for the one are covered by a separate contract. °
next season.
nnegerty reiterated his feeling.
web plan, it does look as though
Basis for the disapproval is a
“We're going to place every
every-:
hat broadcast news is doing well.
CBS will get the regular se:son : proposal by the Guild to change:
‘but
could do. mich better... He
games, but it’s still not certain. the payment Structure for ‘tv di- , body on notice that NBC will not!
Entire fall schedule for €BS-TV
said
he: would try to. effecutate a
Net se incidentally. the priee of rectors from a salaried.staff basis
‘tolerate writers using sheer vio-— is now set. with the exception of a -radio-tv
version of the newspaper
the regular NFL games will proeb- ta that of a freelance with mini-:
time
period—Fridays
at “byline -theory.” .which ‘he . -deably go too—to about two-and-a- mum guarantees. Under the cur-, lence aS a.crutch to eat up time single
scribed
as
a paper's pledge that a
16:30...
There
are
currently
two
on
the
screen.”
said
Levy.
:
This
‘Continued
ued on
on page 440)
‘rent staff setup, directors have a_
base pay of $190 a week to which ‘concept is‘to be spetled out, NBC ‘ candidates for the slot, “Ey ewitness eertdin - reporter -had ‘been on the
:scene
and
is
giving.a:firsthand acsaid,
before
too
many
more
of
the
‘are added. commercial fees and
tq
History”
‘“‘which
w ould
be.
‘count.
He opined that television.
1961-62 scripts are written. :The.
overtime payments.
, dubbed
simply,
“Eyewitness”', news would greatly benefit from
‘network
said
it.
always
reviews
Guild seeks to change this struc- ;
|timeslot's current occupant, and that same “I was there; this_ is
anyway’ ‘and!
ture, making the directors free-'-‘scripts in advance
> “Way Out,” currently occupying what happened” effect.
lance agents under contract to tne. that | this proeedure will enable: 'the Friday ‘9:30-10 ‘period
for |
networks with payments of $630. NBC to cut. down on mayhem.)
: spring and summer.
a week for a minimum guarantee ! Violence, the network said. will : “Eyewitness”
renewal depends ;
of 23 weeks’ work out of each 26-: not £0 entirely, but “it has to be : on whether and how quickly: CBS
week cycle or 46 weeks out of necessary to the story.”
|can find a sponsor for the show
CBS-TV this week firmed up its
each 52. Eliminated would be over-;
First step might be with re- ‘ to replace Firestone, which was unaummer schedule with the addition
‘time
payment
and
limits
govern-:
gard
to
the
Goodson-Todman
hour
happy with its more controversial
of a pair of Monday night replacements—the Spike Jones show for ing hours per day or days per week: pilot on Las Vegas, which the aspects. If a weekly sponsor. can't|
of
work.
1
network
might
still’
use
despite
;
‘be found, then.‘“Eyewitness” will |.
“Hennessey” and a Ray McKinley
Background to the dispute is the, pressures from L.V. city fathers revert to ‘specials: on a preempshow with the Glenn Miller Ormerger of the 900-odd televisiun ;who don't want.crime played up five basis, covering major news
Judy Garland has. been-inked:-by
chestra for Danny Thomas.
As ta “Way Out,” CBS! Dow Chemical for a. one-hour teleBoth are outside packages, the. directors, assistant directors ‘and in their town. Reportedly there are stories.
‘stage
managers
who
had
been
repvision
‘special next fall, her first |
some
six
deaths
in
the
pilot
of
|
was
mightily
impressed
by
its
ini|:
Jones series brought in by Lennen
& Newell for Lorillard and the resented by tthe Radio-Television the series. -This, NBC declared, Will! tial ratings—it topped all compe-' since she made her videbut iin 1955..
._
Directors
Guild
into
the
Screen
be
written
out
“as.
much
as
pos-!
tition—and
feels
that
if
the
audiDow
has
placed an order for time
McKinley series—which
may be.
Garland has
(Continued on page 38)
sible.”
ence levels hold, it would make with CBS-TV—Miss
titled “The Glenn Miller Story’—:
agreed to one and possibly a second
an ideal 10-11 pairing with “Twivia General Foods and Benton &
special on that web, though net on
light Zone,” being in‘the same forBowles.
an exclusive basis.
Jones series will be a repeat of ;
mat genre.
Deal for the special, ‘which shel
Jast year’s, and feature Bi]l Dana
But the Friday spot is the ‘sole | pretape, was set by Freddie Fields
@s producer-performer-writer.
It
remaining question mark on the and Dave ‘Begelman, Miss: Gare
aired last season as the Ann Sothfall
schedule.
CBS
filled
out: land’s agents, and Hank Fownes.
Nokody can explain it. any more than they can explain the .onern
Monday
night rzplacement.
| Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday! of MacManus. John & Adams, the
slaught of 10,000 visitors to midtown Manhattan. and a seven-block =
McKinley package will stress the
nights
last
week,
as
well
as
put-}
Dow agency. Miss Garland ‘is cur- |
line for Radio City Musie Hall the same day, but for some reason
Miller orchestra and will also utilting a “final” stamp on its re- rently set for two Carnegie Hall °
CBS-TV’s daytime shows last Wednesday '5) skyrocketed: to fan§ze guest stars. McKinley himself
maining
Tuesday
question
mark.
:
|
appearances
‘April 23 and May 21:
tastie seven-city Arbitron ratings. Web swept every. daytime period.
no stranger to CBS.
having
On Thursday, it scheduled its two |and just —completed . a straightNetwork execs were mystified. by such figures as an 11.2 and
gerved on the web's ill-fated “Be
Revue pilots —‘“Frontier Circus”! dramatic role in Stanley Kramer’s
54.7% share for “I Love Lucy” against a-4:5 for “Say When.” or
My Guest” season before Jast.
‘with Chill Wills and John Derek “Judgement at ‘Nuremberg.’ an
an 8.7 for the new “Double Exposure” against 8.2 for. ‘‘Price Is
and
“The Investigators” — with
Right.” or a 10.5 for “Search for Tomorrow” .against 4.9 for‘‘NumJames Franciscus and James ‘Phil9
e
ber Please” and 5.9 for “It Could Be You.”
brook—at 7:30-8:30 and 9-10 re-! Enjay Prod. Deal On

NBC's Hold Down
That Violence On
All New Entries

CBS-TV Fall Sked |
Finalized (Except
For a Half-Hour):

CBS-TV Firms Up
lts Summer Sked

JudyGarland’s

Special for Dow

Some Things You Just Can’t Explai

Crosley Staffers’ Stripes

And

Cincinnati, April 11.

General managers of three Crosley Broadcasting Corp. tv stations
have been upped to vicepresidents
by the board of directors.
They
WLW-I,

Jett,

are
John
B.
Babcock,
Indianapolis; Walter Bart-

WLW

-C,

Columbus,

and

George J. Gray, WLW-D.
The board, headed by James

D.

Shouse

E.

and

including

Robert

Dunville, CBC president. advanced|
James H. Burgess, g.m. of WLW-A, |

Atlanta, to a veep in January.

so

it went.

“As

the

World

Turns”

pulled

downa 13:4

against a 4.5 for ABC and 4.1 for NBC, neither. with netw ork. service. “Verdict Is Yours” had a 10.0 against 5.4 for “Who Do You’
Trust” and 3.6 for “From These Roots.” Even the new “Surprise
Package” topped NBC's
tower of strength, “Concentration,” by a
7.6 to 7.0 margin.
From 7 a.m. to 7:30 p.an., CBS swept every single quarter-hour
time period recorded by Arbitron, even those periods in which it
offered no network service, and won most of them by: 2- 1 margins
or better.
It wasn't the weather, as with winter, when storms keep people
indoors and away from their work. In fact, the weather appeared
to drive people out of their homes that day. as witness ‘that sevenblock line at Radio City. W hatever the reason, though, CBS wasn't
asking for any recounts. .

spectively. Bob Cummings af 8:30
and “CBS Reports” at 10-11 com-

plete the evening.
‘On

Wednesdays,

Vanderbilt. Travelogs

“Author-lecturer

Cornelius.

Van-_

iderbilt Jr. and Enjay Productions,
“Checkmate”; headed

by Nat. Gold,.have- com-

fills the remaining gap. 8:30-9:30, |-pleted a deal te produce former's.
moving over from Saturday. It’s | films for television and motion picpreceded
by
“Alvin: and
‘the} tures. Included. in the deal will be.
Chipmunks”
and “Father -Knows||-a series of 15. travelogs on various
.‘
Best”
repeats
and
followed
by; countries.
“Mother ‘Is a Freshman” and the;
Also being. blueprinted |-are in-..
GD
oR
Oe
alternating U.S: Steel -Armstrong : terview films with various person-dramaties. The one Sunday hole—; alities under the label of ‘“Waga-

6:30-7--was
brought

in

filled with “Mr, Ed,”} bonding

with

Vanderbilt”. named

by ‘Studebaker-Lark. ) after his. newsletter.

©
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5 A JFK TURNDOWN

19

—>

Open End—NAB™

(WON'TADDRESS. IRTES Walking Out on Peabody To
0.6. CONVENTION Set Up Its Own Awards Next Year

"What! may well turn out to -be the highlight ‘attraction of ‘the
‘upcoming NAB convention in. Washington is currently being plotted —
‘py the industry. organization’s new. prexy, ex-Gov.: LeRoy Collins.

‘It. involves the participation of the three network chieftains—
Leonard Goldenson of ABE, Bob Sarnoff of NBC and: Frank Stanton. —

+

of CBS. All thres have. tentatively agreed: to go on.

The Radio & Television Execu-

The National Assn. of Broad- .; WCBS.-TV’ 5 Prostie Posie ‘tives Society of N.Y., which for the
It will be in the nature of an “open end” discussion by the three
; past several years “has sponsored
web principals (preambled by. their. own individual statements) -in . casters has put in a bid for PresiA
program
dealing
with
the
of
Georgia's
Peabody
dent Kennedy to address the an-_
* which they'll kick around the major problems besetting the inprostitution
aud whether
it
Awards luncheons, will drop i?s
dustry. ‘It’s slotted in for. Monday. ‘night, May 8, opening day of
‘nual NAB convention in Washing- }. should be legalized has been
association with the Peabodys after
the convention.
taped by WCBS-TV, the CBSthis vear and institute its own inton next month, but the President
There are, however, some. ‘puzzling: overtories to the Collins
TV flagship in N. Y. Program,
dustry awards setup.
maneuver. The new president has already made known his feelings - has indicated that he wants no part
featuring Gotham’s Chief MagDecision has alrezndy been made,
abouf network dominance in the industry and the need to reactivate
in it. It not only puts the new NAB
istrate,
John
M.
Murtagh,
on a conditional basis, by the RTES
‘station management in future pursuit of industry. matters.
prexy, .ex-Gov. LeRoy Collins, in.
was taped as a segment of
board of governors, and will be
Yet it’s-felt that “Open End—NAB,” designed for. top billing ‘on lan embarrassing spot, having been
“New York Forum,” but has
made known to the Peabody group
the agenda, would. perhaps. do more to: perpetuate network: master{entrusted with the job of deliver- |. not yet been scheduled by the
before next week's annual Awards
minding in industry affairs that any ‘single event of the year.
‘Ing the President and thus far fall- | station for a. specific date.
luncheon, slated for Tuesday '18)
ing to do so, but the broadeasters |.
Instead, it’s being held as a
at the Hotel Roosevelt. Some elcthemselves feel put out. They're
reserve show, since there’s no
ments of the decision haven't been
not even asking him to leaye town
time element involved. Show,
pinned down, but will be worked
‘to make the address.
with CBS newsman
Dallas
out at the next RTES board of govIt’s all the more bitter’ pill to
‘Townsend as moderator, will
ernors meeting May 5.
swallow since President Kennedy | deal with the recent proposal
The RTES decision was mti| has accepted invitations to address
in Philadelphia
to. legalize
vated by two considerations, first
the nation’s publishers at their anProstitution. Judge Murtagh
that awards which are constituted
nual conclave (which precedes the.
is an expert on the problem,
like the Peabody prizes appear to
+n
London; April 11.
NAB meet) as well as the annual { having coauthored a pair of
have lost a great deal of theic
Associated. ‘Television | favors
meeting of the newspaper. editors.
‘books -on thé subject with revalue, and second that it might be
ending the’ monopoly of the’ comWhat the broadcasters find it hard
searcher Sara Harris, one of
more appropriate for an industry
mercial tv programming. features.
-|to live with are the following cold | them, “Cast the First.Stone,” a
Ottawa,. April 11.
group like the RTES to sponsor its
In its submission to the Pilkington
facts: (1) The. almost universal conCanadian. ‘Broadcasting Corp.
bestseller of a few years ago.
own awards which would lay more
Committee inquiring into the fucensus that television, more than
has a television show to teach
“emphasis on industry achievement
‘ture. of the brodcasting. serviés in
any other single factor,. -helped put|
French and: {s mulling a ty.
in its more trady aspects. In other
Britain, the company has recomKennedy. in the White House,
stint to teach English.. Now.
words, the new RTES awards would
mended that there should be two
through the. good offices of the|
its Halifax. produtcion staff is
constitute the professionals of the
commercial ty. outlets competing in . setting up. a method of. dis(2) editorially,
“Great Debates”;
business appraising the best work
each: area.
the:newspapers of the country were
‘tributing a list of words from
in their industry.
The. - submission, . which: covers| the Micmac.: : Indian: tongue.
| overwhelmingly in favor of a Nixon.
Final. structure of the RTES
-Nine’ main points, ‘also recommends’
This is in response to re-. “| victory and if the publishers and|
|fontats hasn't been drawn, but a
the introduction of. the 625-line|
quests resulting from the CBC . ‘editors. had had their way, it would.
tentative prospectus has been pros
standard and is prepared to pro‘‘moppet. show, “Junior ‘Round-. . be Nixon and not Kennedy in comtent and given tentative approval.
vide such: a service on bands 4 and
_vup,” whieh. includes. Indian ‘|mand at Washington.
: The decision to drop the Peabodys
. 8 of not less:than four hours dur- | legetids. Requests-for. the word “Yet :-why, the broadcasters are
‘for RTES awards was by no means
ation “per day in addition. to. the . lists‘'come even from other Inasking, is JFK giving them the|
unanimous; spearheading the group
405-line program in band 3.
‘dians (Weywaykums ‘in BC.
cold.. shoulder . and honoring the
There's no Ionger an Ernie in lin favor of the move reportedly
‘That proposal is the alterriative ; ‘Beavers. in Alberta}.
publishers and editors: with .an Ford’s future. . It looked for a iwas Sam Cook Digges, v.p. of CBS
to.their main suggestion that there |,
‘address?
while as though Tennessee Ernie. {Films; opposing it was outgoing
should. be. competition in band 3
It’s felt in some quarters that Ford, sponsored these many sea-|‘RTES prexy Dick Salant, prez of
‘and “the: duplication .on 625-lines
\the
Kennedy
nix
is
the
result
of
sons by Ford Motor in his Thurs-‘| CBS News.
‘in: bands 4 -and5.of all band I and
The RTES pullout leaves a quespressurer—that a Kennédy accept-|day NBC time periood, was going ;
“band 3-services. on 405 lines, With-anee and appearance before the[ to accede and do a full season’s i Gon mark surrounding the futu:e
in the 625-line service ATV is pre-.
broadcasters. would automatically worth of half-hour program. but’: of the Peabody Awards, which are
pared to transmit at ‘least one ‘hour
be’ coristrued as -an official JFK at the last minute remephasized his:j‘given by Georgia's Grady Schoot
-of color programming. per day. .
endorsement of Collins and his disaffection with the idea of do-' iof Journalism. Not that the sponATV, which now has the. weekpolicies
as leader and spokesman ing more than maybe 15 or 16° sorship of RTES is indispensable
day concession in the: -Midlands
for the hroadcasting industry. And shows.
He wanted to spend more :.to continuation of the awards—
and the weekend time in the Len: Peabody group can get some other
‘by
the
very
nature of the contro- time on his. ranch.
don area,.is seeking a. seven-day
versial medium. he ‘might have
On this basis Ford didn't want backing or stage its own awards
week operation. As it regards itcausé
to
regret
such
endorsement,
him and since he couldn't be per-' ceremonies, But the impact of the
self ‘basically as a- London comhas been wearing off
“Chicago, April 11. | whereas an address before the pub- suaded to change his mind, the- Peabodys
pany with headquarters and ‘stu-|
‘For
:
the’
fourth.
straight.
year,
lishers
(ANPA)
would’
e¢arry
no
dios in the London area, it -is. obautomotire. latched oh to ‘Hazel,” : over the past few years, and it's
is plunking
down “Its such complex . overtones or: impli- the tv film comedy series starring :{conceivable that the commiltee, az
viously seeking a full week's. oper- Armour
did Sylvania a couple of years
whole . ‘network: bankroll on ABCcations.
ation in the capital.
Shirley Booth that CBS-TV turned
As -far asthe average broad- ‘down, allegedly because ABC-TV l back, may figure it's no longer
‘Among
other’: proposals
‘sub- TV this time to the tune of $8,000,worth
the effort and expense to
000.
That's
a
30°
boost.
over
the
caster is concerned, however, it’s Saw. it first.
mitted: to the Committee is a: de-'
carry on in the face of diminished
simply a matter of winding up with.
mand for ending the. restrictions present season..
And ABC-TV
turned
paced” 1 interest.
Fall
-buy
involyes
a
heavy.
day-.
on tv broadcasting hours;. the ina_lowerease status in the JFK re- down
when
sponsor
Procter
co-sponsorship.
of |fusal to accord them equal atten- Gaimble offered same for its Thurs: |
troduction of a license on a year time © _sked.
by year basis, subject to standards “Bachelor Father,” ‘moving over. tion or respect. as the publishers. day 9:30 berth.
Ironically
it ends
of service,.and the limitation: of from NBC, and. participation in
up in the same time slot, but on!
toll tv to wired systems until suf- four other nighttime shows—“Tn; |
NBC.
ficient frequencies | are available! ijtouchables.” “Surfside Six,” “Ad: |
NBC,
MCA
and
J.
Walter
“for all normal broadcasting .serv- | ventures in Paradise” and. “Roar:!
1 Thompson
were involved earlier
‘ing Twenties.” Daytime purchases |
‘fees as well for pay-as-you-view
this week
in trying to
“sell
are
to
be
worked.
out
when
ABC
programs...
Ernie. Ford on returning in '61-’62
sets its lineun,
Amplifying the proposals - at. a
for a full season, but when he reSponsor
wi:
i
use
the.
various
proAs it now stands the chances
- press ‘conference last. week, Norfused “Hazel got the nod.
are. good that Kaiser a month and
man Collins,, ATV: deputy chair- grants to rotate messages for Liquid|:
'a half before its option is due at
man, said the company -was openly Chiffon..Dash, Dial’ Soap and its
meat,:
Foote. Cone & Belding is | R. J. ‘Reynolds has shifted its
ABC-TV will renew Sunday nights
inviting: competition.
They had the agency,
coin. from one Garry Moore show
7:30 on that web for an hour prosuccessfully ‘ended the monopoly
‘:-1 to another on CBS-TV.. Ciggie outBram called “Follow the Sun,” isof. the BBC: and it was now time
fit, miffed
when
the. network
land adventure series out of the
‘to end the commercial companies’
shifted “I’ve Got a Secret” from
20th-Fox shop.
NBC is willing
‘monopoly. : He estimated that: the |
‘its longtime Wednesday berth to
to take -an hourlong version
of
‘dupHeation of services on the twoMondays at 10:30, decided to drop
“Captain of Detectives,” the proHine systems would involve an ex-|
Baltimore, April 11.
the -show. after -years ot sponsorgram in which Robert Taylor now
penditure of about. ’$3,000,000 -a
Sun Oil has- picked up sponsorMotion for a new trial, on the Stars on the ABC Friday lineup in
year, while the cost of color pro- ship of: ABC News latenight tv: ship (so did companion sponsor
basis that the rights of Melvin
gramming would be about treble news strip, which begins Monday |. Bristol-Myers).
half-hour form, provided Kaiser is
the cost. of originating a black:-and (17).° ‘Called “ABC Final Report,”
But this week, Reynolds bought Davis Rees Jr., 32, convicted of Willing to buy half the show.
kidnaping and ‘murdering a Vir‘white show, .
ABC
is releasing the Taylor
the: program. will .go nightly from in‘ for-an alternate-week half-hour
ginia mother and her five-year old
‘11 to 11:12 p.m. (allowing last: few of. Moore’s Tuesday night 10-11 daughter, were prejudiced by a show and NBC is banking on what
feels is the distinct possibility
i it
minutes for. local Weather ‘by variety stanza. Reportedly, it used
t
that Kaiser will sell off half of its
the same coin. it saved. with the program presented by WBAL-LV
Affils).
‘Series, which on its. first night “Secret” cancellation: -With Rey- in which nine of the 12 jurors who ABC “Sun” in order to take tha
will .be seen
after: the Oscar nolds moving in, Polaroid dropped found him guilty, reenacted jury gavlor, series Friday nights 8:30 to
proceedings,
was
denied Thursaw ards telecast (and ‘thereafter at its” alternate -half-hour on the
|day (6: by Federal Chief Judge
“Hong Kong” Is finished although
11),-is: network -tv's firstlatenight Moore show.
‘Roszel.
C.
Thornsen
and Rees was for a time it looked like it might
news feed:
This leaves the show elther SRO
be the Kaiser entry on NBC.
Probably next: fall ‘it. will. be. or three-fourihs sold, depending on ‘sentenced to life imprisonment.
Equitable Life - ‘Assurance may |
Imposition of life term followea
followed'on ABC-TV by reruns of -Whether, Plymouth retains its full
Move over to the NBC-TV Sunday
the. hour Warner Bros. films from} alternate-week hour or cuts back hearing in which Rees’ attorneys
sked next season witha series on “1b:15 p.m. to 12:15 a.m..
contended that jurors, on tv, had
-to a skip-week half. Decision on
the histories .of: famous American
discussed “facts which hadn't been
Ottawa, April 11.
that is due in a couple of weeks. broughtin the trial.”
colleges, prepared by Four Sfar...
Prime
Minister
Diefenbaker's
There has been no deal yet, but.
Program
had _ been
presented !
new publicist will be John Fisher,
NBC-TV is offering a 5° to. 5:30].
March
22 on tape only a few
w.k.
lecturer
and
radio-ty
gabber,
NAB
TAPS
BARTLETT
.Minneapolis, April 11.
p.m. Sunday: time for the weekly|.
hours before Judge Thomsen had who left the Canadian Tourist
~ ‘Washington, April 11.
A flock of top ‘show biz officials.
series. If this goes, there is. a‘ posdenied motion for new trial and Assn. where he was g.m. to take
sibility that NBC will. once’ more are expected ‘here’ this week tol!
George W. Bartlett, vet staffer only 12 hours before he was to senthe top Parliament Hill public rela. (it’s been an annual ‘effort’ these. help. ballyheo the new. tieup of. of. National Assn. of Broadcasters, tence Rees.
Sentencing was then
Yast two years) to lure “G-E Col- ABC-TV with KMSP-TV, 20th-Fox has. been-named acting manager of postponed after attorney for Rees tions chore. He will get $25,000
a year, a leap from his CTA wage
NAB's engineering dept.
lege’ Bowl" into’ the 5:30 to. 6 ‘station in the Twin Cities.
asked that it be deferred until he of $15,000.
anchorage. “Bowl" is now on CBSComing here for the: ‘KMSP-ABC | | Formerly assistant manager of. had time to see script of show. In
will be the first flacker
“TV.
kickoff Saturday (15) are Fox prexy. the dept., Bartlett succeeds A. overruling motion for new trial,|in Fisher
the PM’s office since James
Pilot .of. the Equitable -series is. Spyros Skouras, ABC chief .Oliver ‘Prose - Walker who left NAB to Judge Thomsen said that he
Nelson, his first, resigned last sumbased on Notre Dame in Scuth Treyz and Pete. ‘Lavathes,. head of. join Collins Radio Corp.,. Cedar not.and would not ba influencedwas
in| mer to join Canadian Press’ news
Bend.
tthe. Fox tv organization.
Rapids, Iowa.
‘sentencing by the program.
‘Staff in Ottawa.
“

ATV’s Norman Collins: ‘Let’sPut
An End toThis Com’Monopoly’
CBC Gets Indian Sign :

Hazel’ Gets Nod
For NBC Thurs. In|
| Ernie, Ford Split:

$8000,000Armour

BudgetToABC-TV

Day-Night Spread

Robt Taylor, ‘Sun’

‘It'sCash & Garry
For R.J.Reynolds

SUN OILCOINFOR
ABC-TV LATE NEWS

Kaiser Twosome?

Balto Judge Refuses

To Be Influenced By

TV; Rees Gets Life Term

Equitable Eyes
College Series

Fisher’s Canada Post

Mpls.TV Hoopla
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And the popularity vote on new shows is tren
Trendful, indeed, is the chart
— considering: (1) the
.

viewers

.

AVG.

have now had ample time to sample the

matically demonstrated by the vitality of the nevw
shows, shouldn’t you be trending along
— with ABC?

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK

RATING

ALL NEW SHOWS

season’s new offerings on a consistent basis. (2) The
viewing sample comes from where it counts most —
the largest 3-network competitive market area measured by Nielsen.
And trendful, too, the standing of the top ten new
shows.* ABC has five of em: My Three Sons, The
Flintstones, SurfSide 6, Naked City, Bugs Bunny.
Inasmuch as the vitality of a network is most dra-

Se

wo

(3.325530

*Source:

National

Nielsen 50 Market TV

Ratinga,
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TV “FILMS

SERIOUS IN McLean: ‘Gotta Guard Canadian TV
Cautious Approach to Pilot Making | NOTHING
LAYOFFS, SEZ ZIV-UA|
irom UncontrolledForeign Invasion’
Pays Off; Fewer LeftOrphaned
Hollywood, April 11.

“We're heading for what could
be one of our biggest years,” de-|

The rifleshot approach to pilot¢
making has won out in the current
season,
whieh
saw
fewer
pilots

made—and

fewer

than previous

left orphaned—

clared Babe Unger, executive -vee-

That’s Show Biz
Vidfilm

sales

toppers

now

are switching their sales am-.

seasons.

munition from the networks
to ad agencies,
Reason for
this turnabout in many situations is that unless sponsor
monies are secured, the show
already sold to the web by the
sales exec won *} stay in the
schedule.
As one vidfilm. sales topper

The rifleshot pilot syestem, as
opposed to the shotgun method,
ezHs for a limited number of produced pilots. Object is to zero in
vith a property which already has
some built-in acceptanee, which is
aimed at a definite time period
and day. Most of the major vilfilmcries this season out used the riflethot system to a varying degree of
success. Few, if any, engaged in
the shotgun approach, coming into
the market with a wide array ot
pilots, hoping to land a network
berth on the basis of a screening

Ottawa, April 11.

Peddle NipseyRussell
‘Point of View’ Show

-|fee in charge of production for

- Board of Broadcast ‘Governors’

regulation stipulating a minimum
45% Canadian content in Canadian
television, which went into. effect
Comedian Nipsey Russell, a per‘| Tull has: called for some retrench- former on the Negro cabaret cir- April; 1. {to become’. 55% April 1,
ment, he said,’ but the cuts were cuit, has been set to host a: late. 1962), ‘is “indispensable” to keeping
‘| Ziv-UA,

in

denying

any

serious

production problems or wholesale
layoffs.
The customary seasonal

no deeper

evening

than’ in previous ‘years.

variety

and

conversation

Currently in production are.fwo tv show, the format of which now
is being circulated among. ad agensyndicate entries—‘King of Dia- cies
for. N. Y. sponsorship.
Plan
-monds” ‘starring :Broderick Craw*

Canadian. tv Canadian, ‘according to
Ross McLean, program director at

BBG. Speaking on Ottawa’s new
according to producers Michael. video ‘Station, CJ OH-TV, McLean
‘ford, and Ivan Tors’ ‘Rip Cord”;
put it: “I can't take a vacation. - Starting in. two -weeks will be’ Ross and. Samuel Lax, is to. vidtape said the ‘regulation would “guard
anymore. Once the network is’ |“Some Like It Hot” scheduled for. the show for late night stripping Canadian: tv from uncontrolled infrom foreign
countries,
Titled “Point of View!,” show vasion
sold then the advertisers must
next season by NBC-TV; nearing will feature guestars, jazz music,. mainly the United States.”
be sold. Once the show bows,
the starting line is. “Everglades” and people from various walks of:
He believed it would not likely
we must turn to the upcoming
| starring Ron Hayes (for either net- life. Russell did.a guesting sting
season.”
‘works or syndicate sale), and an- on a recent “Jack Paar Show” Tesult .in' mediocre programs but
And he sipped another dry
other Tors’ production, “Crime at and is currently at the “Baby declared the Canadian content perand the reputation of the producmartini in frustration.
Sea,” is being readied for either a Grand,” a Harlem’ nitery. Some centage had nothing to do with
ing outfit.
quality, only quantity. “All we can
=| half-hour or an hour.
In the seemingly ever growing ;
interest, ‘according
to producer do,” he said, “is hope” for quality
For the 1962-’63 season two hour Ross, has -been
hour vidfilm series field, to come
evidenced
by. in the shows or iginating under the
shows are being prepared for ABC- WNTA-TY, but any further station
into the market without a web tie
‘TV. John Sinn, Ziv-UA prexy, is at moves, he added, is dependent on | regulaution.
js perilous indeed. Screen Gems
McLean
told ‘CJOH-T¥
anthe studio for production meetings. sponsor coin. ©
made it last. year with “Route 66,”
(whose}mouncer
Peter. Jennings
Reason for closing the casting ofa free ball hour show, but this
father, Charles Jennings, isa v.p...
fice, Unger said, is a- change of
lime out it hasn’t clicked on a deal
of opposition. CBC)
that BBG
policy by which each production
ax yet with another houd project,
stretched: the regulation by admit.
unit will do its own casting.
“The Insider,” an action-adventure
ting
the
World:
Series,
French-lanAdvance sales
of. Crawford’s
skein starring David Jansen. Most
All those crepe hangers whol!
guage shows from France and all”
of the hour pilot projects are tied: ‘forecast disaster in spring selling “King of Diamonds” are running
shows ‘from Commonwealth counahead of his “Highway Patrol,” acto a network. with the web putting.
for syndication have ‘another ex- cording to Unger.
tries, as Canadian content. He figup most of the pilot financing and |
ured there would be plenty time
‘ception
on
their
hands.
Close
to
sharing in ownership of the show.
_lleft for better U.S. shows after
The many
network ties for the $800,000 has been racked up in!
Chicago, April 11.
stations filled. the 45°) with: Canaheurs are illustrative’ of today’s the spring selling of the five-minUPA’s animated vidfilm series, dian. items.
Titleshot posture.
ute “Dick Tracy” cartoon episode.
limocked. off Mister “Magoo,” has| - Asked ©by Jennings why: BBG
Of more than passing interest 1sSeries, distributed by Television.
the feeling among vidfilm produc- :
knocked off: alt Wednesday ‘night: regulated tv and not: theatres and
Personalities, Inc., has been signed |.
| publicatians, McLean. explained
ers that their shows, tne half-hours.
network competition. in this market
‘in 18 markets, including nine of
AL ‘; that filmers came under provincial
as well as the 60-minuters. stand athe Top:10 markets. Sales v.p.. Al
in its first month on the air.
jurisdiction. and that publications.
much better chance of finding a Unger reports that the “Tracy”
jthough it’s being sold by Televi-: were not licensed. He referred to
network slot if the web. itself, has.
pace is neck and neck with the
MCA: TV's four hourlong off-net-ision Personalities Inc. as a five- - federal commission’ currently
a financial stake. Some
of the pace set by “Magoo” last fall, also
| work series now have been sold in “Minute stanza for stripping, it's! mulling - its probings. into magaorphaned
product,
ta
date,
of, ‘distributed by TPI. Spring selling.
heamed in Chi as a half-hour pro- izines. in Canada. Television and
Metro,
Screen
Gems,
20th-Fox,: ‘if aimed at advértisers might be ;31 markets.
gram onee a week, per WGN-TV's! AM, he said, conie under federal:
|
New markets. include WISC, ingenuity
Desilu. et al., represents free ball full of pitfalls, but not as far as
in assembling the “Ma- . authority.
.
product.
:
Madison;
“WLUK,
Green
Bay;
stations are concerned, Unger said.'
goos” five at a time in a prime;
Canadian stations are- generally
No doubt about it. there's stil Of course, the nature of the prod. ,_KTNT,:~ Tacoma- Seattle;
WRGP, evening slet.
» reported not too- concerned over.
Jarge elements of risk in pliot mak-! ‘uct and its demand, on the station.’
Nielsen survey covering the peChattanooga; “WRVA,
Richmond;
the
45°
mihimum.
Canadian
ing, with financial gambles run- level, are consequential factors, he.
riod from Feb. 6 to March 5 shows "
.KGBT, Harlingen,
Tex.; WKRG,
- Broadcasting Corp: figures: it has
ning high. Everything is compara- added.
“Magoo” clocking a 19 rating ini
‘always
hit
that
figure
or
exceeded
'
Mobile;
WMAZ,
Macon:
WTTV,
tive, however.
In previous years, ° Like “Magoo,” all “Tracy” deals :
the Windy City, topping Perry.
when the scatter shotgun pilot ap- have been inade with the stations. . Bloomington - Indianapolis: KOVR. Como's 18.6.0n NBC, “Hawaiian' it. Non-CBC stations, particularly
ithe
new
ones
licensed
during
.the
}
Stockton-Sacramento;
and
WHIO,
proach prevailed, the pilot risks Deals include: WPIX. N.Y.: KTTV,
Eye’s” 14.8 on ABC, and “‘My Sister:
were even greater.
iLos
Angeles:
WGN,
Eijleen’s” 12.2 on CBS.
““Magoo” :‘past six months in market areas
Chicago; |!Dayton.
‘formerly
held
exclusively
by
CBC,
.
|
Series
include
“Riverboat.”
SusWXYZ. Detroit: WCAU, Philadel-!
gets a strong lead-in fromi another:
“Cimarron
City.”
and animationer,
“Huckleberry ‘are expected to find it hardest to
phia: WTVN,
Columbus: WHDH, :: picion,”
meet.
: Boston; WTAE, Pittsburgh; WTCcn, |Overland Trail,” with 108 hour-| pound,” which has been averaging:
around 22 in the Nielsens.
Car- |
! Minneapolis;
KMOX,
St. Louis; . Jong episodes in toto.
WLW,
Omaha:
KGO. Sat Fran- *i} Stations buying the hour. vid-: toon tandem js. putting the indie |
in a strong Wednesday
‘cisco; and KUTV, Salt Lake City.;‘films, according to v.p. Lou ‘Fried- Station
land, seem to favor stripping them night position vs. the networks.
| during early evening hours. Other: WGN installed “Magoo” last Feb. 1:
slots, varying from weekend afterUPA prexy Henry G. Saperstein.|
Chicago, April 11.
noons to late evening, also are discloses that KTTV, Los Angeles, |
being utilized for the series, Fried- off of -WGN’s success with the
David Susskind’s “Open End”
“land
added.
will be looking for takers in Chi
half-hour format, has installed .a|
;
‘ Hollywood, ‘April. 11,
Bill Ward, production chief of :
similar
five-decker
version
‘on
If ABC-TV will sehedule Warnaguin this spring. WBKB has given
| “Magoo” Fridays at 7:30 p.m, ©
Associated
TeleVision,
hopes
to
{ers-TV
“Las
Vegas File,” the
up on the NTA tape seres since it
| studio. toppers, William T.: Orr
fuiled to prove any competition have Bob Hope as a guestar in the
i
and
Hugh
Benson,
will: accept an
to Irv Kupcinet’s live “At Ran- Jo Stafford hourlong vidtaped spe-+.
|invitation from several hotel own:
cial . series.
it] ers in Vegas. to try to work out.
dum” on WBBM-TV. Latter show
Hollywood, April 11.
' Ward. who will produce the Staf-}
Desi Arnaz handed out a pair of:
} some kind of - a. compromise 50
his a format somewhat similar to
ford series, recently was here to. “staff assignments
in -his- Desilu].
'| the. series can’ be made for next
“Open
End”
ana, in fact, w as line up some talent. He said he's Productions over the weckend.
WILD CARGO |
season. So declared Benson last
cnce
dubbed
by Susskind
“an: had a long personal relationship |
Lois Green snagged post of story With Arthur Jones, “Mel ‘Leavitt
week, adding that “we are waiting
imitation.”
=.
with Hope and that the gagman is. editor, and..will work with Jerry Producer: Jones
to. -hear from ABC.”
Kupcinet’s
show, now
in its— ‘due in England at the time of the: Thorpe, programming veepee. El- Director: John N. Leblanc.
Bension - said that they. have’
third year on the air. had tapped: taping for a feature film. Miss ‘liott Lewis was signed to a pro- Distributor; Lakeside Telévision.
been asked’ to:return to Vegas in
& new audience lode: after mid- ;Stafford is due in London about . dueer-director-writer pact, first as- 30 Mins,; Wed., 10:30. p.m.
| an effort to work out:a format, acnizht on Saturdays that none of ,Mid-June when production on her. ; Signment to be ‘“‘Guestward Ho!” PARTICIPATING oot
. ceptable to the committee of hotel.
show is slated to start.
the other stations here have been
of which Cy Howard is exec pro- WPIX-TV, N. Y. (film)
owners. If the. show is put on
ATV. and its U. S. subsid, Inde-: ; ducer.
able. so far, to cash in on sub“Wild
Cargo”
is
based
on
footage
- schedule, the meeting will be held.
pendent
Television ‘Corp., «ITC.
stantially.
| Lewis swings. tae Desilu from shot around the adventures of. big
plan to use the Stafford specials as:
_In the event of a negative. Teo
Ziv-UA where he held similar spot
a showcase of what can be done
for three years. Miss: Green re- game hunter and trapper Arthur sponse from either ABC or the
abroad. Marilyn Keith and Alan.
Las.
Vegas committee, Warners |
Jones.
It's
a
modest-budget
pack‘Bergman, successful husband and | cently ‘left. NBC. where.she was age that’s interesting and informa- ‘will abandon the Vegas project. °
ed ‘for. “Shirley
Temple
wife
writing
team, have
been story
Bension
said the series ‘definitely
tive.
and
logs
as.
pubservice
|
in
the
signed to write the series of. spe- Show,” and prior to that was as- bargain.
wouldn't: be: shot away. ‘from the:
jcials. Already lined up as .guestars sistant story ed on WestinghonseTesort
city.
a
Produced
and
narrated
by
Jones,
London, April 11.
jare Elia Fitzgerald and Peter Sell- Desilu Playhouse.
stanza caught concerned the anKeith-Bergman writing!
With an American director. Nor- ers. The
‘nual
rattlesnake
roundup = atj
man Lloyd, Eyeline Films is filming.‘team have been associated as lyri-‘|Okeene, Okla., which has been ai
;Cisis and special writers with such }
tourist attraction for a couple of|
an episode for the “Alfred Hitch-i ‘stars as Frank Sinatra, Bing’ Cros- :
'|decades. “‘Cargo” canieras covered |:.
cock Presents” series. It's the first by, Danny Kaye, et al. |
the. capture of the diamondhead|.
Ward is due to go to Moscow.
time that a British company has
| WOR-TV, N. Y., opened its tele- rattlers, America’s largest. and! Sale on “Ripley’s ‘Believe It Or
been iesponsib!e for producing a shartly to complete plans for the. _casting of the Warner Bros. post- most dangerous snake, and the at- Not; the new five-minute dramafirst live telecast, via microwave.
segment for 1 top U. S. ty series. aut of Russia.
; 50s with “Island in the Sky . John | tivities in.
OKeene following the |tized film series based. on the news‘| Wayne starrer.
Pie is on this. roundup—the weighing in, -meas- paper strip, are: nearing the $100,Eyeline. which is topped by An* week's multi-telecasts of. “Million: : uring indprizes and cleaning and |000 mark in Canada, according to’
theny Perry and Alfred ShaughSturm’s Flock of Clients ° Dollar Movie.”
for sale. Jones: pointed Hardie Frieberg,
prexy of Major
prepari
Messy, Was originally contacted by : New
animation
process devel‘Robert Weitman, v.p. in charge out that in all the years of the: Programs, ‘distributors of the show.
Hitcheock to make some establish-_ oped by Sturm Studios has attract- of production for Metro TV, back} roundup none of the pros in. the! . Such markets as. Toronto, Moning and background shots at Brigh- ed seven new commercial clients. ‘to Coast ..
Oliver Unger, NTA |!field had even been bitten. only°‘treal, Halifax, Winnipeg, St. John’s,
ton for “I Spy.* and eventually who've signed the teleblurb com- ‘prexy and board chairman, to Coast |vietims being the ‘over-festive. dur- , Vancouver and several
others. have
Perry ribbed Hitchcock into allow-, pany for a series of. commercials
. Ely Landau, former NTA prexy ; ing the in-town activities.
‘already been: sold. Negotiations are
Ing: them to muke the: whole film. ‘for fall airing which incorporate now. -heading his own. consultancy
During the breaks, Jones worked. _ underway tor sales of: the series in
“IT Spy” stars Kay Walsh, Eric the animation process for the first ‘firm,in Florida, vacationing .. . with host Mel Leavitt, and. as a England, Japan and South America.
Norman B. Katz, director and v.'p. finale a live, animal was brought | ° ‘Domestic distribution continues
Barker and Cecil Parker and is time.
being filmed entirely on location ' Clients include Speidel Watch in charge of international opera- on camera
(in this case .a king |to progress, according to Frieberg,
at Brighton. Eveline has been in: Bands, out of McCann-Marschaik:
tions for Television Industries, off cobra, most dangerous snake in . with sales in. Phoenix, San :Franexistence just over a vear. Its com- ' Seabrook Farms, via Al Paul Lef- for a. month's tour of South and the world),
Beth men worked in- cisco, Des Moines, Saginaw, and to.
mercial ad-film for Dubonnet won: ‘ton; the National Safety Council, Central Ameriea ... Kirk Torney, ‘telligently, and Jones’ sott-spoken’ Kroger Grocery Co. in “Detroit.
an award at last vear’s Venice Film ivia G. M. Basford agency; Fels- former managing director of CBS, (southern
style} voice-over com- ‘Major. Programs :also has inked
Fest, and it has already completed: Naptha. via Aitkin-Kynett; Mazola, Ltd.; London, has joined: Seven mentary was easy to take and add- deal. on its religioso anthology one feature film, “The Impersona- . through Lennen & Newell; E}k- Arts ‘Associated as director of sta- ed to the. atmosphere . of authen- ‘series “Crossroads” ‘in Columbus,
tors.”
man Co. and P.J.M. Laboratories. i tion
representalive
saleg
ticity.
Bill.
Tuscon and Toronto..

8006 Sales On

Dick Tracy’ Segs

Cartoon Tandem
Animates WGN-TV)

MCA Of-Web Hts
Into31 Markets

Chi’s WBKB to Bump
Susskind’s ‘Open End’;
Kup Takes All the Play’

WB Anxiousto WorkOut

An“‘Acceptable Format’ If
ABC Takes Vegas Show

‘Bill Ward Sets Guests
For Jo Stafford Series:

Lois Green, Elliot Lewis

Join Desi Arnaz Staff.

SyndicationReview

BRITISH SEG SET FOR
HITCHCOCK SERIE

-Vidpix Chatter

CANADA COINFOR
RIPLEY QUICKIES

TV NETW
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TV-EILMS
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~ Researcher TurnsPeddler

WB, ti,
iLMETRO. 'Par’sSusskind-Levy Deal Bid To

. There’s a research ‘man in the ‘area who's: that impressed. by his: +
own findings. that he’'s’paid. for an. -option to peddle an off-network:
series.

Henry Brenner, prexy of the Homie Testing Institute, which does
product |test ‘surveys and runs -TyQ,.a qualitative show and. talent
rating service, has bought a selling option on’ “High Adventure,’’-

OMMAND
OTNCH

7'

By. MURRAY

the Lowell. Thomas string of travel hours that had.a '58-59 CBS-TY.. 1 ‘The: celluloid
outing.

Brenner says the color film that spans Thomas, adventures in 11”
episodes from the North Pole to Timbuktu, showed up so favorably”
in-TvQ mail questionnaire surveys that he .persuaded Thomas’ pro- -.
duction :company, Odyssey Productions, .to sell him an option on
the sales rights. Brenner didn’t bet all. the wav.on his own research: °
He. went to.the Nielsens and found matching results. (including:
- ratings consistently higher than the regular series: preempted for
“High Adyenture,” and in one case a 28 aud share against “Wagon
Train” i

HOROWITZ
triumph ‘on net-|

work tv finds motion

picture com-

leaders

are

Warner

Par to Reap Col Coin?
’

Could

well

be that

Para-

mount Pictures will be sharing in the ownership of at
least three, perhaps four, fea-

| paniés -riding the crest of next
.|season’s
programming wave,
ac-:
counting for at Jeast 25% of pro-.
| gramming slotted during. the prime
evening. hours of the three net- ‘works.
The

Catch Up With Other Majors in TY
ture

films made

by rival Co-

lumbia Pictures.
David

Susskind,

whose

Tal-

ent Assoc iates joined with Par

Bros.,

Gems,
[Columbia's
offfollowed by Metro, 20th-

last week on a deal (that Par
says gives it participation in

Fox. and a single ‘hour entry ‘by
-) Walt Disney.
than 800 agency. and client execs in quest. of a potential. ‘bankroller
| “There has been a turn of fortune
for aw eb rerun next year.
_ lin: the fate.of a number of vidfilm-

‘ready done one picture for Col
and, was contracted to do three

- Series originally -cost $250,000 a stanza, and: is now available
‘for $50,000: Brenner has sent ‘a special | promotion piece to more

t
i
n
U
y
r
a
t
n
e
m
u
c
o
D
n
i
e
t
MoleS Jumpin:

23:

|Sereen
|spring),

everything

more,

,eries, on the basis of the. blueFrints of the three webs,’ now
about
80°F
completely
drawn. Four ‘Star Films, compared to the
season winding up, has been. hit!

he

does,

including

has

al-

Paramount
Pictures will prob|ably be using the David SusskindAl Levy Talent Associates, which
it bought 50% of last week ‘for
under $2.000.000:, as the springboard to get deeper into video
production. Among the Hollywood
majors,
Par
is iagzing
behind
Metro and 20th and is years behind Screen Gems ‘Col! and Warner Bros. in terms of ty development.

Susskind and Levy's live and
tape production firm, Par said last
| week, will be “integrated” inlo

a filmization

of “Requiem
for a Heavyweight.”
Such an ownership, even by

what remains of its owa “production activities for sponsored tv,”
which evidently means that Par’s
Coast tape operation at KTI.A,

L.A.,

will

also

move

under

the

aezis of the two N.Y. production
partners.
Tnere
are
fartherreaching implications, too, in the
~
‘hard; .Four. Star Films only: as
Par 507
buv into the “Hve” tv
ob
8
ials four shows inked in for '61-'62 at
production
house.
Talent
Asso7
On
speci 5,this point, accounting for three
ciates might well become the back_, hours weekly.
bene of production for Telemeter,
Haliyw ood, April’ 11,
+
Désilu’s banners: are ‘only ridPar’s pay-tv arin.
7 jing on one:shew at this point, that
With six documentary tv specials|
.
TA, according to its new partin production -and two others per| ‘Affluent Beachcomber show. being “The Untouchables,”
ner. had cash in excess.of $1,000,000
Holly wood, April 11.
-|ABC-TV.
Desilu.might have some
completed.
activity
“ “Wolper
at the time of the Par deal, plus
Bob ‘Stabler, president~ of
{partnership
‘production. arrange-:
Sterling is ‘at’ a peak. Wetotl.|
yards of tape and kinie material
Filmaster, Inc:, flew. to Winter.
[ments on other network
entries |
’ Sterling Productions is an -associ
shot by Levy and Susskind for netation of ‘Saul J.. ‘Turell, prexy ofj _-Park.. Fla., a few days. ago for... ; riding with different co.ors.
work consumption since '49. (TA
Sterling Television, with David L. ipagander at. "The Béachcomb-.
|. MICA TV's Revue remains as hot
has long looked to finding a residWolper Productions, an. associationj
the company's mew series.
|as ever next ‘season. with a ‘full
: ual market for the old network
1
which hes been hitling pay dirt.
inproduction there,
_
roster: of vidfilm shows slated for
‘CBS Films” licensing division fs | programs, and possibly now Par’s
t
'
For ‘its 1961 ‘schedule, Wolper-. i
Twist is that: Stabler. piloted ‘| airing.’
on a variety of frorts, ranging from ‘‘distribution setup can be of help
- Sterling will sperid -more_ than;
e.)
his own plane, a twin engined —
Showing’ surprising strength is publishing an original paperback
$750,000..compared with $250 laid: Apache, did the navigation and
the Danny Thomas-Lou Edelman- Par further listed TA’s gross last
‘out: for its ‘60 program. * Consider: * Was the’ only ‘Passenger.
'Sheldon ‘Leonard combine under: -novel on “Danger Man” to 16m- year at $5,500,000. TA got a cashable personnel changes. promoting.
_the Marterto banner.
In a variety distribution of “Harvest of Shame.” :plus stock deal in selling 50 to
‘staff members and adding -others,
1Of deals, Marterio is slated to sup-—
In the non-theatrical 16m field, }
! Paramount.
‘have figured. 4mportantly. in the.
‘ply five shows, all half-hour situa- ‘licensing director Murray Benson ! One other aspect of the Par-TA
growth’ of the ‘irm. whose: per-_
Play OL
Neek’ | Hon: comedies.
said that he’s made a number of.: partnership is the possibility that
“ sonnel list has climbed from three’
Hubbell Robinson is represented ‘deals involving several CBS News| Susskind will also produce some
- to’ 42 within recent: montis... ProCarousel
Films
was:
' by two. hour entries, bath:on NBC- programs.
features for his new partner, since
ducer-director list includes Wolper.
given distribution. of “The InfluenTV.
.th. Columbia production deal he
“Turell, ack - Haley ‘Jr. and Mel”
tial Americans”
and “The
BeatSeen
as
Certainty
Those.
‘are
the
|
major
highlights
made
last year ‘with three pix
Stuart. ot
Majority”
and
McGraw-Hill,
“Har“of next: season's schedule.
Here
still to go: was non-easclusive, ae-Recentl completed: ‘are “Holly- |
,;vest of Shame"
and “Crossroads:
are.
the
details:
‘cording
to Par prexy Barney Bal-wood: The Golden Years” and*‘The |
*Africa—Pilot for a Peace Corp.”
Balaban
also
said
that
Legend. of Valentino,”
Latter one- |
- All four ‘programs are part of the aban.
hour dseumentary has been picked
Warner Bros. seems to have a “CBS Reports” series. MeGraw-Hil! ' everything that Talent Associates
~ up for sponsorship. by’ Peter Pan;
franchise for itself at ABC-TY, that‘will also distribute “The College does from now on will be for the
.Foundations. “Golden Years’™ has
A new cxcle of dramas for * ‘The franchise, as spe-led out in the. pist Panic.” a program from the 20th; -new combine. One exception is
.j Susskind’s “Open End,” weekly inbeen. bought by ‘Procter: & Gamble Play. of The: Week” is pnderstood: few: seasons, is supplying the web Century series.,:
terview program he hosts and proe
‘and is slated for fall airing ‘in an. to be inthe cards for next season, with about one third of. its night- .
In addition;
Carousel
secured duces
on WNTA-TV.
N.Y: and
NBC -“Wagon Train” preempftton.
time
frogramming,
WB
‘shows
denon-theatrical rights to the Terry- Which iS syndicated on tape to
“The
Race for Spice. "the -Wol- despite the- expected. sale © of. finitely slated for next season -in-{oon cartoon, “Juggler
of Our
Newark -N.Y, outlet ‘elude:
‘per telenrentary’ whieh ‘launched ‘WNTA-TV.
“Lawman.”
“Chey enne,’ -Lady,’ * based on the religious fable. other U.S. markets.
the. young: producer .as an outside owned by ‘National “Telefilm Asso- “Surfside.
Six,”
“Bugs
Bunny,’
"p Dell Publishing
has
been
lidocumentary specialist. has. been ciates,
"Hawaiian Eye.” “Room. for One
Picked, up for’:“a rerun, ride’on a
“77 Sunsct
Strip,” and censed by CBS Films to create and
NTA
Productions, which does More.”
publish
an
original
paperback
‘syndicated’ | “hasis’, by. Tidewater.
“Roaring. 20's.”
Other
possibie
rovel on “Danger Man.” the Brituncer the overall
“Same oil ‘company also’ was inked the. ‘showease
.WB entries: include ~ ‘Las Vegas ish
produced = adventure
series.
aesis of. exee producer Worthing:
to
sponsor’
“Project? - Man.
File.” and “The-Force,” bath hour which recently had its debut.
Space.” a vnew: telementary.. pra ‘ton !Tony) Miner: has. a. healthy.: entries.
i
-yndication
operation
working:
“in
duced by J:NOK Ilaley Jr. with Mike .
Sc- ven .Gems roster leuns riore | _Benson also announeed that the’
first
drafts
of
three
manuscripts
of
,
its
favor.
“The
Play
of.
The
Week”
heavily
with ABC-TV: Shows on
“tC ontinued on page. 35.)
——
corse
now vis. being telecast. in: 72 mar, that network -includes: “Top Cat,” hard-cover books based .on CBS
‘| kets. In the recent stormy NTA “Naked -City,” Donna
Three
major regional
brewing
Reed, “The - News division programs have heen
have
hopped on the
stockholders mecting, NTA -‘Prexy Hathaways,”
and’
"The
Flint- completed. They are “The Years— companies
Oliver Unger pointed out that the ‘ stones.” “Denis te Menace” and Between.” bv Marvin Barrett, vari- Broderick Crawford “King of Diadramatic showcase’ nat. only has) +‘Route 66” return
“Twentieth
Century”
pro- monds” handwagon, encompassing
on CBS-TV with ous
‘proved
out. as
an
markets including New York
artistic Success, | fresh - episodes next
season,
while : grams; an untitled book bv Andrew. 33
Rooney
about
four
great
battles
of and Philadelphia. Sponsoring trio
but, has. .turned a profit too..
: CBS-TV will give another. rerun
include Jax Beer, Piel’s Beer and
World
War II. and “Bis Citv— |
Whatever ‘the
disposition
of ride to “Father Knows Best.”
WNTA-TV, or: the. wishes’ of the . Examined: in this rundown are 1980.” by John Burchard, dean of! !Jacob Schmidt Brewing Co.
new owners,. it's believed. one .of the time’ periods from 7:30 to 11 the School of Humanities at Mass. ij Jax Beer, via Doherty, Clifford,
California “National, Productions. the other ‘six stations in. the N.Y.jp.m.,
Monday
through - Sunday. ‘Institute of Technology, and based jSteers & Shenfield. will sponsor
In launching -svndicalion,
of its--miarket would grab.-the. property.’ Outside that time span, SG‘ has onthe “Tomorrow” program of the the show in 18 markets in the midiIt’s
because
‘of these reasons that an NBC-TV Sunday at 7 p.m. half- ‘same pame. First two books will! west and southwest, With particu“Funny Manns” series, has secured!
a tieup with Sweets Co. of ‘Ameri: |Miner and. his production team are‘hour entrt, titled*‘Daring Deeds of be published by Tittle Brown, and !lar markets yet to be finalized.
thinking.
in.
terms -of the ‘61- 62 Donny | ‘Dru.’ (SG also has three the third by J. B. Lippincott. AH
ca and Ideal Toy. Sw cots. and. Ideal i
Piel’s Beer, via Young & Rubiahead -with _cartoon sliows:on a national spot. three are aimed for fall publica- |'eam, has bought the series in five
“will ride the eight-minute ser ies, in. season, and Soing
"Plans.
some of the ton.50 inarkets.‘basis with Kelloggs.) markets. including N.Y., PhiladelMore than 20 stations already ' : Among_ the properties slated to... Metro has “Cain's
phia, Hartford, New
Haven and
100.” “Dr,
Syracuse.
have signed. and ‘many others are;round up ‘this season are “Wing- Kildare,” -and “National, Velvet,”
‘being litied up within’ the next !less Victory,”. Maxwell “Anderson,
iNBC-TV. (“Velvet’” is slated for
| Jacob Schmit, through Maxon,
‘month for the confection and toy!starring Hugh O'Brian. Ertha. Kitt; Sundays: at 7 p.m.! ‘““Father of the
‘Ine.. has signed
in 10 midwest
Quar- :Bride” will be on CBS-TY.
concerns’ — commeorcials.
Sweers i Cathleen Nesbitt: “Close
cities.
canipaizn starts early this summer. ters,” authored |‘by, -W. O. Somins ‘ ‘Twentieth: Fox will account for!
“A dventtires of the Sea Hawk,”
in
One’ hundred and four. episode; and. adapted - by: Gilbert Lenox, ai “Bus Stop” and “Adventures

For Next Season

so great an indirection, is unusual in Hollywood annals.

Lotsa Licensing
Deals; CBS Films
Multiple Tieups.

_WB-ABC Still. Married

Regional Brewers
Hop on Diamonds’

Sweets, IdealIh |
50-City Funny’Tie.

‘TV MARKETEERS TO

PEDDLE ‘SEA HAWK’:

WB Post-’50 Sales

series consists of: oldtinie- comedy | two-character.. play: with Richard ! Paradise,”. ABC- TV: and
Kiley and Patricia Jesel; and “AL, Gillis,” CBS-TY. ~ Possibilities are fered. in syndieation by TV Marssharts with the antics and running:
eight
markets
have
“commentaries. done. ‘by Clif!’ Nor- Summer Long."“ by Robert Ander
* (Continued | on page 35)
keteers, ‘the recently formed firm ‘ Another
signed up for the post- 20 group
_tonsin.an-emece role.. Series is be-. son,
eerie
renenesinanennicine eens
headed by Wynn Nathans.
“of 40 Warner Bros. pix being disdnz produced for NCP by Now Mer-:
i Nathans said he acquired the’ tributed by Seven Arts Associated.
ritt Enterprises. EF. Roger Muir, co-}.,
“Dobie. starring John Howard, is being of-

creator: of “The ‘Tlowds - Doody |
Show.” ‘is. producer-director,
nis |
coprediicer

in Bob ‘Nicholson ho!

M Squad’Sales -

* Another.

12 stations chave inked

Cartoon. Scorecard

_ For ‘kiduits toliowing ‘the
evening network. cartoon, craze

:26- episode

series

from

Wesmor,} Total niarket taliy for the package

| Ine. Series, shot on location in the

now

is 70.

New = station
deals
include:
by. Eualso. has ‘the-*“second banana” role for off-network “3M. Squad,” bring-|- for. the °61-'G2 season, this is
i gene Solow and Brewster Morgan, . WCYB, Briston Vaa.: KREM, Spofo the scrits.
isame producers who teamed with ‘kane: at CTY, Tallahassee: WISC,
.-[; ‘the searecard to cate.
_ing the total. to 40 stations,
-Among major stations. and. mar:
MCA FV, distributing the series,{|- , “Walt Disney Show," (ear- :attor Howard.on MCA TV's ‘“Doc- Madison, Wise: WTVY. Dothan,
kets sizned to date are WISN) Mil- |
; Ala.; KGW, Portland, Ore.; WTVO,
has made new deals with the fol- ‘, toon inserlions:, NBC; “Calvin:
‘tor Hudson's Secret. Journal.”
waukée; WEWS, © leveland:
WABC, jlowing. ‘outlets: KGW,
WSLS, Roakane, Va.
Portiand: |: &.~ The Colonel,” “Buss Bunl In conjunction with Marketeers’ ,Rockland. Ill.;
N.Y.: KSL, Salt Lake City; WSAU, KNOE, Monroe; WOAL San An-{
Y."”
“Top.
Cat."
and
“The
Chicago,
bought
four
| first syndie entry, oulfit has opened ° WNBQ,
Wasau: WGAL, Lancaster; WBNS,: :tonio:;: WBNS,
Coiumbus:
KING, - Flintstones, "all ABC: Going.
j offices in Los Angeles, under the .WB special features and WSLS,
Columbus:: WSB,. Atlanta; WALB,: Seattle: ‘WTVR,,.’ Richmond,
Va.;| |“beyond: the 7:39 to 11 p.m.
direction of Ed Simmel, Chicago, : Roanoke, bought 18 WB pix in the
‘Albaiy,. Ga. KSD,
St: ° Louis: : Ww TCN, Minneapolis: -KVOS; Bell-|- prime time. period. there’s alsu
John Rohrs; and has hired Charles . special action group. Titles in the
WCCO, | Minncavolis-St. — Pauls; ingham:; WSM,. Nashville; KOTA,]“Bull Winkle” as a possible
Ross in N.Y.
Nathans said he is. latter group include “Cosmie Mon“KING, Seattle. WHC. Pittsburgh:
Rapid. City;
WFBC, Greenville; ‘and
NBC Sunday night 6:30 to 7 - looking for sales representatives ster,” “The Crawling Eye,” and
W GN, ‘Chicago; ‘ant KBIV, Denver. W MTW, ‘Portland, “Me. ©
p.m. entry.
‘Vin other areas of the country.
“Heroes of the Alamo.”

| Caribbean.

was

produced
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The Real and the Credible

#

\he word is “hospital.” What immediate per-.

tution’s activities, it does reflect the nation-wide

sonal recollection does it bring to mind? A

hospital dilemma brought on by personnel short-

last whiff of ether before sinking into limbo?A
frantic vigil outside the door of an emergency
ward? A very first look at your very first daughter.
(through a nursery window) and your unabashed
delight that she had the sood sense to resemble
her mother?

Whatever the scene, chances are it was highly
colored with emotion and much too narrow in outlook for youtohave come away with a truly.comprehensive picture of the hospital’s organization,
personnel and problems.
|
To get that picture
in the easiest possible way
(you don’t even have to buy chocolates for the
nurse), we suggest a viewing of next Sunday eve-

ages and rising medical-costs. _
As viewers of previous “NBC White Papers”

(“The U-2 Affair,” “Sit-In” et al.) might easily
guess, Sunday’s documentary is designed as a
treatment rather than a treat—serious, meaningful and fair.

Producer Al Wasserman’s crewmen spent
more thana full month at the Cambridge institu-

tion, where they had the full cooperation of the
hospital’s staff. They returned to New York not
merely with footage, but with an enormous respect for the professional competence and durability of the doctors and other staffers, some of

whose regimens make a professional basketball.

ning’s “Anatomy of a Hospital,” the fifth in executive producer Irving Gitlin’s splendid series of

player’s schedule sound like an Adriatic cruise.

“NBC White Papers.”

single yawn—calmly told.the crew of a 120-hour.
week he’d just completed.
Few backgrounds are as fertileindrama as
acity hospital. Itwasn’t too long before the “White

The program—narrated by a perfectly healthy
Chet Huntley—concentrates its attention on the
Cambridge (Mass.)City Hospital, but in its filmed
examination of just about every phase of that insti-

One resident physician — without. so much as a.

Paper” crew began feeling a warm kinship with

Wednesday, April 12,1961

the people around them. The not-“unexpected
death of an elderly patient with whom they’d become quite friendly ¢over the-weeks hit them as a
penuinely personal loss.‘The news that an injured

child (whom they’d seen being whisked into the
accident ward).was notas badly hurt as originally
fear ed, made them want to cheer.
There were moments of laughter, too. At the

be following the caravan west at the time.
The elernent ofcredibility has never been as
important as it 1s today (with viewers being far

better informed than they were a decade ago) . But
‘at NBC we’ve always been sticklers for authen-

ticity. What isn’t patently real (such as a documentary) must, at the least, be believable.

Cambridge hospital, just about three: fourths ofthe’

A couple of the newcomers on our fall schedule illustrate that point rather neatly. “Cain’s

internies. and resident doctors are from foreign

Hundred,” for example, is a seriesinwhich a law-

countries. They’ re an able,tireless and extremely

enforcer battles the nation’s 100 rulers of syndi-

likable. bunch, but they do have. occasional diffi‘culties with, the English language.

cated crime. To insure a maximum of conviction
—no pun intended—literally months of research
were conducted before a pilot script went into

The chief surgical resident told our crew that.

shortlyafter his arrival atthe hospital (from Peru)
about fiveyears ago, he was confronted bya young

patient who complained that his tummy was up,set..“Who

is: ‘Tummy?’ ” asked the puzzled medic

seriously. When the term was explained to him,
he laughed harder than any one elsein the room
(not excluding the tummy’ s owner).

production.
| ‘Similarly buttressed with
atmosphere and characterization
Precinct,” a series centering on
metropolitan detective squad. The

authenticated
will bé “87th
activities of a

dramas will be

based: on the big-city mysteries of novelist Ed

McBain, pseudonym for author Evan (“Black-

A documentary such as “Anatomy of a Hos-

board Jungle”) ‘Hunter; and Hunter is the fellow

pital” is, we feel, a fine example of the kind of

who spent several weeks as an observer at a Man-

realism that has.been proving increasingly attractive to TV audiences. A skilful, sensitive TV staff
“ean (from. the planning right through to the filmediting) make such. realism. as. absorbing as the

hattan police precinct before putting finger to

‘most expertly fashioned. work of fiction.

typewriter key. This same assiduous regard for

dramatic fidelity will prevail through each of the

“87th Precinct” teleplays.

The quest
forauthenticity in TV drama is tedi-

Cunously , the very success of such documen-

ous and expensive. And the uncompromising

taries over the years has made.TYV strive relentlessly for authenticityinits fictional presentations.

producer who refuses to shave time by skimping

In these latter cases, obviously, the keyis not réal- |
ity but er edibility. We doubt whether any |viewer

daft by less exacting competitors. But they’re so wrong. That
producer isn’t losing his mar-

thinks our “Wagon Train” dramas were shot by
a couple of newsreel cameramen who happened to

on détails is considered a trifle

bles; he’s gaining an audience.

fon
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TVDealing US.A
Schenley Trying to Slip TV Stations {Is| :Cultural
Blow?—That’s
"TWRadio Production Centres.
Rot,
Sez
Robt. Sarnoff
A Mickey Finn In Its Wine Com'ls?

—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts

One of video's. great accomplish-

IN NEW

ments has been achieved by giving
viewers what they don’t want, NBC

Wally

YORK

...;

|

Jordan,

chairman Robert Sarnoff last week Pavilion following of Wm. Morris .agency;, recovering in. Harkness
mild heart ‘attack . . .. Remo Pisani, starring in
told a seminar at the Annenberg
“True Story” NBC-TV episode Saturday (15), has a motion_ picturelence, some 18.500.000 homes were, ‘Schoolof Communications at Pen- role coming up in which he costars. Title of pix
By BILL GREELEY
is “Appearance of
‘tuned in. Now, let’s say suddenly nsylvania U.
Evil". . .“Billt Stern’s Baseball Central,” new quarter-hour series teleIs Schenley trying to slip broad'“Perhaps the most impressive
:
~... yz
its a Telemeter operation and the
ei
2
cast on WPIX before N. Y. Yankees road games will :preem Friday
easters
a
Mickey
Finn?
New
York
book
says
it
costs
35¢
for
the
hour.
;accomplishments
of
tv
as
a
social
(21). Sponsor is General Mills . . . Ford Dealers of N.-Y.,.New Jersey
stations WNBC-TV
and W CBS-TV
So be pessimistic and: cancel out : force,” he said,. “have been made

and Connecticut, will
the pre-and-post. game telecasts of
have indicsted they think so im q5e¢ of all the homes because they |possible by the pheriomenon unique “The Red Barber Show”cosponsor
all the post-road game presentations of:
a recent rejection of the booze reryse to pay the 25c. Only 25% of |to. broadcasting. That phenonemon the “Mel Alen Show”, .’.andAlan
Gale visits. Joe Franklin’s “Memory.

firm's wine commercials.
Continuity

both

peated

acceptance

stztions

objected

execs
to

and prominent

the

:the audience Jove it enough to pay,'|is the exposureof viewers to mate- Lane,” Friday (14). ... ABC newscaster.
just that small portion |rial that they would normally have

at and from
re-

the end result

wouldbe $1,250,000

display of-.in the coffers for one night and

Art. Van Horn. takes a fling

in summer stock in July . . .:NBC-TV. kidvid puppeteer-emcee. Shari
little chance or desire to see...
This phenomenon has enabled net- '| Lewis’ book, “Fun with. the Kids,” under the Doubleday: imprint, has

work . television to confront: mil- gone over the 10,000 print mark. Miss Lewis has now: been signed for
show would have lions of viewers. with cultural and {four kids books by Grosset & Dunlap. and “Paper Puppets,” via HarStation men feel that the Schenley:a permanent annuity, for that film! intellectual opportunities that they court Brace slated for. 62 publication .:. .. Lee E: Franks. program
erest is clearly a promotion for the .could rerun many times—all. over |‘do not ordinarily seek and would. director of WUFT-TV, edueational outlet in Gainesville, Fla.; joins
not otherwise have experienced.” the National Educational. Television & Radio Centre in. New York
eompany's hard liquors 'Schenley-;
the world.
ts
~
.
4
NBC}. this month as assistant director of station relations.
branded whiskies) and superfluous:
“Now,
hardly anyone
is. com- | . Picking
examples,
the
Pilot for “87th Precinct.” new NBC-TV series for faJl. will be pre-"
in blurbs for the wine subsidiary,. plaining — only the sponsor who! chairman pointed out that tv had
which is pitched only under the'used to be happy to pay $35.000| given. Americans “unparalled op- viewed Tuesday (18) on “Thriller,” another Hub Robinson NRC stanza,
Dubonnet label.
for a one-minute crack at that audi-| portunity to become familiar with with Robert Lansing, Ron Harper, Gena Rowlands. and Robert Culp
the

Sehenley

for

a

Dubonnet

Under

the

Broadcasters

logo

in storyboards

wine

that would

be just the beginning—

campaign.
|every star in the

National

Assn.

main roles .. . Ted: Walworth, who came in last week as ‘general.
of ence and its agency who has to|the thinking and character ‘of the in
manager of WNBC-plus-tv, automatically got his. veepee strip -this
for sales im- leading personalities of our time,

code, only wine and :Tesort to magazines

with the events that are shaping week .. . Ed Stanley, of NBC pubaffairs, spoke at, Marietta College.
: our future, and with the issues that last week on “The Care and Feeding of Mass Communications". . < | Monty Morgan, associate producer of Jack Paar’s jatenight strip, will
a straight campaign for the j thousands of letters from families! engage usall.”
°
‘who liked the good old days and:
him .°. . Fred®
He called it significant that each; leave. the stanza this week with John Carsey replacing
hard stuff. Both WNBC and
WCBS: the commercials much better.”
obbins’ guest this week.on “Assignment. Hollywood”. syndicated strip
rt
‘of the three national elections sinc

beer advertising is acceptable, and, | Pact, and, of course, the congress-

in fact, no U.S. tv station has ever ;men in Washington who are getting

taken

areSame
code time,
subscribers.
.
Up and
down:to David
McCall
has. the
of television.
a net. are Jackie Cooper, Ethel. Merman, Dean Martin, Elaine Strictch, Jackie
the commercials
have. |peen
named
succeed
agency!
work advent
basis had
&. greater onpercent| Gleason ... Norton Bloom back from Europe where
he directed CBS-.
been accepted by the Metropolitan |prexy David Ogilvy as copy chief |age of eligible voters going to the TV’s “Accent” stanza on General’ Montgomery . . . Bob Henry will

area's
nonsubscribers, WOR-TVjat Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.| polis than. everri before in U. S ;
and wee cove Former will carry |McCall joined the shop in ‘51-and history.
a straignt
spot campaign, iatter a!has been a veepee
Th’
anew
pee since ’56.
. i
charges that web
half-hour Mantovani musical stanza
as b
P
| In answer to

‘Serve .as overall’ producer

pene oree, B.Norris, formerly with | programming -has

thisaignsweek,
Dubonnet
on Brovn &aWilliamson |! ganiquesie
sinee theimpact
Unitesof Steve
foe ,and
will be
heard onradio
WOR cam-|
and! count
st Fed exee
Bates.
to feel.the
television
ennen

on Saturday nights, both beginning

Newell,

is now ‘an

ac-| t;

John Brennan

NTA
WABC,

and directorof NBC-TV’s.

Emmy

Awards

.Sstanza May 16... Mrs. Robert E. Kintner, wife of the NBC president
was named by President. Kennedy ‘to the National: Advisory Council”
‘for
the Peace Corps . . . Will Gilbert and Jack Weinstock are scripters..
lowered public
“Th
th
for “Funny Manns,” new California’ National syndicated. series... ..
to American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
as audit |

systems director. while Joseph Fitzpatrick

was

named. assistant

‘simulcast). and
possibly|
New Biz: Technicolor to Kenyon as a national medium, our popula- {tothe controller ... Len Traube celebrating first anni as ad-publicityWMGM and WINS where!& Eckhardt for consumer ‘division ! has gone up 20¢% but the publica- promotion boss at WCBS-TV this week ... Ron Bonn leaving the news.

negotiations are underway.

: advertising.

Campaign is being placed by’,
Dubonnet’s agency Keppner, but.
it's been Jearned the $800,000 to
$1,000,000 ‘covering some national |

Wag ads as
broadcasting)

2

_

‘is up-about 200°C; library circula- ‘publicity post at CBS

With the Station Reps

well as New York}
is not coming from

mre

the shop’s budget for the wine
company. Funds are being switched

as

.

we

.of books has gone up. more than! & public affairs unit at CBS-TV press information to join CBS News
"100°C; publication of juvenile books!8S a Writer. He'll be replaced by Cathy Wallace, moving over from a

—_

| tion

50°;

the

number

of

Films ... . Jerry Leider, director of special pro-

1grams at CBS-TV, doing the lecture bit; he talked Saturday (8) at

nearly ‘the TV Seminar of the Yale School of Drama, and-is slated April 20°
| 80¢¢; the number
of symphony ‘to address the Alpha Epsilon Rho, honorary. radio-tv fraternity . .
, orchestras has doubled; the sale of | Ralf Brent, prexy of WRUL, will.be a featured speaker at the Broad-: -

—

7

is up

Museums

has

grown by

recordsis up ‘cast Media Roundtable of the 13th World. Congress of the International
| Advertising. Assn. at the Waldorf-Astoria:
next Tuesday (18) .: | Lesley. .
up | Woods doubling from “Advise
and Consent” into “Young.Dr. Malone”
that
aa
Feces
eat
chenley-branded
hard handle
stuff.
.
slay to a be on a four-a-week schedule . . . CBS-TV daytime programming veep’
necessarily
Tos
,
One station man who rejectedj
.
.
.
. credited for all of this upsurge in ; Larry ‘White to the Coast for a week.:
the campaign said virtually every! . KSD-TV, St. Louis, biggest sta- ‘cultural vitality. At the very least, | Theodore H. Walworth Jr., who moved over as generai manager of
frame of the storyboard carried ,tion left that’s been scheduled to ; however, it’s hard to see how it -WNBC and WNBC-TV, has been given v.p. stripes ... . More than. 500
the Schenley logo, sometimes in| rop network subsidiary represen- ‘is dealing us a cultural] blow.”
entries were tabulated.in the essay contest held.by WNTA-TV. in’
full-frame blowup, and even on} tation, has pacted with Katz, and
-connection with “The Iceman Cometh” telecast. Winner of the $500
zoomed-in glasses receiving the;the rep firm is understood to he,prize:-was Alvin ‘P. Dobsevage. graduate: student, Department
‘of Phi-.
bubbly. Another commented, “1; close to landing WRGB-TY, Sche- |
{losophy, ColumbiaU . ... WNTA. Radio. will broadcast the Mantovanf
don't know if they want to sell nectady. N. Y.. and WCKT. Miami,
iseries, being telecast by sister station. WNTA-TV.: Dubonnet Wines is’.
. Dubonnet, but they sure wanted’ both still with NBC Spot Sales.
j the sponsor .. . Al Brodax, head. of. King Features television planed out
fo'ks to know about Schenley.”
: However, no word has come down | ot
hi A
April 11. ‘to the Coast Monday '10) for 4.10-day selling trip ,; . Tekla Bond has
Se stati
ur
ero
On the ‘latter two, and severa
__
Washington,
April
11.. |signed a~representation deal with William. Morris Agency. for: a. tv
acting On thelr, obligation to’ ane, other shops are still pitching.
Following are the. néwly-elected series labled “The Continental Touch.”.
New

biz continued to fall to the !classical phonograph
er

Katz reppery this week with sign-j¢epc-.
ing
of another NBC
Spot:
| 20 a college
Ing
“!
.
;sales 146°c...““Now..I
the station
tati
twotwo |outlets
a nd reportedly
otS > television
:
-iston
| isi
Li the Rines
group. ¥

OSs
enrollment
don't suggestis

NAB’sNew Radio Board

code, but there are those in the’.

The Rines acquisitions
‘are said .mMembers-of the. Radio. Board

industry who figure twhile also | © be WCSH-TV, Portiand,
WLBZ.
Bangor,
Me., !
figuring
new revenues)
repu- land

lations drawing the line at ‘wine lwith Weed up till now.

of

Me.,. National
Assn.. of 'Broadcasters,
both;who
DUNE
. begin serving two-year terms.

{N HOLLYWOOD...

.

That jam Spade Cooley got himself into recalls a happier. day when

‘Rine radio May 107°

are pretty unsophisticated
—rea-: Stations in Portland, Bangor and!
District 1 (Connecticut, Maine, she was high man-on the home ‘megacycles and Colgate moved its.
soning, perhaps, that a New York: Augusta, Ga.. are understood to be. Massachusetts,.-New
Hampshire, i “Comedy Hour" on Sunday nightto “get away from thaf cowboy”....
’
-Rhode Island, Vermont)—Carlton iDanny. Thomas wound up shooting for the season and will auto-junket
group. tv sta- D. Brown, WTVL, .Waterville, Me. jthe country to raise funds for his: favorite charity. St. Jude Hospital.

viewer who goes to Bellevue gq Staying with Weed.
wino js hardly better off than one’
Loss of the Rine
who

packs

in on barleycorn.

.tions

will

be

a

hard

klow to

the‘

District

3° 'Delaware,

Starts

Eastern

shooting

for next

season

in July...

Henry

Jaffe got another

the ,and Western Md., Pa. and W: Va.) ‘renewal from Bell Telephone for the hour musical series. Barry: Wood
:
.
‘ABC-TV
o&o'srate and
has’ Jost toa:—John
Booth, WCHA, Cham- ,continuesas executive producer and off the acclaimof his recent. show
What
ever
happened to sponsor
'
score of first
tv properties
bersburg,§.Pa.
from Disneyland will scout. other off-studio locations with some abroad
Identificaticn?
Following
‘
setrict SAT]
la.
Ga.
]
', .. There's a meeting of the minds in Hollywood on how to present
tei
;
3 is a Hist: ; other re pperies
during
the: Tact
last. District
.5.'Ala., Fla.,
Ga., Puerto
:Bob Newhart next season ...:. Hal Jovian’s new discovery.. Big Tiny
Blurbing Over

Weed org, which once repped

GF ahoneers,
gua.grencies, salted three yearn

Rico James, 1x Hove,” WIRA,

sJe-" Sneidel. via
-VeCann.
ardly Fa
ae: Ginae Moxon
eae r-| Metropolitan area radio

Products,

Kenvon ’&

Chiett, Peabody. Lennen

i
. +lence, ria. .
inde-' =: District (_ ‘Ky.

:Little, won quarter hour slot-on NBC’s.KRCA.. He's billed as the
.
Ohio\—Hugh ,“Liberace of the honky ‘tonks”..... John Frankenheimer ‘has. feelers
‘from NBC
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& Newell: ‘trend
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first-quarter
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and

for

Gems has its: own me-

-chanical gadget for pre-testing audience reaction to their shows:... .
VEER,eaWisconsinge Rap- | Christy Walsh has Commander Whiteheadin tow.for.a week, which’
is the result of Schweppes being an Ogilvy,-Benson & Mather. account.
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Northern:
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Frank Reynolds and camera crew leave this weekend fora two-week.

:neus trip to Central and South America . .. Pete Jacobi left NBC
;Neus for an editorial spot with longhair music mag but: will continue.
‘to freelance his on-the-air’drama reviews. .:. Local. ABC staffers ‘toss-..
Oregon, ‘ing.a farewell party for. Jim Beach, former veep in charge -of midwest.
Johnson, ‘sales, tomorrow '!Thurs.) . ... Clarence Peterson taking. over Larry

FSR Pipeline
secutive year, WHAT is showing & Hawaii, -Nev.i—B. Floyd. Farr,
AS are several other agencies 98 f renewal of bankrollers.
‘KEEN, San Jose, Calif.
Fuller& Smith & Ross is complete-| _Drefs: GIP Cigar has slated a pictict 17 vAlaska,
i. wired for intra-office
closed. | SPet campaign on WABC-TV
Via “washington!—Ray
cheait tv, but unike most others
Conipton agency. . “Radio Advertis- |e arED Xedford “Ore

FSR also is rieged to pipe in out-|'"8
gide video Signais.
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idirect-mail

. Wolters’ desk the next three weeks,

has turned

while the Trib’s telecriticis vacae

to the _Large
“7 yee | -stalions—John
—Joh -S. Hayes, ,“tioning in Europe ..... Call it sex appeal, maybe: Terry, Turner's dinner:
‘speech to the Chi Chapter of American Women In Radio-TY last’ week
for a PrOomo-* prexy of WTOP, Washington.

medium

ising the outside system, agency .Hon mailing of jumbo postcards to“ vrodium. stations — Willard t brought the largest turnout of the gals in several years... . Paul Laz-

test week

fed the opening of client ; local

and
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advertisers

and’ Schroeder. prexy of WOOD,

Grand ‘garo

leaving

Balaban
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publicity to

become-pir. director

of

+WBBM-AM .. . Gerald .Udwin of WAAP, Peoria, signed .on with
170.000 of Rapids Mich.
oo
go out
i) ‘Giail stations—Ben B. Sanders j WIND’s news. corps aS a legman .. . Texaco-sponsered. operas have_
Stations. KQBY.- proxy of KICD, Spencer, Iowa.’ :moyed over from WGN to WBBM because of conflict with the haseball

Heicules plastics plant from Lake| their agencies.
Some
Ceaiies, La. to the shop's New;the giant cards will

Yerk offices at 666 Fifth Ave. Her-| Sherry Gorden
cnies execs and the press caught San. Francisco. and KBUZ, Phoe“Faq ctations—Ben Strouse, prexy ‘schedule ... Peter Hand sudsery renewed. Franklyn.-MacCormatk for. _
the ribbon-cutting bit, including a nix, to Adam Young, Ine.
“of WWDC-FM, Washington.
_
{52 weeks on his WGN latenicht stanza’ going inte its third year...
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Teeing aff Saturday
8:>,- CocaCola Ltd., launched its 52 weeks of

will pipe network program screen~ 30-minute
weekly
ings direct from ABC. NBC and grams,
tagged
CBS

‘Bob Daubenspeck left NBC
7

Series

evening pro“Refreshment

: Time,” over CHFI-FM,
Toronto;
CKVL-FM,
Montreal;
CJOB-FM,

WRUL,

Latino

Ballcasts

the’ international

anni this summer.

short-

Mave ‘station operated
by Metro-' IN LONDON
politan.
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sales planning to- join
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How many tv program outfits can revive a plav.they. first staged
home games of the N.Y. Yankées:
to the. Caribbean area in Spanish, '23 years ago? The: BBC is doing just that with “Charley's Aunt” on
game home
‘yesterday's

carry’ the ‘entire

81-:! :Sunday

(16). It’s their first production of the farcé since they put it
Donald Wolfit and Bernard Cribbins star in the. new pro-.

schedule, starting with ‘on in 1938.
‘duction ...
«Tues. opener.

Ulster Television doing a ‘documentary.
on the building of
Buck Canel and Pablo Nunez are ithe 45,000-ton Canberra, now nearing. completion in Belfast, She's the.;
Deal
was
set
by
MeCann-'
. biggest passenger liner to be built in U.K..since the Queen Elizabeth
Erickson
‘Canada:
I'd,
and
‘Radio-:
handling
play-by-play.
Mith of Pay Television.” FSR se|e . . Songthrush Vanessa Lee booked. for “The Ivor Emmanuel. Show,”
Sales Inc., both they:
mIO) teepee for radia-tv Art Duram Television
has. Tyne-Tees Television spectacular networked to Granada on Friday +14)
Houston—Ben | McKinnon
Barve a conservative example of the .and sponsor having hq In Toronto..]'
One facet of Coca-Cola series will taken over duties as manager of |- . . Oscar Peterson Trio will share “An Evening With.ElJa Fitzgerald”
tel] take:
Bull, member of_ the:
KTHT which was recently taken ; 0 Granada Television tonight (12) . . . Peter
“On the incredible side, let’s take he emphasis on Canadian content,
ritten
Reveoe’s “Wagon Train.” The last this highlighting Canadian aitists over by the Winston-Salem Broad- original cast of “Waiting for Godot” has written'a documentary about.
(Continued on ‘page. 44).
me Nielsen counted up its audi-, and compositions,
Jeasting Co., of North Carolina.
In

a talk

bhetore

Radio-Television

the

Pittsburgh

Winnipeg;

CFRA-FM,

Ottawa.
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|
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DANGER MAN
EICHMANN & ISRAEL
Oscar |With Warren Wallace, Charles Col- | (Handcuffed)

Dreelen,

-. Beregi, Kathleen Crowley, others

Producer: Alexander Ramati
Director: Ezra Stone

|Adaptation: Robert Boon

tatingly,-and Laurie Main lends Olen wiolivwosd

. Open End

TELEVISION REVIEWS

VARIETY

_.

8:30 p.m.

With

lingwood, others

Patrick

McGoohan,

Sarah

Lawson, Lionel Murton, Derren
Producer-Writer-Reporter: Wallace
Nesbitt, Carl Jaffe, Louise ColMusic: Robert Starer
ins
{60 Mins., Wed. (5), 7:30 p.m.
j Producer-Director: Ralph Smart
‘WCBS-TV, N.Y. (film)
' Writers: Brian Clemens, Ian Stuart
i
Black

Diffuse, but important and genA panel :of: five. ‘legit - critics, - good support. Lewis Freedman pro-| his second of five special 90- erally: well done was the judgment
Chan. - minute dramatizations being preBroadway :.and out-of-town, one :-°UC®
of.
an unusual kour: (for local tv
ye
yt
sented this season by KNXT in
producer-director:. and, an. actorpouns People Ss.Concert
_.
{the interests of better’ .télevision lor, for that matter, network tv)
‘playwright probed into. the state of ' .-While the N.Y. Police Dept. was. was, :indeed, better than most: of
‘ealled. “Eichmann
& Israel.”
contemporary dramatic criticism|

30 Mins.;

Wed., 8:30 p.m.

; BROWN & WILLIAMSON, KIM; _BERLY-CLARK
_CBS-TV N. Y., (film)
breaking up the gathering. of folk ‘what is seen on tv but, alas, fell
|Planted in the middle of the net- ; (Ted Bates: Foote, Covet &
on
.David -Susskind’s “Open End’: singers in -Greenwich . Village, : somewhat shy of the special excite:
Belding)
-show. on) WNTA-TV Sunday night Leonard: Bernstein and. the Newlment one hopes. for in what. is iwork’s prime time schedule, “Eich- : <A taut,
suspenseful
charade
i
& Israel” stressed the mean(91... While a. flock of stimulating York Philharmonic. were telecast-‘classified as prestige - éntertain- mann
‘{deas were’ tossed around, the ses- ing the importance ‘of. folk-songs:‘ment. In. the wake of Alexdnder ‘ing of the trial in Jerusalem for which would blow into nothin: if
and
.folk-music
tothe.
musi¢al
Ramati's
‘first
effort
in
the
series,
: sion was most intriguing
‘as a les-,
iJewry and, in some measure, the examined closely, characterized
‘son in .conversational gamesman- world. It was Bernstein's: valedic- ‘his excellent production of Shaw’s
jthe first episode of “Danger Man.”
world at large.
ship.

:

oO

‘tory for-the season under the Shell 'stimulating “Candida,” this revival

be

'a midseason

replacement.on

CBS-

To’ Warren Wallace, who was
‘Director Peter -Glenvillée, critic Oil- auspices, and appropriately |of Arthur Schnitzler’s light and
as “producer- {TV. It had more derring-do tian.
Kenneth Tynan .and. actor Peter : enough, the conductor took cog- episodic 1893 play, “Affairs of An- billed by WCBS
Ustinov. .demonstrated: once’ again nizance of the import contribu-j{atol.” emerged a. disappointment.
writer-reporter” (under the aegis ‘ plausibility; more finesse than con
tions
made
by
this
group
of
artists..
‘
a
1961
‘Popping
out
of
a
1961
picture:
‘that: the-sun rarely sets: on.a silent .
tent.
has evolved into. a of ‘exec producer Ned Cramer',
Englishman:
The trio, ‘taking off - Bernstein’took the thesis-‘that tube, “Anatol”
‘the ~Speec
speech jrather
shallow, wordy and lethar-. |the: political, sociological and his- , ‘Whether the British import has
from diverse. viewpoints, . studded: folk*0” songs
Mes came
Came. from
|
ithe

the legs for the long pull is problematical, judging from the initialer.
Preem half-hour, thouzh, to
iEichmann. This. may have been a its credit, did reflect better writjsource of discontent for some viewers who tuned in expecting a de- ing and more polished productiun,
tailed report on scenes of Nazl - compared to British imports of the
brutality. But Wallace, whose soft past.
{yet persistent style as an interSeries was produced by A>soci‘viewer deserves further attention ated TeleVision of England and
|from his station and from the par- sold to CBS-TV by ATV's Aniertwas
emphatically ‘can
:
‘ent
network,
subsidiary, Independent Tele-

‘the two-and-a-half
hour stanza with ofthe reople that later found its: gic attraction,
-its native spirit of {torical importance of the trial was
glittering

insights

and

aphorisms

way vointo the important.
i
amusical li- . witty sophistication, delicate irony im
‘interesting
than the crimes
-braries of all lands. It’s the flavor! and subtlety of style as well as. fagainst
avai
mankind° and the guilt of

and easily walked off with team

honors, Waltei Kerr,N. Y, Herald that gites character to many great the :intended endearing nature of

Tribune, kept the American colors piecesof . musical literature.
:
way of iHustration,

flying: bravely «with. an occasional

By iits-central characters tarnished by

Bernstein read ; the ‘passage

of time, victimized

by

assist from Elliot ‘Norton, veteran - from - Mozart.

Boston

eritic.

From

_eritical seene. Nathan

Carlos Chavez,'the modern viewer's acquired .imthe Toronto -Charles Ives and. Canteloube.
munity ‘to astonishment when con-

Cohen scored.

. Soloist for

the

occasion

was fronted with the “naughty”. man-

as'a cantentious Cassandra of the Marni Nixon, a young.and charm-j|ners of its rakish, but outmoded
‘dramatic arts, while Fom Curtiss, ing soprano, who: delineated a |-Jady’s man” hero, and faintly. ini
of the Hérald Tribune's Paris legit. group of folk songs: from the Au- ‘compatible. with the supercharged.
a
_
|
:
iving
staff, was odd man out, stuck in. versne.
was most of jrecditma oats of the living room
left field with
mn few balls hit his way.'
vay. _ Per usual, Bernstein
While his.-concerts are}
[py condensing
and
unifying
_ The talk chiefly focussed on the’ the show.
popular
comedy
of.
state of..the theatre and .the re- presumably aimed’ at the yourig-. ‘Schnitzler’s
-Sters,
his
contagion
and
enthusiasm
;
manners to fit the time allotment
‘sponsibility of the drama critic:.On :
the: present. leve! of. the Broadway are picked .up by. adults ‘as: well. !and erase the detached nature of.
~ drama, there. was virtually unani- -He. provides lessons that. can. be’ the seven original episodes or diamous agreement that it had sunk: profitable to all age groups, and log. scenes, adaptor Robert Boon
to an artistic nédir due: to soaring gives music appreciation one of. its .employed ‘a rather feminine and

after bigger truths, although he ‘yision Corp. Deal represented one
may not really have needed ani: of those infrequent instances in
hour to get at them.
jthe recent past where a_ British
The trial, said one interviewee, .vidfilm show found a network
“will remind people of what hap- _berth.
pened; they are happy to forget { Principal role fell to Patrick

unpleasant things.” Said another:
“(It) may serve as shock treatment
and restore (Jews') former views.”
| Both statements indicate to Israeli
Jews and some of America's Jewry
the’ “need” for the trial, however
,Tife with political overtones it may
‘be. One observer interrogated by

‘ McGoohan, cast asx an undercover
, man for NATO. He's a good Iaok‘ing chap and has a Douglas Faire
‘banks flair for action.
Some updating on what he’s called on to
mood. among investors. and’ man-, own right, but. on television, he gether. and handle exposition. The
do might take away the incredible
agers was to. stage: musicals only‘ becames. a. great: entertainer as .three chosen episodes had their
no
.
. :share of wit-.and romantic vigor,
superman
quality-—leaving
the
-and forsake. the.. more serious well,
-adults free to join the kids in ac‘ Another. contribution
to. the -ta.be sure, but the results were undramas entirely. .
oo
‘Wallace noted that the trial will, cepting the action, suspense yarn.
‘show
.was.
the
camera
work
which
-even and the pace méasured, a sta- ; because .of the offenses against
_ The question, posed: to the eritics, i
vot
“Mainly Kerr as the onlv. represen-: became .pixieish. at times... The tie condition upon. which director the religious minority, create a-: ‘In the preem, McGoohan
tative of the all-important New lens. picked up children, and adults Ezra Stone could not greatly im-. -new bond among Jews, which some : out of an impossibly tight situa.
‘tion
by
running
into
a
helicopter
York daities..was whether they had. as well, in the process.of paying at- - prove.
‘on the program felt was weaken‘an obligation... to .encourage the- tention or inattention, and pro-.- John-van Dreelen exuded charm ing. There were many points of , and flying out of enemy territory.
“jp. the ‘title role, but Somehow the view, some subtle, some blatant : Just like that—as if such prowess
more intellectually, ambitious plays |vided an added noteof charm...
: by writing ‘unqualified raves. Or as: _, Another plus was the commer- ‘character emerged hapless and less and nationalistic, expressed in the j_Was as normal as driving a car.
_y
moderator David: Susskind put it: cials, which provided an. excellent .than . well-rounded.
devoid: of the ' course of the hour.
If the viewer suspended belief
“should: they consciously adjecti- image ‘for Shell. They were taste- ;desirable savoir-faire .and consist-j
*—not an unusual request for the“alan ently one-down to his flames. Oscar | Program’s value for New York : atre—there were many elemental
vize’ to get out the theatregoers ‘terms. ot people and indicated
for.deserving works..Kerr conceded ‘interest. in. the. company’s, yOuns Beregi appeared to warm up to the ‘area, where there is a proportion- .moments of suspense. NATO-eve
and numerically large Jewish
2.002 01
that a real. problem existed - for employees,
Jose... part of Anatol’s faithful confidante, lately
was great. And as a ? McGoohan had a mission to either
critics confronting -‘a serious play)
_
es
..)Max:.as the play went along. but ,population,
jreminder’
of how easy it is for the ; capture or kill an assassin of the
that-was not entirely successfully
Iwentieth Century
§
{there were times. when he.seemed
!enemy camp, not clearly identiexecuted.. Cohen insisted and in-.; . “The Twentieth Century's” cam- {quite ill-at-ease and uncertain. |majority to victimize the minority, ‘fied, but the implication being
sisted that the critic’s only obliga-' eras and roving correspondent Wal-'Kathleen Crowley scored with a ‘the program was also valuable to some Sovict satellite. He was put
tion is to exnress himself: forth- : ter Cronkite moved into Sweden ‘spirited enactment of Ilona, Susan ‘other groups...
through some fast paces, involving
rightly and. damn the. torpedoes. !last Sunday (9) for the first of a Silo contributed a flashy personi- { Original: music by Robert Starer, subsidiary
characters,
and _ the
How he catries out this policy in' two-part. investigation
of. the pre-. fication of “Lita, and Didi Ramati ‘an Israeli composer, was muted yiewer for the most part was car-

costs: and: declining. playwrights. | most valuable ‘boosts. Bernstein ‘slightly artificial device ‘a memenGlenville stated that the prevailing is, of course, a. great artist :in- his -to box) to knit.
the sequences to-

“Toronto was not explored but he mise “Trouble In Paradise?” Once
‘did admit writing a positive notice again the CBS. series. brought a
-for-“Camelot” when it opened, also -current problem to the fore in
‘claiming to have suggested’ a piece vivid pictorial terms and pointed
of “stage carpentry’. on the musical’ interviews.
oS
,
that was finally adopted: |.
. Since it: was. the firstofa two-

.got..the appropriate sweet naivete ‘but authentic and sometimes mel- ried along. For the Britishers who
work of Edmund {claim to shy away from Hollywood
‘into-the character of Cora.
Jack :odic. Camera
aiding :
competent,
Tesler and Ralph Smiley were ef- -_Bert Gerard
violence,
there
was
one
scene
‘fective as Anatol’s servants. Tube. iWallace considerably.
which could match Hollywood on
7

was interested in’ parter, the’ initial. half-hour: just:! t

Susskind

+

Foreign TV Reviews

whether critics tend to write raves. laid the groundwork for the inves- ;
more easily for a frothy. dramatic: tigation.
But even so.it was a good |
offering than fora lofty drama. He introductory. lesson to Sweden, its'| 2.
also was interested in how Walter people and life in the welfare state. | 4-000
$4444
Kerr got along with his. wife, Jean
n interviews with Prime Minis- |, ,-..
eer
2
‘Guedich
noi. |LAUDES. EVANGELIT
Kerr, an irrelevancy: that Kerr
handled kindly:
.

_
.

‘eo

‘Herm.
-

.. Play of the Week “““In a Garden” is hardly the
‘sturdiest of the late Philip Barry’s
plays,. but has enough flashes of

ter Tage Erlander, Swedish poli-|
‘}tical leaders. and the ‘man-in-thejstreet,

a
Ata
ta
Cronkite-‘did.a

that score.
Supporting cast was. competent
and the direction was tight:
Horo.

'

|

With Angelo Pietri, Tatiana Mas-

: THE

|

sode it unfolded until, at the close,. '

it was as if some old and wonderpaintings of
moving Church
|fully Stations
Ohn, Nicola
sine, Gerard
enn
had
superb job ” executive
of the Cross
Mar-|the.
Producer:
Norman Petrov

TRIAL

OF

ADOLF

EICHMANN
With Frank McGee, narrator
Producer: Chet Hagan

Director:

Robert

Priaulx

of gettingfo the heart of the mat-

| 30 Mins., Sun. (9), 6:30 p.m.
Shall .... 2... .2-- ss ee eee sprung into life.
: Director: Joan Kemp-Welch ©
Impeccable is the only word for |NBC-TV, from N. Y.
and its effect on its citizens were
| Joan Kemp-Welch’s. direction and! 1 On the eve of the Eichmann
| Writer: Giorgio Signorini|
discussed with ‘candor.
i

ter. How the welfare state operates ;

Music:
Bucchi —
ieneValentino prem
the -Barry wit.-and brilliance to |. The big poseris why this coun-.
‘imake this.“Play of the Week” re- try with its -high living standards, |‘75 ‘Mins; Fri, 9°40 pm
vival
worthwhile.
Certainly,
it old age. security and sundry other Assoriated Rediffusion from
cor
eT
vee
‘constitutes mare stimulating fare, comforts should have such a high

fate of glcooliom, euedes and |, AMbady

|the singing of soloists April Can- :trial, NBC-TV,

like everyone else,
| telo, Jean Allister, Ronald Lewis, got in its specials on the event.
Victor
Godfrey,
and
backed
by
the
on{“The Trial of Adolf Eichmann,”
Glyndebourne Festival Chorus.
.
Veteran Massine first* had the- with Frank McGee as anchorman,

ee aml

for all its weaknesses, than most
idea. of basing a dence-drama on™ covered
of the drama available on tv today.. juvenile delinquency. That’s to be: and, for the most part, ‘successful the Bible when he was a young
‘quately.
‘spelled out in the second part next

the

background

ade-

There was no attempt at
sprig terping for Diaghilev nearly
any major evaluation of the prob50 years ago. But “Laudes Evan-.:
lems
and
questions the trial has
gelit’ was not staged until 1952—.;d
at the 13th century church of San‘ aroused, morai or political, but asa
_ ‘his. life along his conceptions of
detrimental . . . It is really a sort Domenico in Perugia, Italy. Nine ‘chronology of events and a smatstyle and taste, and a wife who's
more years went by before Associ- tering of views, the show served its
of choreographic mystery.”
a
yearned to..be her spontaneous ;
ated Rediffusion gave it a Good ‘purpose nicely.
self; but has ‘never been permitted :.
the reasons for the compelling, Friday television world-premiere. _ MeGee narrated a. quick film
the luxury.. Against
this backLondon,’ April 1h
practically hypnotic outcome
of It was worth the waiting.
dissertation on the takeover by the
ground, Barry institutes -a. clever’
{what, in the publicity hand-outs,
Nash.
Nazis of the German government
It is.aW:sign
of the times company
that one looked like a doubtful experiment.
situation that becomes: a spring-! major
manufacturing
and their racist philosophies, show‘board for his action and resolution, :
In every department sights had
ing subsequently the attacks
on
a recreation of the single instance,:has ‘slashed -prices on its receivers. been set high—-and achievement. CLASH OF ARMS
‘the Jews and the establishment of
‘the
‘prices
have
been
cut
by
asl
ootched
them.
With
John
Gregson,
Jack
Gwillim,
years before, when ‘she did act
concentration
camps
and
the
;ermuch as $48 on some models. Other | yqucie
spoken text, sets and
Yvonne Romain, Barrie Ingham,
spontaneously.
fo,
_fection of the Nazis’ extermination
“Barry's characters aren't entire- a Manufacturers had reduced their ‘costumes—all based on medieval| Leslie. French, Fred Kitchen, _system. Then came footage of the
t
Steve Plytas, Rosalind Atkinson, Nuremberg trials, a cut to Argen‘ly. believable, and in some respects 1. prices* in. the latter part of last! iodels—were almost literally out
‘year
in
a-bid.to
cut.
stocks
which
Harry
Tardios,
Toke
Townley
are dated as well,.but a fine pertg
Se
+of this world in their power to.
tina in 1960, and a recreation of
‘formance and_ sensitive direction: had accumulated in warehouses! eyoke the drama of the great mo- Producer: Michael Benthall
the abduction of Eichmann.
-by. Henry Kaplan nonetheless pro- ; and in retail stores through the! ments of the story—the Massacre Writer: Howard Clewes
From this. the show moved into
ue
.
. duce. fine moments of high comedy, country.
of the Innocents, the Flight into Director: Philip Dale
the interview format, showing
a
The latest .sales index: covering| Egypt, the Betrayal at Gethsemane, 90 Min.; Sat. (1), 9:40 p.m.
drama and stage magic. The cast
former
Nazi colonel
in Bueiuns
is.uniformly fine—Roddy. McDowell | last February, shows that-the -aver- | the Crucifixion, the Resurrection. Southern TV Network from South- :Aires who defended Eichmann an
ampton

It is a playof manners, a tragi-attempt to dance the New Testa_comedy that. explores the differ- ‘Sunday and the..initialer served as ; ment, would call it “a Bible ballet.”
an excellent trailer for it. Gros.
ences between a playwright hus‘But Massine has declared: “To call
band. governed by a need to order
Laudes Evangelii a ballet would be

‘SLASH PRICES ON

“BRITISHTVSETS ucts "tho" coepag

‘gives.a clever, controlled perform- | age; apenas
number ‘of: . sets sold per shop

And, where these trappings evoke
Pping
dancers —
particularly ; |

-atice asthe husband, George Griz- ‘per. month: Was 5.1 compared. with| Massine’s

zard sets the right romantic tone

Produced

by Southern TV, in

painter who was
centration
camp
inmate,

: Isracli

a cinIsri Il

6.3 in January and 7..and 9.3 in! Angelo Pietri, as the virile Christ, association with the Old Vic, this: Prime Minister Ben-Gurion, « ‘oO
.@S a man out of.-the wife’s past,. the corresponding months of 1960.: Tatiana. Massine, as the shining yarn about gun-running.in Algiers ! defended
the trial, and
Israeli
and Barbara Cook takes the east, |SalesSO of -radio ‘sets hae suffered ‘ Mary and Alberto Testa, the sharp‘prosecutor, Gideon Hausner, » .9
with a wonderfully wistful ‘per-!less than tv and, while. below the | ly. evil. Judas—confirmed. This was did not turn out to be the meller ‘insisted that this will be a trial, not
formance. asthe wife. Frances .1960 level,
are running. about 10% '|often. television on a mountain-top that might have been anticipated.ian educational lecture.
British

-Sternhagen.. contributes

Instead it was an absorbing study historian
a show- |up on 1959.. The introduction: of |of perfection.
Gerald
Reightlineer
stopping bit of broad comedy .as transistor radios on ‘the market has
‘From the slow beginning, the of the cat and mouse relationship summed up the case against Eich@ mousy: secretary who sheds: her i obviously -been -a' major fillip in “choreographic mystery” grew in between a smail-time arms smusg- |mann eloquently as the s‘enoff.
inhibitions temporarily and. devas- new sales;
a
‘relentless intensity with each epi(Continued on page 38)
Chan.
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DOW FINSTERWALD
GIVES TIPS ON
_ howto select the proper
club for each shot
how to putt out
of a sand trap

hitting from an uphill lie

getting backspin with
short irons
a pitch shot to an
elevated green

the three-quarter shot

playing a wood out of a
fairway bunker
chipping from the fringe
of the green
playing the 5-iron

getting the ball back on
fairway from stymied lie
the “dying ball”
putting technique
getting distance
off the tee

playing ball on wet grass

how not to shank a shot.
using a #3 wood’
ona par 3 hole
how to avoid
hitting ‘‘fat”’

playing a ball buried
inatrap

the ‘towel game’”’
gimmick

;

achipandrunshot

=

how to avoid a
ilying right elbow
playing into’a cross wind
reading the green
how to correct a
chronic hook

shooting down a
narrow fairway

the problem of
approach putting

«@+.and a hundred more!

Each of the 104 episodes gives a

close-up on-the-spot demonstration on. everything from the
proper grip for the beginner to

advanced “tips” for low handi-

cappers ... and is backed
up by
a 1-2-3 set of rules that can be

jotted down for future use.
Available in color
black-and-white..

or
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VARIETY

DOW FINSTERWALD has been among the top three moneywinners every '
‘year since,1956 and ranks among the top moneymakers. of all time

‘at 32! He’s twice won the Vardon Trophy, the Golf Digest
Award, the PGA Championship, been’a member of the Ryder Cup Team

and won along list of Opens that includes: Los Angeles,
New Orleans, St: Louis, Kansas City, and many others. In 1958,

he was the “Professional Golfer of the Year.”
GOLF TIP OF THE DAY provides programming flexibility.
Use it AaCcYOSS--the- board iin 5-minute spots, 15-minute or, with your
local golf pro host, in half- -hour shows, arranged 4to suit: your exact needs,
GOLF TIP OF THE DAY gives you the extra score with the whole

family—men and women, young and. old—including leisure-minded, |
“country club” audiences, style-setting groups with real buying power.

For complete information: and low cost in your market, phone or wire collect.

Leading the warld

in television program sales

INDEPENDENT

ae

i

). TELEVISION CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue * New York 22, N.Y. * PLaza 5-2100
17 Gt. Cumberland Place * London

WI * Ambassador 8040

' 100 University Avenue * Toronto I, Ontario * EMpire 9-168
1 Mexico City » Paris.« Rome + Ria. de Janeiro . Sydney “ahd offices in principal cities in 45 countries araund the world

29
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bought
Says Joe Bauer:
“Every year
we scour the market for better:and ‘better

feature films for our sponsored Thursday night ‘Variety

Theatre’. With literally thousands of films tochoose:
“from, we decided the Seven Arts package is

“The sponsor is convinced his show-is now giving the
Fort Myers audience the best feature film entertain-.

ment that money can buy.”

Warner's Films of the50's... Money:makers of the 60

SEVEN ARTS

ASSOCIATED
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue —
CHICAGO: 8922-D LaCrosse, Skokte, Ill.
‘DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive

BEVERLY HILLS: 232 Reeves Drive

YUkon 6-1717
OR 4-5105
ADams 9-2855

GRanite 6-1564

For list of TV stations programming Warner's Films of
the 50’s see Page One. SRDS (Spot TV Rates and Data)
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Cabinet PressConferences Next? |WBC Conference Sounds an ‘Alert’

To Nation’s Delinquent B’casters

Pittsburgh, April 11,
President Kennedy: is tonstdering ‘something’ new in White House'- {|
policy—special press conferences ‘by various members of his “new -

frontier”..cabinet, {t. was revealed privately here.

—

Cabinet press conferences, sources: understood. from discussions
with Press Secretary Pierre Salinger in Pittsburgh at the Westinghouse Broadcasting -Conference, would he called for specific members of the Cabinet. during crises touching on their departmental.
activities. This would be in’ addition: to regular Kennedy press.
confabs, for the purpose of bringing an added touch of. impact and
prestige to information imparted by the’ administration.:
a

Sa ger Deplores Trend Toward

Trivia ”Appeals to AllStations For

(BSYanks Edwards
Off Armstrong Show

.

}

Doug

By ART WOODSTONE

+

facilities.

That

was

the

“Doerfer

Plan.”

Pittsburgh, April 11.

Part of the Salinger warning to
broadcasters: was evident when he
also blasted “trite” handling of
news. It was a criticism as much
of newspapermen as of radio and
ty news reporters. But if Minow
can find some way tc measure
triteness, which is fobbed off as
news or public affairs, he can al, Ways raise the devil among licensed
stations even if he can't touch un-

Some 400 broadcasters are here

attending this the fourth annual
Westinghouse Broadcasting Confer‘tence on- Public Service programEdwards has been ordered’ ming. Some 3,000 more broadcast-

‘ers are not attending, and it seems
that the story may turn out to be
what is not happening “out there,”
| fall. ina reinforcement of CBS not what is happening here this
News policy regarding the use of week.
The topic on the main floor of : licensed newspapers.
| its commentators. on entertainment |
the Pittsburgh Hilton Hotel here
programs.
Besides it could be, in the way
is “change’—‘“the changing com‘Decision to yank Edwards ‘comes munity,” “the changing. craft” and ‘Salinger speaks of tv’s power and
almost as. a difect result of the “the changing world.” The topic ‘radio's breadth, that the Kennedy
hassle a couple. of manths ago over in the back room and on the stair- Administration might want mora

off the “Armstrong Circle Theatre”

‘| when it returnsto CBS-TV

next

FaleCoverage ofJFKPressMeets;

Armstrong's “The Spy Next Door” j wells of the hostelry is also change from broadcasters than from the
but narrower-reaching
-important,

“The
overage

‘Pittsburgh, April A. +——
trend tow ard trivia” jn |:

by the mass media was}. -

‘The Hot F,ced

Pittsburgh. April 11.
“Westinghouse. Broadcasting
‘has offered all radio and tv
. Stations in the country the op--Press Secretary. At the. Fourth
_portunity
to fake a daily
Public Annual
‘Conference. on
“closed-circuit feed: on what's
Service Progrdmming,” given here |. .. happening at. the. annual local.
by. Westinghouse Broad¢asting Co.,|... pub-service eonfab this :year
:
the front-line media contact” for. - .from Pittsburgh.. Dail ‘sessions, running. eight
Kennedy also felt that “a disturb- J. ‘hours or longer, are being disone of. the. major problems. seen
“by Pierre: Salinger, White’ House

ing trend this early. in the admin--

. tilled into 60 minutes of tapes

Astration”= was.. according ta White
House ‘information, that. fewer

and *

on, daily highlights. --Stations.
are getting: the stuff next. day.:

fewer’ ‘radio. and tv stations are

telecast. The show had been post-}-there has been a change in the
‘print media.
-/ poned’ by. CBS-TV. ‘so its execs! Federal
administration.
and
a
Counled with
| could get a look at the tape to de-:ichange in the demands by that

easy. policy in regard to Soviet re-: changing environment” (as a guest
lations.
CBS. execs’ subsequently." speaker said of'a different subject:
okayed the show and. it was tele- .or suffer the consequences.
-cast two weeks later.
“This is the Kennedy Adminis-

A-major source of their concern . tration,” said one guest at the WBC
at the time was Edwards’ presence ‘affair. ‘‘He doesn't see things about
on the show as host-narrator.
It ‘ broadcasting the same way Eisen-

was felt that although the show . hower did.”
was ‘an. outside package and an
‘Specifically, the backroom worry
Ed-— of this three-day confab is that
“entertainment”
program,
be conwards’ presence might
when license time rolls around (as
strued “as ant. ‘endorsement of ‘the ‘it already has for certain outlets
- program's editorial posilion by in radio and tv), the innocent might
CBS News, or even worse, an of“mistakenly suffer with the guiltv—
ficial presentation ‘of CBS News.
if not through
loss of license, note
Since that time. Edwards’ status,:‘through loss of prestige.

Hefty Sponsor Take On
~ Buff Station’s Singalong; | along with ‘questions of subject |
“by Salinger. in. addressing the'}-“Merely being absent from a conmatter tackled by Talent Assceimore than 400 ‘station. ‘execs attend- |
‘Spreads to 60 Outlets: ates,
have, ference on public service, sponprogram's
producer,
-. sored and .arranged by a private
carrying the . Presidential - press:
conference.
Third. note of perturbation struck.

Salinger’s indictment for being trite is the industrv’s
self-indictment
here
for
timidity
and
selfishness. among
. broadcasters. To some observers on
the scene in Pittsburgh, broadca>ters, taking the easy way, are mak‘ing the mistake of pursuing “pub
lic opinion" rather than moldinz it.
As for Kennedy, he evidently pr-fers to mold it. If only to gain
popular support for his legislative
and admin’‘strative programs and
“to make democracy work.” as oue
Washingtonian recently put it
Since he was talking of something other than Washington pressure—Don McGannon, president of
the sponsoring WBC, in the key-

‘termine ‘whether it might prove | administration, and many here feel
{| embarrassing to the web in light |that sufficient warning has been
of President Kénnedy’s then go-| given broadcasters “to meet the

official indirect support by sive
ing, “many intelligent people helieve we now face the choice of all
of us keeping up with the wold
... or abruptly leaving it. This
clearly places a heavy new load of
work on all the other media or
education . . . Certainly on tele.
vision and radio... since schools
are no Jonger enough."
Westinghouse
Conference
was
designed to help local stations program local time with “better publia
Spr
while that fivst pre.
valled in most of the public ses-

ing the Ww BC three- “day. event. that. |. . Singatong programming, the radio /:Been.. the. subject -of continuing
- company, does not, it is felt, make
began this morning, was “the. cer- |' format ‘that's in stride with the 'talks between CBS and. Armstrong. an absentee gyilty. Yet a growing
‘tain ground rules” set, by the net:! national: video. fad created. by. Miten‘!i re Although the talks had not been attitude at the WBC conclave is
solved—Armstrong’s official rethat “too, too many” of the absent
works against providing unlimited’. : Miller’ 's
NBC-TV
show,
“was -newal date isn't up for. another.
broadcasters are failing to fulfill
coverage of. ‘the press confabs to:’ launched by: a’‘Buffalo, N.Y., outlet. ™month—CBS. News
prexy
Dick
their’ public responsibilities. And
indie stations. .
“Jast: October and is. now..a fulltime Salant last week took the initiative -the result, they sense, will be that
arid
ordered
Edwards
off
the
show
“The press ‘conference, ” Salinger thing: with more than 60: stations
Washington will drop dozens upon
-on the basis of. a ‘policy decision cov.
_paid,.“is nota ‘network sho. It is.
ef smell bombs 'ie., license
around. the country: _
a News event.” He appealed to the
cancellations: in the next several
[ that. newsmen should not- particiAS
networks “to go back to the prac- . Originating station: WEBR. Buf: ; pate on entertainment shows.
months or. the next ‘vear which.
tice of the first few weeks.

and let

falo. ‘started ‘the singalong idea-in: a corollary of the same policy, he

added together, will make a dent
week turned production rein broad¢asting far bigger and far
ence.” This was ‘an allusion, it the popmusic purveyors, .and -the} sponsibility. for the web's beauty more dangerous than the sum of
Americza,.
‘seemed, tothe. ban NBC placed ‘Station is now swinging. along with’! contest telecasts—Miss
the 1959-60 quiz scandais.
against: unrestricted use. af Ken- "several: local’ sponsor's (and at. least }“Miss Universe. and Mrs. America
The Salinger Tipoff
nedy’s -press, talks -during the ‘one national. account: that are on! i—over to the CBS-TV program dePierre Salinger, President Kenpartment
and
indicated
that
CBS
weeks When NBC
provided the ‘asa direct result of the new sound. ;
nedy's. press chief who spoke here
“pool” coverage: out of W ashington. I Station's program and promotion| News commentators will no longer Monday (10), is thought to have
narrate the pageants:
‘provided broadcasters with a warnWith ‘aH the other: ““yroblems” manager, Bill Schweitzer, says he
‘Armstrong plans to replace. Ed- ing of things to come when he told
ra‘sed by Salinzer at the Monday actually struck upon the idea while
that
the
White
riny luncheon, ‘he still considered ‘s@arching for the answer to r&r at’ wards with a non-CBS host-narra- ‘the -conference
“trivia” as “the one. great danger. ’ -a local brass-railery.iprobably one tor“ with a news identification. It’s House has found that fewer and
. recalled that when it switched the fewer stations are carrying the
with.
Muzak:
After
‘mulling
‘it
a,
“In these times, when the prob-*
over to CBS. from NBC in
onshow
Jems that, contront.-us—nationally’ os bit; he ‘checked - out the stations, 1957. it planned to use John Cam- Kerlnedy press confabs.
Kennedy seems to- feel that his.
-and internationally—are so great, : disk library and found it had more.
eron
Swayze until Edw ards —was. ; press conferences are not just for
‘too. much attention is devoted to- than.3.500 recordings that. would made av ailable by CBS.
| developing his image but are, to
fit the .sinealang format—“If the

everybody have the press confer-.: ‘ the face of sagging. Yatings against ijast

the trivial.” Salinger. opined. “They:
have’ asked—and ‘thése ‘are actual” pop stations could do it with. the
“experiences—\ hat | peonle tin the’ top-40, 1 figured I. surely. could do

‘White -House:
color paper

eat for luneh,. what

the First Lady

writes

Something with, 3, 500.”

: Singalong clients, ‘including Sat-:

him.

Keesely $ Tobacco Show.
]

1c?

:

important

‘of the

sions. the Salinger remarks of the
ifirt day and the backroom talk to

cogs in the wheel

Democratic

process.

address on Monday morning

.thefore Salinger arrived’ gave the

That

heing the case. it might be, some .
think, that Newton Minow, Ken- ;

date have given the Pittsburen
mectings a national scope.
Thought to be one was of stop.
ping trouble on the Potoniac - it a
local broadcaster is sincerely convinced
that)
carrying
Kennedy's
remarks is not always sound n-ws
judgyment-—is to pay more attention to Jotal publie affairs. Still the
fear remains: that too many staie
tions are serving only nunimally in
this area.

I A Vsit From a Russ
————

Annual National Assn. of Tobac- !nedy’s appointment as FCC ChairOn, What. soap. is “used. by, ‘the’ Presi-. tler's. of Buffato.. cits’s leading-re-: co Distributors
Pittsburzh, April 11.
Convention
gala:
“dent.:
_tail store... the Sample Shop, Chip Sunday night. (9) in Chicago was “man, will begin soon lopping the } After agreeing last nizht (Mo)
|licenses of broadcasting’s
delin“This is.-a“piea to unset the**Sleak |‘and others’‘(and Wrigley's spiced. with tv stars, among them quent: operatives.
with
Pierre Salinger that
on ws
trivial. “whichi clog up the com: - gum on the national: side)’ have Danny Thomas, Jackie Cooper, Tab
While there is a new regime in coverage in the United States, par‘munications - channels and are a “proved the PD: right: Singalong’s Huner and Les Paul & Mary Ford.
Washington,
the
Democrats
are
not
ticularly when
it dwells on the
waste of the administration’ S talent . sponsored segs have generally been Show, hosted by P. Lorillard. was
aud participation promotions, with produced for the 13th straight year likely to forget that some outlets kind of soap used by President
and time.”
ignored even a relatively “simple”
Salinger dealt suniiarily with. instore lyric, sheets with lucky by: Nick Kessely, v.p. of Lennen & request from the FCC of the pre- Kennedy. is trite, Russian Olcg
Kalugin votuntarily scuttled out of
‘the critics, who felt: that Kennedy {numbers ete. A full Sunday supple- Newell, the Lorillard agency.
vious administration to put a cermight be. sutfering..from “overex-; ment ‘in. one-off the local papers . Show drew an SRO audience of ‘tain amount of pubaffairs in prime! Pittsburgh because as an industrial
j
centre it 1s closed to Russians.
'
featured:
-singalong.
lyrics
with
.posure.”” “Overexposure,” he said.
over 3.000 of the tobacco execs.
time locally as well as on network ;
Yet he was-here 26 hours< before
“is falling. back into show business. strong © ad: support: ‘from record |
companies.
.
his
departure as guest of Westingterms. Thes’re’ talking ‘about a:
house Broadcasting, where he had
juggler or an actor. In this. partieu- °" WEBR’s ‘format -even inspired
plenty
of time to appear
as a
Jarly-critie¢al time, I do ‘not regard. ;Commercial. ‘Recordings, Dallas; to
participant in a conference held
“overexposure as a great -dapger.” iWwax a series of singalong breaks.
for
the
benefit
of
students
from
“Before his spéech, Salinger en- | Among stations now. programming |
Dusquesno. Earlier, the 27-year-old
: larged |on this when he told: report-: for hearth “and home: pipers are
Ev erything’ 3 coming up roses for CBS-TV in the ratings departreporter
for
Moscow
Radio
even
Pittsburgh: WWRL,
ers, “W hen the President-has. some-: KQ\.
New . Ment this week. Columbia: has topped ABC-TV consistently this
had time for a nonchalant visi to
WCUE: Akron; WMNI, Cothing to say ‘people. will want ‘to York:
season. on the Nielsen National scorecard, but has just as consistthe
Pittsburgh
Playhause
befoie
hear it.”
lumbus: and WMIL, Milwaukee,
- ently ‘been behind the eight-ball on the 24-city competitive-market
he got word
he might
not
be
Salinger paid a degree of hom-'
countdown. But now, for the past-two weeks, while maintaining its
wanted in town.
National Nielsen supremacy, CBS has swept the 24-market comage to sume of the.“better" proThe Russians earlier this month
petition ‘as well, the first time this season it’s been able to do so
grams done ahout the ‘President
applied for State Department perfor: two consecutive weeks,
by the three ty networks. ‘He sinMission to appear at the invitation
Bled out CBS'
_ On’ the basis of. the seasonal pattern relating to the differences
“Nine Minutes,.”.
ot Westinghouse at the Pittsbu
2h
in. the 24-city and. national ratings, CBS-TV is projecting its twoABC's
“Adv enturés on the New]
meeting. He came when he assumed
week 24-city win ‘to a season’s high 17°7 lead over ABC-on the
Frontier” “and: NBC's 5 “JFK Nos. rf
With the two series in. which ‘he
that
no
response
signitied
tacit
next national report, covering the seme two weeks it won the 24‘and 2.” as:fresh ways of communi- was involved now ‘out of the runapproval of the trip But the Feds
city outings, the two weeks ended
pril 2. That report—the April
cating to everybody with. insight ning for fall, CBS-TV is’ considerknew nothing about his presercea
II List—w ill be out next week,
tone we ate. doing in /“Washing- ing installing. Keefe Brasselle in’
in Pittsburgh until about two hours
CBS.-had won the 24-city report only twice before this season.
on
“Checkmate”. as the lead of the
before he left last night, and tien
“One. occasion was in early October. before the year was well under
For from fearful “Or- “overex-. ‘show,: replacing ‘Anthony George.
security
officers
and
the
£31
“Way. The other was the second weck in December, when its un. posure,” Salinger reiterated ‘a point | W ‘eb ‘is unhappy ‘with George.
hopped into the Pitt Wilton dire:tusually high ‘ ‘Wizard of Oz” rating lifted CBS to the top. But now,
--Made: several times in the last few: fecling ‘he: hasn't realized: the po-|Iv atter Kalugin had taken a pi:ne
-jt’s won two weeks running. Firs. "week found it 6°7 ahead of ABC
weeks—that the W hite. House was ‘tential .of the role, and would like.
to Newark.
For awhile. the FBI
“on average audience with a 19.6 to ABC's 18.5 and NBC’s 1638.
seeking further means of communito make a change: At the same
seemed insistent that the Russian
Second week found CBS ahead again. but by 2°7, with an 18.3 to
cating” Presidential ‘information and time, .though the show won't, be
had never been in Pittsbu
ai:
17.9 for:ABC and-16.0 for NBC. CBS took four nights of the weck
views to: the general: public, domes- scheduled, web" Was, impressed with
on the first report, three on the second, it took 11 of the Top 20
In Russia,. said the
Moscow
tically and abroad. But he ‘strongly. -Brasseile's ©performance — in
its.
on the first report.
Radio newsman
to the student's,
implied that. the..answer did not “Beachfront” pilot. and has -him
At the same time. the network continued. its supremacy on the
they never worry about what kind
lay “in.-Fireside Chats,” which. he in mind for “Checkinate.” Bras-.
National Nielsens, the March II report, coming up with a 20.1
of soap
Khrushchev
uses,
and
considered :a‘handv and useful. ref- selle. via his .Luna Productions,
_average to 18.4 for ABC and 17.3 for NBC. It also won four nights
crime is never plaved up except
erence to'an o'd stvle of conimuni- | alsn produced .4 pilot for CBS,
of the week and took 25 half-hour wins vs. 22 for ABC and six for
when il’s meant to illustrate larger
“cation. by. the administration,
‘I“Joey Trouble,” which “also ran.”
NBC. Out of. the Top 20, it won 12, ABC took five and NBC three.
points. _

-(BS-1Vs Grand Shake on Nielsens

Keefe Brasselle May:
Get.‘Checkmate’. Lead

ARTETE

__. Wednesday, Apri12,
l 1961

Yes—you are missing- between $92,000, 000 and $1
if your television advertising is not on the CBS
week after week this season the average nighttir
lion more families than on Network Y and one m

‘Wednesday, April12, 1961.

__ss——itiwwiCidsC*YYARRTETY

?
G
N

I

(),000,000:in family purchasing power each week
Television Network. You’re missing it because
€ program on our network is delivering 3/4 milillion more families than on N etwork Z° CBS®
*Natio wide Niel
clien seaton AA aerage, Oc
t..1960— Mar..]1961, 6-11 pm; av. weekly householdexpenditures:

$117 (1959)
U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
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ArieTy-ARB SYNDICATION CHA
lation

based

on

ratings

furnished by Américan Research

buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will. find the: charts valuable.

Bureau, highlights thetabulatnett:ork shou's on a oval level and offers.a rating study
+.devth of the ton six syndicated shows in the same ‘particular market. -This weels

Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of. 247. imarkets. The
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in VaRIETY,. Coupled with the rating

n ’ ‘di
ifferent markets are covered.
“five In the syndicated. program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the

‘performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VarieTy-ARB charts
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every ‘tv market. in the U. S.

(*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 1960. survey covered a multi-week. period. Syndicated shows |
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program cowld not. be properly
judged for comparative performance. Therefore, -Nov.-Dec. data will be limited to.
those syndicated ‘shows which played in all. weeks.

quérage share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting competitive programming in the particular slot, etc., ts furnished. Reason for detailing an
J exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series, Various branches of the industry, ranging from media

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

RK.

1. Untouchables

(Thurs.
.

AV.
“TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
.—
RTG |iRK. PROGRAM—DAY—TIME |
STA.
DISTRIB.

9:30-10:30).....WFIL
r

50.
0

2. 17 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00'...... WFIL
.
.
(Sat. 10:00-10:30)

3. Gunsmoke

........ WCAU

-30-9:00).......

4. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00

iv

i

-00-10:30'.........

rE

31!]

WFIL

eT

8:30-9:00:

Moore

iTues.

9:00-9:30)

9:00-10:

..... KMO3

RMON

0:

3. Flintstones (Fri. 7:30-8:00:

we

eee

ss

‘«

—.....-. KTVIE

.
Thomas
‘Mon. 8:00-8.30:...... KMOX.
: nied arain nw‘ed. 6:30-7:30"
...-KSD

>

wagon

'

-

oD

6.

Johnny

a

Midnig

vey

urs,

we

selee

-oa.

NTE

| 7. Huckleberry Hound (Tues. 7:30)......WCAU....Screen Gems
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Wednesday, April 12,.1961 oh

Closed-TVComls

ATV's $11,000,000
Elstree in Bow

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

On Orient Lines)

" Vaniery-ARB's weekly chart offers a ‘day-by-day analysis of the top feature evening slots in a
my particular market. On Saturdays and. Sundays, daytime: jeature ‘slots compete with nighttime pix
’. periods for designation. as the top. feature slot of the day. The. analysis is conjined to the top rated
feature slots in. the ARB ‘measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured
‘period usually covers three: or four weeks. Other data such as the: time slot and overage share of
audience is jurnished. : Top. competition and competitive ratings also are highlighted.

London, - April 11.. .
” Program
Exchange
Ltd., has}.
been ‘signed up by Orient. Lines to

London,

‘Nov. 14 “NAUGHTY GIRL” :

; setup.

A. .30-second

advertisement,

booked’ fo appear. on both vessels. :

Nov. “or “BLACKBEARD

products

- THE “PIRATE”

‘ Linda, Darnell, William Bendix, Robert Newton. ;

throughout a year ‘that. is, six voy- |:
ages) would cost. $1.412, ‘though ;
single voyage bookings can .be iccerted.
A “Window - On Britain"

‘magazine, . for. showing

7:30-8:30

Brigitte Bar dot:
1957; Schubert, Ist. Run

1952, RKO, ist Run

|.

indigenous to Britain, is. being de- |
vised and will cost $542 for a’

seven-second

spot, including | pro-

duction ‘costs.

Similar-“Magazines

for: California, Canada; .Australia
and’ New. Zealand are projected.
“Potential “Viewing
audience. per:
voyage is reckoned at 10.000, us
~ there is.virtua: Ly a turnover of au-dience : at. every, one -of the. five.
stages of. the. three- months voyage.

More- than

a.

.

joined. local

officials

Eéu ard G. Robinson,

in cedicating’

hew:

$3.50 OY

stud io

representing

where

KNXT

Nov.

Casting facility officially on the air.

16 “STRANGE

as

“the outstanding

center

great dream.”

board

the new. center. We
pattern of a young
a bright future.”

THURSDAYS. 11:15-12:45,

industry |with:

Nov. 10 “STREETS

plant I've-seen|

Novi BY; “NORA. PRENTISS””
‘Ann Sheridan. Robert Alda

narrating. set for rae |

“next month.

~ Other doc umentaries now in pro- ;
duction include: “Nallvwood: The’ FRIDAYS

KHJ

Average Rating:
Average Share:.

77:30 9:00
Era of Sound,” 90-minute docu-. “Program: SNEEAK ‘PREVIEW
mentary. dealing | “with “the begin- |
ning of: talking. pictures up to the
Nov. QL “DAY OF FEAR”
present reriod.
David: L. Ww olper.
Robcn- Rojo, Nina: Karell
directs ‘and praduces.
Host.
- M&A: Alexander, Ast Run
Gene Kelly. Elmer -Bernstein’ will
de the musi¢ on this and others.
Nov.
An untitled hour -long | docinien-. ‘tary about a great: American ama‘Al Jolson
teur athlete, an. Olympic . games
..1927, Warner Bres., Sereen
F&M ‘Se haefler Brew- |.
champion:
-ing will sponsor. Americ an Wom-: i
an in the 20th Century”. ‘and “The J.

Buggan

Gems, 1st Run

atomic |

director and: morning. dce-

Jay for Little. Rock, Ark, stations. /

T°

(Continued on page 42)
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6
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5
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KNXT
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U..S. Marshal
8:30-9:00
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4

tire

a

to
few

the

siimn

from

and

page

“The

23 mead

Haters,”

‘ABC-TV.
MCA TV's Revue js the giant of
them
all, accounting
fer
some
‘eight hours, week-in, weck-cut mn
‘al three networks.
exclus.ve
of
other than film =deals.
Revue’s
i

KTTV
2

COMPETITION
.
STATION &
AVG. RATING

Nesvinan.” and

Continued

;“Margie”

J

KNXT

ino

place
for

Majers InVidpix.

]

Rewhide

place

he a soud

“Was shown on the 630 WBZ-1V
news”
Brinkles’s oan chow. fren
‘which he was absent. came on at
16:45 with Chet Huntley.

&

KHJ
]
KTTV
3
KCOP

. PROGRAM

safest

Kennedy

The NBC nessuian didi a scurde:on-film intervien
sith WhZ-TV's
“Arch Macdonald ny MICH “HOw Ss

5

KTLA

the

It might
Caroline

:mMen met

13:15-11:30
Al Jarvis

Theatre

comervative

bears,

KTTV

Ric 3 Final

3:30-9.00

Chattanooga _. am Brown “is .
new program -‘direcior of.
WDBX
He - -comes'- from “WHIPS, |
here.
Memphis, where he also was PD:
A native’ of Canada and -RCAF]:
vet. Brown was a@ news director;,

‘put

AVG. RATING
KRCA

8:00-8:30

a new

“US.

STATION

- Shock

When

" niust

1
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1
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eg
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‘div, fzking top heners fer the beet
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condarcin
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KT TV
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PROGR AM
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press
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Survival.": dealing with.
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~

,

3
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bomb:

program

Tom

Fzlt Film Festival
11:30-12:45

18: “JAZZ. SINGER”

development

Patrol

11:14-11:30

41:15-12:00

1947iy W arner Bros., U AA, Repeat.

Continued: from page 23

‘Race’ for

Hivhwev

&

KHJ
.

Million $ Movie
_11:15-12:00.
Hiishway Patrol
11:15-11:30.
|
Tom Duggan

1949. Paramount. MCA, Repeat

jfhe most

y

S Movie

121:35-12:00°

it. The

Shave ever seen. Piaumatic nw the
iword. Not vale eyed diberals os ane
tici) cated. The veopie aremd Keine
necy are not vieigaanes. Phev gre
mild eved
Hiherals vhe tend to
think an idea is unix coo at it
“work. *

AVG. RATING
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1
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Kind of public official da Wasting
-ton. I reter to the aay thoy sock
“Gown there
It seems te me se
have a band of nalaecsed Hherals,

1

11°15-12:15

OF LAREDO”

William Holden, Mona Freeman

is “‘the finest phy-:

Wolper-Sterling :

‘the.

KCOP

Dave

Saflets

-scene, be cracked:

1

Reom

NBC's

Mas-.

cause they have became a forum
i for announcements end spccehes”
Speaking
on
the
Wastapsten

1

il: 15-12: 45..

are ‘sciting the: ' Program: LATE SHOW

in the U.So

“Wallace

Average. Rating: 3
Average. Share: 25.

KNXT

|

prez: ‘Oliver Trevz ‘said ,

sical. broadcasting

_ jas

KAPC
I
KITTY
3
KCOP

11°30-12:45

:

center

Ai wJlarvis
41:15-12:15
Tisehiway Patrol
11:15-11:30
Tem Duggan

-Fa'l Film Festival

Moroney
told the. ‘guests. that
“there is nothing we can't dow ivr,

new

not:

AfiIiion

_

‘called’ the. vast}

complex“the: heartbeat

ABC-TV

of

iare

The ‘Dellas: News ©

chairman

of Texas.”

the

use

4
KTLA

No..s

the

“is not with ty. but with Kenueds:’s

KRCA

11:15-12:45
B:« 3 Final

KTFTy
1

eee

here, “Their unhappiness.” he sid,

Jick Paar

Mike Wallace

in.

‘into atv show.”

Icy told

STATION

1941, Warner Bros, AA, Repeat

country and the frnuitian af a |

electronic

5

COMPETITION

INTRU DER”

Dealey described the few facility

the

ee ee

Bosfon, Apiil 11,
Newspapermen are unhappy with
ithe wav JFK‘s press voLiabs cre
|being run, because “thes bcoheve
ithe conferences are being turned

STATION &
AVG. RATING

. PROGRAM
Jick Paar
11:15-12:45
Biz.3 Final
—41°15-11:30
Al. larvis

' -Edmord Puréom,. Ida:LupinoDallas News: chaizman-of the Lo
Buard E.-M. Ted De idy and James,
-1956, Allied: Artis: s, M&A Alexander Repeat
‘M: Moroney Sr... vice chairman, .
” Joined Shapiro in. turning the dials.
Nov. 23 “SERGEANT YORK”
Shapiro said if marked “*‘the ‘end
Gary Cooper, Wa ‘Iter Brennan *
of one cra and the beginn. ng, of a
challenging new ene.”

Newsmen, SezBrinkley

2

Fal] Film. Festival
41:30-12°45

to cope

JJEK’s TV Show’ Burns

KCOP

12: C0-12:30:

Average Rating: 4
Average Share: 36

WEA A820 ‘and. WFAA-TV
were
Program: L ATE SHOW
“turned to: put the ciant new broads :

;

11:15-12:00

Kevin MeCarthy

Ww EDNESDAYS 3 Ti:L15- 12:45

WE AA-570,

Beat

With A Mission

11:15-11:30

1956, LA, UAA, Repeat.’

}

ere
SOE

the.

KABC
20
KTTV

. PROGRAM

Nov. 22 “NIGHTM. ARE”
|.

ter-next to‘ its parent ¢Conipany;
The’ Dallas News.
WFAA ‘general apanager Mike
. Shapiro. hosted: the cere’ nonies in =
dials

‘Surfside 6
8:20-9:00.
San Francisco

; 625 lines.
The studios are geared

iwith a full seven-day week serve
iice and can be used for live pro|gramming or for taped or filed
i shows, They are also equipped with
{ancilliary y color equipment and ail
;that will be needed to start a tint
program would he the necessary
;color canieras.

COMPETITION

Average Rating: 3
“Average Share: 30

KNXT

,

WFAA's new Communications-Cen-

18
KTTV
3
KCOP
17
KAXT
5
KTTV
2
KCOP
7
KNXT
10
KRCA
V1
KTLA
4

_ 8:30-9:00

1956. UA, VAA, Repeat

1.000° broadéasting,

7:30-8:30
Brothers Brannigan
7:30-8:00
Search for Adventure
7:30-8:00
Pete & Gladys
8:00-8:30
Dennis Day
8:00-8:30
Adventure Tomorrow
8:00-8:30
Bringing Up Buddy
8:30-9:00
Wells Fargo
&:30-9:00
Panic
8:30-9:00

Men

Dali as, April 11.
WFAA-AN- FAL rv. entered a “TUESDAYS 11:‘15- 12:45
new cra. of. hroaccastins Wednes- ©Program: LATE. ‘SHOW
-day (5! with a twist of dighs repre-1.
senting three outlets throuch which Nov. 15° “A MB: ASS ADOR’ Ss D AY GHTER”
“at reaches ‘2,000 C00 listeners and
Olivia De Havilland. Jolin Forsythe.
viewers. in Nor’
Central . Texas:

advertising and business. execu-.
tives. plus’ a flock -ot. ABC ; Lars .

KTLA
3
KABC

8:30-9:00

Stars, Execs JoinAs
Dallas WFAA Preems»
New $3,500,000. Center|

-and.Southern: Oklahoma.

8

Youth Court
_ 7:30-8:30.
Cheyenne .

11.

000.000 studio centre at E/stree
‘was formerly inaugurated lat Friday (7) by Dr. Charles Hill, Chan‘cellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.
[nt was previewed on the previcus
‘day to the press corps.
The entire development is expected to be complete: by the end
of the year and all the tuur studiog
are equipped to operate ¢cither on
j 205 lines. the U.S. system of 525
{lines and the European «\¢tem of

KHJ.

Newspapers, has’ been hired:.as:ad-'|
vertising sales manager. for this |.

April

Associated Television's new $11,-

_supply programs and. to. séll com“mercial ad time on closed circuit tv
in the. two new. passenger liners, | Los ANGELES. e Stations: KH, KTTV, KNXT, KRCA, K TLA,. KCOP, KABC e@ Survey Dates: NOV. 10:23, 1960
Oriana and *‘Camberra. .-Programs
COMPETITION
Average’: Rating:
‘are transmitted daily: while. the |STATION &
ships are at sea, between 6 and _7:|
Average . Share: 13,
PROGRAM
.
AVG. RATING
p.m: for children.and from 9:30 to
To Tell The Truth
KNXT
‘11 p.m. for adults. ‘Eight. minutes MONDAYS. "1:30-9:00 =.
7.30-8:00
16
of commercial time. are. available} -Program: ‘MILLION $ MOVIE
Family, Riverboat
KRCA
during the adult programming. |
‘John A. Warner, Jate of Thomson.

35

‘rundown

ineludes

“GE

Theatre.”

“Bachelor Father.’ “Alcoa.” alter
nating weeks on ABC-TV . “Jeha»boaw”
“Laramie.”
“Chee k:nate,”
i (partnered with Jack Be “nny “. udede
filmers:; “Wagon
Trainct* Frene

tier ¢ ireus.” Boh Cummines.

*

‘The

Investigutors,”

and “Tall Man.”
Diminishing lustre of Four Star
‘Films finds that house with only
four entries definitely set.
They
Jintlude
“Riflemen
ABC!
“Dick
Powell Show.” NBC: “Mother K A
~ Freshman.” CBS: and “The Corrupters,” ABC.
Last season, Four
Star opened with no less than 12

_ shows,
: Not to be forgotten

is the t6hour weekly fe.ture pix Jet. on
NBC-TV, with the post--48s emg
sur plied for that Saturday right
berth by 20th-Fox.

‘

.
q
Virtual dominance of nichttime
“web programming hy films sow is
an old story.
The eray ing drima
‘is the tukeover by the :rotion pic-ture compamies of tv progr ma:ng.
Its at least
25%,
next
cegsun.
What will it bein °62-63?
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“DANGER MAN"

PATRICK

|

-McGOOHAN

HITS JACKPOT. SMASH
AND SHARE PRIZE FROM

didin onenight what “WANTED, DEAD OR ALIVE”

couldn’t do in an entire season. And clearly established its power in the U. S. network picture as it
-has in Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Australia,
Britain, Japan, and in 41 other countries where it
is shown. “WANTED, DEAD

OR ALIVE” had been

building its audience during a full year on prime

Saturday evening time—attaining Top Ten ratings
— before it came into the Wednesday night slot

against “PRICE 1S RIGHT,” yet not once did

“WANTED, DEAD OR ALIVE" top its competitor in
months and months of Wednesday" nights, from
September to April,

“DANGER MAN” TOPPED “PRICEIS
RIGHT” IN ITS SMASH HIT DEBUT!
Wednesday, 8:30 PM, April 5, 1961

[DANGER MAN | 18.2 |298
PRICE ISRIGHT
| 161 | 26.4|
IET |
RATING

I
OZZIE & HARR

SHARE.

| =Network Arbitron, April 5,61

‘Wednesday,
April 12,1961

|

ee

7);

id

PREMIERE WRESTS RATING
FORMIDABLE “PRICE IS RIGHT."
~ CBS TELEVISION NETWORK, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5,1967

Leading the world
/n television program sales

a

| TELEVISION CORPORATION

INDEPENDENT
>

488 Madison Avenue « New York 22, N.Y. * PLaza 56-2100
{

17 Gt. Cumberland Place * London WI * Ambassador 8040

100 University Avenue * Toronto |, Ontario * EMpire 2-166

Mexico City » Paris * Rome

Rio de Janeiro » Sydney «and offices in Principal cities in 45 countries around the world

BADIO-TELEVISION

Wednesday, April | 12, 1961

(SIA60 Sumup: ‘We Get Around’
Extend Coverage to 51 Nations

7”

Mex Talent Exchange

Tormented Hours

Foreign TY Reviews

Mexico City, April 11.

‘Mexico will try an experiment |
—ee Continued -from ‘page 27 amd
whereby. talent below stellar ranks
firm 26-week ‘commitment, “NBC
is tobe exchanged with South ‘gler. (John Gregson) . and a French
had no alternate but to ride witn
America, Europe and the United ‘security officer (Jack. Gwillim).
it.
States, principally for television
Into the sleepy little port: of
Sometimes a delaying action is appearances.
,
-Tipasa on the Algerian: coast. arpossible, to permit a nibble at
Producer Gabriel Pardo, before rived Gregson to deliver: arms to
sonie.sporisorship coin before firm- leaving on initial tour of. South
ing up a property, as with NBC’s American eapitals, said.that idea the rebels: He became interested
‘Indecision about Friday night 8:30 is to contract talented performers in the daughter of an: old man.
to 9:30, during which it has vari- whose salary demands are not as. whose job, till he retired, was to
Continued from page. 1 —«_«_<— |

WwWashington, April 11.
the most powerful international
U.S. Information Agency did a: shortwave transmitting complex in
‘the world. Costing about $25,000,bangup job -USIA says: during the;
°000, the VOA outlet is scheduled
last half of 1960 in getting across; : to go on the air by the end of this.
America’s message to people overs |year,’ beaming broadcasts to Euseas via radio. television and films.'.rope, Africa, the Middle East and
Tha selftasse:sment is in USIA’s’ Latin America with a total 4.8 mil- ‘ously toyed around with.such hour stratospheric. as those of bigname
items as “Las Vegas.” “Rio,” “The entertainers
semi-annual report to Congress.
lion watt power output.
whose
international
Insiders,” “Follow the Sun,” and ‘reputations are secure.
Agency boasted of its expanded j
an expanded Robert Taylor hour
tv service which now provides spe-;
There. are many. singers, dancseries. If the web could lock in a
cial events coverage and feature
ers, actors, comics, etc. in lower
piece. of biz first it’ would ~ help..
films to stations in 51 nations. “In!
It would also help to pick the right brackets whose artistic merits are
many of these countries, where
just as gréat, Pardo.said. Program,
show..
.
television is so new as to be ai:
therefore, while not too much of a
novelty, tv programs are viewed
Just how much is at stake can burden for producers, will give
Denver, April 4.
with fascination by all who have
Arthur J. Smith, formerly with: be gleaned from the fact that next impetus to new
performer
elea set or can get near one,” the |
WHTN-TV, Huntington, W. Va. will] Season the three webs will be split- ments, and set them on the road

look

-KBTV SETSSMITH AS

said.

head KGTV's newly created news|ting.up

hour ‘shows, give or take

Use of videotape to supplement ! and special events department, ac-}a few million representing somefilmed

programs

was

also

cited.

A! , cording

to

John

C.

Mullins,

presi-

thing like $225.000,000

in produc-

quarter-hour
newscast
in
both! dent
commitments.
Naturally
of
Channel
Nine,
which tion
Spanish and Partuguese is placed | heretofore has had no regularly many are SRO even at this early
on videotape and seen in 24 Latin: ;scheduled news programs.
stage, and. others will achieve this
American cities.
| Smith, who has 22 years of radio status. But with the SRO. status at
In the radio field, the report and ty news experience, has made the three webs only ranging at
noted construction
of the huge; |numerous néws forages in Europe this point from 55% to 70%, the
Voice of America facility in North and Asia and behind the Iron Cur- cumulatiye _ still. unsold millions
Carolina, which ultimately will be! tain
can add up to -panicsville,

historic ruins

in

of giving it all up and running off
with the girl when the French. offi-:

HEAD OF NEWS DEPT.

report

after some

the little.harbor. Gregson. fed. up
with -wandering the world as an.
outlaw, was. playing with the idea

cer

arrived. Ever

since. Gregson,

years before, had stolen arms froma
‘camp. commanded by. Gwillim (thus
causing him to be drummed out of
the army in
disgrace) the French
officer, who had re-enlisted, had
trailed the gun-runner, determined

to international fame. -

-to pull him in. But! ‘in the end he

refused to arrest Gregson. believ~
Cincinnati — Appointments’ of ing
that the best revenge was to

Ray.Owen
WKRKC-TV

as
and

chief engineer of
compel Gregson to continue - his
of Hugh LaCrosse: Shiftless life in which he’d find no

as chief engineer of WKRC-Radio
peace or sanctuary. Main action
and FM was announced this week |
revolved round the fact that. the

by L. H. Rogers, II, vice president:
|arms were hidden in the tomb and
in charge of operations. of Taft!
that it was due for demolition..
Broadcasting Company. —
Would. the army find the. guns

a ' The girl, for Gregson’s sake, did
!the blowing up. herself. only to fear
ithat she had entombed.-her father.
: Of course,.. she hadn't. ‘Though
i there was little physical action the

ak ‘scenes between Gregson and Gwil“' |lim ‘were. extremely Well drawn

“a jand, despite some padding. interest
:in. this. play was. sustained hy
t straightforward
direction.
Joha

-4+ Gregson gave a strong performance
| tas the smuggler and Jack Gwillim’s
; study of a patient, thoughtful offi- cer Was outstanding.
;
Yvonne Romain hardly had the
/range
for the slightly fey local
girl but-there was a Bood distaff

piece

of

thesping. by

Rosalind

| Atkinson as a hotelier’s wife, Leslie

| French, Fred Kitchen and Steve
Plytas brought some ‘amusement
and pathos to the roles of arguing
cronies

running

the affairs

of the

little one- horse |port. Toke. Townley
also contributed a telling cameo ag
the dedicated demolition man: Atmosphere of ‘the dusty, hot little
Tate
:
wee
a
Sida
"NAT
ose
place was fell captured by director
Philip Dale though direction was
; sometimes a little too slow, and.
art work. was adequate. Howard

|

/Clewes’

|‘tellsan amazing story
‘SOisecond “close” available forcommercial copy.Ea ép
ne Story designed to arouse curiosity. ie excite imagination. te. create @ fruly un-

play might have been even

; more effective had it been clipped
to an hour, but overall it was a well

conceived effort.

Rich.

‘sual‘vigwing experience.
| JAMAZING BUT TRUE was created to fill a- need |
in.i day:

Directors
s

AMAZIN G BUT. TRUE appeals to the basic instinct ofcaifiosity

cengewe'
were:
oe

Heshseouree of mate-

amuaes Continued from page 18 faa’

Directors Guilda couple of years

oo: rial never before seen on television. .

ago. The new organization, the Di-

° ;AMAZING BUT TRUE offers the utmost Aexiitty 1ite
n sched through its unique
.- Saninute. format

rectors Guild of America, repre-

sents directors in all media, films,
'|tv-films, live televesion, radio,- ete.

AMAZING BUT FRUE suggests. 2 fotally new way to sellyou sie vt the en- tertainment framework ‘of, the”program itself_..withy
Jee
built

Frank Capra is prexy of DGA ‘and
Joe Youngerman is its exec secre-.
tary, both . headquartering in Hol-lywood.

The networks have
position. that the DGA

taken ‘the
is ‘seeking

‘to impose the contract pattern used.
in motion pictures: on. live and
taped tv, and that this won't work,
that both are different media and
what is applicable to. one is not
necessarily so to. another. Guild,
on the other hand, insists the new.
setup is both feasible in terms of.
efficiency and economy and holds

TINY
AES
PANE
ALENT
CERIO
CONTR
IN
Ok

in Hin prograriming!
In 1956, Doug Storer nade front page news across the nation,

when he introduced to the American public Javier Periaya,;: @.
Colombian. Indian, 167 years of age, horn the. year George Wash.
ington became president of The United States!

ae

veoveseqavyy

that the difference in the pay struc-'-

tures is not nearly so wide as it
appears on first examination.
eS

The story of Javier Periera, the world's oldest. living ‘man, HS
exciting...if was dramatic... it made news!

This is,Doug Storer’s unique talent —discovering the bird @
amazing. unearthing the strange and incredible jacts. abou

nae
ahi
eteritet
Sete
aint
cel
es
aa
aatn
Aa
S
SAARI
ae
NAANS
AAS
Ss
da'eln
aalale'eln
ais
'Co
‘ato
eas
AA
obs
LRA)
ae
HOUND
15
ss
chelates
eiels’>
09's
mmleb'e'sNoee'e
8so

people, places and things! °

wabe'ee'

Builder's ‘own

.. This is why “AMAZING BUT TRUE” will be the ntost provbid

‘craftsman

4 tive, the most talked about nev series on television!

adas’s
valet
aade
On
Tce
ae
00's
OSE
69s

i immediate
i screening,

|.

located Monsey, N. Y., 45 min.
N. Y. C. via N. Y. State Thruway -

@anAZING BUL- TRUE, ING. Wel. “aitRicheriseriad se

jPhones

Ja?

incomparable ‘in the use

of originality and the dramatic.
Artfully and skillfuily combining the use of marble, ceramic and
‘mosaic tiles and magnificent wall |
coverings to ‘create an atmosphere }
of the ultimate In luxury and: convenience. We present fo the most
discriminating buyer an 8. room;:
|. 2 bath, 2 car gorage ranch. that is
completely maintenance free.
If |
; you are looking for.a conventional. |:

| home, this is not for you. Centrally

bwrite or

EAMAZING BUT TRUE FILMS,

new exotic dream

house with an oriental .flair.- Dec- }‘ orated with the touch of the master |

579 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 1, NEW YORK; CIRCLE 17-6325...LERANK‘LePDRE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER, |
:

38

rer

and Pallsades P'kwy.
Sacrifice”
$45,000. Phone: Elmwood 6-8740.:}

reepes: “HQRRRER
CE Ss.

BP ceRteaete
ds.
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59

Never, in so
short. a time, have
sO. many said,

,

-PIEL’S BEER in a listof markets
including New York City ¢ Philadel-phia « Syracuse « New Haven

KROGER in a list of markets: Including St. Louis ‘« Pittsburgh
Louisville .« Dayton

SCHMIDT'S BEER In Sioux Falls
Fargo “Alexandria, Minn. « Roches:.
ter, Minn. - ¢ and 9 other cities

JAX BEER In Amarillo
dria, La.

« Alexan-

_ Austin,. Fex:-* Baton

Rouge » “peaiiment ¢« Corpus. Christt-.

Dallas's Jackson, Missa; Hot

_@filand
|

° Zo

ew Origans <*

.

a

ahom®:

n ‘s

ig

$ ye anttnio «,
> _Stewyerbrt
a ‘Falsa,. “Wichita Fats =

‘, Aready. bought by other sponsors:
~ and stations in thesg-1narkets:
LOS -ANGELES* « DETROIT
BOSTON. « ATLANTA DENVER
-*
BUFFALO
¢ SALT LAKE CITY
PHOENIX « NORFOLK: ¢ EL-PASO
SAN DIEGO + PEORIA e BOISE
JACKSONVILLE e LAS VEGAS. —
EUGENE «. BAKERSFIELD
ALBANY, GA.-TALLAHASSEE-

PANAMA CITY -« TAMPA .

PORTLAND, ME. ¢ DECATUR, ILL.
with more reported every hour!

WITH

A sensational new side-kick

RAY HAMILTON
as Al Casey

(NT
Pa

rl

wy
Ny
ro

role
1 4
we
ce
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV |
-The. CBS Foundation has named eight newsmen. as recipients of its

fifth annual News Fellowships, providing for a:year of study at Columbia U. Winners for 1961-62 are Stephen Banker, news writer at
WCBS, N. Y.; Thomas W. Dorsey, news reporter and editor at WBNS,
Columbus; Morris K. Hepler, news reporter, editor and producer at

:

"
WWL-TV,

5

New

Orleans:

Tv & FM, Anchorage,

>
7

M.- Herford,

Peter

Alaska;

news directo
of. KTVAr

David G. Nellis, assistant professor in

the radio-tv-film dept. of the U. of Miami; Thomas B. Petry, production.

i

5

manager,

writer

and

producer

of WQED,

the Pittsburgh .educational

tv station; William Seamans, news editor in tv for’ CBS News, N. Y.5°
and Sanford (Sandy) Socolow, news writer, assistant to the exec pro-

ducer of “Eyewitness to History” and editorial aide’to Walter Cronkite
at CBS

$
<é

News

in N. Y. Fellowships

cover a year’s tuition and living costs,

t

3

Lecture and Service Bureau,

average. about

$8.000 apiece

and:

of the Academy of Television Arts: &

| Sciences, has gotten up a full: head of steam with ‘five lecturers from the industry due to make appearances during the next several weeks.
before a variety of civic and educational orgs:
The unpaid lecturers appearing in behalf of the year-old: Bureau
are comedienne Pat Carroll, producer Roger Englander tof the Leon-.
: tard Bernstein CBS-TV series', CBS Inc. veep and general counsel.
., |Tom Fisher, NBC scenic. designer Jan Scott and Academy p.r. chief
“:.) Peter Cott.’
:

t / 1 . Miss Carroll, who essayed Sid C aesar’s tv wife, hits the: Philly. Ad

‘Club on April 13. Englander appears April 1; 19 and 20 at Indiana U~
|seminars on video music. Fisher will participate in a pay-tv panel...

oFphate
Wire.
“welte,

|sponsored April 28 by the Advancement. of. Management of 'N.Y.U.,
:and Scott will conduct a workshop series at the U.. of Georgia in May.
On May 4, Cott joins a p.r, symposium at N.Y-U.’s School of Commerce.

Annual membership meeting of the Associationof Maximum Serv{ce Telecasters

7
elhe,
APNE
ese

Inc., will be held in Washington

May

7 at 9:30.a.m.

jin the Shoreham Hotel's Palladian Room, according to Lester. W.:Lin‘dow, Assn. executive director.
Directors will be elected and reportss will be made on the year's
' activities as well as future plans. The once-a-year session is always
s ;held in connection ‘with the National Assn. of Broadcasters: conven-"
‘tion, set for here this year.

A
a
OR

Maj. Gen. John B. Medaris, former head of the Army space program,
will be guest speaker at the 39 Annual Convention of National Assn.

in Washington next month,
Medaris, now president of the Lionel Corp., will speak.to
s)
a luncheon.

of Broadcasters

of the Broadcasting Engineering
; the NAB conclave.

Conference held in conjunction with .

N. Y. City Chapter of American Women in Radio & Television will.
honor “top male executives in eommunications”: at its initial Golden
ircle party Thursday. May 25 at the home of Princess Helena GouTrielli tHelena Rubinstein’. Idea, savs AWRT, is to fete the men who.

: tmade

it possible for women

to make

“major contributions” to radio

eee

: & tv.

Gen.

David

Sarnoff last week,

while

addressing

a U. of . Detroit .-

‘Convocation, suggested that global tv could be employed as a new
[channel of communication for summitry—by which heads of state
“would confer face-to-face without: leaving their. capitals.” ©

CBS newsman
Days,”

coming

Ned

Calmer has-his fourth noyel, “All the Summer

up for publication

June

8 via Little, Brown& Co. It’s:

‘a yarn about news reporting in Paris before the war, and reflects some
personal experience, since Calmer worked for the N. Y. Herald Tribune
and the Chicago Tribune in Paris before joining CBS in 1940.

-LETRCA TRAIN
YOUN

NBC-TV Pro Grid
Continued from

TV DIRECTION,
PRODUCTION su

page 18 sues

half times what they were last
season. For 18 games, ‘the price
should be about $4,500,000 in rights
alone.
;
(4) The NBC sales department
‘backed the hike to $615.002 on the

: {grounds that it could sell off the

rs
g;

STUDIO OPERATIONS

‘!echampionship game in a snap. At
the

door

are

many

of the same

|sponsorships which are interested
in regular NFL games: Ballantine,
%

Falstaff, Omoco, Esso
‘Speedway, Shell on

i

basis.

and. Marlboro,

in Detroit,
a_ regional
along

t/

with

Ford,.on the national sponsorship
feSome of them confided late |
So

last week, though, they had to,
evaluate the NBC
price demand
further to see whether it would be

Ease

worth it.

,

Study at RCA Institutes’ TV
and Radio Studio Schoo?

Located in the heart of the

Entertainment World

|
,

Before NBC caime in with. the
winning
bid ‘it includes radio
rights too!, there were at least four.

. Thorough

& take you through every
First bid is understood to have|
y phase and detail
of tele}
“we
vision and radio. produce
come from. Sports Network Ine. for,
$575,000. Sports) Network’ appartion... everything from camera work
and film editing, to producing and diently had an arrangementto bring
Tectinga show...
the game over to NBC-TV, but
Razelle did not accept the bid. IrvWork. with professional:
Radio and
ing Kahn, boss of TelePrompTer,
Television studio equipment.. ‘Study:

new
fresh
‘with
aspr

TV
winter
tired
r
viewers.

offered $1.000.000 for closed-cir-:
under the direction of. experts in ‘this
cuit rights, but the NFL leader. field.. For. complete
information, fill
turned that down on the grounds” . out the coupon
below:
_—

that “it would not be in the best;
interest of the league or the game:

‘Day and Evening Coeducational

to contemplate. at present 'closed-:
:
tv, due to its. pattern of
coverage—theatres
and
arenas;

Classes. Next classes .start May 8
RCA INSTITUTES, INC,

twe’d like everybody to be able!
“to see the ‘championship! games.”

AServiceot
ww
Radio Corporation of America

Meantime,

that

NBC

CBS.

wouldn't

having

heard:

| Sperts Network offer.
a
: Probably
depending on
how
'much of the CBS regular sked

Ford decides it wants tin May,
when. the final sked will be es-

tablished),
OEE DRED
ONT

a Sida ESE

_

:is rumored
;ping
half

the

- The Most Trusted Neme
@ in Electronics ws

top $500.000.;.

:came’ in with an opening bid of.
’ $525.000, ‘then, when competition
became apparent, allegedly upped
jit to at least $575,000. the same as
‘the
evidently
already
rejected

9 ements CEPR TIT oo BE

and profes:

® sional training courses

other bids from three other sources.

automotive

house

to be. considering up-.
of the pro football:

* |champship game on NBC.

|
|

|

l
t

|
l

~”

RCA Institutes; inc., Dept. V-12
Screen Building, 1600 Broadway,

New York 19, N, Y.

{

°

Please send me complete Information on
‘our TV and Radio. Studio Production

ourses,

2
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\4 INNINGS TELEVISION
MINNESOTA TWINS
Because of the lateness of our contract to tele-

vise 50 games of the Minnesota Twins, we weren’t
able to cover all sales bases by opening game
time yesterday.
There’s red hot interest in Minnesota’s new

American League Ball Club...and consequent
sure-fire audience appeal for wten II’s exclusive

play-by-play coverage..

+ You canstartaslate as May 15 and only miss 8 games
Call Bob Fransen at Minneapolis, WaAlnut 7-8881 collect or contact
your KATZ man immediately.

wtcn Il
Minneapolis-St. Paul

THE TIME-LIFE STATION
Represented by the KATZ Agency

41
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‘ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

WNEW Has Own Space Expert

(Continued

from page 35)

WANEW, the N.Y. radio indie that ‘other elements of coverage—one is
ploneered the music & news. con- a brandnew mobile unit ordered
by the
station,
complete
with
cept, has signed its own space
|
Average
Share:. 17
|
expert as the latest of a series of shortwave transmitter, which will.
inn»valions and refinements in its enable the WNEW newsmen to
FRIDAYS
11:00-12:30.
broadcast news direct from the
coverage of news.
THEAT
SPOTLIGHT THEATRE
ram: SPOTLI
The
space
expert
Is “Martin spot where it’s happening. Here- Program:
station has had to- use
Caidin,
who's
written
some
26 tofore,
‘
tape
or
beeper
phone.
Another
is
Nov. Al. “ANNAPOLIS STORY”;
books
on
Ure subject
and = has
served .as a missile consultant to the extent of coverage the station.
John. Derek, Diana Lynn
is devoting to the Eichmann trial;
the Air Force. His first assignment
953, M&A Alexander, Repeat
with direct feeds from Martin
will be coverage of Project Mermepes
oo
4
_
ecury, the upcoming man-shot, but Weldon and Gen. Telford Taylor
he'ti freewheel
on every
space to be integrated into regular news
do
ine
‘TT.
7
Henry Fonda, Linda Darnell
story for the station as part of the shows plus separate five-minute
rezular news coverage and in spe- shows, twice daily, plus specials.
‘1916, 20th Century Fox, NTA, Repeat
cial shows.
;
.
Inking of Caidin (he’s tied up
for: WNEW-TV as well! represents
stil! another step in the series
of reiinements of news coverage Oot
ammems Continued from page 17 —

KHJ

“11 O'Clock Report
11:00-11:15 Jack ‘Latham
News,
14:00-11:15

Highway

foud,

despite

WNEW’s

big airline

|after campensation

to stations

mentator Henry Cassidy as the spe-.
cialist

on

Shows

diplomatic

have clicked

ratings,

and

manaser

WNEW

news.

From

the

viewers’

in terms

Judy Garland,

of. story. For all the lamenting about

v.p-generat |tie “intellectual

Jack Sullivan and its new: tural

attractions

were there

to-be

audiences

Added

seem

to

to want.

the

two

are

KHJ

2

Krrv.
KCOF
-

KCOP

—

_ 11:15-12:00

.

Music Is My Beat

~-14:00-11:30°

KCOP
KABC

sd

COMPETITION STATION

Cavalcade: Of: Books
4:30-5:00

KNXT.

Feature.

KRCA

__4.30-5:00

Margaret

Famous Features

Ki

A maaan Hoi

KN cr:
OB.
KRCA..

5:00-5:30
Omnibus, Golf

O’Brien, ‘Mary Astor,

Funday. Funnies

| AC

Robin Hood

KCOP

at

5:00-5:30

GE College. Bow}

. 5:30-6:00,
‘Omnibus, Hunt. -Brink.
5:30-6:00
Popeye -

_ 5:30-6:00

noon.

KNXT

6
KRCA
"KT LA.

8

Bowling -.

At 216 Wiest 78 Street, New York City, 5 minutes from the Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts, 10 minutes from Times Square, exquisite
apartments of 1'2, 2'2 and 31!2 rooms, some with gardens or terrace,
some furnished, have just been created by Rose, Beaton and Crowe as
architects, Hoffman & Heidrich, A.I.D., as interior consultants—now
open for inspection and immediate occupancy.
High ceilings, air conditioning and resident superintendent are only port of gracious and
economical! living built into each apartment unit. Rents from $135. to
$250.
.
;

ROCKLAND

REALTY COMPANY

163 West 7Zad Street, New York 23
;
Phone SUsquehanna 7-2327 is the renting agent and you are Invited to Inspect
and select any time at your convenience.

moving “Rifleman” to CBS. “Para-

i: Sponsor at that time tried te firm

- work.

The

: Procter

time has since gone to

& Gamble as part of the

| deal that kept the soapery

from

apitene 16% ... cevar rains 10% ... eurexa 67%
Sourcet ARB, Nov. 1960

y

SCREEN) ae GEMS,

INC.

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp,
711

YORK

DETROIT

Fifth Avenue,

New

CHICAGO:

York 22

DALLAS

‘dise”

was

to 10

in the Monday

moved

back. from

9:30'

Sharp Slumps In
TV-AM Set Sales

ABC shuffle-

moved

if it returns. next

fall.

Ww ashinaton, April 11.

In the case of “Rebel,” the net- ' ‘Inipact of the recession {1s re-.
a commitment on the 9:30 opening,
work moved the show out in a “flected, in.sharp slumps in radio- tv
: but got no promise from the net- ‘Sunday
night shuffle that.saw the

“Two Faces West”
NEW

6

that saw “Rifleman” scheduled for;
—
Continued from page "21 ws |8:30 that night.
“Asphalt,” which premiered this
edy half-hour “Three Sons,” and.Spring at 9:30 ‘Sunday, was can- |
: the equally strong. “Untouchables.” ; celled because the hour will be!

WINNING BIGGEST SHARES OF AUDIENCE!

For Further Details Contac?

KHEI

6:00-6:30

FOR CITY DWELLER OF EXCELLENT
TASTE AND REASONABLE MEANS

PL 1-4432
HOLLYWOOD

ATLANTA

TORONTO

set sales and production. from the
hour “Bus
Stop” committed
to
competing: Brown & Williamson, 1960 pace, according ‘to latest figscheduled for the 10 to 11 period. ures of Electronic Industries Assn..
EIA, which Keeps the most auL&M’s prime complaint was the .
loss of three 9:30 time slots. Rat-° thoritative tabs. on set otitput and
ings indicate a sharp decline in . Sales, reported that: ty retail sales’

|-audience

moving

after

back

10:30

the

|there’s no guarantee
| hour will hold up..

p.m.,. and

hour

in

shows..

for ‘the -first two months ‘of. this.

the last half: year amounted to. or’

{ against. 1.098.540 for ie

;months

of

1960.

WDAF-TY

KARK-TV

; Kansas city
.......645 “AL the: Rock

Portiand, Ore.

-.Providence
/Ra‘e’ zh-Durran

seeLease oes --Rochaster

KSTP-TV J oBin-. np? sit
“MAST wid,

KDAL-TV .,.....Dulutr-Superior

Representative

852.073. as
first two

Radio

-sales’

‘slumped ‘during the ‘same period
Alanta—Ed Thilenius, who has from’ 1.414.867 to 1,246. 908. ex-”
;
.
broadcast Unlv. of Georgia foot-- cluding auto sets.
ball games on a Georgiawide radio
Production
reflects. the same:
network for the past six years, has downbeat. TV set output fell from
‘been
named
sports
director
of 1,029,947 through. February, 1960,.
WAGA-TV, Atlanta's link in Storer’ to 812.353 through February of
{ chain.
Starting
Wednesdav
(5): this year. ‘Production of. radio Sets,
| Thilenlus took over a five-ntinute |including . auto receivers. was
i sports segment on station’s newly - pegged at.2,205,102 for the’ first
Fi inaugurated
“Panorama”
60-min-. two months of this year arid. 2,798;:ute melange of sports, weather, : 156 last year. The slump in "auto:
: and news. and so on between 6 and receiver output was even more
-7 p.m.
imar ked.

Television Division

= The Original Station

&

AVG, RATING.

PROGRAM-

: Sunday morning or Saturday after-

strips

1

News, Baxter Ward

.

director of news, Lee Hanna, feel sampled, inconvenient or ‘not. Now
the longer lensth isa format that thev're gone, or moved down to

KTLA
aso

Tom Duggan

1945, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat

|

AVG. RATING
KRCA

* 10:30-11:00

Lucille Bremer, Tom Drake, Marjorie Main

ghetto,” the cul-

2B

COMPETITION, TATION &

Big Movie. .

6

Average Rating:

ca
KTTV

Al oso: 00

Average Share: 19

“"

KTLA

‘Tom Duggan

20 “MEET ME IN. ST. LOUIS”

Noy.

standpoint.

KASC

10:30-12:00

Anne Revere, Reginald Owen
1945, MGM, MGM-TV, Repeat.

Both: however, it's something of another

~11:15-11:30.,
Al. Jarvis

Feature: Film.

Mickey Rooney, Donald Crisp, Elizabeth Taylor,

Collins also runs a 10-minute! the time dillings are gravy and
“11 O'Clock Closeup.” with him- represent a pretty profit picture
self, Rote on sports and, vet com-; for tite network.

“KRCA
5-

Town Hall Party.

Nor. 13 “NATIONAL VELVET”

and

| amortization of cable costs, all of

Jack Paar |
11:15-12:30

;

.

10:30-12:00

view;
Rote covers
sports, and realized. Moreover, the network
Cooke
Omnibus” and the Man-! ;isn’t taking any sort of beating on SUNDAYS. 4:30-6:30
chester
Guardian’
tackles
any | production costs on any of its Program: PARKER FEATURE

billings:.

KNXT

PROGRAM.
Moone: a5.

__

fact is making sanie
those it owns. So that

11:15-12:30

|

Average Rating: 18

1945, 20th Century Fox, NTA; 1st Run

that interest him (inelud- |shows—in
attack recently on airline} money on

Late Show

11:30-12:30.

Nov. 19 “A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN”

subject
ing an

KCOP

. 11515-12315
Fall Film Festival

.Daily News coverage supplied until |a possible defection of “Lassie” Program: FABULOUS '53
|
then.
land Campbell to NBC, which had | a,
Nov. 12 “FOR WHOM
THE BELE TOLLS”
Now, from the five-minute cap- been making eome-hither overtures
sules, WNEW
is expanding
its to sponsor and show. CBS merely:
Ingrid Bergman, Gary Cooper
coverage to capitalize on its manaccepted “Father of the Bride”
1943, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run
power and facilities, as well as to from BBDO and General Mills for
escape the bonds of a 25-minute a Friday night berth. Campbell's
musie and five-minute news form- had been tagged onto the show as
Dorothy. McGuire, James Dunn,
ula. There’s a minute of news on an alternate sponsor with GM, and
Peggy Ann Garner
.
the hour. for one thing, but more once “Bride” landed*on CBS, the
importantly, the station has in- every-week discount structure afaugurated
a pair of full-length forded Campbell's by the “‘Lassie”:
news strips.
“Bride” was simply too much for]
One
is the new
“8 O'Clock RE
NBC to overcome.
oe
Closeup,” a 15-minute dinnertime. From the CBS standpoint, that
strin featuring Reed Collins as. $60,000,000 Sunday status is all
commentator, with Kyle Rote and peaches and cream. Much of it repAlistair Cooke. Collins does the resents sales in marginal time from |
°
KTTV
news with an editorial point of which
billings
had never
been

|

“KTIv

11:00-11:30
Tom Duggan

Biz.3 Final

~ Average Share: 62
SATURDAYS 10:30-12:30-

writers, portable tape units and|
Amd finally, there was the
beever phones. to replace the N.Y. ! Maneuver by which CBS prevented

- KABCG.
"5

Patrol

14:00-12:00

oe,

KNXT

‘KNAT.
4
KRCA
8

Irwin. Reports
Lew11:00-11:15

CBS-TV Sunday Biz.

First step was creation of its own: inneup.
newsroom, complete with reporter-j

STATION
AVG.
RATING :

‘DRA;
PROGRAM”

Nov. 18 “MY DARLING CLEMENTINE”

by the indie since the early days|
of five minutes on the half-hour, |2eVer-to-return kissoff. A’ second:
the original news-around-the-clock |was the “Mr. Ed” deal; filling the |:
tag inaugurated by the station.|one programming
hole in the

&

COMPETITION TATION

3

Average Rating:

WNEM-TV
KPRE-TY

WHEW-TY o2......... Men York,

....., oF: st Bay Cty
Houston

yew

2"artgta
Ta
ty.
: Urea! a

- KVO0-TV

NEW YORK «CHICAGO. » ATLANTA © BOSTON - DALLAS + DETROT - 105 AASELES

SAN FRANC: SCO - st Louis.
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“THE RACE FOR SPACE”
DAVID L. WOLPER’S

The Most Widely Acclaimed
Documentary of The Year

BOSTON HERALD, ARTHUR E. FETRIDGE

BOSTON TRAVELER, ELEANOR ROBERTS

“Having reviewed the ‘Race for. Space’ this reporter can ‘ chor" eeterize If as one of the most outstanding documentaries of Its
kind ever shown the public. It Is a- program that deserves the
ottention of every American.”

"We watched a preview of this startling, but courageously
honest story of the missile race between U.S. and Russia, ond
we unequivocally say it is one of the most fascinating, absorbIng treatises on space flight we have seen. There are no
e,punckes
‘pulled {n this documentary.
{¢ is a magnificent fob.

DENVER NEWS, TV SCOUT.

BOSTON RECORD, BILL BUCHANAN

"The Race’ forr Space’ Is ‘an exomple of television ot. its best
.@ winner.

“History of Rocketry

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, BEN GROSS

. truly a

"Race for Space’ HAS TREMENDOUS IMPACT... No program telecast by the networks has equalled "The Race fer
Space’ for the simplicity of its presentation and the effectiveRess with which it assembled its material.
The Impact was
tremendous as it unreeled this dramatic, intensely Interesting
summary ...- Impressive ... a remarkable film... a first
rate job..."

NEW YORK TRIBUNE, MARIE TORRE
“TOP NOTCH
made

DOCUMENTARY.. . the best. documentary ever

on the vital subject of space .

. viewers who Intend to

. catch this program will not, we qudrantee, be disappeinted .
one of the most lucid, absorbing treatises on space flight tells.
the story with the simplicity, sheroeahiness and perspiculty of

‘THE PORTLAND

CLEVELAND PRESS AND NEWS, JIM. FRANKEL.

"The film is expertly produced and expertly narrated ...
documentary of unusual interest ... a remarkoble feat...”

ANOTHY LA CAMERA

"Spoce Race’ must see...
it is an absorbing ard eye-opentig: ‘presentation which ‘warrants the attention of Americon young

** "Race for Space’ was @ tour de force. ‘« undoubtedly replay

-

and old.”

THE TIDEWATER OIL COMPANY
Proudly announces a repeat showing throughout the United States

and they invite the members of The Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences to view this important Documentary for Emmy consideration for ’‘outstanding program achievement in the field of public
affairs and education.”

‘New York

Washington

WPIX-TV

WTOP

Thursday, April 13

Wednesday, April 12.
9- 10 P.M.

8:30-9:30 P.M..

4

BOSTON EVENING AMERICAN,

CHICAGO. TRIBUNE, HERB LYON
Big demond.”

FRANCIS MURPHY

DENVER POST

! strongly urge you

fo tune In ‘The Race for Space’ as exciting a documentary on
rocketry os I have seen, jammed with vital information. onn dreadfully important subject."

& cnon,

OREGONIAN,

*One of the Top documentaries of this year... It's an absorblag drama...”

RFS ... 4 film that SHOULD BE SEEN.

“The show Is a distinguished achievement.

HIGH IN DOCUMENTARIES .

merkable and fascinatingly interesting.”

COLUMBUS CITIZEN JOURNAL, JO BRADLEY REED
NO PUNCHES PULLED IN: SPACE RACE STORY.
“Suspense one. never expected of a documentary +
film every American should: have a.chance to see.

A NEW

Without question this 60-minute production must be rated as one
of television's finest and frankest documentaries . . . truly re-

Baltimore

WMAR
Thursday, April 13
7:30-8:30 P.M.

Wednesday, April’ 12, 1961__
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tates

From The Production Centres

increased space and equipment. as well as added ability to pro-

Radio Review

‘duce local programming . . . Bob Allard, former announcer at WOC-

TV, Davenport, becomes chief newscaster at KMSP-TV, 20th-Fox station in Twin Cities, April 17. Allard succeeds Paul Sevareid. Assign‘ment was made through Fox-Movietone News which plans to augment.
Continued from page 26
AT YOUR.SERVICE .
its national and: international news, coverage
at KMSP . : .° Deejay
the backstage reactions of the cast to Samuel Beckett’s puzzle play. Bill Bennett given added air duties by WLOL after district court With Ken Banghart; others
refused to grant restraining order sought by WDGY, ‘Bennett's former Producer: Al Landsberg
It goes out on BBC radio Friday (14). Title: “Waiting For What?”
employer, forbidding performer to work for rival station . .. WTCNWriter: Landsberg .
TV videotaped. practice session of Minnesota Twins baseball team in 105 Mins., Mon-Frti., 4:15. p.m,
IN WASHINGTON...
Yarikee Stadium, flew film by jet.to Minneapolis and aired it as a PARTICIPATING. - °
Gardner MacKay was added to the list of ABC-TV personalities pre- | ‘“Meet. the Twins” special with sportscaster Bob Wolff narrating and
vious{, skedded to lead the annual Cherry Blossom Festival parade |interviewing players .,. Harmon Killebrew, Minnesota Twins’ slugging
WCBS has come up-with a pleas-. here last weohend which WMAL-TY, local ABC affiliate, televised .... first baseman and a sports staffer for WT CN-TV, set to narrate pre-j a nt, highly informative format for
FCC Commis:'e: er and Mrs. Frederick W. Ford are expecting a baby ene show before telecasts of Twins’ games.
‘the metropolitan’ area’s frustrating.
in July ... CBS v.p..and Mrs. Ed Bunker celebrated their 20th wed+ home-going pm hours. ©
.
ding anni last week with a dinner party in the posh F St. Club...
With Vet newsman’
Ken Bang...
Qn ‘another nisht. CBS* Nancy Hanschman hada dinner for Alistair IN PHILADELPHIA
Cooke tn the saine club... Color photos of the garden and swimming |
WIP sportscaster Jim Leaming adds a Mon.-Fri. series on WRCV-T y| hart in the swivel, the 4:15: to
poal of the h’storic Georgetown Home National Assn. of Broadcasters ‘the only regularly skedded local sports session (10) ... Al Rosenthal ; 6 p.m. segment includes plush, bigprez LeRoy Collins leased here have been in two different issues of ‘exits as “American Bandstand” producerto head his newly-created | band recordings of standards; naHouse Beautiful mag in the last three months ... MetroMedia v.p. for Cambridge Record Distributors ...E. Z. Dimitman covering the Eich- tional and local news with special
on wire feature stuff; cappublic afYairs Mark Evans spoke to’ 7,000 under National Geographic ‘mann. trial for the Philadelphia Inquirer and making direct reports to writing
Society sponsorship in Constitution Hall here on his recent two-week WFIL ... Pat Carroll guests at the TRAC luncheon at the Barclay (13) sule: hook reviews;. detailed com. «+» Miami broadcasters Jim: Tate.and Bobby Lyons join the WIP staff |muter traffic reports and weather
Visit with Dr. Albert Schweitzer
and ‘taped
remotes
... Sue Stolwein, operator of the Russian Inn, to do legit reviews from iroundups;
tspot, over WIBS-FM ... Rex Morgan, former Hollywood and Denver from locations like the Idelwild
Airport
control
tower.
ne
| bfoadcasters, kicked off Morgan in the Morning on WFIL-TV (10)...
KFRC has signed Jimmy Lyons, the Coast's original jazz deejay and i Vet broadcasterAl Taylor ankles WIP next month... Pauline Fred- - Spread should- prove of. special
now general manager of the Monterey Jazz Fest, to handle its 7-11 ‘erick, United. Nations correspondent for “Today” to receive Golden interest to the peak-hour. driving
p.m. spot. six nights a week. KFRC also hired Art Abell as merchandis- ‘Service Award from the Golden Slipper Square Club at a dinner at public, but as well’to housewives: ing director. He'd held down same job for past three and a half years the Bellevue Stratford (17).
on arrival standby—and the area's
,
at KGO-AM ... Ronald R. Wren named manager of advertising and
‘sporting types, what ‘with late
promotion for KGO-AM . . . Gail Patrick Jackson due in town late in
horse and baseball results ‘also in|
week to find out whatever happened to the Frisco chapter of the TV }
cluded.
—
Academy ... George Lemont, ex-KRON and ex-KNBC, starting a new
The Detroit Educational.Television & Radio Council chose CKLWCalm approach.
of ‘Banghart. to
career as a newspaper cartoonist—his cartoons are call about radio-tv i TV's “Popeye” show for its annual award as the “outstanding children’s the deejay task and intelligent tone

IN SAN

FRANCISCO

..

.

IN DETROIT .. .

and he's been running in the News-Call Bulletin but shortly will be |series” which features Toby David and Paul Allen ... Seymour “Hap”. of producer-writer Al Landsberg’s

syndicated by Newspaper Enterprise Association . . . Howard Duff and, Faton is. national sales manager for WJBK-TV, succeeding Keith T. special material gives the stanza
Ida Lupino signed as guests speakers for 11th annual TV-Radio Guild |wicKenney, recently named general sales and administrative manager refreshing class. Show’s. pickup of
banquet at Frisco State College May 5... KCBS doing a “see it now”)

of web news and feature feeds blends
everything .from wastebaskets to lettuce, were entered in CKLW’s in’ nicely.
Bill,
“Looney Lid Contest,” with $80 being awarded the winner by disk
jockey Bud Davies ... . Detroit’s urban renewal program will-be featured
in’ WJBK-TV's “Project 2” public affairs program directed: by Dr. John
IN MINNEAPOLIS .. .«
| Dempsey,
station’s news director ... CKLW disk jockeys will feature
Time, Inc.'s WTCN-FV, which loses its ABC affiliation Saturday, ithe music of. Enoch- Light in an all-day salute
... WDTM headlines a
planning $300.000 expansion program including installation of rear ? series called “Conversations in the Arts’ which focuses on discussions | fj
screen projection unit and purchase of additional videotape equipment of citywide affairs by leaders in every phase
of life.
for use in telecasts of major leagues baseball games. General manager
Theodore Streibert says that station’s new independent status necessl- 7.
recreation of "Firing om Fort Sumter’
voicing “on-the-spot” reports

Wednesday

for station . . ..More than 980. hats of all shapes and sizes, made

(12)—Clancy Cassell

Or

IN PITTSBURGH

ey

NBC Cutbacks
Continued

from, page

...

‘“KDKA-TV’s long réputation for getting on-the-spot news stories
gained new lustre when newsman Tom Finn and cameraman George.
1 Boyle were in Gimbel’s Department Store when store detectives ar-

rested. two suspected

17 mamas

shoplifters.

The

boosters

resisted and shooting |

EMMETT KELLY |

followed. Boyle
had his camera on the whole action and Finn reported: jj.
it from a spectator. viewpoint on his.7 o’clock news show... KDKA-|
Mgt.: LEONARD GREEN
TV has grabbed off another top byliner, David Kelly, from the Pitts300 8. Sist St.. New Yorle.
| public affairs. In short, Otter burgh Press. Other one. is Ed Beachler who has been turning out all |
PL 2-1764
the
audience
grabbing
and
award
winning
local
pubservice
shows.
‘| seems to be the only one working
Kelly will script “Daybreak,” the station’s early morning show . . :;
on entertainment shows.
‘+Jean Connelly, the women's editor of WTAE, will have wives of the.
General
sales
department
at Pittsburgh Pirates on as regular guests every Tuesday afternoon dur- ‘f
NBC, besides losing Fitzgerald, is |ing baseball season . . . KQV disk jockeys have been shuffled arcund|
likely to lose still another -saies- and now. the lineup is Chuck Brinkman, all night; Henry DeBecco, |
man, and four or five presentation 10 to }-p.m: and 7:15 to’9 p.m.; Dick Drury. 1 to 3 p.m.; Dave Scott,;
writers and artists also are leaving 3 to 6:30 p.m.; and Larry Aiken, 9 to midnight.
25 W. 43d St.—Off 5th Ave.
the department.
With
all this,
however, NBC still has a substan8,000 to 10,000 Sq. Fr.
tially large sales staff working unIncludes saundproof reeerding broadcast studies
der veepee Tom McFadden, and
Bess Myerson was a guest at the Labor Zionist Third Seder at the. and
-ceatrol
booths,
Mastering
and editing
#
ee
a
Max Buck...
Chizuk Amuno Social Center . .. Wynne Mar is the new weather girl /]-roome plus administrative offices & work’ area, |
Definite decision was made’ by ,at WMAR-TV. She was a model and fashion show coordinator before ;} . HELMSLEY-SPEAR, INC.
AU
T-6400 7
NBC-TV to end the. operation of i joining station ... Jolene Brand met the press at WMAR-TV, CBS-TV, ‘Mr. Joseph
the old “Today’-"Tonight” admin- | outlet -here carrying the ABC-TV “Guestward Ho” series. ... Gwinn |
istrative. and
sales umbrella. !Owens has been appointed WJZ-TV Public Affairs Coordinator byi=
i William T. Wagner, program manager. He joined station two years ago;
The
Dave
Garroway
“Today”
las director of editorial research . . . Muscleman Jack La Larsine visits |
stanza, the early morning event,
i
‘the
city Thursday to meet press. His health show is carried by station wv
will from-now on report to NBC: Monday-through-Friday as of this week... Frank Aletter breakfasted ; ORIENT POINT, L.J. — 3 rm. bath,
TV daytime programming and Jack
2 or3. Wk:, Me.,
{with the local press . .. Dave Stickle, WMAR-TV news director was |; ‘furn. Apt. _ Suitable
3
Paar’s latenight strip will report.
|given Baltimore USO’s Golden Key award for service to Armed Forces || season. Reserve now. HA. 3-7169.
to the nighttime program departat WMAR-TV. ‘| Eve. or write R. BRUSH,57,Woodhull

of sports specials, while Ed Byron
is dwelling an specials in news and

BROADCAST
|
_ AND RECORDING |
STUDIOS—FOR RENT
—

EVERY DAY
ON EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
ICOSTUMES
3 West Ales St.. N.Y C. Tel. PL. 77-5300

FOR

SALE

WESTCHESTER — Village of Mamaroneck — Ranch Howse, 7 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1'2 baths, eat-in-kitchen, Formal
dining room: 45 minutes from Broadway.
Immediate secupancy, $28,500.
Phone OWens 8-3928

and news secretary
is new production
ment, and in the final analysis both |...: Mary Itneyer
.
a
‘

stanzas
gram

will be reporting to
administrative
veep

- Friendly.

Rd., Huntington, L. 1.

proEd

,

,

J. Ray Peters.has-been named new general manager of CHAN-TY, |
Broadcasting Co. He was formerly commercial °

Bill Stork, who headed Darizie’s ‘operated
|
by Vantel

‘sales staff, will report to sales veep ‘manager of CHCH-TV in ‘Hamilton, Ontario, Joined CHAN
in that.
:Tom McFadden.
!capacity last August. Arf Jones, who handled dual functions of presii dent-general manager, remains as presidentof Vantel ... Top winner.

_in the Canadian

section of the Coutts Halmark

International

NEW YORK

Teleplay -

I’ Contest is a West Vancouver housewife, Mrs. Eileen Warren. Her 90-:
minute drama, “CutIs The Branch,” was picked as best of more than:

Original, Skifled Barber for 17 years. Reeommended
by Feder, the. original. hairpiece:
house in. New York.
4 groom your halr im

untform with hairplece for better appenrances |
on TY.or stage.
St
se

VINCENT D’AURIA-

Lorraine Barber Shop, Webster Hotel
40: West 45th St., New York =
Phone for Appt. MU 2-345

aon

-'..

|
7.

|

.80 Canadian scripts‘in competition, won her $500 and a gold plaque.:
“Head of the judging committee was George Schaefer New York pro-:
ducer-director of. Coutts. “Ha]l of Fame” series . .. Sale of television:
station KVOS: at Bellingham, Washington, has been approved by the;
FCC Commission: Purehase price is understood to: be around $3.000,000. ! Beautiful, etegant contemporary mod-. |
ern, suitable for movie star or execu-.
Station was the first to beam into the homes of Vancouver televiewers
. tive.
Highest
quality
construction. |
with any clarity, has been operated by pioneer Bellingham radioman:
Latest appliances.
Exquisite layout.
Rogan Jones since 1952, and does considerable natianal and local: _ and: detail. “10 rooms, 3 full baths, ©
architect
designed-built.
“Panorama.
selective business through KVOS ‘Canada? Ltd.,. headed by |
’ Canadian
‘view. . Reduced to .$89,500.
Scarsdale:
i Gordon
Reid. New “owner is. Wometco Enterprises Inc.,. operator of| vicinity. SC 5-4380.{
|
! radio

°“d. television stations in Florida and North Carolina.

CBS-TV LURES 5006
BILLINGS FROM ABC
CBS-TV

has successfully

raided

| Johnson -& Son. insecticide outlay,

which rode the ABC daytime line’
|
i
€

TAHITIAN
|
BRUM DANCERS. :

up in spring. and summer of last

year

but, this time

switches

over

‘to Columbia, attracted by a com-

{
‘

bination of the network's morning
rate

structure

;counts
High atop a nearby 17-story building, steel-riggers instalt a beam
bender, as Broadcast House, the new home of WTIC TV-AM-FM, nears
completion. Connected by a wave-guide, the two saucer-like reflectors
will redirect the signal from Broadcast House to the WTIC-TY transmitter
on Avon Mountain seven miles distant.

Broadcast

House, scheduled for

operation in the near future, will be the first building completed
Hortford’s Constitution Plaza. (Advt.)
,

In

plus the heavy

to be gained

_ Currently

dis-:

by.matching

.

FLAMINGO
Las Vegas.

daytime by Johnson's heavy night- :

| time outlays on the web.

In

all, the 500G

represents

a.

total of 73 morning :minutes,. plus

,f

a renewal of 12.more of the A.M.
participations,

plus six

WEE MAC ATTRACTIONS.

alternate-

week quarter-hours and two everyweek quarter-hours in five CBS
afternoon stanzas.

PEARLS oF
Tue.
PACIFIC

ABC for some $500,000 in billings. —
The latter represents the S.-C.

mf

_

a

159 N. Dearborn, Chicago 1, Jil.

AN. 3-7140

—
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RY ARTISTS

NewTea ofRodgers&lemer ~ (WENWANE0 RCA Victor Digging Its Archives
‘Troning OutDetailsof.Collaboration,PIANO DVS ;ForBalanced LP Reissue Program

The ‘long-rumored ‘and,or theor-4
ized show biz. ‘dopestering ‘that Alan.
’ Jay” Lerner ‘and Richard ‘Rodgers :
‘would make. an “ideal” team made |’
“the wire services and. radio-tv news.

———————*

The record companies are find-

‘ing. gold inthe ivories again. For British Disk Best Sellers
NARAS NabsDisk Names “the
past several months the pianists|
London, April 11.
-have been taking a strong hold on
“Wooden Heart........ Presley
| For Grammy Giveaways. the
pop hit lists and even the long‘RCA).

collaboration
:. The National Academy’of Re- hairs are getting: pop sales action . Are You Sure?....... Allisons
iFontana)
was ofticialy announced, . ‘Details cording: Arts. & Sciences will sur- ‘with their album product.
of ‘their future project, publishing round its ‘Grammy- -giving eeremon- | .The keyboard kick is. building |. Walk Right Back Ev erly Bros.
ies tonight ‘(Wed.)° with an all-star up steam at RCA Victor with a
(WB)
arrangements, etc. have yet to be
Theme For Dream... .Richard
ironed out by Howard Reinheimer, :“east on both Coasts. The eastern hefty push ‘on 26-year-old Peter
sindig, whieh ‘will be: held™.at the Nero who. made. his debut on the
(Columbia).
“who happens. to be attorney . for’
Hotel Astor, will be emceéd: by vet _ label. several weeks ago with a
My Kind Of Girl...... Monro
both.
.
‘recording exec’ sed. .Waiierstein,
‘Parjophone)
- Even the - reported : “Coco: * mu-.-. ‘While the Coast affair at -tiie™ Bev-.. “piano Forte’ LP. Diskery has al‘Lazy River ............ Darin
Jocated a big loot expenditure to
‘gical. based .on “Coco” Chanel’ s lite.

-< pulletins when. the

‘erly Hills: Hotel will be emceed by .
and: times; is still vague since :1° Mort Sahl.
the. property ‘is owned “by. Frea-.
“Diskers set: to give: aweay the
-erick Brisson; (2) clearances of the.
Grammys in the east are Nat King
famed Paris couturier and -par- Cole, Diahann Carroll, Duke Ellingfumer’s associates have'.not: been ton, | ‘Peter. Ustinov,
Bob Newhart.
consummated; and .'3) the degree of” ‘and Jackie Wilson, among others.
‘control and or participation by- the
‘Presenting on’ the Coast ‘will be
new Rodgers & Lerner team.in the’
Peggy Lec, Stan Freberg, Gogi

Brisson

production

worked out.

also must. be. Grant, Lawrence
lee. and . Elmer
,

Fact “is that Frederick” (Fritz). others.
Loewe ‘is. hibernating in ..Palm.
a ‘Srrings, determined: to’ “take .easier” despite w KL gregariousness
‘and. penchant
for: the .Riviera
casines and the like. -Nor. does that mean a complete,
. Schism of the Lerner & Loewe team.

start the album rolling with deejay
tours for Nero and sundry. other
promotional gimmicks. Capitol Records, 100, is planning a big drive
on. pianist Lee Evans: and recently

|

4.ondon)
Exodus
. Ferrante & Teicher
tLondon)
;
|. And Heayens Cried . Newley
'‘Decca)
added the piano team of. WhiteLove Me Tom'r’w?. .Shirelles
more:& Lowe to its-roster.
‘Top Rank)
The Whitemore & Lowe signing,
Where Boys Are ...... Francis
incidentally follows: the pattern|
(MGM)

Welk. Rudy ValBernstein, ‘ameng

set by United Artists with its key-:

board duo Ferrante. & Teicher. Altheugh Ferrante & Teicher broke
in on the classical level, in the-past ”

FIC Lifts Payola
Rap From Capitol;
0.K.’s Cuffo Disk

year they’ ve made an important
dent in.-the pop singles murket
working over such pic theme music

DonCostaDigs
LeastAs Cradle.
~ For New Talent.

Only

exploited

‘thing in
thesaurus

as

8&8 sometime

recent years,
the vast
of historical recordings

-jn RCA Victor's archives will now
:be mined on a steady, vear-round
|basis for LP packages. Brad Me*Cuen,
pop
artists & iepertabe
!staffer and himself a disk collect«r,
|is in charge of the oldic program
‘which
was given the sieenheht
tby Robert L. Yorke, Victor \ p.
‘over disk creation. Yorke’s cun-

‘ception is to turn up the reissues
,in a planned and balanced progr. -a
with new releases rather than 1z. Ge
‘ing the archives in sporadic s).0;34¢3
as in the past.
The program has been hiched
‘Off with a group of four packayes

‘in the jazz vein.
{current

Victor

LP

Included
release

in ‘he
are

‘A

‘Rare Batch of Satch.” a collect on
‘of Louis Armstrong sides trom the
«1930s, “Bix.” a group of Bix Bie derbecke recordings. one of shiich
was never before released: “Boar -e
Woorie
Revisited.” an anthology
by various prominent bands i:.d
soloists: and an Artie Shaw «ct,
taken from his stand at the C.fe
Rouge
in the old Penrss|varia
Hotel ‘now the Statler-Hilton! in
the 1938-39 era.
Upeoming
in
the
next
few
months will be sets of sides ty
Dizzy Gillespie ‘made during tie
early days of bop: a Lionel Hane =
ton package: an LP titled “Djanecology,” comprising the last sices
made by the guitarist Django Re?

, as “The Apartment,” “Exodus” and.
“One-Eyed Jacks.’ Whitemore & |
- Lowe:are classically based. too. and
-ginee. they will be. very much. |
-* Cap- is. banking on an F&T buildup
thrown together again in. the fiim
‘for. them.
versions of “My: Fair Lady” and
The ‘piano boom on disks prob“Camelot,” as and when .they: re
ably got its. biggest boost several |. The Federal Trade Commission
teady' for production.
years” ago when Roger Wiliams payola rap against Capitol Records
On the. music publishing: end,
enjerged on the new Kapp label,
Distributing Corp. has been disLowall -Music
is Lerner sand |
hardt shortly before we died :n
‘Williams has been a steady best“ Loewe's)
firm, while
Williamson * -Don. Costa,.. United Artists’. di. -séller for years hitting in both missed. Last week the FTC dis- Rome around 10 vears aso; ane a
missed its payola complaint against’
Musi¢ is the Rodgers ‘and: Ham- rector of artists & repertoire. heads the album and singles field.
‘double-LP set titled “The Incis‘far
the
Coast
today
tWed.'
for
re:
Columbia Records Sales Corp:
“merstein). Company. .Both: are. un-.
pensable Duke.’ comprising sides
At: Columbia, Andre..Previn is.
The FTC complaint against Cap- by the Duke Ellington band in the
‘derthe Chappell, ‘Max Dreyfus). cording |‘sessions and: talent -scout- -beginning to cause a sales stir with
.
umbrella, so the new ‘Rodgers & ing.
‘his “Like .Love” ‘package
while itol was issued in Julv. 1960: Ac-, 1940-46 period. In the folk fie d,
According to ‘Costa, the LAs
-Lerner: copyrights -niay. be thrown...
Floyd Cramer’s “On The Rebound’: cording to J. K. Maitland. CRNC ‘Victor will put out another sct hy
_into’ perhaps a third. (and new) Hollywood area ‘Is: ‘a relatively un- -and the Marty Paich Piano Quar- prez. the FTC attorneys asked the- the late country
singer Jinin.ie
tapped source for: new recording |
7 publishing entity.
tet are racking up. strong sales for. commission to’ dismiss the com- Rodgers, who was one of the he+tplaint. indicating that they con- ,selling names in the 1920s. These
on the other hand. ‘personalities. Heretofore. : he add- . Victor.
. 'Rodgers,
feels he did a “creditable” job as ed, too:.much - emphasis has. been . The honky-tonk piano, too. is sider prosecution of the matter “an sets will be spaced out in relcases
Jyricist to ‘his own. melodies, when - placed: on finding ‘such “talent in making
:
a dent in pop areas as wit- unnecessary expenditure in time, aver the rest of the year.
Hammerstein. died last. year, -in- the east to the. neglect of the Coast. ness the big sales racked up. by effort and funds.”
Victor hit paydirt with ifs recluding three new- fjunes for the.‘He: plans ‘to be in Hollywood |for: Knuckles
issues several years ago when it
O'Toole. on .the- Grand - Maitland stated, “The Commisremake of “State Fair’. 20th-Fox) -about ‘three weeks, during which'-Award: label. Victor also is going sion apparently now concurs with came up with a couple of de ture
‘and a new song. for “Flower Drum- time: he'll hold auditions on the into its. morguw to cash in on the CRDC's continuing belief that giv- i packages by the Glenn Miller are iSong.” Latter is titled “‘This Isn't: lookout. to sign new talent to the current piano binge. Last week it’ ing records.to radio stations for _estra. Benny Goodman and Artie
The. three “State Fair” :“UA label. .
Heaven.”
broadeast
use does not Shaw reissues have also been tug
issued “Boogie Woogie. Revisited,” normal
He'll also: huddle: ‘with execs: of a compilation of the works ef such violate any Federal law. Naturally, sellers for Victor along with Wesse
tiles, ‘says Rodgers,‘ ‘would . Biye °
away the jokes if the song titles United Artists ‘Pictures, |the disk- tkeyboarders as Pete Johnson and we are extremely pleascd at the King and Ellington in the past.
were. printed now, * since they en-. ery'’s: parent company, .on future |i Albert Ammons:
vindication of our company’s positail a play’
‘words. ‘Charles- pic themes to be recorded. UA- al-j ‘ The. growing interest, in piano tron. At the same time. we can

Brackett doesn’ start shooting his ‘Teddy has made a big splash in the 'disks. have- also brought

classical only regret the adverse

publicity

20th-Fox production (Walter. Lang" pic theme area with :“The Apart-: performers ‘into the pap sales lists. that is inevitably connected with
ment.”
‘Exodus,’
-“One
Eyed ”
- directing) until July.Currently riding high in pop areas. the complaint originally filed by
’ Lerner left for France over. the: Jacks”. .by Ferrante & Teicher." are Sviastoloy Richter with a the FTC.”:
“The:
“Magnificent.
Seven”
by
Al i Brahm’s Concerto, Van
Cliburn
‘weekend with his French -lawyerwife.
The Rodgers collaboration ‘ Caiola, and “Never. On ‘Sunday, ’ with Tschaikovsky" 's Piano Concer“The: Unforgiven” and “The Mis-~ to and
Artur’ Rubinstein
with.
ds primed for the 1962 season.
; fits” by Costa himself.
. “Heart of the Piano Concerto.”

Fila-Petersoa Clickhh

|

During. the Coast stay, Costa win! i

.| record. singles and albums with.
Ferrante & Teicher, Eydie ‘Gorme’

schedules “of the company’s
Tel Aviv Due toDisks;-.‘the
talent and his plans to sign Coast.
{and

Steve

Lawrence. . Because

of

artists. Costa: plans to spend
‘Philharmonic’ Tag Beef‘based
more’ time in ‘Hollywood in. the”
| future...

.

Tel Aviv, ‘April. Ml.
Although there ‘is no real en-

- HERMANDIAZSHIFTED
TO RCA INT'L DIVISION

thusiasm for jazz in. Israel,.Ella,
Fitzgerald’ s.debut here -was a click
partly. diie to the success: of |rec-’:
i Werman Diaz 3r., veteran memerds in this. country.’ Miss ' Fitz- ber: of: RCA
Victor's -artists &
gerald. “appeared |‘with The Oscar ‘repertoire: staff. has been. shifted
Peterson Trio: in’ :a ‘presentation. to a&r director of Dario’. Soria’s’
tagred “Jazz at the Philharmonic” ‘recently -established. RCA Victor
International. liaison’ department.
at the huge. Fredric . Mann Audi-...
Soria said that Diaz will be von:
tori um last week.
cerned With, tthe selection and -reThe ‘bash. received: unexpected , lease in ‘the U.S. of: foreign disks
publicity from the. Israeli: Philhar- “ ‘available . through RCA’s globalaffiliates.
monic Orchestra which uses the
‘Diaz joined Victo rin 1947 as an

TAYLOR REPLACES SIMS
AS BOURNE’S PRO MGR.
Lester Sims has exited: the general professional

manager's.

spot

: at Bourne Inc. He's being repiaced
| by Larry Taylor.
‘Sims had been with the Bourne
setup for the past four-and-a-half
. Nears.
Before that he had a 15year’ tenure as. head
of Miller
‘Musie for the Big 3 (Robbins, Feist

& Miller).

“Sims plans are as yet

SEC PUTS ROULETTE
ON CARPET APRIL 25

-Maxin Joins Berman
Teur to Tape Material
For Next MGM/Verve LP
Arnold Méexin. MGM; Verve prez,
is hitting the road with ShePey

Berman to frepare the comedii:’s
Washington, April 11.. next LP. Maxin will cut tapes durThe Securities & Exchange Com- .
‘ing Berman‘’s appearances in San
mission has set April 25 for a hear- Francisco. Santa Barbara, Szera: ing on a charge that a publie stock mento,
Portland.
Seattle,
San
offering by Roulette Records contained “false and misleading state- Mateo, Los Angeles, San Dicgo,
‘Pasadena and Santa Monica within
ments,”
The- tape
One of the chargest made hy ;the next few weeks.
“FTC was that Roulette fafled to: !will he used for an LP to be cahed
mention in its circular that a pay-'“The Many Sides of Shelley Berola complaint was pending againct~ man.’
it by the Federal Trade CommisWhile on the Coast, Maxin will
sion.
also meet with Verve artist Anta
-O’Day and with MGM studio execs

‘indefinite.’
Taylor comes to Bourne after:
*as well as with Coast sales chief
‘several years of operating his own
‘ Bernie Silverman and Jesse Kaye,
music firms, Larry. Tavlor Music |
iveepee in charge of studio «nd
and Jimskip Music. Bourne is id
Coast liaison to discuss upcoming
Tun by 'Mrs.). Bonnie Bourne. wid-.
soundtrack albums and sinecle reow of the firm's founder Saul. Hy.
Robert Stolz is wrapping up the leases from Metro pix in producBourne.’
“seore for his. new musical-on-ice tion.
“Carnival of Love.” It's scheduled °
Maxin has just returned from a
Reiner
Back
i
in
Groove
|;te open in Passau, Germany, Aug. European frek where he visited
"MGM /Verve overseas distributors
Fritz Reiner, maestro of the Chisame aud for its. Tel Aviv con- a&r staff assistant for Latin. AmeriAfter ‘the store. which is due to
certs.. The: orch protested against can ‘Recoids: . He formerly was a cago Symphony Orchestra, is. gets be completed at the end of April. and aftilfates with Gene Moreiti,
foreign
sales
manager
tor the
ting back into disk harnese. after:
the |use of “At. the Philharmonic” ‘retailer’ specializing in Spanish recovering from his recent ilincss. : Stolz has eommitments tc conduct - label.
. disks. oy
at. supposedly - misleading the pub- |.
He'll start recording a ceries of.‘ LPs with the Vienna Philharmonic ..
lic: It. claimed that some ‘people. i
-, albums for RCA. Victor next week °‘and then concertizes in Holland |
{and Belgium.
‘would: ‘think that the orch gave up. i: _ Forest Hills Adds Bikel- in Chieago,
: Va, Beach’s Jazz Fete
i
ee
symphonies | for jazz.
In. his an-_
“Theodore Bikel has becn naobed - ‘Reiner is planning to resume a
Virginia Beach, Va.. April 11.
' ‘ser, V. H. Robert, the Israeli im-} -by “Limelight: Productions to ap-- full schedule of activities for the. | DARNEL, MIRON TEAM UP
oO
oo
nes
The third annual jazz testival
presario. pointed to the fact :that. pear .at its Forest Hills, Queens, coming: year.
1. Bill Darnel
has teamed
with | held in this resort city will be held
Miss Fitzgerald and Peterson used‘‘Musie Festival July 15. The: fest|.
iJules
Miron
in publishing
and July 14-15.
/the “Jazz at the’ Philharmonic”. tag° Wi)l be .a.seriés of .10 outdoor. con+ diskery activities. The duo have.
-KRYL‘S NEW MERC SPOT
Tommy
Gwaltner,
bandieader,
Jong before they came to Israel.
. certs at -Forest Hills |‘Tennis. Sta. formed Portrait Records, Darnel and Bob Gheza, program manager
Chicago, April 11.
The big: surprise: of the evening | dium running’ ‘from July. 1. to.
(BMI)
and
Miron
Music ,and jazz jockey of WBOF
Bob Kryl ‘has ‘been named Mer- 'Musie
ind
was Peterson at the piano. He was: ‘Aug. 26..
cury'’s promotion manager for. At-, tASCAP).
WYFI-FM in Norfolk, are produc‘up to now. totally unknown in Is-:
Bikel, who. records. for the Elek- lanta and surrounding territory.
| The diskery is teeing off this ing the event. Promoters are ; Te
rael but ‘from: now.on he will be’ tra label, is. currently appearing in : Kryl will work out-of Mercury’s _ week with Angela Martin's “Guaging at a mayor build up for this
‘emembered
as. the ‘finest. jazz the Broadway
tuner “Sound of Atlanta ‘distributorship, Hopkins , lione” and “My Locket Lost A_ festival
in view of the rechulfied
pianist. who ‘ever | Visited here.
tMusic.”
(Equipment Co.
j Picture.”
pattern at Newport this sunimes.
oe dee wae *

Stolz’s ‘Carnival of Love’
- Due for Reich Bow in Aus.

&
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and D
By MIKE

Mel

Torme

(Vervei:

GROSS

“HER|spinning

chances.

“HI-LILLI,

| Dick Gregory: “In Living Black ‘the most part, the use. of a musical

HI-

and White” (Colpix). Riding. high instrument. Occasionally there's’ a
on a publicity splurge that’s setting harp ‘or an accordion to help ’em_

FACE”
(Robbins*) is a pleasing|ILO" (Robbins*) is given a brisk
ballad
from
the
“Carnival
}lilt that could bring this charming
Jezituue.s with a vocal delineation |item to the fore again,

“TURN
tha’ puts it in proper perspective.
Dodie
Stevens
(Dot):
“YES
INDEED!”
‘Embassy?!
is}|AROUND” :Gil*) sets up a good
brizhfened up by Torme’s breezy ; ballad line for the thrush to‘tackle
vocal handling.
with her potent pipes. “I FALL
Lloyd

Price

moitnt.

(Glad-+

Orch

“CHANTILLY
is whipped

{ABC-Para-;TO

PIECES”

LACE”|an

up with

(Pampert)

him up as the first Negro comic 30 along but.they are so richly en-

|

Dick Gregory should dofine
as ,|cowed ‘that the instruments’
are alZ| |disk artist but only north of the |™0St-superfluous.
The tunes are of
F<) |Mason-Dixon line. His cracks about ithe familiar branes like “In ane.
a]

picks up.

okay ballad strain for likable.

an in-: results.

a

widely quoted, still hold’ up inhis: ete Performance makes, ‘em all

strumental dash to move it along}
The Altecs (Felsted): “EASY”
the juke cricuits.
“STRING OF|/Mured*) has an assertive instruPEARLS” ‘Mutual*: is strung out|mental quality that should wake

-|easy and casual manner. He’s got {WOr'™ @ replay.
a lot to say about alot of things,|
Jane Morgan: “The Second Time
but it’s when he targets on the !Around”.: (Kapp). " The romantic

with an intriguing beat for solid! hold in some juke areas.
terping.
'1CESS” (Mured*) rolls at a jukeGosi Grant ‘Liberty?: “ADRIFT | pegged pace for'a moderate coin

ON A STAR”
adaptation of

earolle”

from

In The

World”

(Chappell*>
Offenbach’s

“The

and

—

white-black

Girl |“TRIMPET

it adds!the

jaunty

problem

he’s at his ;side of Jane

Morgan:fg quite in-:

best, The platter was etched dur-) triguing.. Whether she romanticizés |

| ing. a session at. Chicago’s Playboy !with a lilt such as in “Love

is an; draw.
a
;
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To Know

is the standout

Kurt Weill melody with a new Johnny Mercer lyric added to give
it top pop qualities.
“How Wonderful to Know” (Leeds*) is a
charming ballad delivered with a warmth that demands spins.
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on our a warmth and intensity to their 57 ling stuings.. Franz
restricted list. This means it will global song tour that will bring Stole
not be played on entertainment
programs, although it might be

LOU Did It:

broadcast in

Sam Fletcher's “Hold Me" (Robbins-Ross Jungnickel*) puts a
solid vocal grip on a@ slickly fashioned ballad slice and it should go.
far on all spinning Terels. “You Did It” (Roosevelt?) has a strong
blues ballad approach and fine vocal.
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The BBC has banned the original : Ce

The Coasters’ “Keep on Rolling” (Progressire-Triot) has a nifty
rocking line with a folk flair that’s surefire for a strong spinning
splash.
“Little Egypt” (Progressive-Triot) swings along with a
norel touch that will draw some play.
*

sweet

disk fan giving him a buyingi Earle Doud: “Sounds Funny”
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that appeals to the young and adult;and Ray Charles.
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_
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9: When My Sugar Walks Down The:effects| man Ralph Curtis,
has. Pounds. of Clay Street,” “Stairway To The Stars”: whipped up a madcap platter. that.
| For ‘100 London,
April 11.
|and the title song will get lots’ wide ee the audlo bus. : ahe
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lyric, ‘after
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output
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ta
the
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sales
George. Pincus, U.S. publisher.
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First six lines of: both versions power. Light has a bright and easy ‘found a new. friend in Ginandes. .
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drawer musical effect without, for
‘7 onis J. Bedell. and Max.Newman,
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Funnel of Love.
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DA

is followed’ by “For my world full |At Twilight” (Capitol). The voices! ©s\crt to a consent onder
of beauty and’ light,” instead of }that Roger Wagner have put into ie h to Ps consent orcer

| the

Wanda Jackson’s:“Right or Wrong” (Combine?) has all the slick
pon ballad ingredients and the potent yocal styling to take it to

the top.

“Thank

and “I'll thank Him every night”|

ts built along
that will draw attenhas a neat romantic,

thers.

Te

“ODA

Love.’ eas FORMER ERA PARTNERS

day/For evéry kiss you're ;Places.” It can't help but follow its

WANDA JACKSON...............-- RIGHT OR WRONG;
(Capitol)

are undemanding and ‘: .

giving” became “Thank Him every
|predecessors
day For all the joys.He’s given”
| bracket.

REEF

(Laurel*)

.

ene

old Adam and he | lights as ee

made a woman for the man.”
every

(Warner Bros.).......2...00000+0ee2..1 Love You
Hawaiian ballad lines with a vocal approach
tior ard big play.
“I Love You” (Feist*)
flavor thet will please some programmers.

raised fae

‘BBC eyebrows.So Lewis changed | the repertoire consists of such de- |

up in current vocal group standards and it emerges as a. utnner
again.
“Can I Come Over Tonight” (Figuret) has some okay
ballad touches to win friends among the juves.
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all of Hollywood: Until May, 1959,
| they: were partners in Era.. Now
. they: manufacture disks under: sep‘arate labels.

FTC issued

_

.,

a payola

complaint

against them last.November ,charg-:
ing them. with giving money. or

-|.. MGM Records has set 13'Verve albums for its “April Shower of Sales” “other valuable consideration” to
campaign. The release will be spotlighted by EHa Fitzgerald on ‘'The
Harold Arlen Song Book,” a two-package set, Jonathan Winters and disk jockeys and other broadcastGerry Mulligan ... Larry Sockell takes over as national sales rep for. ing personnel ‘to push

the Washington

of pro-

and Offbeat labels. He’s former sales manager for|TeCOTdS:

their. Era

i.

_

ONE KISS” (Acuff-Roset) puts a:grammers. “FIRE IN THE FLESH” ‘Younz People’s Records and Children’s Record Guild ... On Atlantic’s|
Under FTC's. scheme of things,
vocal verve into a driving country-|(Reynolds*) builds up. a musical’ schedule this week are LPs. by Chris Connor& Maynard Ferguson and | the consent. order is solely for setstyled ballad
chances.

for

good

spinning: passion that
| spinners.

may

interest

Bobby Scott . . ..“The Bobby Darin Story’’ and “Apache” by Jorgen |‘tlement of the complaint and_ is
Ingmann. are on Atco’s list with a special dealer. plan that offers five} not fantamount to an admission
of

some
,

The Cumberland
Three
Rou- | Lester
Lanin
Orch
(Epic): free LPs for every 25 purchased ... Joe Rene, chiefof Beltone Records,:Wrong-doing.
—_
lette:: “OLD DOG BLUE” (Melody '“BELLS” (Peert) strikes up.a gay who arranged Lester Lanin’s dance LP for Epic, will now cut his own |.
——______~
Trails?) has a neat folk flair thatjinstrumental
quality
that
will dance package. Lanin, incidentally, opened at the. Roosevelt Grill Mon-}
;
.
could go over with the pop jocks.;brighten the programming time. ‘day 110)... Ray Charles, ABC-Paramount artist, has a Carnegie Hall | Fris¢g La
er Snes
“YOU CAN TELL THE WORLD” |“BOW AND ARROW” (Jolit) de- concert set for a baiteee a Cosnat of Cincinnatt has been appointed | *
ie wyt }
MuVo

,

(Melody Trails*) has a bright folk- |velops.an instrumental frenzy over
andid
Records’ distributor in that territory.
Chuck Huesman manages
an Naga far C51
sy quality that will stir up the)some familiar -melodic patterns.
the Ciney ‘branch
. . . Dick Powell cut. “The Wonderful Teens” id
Helen Noga for $5,000 “
jukes.
Billy Mitchell (Jubilee): “SHORT Walter Brennan etched “By The Fireside” for Ardco, new label which}
San Fancisco, April11
Crazy Otto (Decca): “PICCADIL- ; SKIRTS” (Trinityt) has the breezy is bowing by sending out the two albums cuffo as an introductory offer.|
A Frisco lawver ‘sued Johnny
LY” ‘Gil-Rex*) rolls with a happy; beat and the lyric angle that the}
Elia Fitzgerald’s newest MGM/Verve album, “Ella Fitzgerald Sings: Mathis’. manager, Helen. Noga, far.
piano beat that will nab lots of|kids take to for an okay payoff. The Harold Arlen Song Book,” will feature on the cover a drawing of . $5,000 last week ‘and also demandSpinning time. “SPANISH HOLI-|“YOU
KNOW
I DO” (Trinity?). the. sorigstress by the French artist; Matisse. Double-LEP set will be
.ed an. accounting of Miss Noga’s
DAY”
showcases more of Crazy:should stir.up some noise in the. released April 13, timed for Miss Fitzgerald's opening ‘at Basin Street
-‘and Mathis’ pp business
Otto’s zesty style against a gay|juke areas with its peppy vocal. East, N.-Y... . .. Tommy Gwaltney, orch leader in the Tidewater, Va.:
ete
melodic line.
: projection.
area. is-spotlighted in a new Riverside album, “Goin’ To Kansas City” | . Roy Sharff, in a

Nancy

Stevens

(Chancellor:::

Rockin’

Robin

Roberts

(Eti-|.

“MISTER LOVE” (Leeds*) has the ‘quette): “LOUIE. LOUIE” (Limaxt)
ballad touches that the teeners will: has an odd rocking sound and is
find right up their alley.
“MY . offbeat enough to have some im-.
FIRST LOVE LETTER” (Joy*) has: pact
on
the
spinning
circuit.
a cute vocal styling that may at- “MARYANN”
(Progressivet)
tract some of the juve disk fans.
!swings for teen approval and: okay

dealings.
ee

superior court
Robert Merrill, Metopera baritone, joins Jean Sutherland to. cut; Suit here, saidhe made an oral

“Don Pasquale”
and “Lucia di Lammermoor”
for London Records in| five-year

contract. in’ 1955. with

Rome this June. He'll also record “La Boheme” and “Aida” for RCA! Miss Noga for 5°o of Mathis’ earn-

Victor... . Folksinger Boh Grossman promoting his new: Eureka
‘set, |‘98S.
in exchange for legal work.

“Cosma Alley Presents Bob Grossman”
-in cross-country datesat ‘col-;
His complaint charged he was
leges and niteries . . . Decca kicking off a month long promotion. in-| paid $2,000 until December, 1958,.
volving 13 new and 88 catalog items on the Decca and Coral labels: and nothing théreafter,.. aithough
James Ricks (Atco): “YOUNG. juke play.
|with a dealer incentive program:. . .. RCA Camden -releasing seven: the contract still had two years to.
AT HEART” ‘Cherio*) gets a vocal: Linda Hopkins (Brunswick:: LPs this. month, including the reissue of Max Steiner’s ‘Gone With. go. He estimated
his share to be
“at least” $5,000. —
7
appreach that could give it new |“HAPPINESS” (East-West*) has a. The Wind” score in conjunction with the film’s rerelease,

- Wednesday, April 12, 1961 —
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Marty Robbins
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| Memphis
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|

White,
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here for a Royal Festival Hall con-
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Simon took over as jazz ‘contributor |biog

for

the
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getting

on

2

Herald-Tribune’s | night (12:

Lively Arts section...

now

“The Song;singer

of the Rain.” frum the French

pic

signed up

Home: Service

in

booked
for
summer
show.
at.
Bournemouth . . . They've given,
Cliff Richard his eighth Silver Disk,:
marking 250,000. sales for “Theme ;

For a Dream”.
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to Iroquois Gardens, Louis|
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Louis Kinman orch into the ;
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Knockens Up (JLP 2029)
BERT KAEMPFERT (Decca)

“Us MISS
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MITCH MILLER ‘Columbia)
Memory Sing With Mitch (CL 1542)
RAY CHARLES (Impulse,
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‘to Robert Iversen and ‘Monique. Peer: :
{Southern Musie Co.).

go:
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We Have

“CAMP MEETIN'
BAND’’

39

ANKA

(tABC-Par)

[LA song of the. period and- with the |

Paul Anka Sings His Big15 (ABC-823) :
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| popularity of “ROBERT E. LEE.” It’s as’

MIKE NICHOLS & ELAINE MAY (Mercury)
Evening with Nichols & May (OCM 2200) _
18
LAWRENCE WELK (Dot)
.
Last Date (DLP 3350)
«20
THE ALAMO (Columbia)
Soundtrack (CL 1558r
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‘PLATTERS
Encore

(Mercury!

of Golden Hits (MG 20472)

BILLY VAUGHN

(Dot!

Soundowners Theme
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BILL BLACK COMBO (Hi)
Solid and Raunchy (12003)
BROADWAY'S BEST (Columbia)
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| exciting as “Saints Come Marching In”
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with o Meredith Willson swing and en

the style of BILL BAILEY.” Many arti] ists played It with kazoos. It’s peri | fect for now.
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‘Decca:

HAND IN HAND >
a

BROOK. BENTON (Mercury)
_Brook Benton Greatest Hits (MG 20607)

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
. Soundtrack (LOC 1032)
ETTA JAMES (Argo)

by DAVID. CARROLL
. MERCURY RECORDS 71790
<M. WITMARK & SONS
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Leonard. Bernstein Sets SpE Id IEICE
Scholarship at Brandeis|*

STORY OF JAZZ, takes notes for

his new book on jazz and the
dance from an interview tape
that he plays back on his
NORELCO ‘Continental’ tape
recorder.
DR. STEARNS is Director of the INSTITUTE OF

JAZZ

STUDIES

and Associate

Professor of English at HUNTER
COLLEGE.
“I make constant
use of my NORELCO ‘Continen-

tal‘ when doing field work for
my books and articles,” states
DR. STEARNS.

“Here, the most

‘

Waltham, -Mass., April.11.

significant feature Is. three
Leo nard Bernstein has _ estabspeed versatility. ‘I find that) lished the endowment for a full
the extremely economical 17% |tuition scholarship to be awarded

K12992

Tal

TI

THE GOOFERS.
Just concluded extended $v gement.

RIVIERA HOTEL, LAS

speed is ideal for recording in-/ annually to a music student at

terviews from which [| later, ! Brandeis U. here.
In_ establishing
the Leonard
take material needed for my |5.
ernstein Musie Scholarship Enwork,
The other speeds Gre; dowment at Brandeis, the conducexceptional for their ability to tor of the New York Philharmonic, |

capture the Fulffidelity of mu-. crowns an interest.inthe university |

EGAS

Re-engaged fer sixweeks starting Aug. ars

Mf
Currently DREAM ROOM, NEW ORLEANS.
Apr. 18 thru 27 — B and B THEATRE REST., INDIANAPOLIS |
Apr. 28 thru May 6 — ANGELO'S, OMAHA
May 18 thru 24 —= THE VAPORS, ‘HOT SPRINGS

‘Continental’ is a@ product of the first director of the School. of ;
|; North
American’ Philips Co.,:

RETURN ENGAGEMENTS HAROLD'S CLUB, RENO
SIX WEEKS starting Nov. 28
FOUR WEEKS starting Oct. 13
Personal Management: MANNIE GREENFIELD
BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY

Inc., High Fidelity Products.Di- many precedent setting programs.
Bernstein was elected.a Fellow
| vision, Dept: 1LL4, 230 Duffy
the University 1n-1958 and was..
Avenue, Hicksville, Long Is-. of
awarded
an honorary degree in|

748 FIFTH AVE, NEW YORK 22, .N. Y., PLAZA 9-4600
CHICAGO @ MIAMI BEACH @ HOLLYWOOD. @ LAS VEGAS @ DALLAS @ LONDON

; sic and voice.”

which
began before’
Brandeis
The NORELCO . opened its doors in 1948. He wag

! Creative Arts and under his early:

|S=meiSSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION=

influence the university undertook |

land, New York.

1959.’

&

|| BILBAO SONG |

At Last

Noted jazz historian, MARSHALL STEARNS, author of the .
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This Is Brenda Lee (DL 4082)

Assorted Artists ‘(BZW 1)
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Col. L: "Wolfie" Gilbert
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BING CROSBY (WB)
Join Bing & Sing (1363)
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BELAFONTE

75th Birthday Anni
L. WOLFE: GILBERT

Returns to. Carnegie Hall, (LOC. 6007)
JOHNNY MATHIS
[IS (Columbia)

.8 - PAUL
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;

35

HARRY

|
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l'll Buy You a Star (CL. 1623)

35

i.

33

(LPM 2272).

Button Down Mind (W_ 1379)
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
Horxton’s Greatest Hits (CL 1596)
2
TERRY SNYDER ‘Command)
Persuasive. Percussion III (CR 33- 803)
8 DO RE MI (Victor)
. | Original Cast (LOC 2002)
-

«24

.
27

THE
NEXT

NEVER ON SUNDAY (UA)
Soundtrack (UAL 4070)

20

28

T,
SQ
zs

SINATRA

Wonderland by Night (DL 4101).
LIMELITERS (Victor)

|... Julian Cannonball Adderly ;]
down for the Minor Key, Detroit,.: a 25
May 16-21, then to Abarts in WashFlame Restaurant, Duluth, May 1.
for five weeks. Larry Ward Quartet

CONWAY
TWITTY.

All the Way (W 1538)”

_:
16
#11

Barbara Lantz to the same club |
April 26-May 6, to be. followed by | 230
Peggy Lord May 8 for two weeks ; ;
Al Hirt set for Pier 600, New |.
24.
Orleans, May 21 for three months L .

set for same spot June 6 for: an
indefinite stay.

14

.

(WB)

Original Cast (LOC 1060)
‘FRANK

through

(CL 1568)

RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
. Memories Are Made of This (CL 1574)
#=17 UNSINKABLE MOLLY BROWN (Capitol)
Original Cast (WAO 1509)
13
RUSTY WARREN (Jubilee)

;

ville, June 26-July 1.
Sarah |}.
Vaughan booked for. the Town & |

April 18-24...

4

|

is ristributed

_

WILDCAT (Victor
-

B Club, Indianapolis, April 18 for!

Country, Winnipeg,

Music from Exodus (LL 8231)

.SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia)

9

_

.
19

a week, then to Angelos, Omaha,:§°
April 28-May 6 .
Jack Teagar- |

jden

15

12°14
13

Chicago
on United Artists Records

—I

18, ;

of her own, !

then wings to the Las Vegas Stardust Lounge May 12 for a repeat!
> . . Frankie Laine’s newest for |
-§| Columbia is “Hell Bent For Leath- ;
er,” a collection of top western dit- .}
ties with Laine backed by chorus.|

FROM

(London)

Musicor

| Uiited Artists Records.

Original Cast (KOL 5450)

Roberta Linn opens at:

San

MANTOVANI

Happy ‘Times

23

a: trio -backing the:

with

|

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

Button Down. Mind Strikes Back (WI 393).

singer, same as that which intro-!
|duced him during the ’30s. Cole:
‘| will do a flock of his early ditties:

Feature

ONE

Cole

recording

(Victor)

.GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES (Ay
‘Various Artists
(UAL, 3122)

.

Nat Cole-is

PRESLEY

Swinging Session (W 1491)

10

Hollywood

AND

Musicor: Tucker, James
iF Aaron Schroeder, Musicor label
;chief, has pacted Ernie’ Tucker &
|The Operators and singer Jesse
}, James. ‘Company: is also putting .
‘out its first LP by Frankte Brown
‘and. trio.

G. I. Blues (LPM 2256)

12.

8

a

if
.

FERRANTE

os

15.
formerly recorded tor Van‘Records. ~

Way (T 1474)

LAWRENCE WELK (Dot)

:

... Beverley Sisters |}

Audio Fair at Hotel Rus-

5

6.

Alma Cogan |

a Whopper”...

Make

12

Calcutta (DLP 2539)
5

the melody by Paul Durand. Roger
Williams has an instrumental on
the Kapp label ...
Singer Paul
Evans, Carlton disker, has a sixday date at the Armata Coliseum,
Manita, staring April 20.

ne

KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)

_

for Pye. “Records’ new -

label Pieceadily . . . Adam Faith|
trying a comedy spot in new movie :

opening
sell.

4

Britain, ;

“The Cow and I,” is being published here by Mills.
Mitchell;

Parish is writing English lyrics to |“What

3 - 9

4°"

'She’s winding up a series ‘of conat N. Y¥.’s 92d Street “y"

“certs
‘ April
She
guard

or

Original Cast (KOL. 5620)

3.

. . . Ronnie Hill, USS. |].
homing

2 14 CAMELOT (Columbia)

.

to- j

|release. Miss Schlamme sings folls.
isongs.in 12 different languages..

EXODUS (Victor) —
Soundtrack (LOC 1058)

.

an hour's radio-j

BBC's

"Verve: Martha Schlamme
Arnold Maxin,
prexy of the
MGM/Verve. label -has inked folk
singer Martha Schlamme for Verve

|’

| Wk. wk. on chart

Fabian, The Everly Bros., Dion, cert, Josh White Jr., Mahalia JackConway
Twitty,
Frankie
Avalon son and Leon Bibb, here for a!
| Granada and
tv show
... Veteran song-:
and Gene Pitney in the April issue:‘smith
‘publisher “Lawrence :

of-Harper’s Bazaar...

“Artist
ArtistDiskDeals

(A National Survey of Key Outlets)

London

Teenage

with

"RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

JOE GLASER, President
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ICrosbyBros, inNY. Bow‘Wildwood, N.J, Spots Parlay Names,

Mass.Probe Secks EndofBookings

By New YorkTalent Agenciesin State|

Via Latin Quarter Date

fhe. Crosby Bros. -(8) will make

|

their New. York bow at the Latin.
Quarter starting April 25 for three |.

Boston, April ‘ll.
An “investigation into booking
activities by unlicensed and out- of-state bookers has been launched
by Ben. Ford. Abrams and Ray

+

was

set last week by

Gambling ini Bid for Summer Biz

Wildwood-by-Sea, N.J., April 11.
Five clubs out of the resert island’s 150-after dark spots are
slated to offer names from the top
ard middle brackets. Oscar Garrigue’s Manor Hotel Supper Club
returns to names after a three year
lapse with Connie Francis, Paul
Anka,
Johnny
Mathis,
Carmel
San Juan, P. R., April 7.
' Radio City Music Hall impresario| Quinn, Dion, Julius LaRosa, DamiLeon Leonidoff arrived here for ta Jo, Duane Eddy, Betty Johnson

Sammy. Lewis with LQ managing|
director Ed Risman.
‘Lewis
-also. set team ‘of Patti
| Lewis & ‘Ben Lessy to work the}

New Steubenville ‘Arena

Marr, investigators for the State
‘Dept. of Public Safety, which re-

gulates ‘booking activities.

weeks. Deal

~ Mapping Major Lineup spot sometime. induly.
‘OfSports, Talent Dates|:

Dunes, Riviera

“
Pittsburgh, April 11.:
-Complaints that anyone in MasThe Diocesan Community Arena,
sachusetts. can and
is. booking}.
shows, ‘and that .out-of-state book- in Steubenville, O., 50 miles south
ers, nearly 100% New York offices, of here, is now open and ‘shapes

In Vegas Race

+

Leonidof in Puerto Rico
For Music Hall Layout
Marking Island’s Anni

one week to complete plans for | and the Mills Bros. Others hiring
‘staging. a spectacular
honoringi names will be Sylvan Rosenfeld’s
Room,
Harry
Levy’s
| Puerto Rico. The all-Puerto Rican }iHurricane
nbow
Room,
Helen
Reesch’‘s
show
is
scheduled
for
April
27,
.
Beachcomber
and
Ben
Martin's
and will play at Radio City with!
‘that the law does -“have. teeth” a: Boat. Show but. the big excite“Parrish,” starring Claudette Col- |Bolero. Fred Gleim has not yet
when the
Harlem
in it. It says. “No: person: shall ment. came
announced plans for his Diamond
bert.
Globetrotters
came
jn
and
did
-a.
act as.a booking agent, personal.
“We are coordinating the show;‘Beach club.
agent or actor’s manager, or en-. $20,000 gross in. matinee and even |
The wheels of chance and some
The race for the booking of legit. with the 440th anniversary of the
. gage, directly or indirectly, in the ‘ing games.
founding of San Juan,” Lecnidoff:‘twenty other types of legalized
business. of. acting’ as an ‘agent | -Morris Saperstein, -of the Trot- musicals inte Las Vegas. hotels is
said.- “We do not want just a’ ‘gambling devices that proved a
ters,
and:
his
half-time
star,
Cab
currently
in
progress.
The
Dunes
in the commonwealth unless he.
‘series of acts, or a vaudeville-iype : financial bonanza to the boardwalk
has. obtained a ‘license from. fhe Calloway, . said the auditorium had Hotel there has booked “Tendershow.
We hope to stage an inte-|are
being augmented.
in some
Commissioner of public. safety. Any facilities. equal to any building in loin” for a six-weeks and options
grated presentation showing Puerto , cases, even eating places are being
: person’ so: licensed shall maintain the country.. The arena has 6,000 deal to star May 16, thus going
Rico at its best, and also work in 'replaced
with
gambling.
Two
one or more: offices in the com- permanent theater-type seats and into the same policy established
an additional 3,000- ‘portable seats. some: years ago by the Vegas Rivi- our Rockettes, ballet corps, and boardwalk piers are lacing their
monwealth. ad
symphony orchestra.”
{ amusement ride zones with gamThe law states: “Whoever x io- There are -no posts and. plenty of era Hotel, of buying Broadway
Leonidoff
has signed
Puerto ‘bling features.
They are Joseph
lates the provisions of. this section wide. aisles.
| shows as they become available,
Rican Graciela Rivera, (who has Barnes and Elmer Foehl’s Convenshall be punished by a fine.of not| ~‘Frank Dominico. fs the general
The
key
figures
in
the
legit
muperformed
at.
the
Met)
and
the
tion
Hall
Fun
Pier
and Gilbert
all. the
more than: $500 or by imprison- manager and handling
arrangements.
Rentals sical. entries. for Las Vegas are Julio Rodriquez trio, which plays !Ramagosa’s Sportland Pier.
ment for not more: than one year, -booking
Sammy
Lewis,
the
former
booker
regularly
at
the
Caribe
Hilton
|
depend on the type. of event. Vince
Harry Levy’s Rainbow Room will
‘or both.”
of the Riviera, who set: the deal Hotel terrace.
Another feature:, continue to offer rock ‘n’ roll head. The Department: of Public Safety -Risko, Canton: promoter who- han
| with “Tenderloin” producers Grif- will be the presentatoin of a Miss! ‘Jiners with Chubby Checker pacted
As. calling particular: _attention ‘to dled. the Globetrotter’ game, ©
fith
&
Prinee,
and
Ben
Goffstein,
“We will be filming |for three engagements.
His first
the provision .which says: “Any ‘| planning. to. put wrestling in: the Riviera prexy, who arrives in New San Juan.
some scenic material in Cinema-!
‘person: so licensed -shall maintain arena. Apples Mayers, who is put-: York Monday. (17) to gander the Scope, to introduce the 36-minute :five day stint will start May 26. He
jreturns for 10 days over Labor Day
one or ‘more offices: in :the-‘com: ting up an. office in Steubenville,
current legit and nitery show crop show,” he said.
and for another frame in midmonwealth.” According to the in-: ‘plans’ to- promoté | there all year
as well as confer with talent agenseason. Others set are Tecdy Ranterpretation; this prohibits. out-of- around and ‘is calling the talent’
cies - on name -‘availabilities. Lewis
agencies.
for
-anything.
that
will
dazzo, Ray Peterson, Danny & The
town bookers from. booking. shows
Juniors, Jimmy Clanton, Georgie
direct into the. state. Unless they lend itself to’ arena presentation. was in New York last week and
Young and the Rockin’-Bors, long. book through a bona fide licensed A portable stage is now being built closed “The Tenderloin” deal just
. Massachusettes. booker, they. are ‘for use.in the fall. Meyers told prior to Goffstein’s arrival. Latter
time tenants of the Rainbow, are
in violation of the’ law, the depart:Ehe has bids out for such. is currently ° in Chicago looking
inked in for a 14-week engagement.
attractions as Victor Borge, ‘the over talent in that city..
ment says:
oe
Levy will also expand his operaColdstream. Guards, Fred Waring,
The Dunes is seeking. to get out
lace
to the boardwalk by leasing
Stan Kenton, Louis ‘Armstrong, the of the nude show. policy, which,
ithe Arcade Ballroom atop the CasiIrv: Feld rock. rollers, Jazz for incidentally, it instigated initially,
The 10-day disk show at the no Arcade Park. Record hops will
Moderns, Mort Sahl, the Kingston and apparently figures the legit Brooklyn. Paramount which ended
Trio; the Brothers ‘Four; Bob New- musical booking is a good method Sunday (9) scored a sizzling $173,- be offered with disk jockeys with
live shows on Wednesdays
and
hart: and. _ Shelley Berman.
of Jaunching a former which will ‘000. Produced by Sid Bernstein weekends.
Levy plans to offer
“Easter
Parade
of teenage favorites with a full band
‘Tead into name bookings. At the ‘and _ tabbed
Webb '&-Knapp (Canada) Ltd.
same time, Lewis, who until sev- Stars,” the show had its biggest and show for the key weekend pe.-reports an improved liquid positionj
.leral months ago, handled all book- day April 5 with the appearance of riods. Previous offerings of this
‘as well as completion of. major de; ings for the Riviera, had an agree- Johnny Mathis who appeared only type headlined by Dick Clark were
velopments which makes. the firm |
the jJargest realty investment com‘|}ment,. David Merrick to set -all that for two shows during the day.
fantastic b.o. successes at the nearpany in the Dominion, aecording |
‘producer’ 's shows as they shuttered - Mathis flew in from Florida, but by competitive
Hunt's Starlight
plane trouble delayed his arrival ballroom.
to. its _prexy William. Zeckendorf..
on the Stem.
until 2.30 p.m. With a 34-minute
Firm reported assets of $6, 338 306.
Sylvan Rosenfeld opens the HurNow that he Js on his own, he took
‘and-.a. surplus of $1,014.695, as of . ‘The midwestern. ‘phase of the Now that he is on his own, he took intermission after his stint, man- ricane Room May 26.
aging
director
Gene
Pleshette
Dec. 31, 1960. This. Compares. with |
Bob Newhart ' concert- tour wound. the booking to the Dunes on the started the second show. Mathis
Rosenfeld will return the Frankie
$22,365 cash and a deficit of $76.- up -Saturday at. the Ford Audi- eve of Goffstein's visit here. Curcould do no more that day because Brent quintet to the bandstand
042 a year-ago. At. the same time
torium, Detroit, with a big $8,300 rently at the Riviera: is “La Plume of & commitment the following ; With its featured comedian, Jay
liabilities dropped . from ‘$7,325,973 take. Total for the 19 dates played. de ma .Tante.”
day in San Francisco.
in the previous. year to $1.292.235
in the midwest comes te $86,500
Maurice | Evans,
lead in: the
Others who
appeared
in the!
Hunt’s Pier will offer the newest
at the end. of 1960: Dividends equal.
after the comic registered $131,000 ‘Broadway. presentation, will not go Brooklyn layout were Bobby Ry-j boardwalk
spectacular
with
the
to 1214c¢ were declared on W&K
|for
a
total
of
$217,500
on-his
westinto.
the
nitery..
His
successor
for:
dell,
Chubby
Checker,
Dion,
Bobby
|
Calypso,
imported from Germany.
. (Canada) $5. preferred. shares. -and
Jimmy }Gondola type cars in multi-hues
‘dividends ‘equal to 18¢ on com- |‘ern tour. Another strong date on- -the cafe version. is to be named. Vee, Johnny. Burnette,
‘Tenderloin” Clanton, Frank Gary, Ben E. King, ; Move in a calypso dance-like fashmon. No dividends’ had pr eviously the midwest jaunt was $7,350 at Closing. - ‘date -for
‘the Music Hall, Cleveland, March ‘hasn't: been set yet, but it’s pre- The Shirelles, Capris, Little An-‘ion on a revolving platform.
been’ issued..
19,
Most
of
the
midwest
dates
were
sumed
that
the
show
will have to thony & The Imperials, Johnny
-In the’ repott,. ‘Seckendort Te-:
The resort is already
fAooded
close long énough-in advance for ‘Tillotson, Carla Thomas, Rosie, the ‘with seasonal job applicants from
‘ported: the completion of financing |; generally, on a guarantee basis.
|.
:
Newhart
begins’
his
eastern
tour.
retooling for the Dunes.
Isley Bros., Ray Peterson
and |jnearby cities indicating all is net
for the $80,000,000 Place Ville
others.
Marie development. in ‘downtown ‘Saturday witha ‘one-nighter. at the
well on the economic front.
Bernstein will now produce the
Montreal: Also reported. was the. Masque Theatre, Newark, Saturday
_DAMONE OPENS TEX. CLUB
| Music At Newport
concerts
to
formation -of ‘Trisec Ine:. in .con- |115), and the following night hits
|take place June 30 to July 3 at
Houston, April-.11.
junction. with two ‘British compa-j| ‘Carnegie Hall, N.Y. Total for east |.
has been booked Newport, R.I. Last year, the Jazz
nies to invest in .the -Montreal wilF.be 18 ‘dates winding up May 7. Vie Damone
at
Her
Majesty’
s:
Theatre,
Montreal.
Festival was cancelled because of
to
open.the
New
Embassy
Club
project. Trizec acquired: all shares
here: May. 1., The spot, the old ‘disorders by buffs who couldn't get
of the Place Ville Marie Corp.-‘The |’
entry into the stadium. This year,
|
Park
Towers
‘Club
now
remodeled
partnership wiJl be used to. acquire ;
Chicago. April 11.
into twice its size will also bring. added police will be on hand, funds
other ventures, said -Zeckendorf.
In two virtual
sellouts.
Ray
in
Howard.
Hartman
and
Don
for increased protection being proThe company, it was ‘reported;. has
Estes, singers. “
|vided by a $10,000 fund advanced Charles grossed nearly $34.006 in
become the largest firm inv esting |:
tandem
concerts
at
the
new
5.000Spot
is
operated
by
Jim.
Guagill.
by
Bernstein
to
the
Festival.
“in: Canadian Shopping. centres, .
. Grossingers,. Ferndale, N.Y,
seat McCormick Place auditorium
: ‘staiting -to. make ‘its post-Labor | last Saturday (8: and Sunday, with
day. entertainment
plans.
Paul
tickets scaled from
$2 te $4.
Round Hot Dog Takes Its :| “ Grossinger, operating head of. the |.Charles appeared with an augment-Cause to Dave Garroway ‘: inn, is “buleprinting a: folksong
ed orchestra and chorus.
: festiv al in conjunction with a musi-|.
Although Charles is actually the
Publicitywise, the hot-dog as an
jealinstrument manufacturer... The
second show biz attraction to apAmerican institution has been. giv"
soiree. will take’ place Sept. 4 to. 10.
pear at the new showplace, the twofing way to alien imports sucha
S: Already Signed are The Limeliters,
concert gross establishes the first
the pizza, and with: it-eomes a loss
boxoffice marker forthe house.
of markets, money .and_ prestige. Casey. Anderson, Clancy Bros. .&
First attraction was a jazz concert ©
"AS .a result, Nathan’‘s,. the Coney Tom “Makem, and others.
prizewinning events.will |
benefit.
‘Island pyropup king, is’ now. in-!. ‘The
“Enrico Banducci, operator of started his career under Banducdulging ‘In.a ‘series ‘of:.‘polemics j: comprise: representatives of various.
designed to renew interest in the | colleges who “will: ‘compete - with ‘San Francisco’ hungry i, is appar- ci’s guidance for $75 a week. PhylCharles to Boston
folktune
-renditions..'The
winners
ently
finding that travel through-. lis Diller played her first cafe date
traditional. .-American - comestibie:
Boston, April 11.
by indulging in- a controversy on. will be givén a ‘guitar, as well as a’ out the country pays off. His casing at the hungry i at a starter’s salHal Zeiger, who has been preof
talent
'in-many
cities
.through-.
recording
deal,
plus
a
tele,
ap
-ary
but
developed
there
in
an
85the relative ‘merits of. the hundsenting
Ray
Charles
in concerts
out. the ‘country has enabled him week stand until she now com‘wurst of the. Jong traditional shape, | pearance,
across the country, is bringing the
A te- ‘catch some of the top acts in: mands a respectable four-figures.
and the: round hotdog. which ‘has.
Charles
Show
to
Symphony
Hail
the country by the options. For ex- | Banduceci, who was in New York
been
introed on the:. food
ex- ‘Mexico Talent Union
ample, Dick .Gregory, current at last week to tape several shows for two performances on April 28.
-changes.
House
is
scaled
at
a
$4
top.
In Nitery Crackdown the Blue Angel, is obligated to play for PM West, which together with
Participants in ‘the ‘verbal battle.
‘sre Hy Brown, general manager of |.
Mexico City, April 11. -[the ‘hungry i: at $1, 500 when the PM East is being groomed as opNathan’s who came.on the Gar- . |: The National ‘Association of Ac- rest of the country is paying $4.000 position for Jack Paar to be ‘carBALABAN JOINS PARENTS
raway ‘shew to discourse on the tors. has: taken action against. nine -for him. Shelley Berman played| Tied on WNEW-TV and other staBruce
Balaban,
who
headed
merits of the: traditional canine, | Night spots -in the: port. resort of . Banducci's ‘spot for $600 when his tions, apparently feels that these Globe Photos, sailing out today
and Sid Jaffee, . of the American’ Acapulco... -Clubs ‘either refuse to. ‘price had. zoomed te the strato- short ‘prices are his reward for (Wed.) to take up a residence in
Kosher products, whp extolled the negotiate new collective work con- sphere..Bob Newhart is reportedly ‘working assiduously with an act Switzerland, joining his father,
advantages of the new shape.
| tracts with the union or are heavily | beefing, but the contract and the after catching them early in their A. J. Balaban, who Jast was man‘Many feel that it really .matters: indebted. ‘to. the’ ‘Association. - nj law-says that he still owes the hun- career. He has provided them with aging director of the Roxy Thealitle who wins 4n the battle of non-payment of. salaries ‘to. ‘mem gry ia date at $1.000, which is far ;audiences and experience and an tre, N.Y., and who at one time was
forms and shapes, .the- main item-| ‘bers as well as union quotas.
below the price that the comic Bets atmosphere in which they can de- a top Paramont exec, his mother
1 velop.
is to get the American public to
Clubs blacklisted include’. such ont.a one-nighter.
and his sister Josie..
_resume thinking in terms. of:the tourist spots. .as Ski Club, ‘Canta
Banduccl. says that a boniface
‘Others who have played Banduc-:
The senior Balaban has been
great American dish, and to take Rana’ (Singing: Frog), La Roqueta, ci’s‘spot at the vastly reduced rates has the duty of making a room at- residing in Switzerland for several
attention
away from pizza and: Bohio,; Caribbéan, Bambu, Bahia, include Mike
Nichols & Elaine tractive to an act and providing years, making
periodic trips to
of other imports. .,
Barba Azul and Caleta,
‘May and, of course, Mort Sahl, who
(Centinued on page 50)
visit friends and family in the U.S.

as: one of the .top auditorium-thea.

‘are riding: roughshod over Boston.
agents,
‘booking
‘shows direct tre. ‘operations. in the country. It
opened to the public. for the first
spurred the. investigation.
.
The investigators. also’ point out, time on March. 15 where it housed]

For Bway Shows

Disk Show Hits
1736, Beklyn Par’

WEBB & KNAPP,CANADA,
REPORTS ’60 BIZ BOOM

Newhart 2176
In Western Tour

RAY CHARLES ROLLS
$34,000 IN CHICAGO

Grossingers to Stage
Fall Fete for Fela) =

~ Early BirdGets the Option

|Banducci Gets Talent for
for Frisc:
Frisco’s hungry i Before
Salaries Get Stratospheric.
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Night Clubs’ ‘Blue Wave’ Binge
Céntinued

from

page

1

ful propaganda campaign to creafe: ulatory
an

affirmative

public

image.

This

can

agency.

happen

Vegas

where, in that particularly

But

to

and

the

their

direr

things

nitery

entre-

appurtenances,

casings

been

have

most

idea of a fast buck through “shock”

the

spect in overall internal behavor-

ism and, exieriorally, uave done an
aggressive community welfare job

on

everything

from

evolution.

circum-.:

The

paradox

is that

a. certain

segment of the talent itself seems
convinced that
people want.”

“that's what the
One great-name

civic pride to~ _ crooner, latterly touring the niter-

religious the
pursuits.
As a conis most articulate
and who
glib go
in
comitant,
French influences
in |ies,
his conviction
that “people
Vegas,

in re nudity,

are declining. |out

at night want

to laugh,

and

Carele-s criteria has appeared of gon’t mind if it's risque.”
True,
Jate, confined not to the Barth or; he typifies the insecure performer |

Bruce

school exclusively because,
! hecause the top stand-up. comics
even before their more generally || have an acceptancy in the bistros
exposed brand of indigo or “sick”; with wit and humor and a “clean”

humor, there already existed a big-| approach to their routines as.much
under-the-counter and Mail order las over the air when broadcasting
business of “party” albums.
Most -into the home.
of the titles are as unsubtle as back-i If the performer has professjonfence
calligraphy
and the lyric. - al know-how he can be commercial
content singularly pornographic.
iin any medium, under any cir-

in re recuruings, of another sort; cumstances. A clean act has never
—doing LPs “live” off the cafe/ en a handicap but a passport, It

floor—this is a big plus, because | ;. the smutty purveyor of leers
of the audience values and the gen- and: “leer-ies’” who circumscribes
eral informality when it applies his or her orbit
nate
to levitimate entertainers such as
The theory that if some freak

Coward,

Ella

Fitzgerald,

Pearl Bailey, Tony Bennett, Carol’
Channing

ct. al.

This recreates

him or her” fs fallacious.

bistros

and

opportunistic

agents

for home-consump tion an aliveness because ot the audience re-

reportedly starting ‘to scout the
“party” diskers for possible open-

sponse.
The nitery comics, too,
when are senerally appealing (Mort
Sahl. Bob Newhart, Shelley Berman: deliver the same vibrancy,

door cabaret bookings.
They’re.
strictly stag workers and should
be left there
Right now on the Manhattan.

and nothing is lacking.

scene are two instances where

for some

But when,

pa-

unnecessary
reason, as lice harrassment can summarily
happenstance in the put anyone foolhardy not to stick

is a current
case

of

a

promising

newcomer

to the Tule out of business.

They

(who shall be spared here’, he) 2-6 not analgous to any threatened
gives put with a needless Chic} «pije" wave, but it points up that’

jor disk label where, if the artist's

Agency feeling is that Miss. Wilson, whose New York dates were
viewpoint is jaundiced, should not
mainly at the Maisonette of the St. ‘Regis Hotel, and originally at the
have permitted such a lapse in
Copacabana, should strive for a different type ‘of audience, thus her ~
management control.
bid for favor with the jazz. crowd rather than Feturning to the chicht
ae
| audiences.

Early Bird

===

‘This is

0 answer to some of the minor

In Las Vegas, for a never clarified
Adah (Mrs. Ted) Lewis, in connection with some Broadway column.
reason, a Barth booking scheduled | references to Monte Proser’s and Joe Kipness’ just-opened. Lanai res‘for March never came off, pre- taurant, recalls that it was not the site of a Prohibition nitery wherein:
sumably for the sound business. Clayton, Jackson & Durante starred. The present Lanai, in: the Winter
reasons that there just isn’t any Garden Theatre Bidg:, was opened as the. Bal Tabarin Club in 1918,
sense asking for trouble.-:
and was jointly owned and operated by Lewis, who starred, Jack LanSeemingly there is a market for nigan (a waistcoat manufacturer) and Gaillard T, (Gil) Boag, a hot-shot.
these ‘singing French postcards.” nitery operator of. that era. Lewis worked there until Prohibition. took
It should be kept in bounds. Bis- effect In 1919 and then.went into the “Greenwich. Village Follies,”
‘tros faced with local police regula- subsequently opening his own Ted Lewis Club on 7th Ave. and 52d St.
tions on bhehaviorism, rules on
There was another swank nitery on the floor above the Bal Tabarin,.
public safety, and. statutes under with its.own entrance (by elevator) on 52d St., called the Montmartre, 7
the liquor licensing laws face too and later El Mirador, where Beatrice Lillie .and Moss & Fontana
many standard hazards to: be woo- starred. Clayton, Jackson & Durante were then at the. Parody Club.:
ing
any
needlessly . additional
problems.
This is the just the
Julie Wilson is attempting to widen her employment horizons. Having.
‘hard-core approach to their opera- | recently. changed agencies to Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.,
‘tions if they ever start thinking being brought in by..Freddy Williamson of the Chicago office,. Miss
dimly ‘about the overall obligation Wilson is now going in for an entirely different type of booking. She’s
of good taste.. And that, incident-. set for Basin St. East, N.Y. on the Louis Armstrong pbill,. starting
ally, goes for at least this one ma- May 22.
.

|:

picking-up ihe actual—and class— songalogist
or
“far-out”
comic
nitery floor performances of Lena} inanages
to make
impact
then
Horne, Tony Martin, Paul Anka, “let's
find
some
others
like

Noel

Inside Stuff—Vaude

raided and the albums confiscated.

talent if the

concentrated albeit legalized gam-. ior misguided “sophisticated”’) apbling oasis with its concommitant peal is at the root of this’ new
entertainment

‘Wednesday, April 12, 1961

Hollywood, one Sunset Strip es-|sayed a Belle Barth booking and|
(1) found itself out of. business for
Variety review of Ringling: Brothers-Barnum: &: Bailey’ circus last
several nights, (2) facing trial, and week erratumed in noting acro-comic Gutis was abetted by clowns.
eontiguously, (3) a disk pressing. It happens to be the topper’s own seven-man troupe, and ‘longtime.
plant. purveying -her records was circus and fair unit staple here and abroad.

%s320NS & paseys aaey ‘eq uoriqy' roll a “ezar” and create a self-reg-

has been true from Gotham to Las; preneurs

SARRTETY ©

comedians, song “stylists,” strippers and “third sex” bistros. In

>
€

Continued trom page 49 ==
attentive audiences.. The latter is
the most difficult, but,. he says
there are the rules of the. house.
-He is credited in one evening, of
refunding money to a party of 14
‘and telling them ‘to go elsewhere,
because they failed to pay sufficient attention to an act which
Banducci thought rated it.
It's Banducci’s theory that an
admission charge is a_ desirable
method. of forcing audiences to
‘pay attention. People will pay attention to: what. they are paying
‘hard -cash for. The $3 admission
in effect at the hungry i has also
tended ‘to separate the spot. from
‘the beatnik movement: which had

Sale expression one wonders wha ‘over night the Greenwich Village a strong base in the Golden’ Gate
hoppened” . Wha hop pened. not coffeehouses find themselves in a city. Banducci points out that- there
only te this obviously intelligent hot seat and, in the Times Square .are four major universities around
'. young
comic
but where
is the
San Francisco, which set the tone
belt, over
night
the legitimate
of his: establishment, and he has
judgment of the major disk label dancehalls tind themsélves under
to permit such unedited expletive : a cloud just because cha-chaing had to provide upper IQ acts to
to mar an otherwise appealing and detectives
gathered
enough
evi- take advantage of that potentially
witty platter.
dence against ong Broadway: ball- | important audience.

-

Acapulco”s Fire God Club bee ore wre
Sets New Mexican: High tneelu “andthe abullding.fabuFor Hill Site & Cover Tab, December -Were sent with tele‘grams promising the most fabulous.
Acapulco,

|

April 11.

shindig

Promoter Hal. Hayes, has moved!
in on this

schemes

port with

of the year.

ceiving. bids

grandiose

Guests

re-

to ‘attend’ ‘included

persons high ‘in ‘society, entertain-.

for a super-super man-

ment, banking and political circles:
as well as the. ‘working press. ' Of-

sion and an equally. swanky night fer included an all expénses paid
club.

year-end :celebration in Acapulco.

Both are a reality, after a fash-|/

ion, and
God,

the

rushed

Odd

thing

about

all this was’

Club La Mira. Fire |that few of.the invitees showed up
.| and the fabulotis party was someto comple- what less than that. And, shortly

through

tion, did an initial rush business |thereafter,

upper

floors

of

the

in the past tourist season which| dream: house caved in. As of now
ended in Holy Week, even though |.nothing much ‘has been. done te
it has a stratospheric $6°per per-| TePair the damage.
/son cover charge.
,
The night club is located on one : |

_

_—

‘JE A N

of the highest hills averlooking the ©
expanse of Acapulco Bay.
Entrance is of stone construction and; ‘Ss H AN

N O N

‘Blue’ for Blowup
room because some of its patrons | Another item that has made the there is lavish use of tree roots in |
Currently_on:Tour With
Manifestations of a current blue! ailegedly were marijuana ‘users, hungry i an important factor in interior decor. At one side is a
a
QR.
wave should be curbed before it| carried
concealed’
weapons
or San Francisco is the ban on blue massive figure of fhe Aztec God of |:
material. He pointed out that be-: Fire, the symbol of the Club. Club. [ GUY
LOMBARDO
explodes in the industry’s face. It} loitered for illicit purposes..
—
a
happened with the picture busiIn Miami there seemingly is a cause. of this tenet, parents have has a roofed-in area and an open |
ag
ness and Hollywood had to pay-! “broader”
attitude about vulgar ‘no qualms about their kids attend- _air terrace, and.cash customers in
ing his spot.
| latter have feeling they are danc|
Banducci says that during his ing in the clouds.
travels and by: the process of auEntertainment is. not. traditional
ditioning,
listening
to -reliable
-agents and through his instinets, floorshow but two ballets, creations
of Mexican choregrapher
he bought such acts as Shelley
| Berman originally for $350; New- Leon Escobar. In one, “Los Poseidos,”
attempt
is to capture African
-hart. first played his spot for $600
Currently (3 WEEKS)
and signed an option to return at atmosphere, and second is an al-.
leged
|
Maya
legend. “Nic-Te-Lol1 $1,000
before
1962.
These,
of

ee

Oe

DON SHERMAN
THE PLAYBOY CLUB
CHICAGO, ILL.
May

2

THE SURF CLUB
CINCINNATI, OHIO
THE

CLUB

MIAMI BEACH, FLA.
June 19 (1 WEEK)

|

the

Australian

were

Miss

many

to

a

Russell's

Personal Mngmfs:

and high
Armando

PAUL HANDLER

4750 BN. Clarendon, Chicago, IN.

Oy
oaien
campaign

by.DesAca-

samme
“THE

.

a

COMEDIAN”
Only Real
Monthi

PROFESSIONAL
GAGGREATEST
SERVICE — |
E.
LATEST — THE

THE AT MOST-UP-TO-DATEST

But that despite all | Now in dts azth issue, containing

:

publie

New Dethi, April 4.Kamela Eaxman, not-

parodies,

ideas,

.intros,

double

gags,

Impressions

traveling

with

.a

nine-member

Releasa

HLL FOLLOW YOU b/w DANCING MAN
RAVES

rork

Radh
d V.
thi
and ch
|rapher Sudarshan Kumar. mnoreo8
Her European circuit takes in

Rome,

Switzerland,

Stuttgart.

' Karlsruhe. Cologne, Bremen,

| burg, Berlin,

,

Ham-

.

bits,1.

and

im-

Interruptions

investment in construction
portedly

is re-||

$25 YR—~SINGLE ISSUES $3"

around $60,000.

Hayes also put up.a “palace” in

$35.YR, SINGLE ISSUES $4

This building

||_:_

-

sith,Bt.
se

“TOPS INTHEIR FIELD” /ARTETY

am style of Indian terping, is set
for a two-month tour of Britain
and the’ Continent ‘which. may be
ee a further month ff her
‘| plans to visit the U.S. jell. She is

troupe which includes her sisters

tt)

logs,

| personations,. political,

| performer in the Bharata Naty-

GLOBETROTTERS"

1619 Broadway, New

ve

with a force of 400 workers,. and | of the News, Vignettes, etc..

embraces}

but she’s ex-|

| ‘IndiaDancer on 2Mo. Tour:

CORAL

a. distinctive

entertainment.

| and 42 living rooms.

Fifteenth Week on Tour

(Jan,

the

and

Club itself was built in 27 days || Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views

for: a concert date. She was iast! the port, with this allegedly having ||
NQ.¢.0.0."s
t ‘here
in 1955.
144 rooms,.88 baths, 13 kitchens
fly GLASON, |eo

Danseuse
“HARLEM

tour

country areas

offer

club

pected back in Melbourne in May|

Pres.

Variety

down.

HOTEL

Dallas, Texas

coming

Sotres who now manages the club! |{.

them

so

dust Concluded

ADOLPHUS

on club may face its first real prob-

Broadcasting.

such. hits that

Saturday matinee.

AT PLAYBOY”

‘MITTLER,

oe

|

of dancers to inter-/ -

Aussie Tour: lem. The novelty,:decor
ar
location (originated by

i fourth has been squeezed in for a

Personal Management: PHIL-WEB-ATTS INC.
420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y..-

BILL

eee
tem
the;ee

concerts at the Town. Halt here| the “‘criticlsm” they will continue |} tities, hecklers, audience stuff, mono:
for

‘ Commission

Camedvy Album Soon fo Pe Patanced on GONE RECORDS cece

Management

singers;

from

Casino de Paris and the necessary

‘weather but Miss Russell's three}

October 14 (4 WEEKS)
hungry i
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Current

brought

. |celled because of bad. inclement| Pulco hotel and club men to tear

THE TIDELANDS
HOUSTON, TEXAS

WEBER,

Casablanca;

Canas and Alicia Gon-

latter

tival.10-day
Many festival
of opening
of | have insidious
at ogc
the
-had toevents
be con-|@9

MINN.

MINNEAPOLIS,
M
September
25 (2 WEEKS)

STUART

Aida’

zalez,

the high |
meneed her three-month
Down | had
covercustomers
without ponying
too much’up beefing:
Under tour he
th
f
peenen
| Melbourne'ss annual Moomba FesHayes and his associates already |
have
alleged they are targets of

FREDDIE’S

“DON SHERMAN

pret the two ballets.
With long slack’ season

Featured dancers are Isai Lopez
and

-. Comedien Melbourne, Apt ou

July 5 (2 WEEKS)

|

‘AnnaRussell Starts
3-Month

THE GLEN PARK ‘CASINO
WILLIAMSVILLE, N. Y.
.
POLIS,

‘Humberto

| complement

May 10 (4 WEEKS)

PLAYBOY

Tum.”

course, turned -out to be fortunate
talent. buys, and Banducci expects
‘to unearth others even at a greater
rate now that he must look for talent for PM West in addition to
peeing the needs of the hungry 1.

.

a

Currently

ZIEGFELD

FOLLIES

HIS MAJESTY'S THEATRE
Perth, Australia

Senendeys. April, 12, 1961:

.

VaneCafeDates

HELD OVER!

Reno

Fred Waring follows -his Tahoe
iHarrah’s

date

with

a recording

: session in New. York for Capital,
|}: then to Pittsburgh for three days
i+10- 13) at the Syria .-Mosque :..
1 the: largest wedding ever held in: Frank Yankovie in April 13 at the |.
New York
the Catskill-belt . .. Vivienne Della - Holiday for his Reno debut...
Dick Gautier. of‘‘Bye, Bye,, -Ber- Chiesa
subbed’ “for Marguerite Rusty Draper held over at Harolds
Kay Martin set for June.
tle” lIegiter starts. doubling . at: the Piazza last week at the Persian Club...

. Alan Dale, ‘Room

‘Blue Angel, May 8:

a holdover at the. Boulevard, Rego
Park, slated for. the Colonial Inn,
Ella
st. Petersburg, ‘May~ 15°.
Fitzgerald. wound up her Tsrael
tour last night. (Tues.)- and. opens
tomorrow ‘tThurs:).' at Basin St.
Miriam Nelson did the
East..

- choreography

on ‘the

Gordon

&
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. After 4 Origi nal Weeks

of the Plaza: during latter's ‘8: bow at the Wagon Wheel, Tahoe

oiatin

; Dick Contino reprises. at Harillness . . :Travis Edmonson dittoed.;
for. Dean Jones at the Blue Angel: i rah's, Reno on May: 30 for four.
- Barry Ashton Revue
Sammy
Davis. Jr. will be- frames .
partied by. the American Guild of: opening May 11 ‘at. the Golden
Variety Artists at the Astor Hotel, ‘Hotel . . “Playmates of 61” inked
Oct:.27 .. .Marilyn Davies’ set for, for. Riverside Hotel in early May
Louis Prime & Keely Smith}.
the Colony Club, Omaha, ‘May 18.

. Dion preems as a nitery single}i bow at Tahoe Harrah's April 20-.

at the Casino Royal, Washington. 4.Margie 1Montiel in with new group’

t Ulartery

|

Sheila MacRae. turn at the Waldorf- | April 17,.:thence to the Three Riv-: at. Mapes . . . Dick Shawn pacted
Astoria .
Eydie Gorme & ers, Syracuse, April 23 .. . Stork: ‘for .one-man, one-month show at
Steve ‘Lawrence finalizing -a date Club. maestro Donald Bader. filed a! Mapes in August.
Nick Lucas |
for the Malibu Shore Club;: Lido petition in bankruptcy in-'the N. Y.: * follows Holiday job with recording

Beach, of which the Harger The- Federal. Court this week listing: date in Hollywood for Decea:
atrical. Agency, Westbury, L. I., has | $4,781 in liabilities and .no assets.
‘been named exclusive hooker ...
Kansas City.
‘McGuire Sisters set for the Desert |’

BW

Guy Mitchell & Scotty Turnbull

AYat 48th ST.

Inn, Las Vegas. to follow the stand.
Chicago
“set by GAC for several night. club |
of Jimmy Durante ... Patti Page
‘Jack. Douglas & Reiko are set for
returns there Aug. 8 . . « Jerry! jthe. Playboy. Club, ‘Chi, May 19- ‘dates through the spring: and ‘summer. Shamrock, Houston, is: likely
Vale preems at the. Mardi -Gras, ‘June
}
8...
.-Romer & Howard into
‘Baltimore, April 17
_ George same club Aptil 21 for. three weeks ‘next ‘month. Their ‘present turn at

Cl 6.1735

. Eddys’ will ‘be followed by Janet
Matson ‘to play a. sixmonth date atDagimar in-B ‘&B Club, IndiaCase Martin with John Baro and singer |.
-Phil|,
the Lido, Paris.;Dec. 1. .
napolis, till April.15 .. .
Casey
: Howard Beeder.. New show opens
Foster. started ‘his first. date’ at the | Anderson currently at Allez Rouge,
April 14... . Nonchalants, Max
Bon: Soir, last night ‘Tues.).
| Evansville, until April 17, then tq Cooper & George Gillis, opened
Hildegarde has signed with Joe |Kaiser-Knickerbocker.
Milwaukee. - Keck's Side Door, Topeka, April 3
Giaser’s Associated : Booking. Corp: June 1 for.a fortnight .:. . Herb for four weeks, set by Tommy
; «, Marty Allen (& Steve Rossi): Shriner ‘currently at Gallagheis,
Reed offiee here . . . Same office.
who operat the Copacabana tomor- Milwaukee, till April 15.. - Doro-." set Loreen -Eee at the organ-piano

row (‘Thurs.', and Lorraine ‘Trydelle, latter reservations manager
-of the | Concord Hotel, Kiamesha-:
Lake,N. Y: marked. their first. anni

Jast week,

‘thy Lamour into the Racquet Club,
‘Dayton. May 4 for two weeks, fallowed by Helen O’Connell May 138:
for two ... . Spike Harrison skeiThey ‘were married at!‘ded for a: month at the Shrimp .

|Boat, Dayton, starting April 17.

CONTINENTAL

Burns & Carlin

ECCENTRICS

:

USA.

off to Milwaukee for string of one- |’
timers there , ... Ray. Charles and
troupe did two shows
in. the Music Hall ..

Opry

Saturday !1)
. Grand Ole}

it 11 straight with

its

one. week! _ New York niteries are. attaining
, Barbara Russell booked for the: increasing stalure as far as the]'
“Tidelands. Houston, May 22 for.a- daily newspapers are concerned.

ran 9th Ave., New. York 36, N.Y,

jweek’.

: Adarese) _Gleste 7-2190.,

. Lenny. Herman

Starrin

N.Y. ‘Daily Mirror, .which

js}

>

Beverly Hills. now publishing floorshuw ‘reviews
starting ,in the final edition of the paper on |
Bill Dana into Fred- the morning after the show. The |
June 16.
‘ die’s, Minneapolis, June -19 for a ‘early editions of.the following day
fortnight .
..Sam Cooke -into the will carry. ‘the same review, . thus|
. Flame, Detroit, ‘June 16 fur: nine the paper will provide the same
. type treatment as legit shows nor-!
days,
seven.

seeks at the

‘Countrys Club, Cincinnati,

ott bys -"FUN-MASTER
PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY .-MATERIAL

for all Theatricals
Stars”

Buy: Professional — Be. Professional
35 Gag Files for $15. Plus $1.00 Postage:
Foreign: 45. for. $75
:e ° 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. ...

.

.

: |

‘mally. get.

I

The Mirror's step follows that of !

Hollywood:

»the New York Times which recent- i
‘@ 4 Blackout Books, Per ‘Bk.
reviewing
cafes . and ;
Joey. Bishop booked into Cloister. ‘ly started
ff) @ Minstrel
Budget
=...
--May
3-for
10:days
;
,
Dick
Shawn
> w hich has-been strongly instrumen- |
r
How. to Master the Ceremonies:
.
—
$3 per Copy
‘Ti moves into Chase’ iTotel, St. Louis, tal in reconsideration of cafe show:
‘
No €.0.D
;
“Always -Open’
i
{April 27 .and’ 10° days -later into: values by the other -N.Y. shetts..
"BILLY GLASON co 5.1316
The Mirror's Frank Quinn, who!]
W. 54th

290 TEACH

J

(tet. a Real

St., N.Y.C.,

i Radisson ‘Hotel,

19

EMCEEING. and COMEDY>

Professional

Train

B.& B.
“COSTUMES
‘Gowns and Costumes
INDIVIDUALLY

DESIGNED

MADE TO. ORDER

Fre W. 44th St. N.Y.

You:

ye

for: Latest. to. go in for more intensified
23- ‘coverage of. the cabaret scene is

down

the Sahara, -Las Vegas, May
July2 ... ; Andy Williams set for ‘the

the

made

“dianapolis, May. 16 for

.

e, | Jose Antonlo 68..

“We Seryice

Exceptionale, |}

Mirror Follows:NLY. Times
InPolicy That Nite Clubinto the Twenty ‘Grand Club, Detroit, May 12 for eight’ days .. .
Reviews Are Fit to Print
{Jan McArt.:set for the Embers, In- |

{1 -Rue Chateaubriand.”
Rafael -Gortes

Cafe

MI nneapolis. for same: dute ..
Cemic Stu Allen in town for. club
tlates set via Tony DiPardo, then’

the
Crown ‘Room,
Indianapolis, - Easter Sunday show in the MemoMay 31-June 10.
. Betty Johnston vial. Hall, Kansas City Kan.
jdown for two: weeks ‘at the Sham- ,
rock, Houston, May 11.
Aerialist. Betty Pasco
set for
Blinstrubs. Boston,..May 1-7, then
}jto Chase Hotel, St. -Louis,..-May 11|
jfor nine’ days . . Barbara MeNair |’

Eddy Marouanl

PARIS
MADRID

the

Crystal Palace, St. Louis, May :8
for three weeks..... Diana Pane to

‘ FUNNY «DIFFERENT
“SMART>INIMITABLE,
7

booked’ for

“Charlie’s

at~

Minneapolis

. . |

‘Bobby. Vee launches two-week tour doubles
:
;of Northwest

May 5 .

as. film

critic.

Pia Beck, ( Heimer, .‘a syndicated

and al |
columnist on

tpianist-singer. from Holland. joins |the paper, are now assigned to |,
out their coverage
with |
“Le Crazy: ‘Horse Revue” at LCH ;round
April

14 in Coast’ bow

.

“Nat; ‘nitery reviews.

Both. staffers

have

starts Japanese. ‘tour -a midnight deadline, and thence!
“to the office to pound out the copy.
..
‘Frankie . ‘Avalon
rebooked.
into. In some instances, especially in the
Sands, - Las Ne Ba, for four weeks:‘supper clubs, they may miss the

1 (King) * ‘Cole

ii May 4, thence: to. Philippines

[iin fall of 1962 . . Kingston Trio tail end-of the headliner's turn, but
Iwill do one-niteis. ‘at Santa Moni-| the Mirror's. deadline time, genOt 5-4660 ‘tea Civie. Aad and Pasadena ‘Civic | erally ‘enough has been seen to

- Earl. Grant |formulate an opinion of the act.
{Aud April. 21-22.
I i whirls. into the Trade Winds,” Chis ; _ Cafe coverage has always |been
—
‘COMEDIANS —
cago, April 19 for fortnight-.
. a perplexing problem for the N.Y.
. Special Material: Editing, Structure | pe Rowan & Dick Martin routine :, dailies. Beneficiary ‘of a large numTherapy
‘fortwo stanzas at: Statler-Hilton. -‘ber of ads, the amusement dcpart.Reasonable Fees:
‘tomorrow :ments have given much coverage
HH Dallas, “beginning
(Thurs,)). .. Bud Dashiell and The- to the cafes, but reviews were carmickey rose
:Kinsmen : ‘on two-month engage-‘ ‘ried on specified days or when
Call: TR 77-2526 (Any Time}
jment at’.Don the Beachcombers’ space permitted. Recently, the N.Y.
;
-Or Write: .
302 W. 78th St., New. York 24, N. CY. AZ)Honolulu. in Islands.
i World Telegram & Sun and the
-Journal-American tried reviewing
all the night elubs, and both these
evening papers filled a lot of space.
-with. nitery stuff.
-However, that
type. of ‘intensified coverage didn't ;
ast long.

PEARLS OF THE |

PACIFIC

DRUM DANCERS
Currenily

FLAMINGO
‘Las “e
Vegas
.WEE MAC ATTRACTIONS
159 N..Dearborn, Chicago
1, {ll.

AN. 3-7140

THE

Reproduction of advertisement appearing in the New
York Doilies.

GAYLORDS
RONNIE GAYLORD

“the Goylords, a BIG COMEDY HIT
at the Latiqg Quarter are being held
over.’

=— DOROTHY

Boston, April 11,
A rose by any other name
_. Will now cost $2 in Mass, Per‘formers appearing in theatres,

'.niteriés
spots

and

must

other
pony

amusement
up a

deuce

when they file their true name
statements with the commissioner of public safety..
‘True name law has “been on
_ books since 1948, but no fee
- was charged previously. The
new fee, it was explained, will
help defray costs of- adminis-_
tering the act. The receipt. issued for filing will also serve
as an J.D. card for the enter-.
._ tainer. .

BURT HOLIDAY

“The Gaylords a comedy click at the
Lotin Quarter.”
— HY GARDNER,

Herold Tribune.

KILGALLEN,

JSournal-American.

“The Goylerds, MADCAP
COMEDY
STARS of the Latin Quarter revue.”

— GENE KNIGHT,

“The

Gaylords two

handsome

lads

Sournal-American.

.. at the Latin Quarter... brought

out a galaxy of Broadway celebrities

« + « applauding

the

RIOTOUS

...

_ Laurence

DOINGS

Olivier,

Jean

GAYLORDS
were

=~ LOUELLA

Plowright,

©. PARSONS,

Journal-American.

“A poir of Stars . . . The Gaylords
... hilorious response from the wellfilled house.’ — NICK

*

LAPOLE,

Journal-American.

Sir

Lauren Bacall, Jason Robards, Jr.”

Mass.’ $2 Window

@

*. . . A universol applicability . . .
o forceful projection . . . good singIng voices . . . moterial hits with

frequency.”

|

“AARIETY

Current Album — Just Released

“THE GAYLORDS SING AMERICAN HITS IN ITALIAN”
MERCURY

RECORDS

Publicity—MAL BRAVEMAN
Personal Management

MANNIE GREENFIELD
9 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK
SR
RE
OL
RR
SE
SL
No
Sh
OS

far

_Wedneaday, April 12, 1961.

REVIEWS
goes to a musical.revue status for |

New Acts
ADAM

KEEFE

Camedy

35 Mins.
B:-e Angel, N.Y.
‘Adam Keefe appears to be a
pleasant addition to the ranks of
the new comics. His specialty is
satires on filmsters, for which he
shows a, Sharp ear and a versatile
voice.

and

His vocalistics are excellent,

his writing. is of similar

cal-

ibre.
At his Blue Angel bow he needs
60'ne editing. About 10 minutes

out would help the routining.

For

example, he dwells lengthily on an
inipression of Frankenstein which,

aitec a while, becomes wearing.
There are a few pieces also, here
and there, that need sharpening.
But the overall effect is quite good
for this spot as well as for the
di.: ourse on Lugosi, his reading of
a Dickens piece, and a rib of a cutup video film.
Jose.

Ocie Smith, Lambert-Hendricks

15 Mins.
Angel,

&

LIVERPOOL

This

her sorx. At her Blue Angel bow
Miss Wilson
delivered a rather
elaborate treatment
of comparatively sim»n'te themes. Many of her
voeal
curleveues
are rather involved. A more direct statements
vould help her at this particular
spot. Al-o her tune sele¢tion has
no particular character of idenfication in anv category.
Miss Wi'son has the makings of
a fine jazz singer. She has comprehension as well as an apparent

reached

sions. With Count Basie’s big band

raeoee NDO

|

lee Capades

(MUNICIPAL | AUD., K. C.)
Kansas. City, April 5.
20th edition of ice show in two:
acts, presented by John H. Harris:
choreography by Ron
Fletcher,

turned with a four-boy. accompani-| Tjelga;- Neff. Peter

but needs to

around in a frolicsome manner to
please the house and warm it up

nicely for things to come. Vocalist
Ocie Smith starts. the vocalizing
rolling: next with a fine shouting
style. Accomped
by Basie’s big
band of seven brass, three rhythm..
five reed, and the maestro ‘on piano, of course, Smith gets into
stride right away with a blues
shout called “It Wort’t Be Long.”
He follows with a strong ballad.

built and coiffed,
for style and dis-

tinction hes driven her to unusual
lensths and a too offbeat pattern
for these environs.
Jose.

“Make a Present of Yourself’ and
winds with a hot rhythm workover
of “All Right, Okay, You Win.”.
The
Basie
group
then
comes
through
with
a joyous
bourice
number to pave the way for Lambert-Hendricks Ross.
Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks
and Annie Ross are hip and happy.

Ford

Patti

Don.

Rickles, Frances

Manners,

Dick

STATLER

Stabile

Trio.

.

HOTEL—“Playmates

of. 61”,

Skinnay .Ennis Ore.
THE SUMMIT—The Trenters. . .
YE LITTLE CLUB ~
Kanay Sparks.
June— _ Ericson, Joe Felix. Duo.
-

-

LAS VEGAS.

DESERT. iNN—Tony
Hines,
Donn
Arden.

. Martin,
Dancers,

Ford &:
Carlton

Mlayes Orc.; ‘Lounge; Michael Kent, Dave
Apolion. Milt Herth, Henri Rose, Bobby

Stevenson.

DUNES-—“Holiday in Japan.” Izumi Yus.

kimura,

Rie.‘ Taniuchi,

Rocky-Fellers,

‘Ore;

Nagata

‘James

Borges, |

Kings, Bill Reddie ©

_L ounge—Billy

Eckstine,- Joy

.&

The. ‘Boys.
“EL
CORTEZ—Johnny

Ukulele;
Let
Momi,’ Bromley Twins, Spencer Quinn.
FLAMINGO--Steve Allen; Jayne Meaid- .
ows.
Gabe.
.
lie Montrose,
mingoettes, Nit Brandwynne
Orc..
_ FREMONT—Joe. King . -Zaniaca, -Fabu-

Flas,

lous Jets, Satellites.

GOLDEN: NUGGET—Bob
wills, Wade
Ray 5, Sunshine. ‘Boys, Bobbie & Smoky

Coats.

HACIENDA

— Four

Tuhes, -! Sennay

Olenn, Keynotes, Cathy:-Ryan.
MINT —Pat 3
Moreno’ 3 “Artists & ‘Models

of

&.

NEVADA

Brooks.

‘Paul,,

Sharpe

Iris;- Larry

e€LusB—Vido: ‘Musso, .Johnny.

Joe. . Loco, ©“Marcy. Layne,

Dick.

Hill

Billy

RIVIERA—“La "Plume de mma. Tante;”
&
Anne,
Robert Clary, Liliane Montevecchi, Jack .
Grayson. |. | Catheart_Ore.; ‘Lounge: Goofers, DéCastro"™
= | Sisters, |Playboys, Peptones, ‘Marty Heim,
-SAHARA—Eydie
orme, ‘Steve’ Laws:
rence,’ Moro-Landis Dancers. Louis Basil

Ore.; zbeyn e: Mary

Jimmy
BON

ST.

EAST—Ella

Kaye Trio,. Freddie --

Bell& Bellboys; Deedy&- Bill, Peter
Hank. The. Caballeros.
SANDS—Dean
Dancers, Copa

NEW YORK CITY

BASIN

Voss, Jimmy

&

Cabaret Bills

BLUE
For the opener Norma Miller Te-| Gast: Aja Zanora, Louisa Orwell, | Jones;

ment to dish out a lively terp set.|
The guy aides supply a neat lift to
her footwork activity and she toys

Lloyd,

Ray
& Jackie
Penn,
Lane;
Nenette
Mongadors
Polecats.

‘Lester

tins, Floyd Parrish, Gaile Brown;
Musical: director,
Jeri. Mayhall.

out is solidly based and paced.
Millar:

Jimmy

—

*DINO'S —
Kitty: Kover,. Jack Elton;
Steve La Fever.
LE CRAZY HORSE—Crazy Horse Revue
_
SLATE BROS.—Carmen McRae, Mickey

Joe.. Black,
Fordettes,
McAndrews
& Sparks.
. ‘Mills. Tommy Wallis & Beryl.
af
NEW. FRONTIER— “Good Nudes. of "61."
(Hippodrome) — Don Bobby
MANCHESTER
Sargent, The Cables..Cathy Ryan,
Desmond
Arrol,
Morton
Fraser's
Co.,
Dick Rice “Ore.; Lounge: Ink, Spots. . a

leading the way and the hip Lam‘Robert Dench, Rosemary Stewart, sy Come
bert-Hendricks & Ross trio dishing. Tonuny Mahoney; costumes, Billy
out some snappy jive numbers, lay- Liringston: settings, George Jen-

be broutht back to this world, at
leasi at the Blue Angel.
She's
slated for the Village Vanguard
shortly, and her style may be more
in order for that spot.
For the Blue Angel, Miss Wilson
nevds a chanse of catalog and simplification.
She’s a good singer es-

sentiuily., well
but her quest

flagship

into the jazz nitery circuit for its.
current bill and it turned out one.
of the house’s more enjoyable ses- |.

op:d voice and a lot of feeling for

of music

Harlem

(Empire)—Emile

Checkmates,

N.Y.

Nancy Wilson is an attractive
Nesro singer with a finely devel-

‘knowledge

Bob Melvin: Freddy Martin Orc, .

' Bruce, Mark Wynter, Joe Brown, Dickie
| Loader, Vince Eager, Nelson Keene, Four
| Kestiels,
Georgie
Fame..
New. Orleans
i:Rockers. Valentine Girls.

Ross with the Ike Isaacs Trio, |:
Redd Foxrx- Narma Miller Dancers ;
{3); ‘Price of Fear” (U).

WILSON

Songs

Bur

BILLS
APRIL 12

‘House Reviews

a\ ‘ntguardisti.
Included in his better bits is the

NANCY

CURRENT

the next few months,
A. simple !
| unassuming
show. is
wrapped |f
around the voluminous Peters Sis- |
WEEK: OF
ters for okay entertainment results ;
for the continental-cosmopolite. at- and this-should please the-locals |
mosphere.
.
‘with enough freshness for visitors. |
{|
NEW YORK: city
Her format consists of some
No lewd skits or nudes. here, but! ! MUSIC HALL—Gladys Kreise. Helen
standard
French
and_
standard
Wood, Alegrias Bros.. Rassos, Bill Drew,
American numbers (latter, mainly a series of fairly witty sketches and. Corps
de Ballet, Raymond. Paige Ore.
Cole Porter) rendered frequently acceptable terp numbers with em.-|
AUSTRALIA |
in the usual bilingual manner— phasis on bouncy and zesty songS|
-MELBOURNE
(Tivoli) — John Larsen,
French original followed by Eng- interludes by the. Peters Sisters
Colin
Croft,
Ormonde
Dauglas,
Nance
and.comic :bits by Jacques Bodoin | Rasmmussen,
lish version and vice versa. -.
Doreen
-Morrow,
Alwyn
She could ha¥e done better with- ‘and Micheline Dax: Latter-score | Smith, . Bram Schriever.,: Judy Hooke,
Charles Philpot, Eileen Hattam. Frediercx
out some of the selections, but on video, program takeoffs with the Dore,
John Scott, William Howard, .VinMiss Clary will find her best for- right twists In-the satirized formats cent Foster, . Arthur. Gorman, Lorraine |
.
Bowling Ballet Quinn. lan Smith. Kobert Clarke.
mat. She excels in a clever and for big laughs.
SYDNEY
(Tivoli)—Bob Kole. Rita Tanhave
some
good
looking
girls
and
demanding
arrangement
of “To
“no,
Wendy
Waring...Ben Vargas. Joe
Keep My Love Alive” from “Con- two .agile men for acceptable bal- Bennett, Robbin Miller, B. J: DeSimone,
Craig, John ‘Mineo, Steven . Ross,
necticut Yankee,” the undisputed lets ‘even if they. are familiar and Joel
Patsy Hemingway, Julie Day, Reg.-Collins,
.
high spot of her act. She also dis-. derivative...
Ted Ziegler, Philip: A’Vard, Lloyd Cunnington.
plays aplomb in overcoming what
Baby Scoteh, a neatly voiced sou-’
was an evident lack of rapport -brette Monique. Herval; Jacques fe
BRITAIN
with Steve Kisley’s orch.
Jay.
Villa,
Philippe
Andrey,
Roger.
BLACKPOOL
(lower
Circus)—Charlie
Royer and Robert Piquet all con- Cairoli & Co., Schickler Sisters, Mnie’s
Pomes
&
Mules,
4 Palacios,. Circus Kotribute amiably. to the proceedings.
land,.3 Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn.
Costumes and sets by Luska: are Moni.
Captain Danion’s Sea :Lions, 3 Lo-.
good and it is generally.a pleasant ‘randos, Lilliam Kenny, Sydney, Trio
show piece that..should. keep the Faber, Our Sammy, Little Jimmy.
BRISTOL (Hippodrome) — Tony Hanhouse in biz until it comes time for
ock, Audrey Jeans, Albert & Les Ward,
a return-to the vaude format next Three Ghezzis, Skylons, Leo Bassi &
A ollie, N. *¥June, Neil & Pat Delrina. —
‘|
Basie Orch (163 with |fall. Price is. reasonable. Mosk.
HANLEY. (Royal)—Billy Fury, Tommy
Count

&

Martin, .Eber -.Lobato
Girls, .Garr: Nelson; -Ate

| tonio Morelli. Ore.s
i
3 Lounge: Dave Burton,

Morrey King Str
sHOW BOAT— Bonnie.‘Sloan, Skeets MeDonald. Deuces
-SILVER SLIPPER —-Hank Henry, Sparky

Fitzgerald.

ANGEL
— Dick Gregory, Dean
Marysy
Matarazzo, Adam
Keefe,
Lyon
Trio.
.
SOIR—Phil
Foster, Sylvia Syms,

Kaye,

Red

wer

Marshall,

Danny:

Jacobs, .

Groyon, Freddie Trenkler, Hans Little Dane & Mason. 3 Flames, Jimmie Taffy. 0’Netl, Rudenko: Bras., S pérettes,
George Redman Orc.; Lounge:
Lori PhilLeiter. ‘Doug Austin Katherine &, Daniels.
harlie -Teagarden Orc.,
fin Tunes.
Fred Emanuel, Bernie & Maggie, ! CAMELOT— Bobby Greco, India Adams, lips.
STARDUST—“ sido. de Paris’: -Lounger
Johnson.
*
Bernard .Bros.,".Kim Sisters, Happy. JestJohn Demko & Ben Gee, Ice Capets | Gladys
Janet
CHARDAS—Laureanne | Lemay,
ers. Micki Lynn, Ralph Young.
(32', Iee Cadets

Auditorium

(16); Municipal

April 3-9, 1961.

Pavek,

Tibor

Yedla,

Elemer

Rakossy,

CHATEAU

El

Canay

Dick. Marta,

Bill

THUNDERBIRD—"Scandals
On
Ice,”
Gogi.Grant, Dick Weston, George Arnold,

Horvath.

MADRIO—DeCastro. Sisters,

Shirley Linde, Phil Richards,

Harry ‘Nofal, Garwood

6:

Kay’ Brown,

Van Orc.; Lounger

Alten Millionaires. Frank Gusto. .
TROPICANA—‘Folies'
Bergere.”
Jean’
Clarke, |
Fenn. Ctaudine
Longet.. Arnaut
Bros.,
Ore.
EMBERS.- —Teddy Wilson, Red Allen 4,: -Marvyn Ray, Florence &: Frederic. Danc::
ers, Ray
Sinatra
Orc.: Lounge:
Peres
Joan
Bishop.
Prado, Al de Pautis 4, Dubonnet Trio, De"
HOTEL ASTOR—_Eddie Lane Ore.
“Fuentes Bros., Guy Land is.
HOTEL
NEW
YORKER—Milt Saunders
COPACABANA—Andy

Williams,

The ice show: has always been ©,& Rossi. Gary Morton. Douglas
a Staple entertainment. commodity | Paul Shelley Orc:, Frank Marti:

here, and judging from ‘boxoffice |
biz on this one it is as staple as
ever. Producer John Harris has

left ‘little undone in the way of,
fine staging and elaborate costumin*, and. with the talented array of skaters this turns out to he,
all the movement and spectacle the

Ore. Verna Lee.
HOTEL
PIERRE —

“No

No

Nanette.”

}

MIAMI-MIAMI

BEACH.

Jimmy Carroll, Jeanne Michelle. Bonnre-| - AMERICANA — Lou Adler Ore, - Pupt
‘Murray,
Ronald
Rogers,
Harry
Snow, ‘Campo Ore., Ross 3
. CARILLON—Eou: Walters Rev:, Harry.
Mary Tremain, Stanley Melba Orc... Joe.
“Ricardel

Orc.

Tanya

. Mimmo;

&

Biagi,

Janine’ Claire,

HOTEL
PLAZA — Fartha Kitt, Ted Mons. Choppy.. Kayal & Christine,: Can- :
Ore:, M. Monte‘’s Continentals...” Can’ Girls. Jacques Donnet.. Ore:
fans come to see. After 20 years) Straeter
_ DEAUVILLE: — McGurre Sisters. Dave i
HOTEL
TAFT—Vincent
Lopez Orc.
a
around there is little that is new
HOTEL ROOSEVELT — Jimmy - Palmer. ‘Barry, Kane Sisters, ‘Les Rhode Ore.
Playa Sextet.
to the iceskating exhibition, and
ry_DIPLOMAT—Damita Jo, Mandy Campo
HOTEL ST. REGIS — Patachou, Mt
‘yet the appeal of this one seems Shaw Ore. Walter Kav’ Orc..
re.
EDEN ROC_Frankile. Avalon, Alan King,
INTERNATIONAL — Alan Gale, Fran
fresh and new, much of. it traceable
Durse . Mal. Malkin Orc..
Waren.
McKenna
Line.
Mike
: to. the skating artists themselves.
FONTAINEBLEAU-—Paul
Anka. ° Henny .
Ore. Aviles Ore.
LATIN
QUARTER
_ ~The
Gaylords. Youngman, DeMarlos, Len: Dawson Ore.,
This company is peopled large“Thorens. Chop Chop & Charlene. Harri-- Varadero: Sextet. .
attuned to jazz ly with European: champions, ‘With son: & Kossi. Dorothea McFarland, Ron: ' ‘MURRAY FRANKLIN’S—Murray Frank.
Paul Gray, Jackie Heller, Kay Carole, ~
essay a hot in- a sprinkling of Canadians, an Eng- ald Field, Jo Lombardi Orce., B. Har-. _ ‘lin.
Frankie’ Hyers, Carolly,.- Charlie Callas,
lowe Orc.
=
for top effect. lish teamyv and an. American, Their
, Eddie -Bernard.
LEFT
BANK--Cal
Bostic.

DON SHERMAN
Comedy
18 Mins.
isyboy Club. Chicago
Two years azo Don Sherman
quit as a fast-quip nitery monolofist to wriie comedy material for Their voices are
television
and for other comics.
sounds and they
His new turn is pitched for avant- strumental
beat
PALLADILUM—Art “Mooney Ore, Caney.
by the Ike Isaacs Trio skating skili_ is ‘international, how-.
garde audiences
and styled for Backed
LITTLE
CLUB—Jane
Harvey
LIVING
ROOM
-- Bobb... Cole 3. ‘Bob -: Ore. . Ralph .Font.,: Candi: Cortez,’ Miguelchichi or intimate clubs where pa- -bass, piano and drums! the three-| ever, and the show’ they ‘move
, ito Valdez Orr.
Ferro 3. Anne Merlin.
trons
will dig his wryly good- some run through such jazzed up|throuth
bas few
light
spotsi _ NO. 1 FIFTH AVE--Dussie Hollings:
SAXONY—Ruth. Wallis, Norm
Geller
humor.d
commentary
on
“the nifties and “The Hooked Rabbit,”! throuthoit its two hours and 15 worth, Suzanne Bernard. Joan St. James, Ore
. SEVILLE—"Caught
in: Act.” Jack DeHarry Noble. Dick Hankinson.
“Gimmee That Wine,” “The Girls; minutes running time: Generally
news behind the news.”
ROUNDTABLE — Belle ‘Barth, C votie- -Leon. Terry Haven. Joe Ross. Jerry NewPe Anne Jones,’ ‘Linda Lavin,- Held &
wl
Sherman’s
background
aS
a Go Home” and a long but’ ever-, speaking, individual performances Ww Ahams Ore
an
can
SAHBRA
Sarah Rubine. Rahel &
[are the high spots. yet the producwriter is stronzls in evidence in interesting scat piece.
THUNDERBIRD—Frankie
Scott, Richie
Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh
Even the comedy here this. ses- tion numbers, add the broad scope hua.
Bros-.
Dick™. Merrick, Terrificos,
Ber]"
& \Lvrachie, Leo Fuld
his iresh and pungent material.
Vaughn Four.’
:
it
SAVOY
HILTON...
-Gunnar
Hansen
Orc,
.
Althous® his discourses represent sion has a hip, although some-i 3 !® “the. show,
. Marco
Rizo 3,. Rav . Hartley.
Foxx,}
There is. something for everya point of view ta bewildered pilot; times blue quality. Redd
;
RENO-TAHOE
TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewel Bow Revue,
—ee
ony
eee
re, Martinez
Orc.
HAROLD'S" CLUB—-Rusty. ‘Draper, Chat- ,
calls the Pentagon: “It’s me. Fran- |}who's developed a strong marquce| one in the production numbers, Ned Harvey

cis Gars
over

Powers.

Russia.

take

You know—fly j lure via his comedy-on-disk try is} fromthe opening **Blue. Danube.”
pictures. ! slick, pertinent and’ naughty. It's{ wh ich features Canadiam lass Lou-

a féw

No trouhte at alF ', he pschews the
hird-biting

satire

current

all put
together.
however,.
sharp
comedic
values
and

with

for| isa Orwell. through “Babes in Toy-,
he} laid” as a romp for the kiddies, to;

‘UPSTAIRS

but, Gordon

Three

|

Ieeturins

Karthschev

on

how

to}

hipsters here get his message in noj

a! “A Salute to the Mounties.” ex-

DOWNSTAIRS. -Ceil CaGerry Matthews.

acters. Don Conn Ure...
ov,
HARRAH’S
(Reno) —
Arthur Ellen,...
Esquires, Ted Campbell,’ Skeets. Minton,
Jum. DeNoon

Bull.

L. Wilson. Pat. Ruhl, Carl
Young

Men.

LANTERN--Ilavdee,
Mar-Baxter,
John Modinos,
Ernest
Troppi
.|
BARN Jack Wallace, Johnny

get».

Intl,

transition

from

-a_

one-liner

Bobino.

Paris

Standupper to his current languid}
Paris, March 30.
deliver:
vithout
sacrificing .mo-,
Felix Vitry presentation of niusiments or temoo. His material is!
ea?
recue
“Boum
Sur Paris’ in treo
potent, a'though he cut his act
-o

Jaze

4. Nancy

Walson.

|

dawn
plas

to fit the four-act bil that
the Plavbows Penthouse.
AE wv,

(4. Lord
Christo. Tino Perez and Al
sionyl engagement,..Peter: Voss ‘as |Stuckey
Oreos.
slick a skaler' and looker as there | CONRAD. HILTON- -“Ballads: & Blades”
is on ice, Helza Neff and Hans Lei-;; Jo Marie Roddy, Willie Kall, Norm Crider.

ter in the “Yoyland” number,

Angelito.
and :! ‘Knowies,

(Tahoe)

—- . Johnny’ Mathis,

Pompoff Thedy. Jerry Colonna. Leightpa
Noble Orc., Hank Penny& Sue, Cooper
Sisters..
‘HOLIDAY — Frank Yankovie.. Charles
Carroll. Tex Fletcher, vee [98
Gould. Matys Bros., Paul Goulpil. .
.
Lou
Harold Oe.
.
GATE -Nina Simone,: Herbie
APES—Lisa. Alonso, Margie . .Monteil,
Nonahouts
Rudy
Rodarte. VANGUARD . Jazz
RIVERSIDE—Billy Williams,
Ford ~ ,
Messen- }

WALDORF-. ASTORIA--Gordon & Sheila
handle the cold war hip-styv’ e—are | uncertain terms. House reverts to| pert and deserving of the big hand MacRae, Emil Coleman Orc., Theo, Fan..|
broad social tarces that drew good| its routine rock'n'roll policy with a| it got, All, of course, are ‘beautifui- iy Ore.
Dr.
Jive
layout
beginning
Friday
|
Iy
costumed.
|
response from the would-be-hip-/
CHICAGO
.
“Gros.
‘Individual specialties--begin with
ster clientele of the Playboy Club.ii
BLUE ANGEL- -“Pablo
Candela Rev ne.’ :
Mss Orweil in her first profes- j Pablo Candela, Rafael Hernan, Glawarene. >
Sherman appears to hare made |

th

HARRAH‘S

VIENNESE
Rueride

builds plenty of yocks with his! the “Operama. Number Two” for Schoem Joe
nisnt elud co:nmentators.
VILLAGE
His other narratives—inciuding ;t barbs at segregation as well as his{ tlie longhair buffs and the. “Moi- . King, Belle
marital
and animal stories that are: sevey.On Ice” as interpreted folk- Budy Ore.,
routine an «etting a traffic ticket
VILLAGE
fe:vn an anti-Northerner southern sprinkled with innuendo. He's def-| lore. ‘The finale is the traditionali! Mann tb.
initely not for the kiddies but the; line.drill number, this one done | VILLAGE
ex) and a portraval of a beatnik
1

&

Connell,

llennant, Mary

Norman,

Fred

Clair

Napier,

Petreaw

Morano

Ore;

-.&

Bill Christo

Reynolds, ‘Arthur ‘Walsh. -Tabby Calviny
-WAGON WHEEL: (Tahoe) — Andrinl
Bros 5 Wilder Bros.. Bobby Page. ‘Dona
Rose.

.

SAN FRANCISCO

BLACKHAWK-—Miles Davis
EARTHQUAKE
McGOON’S

_

Turk

Murphy Ore.
FALRMONT HOTEL—Della Reese. Et ale
Hecks«her: ‘Ore. |
“GAY 90'S —Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray
Goman.
‘HUNGRY i—Stan Wilson, Burns: & ‘Care
lin. Betty Bennett.

the Operama giving ‘special atten-: pher, Frederick & Gina: Boulevar “Dears |
- JAZZ WORKSHOP—Horace. Silver. Five.
Boulevar-Dons (5).
$20 scenesr bu Marce-Cab, Jean lion -to Aja Zanova, the big beau-: (J),DRAKE
ee
ne
en
NEVE.-Carmen
McRae. Dick Ker1.
«—
Carmen Cavallaro, Jimmy: bere
NEW FACK’S—Mel: ‘Young, Bobbi ‘Nore
Volmiy
Choreography, sets -& cos-~ teous Czech, and. Jimmy Grogan.
Blade Ore.
a
Tis.
Geo. Cerruti 3
tires, Luska: staged by Valmy; pt
the. fallish
EDGEWATER. BEACH- -The Show Fup:
‘boy .from
Tacoma:
ON THE LEVEE—Peggy DeC astro.

ad

°

wusie,

Gerard

Calri, Jack Ledru,|

Rhythm.

and

acre

work

is pro-

peis

(H,

Kenny:

GAT E OF

Black

HORN—Bob

Orc.

|

Gibson, ‘Charles i

PURPLE

ONION

.—. Don. Irwin,

Carol’

Brent, Freddie Paris.
Boulais,
Magenta; |vided by Katherine & Fred. Eman- Lewsen, Bob Camp.
Guy
Maurice
365 CLUB.--Phyllis Inez. Barry. Ashton
wusical
arrangen.ents
LONDON HOUSE — Jack Teagarden,
and
con-| uel, who work tirelessly ‘in three
‘Dancers, Roy Palmer Ore.
Audrey Morris, Eddie Higgins Trio.
.
ducted by Boulais; starring The .key spots. and by Bernie & Maggie.
MISTER
KELLY’S —- Dorothy Loudon,
SAN JUAN, PLR.
‘25 Mins.
Smothers
Bros., Marty) ‘Rubenstein’ | Trio:
Peters Sisters IBo: featuring Jac- the sprightly ‘English team. Even mm
ey
ee
Be
ame
(CARIBE HILTON—Los Chavales de Ee
& Fiig
Statler-HUilton, Washington D.C.
ques Bodvin, Micheline Dax, Mo- Miss Yeif and young Voss have a: Marx
‘pana. Ines de Juan & Jose: ‘Lape7, Miguel-PALMER HOUSE — Joey Bishop, Bob
ito Miranda’ Ore, Pepito Arvelo Comba
;
Puarsete Clars a clicne Parisian shque Hervat, Babu Scotch, Bow- iling at acro teaming in the second : De Voye Dancers. Ben Arden: Ore.
PLAYBOY CLUB—Neg
Myles, ‘Phyllis Ore
(8), Jacques Villa, nalt.. -Camvdy is the entre of John
ineort of petite figure and tres ‘tung Ballet
FLAMBOYAN. _ Margaret “Ann, Ernie.
Branch, Bobbys Short, Wanderers Three,
sndreyv,
Roger
Royer, Demko & Ben Gee as‘a team, and - Burns
bu-stfant hairdo, ix just breakine Philippe
&
Carlin,
Jone Remus,
Don, _Manani 3,:Lauset de Arce Ballet, Cesar
‘Concepcion: Ore., Jose Vallejo Combi.
robert Piquet: $2 top.
.
by pert’ Freddie -Trenkler ‘solo, | sherman.
“An as a supper cluo chirper AmerCONDADO
BEACH—4
Rufinds, Pepite
‘TRADE
WINDS — Jackie
Mites,” Pat!
Torres -Ore., Barletta Queralt.
| much: loved by the kiddies.
iean-styie aiter only three months
Mortissey, Joe Parnelly Trio. .
INTERCONTINENTAL~
Japanese Specdu this country. But, despite a lack
Vaudeville just does not’ seem.
Following the date here the unit ,
tacular.
Charlie
Fisk
Ore.,
Suanehin Ras’
LOS ANGELES
Ot case in delivers, the 24-5 eur-old to be considered as a spring and has une more in Evansville, then |
mire7 Orc.
BEN BLUE’S- Ben Blue. “Leg Carps de
INTERMEZZO
—.. . Mario Roman,, Jody
Chamleuse is a classe attraction for’ ummer draw here, or maybe. there heads for New -York and preps for. Paree.”
Barbara Heller, Dell fin Thurs: | Belden.
the Statler-Hilton’s Embasss Roai : dre -not enougin headliners to go 4 tout of Russia this. spring ‘and. ‘day Gloria Trac}. Ivan Lane Ore. (5),
LA. CONCHA—anita de Palma; ‘Harty
CLLOISTER-—-MacWilliams.
Ai Hirt.
Harriet,» ‘Norg Morales Ore * “Humberto
and like situations, which go in \uround, for even this nabe house sunimer,
Quin.
j ‘COCGANUT GROVE — Georgia Gibbs,» ‘&.
Morales “Combo,
:

DANIELE
Sons

CLARY

|
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|
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House. Chi. _{ Bonnie, bill their-act asa“balloon.
Palmer
Chicago, April
11, | fantasy.” He works fast, fashioning
Palm

Desert Inn, Las Vegas

CLUB

53

Beverly Hills, Ciney

ly suited for her string of legit
musical tunes which she medleyed

- . Yas Vegas, April 4.
Rosemary Clooney, Paul Gilbert,

REVIEWS

Cinginnati, April 7.
toward the close of her act. Miss
Jimmy
Durarie,
with
Eddie
Art Johnson, Joyce Roberts, Donn Adams make a strong impression Jackson, Sonny King, Jack Roth,
-with
the
standards
and
provides
a
Arden Dancers (12), Carlton Hayes
George Finley, Johnny Mack. Sally
weekends, $3 weeknights.
at. the. end:of the show, throwing Orch (15); produced by Frank’ ‘pleasant listening interlude.
Davis, Bererly Weston: Heller &
Gladys Johnson Duo (piano and Helene, John Wood
choreography by Donn
Trio. AlcroIf there was any doubt as to what dozens of balloons to the audience | Sennés,
bass) backs Miss Adams and pro‘which
keeps shooting them around. Arden; $4 minimum. .
Landis Dancers '12' with Bill Rayhappened to the regular ‘patrons:
;
-|
vides.
the
interim
festiviti
es.
vet
mond;
Gardner
Benedict.
Orch
of the shuttered Chez Paree~(Chi’s the room for playful -and colorful
Jose.
.
;
Rosemary “looney is the kind of.
(10), Jimmy Wilber Tric.
former prime nitery),.it has heen |.effect.

out
Joey Bishop, Bob De Voye Trio,| hats, dogs and other objects
ete Cece pack
; $3.50 cover ofEEO
Ben Arden. Orch (11)

Joan. Fairfax is a petite, pretty performer who initially projects |.
blonde with. a terrific serise of |warmth to her audience and. con-| |

dispelled by Joey Bishop’s current.

Jimmy Durante bids to set an
The Cloister. L. A.~
to build a winning charm |'
and a. good ‘set. of pipes. itinues
i
attendance record in this current
» Hollywood, April 6:
which
is
certain
to
‘capture
the
|
‘Her.
special
material
is
only
so-so
:
s
¢
c
[
engagement
unveiling this 24-: ear. name ‘talént: wherever it goes,..and:
Al’ Hirt, Mae Williams; $2.50!
old Blue Grass swanker*'s fare‘that they. are ‘as much at home in ‘however. ‘She scores best with “I'll last remaining skeptics. She magni- cover, two-drink minimum.
stint at.the Empire Room.

‘parent that

they. will

It’s ap-

I
big. rhythm

follow

Follow My

this plush: hostelry. as they were

at the Chez.

.

Secret Heart.” “Stran-: fies this quality in her debut here

. | ger in’ Paradise,” and “Hey

:

lifting.

Look! and bowed off to cheers from her

swinging style mark Al Hirst as a;ing
i
1
t

.

-...
‘artists in .the biz—Buddy -Cole—
‘it took the .Bishop show to con- -act better. ‘Wes. Harrison is a sound. effects Who guides
her songalog as pilot
firm that. this poshery has. staked
its claim as the preeminent room virtuoso who tells an amusing and :0f the Carlton Hayes orch. Numin Chicago and that the Palmer]
ective
story about “Red.
Riding. ibers
r include ‘'Tenderly,” “April In
‘House is Willing to back up the efrective story Wall!” is eect | Patis,”” “This Old House” (which
claim with the requisite talent tab. cords produce the sound. of horses, /is. shared vocally by Cole), “You

‘water; gunshots,

Tabler response to Bishop's gaga-

log is electric, and he. has to let nobiles, trains

thunder,

and

. For :The Moonlight,

up from topping himself: time and_ his ‘encore, he: tells the. audience’| bird,”
“Get Me
again to make room for yocks.and he-has rigged his car witha loud-!Time,”
“Bess,”
palm praise. He opened his: first: ‘speaker under the hood'so he can “her big novelty
stint at the Empire Room with about practice. his sound effects while. My House.”

traveling
from town to town.

five minutes of nifties on the room
itself and its.elegant decor. He.
also. topicalizes:.with: a. bit .about
his early show biz days in Chicago

that

blends: nostalgia. neatly. with.

this now-seasoned. jibery..7. °°°°

He:

t licity.

ago.

He. the

curtain-raiser..

Phil

is |

Harris

Duke:

and

the.

i

featur-

Dancers,

ge

Tew.

Room's

are

at

name

two-

has been

iLas Vegas.

Star is backed byplus
an his
increase
own
talent,

:

a finale that : 19

minutes

colorful

after

the

17-minute

inelv

George

and

M-

rade’ Hirt isdictinctivetnstele, Stepping “aero-edgio turn of the

Donn

light. What might have been -maw-'-but. ‘his: practice pays off in a. big |. Embers, N.Y.
-kish or‘ecy in someone else's hands | mitting from this audience.
+}
Teddy Wilson Trio, Henry

became: an: inspired bit -of dialog
between the two ard .a further]*-.

turnout

of a 10-day

sessions

fas egodth ‘Mampart
Sheet Pa, Cohan mediey lidlifter by the

Joyee Reberts,
plus nifty
nifty
|terp- :

audience |didn't say how many tickets hehas' opens here April 18.

whom -he brought <irito. the. spot-| received: for disturbing
the peace.

last May

Regular

commander /weekers.

The Victor recording artist. sat-:,

here. sév-

Holdover

to‘ ing ‘by the 12.Arden

intersections.

This corpulent

pub-:date.

‘To The Church On ‘that displayed his facile style. |‘Toupe. for a wham flourshow of
“Whoopee,”
‘and ‘Among the best are“I Love Paris,” ,7usical comedy proportion. Sup
click “Come On-A “What's New.?” “Birth of the: porting acts are the ballrcom team
ee Blues.” “Begin. the Beguine ” “Riy- of Heller & Heiene for a soothing

trians as he roars:down ‘an express- ‘Arden production number,

-his spotting a lovely eight or nine | change. at busy

word-of-mouth

- begging for their favorites.

| way making ‘like.a-horse or train, :ing. laudable piping by Art Johnson

chis wit. as was demonstrated: by; stop while ‘waiting for. lights

girl. in the

in from

Paul Gilbert balances as. comedy 5 erboat Shuffle’

and
. The. Bishop eye -is as -alert as. or ‘simulating a brake-sereeching .and

year old

‘6m

‘Bye, Bye, Black- ‘isfies the patrons with a repertoire ,in location

act. which he-presented

sounds on other drivers and pedes- ,eral .weeks

to surpass

standout attraction which will pack ;his preem

spins an imaginative and hilarious.“Star, reprising the yock rewarding tee

story of the effects of his various

is 700)

‘of the high notes, low notes and a ;changed from Trianon to Ver sailles
fseemingly never-ending range in jin keeping with French decor and
:between,
bedazzled
an audience
| design by Jac Les<man, who besuithat kept shouting “bravos” and : tified Stardust and Desert
Inn,

auto-::
Do Something To Me,” “Magic Is

planes.

Dinner show opening night

-A torrid trumpet and a sizzling, |had 946 tablers «norma] cuy seat-

_
‘Although top.names. have. been Me Over.”: ‘Miss Fairfax has the |opening-night observers.more in evidence at the Empire ‘yoice, lacks and personality to hit |. Miss Clooney gets a tremendous
_ Room since the demise of the Chez, it -big if she'd only organize her..assist from one of the best piano

i*

Hirt

is

distinctive

inch am entertainer.
-.

.

i

Moro-Landis

.

—

ensemble

Jaccueline

.

.

and

John.

show-

Dick

«nd

rwacqueline.

Hirt gives his five sidemen a, Yn his traditional zest. Durante
, chance te Bet the spotlight treat-+ oparks more than an hour of hilarRent on
is
colleagues from his.
ity in high speed. Sticking to his

|New Orleans “Pier 600 Club” give popularly accepted routine. Sch1.0z
him a well-rounded performance. :¢jowns with chorines, bend ieacer

(Red)

i Allen Quartet; $3.50 minimum.

demonstration

Fach is a master of his instrument; ‘Gardner Benedict. i= own reguThey are: Pee Wee Spitalara, clari- lars, longtime partner Cedie Jacknet; Jack Dulaney, trombone;. Paul con, for Bill Bailev struts: drummer
Ferarra, drums; Oliver Felix, bass; Jack Roth. pianist Gerrge Finley;
and Ronnie Dupont, piano.
‘songs and byplay with Sonny King,
Supporting Hirt on the bill is beaut chirper Beverly Watson end
Mae Williams.
The chirp hasn't near-closing floating cine bit by
‘Jost her belting style on the vocal

of Bishop's :facile |
_|
Teddy Wilson ‘isn't a guy to rest
:
Flame Room, Mpls.
wit.
ws,
OT,
a
‘on past. glories. In.30 years at the
. The Bob DeVoye Trio is a smart- |
‘Minneapolis, April 4. ., keyboard, he’s: established a solid
Jy styled dance unit that helps. to! iFord & Hines, Danny Ferguson ‘rep with his light-fingered man‘perpetuate tne class atmosphere. of : Orch (7); $2:$2.50' cover.
“.! ner but even he -has the urge to: side
but has chosen to dress in the hoofer
and “omDuran
oo
_
s
.
:J ohnny Mack
.
Sa
the room. The team of. two men! ©
The “néw”
“explore new vistas.
ance
uxem
y
and a shapely looker menage to; Fresh from Las Vegas, Ford &- Wilson who is showcased at the Edith Piaf style; simple plain black Davie.
bring some freshness into -their.:Hines. get. an appreciative ‘in this. ‘Embers this sesh (it’s his 20th en- . dress and no jewelry, which seems.
Starter of a parade of names for
_highly. stylized form of .terpery ; ornate. Hotel Radison nitery. To- i-gagement here), is one whe's final- out of character with her offerings. the baseball, racing and vacation
and -also provide balance and con: . gether with

Mickey Sharp. who ily caught the modern jazz bug.

On only peat

Bort opens we

season, Durate is follewed hy the

trest for Bishop's standupping.
~ -preceded them, they've broken the
;
Ri
ros., Aoril 21. and the 4 .ga‘His piano doodling
has the same - al
1
Kel.
___ Joé Merinan ‘accompanies, Joey ‘room's comedy. droght. “Comedy :: Slick techniques and his takeoffs ‘and ‘segues into nostalgic ditties. Ritz 8 Mav 5
She wins only a lukewarm mitt.
ao
‘Bishop: with.-piano patter,-and the" teani’s first local showing could -be
ion
modern
jazz
compositions
give
Hirt moves
into Basin Street :
luch sound6f Ben Arden’s‘11-piece ‘a ‘recordbuster.in -view ‘of heavy
a new dimension that should help
East May 1, and Hirt and Williams, King Edward. Toronto
group backs the show ‘handsomely. ,demand for-reservalions.:
{him move into wider circles.
A

and. provides inviting dance..sets. | Comics ‘score: first ‘nighters .with ‘Jot of his standard stylingis put are billed through
ie
, Bill is. in..till April 21, to be’ their. ramiliar “Savonars and. dog ; into the new works. but he. gives,. Cloister,
by Marguerite: Piazza Show: routines....Yocks
come fast as em. all an interpretation that's,
April
22.for three weeks.’ ..Mor.- i-couple: iridulges. in witty. bantering| tasty and vigorous. Even the: die-|

followed”

15 aft
Toronto. April 7.
Hous.
|
+
ou
Hildegarde:
T.co
Reomaneili’s
:Orch
(8)
conducted
by Fred
i Stamer: $2 admission.
dazz Gallery. N.Y.
|
.
.
Max Roach production of "“An-

ioe
y.

ran
‘Basin Street East.

.y with Danny. Ferguson, : his --bands- |-hards who cant seem
to. get
N.Y.°.™en and just about everybody else: enoug h. of his-standard repertoire, ‘other

_frroll- Garner. Trio, Red‘ Nervo ~ Within range of Mimi Hines’ per-j like “Ain't Misbehavin’.”

Teeing off a new policy of name

Roach|

Mar

with

Valley,”

“Some- ‘Quintet. Abbey Lineoln, Mal Wal-‘ entertainers. the King Edward
and
-Distaff side
of. the twosome has! “Liza” will find much ‘to appreci- Cron. Helena Walauer Charles ‘Sheraton has started with the 10-

Quintet, Kenny Burrell, Trio; $3: C¢PUve- eye and roving mike. ‘music charge.
Se

April

| one

to Watch.Over

Me”

: a goad set of pipes which she uses. ate in his modern jazz excursion: .wien. ; Tako Medez: produced,

:

‘Erroll ‘Garner has cooked up an; tO ..advantage:- “She. draws heavy:

..He does as well by such mod- !directed

and

day engagement of Hildegarde As
by -first lady of the international sup-

choreographed

unparalleled parlay for a jazz pian| Mitling on’ “Follow Me” and “Start | ernists.. as: Horace Silver, Art Roach; music by Roach, Thelonius per club. circuit, Hildegarde cone
ist. Hes.a major attraction in. the,, of Something Big”. with Ford ac-| Farmer, Dizzy Gillespie and The- Monk: lyrics by Oscar Brown. Jr., - tinues to show a constant change
concert: field. ‘under S. Hurok’s |company
ing adrvitly. on the 88. It’s |.lonius Monk as he -did . and does. Langston Hughes and others: ligh-:
$3 mini-, of act,
, “Mack

ranging from

her riotous

‘aevis!, he’s.in big demand
for sum-, er clowning, mugging
and ‘bounc- ‘by George Gershwin and Fats
mer tent ‘dates, he's got virtually |1g though, that really make table- |Waller..In his modern jazz round

ting by Roger
mum,

_his .iassle

Jazz
drummer-composer
Max :YTics—to her pianistics of the
Roach'’s “Another Valley” produc- | “Grieg Concerto” and the “Warsaw

‘every isk company after, Him since |Sitters flip and which, at the preem,| are items: like “Round Midnight,”
‘with’

Columbia, -and: kept..the

‘when he consents to‘a nitery date,|than

‘as with this Basin Street. East ses- Cores.

sion, it adds up. to ‘big biz...

pair. on stage

for more

“Night in. Tunisia.” “Strollin’ ” and

:

and J. C.Heard’s
drums ‘supply an

an hour with repeated
ts

en-: “Mox:
«x49; Nix.”

.Arvell

Shaw's

bass:

Furman;

the

Knife’—in

German

tion at this East Greenwich Village : Concerto.”

t .Only-interlude:marring an other-.;-important assist-on the old as well | cool-music

spot

is new-frontier,
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i
VARIETY
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Nonsense.”
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Mann) presentation of two-act:
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N.Y.;
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Ken Ruta- .don schoolteacher, strikes aut with
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into the dark and terrifying reoffice and a small.entry, , places Murrey Melvin, are in the;
oymodious
‘in the Square, “Under Milk Wood.” kle.” but “The Hole.” while not.
cesses of the human mind.
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Although it is constructed as a bly dated costumes.
-ing is generally first-rate, with -im‘and his only play, proves again a solid base-hit,
story of Freud's domestic life as
“A Far Country” has slow mo- pressive performances.by Barbara
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well as his scientific career, the ments and it may be a bit heavy “Ferris, Bettina Dickson, Bob Grant that the Welsh poet who-died at
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play is primarily a dramatized case for escapist playgoers.
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for and Brian: Murphy.
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[in the’ production.
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For the benefit of the library.of
of
interested
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the Rubin Music Academy in Jeru- , Broadway with most of the London life: a golf game, a prison -cell,..
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of. Cast and ran for a disappoin:ing an aquarium, primitive reliigious
“A Far Country” should be an} “Curtains” by Kenneth Tynan salem and under the auspices,
‘the America-Israel Cultural Foun- 39 performances .at the Henry rites, etc. Through their: amusing ©
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oO - dialog.
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_dation, Barch’ Eden and Alexan- Miller.
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comments on
emotional impact. For the army of of reviews and theatre observations
ider
Tamir from Israel gave a two-° The dawn-into-dusk story of. a: man’s fears, prejudices; vanities
psychiatry-minded playgoers, it is | by quondam drama critic of Lon‘piano recital, the second since their Spring day in a Welsh village is a and desires. When it is discovered
likely to be fascinating—a virtual ,don Observer and The New Yorker. ‘N.Y. debut in 1955. On the whole kind of an unpoliced “Our Town,” that the hole contains," in reality,
must. Awareness of the subject is: Selections are chosen from Tynan's
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if
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to out- (10-153; Michigan State U., East Lansing who usually serves as director of beth Jones. Tom Martin..and C,.
the crucial moments
of analysis stooping
Bloomington *(18:; | the Circle
Wolff, . is heavy-handed —and UN; ..
ai
U. of . Indiana.
under ihe doctor’s relentless prub- rageous puns he admits he cannot
productions,
-but.
it:
Andetson, Ind. (191; Memorlal.
et
Like
most’ critics with Puramount,
ing. As played by Kim Staniey, resist.
-away in England on his first film amusing.
Lovitte (20-22 °
2.
.
this somev nat fictionalized charac- strong points of view. he has anFive
Finger
€xercise—Aud.,.
St
P. directorial
assignment.
| “Milk
William Gyimes, the director,
0-15:
Aud.,
Toled@ (7-18);
Hartman.
He has
ter is a tormented creature, and gered many stege pros.
Wood"
is on Monday
through succeeds’ in maintaining. a lively
Columbus (20-22, closes.
.
her ordenl as he forces her to delve so gained a wide cult of admirers.
with .a 7 o’clock . cur- pace throughout "The. Hole,” but
Flower Drum Song--Shubert,.
Chi (10- -Thur-day.
_
deeper and deeper into the agonie< Best passages deal with his reac- 15': KRNT. Des Moines 17-22).
tain Friday and a Sunday matinee. he cannot disguise the fact. that
Gypsy--Riviera, Det. (10-151; Music Hall.
The
Quintero-dirécted
“Balcony,” “\ Resounding Tinkle”’ is. static.
of old suilt is brél!antly portrayed. tions tea Russia .and its theatre Cieve.
(17-22).
—
oo
The actress, who can seem pain- ‘some readers will be surprised to
Hostage - Biltmore, J..A. (11-22).
now in its 13th month is on’a 9:30 and tedious.
Kenn:
-Norit
Carolina
State
“College.
fully awk'vard at times and in- learn fhat nat all Soviet theatre is: R‘J.B.
Friday;
two.
show
Saturday,
and
leigh ¢19:; Furman U., Greenville. S.C.
spired and micticulously restrained subsidized, and to German stage ac- (1: American. Roanoke, Va. 12), U. of one show on Sunday schedule.
|
John Beaufort, New York drama
particularly the work of Virginia, Charlotresville (13); Wright Aud.
at others, civ -s one of the fine per- tivities
There has been town talk that
Greenville, N.C. 4; Camp Lejune, Juckformances of her career. Feigning Brecht’s Berliner Ensemble.
the present production of “Milk critic for the Christian Science
sonville. Wiss. (15. closes).
Majority of One—Royal Alexandra, ToWood” has: more to. recommend it ‘Monitor, sails today ‘Wed.):on the
lightness and gaiety as a defense
Volume = seems = overproduced.
(10-221.
,
oo
Queen Elizabeth with his. actressat one moment, she makes stunning with its 475 large-size pages; and. ronto
Hall, production-wise.than the somewhat
Mark
Twain
Tonight—Thorne
shifts to hauteur. blazing anver. perhaps. overpriced.
It'S success’ ‘L.A. (10): Granada, Santa Barbara (12); “busy” mounting four years ago. wife Francisca’ Brunning. They'll.
Orientel,
Portland,
Ore.
(15!;
Jubilee,
Calgo. first to. France and then visit
At
the
time.
VARIETY’s
reriewer
trembling
panie
and == screaniing likely depends on devotion of Ty
gas, Alberta, Can. (7; Jubilee, Edmonhysteria. The transitions of mood nan diseiples.
Rodo.
. ‘+; ton. Alberta. Can. (19); Playhouse, Winni- Land (Oct. 23, 1957: commented _Various cities ‘in Europe, where
peg. Manitaba, Can. (21-22).
.
that “seldom has a stage produc- hell, cover entertainment -events,
are expert vo und hrilliantly- done.
Music Man (2d Co.—Nixon, Pitt. (10-22). tion demanded ctoser attention for including.an international theatre
Her pertosmance is) so vivid and
My Fair Lady (2d Co.).—Shubert. Boston
Pending
-to lose the words, because of a conference. in Vienna.
SCHEDULED B’/WAY PREEMS
compsliing., in fact, that it tends+ (10-22),
_
a
|! Once Upon a Mattress—Shubert, New ‘morement
Show BSoat, City Center (4-12-61),
or.cough in the audi- their ‘return. June:27, the Broadto pull the play ouf of balance.
Haven
(10-15);
Playhouse, - Wilmington
‘
‘
moet)
(4-13-46)
way
opening
will
be
covered
for
‘ence,
is
to
lose
contact..
.»
amidst
.
As the young doctor who refuses
(17-22),
vo,
South Pacific, City Center (4.26-61):
the Monitor by «Boston. staffers ..
gn In
the’ .Sun—Blackstone,
Chi so.much
verbalization the staying
Porgy & Sess. City Center (-17-6}).
to be diverted by poverty, domes-

anti-Semitism

of

powerful

col-!

Under Milk. Wood

~ Concert Review

TYNAN ENCORES HIS
OPINIONS—AT $7.95

Touring Shows

tie worries

disgrace,

or the

Steven

risk of ruin

Hilt

has

and

admir-

Donnybrook,
v

.

4th

‘ec shur.

St.

(5-18-41).

M2

ty

Pal Joey, City Center 6-31-6D.

(10-22,

ot

| Sound of..Musie (2d Co)—O'Keefe, To
ronto

(10-22),

is almost extraneous visualization.”

|

Jaal.

Meivin

‘Guidry.

Maddocks

. and

Alfred
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ODY HUNGER

Tl MANY (Columbia Concerts Still In Legit;
Bway aTangle, SezTyrone Guthrie RIGHTSeT
Fox & Wilford Administer 3Tours

Sees Hopein Repertory Groups Ny WORKS OPEN!

+

+

Minneapolis, April 11.
By JESSE GROSS
‘Broadway is a “murderous, vulLucy Loves Both
gar jungle,” according: to. ‘Tyrone |
New product for. the musical. Guthrie. He says that it has an
_ It’s’ no. wonder Lucy's £0
hungry | stock ‘field this summer
oversupply of theatres and actors;
popular. ‘In ‘the election battle
takes in not only Broadway-origiThe .Jrish director
also scores].
currently
.being waged’ in
nated properties, ranging from the
Broadway’s “rootlessness,” explainActors Equity. Lucille Ball’s’
delayed release of 4 15-year old
jng that both its actors and patrons |" name is appended to two. docu- ‘| vehicle.to one. still running on the |}
are assembled |. from the: entire
ments in support of ‘opposing.
Main Stem, but also adaptations
world. Candidates. Her name is among
of a teletuner and a filmmusical.
Guthrie has here recently to
the. endorsees of a campaign
Only two of the Broadway origiconsult. with officials in charge af | mailing ‘sent out by Equity
nals have powerhouse track records.
“plans for the erection of a $1.900,president, Ralph Bellamy,. in
and they‘re ‘being released on a
000 ,Tyrone Guthrie
Repertory
which he favors a split ticket. | restricted -basis.
The two, both
theatre, which ‘be hopes will decomprising some of the candi- \-of which will still be represented
velop a local flavor. in. stage drama.
“dates ‘selected by the union’s’ - | on the road this summer by regular
‘A theatre foundation has already:
nominating
-committeé.
and.
{touring
companies, are. “Music
raised $1,100,000 . for the project, 7:; some of those nominated “by
Man”. and “Flower Drum Song.”
slated to open lale in the. spring | © petition.
| Also being released on a restricted
of 1963, a year later than originally
In.a. subsequent mailing sent
| basis is the current off-Broadway
scheduled.
out by a group supporting the
success, “Fantasticks.’”
Addressing. ‘a: ‘Minnesota Univ.
entire -nominating committee‘s “The show still running on Broadconvocation, -“Guthrie said that his|: ‘glaté, Miss Ball, is quoted. as
fway
is. “Tenderloin.”
which
is
purpose in’ bringing..:a.. repertory
having stated in. a-wire.to Tom
‘scheduled. to close. May 13. That
theatre. to the: Twin -Cities ds “to, Bosley, one of ‘those selected
‘| musical, now in its 26th week at
fill a gap that. still exists”. He
\the 46th St. Theatre, N.Y., has
by: the nominating committee,
asserted that films are. a-mass en- |. ’ that: “Contr ary to recent litera{been ‘on ‘twofers for some time |
‘tertainment
medium, ‘and ‘com {.- ture sent“to the membership.
‘and:as yet has not earned back
mented, “A thing: that everyone | I-am. in’ full support of your
its entire. jnvestment.. Two other |
‘wants no. single person will. want} election to council along with ‘| musicals, which closed during the |
desperately.” He said that he has |°’ the regular ticket as proposed
current Season and are being rerejected ‘several bids to do big:
leased for the first time this sumby our nominating committee.”
budget television shows, ‘and com- |
jmer, failed to score as ‘financial |
“What is the. point of |
‘mented,
hits.
They're “Take: Me Along,”
doing Shakespeare -when it is not!
which folded after a 57-week run,
suited to ty?”.
and. “Destry ‘Rides Again.” which
Establishing a repertory theatre”
[put in 60 weeks on Broadway and
‘fn. this. area wil] produce a twofold
‘then toured.
problem, Guthrie believes, “since |
Another current touring presen-

SummerMusicals
‘AO'Keefe Centre

National Theatre ‘If’—
London, April 11.
London ‘County Council] is
preparing to go ahead with the
national theatre project which
was recently vetoed by the
Government if the Treasury
will agree to release the $2,-

800.000 voted by Parliament in
1949.
Theatre is now expected to
cost around $7,000,000 and the
Council will raise the remainder of the coin if the 1949 cash
is forthcoming. Lord Chandos,
chairman of the joint council
of the national theatre, is to
discuss the position with Selwyn Lloyd, Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
If the project ma-

terializes.it is hoped to have
the theatre built in time for
the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s birth and the Commonwealth
Arts Festival in
1964.

Columbia
Artists Management
will continue its involvement with
legit en a large scale next season.o
Tours:for three theatrical ventures
are pjanned. The project is not related#to CAM’s Broadway Theatie
Alliance
subsidiary
subscription
network, which has been sold to
United Performing Arts (Harlow
Dean) with the transfer effective
at the conclusion of the current
semester.
The shows will be booked in
prime time and info colleges and
other spots that are feasible and
available. Touring of the theatrical
attractions by CAM will be under
the supervision of Herbert Fox and
Ronald Wilford, both connected
iwith BTA, the former as president.
Of the three shows contemplated,
:one is definite, the other in negotiation and the third undisclosed.

:

Union Attorneys
Map Defense Vs.

“audiences, as well as -actors, will!
pave to be trained to assume a!

B'way Theatres.

i tation, “Once Upon a Mattress,”
\ is also being released this summer.
The original. production
of the
Attorneys for four-major legit
musical;;
which
originated
off‘unions met in New York last Frisays, is to generate a ‘stimulating |
Broadway
and
then
moved
toi
day '7) to map strategy in the face
effect on the cast...
Broadway, has_ earned a modest
:of. the stand taken by the League
“Actors on a stage ‘sét up vibra“of N.Y. Theatres that certain contions in the audience’ which’ come :
Broadway
producer
Alexander
H.
|
separately -financed two- company !tractual
demands
of the labor
back across the footlights. It isa: c
ohen,
who's‘
also
New,
York:
rH.
|
sepa
venture,
of
which.
only
one
{
cooperative’ . enterprise’ "and ‘the “resentative for the O'Keefe Cen-i production
is still running, has; organizations are illegal under the
sudience does not: “just absorb—it ,:tre, Toronto. will produce -a sum-| been ‘taking .a. financial beating. !'National Labor Relations Act. It
has to work.”
‘mer season of. musicals at the Cana- | The “Mattress” company, touring}iwas decided at the meeting that
Guthrie told. university students :
Specific
objections
be
obtained
t:dian showcase beginning next July! - is schcduled to close May 27..
and faculty’.that he assumes that:
(from BurtonA. Zorn, the League's
;3.
The venture will be. run by |
The
15-year-old
tuner’ being |
“ «Continued. on page. 56)
iaftorney,
so
that
the
legalites
Cohen's general manager, Roy Som- ; ‘released for the first time this year H
then know
exactly
the
‘|lyo,. who's had wide experience: in:-is. “Billion Dollar Baby” (cee. sepa- would

Set is “A

Pride

tentative title of
adapted from the
, Hemmingway. The
tiation is a road

Thurber

é¢f Lions,”

the

a new property
works of Ernest
vehicle in negocompany of “A

Carnival.”

which

closed

on Broadway earlier this season.
“Lions,” formerly titled, “Of Love
and Death.” was adapted by A. E.
Hotchner, Hemmingway's exclusive
collaborator in theatrical adaptations of his works. Hotehner will
also produce the play. “Carnival”
.Will be co-produced
by - Michael
’ Dewell
and
Frances
Cannon

Hersey.

“Lions,”
.in which Rod Steiger
will star, will be directed by Frark
Corsaro and will have sets hy Jo
Mielviner and incidental music by
Bernardo Segal. Joseph Harris vill
be general manager.
Tentatively
set to costar in “Thurber Cainival.’ are Imogene Coca and her
husband. King Donovan. “Thurber
Carnival.” made up of materia’ by
James Thurber, was presented cm
Broadway by Michael Davis, Helen
Bonfils and Haila Stoddard.
Costarred on Broadway in the
off-beat Thurber revue were Tem
_j vate: stor}}.
The: tv original is |changes desired.
the summer theatre field.
Evell.
Peggy Cass and Paul Ford,
i
The
unions
represented
at
the
- The warm-w eather session. which / the. Richard Rodgers-Oscar HamThe offering closed last November
i nrerstein 2d ‘musical
version of meet were Actors Equity, Assn. of
lay:ill run s,X-to-eight weeks, will fol- ;
: Theatrica} ‘Pressagents’ &
Man- after a 12-week return engagement,
ow: ‘by-a fortnight the June‘17 close|
. Continued
ontinued on
on page 5
56)
arers, Theatrical Protective Union following a summer run in Central
of the O'Keefe's first regular sea- |
1, N.Y. local of the Inter- City, Colo.. which had been pieison. The 3. 200-seater, which opened°
vaional Alliance
of Theatrical ceded by 17 weeks on the Main
Oct. -1, has not had: a dark.week '
Paris, |April 11;
Stage Employees ‘stagehands! and Stem.
Though put ‘eff: two -weeks ‘due. and the. balance ‘of the semester. isLoca] 862, American Federation of|
The “Fall season{
fo
a sudden
appendectomy
of|‘Soligly: ‘booked.
|Musicians. The contract conflict ,
femme star. Romy Schneider, the ; Will begin: Labor: -Day With the pre‘stems from the recent recognition
Fiench legit ¥yersion of John Ford's : Broadway tryout of “Kwamina.”
of Broadway and road theatre by|
_Elizabethan drama ‘ ‘Tis. Pity She’s ‘the Alfred. Le Liagre Jr. ‘producRelations |
the
National
Labor
‘ A Whore” Dommage: Qu’Elle Soit:-tlon-with seore and lyrics by.’ RichBoard. In a confidential report isUne P....
.)-opened Thurs. ‘30). te: ard Adler and: book. by Robert. Alan| The often-invited, never-secured, Sued last month to its members,
.
good rev iews and a solid ov ation’ by: Aurthur.
' somewhat- legendary
Stella Adler: : the League listed a number of proa show. biz. and diplomatic audi-! Cohen who" was’ in London ‘last ;: may return to the stage after ‘an iame regarded as being illegal
“Billion Dollar Baby,” which endenee. Though: costing ‘a. great deal ! week, returned to ‘New York ‘Mon-| absence of 15 year's. She's being in its contracts with various legit
ed a 220-performance
Broadway
this isa prestige. success’ and may: (day night ‘10).. He’ NH be. off. Ta |absenes to. star this summer. in a!
|unions, including the four men‘run June 29, 1946, is being :eeven’ pay. off if the «stars, Miss! London. next week. seouting: Broadway-targeted London produc- tioned.
‘leased for stock production tor the ‘Schneider -and Alain Delon, - can :_talent: for ‘the International Revue.; tion of Arthur L. Kopit's “Oh Dad,
| Among
the abuses cited are ‘first time this vear.
The musical,
spare ‘time. from: film chores to©‘he. plans -preeniing next. Oct. 8 ‘at Poor. Dad. Momma's Hung You in
‘featherbedding, closed shop. “hot
‘give it-a fairly ‘long’ run,
_the Golden Theatre. ..N-Y., as’-the the Closet.and I'm Feeling So Sad.” cargo” and secondary boycott pro- which has been added to the TamseItalo film’ -and stage director: third’ entry in‘ his Nine’ "O'Clock i Frank Corsaro is slated to stage visions, plus illegal union security _Witmark Musie Library catalog, is
scheduled for a two-week run ct
‘Luchino Visconti-gave this a stuns |Theatré seri¢és.
On his London’ the play, which is to be presented' and hiring hall clauses.
ithe
State Fair Musicals. Dalles,
Ring set.
The tale of. incest ‘be- i Visits, Cohen is also looking for a. -6n the West End by H. M. Tennent. i
‘beginning
Aug. 7. Elaine Stritch is
tween a brother and sister that -lead -to play. Sherlock Holmes in- Jid.
Broadway
producer-realtor
‘to star in the Dallés presentation.
ends in carnage was consider ed ex-i‘the musical, “Baker Stree‘. * which ° Roger L. Stevens owns the rights
‘cellent theatre even if it. did not.. he. -plans producing on Broadway.. to the property, which he intends!
According to a =Tams-Wilmark
quite have the charge. of terror and next: season.
1ep the 15-year delay in the mu, Presenting on the Main Stem. The
tragedy called for.
Sicals availability for stock pre| London production is scheduled to
film star Miss Schneider -was ound !_atre offering at: the Golden acct
The strawhat team of Lee Guber. duction was due to the lack cf
is
£0 into rehearsal Jate next month.
delicate, right and: exceHent as the |
Books and Isries
. Evening With Mike
Nichols and”
Miss Adler .iwho runs her own! i Frenk Ford and Shelley Gross have an orchestration.
sister while French film star Delon “Elaine May.”
abandoned their plans to moduce
for the piesentation,
which 3228
-acling: studio .in New York. began
owas
thought
possessing
the:
their
own
package
of “Flower produced
on Broadwer
by Piul
-iher stage career in New York in
etrength;. dynamism and fervor as:
_|1906 ‘at the age of four.
Her last Druin Song” this summer. Instead, Feigay and Oliver Snath, ave ry
they have arranged to offer the Betty Comden and Adoiph Green.
. the brother. Both essay: their first’legit. appearance was in a‘ 1946
“stage roles.in this and show that;
Lenny-Debin package of the Red- The musie is hy Morten Gould.
Broadway revival of “He Who Gets
film stars can held their” own’ in |
gers & Hammerstein musical. now
Slapped.”
Jepit and are -a further plus for
‘in preparation.
The Lenny-Debin
Boston. Apvil 11.
diiector Visconti.
_¢ditien has been scheduled fer
Already. ¢osting almost. $100, oan. : Jeronie. Rosenfeld’ s Show of. the
three weeks, beginning June 6, at
.
duc -to delays, it “Will -be hard’ put: ‘Month Club, originated here, is
the Music Fair, Westdury, L.I.. and
In Parkson Fee Claim
~to pay off but has all possibie
for tvo weeks, starting July 3,
Philadelphia.
Half
Alexander Parkson, a film im- at the Musie Fair. Storrotown,
-ehanves due. to the star. nanies;: ‘moving into
eames
wee
Chicago, April 21,
publicity cand. general. response. page. ads in the Philadelphia In- porter who has been aitempting Alass., both Guber-Ford- Gross ¢p-:
Herb Rogers’ Music Theztie, a
However. it. is’ felt’ this type of quirer-and Bulletin ‘appeared Sun- tor two years to bring a suit to ‘erations.
melodrania. is ‘not “the average. day ‘9. Club will now be operyat- ; issue against’ ‘impresario Sol Hu-:
“Flower Drum” will also be pre- iio opersiion., has booked comie
in farcing :sented. for one week, beginning Mort Sahl tor a week of concert
French
audience’s
cup . of .-tea. ing in’ three: cities, :Boston, New. _ rok, “has succeeded
‘Hurok to stand pre-trial examina- June 26, at the Oakdale Musical performances in August, folowing
They get somewhat restless.with York and Philadelphia.
Rogers beoutspoken, bloody: poetic dramas © In. addition to his Show of ‘the‘tion, by Parkson’s attorney, Max- Theatre. Wallingtord, Conn.; for Its skein of musitals.
This restlted jone week, beginning Aug. 21, at the gan hoosing one-man veude shevs,
of ‘ihis sort. . Yet there is a thea- Month ‘Club operation, . Rosenteld,. ‘well Handlesman.
supplementary
to
legit
tuners. In
tregoing nucleus for good support, has taken on the producer's man- ,{from a decision..of ‘the Appellate | Carouse]
Theatre,
Framington.
and has found
with word-of-mouth sure to” help.: ‘tle too. He's. currently presenting, | Division of the N. Y. Supreme
Mass.; for one week, starting Aug. the 1959 season
them
highly
profitable
Reviews have:.all been: favorable:‘in association with Frank. Sugrue, |Court.
|28. at the Warwick «RJ.1 Musical ,
and. this exquisite show may be a. producer of the’ Charles* Play- |. ‘Parkson is charging that he’s en- ; Theatre; and for two weeks, start- ° Tunetent will open June 20 with
“bonanza for producer Elvire i house, “Two For the Seesaw,” with titled to tees for assistance to/ing Sept. 5, at Melody Fair, North Tony Bennett in “Guys and Dolis,”
;foNowed
by Genevieve
in “Can-Popeseo of the Theatre :De Paris.. Jeffrey Lynn and Lee Grant at thej; Hurok in lining up various Sovict Tonawanda, N. Y.
Can,” Kathryn Grayson in “Merry
Miss Schneider,: Visconti and. Miss Wilbur Theatre,. and plans to con-| talent for U. S..tours. Hurok has
cn
Popesco put up the money.
It.svas tinue “locally produced. ventures,
Donald Gantry will appear jn Widow,’ and Patrice Munsel
| denied the performance of any
a tour-de-force: for the former ‘backed by ‘his Show of the Month j Services: by Parkson, and hence any “Seven at Dawn,” opening April “King and 1.” Sahl, in his svijo
playing. in another lingo.
17 at the Actors Playhouse, N.Y. Slint, will.end the sessen Sept. 4.
Club.
nancial consideration.

role he
patrons.

considers ‘vital for legit|.
The ‘audience role, -he

~ Via Alex Cohen: si

Paris Likes ‘Tis Pity’.
But Film Stars Key to Run;.|
$100,000 Production Cost:

a

ny et

Stella Adler
AdlerMay
M I
Act Once More

‘Billion Dollar Baby’
Released for Stock
After 15-Year Delay

‘FLOWER DRUM’ SUMMERDATES SANS G&FG PROD.

SHOW
OF MONTH'S :
3D
BURG: PHILADELPHIA

Mort Sahl’s Silo Solo

Hurok Pre-Trial Exam

At Herb Rogers’ Spot

|
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Can. Restoring Dawson City Playhouse
But Faces Need for 1899-1902 Dat
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Inside Stuff—Lesit

London Bits

e

London, April. 11;

|

ft

a

Max Bygraves goes. to New York |

In answer to last week's VARIETY piece about his refusal
to use crittMi.” He may play the leadin the jcal quotes in the advertising of his Broadway production of “RhinécLondon edition of the musical at , eros,”: Leo Kerz wires, “Who says it’s new? So it’s all right to brag”
with incomplete quotes but it’s publicity gimmick to use complete
:the Coliseum next fall.
(The
following
communication _toration of the Palace Grand will
has regained confiJohn Carlsen succeeds Ian Crich-. ; reviews even when they are good? “Rhinoceros”
from Canada’s Dept. of Northern} constitute a serious and valuable:
‘dence
of Broadway refugees by using unedited notices as exciting part
for Sadler’s Wells
to the history of ton as pressagent
Affairs and National Resources is contribution
, of theatregoing. After 106 performances they are still alive and work
;
Ballet.
:
an appeal by its chief, J. D. Her- American stock-company theatres,
‘for show. Reason for omitting Variety and Mirror reviews is to’ avoid
bert, for assistance in restoring a Thus we do not hestitate to ask: ; “Flower Drum Song” folds April ‘embarrassment. ‘Thev. said “Rhinoceros”? not for Broadway. Difference
29 at the Palace to make. room for
picturesque, still-standing theatre Have you in your files or in your
; between Anderson ‘(Maxwell Anderson; the late playwright and: memdocumentary
of photo- “The Sound of Music.”
of the raucous conviviality era in library
‘ber of the Playwrights.Co. producing organization) and Kerz js that.
the Canadian’ gold strike country. ‘graphic records that might assist’ Pamela .Charles is due back next former hated critics. Kerz likes them.”
re
—Fq :
°
us? Or, do you know, or know of, week after two yearson Broadway
(William Gillette, old actor-manager, was another. who .opposed
‘as
femme
lead
in
“My
Fair
Lady.”
;individuals
or organizations that
critics’
quotes.)
By J. D. HERBERT
'might be able to do so?
We are not asking that our reThe Palace
Grand
Theatre
at
Hope Harding Davis, daughter of the late Bessie McCoy and. Richard.
Dawson City, Yukon, was built in search be undertaken. by anyone
Harding Davis, now in the promotion department of the Dutton pub-elsxe—only
that Ieads be supplied;
1899 as the “Grand opera house,”
lishing house, took issue with Time calling the famed: war correspondby C H. Albertson, described as and any action you can take to help
,ent’s wife—her mother—a ‘“showsgirl.”” This was in. course of a book
“tne leading architect of Portland. . us. even if it consists only in pass-review of “The Richard Harding Davis Years,” by Gerald Langford
Oregon.”
The man who put up the ing on this appeal, will be greatly
Holt, Rinehart &. Winston).
a
a,
appreciated.
Please
address,
Namoney
was
“Arizona
Charley”
It is generally acknowledged that ‘Bessie McCoy Davis was a fullSan Francisco, April 11. |
tional Historic Sites Division, OtMeadows, promoter extraordinary.
The American Guild of Musical , fledged legit star and, while starring in’“Three Twins,” a 1908. legit
Meadows operated the theatre, suc- tawa.
Artists and the S.F. Opera Assn. :musical, she introduced a song of that title and thugs became known as
cessively named “The Savoy,” “The
Girl.” Another song titled “Cuddle Up A. Little
are déadlocked. in a dispute over :“The Yama-Yama
Qld
Savoy"
and
the
“Palace
wage and unemployment insurance _Closer,”’ according to her daughter. flopped in the show but eventually.
Grand” until 1901, when Murray
became
a
big.
hit
many
years. later.
,
uc
RS
©
RS
demands. The row threatens the
Eads took over and the name was
whole local opéra ‘season, sched-.
changed once more, this time to
|
The
Variety
legit
story
last
week:
on
the
International
‘Telemeter
uled to’ start in mid-September.
“The Auditorium.”
The battle came into the open ‘pickup of “Show Girl from the Eugene O'Neill Theatre, N. Y., erred in
The Palace Grand is to be com-late last week when Robert Watt ‘stating that the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists haspletely rebuilt as a living museum}
Miller,
Opera
Assn. _ president, ar ciction over both live and filmed. tve Screen Actors Guild has.
and
will
embody
as
many
as:
New York.
!; Wrote his board that he would
jurisdiction over filmed tv.
;
:
.
1
possible of the features present’ Fditor, VaRIETV:
.
‘recommend
suspension
of the 1961 ; Jurisdiction over tape tv commercials hasn’t been settled yet, but
during its years of most active life.;
as an investor in the original,
AFTRA
and
SAG
have
agreed
to
negotiate
jointly
in
that
area..
Thus
These included, in addition to the: New York production, I have read season unless AGMA cuts its de-. far AFTRA has gained jurisdiction over virtually all tape tv programs.
mands. The uhion represents
the

later this month te gander “Do Re!.

AGMA Dispute Threatens

Opera Season in Frisco:

Fear Stagehands, AFM?

Bway ‘Consul’ Investor
| Wonders Wha’ Oppened
With Pay TV Royalties

theatre proper, a bar. a gambling: with: great interest (but no inconcession, a “novelty” (which was: come: of the Canadian paid telefor at least

part

of the

time

chorus, minor ‘singers, ballet, stage
directors and wardrobe staff... ‘

The

advisory ‘board of the Ford

Foundation’s: recently-established

a vision broadcasts of Menotti’s “The; Miller told the opera board that Theatre Communications Group ineludes the executive. committee,
consisting of Theodore Hoffman. head of the drama department of
The limited partnership‘
on the second fiaor. | agreement for the stage production : AGMA’s demands. would. increase . the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh; John Reich, head of

shooting gallery) and a number of , Consul."
“apartments”

.
a,
There was

fraternal
floor.
In the

6

i
:
“hall for the different

orders”
theatre

on

the

t:|clearly ,

;
specified

i
i
participation

the company’s
.annual.
wages ..to
.
in }!AGM<A-tepresented
:| pérsons
®
the Goodman

Memorial

Theatre,

Chicago, and Nina Vance, managing

by.
‘director of the Alley Theatre, Houston, plus. Michael Ellis, director.
of
third ; television rights, though of course, ; $25,000, or 12°. He also claimed
';the Bucks County Playhouse. New Hope, Pa.;: Zelda Fichandler, man! paid television was not anticipated
AGMA is insisting on unemploy-

it Is planned

to. in 1950.

t

As an investor, I have received |ment

produce shows as similar as pos-:

insurance

for its members,

. aging director of the Arena Stage, Washington; Jules Irving, managing
director of the Actors Workshop, San Francisco; C: Lowell Lees, head

sible to those put on by travelling ‘no communication from Interna:; which would cost. another $18.000. ‘of the U~of Utah Theatre, Salt Lake City; Mack. Scism, director of
stock comovanies during the Gold : tional :Telemeter, original producer. ‘Mrs. Diane Fivey, exec-secretary ‘the Mummers Theatre, Oklahoma City;:L. Newell Tarrant, ‘managing
Rush period.
‘Chandler Cowles, Jean Dalrymple . for AGMA .in Frisca, sharply dis- director of the Playhouse, Erie, Pa... actresses Nan Martin and GerMuch of our information about or any others concerned.
I have putes Miller's assertions. She says aldine Page. director Alan Schneider, and Broadway producer-realtor

the Palace Grand has come from ‘ written, to no avail, to the producfiles of local newspapers
of the _tion’s
accountants,
Samuel
L.
period. In addition to a few sparse Kozak & Co., New York.
descriptions of the interior of the i:
While Variety reports that Miss

_the union’s wage demands ‘would
amount to only $14,000 and adds,

se e Say i Pi

Roger L. Stevens...

i ‘We have offered an alternative.
‘either to have the wage increase

building there are literally hun-| Dalrymple has been talking with this year and defer unemployment

dreds of names, of actors, “artists” |Zenith-RKO General “about pos- insurance until next year, or vice
and managers and of the produc- jsible exchange programs,” I and versa.” _
claims
that
tions featured.
A list of these | the other investors who made the! i The AGMA executive
;
ta
production
possible find : Unemployment insurance” benefits |
names will be prepared and a eopy ; initial
will be forwarded upon request.
i ourselves in a position quite simi- ‘Would cost the company only $6.000 *.
The
theatre has survived
60:lar to “The Consul’s” neglecteda year, and declares that the union-

years of fires and vandalism, almost ‘ heroine, Magda

Sorel, for. we too

had accepted an informal 6% ‘or

:$14.000) _wage increase
proposal
intact as far as gross structural ; Can receive no answer.
|
details are concerned: but the in- ; At least Magda was given papers ‘made by the opera's general direc-

i

terior has been stripped of surface ‘ to fill out. We have received none. ‘tor, Kurt Herbert Adler.
*
She asserts, Adler said he would Alfred Stern.
features ‘with some notable excep- :

n Directs

Stars Mercouri, Dassi

.

a _ Arthur. Lesser, currently in New
York with his songstress
- wife,
‘Patachou.
now at the Hotel St.

Bwaya Jungle
Continued

from

page

Regis,

duction
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will ready. a fall Paris. pro-

of

“Il

Benessere”

(The

(The writer, an occasional in- ;recommend this to Miller, and we
Well Being}, an. Italian. play by
of drapes. hangings. curtains. wall-: restor in Broadway show's, is diree- thought we had a. deal. Then: we: audiences attending his repertory Franco. Brusatti.and Fabio. Maury, _
offerings will not be very: sophistiand-floor coverings will be difficult.‘ tor of the Dept. of Community &° were -told it was unacceptable.”
which will star Melina Mercouri. It
In his letter to the board, Miller cated because of the dearth of will be diréeted by Jules Dassin.
Showmanship,
.of the
In approaching this problem it Industrial
National
Theatre
& said, “Unemployment. insurance for. professional companies in the mid- When. Lesser. made ‘the deal with
oreurs to us that sources of infor- : American
, non-profit organizations is optional ‘west and that patrons will have both it was far ahead of. the Greek
mation may fall Into three cate- Academy.—Ed.)
t
Bories:
. in California,” but he noted that to develop a taste for good theatre. star's and the expatriate: Amerie.
; according to California law, “if an‘ i The policy of the proposed thea- can's Impact. with: their “Never On
First.
are
published
books.
pamphlets
and
periodicals. ‘ conemployer elects to provide unem-; tre. will be for predominantly clas- Sunday” film. © ~~
temporary or more recent. contain-ployment insurance for some of sical works. the director declared, .-Lesser had read the play two
Ing accounts
of the theatre
in
“his employees, he must do so for | adding that the repertoire will. years ago and held it for proper
America and particularly the stock
;all.” He concluded, “Only a small probably include classic-potential casting.
.
“Theatre Language” by Walter -number
and road companies.
These we:
.of AGMA members: and: works by: such American play-{.
Miss Mercouri is no stranger
to
and Robert H. Ball |other opera employees: would bene- : wrights as Eugene O'Neill, Thornhave exhausted. as far as they are “P. Bowman
legit, including the Paris stage,
‘Theatre Arts Books; $6.95' is a ; Fit fram this insurance coverage, . ton Wilder and Arthur Miller.
availoble In this area (including
compact dictionary of stage termi-’ since most are protected through
the National and Publie Archives
Listing what he calls fhe ad- ‘having done “Sweet Bird of Youth”
nology.
Bowman, for years, has employment elsewhere.”
of Canada Libraries:.
We know
vantages of the repertory theatre, in French, also a Marcel Achard
_
been concerned
with theatrical ._ ‘What Miller, whose. chief
of the existence of other volumes,
job is Guthrie noted that it keeps, per- play. eight years ago. Albert Husat least one of which purports to philology. and is currently with | board chairman
of the huge Pacific formances fresh instead of running ‘son, author.of “My: Three. Angles,”
U. Language
Centre. :Lighting
be an account of “the theatre on: American
Corp.,
seemed ta- be them-into the ground. and permits ‘is doing the French. adaptation of
the frontier” and these are being : Ball, a drama historian,is chair- : hinting was that a concession to
roducers to exploit their successes. the Italian play which mayly eveneve
;
.tually come to’ Broadway.:. Miss
obtained.
Yet there are douhtiess ' man of English Dept. at Queens AGMA on these points would leave Pp
and bury their Pr
failures.
!
Mercouri:
also
speaks
-fluent
Engother such publications which we ' College, N. Y. City.
the opera association vulnerable to
' Me, Too’—From Kazan
lish...Lesser owns the English-lanhave so far not located.
Authors have produced a con- _Similar demands by the stagehands
te
Another repertory booster and suage world rights and also .the
Second, there are almost sure to ’ temporary lIexicography of theatri- andthe AFM:
7
.
batterer
of
Broadway
is
stager
Elia
motion picture rights. Play has no
be unpublished materials of the ical nomenclature, also containing
‘Kazan. who's been
working.: the French title as yet. ©
same general character as. those: prime
historical
references
and
last
two
years.
with
Robert
WhiteIncidentally this isnot his first
mentioned
above, resting in = ar- ! sources.
Technical terms having
head
organizing
the Repertory Parisian. legit
production. . His
chives, libraries and orivate col- : different uses in various branches
Theatre, whichis to: be part.of ew
“Vive de .:-“' is in its-14th month.
Jections.
These
mav
Include
of show biz, are given in all acYork’s Lincoln Center for the Per- in the. French capital.
Continued: from page. 55
Giaries.
personal
letters,
photo- cepted senses. Actor-talk is not
franhs and personal reminiscenses.
neglected. VaRIETy is listed under ;“Cinderella.” the book of which. forming Arts. As quoted by Arthur.
Inthe late fall or early winter.
nmi
fewer
6
We have so far no means of dis- , its own heading, for example,-and; has been worked over by Donald Gelb in the N.Y. Times last Friday.
tions:

and

the

task of restoration i

=

—

z

i|| Theatre Language’

i

: Feed Melody Hunger

eovering even the existence of such . also as “the actors’ Bible.” Shubert
Driver tor legit presentation. The “!7y, Kazan states. “I’ve had Broadway .and I'm not even reading
miterials, lot alone their locations- Alley, Tin Pan Alley, Toby shows, : tele debut occurredin 1957.
scripts anymore for Broadway proif thes do in fact. exist.
. George Spelvin, ice (in its boxof- i Making the pic-to-legit transition
Third, there stil mac be living _fice sense),
scalpers, Tomshows, ‘is “Calamity Jane.” the 1953 west- ‘duction. The whole Broadway setpersons whe. themselves were in ‘Tony
Awards.
and pratfall are ern filmmusical, adapted’by Ciar- up is inimicable to the theatre. It's.
Dawson, or in the Yukon. during ‘ salted in between toggle-irons. tor- ‘les K. Freeman from the screen- almost impossible to do artistically
toe crucial vears, and whose ‘mem-: mentors,
wings,
prid,
and
pin play by James O' Hanlon. Sammy daring work because of the current

ovies retain pictures of events and

Places and nersons of the time:
or there mav be descendants of
SsucH:
persars.
who
have
heard
stories
from
the old-timers who
vere there
Tt is at this functure that we
ap eal for hein

hinges. Tome carries modern Brit-;
: ish stage terms, and also some Con-

* tinental expressions.
; Of general works on the subject,

fain

and

respective

for

Paul

Francis

composer

the . film, -have

‘and

Webster.

lyricist

revised

the

economy of Broadway. Costs have
become so. absurd, producers are
actually

abandoning

plays.

they

Joseph

Kipness

will “present

the:-

Lesser ‘production. ; of”
musical which: Jerome Chodorov is-.
adapting from the French. starring...
Patachou on Broadwat. It’s from a

Arthur

book by Alaxandre Bressfort (who.
coauthored “Irma La Douce”) and
music.‘ by
Jean-Pierre
Mottier.
Bressfort also. wrote: the _lyrics;
‘Xmerican lyricist :-has not been selected. Original title was “Impasse
-de la Fidelete”..and may be retitled “Fidelity J.ane.” Show ran
180 performances in.1960-61 at the .
-

original ‘songs, in addition to pro- know. to be worthwhile, because of
. book is doubtless the best. In ad- , Viding several new numbers. “Cala- the high cost of running them.
“Though I had.a great time with
mity’
is being. lieensed by. the
‘dition to its usefulness for pros
Music Library, : ‘Sweet Bird of: Youth’ ‘the. last Ambassadeurs and ABC, in Paris,.
and amateurs, volume makes fas- |Tams ‘Witmark
Broadway
play directed
by him in and will be a big-cast ‘book show.
:
Which
is
also
handling
“Destry,”
cinating reading for the’ occasion“Take _ Me.”
“Tenderloin”. and 1959: and ‘J.B.’ ‘also staged. by Miss Patachou meantime: -has| her’
What we need are eve-witness or’ al browser.
_ Rodo.
“Billion.” Incidentally, “Calamity” him that vear) I was disgusted with European tour set, plus the usual
we'-documented
reports
on
the
is.not being released within a 250. the short rehearsal periods I had Riviera. galas during the summer
Palace Grond as it was during the
foisted on-me-by Broadway: out of “Season.
©
|
vears
1899-1901stave
facilities. + Helena Carroll left the cast of ‘mile radius of New York.
lighting house fournishings, colors ‘The Hostage” at the close of its}
Music Theatre Inc., is licensing the four weeks granted for rehearand materials of dranes. curtains. ; Chicago engagement last Saturday| “Musie’ Man,’ “Fantastioks’ and sals. when time had been. taken
unhold-terv and carneting:
We}'8 to appear opposite Dermot “Mattress.” ~"Cinderella” is being off for costume fittings. and so~
Ed Menerth; an exec with, -the
need assrances-as to locations and McNamara
in the Lucille Lortel | handled by the Rodgérs & Ham- forth, I had 19 actual working days , advertising firm of Ketchum, Mac-:
size of doors and stairwavs ‘some , Off- Broadway production of. the. merstein office, as is “Flower,” for ‘J.B. and 20 for ‘Sweet Bird.” ; Cloud and Grove. Inc., has. written,
of these have quite evidently been ! Irish Players in Donagh Mac Don-' another R & H property, -produced How .can a director
do anything;
the book :and lyrics for an - offchanged since 1901:.
In fart. al-}agh’s “Happy As Larry,” opening‘ by Rodgers and his late collabora- - artistically daring under such lim-| Broadway targeted presentation of
most anithing at all that will add |April 25 at the Martinique Theatre, 'tor, in association with . Joseph itations?”
Kazan
further. .com-! “Lady of ‘Sceandal,”. a musical adapta our knowledge of the theatre as|N.Y. Eileen Kennally of the Eng-} Fields, with whom they: also wrote mented. at the Lincoln Center; tation of “The: School for Scan-.
it used to be will be welcome.
. | lish company of “Hostage” reptaces ‘the musical based on C. Y. Lee's, “We'll be able to do plays that, are} dal,” for which Arthur Brandon —
We believe that an accurate res-| her in the touring presentation.
novel.
‘inoperable on Broadway.”
'
(has composed the score.
-
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West: Coast Mr. Foster
‘Show’ Tour to se BothOn and Of- B’Way, Cutrate

Pointed byEaster B.0.Around NY.

San Francisco, April. 11,
A 32-day. “Show Time” tour of:
Europe and New York this sum-:
mer. is being. organized on the
Coast by-the. Ask Mr. Foster
‘Travel Service here.
The tour,
which is being peddled at $1.427

Tickets a Growing B.0. Factor

Uptown, downtown, all around
town, discount theatre tickets are
a
growing boxoffice factor in New
| per person, plus tax, will take in
12 European countries and a day: Yannopoulos, Also Sets Up Cincy! York. Although greater attention
;has been focused on the arrival of
Go and an evening in Manhattan.
operation, ranging from puppeteers:
Opera Workshops
‘large-scale twofering on Broadway,
a
To. ‘Museums
; Those.‘making the. trip, which
-- to. companies
presenting: kiddie.|
there’s an almost equally predomi; begins June 13, will be picked up
‘classics. Prominent. among these
Cincinnati, April 11.
‘nant cutrate ticket distribution off.
_
Chicago,
April
11..
‘jn Frisco, Portland, and then Seatgroups is Little Golden Theatre |.
‘Cincinnati Summer Opera sea-: Broadway.
The fine arts and architectural tle from where they'll jet directly
Inc., a newly-formed professional
buffs lamenting the razing of the. to London. The stopoff in New ‘son at the Zoo. will be extended| On Broadway, the score is eight
troupe. produced. by Arthur Shimfrom four to six weeks with 27 Feut of 27 shows offering discount
69-year-old Garrick Theatre by Bal- ;
‘kin, which presented its first show, ‘aban & Katz are heing ‘solaced by : York will immediately precede the performances of 10 oper as, opening tickets. Off-Broadway the count is
- July 15 termination.of the tour.
“Young Abe Lincoln,” at the ‘York
June
22 with Wagnei's
“Das Rhein- : five
Field Enterprises.Inc. ‘publisher of
out
of
28
Eaquity-bonded
.
As a bonus for. individuals form- gold. ”
Playhouse Jast week. If the popuWorld Book Encyclopedia), which ‘ing groups of 15:to make the trip, ;
shows. The off-Broadway cutraters
‘Jatian.. explosion
continues
Dino
Yannopoulos,
newty ap- are not the two-ifor-ene deal feathis” has made a $10,000 grant to. save. the ageticy is offering a free round- '
airfurs.a new show biz: bull market.
the mortar ornamentation - designed trip air ticket to London, a Rand-‘pointed general. manager, will in- tured on Broadway. however. The
' Although the outfit. bears the
by. now: noted architect Louis. H.. MeNally Atlas and a subscription !augurate an opera workshop, in co- usual procedure downtown
is to
Little Golden title. there is no busioperation with. the Cincy College- issue exchange tickets redeemable
Sullivan.
‘Acknowledged to have
to. VARIETY.
ness. association or other financial|
Conservatory of Musie. to study at the b.o. for seats at lower prices
‘special significance in the history of
onnection between Little Golden |
.|management, production and fund ‘than are sold over the counter, but
jarehitecture, and considered mas- |
Theatre and the Golden. Press: orl
raising.
-terworks by. lovers of art, the
not at as drastic a cut as the 56
Little Golden Records. The. use.of+‘Sullivan - ornaments are being do-,
Wolfgang Roth is set designer reduction the twofers represent
the name is by “special © arrangeand Nelle Fisher the choreograAlthough twofer has become the
jnated by the firm to art museums Chi § Edgewater
ment. with Golden Press; the. only!
pher.
;and: universities.
accepted term_for discount tickets
stipulation. being that. Golden’ avJohn L. Magro, executive com- in genera]. not all Broadway couprove the ‘scripts. ‘Producer-foun- | Some samples -of: the rococo ta-|
mittee chairman. reported that a pons are the two-for-one varicty.
der. Shimnkin aiso- founded Litule.; cade will be sent: to schools and
l90% b.9. climb the past two years Some feature small scductions Fxrmuseums
-in’ other.
countries,|.
—
Sak
ee
=
——lleft a- $1,780 surplus jn 1960. This change tickets off-Braadvayv cere
through an arrangement with the]
{year’s budget will be $273. 000, to be erally bring a sealed rakeoff based
‘educational and cultural affairs di‘Young: ‘Abe Lincoln
on the denomination
of the «cat
‘Arthur Shimkin. presentation | of Little. vision of the State Department.
Arts Fund contribution of $67.000. bought. The average deal ranges
Gelden
Theatre ‘production of: Iwowrct
Chicagoans who. had protested,
Moppet-aimed theatre in the New 4
York area appears to “be. booming. |
During: last week’s: Easter. holiday
there were around 30. groups -in'!

‘BEYOND “BITTERNESS
Gatrick’s Loss ‘But: “Ornaments.

(nine |numbers).

. musical." swith

R chard N.- Bernstein
Joen

Javits;

music.

bouk-

& - Jolin Allen: Series,
Victor |Ziskin;:

special

Back for 11-Week
Summer Stock :

‘ petitioned | ‘and ‘picketed for the]
Garrick’s preservation were not as
}concerned with the loss of another |-

d-alog
‘*nd lyrics. ‘Arnold: Sundegaard.
Staged by Jay’. Harni¢k: setiings '& ¢6s-'
tumes, Fred Voelpel. Opened April 3. "61;;theatre ‘here as
‘ei the York Playhouse, N.Y¥:+ $1. 50 admis- “an architectural’
son,

bhe. Linceln

Ann

Rutledge

(ieee
ee eee. Darrell Sandeen.
....... vesee

_Sudy

Foster

William Berry ....cceceese2- “Leu Cutell
Biwling Green ...6.-.056Tom Noel.
Minnie
—.
se ne aeenece Travis Hudson
Minitan Edwards ...6.00.- Jack Blackton

vesseesseeaes

=, _—_————-

with

l.

the loss of! epee ney

-the landmark,

treasures, was going down in favor:hired

Of. a- parking lot: was: almost. more }
irony than they could bear. .

who

hes

Cincy’s traditional biennial May from a straight $1 discount to a Se
| Festival, due next year, is in finan cut on a $2.50 pasteboard, T3c on
‘cial straits and has been postpone
a $3.25. and $1 on a $4 ticket Many

Gucttelsettee et "cone,to 1963, The nation's oldest such
east. prin- {Musical event
had an operating
the

Broadway

as

managing

= PalmBeachDigs
Liberace Show

Golden’ Records, for which ‘he is .
now ‘production director cand a&r.
Ciiéf. His association. with Golden =
dates to his start with ‘Simon: & [

Edgewater

dled the shows the first four el
sons and were
1960 term.
-.

. Arthur

ducats

but on a higher

work

similerly

seale.

The off-Broadway ticket situation
has prin- |1oss of $55,473 In 1960, leaving
producer of ‘directors facing a net deficit of is net simply defined. Of the 28
$11,000 to $15.000. Max Rudolf, shows, four are presented in caba-

Beach
Playhouse
for Cincy Symphony Orchestra directhe coming season. He succeeds the tor, has not yet accepted a bid to
| Breducer manager_team an Noel! succeed Josef Krips as the festi-

Jack Kauflin
eee

Chicago. April 11,

monument. “That |‘cert management in the
with. ‘all. its. mortar icipally ine New England,

John MeNiel
— .. ese eeee_ May Hyson ~Jack Armsliong ....... -.: Robert Darnell.

Josh

+

EXTEND ZOO OPERA

dropped

after

These shows, therefore, are not
{comparable ta the uptown. straight
. legit operations and are less a pert
‘of the overall discount pictine

musical director.

the.

e

Morse, head of the cor-

poration which operates the silo in ;

OW

iT

rets or restaurants.
This presume
ably gives them additional revenue
that helps defray operating ccs‘s.

WD

€

the. swank. backyard of the Edge-j;
-water Beach Hotel, is taking on the
Schuster, Golden Press
parent.
title of executive producer. Straw: |
-Since founding Golden Records. he - Liberace. established a house rec- hatter -has operated. successfully.
has Jeft S&S: ‘and: formed. Arthur ord- for the Royal. Poinciana Play- with a. straight package pol cy
-“Shimkin
Enterprises;
“through* house, Palm. Beach. ‘with a sellout the past, but Morse’s intention this.
“Show
“which he- produces. the. disk and gross’ of: over. -$34.000 far 10 ‘performances March 27-April 1, The: :Year is to book only a few pack-|oyer of
“theatre ventures,
ans. for Golden Theatre’ are; pianist.
supported . by. soprano -ages and to produce most of the |quction

With their respective houses, the

‘shows are:
“After the Angels.”

To Top $30,000;

W. 3d Sticet
Restaurant.
“QO, Oysters.” Village Gate.
“The Premise.” Premise Theatre,
“Stewed Prunes.” Showplace
Girl,” a revamped carryAnother factor is the educational
last season's touring pro- exchange
This plan is used
of “Show Business,” is be- -by such ticket.
groups as the Phoenix
‘fullstale.’ The longrange outlook Janet: Medlin and ‘the dance team shows locally, with yarious outside :jjeyed to have earned around $30.- ‘Theatre, with “Hamlet,” and the
calls for national touring com-- of Brascia and Tybee, appeared aty, Edgewater. begins “tts iieweek | 2° profit as of its Broadway clos” Living Theatre, with a repertory of
panies which wit perform a reper on O Showbest in a. programy titted, “season June 20 in saine 966-seat ng ee Saturday evened: “The
Connection,”
“Jungle
of
tory of original,
professional,
mop- ; “Mr.
owbusiness.”
The. bi
re-.
and some classical selecIt's tobe enlarged to 1,700 'Telemeter pickup of the revue for::Cities”
feut.
fic.
pet--targeted - ‘presentations. — The ceded by nine regular Jegit produc-.
|tions. “Roots,” at the Mayfair is
seats and with ‘a permanent top? ;pay-tv. The financial
outlay
inrepertoire is fo be built up through|tions, was the windup. ‘entry in the before the 1962 season.
l volved in getting the Carol Chan- {also issuing these coupons. In this
showcase showings, such as the one :.‘ spot’s 10-week. season.
|ning-starrer off the ground last| case, special reduced ducats are
just completed:at the: York, of new
Productions <at. the - Playhouse
iseason is understood to have been: provided for students and taculshows. each Easter. and. Christmas usually... play nite perfornianées,
‘ties of various institutions and are
|
| about $70,000.
holiday - week. Ta. these perform-'| six nights and three. ‘.matinees, BILLY BARNES PEOPLE’
i redeecmab!e for reduced-price seats.
Besides the pay-tv revenue, addi- ances: will be. invited, in addition., Wednesday, Thursday and Satur-]
Broadway has used these cutraters
‘tional income will be forthcoming
to the regular audience. of children. day. The Liberace engagement.
as well, for such offerings as “The;from a 10-12 week tour of stock
‘and .their _parerits. theatre ‘oper- ‘took in an extra matinee
Good |
- Wall” and through the ANTA edueHollywood, April 11.
ators, community. Jeaders, ‘ete... in “Friday. ‘The scalé~ at the Play- |:Reaching the 100th performance ;‘showcases this summer since the- cational program, but not as {reare
reportedly
on
a: quently. This type of ‘coupon is
the hope: ‘of .interesting: them in house, which will ‘reopen for its ‘tnark last week at the Las Palmas ;:bookings
“hooking ‘the. shows.” ‘Touring ar- :-1962 season next January,.runs to Theatre, “The Billy Barnes. Peo- 'guarantee basis. Coin earned thus not part of the commercial twofer
‘far by the show includes revenue picture, however.
rangements are being handled by a’ $7.50 top opening nights and’ ple,”
“The ° Billy:
successor
-to
‘from both “Show Business” and
Columbia
Artists. . Management, . $6.95 other évenin
Excluding these special entries,
‘Barnes Revue,” returned its $30.-°
“Show Girl.” The former was co‘under direction of v.p: Gerald Dev- ©
ings:
Legit offerings at: the’ Frank J. 000 investment in. 11 weeks andi ‘produced by James A. Doolittle! ithere are 20 shows off-Broadway,
Jin and Irwin Scherzer. “Abe Lin- Hale operation. this vear included: grossed over $102,000 in the 390: of which five are on cutraters.
and Charles Loewe. both of-whom: With their respective houses. the
coin” has been .“booked as far as ‘break-in performances of the The- seat house.
March ‘62° with spot engagements atre Guild- American Repertory Ca.} - More than 28, 000 patrons have ‘participated in the presentation of shows are:
the Broadway offering in partnerbut. plans. are. for a ‘full touring productions. ‘of
“Call Me By My Rightful Name,”
“Skin . of’ Our: ‘attended the revue since its Dec.
ship with Oliver Smith.
schedule of three companies by. the Teeth.”
One Sheridan Square.
“Glass
Menagerie” »* and’. :27 preem, according to producers
fall.
Doo
“Krany’s Last Tape” & “Zoe Sto
“Miracle Warker,” now’ being pers. {Joe Landis and John Poo}. who are | Last Saturday's closingof “Show
himkin. estimates the mounting ° for med ov erseas.
| sole. backers of project. They say.‘Girl,’ in which Jules Munshin and ry.” Cricket.
cost of the ‘initial production +o
“Leave It To Jane,” Sheridan
“ that business at this point is 68°¢ ithe French Singing act. Les Quat
have been around: $8.000.: Weekly...
ahead © ‘of -its predecessor, which ::Jeudis, appeared with Miss Chan- Square.
‘operating cost -is figured at about
“Mousetrap.” Greenwich
Meus.
[ran ‘successfully two years ago njining, marked the end of a 13-week
$2.000, with, the cast of nine reTun at the O'Neil] Theatre, N.Y.
“Ladies
Night
in a Twkish
same. house. :
portedly dvawing top Equity: scale. 1°
Bath,” Eleanor Gould.
Plans call for the revue: to run j
The second: half ‘of the one-week |‘.
{ Unlike Broadway, it has become
at least a year at Las Palmas.
_ presentation
at the York is re; the policy of some off-Broadvay
‘despite bids: for tour or to play
Dayton, April 11.
‘ ported to have ‘done SRO business ‘managements to print their dis-Nanhattan.
The
original
“Revue
Ja mes *Alex,: Ioeal drama ‘school
for ‘almost: all of. the three- a-day
‘count pasteboards right from the
ran locally for 48 weeks. foilowed
‘operator;
will
present
a
season
of
performances.
with “all ; seats” at
start and to market them <simul‘stock at the ‘Memorial. Hall here - by. seven months in New Yerk and
-$1.50::
_
Edinburgh, ApriJ 11.
‘taneously with the boxoffice-scaled
2.492-seater. four in London and Scotland.
Prior. to.the April 3 commercial: this.’ summer. . The
tickets.
Such was the case with
A
plan
is
being
Jaunched
here
to
.owned
-by.
Montgomery
County,
has?
onening. “Abe Linc oln” was given:
Been. leased . to Alex for one year.
| encourage the presentation of new “Call Me” and “Ladies Night.’
an extensive trvout. It was offered*
: Theory behind the practice is that
He.
has
a
“gentiemen's
agreement”
at no admission..in “N “Y. -elemenplays in Scotland. It has the back-— .the discount tickets can help ca
tary school§ through: the Board of-With ‘the county comm: *ssioners that
ing of the Scot Committee of the'‘carry a show during the two to
Education's “Hisher Horizon P‘o- .he'll. -get. the spot .again next year |
Arts Council
of Great
Britain,:. three weeks it generally takes for
if. this ‘season. is successful.
Chicago, April 11.
_ grams.” and” was. performed. for
:an off-Broadway show to catch on.
‘Alex will be the fourth. producer: |
The off-Broadway production of which is offering guarantees of up:
children. in: Bellevue: Hospital and
In some cases, like “Leave It To
' various: ‘Police
Athletic League of stock. at. the Hall. since “1957, ‘“Epitaph for George Dillon.” which to $900 against loss to repertory . Jane,” the exchange coupons are
when’ John
Kenley
introduced ended: an engagement March 12 at
centres.
theatre managements for the pro-- ‘used sporadically for promotienal
The production itself is delight- : summer .shows there. Kenley was ‘the. Actors Playhouse. 'N.Y.. ‘has
‘stunts and the like but. on or off
duction of new script.
ful: As-eaught last Thursday 16), it’:followed .by Paul Winston in 1958 been: booked for. six performances;
the Main Stem, it's figured that
ds polished | and “professional -and Douglas Crawford in. 1959. ‘The. ‘at the Chicago Univ. Theatre, open- | Scotland’s struggling stock thea- discount ducats are stil] about the
On- ing tomorrow night ‘Wed... The ; tres will now be able to take the
“throughout. The. book by Richard; house was dark last summes.
iJast
resort to attracting the public,
“N: Bernstein and John Allen, lyries|ithe three who ve already: produ-ed New. York cast of the John Os-:: financial risk of staging new works 'short of cutting all prices at the
‘borne-Anthony
‘Creighton drama iby unknown authors. The Commit- | boxoffice.
by - Joan ‘Javits. musie by. Victor: Vat. the spot; only. Kenley clicked.
‘tee will not consider applications
Ziskin,. and. additional: dialog: ‘and} Kenley,. who ‘dropped negotia- will be imported intact..
authors
or agents.
~ ]yrics ‘by Arnold. Sundpaard,. ave |.tions to return. here this year. has ;. “Epitaph” ‘wiil. give Chicago two|‘direct from
ELT In New York Move
off-Broadway
road- Plays must be submitted by a progeared for bright. tuneful and éven: been operating at the 2.418. Pack- ‘concurrent
{nformative ‘entertainment.
Also. ard Music. Hall, Warren, since 1958.° shows, the other being a second |ducing management and be of a
Equity
Library
Theatre
c:i
impressive is the fine quality - of He’s expanding this summer to Co- |company of “Fantasticks,” which is standard acceptable to the com- move its New York shovicase to
the Master Institute Theatre next
the performances which are not lumbus, and plans a dual-booking: billeted at the Crystal Ballroom of mittee.
A spokesman for ‘the Arts Coun- season.
“played down to the moppets but: operation. sO
” ithe Hotel Del Prado. The engageThe group has been using the
are’ pérformed straight for their
Alex, who was choreographer for: :ment is sponsored by the Chi chap- cil said the scheme will probably
full value.
Douglas.in 1959; has a deal calling jter of the American National Thea- lead to a better type of new play Lenox Hill Playhouse for its prebeing staged. “A new play with a sentation the last 11 years
Jay. - _Harnick’s
direction
has. for a 10-week season with an option |tre & Academy.
‘sprinkled the. story of. Lincoln: in.! for an additionat three weeks.: He’ Ni In the past, the university thea- serious theme. is probably more
George
McCowan
will
direct
the days when he was. just starting [pay $1.500 a week rent. and.-soht }tre has imported off-Broadway pro- worthy. of support and of being
Beckett's !done by a repertory theatre, but it “One Way Pendulum,” the London
‘ductions
of
Samuel
_out on the political road as a sim- |the cost of backstage: lighting. The |.
Passos’ ‘falls by the wayside because it is idrama which Caroline Burke Swann
ple, honest. citizen
from New ‘county will retain concession richts. “Endgame.”
John
Dos
Salem. Vl.. with colorful br awling, !and Alex will get the revenue from. “USA’ and the Irish Players com- thought -not likely to be a public; intends presenting on Broadway
«Continued: on page 59):
ipr ogram sales.
|next fall.
success,” he said.
ot pany.

|
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Easter Turnout Fattens BwayB0;
Happiest’ $43,179, Devil's’ $34148,
‘Count $28,519 (7),Horn’ $26,450

Liammoir). ‘Previous week, $5,294.
jEnded
limited
engagement
last
Saturday (8). At an estimated $20,000 loss on. the four-week stand..
Last week, $8,413.

|

. *Show. Girl, ‘O'Neill

(R)

BizSnappy for Many Road Shows;
‘Becket’ Record $61,007 in Boston,
‘Majority Record $51,248 in Wash.

(3th

| wk: 100 p) ‘$6.90-$7.50; 1,076; -$45,-

052): (Carol. Channing).

§9

Previous

jweek, $19,831. Closed last Satur-| day (8) with an estimated $30.00uU
| profit | on an investment of around
Will tour tent theatres] Business was lively for most road
‘$70.000.
SPLIT WEEKS
caught .the holiday Chapman, “News: Coleman, Mirror; :
Broadway
‘this summer.
spirit last. week. Business ‘cliinhed. MeClain, Journal-American: Taubshows last week.
House records
Andersonville
Trial
‘D - RS)
Last week, $23.995.
for all shows with: the exception man, Times;. Watts, Post) and- one|.
were set by “Becket” in Boston and! (Brian Donlevy, Martin Brooks}.
of. “Do Re Mi,” which. suffered a) yes-but
Anotice (Kerr, Herald | “*Toys in the Attic, Hudson. 'D}
“Majority of One” in Washington. ; Previous week, $18.76], six-per‘drop -‘because of the ‘absence of. Tribune).
"
iS8th wk; 556 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,* formance split.
The Broadway-tar geted “Carni- ,
Phil Silvers for ‘two ‘performances.
‘Last week, ‘$28. 519 for seven 065; $39.600) ‘Maureen Stapleton,
for seven
val” sold out again in its second| Last week, $20.300
For most shows it- was the best: ‘performances. ois,
Patricia Jessel, Anne Revere, Rob- j week
performances: Civic, New Orleans,
‘Sound
:
in
Philadelphia
and
‘
stanza of the Jast several. week. :.|.
ek, $12.-$12.
3-6,
five
Fiorello, Broadhurst (MC) (7rst a ¢?t, Loggia’. Previous week,
_| of Music” just about went clean; Monday - Thursday
Capacity entries were “Camelot.” iwk;.
}.
564 * p)
‘$8. .35-$9. 40; 1,182; -907.. Closed last. Saturday
'8). hav
/ $15,083
with
Broads ay Theatre
oF.
“Mary, Mary." “Sound of Musie.
‘ing earned-an estimated $115.000 jin the first frame of a three-week :; League subscription; Lanier High
“Wildeat.” “Evening with ‘Nichols $58. 194). Previous week |$39, 397. profit thus far on a $125,000 inyest- Toronto booking.
-,
The bus-and-truck companies of |School. Montcomery,
Friday
.7!,
and May’ and ‘the. Phoenix Thea- Exits the. Broadhurst after the eve- ment,
‘ one BTL, $4,360: Albany -Ga) The‘| “Andersonville Trial”
‘ning. performance May 6 to. move .
tres: presentation: of “Hamlet.”
Last. week, $17,860.
‘atre, Saturday 8), one, $857.
closed next Saturday (15),
jto. the Broadway Theatre Ww here. it.
The “Mary: Mary” &ross was. cut!; opens: May 9::
Opening This Week
Five
Finger
Exercise
-1D-RS)
Estimates for Last Week
by theatre party commissions. and | .. Last. week, $46, 150:.
Tandy,
Roland
Culver:
.4_. Show Boat, City Center (MD) | Parenthctic designations for out- ‘Jessica
the.‘Camelot” figure again repre-.
Previous
week.
$27.820,
Curran,
3.090;
$60.000) ‘Joe. E. of-town shows are the same as for
‘gents © ‘the take after refunds tal: ‘Happiest Girk in the. World, ‘Beck. ($3.95;
San Francises.
Ratrons “unable to -attend. perfor: ; {MCi (1st wk: 8° p)_ ($8:60-$9.60:: ‘Brown, Jo Sullivan, Robert RounseBroaduw1y, except that hyphenated
Last week, $12.368 for five ner- ‘ville, Jane Kean, Carol Brice}.
mhance. because ‘of a winter. snow- :: 1,280; -$62,805) .(Cyril. Ritchard).
iT with show classification indicates
N. ¥. City Center Light Opera ‘.tryout and RS indicates road show. formances: Capitol. Salt Lake Dity,
storm..'The Poenix gross was. re-'i ‘Opened: “April 3. to. three. fav orMonday-Tuesday
‘3-4:. two. $3,006;
‘duced by student théatre discounts. able. reviews (Aston, World-Tele- Co: revival of musieal by Jerome|| Also, prices on touring shows inThere were. nine shows: with: dis-.j gram: Chapman, .News; : Coleman, ;Kern ‘music) and Oscar Hammer-. lclude 10° Federal Tax and local ‘Music Hall, Kansas City, Fr.daySaturday
:7-8).
three
$9.362 with
count tickets in. ‘circulation: last; Mirror)/and four untavorable with|‘stein, 2d ‘book and_ lyrics), based ‘far, if any, but as on Broadway
‘week, Joining the list of cut-rate! reservations:(Kerr, Herald Tribune; ‘on-a novel.by Edna ‘Ferber. Opens “arasses are net: t.e., exclusive of TG-ATS subscription.
entries
this
week
“Miracle
‘limited
1woweek
engagement
tois .
> McClain, Journal-American; Taub‘tazes. Engagements ‘are for single
J. B. :D-RS: ‘John Carradine,
Worker. ”
_; night. ‘Wed.).
“man, Times; Watts, Post).
weele unless otherwise noted.
Shepperd = Strudwick.
Frederic
‘ Last w eek, $43; 179.
Estimates for.‘Last W eek
Carnival, Imperial .“MC) ($8.60:.
Worlock:,
Previous week. $18,264,
BOSTON
cplit.
Irma La: Douce, Plymouth: ANICY: 4..428. $65.000! ‘Anna Maria Alper-.
Beckét, Colonial ‘D-RS) 2d wk)| five-performance
Cc (Comedy), D (Drama),
Key:
Last week, .$29.082 for six per$6.50-$7.50; 1,685; ‘$63.000) :LaucD (Comedy-Drama). R. (Rerue), A28th Wk: 220-p) +$8.60; 999:. $48.-. “shetti).
David Merrick presentation of |rence Olivier, Arthur Kennedy). formances: Tewer, Atlanta, MonMC tMusical-Comedu). MD tAusi- :‘250) ‘Elizabeth Seal: ‘Keith Michel). musical
by
Bob
Merrill
‘music
and
!
day-Wednesday
‘3-5, three BTL,
Previous: week; $40. 255,.
ve
cal- Drama), ‘O 1Opera\, OP LOp- |.
Previous week, $28.825 with Show
-iyries) and Michael Stewart book), |
of the Month ‘Club patronage for $15.5990; Ovens, Charlotte, Thurséretta), -Rep. Repertory),
‘DR | _ Last: week, ‘$41, 459.
Helen j
_ Gay-Friday ‘6-71. tuo BIL, $8. 107;
"based
on
material
by
four performances.
(Dramatic. Reading).
” Mary, Mary;. ‘Hayes. (Cy (5th wk: Deutsch. Opens tomorrow
night;
. University, Durham, Saturday +8),
Other.” parenthetic
designations: ‘31p ($6.90-$7.50; 1.139; $43. 530), ‘Thurs.)..
Last week, $61.007, a house rec-'!
, one, $5, 385.
refer, respectively, to weeks played;
.ord for straight play.
_ nuniber. of performances ‘through ©- Michael Rennie). Previous.. week
Once Upon a Mattress :MC-RS)
My. Fair Lady, Shubert (MC-RS)
‘last Saturday, top ‘prices -(arhere: ; $41.863 with parties.
itImogene
Coca,
Edward
Everet
tiro prices are giten. the: higher is. Last week, $42. 085. with parties.
(14th wk) 1$6.50-S7; 1 717; $67,- , Horton, King Donovan:s. Previous
for Friday-Saturday nights and: ‘the ;
’ Dixon). Previous week, $52,685..
Tower for w éeknights }, number of:; ‘Miracle. Worker. .Playhouse. D) |
Last week, $30,790 tor cight per.
Last week, $58.595..
stars: ‘76th wk: 604. p} -'$6.90-$7.50: 944:
“seats, Capacity. gross’ and
formances: Civic, Brockville, Ont.,
‘Andrew. Mertens, ‘executive vice- |: ‘Price includes: 10° Federal’ and '$36.500) ‘Suzanne -Pleshette. Patty”
Monday
‘31, one $3.097; Capitol,
Two. for the Seesaw,
Wilbur:
prez of Columbia Artists Manage5° City ‘tar, but grosses ‘are net; Duke). . Previous. ‘week, $21. 204.
(CD) ‘Jeffrey Lynn, Lee Grant!. ; Ottawa, Tuesday ‘41, two, $7,693;
- Last week. $25.077.-. ment, planes. ‘Saturday 18) to coed Local
fe.. exclusive of tares.
production
began
three: Her Majesty's. Montreal, Wednesrope on a general talent scouting!+;week run here April 3.
Aste risk denotes show had . cut: | :
, day-Saturday 5-8:. five, $20.000.
- sMuste’ Man, Broadway (MC) trip. Oné of his tasks will be
com| Last week. around $26.000° with;
vate tickets. in circulation.
“172d: wk: 1367. “‘p! 1$8.05: 1,900:- - pletion of details covering the
he thir
third
$73,850. Previous week: $42, 365.an American tour of the Berlin Phil- 1 Show of the Month Club patronage.
Advise . and Consent. Cort D> j(Cl
‘Frisco Spring Opera Co.
(2ist wk: 164° p). «$7.50:
1.155;
tas next Saturday. 9).
..fharmonic. planned for next fall.
CHICAGO
$40. 5000 ‘Ed Begley, Richard Kiley,
ast week, $47,163.
He also expects to complete arSlates 6 Productions
Flower
Drum
Song,
Shubert |
‘ChesterMorris,
ienry . . Jones, |
*My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC).i.rangements. for the first U.S. tour
San Francisco, April 11
—,
wk!
'$5.50-$6.60;
Kevin McCarthy), ‘Previous week,’ 264th wk: 2.103. p' ($8.05: 1.551; -of
the Bayeuth Festival Chorus, : {MC-RS) (2ist
San
Francisco's
new
Spring:
t2.100:
$67.613).
Previous
week,
$23,470. _]$69,500). ‘Michael. Allinson. ‘Margot '‘probably in 1962.
:Opera Co. will play seven perfor!
$49,700.
‘Last. week, $27 638.
‘|Moser). Previous week, $59,147.
Making his first extended scouts |
/mances of six operas fram May 2
‘ing :swingaround.. since having ai Last week; $61,135.
Last .week, $60. 158.
*AN the Way Home, ‘Belasco ‘D)
:to May 19 at a scale ranging from
Hostage, Civic -CD-RS) ‘7th wki. $1 to $3.95 in the 3.300-seat Opera
(19th wk: 149° pr '$6.90-$7.50: 967; |. Rhinoceros, Longacre ‘CD) (13th heart. attack some. time ago. Mer-!
Kurt Herbert Adler, gen--$38.500). Previous, w eek, ‘$15, 422. jwk: Y04 p). ($6.90; 1.101: $37,000) tens will hold auditions in London, : 1$§.50-$6.50;
904; $30,500).
Pre-, , House.
Paris.
Bonn,
Frankfurt,
Afunich. |vious week, $13.015.
t eral director of the reguiar opera
Last week, “17,405.
“ptEli ‘Wailach, Zero Mostel), Previ- Stuttgart. Zurich. Rome,
Vienna.
‘setup ard also mucical hoss of the
Last. week, $14,396.
*Best Man. “Morosco ‘Dy (53d wk;|
all
+ Gonenhagen and Stockholm,
; Spring, sais the performances will
on
week, $31. B88.
"416 pr '$6.90 $7.50: 999: $41,000) jous
|
Raisin in the Sun, Blackstone:- be alternated among three conducTwithin’ approximately one month.
Last. week, $33. 666.
(Lee Tracy, Frank. Lov ejoy). Pre-.
‘Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne ' Mrs. Mertens will, go along. repre- (D-RS) 16th wk? $4.95-$5.50; 1.447; !tors, Joseph
Rosenstock
of the
vious week. $13.424,
* $42. 500)
tClaudia
McNeii).
Previ- iMetropolitan and Cologne: Sandor
TMD?) 169th wk: 548 p) '$9.60: 1.407; senting, the doctor's interest.
Last w eck, $21 328.
+ ous week, $30.071.
475, 000: - (Mary Martin). Previous ‘
Salgo.
of Stanford
Univ.
and
Last week, $19.300.
Henry Lewis, vorng Los Angeles
Big. Fish, -Little . Fish, - ANTA |j week, $75.871..Last. week, '$75.939.
batoner who recently did a guest
(CDs (4th wk; .29.p) ‘S86. 90-$7.50;.
| stint with the Los Angeles PhilharDETROIT
3.185: $49,178: (Jason ‘Robards. Jr.,
Taste: of. Honey, Booth (D).(27th: |! Moppet Show Biz
Hume Cronyn). Previous - ‘week, iwk;.. 215 p) ($6.90: 807; $30.500) :
Gypsy,
Riviera
'MC-RS)
(ist: ; Monic.
Continued from page 37
$19:829..
'wk) ‘$6; 2.700; $100.000) ‘Ethel | The singers will nrostly be
1Joan Plow right, “Hermione
Bad‘Last™ week, $23 460. :
Previous week, $52,133 ° younger
professionals,
the
hestideley). -'Previ ious week,
$20,031. marching. seriousness and comedy, :?Merman!.
Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC). |Miss Baddeley -sueceeded An-- in an unpretentious manner that \for for five performances, Audi-: known of whom prohably is Mavriholds
‘the
kids:'in
hushed
attention
‘torium,
Rochester.
jlyn
Horne,
who
did
“Wozzeck”
here
as: costar
ast
(51st Wk: 400-p) '$8.60-S9.40; 1.453; |Bela_ Lansbury
jast vear.
Scheduled operas sre
| Wednesday: afternoon: (5),
. throughout. All nine characters are _* Last week, $84.011.
$64,000). Previous week, $54. 741,
1
Gou
nods
Jively
and
completely
drawn
in
the
“Romeo
et
Juliette.”
“Last week, $23. 331,
. Last: week. ‘$60,272.
—
i! May 2: Puccini's
“Boheme,” May
Bernstein-Allen. book and Ziskin's
PHILADELPHIA
_Camelot, Majestic IMC). 8th | “ *Tenderloin, -46th St. MC) (25th. music is cheerful and well-defined.
May
9;
Carnival, Forrest ‘MC-T) ‘2d wk). 9;?: Flotow’s “Martha,”
1wk:
200° p) $8. .60- $9.60: 1.342: .$65,- Miss Javits lyrics: are pleasant and
wk: 145. p! +£9.40; 1.626; .$84.000) |
‘Verdi's “Traviata.” May 13: Mo($6-$7.50;
1,760;
$62.900)
‘Anna
“(Richard Burton. Julié Andrews). 331). -'Maurice |Evans).. "Previous ; well-integrated with the book and ! yyaria Alber ghetti). Previous week, :zart’s “Magic Flute.” Mas 15-16,
i week, $33.640.
Previous week, $83.450.
Sundgaard’s material is an asset. i g59 994 with Theatre Guild-Amerl-- and Bizet’s “Carmen.” May 19.
* Last :week, $83.688..
Exits- May. 6 or earl: er“for. the |:
Expert Ingredients
can Theatre Society subscription.
Darrell ‘Sandeen displays a fine, | Last week, $59.904 with TG-ATS|;
--Come Blow Your Horn, ‘Atkinson. Dunes, Las Vegas. where it opens
LONDON
SHOWS
May
16
without
Evans.
.
rich
voice
as Abe and Judy Foster subscription.
. CV 7th) wk: 53
op) '$6:90-$7.50>
4s
‘Figures denote opening dates)
is a cute vivacious love interest.
1,090; $43. 522). ‘Previous - Week, | Last week, $39. 168.
Amorous Prawn, Piccadilly (129 59)
Sandeen'
scores
particularly
in
$19,425.
‘*Tenth Man, ‘Ambassador {Di
_
PITTSBURGH
And Another Thing, Fortune (166-60).
, iL ast week, S26. 450.
Bargain, St. Martin's 61-19 61).
°
j'74th wk; 583 p).1$6.90-$7.50; 1.155: “Little Frog in-a Little Pend,”
Musie Man, Nixon «MC-RS) !2d
Billy Liar, Cambridge (9-13-60).
‘tune about his ambitions. Lou Cu‘Previous
week,
$12,
064,
wk)
‘$7;
1.760;
$68,000'.
Previous
|
Bride
Comes Back. V audeville £11.25-60).
Critie’s Choice, . Barrymore
“tell is fine as Abe's partner in-a:
Caretaker,
Duchess
(4-27-6
‘Last
week,
$18,459.
* (Vith wk; 133. p'-186.50-S7-50: J,067:
mercantile store and provides most | week, $41,606 with TG-ATS subCompany Slask, Coliseum ° 327-61).
$40.000) © ‘Henry Fonda). Previous ‘ *U nder the Yum. Yum Tree. Mit-. of the. “comedy : hits. and Travis
Fines Ain‘t, Garrick 12- 11-60).
scription.
Flower Drum Seng, Palace (3-24-60). |
Last week. $54. 921.
‘week, $16,278.
oe
- jler’s' iC) 21st’ wk; 165 ‘p) .($6.90- Hudson isa charming frontiersG*zebo, Savav (3-29-60)
‘Last week, $20, 740.
Glery Be, Royal, Stratford. E. 43-62). .
1 $7.50: 912: $30. 486). Previous. week. |
_ woman, ‘doing: a pleasant -job with
Ilrm> La Douce, Lvric 17-17-58).
'$11.961.
Closes
next
Saturday
15).
“Cheer
Up,
Cheer
Up.”
Able
and
|
/
§$T.
LOUIS
Devil’s Advocate; Rose. iD) o5th?
irregular Word, Criterion, (4-11-61).
J.8., Phoenix (3-23-61).
colorful assists are .provided by | Fiorello,
American
‘(MC-RS).
wk: 36 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 1,162:. $46,-)|° Last week, $17, 176..
Jacques, R, Court (3-22-61).
045)
«Leo. Genn,
Sam . Levene,
Kino Keng, Princes (2-23-61).
, Unsinkable Molly Brown,, Winter -Tom: Noel, Jack Blackton, Ray Previous week, $55.335, seven-perLady From the Sea, Queen’s ‘3-15-61).
Edward Mulhare). Previous |week, . Garden - IMC)
123d .wk: -180 p) Hyson; Robert Darnell and. Jack | formance split..
Marcel fMarceau, Saville '4-7-6)).
Last week, $40.860.
$28.995. ~
+ $8.60-$9:40; 1:404; $68, 000). Previ- Kauflin, as the mayor, the govMiracle Worker, Royalty ©3-9-61).
Mousetrap tAmbassadors (11-25 52).
1st week, 534, 748,
Jous week, $62,113.
y ernor’s son and some local row dies,
Music Man, Adelphi 3-16-61).
respectively.
{
- TORONTO
My Fair Lady. Drurv Lane (4-30-58).
Do Re Mi, St. James. (MC) ‘15th “Last week, $65. 031.
Fred Voelpel makes clever. use
Oliver, New (€30-60)
wk; 120° p) +$8.60-$9.40: - 1.615;
‘Wildcat, ‘Alvin IMC) (14th wk: of some carpenter's horses and as- ! Sound of Music, O'Keefe (MDOne Over Eight, Duke York's (4-35-61),
RS) ilst wk):($6-$6.50: 3.200; :$91,Rehearsal, Globe (4-5-61)
$69,500) (Phil Silvers). ‘Previous. 107 p). '$8.60- $9.40; 1,453; $65,000) sorted. props for the settings and it
Repertory, Aldywich 612- 15-60).
794
(Florence
Henderson'.
Preweek,. $70,104.
‘Lucille’‘Ball _Prévious week, laid his costumes are colorful, His. de- Detroit. Potential gross eapacity
Ross, Hasmarket (5-12-60).
_ Last week. -$67.504 with Silvers ;; Off.”
Settied
Court, Strand (10-19-60).
‘signs make it possible to present climbs to $110,000 the final week} Simnle Out
Spymen, Whitehall) (3-19-58).
ou. for the two
performances |: Last w -eek, 365.717.
‘the show in most any type of house of three-week stand here after a
South, Lyric, Ham. (4-7-61).
W ednesday
v5),
Bernie
“West
Sparrers
Can‘t
Sing, Ws ndh:-m’s (2-29 6p,
‘Miscellaneous
:a. tour might encounter. Overall.
fortnight
of O'Keefe — subscripSuzie Wong, Prince Wales (11-7-59).
- Subbed.
‘the production is a click success
Wakefield Myst’y, M’maid (4-6-61).
tion.
Watch It Sailer, Apollo (2-24-60)
Evening. With Mike Nichols. and : Hamlet, Phoenix 'D)'4th wk: 30 which entertains both youngster
Last week, $90. 669 for seven perWest Side Story, Vajestyv’s (12-12-58),
‘Blaine May, ‘Golden (R) (26th wk; ip): ($4. 60; 1 150; “$29,882), Previous. . ‘and adult: escort ‘alike.
You In- Your Small Corner, Arts (3-21-61),
3 An original-cast album of “Abe - formances.
Young in Heart, Vic Pal. (12-21-66:.
211 p). ($6.90-$7. 50; 773: $30,439). ‘iweek, $24,341.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Previous week, $21, 289 for six per- | Engagement, originally sched- _fincoln” is in the works and will
WASHINGTON
On Brighter Side, Phoenix (4-12-6D.
issued, natch, on the Little.
:
| uled “for ‘six. weeks, .has been: ex-:
formances. | 7
Tenth Man, Comedy (4-13-61:
Majority of One, National (C-RS)
4 tended ‘three. weeks to a May. 14. Golden label. In | all,. the show’
Last. week, $31, 104.
Breakfast fer One, Arts (4-17-61).
Altona, R. Court (4-19-6)).
matinee,
;
-! played 18. performances at the off- (2d wk) ($4.75-$5.75; 1,685; $50,‘Far Country, Music Box: (D) 1st
Belle, Strand (5-461).
$24,672.
‘Broadway York. and plans to en- 132) (Gertrude Berg, Cedric HardSound of Music, Palace (5-18-61).
Wk; .7- p)- ($6-90-$7.50; 1,101; $49.- _ Last :- week,
Previous
week,
$46,845
Closed Last W eek
gagé a Broadway house for 2 con-| wicke).
Finlan’s Rainbow, Saville (6861).
107) (Kim Stanley, .Steven Hill, |
tinued engagement are presently |with TG-ATS subscription.
CLOSED
Sam, Wanamaker). _
Last week, $51,248. with TGFalry Tales, Comedy
(1-24-61); closed
- Importance of Being Oscar,. Ly-. ‘being negotiated. _The offering its
Saturday (8) after 35 performances.
Opened April. 4 to six: endorse- -{ceum ‘one-man). (4th wk: 31 p)talso to be filmed for presentation ATS subscription, a house record
Criterion (2-13-61): closed Saturand

ANDRE MERTENS GOES

ON EUROPEAN PROWL,

ments (Aston,

World-Telegram; |

($5.65; 995; $26,500) (Michael Mac- |over WNEW-TY.

Kall.

355)

‘Michael

for straight play.

Evans,

“J. B. a”

Caroline | week, $24,570, O’Keete, Toronto.

Three,
day (8) after 64 performances.

Wednesday, April 12, 1961.

LEGITIMATE

__ CAST ING NEWS

ments, every Thursday at 6 p.m.,{formers

and

above. address

for ducer, Burton Bonoff’ (c/o ‘Lenny

above address.
.
dramatic actors. Ten-week season|
“Red Peppers”
(C). Producer, begins June 26.
Equity Library Theatre (226: W.
EPHRATA, PA.
{47th St N.Y;
PL’ 7-1710). AvailaN.
Legi
.
-.
able parts: man, 35 gilb, likeable, er-director,
Seton
rok
ene
John
Cameron.Eaduc
(P.O..

Debin Agency,

140..W.

58th St,

N.Y.; JU 2-0270). Same audition
schedule as. for Wallingford (see.

above).
oe
WILLIAMSTOWN,

to

MASS.

Following are arailable parts in uptoming
Broadway; off-Broad- temperamental; sing and move well; |Box 334, Ephrata, Pa.). Parts availWilliamstown Summer Theatre.
‘girl, 30-35, spirited, temperamental, :able for five male and five femme
-Executive. Director,
Nikos
Psa-:
way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele
sing and move well; man, 35-45, Equity dramatic performers and |charopoulos: (Williamstown . Thea.
vision shows.
All information has been obtained directly by the
VaRIETY Casting Department
by telephone calls, and has been re- flashy, big ego; man, 35-50, re- apprentices. Mail photos and res- : tre, Box. 468, Williamstown, Mass.;~
splendent,
phony
elegance;
wo- :umes, above address. N. Y. audi- :GL. 8-4146'.
Parts available. for .’:
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
The arailable ro’es will be reneated weekly until filled, and. addi- man, 50-60, faded actress, haughty, itions will be held April 20-21, by. -male- and femme. dramatic and

;comedy performers. © Mail “photos
tions to the list will be made onty when information is secured -from elegant airs; man, 17-20, likeable »}appointment only.
Auditions today (Wed.),
and resumes c/o above address.
responsible’ parties The intention is to service performers with leads efficient.
FORT WORTH
Auditions will be held in mid-April
provided by the nitragemonts of the shows inrolved rather than to i 10 a.m.-4 p.m., at ELT. Rehearsal
Casa:Manana
Musicals
Inc.
ManTun a wild goose marathon.
This information is published without Hall (133 Second Ave., N. Y.). All -aging
* by aprointment only. *:.
director,
Michael
Pollock
3
‘ characters
must: use ‘British ac- i(545 Fifth Ave., N.Y.; Rm. 1015).
cho-rg..
[In addition to the avatable purrs Usted, the tabuiation. includes pro-, cents.. -.Plays will be done on a Parts available for male and femme
with
Terence’
Rattigan’s musical and dramatic stock perae tort garnered for later this season, but, Jor which, rhe manrage- I bill
.“Flower Drum Song” (MC). Pro:
.
peents, ag yet, arerct heading Open casting calls. Parenthetical designa- “Browning . Version.”
formers for the Ft. Worth theatre,
(149
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D’ Drama, (AIC) Musical Comedy, | ‘Worm In Horseradish” (C}. Pro- opening April 19. Mail photos and. .ducer, Lenny-Debin Agency
-W.
58th St., N.Y.; JU 2-0270). Al
ducers,
Dorothy
.Olim
&
Gerald
(AID: Musical Drama, (R* Rerue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic,
resumes,
c/o
above _ address.
,parts available. ‘Mail - photos: and
Reading
ij Krone’ (785 West End Ave., N. Y.;.
FRAMINGHAM, MASS.
. jfesumes to Jack Lenny, c/o above:
:
+
i UN 6-12201. Understudy parts avail- |
Carousel
Theatre.
Producer, ;address. Show will tour the strawlable: middle-age
character man,
‘Shifman.
‘c/o: Lenny- hats this summer. —
| SU 77-1914). Parts available for. Jewish immigrant to understudy ‘Stanton
Oe

_

BROADWAY
“All The Best People” (C). Producers, Joel Spector & Butf Cobb
(147 W. 57th St., N.Y.; PL 7-2691).
Avoilable parts: naive femme, 21;
muie, 30-35:
middleageu
femme;
exocutive male, 50-60; callous male,
30-35. Mail photos and resumes,
e ©» above address,
“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole”
(D:.
Producer, Roger L, Stevens

ducers, Michael

Charnee

frey

(340

F.

Rudaw

N.; Y.; RE 4-1478).

girl, 14; boy, 16.
resumes,

(745 Fitth Ave.. ND Y.: PL 1-1290'.: N.Y...

ability.

Mail .photos

Terry

Faye

and

resumes

'165 W. 46th

E. 66th

St.,

Mail photos and|

c 0 above.

_

58th

Same

St.,/

(1605 N. Ivar Ave., Holly-|

“My Fair Lady” (MC):: Producer,

audition.

Herman

(see

-N.Y,;

Levin -'424-Madison Ave.,”
Audition for.
8-2845).

, PL.

j understudy ‘to. femme lead,

must.

“HINSDALE, ILEL..
+ be 5 feet 6 inches to.5 feet 7 inches.
Salt ‘Greek Playhouse. Producer, ' tall, tomorrow. (Thurs.) at.1 p.m.,

Tom

Blank’

““Vintage 61” (R). Producer, Zev; Hinsdale,
}Bufman

140 W.

2-0270).

as for Wallingford

below). :

y.

a OUT OF TOWN ,

JU.

schedule

& Geof-;

Available
parts:
,

Agency,

N.Y.;

_

Femmes should bring high}

Producers,

Without

St.,-Lawrence

Robert

Twilight’ ‘D).|
Fryer

and:

femme

Il.).

.

featured

(P.O.)

Box

226,: at. the “Mark. Hellinger Theatre
Seeking ‘male and ; (Bway, at‘ 5Slst St., No Y.).

performers
and|}
“Pal Joey” (AIC. Producer. City ,wood 28, Calif.; HO 4-7121).- Parts} name stars. Mail photos and re-|.
|
;' Center Light Opera Co. (130 W... available’ for six male and six; sumes c-o above address. Season
SHOW'S EN REHEARSAL
-S6th St. N. ¥.; vl 6-2828:. Open ; femme’ singer-dancer-actors under|runs June 4-Labor Day, at. ‘the
.call for femme dancers tomorrow ‘30.
Mail photos
and resumes, ' former Hinsdale Summer Theatre.
-BROADWAY
.
: (Thurs. at 11 am., at Columbus?
above address.
LAMBERTVILLE,
N.. ¥.
“Kuprin” (D)).Producers, Robert. .
: Circle Studios +931 Eighth Ave.,
co,
Lambertville Music Circus. Pro-— FE. Griffith & Harold S. Prince 1630:

Part available for} boy, 21-22, col- heels.
leze grad tvpe with good comedy .
“Place

co

Debin

male and femme revue types. Ap- Eli Mintz;
middle-age
eharacter
ply through agent or mail photos man, also Jewish type, large, loveand resumes. ¢ 0 above address, : able lumox. For appointment. call
“Nine Milliouth Star” (D). Pro- Krone, above number, .9-5 daily.

TOURING

ducer, St. John Terrell (e/o ‘Thea- Fifth Ave., N.Y.; JU. 2-0600:,.

STOCK

| tre, Lambertville, N. Y.). Auditions .
today ‘Wed.) for male and femme

AUGUSTA, MICH,

|

_ Barn Theatre. Producer-director, ' qancers, at 6 p.m. at Variety Arts

Carr, in association with Jack Ragotzy (200 E. 36th St.,i Studio (225 W. 46th St.. N. ¥..
Herman (234 W. 44th .St.,, N. ¥.; MU 6-0043). Available parts:;
| © NORTHPORT, L.I.

‘OFF-BROADWAY
_ “Blacks”: (D!. Producers, Sidney

‘Bernstein,

NY.
‘John
“Complaisant Lover” 'D-.
Pro- N.Y.; LA 4-2844', Available parts:
ileading man; ingenue lead; charac-; ‘Red Barn Theatre. Producer,:
ducer, Irene Maser Selznick (112 man,
19-21, tall, handsome,
ecat-. ter woman
with second woman -Williaam Hunt (c o Theatre, NorthCentral Park South, N.Y.)
Avail- like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium , range; male and femme musical : port, L.I., N.Y.; area code 3515:
able paris: English girl, 19, attrac- height, fair; girl. 18, spiritual qual-‘! performers
who can double in dra-i an -1-5900). Available parts: lead
tive, not too slender: English cou- ity, natural beauty, fair;.girl. 21,{ matic roles for part of the season. |Jewish-type character actress and_
ple. mid-50s, upper middle class; fragile; girl, 18. all-American type: Mail photos and resumes, above ad- : jead British-type character
man for
English
boy,
9-11,
earnest,
un- boy, 19, sincere. AIl roles are Ne-: dress.
oo.
}*Majority
.of One.” andgirl,character
14: bay.
40's,
I|
affected, plays Michael Redgrave's gro. Maili photos and resumes to
BELLPORT,. L. I.
‘ Southern:
'
ated
g
Ne
mane
son: character man, 50s, heavy set, above address.
Managing
i Gateway Playhouse.
.
9: two Negro boys. 12. Mail: photos
prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently;- “Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- director, David Sheldon (Gateway 344. resumes oe above. address.
character man, 30-50, shrewd, fa-- ers,
Richard
Rodgers
& Oscar, Enterprises Inc, 43°W. 54th St.’ season runs Mav 24-Sept. 24.
cile hotel valet, some Dutch.
Mail : Hammerstein
2d (488. Madison! N. ¥.). Parts available for Equity;
PALM BEACH, FLA.
resumes
¢ 0 Irving.
photos
and
Schneider, above address.
‘replacements for girls. 7-16, and satile character: men and women. producer, John Price (940'S. Mili“Get
it Up”
‘MC'.
Producer,
. oils
trai
i
Mail (ct.o
‘photos
andSelznick,
resumes Coluimbia
to Shel-. :P.O.
tary Trail.
West Palm Beach, ‘Fla.;
_ boys.
al xvithith aoete
yess
don
Joyce
Box 2108). Parts available
for
Charles Curran fc o Lambs Club,
137 W. 44th St. N.Y.; JU 2-1515).
resumes
to
above
address.
;
Pictures,
711
Fifth
Ave.,
N.
Y.).!leading
men
and women, and male
Available parts: six femme singers, i
.
Apprentices
apply directly
at’and femme chorus performers.
2:)-23, must double with specialty;
Gateway. Theatre operates are "Mail photos and resumes, through
20-23: |
balirvom
dance
team,
,
summer
showcase
tor
Columbla : agents only. c..o above address.
young
comedienne.
‘Accepting
OFF -BROADWAY
| Pictures executives and producers.| BS
PHILADELPHIA .
photes and resumes,
¢ 0 above
“Bella” «MC1. Producer; Lance
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
Playhouse in the Park. Producer,
address. Don't phone. Applicants
Barklee ‘c’o Lance Productions,
_Mountain
Theatre.
Producer,;Ethelyn R. Thrasher (58 W. 57th.
must fave intimate night club ex- Box 184. Haworth. N. J.. Available William O.. Brining (4545 Connecti-: St., N-Y., Studio 25;. LT- 1-0610:.

George

Edgar,

Andre

‘Gregory ‘c’o St..Marks Playhouse,
133 Second Ave., .N.Y.;, AL 4-8630)

“Evening

With Chekhov”

Producer, Greg. Reardon #335
S4th St. N. Y¥.. SU 7-4194)..

(D),
W.

“Happy As Larry” «D'. Producer,
Lucille .Lortel

‘111

W.

57th

St.

N.¥.: PL 7-8359!.
a
“Meet Peter Grant” i{D'. Pro‘ducer, Lee Bergnian

St.. N.Y; TR 3-7844).

Are. N Ytcecling director, Eddie! leading men and women and ver-| west Paim Beach Musicarnival

(251 W. 74th

“Philoktetes”
(D"... Producer, |
Harold Steinberg tc o One .Sheris.
dan Square .Theatre, 1 Sheridan.
Sq., N.Y YU 9-1334:. 0
*
:
“Tattooed Countess” (C:." Producer,. Dick Randall, in association
with. Robert Feldstein ‘ec 0 Barbi-

zon Plaza Theatre. 106 C.P.S., N-Y.;
CI 7-7000:.
oo

|.

TOURING

: “Bye Bye Birdie” (MC ':-Producer, Edward’ Padula :1501 Broad-Way. NS. Y.; OX 5-81705.0 0
“Miracle Worker” (D); Producer,

perience.
parts: leading lady, 30's: leading cut Ave: NW, Washington, D.C.;!Parts available for male and femme
“Jennie” -ML-.
Producer, New- ‘man, 40's, British; British detec-.
EM 3-5051).
Parts available for! dramatic performers and appren;five male and. six femme Equity, tices. Mail photos and resumes,
burze-Potter
Prods
11619 Broad- tive type; sinister male Oriental;

Martin’ Tahse i535 W. 42d St...N, ¥.;
et
was, N Y¥: JU 6-4886-, Available voluptuous blonde femme: hench- dramatic performers and severalithrough
agents
only,
to Paul su 2-7650:.
man type.
Mail photos and resu-, non-paid apprentcies.
Mail photos ‘ Stoudt, above address. |
parts. male lead, 30°s, tall: femme,
mes ¢ o above address.
' rand resumes, above address.’ Sea-'
PHOENICIA, N.Y.
20. etheriui, small, TIovely, must
“Gallows Man” and “Mr. Slee- son opens June 20.
.t Phoenicia
Theatre. Producers,’
sing well; character woman,
30;
Producers,
_ BRUNSWICK, ME:
Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich &
barmaid,
40's, plump;
character man Is Coming” (D:.
Brunswick
Summer
Playhouse. Michael Lindsay-Hogg ic o Baldn.an, 40s; Irish man, 50°s. Mail pho- Elizabeth Raynor & Virginia Snow
te. and resumes, throuzh agents -¢ o Snow-Ray Prods., 246 W. 44th Producer, Victoria. Crandall
+162 ing, 415 E. 82d St. .N.¥.: RE
St, N.Y... Available parts: char-- W. 54th St... N.Y... Parts. available.4-2947". Parts available for: male. . “Chicapee Falls”: (D).:: Producer, eo
ons. above address.
Lerman
11472. Broadway,
and femme.performers.
for. resident Oscar
acter
woman,
over
40;
hoy,
17-20
for
Equity
musical
performers.
“Medium
Rare” (R:. Producer,
“N. Y¥.: BR 9-5218, suite 1109:. Parts
Robert
Weiner :146 CPW, N.Y.; ‘Scandinavian appearance; girl. 16-. principals, solo dancers. chorus and_company. Photos and. resumes beavailable for leading lady, . 20-30,
co
ahove
address
‘19, Scandinavian appearance.
Mail} apprentices.
Auditions for dancers ing atcepted
and interviews being conducted
:and leading man, 25-35, six feet, tall.
photos and resumes ¢ 0 above ad-- tomorrow. '(Thurs.',.by appointment
Mail photos and:resumes, -only. For appointment call pro- today ‘Wed. at the New Yorker .or over.
dress.
The 10-week Theatre. «88th St. & Broadway, ¢.o Jeanette Kamins, above ad“Hector,” “West of the Moon” & ducer, at CI 6-2246.
:
;N. Y¥.', 10-11:30 a.m. Both Equity dress.
“Blood Bugle” 'D-. Producer, Lee .season opens June 26..
will
CANAL. FULTON, OHIO
j and non-Equity. performers
i¢ oO Otto Bonaparte.
’ Paton
302° _
Ashland Pl, Bklyn, N.Y.-. Available
“Canal. Fulton
Summer
Arena.’ be used for the 10-week-:-season..
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. .
parts: man, 20-30,- eager, naive, ‘Producers, David Fulford& WilProducers,
‘60 W. 45th St.,! _Tent at. the Lake.
energetic.
classical
background;. liam Dempsey
Jane
Stanley
Buckies & D.. G.
Personable young men 21 te 35.
,
MU 2-1570°. Parts. available ©
man. 30-35, bizarre army officer, -MLY.;
IN CINCINNATI, OHIO ??
Buckles te o Buckles Theatre Co.,
industrious and free to travel. To
Classical background; man, 20-30. for male and femme Equity dramafo a purchaser intendingto use =3°
-Maii photos and. 1472 Broadway, WS: Y¥.: Rm. 904).
intelligent, Inquisitive: man, :20-30, tic performers.
promote name-talent benefits for
the propetty as a Legitimate :3:
violent, sensual. neurotic, d¥namic. resumes. c.0 above :address: don't Available parts: leading man. and
civic clubs.
Year-round or seaTheatre,
iF
begins woman; ingenue; character. woman.
Mail photos and resumes c‘o above: phone. . 15-week season
sonal,
Very rewarding for rightJune 6.
.
i Mait photos and -resumes, ¢ 0
_ REPLY TO
27.
address.
' type worker.
CHARLOTTE,
N.
C.
'
above
address,
through
agents
only
“} Want You” ‘3iC:. Producers,
Write Box ¥V-2009, VARIETY
.Charlatte Summer Theatre. Pro-_ in the case of the leads.
.
Theodore
J. Flicker
&
Joseph,
154 W. 46th St., New York 36
154 W. 46th St., New York 36, N.Y.
SULLIVAN, ILL.
Cravhon {c’o The Premise, 154 ducer, Ben Kapen «¢ 0-Ovens Auoo _ av enine 7
POM
ee
CO LO ee
EGER OUESQLgUOutbEsAgNao3t.
CO Oe ae
Bieecker
St... N.Y.; LF
3-5020:. ditorium Charlatte. N. C.: 3776521. |- Summer of musicals. Producer, 2
Available
purts:
Irish-American Chorus calls Friday (14: Equity Guy S. Little Jr. ‘Box 185, Sulligirl, 18, sexy but sweet: young lead- singers,.men 10-1E a.m. and women _ van, Il... Parts available for male

THEATRICAL
PROMOTION

FOR

|

SALE *: ‘f.

SHUBERT THEATRE’ |)

Box V-2147, VARIETY

THE BUSHKILL!
PLAYHOUSE

LE

A

PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
Theatrical
and TV Make
Up
e All
Leading Cosmetic
Lines
©»: Imported

& Domestic
Perfumes
@ Distinctive
Founfain Service.
FREE
DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
“The Drug Store of the Stars’

HADLEY

REXALL

DRUGS

1181 éth Ave., Cor. 46 St.. NEW
Telephone
PLaza 7-0022

YORK

* -MUSIC THEATRE TENT _

11 am.-12. noon; open call singers, ; and. femme. Equity musical per12 noon-1 p.m. and men 1- formers and paid-apprentices: Mail:|- Used 3 months, excellent condition, |.
men 2-3.- photos and resumes, above address, . complete. One-half
new tent price. ‘|’
TRAVERSE CITY,' MICH. |
| 2500 seating capacity.
:
funny; mn tall, thin, evil: six: beau- p.m, and women 3-4 p m.; open call j
tiful girls; several Iow comedians. dancers, men. 4-5 p.m. and women ' Cherry County Playhouse. Pro|
Call or Write LU 1-2424_

ing man. thin; male song and dance

team,

wise

dumb,

Irish

crackers;

cop:

man,

man,

short,

huge, i

women

fat,- Z p.m.; Equity. dancers,

{in tre Pocono Mountains)
has
vacancies for 4 apprentices —~ 2
Ail applic: nts must sing and dance.
male, 2 femate.
Modern theatre,
Mail photos and resumes, above ,
500 seats—/7th season.
- address.
No fee—pay board and lodging
“King of the Dark Chamber” (D:._
only. Season, 12 weeks, June 12th
| Producers, Van Joyce & Harold
to Laber Day.
Excellent training
Leventhal, in association with Paunder experienced director.
tricia Newhall tec o Jan Hus House,

Write, MANAGER,
Bushkill Playhouse,
Bushkill, Penna.

#3

5-6 p.m.,.all

at Showcase

950 8th Ave. NOYu.
/CHICAGO:

Studio
.

ducer, Ruth Bailey «Spring --Hill.-}.
Lane,
Cincinnati
26, Ohio;. TR- .{
Parts available for char-.

1415 Good

-°

Chicago Music Theatre and Chi- acter mian, character woman with
cagq Tenthouse Theatre. Producer, second woman range, leading man,

ee

Ave., ‘juvenile. Mail photos and resumes
¢ 0. producer
1123 W. 57th: St.,
N. ¥.. rm. 718; CI 6-1300). Appren- .
351 E. 74th St., N. ¥.: RE 4-4605:.:
tice applicants write to Cincinnati_
Available parts: character man, 30
to above address. address for ‘application forms. - f
heavyset, 6 feet tall. comic; femme... ‘and resumes
WALLINGFORD,
CONN. ..
25, beautiful tall. dark hair, singing New York audilions currently be-.|
Oakdale Musical Theatre. Probackground: Negro man, tall, deep ing held through agents only.
ducer,
Ben
Segal
(c/o( “Lenny- ;
CORNING, N. ¥.
voice,
well-built;
femme, .20-25
- voice, well-built.
For interview} Corning Summer Theatre. Pro-: Debin. Agency, 140 W. 58th St.,°
Open call for
!appointment,
call Ken Costigan.,: ducers, Dorothy Chernuck.& Omar N. ¥.; JU 2-0270°.
Herb

Rogers

‘45 East

Hope. Road,

Washington

20, D.

S$:8...

C.

-

.1-0049'..

I

ee

AUDITION.

End

N. Y¥.:. RE 4-6187). Parts. available
for male and femme musical principals and ‘apprentices. Mail photos

ee

J

“ACTORS, ACTRESSES. ‘Symmer. Prov:
incetown,
Massrchusetis.
—lonesco, ”
Ibsen, Sophocles, Genet, Arrabal, : etc.

$40 week. Sunday, April 16, 7:00 7.
P.M.; Monday, April.17, 1:00 P.M,.
_ Inquiries: PROF. HARSHMARGER |
'Gettysburg= College,

.

Gettysburg,

Pa.

NEW APT'S FOR RENT

. Lerman (e:o Corning. Theatre,|singers today (Wed), girls at 10°
'4-7 p.m., at above number. .
56th St. and 9th Ave.”
Pro-}Hbughton Park, Box 51, Corning. a.m. and boys at 2 p.m., at Show-:
“Leave It To Jane” (IC).
*
(860 Ninth Ave., N.Y.) -”
ducers, Joseph Berhu & Peter:N. Y.; -6-4636). Parts available for case Studios (950° Eighth Ave..” - TWO RQOMS, $95 to $125 Per Month
Katz ‘c‘o Sheridan Square Thea-|male and femme actors, singers and N. Y...
See also Warwick and
Open for [nspeetion

tre, Seventh Ave.
LN.Y.; CH 2-9609).

& Fourth
Auditions

St.;
for

‘male and femme singers as replace-

dancers. Accepling photos and re-; Framingham.
sumes .c’o. Richard
Flusser (550
WARWICK,

Fifth Ave., N.. ¥.): for-musical .per-

|.

JOHN J. HOECKH, Inc.

RI.”
Warwick Musical Theatre. Pro-||..370.W. 46th St. N.Y, Cl-6-0450.

|
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Freud & Family

(As of. April 11, 1961, closing)
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=! American Book (AS) .: 7412+ 114}.
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be
one
Of
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|‘Book of Month (NY) .. 3517%-+-+ 124.
i on the West”.

H. Allen. Smith's “How' To Wr ite. subjects for discussion.
Without. Knowing Nothing,” which|
“Little, Brown will. publish ‘in..the }

Stan Freberg—Aithor

61
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{Conde Nast (NY) ..... I7g— 114| consulted the sons or daughters of truth, always permitting such Gra| Crowell-Callier (NY)... 44)2— 214 “Sigmund Freud in London or any matic license as is necessary for
|Curtis: Pub Co. (NY)... IN2+ lg, of us in.this country who had been |the stage.

|

: Grolier. (OC) ........ 64134 1 1 closely associated with Sigmund|
Possibly such an indictment cefall, is a’ collection. -of ‘odd-ball
Ad. jingler, songsmith. and disk} : Hare’t.. Brace (OC) ... 42 —.234'Freud in a personal and profes- {mands specific comment on seme
-pieces, ‘with accent on, slanguage : artist Stan Freberg is doing a book ‘Hearst (OC) ......... 12'2
‘sional capacity.
(The General In-:of the matters not truthfully pre“and semantics. -on “Modérn Adv ertising” for Ran- .- Holt, R&W (NY). ..:.. 63%44+
14 troductory Lectures
on Psycho- :sented.
'

Ineluded are ‘four.of his- VARIETY’! dom House. Not a Stormer
L.A. Times Mirror (Oc) 44. -+ 3'» analysis were translated under my
Anniversary “Number - ‘special .ar-7% ‘Another w {Il ‘be. titled “Freberg’ s:
er 15°3—
44! ‘Supervision. } He answered to my
Sigmund Fieud is presented as a
'tieles, titled. .Of .VARIETY cand: First Reader,” a “modern primer’ Macfadden. (AS)..
‘Macmillan (OC) ..... 74
;
great
surprise
that
he
had
not
;
storming
man
who yells loutiy at
‘Sime,
“Sinte’s - Hidden-Note =‘in. his familiar show’ biz ‘Offoeat"McCall (NY) .:... wee Stat 224° contacted anybody because he felta his patient and his family. To anyTrick.” “How I.“Won tive Cham- . style.
imply
McGraw-Hill (NY) . . 37! 2:+ Bry consulting them weuld
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who
knew
Freud intimately,
pionsnip™ “and - “Biography | ‘of )-a.
“New Yorker (OC).. Me 0 + 5. commitment that he would have to of has carefully read the authori“Word.”
.The first two refer: to
Syndicating Griffin
Pocket
Books
(OC)
.
.
423.4
4+
34
take
whatever
advice
they
gave
tative biography of Frnest Jenes
Sime. Silverman,
founder’ ‘of- ’ John David Griffin's “I See by
24 him.
45)4—
this is, of course, not true. Freud
Prentice. Hall (AS)...
Var: ETY.
TV ” colunin in. the N.Y. Mirror, +. Ran'm House (QC) ... 45
+ 14
I demurred fram his conclusion. was a scientist. gentle and quict.
I was He never stormed or ruged with
-Which (started only: March 20, is Scott Foresman (OC)... 30° -+ > it But he was the playwright.
‘hemg ‘jumped- to” semi--syndication Time Inc, (OC). ..... 100
LHJ's: Unique ‘Study
‘only interested that the drama be patients or members of his famiiv.
What adds. Upto: a- unique piece status via’ the. Hearst wire,. ‘thouch “H. W.. Sams (OC) ..... 43
-—- 31 historically
accurate.
I
then ~ The relations of the memhers cf
of ‘yromation is-a voluminois dos- no ind.cation ‘yet. how many Hearst ‘Western Pub, (OC) ...74
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pointed. out some specific errors the family to Freud and to p-ychosier created by the. Ladies’ - Home .editors ‘are. p. .cking it up. Nod for
‘in fact to Mr. Denker but he turned analvsis are falsely represented.
‘my’ suggestions ‘down, indicating In the Vienna of the late 19th ¢cnJournal to. show. how its ‘editors.’ ‘the intramural .wire-often preludes a OC—Over. the Counter.
{that dramatic license and the ne- tury and early 20th century. a
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immediate
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is. During
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tail how such an_article is. put to-"
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gether, ‘but it. includes a variety of: soon. due under the Randon House. tapped for the- film yersion of the!
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exhibits ranging trom an editorial. imprint: including .a dramatization musical.
.judged on three Jevels. First. its did was right. And he had only
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the family. ‘selected, for. analysis ‘to: the: exception: of “experimental pro- conducting Monday evening semi- peal to an audience.
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the’: final
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evaluate.
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—
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“family finances.
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present.
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in
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art
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Marine
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Story.”
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in
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sion and.-newspaper work. He was
Michael Morganstern, 6, son of | more than rivals Tangieuwood. The
_ named general. manager of KGBT.:
‘lepit-tv
actor
Morgan
Sterne,
died
|
1961
season will present the Come}Harlingen. in 1940..He assumed the|
} March 29.in New York.
die Francaise, Opera de Chanibse
:managership of both radio and

MAURICE ABRAHAMS
April13,1931

~ |McDaniel: was

general

.

ide

Milan,

Arabic

Folklore,

the 94

consultant, died March
manager ! atv
Montclair, New Jersey,

;the Royal Ballet. During the winter
AM-TV
> season
the
Theatre
duo
Liban
hive. been doing: ‘taped |radio cap- ‘and: translated several plays, in-- ‘at the time of his death.
Ronald Howe, 33. actor, died housed plays by Marcel Achard and
eluding two by -Moliere. He’ was |! He is survived by his wife, two: yqarch 16 in London.
gules for the network:
ms
‘He played ; Francoise
Sagan, among.
others,
-~lne’ Jordans
were’ ‘childhood. kniglited. in 1925.
children, a.son and daughter.
mostly stock and tv.
: and presented stars of the calibre
-eweethear {s who marr ied in Peovia |
iof Claude Dauphin. Gaby Syhia
LEOPOLD -SACHSE. |
‘jn 1918) After the war, they enJulius A. Bergfeld, 68. onetime! and Dalida ‘Italian and French
‘AARON KESSLER
Acred vaudeville, and. moved radio * Leopold Sachse, 81, tornier Wag
‘film
producer,
died
March
6
in
film star).
‘Aaron Kessler, 75, vet agent and :
in. Chicago in 1926 as The O'Heénry ° neran stage director of the Metro- |
§
So you can wheel end deal in
vaude booker, died in New ‘York Tyler, Tex.
Tying:
bi 1931; after smalltime .‘patitzn Opera Company, died ‘April
‘the
Hong Kong of the Mid-East or
March 29 after a brief. illness.
ridio: jobs, (they started ‘a comedy |‘3. in Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Before
Mother, 71. of concert violinist: you can play in the Monte Carlo
Kessler. started as a pressagent for
show ‘called*‘Smackout” aiid - met” coming tothe U.S. in ‘1935, he was
Ruggiero
Ricci.
died
March
21
in
of
the
Mid-East. or yeu can do
the
old’ Hammerstein’
Theatre.
‘Quinn, The “Fibber” format: was ceneral -manager .of’ the German: '.N: ¥., and then graduated to the New York.
_both.
born in 1935 and it Was never. “State ‘Opera Company.
-RKO- pooking office. He later beAmong ‘the ‘operas of which. he
hezced until television czme: alens.
William John Gibson, 48. cinema
-came an. agent. with ‘an RKO fran| Survivors,. beside ‘Jordan, ave a. “Was stage diretior - at the Metro-~
chise.- In later.
years,,. Kessler manager. died recently in Glasgow.
-} oiitan., until 1955. were not’ only‘
“g0n and a: daughter:
Mary
yorked as a: manager for various
ati Dougherts : to Bud Dashicl *
j the: Jeading W agnerian ‘pieces’ but:
- theatres including © those on the - Wife. 39. of Alex Duwson, bund-| Frisco, April 4. Bride's an airline
“a SO “Rigoletto, “Der ‘Rosenkava- ‘RKO chain.
j leader, died March 30_in Ottawa. ; hostess; groom heacs Bud Dashiell
-ALEX ‘ANDER F. VICTOR
The
Kinsmen,
sv tal-instiue
Alexander Fe Victor: 82. maci Hier? “Tales of Hoffmann’ and ‘La’ “A brother survives.
Wife of comedy pianist Herschel -“anental combo.
Cian, inventor and the nian. whe se Bu’ ceme. “
In 1945. he also became stage diElise Baxter to Tan Purvis, Lone
Henlere died recently in London.
cog, “Nipper.” was ‘used |i THe.
WALTER SELDEN
don, March 28. The to are parttrademark with the phrase. “His rector. at the New. York City Opera |.
Wife, 39. of Clifford Tripp. band- :: ners aS theatrical and con:mercial
Master's. Voice,” died March 29 in Company, - slaving performances at |. Walter Selden, 47, formerly with
Sullivan,
Stauffer,
Colwell
&
leader,
died
March
30
in
Ottawa,
:
publicists.
;
Y:.
One
of:
the
City
Center-in
-N.
Monterey, Cal. “Born ‘in Sweden;
: Mavis
Osbern
to
Terence
he was still in his teens when in’ lis last. works. of direction was the iBayles in Hollywood, died in his
‘stuzing
of
Richard.
Strauss’
“Elek-*
sleepin
N.Y.
last
Tuesday.
He
teft|.
Chester
D.
Guyer,
75,
stazehand.;
Emery,
Welwyn,
Eng.
April
1.
1895 he began to-exhibit
crue
‘Bride is a Roval Ballet company
two years ago an a: died Feb. 11, in Norwalk, Conn.
films in India’ and. other. Far Fast- tra”. for the Empire. State Music HoHywood
‘baPerina:
he
is
a
scenie
Gesigne
Festival
at.
Ellenville,
x.
Y.,.
in
transfer
to
the:
agency
in
N.¥:|
ern nations.
“Where he had been employed. He!
Mother of exhibitors Phil and Sid at tne Royal Opera House.
He came to the C So)in. 190T: as a 1937." i

put. tor ‘the past couple of years’ ‘from. 1949- 55. He wrote, adapted !! and part-owner of KGHT,

MARRIAGES

iwas ‘in. the

DAVID F, D AY IS:

In Memoty. of

Our Loving Friend °

SELMA LYNCH
FRIENDS.

‘ment.

at

short

Metro

subject ‘depart

before

jaining

| Hyams

died

March

27 in London.

Janet

Milner-Rules

las Theatres:. died of a heart: attack
April 6 in Denver.

GEORGE JENNINGS
Prior to joining Atlas in the mid-'| °
‘George Jennings, 95, radio-tv di1930s at the time of the company’s:
rector
for the
Chicago
public
ganization, Davis was a manager

c
|

‘Mother

of

<inger

Adele

to

William

fobhs. London, April 1, He is the

Vie's adviser
David E. ‘Dave)- ‘Davis, 57, vice... SSC&B_as a production contact. | Charles Richardson. 56, radio ac-} Qld
|—} ship.
p prexy’ and general manager ‘of’ At j Leaves: two sons and a daughter. :‘tor, died March 20 in“London.
i

yvonne

Leigh |Green,

cn

Shaveau

April

swordmanito

9. Rowayton.

Martyn

Conn.

She’s a model; he's the actor.
Ioana Maria Grecianu to Ahmet

died recently in London.

: Ertegun, New York. April 6. Groom

schools, died April 4 at Waukegan.
.
5
sane
is president of Attantic Records.
Theatres, having. started ‘IN. Since 1946 he directed WBEZ,
Beirul s Billing
Maureen Evans to Tudor Thomas
Magician billed. as “Great Alexan- in show business as an usher in ‘the Chi Board of Education’s FM
(at Cardiff, Wales. recently. She is
his
teens.
During
the
quarter
cen-.
~ der.” .Using tricks ‘picked “up ‘in:
radio station, and served as con-: amas Continued from page 2 —_—<! a singer.
i Karen Sargent to Peter Bruni,
‘the Far East, :he built a magic and ‘tury. Davis guided ‘the fortunes of sultant during the original develmind-reading | show: which. -toured ,the Atlas chain, he. saw .the .com- opment of Chicago's educational some striking costumes. The girls April 2, New York. She's a singer‘pany. grow “from. a group of four
do five numbers, one of which is dancer; he’s an actor.
the U.S.
a
[tv station, WITW..
‘neighborhood houses té 15 modert
called the Charleston. You can tell
Wife and. two daughters survive. |
He also became ‘friendly with
Jacquelyn Sheresky to Johnny

for Fox

.firstrun and. suburban theatres: lo-:
Thomas A. Edison because. he built!cated in Denver ‘and over’ the. State.
“game of his stage devices .in EdiHe is survived by ‘his wife, two]
son's laboratories, and this led sons, a ‘daughter, a brother, Ray- |,

an.

;

:

Edwin G. Kappelmann, 74, pres-

it’s the Charleston because pine Johnston, April 1, Westport, Conn.
four “boys” wear strawhats. It’s a He's a singer-actor.

fast,

slick

show,

handsomely

Wisconsin’
Conserv atory, |mounted but it needs a top-drawer
Victor inte inventions on-his own. | mond .W: “Davis, district - manager ident,
Among his 300 inventions Were the ‘for Fox’. Intermountain ‘Theatres, | died ‘at Milwaukee Hospital Mon. star to give it distinction. The food
| 13). Kappelmann became president |and beverage are good and served
first 16m sound filny projector and: and four randchi dren.
Jof the. Conservatory, one of the! with a Continental flair.
the first sound. attac hment for 16m :
&
}
| oldest ‘musie schools in the.‘Mil-| _ The big headliners at the Casino

cameras.

_-. In 1910 he went

| .

“FLORENCE ENRIGHT

into manufac= ;. Florence Enright, former Broad-

waukee area, in 1960.

pare the Clayton, Jackson & Du-|

Survivors are his wife, two Sons j rante

of gambling—roulette,

bac-|

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Al Berkman, son,
Encino, Cal., April 5. Father's a
Hollywood publicist.

Mr. snd Mrs

son,

Houston,

Wayne

recently.

Thomas,

Father

is
™an of. the Victor Aniniatograph . studio dramatie coach, died in Hol-|.
{Jose your money in the beautifully |there: mother was a former staff
“Co. and his story was ‘that: the Vie-jlywood. April. 3:. Among her pupils
Wilber D. Peck, © 62. building ! appointed Salle de Jeux. There is member of the outlet.
tor Talking Machine was. named lwere Katharine ~CorneH, Coleen ! contractor in Houston. -Tex., dicd !one house rule. If you are Lebanese
Mr. and Mrs Dick Gottlieb, son,
after |him—that’s~ where his” dog,.: Gray, Julie Adams, Richard Den- .on .Match 31 in a hospital. ‘there. you must present affidavits testifyHouston, recently. Father is a radio
“Nipper, * came: in.
ning, Virginia Mayo and Jane, Rus- -He ‘built Houston's first drive-in |ing to an annual income of at least
and tv personality in that city.
He was one of’ the first to use ‘sell. ~
theatre, the South Main. Survivors {$15.000. and
other
substances
Mr. and Mrs. Webb Hunt. son,
motion pictures’ for educational; . She was on the NY. stage from (include his wife. a daughter, his |Stashed away for a rainy day. The Houston, recently. Father is propurposes. During World War IT he. 1915. to 1930, and-was:one of found- i mother, three sisters, a brother rest of the world ¢an wander in, gram director for KQUE-FM there.
invented and manufactured special, |ets. of Washington Square Players, and three grandchildren,
lose it and thumb its way home.
Mr. and
Mrs.
George
Paul,
still-classified devices. for both. the |later the Theatre Guild:. Going to
|
The
international
set
hasn't daughter, April 5, Chicago. Father
U.S. and Britain. Only recently: he ,Coast in.1935,.she ‘joined Universal
moved over here as yet, but there is staff director at WBKB there.
Flossite
Badger,
had been working on a device -to istudios. as. .dramatic -coach,” then |.
62, onetime |is a big play from weil heeled Mid‘
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fd
Faulk

‘turing on his own as. board -chair-| way actress and for. many years a. and one ‘daugiiter.

convert black-and-white tv sets so swung..to

Fox ‘as..coach and ‘test. yoser wand’

-

{carat and tout-va boule. You

San Carlo Opera,| Easterners

and

Southern’

cun{

Euro-

...
, director, 1936-40. She also: was :as- Ooe es, a
the San Francisco| peans. Maybe they aren't top!
for years a San Fran-| drawer, but their loot is.
Beach:' ‘ sociated
with | Samuel
Goldwyn. i Opera, and
cisco
‘teacher,
died and
therea
:
Many years ago. His:wife died two | Paramount, RKO and Howard |lay
arch -musie
27. Two
sisters
Niteries
and Italo Bands
years ago.
:
‘Hughes.
| Most of the rest of the night
;
Daughter, . Mrs. ‘Dorothy Gast. {brother surv ive.
spots are concentrated along the

they could receive eotor.
He. .retired to Pebble

production

chief

of

KTRK-TV

daughter,
Santa
Monica, Cal:‘
April
3. andFather
isSkipan actor.
Mr.
Mrs.
Krask. son
re a
eS
SON,
Hollywood,;
March IP 26. oeMother,

Judy, is daughter of agent Nat
Goldstone; father is Cleisier nitery
1
waterfront and the streets leading co-owner.
,
| Ivor Sims. 65, choirmaster. died from it and the alleys off them.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
© Nei,
: producer, died April 3, at Birming- |:
STANLEY: BRIGHTMAN.
| ‘April 6.at Swansea, Wales. He con- |These 1ange from small ealing and| dauthter, in Philade!phia. Mareh
-ham, Eng. He was: founder of the}
Stinley- Brightman. 72, theatri- ducted the Morristown male voice | diinking places to cafes and cab-| 29. Father is business manager vf
Birmingham Repertory Theatre jcal producer, died. March’ 31, in ! Orpheus - choir’ which he formed’ arets. Some ure Arabic, uiore are! ay
oT
eS
Fae
2S
A
A.
cE
2
the WFIL stations.

SIR BARRY. J ACKSON °
survives. | —
"Sir Barry Jackson, 81, theatrical
a
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“Any child can set up a reptile house in his own homey So says Dr. Desmond Morris, Curator of
Mammals at the London Zoo. He is also moderator of one of Britain’s most popular television shows, Granada’s “Zoo

Time.” Recently, he showed viewers how to start a vivarium (reptile house) in which to keep such lovelies as snakes,

lizards, frogs or toads at home. With the exception of a few parents (who suggested that we find.a way to keep the
Curator at home),the audience was enthralled. As they often are with programmes telecast by GRANADA TVNETWORK,

ENGLAND
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World Boxoffice: 3.Billion

ONHONKY’ AURA) Producers’ Squawk Vs. Bway Critics

Toronto, April 18..
‘Hollywood is big. business and Eric Johnston, prexy of the
Motion Picture as of America, has the figures to prove it. In
week before the Empire Club of Canada, Johna speech here
alking: about the “glamor of movies” to paint up
ston .eschewed
the tremendous investment in films ‘as a.business. “Glamor,” he
said, is “merely the cosmetits” ‘of: the business.
Some: of the: facts:..

O£.the

$3,000,000, 000: annual. worldwide

By HOBE

By ABEL GREEN.
Robert

Moses,

president

ViceRapCosts London

of the

Strip Impresario $15,470,

N.Y. World’s Fair 1964-1965, states
the has no objection to entertainment but just doesn’t want a “mid| way.”

boxoffice, U. S. films

earn about $2,000, 000, 000. Of the average weekly attendance rate
of 250,000.000 admissions, 45, 000. 000 ‘are recorded in the U. Ss.
‘and 2.500.000 in Canada.
As of. January, -1961 thera: Were "154.852 theatres. around .the
world, about 35,000 more than five years. ago.
Of the Commerce. Department's estimate. ‘that. Us “service in-«
bring back to. this country. about $330. 000. 000 from
dustries’
abroad annually, motion pictures account for $225,000,000.. And,.
according to Johnston, : ‘that $225,000.000 represents. only about
30°) of the gross receipts. abroad for U. S. motion pictures, leav-.
ing about 70°: in foreign Jands to.create jobs and. stimulate business there.
“Clearly,” said ‘the MPAA. topper, au Ss. ‘motion Pictures bring
. more than. entertainment’ into these countries.”

London, April 18.

MORRISON

It’s
apparently
open
season
again on the New York drama crii‘ics.
Broadway
producer
David
Merrick is leading the latest campaign, with at least token support
from several other legit manage-

Paul Raymond, owner of RayShowmen
and
concessionaires !
ments,
mond Revuebar, one of the top
| alike- have targeted: Moses for what,
Merrick’s
suggestion,
the
Soho club stripperies, was found i At
‘they consider his unrealistic: atti-;
of
N.Y.
Theatres
hag
‘guilty
of keeping
a_ disorderly ;:League
‘tude about mass come-on,; esperialiformed a committee, ostensibly ta
!house between Aug. 31 and Sept. i
ly after dark.
Some of the barbs:
i:17 of last-year. He was fined $14,- :explore possible means of getting
have been sharp, including an obvi-' 000 and $1.470 costs.
jthe critics to write more boxoffice| ous play on “Grandpa” Moses to |
What a League
Raymond, who was charged un-' !spurring reviews.
4 which he takes vocal exception.
;Official carefully discounted but a
der his real name of Goeffrey AnA preview of the Fair's model,:‘thany Quinn, had maintained tiat- board member confirmed, however,
its"plans, concept, financial under-- ‘the acts staged at his revue were -is that the grovn’s main objective
{writing and all that goes with -it,' not obscene.
He .claimed
that is to figure out “what to do about
certainly impresses | the beholder. . among his
The latter is
45,000 members were:-Howard Taubman.”

Who'sBusiestClubdater mnShowBiz?

.

:
: many
professional. business and 'ithe N.Y. Times reviewer, new
espite his recordiain as a . civic servant, Moses abhors being called’ society: people. Tliree of the per- , the assignment this season.

| “dedicated” or a do-goader but . formers observed by the police' On his own. meanwhile,
. rick last week took reprisal
does insist on “proper”’ values.
‘gave evidence for the defense.

on

Meraction
He ap-

against two other critics.
pealed to William Shawn, editor of
the New Yorker magazine, to assign someone other than John McCarten, the regular reviewer, to
,points with justifiable pride to:
cover the opening last Thursday
Jones Beach as “never having been |
night :13: of “Carnival.”
He also
accused of lacking in fun.’’:
refused to admit Casper Citron,
The show business aspects:of the.
who does orening night capsule
fair, are very. much
on
Moses’ |
reviews over
WNTA-TV, New York,
_&zenda: even if, from what he calls|
{to the “Carnival” premiere.
“the -Broadway
view.”
it doesn't
Attending a League meeting for
imeet with general approval.
‘the first lime in several months,
“There Will be plenty of enter| Merrick reportedly urged that the
tainment in our international zone, |
(Continued on page 72!
Washington, April 18.
(Continued on page.78
The global story of television:
;
—
outside the U. S. and Canada in a:
decade capsules like this: 1.000, 000 | ‘CBS Reports’ to Dissect

Trick Shot GolfArtistClaims Hels

TV Now in 62
Nations O’seas:

Far Rockaway— ‘not “too lang ago
' there were bordellos underneath '
the boardwalks’—and
of course

By JOHN QUINN

ISouth African Musical
| About Barney Barnato

Kansas City, April 18.
Title ‘of the busiest clubdater in }
show biz is claimed by. Paul Hahn,
trick shot golf artist. Here for a

‘ date at the new Brookridge Golf & | [.

Capetown, : April: 18.
‘Country Club, he revealed he plays} ‘The National Theatre’ Organiza-

an average
of 250. one-nighters, ° tion has undertaken: production ‘of
mostly in: the d
davtime, in a year. the musical. “The King of .DiaNow in his. 12th season, he has” monds.” which was written by Bob.

piled up nearly, 3,000 dates, Flaying O'Keefe with
music ‘by Edgar
six, days Moat: w ecks,
iAdeler;
Harry
.Oppenheimer,
Keeping the. Brookridge’ appear: chairman of De Beers Consolidated
‘ance more thin aptly illustrates i Mines, has guaranteed: financial ,

Sets’inne in 1951:

‘how some. of his dales are piled up. ‘ backing.

In

the

same

43.000.000

10-vear

span,

in Atlanta
the;

Pix Censorship;

Case History of ‘Sunday’

The. story’ centres on the fabu- |
Leaving Dallas. fur Kansas City, he '
Humber
of transmitting
stations
cracked up his new Comanche 250. ‘lous ‘Barney ‘Barnato . who, at the
went from. 28 to 1,488.
A full-hour
telecast
detailing
‘when it edged. off the runway be-- “age of:20, was a poor East End
Fer.
Fast
op. D .. Net counted ‘in the totals are how “Never On Sunday” got danfore ectting.out of the airport.' ' bov,. ond.a 23 was So. Africa's first|
its territories. Canada
or ned in Atlanta, including footase
Transferring
to commercial,
he diamond - millionai‘e. He was later
“Carnival, ” having already. re-: ‘Sank overseas. military figures.
, of the Atlanta censors
reaching
.. found one of the heaviest snow-. made a fe. gov ernor of. De Beers...
|paid its backers $50,000. of their
U: S. Information Agenev, mak- ‘their decisions. is scheduied for
fails of the season
in Progress
| $2 30.000 investment, is expected ing. this report, said 62 countries; the May 11 “CBS Reports.”
when he arriv ed ‘here...
Hour,
ee recoup the balance of its nut py Overseas
today have tv. Six of titled “Censorship and the MoyAlthough the weather held the;
‘the end of June: The musical has them were newcomers in 1960. The jles.”
also
includes
a
cross-section
crowd to a minimum, Hahn: gave‘
‘been a hot ticket sirice opening on report rev ealed steady expansion of authoritative
views on the mathis usual clini¢ and-shot making Xj
‘ Broadway last Thursday night 113)- .in Western Europe, the Far East iter ot film censorship.
‘hibition indoors, skipping -the out--|
and the projected rapid recovery: and Latin America, with slower!
Story of “Sunday's”
battle of
doors trick shots, but: including a
of its comparatively modest capi: progress. in the Near and Middle: Atlanta was filmed at the °“Sun“special teaching session for Guy
talization is based on- anticipated East and South Asia, with “Africa 'day” screening before the Atlanta
Mitchell,
whu
was appearing. at
sellout business for at least the. taking the first steps.
jcensor board and at an appeals
(Continued on page 67:
next 10-11 weeks.
oan ty, ereea ee to the re- “hearing following their decision to
.
ipart.
has established
“close ties’, banthe
Jules Dassin-United Artists
S ?

Jackie Goes To Opera &

Restaurant &Pix
Sitlns Spreading
To South Africa ’

inet oes, ABOU $200,000. consider: iyith all Communist bloc countries , pic hecatse cuts were not made.

| itable four-and- “half-week
:hint
‘with
arrangements
for the
ex- “CBS
Reports”
produeer
jen a tryout. to. i en th Dan} change of tv programs. The Cuban Mors» brought a camera Arthur
Capetown, April 18.
cres
Merrick
feelings ot the: Sowh Atri- |
dueti
D t th i
| Bos ernment has taken over all tv’ down to Atlanta to film the faces of

Protocol Sure Raises- | an.Thenon-whites

are Sruwiag.against

the - ‘Government? s apartheid
Dust; Not Her Doings whereby
thes
are panned

errick

production at

laws. |Albershettlsta
ren
from: i
arrer,

the Imperial

sed Mana

based

on

gn

ihe island.

During the decade, sets in use

the. in Communist

bloc

countries

‘five-man

board

as

they

screened

the pic. then installed’ cameras in

in-

i Mixing With’ w dites in restaurants ° iim,
“Lili” played to a sellout creased 40°-. from 5,294,000 to:
Washington. April. 18.
. $48, 028 in: four performances and 7.407.000..and the number of trans-!
‘and cinemas.
|
Jacqueline ‘Kenn 2edy went. to ‘thertwo previews last week,
Organized: groups of non-whites |}
-mitting stations also climbed 40°7./
have attempted to. break the laws
The potential capacity at the _from 189 to 264.
-by ‘sitting:
in at restaurants and , house for a regular cight-pertorm-: Availability
of ty was
much:
“Carmen,” and a number of opera
requesting service’ but ‘they have . ance week is around $65,000. It's’ greater in non-bloc
nations,
al-.
Tovers would have been happier if
been refused. ‘One. Sroup hh.as be wn: 4 figured the. operating
profit on though the 10-year growth was by
She had stayed in the White House:
iarrested under: ‘the’. Group Areas that take will run from $18,000- _a smaller percentage. Sets in use}
“The curtain was held 30. miziites:
opening night of the Opera Society
of Washington’ » production of

tinued

Continued
ae

——

Follow

on

46
ona page
eee

America’s

first

naut into space tclevised
networks
using SUPER

VERSAL

ZOOMARS.

Astro- |
by all
UNI-

Over

600

Act and jis awaiting: trial
: $20. 000. At that rate it would take >in non-hloc
countries
went
up } TV ZOOMAR LENSES are used
the ‘First Lady's arrival. ‘When. the ILALS. Victori‘ium vis- ‘ the show, including the -current
everywhere
for
33°7, from 26.796,000 ta 35.535.000 ¢. by television
with her escort, Adlai Stevenson ‘ited Capetown the Royal, Marines stanza. 10-11 weeks to move
into: ‘about seven times aS many
as:
studio and remote production.
(who atso recently accompanied her Band played - at the C ollosseum | the black, since the deficit at
pres- Red nations have), and transmit-:
color and monochrome
(Adv.)
(Continued on ‘page 78)

awaiting

|

(Continued on ‘page 79)

(Continued

on page 73)
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(Continued on page 54)
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MISCELLANY

Old Hoke Bucket Still Dredzes:

Calls Bernays a Professional Nephew’

Turkish Bath’ and Uncle Tom Thrive
“Ladies
Night
Bath.” which in
Broadway

some

Did Not Court, Public Relations + Counsel

in a Tufkish¢its current. off-[

revival

of the

New

has

Soapy Ballet

outraged

York

Playwright Henry. Denker |Says He ‘Avoided,
Literal ‘Bump’:

Monte Carlo, April 18.
In August the International

critics, is

stil one of the top-drawing properties on the strawhat circuit.
In
an analysis made of its members
by the Council of Resident Stock
Theatres to Getermine the potency
of play titles, the 1920 farce 1s
elassed as a sure audience-puller
on the basis of past performance.
The survey by the organization
of smaller summer theatres, some
ef which oeeasionally employ stars,
is based on the theory that since
most of the member groups dont)
use name performers they thereicre
have
to
depend
on
the
strength of a play's title to lure
patrens.
Gimmicks such as “one
eide tyme revival” per season are }
also strong in same spots, accord.
jng to the analysis, which cites

Sporting Club of Monte Carlo

ended her dance at Augie’s
with a: bump all right, but
a single patron yelled
more, The bump was on
head.

will present a “gala” of ballet.
Programs,
casts,
companies
etc. are not definite; the only
names are Ludmilla Tscherina
as prima ballerina and Salvador Dali as designer.
Latter has warned the for-'
mer to be prepared to dance
on a very slippery stage, as all ~
of soap’

BEN NOVACK.

.

|Antwerp Synagogte

BLEAU,

-HOTEL
FONTAINEMiami!
Beach,
F lor ida,

TP AUL

ANKA>-

Indoctrination For.

‘L0th Man’inBelgium

‘| outstanding
tured

performers

one

bar
not
for
her

in the “article” because that would

of

I think

readers are entitled.

Some years ago I. began ‘inten-:|
sive research on the life and work
of Sigmund Freud. studying not -.
only his own writings but num-Jerous
biographies ‘and scientifie
works written. by. beth his friends
‘and his. critics.

‘After absorbing all this material 7
1and ‘making the selection of. inti:

Club.

this past season.
His fresh
proach, lively presentation and

your

|to at least ‘some clarification.

Dressed
in
hose:
shoes,
G-string and net bra. the stripper was rushed to a hospital
‘where her condition is fair.

the

to be fea-

in- our La Ronde Supper

take more’ time: and space than
| Bernays. carpings ‘déserve.
But

climax of her. number.”

‘President.

was

Last week VARIETY Yan a ‘Jong
contentious article by Edward Berhays about my: play, “A Far Coune:.
try.” I do not intend to enter into
a long pojnt-by- pojnt exposure of
all the mis-stateménts contained

Finishing her first night on
the job, Miss Sheldon fell off
the bistro’s postage stamp-size.—
stage and landed on her naggin. According to: bar’ owner
Augie Ratner, the performer
“misjudged her distance at the.

the scenery will be sculptured _
out

By. HENRY DENKER™

Minneapolis, April 18.
Stripteaser
Joan
Sheldon

apex-

dent, story. line -and. ‘characters:
cellent votee enter tained fans of all Victor Borge Sole Act
that fs an important part: of ‘the
frosser
in such
places
as_ the
Brussels, April 11.
ages.
| dramatist’s“ work, I began to write:
Totem Playhouse. Fayetteville. Pa..
The Belgian National Theatre's
“PAUL ANKA iz a great shew- |}
At Hall Syndicate Party a play which aspired to bring to
and the Ledges Playhouse, Grand | production of Paddy Chayefsky" s |
| man.’
;
stage certain dramatic and reLedge. Mich.
“Tenth Man’ preemed here in a.
~
For ASNE in Washington ‘the
vealing events in Freud’s personal.
It's pointed out that one of the 'French translation by Belgian-born

~“Uncle

Tom's

member

Cabin”

theatres,

ws

a

which

By

top-

‘|

JOHN FLORQUIN

Columbia U’sArts

employs: French playwright. Jose Andre La-

stars. did very well with the Dana: cour, one week of its London

pre-

.

Washington, April 18.
#Md professional life. . The ulti<
Lots. of the laughter will come’ Mate aim’ was to create a play
Victor Borge sits: Which w ould be. an exciting balance
down to play Saturday :22).
of history, drama, science 2nd hy-

from VIPs when

Andrews package of “Two for the: miere. Author was briefly ‘here dur- :

| Steps On No Toes|

Seesaw” last summer. But. on the jing g¢ pre-Brussels tour and said he
other hand, 80°; of those members was impressed by the way in which

with

only resident

company

only act for the annual Hall Syndi- ;Ment of the script;.I subnitted it:

per-' fore the footlights under the direc-

‘cate party here in honor of the ‘to psychoanalysts. who had known
“American Society of ‘Newspaper ! Freud personally. Adopting those

At Lincoln Site

formers also reported it among the tion of Jacques Huisman, leader of |.

three top-grossing entries of the: Belgium's
first
French-speaking
season.
Thus, the title was ob- company.
viously effective in itself. raising!
Huisman took his flock of actors
the
question
of
whether
the;to Antwerp
where, in a synaCORST member who booked the gogue,
they
were
initiated
for

Andrews

Package

‘Continued
—_
LOGISTICS

may

Univ ersity’s

midnight,

suggestions. which

I felt

is the last} to be of‘help. I-reshaped he play

yearly for the

‘recent -| editors’ ‘national convention.

(Continued

Tur-

on page’ WD

booklet on its future planning as ;ner Catledge. of the N. Y. Times, |
prexy.

|HILTON S. GLOBAL .CHAIN
GET THREE MORE IN ’62

‘simple Jewish people they were
called to depict. Thus has come 10
maturity what has not been herald-

OF PRESS-TV

JOSEPH

Columbia

-The ‘bash, starting short-: of their

programmed

crements and general facing up to'
Numerous high Government of-;
its tomorrows iricludes a <eciion ;fieials, diplomats from overseas
on the. prospéctive .Arts Center. ; and Washington society turn out
Bas an outstanding work of the : This is. the project which has for} for the syndicate’s
party, with
As -ground: is being broken for.
heatre but as a slice of life neatiy some ‘time. engaged the attention’ Hall v.p. Ira Emerich in active' the New: York Hilton on 6th Ave.
cut out of the everyday life of a of Davidson’ Taylor. ex-CBS end: ‘charge of the show, aided by a‘and 53d St. this week. Conrad N,
- : Hall columnist, Earl Wilson.
-world alien to the majority of. ‘ex-NBC, both. vice president.
Bob: Hilton has-the Trinidad. ‘AmsterWhile publishing: television and:
!spectators.

79)

COVERAGEOF EICHMAN
By

Editors.

ly before

j event

come. days into the true actions of tne respects new buildings. faculty in-; is ASNE

have

on page

manity. .
an
At various times in the dev ‘elop- “

The comedian pianist will be the

of CORST who produced “Seesaw” ;this difficult play was brought be-

‘ather arts are to come under the |‘Hall, syndicate prez, is host.

LAPID

:dam

and

London. Hiltons

s¢hed--.

A one act policy was instituted, uled for 1962. openings. .
In 1963 the Rotterdam Hilton,
_|“theatres and rehearsal rooms” the’ two years ago with Carol Chan-|
ning. Last year. Gordon & Sheila |Athens Hilton. Royal Teheran Hil-

Jerusalem. April 18.
The trial of Adolf
Eichmann, |
which
resumed
here
vesteraay|
tMon.) after a two-day recess. has
99 correspondents representing the

‘Diversify’ in Canada
creative
experimentation
of thefuture ‘structure will be. “particu-. “@¢Rae did the show. In previous ‘ton
Into Curling Game.‘larly:
: Years, numerous stars have per-'are
in opera and drama.” tCenter

and

there

is reference

to- 2

and Cavalieri Hilton Rome)
on the agenda.

Trinidad Hilton in:‘Port-of-:
press, including tv and
‘Reference is made to
; Spain, W. I:. due to open early in.
In a new diversification policy. ‘planned avoidance of
radio.
West Germany
is next, |
‘January 1962. is called “the upside
Odeon
Theatres
‘Canada’
Ltd.
between
Columbia's
Art
numerically,
with
51
newsmen.
down hotel”.
“because it is built on
Every country behind the Iron Cur- plans to enter the curling biz and the Lincoln Center of
the slope of Belmont Hill. overlooktain has sent a few scribes and ‘has formed a partnership with the Arts.
}in: Port-of-Spain and the sea. The:
Tam
-O-Shanter
Curling
Club.
of.
Some. millions of dollars more
even Japanese journalists are on
lobbies. restaurants.
pools. etc.,.
Agincourt.
a suburb of Toronto. must be collected hefore the Arts
hand.
are on the top of the hill... Guests
From the moment of arrival at whereby the Rank interests in Can- .Center canbe built on its earwill -go down, ‘instead . of up. to.
Washington, April 18.
ada
will
build
a
$750.000
rink
to
be
marked
‘Morningside
Heights
site.
|
Lydda airport. foreign writers, ra. Elizabeth Carpenter of VARIETY'S their rooms (250; plus convention
krown
as the Hamilton Curling
dio-tv commentators
and photogWashington
Bureau
has
deen - facilities, ete).
Club in a shopping centre. there. :|
raphers felt the guiding hand of
granted a leave of absence to’ be- | The: Anisterdam —(Holland) hotel
Construction of the 20-sheet curl-;
the Israeli public information of;come
the. executive
assistant
‘to “will have: 300 rooms: ‘the. London
ing rink will begin immediately to,
fice.
The newly-arrived reporter
the’ U.S. Vice. President.
The ap- Hilton, on Park Lane overlooking
have it ready to open early in the |
was handed an identification card Fall season.
pointment was revealed. by Vice Hyde Park, will. be. 27-stories .tall,
which permits him to enter the
President Lyndon B. Johnson, who 530 rooms.
New Hamilton Curling Club will
courtroom. He was aided in ex- be a federation of leagues which
The second Holland Hilton, this
said Mrs. Carpenter will have of-i
changing his currency and was di- will rent ice from Odeon and the}
fices both in the U.S. Capitol and: one in Rotterdam. due in 1963. will’
Oscar, Emmy, et al., now must in space assigned to him. by the have 300 rooms: Athens Hilton,
1ected to a Jerusalem hotel wkere club, all members of the league be-.
Feservations were made for him.
480: Teheran Hilton, 15 floors high,
longing to the main Hamilton club. make room for another trophy, this White House downtown.
Meantime. the volume of copy and registered with the Ontario ‘being named “Astrea” and to: be
Leslie Carpenter, her husband, -300 rooms plus eonvention. facilipounded out by the press corps is Curling Ass'n. Expected .that Haim- handed out by the: National Assn. remains as the Washington bureau ties. swimming pool etc.; the Rome
being transmitted hy a special ra- ilten club: will cater to 4.000-5.000 of Women Lawyers. Recipients are! chief of Variety, aided by Jay. Hilton. oecer 400 ‘rooms,. Toofgarto be’ film and television actors ‘Lewis and Nick Gicas.
‘curlers weekly.
‘Continued on page 78)
1den supper club, ete, _

Toronto.

American

April

a carefully : formed,
bill.
duplication
Center and .
Performing

18.

with several acts on

The

each

Liz Carpenter Exec Asst.

To Vice-Pres. Johnson:

{

Portias’ ‘Astrea’ Awards.
To Actors Making Justice
Look Like a Winner

cited for meritorious. performances
in roles upholding law and justice.
Awards will be presented April

4/19

30 at ‘a luncheon at the Ambassa- :
dor Hotel. Los Angeles. A. special,
award
for: an
outstanding
role;
‘against
Communism
will go to!
Barbara. Stanwycks for one of her
_teleplavs on the... “Barbara Slan- |

|

Trade

FOUNDED

wyek. Show” serick.
“Astrea.” from Greek mythology. '
is the name given the Statue of
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Arthur

Marx. wrote. about

49 St. James's

his|

and

now “Harpo Speaks!"

2-27700.

STerling 3-5448

11

Ave., DELaware 17-4984

’ London,

S.W

Street. Pavaditty.. HYde Park

4561-23.

_SUBSCRIPTION Annual, $15; Foreign, SI6; Single Copies; 35 Cente
_ ABEL GREEN, Editor x
wy

Volume 222

;

Number 3

INDEX
'
Music

(Geis; |

;$5.95) .in a kingsize book via the
|
|Same publisher who brought ‘out :
the bemoustached frere‘s’ bests2ller |
a couple of seasons afo.
]
This book is almost 500 pages, |
‘illustrated by Susan Mrs. Harpo! |
Marx, and ‘sundry shots from legit
to MGM and other days:
Above ;
-all it is illustrated by ‘vit and!
humor’ and camaraderie that point
Se
RR
A
SS
‘up (1) Harpo must have had—still
i has—the most fun out of life, and’
1«2) that somehow those. glittering
‘days of the Algonquin Round Table
‘are now
history, probably never
“ta be recaptured within. the days |
(Continued on page 79)

4

National Press Building,

400 No. Micbigan

:father;
Groucho. wrote
about !
-“Groucho and Me: Kyle Crich- j
‘ ton wrote about all the Marx Bros.
in an equally entertaining: biog,!

Presi dent
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For Par20 YearlyAbout Right|

ierigeANTSPASE /100Most UsefulEmployes to Get
Per‘Always—Conservative Balaban) AY’ PROBLEM Annual Incentive Stock Payoff
Take A Wire—
If AB-PT Owners Vote Okay

Barney Balaban, talking private-+
‘Jy to a Variery reporter in New
-York. the past: week, conveyed. the
attitude of a film-company execu-

- With

the film

| tinuing ‘réliance

producers

on

“on

so-called: ‘pre-

|-

sold
properties,
tthe Broadway
‘Hollywood, ‘April 18.-¢
American
Broadcasting - Parative confident: of what. the ‘future.
- Hollywood; . which
sully ‘}legitimate stage isn’t helping the
‘might hold. He’s:a conservative by }- hops on. hot headlines within mount Theatres is in process of
motion picture industry's public
Inflation Indeed
nature, never having been imbued
offering a new kind of incentive
relations problems by offering at
hours,. waited .a full day’ to’
payoff to officers and key empleywith: the rah-rah, and. often un-|Hoiis wood, Apru 18.
large. number. -of critically
ac-:
figure out a tie to feat of the
realistic, enthusiasm | that Springs - Soviet astronaut, Major’. Yuri
es. It amounts to a bonus for those
“Why cost-a¢countants gnash
claimed. but highly censorable (by.
eternally from. the professional Opwho have contributed the most to
| Production Code standards) plays.
their teeth.
Gagarin. But, at least, Amierithe welfare of the company, ex‘timists - of | ‘the trade.
Making things particularly difficult
More than 300 extras were
_can-International tub-trumper.
pectedly not to number more than
j at the-present time is the high incirequired
for final week
of
Milton :Moritz kept the tradiThe: president. ‘of Paramount
100 persons in each year, and with
dence:
of
homosexuality
in.
current
filming
on
Metro’s
“Four
tion
alive:
He
cabled
the.Rus-.
_ would like to see more pictures but | .
the amounts of money to be deter.Horsemen of the Apocalypse.”
jand recent Broadway offerings.
‘only those of:.quality. Par’ appar- |.. gian (care -of: USSR: Embassy
mined
laregly by the AB-PT earnThe
problem
is
that
this
bo\y-boy
in.
Washington)
inviting
him
‘to:
All
.told,
according
to
studio
ently will ‘continue at the 20-aings,
*:
gambit is just about the last taboo;
bookkeeping, more than 8,000
‘year pace, production- wise, but | attend the “Hollw ood premiere,
The
program, already approved
tobe
specifically
forbidden
under
of
filmization
of
Jules
Verne’s
walk-ons
were
hired
for
the
says. Balaban.” every - studio would:
by the board and subject to an af| Code bylaws (“Sex perversion ‘or
“Master of the World, “ May
Pic. ,
be happy with added starters on
| firmative
vote
by
stockholders,
-any inference of it is forbidden’’).
the obvious condition that the right |. 31
Sine for the establishment of an
The situation was highlighted in?
'- The. tie-in. (2) Moritz. had.
kind of properties can. be come
Incentive
Plan
Net
Earnings
New
-York
last
week
by
Geoffrey
-read
that
Gagarin
admires
upon. Fund."
Placed into this bankbook
| Shurlock, Code administrator, and;
Verne’s. works.
It's a. matter. of continuing pol=
Will.
be
whatever
amount
exceeds
|
his
assistant
director
Jack
Vizzard,
Cable
sent
by
Moritz
was
fey at ‘Par that any film-maker
the $9,000.000 mark in pre-tax net
in town to catch the current Broadsigned by. James H:. Nicholson,
with an acceptahle: package will be
(earnings
and
before
computing
way
lineup
as
well
as
to
attend
prexy
of
American:
‘Internagreeted like an old friend..
{the - -testitfionia] dinner for boss.
capital gains or Tdsses or non-re,
‘Company, said Balaban, 45 the- !_tional.|ove
‘ Erié’ Johnston, prexy of the Motion,
, curring income. Further, no money
atrically-minded,: as it always’ has
? BOCs into the reserve until all prebeen, but will refrain front: any
| Picture Assn. of America.
|
Since the future of the film in-|

Meccoli Gives NY. |
Views Re Venice

commitment

to nunibers.

33.Yearlis
Od Picin Miami:

By: “the:

same token-the -board of directorsdesist’. from ‘establishing prodic-"

tion budgets for, say. a full yeaz‘s-

-Do You See It?

-!dustry

throughout

the

world

ferred

de-

stock

commitments’

have

been met and cash dividends on
A homo element, it was pointed - pends on the artistic freshness and
the common
shares
have
been
out, plays a featured, if not Star-. integrity of its product, the annual :
ring, rote in five of Broadway's Venice film festival 'Aug. 20-Sept..

If ‘okayed by stockholders at the
better tickets: “The Best -Man,” :3, this year! will continue to high-!
+ corporation’s annual meeting on
“Advise > and
Consent.”
‘The: ‘light and search for the art within!
May 16. the plan will go into efDevil's Advocate,” “Big Fish, Little ‘the industry.
Domenica
Meccoli, :
‘fect
as
of
the
current
fiscal
following the. scheduling. of exten-.
“Pity Me Not.” currently shoot-! !Fish, * and. “A. Taste of Honey.”
‘ réecently-named ‘Venice fest chief,
i¢alendar) year. As pegzed to cor‘ sive studio programs. it's Tong been,
If was. further pointed out that said in New York last week. Mec- }
ring
in:
color
in
Miami
Beach,
is
the
|
porate earnings. the plan would
established ‘that a couple or more ;
whereas in: the good old days of -coli, a veteran newspaper man and:
pictures wil -have to be: dropped ;second feature from” Peter. Gayte, |
; have meant $5452.000 available to
safe-and-sane romance, perversion | editor: of L'Epoca. was en route to:
arid.: perhaps, others entered © on| Saul Swimimer’ cand Tony Anthony, |. was deemed a-fit subject only for ‘Hollywood to attend Monday (17), the compensation reserve had it
been in effect in fiscal 1960.
the slate.
'partnered:.as P.M.N.. - Productions. clinical
and~or- psychological
night's’ Academy
Award
cere-i
John
aA. Coleman,
E. Chester
- There are the. uncertainties. in.
idrama, it’s now

program. As. Balaban . explains it,
each picture iszmeasured on its|.
own
individual “merits.
Further,

turning. up

production, of course; :-and. in -line.i i Each: is age 23, and conceivably,!

in ! monies.

|Gersten

“With this the, talk around the ‘trade /.‘from that standpoint. the youngest :political

melodrama
(“Advise” ‘| “Meccoli’s ‘statement about pur-: comprise
: political satire’ (“Best3
Man”), ‘reli-° suing the art, rather than the com- :
. directors
.

and

Walter

P. Marshall

a cammittee of AB-PT
in charge of the plan, and
‘that. Marlon, Brando’s “One-Eyed. producing
outfit extant in ‘the
gious drama
(“Advocate”) and ;nierce, was.spansored by a query as for this work each is receiving
Jacks,” at a cost of $6.000.000, got |American. feature biz.
stratght comedy-drama. (“Big ¢to whether the Venice fest, under.’ : $10,000 a year. None of the three
out of fiscal hand: Balaban. relates |:
;his: guidance, would make any at-: is eligible to participate.
Other
that the Par brass feel the western ; Fellows. started. two. years ago. Fish").
‘With the ‘short, “Boy Who Owned | Three of: the five currently per- ;:tempts to become more of a film: _ non-officer directors similarly are
nonetheless will do all: right..
‘ verse offerings: already have been! -trade fair. Exec pointed out that:
Da.
Melephant.”
:
which
copped
a.
ineligible. Plan apparently is de- Impression. given by. Balaban {sthat the price is right: for any given., Venice. fest. prize and ‘is still in| sold to major company filmmakers. ‘the annua! film trade fair in Milan! signed to benefit television personjrelease via - Universal. Last -‘Year | Otto .Preminger has. “Advise” lined:
«(this month) already serves this ; nel particularly.
(Continued on page .15:
_| they -howed--with a‘ feature,.“Foree| up for production for United Art-! purpose.
‘Stockholders
at the May
18
| of - Impulse, which ‘they’ re Gis |‘ts, Dore. Schary's stage” adapta-}
He declined to make any state-|
(Continued‘d on/pase |
19)
tributing .themselv es.
——
tise. acquired by ices Wwanes |ments about the Cannes fest, held}
Because of their own callow. ape,
backed © Schary’s
“Sunrise
at vin
ay each year. except to say
|-triumvirate claims to have better Campobello, "and Frank Capra ‘is- that he thought the two did not
‘}insight to yauthful taste; which | se‘ to film‘‘Best Man” for UA. A: come too close together. He did.
they state doesn't: crave. heapings | major
company:
pictures, ‘these . 52 that Perhaps Cannes held a:
|.of sex, horror, : dope.. atid’ similar Will all have-to get Code approval. ‘psychological advantage over Ven-sordid
elements.
‘Accordingly,
‘ice in coming at the beginning of
“Outside Code
“Pity.” which’ is aimed for the
summer,
when. film
people
are

$8.50 Jump forU
Shares Sans Any
Special Reason.

youngsters,

is sald to’bypass the

“Taste

of

Honey,” - meanwhile,

AB-PT Shares To
Number 10,000,000,

poop

eqtgg ye at home
pone anda ens,atter
Winter
staying
Britain, with Walter Reade’s Conti- :to business.
a
me
and attending
{mental
Distributing
set
to
handle
it|
He
did
not
know,
he
said,
how
{jolt older hands .at. Serving films | this side. via a coproduction deal.
unwholesome,

already is: before the cameras in “ofse

If Owners Okay

This. intelligence.’ of course, may !

In the biggest single day’ 3 upped- | for the. youth market. price activity in-a motion ‘picture:
“stock in’ years, Universal comaion i

Since ‘Continental is not an MPAA

(Continued on page 15:

American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres proposes to hike
its common stock issue from 5.000.-

member, “Taste” isn’t bound by
i.
ithe Code, nor will be another
on the New York Stock ‘Exchange |”
° forthcoming | ‘Continental ‘release,
last. Friday (4+ jumped $8.50 perg’
000 to 10.000.000 shares, and will
United. Artists board of directors ! French producer Paul Greaz now-.
share. closing at a new high of.
Columbia board declared the reg- ! seek approval from holders at its
$62:50.
But there are. no: special last week declared a regular quar-. filming adaptation of Arthur Mil- {ular dividend of $1.06!% on the. May 16 annual mecting.
cumulative
preferred:
U deals pending of the type which; terly dividend of 40c a share on ler's “A View from The Bridge.” {company’s
Company thinks it advisable to
The latter, it: may be remembered, :istock.
normally
.
would trigger. ‘such a tits conimon stock.
Thave the additional Shares atrailDividend’ is. payable June: 30 to caused some furor on the Broad:
movement.
—
It’s payable May 15 to stockhold- } able for “general business and
(Continued on page 15)
Explanation © from. management .stock of record. June .16.
ers ‘of: record on May 1.
corporate purposes,” but has no
sources is that earnings. are. poing
| Specific intention
regarding the

UA Pays 100

well

and

Columbia Pays $1.06

Authors League ofAmerica Wants Toll
_ Royalties on Gross, Not Producers’%

expectedly will continue.

l issue at this time.
The holders meet also will be
asked to okay an incentive comp ‘nsation plan for exees and ether key
personnel. Proxy statements sent
-out also disclose a new nominee
‘for the board, Jack Hausman
He's
,prexy of M. Hausman & Sons texthe! tile firm.

Further Walt Street ‘analysts. have !
been reconimending EU, along. with, .
the

parent

Decca.

Key factor is that. there's: -a“thin

market "in U- securities.
Only]
‘about one-fifth of the: entire com-

nion issue is being traded by. ‘the |
‘public, the bulk being owned and

Authors League of America is i mandatary review and re-hegotia- plus a ‘royalty if and when
held .by Decca. ‘In line. with ‘this ‘one of the organizations concerned |tion’ thereafter. _
Telemeter
interest
sells repeat |
it’s noted that -only 4,500 shares with: status in the future unfolding _ League membership covers legit- i: performance rights to other, not-:
were traded during the day when !
imate: Playwrights and novelists !now-existent. facilities. Interesting- |
of. tollvision. as a- medium: It fs)
and. is separate from the Holly- |Iy,‘investors in the original Broad‘the stock zoomed. A- ‘small: number'
of buying shares has: the effect of ‘adopting: the ‘position that. roy alties | wood: television writers who have |way production of 1950 are clam‘sending the price considerably up. | -must: be computed on the. total|
their own organization and {deas. oring for an accounting on the
.|gross | payment, not on the pro- | In general; the Authors League :tollvision payment.
dueer’s ‘share.. . Thus, in the in-|‘speaks for primary material writ-|.-.Carol) Channing's tntimate reA deal is being finalized
for
ten freelance as against scripts vue, “Show Girl,” was picked up
Tstance of: the ‘upcoming Hartford'written, by “employees” of film !live from Manhattan, as was “The -Eliot Hyman's Seven Arts to finance
i
French
director
Louis
Malle's
up‘toll: experiment,
where
Zenith, “video. studio,
:
Consul” and given one initial ‘week |
| Phonevision's. share is 65°%0 and 1 Ser ‘ipt rights covering the three; plus several holdover nights via ;coming “The Singtehander." ten
i“live’ programs so far broadcast itape on the Toronto Pay-see Sys-; ‘tatively set to start filming next
authe
¢,
85°
“Hayward’s.
—
Leland
Producers
Line
Old
To

7 Arts Financing Malle’s
“Get-Away-From-It-All’
Tale of Job-Weary Yank

Find French Film Aid
Handouts’ Going Mostly

by Paramount's ‘Telemeter system |tem.
Where the writers of her |year on locations in N.Y., Azores
-thor's rights, whether ‘for original
North
Africa.
Preparations
in ‘Toronto’ have nat heen clarified ‘ sketches and other material came} ‘and
“Paris,. _ April 18.
stage seripts or adaptations of :to the amusement trade in any de-. ,into the payoff
has not been |await Malle’s completien of the
j
A recent: listing ‘by -the’ governnovels, ,Short. stories, ete.; . would: tail. Comic Bob Newhart, who had : divulged.
new
Brigitte
Bardot
pic.
“La Vie
. -Iental Centre. Du Cinema of films
‘be figured on ‘the gross amount |special material written -for his|
The pitch to date for both the Privee,”
which
he'll! direct § for
which got. Film Aid haridouts,. as
_inyolved.
Metro
release
starting
in
late
May.
i
week
on
pay-see
fone
live
perform-!current
Toronto
and
the
imminent
either advancesom oma film: going:
League. is ‘particularly concerned. ance, followed by taped. repeatsi: Hartford trial. runs has been that
Malle says “Singlehander” is a
geinto production . or after produc- : ject the royalties granted to reprint
{has‘ certain. rights to re-possess his at the outset there is a publicity ;}satire on modern escapism, about
tion; has ‘many highbrow pic critics «
books, via hardcover publisher and. material and is believed to have value and auxiliary to it, a residual |N.Y. commuter who “chucks it all,”
and “New Wave” fitm personalities|
new the subject of mich er ievance, been separately compensated, part-- potential in years ahead.
It is tbuys a boat and sails Atlantio
up in -arms. They feel ‘that the ‘shall not be “built into”
the pay-. ly as entertainer and partly as hardly a secret that the Authors |alone. An American male star will
commission, which decides on the see precedents. In this. connection,

films getling Film Aid money be-' the. Authors League

Writer,

is. insisting | In’ the

| League

instance

of

Gian-Carlo

of

America

is

nervous; 'be used.

about a certain tendency of history

The

director

returned

to

Paris

fore amortization, goes for the- that. terms covering Hartford be !Manotti's onera, “The Consul.” the .to repeat itself, everybody getting :Friday (14: about a week of talks
tried and tu>.f tn names, niaking:clearly labelled as: “experimental” ;literary. rights. are believed to in- immediate protection except the |with Metro execs both in New
(Continued

aw
a

wo

on. page -17).

gor three years only: and subject to. ‘clude. one flat fee for the occasion j creative writers.

aS

York

and on the coast.
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Academy Award Winners, 1960

Goldberg Inherits
Piper Laurie (Oh That Studio Name!) (FradRoger
Lewis’ UA Job;
:

Tells of Her Travails From ‘Slave
Contract’ to Some ‘Real Acting

“You may be a very good actress,
tut I can't have anybody with a
rime
like Piper Laurie in this

pliv”
Last-week

York.

Piper

the spectre

April

18...,

of the flower-

assistant

here in Seattle ir 1911. re
hailed at a big Golden Wedding
anniversary party attended by.
hundreds of friends and relatives, at the Washington Athetic club here.

-‘Danz

heads

Sterling

|

in the world to become an actress.
Beezuse of all the talk about the
necd for developing new faeces, the
Laurie tale of the starlet who almost drowned in a sea of carefully
manufactured
banalities takes on
farticular
significance.
On ane
Jeve! It’s the story of an industry
which persists in wasting and/or
not
developing
its natural’
resources. And on another, strictly
personal level. it’s a series of never
to be answered
questions about!
what-might-have-been-if.
|
Anent
the latter, Miss Laurie
herself says it’s useless to speculate
on whether or not she would have
gotten to where she is today—a
reporter would describe her as a

the finance business

Jhead of
Blowitz

UA

was

organization,

Best Documentary

&

Lester A. Schoenfeld Films (British), James ‘Hill producer. —
- Best Special Effects: “The Time Machine,” Galaxy Films-Metro,.
Gene Warren and Tim Baar, visual effects.

_ Best Costume Design, Black & White: ‘Fhe Facts ‘of: Life.” Pana-™a and Frank Production, UA, Edith Head and Edward Stevenson.
Best Costume Design; Color: “Spartacus "
Best Sound: “The Alamo.” Samuel Goldwyn Studio. ‘sound: department, Gordon E. Sawyer, sound director, and Todd- AO. sound.
department, Fred Hynes, sound director.

‘pointment as. national publicity director.
Latest shuffle Monday (17)

of

Sumner, formerly publicity manager, to post of exee assistant to

Best

“|

pub and exploitation..
|

Canada’s Largest:

via tv. first on the

Alexander Trauner and Edward

Montgomery

scught

to read

coming

show

that she

plav, written

ection[Bord
Bardot Truelife

gram

Monday

(17:

night:

"-many ladies of the night now

moral tone of “modern”. _pro‘ductions.
Further detailed in VARIETY’ s
‘television review ‘section.-

ee

by;

Stripper Ys.. Nuyen: |

and

In the last year,

Miss

presently

Laurie's: ™@king

is

in

Hollywood |! ‘Stripper

his headquarters

at. Par’s! ;$100,000

Los Angeles; April 18.
|
Beverly Hills is asking |
from. actress
damages

Be

cracked about the fine hand of
pressagents in the Qscar deiby
itself, the campaigning,
the

| BALABAN REVEALING :
PAR FUTURE JUNE 6

ins. she says.

page 19)

See TV Review Section
Nothing was sacred with Bob
7 Hope as he emceed the Academy
Awards
television pro-

sien arises is the Adolf Fichmann | Casting is completed
on Faylortrial.
As to this event Bill Gott-

in all the other phases of filmmak-: has been chairman of board since

Films-Filim,

G. Boyle.

(Continued on

for a part in an up-

Broadway

Rembrandt

Best Art & Set Decoration, Color: ‘‘Spartacus.” Alexander Golit-.

L. A. to N.Y.
lieb. the publicity director of the. Roffman’s 3-D feature “The Mask,”.
.
“Walter Annenberg.
Council for Judaism, has been cir- about to-be produced and directed
by Julian Roffman at 200-acre In-Carroll. Baker
icularizing not only television edia then-boy genius. He's the one:
,
ternational
Film
Studies
in
ToronPhilip
Barry
Jr,
tors but film editors and critiés.
who turned her down—without a:
Buddy Basch
Gottlieb argues to film report- : to.. Budget is $500,000. almost cerreading—making
the crack about:
tainly biggest yet for a CanadianKen Berry
"eTs. as follows:
her name.
‘financed film, and company later}
© Jim Boles
“Unless there is some kind. of :
That the play eventually went on;
; Plans a ° $1,000,000 budget en]!
Steve Broidy
B: oadway. to do a auick fold doesn’t . balaveed ‘reporting, the American! “Execution.”
Lionel. Dante
make her fight against bitterness people will simply be inundated by| Two N.Y. actors in “Mask” are
‘Israel-Zionist presentations serving:i Paul Stevens. who was in “kxo- |. ‘Paul Davis
arv easier.
‘Yvonne DeCarlo
The problem with the kind of. one or another of their nationali‘dus,” and Charlotte Nevins, wha
‘Irving Drutman
Such
an
eventuality +
“new face” promotion
she went; interests.
was in “The Wall” on Broadway.
Leonard S. Field
;
would
be
a
disservice
to
Ameri-'
through at Universal. she believes.
: Included also are Bill Walker, vet
Jack Garfein
is that if one is working—and she: ‘cans of all faiths, who- would be} ! emcee of CBC-TV's weekly quiz
‘Ben Gimbel
;
denrived
.
of
the
opporunity
to,
worked
almost.
steadily
one:
“Lite A:Borrowed Life,” and Anne
Anthony. Hilder
doesn’t have time to utilize the: sudge the issues in this compli-: ‘Collings. who was in- the RoffmanJerome Hill.*
facilities of the so-called “talent cated, emotion-packed trial,
‘produced
beatnik. film
“Bloody | Julian Lesser
school” where one might logically
“If you plan to reriew. any of: Brood,” just cleared of U:S. showPeter Levathes
be expected to develop his talent. : these films on Eichmann, and
ing.
Remainder of cast: Marun
Irving Mansfield °
Thus she worked, and made maney, ‘would like to drau public atten: |Lavut, from Toronto. production ‘of
Marvin Mirisch
and remained a bland new face, : tioffto these, just fill out and re- “The Connection.” Norman EttlinJohn Pool
barely distinguishable
from
any} turn the enclosed card, and we will;
Fred Robbins
ger, Leo Leyden, Steven Appleby, ;
number of other actresses. Ironi-; be happy to send you a specially | ‘Rudy: Linschoten, Alfie Scopp and
. Sheldon Smerling
cally, the ones who weren't work- :“prepared kit, free, containing back-°
Ben Starr
Paul Elsom. Last three will be in
ine, got all the benefits
which @ground material on. the significance- the StereOvision fantasy sequences,
' Peter Ustinov
might have been available at the. for ALL Americans of the Eich-.
Monique Van Vooren
_being choreographed: by CBC-TV
studio school.
mann trial.”
idance director Don Gillies. Stere-|
Larry White
a
Wrong Choices
She also feels that the studios.
Meriane Sil prone vevere oy.
Uz S. to EuropeRoitmanj vp. as he is oFTR
Lyn Austin
_
for the most part choose the wrong }
Robin
Joachim.
kind of people to groom for starHerbert ss?
S. Alpert of Meridian
Nora Kaye
com. Thev look first and foremost
is director: of phatography. with
_
Chita
Rivera
for a face that will photograph
Iierman Townsley and James Gor’ Herbert Ross
Paramount’s continued diversifi-* don—both from Hollywood—creatwill, and then attempt to build a
pretty personality to ga with it. cation plans will be revealed by -ing and filming. special effects. } Caroline Burke Swarn
Txe individualistic oddball is al- prexy Barney Balaban at the an-| David Ballou of. N.Y, ‘who also
N.
Y,
to
L.
A.:
most never picked up, and even nual stockholders meet slated June | worked
on
“Bloody Brood")
is.
Lawrence Carr
“
the pretty performer is sat upon
6 at the New York home office. supervising art. director. William
Gower Champion
almost immediately if he or she|Company’s stock has been advanc- | Owens of ‘Hollywood is production
.Marge Champion
treaters to develop a personality iing turiously in the past few weeks.! , Manager and Charles Smith from
Don Fine
that doesn’t match some previously :and yesterday (10) hit another new: U. K. is StereOvision technician.
Howard Freeman
su: cessful performer.
high at better than 85, the first|
—
Walter Mitchell
“he people who scout and work time it's reached this figure since
Paul Nathan.
with the new faces must be as: : Balaban took over presidency from:
Edward Padula
“creative” as the talent involved Adolph Zukor 25 years ago. Zukor
Roger Stevens
Rotert

“Munro,”

zen and Eric Orbam, Russell A. Gausinan- and. Julia Heron...

At 5006 Budget|

substantial

Cartoon:

Movies, .Kingsley-Union Films, Ezra’ R. Baker producer..
~_
Best Art & Set Decoration, Black & White: “The Apartment, ”

It's assumed that Nathanson will |

“name” and a respected actress—
that Nathanson held from 1952-59)
if she had not had the Universal
Refusal of spokesmen for the Land ‘Nathanson newest title is na‘buildup.
Nevertheless,
with that
tional publicity director. buildup, she subsequently had to : Zionist viewpoint in the United
overcome
even
greater
barriers. ‘States to appear on any program.
than micht face a total unknown. ’- with spokesmen for the American '
Her
studio-given
name _ inspired: : Council of Judaism which is antijckes and a general aroma recalling Zionist. has. created an awkward ,
for
both
networks | _
Baghdzd-on-The-Pacific. Still it was situation
Latter have long
h:r name and the one immediately and stations.
to become
‘‘ins-lable commodity she had when been. reluctant
_volved” in a dispute -as to who is
she broke with Universal.
| Start ‘The Mask’
- qualified to speak for American
Rugged Going
‘ Jewry.
Resultantly
the Council
After that break, as she recalls repeatedly complains that its point
it. there followed a rugged per:od of view is vetoed or neglected on |.
in which she turned down a num- discussion programs and panels.
ber of but insipid film roles, finally| Latest episode in which a divi-|
Ottawa, April 18.
Fettirg a chance to do somethinst
more

Short. ‘Subject

Representations, William L.. Snyder producer.
oa
Best Live-Action Short. Subject:.“Day of the Pajinter,”. Little

_; Goldberg, new exee director of ad-

Eds Re Eichmann Pix

Vista, Larry: Lansburgh. producer. -

Best Documentary. Short: “Giuseppina.”. James Hill Productions- .:..

' Mort. Nathanson,
who’s
been
UA's international ad-pub director
since 1959, switches back to the
‘domestic side with his new ap-

Roundrobin to Film-TV

Feature: “The Horse with the Flying Tail,”

Walt Disney Productions-Buena

titles:

be taking over duties previously
performed
by
Sumner,. though
Sumner was simply publicity man| ager ‘a post and title, incidentally,

Actress: Shirley Jonés, “Elmer Gantry: "

Best Original Song: “Never On Sunday” ‘from “Never. ‘On Sun--

It’s getting so vou need a score
eard to keep up with United Artists appointments |and executive

-| follows last week’s appointment

Best Supporting Actor: Peter ‘Ustinov, “Spartacus, " Bryna ‘pro-

day,” Melina Film Production-Lopert Pictures, music. and lyrica
by Manos Hadjidakis.
Best Film Editing: Daniel Mandell, “The Apartinent. ”,

of the ‘indie
Sumner

Artists. ~

Best Story and Screenplay W ritten ‘directly. for the: Screen: Billy
Wilder and I. A. L.. Diamond, “The Apartment. wos

Sumner also ‘is a Par

a member

United

Best Actress: Elizabeth Taylor, “Butterfield 8,” ‘Afton’ ‘Linebrook
production, Metro.
Best Director: Billy Wilder, “The Apartment: "eo

Best Screenplay Based on Material from Another Medium: Richard Brooks, “Elmer Gantry.”

Friedkin.

__

Covncil For Judaism in

was

publicity

Best Actor: Burt Lancaster,. “Elmer Gantry,” Lancaster-Richard =
Brooks. production,

Best Supporting

alumnus and at the time he joined

A daughter, Mrs. Bill Forman, resides in Berkley Hills,

Calif., where her husband is
president of United Theatres.
There are 11 grandchildren.
Danz is 83; Mrs.-Danz 72.

in :1958,- Goldberg

Winners of the Academy of Motion ‘Picture Arts .& Sciences.
annual awards, as voted by eligible members of the. Hollywood:
colony, and as ‘televised Monday '17) evening. are as follows:
Best Picture: “The Apartment,” ‘Mirisch Co., United: Artists,
Billy Wilder producer.

-duction, Universal. °

the New York: office of
He's
also
&
Maskell.

Paramount.

The-

here.

officially

served with: Condon
& Norton..
‘LF.E. Releasing. RKO Pictures and

atfres Inc., as president. Chain
has nearly 30 theatres including three-drive-ins, one in Pasadena, Calif.
The others, and
three
bowling
lanes. are in
Seattle and Oregon.
His son. Fred Danz, is general manager of’ the theatre
chain. Another son. Bill. is in .:

tee kind of reception she had wen
she removed
her Universal
Pictures’ harem togs and went forth

Goldberg

‘Lewis,
as. ane]
|licity —manager.
nounced earlier, is mulling indie
production offers.
Before’ joining. UA.as Lewis’ exec

Jessie Mohr, who were married

ezting ingernue which has haunted
ber ever since she broke with Universal
in -1955. Taking time off
from Robert Rossen’s “The Hustler,” her first film in almost five
yezrs,
Miss
Laurie
quoted
the
statement above as being typical of

Fred

named United Artists executive di-rector of ad- pub-explo:tation, Gabe
Sumner has been moved up to post
of exec assistant to. Goldberg.
Goldberg, who replaces Roger |:
| H. Lewis, has been serving as ad- |
| pub-exploitation director. Sumner.
‘|jained UA last. Nov eniber as pub-.

John Danz, theatre owner
ane capitalist of the Northwest,
and Mrs. Danz, the former

Laurie,
nee
Rosetta Jacobs,
expressed, a tentative hope that perhaps.,pow, at Jong last. she has

eccaped

Gabe Summer as Aide
With

Hail John Danz, 83
Seattle.

in New

eof

Europe

to U. S.

Maurice Eisenberg.
John Krimsky

—
.

- GetsSiegel Okay
.
Hollywood, April 18.
“Bardot’s Private -- ‘Life, id with
| story switch to make -it an- embel-"

lished biography, has heen okayed
by .IGM. studio chicf Sol G, Siegel
for the Brigitte. Bardot
starrer: |
formerly. planned as. a.-filmization ©
of Noel Coward's comedy, “Private”
Lives.” Producer Jacques ‘Bar. here
‘for a week ‘of confabs: with ‘studio:
execs on this and_ other: projects,.
reveals that: the story will include’
much

of: the

star's: romantic

life,

With
all. reference to. Coward? "s
-or iginal storyline dropped. -

|.

Film starts shooting end of next

{month as one of eight ‘scheduled on:

{ Bar’s new exclusive two-year pact
with
the. studio. Director |‘Louis.
‘| Malle, here to get: Siegel's: go-|ahead, has returned to France ta
| complete scripting. Simone Simone
costars, playing Bardot's’ mother,
‘and one Sequence will have Orson...

Welles. appearing’ in one. of his
actual. Spoleto Festival perform

ances.
Life” is the first to go under.
{the Cipra. banner fermed by Bar
and the studio. with latter holding
49°o of this company. and producer
controlling. with 51°. Christine.
Gouge Renee, who: holds Bardot's
contract, also has a piece of the

Dene neo 0 one and func.
Bar. pact, signed. last October, ‘in-

cludes: ‘three films made: under. his

| Cite Films Co. a mong thenvthem’ th the

Japan-filmed “Bridge to the Sun,”
Carrol! Baker-James Shigeta stare
Yer directed by Etienne Perrier,.
which is slated. for. July . release;
1 “The. President,” ‘recently come |

| pleted, and. “The Counterfeiters,”.
now in

production, Latter two star

| Jean Gabin, who is under exclusive
contract to Bar until the end of. °62;
| and. were shot in France;
Upcoming slate. includes ° *‘Magnet of Doom,” Alain. Delon-Romy
Schneider ©starrer. - Jean Valere,
director, with a July starting dates

“Swordsman . of Sienna.” English-:language film starring: Stewart’.
Granger and Stanley Baker, Leslie .
Norman. directing. August; “Riff
‘in- Tokyo,” new version of “Rififi?
to be
shot with Tokyo
hackgrounds, and an unselected new

i. France Nuyen for asserted brain
st: bborn persistence as begun to! Marathon studios.
Tom McCabe Jr.
pay dividends. She seored a per-;
Various suggestians have been injuries she received in an auto
Philip Wiseman
in the off-Broadway |presented as reason behind up- accident March 20. |
peaduction
of
“Rosemary”
and! surge in stock, among them being
mM owopereo.wn
-In action filed in Superiar Court,
“The Alligators.” two short plays istrong product lineup for next six: peeler claims that a sports car
Priest’ for Cannes
‘story to star Gabin, both set tor
bE Moly Kazan. Not only was it: months, recently buy-in of 50° in driven by Miss Nuyen smashed into
United Artists’ “Hoodlum P ‘iest" October: Other projects in the |
he professional theatrical debut.. : Talent Associates (David Susskind-. an auto driven by ‘former's hus-.|
but it seems to have ‘gone a long: Al Levy), progress in Telemeter band. William Powers, in which official American’ entries- at the: Royce,” ‘submitted to Cary Grant
vay towards removing the embar- demonstrations
;and. Carroll Baker,.a comedy. ver-".
and
potential the performer was a passenger re- Cannes Film Fest, May 3-16.
rassing
connotations
which
her therefrom once tollvision becomes turning home from her Largo res-}
Other, and previously an- |Sion of “Romeo and Juliet” to coheme formerly brought to mind.
' national pastime, ‘improvements in taurant engagement. In addition to,nounced, is Col’s “Raisin in the, Star Gabin and Fernandel, and an- Tt also led directly to her signing. , Carnings here and in foreign coun- damages asked. performer «laims {Sun.” Another Yank. pie; “Pxodus.” other Stewart Granger vehicle. All
for “The
Hustler” bv 20th-Fox. tries and future sales of post 1948. loss of earnings. ‘or which: she will open the fest, hut as.an out-| would be released worldwide - by
{Continued on page 17)
films to teevee. —
wants’ compensation.
,
|of-competition entrant.
MGM. .

sonal success

|
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LT VALUES
ITSTEACH [VogelSel Off Ol MGM Shares,
~{AIP AUDDI

Metro’SSmni ng ¢

Continue; Mayiin
BTop
Firm) OFA4AT$4.00{ Unintentionally Causing a Slump;
. By: GENE ARNEELJoseph -‘R.
Metro,

Vogel. president

had. anotlier ‘suceess

About

Metro Fiscal Mirror -

of}

story

the

only

company

in

Hollywood today which isn’t con-

Metro. had earnings” of
a television syndication
“to spin to.stockholders this- past |: $6,684,000 for the.two quarters _ | templating post-1948°
films is Ameri-|
sale of its
“week.
Earnings for the second
“quarter

of -this

ended March 16, equal to
per’-‘common. ‘share, the
pany. reported this. week,:
represented a 78°6. gain.

year. more ‘than

‘doubled. the net take for the pan
. ‘responding period last- year. And |

‘in’ other

fields there. was. more

‘the first. half

‘progress.
'
Vogel; in -his report.
to. stock-

$2.65 com-. ©
This
over

of fiscal-.1960

when the profit: was $3,739, 000,
or $1.47 per share.
holders,
characteristically ’re- |
“M-G at the end-of-the new
frained from. the. high-sounding
_ period had ‘2,521,529 common" adjeetives anent the new release|: ‘shares’ outstanding. .compared
of “Gone With’ the Wind.” So far | - With ’.2,539:988 the year previ-.
around, he ‘said, “it. is up to exous,
|
Striking -gain was shown: din
pectations.” . He. didn’t. identify |
the second quarter of the curthe source of the so-called expecfiscal year (December
‘tations, but’ the fact of the matter |rent
is that “Wind” this timé-out. might. through February) ‘with. earn‘ings
of
$1.78 per-share, against
_ just exceed all past-re-runs of the |.

‘can

International

‘Pictures.

(AIP

was-formed in 1954 and thus obvl-

New 30,000-Share Option Pends
_Levine’s Liz ‘Ringer’

:
Dallas, April 18..
Joe Levine, head of Em_bassy Productions, which is
releasing .three films through
of his. frequent trips’ from: his
Metro, interrupted his Dallas
Hollywood. base,. AIP prexy James
visit. long enough to sign the
H. Nicholson
reported | that
the|.
Theatre Center’s Mary Shipp
company has 84 pix in its feature.
to a picture contract.
| library,|‘films’: which have been
A “ringer”
for Elizabeth
‘completely play ed off in the domesTavlor, she will be given a
tic market.and thus might be con-.
role in “Boy's Night Out,”
sidered eligible for leasing ‘to the
Levine's first indie film to be
‘ously “doesn’t have any pre- 1948s
to worry. about.)
In. New - York last week on one:

Funny thing happened to Metra
|stock while Joseph R. Vogel was on
‘This way to lunch last Thursday
‘13°. The common issue, which hs
been robust of late, fell $4.50 in
price in the first couple of hours
of trading.

This

sudden

downslide

caused

concern among the downtown brokers but they were relieved snortiy
as Vogel, at about noontime, provided the explanation.
The New York Stock Exchange
on Wednesday sent out its report
on insider transactions. These insmall. screen interests.
cluded president Vogel's sale of
made in Hollywood.
‘14,800 shares of the M-G common,
While: there has been interest
leaving him with only 578 shares.
‘| by. tv people in the AIP product,|
This was printed Thursday morning
Nicholson said the films were pres-David O. Selznick productions. Ex- |. 76c-per..Share for the -corresin the Wall
St. Journal, N.Y.
ently much more valuable to the
ponding Period of. fiscal: Year
cepting advertising ‘and print. costs
Times, ete. The apparent bearish‘as
collateral
on
‘panic!
| company
the income is. pre-tax profit and| 1960.
ness on Vogel's part set off the inloans necessary for the financing
the rental gross. domestic ‘alone,
vestor timidity and thus the drop
_ bef .new product. - Each of the 84
ought- to: be over $8,000:000:"
in quotation.
i pix has been amortized down to a.
‘Vogel offers as “an unusual
But the prez wasn't selling out,
book
value of $4.000. The only AIP
ns
re
ene
achievement”. the “fact that two:
at all. The 14.800 shares he dis‘films. thus far to reach. tv have!
j posed of had come to him via ope
Major
productiots
are’ almost.
Been. ‘those whose rights reverted|
tions from the old Loew's Inc., inready at the same time. The two!
to. the’ original-‘producer after the
‘volved margin buting and borroware expensive - and with» ‘them are
‘ theatriéal playoff.
‘ing. They had to be dropped so that
high hopes. in. the ‘cur rent: market,
Nicholson’ was in town for exLoew's
Theatres,
which
had: Vogel would be free to exercise
which sees the epics : going: ‘higher |
hibitor. screenings of his first offi- earnings of $1.04 per share last ‘options for 30,000 shares in M-G.
and
higher.
“Mutiny
on ‘the
cially ‘designated “personally pro- year and 37c for the first half of : Ife sold the old stock at about $53
Bounty" is. nearly completed and|.
duced” production. Jules Verne’s. 1961, but which has been paying: per share in order to wipe out pist.
“The Four Horsemen of the Aco“Master of the World.” due. for no dividends to stockholders, likely obligations. He can exercise the
-palypse” is finished. Further, final |
‘
general. release in July. Actually
editing on. Samuel.
Bronston’s | Small-grossing film. houses, feel-. Nicholson: admits. to having -pro- will go on a divvy basis of $1 an-' optiors on the new stock beginning
“King of Kings” will be wound up |ing the: pinch. more so. in the pres- duced one of AIP’s early teenage nually within the next year to 18 ‘Six months from the date of sale of
months, Laurence A. Tisch. presi-;ithe old stock, and at the rate of
are.
pro-.
this month and the Biblical entry.’ ‘ent-dewnbeat economy,
epics, but he prefers to ‘forget: it. dent of the corperation, stated this {6.000 a year for five years.
will be marketed this fall. -Then. mised rélief—somewhat ala JFK's:
AIP.
enjoyed
its
best
year
to
date
week.
“With earnings continuing | New option price, incidentally, is
there’s the continuing *“Ben-Hur.” 4 “depressed areas” rescue efforts— ° in: 1960, Nicholson reported,: with
as they are we owe it to our stock- i$30.25 per share; issue is now at
.
This story, far, ‘might’ require: ‘from United. Artists in the form of
n:
businéss
up
52°
over
1959.
though,
holders
to declare dividends,” hei the $66 trading level.
“fair.” flat rentals... Further,(Continued on page» 19r
' Footnote is that the M-G com‘non-competitive situations, UA: says - because it's a privately held’ com- says.
‘pany,
he..declined
‘to
talk-in
actual
last year, he noted. had; mon recovered after Vogel set the.
Company
!it will sell ‘its product in multiples
Last' year. was particu- depreciation of $1.15 per share and:record straight. Closed the day off
. _at one ‘erack. to save the distrib and figures.
“only 25¢c per share.
7 theatres time, . Manpower, and: ex- larly. successful; he said, in that | this is running higher now.

UnitedArtists)

Quality ofMercy
ForLil Houses.

Lovely PartOf
Metro Boost: It’s
From the Films

‘Loew's Theatres
Dividends May
Come In 18 Mos.'

the compary did not have one film | Tisch, who with his family owns

pense:

-which lost money, plus a couple of :25°; of the Loew's stock, and his
.£. UA's declaration of support for films
that paid off extremely. hand-|brother Preston
(Bob) Tisch reithe: small

houses,

which

follows

‘Examiner Warns
| Frisco Theatres

-somel-—"Coliath
and
the. Bar-!stressed that the outfit is in the
inegotiations
with ‘representatives
‘from the American Congress of Ex- barians” and “Fall of the House -of ; theatre business to stay. that while |
Usher.”
there will be expansion
in the |
yhibitors, avas disclosed over the.

weekend,

But actually, according

- -Prexy estimates: that. the second: hotel field, including a new inn in

vic—“Goliath and the}San Juan. Puerto Rico, there also
to UA. prexy Arthur Krim,. the “Goliath
‘policy: has been in effect for “some Dragon” will do about 50° of the iwill be additions to the exhibition
first
pic,
which,
as of “March this‘ circuit;
months.”
C. of E., meanwhile, -is
In
addition’
to
previouslyThe. major contr ibutor. to‘Metro’ 'S: _dickering with other. majors to fol- year, had taken in $1,721,185 do-:
_mestically,
That
is
just about what !announced new theatres now in the
new.. fiscal climb’ is the théatrical low the UA lead.
“Dragon”
doing. | blueprint stage. Loew's execs are:
AIP. . figured
--motion — picture.
Breakdown
on
‘The project, to be sure,. doesn’t
adding that he !now scouting New. York's Nassau
earnings for the’ 28 weeks ended embrace ‘the big budget: product, -Nichelson said.
San Francisco, April 18.
‘understood that the second “Her-! and Suffolk counties as well as,
last. March:16 shows that film pro- -whether grind or. hard-ticket.
But ules" pic. released by ‘Joe Levine ,other areas around the country for
Hearst’s morning Examiner will
dtiction: and distribution brought . the. feeling on both sides, rerortedkeep a much closer check on film
-net income of $8.196. 000. or. ‘al-. ly,.is that the. policy can embrace had fared in ‘about the same ratio sites.
Tisch freres underlined they're:‘advert'sine from now on. Ina lettor
‘to the first “Herc” picture.
most Six times over the $1.393,000 the’ preponderance of. UA release.
‘sent to all theatre advertisers. ad
derived.-from this source for. the... Small-grossing houses are de---Company’s’ foreign business is’ iinterested only in firstrun, limited- ‘seat
houses which can be operated ‘director Arthur L. Gilbert justified
corresponding ‘period of a year ago. ° fined; for: purposes. of: the plan. as continuing ‘to grow. with, a huge
jump registered in 1960 because “it economically and rrovide longer this closer serutiny bv indicating.
‘Here .again, then, is a- statistical ' those taking in.-less than. $1,000‘ a
-was the first full year that AIP runs and greater rentals for the the paner has been getting a heavy
sumup proving: that the. ‘road to- week. .UCA. makes it clear: that: sit-.
The days of the big volume of complaints about film
, product. was: getting global release. distributors.
Fiches for a. film eompany can ‘be’ uations doing: better needn't apply.
- Also.contributing to the 300° rise “palaces” long since have been ads. Text of the letter:
“What the film companies, prior to™ Obviously, a lot of- marginal .sit1
“We hare come to the eonehee
:in foreign ‘earnings was the fact | over, commented Bob Tisch.
‘diversification, set out to prove. in- uations grossing much bec! er: than. that the company had a big back[sion that it is necessary ta effect
.the first place.
°$1,000
would
also
relish | the
i closer supervision orer the adrerBut it’s: one thing to be
Television - income. for the” same scheine:
tising annearing
on
our
drama
.,reached the overseas markets.
‘pages.
The number and the seriup. marginal, another to be small.
‘new
period
was $5, 911.000.
Nicholson also reported that he’s
ousness of the complaints Wwe re
from last year's $5.402.000. Records - Incidentally; the -announcement ‘bought the remake rights to Fritz |
iceire from readers require this.
and music: dropped from . 1960's; ‘said UA: fav ors. in principle, the co-- Lang’s silent. film classic. of the
ad-promo | twenties, “Metropolis,” which AIP
saturation
Twentieth-Fox’s board of direc- ‘ Effectir e at once we are establish$1.469.000 a year. ago. to $284, 000. ; operative
M-G = inv entories went ‘up to i campaigns stipulated. in the. Marcus“ hopes to do as a coprodurtion in| tors will meet in New York Thurs- ing the follosring requiations:
$71,650.000 .as. of last March: 16: iplan . where multiple -regional re- : Germany. either late this year orji day (20) at a specia] session which.. “Any advertising appearing in
from $58, 300.000 this. time a year lease is involved. and. presumably next, He’s.talked to Lang about insiders indicate, rould turn out to ‘our first edition which ire fin in
‘the UA ad-pub department. intends
ABO,
‘directing the new pic, but the di- have important consequences. Orig-::poor taste will be eliminated far
to pursue it. in. conjunction with.
‘rector has declined, -understand- inally no board meeting was sched- all later editions arith no other
:| the “relief” plan whenever
posiwarning to the theatre than this
ably,
says
Nicholson,
on
the uled until May 10..

| On Pic Ad Cony

og eau ta tae 2 °* oar DIRECTORS SKED

SPECIAL BOARD MEET:

‘ACADEMY ‘SPECIALS!

sible.

.:j
a grounds that.the new version would
Those close to the scene are “announcement.
es certainly be compared with the-old, 'keeping extremely mum, indicating | “Advertising which any theatre
Lesser, Cooper, . Laurel: Bayley,|
and probably in an unflattering ;that possible ‘action at the meeting belieres we might hare to arithMills Singled |‘Out.
way, no matter how good he could; could have far-reaching repercus- draw mau he submitted in adrance
:for a ritling.
‘make Jit.
‘sions. within the company.
“Obriouslu, we are not in any
ee
—Holiswood. Apri 18.
way attemnting to hamper theatres
-’ Sol Lesser, film’ producer, as:
jin the promotion of their pradouct.
“been. named to receive ‘the Jean
Columbia,. ‘which earned a nice
We do. howerer, mean to see th rt
Hersholt Humanitarian -°“Award - by return. last. year with: ‘its: Japanesethe character of the Examiner is
the Academy. of Motion Picture.
proverly reflected to its readers.
Arts: & Sciences. and. three. other. made “Battle in- ‘Outer Space,” ‘has
“Your cooperation will be rery
film ‘figures also will be kudosed ‘picked |up.another Toho sci-fi feamuch anpreciated.”
with Honorary: Awards at upceom-. ture, “Mothrea, ” according to Goro
Examiner's crackdown comes at.
ing April 17 .33d ‘annual Academy
Uzaki. : Toho’ 's managing °director
a time when it is locked in a cirAwards show.
Toronto, April 18.
With
fresent
IATSE
contract culation battle with the morning
Gary Cooper was voted’ an Hon ‘in New York.
The new deat. was. ‘made while ‘Because of union wage. dispute, calling for overtime pay of $6 an Chronicle. with each dais cirorary Award for “his many. memproduction. holdup’. -of Sunday movies in Toculation running around 280.909,
orable..'screen ! performances, ...as the filma Was” ‘in
hour, basic pay of most projectionwell as the favor ‘able international “*Mothrea, ” as :title might. indicate, ronto faces a stumbling black unLeadership in choice citv cireudowntown
firstring
recognition: he,. ag an’ individual, has to do.with a giant moth which less chains and indies agree with the ists for a 22-hour week is $103.08 | lation—which
has gained” ‘for the: motion pieture lays waste goodly. portions of. New Toronto local of the International a week or $4.70 an hour, With two particularly want—belongs to the
York and San Francisco. In’ the Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em- projectionists per booth, the pro- afternoon News-Call Bulletin. howindustry.”
Sunday
double-time
rate ever. which shows 134.000 in that
Stan ’ Laurel:
“For
creative interests of interriational neighbor- ployees for an overtime rate of $12 posed
‘pioneering: in the field of cinema! liness, Toho hadn't intended to des- an hour, this double the present would he about $66 each. Sunday category to the Examiner's 110.900
in Toronto are skedded and
the Chronicle's
80.000-p!'ts,
comedy.”
; \troy the two. U. S. cities as per contractual overtime rate.
Lined movies
the News-Call
nor
the
. Hayley Mills: “For the most. ‘out-: original screenplay, but Col toppers up solidly in opposition are Fa- for May 7 by the chains and major Neither
. standing juvenile’ performance dur-., ‘suggested the change to. add ex- mous Players, Odeon,’ Loew and |independents,
with
the present Chronicle has indicated they will
ing the Awards year,” for. “Polly-: ploitable ‘selling: points for Amer- Twentieth Century theatres, plus|IATSE contract expiring at mid- a
the Examiner's lead on film
anna.”
ads.
lican’ audiences.
major independents.
night, Aug. 31.

{NEW JAPANESE SCI.FI
ITEM: GOES COLUMBIA:

IATSE Overtime Rate, $12 an Hour,
May Delay Toronto Sunday Films
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Jean-Marie ...., - Jean-Louis, Trintignant,
the. Micheline .......¢.-:..-...- Dany: Saval
Jéan -Babilee
ring|Christian ee ry

-Metro ‘has: an okay -program pic.
in this. whodunit.* Concerned ‘with:

to get out the

of the invasion

as ceetocesceciens- Pierre Brasseur:
Leese ecceescucees, Pascale Audret .

|.

ple and another German. ©
of China

by:

& ‘group of would-be heirs in an’
‘ald chateau, and with. one trying

Japan, the fact that the: Soviets to..kill off-tle others,’ this: film is
familiar in theme. But .it:is ‘given
| would be invaded by Germany,
ermany
a solid narrative flair; plus
a grim {and that the Japanese. would not:
humorous
tinge,’ keeping’ if in-.:
|attack Russia which allowed. for teresting throughau‘.: Vehicle is ‘a
the freeing of troops to help stop
good dualer entry abroad with not.
quite the. weight. and. uniqueness
SE
The pic makes the point that his for art. chances..
Director Georges. Franju. -has
pride eventually passed his patriotic motives. Also that he was never done this honestly. and made good

the Germans at. Stalingrad.
of

“perfect”

a film
which “controversial or not,
understood or not, honors the
Italian film: industry.”

as neither the wit nor the
script has
1
comedy invention to survive
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promptly
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proceeds ta ignore the more com-
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episodic tale is seen.
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-It begins with historical person- ' tignant;
Dany. Saval, Jean
features
ages telling what they know about | Babilee, -Philippe ‘Leroy. - Directed _ by.
Georges
Franju.
‘Screenplay,:: Boileau,
Sorge and then segueing
into his -Narcejac, Robert Thomas,- Franju; ‘cam.

—

in the key role of the journal-

camera.

Stephen
Dade;. music.
Stanley
Black; :
title song, Stanley Black, Jack. Fishman,

Michael
London.

and

“lent,” with

Carmichael, Janetic Scott; features Sidney
: James, Liz Fraser. Dennis Price. Written
sand directed by C. M. Pennington-Rich-

a SClMetros

cen-'

life in Rome’s : high society
shows “basie rottenness and
immorality” but ultimately. is
-a “very
moral -film.” Hawk
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squirm
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three-hour
‘length of the film, vet others
will never notice they've sat
that ong.”
;
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troversial international blockbuster has its U.S. premiere
tonight (Wed.) at Henry Mil-

Double Bunk
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physical.
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are aie
E. Wellm-n: edu: *. Bea Lewis:
Fer* yectors, Geerge W. Dov. Williameffects.

‘A. Arnold

tured talent of poetic stature,”
according to the review from

awesome

A vital assist is fashioned
by
makeupman William Tuttle, whose
transformation of human facial features into those of cows and asses:

a present-

release of George Pil producro
Daniel
tien. airected by Pel. Screenplsy. Gerald
Ma:owaring, bated «n play by Sir

yeri: music.

one

Lee LeBlanc and ‘Robert R. Hoag.

able .b.o. showing.

ietrocoler,

‘notably

either aspect able to. carryit for

over two hours. Result is a tale
(Lights onthe Murderer).
that could stand some pruning and |:
(FRENCH).
Jthen
be .of exploitation value] a
oh.
Paris, April I, .

Federico Fellini's: direction
‘of “La Dolce Vita” is “a ma-

tidal wave) of A: Arnold: Gillespie,

April 19,1961

Pleins Fenx Sur

depth and suspense into it to make

Sweet Life

(La Dolce Vita)

aged via a combination of meticulous miniature work and the spec-.
tacularly explosive special effects

COLOR

to make

The

George W. Davis and William Fer-

Continent

expoitable

;Wednesday, |

Japanese security

colonel.

his heirs find they.can not get the

. Acting is solid but pot much. right to sell the castle till . his
depth can be given the characters body is found.. They decide ‘to turn
{since historical precision and spy it into a tourist gambit via a light
workings are the thing. Director. and sound ‘setup.: Then: begin a
Yves Ciampi has done the: pic series: of accidents that. finally:
honestly but without either a real ‘point to murder..
a
linsight into the era or a firm) draSome twists. perk. it up as ‘it
_ ‘matic fiair. Stock footage. is well bogs* down. about. two-thirds the
M osk. ° way through. Stereotype. charac-.
| utilized.

{ters ‘are given enough .solidity. to.

|

‘| fit in With this tale. There are some. -
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offbeat. touches,
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as a. risible

‘(Mexican Eyés) | .
-| quality to a funeral and- a ‘sexy:
.
(MEXICAN—COLOR)
widow, .all of which combine to
. Pathe Overseas release of Daiei propelling possibilities of the hy-: own heavy-handed. predictable di- duction.
With Eiji Funakoshi,
Mantaro
Mexico
City.
April
18.
|make this an entry. with enough |
pothesis in favor o° erecting a.rection, As a_ result, “Double Ushio; Yoshiro Hamaguchi. Directed by
‘individual
tre atment’ to..make it:
Peliculas
Nacionales
release
of
ProducKon
Ichikawa.
Screenplay.
-‘Natto
Wada
a
out of Bunk” is a rather tired comedy:
tired. shopworn melodram
production. Stars
Chrisfrom
novel
by
Shohei -QOcka;
camera, ciones.. Brooks
stand up.
complete de-*. Setsuo.
Sir Gerald Haigreavcs’ source ma- which is saved frompiece
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a
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Ortiz. de; taining melodrama.
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eagerly embraced by the artisans Sidney James. Somewher
we eee Yoshifhin Hamaguchi { Judith Sierra. Directe: by Gilberto Mar-:
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producer
line
and craftsmen working in the pic-, the
Soldier A oo veer
- Osamit Takicswa : tinez ‘Solares.’ Screenplay,
Julio Porter
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QO. Jason: . camera.- (Eastmancolor),:
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Aeao Sano : Jack Draper.. At. Alameda Theatre, Mexwriter,
n-Richard
But by the large the film is peopled |: Penningto
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C
ico City. Running time, 90. MINS.
(Love Hangs On The. Gibbet)
with thoroughly worn ovt character |Pennington-Richards, director, by
w
types—vizious
henchmen,
feeble ; the scruff of the neck. Or maybe | _ This goes much further than the| A singing academy in Mexico.
(GERMAN) =
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Berlin. April 11.
rulers. herdic slaves. scrupulous both. As it is, “Bunk” just: plods 'accepted war masterpieces in de-- Ci city js background for this -musi- t
‘Europa release of: Rex (Berlin) predue
but helpless royal damsels—whose |along aimlessly and is unlikely to tailing for humanity in crisis, and ¢a] with
principals leading | a : tion.
Stars Carl Wery and Annie Rasar}
attitudes and «ctivitics are predict-i Rive much of a hoot to any but “the spark left in one man. have it’ Bohe mian sort of life while waiting ‘features
Bert. Farell. Marian Mell.” Paul
ee ee

ee

eS

able from start to finish.
‘ unsophisticated audiences.
, transcend its plot to make this pro-’ for ¢he big break. Roberto Silva is.
The plot: Greck
fisherman is! Newlyweds Ian Carmichael and . duction one of. the most searing the professor of the academy. Story
on war.
yet} line is
: more or less
ss reminiscent
reminis
wooed to Atlantis by roving prin-; Janette Seott. desnerate for living ‘pacifistic
made. Thiscomments
is a.downbeat
but fer-'
of
cess, promptly enslaved, then via! accommodations. huy a houseboat’
others of this type picture, with
muscular prowess leads oppressed 'and it is predictably obvious that .vent pic. that merits specialized: the penniless student who gets!
propleaky
a
"foreign outlet attention.
But it: emotionally inv olved witha wealthy
people to escape zs entire decadent {they have been sold
continent is submerged, drowning !.erty.
Their honeymoon night is needs individual handling. |
‘girl, who of course does not say
ruined by rain, paint flaking off the |I:
all the bad guys.
”
Story
covers
the
defeat
and
rout /She is rich.
.
Actually. and rather surprisingly, . walls and other headaches,. Then : oof the Imperial
army
ial Japanese
Ja
Ay dur-dul
Christine Martell and Pedro
Carmichael
decides
to
move
.the
the picture closely parallels in’
act out the main love
boat and reluctantly Miss’ Scott ing the’ Philippine campaign in Geraldo

style and structure
sort

of escapist

of content the|

screen

Esser. Directed: bi Edwin Zbonek. Screen:
play. - Erna’ Fentsch..
after. .-stagepl:.:.:

“Philemon and Baukis.” bv Leopold Ahi
sen: camera. Walter Partsch: music. Ernst
‘Roters.. At Lende-Studio, Berlin.. Running,

. time 194 MINS.
Nikolaos

©
Seeeeeceve.

ar ee SUL
* Marulia
Alexandros ....-DUI

A‘Alka.
wsegecees
>:
“Karl, German ‘soldier. eas

Carl Wery

annie

Rosar- ;

Bert Forel:

Marisa - Mell
.

Paul

Esser

:
Sieghardt .Rupp
Petros
weteee
German lieutenant.:...... . Michael: T.enz
‘German‘captain
©-:......° Hannes .Schie}

Jannis

ij the last World War. A ragged rem-: yarn. As a contrast there are Julio
entertain . |agrees to a short trip-up the river. ‘nant is left but they. are warned Hulian and Luz Maiia Aguilar who ,
_. The

'. Mivhael Janisch,

.

ment . being fashioned in great, 2Hey are joined by Sidney James.

33-year-old Edwin Zbonek,.
the Americans will slaughter them also are in love. Julio Julian and ° former Austrian. film critic, has
abundance by _ Jtalian filmakers | #5 navigator. and his dumb strip- and so start a trek through the'Pedro. Geraldo have a chance to, created’
an attention-getting film
ever the past few years. There is ‘©4S¢ Bir friend (Liz Fraser ‘jungles to the sea. It is all-seen display their ability as singers. In. , With this vehicle. Directed for Rex .
an astonishing similerity to the}
They cause havoc among the . through.
one tubercular Japanese‘ dramatic moments, they are some- Film. a small Teutonic ‘outfit, “Gibstevereevesian spectacle that have fishermen
and
boaters -on
the soldier. whose approaching death: what weak, but. the whole emphasis.
. bet" emerges. as one of the more
been arriving on these shores with , Thames, they lose their course in a ‘Has put him above it all. He man-' of. picture is on’ the musica! side.
; unconventional ‘domestic feature
4

clockwork consistency. There is a; fog, spring yet another -leak. and ages to maintain a semblance of Christiane Martell is as tall and.
Romanesque aura about the pro- ;land in France without any petrol. ‘humanity to keep him from sinking : stately and beautiful as ever, with
duction. undeniably imitative of. They “borrow” some from a near- to cannibalism like manyof his fel- Luz Marin Aguilar also a charming

the vast number of films that have , by yacht owned

been

set in that

“ordeal

civilization.

by fire and

water”

Anj ‘Dennis

ritual |Into

Price)

accepting

by their landlord

who
a

taunts

chalienge

‘ pixof the season.

Subjectwise. the
film, a war drama, stands a good
chance to.make. Way into foreign

low soldiers.
.eyeful. Color work -by ‘Jack Draper - markets;.
0°:
.
*.Taken from a novel published .is good, and best ofall. is the dub- ' Adapted from the prizewinning
to a in the U.S., director-Kon Ichikawa : ‘bing in of singing voices.
_
German stageplay.. “Philemon ‘and

thein

conducted in a great, crowded sta- |race home. Thanks to Price's skip- has knit this into a visual tour-de- | This is all-around entertainment -Baukis.” by Leopold Ahlsen, action —
dium seems almost a replica of
|Per getting drunk and’ turning.
tukes place in 1944°.1n German-.
fladiatorial combat in: the Colos-,; back on his course Carmichacl's force in which man’s inhumanity for Mexican and Lalin American.
chains, and Spanish circuit markets. “occupied. Greece. It centers about.

to man is denoted as he sinks into

seum. When Atlantis‘is burning to |p arty comes home winners.
-an animal void. The soldiers can- in-the U.S.
a cinder at the climax. one can al-!
Trite though this idea is, much. not stop in their retreat with chaos.
most hear Nero fiddting. Even Russ more
fun probably could have. and. hallucination. blended.
The!
Gareia’s score has that pompous,
been obtained via’ sharper. script widescreen. is well utilized and the |

martial Roman air about it.. And, j and more positive performances.
acting is exemplary.
finally. at least several of the mob
Ian Carmichael
is a_ pleasant
The only criticism might be a
spectacle
scenes
evidently
have
enough hero but his role: of the. certain literary quality in the hanbeen lifted and incorporated from
slightly ineffectual but well mean-: dling of the lead character, many
Roman
screen spectacles of the jing young man has been played’
of whose actions are not alwavs
past ‘the 10-year-oid version’ of

. Envil.

: ‘an

elderly : Greek couple
,
. who . grant
.

-. Shelter-ta

two

Gernian

soldiers.

of

‘wham .one is seriously wounded.
La Maseara de la Muerta - They know that-if the two fall into*
‘the. hands of partisans. theyll -be
(The Mask of Death)

(MEXICAN)

Mexico

killed, The old: people put human-.

City, April 11.

Peliculas Nacionales ‘release of | roduc-ciones Universal
Aguilar, Rosa de

production.
Stars:
Castilla, Fernando

Luis
Fer:

itv above patrio’ie danatism and are
killed
Pie.

hv their

own. countrymen.

achievesa convincing’
war

clear. But itis a bone-hard. forth-; nandez: features Jaime ‘ernandez. Ro- mood and hene(its.from impressive
“cua Vadis”
|1of
by him
so often
it's Scott
~~ danger
;
5 lonks
UpOKS~ like. the source’.
wearing
thin. that
Janette
‘still
!: right film:.. It is thus a -difficult sario. Galves. Salvador Fleiss, Sereto ‘acting performances ‘and -hrilliant
we
Tear ilooks
.
.
.
an example
Of some enterprisins
too young to
be convincing.
Murrieta... Fernendo .Oses. Threrted. by
vehicle
‘but one. that. should -find- Zacarias. Gomez Urquiza. Screenples. Tans lensing. Top. acting honors easily co
sninping by producer-director Pal. |
And
it's.
:

TT

toda

ws

pa

ieven

as

rin ete assistance of editor Ben: doubtful
: forte.

a

newlywed.

whether comedy is ‘her j

its. place. |

The acting is routine. A pair of:
James has pulled the rescue act’
neweoemers to the screen from the ion many pix. but even his valiant |.

os

Mosk.

Manrique.

Running

Olimpia

Cine,

75 MINS.

©

Meso

City.

This is: a modest sort of effort.

Qui. Eies-Vous
|

At

time,

revolving

Mr. Sorge?

around

imaginary

inci-

to Annie Resar and

Carl: Wery who:

“portray the old people. Miss. Rosar’s. portraval of a resolute but
good-natured woman is as. excel‘lent as. Wery’s study of her patient

‘dents of the Mexican Revolution, °husband. ‘Both -performatices ‘ea'ry
tv ranks, Anthony Wall and Jo.ce. efforts can do little with this one.
“(Who Are You Mr. Sorge?)
: with the inevitable masked rider. .a
Taylor unde:take the lesding ro-, Liz Fraser is getling type cast as a- .
Cast’ includes
(FRENCH-JAPANESE) (C’SCOPE) | sort of Superman and The Shadow emotional impact.
mantic assignments.” end neither dumb, wiggly blonde but she goes.
several interesting faces such ‘us:
Paris. April 18.
mixed in one, doing deeds of der- - Bert: Forell, as a young ‘Greck;
fares particwarly well under the‘ through the motions with a cute!
-Cinedis
release
of
Terra-Cormoranburden of some sft, mechanical ; mixture of Cockney sharpness and Cinetel-Cite-Silvei-Pat: Film-Jolly | Film- ring-do, overcoming. the. bad. guys Maria Mell, ‘his sweetheart: SiegCialog and the uneven pature of naivete.
She and James shape up Shochiku production. With Thomas Halt- ‘also masked), saving the maiden
hardt Rupp.’ as a. grim partisan
mann,
Hans
Otto
Meissner:
Keiko Kishi, in distress and doing his bit tor
the serconpiay
which is es tremely asa click comedy team. 7
.
leader, and Pauf Esser, in a-particJacques
Ciampi.

Berthier.
Screenplay.

Directed
Ciampi:

= by
Yves \
R. MM.
res '

his country.
ularly fine performance as a GerThere's no attempt at giving an -man soldier. |
,
of truth in’ this ‘one..: -Although the seript appears conDe, Frank De Koti. Jay Noveilo.’ Stark are responsible for telling. Richard. Sorge
.: Thomas Holtzmann >: It’s all pure hokum, with a lot of -trived .at times. this is a good film.
Himself .. wild riding. shooting
and al} the. It deserves a special compliment
Edear Stehli, Eawrrd Platt. Perry : little cameos. Dennis Price. as ‘the Hans. Otto Meissner. ........
Baranne Sakurai
Keiko Kishi Kroeger.
Wolfe
Barzcll
and
aj nouveau-riche,
smart
jerk of a Serge De. Branowski... Jacques Berthier - rest of the trimmings. of a- Mexican .for being as -compromiscless
as
.
, western. The kiddies. will love -it. possible and. trying: ta.avoid dema- ;
seven-foot. 408-pound hulk of a° yacht owner, gives -a competent , a
man
named
Bek ; Maffei
whol performance.
5
ce
This spy film. is based on the:
On the whole, this picture is well ‘ fogical cliche and black-and-white. shares the film’s most diverting}
Direction on the Thames is done. exploits of Richard Sorge who was , made, with the direction of Zaca-. treatment. Both sides, the Germans.
dramatic sequence with hero Halt.; with
some
dexterity.
John
D. a: Soviet spy operating through;rias Gomez Urquiza suretire and , and Greek partisans, are shown as.
in. Japan|the
acting of Luis Aguilar and brutal
as they .were. Zbonek may
Harold E. Waman
contributes
, Guthridge’s editing is jerky andj the German. Embassy
some
pretty
Metrocolor
camera, Stephen Dade’s lensing. okay. The; from about 1935 to 1943. It mixes, other principals geared to give ex-, be classified as a ‘new waver” bework. Gaudy, cry stealiine-dominated , song “Double Bunk”
is not very, documentary and straight dramatic: citement and suspense. Sure of ‘cause this ambitious -pic. marks his
the pic, being a hit in nabe houses of all ; bow as a feature film director.
Atlantis
is pictorially
attractive , inspired: though Stanley Black's, story: teHing. However,
character, | Latin markets.
Eniil.
|
Hans.
through the effortsof art directors, score is pleasant.
- Rich.: |does. not get enough

untidy in detail, incamplete in eX-'
Noel
Purcell.
Reginald
Beckaitfon. Others in principal roles with, Naunton Wayne. Miles Mal-

of

shallow

dimension

ave

John: jeson, Gladys Henson and Graham

laud.

editor.

H. O. Meissner:
L, Alepee.

ning time,

At

130 MINS.

camera “SCOPE:

Balzac.

,

Paris.

:

Run- |

afmosphere
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By. VINCENT CANBY rina]

The. VARIETY reporter who. attempts to interview New Hampshire |:
housewife. ‘Grace Metalious. at the Oak Room of. New. York’s Plaza
"Hotel, -on:a Friday: night at. the énd of a busy week, is at a: distinct|
disadvantage, especially if ‘he. orders martinis while: the famed. au‘thoress (‘Peyton -Place,” :‘Returnto Peyton Place,” etc.) sticks to a
Toronto; April. 18.
series: of scotches-and-7-Up, a type’ of Gilmanton (N.H.) digestif.
‘Famous Players Canadian and
‘Mrs. Metalious; in town on a quick visit to promote 20th-Fox’'s film -Odeon Theatres, which are the two
‘version of‘ “Return: etc.” and to: visit her publishers, arrived. at the largest circuits. in. the Dominion,
rendezvous about. :five .minutes°late, accompanied. by her husband, have hit upon a plan whereby they.
G. G. -Metalious.. The: interview, “an -easy give-and-take. of colloquial- will cease .competition’ with each
isms, lasted ‘about | two. ‘hours. : ‘The’ following: ° are best-remembered other in.many areas. Because of |
highlights: :
the falloff in attendance they have |:
‘Mts, M.: (arriving: with : two. copies ‘each of “Return ete.” and “The decided _to-abandon one theatre
Tight White. Collar’ under her arm and speaking in a. disarmingly ‘where such ‘competition exists. This
little girl-like’ Voicei: These aren't. for you. They're for ‘Bruno (the: will be:don¢ an’a reciprocity basis;
..Maitre-D). I'm very fond. of Bruno. I'm very fond of the Plaza. I’ wish. |as Odeon tloses a house. in one
I could be in Gilmanton one’ ‘minute and the. next minute here in the town, FPC will shutter one of its
“Qak.Room, but I don't. like to travel.
‘units. in some other area where the
‘Reporter: How are you? oie
keen -rivalry. exists.
Mrs, M.: I'm fine::1! just fired my - agent.
Unprecédented plan will see full
‘operational
responsibilities
asReporter: Is” 20th-Fox. keeping. ‘you - -busy?
‘Mrs. M.: The reason. I’m late ‘is that I just. taped an Arlene Francis sumed. by. FPC or Odeon where.
both
were
‘formerly
represented,
interview. She was late. .She. came rushing into the studio. . Saying.
““Oy’m sorry Oy’m sooo late, but. Oy’ve-just come from St. Louis?” I with .the initial coast-to-coast closing: of houses: involving film themean how chic can you get? I've’ never. even been to. St. Louis. -latres from Victoria, British ColumReporter: How ‘d: it 0? -Arlenie’s” a pretty sharp interviewer. _
”
bia; to Moncton in the Maritimes,
Mrs. M.: I. don't. know, but. I ‘thought -4t was going. to be at Sardi’s. with such Ontario cities as King-|
‘but. it. was in a: studio. so I: didn’t: get: anything ‘to. eat. ,
Jston, Port Arthur and Fort William |
immediately affected—with trans-!
‘Reporter: How: ‘do you like New ‘York?_
Mrs. -M.: It scares me. I. mean that the only: time I've. ever been ‘Canada program to continue in the:
pinched. by ahother—uh—day
was at 2 cocktail’ Party ‘here. Oh, oh, next few months.
Failing. business and the shortage.
you're making ‘notes. Please don’t. make. notes.
;
of film product are responsible for
_Reporter: What: are’ you: doing: to promote the. film? . Mrs.. M.: Radio
won't have me on
Td. lower the tone.
‘Reporter: Is it.

‘the dropping ‘of competition of the

and tv shows and interviews like-‘this.: Jack Paar
two’ major Canadian chains, with
his show. He. ‘doesn't like “me. I guess he’s afraid
FPC to take Rank produced or reof the -program.
\leased films of Odeon. (distributed
true you ‘don't: ‘think much |of.“Return ‘to Peyton in Canada by. 26th-Century) which

Place’” as:a. book?

have

Mrs. Mu:
put. ‘it this way: it took: me one. month ‘to write it, and
I didn't work-every day:
Reporter: Wiat are your relations with: Jerry Wald?
Mrs. .M.: [ like Jerry Wald. When i went. ‘out to. Hollywood. on the
first film, it ws just the way I'd heard it would be. ‘When. I: adniired

a Toulouse-Lautrec
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TlDROP [Luise Sillcox to Be Authors League
MORIBUND SPOTS} Consultant After 39 Years on Job

painting. in his office, Jerry said: “Yes,

hitherto. enjoyed

big poten-

-_——t

two Canadian

cities where

the

Chamber

three years,
six years.

of

Commerce

cepted “with regret” and with unusual expressions of respect and
affection
when
the
Dramatists
Guild, at the St. Regis, and the
Authors
Guild,
at the Gotham,
meeting separately last Thurs. «13)
— passed similiar resolutions continuing Miss Sillcox at full salary in
the new role of corsultant. Attorneys will decide how the salary is
fo be divided as between retire-

and was mayor
In addition
he

served 12 years as county
chairman of the Red Cross, 10
years on board

of stewards

at

the Methodist Church and six
years on the industrial board.

‘Peru Optioning
‘Simon Bolivar

ment pension and fee.

Holiyweod, April 18.
Most

writers

sound

the

cities where .FP had

tocsin

a country?

Be that as it may, writer-director-producer Herbert Kline has a
-bona fide 18 months option, appropriately documented and signed
by the minister of culture, on Peru
for his projected
film, “Simon
Bolivar.”
says that
|. What’s -niore, Kline

great picture, wasn't it?!
been formerly represented:
1959.
-of closed
staffs
Manageriaf
|.
Reporter: What dn “vou fliink of the. new picture (:‘Return
houses will be. transferred by re|
Ferrer
Jose
that
‘today
out’
found.
just
I
it.
seen
haven't
I
Mrs.-M.:
directed it. I'm very: fond of Jose Ferrer: P ve seen: “Cyr ano" 10 times, | spective. Ccircuits.to other situations.
with the. companies to dispose of
mostly on television.’
‘Reporter: Having a Greek name, you.. must have” something ‘in cor the ‘dead movie houses” in’ the
‘projected..eonversion to stores, of,
“mon with the boss? -Have you ever:met Mr. Skourz as’
_.|fices and supermarket.
sites. — or Dino DeLaurentiis has agreed not
“Mes. M.: Which one is he?
‘leven
bowling “alleys.
However, to pursue his projected pictorial
Reporter: The president of 20th Century- Fox.
‘Mrs. M. (to Mr.-M.: Oh, G-G., I've -said: ‘something. wrong again. “[elosed houses will not be permitted biography of the liberator, whose
roje in the history of South Amer"Reporter: That's all right, ‘Grace. “Peyton Place’ has already made for film theatre reopenings.
° Projection equipment and ‘seats ica, in particular Bolivia and Veneover --11 million-domestic.
| will ‘be. re-allocated to other situa-. zuela, is comparable to George
“Mrs.:-M.: You're sweet to say sd; “honey:
tions of the two chains—or- ‘Will re- Washinglon’s. —
Reporter: Did you have a “percentage deal?
Kline in return has entered into
‘Mrs. M.: I don't think I’ny supposed ..to. talk about: business matters: main in’ the. closed. lrouses until
are
real “estate. deals are formulated ‘preliminary discussions with the
Reporter: Do you ‘believe’ it's. true: that people in sinall. towns:
j Italian producer concerning posjw ith: outside interests,”
More depraved than those in big’ cities?
Teeoff of the new. policy of ‘ ‘ra- ‘sible acquisition by DeLaurentiis
Mrs. M.: Absolutely. not! E’mean that ‘small towns aren't ‘any worse
‘—what's the word—percentagewise. J. don’t--know why people think tionalization” ‘is the closing of the of: releasing rights to pie in Italy
Empress (660 seats'; Moneton, N.B., and perhaps elsewhere in Europe.
my hovels are s@ sensational. 1 don’ t even write all. that Iknow.
| which was: operated by Odeon, w ith |
“Reporter: What do. yau..mean?
At the moment
Kline, whose
(Mrs. Xf. then repor ted, off- the-record, honey, a ‘story: of the extent. latter retaining the Capitol (914) completed screenplay already has
and FPC. the Paramount (1, 166) in received the green light from Peru-to which a farm mor her had. gone to:Keep her son ‘amused. at-home.)
;
Mrs. -M.: “J. mean,-if I put that in a novel; nobody would believe it: that city.
vian . authorities, says. he has a
In. Victoria,: B:C., the ‘Odeon--OPp-. commitment from an eastern proThey'd say, I Was just Heing dirty:
erated. Plaza ‘712: is closed, with duction source to provide part of
Reporter: Are ‘you working. on anything now?
FPC still operating
the Royal|‘the financing.. He is now here. to
.Mrs. M.-; A novel: called. “No Adam. in- Eden."
11,467). and the Capitol 1,212). w ‘ith negotiate a co- ‘production--distribuReporter: What's it about?
Odeon..‘Theatres' continuing
to tion deal, with a major company.
Mrs. M.: Can't you tell frora. the title?
carry ‘on-with the Gdeon. (1,472).
_Reporter: I’m not sure...
-Famous Artists and attorney Leon
In the Ontario cities of Port -Ar-.
‘Mrs. M.: Guess.
(Continued on page 15)
|thur.and Fort William—which are
Reporter: Let me see’.
only six miles apart—FPC retains
Mrs, M.: It's easy. “Think.
.{
the
995-seater
Paramount,
Port
ArReporter: Women without men?
‘dthur, . dnd the Capitol :998), Fort
Mrs. .M.: W omen who are afraid of. men. * Prigidity.
‘Wiliams; -with. Odeon Theatres
Reporter: I'm not sure that’s the idea I get.
©.
Mrs. M.: Well, that: 's the title and that’s. what it’s ‘going to stay’ Are hanging om to.the Odeon (993), Fort
Witliam-and the Odeon (995), Port
of
control
lost
point
inthe
the
tat’
reporter
which
.
you married? . .Lancaster, Pa., April 18.
‘terview. along with. his: notes.and balpoint pen. Good luck, Grace, Arthur; .and only the Lake (445),
‘Reginald
Gardiner's
admitted
‘em.
read.
can
you
Fort .William, formerly operated
hope”
I
notes,
the
and if,. by any,“chance, you: have
“debut” into the standup-and-talk
by FPC, -being .closed.
In Kingston, Ontario, Famous lecture circuit was a dismal klunk
Katzman’ 3.Acorns
_ Players had the Capitol (1,177) and here -recenily: He was part
double
bill, with
Kaththe Grand. (884), the latter. closed. of a
‘Hollywood,April 18.
Odeon will-continue to operate the erine Williams, soprano, to fill a
Sam
Katzman, who made.
Biltmore (805) and the Odeon (984). cancelled engagement of Meredith
his name in ‘ow-budget but
Man)
Willson and_ his
- Drive-ins will continue to be op- (“Musie
big-grossing films during his
Wile, Reni, for the local Kiwanis
prated -as formerly; the Skyway,
-- Many years at Columbia be-.
with a capacity of 540 cars, by FPC ‘Club’s package season of “Five-Infore swinging over to 20th-Fox
| Outside Moncton, N.B., the King-| A-Row.”
last year, ‘has budgeted next

REGINALD. GARDINER’S
BREAK-IN TROUBLES

| Spain’s Crowded |
Religious Week!

It is to be remarked that in voting to continue Miss Silleox at full
the “ink--tained wretches”
are doing substantially better than
fat corporations usually do in similiar circumstances. There is general
agreement that Miss Silleox'’s de-

9 jsalary

By THOMAS A. PRYOR

Odeon! tion on

was formerly active; with Odeon in.

J. LANDRY

One of the most unique background
figures (and powers)
in
Glenrose, Tex., April 18.
show business has reached the end
Judge Temple Summers, for
of a formal career with the resigthe past 27 years owner of
nation of Luise Sillcox as executive
the Palace Theatre. was voted
secretary of the Authors League of
“Citizen of 1960.’
He was
America. She had piled up 39 years
presented a plaque for his outof active leadership, working equalstanding contribution to the
ly with Authors Guild and Dramatists Guild.
city.
Resignation
came
following
a
In 1958 Summers was elect- —
heart
attack
and
convalescence.
ed county judge. a post he
Limited as to working hours by her
still holds.
He served as a
doctor, Miss Silleox preferred to
amember of the city council for
offer her resignation. This was acthree. years, was secretary of

tials at Odeon houses. ~
.
when a producer takes an option
As
of. present. plans,. Famous ! on their work. But what. does a
Piayer's assumes’ full operation in writer do when he acquires an op-

it was altwo Canadian

By ROBERT

A Useful Exhibitor

tailed knowledce of ‘literary terms,
personalities
and
precedents
{s
without parallel and some regret
that she has never had the leisure
to write her memoirs. The distance
between
the
way
writers
were
treated at the outset of the League
(founded in 1912: and today is synonymous with the separation of
rights and the rise of the principle
of leasing rather than outright sale,
about which Ecna Ferber was complaining the other issue of Variety
concerning the recent Warner remake
of “Cimarron,”
previously
made by RKO. Author got naught
on the 1960 version.
In One Job
Starting with the League as a
girl, Miss Sillcox spent her entire
adult life in the one job. It is probable that no figure in ary theatrical
craft organization had so long an
uninterrupted tenure or so remarkable a position, During the 1942-46
period she was also a regular fixture of the Writers War Board, of
which
Rex Stout was chairman.
Not
ever
officially part of the
League but meeting weekly in its
offices the Board was under a special dispensation of Elmer Davis’
Office of War Information.
Dramatists ard Authors Guilds
each impacted the other media of
entertainment extensively through

the decades

of Miss

Sillcox’s con-

nection and, until recent years, the
now -independent
Radio
Writers

Guild

and = Television

Writers

Group were also under the League
umbrella. The League’s long, uphill
fight for author rights gradually

forced

certain

ack:owledgments

from books, magazines and stage
auspices, the playwrights basic contract with the Broadway producers
and their sharing setup in the sale
of subsidiary rights being salient.
In all these skirmishes, battles and

alternating hot and cold wars Miss
Silleox

has

been

a _ conspicuous

fighter, albeit as a paid employe.
Her resignation comes with’ the
Authors Guild in the black. With

some years ago of
the Radio Writers Guild, leaving
unpaid debts which had to be assumed, the financial situation was
Valladolid’s
International -ReMiss Williams and Gardiner had unsatisfactory for some time.
three pix at $1, 000,000 each: J ston, Ontario, ‘by Odeon Theatres;
ligious & Humanitarian Film Week
never
met
professionally.
She
did
a
Both guilds have joined in recand
‘the
Inter-City
(385)
by
FPC
Producer also has.an option.
~ Was: forced: into an. extra’. day. of |
-between- Port Arthur and’ Fort Wwil- curious hodpodge of show tunes ommending as Miss Sillcox’s suc¥ ‘from 20th: on another ‘trio.
activities
when
fest organizers
‘(nothing else', with continuity that cess as executive secretary of the
liam, Ontario.
found it impossible to screen more |
Continuing decline of business she apparently had not read be- League, the man who has spent 15
than three features and three dacu- film) cor’ The Golden Sheaf: of |:has resulted from a joint. study: of | fore, using notes on. small cards yeafs as secretary of the Dramamentaries per day. A total of. 24: Wheat - taward for film. with most the two chains in Canada’ over a she held in her gloved hands and tists Guild, Mills Ten Eyck. As
films’ and six mornings,. Catholic human. values! were “Spirit of St. considerable period, with closing had a hard time trying to read.
such he will be superior to the new
film talks -were programmed in Louis”.. and ‘Crime and. Punish- action delayed as long as possible.
Gardiner also had a great deal Dramatists Guild secretary, David
ment, U. S.A:
A. fifth Ameriean Premise of. both is that closing of of trouble getting started, and Levin, and the continuing Authors
eight days.
Opening
ceremonies. w ere re-| film, “Toby ‘Tyler,* was shown out houses in certain ateas is inevita- much more keeping going, for the Guild’ secretary, Peter Heggie, son
of the late legit actor, O. P. Heggie.
duced to 4 minimum and projectors of competition.
ble or that theatre receipts. will one hour stint.
They played tv no.more than
started tg grind at afternoon, eveU.S. Embassy's commercial at- continue. to decline until houses
ning and night sessions. Inaugural tache Anthony. Cefaratti was. the almost. close out themselves.
350 in an auditorium seating 1,835.
screening -of. .American member of the jury. His|
E. V. Klein’s Holdings
activities ‘included
drama and
It is believed that film cus- Joseph T. Kingston,
one of four American entries, Billy. colleagues were’ Mario: Verdoni of tomers will be benefitted by better- music critic of the Daily Intel- _ Eugene V. Klein, president of
Wilder's. “The Apartment.” The Italy’s
ligencer
Journal,
morning
publicaCentro _ Sperimentale, quality product in that fewer fea‘National Theatres & Television, is
Plato Skouras. production,
“St. French writer Carlo Rim and Ger- tures will be needed in Canadian
tion, said the joint performance stocking up on the NT&T issue.
Francis of Assisi” was-a late entry man _Newspaperman
Karl ‘Tich- cities affected, with closure pro- was “one of the dullest, and longN. Y. Stock Exchange reports he
from 20th Fox w hile other -Amer- mann. Five Spanish jurists were. gram across Canada to continue in est—or so it seemed—professional bought an additional 19,602 shares
ican contenders
either’ for. ‘The led by film directors Saez de- Here- succeeding months
by the two performances offered here in a last month, bringing his total holdGolden Standard (best religious dia and -Cesar Ardavi‘in.
‘long time.”
‘|chains.
ings to 42,225 shares.
——————_———

)

the withdrawal

PICTURE
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GROSSES

[Aln Nosedive But ‘Wind’ Smash

"Prof? Smash $17,000,

$0,000 in 4th; ‘Alamo’ Fat 17G, 3d:
‘Suzie’Lofty 166, 2d: ‘Prof.’ 156,
Los Angeles, April 18.
tie
es here this week are
ing a nosedive, the two new
entrants being weak. Most houscs
are off with a few ‘exceptions. |

K

Cj

cy

ily

Music Hall. Biz generally is offish.
“Exodus” still is big in seventh at
- the Blue Mouse.
Estimates for This Week
‘|
Blue
MouSe
‘Hamrick)
(738;

¢

TOSSES

Fifth Avenue
(Fox-Evergreen)
(2,500; $1-$1.50) — “Pepe” ‘Col)
(4th wk). Okay. $3,600. Last week,
$20.000
for fourth
stand
at the
t Based on 23. cities and 242. ‘!$7,700..
Hollywood Paramount. “The Ala-}
theatres.)
| Musie Box (Hamrick). (939; $1mo” is shaping to get a trim $17,- —_
=: $1. 50)—"Gone With Wind” ‘M-G)
4 Gm.o.),
Swell $4,000 or near: on

the

city

with

re
opaeme

a sockeroo

cluding W. Y.)
Last Year

_

........ -$3.171 600

“World of Suzie Wong"
d Ory Crisp
lofty $16.000 in second,
three ie
loca116,
tions. “Absent-Minded Professor”

fourth downtown

--Boston, April 18.
‘Biz is picking up at Boston firstruns.as good weather. and Patriot’sDay holiday helps. New product is

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross

{st:50-$3)—"Exodus” (UA) (7th wk). |
g $9.000. Last week, $10,800.
PMEcligeuna (Fox-Evergr¢en) (1,870;
:$1-$1.50)—"Dalmatians’ (BV) ‘4th
iwk). Okay $6, 900 or near.
Last
week, $9,700.
-

in two theatres in first. “Carry an
This Week
$2,315,200
Sergeant” looks drab $6,000, wi | _ (Based on 23 cities and 252
in two houses.
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

Reissue of “Gone With Wind” is;

$31,000,“Gorgo’ Big106,Dondi 71,6

three weeks, . “Gone With. Wind”
|has moved to Music. Box for ex-:
ended run. Top newcomer is “Ab-~cent Minded Professor,” smash at.

“Hippodrome” is rated dull $8,000 Estimated Total Gross

pacing

Patriot's DayUps Hub; Prof.‘Huge

Seattle; ‘Exodus’ 9G
.
Seattle, April 18.
Racking up a nice take the first

This Week ......... $556,800
(Based on 29 theatres}

Last Year
‘(Based

..........$806,900
on 27 theatres)

_ ‘|getting - the coin, with
“AbsentMinded Professor” wow at Memorial. “Gorgo” is. big. at. the Center.
“Dondi”. is: rated . light ‘at Paramount.:
“Go Naked in War 1d” looks good
jat Orpheum. “White Warrior” is
[okay at the Pilgrim. “League of
|Gentlemen” ‘is smooth in. second at

|Konga’ Slick 156,

| Kenmore.
“Never -Or Sunday”
;shapes |
wow at Beacon Hill in secd.
e Eyed Jacks” is holding’
‘nicely a ‘the. Astor in third.
“Exodus” -couitinues peppy. at the

Frisco: ‘Wind’ 126:

Saxon in 17th week on: hard-ticket.
Shangri-La” stays. hotsy" in fourth
at State.

week. Last week,

|“Rachel Cade” (WB), $3,100.

San Francisco, April 18,
Local first-runs are on the quiet |"
Estimates for: This Week
1.50)-—" Absent-Minded Professor” side currently, with the absence
Astor (B&Q) (1:170: 90-$1:50)—
-of
much
new
product
hurting
over
eat Smash $17,000 or near. Last;
:“One-Eyed Jacks” ‘Par) (3d wk).
| Fast $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
week, “Gone --With Wind”
(M-G)! [all _total. “Konga.” however,
‘rated brisk on opener: at Paraa |
‘reissue) (3d wk). $9.700:.
Beacon Hill 'Sack) 1678: $1-$1. 50)
Orpheum ‘Hamrick? (2,600; $1- ;mount. Another newie, “all Hands —"Never On Sunday” (Lope) ‘2d .
initial ;
Kansas City, April 18.
'$1.50\—“Question 7” (Indie). ‘(re-|on Deck.”’ looks dull
iwk).
Terrific $17,000 for new. rec- |
Film theatre trade is brisk cur- run). NSG $6,000. Last week, ‘house round at Fox. Longruns are startEstiamates for This Week
ing. to slip although “Gone With |
‘ord. Last week, 516,000.
Los Angeles, Iris :-FWC: '2.019: ‘rently but two newcomers are not - dark.
Inc.) A 354;
(Fox-Ev etgreen) t2.- Wind.” out on reissue again, looms' Bosten (Cinerama,
825: 90 - $1.50) — “Hippodrome” much help. “Cry for Happy” is hef-| | ‘Paramount
— “Alamo” (UA).!:big in third at Warfield. “Pepe” $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of
‘Cont)
and
“Michael
Strogoff’ ty at the Roxy but “Sins-of Rachel'300; $1.50-$1.75)
dandy in seventh session at ‘World” ‘Cinerama): (reissue), '9th
is barely okay at Para- (8th. wk). Okay. $4,000. Last week, -looms
i
(Cant).
Dull $8.000.
Last week. Cade”
{St Francis. “Alamo” ‘is rated fine.“$9.000.Good $9,500..- “Last week,
Los Angeles with Hawaii, “Look mount. Heavy traffic continues for $4.700.
‘in second at United Artists.
in Any Window” ‘AA), “Plunder- “Gone With Wind" at the Brook-;
side
in
second
while
“Absent-:
‘Estimates for This Week
pear (Sack)afte $1:‘80-82.2
ers” AA‘, $11,000. Iris with Hillen-Hur”
(Mm.o.) ditto.
¢
aw ;
street, El] Rey, “101 Dalmatians” , Minded Professor” looks great at
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.859: 51.25—Okay
$5000. Last
week.
Untown-Granada
combo
for
third..
(BV). “Tess Storm Country” '20thi.
1$1. 50I—"‘All In Night’s Work”
a
?
enter ¢
oew) {1 540; 60: **Exodus” may exit the Empire this;
13d wk), $8.600.
Hawaii,
State
‘G&S - UATC! week, while “Spartacus” continues
000, backed by Jhefty ad-exploita(1,106; 2.404; 90-$1.56) — “Carry big at the Capri in eighth. “Alamo”
Fox tFWC) (4,651: $1.25-$1.50)— tion campaign and day-date in 100
On. Sergeant” 'Indie). Drab $6,000. : is ‘sturdy at the Plaza on sixth.
j“All
‘Hands
On
Deck”
‘20th)
and
situations. Last. week. -“Primitive
Veather holds to the chill spring
Last weck, State, “White Warrior”
Tess Of Storm Country”120th’. paradise”. Indie) (24. wk). $4.500.
(WB)
‘2d wk), “Ferry
to Hong trend. holding back drive-in biz.
Cincinnati;,. April 18.
j Dull .$9.000 or close. Last week.
Exeter (1.376: -90-$1.50) — “TwoEstimates for This Week
Kong” (20th) 'm.o. ‘Ist wk:, $2.400.
Cincy film biz holds firmly this
(BV) :3d wk), Way Stretch” \Indie) (8th wk). Fine
Brookside
FMW-NT:
1800: * round. “All Hands On Deck,” only.’ 101 Dalmatians”
Warren's,
Pix, Wiltern
:B&B,
$10.300.
.
$5.000..
Last week, same..
Prin-SW'
:1.757: 756; 2.344; 90-. $1.25;5—"Gone With Wind” (M-Gr- new. bill, looks fine at Albee. ‘‘Ala-!
Warfield
(Loew)
(2.656;
$1.25.Fenway ‘Indie) -11. 350: $1.50)\—
'Par)
$1.50:—"Suzie
Wong”
and. ireissue) i2d wk). Great $10.000;
mo” looms biz. as popscale subse- $1.50'—"Gone With Wind” «M-G) ‘Bernadette
of. Lourdes” ‘Janus)
“Foxhole in Cairo” ‘Pari -°d wk. _ holds. Last week,, _ $11, 000, virtual quent at Twin Drive-In.- “101 Dal- ; treissuc) (3d wkt. Big. $12.000. Last 12d wk). -Good :$8. 000. Last. week,
Stout $16,000 or near. Last week, 7 capacity.
matians” continues solid in fourth ! week, $20,000.
$9. 000.
,
$28,000.
Capri ‘Durwood)
(1.260: .$1.25- week at Keith's. “All: In Night's| Paramount
(Par) (2.646: $1.25-- Gary. 1Sack> ca 277: $t. 25-$1 80.—
Crest ‘State) (750; 90-$1.50)— :$3:\—“Spartacus” 'U) ‘8th wk). Big Work”. rates a lively moveover ‘at $1.50!—“‘Konga” ‘tAI) and “Terror~ “Pepe” ‘Colt (9th wk}. Hep $6.500.
‘Breg) (2d° . $13,000. Last week, $14. 000.:
“Secrets of Women”
_ the. Grand.
In Haunted
House” ‘AI.
Brisk: Last week,. ditto.
Last week.’
wk.
Small $2.200.
“Auntie Mame” andaq “AA Summer $15,000
or
near:
Last
week,.
_Kenmore (Indie): ‘700: $1 50.—
Empire ‘Durwood) (1.280; $1:25-'
$4.500.
:
Place”
combo
looks
sturdy
on.
re‘Fiercest
Heart”
(20th)
and
“Ca- “League of Gertlemen” 'Kings) (2a 7
$3:—""Exodus”
‘(UA)
‘17th
wk!.
Warner
Hollywood
(‘Cinerama , Closing run here at oke $7,000. issue” at Palace.
“Pepe” shapes °‘nadians” ‘20th). $9.000.
wk}, Slick $12, 000. Last week, $14, Inc.) (1.389; $1.20-S2.651 — “Cine- Last week. $7.200.
~ pleasingly in finale seventh frame.
St. Francis ‘Par’ ‘1,400: $1-$1.50) 500.
;
rama Holiday” :Cinerama'.
Siart-, | Kimo Dickinson) ‘504: 90-$1.25) at Capitol, aking way. for “Gone \_"Bepe’ (Col) -7th wk).
Dandy : “Mayflower (ATC) (689: 90-$1 28).
ed third week Sunday (16) after _—“Upstairs and Downstairs” ‘20th! ’ With Wind.” Hard-ticket *‘Exodus” $10.000. Last week. $11.000:
*—{.“Sanctuary” (20th). :3d.-wk). good £10.500 last week.
i
United Artists ‘No. Coast) (1,151: $4: 000. Last week. -$5.000.
(4th wk). Steady $1,500. Last week. is in good fourth week gait.
Orpheum, Baldwin, HoHywo-d, same.
°$1.25-$1.50) —
“Alamo” :UA) ':2d'
Memorial (RKO) :3.000: 90-$2L: 49)
‘Estimates for This Week
Lorela_
«\Vietropolitan - State-FWC)
3.100; $1-$1.25)—. wk). Fine $11.000.. Last. week, $18.- —"Absent-Minded Professor”’..(BV).Paramount ‘Blank-UP! i 1.900; 75- | Albee (RKO)
(2.213; 1.800; 756: 1.298: 90-$1.50) ': $1\—“Sins of Rachel Cadc” -WB. 4 “All Hands On Deck” '20th). Nice| 500.
Wow $30. 000. Last’ week. “Cry For
—"“Alamo”
‘UA)
(‘3d wk).
Trim: Okay $7.000.
(A-R)
(440;
$1.25- Happy’ (Col) and “Sword: SherLast week, “White - $11.000. Last week, “All In Night’s : Stagedoor
$18.000 or close. Last week. $26,- Warrior” 'WB), $6.000.
‘ Work” 'Par) (2d wk}, at $1-$1.50 $1.50: — “Rickisha Man” (Cont). wood Forest” (Col) (4th wk). $7.000.
500.
,Good $5.000. Last week. “League’
Orpheum 'Loew)'2.900: 90-$1. 49)"
Plaza ‘(FMW-NT) ‘1.630: $1.50'—- seale, $10,500. °
Hilistreet ‘Metropolitan’ (2,752: ’“Alamo” (UA) ‘(6th wk). ‘Hep $7.(Kaye) (5th. -wk),. —“Go Naked in World” 1.
M-G) and
Capitol!’ -SW-Cinerama)
(1,400; ' of Gentlemen”
90-$1.50)—“*Look In Any Window” ‘000. Holds. Last week. $10.000.
-“Qperation Bottleneck” (UA). Good
$1.25-$1.80) — “Pepe” (Col) (7th Isa,000.
(AA) and “Plunderers”
'tAA) | Reackhill
Vogue
(S.
F.
Theatres)
:364:]
\Continued
on.
‘page
10):
(‘Little Art. Theatres’: wk. Pleasing $10.590 finale. Ditto (m.a.s’. Seant $3.200.
i20th) | last week. .“Gone With Wind” '$1.50) — “Virgin Spring” ‘Janus\!
°¢750;
$1)—"Millionairess”
Vogue, El Rey ‘FWC) ‘810: 861: , 8d wk). Good $1.500. Last week. ’+M-G) ‘treissue): opens April 19.
117th wk) and “Seventh Seal”
90-$1.50)—"“‘Sanctuary” 20th: +Sth: same.
Esquire. Art ‘Shor) '500;- $1. 25'— ‘i Janus) (reissue) (7th wk!.. Oke: $1,‘Continued.on page 10!
‘500. Last: week, $1.800.
{ Roxy ‘Durweod) ‘850: S1-$1. 50°.
‘Continued on page 10)
Presidio
(Hardy)
1774: ‘$1 25- |
1—“Cry for Happy” “Col. Hefty!
$1.50) — “Heaven On Earth” .1in: $11,000; holds. Last week. “Suzie
'die)S Fair $3.000. Last week. “Hand|
Portland. Ore.,. April 18.
Wong” 'Par) (10th wk). $7.000. |
‘In Hand” ‘Col! (4th wk. $2,000;
|. Main stem has more. single bill
Uptown.
Gransda
‘FMW-NT)
scaronet ‘United California) t}.-" programs than seen in ‘this town’
i :2.043; 4.217: $1-$1.251—“Ahsent- |
$1.50-$3.50'—"‘Ben-Hur” (M-G?) in’ years, but patrons .apparently Minded Professor” ‘BV) ‘3d wk).
Cleveland. April 18.
Buffalo, April 18.
‘eoth wk). Okay $8.000. Last week.. .are not taking too kindly to the.
Gate takes are as muddled as the'‘ Great $22,000. Stays. Last Week...
Three
newcomers
came _ into
$9.000.
‘solo bills. “Absent-Minded Profes-:
spring
weather
here.
Strongest |: $26,000.
," first-runs here this stanza but none , Alexandria
‘United
Cali*ornia) sor” jooms big at the Paramount...
Jong-runner
is “Exodus.”
going!
is doing well.. Best is “Hoodlum - 11.610: $1.49-$3.50i—"‘Exodus” 'U A) However, “Pepe” is modest at the. ~
nicely in fifth frame for the Ohio. °
iPriest,”” with mild returns at the: 110th wk). Good $12. 000: Last 1 éck, Fox. “ Sins of Rachel Cade” ‘shapes
State’s “Hoodlum
Priest.”
“All
. Buffalo.
Both- “Operation _ Eich- $13.000.
jlean .at} Orpheum. © “Gone “With
Hands on Deck” rates fair. Despite
mann,” at Lafayette, and‘‘Portrait ;
Wind”
holds solid in third. at
zl front-paged publicity on court= ;
oi Mobster,” at Paramount, look —r| Broadway:
City is. loaded.With
room trial, “Operation Eichmann”
slow. “All in Night's Work” looms
|
Strong:
transient
name shows.
Louisville,
April
18..
at Palace on second ‘round is only
: good in third at the Center while
Estimates for. This Week:
Absence of fresh product. and.«“101 Dalmatians” is rated fine at.
mild. Qn the art house circuit. both
“Never On Sunday” and “Enter- well-established
holdovers
at all. - Century.
{Broadway
(Parker) «1 890; “$i:houses, indicates moderate takes |
tainer” are going well.
,$1.50}—"Gone With Wind” -(M-G)
Estimates for This Week
Providence. April 18:
there currently. “101 Dalmatians” i Buffalo ‘Loew!
reissue {3d wk). Fast. $8.000. Last
(3,500; 75- $1)—
Estimates for This Week
Rain on Sunday. wiped out any.
“week, $10,700.
Allen (SW)
(3,500; $2-$1.501— :in third at the United Artists dip-, 1‘Hoodlum Priest” iU A) and “Gamafter
last
week's: ‘bler. Wore
Gun”
(tIndie).
Mild great rush for the highways and:
Fox (Ev ergreeny ‘1. 600: $1-$1.49)
“All Hands On Deck” (20th). Fair ‘ping sharply
; helped main stemmers to slightly —"Pepe” (Col). Modest $7.060. Last
$10,000 or near. Last week, “Sins -‘whopper. “This Is Cinerama” in : $10,000 or near. Last week, “Teaee
"3.
third at the Rialto had sellout Sat-. housé August Moon” (M-G) and:‘higher than expected: biz. State:
Rachel Cade” ‘WB}, $11,500.
‘leads
the
list with
“Hoodlum week. m=Dalmatians
(BV) Sth
Continental
Art ‘Art Theatre | urday 115) night. but looms mild}: ‘Something of: Value 'M-G) (re- Priest.
Majestic’s
reissue
.
of
Hollywood
(‘Evergreen’)
+9007
“Spartacus”
continues tissues), $5,000. :
Guild)
(900; $1.25)—‘‘Never
On ton week.
Elmwood’s. $1.25-$2:49)—“‘Ben-Hur” (M-G) ‘6th.
Brown
in -fift etay
Center ‘AB-PT) '3.000; 70-$1.25) “Giant” looms good,
Sunday” iLope) ‘m.o.} (16th wk). | brisk at the
third
of
“Pepe”
shapes
nice.’
iwk), popscale run. Steady: $3, 500.
}AAlamo” in sixth at the Mary An-: —“All in Night’s Work” (Par) (3d
Fine $2,300 after $2,400.
Estimates for This Week
wkh
Good
$9, 000.
Last
week,
Last week, $4.700..
—
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) . derson, is fine.
Estimates for This Week
Albee
(RKO)
(2, 200: 65-90)—
Musie Box (Hamrick) (640: $1 50--.
: $13,000. .
(925; $1.25)—“Entertainer” ‘Cont)
:1,100; ! > Century (UATC) 12.700: 70-$1.25) “First Marines” (Indie) and “Cav-'$3) — “Exodus” (UA) 113th .wk).°
(2a wk). Lively $3,500 after $4,700 ‘ Brown (Fourth Avenue)
!$1.25-$1.75)—"“‘Spartacus” 'U) 5th} }—“101 Dalmatians” (BV) (3d wk). alry Charge” ‘Indie).. Okay $7,000. !Holding at good $8.000. Last week,
in first.
Hivpodrome
(Eastern
Hipp)! wk). Nice 7.000 after fourth week's Fine $11,000 or near. .Last week, Last week, “Cimarron” (M-G) :2d1 $7,900.
(3,700; $1-$1.50)—“101 Dalmatians”: $7.500.
Oriental (McFadden). (2. 100; $1)
$20,000.
+ wk), $5.500.
(‘Switow) (900: .75-$1) | Lafayette. (Basil) (3.000;.70-$1)—
Kentucky
Elmwood ‘Snyder) '724; $1-$1.50)!_—“Private Lives ‘Of Adam. and
(BV) :4th wk). Satisfactory $7.000
tAA) and —"Pepe”
1Col)
‘3d wk).
Nice! Eve” (U) and .“‘Between:: Time &_
in last 5 days. Last week. $10.000. ! —"“All In Night's Work” ‘Par) (3d “Operation Eichmann”
Ohio :Loew) '2. 700; $1.25-$2.75) wk).
Second
was | “Wings of Chance” tAA). Slow $6,000. Second was $8.000.
Eternity” ‘(U). Slow $2.500.: ‘Last:
Oke
$5.000.
—"Exodus” (UA) (5th wk). Fairlyi $6.500.
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-90—! week, “Goliath. and Dragon” (A).
‘$7,500. Last ‘week. : “Dondi” (AA)
Mary .Anderson (People’ s) (900; ;'2d wk-5 days), $5,000.
.“Giant”
‘treissue).
Good $7,000.: and “‘Lawless. 80's” ‘AT), $2.300.
good $12,000 after $13.500.
Palace ‘Silk & Helpern): (2.739: $1-$1.50\—"Alamo” ‘UA? ‘6th wk!.| Paramount tAB-PT) (3,000; 70-. Last week, “Sins of Rachel Cade’ | Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.536; $1$1-$1.25) — “Qperation Eichmann”
Fine
$4,500 after
fifth
week's ‘$1 —““Portrait of Mobster”. (WB) ‘WB)- and “Four Desperate. Men” | $1 :49)—“"Rachel Cade” (WB) and
tAAr '2d wk’. Mild $7.500 after $7,000.
.
“Herod *.The Great” (AA).
Slim
‘and “Sword of Sherwood Forest” (WB), $8,000. .
! Rialto (Fourth Avenue)
(1,100: : ‘WB). Dull $7.000. Last week. “Sins
$8.500 on opener.
State
(Loew)
(3,200:
65-90)—|$4.500...Last week. “Cry For. HapState ‘Loew) (3,700; $1-$1.50!1— $1.25-$2.20i—"“This
Is -Cinerama” ! Rachel Cade” ‘WB).“Amazing Mr. “Hoodlum Priest” .(UA) and “Fron-| py” (Col) and “Sword Sherwood
“Hoodlum Priest” ‘UA'!. Okay $11.- -iCinerama) (reissue). Dropping off: Callaghan (Indie), 8.500.
tier Uprising’ (UA). Sturdy $9,000 Forest” (Col) (2d wk),. $4.900.
000. Last week “Cimarron” (M-G)*to
modest $9.000 after second|
Teck (Loew). ( {,200: $1.25-$2.75)
or over,
Last week, “Ben-Hur”|'
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; $1‘2d wk, $8,000.
iweek’s $15.000.
|—"Exodus” (UA) ‘4th wk). Good
(M-G) (rerun) (2d wk), $7,000.
| $1.49)—“‘Absent-Minded professor”
Stiliman iLoew) 12.700; $1. 501— | United Artists (Fourth Avenue) !.$12. 000. Last week. $24.000.
‘Strand (National Realty) (2,200; |(BV). Big $15,000. Last week, ‘‘All
“Cimarron”
(¢M-G)}
m.o.}
Light ‘ (3.000; 75-$1.25)—"10I Dalmatians”
’ Cinema (Martina) ‘450; 70-$1)— 65-90)—"‘All
in -Night’s
Work” In Night’s Work’ (Par) and. “Blue$5.500. Last week, “All in Night's: ‘BY, Passable $9.000, after huge “Carry On Nurse” (Gov? (24th wk). (Par) 13d wk). In four days s7apes print Robbery” ©(Par) (9°. Days),
Work” (Par) (m.o.), $7,500.
| Steady $2,300. Last week, $2,600. lean $2,000. Second was $7,000.-.
$18,000 in second week.
$6,700.

is holding up smartly at $15,000 in
fifth Chinese session.
Most hard-ticket pix are down
currently
though
“Spartacus"
shapes smart in 26th Pantages
week.

tg ‘Music Hall (Hamrick) (2:200; $1-

K.C; ‘Rachel 76

Deck’ Hep$11,000,|
Sota BOOM Lit beck stssbe” SGP eecares ME. Haley 310
Cincy; 101 D’s’76:

Professor’ Bie$15.000,

Priest’ Okay $11,000,

Cleve.; ‘Exodus’ 126, 5;

- ‘Priest’ Modest $10,000,
Buff: ‘101 D’s’ Fine NG:

‘SPARTACUS’ NICE16
L’VILLE; ‘101-D’S’ $6.

PRIEST POTENT 96,
PROV,; ‘GIANT’ $7,000; i.

Port; ‘Wind’ Hot 86,3d

a

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday; April 19,:1961,

9

Wham $22,
000, (Bway Slowed by Dearth of Fresh
ChiUneven; ‘Wind Sockeroo |63500,\Exodus’
St.Loo; ‘Alamo’ Big216,
Deck’ Good 196, League’ Hotsy126, | 2A, ‘Wind’Boff2, 3} Films; Prof. -Stageshow Big 1506,
Priest’ Tall 226, ‘Impostor’ 326
Priest’Fine 23G,.Prof.Smart 266,|
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St. Louis, April 18.

There's a dearth of. newcomers
‘here currently, and only one new
pic is doing much. It is “Exodus,”

-‘| which. looks to hit a smash

take

opening Tound at: “1,800-seat EsChicago, April 18. que. The other newie, “SanctuDespite four: promising newcom‘Shapes sad. at the. St. Louis.
ers, .biz was hurt this round. by
weekend storms. Reprise- .of. “Gone 1" Film gi‘oss estimates. as ree -} The Alamo” still. {s big in sec‘lond
at
the Fox while “Gone With
‘With The Wind” heads initialers
ported herewith from the variWind” is great. on third at State.
with a wham $35,000. at. United - ous key cities,.are net; i.e.,
“101L-Dalniatians”
still is in the
Artists...
"without usual: -tax: Distrib-. chips in fourth at Loew's Mid-City.
‘utors share.on-net take, when..
“AIL Hands On: Deck" is heading
” Estimates for This Week‘playing percentage, hence the
“for a snappy $19,000 first: session at
estimated: figures ‘are net in-.
fhe Woods. “League of Gentlemen”
Ambassador (Arthur) (2,970; 75—
should:do.a big $12,000 at Esquire. | . come.
1$1.50' :-—_ “Pepe” (Col) (6th wk).
. The patenthetic . admission
‘Monroe pair-.of’ “Stella” and “FoxGood $7,500. Last week, $8,060.
‘ Jest-Girl. in’ Paris” is looking for} prices,. however, ' as indicated, | - Apollo Art (Grace) (700: 90-$1:25)

Arrival of fncome tax deadlines, ring for rousing $23,800 on Il perboth U.S. and N.Y. State, plus! ‘formances after $31,509 for 721
being:round and 12 shows. Goes on week
some
rainy
weather
is
‘6 days’
before
openinz
blamed
for the offish
tone at’ more
round, | “Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissus)
this
Broadway
deluxers
with not a single 1ew pic to help. on April 26.
oil the turnstiles.
However, it’s ; Victoria ‘City Inv} (1.003; 50-324
ers
Wr
ap
oy
the fact that so many extended- : —All In Night's Work” (Par) '5‘h
runs have started to falter that is wk), Fourth frame finished yesterhurting the overall total at first- , day (Tues.. was fine $16,000 or
runs. currently.
.
‘near after $25,000 for third.
Still) money champ igs “Absent- { Warner (SW. £1,813; $1 50-$3 39)
Minded Professor” with the Easter -— “Exodus” (UA? «18th wk: Cure
include U.S: amusement tax.
—‘“Never On Sunday”. (Lope? (11th stageshow at the Music ifall. This rent round ending today ‘Wed>)
nice
$4,500° first: week... ‘Second
combo, with the stageshow obvi- looks like near-capacity $47.0),
Tao
ONE
‘round. of “Ballad of Soldier” lodks;
=|" Okay $1,000. Last week, ously.
aceounting Zur much of the sans holiday scales. The 17th wee
nifty at the. World.
“ ‘Hoodlum ?
| $1,100. .
draw, looks to hit big $150,000 in
Priest” is: ‘still hot in. third OrienEsquire (Schuchart-Levin) (1,800; fifth session. Ths insures x. sixth was $64,000. New high on film pol‘icy was set in 16th wevk at $68,099,
Wi
‘tal canto. “Cimarron” shapes =
I gt.25-$2.501
—
“Exodus’’
(UA).
week, ‘Hoodlum Priest” finished topping previous mark
held
ty
ain Roosevelt. third. session.
Smash $22,000. Last week, “Spartaits second stanza at the Asto~ with ~ “This
Is Cinerama”
(Cineram
4),
“Trapp Family” looms lively in
¢us” qui (16th wk', $8,000..
a.big $22,000. It’s now in the third. Continues on indefinitely, natch!
third
week. :at- Loop. :-“Absent‘Fox. (Arthur) (5,000; 90-$1.23)—|- “Great Impostor” held at sturdy:
First-Run Arties’
Minded. Professor” continires. great}
“Alamo” (UA) (2d. wk): Big $21, 000. $32,000 in third coun: day-dating
Baronet ‘Reade? (430; $1.25-$2)—
‘in-fourth State-Lake round. “Make
ipOE
IES
aI
Psa
irs,
| Last week, - $31, 000.
‘the Palace. and
arly Trans-Lux: '“Saturday Night, Sunday Moz:nins’
Mine - Mink”
looms fine eighth |.
Washington, Aprit 18.:
Loew’s Mid-City (Loew) (1,160: 85th St. “Raisin in Sun” con-:
(3d wki.
First holdover
stanza. at Cinema’ “Pepe” Is lusty.
_Mainstem. is still going strong on {60-90!—“101 Dalmatians” (BV). 4th} tinued lively with $30,000 in third (Cont!
session
ended
Sunday
‘16: was
in ninth
Chicago -round, while}I stayiing power of its Easter entries. |
A
ecl
tye
aae
wk...
Big. $10,000. Last week, $15,~ ‘round day-dating the Forum and. .wow $18,100 after an alltime high
“Never On Sunday” expects” a. i101 Dalmatians” at two: Stanley :.
000...
arty Trans-Lux 52d Street.
\
of
$19,821
for
opening
week
S.*snappy 11th at the Surf.
Warner -houses and “Gone With
“One-Eyed Jacks” locks to hit a ,ond week was biggest second round
-On ‘the hard-ticket scene, “EXo- | Wind" at Capitol remain. the stand-|, State (Loew! . (3,600; 60-90 —
“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue)! solid. $41,000 in third session at ever at house, with second weskdus” is stout in its 18th° Cinestage iouts,
ty
“Wind” ‘being’ great. “Pepe”
The
advance
re- end topping initial session’; weeks
Jap and “Ben-Hur” rates tall in: ‘at: Trans-Lux is proving sturdy in (3d. wk). Great $22, 000.. Last week, the. Capitol.
served
seat
gimmick
has
been end.
$25.000.:
Todd 69th session.
*
ninth lap..
j
abandoned
as
being
ton
canfusing
Fine
Arts
(468;
90-$1.80' —~
. Estimates for This Week
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000: 90-$1. 25)
> “Spartacus” fs rated socko. ‘in.
Carnegie (Felam’t) (495; $1.50)—|:13th round ‘at the Warner while|:—"Upstairs. and Downstairs” (20th) for prospective patrons and tend- “Breathless” (Films Around Woris)
ing to slow down wicket activity.-‘ith wk.
The 10th week end+I
“Tunes. of | Glory (Lope) ‘(4th wk) i “Exodus” looks |stout |in eighth: at liad.
|
wk. Fair.$3. 000. Last. week,
“AN in Night's Work” 1lo0ks nice Monday (17) was sockeroo $9.40
(m.o.!, Smart $5,200. Last. week, |Uptown.
{34 000.
{Subterraneans” (M-G). (3d wk), ;
St. Louis (Arthur) (3800: 75-90': $19,500 in fourth, playing the Vic- after $12.000 in ninth stanza
Estimates: ‘for This Week
j toria and arty Normandie.
$3,500
Beekman
(R&B)
(590;
$1.29—
“Sanctuary”
(20th)
and
“Shake‘Ambassador -~ Metropolitan. iSWi“All Hands on Deck” is heading $1.75)—*L’Avventura” ‘Janus: ‘34
Sad $7,000..Last week,
¢
—“Pepe” iCol) (9th. wk). “Solid: matians” (BV). (2d wk). Big: $18,- “AIL. Hands. on“ Deck” (20th) and for a light $15,000. in third round wk’. First holdover week ended
“King and I” Monday '‘17) was fine $10.000 after
$15, 000. Last’ week,. $17. 500. “Oine- }
“Pays. of Fhrills, Laughter” ¢20th) at the Paramount.
; 000. Last .week,- $25,000.
lis calling it a day after this ‘4th).- $12,000 opener.
Eyed . Jacks” Par! opens, Friday
Capitol (T oew! 13,426:.~“$1-$1. 65)! A2d wk}, $10,000
{stanza
at
the
Rivoli
with around_ Fifth Ave. Cinema (R&B: (2593
(21).-°
— "Gane Wiih ‘Wind™ (M-G: ‘tre-! ‘Shady Oak CArthut) ‘760: 90- $12,000
likely
in
final
weech.: '$1.25-$1.80)
—
“Virgin
Sprinz’
Cineina isterni (500; °$1.50— issue? (3d wk). Great $20,000. Last ,$1. 25'-—Make .Mine Mink” (Cont! |“Mein
ema
mer
et
me
nee
tT
eS
te
ee
eg
agmnne
preamp
Aaate
agy
nana
ge
Kamrf”
opens
Friday ‘210. ‘iJanus} (m.o.) (10th wk: This werk
“Make Mine Mink’ (Cont:
(8th: week, .$27;000:
(2d' wk), Oke ‘$3. 000. Last week,
|
“Pepe” still was fancy with $21,- ‘ending tomorrow looks good $4,00).
wk), Tidy.$3.000. Last week, $3.100.
$3,
500.
.Keith’s (RKO) Ge850; $1-$1 49 1—500 in 17th week at the Criterion. : Ninth week, $5,000.
-above hopes. |
“Hoodlum Priest’ (UA! (3d- oe |
“Exodus” still is top hard-ticketer,
Cinestaze. Todd? a 038; $1.15.) Good $8,000: Last week, ‘$10, 000.:
55th St. Playhouse (Moss! (253;
‘|
being near-capacity $47,000 in 18th $1.25-$2: — “Don Quixote” ‘(M-€)
“$3.50:—"Exodus” (UA. (18th wk). | MacArthur ‘K-B: 900: $1.25 I— 1
| frame at the Warner.
:'13th wk. This week winding t.Strong '$18.500. Last week, $19,500. : “League. of - Gentlémen”. “Kings? |
“Saturday
Night and
Sunday' morrow !Thurs.) looks to hit hep
~ Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,350;:(3d Wwkr Fine . $4,500. Last week.
Morning” held with a wham .$18,-. ‘$5,000 after $5,500 for 12th sessi sn.
$1 25-$1.'801— "League ‘of | Gentle- . $6,300.
100
in
“second
round
at
the
arty’
Normandie
iT-L)
(592;
$1.25‘men” (Kings, : Hot $12;000. ”Last:
Ontario. (K-B). (1240: $1-$1 49»—|
Baronet, which is a new high for .$1 80:\—~ All In Night’s Work” :Par)
‘week, “Tunes. of Glory" r (Lope) (3d..“Portrait of Sinner” (AIs (2d Wk).
a
second
week
at
this
house
after
wk:, $9,500. .
15th wk:. Fourth stanza ended yesThin $2.000 after $2,500 openex.
la new 2litime ‘high on opener.
Loop (Telem't': (606: $1. 25-$1.80): Palace: (Ioew) (2,390: $1-$1 491
(Continued on page 1!
|
—'Trapp Family" i20th) (3d wk),|ial in ‘Night's Work" ‘Par t2d]
!
Estimates for This Week
i
Brisk $8:400.. Last’ week,. $11,000. ! wk): .Tall $11, 000 after $15.000/
Astor (City Inv.) (1,094; 75-$2)—-MeViekers
(JL&S) |(1,580; 90- .opener.
| “Hoodlum Priest” ‘UA! (3d wk).
,
(Continued on page 10.
First. holdover round finished Sat-j
_ Playhouse ©(T-L) (459: ;- $1-$1. 49y|
Detroit, April 18.
urday (16) was a big $22,000 after
—"Seventh Seal” (Janus). (reissue)
The two newcomers at first-runs
and” “Virgin Spring” (Janus). Good
$38,500 for opener.
this week are not helping much
$5,000.
Last. week,
“Sanctuary”
’ Capitol (Loew: (4,820; $1-$2.50)
but holdovers~ Stay hotsy to give
(20th: (2a wk, $2,900 in: final 10
—'"One-Eyed Jacks" iPar) (3d wk:.
overall situation’ a bright flow.
day's.
This stanza ending today (Wed) is
Toronto, April 18
“Sanctuary” looks mild at the Fox: ‘heading for solid $41.000 or near
Plaza
(T-L)
(278:- $1-$1.80)1—
| Newcomers are not up to hopes
“Naked in| Night” (Indie). Boff. ‘in opener. “Black Sunday” is okay after’ $58,000 for second week.: : but “Hoodlum Priest” is okay at
‘at the Palms, also in first.
$7,000...
Last. ~week,
“Cheaters”
Continues.
Loew's.
“Sins of Rachel
Cade”
“Pepe” stays hot in third session
{Cont (24.-‘wk', $3.900. for’ last nine
Criterion (Moss) (1,520: $1 as.!shapes mild at Imperial. But hold-Philadelphia, April 18.
‘at the. Madison. “Hoodlum Priest” 1 $2.40\—"Pepe”
days:
(Col)
(18th
wk. ,overs are steady, with “World of
There's ‘only one major newer '
‘shapes
fancy
in
second
week
at
the
|
er. here this session but it. is socko. | Town. (Kine) {800}. $1 .25-$1 491— Michigan. “Raisin in Sun" looks: |The 17th session concluded last :Suzie Wong” socka in 11th frame.
jnight (Tues.) was fancy $21,500 or 1“Never On Sunday” still fs great
‘This is “Secret. Ways.” ‘which is '“One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) {3d wk). ‘-big-in third outing at the Adams. ;
heading ‘for excellent. : takings on: i: Hotsy -$8.000. Last week, $10, 000. !
' close. after $37,000 for 16th week. lin 12th stanza.
i “Exedus” continues its sensational j
Stays on indef.
| Hard-ticket pix are holding up,
opener at.the Goldman. Otherwise,;
_Frans-Lux. iT-L! (600; $1,49- aaa
Cols 49th
wk). | pace in 10th week at the Mercury. ;
DeMille (Reade)
{1,463; $1.50-! :With “Exodus” at night capacity
‘4t’s nearly 1007 holdover, making ;$1..801—"Pepe”
..
Estimates
for
This
Week
Sturdy
$6.500.
Last
‘week,
$6,900.
:
$3.50'—'Spartacus” (U) (28th wk-.:in fourth frame with the matinees
the overall total offish,
[
Corp)
(5,041; : This week finishing today (Wed.!! off. “Spartacus”
shapes neat ia
“One-Eyed Jacks” is rated stnash | Uptown ASW) 11,300; $1.25-$2: 253.| Fox (Woodmont
—’ Exodus” (UWA) (8th wk). Stout
.75-$1.49'—*Sanctuary” (20th and* looks like fine $16,000 after $23,000 |17th round.
in third at the -Fox:.“Exodus” still i:
“Capt. Michael Strogofft” (Indie+. i for 27th round. Holds on indef.
Estimates for This Week
is big. in 12th round at Boyd. “101 I$11,000..'Last week; $12,000.
Warner (SW) (1,440; $1.49-$2. 25) Mild
$17,000:.
Last
week,
“AII:
Embassy -(Guild
Enterprises’;
Carlton (Rank) (2,318; $1-$1.59)
Dalmatians” shapes fast in-‘fourth ;
—Spartacus” Wr (138th wk). Great ‘Hands on. “Deck” (20th) (2d wk, |(500; $1.25-$2)--“Shadows”
(BL); —“Tunes of Glory” ‘Lope? (3d wk).
at the Stanton,
‘$11.000
-or
OV
er.
Last
week,
$8,000.
°
Estimates for. This Week
(5th wk). Fourth week finished .Tapering to fair $8,000. Last week,
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,036; |-nronday (17) was trim $9,500 after $10,000.
Arcadia (S&S) 1536;' -99-$1. 80) — "$11.200.

| Estimates Are Net

D.C:Exodus’ 1G

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 90-$1:80° (1,490; "1,000; 90-$1.49)—*101, Dal: down” (Us.

Sanctuary’ Fai
all

IG Det.;Black’
136, ‘Sun’ 126, 3

‘Toronto Biz Uneven But
‘Priest’ OK at $11,000;
‘Exodus’ Trim 1056, 4

PhillyOffAlbeit Ways’
Boff $17,000; ‘Jacks’ Hep.

18; ‘Exodus’ 196, 12th

“| $1.25-$1 49) -—

“Hoodlum
Priest” j$13,000 for third round.
i Eglinton (FP) (918: $1.59-$2.50)
(UA). and. “Night Fighters” (UA)! ! Palace {(RKO) (1,642; $1.25-$2.50' "_—“Windjammer” (NT) (17th wk).
(2d. wk!. Great $17, 500. Last week, |__“Great Impostor” (U) !4th wk!.iNeat $7,000. Last week, $10,090.
‘|Third
stanza
ended = yesterday
0:000.:
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25)
“Exodus" (UAL (2th. wk}, Big.
$19,Palms (UD) ‘(2.955; $1.25-$1,491 (Tues.) was sturdy $25,000 after! —“Suzie Wong” (Par) (lith wk).
_-000.. Last week, $22. 000: :
—Black. Sunday” (Ah and “The: $33,000 for second.
“Fox
(Milgram: .(2,200:. 99- $i.80) |"
Sock $8.000. Last week, ditto
iHand”
tAI: Oke $13,000.
Last | Forum (Moss! (813: 90-$1.80:—
Omaha; April- 18.
Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1-$1.59)
—"'One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (3d wk. _
and Lovers” (20th! :4ith
‘Sock $18.000 or near. Last week, '. Biz. is’ tapering off slightly .this. “week, “Sins of Rachel Cade” (WB) | “Raisin in Sun” (Col) (4th wk'. —Sons
frame
ended
yesterday ! wk, Lusty $9,000. Last week,
‘and
“Foxhole
in
Cairo”
(Par!
(2d lThird
first-runs: al$21,500.
|‘stanza. at downtown
(Tues.) was bright $19,000 after. : $10,000.
Goldman (Goldman). (1 200:- $2-1 ‘though hard-ticket “This Is Cine- j wk’, $15.000.:
$2. 751—"Secret Ways’ (U). ‘Sharp : rama‘ has zoomed to sockeroo ‘pro- | * Madison (UD) (1,408; $1.25-$2)— $26.000 for second week.
; Imperial (FPi (3,343; $1-51.25)—
Paramount ‘AB-PT: ‘3,665: $1- “Sins of Rachel Cade” ‘WB Mild
$17,000 or over. Last week, “Spar-j portions . in ninth week .: Jat the: “Pepe” (Col) (3d wk, Wham: $20,$2)—"*All Hands on Deck” -20th) "$12,000. Last week, “All in Night’s
Cooper. Only new entry, reissue of| 000. ‘Last week, $21,000.
tacus”..(U) (22d wk», $8,000.
Midtown ‘(Goldiian) 11,000; -99- |“Giant’’. at the Omaha, is socko. | Grand Cireus (UD! (1.400; $1.25- l(3d wki. This session ending to-. Work” (Par) (3d wk, $10.500.
“Sanctuary” (20th! 4th: wk), So-so.”
$7.500. Last w ‘eek. $10.000:.

2300, Lastweek $10.00. DE SMART$10,000.

IN OMAHA; ‘GIANT’ 76."

'$1.80\—“Great Impostor” (Ui (6th :“Pepe!remains sturdy-in its h.o. : $1:65)—“Cimarron”
wk),. Firm $9: 000.: “Last week, $9.- at Orplieum «and figures to go: wk-. - Fine $10.000.

(M- G) “4th pmorrow (Thurs.) looks to slip to.
International (Taylor! ‘557:
Last week,: mild $15,000 after $27.000 in sec-°$1.25:—"The Lovers” «Astral:

$1-34

300.
;
three. Fourth week ‘of’.°101 Dal+' $12.000.
: ond. Stays on.
“wk.
Okay
$2,500.
Last
week,
Randolph (Goldman) (2.$00; .99-", matians” -stavs: good at State.
Adams - ‘Balaban’. (1.
700: $1.25-:
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- $3,000.
$1.80) —.“‘Sundowners” (WB) (24:1).
Estimates for This Week
$1.50'—"Raisin. in Sun” (Col) .3d‘fellers) (6,200: 90-$2.75\—"AbsentLoew's ‘Loew (1,641: $1-$1 5)

wk.

Drab $6.500. Last week,- $8,-| ° Cooper - ‘Cooper!

(687;

$1.55-j wkl.. “Big

$12,000.

Last.

week,

Minded Professor" 1BV? and Easter

—“Hoodlum

Priest’

‘UA.

Okay

000.
go. 20:—"This Is Cinerama” (Ciner- | $15,000.
‘stageshow (Sth wk.. Still in the $11 000 or near. Last week, “CimStanley (SW: 2.500: 99-$1. B01 —f}ama? :(9th Wwki, Big $9, 300.. Last
United -. Artists. (UA) (1,667: ‘chips with a big $150,000 in cur- maron” ‘M-G: :2d wk:, $8.009.
“Pepe” Colt (9th wk. Good. 9. week, $7,800...
$1.95-83) ‘Ben-Hur” (M-G) (6Ist rent week ending today «Wed'.:
Tivoli »>FP: ‘935: $1.59-$2 5:1:—

000 or-close. Last week, $12.000:.

ow
we

mmecmens
we
pb

|

Dundee

- “.Cooper! 500;

$1)—|

wks.

Solid

$10,000; Last

week, Fourth was $185,000.

Goes a sixth

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1. 80: — “Cimarron”™.: (M-G:
(3d wk.
Big $i 300:
‘and maybe longer, with “Parrish”
“101 Dalmatians” (BV) (4th wk). ; $4,000 -after: same figure in. first |: Music
Hall {Cinerama,
Inc.' «WB? due in next.
two.
weeks.
Rivoli (UAT? ‘1,545; $1.25-S$2.50)
11,208;
$1:20-$2.65)—“Seven
WonFast $11,000. ‘Last week, $15,000.
Omaha’ (Tristates). (2;066; "15:$1i | ders of World” 1Cinerama: (reis-_ —“King
and I[” (20th: ‘4th-final
Trans-Lux ¢T-L) (500: ‘99-$1. 801—
“Never On. Sunday” (Lope! (21st. — Giant’. (WB. Ireissue!.. Sock. sue (16ta wk Good. $11, 000. Last wki. This week finishing tomorrow ('Thurs.) is heading for okay
wk'. Big $5,500: Last. week: $6,000, $7,000. Last week.. “Rachel | Cade” week, $11,500.
©
Trans-Lux
Krim_ ‘(Trans-Lux: .$12.000 after $17,000 for third
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 99-$1.80' — (WB', $5,500.
Orpheum (Tristates?. (2, 877: -$1- (1,000;
and
second
on_
popscale.
- “Cimarron” (M-G). 4th: wk). Drab
$1.49-$1.635!— “League of::week
}$1.25.—"Pepe’”
(Col? .(2d
wk), “Gentlemen” (Kings) (3d wk). Oke.ae Kampf” ‘Col) opens Friday
’ $5.000.. Last. week, .$3.500.
1
(R&B-Pathe' (499: -99- Smash. $10, 000. Last week, $15, 000. $3. 800. Last week, $4.500.
World
State (Cooper) (743; $10 101:
“Mereury. (UM) (1,463; ‘$1.50-$3', State ‘Loew: (1,900: $1.50-33.50!
$1.80) —- “League of Gentlemen”
(Kings: i3d wk,- Neat 8 700.. Last Dalmatians” iBV) (4th wk). Good | —“Fxodus” (UAi (10th wk). Wham .;—Ben-Hur” (M-G: (73d wk'. This
i week ending today (Wed.) is head$6,000 or near. Last’ week, _ $7,500. $17,500. Last week, $22, 000.
week,. $4,000..

_

“Exodus”

‘UA

4th wk:

Capacity

at night with lively $10,500 likely.
, Last week, same.
: Towne ‘Taylor’ ‘693; 99-31 23;—
“Never On Sundav” -Lope? (12th
wk:
Stout
$5.50).
Last
week,
$6,000.
University
(FP)
(1.369;
$1.53‘$2.73: —“Ben-Hur’”
(M-G)
wk:. Hefty $10,000.
Last

‘7th

week,
$12,000.
Uptown
‘Loew!
'1,304,
$1390$2.75':—“Spartacus” (U: 17th wk).
INeat $8,000. Last: week, ditto.

PICTURE

‘Wednesday, April 19, 1961 .

GROSSES

{11th wk); Okay $8,500. Last week,
$3,700

Nik.Oke But ‘Village’ Mild$9,000;
‘Spartacus’ Socko 116, Exodus’ 106;

Warner “Beverly

’ 1$1.50-$3.50) —

(SW)

“Pepe”

National Boxoffice Survey

(1,816;

(Col)

(16th

pers Potent. $7,600. Last week,
7,000.
.
(FWC).
(1 990;
Fox
Wilshire
$1.80-$3.50)-—"Exodus”

Minneapolis, April 18.
Most Minneapolis exhibitors are

BOSTON

feeling the influence of the income
tax deadline this session plus a

{Continued

from

wk).
Okay $10,500.
| $12,500.

-

page

(UA)

17th}

Last

Biz Offish; ‘Professor’ New Champ, ‘Exodus’..2d,
‘Wind? 3d, ‘Priest! 4th, ‘Jacks’ 5th
.

week,

‘Trade is off quite generally at “League of Gentlemen” (Kings)
first-runs around the country this. “Never On Sunday”
(Lope) and
stanza. Combo of income tax blues “Virgin Spring” (Janus) are the:
and overly-extended
longruns |is runner-up films. Last-named won.
Gepressing the take in most key the Oscar for the best foreign pic,
(U) (26th wk. cities covered by Variety. Oscar but so far it has had little influence
1award
‘night Monday (17) was. any- on its b.o.
week, $11,600.

_ Fine “arts (FWC) (631;

$2-$2.40)

—"Never On Sunday’ (Lope) (21st

8)

or close. Last week, “Cim- en Terrid $7,000, Last week,
(RKO) «(1,513; $1.80: $3. 50)——"Spartacus”
(NET). (2,857; 70-' Pantages
“
W
World,’
as
”
i
$8
vet
eens
Wi
ertuse
:$1.25)
—
“Dondi”
(AA)
and
“Ele-.
Smart
$10,000.
Last
ameter
hant Gun” (Indie). Light $7,500!
Egyptian (UATC) (1,302; $1.25- ithing
How-'$12.000
hurt. entries!
weekendthreeblizard
ever,
of fourthatfresh
arron” (M-G) (3d wk), $6,000.

are doing well. Heftiest newcomer | Paramount

Another

mnewie,

Damned,”

“Village

shapes

only

Orpheum.

Hard-ticket

and

“Exodus,”

entries,

“

remain

mild

of |?

2

syptia

x

at O7 near. Last week, “Sins Rachel ’$350)—“Ben-Hur”
Cade”

Spartacus

»!Than

(WB)

and

Male”

“More

(indie), $12,000. °

New :champion is “Absent-Mind-

potent in|, Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 75-81. 25)—' 1
il
Ds
af

fifth and 12th rounds, respectively. !“White

Warrior”

(WB)

but a tbiz. booster, with thou- |} “Secret Ways” (U) shapes as an
‘outstanding newcomer, being socko _.

(M-G) (73a wk). ane huddled
®
around their tele

Deadly -Big $14,500. Last week, $14, 900.

ion initial stanza in Philly. “Hippo| drome” (Cont) is not doing well in

ed Professor” (BV), which had{L. A. The reissue of “Giant” (WB)
given hints previously that if was{Jooms good in: Providence and. ‘stout

|d 6

and “Up |

going places. It is crowding out {in Omaha.
-“Black. Sunday” ’{AD 4s ‘rated
“Exodus” (UA), which is winding
. Up. second for the first time in okay in Detroit. “Sanctuary”. (20th)
lis. so. disappointing this round that.yey ecks.
looks oke in third at Gopher.
(Indie), $8,000.
“Gone. With Wind” (M-G), ‘out even on seven playdates it is mane
Estimates for This Week
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3)—
aga on reissue,
shows
such aging only two ‘okay sessions,
Academy (Mann) (947; $1.75-|‘““Exodus” 'UA) (17th we. Fine
| strength that it is ‘capturing third Others range trom so-so to. sad.
—
dus” (UA)
(12th
wk). |$14,000. Last week, $15,000
.
‘Pittsburgh, April 18.
“Cry For Happy”
(Col) looks
money.
“Hoodlum
Priest”
(UA)
is
oy
O00.
Last
we,
(730; 75-$1 25. ‘The Penn was betting on Oscar |taking fourth place.
Healthy
$10,000.
Last
week,|
=| State (Trans-Lux)
;
hefty in K.-C. “Gorgo’ (M-G) is
$11.000.
Shangri he (Indie) and eek futures when it hooked the double[| “One-Eyed Jacks” (Pary, just get- rated hotsy in Boston. “World .of. .“

™» | Periscope”

(Indie). Passable $9, 000.

it's the fourthchapter
for’ AN in Last week, “Carthage in Flames”
Night’s

Work. ”

“Cimarron”

also

' (Col)

,,and

Hellcats

of

Navy”

Century (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,150;! 20ony act week,.$6200,.
$1.75-$2.651—Seven Wonders of |
ast week, .§

World” (Cinerama) 'reissue}. Opening eight-week run with lusty $15,000.
Last week, “Cinerama
day”
(Cinerama)
(reissue)
wk}, $13,000.

renty, “Apartment” and.. “Elmer |ting started, is taking fifth position.
|Gantry,” for opening tonight./Pepe” (Col), fifth a week ago, is

ably: Only new entry, “Sanctuary” | “101 Dalmatians” (BV),. feeling
Balto Better; ‘Cry’ Fair: |‘shapes.
okay -at Fulton. “Exodus” ;the trek back to school currently,
,remains
hardy in sixth at Warner. ;is taking eighth spot. “‘The Alamo”
|| $8,000, Wink? Wow 126, Ditto “Pepe”
in fourth at Gateway. lcuar is finishing ninth. “Ben-Hur”
“101
Dalmatians”
is 10th.
‘Alamo’ Solid $6,000, 7th.: Stanley looks loud. .in . fourth ‘at! (M-G)
“All in Night's Work” (Par) will
{and

four

days

last night respect-:is moving

,

Estimates for This Week

up to seventh place.

ne
16th

Gopher ‘Berger) ‘1,000: $1-$1.25)
—“Cimarron” (M-G) (3d wk). Okay
$5,000.
Last week. $6,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000: $1-$1.25)—

Suzie

Wong”

(Par), long- high on

the. list. is sock in Toranto.: fine: in

|“€immaron” wound’ up two weeks winding up- sixth. “Spartacus” (U) Balto and stout in L, A.

Baltimore, April 18.

j be lith

while “Cimarron”. (M-G)

“Great - ‘Impostar” (U), ‘big: in
A. Y., shapes nice. in Philly. “Operation Eichmann”. (AA) is rated
slow in Buffalo and Cleveland.
—
“The Entertainer” (Cont), .okay

in Cincy, is lively in

Cleveland.

“Make Mine Mink.” also from Cone
tinental, looms okay in St. Louis, ...°

“101 Dalmatians” (BV). (4th wk).|
Favorable weekend weather, the: Fulton (Shea) 1,635: $1-$1.50!— .rounds out the Top. 12 pix. “All good in Baito and trim in Chi.
"(Complete _Boxoffice Reports’ on
Trim $6.500. Last week, $8,000. !first that exhibs have seen here, “Sanctuary”: (20th). Okay- $7,000. ,Hands on Deck” (20th), currently
Mann (Mann) (1.100; $1.75-$2.65) |in a long time will boost trade. Last week, ‘All Hands: on Deck” ,spotty:
“Rachel
Cade”. (WB), So
«nS
Pages 8-98-10.) _
—“‘Spartacus” (U) 5th wkh. Socko |currently. Still atthe top is SGone (20th) (2d wk), $4,400. ted) (2,100:
"
11.000, same as last week.
With Wind,” sock
in second
wee
ateway
(Associate
“¢
9

$ Orpheum

‘Mann)

(2,800:

$1.25)\—“Village of Damned
Mild $9 000. "ast week,

admish.

(Fines),

“101 Dalmatians” '$1,25-$1.75) 1g $0000, Last cath Rachel’

looks okay in fourth at

the

Stan- wk).

Only

new

entry

is

“Cry

~fa

wo

00

TC)

Fines “All Hands
derate on $3,500,
Last |
week,
Deck” (20th)
|the. “Make Mine Mink” is healthy;

ast.

Good. $12,000,

wee

o 6

3 300; $1 $1.
50)~

For. “Apartment”:

Gentlemen” | showing at the Hipp. “Secret Partner” is good in second at the Lit-

of

Rousing

“World of Suzie tthe Chases. $8.600.

‘Denver;3

c Wall St.Pundit:
US. Pix Clumsy

Pepe’ hot 1G |

Opens. ‘tonigh trI besedy of"ache Cade," and it is|

(1 000: ' Happy” which is making only fair Gantry”... UA).

‘Field)

Park

St. Louis

$1.25)—“League

$1- at the Town.

‘M-G).!

“Alamo” |
| ton.

Paramoun
e
a
arely good
Last week, ‘“Cimmaron”
(Tues.).
“However, some. of the holdovers
(M-G) ¢3d wk-4 days). fair $4.500. ;
“Squirrel Hil (SW) (834; $1.25)— ‘are doing: nicely: “Pepe.” playing

Re Censoring

(Kings) |; the third week at the Centre, looks
in third at the Five West. “Never. “League — of Gentlemen”
} boffo.
continues
Spartacus”
State (Park) (2,200: $1-$1.50\—| On Sunday” is holding in 22d. (4th wk). Tall $2,250. Last week,}
‘strong in 13th session at the Alad“Pepe” 'Col) (4th wk). Hep $7,000.; round at Playhouse with the end $2.700
_A Wall ‘Street: outfit ‘this-week
Stanley (SW) (3,700: $1-$1.50)-— ‘din. while “101 Dalmatians”. looks
Last week, $9.000.
| not in sight. ~
“101 Dalmatians” (BV) (4th whk).: “good in fourth round at the Den-' came out with a blast against Hol-’.
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
Estimates for This Week
|ywood. Rather than concerning
$1.25\—“Virgin
Spring”
(Janus).
Aurora ‘367; 90-$1.50)—"“Carry Loud $10,000. Last..week. $14.000., V&TEstimates for This Week
itself only with stock potentials,
Looks wham $6,000.
Last week,! On Nurse” 'Gov) (5th wk) (rerun). ’ Warner (SW) (1,516: $1.50-$2.75)
1U-A)
{6th wk). Fine | Aladdin 'Fox) (900; $i .25-$2.50)|
‘—"Exodus”
“he sD.aoa” Mink
Mink”
ft
me
in
fourth
>
(Cont)
(5th eee $2. 000 after same
$17,000. ‘Last week, $16,000.
} —"Spar tacus”
(U)
13th.
w kK). which is usually the ‘case, Arnold
(3¢ wk), £°3.000.

;Strong $5,000. Last week, $5,500.:{Bernard &.Co. also told: its clients
i Centre (Fox) (1,270: $1-$1.45!—. "that the film colony. has been. off:
‘Mighty 'the beam in several major areas,
‘“Pepe”
(Col)
(3d wk).
wk.
Big weekend biz mainly re-: wk).
Fine. $4.000 after $5, 000 in |
CHICAGO
)
1$14.000... Last week, $18,000. _
]including. censor ‘ship, conventional ;
sponsible
for keeping
this at; 16th.frame.
‘Continued from p age 9)
lively £4,560.
Last week, $5.500. ! Cinema
‘Schwaber)
(460;
90- $1.80’—‘“Angry
Silence” —‘Indie)
‘Denham (Indie) (800; $1. 25-$2. 50). television and home toll ty.
World ‘Mann) 1400; 85-S$1. 501—: $1.50)\—"‘Hand in Hand” 'Col) :2d ‘3d wk). Weak $5.800. Last week, j_ “Ben-Hur”
(M-G)
(53d
ow
Uptown

(Field)

—"Ben-Hur”

(M-G)

(2d

run)

“All in Nieht’s Work”

(4th: $1.80)—"“‘Suzie

iPar) (4th) Wk

(Schwaber)

$1.50\—“‘Make

BROADWAY

(Par)

=

—

'17th.

.

Slow $1.200 after $1,800 in $9,000.

wk). Lush $5,500. Last week, $6,- first.
000. Goes another round.
Five West
——

Wong”

90-|

(500;

‘Fruchtman).

Charles

$1-$1.50)°

(1.000;

(8d wk).

Mine

’

Closed Sunday

(16), and stout $6, 800. Last week, $7,000.

Mink’ (Cont) * “Stella” Indie)

and “Foxiest

Girl! ?Good $10,000.

Good $2.700 after $3,000 in Paris” .\Indie). Oke $4.500. Last

for second.

eek, “Gina”

(Indie) and “Beyond

Last week, $13,000.

Esquire (Fox) «60: $1)—"Virgin

|

Hippodrome (Rappaport)
(2.300: All Limits” (Indie), $4,800.

(Continued from page 9)

Subscribers to Bernard's Value

‘house now is dark.
! Denver 'Fox) (2,432: $1-$1.251— | Line size-up of stocks were offered
(435: 90-.
Monroe (Jovan): (1,000; 65-90)—!;“101 Dalmatians” ‘BV) (4th wk). the theory that the U.. S. Supreme
»

SFSoe Lat wack $5.ona”

Court censorship back-of-the-hand
in the

ar
Nice |case

“Don Juan”

Chicago

|for the distributors. For one,
terday (Tues.) was mild $3,500 after. 20-81.50:—“Cry For Happy”
(Col). ;
90-$1.80) |
in Night's
week, “Pepe” i -.Oriental (Indie) 13.400;
Orpheum
(RKQ) Werk
'2.690; Sis
$1-$1.ori
251: sor licensing fees.are involved
AH
$6.000 for third.
Fair $8.000.wk), Last
: —Hoodlum: Priest’””.(UA) (3d3d wk).
-$6.500.
«5th
two, :suits- against apparently.
Carnegie}: 'Caol)
(L.
,
Carnegie
Little
Hefty
$23.000.
Last
week,
‘$29,000.
“Blueprint
for
Robbery”
(Par)
:3d
;
‘Rappaport) (300; 96-$1.50),
; just censor decisions obviously
(520;

Little

Glory” |

of

$1.25-52)\—“Tunes

(Lope) ‘18th wk). The 17th stanza’ —"“Secret Partner”
ended Monday '17) was smash $11,-: : Pleasant
$3.500

| Roosevelt

(B&K) !1, 400; 90-$1.80).-wk).

(M-G) (2d wk).
Okay
—“Cimarron” (M-G).(3d wk).
after:
$5, 000°

Slow

$7,000

week, $9.500.
$13.000. . Last week, $17,000.
000 after $12.500 for lfth week.
| opener.
Paramount
Guild Guild) (450: $1-$1.75\_! Mayfair ‘Fruchtman) (750; $2-' grate take (BEI 2400: 20°)'$1.25)—"Sins

or

less.

cops

might loom as a- -costly matter
cenand,
unwill

Last ; be expensive.

i “Then comes the. rap, of a kind.
(Indie)

12,100; -80-j rare to be coming froma
-profes-.
Cade” |sional investment :firm.. Bernhard
“Two-Way
Stretch”
(BL)
(13th wk. i $2, 50)\—“*Exodus ;
(UA)
(18th
wk).
sor ss
(BY) (4th
Wwkk). Big
$26; 000. i {WB).
Good
$12, 000.
Last
Ww eek, ' states
that: the Motion ‘Picture
The 12th round completed Sunday! Oke $4.000 after same in previous" Last week $39,000.
i*Alamo” (UA) (6th wk}, $10.500.
iAssn. of America has: expressed a
(17) was torrid $7,000 after $12,000 'week.
‘606: $1-$1.45'— : distaste for censorship but: “seldom:
Surf ‘(H&E Balaban) (685; $1.50- |. Towne (Indie)
:
in 11th week.
i New
(Fruchtman)
(1.600; 90-; ' $1.80)—""Never On Sunday” ‘Lope) j.“"Sanctuary” (20th) (2d wk). Okay |fights for its beliefs.” Asserting
Murray
Hill (R&B)
(565: 95-: $1.50)—“Alamo”
‘UA)
(7th wk). (11th wk). Good $6,000. Last week, ::$5, 000. Last week, $8,000.
that much of. the blame for the. top.
$1.80)—“‘Ballad of Soldier” 'Kings) |Solid $6,000 after $7.500 in. sixth. $6.200.
court decision lies with the indus-’
—
TT

(17th wk). The 16th frame finished!

Playhouse

‘Schwaber)

(355; 90-,

(

)

of - Rachel

‘

Monday ‘17) was fine $7,000 after|$1.50)—"Never On Sunday” (Lope) |_ edd Todd) ¢.089; $1.75-83.50)

;

CINCINNATI

try

itself,

Berniard

sarcastically.

‘notes that tthe MPAA
remained
$10,000 in 15th week.
{129d wk). ,Steady $2,200
after (Continued from page 8)
‘aloof from the ‘Don. Juan” suit:
Paris ‘Pathe Cinema) (568; 90-:$2.400 in 21st week.
Sturdy
week,(1:700:
$17,600.
United$16.00.
Artists Last
(B&K)
90- |“Entertainer” (Cont) (4th wk:. Oke |Hed a petition for rehearing .was
$1.801—"‘Love and Frenchwoman”
Stanton ‘Fruchtman) (2.800; 90-' -$1.80\—“Gone With Wind” (M-G)
ie
. “but then the industry
$1,200 after $1,700 third.
.
(Kings) (8th wk). Seventh round! $1.50) —' ‘101 Dalmatians” tBY) ,treissue).
|may have acted too late.”
Wham’
$35,000.
Last
completed Sunday '16) was good |4th wk). Okay $7,000 after $11.000! : week, “In Night’s Work” 'Par) ‘4th- Grand. (RKO) (1 ,300; $1-81. 50)—
A “lack of unity and foresight”
_“All In Night’s Work” ‘tPar) +m.9.).
$8.000 after $11.00 io sixth week. in third.
wk), $16, 000.
Good $7,500. Last week, “Sane: 1on the part of Hollywood is comaza ‘Lopert) (525;
50-S2\—-{
Town
(Rappaport)
11 .125;. 90-:
Ww
{
=:
“Never On Sunday” ‘Lope) (27th ;$1.50\—“Gone With Wind” (M- G)' 93bh ardAll’ Hands On 00: a0" tuary” {20th) (8d wk), $3,500 at; plained of. by .Bernhard in the
t area of regular tv: The tv medium .
wk. The 26th session finished Mon- | (reissue) (2d wk). Big $12,000 after _ (20th). Happy $19,000 or near. Last || $1-$1.25. scale.

day (17) was wham $15,500
$17,600 for 25th week.

after : $21.000 opener.
$
P

68th St. Playhouse ‘Leo Brecher) |

;

(370; 90-$1.65\—"Days of Thrills,

LOS

Laughter”
‘Sth +17)
wk).wasFourth
Monday
week ended (20th)
solid!

”

jweek,ke eisobe

_

|

ANGELES
from

‘Continued

page

World

of

Gentlemen”

(Kings) , 200.

Guild
(Vance)
1300; $1.25—:| simply wasn't recognized as to
| “Virgin Spring” (Indie) (4th wk). profit potential: savs the down(AA) |
jtowner, adding that studios did no

‘epallad. of Soldier” (Kings) (2a! Hyde
wk. Fast: $7, 400.. Last w eek, $6,800.

8)

$6.000
aftertAA} $8,000
in third.
“The WK.
Vogue: Ist wk.
El Rey)
and
|
idse”
or
>.
“Millionairess”
(20th)
(3d
wk,|
ron
RRR GI. 981,801 Yosue; Ist wk, El Rey). Slow $5,“League

Eichmann

(Teitel) (606; 90:$1.25.— | Firm. $1,800. Last weck, $1,900.

Last week, Vogue, $3.500.

Art ‘Shor’, 1500:

In Hand”Last
$1200.
° week.
‘Cold
«3d

$1.300.

Nudist Convictions

-

Park

1.25)la—“H
Okay
ie

Charlotte, N.C., Ap¥il 18.
Hollywacd Paramount (State) (1.-!
A Charlotte theatre owner and
(3th wk). The 12th round .ended
were convicted
Nonday :(17' was big $7,500 after 468: $1-S2.40'—“Gone With Wind” his projectionist

. Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25'—

. more than: comniserate with each
ather. anent falling. theatre grosses
while -indie -program ‘suppliers .inviv prospered. Major: pie outfits are.
‘now in tv “but the. profits to‘date ©
have not been what they would

101. Dalmatians”
‘BV) ‘4th wk..: : have been with an cartier ‘underStill plenty frisky at: $7. 000. Last - standing of. the real problems’
week, $8,300.
ace

99

('M-G) (reissue) ‘4th wk).
Socko. today of showing an “immoral and | Palace (RKO): {2 600: $1-$1.25i— |
$8.500 in 11th week.
| .Bernhard asks if Hollywood has
‘ obscene” film, which to local mor- ; “Auntie Mame” (WB)-and “A Sum- learned ‘its tesson and provides its
Trans-Lux 52d St. ‘T-L) (540; $1-_ $20.000. Last week, $20,700.
Chinese '(FWC) (1.408; . $2-$2.40}. alists means bare flesh.
;mer Place” 1WB) (reissues). ‘Sturdy; own answer — “probably not”—
$1.50'—“Raisin in Sun” ‘Col ‘4th.
wk:.

Third

stanza

finished

yester-

_—‘Absent-Minded

Professor”

(BV) °

Bill

ILemmond

Jr.

owner

of

a‘ $7, 500, .Last week.

“Sine of ‘Rachel

| pertaining ‘to pay-tv. Despite the
of show
‘UA), | business has come a ‘shade closer
to
materialization
in
the.
past
few
$1.25-$2) — “Great Impostor” ‘U: $1.50'—“Trapp Family” (20th) (4th The sentence was .suspended on,Pop scale offering after reserved
The . market potential is
(4th wk). Third session concluded Wk). Dim $2.200. Last week, $3,- payment of $350 fine and $13 court. seat run at Valley. Big $10. 000. weeks,
|
fhormous
and
Hollywood
could
yesterday ‘Tues.! was fine $7,000 100.
costs.
: '; Last week, “Black Sunday” (Indie)
atter $9,500 in second.
Beverly
‘State)
(1.150:
$1.49-'
Carson Paul Jenkins, the pr ojec- and “The Hand” tIndie), $8,000 at | benefit substantially’ as a ‘prime.
supplier of presr ‘amming.
—
World ‘Perfecto! (390; 90-$1.50) $2.40\—“Hand in Wand" 'Col) (3d -tionist, was .ordered to pay $13 | 90c scale.
—_—
But, says the analyst. the picture
Tepid $4.200.
Last week, court costs.
| Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1.50“Male and Female” (Mishkin) wk).
(9th wk). This round winding up. $5,000.
; Attorneys ‘for-the defendants ; $2.50)—"“Exodus” (UA) (4th wk). ibusiness has been apathetic in the
tomorrow ‘Thurs.) looks like bang-°
Music Hall (Ros) (720; $1.85-' ‘filed Notice of. appeal to Superior|
\¢
Good $11, 000 after $15,000 ‘inj face-of strong opposition by other
up $9,000 after $10,000 for eight.: $2.25) —"‘Ballad of Soldier” (Kings) iCourt,
third,
| interested groups,
day ‘Tues.’ was smash $11,000 after

‘Sth

$14.000 for second week.

week, $17,700.

Trans-Lux

85th

St.

'T-L)

(550:

wk'.

Four

Sturdy

Star

$15,000.

Last

drive-in house, was sentenced to 90 .Cade” (WB), $7.800.

,days.in

‘UATC)

(868:

90-:Lovers

jail

for

showing

Holiday,”’ a

nudist

“Sun | . Twin

Drive-In (Sher). '600 cars, ! setbacks. this new form

film, !west: side, $1.15—“Alamo”

wari EVY’S’: LONDON
.

OFFICE

INTERNATIONAL.

8. Jomes’s. Street,_ Piccadilly
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Third Milan FilmMart Draws Many

India Slaps New 10%,
Tax on Radio Sets

Film Co. Reps From All Sections

_
New Delhi, April 11.
Radio ‘sets are among the many |
jitems hit by upped taxes in Finance
Sid Rogell. now confirmed as 20th-Fox’s European: production: chief. ‘Minister Mararji Desai’s new budgHis predecessor, Robert Goldstein, outlined 20th’s British .production et for India.- Radios costing $30 | ~
program at a press conference in London,: Stephen Boyd. is. to- play to’ $60. will have a new 10° Ievy
“opposite Natalie: Wood in “The Inspector” and: Clifton Webb is.to join slapped on them, and the sets costWilliam Holden in “The China Story.” “The Visit,” which is on 20th’s Jing over $60 will have a 20% levy..
Milan, April 18.
Since commercial radio is barred
current slate, is not likely to start. rolling. until next year .. ."“BenEarly indications point to wide«
--Hur,”. which ‘opened in Belfast last week is to be launched in. Hull on {n India, tuners-in don’t get their ‘West Side’ In Paris
spread
participation
by InternaMay 1. It has been-set for a longterm engagement at ‘the Dorchester ‘jistening. for free in this country.
film reps at the Thirty-third
At 60% of Capacity tional
Theatre and will open with a gala preem . .. Peter. Cushing and Andre ‘They have to take out licenses on
Milan
Film
Mart
(MIFED)},
which
‘Paris, April 18.
Morell, who worked together three years.‘ago pb five mouné. ofthe ther radios, the $3 fee for which
/opened here this week in the presIn spite of the triumphal open- ence of Italian Prime Minister
Baskervilles,” are reunited
in a new
Hammer
thriller, “The
Go
- {goes to the government, sole opside,” which has just started at Bray studios. The pic is béing produced |£tator. of radio stations in India. ing and word-of-mouth it aroused, Amintore Fanfani. A fall event,
by. Michael Carreras for.world release through Columbia .. . Bob Baker | The government expects to rake in and complete ‘rave notices, the the fourth, is already planned,
and Monty Berman‘have started their latest production, “What a Carve -$700,000 via the new tax.
“West Side Story” legit company probably Oct. 10-20.
Up,” for Regal International,:Pat Jackson is directing from a screen=
from Israel now at the Alhambra
Mart topper Guido Franci wags
:, play by Ray Cooney and.‘ Tony Hilton. and. the cast includes Sidney
here is not playing to the anticiparticularly pleased at the wide
‘James, Kenneth Connor, Shirley Eaton, Dennis ‘Price, Donald Pleaspated sellout. It is nearer 55°O-60% participation at the third MIFED
capacity weekdays and filled up
ance and Michael. Gough.

LON DON.

Of World: Asia Enters First Time

IndiaWars Vs.

PARIS
“Weekly. L’Express found John Huston’s and

Arthur Miller's. “The

representatives of several Far
\for weekends. It is thus still paying “of
Eastern companies,
among them

jeff for: producers Pete Kameron,
Giora Godik and Felix Marouani.

- Many reasons are advanced for
this state. Such. as: (1) It opened
during the Jewish High Holidays.

Misfits” (UA) ‘the most ‘important Ameriean film production. in years.
Paper ‘felt that certain ‘aspects of Americarp life are both denounced |

New Delhi, April 11.
and. exalted, and. it is primarily a work .o Jove, It calls. for.a new
Indtia,. which
already operates| (2) In spite of the drama and
fraternity among men and the need for love ard friendship. Paper was sharp. film censorship, is: mulling
music critics lifting it from the
puzzled by. frigid. critical. reception in the States . ... Brigitte Bardot,
a
clampdown
on
the
import of such music hall status there is still a
in a bikini, a pout and her hands. clasped ‘over her. bosom, ‘will grace
all the posters for her latest pic “Ya Bride Sur Le Cou” (The Slack foreign pictures and production of resistance’ among ordinary theaIndian pix.as are considered to be tregoers to. foreign language enReins): which comes out later this month. Roger Vadim directed .
Claudé Brule, ex-film critic and film scripter, directs his first pic The of dubious moral value. The Indian tries and especially musicals.
authorities also have decided not
‘Abominable ‘Customs: -Man” for producer Raymond Eger.
However “Story” is a prestige
| to issue import licenses for a num-

|ber of foreign magazines
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ContinentalPreem of
a Exodus’ Wil
Be Initialer atCannes FilmFest
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‘known of which are Glamour, Hit
Parade, Parade, Playboy, Sun Bath“ing, Swank.and Beauty Parade.
_.
Moves were suggested by Indian
National Commission for Co-operation with UNESCO.
Commission.
{@xpressed
concern
at what
it
‘viewed ‘as: misuse of mass-com‘| munications media, which it said

The. official ‘Continental -preem
of Otto . Preminger's - : “Exodus” ‘Ben-Hur’ Opens New
(UA) will be. as the kick-off film:|
House in Helsinki ; had led to a “deterioration in basic
at ‘the Cannes Film: Fest on the
cultural standards.”
Helsinki, April 11,
Night of “May 3.. -Frencth. ‘publicist |.
A
new
cinema, Bio Bristol, has }- Meanwhile, -zealous social workGeorges Cravenne ‘will fly’ down |
ers have. persuaded the Indian gov-.
been
opened
here.
With.‘a
seating
the cream of French. letters, arts,
ernment fo. legislate against “injournalism and diplomacy for: the , | capacity “of. around “800, it’s an .decent” film posters.
While the
‘opening in a “specially | chartered | ideal deluxer. House. has x projec- precise scope of proposed law is
tion
booth
inetluding
CinemtaScope
“jet and then: host them at. a midas. yet unknown, indication that it
‘and
Todd-AO
installations.
—
night dinner with. star entertainers
is impending has been given in
after. the pic before planing, them ; ‘The preem show had “Ben-Hur” | parliament
by’ Information
and
(M-G). on-a-day policy. The picture
“back to Paris.
now.“has passed its fifth week: and Broadcasting. Minister|Balkrishna
Among those on-the list: for this fag -been ‘near-capacity ‘since open- ¥. Keskar.
junket are Betriard Buffet,- FranRapping the. proposal as “both
cojse Sagan, Simone Signoret, Jean
unnecessary and undesirable,” The
Seberg,. -Romain Gary, .- Brigitte |
| Times of India. editorialized: “Once
Bardot,: Jeanne
Moreau,
Marcel
| started: where-can this censorship
-Pagnol, Georges. Sinjenon, Prince
of. imaginary immorality. be legitof Yugoslavia, ‘Marcel
Achard,
imately ended? If posters: are a
Ingrid Bergman,
Jean
Cocteau,
‘moral hazard, so must be the films
‘Andre Maurois, Coco Chanel, Mi| themselves (except. when. they .are.
Anatole ‘Litvak, |
chele
Morgan.
documentaries produced with the
Raoul Levy. Roger: Frey, Wilfrid |:
official blessings of Dr. Keskar’s
Baumgartner, Maurice Chevalier, a:
|. Ministry), Why not scrap them all?
Picasso and Charles Chaplin.
Life will, of course, become dull,
Preminger will attend with film
but won't it be pure!”
players Sal Mineo, Jill Haworth
and Peter Lawford, Preminger will
London, April 18.
hold a luncheon. press confab: on |} - ‘Estimated. ‘profits ‘for-.the year
May. 4 with individual mikes on ending next. June 24 of around.
the: tables,, His. opus..is being ‘$3,640,000 are forecast by the. ‘Rank, |
shown. out. of competition..
~
Organization “in the absence of |,
So far Yank. participation: at the ‘unforeseen. circumstances:.”” That is |:
Cannes Fest May 3-18,‘looks strang, nearly -double -the profit . ‘for the |
with a. high calibre |‘of ‘commercial. previous. vear which. totalled .$2.- |:
Paris, April 11.
_. pix in “Exodus,” the. official entry, ‘013,000. Announcement came with.|. "Both film. exhibitors and legit
Col), .and-'an the report: thatthe directors have. theatre owners seem to agree ‘that
+ .““Raisin in Sun”
‘invited offbeat N. Y.—made indie, ‘declared an. interim dividend of the low theatre and. cinema
atof Shirley. 7l2Co less: tax,- with the ‘forecast. ‘tendance: stems “from
“The - Connection,”
changing
Clarke, which will also be out ‘of ofa final . distribution of.15%%..
| French habits. As the level of
‘competition
as-a
guest of the.
The. Rank board also announced : living rises here, there is more
French. Federation | -of Fiim Au- ‘the proposed issue of $2,254,249
interest in’ acquiring household
thors,
wea" ordinary shares-of 70e each as appliances and an auto than in

RankEstimates

- Nearly Double
1960 Earni
*

beclnein French Pir,

i Theatre Patrons

Traced to. New Habits

.
“se
. . ...

eS
ing
Tem
contemab
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te
pete
prmetecaeep

to modern musical technicalities.
Show is grossing an estimated
$33,000 per week with an overall
$25,000 nut. It is in for a month.

‘inelude some 20 publications best

Paris, ‘April |18.

‘Ye

‘opus that has opened French eyes

similarly

j rated. as of doubtful value. These

However, “Exodus”

and “Connec-

a rights issue in the proportion of entertainment. And with the -car,
one new share for every five ordi- ‘families. take off. for weekend
nary and “A” ordinary shares. held. jaunts, especially in good weather,
Award, and others. One or maybe The price of the issue will be de- but é¢ven-in bad, rather than ateven two more Yank pix will be in- termined. later: and a’ further an- tending the’ film and legit theavited to be shown at: the. festival... nouricement. is expected soon.
| tres.
Highly favored for. -this -statis ‘at.
The profit estimate shows that.
Hence,
this legit season
has
iis writing -is “Hoodlum Priest” the group profits before taxation|
been disappointing. ‘Even shows
a
-| are likely. to be $14,000,000 as that. got good reviews have found
against ‘S11. 200,000 in the previous it hard-going. ‘Music halls usually
| year. "Taxation and outside -sharego in for revues during spring
holders proportion whittles.- that ‘and summer, Legiters can elose for
total. down to the net figures given
the summier but film houses keep
above.
At. the same time. it is also Te]. going on. However, they have gotten. some. relief: via Paris detaxa|vealed that. the directors of GauEdinburgh, April, 11.
tion for July and August.
“Big. business ‘enterprises will he | mont-British have declared an in-Television. fs also. beginning to
terim
divvy
of
6%
»
less
tax.
encouraged: to- sponsor
perfor-:
‘be felt here. So filmmakers and
mances at. the Edinburgh ‘Interna- :
theatre: producers: feel they have
tional Festival under. a. new flan ‘Apartment’ Longrun
la
few ‘years of readjustment . jin
‘revealed here. An Edinburgh Fesstore for themselves. Yet productival Capital Fund, aimed at: yield-|.

tion” would be in line for-side kudos

like the International. Film Critic's

Seek BiBizSponsors

For Edinburgh Fest

Grosser. in Finland.

tion in both spheres is -as high
ing an income of some $150,000: ay
Helsinki, April 11. |
as ever. It may lead to a. slowing
‘year, is: to be set: up.. The. coin| Present langrun pic here is “The
down
and an ‘attempt. for the big
resulting will be ‘used to enlarge |
‘Apar iment” (UA), now: in 20th
the ° Fest!Ss range ‘and: ar tistic stand- |Week and seems set for am in-. productions that can have longer
‘TUNS.ar
‘définite run. “The Alamo". (UA).
“One theatre man thinks that the
Previous. appeals -made by the Started with a bang around Easter.
Festival ..-Society. have been. ‘con: |Other _b.o. Ww inners . include two season will eventually be only six
‘months:
However, this’ is .all con-fined..to the city of .Edinburgh. j‘domestic pix,- “The Mink
Fur,”
jJecture ‘in the usually crisis-prone
Now it is felt {hat the Fest has F “The Scarlet Dove.” :

Assoc. British

Closes Major
U.S. Pix Deals
|

London, April 18.
Coincident
ment

of an

with

the

ambitious

announceprogram

of

10 British features for the coming

year with a budget of $5,500.000 to
$6,000.000, Associated British Picture Corp. has also closed a number of major releasing deals in

the. U.S.
| At a luncheon

last week

Mac-

gregor Scott, the corporatian’s foreign sales topper, revealed that the
company
sold a backlog of 17
Elstree features for theatrical dis-

tribution to Elliott Hyman and
Seven Arts. Deal involves a guar-

the Shaw Brothers’ Runme Shaw.
Also booked are four Japanese
firms, Daiei, Toho, Tosei and Nikkatsu. This is first time Asian oute
fits, including companies in Ceylon, Hong Kong, Singapore, India,
Pakhistan, Thailand, and the Philippines, have come to Milan in
such numbers.
‘Seventy-six distribs have to date
sent reps to scout for product,
among them 24 Italian firms, nine
Swiss, six Benelux, four German,
three French, two British, two Portugeuse, and one each from Monaco, Greece, Venezuela, Poland,
USSR, Yugoslavia, Israel, Sweden,
Mexico and Lebanon.
Producers who have “entered”
product for viewing by prospective
buyers
are
likewise
numerous,
with Italy again tops with 22 companies.
Other
nations
include
Liechtenstein,
10 feature
films;
Belgium, two pix; Japan, seven
feature pix; Poland, seven; Austria, one; Switzerland, 27; Hong
King, two; Soviet Russia, 13; Jugoslavia, 19; U. S., two.
Other companies from _ various
‘countries, including Toei, Nikkatsu, Farnco London and Rank Overseas, have still to advise on the
pix they are sending to MIFED.
BBC has also announced its participation while other last-minute
entries are still rolling in.

Plan to Move Prod. Of
“Soldadera’ to Another

Latin Country Shelved
Mexico City, April 11.
Plans to make “La Soldadera”
in nearby Central Amcrica or other
appropriate
Latin
region
likely
will be shelved at least as far as
Mexican cooperation is concerned.

-antee against distribution of more
than $400,000.
He also confirmed a deal with
Continental Distributing Co. for
Producers Jose Bolanos and Ed
the U.S. release of the company's Gottlieb have learned that talent
alltime top grosser in the UK, “‘The and technicians have signified they
Rebel.” Pic is currently on pre- will not go to Guatemala, or any
release in the London area on the other country, to appear in the
Associated British circuit and has picture.
broken records established
by
Consensus
among
talent
and
“Hercules Unchained” and “Sat- technicians, backing up the Jorge
urday Night and Sunday Morning.” 1Ferretis shooting ban, is that they
Continental also is distributing the will not flout an official ruling and
corporation’s “School for Scoun- possible risk incurring displeasure
drels,” which is heading for a U.S. ‘of authorities if they accept congross in excess of $600.000. It rep- tracts
taking
them
outside
of
resented the biggest-ever return Mexico.
from the American market for an
Noe Murayama, spokesman for
ABPC film.
the actors, first offered the top
| Seatt also gave advance details role and then reduced to a seconof the success of British pix in vari- dary part when dickering with
‘ous
world
markets.
“Operation Pedro Armendariz began, said he
Bullshine,” for example, had played did not feel inclined to make the
six weeks in Johannesburg
and film outside of Mexico.
was proving to be one of the allBoth the National Assn. of Actors
time champs Down Ender. “School and the Union of Film Production
for Scoundrels” recently completed Workers feel that interests of their
an eightweek run in Johannesburg ‘members have been damaged by
and five weeks at the Warner show-° the long delays, for elements have
ease in Bombay.
rejected
other offers while the
The
corporation’s
production matter of shooting permit was up
program calls for five comedies out j‘in the air.
Jorge Ferretis, militant head of
of the total of 10- pix. The initial
project, “Go to Blazes,” is due to the Film Bureau, who touched otf
‘entire
controversy,
still dubbed
get under way before the end of
April. Ié will be followed by “The “La Soldadera” as “garbage and
an
ill
put-together
hodgepodge.”
Young Ones,” a musical starring;
Cliff Richards;
a new
Charlie: ‘ The Film Bureau head denied that
Drake Comedy, another Tony Han- ; the entity is exercising “coercion”
cock yehicle and a Warner Bros. to get national and foreign producproduction,
“Nicola.” which will j ers ‘to turn out “sane, moral and
He
be scripted .and produced by Karl i3 healthy” diversion in films.
| added that producers of their own
Tunberg.
{free will should follow in the fovt‘Also on the production slate is jsteps of the entirely acceptable
“Tamshine,” “The Pot Carriers,” :;entertainment
offered
by circus

“If Chance a Stranger,” “White :jmimes of two and more decades
Witch of Rose Hall’ and “The: ago.
Golden Fool.”
“And a “sane diversion” does not
Among recently completed Asso-: necessarily mean dull and moratiz‘become an event of* such major |" “The Millionairess” (20th) has film and theatre industries. They ciated British Films due for April;. ing
themes, Ferretis said. He desimportance.to the whole of Britain |wound. up nine good weeks. “Mag- still‘manage to continue.
release are ‘‘Hand in. Hand” which !‘eribed producers as guardians of
that the ‘area’.of. appeal should be! nificient
“Seven”
{UA),.
“Suzie |
opened
in the U-S.:
“Story
of! public morals and that they should
expanded pronto. Since its launch- | Wong” 'Pari and Sweden's “Sue|
David,”
starring Jeff Chandler; istrive to channel them to cone
‘ing in 1947, “the. ‘Edinhurgh. Fest|sanne” also have’ been strong en-!.
Additional Foreign News
}and “Don’t Bother to Knock,” Rich- ;‘structive
ends and not pres»nt
“has bracticaly doubled in size and|;
|tries, playing. well all . around -thej
On Page 13
ard Todd’s first independent pro-:! !“deviationary themes” harmful not
capacity..
country.
duction for the company.
only to youth but adults as well.
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‘Come With Me fo the Casbah’
— said Pepe le Moko

The Casbah or Copenhagen, NEXT WEEK in These Columns, it’s London, Paris, Rome,
Madrid, Berlin, Moscow, Zurich,. Vierina, Prague, Tokyo, Mexico City, Manila, Buenos

Aires, Hong Kong, Athens, Damascus and Shangri-La.

Next Week,

After Long Preparation,

Unreels The

ATH ANNUAL GLOBAL PANORAMA
OF THE

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUSINESS
demonstrating with detail and penetration the all-cinema-stretch of Celluloid Showmanship. It is a Cultural— and a BOXOFFICE— exchange of which no country has a
monopoly and hardly any is too small to compete.
An Intra-Trade Closeup on the. Picture Scene in all its Creative,
MERCHANDISING Aspects will be detailed NEXT WEEK in the

Artistic

INTERNATIONAL FILM EDITION
OF
Out Wednesday, in New York on April 26

Then Jet-CIRCULATED Around the World,. Immediately

and

‘AVARIETY‘S’ LONDON OFFICE

INTERNATIONAL

'@ $f. James's Street, Piccadilly.

“TnsideStuff—International
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Mexican Film Bureau Chief
Skeptical About Co-Production

No. ‘Luther’ In Spoleto?

|

Gian-Carlo-Menotti’s plan to
present at his Festival of Two.
Worlds in Spoleto, Italy,. this
Does a U. S: distrib have the legal. or even ‘moral right -to- ask the
summer the world premiere
Overseas producer to kick in and help defray the ‘costs of U. S. court.
of John Osborne's new: play,
‘and: censor ‘battles pertaining to the producer's pic?
‘|. “Luther” is-unlikely to mature.
At least one French producer's rep doesn’t think so. In.a specific case
‘Menotti reckoned without the
that arose. last, year, the rep said the distrib had no legal right what-|
the. opposition of the Italian
goever, since no'censor battles were envisioned when the original con-|
government, from whom he
“tract was entered. into. The rep also pooh-poohed: the moral obligation.
obtains a certain amount of:
idea, because he felt the troubles met by the distrib were largely of
‘cash subsidy, and the Vatican.
the distrib’s making.
—
A play dealing: with one of
The. rep said: that although the film in question, which had been.
the chief architects of Protesconceived and ‘executed as an “‘artistic work,” had. been passed for
‘tanism, along with John Calvin
exhibition ‘in N.Y. with a ‘couple of cuts, the distrib went ahead and,
and Henry’ VIII, would hardly

Jorge

Mexico City, April 11.
Ferretis,
Film
Bureau

Claims 96c Top Stalls
head, is not convinced that coproductions can be the salvation
His Legit Plans in Mex _of the Mexican motion picture in-

Mexico City; April 11.
'dustry as Is argued by producers.
‘Bob Lerner, unable to obtain an- ' The executive said that only ‘one
upped ‘boxoffice scale for tavish- or two serious coproduction offers”
musicals from the 96c top imposedSo far, the’ producer's rep has refused to-allow. any part of the pro:
by Mayor Ernesto P. Uruchurtu, have been made in the past half
ducer’s share of the proceeds be used tu fight the cases. He is, in fact,
says he will definitely stand on thear
; year. In other cases, demands by
‘a jittle trritated with ‘the. distrib, since. he feels that though, had the
sidelines until there is a change : foreign producers willing to coprodistrib been successfiil, the take might have been ‘big, there's going to]
is not. known. but there has
|in.the official policy. He claims it duce are too exacting and leave
be no take at all now, at least until the court cases” are cleared up.
been much exchange. of corre;just is not practical to bring in:
Another producer’s rep,- who jis usually .one of. the first cry that his
-little chance of profit for Mexican
spondence between Rome and
thigh cost shows at present box-'
Clients are being unnecessarily bilked ‘by U. S. importers, takes sharp
‘elements, according to Ferretis.
New
York.
‘office prices.
exception to his' confrere in this specifie matter. He charges that his
The industry must seek other
Meantime,
Lerner
plans
to
take
.French confere and the producer, knew very Ww ell that they had a “hot:
| his Spanish version of “My Fair, means of pulling itself out of iis
little. picture” and that ‘if it made money in the U. S., it would be|
: financial
slump.
Ferretis
sug-Lady”
to
Buenos
Aires,
with
Mexi-:
Jargely: because of its controversial nature. He also says that the pic
¢an actress Rosita Quintana and. gested that the most likely trend
“in question has made a good deal of money in the U. S. and that the
would
be to pact international
|
Jose
Cibrian
in
the
leads.
He
also.
producer does have a moral obligation to. participate In the court
| indicated he has plans for film pro-; names to appear in Mexican-maue
battles, because every such court battle that is won, means more dollars|While this would mean
‘duction because “there is a very pictures.
in the pockets of all ‘producers, including. those of his tightfisted friend
‘big field in Mexico and. future’ heavy expenditure in coin because
from. Paris:
~
‘prospects, despite current troubles, of salary demands of internationally-known players, he claimed the
Pre very good.”
Recent. “Seven Days of Russian. Filins" (March 21-27) in W- Berlin |
Sydney, April 11.
returns
would
more
than cover
was ‘also ‘a success as to attendance. ‘figures at 6.000-seat Atelier am}
A Japanese. trade mission re-}
these costs and would definitely
‘Zoo. Highest.figure (92° of seating capacity): was reached. by “Ivan. centl;:. visited this country and”
build up Mexican foreign markets.
.. the Terrible,” the last Eisenstein pic.. “Flying Cranes” (89°) and “Si-. made a strong bid to interest AusFerretis cited the case of pro-Jenht. Don” (81%) were next successful. .On the. average, the seven sie importers in the marketing of
ducer Ismael Rodriquez who pacted
Soviet .releases reached a.seating: capacity. -of : 81% . (Most of films had -. Nippon- made goods, ranging. from
; Japanese star Toshiro Mifune for
regular runs in ‘W- Berlin before.)
lcinema equipment to automobiles.|
a Mexican film. Advantage of this
‘ German
reporters learned that. Tatjana Samoilowa’ of “Flying Mission
|
leaders said they were
is that picture will be made in
Cranes”) is’ not as popular . in the Soviet Union as they suppose: A’ convinced
wider
markets here
|
Mexico,
give employment
to naRussian. said that she is more prominent in the western world than in. “would result from the visit, espe-]
tional personnel and perhaps inher own country.’ “But. ‘of course,” he added, “we have na star. cult.” 7 cially as the government . had
Damascus, April 11.
|
sure
sale
of
exhibifion
rights
in
‘Both Russian. films. “Flying Cranes,” and. “Ballad. of a Soldier,” drew |; granted a ‘greenlight to. imports.
Pull that. ancient billing “trie! key areas throughout the world.
better reviews in western countries than in the USSR...
-It.was hoped to. introduce more ! umphant tour” out of the files and’
Another outcome of policy of
Japanese-made. films here, it was three-sheet it all over town for contracting international players,
Jewish Playwright Moshe Lieber: is currently reported in Berlin | indicated,.in
the near future. thus:
Jooking here for a man. who. saved his life: during the Hitler years. to. include playdating ‘in selected.‘seven nephews and one niece of a trend the government is disposed
-Uncle Sam whe comprise-the U.S. to aid, is that an exchange system
‘Lieber, who now. lives in. Israel and whose’: play “The Pledge” will be
‘cinemas .in the keys and near- '‘Gymnast-Trampoline Team touring can be fostered with Mexican play~
preemed_ at local Academy ‘of Arts in April,.’resided- in Berlin in the
Suburbs.
Uniderstanding here isi the ‘Middle-East under the Presi- ers obtaining contracts with pro30s -and “was arrested by the. Nazis...Unknown persons brought. him,
that Japanesé ‘film interests are dent Kennedy Special International ducers in other areas of the world.
‘under mysterious circumstances, to railway station where they handed
, Program
for Cultural
Presenta- Coproduction deals, Ferretis said,
him‘a ticket to Palestine. Saviors were a composer, Hans Rennert, with -hopeful .of securing an intimate.
‘whom Lieber had. worked together, and, as Lieber believes, Rennert’s cinema for the exclusive: presenta- !tions. Opening in istanbul, they generally mean that Mexican pro-:
product: play Ankara. Nicosia, Beirut, Da- ducers must yield considerable adfather, then:counctllor of a Berlin stipreme court. For some: years, tion of Japanese-made
‘mascus, Amman, Kuwait, Karachi. vantages to foreign partners, espeLieber. has been trying ta gontact the Rennert family but all efforts: early next ‘year.
. Right now, Japanese-made ‘car- , Lahore,
Kabul
winding
up
in cially in matter of division of extailed.
bons-for. projectors: are finding: . Tehran.in April. They've been an clusive rights.
To gain ground
ready sales here in opposition toi‘unqualified
sensation on
every and new markets, and to financialAmeriean
and ‘British
product,'
‘Ivy
benefit,
Mexican
producers
| selling at a much cheaper rate,
‘Coached. by Erwin Volr-. vet ‘should pay more attention to policy
‘{ than the former two. To local ex-! : coach of U.S. Gymnastie teams and , of paying for the services of box| hibitors there’s no flagwaving bar-’ ; Olympic judge, and captained by _ Office names.
Tier when it’s a question of’ price.i: Abe Grossfeld, member of the ’56i ‘ Few Producers Willing to Pay
- Italian’ and French
films are: :and ’60 U.S. -Olympic
Gymnast!
firmly entrenched here and likelyi{teams and member of the '58 World :‘ A limited number of producers
have already initiated this policy,
will “continue to further advance ! Championship team to Moscow, the! ; put
the heavy cash demands of inMakes Him |
a Figure
| as-the year progresses. Presently, |team includes Mrs. Muriel Davis !ternational
players is a major
] there are ‘four Continental cinemas
|
Grossfeld
'wife
of
captain’,
mem-'
drawback.
|Zacarias Productions
London, April 18: : stack of fan mall: “y hope it has©operating in this key city, with ber of -’56 and ’60 U.S. Olympic;
has revealed that it is pacting
-Gréek-made -films. ‘screening. exWomen’s Gymnast team, WilHam} Harry Belafonte to star with Maria
. Ken~ Revis, 43-year-old partner. done’ some. good, particularly in; -clusively. in an. industrial nabe.
‘Black
fn an-Oxford theatrical agency, has encouraging. other. blind people,” "|ara _ German and Polish film produc- .‘Buck of Iowa State, three-time; Felix in “Musica Negra”
: champ of Big Ten Side Horse com-! yjusic), with the Negro actor re‘become. one. of the most talked-' ‘he said..
————.
‘ers are looking for more release :
;
petition
and
outstanding
trampo-1
portedly
agreeing
to
a
$30,000
fee,
Only
thing
Revis
has.
failed
to
do.
. about men in’ Britain.’ All on .acoutlets ‘here,. and. will link with |
--count of a filmed tv. program which is learn ‘to fly. Says he: o didn't -established.- distribs for a wider: line performer and leading comic |tax free, with travel and living exknow
w
hich
way
up
I
was.’
,
iof the group; Garland O’Quinn and{penses also paid.
Few Mexican
showed’ him dancing, water-skiing,
coverage.
piloting a. speedboat and Sriving Al.
It's interesting to note that sev- |Donald R. Tonry, members of the| producers, even with Film Bark
60 Olympic team; Larry Snyder.) aid, can shell out this sort of coin
car at 90 mph:
eral exhibitors, are close to hostels';U.S.
Trampoline: Champion; Mar-! for talent.
] carrying. a fair-sized foreign pop- ‘shall Claus ‘injured in Beirut! and
. What made all this- remarkable
producers . seeking
.
.
os
,
, That’s why
a
ulation. are now booking foreign- ! Armando. Vegas
ts the fact that Revis was blinded |’
(injured in Tur-* givision of custs, favor the vo.
lingo films and reaping good refin World “War H,. in which .he
i eyooth out ofshow and replace d promotion deal. And it's reported
["
turns.
served as-an Army: bomb-disposal | .
_ Mexico City, April 18..
yced
fi
in th
US. Central that considerable interest on the
expert..
knowing the possible consequences,. tried to exhibit: it elsewhere
out any. cuts. The results are several court cases still pending.

with- .

-be palatable.
Moreover, the
play’ presents a Pope on the
Stage, and :apparently not toa
attractively.
Exact status of the situation

Japan Seeking

Aussie Outlets

Yank Gymnasts
Boffoin Mid-East;

~ Ken RevisHasCotItMade

‘Blind Theatrical Agent's Vidéilin on Accomplishment

[RussosSeek Permil To

Show Widescreenin Mex

The theatrical ‘agency, in which
-he is partnered with his wife. and

i MEX UNIONS PEEVED
BY ‘GERONIMO’ SETUP.

“Russia. is dickering with federal j

placed first

in

the U.S.

4 fal

part of Italians, French, Germans

the VIP show. In affairs of this
nature
generally just the boys

Numerous Side Events
At Milan’s Film Show

film officials here te obtain an exAAU. By asthe in 59 and Tom: and British to dicker coproductions
hibition. permit. ‘for’: ‘Soviet-made
Osterland of the University
of yith Mexico has been shown. Jorge
“BBC. producer William Scott-Coom- ;product |‘having ‘a system ‘similar
Michigan,
,,;Rado, bandleader recently returnber, is called. Sandra Productions, to Cinerama. ‘The first so-called|
A typical example of the show’s ed from an 18 month European
after. Sandra, a ‘now-dead guide “art” picture. gives aspects ‘of life
Mexico City; April “11.
‘success was the date in Damascus. ‘tour, stated that there is “very
Mexican’ unions and: actor-techni- Sponsored by Syrian Minister of :great interest on the part of fordeg who once -accompanied
Reyis in Russia and also. plugs .a. hefty
propaganda $line for the “paradise cal, elements are disgruntied: over .Education. Amjad Tarabulsi, the jeign producers to talk pictures
to auditions.
|
the
policy initiated: by producer show. was booked into the Commer-|
it
;
Said Revis: “We founded the of, the proletariat” under red rule.
was the only with Mexican counterparts.
‘Film circles here view with ,’ Hank Spitz in shooting “Geronimo” icial H.S. because it
agency at.Christmas Eve; 1957. I've
:in
Durango:
Instead
of
Mexiean
!
indoor
spot
in
town
with
a
Canis
‘always been interested in show. mixed feelings’ the more or less:
the trampoline
“business, As.a schoolboy, I used to- frequent showings. of: Russian films. | elements.. the producer is bringing 'to .accommodate
listen to Crosby—I still-think there ‘Principal beef of producers is not down. Americans, and relegating ; work. The first performance was

is nobody like him—and that” gave on ideological lines but that there. 'Mexicans: to-only 20 extra jobs and
me -the idea I‘d like to.be a pro- is no reciprocity: on the part of ,possibly two aclors in minor sup-

fessional singer. The

war: ended. ‘Moscow

in showing Mexican

pix. |porting roles:

Union : leaders,

‘that dream. :But’ J ‘trained at the).tin Volga Jand._
Roy al Academy of Music and I've

- Bung.in

a féw television shows.

“Now the agency. is doing well.

PLAYWRIGHT'S, 20 BAN.

‘who

look

tapped to do the honors show. In

for

this case, on hand for the amenities
were Secretary General of Ministry of. Education, Omar Shakashuro, and Syrian Region Director
of. Physical
Education,
Anwar

Hollywood activity. to boost film
‘employment in Mexico,. are watchjing the matter closely. Producer
‘| Spitz for his. part frankly said that

‘We're booking a show in Liverpool |- ‘Wilberto Canton Again Fails: of under present pay scales asked by

Mexican License |
and also handling a couple of. sum: [|
Mexican: talent there is net: much
‘mer shows.. We've booked .a lot of.
saving, and so he prefers’
to use
wes
Mexico City, April .ii.
big: names, including Yana. and the;
Americans who speak a clear EngThe..Office of: Public Entertain-. lish instead of the heavily accented
‘Maicolm Mitchell. Trio,
“T ‘often go to auditions, but my “ments has ruled negatively against ! version. ‘by Mexican’ players.
*_______
wife handles most. of 'the actual . Wilberto .Canton’s play, “Inolvid- | .

beoking. I look after the legal side, able”: ‘Unforgettable),. with cen-‘
of ‘the ‘contracts. I'm a qualified | sors dubbing. it “immoral’’ because
it: accents “scenes of “strong. pasJawyer.”
'sion” with this. ‘making it unsuitRevis studied jaw. for six. years able for public showing.
when he -was- already blind .as a,
This is the first play ban this
result of a booby-trap. which: ex- |year
by the Office, and the second|
ploded in his face on Brighton Pier |
time playwright Canton has been!
in -1943.
refused sanction.
Censors pro-|
_. Apart from. the agency, he has a! hibited showing. of ‘his “Los Mal-|
job as a press officer with. a car. ditos” (The Bad Ones) some time]
‘firm. His wife -helps -him in ‘his: ago.
agency work by reading. contracls , Censor ruling is. that’ play” can-|
and correspondence. to. him: She. not be shown. in any legit house,
also ‘sits beside him—as steering-- experimental theatre, or in ab-|
guide—when he driv es. that 90 mph ' breviated: version for television.
car.
Play. was to- have. premiered this
The tv program showing the busy month at
the Arcos
Caracol]
life of Revis has. brought him j Theatre.
;
'

Scot Officials Turn

j

Down

‘Warsaw Ghetto’
|.
Glasgow. April. 11.
Permission for the screening of
films: that were too. gruesome for
the Germans to see in wattime
has been refused by city .magistrates. One is “‘Warsaw. Ghetto,”
illustrating Nazi bestiality against
the Jews. The others are’.“‘Private
Property” and
“Black. Jackets,”.
two: films with a sex content.
Request came from Cross-Chan-

nel

Distributors: ‘Screening

per-

mission. was kayoed on grounds
that the films do not have a cer-

tificate from the British Board
Film Censors

of

1

Large number

are

being

held

Milan, April 18.
of sideline events
here during -the

third Milan Film Mart (MIFED,,
which finds a host of film industry
reps
from all continents gathered.
Tello, who gave the welcoming ;
spiel. The rest of the big wheels, lat the Milan Fairgrounds to buy,
|
sell
or
merely look at recent prodincluding Army brass, instead of
giving away their ducats, showed uct in fields of feature pix, ducumentaries
and telepix.
up in force, bringing
relatives,
On the current agenda is the
friends, etc., overflowing into the
aisles. It was a record attendance | General .-Assembly
of
the _ Infor any performance at the H.S. ternational Exhibitors Federation
Minister Tarabulsi got the message j {UIEC:: the general assembly of
and moved the next performance! the
Internafional
Distributors
out-of-doors to the Damascus Fair- Assn. tFIAD); and the general asgrounds Basketball Pavillion seat- ,sembly of the International Film
ing 2,500. They shoe-horned 3.500: Bureau ‘BIC!. Other major Interpix groups
which
will
into the stands ... and turned ‘national

more away.

.; meet in the MIFED

building are

Even their receptions were big!the CENDIST, which will present
draws. Consul General and: Mrs. a special program of films made
Ridgeway, B. Knight tossed a VIP
reception’ at the official residence

especially for children.
Federation
(C.L.1.T.C.)

col. Don Shea, PAG

trial Film Industries; the Yugoslav-Italian
committee
and
the
Franco-German-Italian
committee

and it was attended beyond protothe

Consulate

party

for

(flack man) of

General,

press,

radio,

threw
tv,

a

and

sports.
Mission accomplished. Real Yankee Doodle Dandies. -

The Int'l
of Indus-

on co-productions and related matters; the Italian Assn. of Produce

ers of Tele and Theatre
Films.

Publicity

14

|

|

|

|

|

Wednesday, April 19, 1961

FReeady the 4t

of Jul

20th Century-Fox
Joytfully Presents

The Loveliest,
Happiest

Show Of

The Year’

‘OO
Introducing

AROL
as “Snow White”

4009
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Teleglobe System|TREND OFAMERICAN MAG CIRCULATION. f For2ti-For
Wednesday, April: 19,.1961

TOTAL

Hollywood, April. 18,
A new pay tv system, one. of the :
three approved by Federal Communieations Commission, will be
‘tested over the air: within three

1959
Pos.
1

2°
Bo
“7.
5.

Broadcasting Corp. and Macfadden

Publications. New system is. called
Teleglobe, in which. Bartell’s com-

4

|}

vestment.

Bartell, passing a few. days here

talking to picture péople and sur-.
veying the field for a station, which

he may buy to conduct the test, de- |
clined to say where the test would |..13
be conducted but intimated that he
‘had already made.:a selection. ‘He |
said ‘the full details would be divulged at a press. conference in|
N.Y. next week.
" “T'ny very. much. sold. on toll-ty,”
said Bartell, “but. only ‘as an over-|. |
the-air ‘venture. I don’t believe: in].

millions for the installa- -

tion _ of cables.”
Asked whether he would have
any dificully in getting. FCC -approval for the.test, he replied ‘ ‘not }
at all.” He declincd -to elaborate

but

indicated it was. all cut and} -

dried. ‘Telezlobe, he .said; was a.|::

Bartell had visited. ‘Phoenix and | 34
Frisco’ before coming here but. de- | 3
-Clined to say whether either. of | .
these. cities: would be selected for |.
‘the ‘test.: He indicated -‘that.a sta-|_ :
tion w ould. be bought :-for the: ex- :
‘perimental project.

Bartell Broadcasting. owns. four. :
radio stations in-this country: and .
42.
tv stations inHaiti-and The Neth‘erlands, West. Indies,

'

50
51.

Continued - from page 7—.

Kaplan. are handling Kline's: nego- |. 52
tiations:
53.

writer,

on

and

who

Spent - seven | 54

off. prepping
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22° Parent's. Magazine

bee

the|.55

screenplay,. will not. attempt to: di-

56

rect it himself but is. Seeking at. 57

' ¢0--producer

setup:
‘58
. Option for cooperation by: Peru59
vian government in. use: of army 760
personnel and’ facilities: followed
6k"
. writer's meeting: ‘last. year with
62
7 President - Prado.. Option arrange- |: 8B.
ment. is dated Dee. -5, 1960. It can “64
be extended. depending - on: actual| 65
‘gtart date. of- filming.
66...
Kline- -figuri es 50% of pic,includ- |- 67°
‘ing massive battle action and march |. 68
over ‘the Andes, ‘will. be’ shot in}. 69
“ Peru, Sequences also will entail
70
filming: in. other. South American
71
countries and in- Mexico as well,72
according. to Kline: He. said film
73°
“would be a complete Pan-American
‘14
venture,
employing. performers
75
and crews: from: north -and south |- 76 .
America. Pre production. work al-. V7
ready is being supervised.at Churu78

-busco studio by: Peter. Mayer, son
“vof.N.Y. ‘theatre. operator. Arthur L.

offered to-join in financing by ‘pro-|:
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TESTI,

“WHAT'S "OBSCENE'? |

Jury Can't Decide —_ Lemmond
Faces ‘Second Su
Such Charge

. Charlotte,
te,N.
N.C, April 18.

°468,119
448,596
433.021
432,287

will

+ 15.1

+ 88
13
+
+ 23.0

be

Sam

Katzman’s_

three

$1.000.000 pix. He also has an
.|option for three more.
Commenting on 20th’s contract.
list of mew players embracing 14

actresses and 21 actors, Goldsteia
said that the investment in these
people is small if he eventually
makes a star out of one of them.
To help them along, he has circue lated tests of ali the youngsters
through the other studios for possible
loanouts.
“It’s
exposure
these people need,” he said.

12

1,264,750

1,235,745
1,227.950

1,140,144

54° Glamour Inc. ‘Charm wpe be ee ee eet e ee

viding part of production comple- |
tion guarantee.

2,708,795
2,669,800
2,941,977
2.517.846

Hollywood, April 18.
Give or take a million or -two,
20th-Fox
will
spend about $50,000,Mos. Ending
000 on 24 productions for its 196112/31/59
62
season,
studio
chief Robert
+ 48
Goldstein said here. The figure
+ 3.86
doesn’t
include
amount
to be spent
+ 49
on Darryl Zanuck’s “The Longest
+ 14.6
|
Day”
or
George
Stevens’
“Greatest
+ 94
Story Ever Told.”
+
2.4
All but two of the pix will be
+ 75
made in Hollywood—those going
+
9.8
abroad
being
Leo
McCarey's
+ 18.9
“China
Story,” William Holden+
3.4
+ 68 | | Clifton Webb starrer, and Mark
“The
Inspector,’
with
+
03 ° Robson's
Steve
Boyd
and
Natalie Wood.
+
81°
Both will be shot in Britain. There
+ 04
will also
be European
location
—
15
work on “Tender Is The Night.”
+ 143
+ 6.0
Included in the studio operation

% Gain or

Loss over 6

26°
-27

ParMayDrop
| See Ticket
SaleforJacks’

:-Mayer,
and -Augustine Delgado,
’ Kline’s longtime Mexican, associate.
Mexican film: union, Kline said, ‘has |

3,220,354
3,122,628

eee cree bene ase geeeee ’ 2.408.348

16 ‘True Story ....... arr
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_.the accompanying ‘sound..

“years

PUBLICATION
Reader’s

.28 Popular Science Monthiy bee

sound security system, |in which | any set could get the .picture but
would. require a switch to receive .

p——

6 Months

.6 Look .:..-..%. {:
bee ewheeees Wa see eae
wee pe sescaeres
sevwes 6,322,417
8 Everywoman’s Circle ... wee cece
a esc ee eee de eewes Areas . 5,616,029
11 Woman's
Day -..... 2. lee
ceeceee
ec eee eee teense
5.051.066
9 ‘ Better Homes -& Gardens wa bea cre sce ctcapaicervace
« saacas - 5,037,498
10 Good Housekeeping ....:........ 00 cu ce cae eee eee eee a seeeee 4,961,039

pany has made a considerable in-

spending

AVERAGE
PAID CIRCULATION

Average

‘months, it was disclosed yesterday.
-by. Gerald Bartell, prexy:of. Bartell

May Cost $50-Mil

(Per Gallagher Report)
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way stage six years ago because of
a scene in which Van Heflin kissed
a fellow actor full on the mouth.
Because of the ruckus raised by
the
Legion of Decency when the

Production

Code

approved

“Sud-

denly Last Summer” in late 1959,
it's a cinch the Code people are

going to be particularly leery of
| letting “perversion or any inference of it’ by in the projected film
adaptations
of the plays
cited
above. ‘Last year both the Code
Vand the Legion rejected two feature films about Oscar Wilde).

An

interesting

angle

on

the

Legion-Code fracas re “Suddenly”
was that the Legion, while calling
the film essentially moral and giving it a “separate classification”
instead of condemning it, at the
same time blasted the Code for
having
approved
the
picture,
charging that “Suddenly” specifically broke the code rule on perversion.
This, in turn, points up the diIemma of the producer who tries
to serve two masters—the Code
and the Legion. What, for example,
| happens in the case of “The Devil’s
Advocate,” a serious and probing
drama which features an important
homo
character
as
well
as
a
suicide?
.
Conceivably the Legion would
not blast the film version if the
homo stays in the story (it has no
hard and fast rules on this subject
such as the Code’s) but it frowns
on the glorification of suicide. The
Code, on the other hand, is not so
strict on suicide, but cannot pass
{the homo bit.

|SPC's Wage Hikes.

|In New 2-Yr. Pacts}.

After nine hours of deliberation,
a jury of ‘seven men and five;
‘women filed out of the jury room.
in Superior Court to say they

With 20th, WB, Col

-Par’s 20-a-Year

wuaman Continued

from

page

3 suse

jpicture so long as the public re-

lieriy
the market being particui couldn't. decide if “Sun Lovers
|Tarly receptive for the “right kind”
| Holidays * is an “obscene”. film.
Screen Publicists Guild negoti- : of production,
Paramount
is
expected.
to
“drop
}
- the number of Americans who at“Judge P. C: Froneberger de- ated new two-year pacts with 20thtend the Carnes fest: compares to shortly. its special ticket-sale for -clared.a mistrial in the appeal of a Fox. Warner Bros. and Columbia ' The extensively-diversified Par
the number at. the Venice fest, but “One-Eyed Jacks.” ‘Gimmick. was County Court .conviction’ of Fox last Motiday (17) night to avert a. is now in the midst of Telemeter,
‘thought it might be’ a “significant offered as a_-public. coriyenience,. Drive-In “Theatre operator . Bill walkout that midnight—expiration : this being the home toll system
“Which, after several years, has yet
figure to check.
‘but. the- word is’ around that. it Lemmond Jr. on a charge of ex- of union contracts with the three to get bevond a suburb of Toronto,
‘While in New York, ‘Mieccoli met:
hibiting an obscene film. The jury companies. Meantime, talks con‘Fesulted
in
public
‘confuston.
‘fa
icausing
trade comment about “get‘with “Motion . Picture -Assn. - of
|had been 8-4 in favor of convic- tinued at Universal and Metro,
‘ting off the ground.”
Balaban,
America prexy Eric. Johnston and ‘stead.
| tion.
‘}Where
current
pacts
terminate when asked about this, said he's
-- other execs seeking their coopera- | Policy called’ for the availability
‘Meanwhile, . Lemmond.
faced: April 30 and June 1 respectively. satisfied with the progress so far,
..tion in the 1961 Venice: affair. . of tickets -‘up..to ‘seven days in. ad-.
trial in County Court on another Accord. with United Artists was -did not look for an overnight
They. are genuinely interested, he
reached Saturday (15).
blockbuster, and wants the franreported, expressing satisfaction at: vance with: the custonier. guaran- charge of exhibiting an obscene
teed
a
seat
although
‘the
-picture
film. He is scheduled to be tried
New agreements with 20th and chise customers coming to Par, not
the’ frankness of his talks. Last’
In April .18- for’ showing “For mem-! ‘Col provide weekly wage boosts of vice versa. Incidentally, the major
year’s Venice fest. threatened to would. be on continuous run.
turn into a diplomatic shambles. New York, ducats are available: at bers. Only,” another nudist film.’, $8. and hike minimum salary for talent concerned with Telemeter's

—

Continued from page 3 Saas
—.

- First charge came when Lem-! |all job classifications. Union claims ' current run of “specials” is in on
when fest authorities. refused to. all. Loéw's houses, plus. other sites,
accept the official MPAA. entry.. for the. -current .Capitol, run of mond and his. parttime projection-! it also won increased job security, -a Pparlicipation, meaning incremen‘Since that fracas’ had. taken place “Jacks.” Par has-to see to it, of. ist: Carson Paul Jenkins were ar-: achieving further modification in ‘tal pavoffs with re-runs and exbefore his appointment, Meccoli ‘course, that no performance is sold .rested'on March 1. LLemmond was |the clause relating to hiring of out- |panded audiences, Par’s top man
sentenced to 90 days in jail, sus-. _Side agency personnel, a particular | reported.
thought it the better part. of. valor beyond capacity of the house. —
Par decided. to give the idea a! pended .on payment of $350 and: sore point with the union, and also ! Par’s common stock is now exnot to express ‘his opinions on Ww hat
Whirl, as‘-a followup to .the suc-. costs.
Jenkins was fined court via an improved “tolerance” clause changing hands at the new-high
had happened.
.Earlier, during..a. brief. stopover. cessful marketing of “Psycho” (no costs. They appealed and the case involving overtime pay for pub- level of $85 per share—how about
was
dropped |i.
: licity contact personnel. SPG feel- that? In an allusion to the profes-{n Washington, Meccoli had. pre- seating once the Opening. frame: against. |- Jenkins
jing on the right of companies to ' Sional analysts who have been con-}earlier in the. appeal frial.
_ sented ‘Johnston: ‘with the. Venice is ‘projected? .:
22, county
police : transfer workloads ran particularly,.Sistently supporting the stock is” festival. award, voted the “‘MPAA]
Seems ‘as tholigh ‘it’s hard to. ‘On March
prexyv ..by the Biennale
|
high in wake of recent shifts to |
‘D'Arte | break with-‘tradition, no. matter again raided the theatre and consue, Balaban answers, “The people
downtown are responsibie, not us.”
outside agencies by 20th.
-fiscated the second nudist film.
headed by Prof, Italo: ‘Siciliano. how noble ‘tthe motive...

16
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Ingtimespeeing Ben-Hur AllWays, All-Time Tops
Bernays A ‘Professional Nephew’ lowing,

——————————

‘authorized Jones’ biography, the: é

“Dorothy Thompson had written
a- severe. criticism of the book
| which had so angered Edward Ber‘with. all the craftsmanship. I coutd. ticle, ” “he. “had” to secure one: Nays‘ that he wrote Freud asking
| what Steps should -be taken to debring to bear on: a subject, which finally ‘from “a friend”.
+ By T. BIDWELL McCORMICK
‘EJoved and respected,
©
And, again, if we were seeking |‘fend: him. .Jn reply Bernays re. The: most. demanding . problem “his help, if:-we. were. calling him, ceived 4°. verse cablegrany of only
Denver, April 13
2 in:-the script ‘Was to recreate the iw hy did‘he finally” have to trap me’. two words. -. “Never mind.”
“Ben-tur,.” now in its 53d week
complex. man who -was Sigmund ‘at home early on a. Saturday morn-: Perhaps, on receiying “such an
_‘ivresponsible article from this same
at the Denham theatre, has broken
(Freud. in his: middle ‘thirties. “Ate fing?
“ nephew, VariiTy, instead of dignievery known record for long ruzn.,
it. should have followed ‘the | Jude William C. Hecht Jr. of:
on. ‘admission. ‘a failure fi--some:single reading of, Bernays that:!Tying
number of attendance and. ai-9.s
+ war’
a maverick:in medicine, with tather than seeking his help, as , grand © old man's advice. and sent ,N. Y. Supreme Court Monday (17)
a fine, warm. sense. of humor, a he. says, we: tried to avoid it.| it back to Nephew Bernays with reserved decision on a_ petition: receipts ever established in t's
strong attachment. to “his: mother: And: instead of soliciting liis as-: Love :Wo. yords written across: it, filed by" Zenith International seek- Mile High Cty since the first no k“Never mind.”
jing-a temporary injunction againsi tlodeon
-and-to his. wife, beset by the: anti- sistance, we were, in fact, trying”.
was
opened
on
Curtis
Richard Davis, Fine Arts Theatre..
Semitism of his time.(which proved, to avoid. his’ gratuitous meddling: |
street back in 1901.
—————

But‘Carry on Nurse Right Behind

Continued from page 2

SUE 70FORCE PLAYOFF
OF FERNANDEL RELEASE

'Movielab, 60, at Ne
‘Quarterly Rate, 10c:

tu be an ironi¢ forerunner of the. °Forced .to ‘tell you why now.
Nivis
who would make him'a pawn ; must. admit that. his reputation for,

-

Injunction asks that Davis’ eastside

Opening April 1), 1950, with a
artie be” restrained from playing
any other film except Zenith’s “The serics of press preview. the thon
Cow and the Prisoner,” Fernande! newiv
Was ca challenging “Subject. to’ say:: ‘relative’ was: well. known to ‘us.
remoedeHed
foriner
st. x
ietarrer, following the run of the
; And we new, too,.- that: he -had
the: least.
houe has run a total of 563 ve.Movielab
Film
current attraction, “Breathless.
nothing” of value -‘to tell us. about: '
La
boratori
ies
<i
- For, with. ‘ant those qualities and,
forinances
of “Ben-Hur"
ta oa
Sigmund « Freud because he never Inc. had record. sales and. earnings.
Another Zenith French import.
indeed, because of.them he was:
estimited
attendance
of 277 53)
‘did know Freud very well to he: _in 1960, °Saul Jeffee, chairman- “Hiroshima
Mon
Amour,”
gave
alsa the mah who. reached. into.
persons and a gross near theSat “pr esident. stated.in the annual re- the Fine Arts one of its longest
the urnknow n areas nf the: human .gin with..
000 mark,
-Most certainly -he did not know: port to stockholders.
runs last year. Zenith claims Davi-~
mind and with genius arid daring: Searest
approwehing
lons ruy
as‘much shout. Freud as, was read- : Net income was. $198,000, or 7le is. trying to break a contract by
opened the door to affirmative andfor an advaneed. price reserved v* 4
ily -availoble ‘to us.. -and in‘ more .“per share, campared{
with 1959 5. which he agreed to take the Ferconstructive treatment (at mental.
policy. wes ““Around the -Worli
‘lucid: cand. impartial form. in. the $149,660,.or 60¢ per saare. S ales in. nandel fiim.
me
tee
se
iliness for the-first time in history.
‘huge -body ‘of ‘biogr aphical and. ‘the new year amounted to $5.046,- ;. Arguing the case for the plaint:? 289 Days” «UA: which played at the
Of caurse, this was an enormous
a f
scient fie corks |written by men.and 889, eompared :with $4.221.300 in - wes
attorney
Everett
Frolicn. Tavor theatre for 35 week
choilenge..
But I assume. that fF
women. wnoe knew. Signurd Freud. 1959.
| Michael ‘Mayer was attorney tor fixe days, some 16 weeks short of
met it, in part. at’ least, for the
-more intm: ately. and Tar, far bet. er
the
"Ben-Hur"
run
which
at
ts
1Davis.
_ play found producers,. stars, a die
; “Moviclab went on a public: owntive shows LHitle sign of clus:
then Bernavs ever did:“peetor.. “a: cast and inally’ a place ,
‘But most.-import iit, Sigmund ership bas’s last. June and ‘is payins in the reasonably near futne, as wetua
‘on, Broadyay..
a
10¢
quarteriv
dividend.
Film
himself had. w arned. us,
A py‘eud
cordint to Mrs.) Vera Coekrill, ev n- Other’ Research.
“about *his:dificult nephew ’ Ber: .‘-processin outtit was’-founded in
er-mangver of the 800 seat dow .21931.and began taking on size with
J. would. not like. to give. tie Im- ° nays.
tovn hovse,
pr essiom: that al} the research was
Before we come to that. a brief the -Browth of ‘the television indus- ;
One film, which opened i: fo.
done only by me. Or. that it stop-- word ahovt. what is to me, the” try in the post Ww orld W ar i years.
ver about a month Jute: than ¢ - pet the day the: productioys: began. ‘main burden of” Bernays’ article
rilliam Wsler ep.e did, appe: -t
“Far‘from it, Freud's. own. deserip-. for -it raises a question of:import23 thouch it mictht equal the ‘8
‘tion of the ‘Case of Elizabeth- von’ “ance. not: ‘merely about “A Far
Atlanta, April 18.
Mar’ run in number of weeks vias
R, his letters; and |
othes works: Country.” not merelv for me, but.
the
British
“Carry
on
Nurse °
More
tegal_
batteries
were
were, devoured b¢ an avid cast~for. all’ creative. peonie.
It. con-which ren at the Eaguize a co-.Continued
from pce 3 —
ae
br ought into plav last week against
and director-in the search for real. cerns his attack on my interpreta-.
tinuous
294
days.
wa,
moved
« LD
picture censortriith on which. to build’ ‘and SUS: |
:tion.and
treatment: of Freud and. it more difticult for newcomers j| Atlanta’ $ motion
ship setup when Continental Dis- to the larger Center theatie for
.
tain: theatrical ‘truth:
certain members. of his family.
-to make their way.
enotser
14
and
finally
comple:
1
tributing.
Inc.,
filed
suit
in
Fulton
Evidently this devotion .and in " When I undertook to write. this:
Film Aid, ¢otren from cinema
its continvors first run with = 3
tesrits and” excitement
transmit-: ‘nlay..I did not intend. to- portray admission, ticket ‘axes, is given. Superior Court in behalf of “Room
devs
ai
the
Bluebird,
but
even
t's
‘at
the
Top.”
barred
from
shewirg
ted itself to: the |critics, and the. Prewd. in- sich ‘a wax. as, to please. to producers usually on.a percentaudiences. For we. were’ favored cant: of .his publicity-seek: ng rela-: age. of the receipts of their Jast.; in-Atlanta by edict of Mrs. Chris-, ‘el short by about 11 weeks of t 2
i Ben-Hur” record, and of cou e
with fine reviews and I-am- -happy. tives . -I undertook: to recreate’ : pix. locally: and abroad. when they {tire Smith Gilliam.
“to report-that the performances’ in- Frovd. jv. t. soway that Io saw him ‘ Start a new film. The advance pay- _ This marked second time within _"Nurse™ was on a regular price.
basis.
less
than
two
weeks
eensorshio
“\ Far Country” -at the Musie: after studying. assimilating. and. .Inents are. supposedly to step’ up
machinerv has been target of legal. '
As. if and
when
“Ben-Iiu-”
Bax
Theatré
have
restored. the living with all the relevant ma-.j quality by awarding. it.to worthy
attack.
March
24
a
similar
suit
‘word “bravo"’.to the. vocabulary e terial T could find. |
. scripts. w ich shoud - make worth- was filed seeking to enjoin cen.or | leaves the Denham, it will! he file
loued
in
that
house
by
UA’s
Broadway’ audiences.
And. it:
Faithful
While. pix, But il is ‘pointed. oul:
A gcatifving sound as. Kim ‘Stanley,. Now. i Papvens -tbhut. only be-' that the comniission is. ‘composed and others involved from barring;{odus.” also on a reserved seat
showing of Lonert Pictures Corp.'s . vanced price basis.
Steven Hill. Sam W anamaker. Lili
cause it nest suited tha telling of, of ‘ministerial reps, noted writers “Never on Sunday.”
Darvtas.and the rest: ‘of au excel-mv starve, that’ ‘the character of ; vand ‘sefipters. but. only one man
Both suits were filed by Atlanta
lert cast can testify
actually
maae
pix, Leon ‘jaw firm of Heyman. Abram &
“Freud
as ‘written and pertraved in t“who
On opening. night. Bernays came —
“A Far Coantry" is faithful in:pMMathot. ‘Latter has not made a! Young, with details being handled
backstage /and ‘insisted on posing,
all its important. Jaspects ‘to most: film Since the war.
by Maurice N. Maloof. member of ;
for photographs. with members .of
Cincinnati, Aprit 18
of. the biozranhies. of Freud, as -- “Thus they feel that. many are firm.
the cast.-claiming this ‘right as. a
Imperial Theatre, uptown nahe,
_well as to certain. cf his own de- not .competent enough to recogare
practically
Two
petitions
nevhew of Sivmund Freud.
- seriptioas of himsvit,
hize what could make an unusual identical with the exception that may operate within a license urt'l
T need not tell Vartety’s read- |
Anril 24. when the management
ers that Bernays has beén a pub:| But. even: if our ‘characterization ' film’ and. fall. back on the better- rsuit filed Jast week asks $20,000 will appear in Municipal Court on
damages, contending that delay in
lieity man bv profession for alnyost-. were not so faituful,’ even if ‘we- known : commercial “‘hames. It is}
‘charges of evibiting and possess'nz
giving
“Room”
a
permit
has
caused
-also
pointed
out
that
the
two
aEf;
liberties
.with
it
for
hed
trken
“ty; ‘generations.
And
being .a
“obscene” film. Judze Frank
xT.
publicity: ‘man. -he is well. aware of... dramatic reasons which ws felt to .t beaters by. newcomers, which got release to decrease in value in Gusweiler in Common Pleas Cov't
this quality nod, were scripted by j that amount because its showing ,
what the famed. French General.. be sound.. we believe that as. crea:
*s9 ruled in issuing’ a temporary 11a
year
ago.
(atter
it
had
won
tup
“Members of ‘the commission,
Foch, is reputed to have said -dur-. ‘tive people we hove that right.
actress Oscar for Simone Signoret) ijunction to prevent police or ¢ ‘y
If. the playwright, ves, and the:
-AS a result, a movement is on |
{nga rough moment it World War
would have attracted much more officials from arresting the oper 1One, “My: center. is collapsing. My - performer and the director. too; to either change this commission.
business than it will when shown tors, I. M. Amusements, headed by
rizht flank: is) pushed |back. Exe “cannot add something of . himself . do. away with it or to have f& give
Witliam Berger, N.Y.
in
Atlanta at this time.
‘or: horsoif to the creative work. in. an equitable chance to newcomers
Jert! To vill attach?
Theatre was raided by pol-re
‘Suit involving
“Room
at the
For Bernays. like|‘certain other “which. trev. are involved, then the t really. trying’ something. original.
March 11 after vice squad detenTop”:
(like
one
concerning
“Never
,
very:
process
of
ervativitv
and
drai Most - of. the 23 pix “getting this
publicits men. have a savin of |
on Sunday")
names City of At- ‘tives viewed there a film, “FY.
their own, lifted loosely fram Foclt, tmatic ‘Hum nation. will b2 serious-; Film’ Aid coin Were. already solid! lanta. a group of individuals in-— oul In
The Sun" with a nud. t
| biz prospects’ ar ‘by noted “New
which
goes’ ‘like.-this, “Sameone. ly imo-ired, if not destroyed.
cluding Mayor William B. Harts. colony scene. Management applie 1
But the worst of all was a tech-' Wayers.”
else‘has. a hit. I want-in.
Excel‘for a license March 1 wh’ ch was
|
field
in
their
capacity
as
Atlanta’s
“nique - which -most:.6f us devoutly
dent’ Twill attack?"
Board of Censors, and Mrs. Gil- denied by the city Mareh 15
But having .decided to. attack, . honed had: disappeared from the!
liam, city’s censor.
i William
Fangenbaum.
32. prUA’S 1960 NET uP
Bernays:. was faced. with’ ‘certain. ‘American .scene—tne technique of.!.
Continental contends that bar-. -jecitionist charged with
exhibil '3
-embarrasing fasts.
His eonter. was. praniiag, 2 fviehdod ‘and S4o-n mak-; i United Artists’ 1960 “net. after!
ring
of
Laurenre
Harvey,
Simone
frdeed wead, becavse the. praise ing it bisem into.a.hcadl ne. Tak-: ‘provision
for income taxes
of: Signoret starrer is “illegal and un-. an obscene film. “asked for a is
his statements’
_true. $3.476.000,
‘af. the -crities and. th enthusiastic . ing
o
rose
- $4,295,000, | Constitutional act of censors” and trial. Police Court Judge Claren »
Denning set the hearing for An; i
- ovations of the- awdienees -pre- “VARIETY'S, sub-head: naturally. reads: equivalent to. $2. as per. common aan
plaintiff of its right to 24. Police confiscat
ed four reels of
vented hin from ‘seriously. attack- -“Nephew ~ Raps “Theatrical, Tie share, from $4,111,000; or $2. 47 a show “Rooin at the Top.”
‘film and also arrested Walter Hall,
‘This: ‘Share. in 1959.
frie the -plat ‘or-the- performans: 2 cense’. Excuse. of. Denker.”
|.
Mrs, Gilliam refused to license
‘ouca ‘dramatic. level. Arid his ‘right ‘seems. to-indicate that "one, Denker, a ' The 196N net includes ‘a. special pic because she. believed dialogue 38. projectionist.
‘flank. was’ badly paisiet bak) be- being caught in an error attempt- ‘credit |of. $797,000, after provision “too earthy.”cause bv his evnn admission in‘his . ed. to’ excuse ‘or: cover -his. emhar- for. relatcd taxes on income,’ aris~
‘(She turned thumbs down on.
of
article) his psy chiatri> advisor had’ Tassment: ‘hv pleading -“theatr:cal ’ ing from adjustment. of ‘prior years’!i ony
Never on. Sunday”
because of use
‘informed him ‘that ‘the scientific license. ” shd’ that one, ‘Bernays. “reserves.
of: word * ‘whore’ and scene wherewas.
too.
Wise:
to
‘be:
taken.
in.
by.
it,
“aspects. Of the play. were -truthfut
-Wor ‘dwide. gross income reaches. in Miss Mercouri and sailor she a
Continued from page 4 sumness ‘
ard Saund ‘bevonl re. proach. ‘So: The tacts are» 1 never made any $108.53). 0 ‘in- 1260, compared to {eo up in-a bar are shown in
B: Phays a as Tet, with: only. ‘one exeuse ‘to Mr. Bernays about: “A 3 395.068, 000. in- 1959.
-Considering the fact that 20th }- as
bedroom.)
en
avenue .of attock, -the pose of the .‘Far Country” -hecause- T never fell - ——
ja rather large number of contr at
oi!raged. ‘date’. of Dr. Sigrauré any ‘need to. -And so F never had’
pla: -~ ’s who could have been ea:.j
Freud.
Which
he cadopted . in any need: to. plead’ “theatrical li-.
had
“ is, perhaps, a tribute to bar)
VARIETY.
he: tlont and her sinede-ning |
cense * * which Bave Bernavs noth-That he. is a relative. ‘o£ Freud ing to rap. except. one simple. fact.
pucsuit of a goal, that she
voy
fsa feet” Bot-cas 1 ‘Will: reveal, -it.. we didn't. want -anv ‘part of him: i
‘signed. She puts ir, parenthetae Iv. that desnite the fact that - a
Was. Freud w ho,was, outraged; “not
In his “article Pernays elaims,
Bernay"
- with rmopardenab'e
‘pride: The.
santed to do the role---that o
i
Now, srie tly: “aliont the article. General Lirraduetory Lectires! ot
cripp! led alcoholic
ta phir ave 7 48
‘ht sely, The VOry opening | sentence |‘Priciaanausis?
uore , ttanslated:
might call redundant --and ¢
Intern. itional’: office of Retail ‘Inter national. disclosed that the the fect that Rossen wanted
i- x mis fsvomore:
|Ber ays Saxs. “under ‘my supervision.”
oy
a
“Some months’ azo lint press agent
F think “VaRIETY'S ‘readers might “Clerks AAFLZCIO- has clamped a complaints are being probed by she almost didn't get it becay «a+
of ‘The Far. Conatry’ by Henry: “Hike to- know. how “Freud® himself” trusteeship on Local 1115-D (Book- {the Federal Bureau of Investiga-- sil the roadblocks put up by aiterDenker telephan “ome”
ition, Denartment of Labor and In- | vening agents.
“felt about this. - Let me refer'them.,
Na Cone. reeat—-1a
one—sso- to’ Ernest. Jones”. towerin: biog-: men and Char zemen) while . three. »ternal Reverue.
A special mem-:
There was talk of a loatecta
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‘Hollywood, April 18.
Foreign

Press

ASSN,

was

‘coloring

the

iwhich

- This | has

307:

nominated nine pix for the'
‘in- |first quarterly award of 1961.
Lineup
includes
“Cimarron. ni
“The Great Impostor.” “The Gold '

Carl bSogker
Sims, formerly | Warner

Bri

of the Saints.” “The Misfits," °191
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appears
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scheme
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to be the regular
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Dall.
Nalmatians.”
“All in a Night’:
ve
OOOKET
in
the
allas @x-“The.Faets or Life.”” Panama&& Frank - ‘Robert. D. -Vreser » ‘Producer..
ehange, has joined the W. O. Bear“Work.” “Sanctuary.” “Go Naked: -mecting also will be asked to ap‘Produetion. United: Artists. Edith, Head .
.
Short: ‘Subjects
den
Theatres. Operators
of the. in the World” and “Sins of Rachel prove ap increase in the authorized
and ‘Edward Stey énson.
“Catied Copenhagen
Statens
- “Never on Sundav.”. Melinatiim Produr1AB-PTP
shares trom, 5.000.000 to
Chief and Arcadia Theatres there. ! Cade.”
“tons t
Roper! Pretures Corpor ation. (Greek. : FitmeenWeal, Dash, Government Film Ol-

Design. of a Black-and White Picture;

."Rebe!_

in Paradise.” Tiare

Company. |

fee Mansh .
‘Deni Vachliotou.
“Bevona Bilence,? United ‘States. Infor: .
“The Rise and Fall. of: Legs* Diamond. ae
United States Production, Warner Bros. my tor NY Ta) Ca n
“Georee.
23.67"
Interregnum: ”
Ed- i.
Howard Shaup
:
a@uonal
Co mmunié ations -C orporation. | .
” “Seven
Thieves. ” 20th’. ¢ entury- Fox,. “ue
:
: Charles end Aftina Carey. Producers. |
Bill Thomas.
“Gnrtseppare:
Tames
Hill Production
“The Virein’ Spring:" Svensk. Filmindus-

tri Product: on, danus
ish},
Marik Vos.
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esign
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Films, inc. ‘Sw ed- ALester
Jame:
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Low. Producer..

‘For the Bes*. Fe-eign
Language “pita
tions, 20th Certurs: :Fox. Irene Sharaff..
Of the Year
“Midnight
Lace." . Ross’ Hunter-Arwin
“Kapn. " NM ae ZebeATiin-Cineriz MTtale. |
Production, v nv ersal -Iriternational. Irene...
“La
Ver
ite.”
Han:
-Productions
(France)...
“Pepe,” G. §S:-Posa Films International a
;
. “Mae arias’ c:asa Films ‘Mundiales, SN.
Production. C olumbia.: ‘Edith -}
*Spartacus.”” Brena
Productions, inc. .- (Mexico). °
“The Ninth: Cirele,” Jadran_ Fim Pro_ Universal- International. _Valleg- and ¢ Bill.
duction (Yueoslavia). | =~
Thomas,
“The
Virgin -Soring,” A, _B. ‘Svensk ;
“Sunrise at Campobelté,"”
Schary
duction. Warner Bros.. Marjorie’
Best. ‘Pro- . Filmindustri “4Sweden).

For the Best Achievement.
“Fhe

Apartment.”

PADY.. Ine., United

*“Never.on

-Hon.

Lopert

ules Dassin.

in

Directing -

The Miri
irisch -ComArtists...Billy Wilder.

Sunday.” Melinafilm’ Produc-:

Pictures. Corporation: {Greek).

.

tesentations,

inc;

“Psychn.”’ ‘Alfred J. Hiteheock Produc: | Producer
tions, Paramount. Alfred Hitchock.
“A Piacs.iy. the

William L. Snyder.{
Sun,” Geoige 1 Ar

for “many -.memorable scresn pe rformances”: (3) Havley
honorary. juvenile award for performance in “Pollyanna, ”

Says

available tar general business and

(British? '

Nats coal ‘Film: Board

Management

there's no intent at present to 1ssue the adsitional 5.000.000 shares
but it’s advisable to have them

Best Cinematography, Black & White: “Sons and Lovers,”’ Company nf. Artists, 20th-Fox, ¥Freddie. Francis. '
Best Cinematography, Color: “Spartacus.” Russell Metty.
Best Musical Scoring: “Song. Without End.”
Goectz-Vidor Prodvetion, Columbia: Morris Stoloff and Harry Sukman.
Best Scoring: of Dramatic or Comedy Film: “Exodus,”’ CarlyleA'y'na S. A. Production, United Artists. Ernest Gold.
Best ‘Foreign Language. Film: “The Virgin Spring, * Ingmar
-Besoman-A. B. Svensk Filmindustri Productio.-Janus Films release.
For the Best Achievement: fa
Jean Hersholt: Humanitarianism Award: Sol Lesser.
Short Subjects Cartoons
Special :‘Awards: (1) Stan Lairel,.an- honorary Oscar for “erea“High: Note.” -Watner Bros.
*“Munro.” Remand! Films. Film ‘Rep-|
tive pioneering. in-the field -of. comedy”: ‘2) Gary Cooper, citation

(Canadian. .

of a Color.
Picture.
.
Suffolk-C ummings. Produc-

( 10.000.000,

Mills,

-corpyrate purposes.
Hishest paid officer of AB-PT
tin 196) was president Leonard {1.
Golden-on who collected $181.00),
including $25.000 as expense alJowance
Oliver F. Treyz, topkick
o: the broadcasting end. reéeivest
$98.000. Simon B. Siegel, financial
V.p -treastrer, got $84.961.
AM] incumbents are up for reelection to the board at the upeomyin+
stackholder
meeting,
alonz
with a new nominee, Jack Hausman,

Sons,
pany.

presi‘ent

textile

of M.

Hausman

manufacturing

&

com-
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~ Forms RussellFins

New York Sound T.rack

has formed a new midwest
distributing company called
sell Films Inc.
|
The new company will work
franchise basis for Valiant and
Seymour

Borde

a lease to. Wineland

Lanceaster, Pa., April 18.

Theatres,

an-

of

prosecution

‘under

Pennsyle-

other local independent chain.
K-B has taken over the Kaywood

vania’s “obscene

in southeastst Washington,
land. .
an

acting on complaints ‘unidentified:
as to source) and also on the basis

to Wine-

exhibition” sta-:

of a report given

late last |}.

him

by County

Detective Howard M. Snyder, who

Teenagers Banned From

Hollywood, April 18.

The grand alliance of all the
-key and certainly most of U.S.
year to extend their members’

.

tute.. District Attorney Alfred C,.
in suburban Mt. Rainier, Md., and ‘Alspach told:Bernard Z. Schantz-:
jis renovating and redecorating it. er, the exhib, to “pull the picture
The company leased the. ‘Naylor, or else.” The D.A. said he. was

Baiters-by-Trade
showbiz ‘unions, formed

KB Adds, Drops

After six screenings. on a.two-a’ Washington, April 18.
K-B Theatres, local indie chain, night policy; “The Immoral] Mr. .
Teas”
was yanked out. of Fulton
has. acquired one. neighborhood:
house while letting another go in Art Theatre here revently on threat.

Films.

Unions Resent
.

Pennsy Bluenoses Order ‘Immoral Mr. Teas’ Off
Screen in Lancaster

on a |
will

Anti-Commie Film

.

Of all the independent young filmmen who have turned out highly
praised short subjects recently in and around N. Y., writer-director
Robert McCarty seems to be one of the first to make any profit. His
“Rooftops” was just sold outright to Columbia for a figure which |.
guarantees him a sizable amount of take-home change. . . Helen |
Thompseon’s Play-of-The-Month has bought out 25 performances of
“La Dolce Vita,” opening
its hardticket run tonight (Wed.)at Henry
Miller’s Theatre .. . The New Yorker Theatre, upper west side artie,
says its showing of Gloria Swanson’s “Queen Kelly” Monday ‘24) night
will be the first time the Eric Von Stroheim-directed pic has been
shown in an America theatre open to the general] public.
,

United Artists veep Ed Heineman will be attending a large number
of the 16 special merchandising conferences the company is holding
across the country to promote “The Young Savages.” With producer
Harold Hecht and sales veep Jim Velde, he launched the sessions in
Chicago last Wednesday (12). Similar meet was held in L.A. Monday
(17) . . . Tom Brandon’‘s Brandon Films is supplying the product for

film
Rus-.

also handle Governor Films, Films
Around the World, Omat Films and

“Disneyland is a wonderful place to visit, but I wouldn't want to live
there!” quipped satirist Jorie Remus, current at Chicago Playboy Club
... Gene Kelly finding it hard to get enough English speaking thesps
for “Gigot” (20th) which he starts in Paris this week with Jackie
Gleason starring.
.
t

PallthePictureorFaceBaif

Chicago, April.18.
3 ‘|sales
Kermit Russell, former western
manager for Valiant. Films,

In the seven months of.“E] Cid” production in Spain, the. man of
greatest self-effacement is associate producer Mike Waszynski, the
celebrated aristocrat from Poland. Has anybody seen his name mentioned? No. Meantime the limelight beats upon director Anthony Mann,
stars Charlton Heston and Sophia Loren.
,

-

Wednesday, April 19, 1961.

viewed the film Friday night. ¢7).

Snyder was one of‘ a- party of
three “reviewers,” .the: other two
a city policewoman.

Small British Cinema

and-.a repre-

— London, April 18. | sentative of the local Law:& Order.

in- |

Teenagers have been banned for Society, :who: looked’ in ‘on : the:
a month from the Astonia, only bosom-ogling antics of “‘Mr. Teas.’
this ecountry.:-has mounted its first. cinema in. Stevenage New Town,
While’ the county. detective rethe Bleecker Street Cinema’s current 10-week fest of film classics offensive. All the American unions Hertfordshire.
Manager
Martin ported to his boss, the other. two.
. . . Nat Alper, formerly service manager for the color division of involved will participate in-a con- ‘Ayres put.the bar up after figur- filed a similar report with Chief.
Movielab, has been named assistant sales manager of Guffanti Film ference in. Costa Rica next month: ‘ing that seat-ripping and: ashtray- of Police William B.: Herstiner,
terest abroad. and to protect them
contract-wise while working. out of

Labs

here.
designed to fuse an. anti-communist
John Griggs, the actor who is almost equally renowned among silent federation of entertainment. unions.
and
guilds throughout the Western
film buffs for his large collection of rare old prints including a pre1930 “Birth of Nation,” has come up with another raris avis, Rudolph Hemisphere. |

Valentine and His 88 American

Beauties of 1923. This was the “Miss

ica” whopdedo
w
i
t year,
year, wit
withthe
America”
of that innocent
e maidens
maidens equipped
equipp
for shepherdess work, complete with crooks, and the great lover in

tails. A long way from today's bikinis . . . interestingly the Miss America of that year was Norma Niblock of Toronto.

stealing by rowdy youngsters was

who.
then
contacted
exhibitor
Schantzer ‘at his home in Coates-.
ville, Pa., some 25. miles east of
Lancaster: Schantzer ‘also operates.

costing him $2,800 a year..
Fireworks, wild, flying cigarette-butts
and filthy language -were
also
This move ties in closely with causing his staider customers some
Administration
for| concern’ and
manager
Ayres
I
: .aims, last
|Kennedy
as the President.
enunciated’
blamed hooligan youngsters. for it
‘ week—efforts by the U.S. to halt
the Red infiltration efforts ‘into
After an appeal by local counthis Hemisphere are getting top- cillors, who feared the ban would:
level White House and State. Dept. mean more unruly teen-agers loll-.
attention.
7
a
-ing about Stevenage streets, man‘American unions within :frame- ager Ayres agreed to relaxit for
work of AFL-CIO which are send- youngsters “who .are obviously reing reps to the conference are ' spectable.”
Screen
Actors Guild;
American
-|
Federation
of Musicians, Equity,
IATSE, NABET, AFTRA, AGMA

the. Silver Theatre there.

=

_: Schantzer told Lancaster newsmen
that Chief Hershner. had

“given me a real bad time on this,”.
'So much so. that the exhib imme-

diately called the disttrict attorZenith International prexy Dan Frankel, who has recently been
ney’s office. The D.A., he said, ine.
hitting it big with such French imports as “Hiroshima Mon Amour,”
formed him that he’d better pull
“The Lovers” and “The 400 Blows,” has taken on the British farce,
‘the picture, at once, or: “you'll. be
“Follow A Star,” Norman Wisdom yehicle. Pic opens Tuesday ‘25) at
‘looking for bail.” —
the Embassy here . . . Juliette Greco, all of whose American films
‘The exhib decided to comply have been made entirely abroad, goes into her first Hollywood prowith the. warning. However, “Mr,
duction early next summer—20th’s ‘“Commancheros” costarring John
:Teas” played to the 9 p.m: audiWayne and Chariton Heston .. .. Jack Hoffberg has been appointed
Mort Nathanson Bulletins: ence without hindrance, and it wag
U. S. rep for Filmax of Barcelona, Spain . . . Amerpol Enterprises, ‘and Screen Extras Guild. Herman
Ne |
.
9
‘
,39 “one of the best houses Fulton has.
U. S. rep for Polish films, expects its CinemaScope-color spectacle,
:had in some time.’ The 900-seater: °
“The Knights of The Teutonic Order,” to be ready for this market steering committee for the mission.}
United Artists has instituted a is a 110-year-old
former. opera
late this year.
'
‘George Chandler; SAG’ prexy,| special four-page bulletin which is house, in. business -continucusly
Cy Harvey, Janus Films topper. sees a similarity between the criti- , defined one of the goals when he! being distributed to all its branch since 1852. as a theatre, Schantzer.
oe
|personnel. throughout the U.S. in operating art policy films there. .
cal reception being given his Italo import. “L’Avventura,” now at the: yesterday observed:
with
the
year-long {since 1957."
“The active participation of SAG connection
.
Beekman, and Janus" first Ingmar Bergman imports. Most of the locelebration
of the 10th anni of the
|
cal reviews of the Michelangelo Antonioni film rave about the pho-! and other Hollywood unions in this t
Theatre has a “no-one under 18”"
current
management
li
it
aiand.other
carefully
planned
;
company’s
antitography, the acting and the visual quality—a couple even ca
policy
on.
all
films,
rigidly enforced
a
masterpiece—but they also persist in saying it is complex to the point ; communist: moves is.the best an-! team.
Publication, entitled “UA's 10th ‘by matronly staff of. boxoffice perof obscurity. It took the U. S. release of a couple of the top Bergman swer ta. those few -crackpots who,|
‘
sonnel.
ae
mo
for their own gain, seek to fool the ; Anniversary Drive Bulletin.” feafilms before the crix decided the Swede wasn't really that far out.
: public into. believing
the atrocious !tures current branch standings in |. Schantzer decided he . wouldn’t: °
More on the upcoming Nazi film cycle: 20th-Fox reissuing its “Diary . tale that Hollywoodis overrun with; the sales drive, sales tips, home; fight the arbitrary order ‘talthough :
of Anne Frank” ... Allied Artists has finally gotten N. Y, a date on, communists
and fellow-travelers.”:,
office and: branch news _ items..i fully aware precedent in jury aes.
its highly praised German import, “The Bridge.” Film which AA ac-°
This obviously is a slap at. among ‘photos and cartoons. Bulletin is, Quittal’ of a -Philadelphia. exhib.

Kenin, AFM. prexy, chairs the| Field on UA’s 10th ‘Anni

quired

just a year

Peter Dana,

ago, opens

1 at the 68th Street

Playhouse.

of Pathe-America’s

others. Myron Fagan: author of the

first t Jywood,”

most avent garde of the atf-Broadway legit houses, is presenting a!

In joining the drive to nip fur-

.

.

t plainly under Kremlin's thumb) the}

.

Drivinng Asa ‘Reward
VG

speak

Edward

barristers

on motion

picture

and

Colton

copyrigit

law

Theodore

before the

prexy

George ‘Maan
Meany,

who on several tours
R. Kupferman;

Federal

Bar

April

He

Assn.
:threw

his considerable

of Europe
support: be-

opened

(8).

Saturday: night

{tp to Philly to pick up the print:
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Faced by.a barrage of legislation .

The

talliance of showbiz unions is fol- bk
at operation
| jowing a path blazed a decade ago

Kahn-Weingarten
Productions has been formed by scripters Berei
.
I
FT
pard Kahn and Arthur Weingarten
to produce
features and s horts .
by AFL-CIO

Theatrical

Hartford,

|

picture, some.. months ago.)"

And . The
“The Naked
With
| ture,
Wicked,”
his next
skedded
pie~.
a . special.
to make.
but had

ee

special series of three Monday night screenings of off-beat films from |ther Red infiltration of this hemisU.S. and abroad. Series started Monday :17', with further programs! phere ‘Castro's Cuba already is

set for May° 8. June 5.

|

.

the drive.

;

_

.

dis-

widely

being

now

Living Theatre. one of the tributed. _

feature, “The Deadly Companions”...The

us
|
‘to he published weekly during 1961, ; Nailed
on ‘Same . charges
for same

{Mort Nathansonis coordinator of
“Reds Are Back In Hol- |

D:stributing. : pamphlet,

July 26 for Pathe-America’s

openings

England

has set 110 New

May

sai'es manager

eastern

Pennsylvania.

statute

| ~ )
with

of. cars by: which: Schantzer: was threatened.
youthful drivers, ozone theatre ops |has been:on the books for a long
last week were heartened
by oppo-; time. So long. in fact,.that the

sition of state police head to most: Wordingof the. act includes..
the
of projected

tiHs. ©

‘word “vaudeville.”

ny

.:

:

Some. 22ee bill. are in the legisla-!
of N. Y., N. J. and Cenn.. April 24, in NBC studio 6A ... Unusual angie: hind authentie trade unions there, -, ee
of it is
a-mi
Feisiag sy ‘Violation
Vi]
5 a.-misdemeanor,
on Edmond Levy’s Oscar nominee documentary, “Beyond Silence.” is: not self-proclaimed “unions” which five hopper.
These would limit! and conviction on a charge brought

that it has no theatrical exhibition. having been produced for the U. S.' were
obvious. communist’, stooge
Information Agency. Fed law says it cant be shown publicly or com- |fronts. ‘AS Meany vividly explained
mercially in the U. S.
‘at the time, once a country falls

driving
by teeners to daytime,
certain’ types

to* under. it-could mean a penalty of”

attain- |$1,500: ‘fine or two years-in ‘prison,

of scholastic

ment, to a higher age level, ete.:
or both.
—
Richard Morris, who did the “Unsinkable Molly Brown” book, signed |under Req control, free unions as Teens of 16 are now licensed by |. |they exist in the U.S. are outlawed. the state to drive.
by Ross Hunter to screenplay “If a Man Answers” . .. U's “Secret
unions
showbiz
of
alliance
This
One
bill
would
limit
teen
drivCoast|
the
Ways” set for the RKO Palace May 10... John Huston on
prior to putting “Freud” before the cameras in Vienna June 1... Joe; started informally ast: year, after ing to daytime hours. State Po-}
reported, lice went on record. against day-Levine figures his “Showmanship Caravan” played to some 1.100 exhibs : Hollywood - performers
of.difficulties time hours, 7 A.M. and 7 P.M.4:
representing more than 8.500 theatres and circuits . .. American. Film {particularly to SAG.

Loew’s Rochester Re-Do
Keyed to New Centre

in Retting pacts lived Commissioner Leo J.-Mule¢ahy, .in
Fest. primarily for 16m presentations. is underway today :Wed.) and ‘experienced
_- +7 Rochester, N.¥., April 18:
tomorrow
at the Barbizon-Plaza.
Over 300 entries reported in 33: up to when working in foreign pro- a bulletin, declared ‘Daytime driv-.|:
Loew's Rochester may. undergo:
subject categories.
! ductions. Thought at that time was ing bill is unenforceable.”
a
$500,000: facelitting
job if. home-.
Also apposed by the sfate gen-|
Allied States ’61 convention down for the Eden Roc Hotel, Miami |ctos American unions could ‘effect
office
approval can
_be.: obtained.
e remodeling
is. planned
to ti
-. |closer ties with counterpart unions darmes ‘is a bill that would require Ph
Beach, Dec. 4-7.

all motorists between the ages ofii °°.
(6 IS.
e@d to ue.
“<lilk From Contented Movie Fans” is the gag head on an item in: abroad. ane new goal, vastly uote 16 and 25 to-have their photos ap-~ihere,
.in witha° the
Midtown
project
rebvild;
surgeryPlaza
major
I
ave
1 25
wt more ome late
nt a
Maclean's 8'. It tells how U. of Maine dairvmen soothe cows cooped { ke
up in barns all winter “by showing them films of alfalfa fields—and ; © ern apparently, since has been | pended
to. their licenses. Purpose
shor ying
j program of the
v: shopping
Cow
ne downtown
was. to: section:
handsome

bulls”...
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not surprisingly since Dixie takes the War

Between The States. as they deadpan the Civil War, most seriously. the |— a , Somerset, :of SAG's

_

OF this proposed

legislation

exec: prove age when purchasing liquor. ,

oo

Maver

. Mayor Peter . Barry and. _City
first batch of booking ccrtracts for the Times Film documentary “True rstafi. will. attend the Costa Rica; Several drinking; spotsyked.statewide!
met: r reer F..F. Dow. Hamblin
sus-' Manager
Hamblin met:
a
obadry accompanied
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;
probably
written
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coh
i the job
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have to sneak into’ ad-+ headlines for the actress, the Acad Award could hardly be more than |

was... Charles Kurtzman, general. manjoining Manitoba to catch his daughter Shirley Douglas’ latest picture. : anti-climactie. . . . Bruce Balaban never headed Globe Photos;-it
,ager for Loew's theatre operations,
“Loita.” Young actress. .-ow living in London, bas a role in the Stanley * a mistake in’ last week's vaude section. William Eisnitz is prez...
job | Said the. remodeling -decision will
tough
obviously.a
is
Skouras
P.
Spyros
prexy
with
up
Keeping
|
minister}
Kubrick production, «inich Douglas -an ordained Baptist

thir ks likely to be banned in Saskatchewan_

Allied States board poawew

in N. ¥, last week praised

-for 20th-Fox. homeoffice publicity people. Last Wednesday. 112), they : Pot be made until he can meet with.-

COMPO: Sent out a release announcing that Julie Newmar and Barbara Eden | ord at rath chairman. of |the

oard of Loew's Theatres -Ine.
and urced broader tinancial support for the industry umbrella. Top-' Were Planing out to Cairo to join Skouras, veep Joseph H.of Moskowitz;
general: manager
Lynn Johnston,
light and;
,2nd studio. topper Bob Goldstein at the “inauguration
pers also said the esaib body has “no financial problems.” In for the

parieys were Sam Meyers i:.d Jack Clark, new prez and _viceprez of i sound of the pyramids and sphinx.” Girls took off. .but the prexy was , of the Midtown. Plaza: project in
was ' Rochester, is pleased. with Loew's
Hlincis Athed. wbich is perking again tellowing death of Jack Kirsch, - in‘his office the folllowing day. By Friday (14), however, Skouras
lenvtime unit header.
aa Whe ee
ee
et the light and sound of 20th’s. RAISE TY. ee tn
ea
td wilKurtzte.
in-.\ew

York

dast

week

for

the

Eric

Johnston

sala,

Geoffrey

‘

1

any way

he can.

-'
bringing
it’s
trblis
ine Bock
:
;
to pe OU at oe Oscar weeer- j Shurlock, Production Code topper.*took time out to tape an interview ;™an and other officials expect to
tor Ballantine docks
ico Unusual
Fellini’s screenplay of
“La
3

Metro stockholders
share via

were

the dividend

on

piyott

“

the receiving tine this week—40c

wee

Columbia's

Rube

jfor Howard

K. Smith’s upcoming

CBS-TV “Closeup”

show’ on film, come to. Rochéstcr soon tq look at
per} censorship. Show will be aired sometime early next month. Shurlock; Midtown Plaza. and: consider. what

Jackter pressing |and assistant Code

director Jack

Vizzard

also indulged

in.a round of ,¢an

be done.

Doe!

his sales department lo in turn press “I Aim at the Stars.” this being playgoing for both business.and pleasure .. . 20th’s general sales man-!. Previous plans called for a-seriesthe space-age entry ceinciding with Russia‘s man in orbit . . . M-G| ager Glenn Norris says apropos.
of last week’s Variery story on the of retail stores to be built adjacent...
had

all exchanges

weil

stacked

with

prints of “Butterfield

8” in ad- } increase in the company’s first quarter bookings:

“Don't sell us ‘short. to the theatre.

Target date
for com=

vance of the Oscar announcen.ents. obviously being mindful of Eliza-| Bookings were up 13,109 over the 1960 first quarter.” Story reported ‘pletion ‘of. Midtown Plaza is April beth Taylor's nomination. Thought around town was that with all the! bookings up 12,000.
196220

21

‘Wednesday, April 19, 1961

you a HAPPY FOURTH

ry

< oF ee eee oe *ng00?

and for the vest
of the summer!:
THEIR LOVE AFFAIR
BECAME A LAUGH AFFAIR
WHEN TWO TEEN-AGE
‘LOOK-A -LIKES CHANGED
‘NAMES AND PARENTS
TO FIX-UP_THE MIX-UPL

‘He's never

‘WonORARY

CADEMY AWARD
WINNER

made a movie

quite like this
. beforet

Outstanding:
‘Juvenile
Performance

RUGGLES-MERKEL
EIU CARROLL BARNES
| Cathleen

TOMMY SANDS
and

ANNETTE

Written for the Screen and Directed byDAVID SWIF T

N ESB IT- ‘Based on the book “Das Doppelte Lottchen” by ERICH KASTNER.
Released by BUENA VISTA Distribution Co. Inc. © WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS

SKHIT #4-— SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON © HIT #2 — ONE HUNORED AND ONE DALMATIANS

© HIT #3 — THE ABSENT-MINDED PROFESSOR;

22

PICTURES

MANHATTAN STRATEGY

ALLIED ARTISTS

Button.

1A

DEAR.
J. Arthur

(Shooting in Spain)

Bronston

Lire “Anthony Mann
Charlton
Heston.
Sophia
Loren.
Raf
Vailene., Ralob Trumin, Mick.el Horcern. Genevieve Page, John Fraser,
Gary Raymond. Frank Thrign, Christepher
Rhodes,
Ralph
Truman,
Michael Hordern, Hurd Hatfield.
(S*.1t0ed Nov.
10)

AMERICAN

INT'L

SEVENTH

| “MY

Annakio

Lundigan.

Anne

wards,

Adams,

Roland

Roy

Hackett.

;
Jounie

Winters,

Gene

“MARINES,

q@hvoting in Italy)
Prod.. Dino De Laurentiis
Inr.- Richard Fleischer

Borgnine,

Silvana

Vittorio

Valentina

Manzano.

Gassman,

Hopkins

(Started

SIDE”

°

Crahan
Denton,
Ted Ja¢ques

"20,000
(API

Gene

(Started

March

Bolger,

Tommu

Ed

Martin

Hecht

METRO
Starts, This Year......... 4
- This Date, Last Year........2

Burt

Prod.—

“MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY”
(Arcola Prod.)
Prod.—Aaron Rosenberg
ir.—Sir

Carol

Reed

Haydn,
Richard
Harris.
Tom
ly, Duncan Lamant. Keith MeConnell, Ashley Cowan, Chips Rafferty,
Percy Herbert. Ed Byrne, Noel Purcell, Gordon Jackson
(Started Noy. 29)
“HADA”

dAvon Prod.)
Prod.—Lawrence

Wetngarten

Dir.— Daniel Mann
Susan
Hayward.
Dean
Martin,
Ralpna
Meexer, Wilfrid Hyde Whuite, ’Martin
Balsam, Frank Maxwell
«Started

Jan.

9)

7A MATTER OF WHO”
(Walter Shenson-Milton Holmes
(Shooting in London

Prod.)

Prods.— Walter Shenson, Milton Holmes
Dir-— ben Chaffey
erry-Thomas,
Sonja Ziemann,
Alex
Nicol
.

(Started Mareh 2)
“THE HONEYMOON
CAsen

MACHINE”

Prats?

Prod.—Lawrence

Weingaiten

for UA

Karl

Ina

Jan.

Denton,

Prod.

Balin,

‘Started

}

Leo

Conried.

Baxter,

Brandt,

William

Joseph

| “LAST

Bernard.

John

Werner

Ray

Wengraf,

Kleperer,

RA

13)

Hers

Chevalier, . Angie

Danielle

OF

at that

disclosed

efforts

piaydates

on

someting

hot: if ‘deals

in

trio

for

-$2:750.000.

the.

time

Was }and

$1750 000

-for

“Wonders

of

in New. York {trio in all avenues of communica-

were

made

to| tion: Details were revealed by Ed
publicity and- promotion

and

Robert

Weston,

way ‘last week', but in only a ‘few |manager for Embassy Pictures.

cases was Allied successiul in de-|.

Discussing

bookings.

trio

ad

production costs on

completed,

Levine’ said

he_

mre restcres yeah eeeat,
‘italian and Gubhed
in England..
“Now

they

have

been

made

in

‘and “dubbed. in: ‘language
FOR COLLEGE CROWD=:English
country being shown.” .

Many

of the

country’s.

{ Schools joining the promotional

{campaign will conduct

ished

at $1,0000000:

a “Ladies |came

in for -$1.300.000,

Man” contest, winner of which will |it was estimat

7 imated

“Baghdad”

although

at least $300. 000

ifree trip to Hollywood and a date}

As for “Sodom and Gomorrah,”

film, according to Jaek Moss, col-!

break in weather. costs him $100.

with one of the performers in the |Embassy. topper bewailed: fast. bad
|oo

weekly.

Budget

already

4 _Words or less “Why I'd like to date! back down

tsccoting in Sparta).

Prods.—L. Berger &
‘Dir.—N. Peter Dee
‘Katina

Paxinou

N,

Dick

(Shooting

Josefina

“THE

Alan

Teal,

Martin

Williams.

through

official

channels

Nrer Sublets Footage

|

Los Anceies, April 18.
: "

‘National. Theatres: &

Television,.

imittee include Russell Ash, Everett
Lili

|Telefilm

Associates,

Crellin; Roy..Damron. ‘Space to two

‘has: teased

outside ‘tenants.

Steve

| Sayre. Norman Stevans, Roy Thom- ;due to demands for greater’ moveas and. Evelyn Underwood.
Self- ‘ment than permitted in. its present

filed: John R, Albright, Phil Kauf-:Bevhills

PLANET”

man and Ed Kerr..

.

Voting deadline is April 30.
——_

headquarters.

| Trans-Con. Industries

ready occupying

Republic

Inc., is al-

fifth floor pent-

; hause, ‘comprising .around

2.900.

Morton A. Spring, president of Square feet. NT&T board chairman
Metro international, back in New |B. Gerald Cantor, who formerly
Earl
McDaniel,
Michael
Marshall,
York from London and Paris talks |maintaified offices ‘In -penthouse,
Richey Weber, Jahn Herrin, Tamy |
‘with company overseas execs anent thas moved to ‘fourth floor executive
Akam
Bushman,

,

of 17 candidates. are com-

C. Mason, Carmen’ Nisbet. Jeffrey into 7,000 square feet on. May 1,

FitzSimons

‘PHANTOM

9 Moroceathis

to cneck into tl ie “Se“Sodom ”

Roberta Fieldhouse, Ralph Grosh..
-Time Inc., moves its: Time and
Carol Henry, Vi Ingraham, Buddy .“Life .mag editorial departments

for Pathe-Amer ica)

Keith,

Status.

for 11 three-year terms on -

board: of directors’ of the Screen
Extras Guild. ‘Fourteen were nomi-

Felix: Fernandez: Creach,

CHAMPIONS”.

Prods.

re-

and three entered race by filing’ with an extra 10.000 square feet: on
indie nominating petitions.
,its hands in its Beverly Hills buildThose nominated by SEG com- ing, following exit of National

(Four Crown Prods.)
(Shooting at Producers Studio)
- Prod.—Fred Gebhard
o
Dir.—Bill Marshall
-Dean Fredericks, Coleen Gray, Tony
Dexter, Dolores
Falth.
Francis
X.

Ed‘ Binns

Dickinson,

|.Esther

Dir.—Sam Peckinpah
Maureen
O'Hara.
Brian
Cochran. Chill. Wills...

“THE

Torben

Dee

3)

Prod.—Charles

*

Lamas

Lamas.

Serratosa,

DEADLY

(Carausel

Peter

Saiz, ‘Rodolpho Medina

(Started April

Levine. and his’ entourage
{turned
to N.Y. via
Frise

‘Hollywoad, April 18.
Total

‘}peting

in. Madrid)

Dir—Fernando

on any of his. figures,
Ladies |he emphasized..

‘The

Extras Guild’s. Board: '

nation

(Started: March 2
“THE MAGIC FOUNTAIN”

girls in

17 Seek 11 Spots With: _y: |weekskeddea
Rossana

.-

Tur-

: Prods—J.

jone of the

. skedded to wing to Morocco -this

in. Morocco) .

Prod.—Joseph E. Levine
Dir.--Robert Aldrich .

Penn,

DeMetz

out

until the trial got under- | director,

AND GOMAR- ‘Man’. ,

ODOM

Stewart Granger. Pier Angell,
Podesta, Stanley Baker.
(Started Jan. .12)“THE IMMIGRANT”
(Little Immigrant Prods., Ine}

Corp.)

Agnes Moorehead,
(Started March 13)

in foreign

negotiation leased at this time.
_ Aithough Metro. financed com-

| compete for grand prizes including | Jess.

(Embassy Picts.—Titanus)

(Shooting Ea Sicily)
Prod.—Jean Negulesco
Dir.—Jean Negulesco
Maurice

DaCosta

Rosenberg
Ayakian

April

Fernando

Shatner,

Meyer, Kenneth MacHenna,
(Startd Feb, 22)
“JESSICA”
(Pino

30)

1 This Date, Last Year. re

for UA)

Albert

all made

has
‘|, .Approximately 350 colleges. are . $4.000.000 accounted for. He plans
INDEPENDENT
: entered in the contest. Moss said, jto spend $3.000.000 on advertising
| Starts, This Year,........16 ‘and entrees must state. in 25 {and promo and he doc¢sn‘t intend to

Thelma

Gazzara,

were

leading |: ot Where original “Aladdin” -budgtay
colleges and universities
are being et was set at $600.000. it. wound up
'recruited by Paramount Studios at
$1.500.000.. Luther ‘Davis had
j this month -to participate in pro- : to be. called in on polish job for
!motional activities
for the early’
in
¥, screen play. “Morgan”: limit had
Her:|
“The Ladies Man.
been placed at $400,000 and finPaul: !July release of

Peggy
McCay. Peter
Breck,
Carroll
O'Connor. Angela. Cartwright, Lad

‘Stanley Kramer Prods)
‘For UA Release)
Prod.-Dir.- -Sianley Kramer
Spencer Tracy, Burt Lancaster, Richard
Widmark, Marlene Dietrich, Maximillian Schell, Judy
Garland, MontgomHans

Duggan

Robert -Preston,
Shirley
Jones.
mione Gingold. -Buddy Hackett,
‘Ford, .Tommy Everett, ‘Susan Luckey,
Ronny Howard
(Started April 3)

NUREMBERG”

Clift.

March

“THE MUSIC. MAN”
Prod.-Dir.—Morton

James

Lawrence

Eddie

9)

ery

com-

“LADIES MAN’ STUNTS

‘Peter Brown, Andrew.
*Siarted Feb. 21)

bd

DOCTORS”

AT

$4.000.000

Rush-to-Market

‘laying

”“& MAJORITY OF ONE”
- Prod.-Dir.—Mervyn LeRoy
Ray
Rosalind
Russell. Alec
Guiness.
Danton. Madivn Rhue, Mac Questel—

Release)

Malden,

man
;
Dir.—Phil Karlson
Frederic
March,
Ben
Claik,

6).

Dir.—Samuel
Jeff’ Chander, Ty Hardin. Will Hutchins,
|

«Shooting

(Shooting in New York)
Prods.—Stuart
Miullar,

(Started

Beatty, Lotffe
Jeremy Spen-

Prod.— Milton rahe"

“echt

Savalas, Crehan
Dick Dennis
(Started Nov. 7)

“JUDGMENT

Dec.

Dir.—Aram

Anders,

Frankenheimer

YOUNG.

asked

lege market consultant.

'‘Dresel-Millar-Turman

Hugh
Rich-

(Started

April

Lancaste:,

These

:recently,

(United States Prod.)
(Shooting in Philippines)

Ritter
Betty
Field,
Neville
Brand,
Hugh Marlowe, Frank Richards, Telly

“THE

arion Brando, Trevor Howard,
Griffith, Frank Silvera, Tarita,
ard

Harold

Dir.—John

at studio,

i postpone a hefty number of March ; Feldman,

de Rochemont--

‘ser. Jill: St. John

(Started

Prod.

Hollywood,. April 18.

he had been fired by Skouras and

in Israel, which

London).

Prod.—Louis

Dir.—Joe Quintero
Vivien Leigh. .Warren
Lenya, Corale Brown,

16)

Until

-

Joe’ Levine hereafter will turn

taken after

out a six-pix-a-year production pro-

SPRING OF MRS. STONE” , Diamond

ROMAN

‘Shooting in

|

Starts, This Year...........8

(Harold

was

slated for March.
_. |Aladdin.” according to Levine: He
2° '‘still
Subsequently, co-producer ‘David |is spending $4.000.000 to ballyhoo”

“THE MARAUDERS”

Wynn. i
Annette
Funicello,
Henrs
Calvin,
Gene
Sheldon,
Temm: Kirk.
“Marys
McCarthy,
Kevin
Cocoran.
Brian
This Date, Last Year.......7
Cocoran,
Ann
Jilliann. Melanie
and
Marilee Arnold
(Started March 13)
“BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ”

‘| «Suspended

‘Martin:

Starts, This. Year...........7°
“THE

UNITED ARTISTS

zr

Sands.

kubert

Lori

This Date, Last Year......

“BABES

Ray

Peck.

“LAD: A Doc”
' Prod.—Max J.

Merry

this move

WARNER BROS.

Linda

BEARS”

Leewood

Nelson,

Brown

stated

pleted

.

(Started April 6)

Leewood

Dir.—Jack

last week (12) in Superior Court:
Producer at a press conference

Allied Artists’ “Qperation FEich-: Boston. Barnum declared he hadn't:
:mann,” first. of the newest batch of - made financing. irranzements on
iNazi-era pictures to play domesti- : forthcoming three. However,
he
‘cally, went before the cameras in
Mitchum. Polly;; mid-January ald was completed in likes Joe Vogel and wouldn't mind
if Metro prexy would come through
Martin Balsam
Savalas, Barrie less than a month. Not ‘only that,
and Fort Knox “Boys Night Out”
but prints were in AA’s domestic and brace to. tallow.
exchanges in plenty of time to}:
Metro's. financial -investment ‘in
ay-date
— approximately, at least |“\for
> Pirate”
tr
:—with the Ei¢hmann trial kickoff lof Bee aa Pirate 70s tae

March 20)

Bergen.

EYES”

Prod.—Jack

Starts, This Year...........1
This Date, Last Year...... 0

Fong,
Victor

yackx_Xruschen, ‘Telly

LET’S GO”

Deborah
Kerr,
Megs
Jenkins,
Stephens. Pamela Franklin
(Star ted Feb.6

WALT DISNEY

Benson

Prod.)

Gregory

Prod.—Jack
Clayton
Dir.—Jack Clayton

April 11)

Hall,

Prod.—Sy Bartlett
Dir.—J. Lee Thompson.

Theodore
Marcuse,
James
Maloney,
Milton Parsons. Emory Parnell, Jock
Finch, Opal Euard, Dick Alden, Jack
Lester,
Charlene Brooks
(Started March 6)
“THE INNOCENTS”
{Achilles Film Prod.)

Willar::

.
Los Angeles, April 18.
LesHe Stevens and his Daystar
Productions demand a total of $5.‘|-877,500 in damages in a breach of
contract and libel suit’ brought
against
20th-Fqx
and
Spyros|

Shigeta,- Miyoshi

Ling. Patrick . Adiarte,

FEAR”

(Melville

Prod.—George W. George
Dir.—Randall F. Hood
:
Eddie Albert. Jane Wyatt. Brenda Lee.
Boyd.
Donny
Soupy
Sales, Jimmy
Carter,
Butch
Patrick. Nancy
Kulp.

Douxlas

Juanita

e

27)

(Started March §
ae
TWO LITTLE
¢

Lawence Harvey, Capucine. Anne Raxter. Jane Fonda. Barbara Stanwick.)
Juanita Moore, Todd A:rmstiong. Karl

IN TOYLAND”
Piod.—Walt
Disney
Dir.—Jacx Donohue

Umeki,
peg

(Rossen Ent.)
(Sheating in N.Y.)
Dir.—Robert Rossen
Paul Newman,
Jackie
Gleason. Piper
Laurie, Myron McCormick, George C.
Scott

Jack

Prod.—Charles K. Feldman
Diu.- Edward Dymtrvk

(Started

Dir.— Henry Koster
Nancy-.Kwan, James

Cham-

Chambers,

Hutchins, David Brandon, Bill Leeka, |

FE.nest

Cortesa,

Fowley
(Started April 4)
“A WALK
ON THE WILD
(Fumous Artists Pro-ls.)
(Sheoting in New Orleans)

Swenson.
Waterman,

J. Allen

VS. 20TH AND SKOURAS {Joe LevineTells
Hollywood About
TheYears Ahead

‘'Nastiest Nazi In

Barbara Stuart, Tom Reese, -Adoree
Evans,
Steve
Baylor,
Roy
Jensen.
Vince Williams, Peter Muller, Hideo
Imamura
(Started Feb. 13)
“THE HUSTLER”

Cinematografica

Laurentiis

Palance,

Everett

(Shooting in Japan)
Prod.-Dir.—Raocul
Walsh
Tryon.
David
Hedisen.
Tom

28)

Quinn,

Crosse.

March

LESLIESTEVENS SUIT

countries..
pensatory and
$1,000,000 exemNext pic will be. his maiden
plary
damages
from
20th-Fox..
This Date, Last Year.:.... 4
‘Stevens personally asked $627.:500 American label, “Boys Night Out,”
to
cost $2,000.000
with Martin
compensatory and $250,000 exem“LOVER, COME. BACK”
plary damages from Skouras per- ,Ransohoff, 33-year-old Vidpix-pro(UI-7 Picts.-Nob Hill- ‘Arwin)
‘ducing
Gothamite,
_to
produce,
Arthur, Stanley
Sha- ‘sonally..
|: ’ Prods.—Robert
|whieh will start in late September.
Piro, Martm Melcher.
Dir.—Delbert Mann
;Michaet Gordon will direct script
Rock Hudson. Doris Day, Tony. Randall,
by Henry: and Phoebe Ephron.
Edie Adams. Jack. Oakie. deck Kru.,oichen, Ann B. Davis, Ward Ramsey
Other’ two to.be started before
(Siitied Jan:
year end Levine wouldn't bruit’
“FLOWER DRUM SONG”
‘about.
taking position he mav Tose
Prod.—Rass Hunter

Starts, This Year...........9
This Date, Last Year........7

Prods.)

Anthon,

Dennis.

meeting will take place the immediately

| Starts, This’ Year.......3. 4

20th CENTURY-FOX

Reid.
Chet
Paul Dubov.

Hansen

De

Nick

bers, Bill Stafford, Richard

BEAST”

UN IVERSAL

Stella

Nancy
Walyters,
Angela
Lansbury... Roland
Winters, John Archer; Howard
NeNear, Darlene Thompkins, Jenny Maxwell, Christian Kay, Pamela <Akert.
Frank Atienza, Jose DeVarga, Ralph
Hanalie, Lani Kai

[~

Blakels,
Elizabeth
MacRae,
Jackie
Cooper
(Started Mareh 17)
“SARDONICUS”
(William Castle Prods.)
Prad.-Dir --William Castle
Oscar Homolku. Ronald Lewis. Audrey
Dalton. Guy Rolfe, Vladimir Sokoloff,

Qiino

Janssen,

“CAPE

TIur.—Don Tasler
Mickey Rooney. Buddy

“RBARABBAS”

David

‘Started March 37)
“FOO LATE BLUES”
Prod.-Dir.—John Cassavetes
Bobby Darin, Stella Stevens. Seymour
Cassel, Cliff Carnell, Vincent Ed-

Doff

March

Hunter,

(Started

Julie

Roberts,
Carl
Benton
Dough.
Kathy Noirs,
Ed Mallory
Siarted March 7)
“EVERYTHING’S
DUCKY”

Loina

Cummings,

Stevens

Rupert

€A\cpiune Prods.)
Prod.- Alex Gordon
Dir.—Frank McDenald

‘Started

Montand, Ed-

Robert

(Started Feb. 20)
“BLUE HAWAII“
tHal Wallis Prod.)
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir—Norman Taurog
Elvis Presley, Joan Blackman,

CITY“

Summers,

Yves

Gerry

Assoc. Prod.—Sam Waxman
Dir.—Edmond O’Brien

Prod.- Pino de Laurentiis
Dir. Gus Hamilton
David Niven. Alberto Sordi
(Started March 5»

Prod.--Red

Cardiff

president of the Rogers: institution, conveys:

gram, to.be made both here and
his firm’s three-year partnership
places still undecided; he divulged
‘contract with studio terminated:
after an. exhib luncheon Iast week
after he missed a luncheon with}
at Beverly Hillis Hotel.
Skouras and 50 other people at
Three of the films discussed bestudio last March 22, when person-.
‘fore .150. theatremen
from
local
al biz took him east..
area,
Portland
and Seattle, ‘are.
Specifically, Daystar,
under
|; Whose. banner Stevens functioned included in this year's half “dozen.

(Started April 6).

THE

Montague,

Skouras personally, in action filed |

Gardner

(Edward Small. Harvard Film Corp.)
Prod.—Robert E. Kent
‘Dir.—Edwara L. Cahn
Joyce
Taylor, ._Mark Damon,
Eduard
Franz, Michael Pate, Merry Anders,
Dayton Lummis, Walter Burke
(Started. April 10)
.

“DEADLOCK”
Prods.—Edmond O'Brien. Stanley Frazen

Richard
Todd.
Lionel
Jeffries,
Aubrey. James Booth
(Started Feb. 15)
“TWO ENEMYS”
dine de Laurentiis Prods.)
(Sheeting in Israel

William

:

Robinson,

(Started Jan. 16)

Jeffrey

Levy, Arthur

Pyle

Yoko Tani, Alex

“THE HELLIONS”
Ghiuiwng Atren. Ltd.¥
<Shooting# in S. Africa)
Prod.- Harold Huth

“UNDERWATER

Prods.—Jules

Dir.—Arnold. Laven
Chuck Conners, Kamala Devi. Ross May
un, Pat Conway, Adam West. Lawrence Dobkin. John Anderson, Denver

“BEAUTY AND

MacLaine,

ward.G.

Starts, This Year. .......0.-7
This Date, Last Year.......5

Kenneth

“GERONIMO”:

GEISHA”

Shirley

COLUMBIA

Dir.

. Since. Levine’ has a $300, 600 in- ‘in the Sophia
Loren
Starrer, and since key Manhattan
‘reviews usually shape the boxof-

} vestment

(Levy-Gardner-Laven Prod.)

place.-Abe

that the annual board

critique

Pic. is due at the Sutton.

Dir.—Jack

Gustaf

15)

tepid

‘py “make ‘or break” Bosley Crow-

‘Sachiko Prad.)
(Shooting in Japan)
Prod.—Steve Parker

Unger

Feb.

a possibly

+ ther,

(Started “oct. 10)

Te.
«harles Heas
Braderick Crawford
(Started

against

Valentin De Vargas, Elsa Martinelli.
Michele Giradon, Bruce Cabot, Hardy
Kru

ATTACK”

American
InternationaD
(Sheating in Spain)
Fieds, -— Richard
Bernstein,

Manhattan, with the ‘first stop being National. Screen Service
chairman Herman Robbins’ Edgewater Motel, Schroon Lake. Rob-

and Herald Trib.
Schedule calls |
for at least. one double-page lay-|
out_in the Times—call it insurance

Hawks
Assoc. Prod.—Paul Helmick
John Wayne, Gerard Blain. Red Buttons,

Anne

.

He’s planning to splurge

Starts, This Year......... 4
fice, Levine’s ad outlays actually
This Date, Last Year........6 | seem rather modest: insurance.-

PLANET”

(Shoctmeg in Copenhagen)
Piod.-Dr.
Sidney
Pink
John ‘Agar,
Greta
Thyssen,
Srivrner. Cal Ottosen
(Started Jan. 24)
"ATLANTIC

THUNDER
OF DRUMS”
Prod.—Robert J. Enders

PARAMOUNT

‘Film company reps, exhibitors and the: press ‘will take off June: ‘22 on the annual pilgrimage to.the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital, .:
Saranac Lake, N.Y. Group will travel. on chartered buses from:

‘at least- double the sum normally
bins and his sons, Allan, Burton and Norman, have been hosting
‘spent: promoting the New York
the junketeers for some years.
date of an import, with heftiest|.
Party goes to the hospital June 23 la Friday) for’ a onceover
splash ‘slated for the N. Y. .Times.
of the hospital and talks with. patients, then back to the Robbins’

William

(Shooting in Africa)
Prod.-Dir.—Howard

This Date, Last Year.......2
TO THE

Jack Weston,

Women.”

Jim.

Jagger

“HATARI”

Starts, This Year........5...3
JOURNEY

Dean

Dir.—Joseph M. Newman
Richard Boone, George Hamilton. Luana
Patten, -Arthur
O’Connell,
Charles
Bronson, Duane Eddy, James Douglas,
Irene
Tedrow,.
Dick
Chamberlain,
Tammy Marihugh, Casey Tibbs, Slim
Pickens,
em. Harvey.
(Started April

CID’

S.muel

Bazlen.

Prentiss,

Lanteau
(Started ‘Mareh 20)

This Date, Last Year.......1

Prod.:

Paula

Jack Mullaney,

Starts, This Year...........2

«(amuel. Bronston
Prod. with
Films for Allied Artists and
“Rank

Joe
Levine ‘thinks’ big. even
{with an artie, per his. Gotham ad
budget for Carlo Ponti’s “Two

Dir—Richard Tho r
Brigid
-Steve
McQueen,

Saranac Pilgrimage June22-23

FOR LEVINE’S ‘WOMEN’.
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Al Jarvis.

(Svarted “April 10)

Dick

Haynes,

‘+upcoming production.
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Authentic Film From Nazi Archives Shown For The First Time
On The American Motion Picture Screen!

MEIN KAMPF

REVEALING THE RISE AND RUIN OF HITLER'S REICH

This is the realthing! Every footof film is
i authentic—uncovered in the secret archives of the SS Elite Guard and suppressed by
Goebbels himself.as too strong even for his own savage propaganda.
They have never before been sliown on any motion picture screen
in. America. “Mein Kampf” has created.a sensational impact and
has been hailed overseas as a tremendous historical document. It
has. kicked up a storm wheréver it has been shown throughout the
world, reaping enthusiastic reviews.and acclaim.

it mercilessly
7 , haunted the

i

such a

thing allowed to happen?”
Of this motion picture, when it was shown nN

ing throats in unison as Rudolf Hess shouts: ‘My Fiihrer, you are

Germany.’ The shock comes with 1942, as the film moves on to footage shot by SS cameramen in the Warsaw Ghetto.”
Of this motion picture, when it was shown in Israel, The New

“Mein Kampf" is a brilliant achievement in motion picture documentation. It probes: deep-into the- whole tise and ruin of the Third.
was. Through brilReich and the evil genius whose creation it:

liant utilization of never-before-seen footage, ¢
asks and answers the one question that has '
mind and heart of the world:
“How was

Germany, Time Magazine said: “A film that froze its packed audiences to stiff attention
and sent them-from the theatre with eyes
averted...At first; German audiences watch with embarrassed distaste,
now snickering at the wild gesticulations of the early Hitler, now clear-

York Sunday Times Magazine had this to say: “Most of the audience
that crammed the theatre night after night went in chattering, as
people go to see a movie about ‘Custer’s Last Stand’ or ‘The Hordes
of Genghis Khan. But they came out quietly, for they had seen
neither sets nor actors, but a grisly family album.”

In a bullet-proof glass cage, in a courtroom in Jerusalem, Adolf
Hitler’s Reich is on trial for these mammoth, monstrous crimes against

»

West

humanity. It’s altin*Mein Kampf’
for all to see,a shattering experience,
4

AMERICAN
PREMIERE
FRIDAY

THEATRE
NEW YORK y

A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE
Narrated by CLAUDE STEPHENSON
Written and Edited by ERWIN LEISER
Produced by TORE SJOBERG
A MINERVA INTERNATIONAL PROOUCTION .

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY FROM COLUMBIA PICTURES
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Allied States’ Three Main Frets

‘Open-End Interviews’ For

|

Amusement
Stock Quotations
W eek. Ended Tues. (18)

‘Nuremberg’ Players Aim

All Impinge Upon Boxoffice|.At More Global Publicity nigh bow
Hollywood, April 18. —

Routine of. “open -end”. interviews with stars has been taken |.
one step further on “Judgment

National Allied spring board j alterable”
opposition
to “either
powwow in New York last week. voluntary or mandatory: classifica(1. evinced
new
agitation
overition
of films,” which formality]
16m “school” competition, '2) reaf-: splits exhibition’s posture on the
firmed its no-classification stand, | issue, since Theatre
Owners of
and +3) urged general release for: America is on record in support

hard-ticket pix as “expeditiously”
'!of classification.

ac possible.

|

‘Adults

ExhibmMbody hopes
to win support |
,
.

What's further

$914
6178

Only'

Tracy,

is the

chance

ning afoul of antitrust laws.

of

Tun-

jn

r

-classification

on

their:

ee,

ing for Sele "three io the New

cee.

aad

instances current

globe
.

atres. come Saturday matinee. omit

they

areae being> shot

a feature!

While nixing any form of classi-| Al

ork last week;

udy

Garland

iU) and “Diary of Anne Frank”
(20th), which brought the wrath;

{tion, and parents, and also calls |Britain, as well as one straight infor complete support for the Code |terview on film which will be serv-

114
1614
3234

68

36°

2714

that “Pillow”

but

at the time wasn't

Allied

obviously

thinks

it’s: Volce is being cut from the track:

available to them. Michigan Allied; tough enough rounding up cussubsequently talked the school in- tomers without additional “hinGauges

Ren-. distribution

practices

relating

to; already

have

been. received. and}:

the exhibs haven't been too suc-{With a softer pedal. Whereas past j ting local announcers to supply
cessful in solving the competition
|Protests tended to be sirident.| translations of both questions and
from

military

installations.

If dis-' association now calls on the com~; answers. -

tribution reacts to form, it doesn’t

Panies ta make

the hard-ticketers;

-

.

ae

readily on the 16m question. As! tiously as possible.” And further,
|Burt Lancaster

and

sighted to some, but that’s show-

context,

ray e

but

i'peatedly

previously

aired—is

and

re-

distribution’s

On classification, Allied: board increased public-be-damned
attiadopted earlier statement by Mar- ; tude in the abrupt switching of a

shall Fine, prez, asserting his “un- roadshow film to popscale policy. which has been
-

Recent

Broadway

20th-Fox

,and

examples—both | “Judgment

product—were

I’ and

“Pepe”

launched

on

at Nuremberg.”

In-

the “King ‘ terview footage on film is paralled|

switchovers.iby the

conventional :“open

end”.

and in Chicago not long ago -the |radio interviews which will be
:“Ajlamo”
moveover.
There
are’ distributed by UA on a world wide
.criss-cross

viewpoints

on this,

of - basis.

| course, and either side of the argu-:

General

theme

of the coverage

-,Mment can marshal plenty of reason-j is the importance of. “Judgment
‘ing for their case. But the issue | at Nuremberg” and the preparatomorrow!
, that won't. go away is the cheapen-, tions for the world premiere which.

e:

+

+

;

.

Washington,

April

18.

Cinerama transactions were among major film industry stock deals
reported in latest Securities & Exchange Commission summary for

‘the period Feb. 11-March

10. Wentworth

D. Fling-and. John. H. Hart-

. ley exercised options:
to’ buy 15.000 Cinerama common shares apiece.
| The purchases brought Fling’s total holdings to 16.050 shares and
: Hartley's to 18.125. In a. smaller transaction, Morris Schecmer sold

A.
Watch
show:
the
excitement,
ig
the
show
in
late
Sleep
greatest
town.
icolor,
, 100
is

UN
IN
TOWN
Ri

shares, leaving him. with none.

In other deals, all in common

,

stock unless designated otherwise:

Allied Artists:—Sherrill C. Corwin sold 4,500: shares, leaving him
; with 17,400. Roger W: Hurlock bought 700, boosting his total to 21,700.

ABC-Paramount

Theatres:—Simon

B. Siegel

buy 1.786 for a total of 4.947 shares.

exercised

option to

F783

= 6114:
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+114 ..

—214
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+134
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Week Ended: Mon. (17);
Ex-dividend.
Listed on Midwest Exchange.
Actual Volume.
.

a,
{Courtesy of Merrill.Lyneh. Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.).

Over-the-Counter Securities
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L014
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leTo Scarcity of Money Pictures:

Terms Swallowed, Less Retching?
The new order of things in the;“The Alamo:” This was one of
picture business is seeing exhibi- those cases where the. hard-ticket
more
and
more—
but
tors
paying
7,sell didn’t go too strongly.
willingly—for film product.. The’ where the continuous
run at “popuscreams from _theatremen about lar” prices clicked.: The aura of
cost
the high
of merchandise “bargain” has been gotten across
aren't heard so much any more.
‘to the public.
-to:
are _ adhering
Theatremen
their expressed with
bellyaches concerning the alleged
lack of money-making features. But
they don’t seem to be saying that
tradition

oor

Pees,
:
@

the top-ranking features are being
overly priced.
taken
this
has
Significantly,
:

place:

M!l.1-4700.
call
Let
enterta
us

-

- 5956

...... 687

2734.

4444644"

nner
a

914

405&

|

,

62

8512"

55%

Insiders Stock Buys, Sells
,

3416

|59°98

Stanley

‘ingof the hard-ticket policy as a| will be held Dec. 14 ‘at the Konlonerange attendance ‘gimmick.
gress: Halle in Berlin.

youin

60'4

39°

62%

2614

Maximilian |:

_Uons ‘in Lancaster's case he also
translates! and similar footage will
‘-be"be shot
she when Marlene Dietrich ar: rives on the set next month.
Special coverage is in addition
to the regular weekly :tv service

..2273-

+4256

116 0°-

2278
1881§

35

far as the companies are con- that playing time and_ rentals Schell with vet foreign correspond-.
cerned, as per film biz annals, any ;Should be “realistic” ‘that moot ent. Bert Reisfeld plying the ques-

market that can bring a buck is; Word again). |
a
worth cultivating. May seem short-! Related point—not made in this

64

6734

.. 159

+4234

—I1%
+ %
$3% |

634
"634
15'%4
1534
27°6. 3219:

2158
17814

RCA

4314

115%@

2334
19214

Republic

'*
+
t
s

In addition. Kramer organization

expedi- ifilmed -interviews in German with

“as

available

seem dikely they'll oblige any more fenerally

55

+334"
+7%

4018

Phileo
..... 795
Polaroid .... 606

4914

534

is expressing itself, track contains extra gaps permit-

Worth bearing in mind is that time Allied

..,

Thea.

1034

2354

fie
i hort, aren'tconditioned on ithe
“big ones” have long rankled are being processed. In areas
admissions or other factors.
‘less fortunate theatremen, but. this — where language may be a. problem,
bition.

Nat.

16

-40

eubject soa ‘the terms. that “at-| On the matter of roadshows,| More than 40 specific tv requests
i

Ine.

Paramount

41734
175

1674

{if urging parents to police moppets ! staffs for. what appears to. be per-

The Allied chaps make the,as to film attendance is unrealis-!SOnalized interviews made for the |
doubled-point that “16m prints not. tic. ne more so, surely, than po-{ individual station. Similar foot-|
only rent cheap ($35 average) but | Mtely, asking producers and exhibs | fee ee be shot with other cast
ren't
also to exert caution.
.
pers.
oa
.
ue

514

8%

by the Kramer editing department |
and prints shipped, together with

to dropping the Hollywood prod-;drances”—of which classification |4 transcript, so that local stations
uct for non-commercial films.
jpresumably qualifies as one. And |¢@”. utilize members of their own
Narrow

MCA

Metro GM .. 992

NAFI Corp...-964

5238

643g

of Detroit exhibs who pointed out ,seal. It doesn’t say so; of course, | iced around the globe. Interview's

311g¢
4214
45°78.

11758

3414

film series. It advertised .a pro-; fication. Allied does exhort “self- | f/med.a pair of interviews for BBC
gram for one day of “Pillow Talk” ;regulation” by production, exhibi-] 294 ITV. the television outlets in

371%
3014
4018
414

Eastman Kdk. 366°

1814 1434 Rep, pfd. ... 124

theatres. One specified case oc- program of cartoons and suitable: 4 th the Ale: vd aaied Ing
curred recently in Deiroit at Wayne . shorts.
Nene Ve 5 m an Jone Ger for

40'S

3274
435%
45%

EMI...
....1038.
Glen Alden.. 527
Loew’s
Thea. 740°

Change
for wk.

59°
60'4

26.

534
13%
1578

41%

54
5219

23

758
1718
3234

918

froduction has been getting 16m.the feature if it's sexy stuff andj daily, a the conciusion of the Ale,
play while being unavailable to!instead feed the kiddies a solid |Har af "|hing hee “pa
sti m-|

Univ., which announced

2734 .-

Col Pix ..... 222
Becca
...... 765 .
Disney ...... 277

6734. 4114

=

a aera 4 department

and

5914
617%

.....4424

2138
325g
265g

8534
According to Allied, the 16m: Jersey unit, for instance. blurb | jas, corralled” an A ive. lets
‘24%
commercial market is a growing; “adults only” on trailers for pixi¢ inter orranle depecial ; a es
20134
threat to theatres. What especially they believe adult-themed, such as |
10
*Mterviews
and
special
features
avitates the exhibs, they say. is - Metro's “Butterfield 8.” Some the-| |from: television stations around the }- 6242
that in numerous

Ampex

34%
4414
45%

11934 10414

Burt
Lancaster, Richard
Marlene Dietrich,
Maxi-

cimpaign on the q.t. lest it invite. ments of the organization have | Montgomery Clift, currently is beinterest from the Dept. ov Jus- been ignoring Fine & Co. and go- i pore the cameras at Revue Studios
tive. Reason

ABC Vending 171
Am ‘Br-Par Th 629

2014

4014 353 CBS......... 601

from distribution in the 16nr fight.; the Allied dog doesn’t always Wag! milian’ Schell, Judy Garland and |
Lut will probably have to wage its the tail—meaning. scattered. -ele-:
oa
,
1a

Net -

*Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues:.
inl0ds. High . Low
Close

3314
4314

2734

at Nuremberg” to give the Stanley
Kramer -production. an unprecedented
; exploitation adjunct in the
‘| television field. . United Artists |.
| release,
which’
stars
Spencer

interesting is that | Widmark

N.Y. Stock Exchange.

a

Theatremen

don't seem

to

Columbia Pictures:—Alfred Hart bought 100. giving him a total of care that a “Psycho” or an “Ab- was
Professor”
Minded
: 10.073. Leo Jaffe bought 5,805 for a total of 5,976. Abraham Montague sent
‘ got rid of 600, holding onto 5.266 shares. |
, brought in at a negative price of

ee
ns
ee
ns

Loew's Theatr »s:——Arnold M. Grant dropped
holdings.
7

eese

less than

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer:—Raymond A. Lune bought. 1.200 shares for
' a total of 1.300. Robert Mochrie bought 600 for a 650 total. Howard

od

:.Strickling bought 600 for a total of 825 shares. All purchases were by
‘exercise of options.
,

|

National Video Corp. and Rico Electronics Tne.:—Harold Cole sold

‘800 shares of Class A common, leaving him with 700.
Paramount Pictures:—Y. Frank Freeman sold 1.000, holding
.500 shares. Louis A. Novins sold 100, leaving him with. 691. ,

Have
lunch
50.
breakfast)
(or
bat
the
~
| Phileo Corp.:—Robert F. Herr sold 500, holding onto 23.453.

be
Aqueduct
and
to
exact,
track
race
~~

|

35

Trans-Lux

Corp.:—Harry

1a grand total of 190.164.

acquired

G. Levathes bought his first 1,500.
ing onto 300.

= 8
&
x] =
~~ ~~
ot
.~

19,300

more

shares

This

onto|more

they

is shown

in the booking

and more

see

features but when

something

they

like—

usually the type of product the
public wants -to buy, they're willing
for to shell out. Either that or they.
|recognize that they have got ‘to

James A. Van Fleet sold 200, hold,

;
Warner Bros.:—Charles Allen Jr., through Allen & Co., sold 10.000
! shares, holding onto 40.000. Wolfe Cohen sold his fast 5:000 shares.
James B. Conkling did the same. Benjamin Kalmenson sold his total

LONGEST

|-

They're. still

terms they’¥e accepting as. well as
the bids they're offering.
The 90-10 and four-wall arrange- |
ments for the blockbusters are another indication.
Theatremen are screaming -for

Twentieth Century-Fox:—J. B. Codd sold his last 100 shares. Peter Fover-bid
ensnare

sw
“=F
2 2

a

Brandt

$2.000.000.

10,500 shares, his total .‘willing to go for the 50-50 and-over
deals.

On the

competitors
other

-distribufion
won't

in order to.

the profit-taking pix.

hand. according to

reps,

pay a dime

the

exhibitors

for the material

that dies in the first-run theatres.

They. have become acquainted with:
i holdings of 20,000 shares. William T. Orr discarded 5.000 shares. leav- the fact that the boxo.iice clicks |.
| ing him with 15.800. Serge Semenenko, through a trust, sold 800, at the outset, with rare exceptions, | | leaving him with 2,000.._Herman Starr sold all his 7.5C0 shares. Stephen are ditto in. the subsequents.
One of those rare -occasiong is |..
| Socko!
” B. Trilling got rid of his total holdings of 5,000 shares.
For
triumph,
conflict,
reservations,
etc.
a

a

ee ee

re

_o~=

2

”

DRIVE-IN PARKING © RESTAURANT-LOUNGE

_. PRIVATE BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS

For reservations, write, wire, phone

3. Executive House:
or see
7

“@

e
®
e
®

travel agent..-

.

71 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 1,tH,

°

*%a

Financial 67100 |
A.W. QUARLES, General Manager

, Opening early 1961, another. “0,

&§XECUTIVEHOUSE.

*, Washington,
D.C.
6°
rn
e* ‘J

=
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[MARYLAND EXCLUDING . WelfareDept. Employes’ ‘Judgment’
- Gov. HaltsStatePoliceScreenings
$
_ BARE-FLESH STUFF
Decriedin Supporting Picketers
But Republican Legislature Likely to Slap: Democrat!
. Baltimore, April 18.

Down on ‘Abolition’
+-

“For first tlme in six years, the
Maryland state Board of Motion
‘Picture Censors has banned, com-|pletely. two -films.
They also rec-

ommended

Leg Room Built In

In

Absent-Minded

five. cuts in a third film.|

a

Durham, N.C., April 18.
polite but “meaningful”

resolution

an order .from - ‘Gov.

‘| before it could be shown

the Durham

County wel-

in the.
Typo or mental block—at
fare board has censured Welfare
State.
| any rate, Welden Theatre at
Dept. employes
who
participate
-John B; Swainson for the. State :
‘Banned in entirety are “The ImSt. Albans, Vt., advertised it
in picket lines at Chapel Hill thePolice to.stop its showings of two
pacity. from: 2,748 ta 1,641—. morat. Mr. Teas” and “Shangrij
‘“Go Naked
in the Woods.”
‘| atres.
films to the public'-because they |: with -more legroom—and in-. La.” -: Cuts “were ‘suggested for}.
But further complication is
The resolution followed a special
are “propaganda,” the. State Legisstalling new ‘seats’: in :last 4d*Career Girls” on a Naked Holithat blurb had Gina Lollo- | meeting of the Buard at which two
lature. voted -to. view the. films. irr .month after midnight. not to ‘|day.”
| brigida doing it in a $5,000 | white
“women
caseworkers
apinterfere -with
performance:.
question at a. joint, session of. the.
‘Notification of board’s
action
gown.
peared to champion their nicket
House and Senate tonight:-(11). to]. policy, Loew’ s has completed
‘line endeavors tor the sake of intewas:‘sent
distributors
in letter |
‘determine whether the ban: should |: Anterior changes including new:
gration.
‘signed by Norman C. Mason, vice.
‘drapes,
paint job
and new.
be continued. Involved is whether
chairman of board who becomes |
Nan Pattie of Scotland, who has
treatment of. lobby.
the films are “faetual” or doctored.
chairman May 1:
inot yet been
naturalized
as an
No ‘increase .in adimission
Political overtones .are. ‘implied
Bamnings
could spell trouble
American citizen. and Mrs. Edith
prices contemplated..
‘since Swainson ‘isa Democrat and.
ahead for distributors and exhibs |
'
:
Back, wife of a Duke University
the Legislature : is predominantly |
}in the state.
Under. the chairU it
f Allied:
professor.
presented
a typed
dnd
Republican. a
| manship’ of. C. Morton Goldstein,
hl
0
e
signed statement to the Board.
“Operation Abolition, ” ‘sponsored
| for past ‘six years, the board caused
The statement in effect held that
by Fulion Lewis 3d and based. on!
little trouble. Suggested cuts were
_the two women are not violating
-newsreels subpoened. in San :Fran-}
made here and there but these
‘the spirit of the state merit sy\scisco by.the: Un-American: Activities
were complied with, with little or|item. the Hatch Act, or any other
Committee, -has. drawn the ‘most
no fanfare.
Haw, by walking the picket lines
fire. It has: been shown at public
Goldstein, who kept a close. eye |. Allied States Assn. now counts. during their off hours,
. gatherings. under’ Michigan State
{on court decisions bearing on cen- 14. affiliates—or does it?
| Both women are residents of
Police auspices. along with “Comsorship, is one of the more tiberal.
Situation is fuzzy since there are .Chapel Hill.
munism on the Map.” which Swain.chairmen the board has had. With;,,. o versions on status of the exState Atty. Gen. Wade Bruton
son also has banned but:which was
his ‘departure,
increased friction,
hibitor body’s Towa-Nebraska-S.!caid jast week that in his opinioa
not mentioned in the:‘Legislative
lig almost.a sure thing.
Dakota
unit.
headed
by
Neal
Hout-‘
the
particination by Welfare DeTesolution.
Goldstein let it be known that’ ze, with Al Myrick (ex-National Al-!;pattment
San Francisco. April 18.
employes in such picket
- Swainson. banned the. films’ after. ; One of Frisco’s big. old down-.
OSh
disagreed
with
banning
fi
lied
prexy)
as
board
chairman.
‘lines
“is strictly a matter between
receiving |. ‘complaints. from
the town theatres—dark Six years now.
angrea
saying
a
:
Allied
spring
board
meeting
in
employer
and employe.”
In this
‘Michigan. Council of Churches and —-Will be razed this summer, but. treated subject in. comic vein and!
ae
;Manhattan last week first heard ,case the emplover would be Durother state and national groups hope to save. the biggest house that “While there may be nudity
from Myrick that the lowa affil,ham County.
Bruton said there is
which | abject to. the films saying west of: the _Mississippi. the: 4,651- -awareness _ there: is no
sexual;
jhad pulled opt, but a check with: no law to vrohibit a county emthey are:“inaecurate and. distort- Seat Fox, grew last week. .
| awareness.’
Houtze elicited assurance no such‘ ploye working
under
the State
He rene ered:though, with baned.”’ After: privately: screening the| ‘action had: been taken. He said.Merit System from joining such
Scheduled
for. : ‘demolition in
;ning of “Teas” saying. it showed
films; governor observed they were
August is AB-PT’s-2.000-seat State,‘|nudity as ‘much as possible ‘
‘unit's exec committee, which would . demonstrations.
‘in a:
“obviously - ‘propaganda -. matter”
a 46-year-old structure ona key
{have ta set a vote on whether to.
The Board's resolution in part
which. the State Police ' ‘should. not
lewd way.’
j downt o.wn-carner
of Market |
stay. hadn’t even met recently.
i stated that “exercise of every inBoard. members: are appointed to
‘be -showing.”
| Street, :-Friseo’s main drag.
The
“mystery.”
however,
Inti-:
dividual
rieht not alwavs consistent
for three: year ternis by the Gov“ Rep. Frederic J. Marshall, ‘a Remates a tug within the unit over: With good judgment”: and that
‘Paul P. ‘Levin, head: of. ‘AB-PT's |L apnor.
“publican from - Alken. ‘introduced
power
and
tied
to
the
issue
of
“Participation
in controversial matrealestate
‘division,
-hotified the;
the successful resolution for a joint
whether to stick with National or ters by department personnel may
Legislative -screening: of “Opera-=. -building’s. ehief. current - tenant, a!lnot.
Appears
that
two
camps
are
be
reasonably
expected to adverstion AbolHtion.” ‘He called “Swain- jewelry store, that..‘‘we are planforming behind Myrick and Houtze. [is affect the Welfare Department
‘son's ban ‘‘ill-advised’ and a “re-: ning to demolish the building as
Former
is
identified
with
the
firene
.
pro
anew roman em:
It
flection upon the. sincerity of the soon as. your. lease runs out."
.
majority of the Congressmen who ‘expires: July 31.
brand.
cratiesal
teiied,
proponents
|
ployes
of
the
Durham
Welfare DeThe ‘theatre, originally known as
are meéinbers. of: the House Un-:
_Minneapolis. April 18.
|the California. and a first-run un-|. Women’. S auxiliary of the North- more conciliate eastern elements. |Pariment. place the good of the
American Committee.”
til
the
early
‘The
toughies
prevailed
two
years
;
Welfare
program
foremost
and any
"40s. has been on the»west .Variety Club has decided. te-,;
The Detroit Free Press, independent politically, backed Swain- -block..for years and deals several | use its Marty Chalfen Children’s :|ago when the internecine struggle |Vioht which can reasonably be ex‘gon’s stand: in an editorial which times were nearly closed for it: (Memorial. fund .to help pay for;‘flared at the Miami Beach conven- “pected to reflect adversely upon
heart arte a ofohildmet ote ‘tion
defeated
Ed :‘the department or the program. ”
said, in. part: “Many people ‘com-) AB- PT officials would. not-confirm:Par
Lider, where
topper Myrick
of the New
England
petent ‘to judge, ‘and whose own _a Tumor that. Texas interests. have !
bought
the
‘property
to.convert
it
‘patriotism is sincere beyond. ques|Variety Club. Heart hospital’ at unit, for the presidency.
MGM's TV Trailers for ‘Kings’
-. Last year, in an effort to patch
tion, have found: the films to be,} into a high-rise parking ‘facility, Minnesota U for surgery.
Metro is turning out a series of
at least in part, not factual. Since |‘ but previous negotiations centered+ Fund was established in memory the-split, the two factions compro10f Mrs. Morris Chalfen who was i mised on Chicago's Jack Kirsch for; shorts for television to promote its
they are offered asvalid docu- on -a similar ‘plan, with ground |
‘|
president
of
the
Variety
club
auxil!
prexy,
but.
he
resigned
soon
after
|
release
of
Samuel
Bronston's
‘ments, this ‘is an extremely. good floor.used for shops.
reasons.
Short
time “King of Kings
reason why a public agency should '. Meantime, the city's. property di- iiary when she and her three chil-; for” health
rector,
Philip.
‘L.
Rezos,
reported
to
|
dren
died
in
a
Northwest
Airlines
ilater
he
died.
Companv
is
making
the
pitches—
not be circulating them. or appeéarthat | plane ‘crash near Tell City, Ind. 1 At Variety presstime, Myrick which highlight filming of major
ing to sponsor them until the: au- iMayor George. Christopher
thenticity question can be conelu-, purchase of the -32-vear-old Fox. last year: Mrs. Chalfen was. the 'was beating the Mississippi bushes |sequences in the pic—in multiple
| for -$¥.050,000° probably would be iwife of the producer of the Holiday ‘on business and couldn’t be reached languages. and both color and black
sively answered in their favor.
for explanations.
and white.
“That individuals and. private j a good. ‘deal for the city. Fox-West | on Ice. show.
groups have a perfect: right, to find Coast has said it wants: to''sell or \
audiences. for them: goes without raze the’ structure, ‘which backs!
‘Lansing, Mich., | April 18..

Following

.
: Toronto, April -18.
Cutting down its seating ca-

lowa-Neb-Dakota|

To RazeFri
risco
State ButMove On
— ToSave theF0X;

IsItIn or Out!

iN.W. Variety ClubPlans
Helping Foreign Kids-

r

saying. But anything. sayoring: of:: onto the city’s Civic. Auditorium.
official participation. .is another | ' Rezos said he didn't know if :
| Fox-West Coast would. séll for $1,-:
Ahing.”
}-050,000: but: noted the city could [
‘use not.only the. theatre for .con-:

TALENT SEARCHING:AGAIN eet business, but alsb the ad-'
‘| Jacent 10-story. office building and

Warners - and - Fairchild

Camera.”

114-car parking lot..
4 He: said-the city would lose $75, ="
1500 a year in taxes, but. added:
Warners and. ‘Fairchild: Camera’ demolition: would lower this figure !
are in high via full-page ads. ‘in | considerably, ‘anyway. Rezos: esfi-.
past weekend's. newspapers
with
mated $100.000 a. year. -would be!
tthe most elaborate talent search needed to renovate the building.
seen around the industry: in many
said: $73,000. a-- year
would.
be Reviewing O}d. Stint

wa day. This is a commercial: tieup needed for maintenance, but fore-']-°
‘between the film conrpany -and; cast income of .$59.500 from rent- ‘J.
Fairchild. but ought, to prove thej als. A’ bond issue would be‘needed.
|
possibilities . inherent “in . finding; to buy the place, he said. Christo- :
new .faces in a direct pitch to: the: | Pher so far has” opposed | purehase
public’ plus. the: public's. interest in. ; but a. campaign is underway to.
oi wariness of..such an: approach. i “save” the big theatre. ,

In any ev ent. the Hollywood as- :.
, Pirants are: instructed to make their :
own screen tests on a Fairchild; i‘Son.
‘Bn sound camera ‘which dealers

are’ making. available
Winner

receives

a

via

rental.’

|

WALT DISNEY’ Ss.

‘FRED MacMURRAY, » NANCY OLSON |
KEENAN WYNN « TOMMY KIRK
‘and THE MESIE Wat'sGREATEASTER STAGE SHOW

“BOYS NIGHT OUT”

FI

rights to: title, and: studio shad nat
invaded his rights. .

Management:

Oo
,
NRB Associates, Ltd.
485 Madison Ave. © N. Y..
233S. Beverly Drive ° L. A.

property rights. he elaimed.:
At ‘pre-trial, 20th-Fox contended
4 Sanforth
didn't
Own
“exclusive

TO DIRECT THIS COMEDY

|ARNE SULTAN

! copyrights. to book: under title iu’
i question. which’ were. assigned to
him ‘Jan. 18, .1945.:
Plaintiff: ‘stated that 20th-Fox.
produced a motion picture under
{tab of “Son of Robin Hood” at a
‘| cost of $299,755 and started distribution in June, 1959. ‘Defendants
thereby deliberately -‘{nvaded :his

[New
New York
YorTheatre
Theatre.
Theatre|
|,
“THE ABSENT:MINDED PROFESSOR” |

THANKS, JOE LEVINE AND MARTIN RANSOHOFF
FOR SELECTING OUR. ORIGINAL STORY

FOR YOUR FIRST MOTION PICTURE TOGETHER.
|THANKS ALSO, FOR SELECTING MICHAEL GORDON

and a ‘guar- |:

Rockefeller Center: e- Cr. 6-4600

-

meee
sees
wen
we
ee

10-\week

— RADIO CITY music HALL

ve

of Robin Hood’ Tag; |
‘Sanforth Ys. 20th to Trial :

WB
Los Angeles. April: 18.
Superior Judge Jesse J. Framp- ii
‘anteed appearance | in a. WB fea-! ‘ton set. July 18 as ‘trial. date for
ture or telefilm.
°.
“
: $300,000 suit. filed. by. Clifford San“Couple. of other. prizes call’: ‘for: forth: against 20th-Fox, following
‘similar pic appearances (unstated | a pre-trial hearing’ Friday (14),
as to how
extensive’.and
then,
“Sanforth contended in ‘complaint ‘
‘there’s a bateli: of. Fairchild mer-" that he is entitled to exclusive use|
chandise.
:
i of the title, “Son. of Robin Hood,”
Ads carry 4 biz plug for‘‘Par-} ‘for all dramatic purposes, includ- |!
-.zish;” WB entry featuring sev eral | ing motion. pictures and television..
newcomers.
| This claim is based,: he said, on
eontract with: options

4é

|

MARVIN WORTE
Representation:

William Morris Agency

OK
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RADIO-TELEVISION

TVAcad's Intl Assembly in
i Nov.
Shapes Upas All-Nation Lure, Even
Soviet; P&G, Revlon Sponsor Coin?
Procter & Gamble and Revion¢
are both interested in buying the |
60-minute

variety

stanzd.

to

be

produced with aects from all over
the world, that is being backed
by the First International Assembly of the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences. Taped program,
which
Bob
Saudek
will handle,
will be sold to the web and sponsor, however, which comes.up w:th
the highest bid 'a la the Emmys
and Oscar shows) and the money
will go toward defraying the cost
of putting on the Assembly, to
which telecasters of some 40 coun-

tries have been invited.
Seven-day affair, at which

idea
exchange
will play the :primary
role, is expected to cost somewhere
in the vicinity of $475,000. Basic
sessions will be held at the!
Waldrof-Astoria, in New York.
Seems that some foreign tv reps
were initially a little mistrustful
of the Assembly idea, because they
recalled that they’ve been unahle

vision

Stations,

is in. Columbia

| Presbyterian Hospital, N.Y..with a
severe intestinal ailment.. He was
reported improving after having
been in serious condition’ in the |

middle of last week.
Jones was rushed to the hospital

with what appeared to be a perforated
ulcer, but diognosis re‘| vealed the ailment to be an intesti-

Children Not Admitted

Fleck of Banner
Projects on Tap;
Extend to ‘62-63

cedure this selling season.

Gone are the days when a
whole advertising agency was
invited in on z screening. Re-

on days gone by, a
sales
exec remem-

bered with a shudder how an
office boy sitting in on a pilot
screening ruined a show.
It
wasn’t what he said, it was the

went one for CBS. chairman. Bill Paley for encouraging it. The
CBS-TV summer and winter Olympic coverage. won for. producing
greater “international understanding.”
CBS-TV “G-E Callege.
Bowl” won for the best program for “youth.” And. Leland Hay-. .
ward’s “Fabulous 50s” ‘special of last season won the ‘tw-enter-.:
tainment

won

the tv entertainment

In radio, Ireene
nicipally-owned
Peabody.

prize. .

Wicker, ‘The Singing Lady” now

WNYC,

N-Y.,,

on the. Mu--

won a, moppet. show award from

Besides the award to Miss Wicker, ‘other radio awards owere:.
of a high order”.
WQXR, N-Y., for “total programming of music.

Broadcasting

Three new. pilots, including one
starring comic’ Alan King and an-|.

face he made when the lights

Coveted Peabody Awards: were handed out yesterday (Tués.) in:
N.Y. to CBS-TV and NBC-TY, with a special’riod going to the fore |
‘mer’s topper, Dr. Frank. Stanton. NBC-TV, copped three, CBS-TV
four program ‘prizes.
Stanton won a special Peabody. for his’ part: in establishing the
debates between the Presidential candidates last fall. Award was
labeled an “outstanding public service.” NBC-TV’s Huntley-Brinkley: stanza won in the. tv news category.
Wehb’s SHari Lewis weekend half-hour won the tv juvenile program
prize, and the Irving Gitlin-produced “White |Paper” series won:
for tv. education.
‘ “CBS Reports” won for public service. in tv (with particular emphasis laid on “Harvest of Shame’). And with. the “Reports” nod

nal. attack,

Practice of showing pilots
only. to interested parties and
excluding all others has become standard operating pro-

flecting
vidfilm

PeabodyAwards

‘Merle Jones in Hosp
Merle Jones, prexyof CBS Tele- |

&

Film

Commission

of :the National - Couneil. of

Churches, for its religioso programs on the four radio webs.. Texa-

co Network won a. public service award for its Metopera coverage. Other Peabody Awards went to WOOD-AM-TV, Grand Rapids;
was averred to have ruined
KPFK, the Los. Angeles FM station controlled by the. Pacifica’
|pany, are in.development at Bob
the sale.
Foundation:
WCCo, Minneapolis, and ‘WCKT, .. the’ Miami ‘tv'er.>
Banner Assotiates.
‘Also in the |
os
works is a unique plan to put a tv .- These were public service awards.
“In
accepting
the award. Stanton said: .
version of “Once Upon a Mattress”
“I cannot agree with the distinguished Advisory Board. that 1
iato.a two-week summer stock stint:
played a sufficient part in bringing about the debates to deserve.immediately prior to taping, ‘jt as al
its generous citation. I do agree that the debates did indeed :‘con=" *
video special.
stitute ‘conceivably the most important service performed — by™
The King pilot will be shown onbroadcasting.’ He paid particular tribute to the late Senator Blair.
to seH their product to the U.S.
ithe-air Sept. 18 on. CBS-TV in an
Moody, of Michigan, ‘who urged as early as 1952 that broadcastwhile, conversely, this country has
|unusual arrangement with General
ing could best serve the electorate. by presenting the major canmade the foreign market a big
Junusu and Lorillard. sponsors of
didates in face-to-face debates.’ ”
The Directors Guild of America “Hennessey.” Pilot will Bo. into the
one for the sale of its own pro‘At the Awards luncheon, Stanton received a wire of congratula-_
euct. Nonetheless,
the Academy is reportedly calling a general |j« Hennessey” timeslot prior to the
tions from President Kennedy. Later, ABC. prez Leonard Golden- _
has been making headway in get-; membership meeting for Thursday re
son
and Mutual prexy Robert Hurleigh also wired Stanton congrats.
ling foreign acceptances, and one!'20) night to consider the strike |,with
sumption
the show
sponsorsof picking
up for
“partfall.
of
and hailed him for his Sec. 315 and: debates role.
of the reasons appears to. be the |situation vis-a-vis the networks. No |¢ he pilot’s tab as their program
Radio
Press International has wired the Peabody group all offer
negotiations
on
live
and
tape
conpromulgation of the theory that.
icharge (in. return for first refusal
.to act as.sponsor. of next year’s Peabody iuncheon. if RTES goes:
-jn addition to the basic of idea tracts have been held since last--on the series) and CBS-TV picking
ahead
with
‘its plan to withdraw. its auspices.
exchanges at the conference pro-: Friday, but since then the union's |up the baiance of the cost in.return
er, foreign tv'ers will also be able ileaders have been. huddling among;for a piece of the King show.
themselv
es.
to “get rivtht to the men here who;
j
The. ‘King pilot, to be filmed or|
make precram decisions and perBasie issue is a demand by DGA —taped in August and September,
haps thus be able to scll them : to raise rates for directors. assofeatures the comedian playing himecme properties produced abroad.” Iciate directors, et al in taped pro-seif, but as a husband. and subur-|}
Both ATV and Associated-Redif| gramming to the level of payment. _ banite rather than emphasizing his
fusion of England have accepted. for directors and assaciate direc- |Professional life.. Arnie Rosen &.
and some 15 Canadian outfits have ;tors who make film shows for net- Coleman Jacoby have written the
‘Webs
have! : pilot script. King has starred in|
made it knoun they'll be here for |work
consumption.
* Number of quietly made but farthe confabs. Argentinian, Japanese, strongly resisted the rise in tape. fone other pilot, incidentally, proColombian, Venezuelan,
Panaman-! because ABC, NBC and CBS fig- iduced by Phil Silvers’ production
reaching policy decisions have been
Puerto | ure the hikes not only will cost! ‘company. That proved unsuccess- |
ian, Australian,
Belgian.
Harvest of Beefs
made over the past few weeks: by |
CBS News prexy Dick Salant, ‘all
Rican and German tvers will aiso them a bundle but might. establish;fy).
Washington, April 18.
in tape for other |
designed to strip his news opera-..
be on hand for the weeklong affair 3 precedent
“Harvest of Shame” may be
Musical
revue,
tentatively.
titled
| unions. (Presently, there is a great;
tion to fighting trim and minimize
tNeve 4-111,
setting
some
kind:
of
record
lery Tonight,” would -have a perits ‘activities ‘in non-essential areas.
Assembly
spokesmen -feel that. ‘disparity between tape and film ;‘manent cast and: a permanent crefor stirring the longest-lived’
rates for DGA members.)
Congressional beef overa tele- *
Basie: premise behind- Salant’s.
the Communist-bloc cauntries, inative. staff which would :come up
Frank Capra, DGA
prexy, was: . With sketches. new lyrics to standvision program.
decisions. has been that ‘the func-.
cluding
Russia,
will also come.
Onlv Red China has not been in- {instrumental in the negotiations of |.
Telecast
Nov.
25.
the
CBStion
of a network news department.
‘ard tunes,. and occasionally -new |.
TV documentary is. still the:
is to handle news. and not. get invited; the Assembly is following Yast week. But Capra and George : Scores as. well. Banner plans to
men.
target
of
speeches
and
inservolved
with sports, entertainment,
the pattern of opening the doors Stevens, both film-oriented
‘tape a pilot by January. Third
tions ‘in the
Congressional . ‘{non-news special events. and some
to the same
nations ‘those that! returned to the Coast at about the:‘pilot is an anthology series. with
Record.
non-fiction areas without news cone.
have tv or expect it) that are ac- jtime the dickers ceased on Friday. i‘continuing cast members, which
Latest outery is being raised.
‘tent but loosely defined as tv pubceptable to the United Nations.
+ Paul’ Stanley will produce someby Rep: Paul G. Rogers. «D-.
lie affairs. As a consequence, Vir-Adlai Stevenson, U.S. Ambassa‘time next spring.
Fla.) in a series of editorials
| tually all his policy decisions have
dor to the UN, will address the.
Banner has tied up rights to the
attacking
the
show
placed
in
been’ -made with the: purpose of
opening meeting of the First In, off-Broadway “Mattress” and has
the Record. In his. own comlimiting ‘his department and perternational Assembly. And Presiset Carol Burnett and Garry Moore
‘ments, -Rogers
echoed
the
sonnel
activities to the hard-news
dent John F. Kennedy has prom‘in the leads. But what he'd like to
‘usual criticism—alleged
omis:. | field. Same examples:
CBS-TV is setting up a new exised
to work
out
arrangenients
do—and ‘that will depend on how
sions
did.
a
“great.
injustice”
ploitation
operation
on.the
Coast
Decision
to yank. Doug Edwards.
whereby he can tape a speech for
to Floridians trying to solve
and has signed Murray Weissman ‘quickly he can come up with a
off “Armstrong Ciréle Theatre” on
the affair.
sponsor’ or. network commitment—
the migratory worker problem.
to
head
it
as
manager
of
special
is an entertainment
|
grounds
it.
The Assembly has gone beyond !
press
information
de- ‘is. put the ty cast into the 5, |
program.
Also. its ..“actuality”
involvement
of only tv people, services.
jMill Playhouse at Millburn. N. J.,
partment,
Hollywood.
Weissman
technique
has
inherent dangers in.
with Marietta Tree, a veteran politifor two weeks and immediately |
that the presence of a CBS News.
jcal figure ‘she got Stevenson to will report to Ernie Stern, director . thereafter transfer it to the studio’
of press info on the Coast.
commentator might be construed
for taping before a live audience. |
:Continued on page 46:
as CBS endorsement as the. viewWeissman
is. currently a= staff This would -be the first time’ such.
point of the program, | over. which
scripter on the ABC-TV “Day in a procedure has heen followed.
it has no.control.
=:
Court.”
Previous
to that,
he.
worked under Stern at ABC's fub-: Apart from “Mattress” and the
Decision to turn” ‘such. special
tribute
to .Jack
licity mill on the Coast when Stern |Carnegie. Hall
|eyeee as the Miss: America, Misswas head of the press operation: ‘Benny, which the Banner organizaWashington, April 18.
Universe and Mrs. “America pabefore shifting to the CBS spot.;‘tion has already taped, “Banner
RKO General will pav $4,620.234 geants over to the CBS-TV. program
He's also been with TV Guide and;‘plans no- other spécials for next ifor 90°¢-plus control of Video. In-; department, since they are not,
iseasorm, but has .a ‘backlog of sev-— ‘dependent Theatres, theatre, comFairchild Publications in L.A. °
went up. That vox. pox sample

other. constituting a weekly musijcal revue with a permanent com-

Directors Strike
Still Iffy Issue

‘Salant’s ‘Nothing But Hard News’
Formula Cues New PolicyDecisions
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EXPLOITATION UNIT
FOR CBS ON COAST’

Paar, Garroway
Pull $4,750,000;
Tn the last several days. NBC-TV
has collected about $4.750.000 in
participating
business
for
the
znorning Dave Garroway strip and
the nighttime Jack Paar cross-the-.
boarder.
In all, there are seme
600 spots in new and renewed biz
for the stanzas.
Big lump of the coin comes via
SSH Green Stamps tor “Today.”
the Garroway outing. Miles comes
in for another 80 in the same shaw.

RKO's $4 620,234
Oklahoma Buy,

din Salant's: view, “news” per ‘se,
Not only will production duties
Special services operation. ac- year, including an original musical,
transfer to the ‘program dept., but
cording ta CBS-TV press info v.p.. a «{raight- play with musie added, operator. ©
a
wholly-owned
Purchase,
by
no
CBS commentators. will be alCharles Steinberg, will consist of.. and rights to several established'
subsid Triarko,. would give RKO lowed on the programs, as -they
exploitation
and special projects|.
‘Continued
on
page
48)
;128
theatres
in
the
Southwest.
15have
in. the past.
activity within the -web’s Coast
community
antenna
systems, tivo
press dept.
Some phases of-eX:|
A tuling that “outside” packFM
stations,
and
12.5
interest
in
ploitation will .be limited because |
‘Continued on page 50)
KYW-TV; Oklahoma City.
of the confinements of CBS’ pr oRKO attorneys said that Triarko
gram practices rules, such as junwould dispose of its interest in,
kets, giveaways, etc.
‘KYW-TV ‘channel. 9) because: it
With Kaiser not having. looked||would put. the company over the
too keenly, ‘upon “Captain: of De-: tfive vhf station limit if RKO’s. pro-

‘eral

projects

for

the

fallowing

munity

antenna,

broadcast

-
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Robert Taylor Sells,
But at Reduced Price
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Lippmann’s24CBS

Oscar’S Whopping Trendex tectives”

jpesed ‘buy of NBC's Washington: —
as.a 60-minute series next
7
-outlet
goes through.
ABC-TV's Academy Awards {ele-*“season. NBC-TV
decided to open
Details of the deal were con40 in Paer and Adotpk’s Ltd. for cast from Santa Monica was a run” ‘up the Friday 8:30 hour to other!
tained - in Video Independent's ap-.
the
overnight
Tre
ndex
}
away
in
radvertisers,
and
various
clients
a spread of 34 over the tvo stanzas.
‘plication for FCC approval of the - Walter Lippmann.. currently in
ratings
with
more
than
an = 80 1trom the Ted Bates: agency jumped |
jtransfer of the two FM _ stations the Soviet Union, will film a “CBS
audience share all the may.
iat the bait—at relatively low prices
; KIHI FM, Tulsa; and KVIT, OklaReports” ‘upon his return in May,
In the opening half hour (from ;. ranging downward ‘depending on! homa City).
with the program airing in June: it
10:30 p.m., EST? the Oscar sweep-! t discounts! from $28,000 per week- i
will mark Lippmann's . second: apEddie Cantor, who's doing a se-| stakes tallied a 51 for an 82.5 share |ly minute. °
|
pearance ‘on the. ‘program. in. as
ries of 260) five-minute1 adio shows! ef aud in a 29-city check.
In the
Brown & Williamson. Tohaceo, a
many years, -and will reflect his
via Lika Productions. has got afll to 12 p.m. seg.. with Trendex j large Bates client, ‘jumped in for |
views.
on. the new Kennedy: ‘Adsponsor for a 100-ma:ket spread checking
14 Central and Pacific an alfernate-week. half-hour or, at
John McArdle is exiting as v'p.on the show via syndication. Cop- zone cities. ABC moved up te. a. least, the equivalent of same
in. general manager of Metropolitan ministration: as--well as: his meetings
with.
Soviet . Premier Khrushe
rer-Glo and Alum-Glo have picked 62.5 for an 89 aud share. The rat- ‘minutes.
With the -show able to Broadcasting’s WTTG, Washington,
up the series. titled “Ask Eddie
ing service
doesn't . call viewers carry six minutes of commercials’ to fill the new post of v.p. and di- chev. Howard K: Smith, will again
Cantor” his first radio stanza in after 11 p.m.. thus the dropout of ‘a week, Colgate, a second Bates rector of sales for Metropolitan's tv. interview Lippmann..
geven years.
eastern cicties In the final hour.
Another. upcoming
“CBS. Reclient, has an option on one-minute ‘statians. He’ il move to N.Y. for
ports”. will deal with film -censorAmerican
Kosher Products had
Ratings indicate that some 500.{a week. Other Bates clients are the job.

Among the other biz is P. Lorillard
for 49 Paar spots. Gold Seal for

Cantor’s Radio Sponsor

McArdle’s. Met Post

BPiched up the show earlier for ex- |000
povure
Miami.

in N. Y., Los

Angeles

more

viewers

and | this year’s Oscar

year.

were
Derby

watching |said mulling a buy-in to “"Detecthan

Succeeding McArdle in D.C. will ship, particularly as reflected -in
last |tives,” which is now seen on: ABC- be Donn Colee. who's heen v.p.- the censor troubles of “Never on
(gm. of Met's WIVH in Peoria. Sunday.”
TV-as a F riday half-hour,
(See separate story.)

er
RR
er,
2See
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~ NBC:5 VP.Departures
“Amid all ‘the lower echelon

axings

going on

“wensFLIRTING |Quintan’sGot A Serious Poser:
“WATH TROUBLES) Does ABorPTRunShowInChi

at NBC-TV,. the. .

“shocker” to the current cutbacks is the fact that no less than’ six:
vice presidents -Have thus. far.exited through. the 30- Rock revolving
doors.’
Over the past. two’weeks or 80, . the ‘higher. échelon ‘scorecard

“includes:.
V.P. Jerry. Danzig, of. the:““Today”- “Tonight” unit;
.
..V. P. Bert Hanft, one. of the network's key talent negotiators;
V. P. George Matson, who was” Special ‘assistant to. ‘prexy Bob.

By LES

By GEORGE

ROSEN

‘In their apparent
anxiety to
please everyone but the viewing
‘| public,
the television networks |
tcould be asking’ for trouble. Hav-fing gotten off the hook for ‘past }

-Kiatner;

V,-P.. Lowell Jacobson, out of the. personnel ‘division;

V. P. Bill Davidson, who ‘was. general manager of the New" ‘York " ‘| delinquencies, they're now flirting
“‘WNBC. o&0 operation;
{with a. “rebooking” of the most
“ P. Gene Burr, of program development. .
jdaring turn in show business—the
Sherman. Act.
.Some strange behavior patterns

NBC.TV Moves IntoForefrontOn
Hour Shows; ’61- SkedFmalized

. ‘|(though. hardly new

This week. NBC-TV- closed. “oute~
the last vacancy in‘ its primetime
"Soaps Swap:
or near-primetime: sked: for "61-62,
when it decided: to. use “National
Lever and Procter. & Gamble
Velvet” at 7-7:30. p.m. Sundays, |. are: following that old bit"
despite it not having any sponsors
about, ‘the “grass. is greener
‘yet. -And the outeome of the up-|
coming. NBC ‘schedule 1s that,. alk |. "White the. programs won't
‘at once, the network. has’ become
be the’ same, the time slots
the No: 1 user of the 60-minute }- will—and. the two. rivals are.
program, with only 11°: half-hour : ‘exchanging © places. in .them.
programs on.the sked -and. 19: full - next season:
Lever has given
hours.a week.
‘up Wednesdays
at 8:30 -on
If. “Bullwinkle”. ‘and: “Velvet, ” "NBC and: P&G has taken the.
time period.
P&G has ‘given.
which cover the Sunday ‘6:30-7:30-]
block, are ignored because they | up Tuesday's at 8:30° and its
share of the 10 p.m.:Friday
are not: really prime-timers; ‘then
on ABC,
and
Lever.
4theré -are only. nine stanzas that]. time
“are. not ‘hours: Sunday—"Car 54,]. moves in to that web where
‘its
competitor
leaves’
off:
Where Are You?” at 8:30: Manday
—“Price- Is Right” at. 8:30; Tuesday—Hitchcock at 8:30; Wednesday—Joey «Bishop: at- 8:30, .Bob:
Newhart at 10 and David Brinkley
at 10:30: Thursday—“Hazel" -at.

{show, there might at least be some
explanation for going off the deep.
end: But by the very nature of the
practices,
it too frequently in.
{volves | programming hardly worth
the time and effort. In the end it's:
the viewer who gels it in the neck.
Take, for example. the. growing
practice

of

the

networks

‘in: de-

fraternity brothers has erupted as
a byproduct of the brouhaha over
the BBC-produced documentary on
Chicago. The rift apparently
amounts to a showdown over where
the corporate authority really resides in the Windy City. with that

with the

NBC Gets Tough
So Lever Scrams
Joey and ‘Price

jinx British telefilm at the core of

it. It's a matter for the American

Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres
parentage in New York to settle.
By an unfortunate quirk of cirecumstance, Sterling (Red! Quinlan,
ABC viceprez in charge of WBKB,
came down with a serious case of
hepatitis at just the time the filmn

was being televised in Engiand.
Naturally, he had to sit out the
subsequent ruckus that took place
on this side of the Atlantic. An
inveterate scrapper who has met
controversy

answered
that
di had

‘manding an equity on outside film[
shows that are given ‘a berth of |
the webs. (A detailed rundown can.

be. found in the TV Film Section.)

-|Where once the- producers and the
packagers _abhored such practice

{as an invitation to antitrust prob| ing, now that. they’re partnéred in
a crap game,

it isn't likely they'll

‘|go squealing to the cops.

Unfortunately,
shows: among

it's the

the new

weaker.

entries

that

KaiserPours It
All Back on ABC
In 2-Show Buy

John

West. and Tom -Sarnoff,. of }

The veteran. Warner Bros.: series,

more

dedicated

to

authorized

his
was
the

Quinlan

had

hospital

bed

his

baby

investment

(he
of

,$30-$40.000
for the U.S. rights)
}and that he’d make up his own
mind, when he was ready to re-

—i

‘Rebel’ and ‘Yank,’ What

execs:are

film

and turn to work, whether or not it
told Lever Bros. that Joey Bishop; would be shown on the station.
was ‘going to be the web's entry
But well before Quinlan had
On Wednesdays from 8:30 to 9 even . left his bed, word was issued by
if the sponsors didn't like it.. So;
Lever up and pulled out of both }
Bishop and its old time favorite | BBC F iimTo Theatres
“Price Is Right.” Which NBC is
Chicago, April 18.
moving over next season to Mon- |
WBKB,
which has elected
days at 8:30.
not to show the locally con‘The Lever money immediately
troversial BBC film, “Chicago
went to ABC-TV’s Friday stanza,
—First Impressions of a Great
“The Corrupters,” and over at
American City.” is understood
CBS-TV, on the Saturday night
to be willing now to peddle the
“The Defenders” series, Lever cunU.S. rights for theatre exhiblfirmed its earlier order for an altion. Not for television, howternate half-hour of the 8:30 reever. Station is supposed to
placement for “Checkmate.”
have between $30,000 to $40,But the choice Wednesday per!t000 tied up in the Denis Mitod, which-Bishop will hold next
chell-produced
documentary.
season behind * ‘Wagon Train.” was
While the ABC o&o is not
picked up by Lever's arch merchanactively seeking customers for
dising rival, Procter & Gamble.
the rights. there are indicaP&G, once the. final papers with
tions that it would probably be
NBC are signed, will be joining
receptive to offers.
American Tobacco, whieh stuck it a
|

Goodson-Todman Mating

ram

before,

from

the

|- NBC-TV' _put its foot down

lend themselves to such dickering.
‘The self-respecting: producer con/Vinced that. he’s brought in a qualitative show won't lend himself to:
9:30; Friday—Frank McGee (maysuch entreaties and blandishments
‘be! at:109:30, and on Saturday—
on the: premise for maybe it’s just
“Tall Man” at 8:30. |
wishful. thinking) that you can’t.
: Against NBC's 19, ABC has 15!
keep a good entry down, and why.
and CBS 11. However, to even get|.
should he share the profits with
ABC down to 15. “Maverick” has
anyone else? —
,
to be discounted. (because like
But. aside from the w ebs’ ques“Velvet” on NBC. it comes. before
tionable equity in film. properties,
7:30 on Sundays), so does Alcoa’
Katser Industries gave it all back there’ are other disturbing prac(which is only.an alternate week
ito ABC-TV for next season by. buy- tices: which either individually or
hour, ‘with, two half-hours the other |
.}eollectively .are hardly calculated.
“ week!, ‘plus the Saturday. fights;ling into two back-to- back Sunday ‘to heighten the effectiveness -or
: telefilm hours, “Maverick” at 6:30 stature of: programming.— as for
€whieh crun slightly, less” ‘than 60 :
“minutes most of: the. time),
,
_{example the slotting of shows ta out even though Lever didn’t. As!
and “Follow. the Sun” at 7:30.
for “Price,” when it moves to Mon“Total hours:‘per week? 45.
_ Kaiser, after mulling for several |‘satisfy. internal bookkeeping:. currying favor with clients in aceept- days, the show is half sold to P.
weeks: what. it was. going to. buy ‘ing shows which serve no other Lorillard.
and where (NBC was in the compe- purpose than to bolster the same
tition for some of the coin right. up client’s adjacent: weak entry (as
to the time Kaiser closed with ABC the alternative to. knocking off the
+last week), decided on. partial spon- weak show); the catering to stars
auxiliary -program
axes to]
t sorship of “Maverick”
and - full with
bi Sea ship. of 20th's new. series. grind, and lastly the evils stem‘ming from a situation where. pro“Sun?”

NBC CutsExtend
ToCoast Setup

BROWN

Chicago, April 28.
between two AB-PT

A’ schism

Trony of yesterday's (Tues.)
Peabcdy award presentations
was. the public service kudo
extended to Niles Trammell's
_WCKT in Miami.
By virtue of the fact that
the Co x-Knight-Trammell ownJoss of its channel franchise
(with
a temporary
transfer
‘already: authorized', Trammell
and WCKT are in the hardly
enviable position of flaunting
a Peabody with no place to
hang it.

to the busi-

ing. reactivated.-If, out of these as-.
sorted maneuvers which
nobody
talks ‘about and would even deny,
ithe public wound up getting a-good

Untrammelled .

ership is threatened

‘Iness) ‘are being taken in stride.
Practices long held suspect are be--

_

27

the

station

that

the

documentary

definitely, and once and for all,
would not be shown here. Supposedly it was a panel decision,
with general manager Matt Vieracker the spokesman. Last week,
Sun-Times tv editor Paul Molloy
broke a story that the decision
had actually been made by David
B. Wallerstein, prexy of Balaban

sister AB-PT
Comes Out Coes to ABC: &the Katz,
theatres division.

company in
Implication

self-perpetuation (in trying to jus“Rebel” and “Yank,” two Good- was that Wallerstein had stepped
NBC, carried back the word on per- “Maverick,” Will, consist: of 13 new tify’ previous commitments!. than ;son-Todman telefilm half-hours are jin,
in the absence of Quinlan, to
.sonnel reductions +o their: West and 20 repeat programs at 6:30.
in
seeing
that
the
viewer
is
getting
‘going
to join. next season as a‘rule for the corporate good.-MolCoast headquarters: over the week- Thirteen: of the repeats: will be:

a fair shake.
weekly hour stanza with both sides loy pointed out that Wallerstein
end. Cuts. have got to be:-made out ‘shows of previous seasons and the
Sources close to the. scene of op- |
in the Civil War represented (a Jaj is also prexy of the State Street
there, it was’ decided at. 30 Rock ‘other seven. will be taken from thie. eration
say fhat
CBS-TV
was |NBC-TV's “The Americans”). ABC(Continued on page 46)
headquarters, - because’ Hollywood 13 new. _programs.. for '61-"62.
obliged fo alter ils decision -to lop {TV is going to put the synthesized
Kaiser has: asked ABC to. sell “Checkmate”
will have ny Shirley Temple stanza
off next
‘season's !
next Season, and when Dinah Shore. off half of the “Sun” ‘series, how- schedule ‘because of MCA: inter-! hour into its Wednesday 7:30 slot!
returns-tafter a summer layoff it'll ever. Otherwise. the bankroller is vention. “Checkmate” is packaged ;Where “Hong Kong” is presently.
No title has been chosen for the|
be on a: reduced basis and then. committed for the full load of re- by Jack Benny's. J & “M Produc:
finally, there'll. . be: fewer specials ;i portedly 26 first-runs plus repeats. tions. According to these reliable |hour, which Andrew Fenaday willi
produce. Instead of being immedi“next sedson..
Until the ABC closing. NBC was. sources,. the CBS change of heart| ately anti-bellum. as “Rebel” is
Lillie - Messinger, ‘talent: relations pitching alternate half of. the new came about through the simple ex: |supposed to be now, the year of
exec: whom the web ‘says worked
‘Benny's agent): the: joint adventures of North and|David Brinkley
news__ half-hour, pedient of MCA
basieally on the Temple ‘show and. ‘Slated for Wednesdays at 10:30' laying it on the line—take “CheckSouth will be 1869, four years
‘specials, was let go but not before. next season, Web was also pitching mate” if you-still want Benny. CBS!
London, April 18.
jafter the end of hostilities. Nick
NBC
praised
her
work.
Jack part of the.Monday.7:30 slot where’ took it.
is te take a
|Adams will continue as “Rebel” | The Government
Emanuel is being let-go as Coast “Americans”’. now
is. -Future of |. As long as there’s ‘a Perry Como and Jim Drury, who did the un- 110° tax bite of commercial telestory editor. Russell Stoneham, be- “Americans” is stilt undecided. as in NBC’s future, 30, they're saving,
vision revenues in a new duty ancause of the other cuts, was given NBC awaits further Nielsen devel- will there continue to. be a Roncom ! used pilot of the other G-T halfMonday
(17) night
by
;hour,. “Yank,” will be his co-star. nounced
extra duties: and a new title—gen-| 9opments.
Before
the Brinkley Productions:-(Como's packaging op-|It appears that Adams and Drury, Chancellor of the Exchequer Seleral program executive.
pitch, Kaiser was somewhat in- eration,) NBC has had some unfor- ‘while .they may appear together wyn Lloyd In his House of Comvolved in .dickers. to: put “Hong tunate experiences with Roncom’s briefly in some of the shows, will, mons budget statement.
; Kong” (being dropped. from the brace of vidfilm half-hours, ‘‘“Hap- by and large alternate the work
From May I, the Government is
ABC Wednesday 7:30 time period|py” and “Tate.” (“Happy is event: ;chores, as do the fonters of “Mav- :
levying a 10° duty on all proafter this’ season) into 8:30 Friday, now getting a reprise run.) And by erick"” and “Americans.”
gram contractors on charges for
‘but that died and NBC decided to.
(Continued on page 52)
i There are-no sponsors yet.
| inserting advertisements.
-use’ an hour verison of “Captain.
_ Mexico City, ‘April 18.
of Detectives” instead.
Ed ‘Sullivan’s representatives in|
Mexico are dickering for local
talent. Hard. on heels of appearWashington, April 18.
ance of Manolo Fabregas on the
Recorded jingles distributed by
- Sullivan show, singer Tito Guizar
“ABC's International ty. division |.
The upcoming. Jackie Gleason special on CBS-TY, “The Million:
National Assn. of Broadcasters for
has heen: pacted.
| under. Don Coyle was upped. this
Dollar Incident” probably comes closer to achievi ing an “ins‘de
Radio Month
this May for the
The. producer is also planning’ to week from the ‘status-of a mere
format” than any show put into tv orbit. A lot of the action takes
first time will have a shuffle beat.
come here to do a special: video- division to that of a wholly. owned
“place amid-a simulated backgrounding of the 14th and 19th (proFaillace
Productions
Inc.,
of
tape show featuring ‘such. names as subsidiary company. With Coyle
gramming-adininistrative: floors at:485 Madison hqs. of CBS, with
New
York,
applied
what
NAB
Dolores
det
Rio,- Maria
Felix, becoming president, outfit assumes:
fictitious counterparts of Bill Paley, Frank Stanton, Jim Aubrey,
called “an entirely different treatArturo
de
Cordova,
Cantinflas, the name ABC International Tele--|. . Oscar Katz, Mike Dann and money man: Spence Harrison written
ment of music and lyrics’’ in revision Inc. ©°
elc. |
.
prominently into the script.
cording the jingles whose
title
Preliminary’ “sounding
out of
‘Coyle has -been veep in charge {|
The payoff is that the top echelon, having “sneaked” tapes of
tune is Radio Month’s theme—
talent
rejs for: the all-Mexican ‘of the ABC. international ‘division, |. the show, are now engaged in: daily arguments as to who's got
“Radio
. . . the Best Sound
stellar show. .is now. Boing on.
J formed in 1959,
~
;
the best lines.
Around.”

10% Tax Bite On
British Com'l TY

SULLIVAN. PLANNING
TO TAPE MEX SHOW

“ABC Int'lNewStatus

Hams, All

NAB Cha Cha
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FOCs Ford Sets Record Straight YELLOW52-WEEK
SPREAD | NBC-TV's MoveUp on New Nielsens:
On New Programming Form’s Intent’
Washington, April 18. +
Federal Communications
Commissioner Frederick W. Ford has
warned broadcasters to beware of
attempts “to obfuscate and confuse” FCC's proposed new pro-

gramming form.
‘Ford declared that “all types of
disastrous

eventualities”

imagined

about

are being

the proposed

re-

vision—all without foundation.
The rulemaking,
he noted js
based on FCC's policy statement
Jast summer, the gist of which was
that
programming
should
be
based on the needs of the community.
Ford said in a speech re-|
leased here and slated for delivery
to the
Kansas
Assn.
of Radio
Broadcasters in Topeka.:
“JT am convinced that from my
discussion with broadcasters
the
policy statement embodies sound
broadcast
business
practice,
as
well as a guaranty of as complete

freedom as possible for a broadcaster to serve the public interest
as he, not the Commission. finds
it in his service area.
“The policy statement of July 29,
1960, is a new charter of freedom
for broadcasters, but like all freedom, it must be exercised judiciously and with self-discipline.
“If this is done ang. the industry cooperates fully in this major
effort of the Commission to bring
about it climate for improved programming. I am sure that it will
result in the satisfaction of knowing that vou have served the public

interest to the best of your ability
and in higher profits for yourself.”
Ford also called for industry support of FCC’s rulemaking proposal
to curb trafficking in licenses. He
said:
“Dedicated
broadcasters
who
know the public interest of their
areas should support the efforts of
those who would eliminate the fiyby-night from your number.
How
many

of your

broadcaster

friends

have told you of. their experiences
with
competitors
wha
literally
bought an audience with prices and
giveaways only to unload on the
inexperiencegd newcomer?...I am
hopeful that in your own self-interest you will not listen to the
blandisments of those who tell you
that
the
Commission
wants
to
force you to remain a broadcaster
and that you should be as free to
buy and sell stations as cans of
tomatoes.”
On another topic, Ford urged a
speedy termination of the 16-yearold clear channel hassle.
He said

he hoped

such

it could

a way

that

be resolved

those

in

channels

providing the ‘“‘most needed" night
Service
will not be duplicated.
Rather, Ford said, they should be
reserved for future use for rural
and remote areas.

Set Station Probe
On Barry-Enright
Washington, April 18.
License renewal
of the Jack

Barry-Dan Enright radio station in

Left Field Programming
A. rare-combo of commercial
and public. service interests got
together at WPIX, N.Y.,’ Monday (17) and. agreed to play
ball with science.
—
N.Y.
Board
of
‘Regents,

which has a schedule of daytime eduvational shows on the
station, had scheduled ‘“Science for Teachers” at 3: p.m.
Monday. Sunday doubleheader
of the N.Y. Yankees had been
washed
out and the Yanks
moved one game in the yatant
Monday
period. That ‘posed
the question of what to do
with the science show. which

NBC-TV stepped past ABC in the National. Neilsen ratings this
‘ week as CBS-TV extended its lead in the hot inter-network rivalry,
Heretofore, it's been strictly a CBS-ABC battle, but: the Nielseng
for the two weeks ended April 2 (April 1 report) showed ABO
dropping back and NBC moving into second place,
.
-CBS held steady with a 20.2 average rating for the 6-11: p.m,
period. NBC increased its showing 5% over the last report to wind.
up with an 18.1 average, while ABC’s ratings dropped’.6°%, down.
|.
Deal, “beginning May 1, ealls for | to a 17.2 average. The ABC drop had heen anticipated, since. the
announcenients in. prime time ad- |. earlier Nielsen multi-city reports covering the same two weeks ha
One’ of. the largest—-if not the
largest—single local order ev2r
|Placed by the Yellow Pages in N.Y.
|graced WNBC-TV, the NBC flag
‘this week. The owned & operated
outlet grabbed a 52-wéek spot camt| Paign
at the. rate of 14 blurbs per
week. .
jacencies

and

Yanks,

in

a.

meeting with statian and Re-

gents execs, agreed to inter‘rupt the Yankees. vs, Kansas

City ball game for a half an
hour. The half-hour was vidtaped
game.

and shown
Station got

after the
120 phone

. calls in the middle of the afternoon from
happened?”

fans

asking

“wha

NAB Convention
To Hear Kennedy

shown CBS overtaking ABC for the first time. ABC ordinarily tops

as well

|

and Sunday.

prexy Arthur

Gunsmoke

(CBS)

He

ee ee deco

Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS)

Hull

|Hayes will take to the road in the
[last lap of a. nine-city tour slated |
for the network’s new sales presentation, “Expansion for the Sixties.” Presentation has been given
in N. Y. a total of five times in
‘the past two weeks.

_ Presentation

ABC Thursday. In half-hour”

eventos

seeseaesenys

iveoe

BTL

Wagon Train (NBC) ....iccccevecccccccceasssceesesens SAT
Danny Thomas (CBS) descr sense wereseteeescceenesaene 30.1
Andy Griffith (CBS) COUPES
ITUEEIUEDESI, 30.0

‘Expansion ‘60s’
CBS ‘Radio

NBC took Wednesday,

wins, CBS had 21, NBC 15. and ABC 1%.
‘Top 10 follows:

(BS RadioTours
'

CBS on the multi-city ratings, but Ioses out on the nationals. CBS lead in the nationals over ABC. reached a’ season’s:high of 18°%
‘CBS sweep covered all measurment: standards. It took. four of
the top five, seven of the top 10 and nine of the top: 20. NBC took
one out of five, two out of 10 and seven out of 20. ABC couldn't.
break into the top five; got one out of 10 and four out of .20. CBS.
swept five nights of the week—Monday. Tuesday, Friday, Saturday

a firm 52,
2,according to
to the
thestation.

was supposed to be watched
by some 8,800 metropolitan
teachers.
Sponsors Ballantine, R. J..
Reynolds

(to web stanzas)

as in local. cut-ins on the latenight
‘|Jack Paar stanza.
Unusual feature of the Yellow
Pages buy on WNBC-TV. is that,
instead of running a month or two,
as most local spots deals do, it’s

hit St. ‘Louis Mon-

day 117), then: moved to Chicago
for two. days (Tues. and’ Wed.),
ithen Thursday (20) moves on to}
‘Minneapolis,
all under the ste-.
! wardship of sales v.p. George Arkedis.. Following the midwest swing,
it will return east and CBS gales.
presentations director Leon Lux-|

.....s.sereecedeesseenes

29.3

Ingrid Bergman Special (CBS) | cece ce twcebenedesacens 22
Candid Camera (CBS) .Sec q cence Peer rere eeseee 28.6
‘Rawhide (CBS): -...... UHI IIIIISIIIAS 28.5
Purex

Special

_ Real McCoys

(NBC)
(ABC)

pee eeeebenseeneaewenneesecerenas , 28.0
.....c cece ence ete eccs cern eeeges.alld

Mex Stations Cut tthenickBy
Cillette Free ShowFree-Plug Policy
Mexico City, April 18.
, ‘In an unprecedented, ‘unanimous

Mexican ‘broadcasting
Miles-Mennen ABC Bays |resolution,
stations have signéed- a pact whereMiles

Labs

and

Mennen

have. by they will no longer accept -§0called “free public service broad-

lenberg will take it to Pittsburgh,
bought extensive
commercial.
‘Cleveland. Cincinnati. and Phila- j
‘delphia. Then, on May 15, Hayes'| schedules in ABC-TV spring-sum/ mer programming. Miles’ buy. is.
- Land Arkedis will present it in. Losi
an estimated $975,000 and the
lAngeles and. on May 18 in. San; for
Mennen
biz comes
to roughly
Washington, April 18.
Francisco.
$220,000.
President Kennedy will speak to ; It marks. the firsttime’ in several

casts from sponsors who then. ims_

pose the right to .have free com- —
mercial plugs in exchange.
Entire matter was. brought. toa
head by radio executive dissatisfacMiles has: participations: or thirds tion with the Gillette razor firm.
the opening assembly of the Na- lyears a network prexy has toured
‘in
“Hawaiian
Eye,”
“Leave.
It
‘to{This Jatter has been acquiring eX~ |
tional Assn. of Broadcasters an- with a sales. pitch. But the CBS
presentation is pegged to the en-| Beaver,” ‘‘Silents Please,” “Guest clusive rights to sports and other
nual convention here: May 8.
tire new CBS.-schedule:' and em- ward Ho” and “Hong Kong.” Short events, and then transferring these .
NAB president LeRoy Collins phasizes its expanded news cover- term deals were made in “Asphalt to various stations on the condition.
Kong,”
“Chey- that its announcements be broadwill introduce Kennedy to an ex-| age, so that Hayes is pitching |for Jungle,” .“Hong
-enne,” “Stagecoach - West,””. “Roar- | cast for free.
pected 2.000 delegates in the Sher- the entire new concept.
ing 20s” and “Hawaiian Eye” by
The slide presentation, however,
aton Park’s Sheraten
Hall.
The
‘Program chiefs have patiently
freelancer’ Gordon Mennen. President is scheduled to speak scripted. by
Miles biz came
via Geoffrey ‘gone. along with ‘this policy in the
sometime
from
10:30 A.M. and Auchincloss, emphasizes that it's |
‘past, because: there is great inter-_
Wade
and
Mennen
via
Warwick
&
“not new at all, that the average
noon during the assembly.
est in sporting events. including:
Legler.
the World Series) and individually:
Other speakers lined up for the. listener has been conditioned since
NAB meet include: Federal Com- :!birth to expect. to be “immediately |
or collectively stations would be
hard pressed to put up. cash needed
munications Chairman Newton N.} : informed”: through radio and par- |
to sew up rights to these.
Minow; Abraham Ribicoff. Secre-: ‘ticularly CBS Radio. Soundtrack
news _ broadcasts
tary of Health, Education and Wel- | covers famous
But recently,. it 1s. alleged,. Gilfare; Henry Loomis, director of isince the Harding Election of 1920
lette not only asked that its own.
Voice of America; Maj. Gen. J. B:: ‘and projects right into the future
‘commercials be aired, but that of
Medaris,
former
Army
missile .With a simulated broadcast .from
‘othér
non-competitive. sponsors.
chief; and Dr. Edward Teller, so- the moon.
“When this policy:was announced.
: ‘For the five showings. at N.Y.’s
called “father of the H-bomb.”
‘station
managers ~quietly
mare.
: “21” club, the web set up a. miniaA special “labor clinic’ will be
CBS-TV is running into. some :‘shalled their forces. and: the decid.
ture radio transmitter and placed a
‘sion
not
to
accede
to
these
deheld
May
10
in
conjunction
with
title
clearance
problems
of
late.
:
{
: set on each table to which part of. !
the convention ta brief broadcast-iNewest hassle involves the Four |jmands was made at the recent
‘the: presentation’s soundtrack was !
meeting of Pacific coast broadcasters on contract negotiations and
‘Star
Gertrude
Berg-Sir
Cedric,
‘transmitted. Sessions were well at-..
Stations: throughlanguage. Ward L. Quaal,. chair-—
Hardwicke “The Freshman” series. iers in Culiacan.
“tended and brought a favorable re-.
man of the NAB Labor Advisory:
‘Conflict, naturally. relates to the |out the repubilc were quick: in give
action. from the admen present.
Committee is slated to report on |
‘|Harold Lloyd classic. of. the same ing their support to the “no. free
i plugs” decision.
efforts to bring about an intprov ed!
‘name.
system of contract negotiations be- |
There are others. Web wants: to| Main ‘plaint. of station manage-:.
tween networks and advertisers as
| change its “Ichabod” title'to “Plain ,ménts is that under this system
and Fancy.” but there was a hit. they are being: hurt economically
well as between
networks
and:
AFTRA
and the Screen
Actors
musical. of that name on Broadway;for no money is, received for. plugGuild.
James
H. Hulbert.
NAB]
only four years back. It's figuring ' sing Gillette blades, and now this
manager
of broadcast
persorinel
on“Dodge City” as the rerun title was expanding | to other products.
and economics, will lecture ‘on
“Gunsmoke,”
hut there's a as well
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
secondary boycotts in broadcast' Warner Bros.: picture of that name \Leading the revolt w ‘aSthe Radio.
Programas de Mexico chain. headed
ing and laws affecting the practice. | Gertrude
Berg, “who Jiterally: ;' that starred Errol Flynn.
-had her childhood in a Borscht | Working title on the Wayne & lup by Clemente’ Serna Martinez
‘and
.Antonio ‘E.: Ontiv eros, Enrique “Belt hotel lobby, graduating to; Shuster summer comedy series was
: tumulting, may be described as a “High. Time,”’ but that was dropped Enciso, President of.the National
;positive. thinker.
To put it an-. because of the Bing Crosby pic of
ether way, a likeable, successful, ‘the same name for 20th-Fox..In the
; Healthy
egotist.
That's ° not far daytime area, web changed ‘“Sur-

CBS Troubles On
Title Clearances

‘Moral of Gertrude Berg
Career: Let an Actress

“Write Her Own Lines:

WCBS Taps Ned Cramer:
For Clancy Worden Jeb:

Ned Cramer has been named di-}| off her own self evaluation in her.|Prise

Package”

to “Your

HeywoodinKy
Crosley VP. Role
|

Surprise

rector of publie affairs for WCBS- jjust-published memoirs “Molly and ;Package” because of a pie with
| the original title. And “Strategy”
TV, CBS-TVs
Gotham
flagship,; Me” «McGraw-Hill; $4.95).
succeeding the late Clancy Worden.
She includes a poem her ‘son. was changed to “Double Exposure”
because of a copyright on the|.
Cramer has been assistant pubaf- { once wrofe’ about’ her:
name.
fairs director since last September,
Contmittee on Molly
the appointment a preliminary 10
quiz scandals.
Headed by same,
Worden’s retirement, which had
Cincinnati, April. 18.
The station, WGMA, is the only been slated for next fall. He died
Who’s' -work shall consist
John J. Heywood, for ‘the past
outlet
whose
license has been two weeks ago.
Of repeating her name.
0-years
a
member
of the NBC-TV
jeopardized because of the quiz-fix .
Cramer has been with CBS for
-Mrs, Berg grants that “it’s close.
network's tap management team, is.
expose before the House Harris
16 year having been a radio direc- enough to the truth to make me
After 10 years with CBS-TV, the |}the new vice. president and treas-.
Subcommittee in the fall of 1959. tor with the web and then switch-!
.a little annoyed.” The poem leaves Orange Bowl football game and urer: of the Crosley Broadcasting
Hundreds of license renewals have ing over to WCBS-TV. in 1950.
the reader wanting to know more the surrounding hoopla will be!Corp. He succeeds Kieran T. Murbeen held up following the payola Prior to his pubaffairs stint. he
about the-son as the warm pass- televised for the next three years, phy, who: died Feb. 2.
probe, however.
was assistant program director of ages in the book about Louis Berg at least, by
ABC-TV. CBS, which
ef
SS
Se
CS
The appointment; effective SatFCC said the WGMA
hearing the station.
was paying around $200,000 per. urday
at the beginning of the marriage
(15). was announced ._by
wili try to determine how deeply
inspires a curiosity about the hus-. season for rights; reportedly pulled James D. Shouse, board: chairman,
Enright was invoived in quiz rigband. which is never satisfied. The out when it was found that. the ‘and Robert E. Dunville, president,
ging and, accordingly, whether reCBS’ PGA Golf Coin
truth is that out-going “Molly” of Orange: Bowl entrepreneurs had of Crosley operations, including tv
newal of the license would be in
Williamson-Dickey Co. is CBS-| radio, television and commercial
opened the classic. to general bid- stations in Cincy, Dayton, Columthe public interest. Barry and En- TV's first sponsor for the web’s blurbs has.a wide area of private ding, and, now, ABC will be pay- bus, Indianapolis: and. Atlanta, and.
right coproduced ‘“twenty-One”—
two-day telecast of the PGA golf reticence.
There. is an allusion ing $256, 000
annually - for the clear channel WLW. here:
the most celebrated of the fixed tourney July 29 and 30. Company, to. weight and agé-as- secrets she Tights.
_ Heywood. joined NBC in 1950. as
shows.
There was no testimony which manufactures sports shirts, intends to keep.
But she keeps
Besides gaining rights to the a tv network. systems analyst. He.
linking Barry, the program's m.c., is picking up a- quarter. ‘of the many more secrets. including the game itself, there are the Orange ‘became supervisor and later manto any rigging.
tourney.
economies of her career. The fam- Festival Regatta and Parade and ager of. operating budgets, director
Barry and Erright own WGMA
This year’s PGA originates from ily of.immi¢rant davs is described the ‘Junior Davis Cup Champion- of.’ business. administration and ‘int.
on a 50-50 basis through Melody
Chicago; last year’s. which CBS somewhat lengthily as is the Cat- ship: going. to. ABC. All. are from 1959 -director of business affairs
Music Inc., the operating company.
also carried, came from Akron,
Miami.
(Continued. on page 42)
for the NBC-TV web

Hollywood, Fla., has been set for
a formal hearing by Federal Communications Commission as result
of Enright’s implication in the tv

|ORANGE BOWL TV'ER
IN CBS-T0-ABC SHIFT:

|

_ Wednesday, April. 19,1961.

RADIO-TELEVISION

Agencies Dolly-In on Ollie
Most of the advertising business was. up in ‘arms. last week. over
ABC's. decision: to expand its station breaks in prime. time" to 2
seconds with a flood of protests: reaching the network.
Young: & Rubicam boss ‘George. Gribbin, who. fired off ‘the first .
public blast, was joined hy Jack::Von Volkenburg, prexy of M-E
A special Nielsen study pre-7
Productions, who made: public: his corresondence with: Treyz:repared for Lever. Bros. indicates}
minding him that-an ABC plan a year ago to use 40-second ‘breaks
‘that television viewing as a whole]
|
-was dropped and expressing surprise at the new plan: Von Volken- . | has .be¢en. declining over the past |:
+
ABC-TV’s newest gambit to win
‘burg warned that the longer break “will only lead‘ to increased:
‘The. daytime drop is
two seasons.
clearances and influence affiliates
‘triple. spotting on stations, which will in turn greatly ‘decrease the: {only slight, but the evening view—an expansion of primetime stavalue of the’ network advertisers’ ‘commercial announcements.”
‘ing level has dropped discernably..
tion breaks to 42 seconds\vext fall
Many other agency execs sent letters to ‘Treyz which, however they’
Overall, the Lever study finds,
—will probably set off an eXplosive
did not make’ public.’ ‘All.took the -same-tack—that the ABC move. — total hours per day of viewing has.
new scramble of criticism
wotild encourage .triple-spotting, that it. would. decrease ‘the value
‘| dropped from a five hours and 10
Stan Plesent has resigned the industry
for “overcommerai
of network commercials, and that it constituted ‘a disservice to the
Jminute
peak in 1957-58 to five|
legal staff of Young & Rubicam to tion” as the other networks follow
public and the advertising: and. breadcasting ‘industries: The only
‘hours and three minutes. in '59-’60,
become deputy general counsel of suit
dissenting note was-struck-by one agency: which depends largely
4a decline of 27, That’s on a- year: |
on 10-second ‘spots, which, would be eradicated. This agency plead-.. round basis, for the Nov.-April pe-{ the U. S. Information Agency unThe criticism has already bezun
der'Ed Murrow. He'll be responsi- -—albeit from an interested party
ed that if the webs were ‘really: serious about the 42-second: breaks,
riod the comgarable figures: are:
‘ble, under general counsel Don Ir- —via a blast at the ABC move
would they please go all the way to 50 seconds so that there would.
five hours and 55 minutes and five.
. win, former Connecticut Congress- from
be a place for 10-second ID's.
Young
&
Rubicam
prexy
‘thours and 40: minutes, a larger de-:
‘man, for the agency's legal affairs George
-Key question raised by the. storm of. agency protest, however,
H. Gribbin. But as the
1 cline.
:and Congressional liaison.
“was this: If they felt so- strongly about the situation, why did they
other | netuorks go along with ABC,
I
i
tim . between. 7:30place some. $200,000,000 ‘worth of .business on ABC-TV under the
timedecline is more j. Plesent’s
been
with :Y&R _ for and CBS has already indicated it
fand-m ‘11evening:
p.m.; the
42-second provision? Why didn’t they insist they would place no '|acute; on a year-round basis,’ sets-; over seven years as the No. 2 legal Will dy so, the hollering from other
-orders on ABC. until ‘the web reversed its position?.-‘Agencies
in-use dropped. from 58.8.in ’57-'58|!
jman at the agency under Dave. Mil- sources is going to be loud and
piaced their orders with full know ledge of the plans to expand the
| to 57:2 in. °58-'59 to.55.8 in '59-’60,; ler. He’s specialized in labor re!a- clear.
breaks. Also, will these self-same agencies boycott the. second 20- {ta drop -of 5°% over. fhe. two-yéars. { tions and talent contracts.
ABC
quietly
informed
adver-second spot. opened up on ABC stations :in an. ‘effort. to -kill the
Winter decline, though pegged to
Parting with Y&R isn’t a leave tisers and agencies of:ity intention
plan: or will they rush into line for the choicest Of the new availhigher levels, is the same, 5° over i of absence in view of the indeter- to
increase
nighttime
-station
. abilities, despite their reservations?
—
the two years, and the summer | minate length of his D.C. tour, but breaks between programs tstation
‘Among stations, now that CBS. plans to go ‘ahead. and expand ‘its ‘{drop, with’ lower levels, ‘is 6°, |the agency has indicated it would breaks within shows won't be afbreaks if the ABC plan pans out, there was serious. doubt that
Daytime drop on a year-round ilike Plesent to return when his fected! in the fall from 30 to 42they'd actually gain revenues by the move. Reasoning is that there. {basis is 1¢7, but winter daytime. USIA hitch is over.
seconds on Feb. 1. The move broke
is just so much spot money to go around,. and ‘that doubling: the
Viewing is down 7°% while summer |
into the open
last week
wien
number of adjacencies isn’t going to help. What will happen, ‘they. | daytime. viewing is up 12°c.
CBS-TV, via sales administration
figure, is that. advertisers will pick up the choice new. adjacencies’
Other findings ‘in the report in-!
veep Bill Hylan, notified adverbut will simply’ drop their adjacencies in Weaker parts of. the
dicate that all nightime time pe-j
tisers that it “may” be forced to
‘schedule, so that. the total coin will remain the samme but part-of - | riods between 7:30 and 11 are down’:
adopt a similar expansion effectheir structure will actually be. downgraded. It won't be a question
on a.year-round basis, and viewing ;.
tive Oct. 1. At the time Hylan
of. advertisers: in weak CBS timeslots shifting to choice new “ABC
for every night of the week except '
mailed
his letter, he still wasn’t
slots, since CBS’ too- will. be opening Prime availabilities: by. follow- "

Webs toFollow Suit:VaRs Blast

'Plesent Exiting Y&R

To Jom Ed Murrow

v.

Friday’ likewiise-is

ing the ‘ABC lead.

down.

PittPostscript:
‘NAB May Move In
IfWBC Steps Out

“Light !

|. viewers” are. spending: less time at |
‘the tv set than two years ago, with
that 20°C segment of the ty. popu| lation which does the lightest view-

DaveLown PerplexedOverYank
TV's Rejjection’ ofGlobalVistas

sure

ABC

was

serious;

since

then,

|state prexy
Oliver Treyz
has
stated that ABC
“is now
firmly
i committed” to the revised station
break pattern, and CBS will probabiv formalize its decision at the
web's affiliates meeting in N. Y.
May 4-5. NBC has refused comment but is almost certain to go
along too.
Hy lan’s letter also made reference to 70-secund breaks following

'

jing watching .29°% less than two!
years ago during the 6 p.m. mids:
The National Assn. of Broad| night period.
‘Findings,
however, were
poo-: casters apparently wants to absorb
pooed
by. the
networks, - which ~ the public service conference confound- the’. alleged declines ques- ; cept, laid down these past four
+.
_|tionable on the basis of. the mea- ‘years by Westinghouse BroadcastBy GENE MOSKOWITZ ;
'
Jsurements used and insignificant, ing, -into the regular annual inParis April 18.
if participating programs, but Treyz
fin terms of numbers and assump-; dustry’ meetings. --Reportedly,
“Dave Lown, one. of the reps of:
|tion. CBS evaluation, for example, Westinghouse decides to go along indicated that ABC has no such
the Intercentinental Television Co.
questions the use of a. “peak” pe-|!and drop its unilateral sponsorship plans and its changes will be conhere, says he is not an angry young.
the
highly-feted
pubservice fined to the 42-second break. CBS,
‘Tiod .as the basis for comparison. of
which opposes ahy change at all
¥ideo.man but does not understand
R. ‘J. Reynolds decided. that it More legitimate would be a “norm” ‘powwows, the NAB will drop or but feels it must follow the ABC
why. Yank tele networks give conagainst which to measure, not the;‘shrink the size of its periodic restant lip. service. to:‘future world- needed summertime relief from its "57-58 peak. “Where can you go. ‘ gonal meetings so that it can lead in order to compete, will also
wide tv hookups and. ignore ‘possi. network. tv: ad expenditures, sO from.a peak except down?”
afford a bigger annual looksee into drop the 70-second idea.
_
bilities under. their. very ‘noses.
‘Cncalled For:’ Gribbin
Moreover, says the CBS evalua- the whys and wherefores of better|
the cig house backed off from buyAe
ITC, in operation abroad, head-: ing “Celebrity Talent: Scouts”. as ‘tion, prepared by research director programming.
Gribbin wired Treyz, CBS prexy
quartered. here for over two years . the: hotspeli replacement on NBC- ‘Jay Eliasberg, ‘the Nielsen data}
While Don McGannon, Westing- | Frank Stanton and NBC prez Bob
now with the first complete mobile TV. for “Acapuleo.” Instead, °NBC could be evaluated in another man- ‘house chieftain, hasn’t fully made| Kintner that “such a move is arbivideotape. recording unit, has been will turn Mondays at 9 over to 20 ner, ‘that -a. couple of years were: ‘up his mind, the NAB is taking no | trary, uncalled for and a disservice
used by NBC three times, CBS five ‘consecutive first-runs of the Audie “out of phase,” including ‘57-58,: ‘chances and is vigorously romanc- j ta the American publie and the
times and by ABC only once.
Murphy
stanza;
“Whispering and the rest including "59-60, rep-|ing Westinghouse. No. 1, NAB has |advertising and broadcasting inresent normal: viewing levels.
requested McGannon to restate for dustries.” He also called the sta‘Lown points out that Yank net- Smith.”.
,
‘There are-.also factors which its upcoming ‘Washington conclave |tion break expansions “a direct inworks are making mighty efforts to
“Smith” - was supposed to get a
expand. -overseas and. have. their summer airing ‘Fridays at 8,- but could make the: findings. “statistic- the opening remarks he made last fringement upon responsible use
feet in the doors of all countriés NBC, in :a¢commodating. the drop ally insignificant,” such as weather :week at-the WBC pubservice meet- of the free air waves granted to
conditions, changes in the Nielsen- ings in Pittsburgh. No. 2, industry the networks and the stations by
on the verge of. second channels,
of the anticipated “Talent Scouts”
technical by moving “Smith,” decided to sample over the years studied. and |org has asked the station chain to all the people. It also appears to
and. . Offering
‘money,
‘knowhow, programs and manage- bring back “One Happy .Family.” the measurement period, with its! reproduce the dramatized ‘“Berel- be in violation of the spirit, if not
tee
four: “‘dark’’ weeks per year.
Ad-j son report’’ it did in Pittsburgh. the letter. of the code
of the
ment counsel to johnny: -come-late- i
.There’ll be six new ‘and four old ditionally it was: pointed. out that::No. 3. it has also requested that
NABC, subscribed to by’ the stalies‘ in the tv world.. He :admits. “Family”‘~
_ half-hours
half-‘hours for
for Fridays.
declines
in
viewing
levels
were
ex-; Westinghouse
get Russell
Lynes tions and the networks.
If ex‘this.Is wise. ang helpful ‘but. that|
“tpected
as
new
setowners
with of Harpers, Pa. Gov. David Law“US. networks overlook the ‘fact|.
ecuted, it could be another step
“light viewing” habits purchased rence,
and
academicians
Frank
that. it ‘can be a two-way: deal with
(Continued
nued
on
on
page
54)
sets and brought. down the overall Baxter, James Norton and William
alot to. gain and learn. from: the
average.
Cole. (along with WBC veep Frank.
Europeans.. Africans. ‘and Asians.
Finally,
the
CBS_
evaluation Tooke
as moderator)
to repeat:
Lown thinks that if Yank atti-|.
points out, assuming the decline is their Pittsburgh panel discourse on!
tudes toward. worlds ide. communi-|
accurate, it ‘ ‘is so slight as to be “community needs and what to do!
cations are serious. it behooves|
| neglibible. It amounts to an aver- ‘about. them.”
them to understand and: take into
|age -of seven minutes a week or
_As.a topper, NAB has also asked.
‘consideration the tremendous: pos-2°7, while the .number of telesibilities which exist. bevond presVision homes has increased 9°5 in one sense, for WBC to supply
some
of the entertainment attendent coaxial cables. He feels this is
; over the. three year period. Therealso true for the advertiser who|
nnual meet:
fore, the CBS report concludes, ant upon the D.C.
“Young Abe Lincoln,” the young
‘Bob
Bernstein,
a playwright and
(Continued
ontinued ‘on
om page 4
48)
‘there has actually been a 7°, inmusical
which
moyed
‘also a staff publicist for WBC in ;people’s
i
Washington, April 18.
‘crease in the number of total home ji
from
off-Broadway
to the Main
N.Y.,
did
a
satirical
review
of
tv.
"Federal Communications: Com- ! hours of viewing.
with music, for the Pittsburgh con- Stem’s Eucene O'Neill Theatre this
mission: has tald the U.S. Court
frenciers, which NAB
wants to week, has been taped in its en‘of Appeals : here. it may detide to
“|reproduce in Washington in May. tirety by, Metropolitan Broadcast| withdraw its order. of “last: ‘year |
The WBC conference may prove :ling for use as a snecial after the
‘cutting one half- hour From. netw ork
to be the hottest property in tv. Broadway run has been completed.

Rey ChangesMind

About ‘Talent Scouts’

IFcCHintsMove
To Eliminate All
Web Option Time

$2200000 Aven

Sales for CBS-TV

'O8-B way ‘Lincoln’
Taped for Special

‘CBS Reports” To Get

option ‘time. :

The move came. in ‘the ‘form: of |
a request’ to the. Court for a delay

<nmnet Sponsor (
Coin|and ean

because, in addition to

No

date

for

the , telecast —

-CBS-TV
w rapped .up~- -some until Friday. (211 for: filing ‘its year; ‘will go commercial again !of the’ Academy of TV "Arts! ou end. WITG in Washington, has
$2,200,000 in participating sales for brief in. opposition to network at-. starting -in. June, when {ft becomes! to take it over—very much, accord- coe
set, since the run of the muits 10-12 morning block this week. ‘tempts to overturn. the FCC order. two-third sold for a three-show run: ing to the reaction some of its sical can't be determined. But the
putting the ayem. period aver the In explanation. FCC said-it wanted| and half-sold ‘for an’ additional. leading members left on Vaarety
!Stations are planning 7-8 pm.
50%-sold mark on‘a current: basis. ‘the extra: time to consult with four ‘shows.
last week. In fact. they seemed to! showings to get the maximum mop‘When the morning sales plan com- newly instatled FCC general counBig deal is with ‘Lipton . Tea, think they already have it in the {pet audience.
“.Menced a couple of months back, ‘sel. Max Taglin on whether to which. is taking half-sponsorship bag, ‘although from other quarters
Show is a Little Golden Theatre
the: sales level stood at about 25%. withdraw the option time directive. ; on seven shows.
Other client is it was learned that MeGannon had! production
presented
by Arthur
.
The
$2.200,000- represents
80.
If it is.-withdrawn, ‘odds ~would Fedders' Airconditioning, which is not made up his mind.
Shimkin, with book by Richard N.
‘minutes purchased: by. four adver- favor an outright end- to option buying a sixth sponsorship on.
Withal, Westinghouse has not yet Bernstein and John Allen and score
tisers. Biggest. is Scott
Paper, time.”
When the- option: time order. “three stanzas concurrent -with the | |made up its mind to relinquish its by Joan Javits and Victor Ziskin
which bought’ -32. minutes. -Best. was issued last year; the CommisLipton deal. Both are strictly sum- “favorite child.” the public service
Running time is just an hour,
‘Foods eame. jin for 24 ‘participa- Sion was split 4 to 3.on, the issue. mer clients; “Lipton wilt pitch iced conference— except if MceGannon
enabling Met to present it uncut.
tions. Pillsbury, which ‘also added with four ‘Conimissioners in favor tea,
is Convinced the NAB or the As- Met picked up tv rights for its own
extra billings ‘in the afternoon, ‘of. the half-hour reduction
and J. Fedders also bought :a third’ of sembly can get it across toa larger markets, with Shimkin
reserving
‘bought -20 spots, and Curtis Fub- three favoring an outright end. ‘to | -“Person to Person” and a third of -trade group than a private comthe right to sell the tv version elselishing took four, st
j;option time. |
“I Love Lucy” for summer rides.
pany is able to reach.
where.

ot

io

TV-FELMS

National Mags’ Spli-Runs Cutting
Into Regional Syndie Sponsorship:
$50,008,080 Goes Into Print Media

Weduenizy, April 18, Pook

Santa’$ Village Series
-San Francisco, April 14.

PECs Spero VFa TV

Half-hour series lecaled in. San-

ta's Village, Santa Cruz, Calif., is
being shot in color by Moulin

ecllsSiftstoL.A|
‘Gane;F

Studios, headquartered. here. Kiddie series, titled “Santa's Village,” .
Frank
Darien,
Angela
| Combs and Carl Hansen. . Dan
! Norton is producing. and Georee
features

via split-4+
National
magazines,
~*
In N. Y., Los Angeles, and in
"|Richman directing. ©
| many cities. in between, breadcast-.
runs, have cut into regional syndie
This: marks the entry of bay;
ers can play a.new game, titled
sponsor coin. List of magazines
area talent and facilities into ty
offering regional distribution en| “Who Me?”. Origins of the game—
series. production.
It is also the
compasses
about
60 mags
now,
and"3 being played. very -séri-first time that an amusement park |
with Life joming the parade: which }.
mow by some broadcasters
has been used a§ an actual set,- in’
Alonzo
Deen
Cole's
“Witch's ew!
Hollywood, April 18.
already iacludes Look, Reader's
0
N. Y. and Los -Angeles—stems
Satevepost, | Council For’ Guild Unity—self- 'this instanne serving as 4d ‘hack: '; Tale”
Digest, “ Newsweek,
which had an 18-year run; from the Federal Communications
ground.
and
theme:
| on WOR, New York, in the. old: Commission’s inquiry in how one
Parents, et al
-Styled “middle-of-the-road”’ faction |
radio days will -be put. an a pilot of the vif channels in each of the:
The agplit-run print dollar has within Writers Guild of America— !

PLAN PILOTALM en
COLE'S ‘WITCH'S TALE’ |

IN WGA BALLOTING;

groyvm

censiderahly

this

year,

as:

FTP’s $1,906,088
Suit Vs,Ziv-UA

eompared to last. H's estimated ;is throwing its weight behind three.
that abeut $50,000,000 has been | candidates for office running in
spent in regional mag advertising WGA
annual, election.
Balloting |
during the first six months of this deadline is May 18; ballots ge out
year, which is about a one-third|
increase
of
menies spent

the

regional

today (Tues.).
Unity group last week nominated five candidates by petitian. To
,
these
new are added the three—
in:

mag

in the comparable
year.
It’s estimated

film in Londen during the last} seven station markets can be. shiftof April.
Mitch Hamilburg | ed. to noncommercial , educational
who has optioned the rights from |use.
cae

‘week

the author
Britain.

will make the trip to:
In N.Y., the- inquiry now is tak‘ing onan. academic Aaura—with the
“Witch's Tale” was set to roll.
“expected imminent sale- of WNTAin Hollywood about a year ago but‘
company went into a merger and: ‘TY to the. educational groups. The
FCC’s probe, though, " has wider
|eomper was not actualized...

|
Cincinnati, April -18.
ramifications and is far from. acathat the print regional dollar
demic to.‘the industry.
-!
‘61 will amount to $100,000,000. In : thus giving the greup a full slate| A suit filed by International Tel‘The
Commission's: - inquiry “Gn:
60 advertisers
are reported to ,to support in races for all offices. .evision Programs, Inc., of CincinN. ¥.; as in Las Angeles, was’ to:
have spent $76,000,000 in split-run |Support is given Charles Schnee° nati in U..S. District’ Court here
have. eRcomnassed all the stations
in prexy contest; Barry Trivers. | against Ziv-Unted Artists, Ine., and.
editions of national mags.
in the market. In N. Y., Channel
Advertisers using the split-run candidate for tv branch prez of :
3, since the ‘NTA takeaver, “tOprint medium choose it for the union; Louis Pelletier, vying for: United Artists Corp. of New York
auitea_Segree has supplied the.
of the
ty» seeks $1,800,000 damages, chergsame reasons that they -might want secretary-treasurer
. ¥. avea with an altering that United Artists threatened
to use a syndie series on tv. The branch.
Hollywood, April 18,
Prete«programming “serviee,. Orige
parallel reasons are to hit the marPreviously supported were Mal-'to terminate ITP’s exclusive cosThe team that sparked the suc- inating an array of. programming
ket on &@ local level, in the region vin Wald, running for veepee of: ‘tzact for foreign distribution. of:cess of Warners-TV spoof ef the! leq by “The Play Of ‘the Week.”
~
of the
advertiser's
distribution : tv branch, and exec beard nom- ' Ziv-produced tv films.
westerns and set a pattern that
If the FCC ever sets up a yarderea, For the national advertiser, linees Art Arthur, Dale Eunson, j
was widely copied has heen re- stick in. attempting to pick and-.
ITP, headed
by Edward
J. united at 20th-Fov-TV. Roy Hugagain the split-run point medium, William Fay and E, Jack Neuman.!
| Stern, ‘has translated. Ziv phato- ‘gins, preduction veepee at 20th. cheese. which vhf eutlet should be
can be chesen for the same reafilms inte 12 different languages has made good his promise to cenverted ‘for éducational uses,
sons as ridiirg a syndie entry—to
‘and
charges
that
its cantract bring Marion: Hargrove into. the | how. will an alternative -‘programe ~
zero in on certain markets and to
signed in June, 1958, Tuns to Aug. Westwood fold, Both took “Mayv- ming service. match up. against
avoid others for a variety of spestations unwinding pix weiler pix,.
“31, 1963:
cific reasons.
erick’ off the pad inte orbit at vidfilm after vidéilm;- many of the
According to those making the
Ziv. former. Cincy firm, was; Warners, Huggins as producer and.
latter previously ‘offered ‘bya netagency rownds, there's little ques; bought by UA in March of 1960 Hargrove scripted. By jumping the | Work station.
Netwerks, aswell
tien that the split-run mags have
On Third Time Ar
| and became Ziv-United
Artists, cempeting network shows by - al 2s the indie stations, are encomfrown to some extent at the ex| half-hour, it knocked Steve Allen passed in the FCC’s inquiry. They,
Third
run
telecast
of
Dawid;
1°.
pense of the regional syndie biz.
The ITP .petition charges that | out of the box and passed Ed Sul-. too, Might be .asked .what makes
Another competitor te the regional: Wolper’s “The Race for Space” on! UA violated the Sherman. Anti-|livan in the ratings.
‘them unique in the markét, what
sponsor coin is in the tv medium! WPIX, N.Y., cashed in on tke pop-. ; Trust Act by. acquiring all steck
Hargrove makes the move to
services they supply
ttself, the increase in spet buying |ular excitement engendered by the | inter ests in Ziv when it was in| 20th after completing the screen- programming
which other stations wouldn't du-—
by advertisers. The spot buying by || erbital flight of Russia‘s Major |foreign distribution itself through |Play of “The Music Man” and ‘an
plicate. if, their franchise .was
regionals is similar in some re‘its United Artists Associated, Inc., |original fer “The Boys” Night Out.” | NBted for- -educational tv.
spects to the growth of participa- |Gagarin. Hour telecast Thursday: subsidiary.
This action allegedly |He will be berthed as a producer
. There are many intriguing legal |
i¥3), sfarting at 8:30 p.m., drew }
tron buys en the national level.
attempted to menoplize interestate but his writing talents, as: thase
around
the
There are still regionals around. |an average ARB of 11.8, the rating| and foreign. commerce and to elim- ef Huggins, won't be. bypassed on questions ‘revolving
FCC inquiry, for which comments ..
The pool of available regional] dol-;almost equalling the previous. two !: inate ITP as a competitar.
' troublesonre scripts. He will be have been asked by May 1.
‘Can™
lars, theugh, has dwindled, accord-: telecasts of the documentary on:
The action asks $600, 060 actual ;|assigned a. series to produce in the: ‘the FCC even go into the area of
ing to those sounding out the adj the station..
next few weeks.
matching one programming servThe rerun also topped special damages and tréble the amount for
agencies.
|
asserted
anti-trust violations.
pice against another, and. declaring’
In this period of selective buy- , network space shows telecast durpetitioned the court to force. UA ic!
a
preference” ‘on. particular
ing, with a clese look at ad budg- iing the week, with WCBS-TV reg- divest itself. of. Ziv stock and to:
grountis? |
oe,
ets due to the drop off in the econ-, istering a 10.1 for an hour special.
grant an injunction halting spread
There
may be doubts and chal-'
syndie
heuses
out
‘with
ay
Wednesday
(12)
night
starting
at;
omy,
‘of
reports
that
Ziv
is.
-cancelling
its
|
Tenges
.on:the
FCC's
legal
powers,
first-runner better have one which :7:30; WNBC-TV hitting a 10.9 for ;

period

last

Hargrove Reunited With
Roy Haggias at 20th-TV
With Producer Status

Wolrer ‘Race for Space’

Red Het Aristren hem |

ITC OF CANADA IN
.

stands

up

commercially.

wise, red ink is promised.

.

Other- its “Men in Space” the same night; |[TP contract.

WNT A

Mike Wallace, W
lr a Wrangle Over

;and WABC-TV. in a half-hour show | Charles

starting at 5 p.m. which drew a 0.7.

Sawyer,

First

aye

627, SALES. HIKE: but there’s great acceptance as.
to’
at ITC: of

quarter sales

local: attorney _ Canada, ‘Ltd, subsid of Independ- oescomminsian s Berl per siasive’

.
‘e's been. some: hur-.
Television Corp. increased.
have not violated anti-trust ¢2°, over the corresponding pe- |;ed
examination of. programming
schedules in N. Y. and Los Angeles
or, provisions of the agree- riod of 1960.

for the defendant firms, stated that‘ ent

| “The Race for Space” was turned |.they
1aWs
i down as a network entry. forcing |
| Sponsor Shulton to syndicate. the ;ment

Reporting on Canada, ITC v.p. 4| among station execs since the: anIn Los Angeles, .
Abe Mandell said. that from Janu- |, Hounced inquiry.
ary threugh March, ITC of Canada [the “Who Me?” game is even more
"Year. Current outing is sponsored |
a
+...
mystifying, for there, no. commiere
+made
45
station
sales
of
20
proper‘Tidewater
which
has © also
Gitson’ & Atlanta Slot
:. cial channel has. been. offered for
} hought W olper-Ster ling’s ‘Project: | Ferederck L. Gilson is shifting | ties. Malti- market deals were° con“In- i sale and
there isn't an educational.
‘Bike
Wallace
and
WNTA-TV iMan
in Space.”
Latter documen:: from CBS Films’ Gotham. sales | cluded on “Best of the Post,
pe
group with announced sums of
Management are in a hassle over. tary is due far telecasting on WPIX . staff to become .manager of the| terpol Calling.” “Cannonball”
money
‘villing
to make a purchase,
|
“Hawkeve”
and
“Tugboat
Annie.
aan
Wallace's upcoming hosting chores |_ May 11.
1 company's.
Atlanta’ office.
He’s
In light of-the Les Angeles sitnain the seties,
projected
“pylproduced
East, PM.
to be
by! i Also hypoed in the rating meter . been .covering & N: Y., Connecticut | Also in the first quarter of '61, tion, -how|‘will the FCC: choose
,ITC
has
sold
“The
Parnell
SpecWest,”
on indie ‘WPIX is its Ziv-UA entry ,and Terento,
‘#Continued on. Page 42)
Westinghouse Broadcasting.
“Mien in Space,” which drew a 6.2!
Gilson replaces James Thrash. itaculars”. ‘similar .to the special,

_show on a national spot basis last |

a

Fis New WBC Eniry.»»

Wallace has a contract with NTA |ARB for its last outing Thursday, :who's becoming .Atlanta manager. |!‘Sunday Night at. the Palladium,”
which runs out in June.
From
|that will be seen on NBC-TV this |
compared to
to the
the usual 4.0's.. “
| for T VAR.
station management's view, the
,fall) and “Deadline Midnight,”
| dramatic: series.
Both of.. ‘these |
contract has a_ provision which
programs are being produced at
bars the employment Pras Wallace ;
Elstree Studios outside Londen..
in any interview show for a period
of 26 weeks after the expiration
of the contract.
“Mike
Wallace
Six-Market Sale On
Interviews,” telecast by WNTA.
Los. Angeles, April 18.
TV, Newark-N.Y., is syndicated in
‘Adventure Theatre’
National Theatres & Television.
other markets.
Sterling Television reperts early j has acquited three new community
Wallace, when queried, declined
sales in six markets for its Ray | antenna telévision ‘systems,. making
Next post-48 stockpile to come’ ‘ WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y., to David
comment.
Westinghouse,
though,
Forrest
produced. and
narrated: ; company the third largest operator
is going ahead with its late night) qGown tne tv pike looks like. Uni- ‘Susskind, . who had been financed half - hour documentary: series, : of this business in the nation, it
vidtape 90 minute entry, an hour}
|versal Pigtures. Universal, which in his bid by Paramount Pictures. “Adventure Theatre,” a package of|was revealed bzy. Eugene V. Klein,
That report, though, has been. the
of which will be telecast from N.Y.
78 stanzas off the Canadian Broad-! .-pr esident, at the. annual
stocke
and a half-hour from San Fran- jveleased its pre-"48's via Screen only word filtering down’ on the
holders. Meeting here last week.:
currently
is engaged
in post-"48 situation for -Paramount. casting web.
cisco. Wallace will host the N.Y.| Gems,
Stations
pacted
are
KTUV,
San
|
1
The
combined
°
systems,
which
.
Metro tv is prepping a_ list of
segment. Show. to be syndicated !classifying its post-48 ‘Stockpile Francisco:
‘WLWT,°
Cineinnati:! include..the- Bluefield TV Cable
in non-Westinghouse
markets, is" which runs to 245 pix made. be- post-'48 -titles. to. be .unveiled at
WBNS; Columbus; WSBT, South‘ .Co., serving Bluefield, West Vire
;tween 1949 and 1956, the cutoff next. month’s Washington meeting
slated for airing in early June.
WMBS,
Lansing; WHAS, :‘ginia, and Bluefield, Virginia; Duryear for tv at this time.
|
of the Nationa] Assn. of Broadcast- Bend:
Louisville. Thirty-nine of the half: i:fee’s Inc., representing six sepae
| Prexy Milton Rackmil informed ers. The list is said to comprise
systems
headquartered: in
jstockholders that the post-'48's will about 40 pix, in keeping. with the | hours are in color. Concerning a‘ rate
‘be released in packages. Whether’ reported Metro TV policy of releas- variety of places. and_ subjects, ! Man and Logan, W. Virginia, and.
}Universal will make another dis- ing small groups of post-’48's at | films were shot in various parts of |Perfect Video, Inc., ‘Tepresenting
the world.
‘two’ systems in Hattiesburg, ‘Mis; tribution deal for its post-’48’s, or different intervals of time.
issippi, and Ferriday, Louisiana, .
United Artists also should be ‘out
Warner Bros. post-'50’s are chalk-! try to handle the distribution it|
serve
‘approximately -14,000
tv
‘Waterfront’ Rights
ing up some fancy rating capers, as: self is being studied. On its pre- ‘shortly with a fresh, small list of
- TV Marketeers has secured dis-*. homes with a potential of 25,000
they begin to unreel in various j *48’s Universal held foreign dis- post-'48’s.
subscribers.
Kléin
said
the
pure
tribution rights other than Canada.
Already in the post-"48 -market. tribution rights to the “Water- ,
markets.
Was :
approximately
In San Diego. “Dial M for Mur- ‘Company now is prepping to han- are Columbia Pictures, via Screen front’’ series from Roland: Reed|i chase - price
Perey
der” on KOGO,
teiecast Fridaya' dle overseas
distribution of its Gems. and Warner Bros., latter pix Productions. Series, consisting of :, $2.000,000.
Samuel’ P. Nor ton, president of
night :31) at 7.p.m.. registered a big: pre-'48 features.
being distributed by Seven Arts 78 episodes, had been in syndica-:
26.0 ARB. beating all competition in
Way things shape up Paramount ‘Associates, National Telefilm Asso- tion for years, first under the aegis. the National Amusement division
|and_ director
of “the ‘company's
the market.
In St. Louis, KSD, ! again iooks like the major which
ciates has the first group of 20th- of UTP and then MCA TV.
will
be last with its pix on the tv Fox post-’48’s, with ‘the second
in
Its
showing “Films of the 50's”
TV Marketeers alao made a deal Williamsport ‘Cable’. Co., eommuSaturday night “Gold Award The- market. Paramount came in at the. 20th-Fox post-’48- group going to. to represent the Bernie
Sindell nity antenna .system with 13,000
atre”’ showcase, registered an ARB tail end of its pre-‘48's, now being Seven Arts. Associated. —
Agency of Beverly Hills in N.Y. subscribers ‘im Williamsport, Pa.,
rihyv.ed by MCA-TV. National
average rating of 22 for the Jan-.c
Another group ‘of post-’48’s, also and the first property under the | Said the new. acquisitions would be
in Telefilm Associates reportedly ex- from’ 20th-Fox, is slated for net- deal is a new half-hour adult car- ; merged . under his division and
uary-February
period.
KSD,
the period measured. beat KMOX’s pressed some interest in acquiring work airing next fall on NBC-TV, toon series called: “Straight Talk supervision would come from. the
“First Run Theatre,” also slotted Paramount post-’48's in connection with Saturday nights set aside for ' Jackson.”
Color pilet has been | fompany’ s Beverly Hills headquar-.
rs.
from 10 to 11:45 p.m.
i with a possible sale of its station, pix night on the web.
.
filmed.

NT&T’s Major Stahus

Universal Next to Damp Post.48

Pix Into TV; No Word From Par

FANCY RATINGS
FOR WB POST-’503:

In Conununity Antenna-

System;
3New Buys.

TV-FELMS

31

PIX SHOWS

Davis’WNTA-TVMonkeywrench fAVE cTIKEIN SaleofWNTA-TV to Educ’l Group
$5,750,000 Reported Imminent;
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
WNEW-TV’s 6306 Bid for ‘Play

Hollywood, “April 18.
Opposition to: ihe imminent sale of WNTA-TV, Newark-N.Y.,.
was stressed here. ‘today. by Leonard Davis, dissident. stockholder who is the cerier of a National. Theatres. & Television: proxy fight.

‘NT&T owns 38° .of National Telefilm. Asgociates, which ‘controls

| le oFPaoCT) Fe

‘the ‘station.
Davis, here: for the outcome of the proxy ‘fight which is expected .
‘About 80% of. the. vidfilm prop |
tomorrow {(Wed.), said his position has not changed in the matter. erties slated for prime: time airing |He remains opposed: “We have met, with Martin. Leeds and other:
on the three webs next season
NT&T officers and intend’ to voice our continued opposition -as
carries a web-equity tag. Amount
members of the board,” fhe said. He indicated assurance that he,
of proprietary interest secured by
his associate, Philip Handsman,. would have NT&T board. positions _ the -webs is said to vary from about
Judging from the ARB rating
after the voting tally outcome. Seats. would take. effect on Thursday. ;
10%: to 50% in outside ‘vidfilm meters, “Waiting for Godot” was a
‘puzzlément
to the public. The
“NTA has the right to sell: WNTA-TV at any time,’ Davis noted,
‘series.
,
Becket drama on “The Play of the
but .he also noted: that it must be.subject ‘to the approval of the
al Those ‘are the savvy estimates: “Week,”
telecast
by WNTA-TV,
: board and of stockholders. NT&T has two directors on NTA’s
as the pilot selling season draws ;[ Newark
-N.Y., failed to hit a 10
board. Leeds also is an NTA board: member. Davis said he. intends
to a close.
to bring matter up before the NT&T board. if sale continues to
ARB average for its seven teleMushrooming
the .number ‘of i
' casts. “Godot” was one of the weakthreaten. Davis: has maintained that. NTA requires. two-thirds
series in which webs secure equity {
fest rating entries of “P and W”
approval, of: its stockholders for. the. sale of Station assets. .

Waiting for Nielsen?

rights this selling season were; ieycle the past two seasons.
these developments; (1) Growth of | A characteristic of the

rating

+

Agreement in principle on the
sale of WNTA-TV,
Newark-N.Y.
indie, to a N.Y. educational citizens
group
for $3,750,000
has
been
reached.

Howard

E. Stark, station broker

negotiating
for the
educational
group,
described
the
deal
as
‘pretty close.” He said lawyers
representing both sides were in
“deep
negotiations’
over
exact
terms. It’s estimated that the deal

should
week

be consummated

within

or 10 days, barring any

a

last

the number of hour vidfilm shows: ;eurve was that the rating meters minute hitches.
The $5,750,000, the upped offer
(2) Direct sales of properties to: would start okay at times, but fall
of the educational group, repre‘networks, as opposed to advertis-1 o¢¢ qr astically at midpoint.

ThoseNetwork VidpixSubsids
HaveaTough Row to Hoe,As
Witness thePlightof(BSFilms;

ers, with the webs getting in on |
the initial financing; (3) -Disap-|
pearance. of some old series, sold -

| to the webs

By. BOB CHANDLER

This is the year to--pity the. poor f
independent - ‘producer. . But
his
plight pales -by comparison. with:

these

days can't seem

the networks

“Ansider”on Shelf

that of. the network vidpix subsid,.“entry. of Screen

which

before

_took a strong sfand on program
control. and financial participation.
‘It’ -was estimated
during last
‘year’s Hollywood hearings by the
Federal Communications Commis"| sion that. about 500 of the new
. vidfilm properties sold to the webs
-contained.some financial participatian by the networks.
The 80°
“The Insider, ” the’ hour’ vidfilm j

to _in.as

‘get its foot into the network sales 1any

Gems

which came {-estimate | for’ next: season’s schedule is a dramatic indication of how

a freeball show, not. having

tie to any

one

of :the three

much that trend has grown.

wrinkle this selling ‘season
‘door, regardless of the quality of !networks, is being put on the shelf | | is New
this: Producing companies comits production and the number of° as. a possible midseason entry.
advertisers
‘properties..

Take

it' can ‘interest

the.case

of CBS:

‘ing in with a number of shows for
in its |. Action.-adventure
60- minuter,
j which stars. David Jansen,. repre- a particular web are being asked
Films, “sents: about a $175,000 investment to grant rerun distribution rights

which’ brought in four. hot pilots‘ by: Screen Gems. More’ than one .on every second show, rerun dis‘this year-and had conditional‘sales : Hour vidfilm entry has served as tribution rights on one show goon. three of them and “interest” a midseason replacement, the last ing to the producing organization
on the otirer. Adv ertisers :: simply being:.Metro’s “Asphalt Jungle,” .and the rights accruing to. the syncouldn't. clear’ time’ for them; in ‘now ‘riding. on’ ABC-TY. Recoupe-- dication subsid of the webs on the
those cases where. the. advertisers ‘ment money possibilities also
had locked’ in time periods, the j-in foreign distribution. -Metro-

ie

has

networks involved ‘had designated ;jreleased a’ numberof hour--vidfilm

other. shows for the slots.
Problem, -in ‘the cortext

of to-

entries. as features abroad..

Dangling’ Status
Of WNTA Affects

Billings & Shows
The up-in-the-air sale status of
WNTA-TV is causing a kingsized
headache for that Newark-N.Y. indie owned by National Telefilm Association.
After finally going in the black
-by a small margin following heavy
losses spent in building the image
and. audience reach, station now is
faced: with. a situation of not being
able either to sign orders for sum‘mer hbiz,: or talent for summer

second show.
The alternate dis- shows. Deals either for talent or
tribution formula is said to ‘be sponsor coin are slim indeed, if
stronger on ‘CBS and NBC than the station has to tag on. the “if
jand when” proviso.
‘on ABC.
There's no chance of altering
In most cases (there’ have been.
a few pretty raw. exceptions), the this unsettled status unless NTA
| network. equity stems from “web management closes a deal with one
financing of the pilot project.
If ‘of the contending bidders, or makes
‘| the web. underwriting. is heavy, the a clear statement taking the station
web gets a 50% equity in the off the market. Any protracted in-

sents a cash deal for National Telefilm Associates, owner of the outlet. It embraces. the
physical
studio facilities in Newark,
all
broadcasting equipment of the tv
outlet, and the transmitting equipment
atop
N.Y.
Empire
State
Building.

NTA,

in light

of the

expected

deal, has been trying to sctl off a
number
of WNTA-TV
shows
to
other commercial outlets in the
seven station market. “The Play
of The Week,” WNTA-TV's widely;acclaimed series, has won a solid
offer from Metropolitan Broadcasting’s WNEW-TV. Indie WNEW-TV
has offered about $630,000 for the
two season cyele of “Play of The
Week”
dramas.
Additionally,
WNEW-TV has made an offer of an
option to take on next season's
cycle of “P of W"” dramas, at
$10,000 per drama, which would
amount to $260,000, according to
present
plans
to
vidtape
26
“P of W” outings for '61-’62.
Metropolitan's
offer
embraces
licensing rights for the N.Y. mare
ket.
Before negotiations are cone
cluded,
the deal
may
embrace
Metropolitan’s outlet in Washington, WTTG.
Other WNTA-TV vidtaped shows
put on the block in the N.Y. market
include
David
Susskind's
“Open End,” “Mike Wallace
In-

day's buying and. scheduling. pat-|' ,
terns, it simple—the vidpix subsid
“Ys caught: betwixt and. between.
It
simply can't make a network. co-|"
production deal,:an item that’s in-|
| series.
Some’ producers, if they’re decision will be costly to the stadispensable’ in one-haur shows and
hot on a particular project. would tion in terms of biz, talent, and {terviews” and the Clay Cole record
nearly..s> ‘in -half-hHours.. Reasons
show.
rather not go for the 50-50 deal. personnel,
‘are obvious—in. the case of CBSFor the summer, the indie outPossible thorns in the educa| By. peddling ‘the project ‘among
TV. netw ‘ork was unwilling to
the . three webs, - such producers let has a real problem in program- tional group’s deal may be the
‘make a coproduction : deal with. ‘ts:
position
taken
by New
Jersey
ming.
Its
“Play
of
the
Week”
is
ae] are able to scale down the amount
‘ewn subsid, since the money :in"| of. web financing and web partici- slated for a summer hiatus, leav- Governor Robert B. Meyner. The
volved. belonged in the same ‘pool.
|
ing
two
hours
nightly
from
Monday
New
Jersey
Governor
has
been
pation.
and because it was. just. as easy for
& new. Japanese agreement covAmong the many other items, through Saturday to fill. Station spearheading a move by state inthe web to. tie up talent. as it. was ering American tv imports which
topper
Ted
Cott
had
planned
a
terests
to
maintain
a
New
Jersey
‘for the subsid..As.for making .a broadly © liberalizes.. Japanese re- merchandising rights also are a
coproduction: deal with NBC or ‘strictions and looks toward com- negotiable item, as well as foreign summer-long accent on music fer aecent to the state's sole vhf chatlABC, it just ain’t done.
What is the station, picking up jazz, folk nel. It's believed, though, that the
‘plete ‘freedom of exchange in two distribution rights, etc.
group
will
finally
- So CBS Films had ‘to ‘proceed years has been ‘signed. - ‘The agree- secured or given up by sither music festivals and other summer educational
musical fetes for vidtape program- placate Governor Nieyner. Educaon its own, foregoing one-hour ment,
negotiated ‘by John
G. party. depends on the strength of
. product and. concentrating on the McCar thy, prez of Television -Pro- the property and’ the skill af the ming. All these plans are academic tional citizens group, which in3d,
half-hours. -It turned. out “‘Wiister | grams Export Assn, (TPEA), rep- negotiators.
Complications
are while the station remains on the cludes John D. Rockefeller
chairman af the Lincoln Center
Doc.” a show styled after “I Re- resents the first major pact: signed such in today’s market that se- blec.
Further
complicating
the
picture
for
the
Performing
Arts,
says
it
member
Mama”
starring Dean -by the organization, now one. year curing a slot on a web schedule and |
‘for management is that their need plans to service ‘the N.Y., New
Jagger, produced and directed by old.
buttoning - ‘down
a series for a
for
cash,
the
stated
reason
for
the
Jersey,
Connecticut
tri-state
area.
Ralph
Nelson and _ scripted by
Principal
provisions
of
the -season's push has, in many cases,
On Monday 117i, after a meetFrank Gabrielson (latter two held agreement, which runs for: the fis- become more dramatic than the sale of the statien, might not be
immediately satisfied even with a ing of N. J. leaders on the chane
down the same. spots. on. “Mama");
' **)cal year started April. 1, are as ‘geries itself.
‘station sale. If outlet is sold to one
In
this
day
.of
network
equity
(Continued on page 46).
' | follows:
of the contending commercial in1. The numerical limitations on ‘tags, some advertisers are report- terests, the edurational interests
the. import ‘of ‘American programs ed to have: given up their equity bidding most probably would inter‘are eliminated. (There. had been a in a show to a network in return ‘vene with the Federal Communica.| quota of 1012 hours per week on for what the sponsor and agency tions Commission. If sold to etv
feel is a good time slot. In those or commercial interests, minority
| all Japanese stations:)
2. The price ceiling of $500. per | cases, it’s reported that. the web ‘holder Leonard. Davis has threathalf-hour episode. has been. elim- bought out-the advertiser's interest ened a suit against management, if
inated also...
(Continued on page 46)
two-thirds stockholder approval is
3..For the ‘61. fiscal. year, the
not secured. That threatened suit
is. brushed aff by management. but
To date, three. Arst-run half-hour Japanese government has. made a
Brod Crawford starrer “King of
substantial
increase
for
dollar.
allo-.
it-does
raise possible complications Diamonds” is off to a flying start,
syndie series for fall airing are out
for quick access to cash needed coralling 63 markets in its first
in the rharket. They are Ziv-UA's cations governing the importation
‘by NTA.
“King
of
Diamonds”;
© Sereen of American. vidfilms. The. increase
two weeks of open selling.
In the interim, station personnel
Gems’ “Shannon”; and. Filinasters’ . is a minimum: of. 50° of what it
The 63-market roster includes 10
was last ‘year, when: $1.867,000 was
‘Metro TV, about to release a! on all-levels form a restive body, of the top 16 markets in the coun“Beachcombers. ”
.The above represents “actuall- spent ‘for half-hour’ American vid-*“group. of post-'48's, has a dwindling |each member wondering. when the try, embracing N.Y., Los Angeles,
—
|pool of monies. coming in from the ;axe. may fall, and many members Philadedphia.
ties.” Others, though; are in’ the. ‘film series.
Detr oit,
Boston,
4,. Barring some major: economic sale
of: pre-’48s,
possibilities - hopper.
Latter “inaccording- to, trying to make new connections.
Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Buffalo and
Loew’s second quarter report,
cludes .Ziv-UA’s
“Sky
(Continued on: page 46)
Divers}:
New Orleans.
The report, covering a 28-week
(working: title), Independent Tele-].
In N.Y., Piel’s Beer is sponsor| period ended. March .16, ..°61, said
-vision Corp.’s “Whiplash.” and a
ing, with the same beer company
number
of potentials: from the}
that pix eontracts outstanding as
picking up the new Ziv-CA entry
Hollywood, April 18.
syndie subsids of the networks, all - Julian Lesser has reactivated his; Of March 16 provide for a gross| Ziv-United ‘Artists has just com-|throughout its marketing area.
keyed to sizable regionals un- vidpix : ‘production company .and is. jincome of about $18,660,000, to be’ pleted the pilot film for a PIO | ADIT
New
station. KeBC.
sales
Bet
Losinclude:
A
. hooking .them for the . Beneral ‘in. N.Y. withthe pilot: of his. first earned after that date.-‘Fhat's rela- |jected “Superboy” vidpix
oston;
os
Atte
sertes.
“\market.
Detroit:
KTVA,
.| series since ““I Search for Adven- tively small compared to previous | Juve thesp John Rockwell stars as lgeles; | WIJIBK,
Last fall, there were eight. new ture and “Bold Journey.”
years,
when
the
pre+’48
‘pix
had
ithe
title
Phoenix;
KBO].
Boise,
KOA,
DenNew;
character
delineating ‘
half-hour syndie properties, the series is titled’ “Feature Story” and! just been sold.
KERO,
Bakersfield,
Calif.;b
the comic strip fave, Superman, :iver,
‘number representing about a 50°% deals: with offbeat people and. oc- iPFor the ,28-week period, gross tv; as a youth.
i KLAS, Las Vegas; KVAL, Euz ene,
income
was $6,381,000 for the
‘drop from the- previous: ‘year, A cupations. | mo
. Projected
series
of half-hour,'Ore.; KOGO,San Diego: WGR, But-further dropoff‘in the number {fs : Lesser is. meeting with: agencies :: licensing of pre-’48's and shorts to duration is produced by Whitnev! ‘ falo; WFGA, Jacksonville; WIVH,
expécted: ‘for this fall-—at least in. and clients on ‘the pilot.
Decatur; WAV Y,
Ralph: tv stations, and $3,743,000 for Elisworth, primed for syndication. i Peoria; WTVP,
the. traditional half-hour. syndie Storey is: narrator and‘ William filmed series and commercials Pro- George Blair directed the pilot ;Norfolk-Portsmouth, and WCSH,
duced for tv.
Beer. associate . producer.
field.
7
Portland, Me.
1 episode,

Sales Sparkle On
‘Kang of Diamonds’

, Only 3First-Run
Syndies For Sure’

Dwindling Revenues
For Metro on Pre-’48s

Ziv-UA’s ‘Superboy’

Julian Lesser Series

|
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$28,431 in family spending power* comes
with every dollar you spend on Network Z._

___,

meGe.

Wednesday, April 19, 1961
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$31,824 in family spending power’ comes
with every dollar you spend on Network Y.

| Wednesday, ‘April 19, 1961

35

$34,515 in family spending power’ comes.

with every dollar you spendon ABC-TV,
Want more of that weekly U.S. spending money for your client? Then figure
spending his television money according to these figures:

ABC's current.CPM is $3.39. Net.Y, $3.67. Net Z, $4.12. Meaning ABC
delivers 295 homes per dollar per commercial minute. Net Y, 272 homes.
Net Z, 243 homes.
Meaning $100,000 a week spent on ABC gets. you 2,300,000 more sales
demonstrations than you get on Net Y,5,200,000 more than you get
ston
onNet Z:
Meaning spend where the spending—and trending —is most profitable.
e ABC

T

]
e

evision

*Source: Av. weekly housenold expenditures’ $t17 (1959, U.S. Cent
of Commerce); multiplied by homes reached per dollar per commeare

‘cial-minuta. National Nielsen TV Index estimated TV cost per thousand commercial minutes, 4 weeks ending
Feb. 5, 1961. Average evening once weekly program. Estimated tima and published talent costs.
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- Forei
\for the Lou Levy Quartet,

MAN

IN SPACE

With

Bill Grundy

tly unacknowledged

strange-; CHARLES

AZNAVOUR

in the credits, | LIN |

ue

ter Nina—dreamed of a new life, ton.A young man from Trinidad
in America, but Nina had a shadow | peddling a set of. encyclopaedias.

IN BE R-

for the last part of the Fitzgerald:
With Charles Aznavour,
Margit on her lung and rather than leave ‘interested the feckless Bohemian |
repertoire.
Saad hostess, Annie Fratellini, her hehind,
the whole family :young wife of an artist in the books
{
.
;and the two. apparently .found
Renee Gilbert; Ballet. Bonafe, ; stayed.
Chief
disappointment
of the

Director: Max Morgan Witts
30 Mins., Wed., 7 p.m.
Granada TV, from Manchester

Trio

On the same day that Soviet air- ‘show was that Johnny Dankworth’'s

man Yuri Gagarin hurtled into ;Superb outfit scarcely got a look-in. | |. orch
space.Granada TV substituted this :This seemed a great waste of a! Director:
half-hour survey of the event for ‘supple and immaculate

Fifteen years

Gerardi, Willi Hoffmann

later they were |!communication in the contentsof

still in the derelict church and the |the encycleopaedias.

But the ironic.

refugee camp still straggled out-| twist was that with new found
side its walls. Anna and Stefan had knowledge
she found herself bored

Sigmar Boerner

band. that; 35Mins.; Mon., 9:15 pan.

grown white-haired . and. listless. | with her husband, and caught up
Quiz.”; could have contributed much more , West German TV, from Berlin
_ All-round French talent; Charles | Jan and Tadek had developed into: witha lover. As a result when the
if tv isn't as’ to the proceedings. Dankworth's
Aznavour,
who
has
made
a
good
|loutish
hotheads. Nina had become !-salesman went back to ‘deliver the.
fast as newsprint, it’s only a few: alto-sax was heard for a few bars|
of a baby
noth
: that died. ‘full set -he found that | the sample
;in “Savoy,” but, otherwise, he |name
ne
|for -himself via such pix as; the mother
hours behind.
Originally
commissioned by a: books were being put to such deimight just as well have: stayed! “Girl “Hunters” and “Shoot the
Lack of hard news from Moscow

the

advertised

Which

proved

“Criss-Cross

that

was effectively disguised as cor- ‘home. In any
respondent Ralph Parker sketched iwas far more

in the elation of the Reds by radio- .small

telephone, and Alistair Cooke simiJarlv reported on American reactions, a mixture of half-hearted
congratulation and so-what. Then

rhythm

{waxings

have

as drawing

.

case, Miss Fitzgerald !Pianist” was the guest on this spe-

Dominican Priory as‘a contribution
| based purposes

books

indicated.

the appalling waste of the refugee: walked out of the apartment, with -

at home with
. the: cial 35 minute. reyue on Berlin-TV. to World Refugee Year, “People of ;for. the kids, doorstops and $0. on.
group, as previous Although not on: long enough, his Nowhere” turned a searchlight on Disgusted and’ disappointed. he-.
appearance

made it obvious

why

The Mazceks symbolized
jyet:another human contact gone
With this small blemish. “An he has. become ‘such a favorite on problem.
—
|
‘Evening with. Ella Fitzgerald” was the continent. His lung-power
was the sad, hard-core of the camps,: haywire. ©

‘highspot viewing,

and its success, NOt outstanding,

|people

but his delivery

4

who had been refugees for|

John Mortimei’s dialog was’ al- ::

and: so long that they no longer wished . ways: ‘fresh, wryly humorous and
the program took off. urder emcee ;might encourage Granada TV to. produced’ a unique charm
while the show featured Aznavour ;to settle anywhere else, were no! yet. proyécative. There was crisp
Bill Grundy, to tovch on the back-;take a chance on other upcoming :as a‘singer. it also touchéd on his longer even people.
idirection by Hal Burton of the duo
ground, and the future, of space;U. S. visitors, such as Thelonius.

‘other talents: which: include, actirig, |. Only when son Jan killed a man; who formed the cast. Cy Grant,
travel. Guided-missile expert John ;}Monk and the Jazz Messengers.
: Singing. --writing; composing, and ‘in a fight and was himself fatally better known on tv as’ a calypso.
Allen explained cursorily the de‘ Otta,
+wounded did the Maczeks regain! singer, revealed himself ‘as a per-:
-Musicianship.
—
velopments from the first threeAsked by”. hostess, Margit Saad, , their status as human beings. Iron-' sonable actor and also fittedin aound projectiles to the four-ton
‘what
field
he
liked
best,
Aznavour
|ically, Jan’s death was followed by ‘lively. ditty on the .guitar. Eliza| HENRI IV
ransport
provided
for Gagarin,
| With Jean Vilar, Germaine Mon- ‘replied that ‘he liked composing
|0me more. chance of a new life— . beth Shepherd.
as the. girl. had to
and models of Vanguard, Discovtero, Jean-Paul Moulinot, Chris- ‘and writing since they offered him | this time in Britain..
But Anna and pack many differing moods into: .
erer, and Atlas illustrated his tale.
tiane Minazzoli, Jean Topart
..tHe most freedont. There was. some ; Stefan were too old and beaten to the limited’ compass of 30 minutes ~
There followed a filmed recon-j Director: Claude Berma
:other routine talk: about. his career, | take it,. although ‘there: .was hope - and’ she handled. her: chore excelstruction of the kind of physical H| Writer: Luigi Pirandello
.. but his four. songs were the main- ;for Tadek and, perhaps, Nina.
‘lentix, even’ a brief. but tricky
pressures likely to have been en‘stays of the show, albeit.a couple| Filmed for television in. the By- scene of tipsinéss.:
' Adaptation: Beniamin Cremieux
~
countered by Gagarin, but this was |120 Mins., Sat., 8:45 p.m.
delivered in’ German: didn't show :Zantine church of All Saints, Peter-- _ : This was only a. fragment ofa
.
too vague to leave much imprint.
“sham,
Surrey, ‘“‘People of No- ‘play but it again proved. that the .
off
their
Gallic-charm
to.
best
ad:
Radiodiffusion
Television
FranScientist Peter Alexander made an
vantage. oO
: where” suffered frdm an over de- _author:has a subtle and’ offbeat incaise, from Paris
incisive contribution, affirming that
The Theatre National Populaire: ‘The. show also featured Renee; tached production. in: its early. _ sight into human. nature.a passion
he couldn't see much military value
Gilbert
and
Annie
Fratellini,
.a
Scenes. The mood was too remote, for the problems of communication
in all this 18.000 m.p.h._ hurtling tis one of three state subsidized the- -member
of- the famous Italian ‘the dialogue
too flat for tv.
between people and a stick mastery.
Headbut that it might he verv intriguing |atrical groups in France.
‘elown
family.
along
with
the
Ballet!
But Jater it warmed into a mov- of pithy, forceful dialog.
Rich.
when someone got to the moon or | quartered in Paris for four months
Plea for the forgotten flotsam |
Mars. His views were countered, of the year. it spends the rest of Bonafe znd the Gerardite Trio. Willi ,iN8
of the refugee camps. Much of the”
Hoffmann’s.
orch
supplied
the
musiaccidentally,
by another
expert, jits time in domestic and foreign
‘power of the closing: scenes was“eal backing.
oy
who thought that telesconie lenses. ! travels.
_ It wasan enjoyable show which ;due to the acting of Megs Jenkins, |
photographing from outer space, | For its initial
television
ap- ‘would have been greatly improved: “0 made Anna-a broken Mother ‘
would make those U2 flights pretty pearance the TNP presented the
~, Courage, Barry Foster -as the re-. ;
old-hat. And the. session was closed |play that made its present \direc- i by more of M. __Aznavour. ‘Hans. "
| beNious Tadek and Frederic Schil- i
Armchair Theatre |
by some platitudinous words from |tor famous and which was respon- I
ler, as the Maczeks’ neighbor, an ' _ Specially written for -ABC-TV's
Professar Lovell, boss of Jodrell ‘sible for his taking charge of the .THE ARTHUR HAYNES:SHOW
old Jew still dreaming of the Armchair Theatre series, Alun
Bank, the local headquarters for
; Promised Land.
Nash.
“Wenri IV’ has. since be- ,With Teddy Johnson, Pearl Carr,
. BFoup.
Owen's “The Ways ef Love.”. was
space-buyers.
;come part of the TNP repertoire. , Nicholas. Parsons, Lestie Noyes; |
‘an interesting character: study of a ..
,
In fact, Granada TV provided
- Jack Parnell Orch. |
_—‘young Welsh: poet ready for ap-—
;
now-.: !: Producer:
} Jean
Vilar
played
his
‘Dicky. Leeman.
AROUND
;
THE CORNER
some adequate reportage. Whether
‘parent. corruption by the .sweetfamous role under the direction of Writer: Johnny Speight.
With Harry Locke, Vanda Godsell,
they were wise to concentrate on
_—
Leonard Cracknell, Keith Faulk- -smell of success..."
tcpicality at the expense of a more itv stager, Claude Barma and the

. Foreign TV Followup |

searching
interpretation
of
the
event is a dubious point that needs
to be threshed out in the higher
executive echelors. The program.
smoothly compiled ky director Max

‘Luisi Pirandello vehicle made the 30 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.m. |
TeleVision, from Lon-|
"er
‘transition to the broadcasting me-y; Ascceiated:
don
:
| Producer: Patrick Dromgoole
The play -is!
‘dium in fine style.
The. Arthur Haynes’ half-hour is; Writer: Barry Thomas
ibased on the themes of madness

The. poet, astulely portrayed by

Kenneth Haigh, had written a, best: selling. novel which was believed

;to be largety autobiographical. and
which described his torrid romance

back in the. commercial tv sched-!50 Mins., Thurs., 7:55 p.m.

,and reason against the background ules

and the program will doubt-!BBC-TV, from Bristol
an unknown girl. Ie wrote
Morgan
Witts. didn’t say much ,of the need for illusion by men less repeat its past popularity. It isi. Scribe Barry
Thomas has a with
the ‘novelhe explained, ‘so as to
more than the news sheets had -threatened with great hurt or dis- ot
an ingenious show’ by any: Knack for giving a competent
work- enable him to continue with his.
:
Ilusionment.
slreadv screamed. Jts most telling
‘means. and the format follows a;out to a humor situation, and- he
to his.
moments were those that set it in : The plot concerned a man who -wellworn. convention, but, never-i was up to form in this effort. A. poetry and draw attention’
and, himself as: a serious’:
a vontext. rather than those that -went mad after an injury at a mas- .theless, it ‘serves asa useful outlet} widowed
clarinet-player
‘Harry Work:
Writer.
Ba
merely reiterated what had hap- ‘querade party. taking on the iden- .for the: star's comedy tatents,
t{Locke) brought back a showgirl.
.
‘The young: poet was brought to
Ondviously and rightly, the star:(Vanda Godsell)
as a prospective
pened.
Otta.
{tity of the character he was porLondon
‘for
press
and
tv
interviews
her to his
itraving, Henri IV of 11th century “hogs most-of the screen’ time and| bride, and introduced
was also feted at cocktaileries:.
with! twenty-ish son and daughter.
The: and
'Germany.
His well-to-do family .is featured in. a few sketches.
Where eager film producers ¢om-.
AN EVENING WITH ELLA FITZ.kept the man in a eastle for 20 the in-between time filled up by: boy 'Leonard Cracknell) was some- .peted
for the seceen. rights. At fiist
GERALD
.
.Teddy
Jahnson
and
Pearl.
Carr
in.
what
disenchanted
by
his
father’s
Wh
the
Oscar
Peterson
Trio, ‘veers allowing him to indulge his ‘a vocal. session and by the Jack.constant
and baseless optimism, he gave..the impression of’ being:
rather bewildered. by it -all’ but
Johnny Dankworth Orch, Prince delusion by having reconstructed Parnell. Orch.
and
was
threatening
to
leave
home,
“court complete with authentic cosSpencer, Lou Levy Quartet
‘there was the gradual ‘and -subtle™
Director: Mark Stuart
85 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
Granada TY, from Manchester
Javz, whieh hes a fairiv sniffy
remitation amongst the hoi polloi.
rarely gets allotted a large slice of

‘ The

ty time on either British web. At ‘switch when
Jeest. not without some

‘one

revue

sketch

that: The

girl 'Karal

Gardner)

was un-

eame .
Into this group
change in.-his demeanor: He. not
!some people who were involved in showed signs of coming to life fea- healthy devoted to dad, and re- Only enjoyed success but even more =
‘the original party plus a nephew -tured Haynes. as a coal delivery sented the neweomer’s instrusion. So.the rewards that it might: bring.
man
who
walked
into
a
Savile
Row:
|
Nothimg,
as
indicated,
very
starwith a psychiatrist who believed
This attitude was. in striking ‘vonhe could cure the unfortunate man. ‘tailors. te. order a new suit of tling here, but Thomas led the plot trast’ to that of his former. army.
' Pirandello’s
play
had ‘a neat ‘clothes.. much ‘to the chagrin and through its safe development with ‘buddy and still close friend: Donald.

itumes.

commercial [man

the “senses

had

some

it came

actually

out that the .embarrassment

regained

eight vears

of

Nicholas Par-!some*charm

and finesse.

Chief

sons. Much of the humor was pre-. crisis was over the daughter, whose

his

dictable but good for laughs, and

previous.

love for the music-man ‘stemmed

Houston, a bright young newspaper
man who. preferred to stick to his

trappings designed to attract
Haynes’ wide-eyed appearance add- from a feeling that he'd been much socialist principals. rather than
non-addict. This session with Ella .but could not bring himself to go ed ‘to the
amusement. Parsons; abused by his first wife, a-small- ‘take a well paid ‘columnist's job.
Fiteeerald was thus a splendid vic- - back to life. It further developed i:made an excellent foil. though, time nymphomaniac.
Accordingly, “ona “capitalist” newspaper. .
torv over prejudice. and it should that the original injury was not .could well be cast for a better role.'she
Alun, Owen. recently.voted tv's
was
concerned. that he
have rrovided a good measure of the result of an accident, but was: | Initialer was slickly directed by <houldn't make the same-mistake
top playwright. is a-sound and come
maneuvered
by an- ‘Dickie, Leeman and Henry: Grave-: again. When she ‘interrupted: an petent .craftsman.. He Writes ‘good,
entertainment for those who listen deliberately
other character who, wanted the ney’s
without wiggling their ears.
sets “were okay. Johnny innocent embrace between the son Clear, pungent dialog: and draws
‘Helped
by
cunning
abstracts unfortunate’s. girl.
Point, was that Speight’é script was broad hokum: and the woman, she sprung to the _ his characters‘ clearly and firmty.
from) designer Seamus Flannery. even alter bis senses returned, the but suited the comedy style of the wrong conclusion.
"
Though . these characteristics were
Mark
Stuart's directian
captured man could not go back because he program. It will need a hrisker;
ait was resolved to. ‘smiles. and in evidencein “The Ways ef Love’.
mueh of the star’s heady verve and felt that the world had
passed ‘reatment to ensure a high position" (arinet-music, however, and left there was hardly enough substance
muh, too. of the relaxed ambience him by.
;
in the ratings.
Myro.
i quite a touching residue, Vanda in the -ptot.
of jazzmen jamming far their own ; Vilar hag the dramatie presence’
; Under Sydney’ Newman's produe-

pleasure as well as the listeners’.
Mavbe Miss Fitzgerald concentrated more on ballads, but this was no
penance.
Highspots. after a toobrief “Rourd Midnight.” were her
lingering

version

of

“Lady

most

dulcet

with

faultless

form,

swinging

intonation.

and com-

ing to a dazvling peak with
four-minute
scat-improvisation

voice to keep his _PEOPLE

t

Director Claude Barma

ee

Godsell scored as the terper rising

OF. NOWHERE

:40 and knowing

that her face was

tion

banner,

William
.T. Kotcheff

did a {ine concise job of directing,
admirably aided bya tirstrate cast
Frederic Schiller, Barry Foster,
'chirpy, “and Karal Gardner pro. Which also included .Zena’ Walker,
Elvi Hale; ‘Peter’ Halliday. and:
"
:
duced
a
somewhat
meagre’
line
-in
Frank Finlay, Ruth Meyers
sullen resentment.
Patrick Droni- Elwyn Brook-Jones.:. 9°" Myro:. Producer: John Crockett
Writer: James Brabazon
| goole’s~ production was okay, but

With Megs Jenkins, Patrick God-.showing signs of wear-and-tear.
frey. Alex Scott, Joan. Hart, Harry
Locke. was
endearingly

Be ‘hour .show that had only .a short
‘break during a costume thange.

Goad.” her ebullient “Mack the
Knife”
-complete
with
Satehmo
imitation’.
“Mr.
Paganini.’. and
“Just A-Sittin’ and A-Rockin’.” But
she was throughout on her finest

and

tand declamatory

trole alive and his segues from clar-ity to feigned madness were excelThe other members of the:
lent.
‘cast were competent in this. two

used his

75 Mins., Mon., 8:45 p.m.

_” fat.

.

.canreras”
discreetly,
though
the
_ No-complaints about lack of inci.
————
i drama sometimes lacked the scope dent in this somber play about FHE ENCYCLOPAEDIST
fo make sudden changes in mood refugees. There was a: murder in: With Cy Grant, Elizabeth

aeceptable. The necessity of com- the first minute,
but it hadn't much} Producer: Hal Burton
her ii ing in close on the principals pre- to do with the plot which was con- ; Writer: John Mortimer |
vented the full theatrical sweep ‘cerned With the vacillations of the |30 Mins.; Tues.,.8:15 p.m.

Otta.

|

Shepherd

Concentrate on Cuba, So

Concentration’ Delayed

1] ERT

SL

Oe | Oe

ee

_ “Concentration,” the new nightjfime version on NBC-TV, didn't”

in
»that
the
play
enjoxed
in its Maczek family who could not be! BBC-TV from London
“Ret Off..as expected on Monday--:
_
But the show persuaded to leavea derelict West | The clumsy title was the worst 117) night. The network decided
would ;Stage production.
Her
appearance
alone
,German
church
in
which
they.
had
|
feature
of
this
wry
little
cameo.
It
_'0 preempt the 9:30-10 preem. to
tainly
y
proved the abilit of tv
have made the show memorabl e,;cer

“Savoy.”

,to faithfully present a highly the-| made:a squalid home.
but it was also laced with dazzling
Reunited soon after.
outbursts

from

Oscar

5

‘was the second of a series of five -make reom for a news special. .

the Allied 30-minute
plays written by dif-|-. News-stanza followed the inva-.at! atrical drama and this prestige of-|
of Cuba. by:
on bass: fering was considerably aided by: victory’.in 1945, the Maczeks would | ferent authors under the generic sion. that ‘morning
the
819
line
sercen
which
gave
it!
have
liked
to
return
to
their own ; title of “They Met In a City,” five revolutionary forees. Gulf. ‘which
Peter-j; the

Peterson

the piano, with Ray Brown

and Ed Thigpen on drums.
son pulled out most of his tricks,} brightness and fine definition.
jj Polish’ village, but it’ had been differing ideas of brief-encounters
the rolling right hand. his delicate|
Culture Minister Andre Malraux | taken over by the Russians. Said between a man and a woman in
and wnfamiliar blues, and somej|has. said that tv shouldbe used Anna Maczek: “I was born a Pole. various parts of London.
feverish fingerwork in the uptem-|to air the nationalized theatre com- I'm not going to die a-Russian.” | John Mortimer’s little yarn was
pos. We also accompanied the song-| panies and this was
atress in some items, and made way: ning for the TNP.

a fine begin- |. ‘Each of them—Anna. husband
i Stefan, sons Jan and Tadek, daughMosk.

basa

running deal with’ NBC-TV

to sponsor all specials on hard-.
breaking news stories. underwrote
the Frank McGee-narrated. Cuba

set mainly in a.room in Chelsea, show. .“Concentration’s” start was
authentically designed by Hal Bur- ;Gelayed a weeks
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, TONY

.

. Omnibus__

CEREMONIES

With Phil Silvers, enicee; ‘Meyer
' Davis Orch, others _

=2Tele F ollow-Up Comment
.

AWARD

Osarcast Itself Rates No Oscar:

| Producer: Dan Gallagher | Director: Ray Abel

| Writer;

John Mosedale

60.-Mins., Sun.

_, fold Tait’s-on-the-Beach,
Frisco, she

:

(16), 11 15

,WCBS-TV, N.Y.
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REVIEWS

ope a Barbed Critic

p.m.
|

As -its closing program
:of the explained, and she may well cata +
Phil Silvers didn’t win a “Tony”
because
of Miss.
“geason; “Omnibus” ' on: NBC-TY- “pult . it into revival
val
be
+ Sunday night. 16). but he did. run
‘Sunday (13): played it: ‘“cute”’—per-'.Seeley’s dynamic interpretation. It . away with the show. His humor- NEW WEST SIDE STORY
hapsa bit. oyerly-cute—in ‘offering paralleled
-her .“Toddlin’ The ‘ous emeeeing of ‘the American j;(Expedition: N. ¥.)
“With Carol Lawrence, Gen.
a Calypso-tempoed open-end’ gab-, Todelo”. when ‘she. Was on a recent

By

GENE

ARNEEL

Conferring the Order of Oscar
‘upon the Academy Awards television
show itself must remain for
Max‘| Theatre Wing’s. annual Antoinette i well D. Taylor, others
the future: not now.
Latest segfest. pertaining to the Western’Ed Sullivan‘show, =
=
4Perry (‘Tony’) Awards presenta- : Exec.. Producer: A. L. Hollander Jr. ment
in the long-running series
Hemisphere’s prospects for the! Without talking down ‘to the
carried for the third. consecu- ‘Producer: Larry Johnson
jadhered to the same script that’s
‘next. decade. There’ was nothing :highschool students who constitute ;||ttion,
tive year over WCBS-TV, elevated
been in use for too many fears.
_- particularly innovating in the im-jthe audiences of this CBS: series, the affair from just a prize-giving Director: Lou Volpicelll
Here are the virtues first: Montegration of entertainment. seg-"*done on videotape in conjunction "session to ‘one that was nicely , Writer: Mary Dornheim |
day's (17) exposure was well or: 30 Mins,, Tues., 7 p.m.
ments (a Calypso intro for each of- with the N.Y. Board:of Education,
.
$piced’
with
laughs
and.
conseiganized,
focused
on
many
top
+
WABC-TV,
N.Y.
the. pundits; Western Hemisphere the kids.-are showwise..In turn.
‘quently
fairly
entertaining.
In this’ local breakaway from names of Hollywood show busidances; a study. .of kids at play Miss Seeley utilized the. timeless
“Expedition”
series, ness, moved at a good clip despite
.The program, moving at a com- -ABC-TV’s
spanning. Argentine
to Canada':. songs to bridge-the: gap of time.
Managed
a_ graphic the marathon running time, had
they. neither added nor. detracted She almost threw away. too much: -fortable pace, covered the presen- ,;WABC-TV
from the basic premise of thé pro- the manner in. which
her sponta - {tation of 21 legit awards during its ; visualization of the Lincoln Centre lots of funnies by emcee Bob Hope,
the Performing
Arts,
gram—to provide..a leaned: prog- neous fingersnapping
(an early-| running time of one hour.
Some for
\ and other entertainment plus eno_fosis for the coming decade.
as compensation! of the winners. weren’t:on hand to |York’s $142,000,000 cultural proj- tional values. Mere fact that the
' tcentury. “beat”? was
with all its complexities, vas
“When it got down to-the-business for the “one-piece orchestra” (the ; Personally accept their awards but, ‘ect that’s under; construction on show,
done with smoothness is a major
and is scheduled
-at hand, this “Omnibus” ‘install-, piano player’; how the Winter Gar-: a5 usual, there were enough top i the Ww est Side
>
aipraraes
erecit
for producer Arthur Freed,
mid-sixties.
the.
in
nine
“.. ment proved eminently
worthwhile !den first introduced the runway for. theatre names on view to warrant..for completion
in defining thé guideposts and the the showgirl parades (later copied . celeb-ogler attention. This was in- -” Actress-dancer Carol Lawrence, director Vincente Minelli and ABCin the legit- TV’s Richard Dunlap.
blueprints
‘for the next 10 years |by burlesque) but, there again, ‘she | sured, as in the
past, by- having. who had star billing
.
eo

toward .-hemispheric. .advancement

in the fields of government, economics, education,. sociology and

.

New.

:
P
credited Grauman witha variation |each award presented
by Ja differ-~
of the hard-plank “runway” when , ent leading actor. or actress.
hé gave.tentshows following the | There was little time lost in the
San. Francisco fire, as the ‘earth- generally
brief’
acceptance
Paine
;

musical, “West

Side

Story,” was

a. :

bright. and effusive stewardess on
the tour of something to be, and

But the constant iover the years)
viewer and reviewer has hecome
fidgety about the formula. With so

gave the pubservice seg a particu- much
time, talent) and = sponsor
emistically: called ; Speeches by the award-winnets. larly strong sendoff with a terp money available, some departures
routine on the cement stage of the
ee
!The gabbing, wisely’ enough, was Philharmonic Hall now under con- from program concept would he
most welcome.
Newest version of
~-gtair .Cooke ‘and Calypso singer. There. were references to Lew ry4: “left mostly to Silvers, whose savvy.
Ruppert Grant.: it. remained for.Fields, father of Dorothy, Herbert handling of the proceedings ranged struction. Solid direction by Lou the film colony’s big night had an
-Volpicelli
and
an
effective
script
abundance
of
almost
eversthing
Harvard's professorof government, and Joe, Frances White, ‘and: even- |.from tradey quips to others -easily
Samuel: Hutchinson. Beer, and Co- tually the focus was on Rube Mar- . within the grasp of those not. in -by Mary Dornheim provided good - except imagination.
support
for
the
terper’s'
enombia’s
Dr. German. Arciniegasto!quard,
the southpaw pitcher, and the biz. AS is standard in legit toArmed with a nifty script and
to best pinpoint. and summarize the - eventually. her late: husband, Benny
with the ability to make with the
ay,
producer David. (husiasm:
Show was additionally sparked
needs,
the hopes and the aspira- Fields. She paid both fine- tributes, ‘MerrickBroadway
was the subject of some : by musical presentations from the sharp ad libs, Hope proved himself
tions toward ‘the creation ‘by. "71 of . notasly Fields as a pioneer crooner). ribbing. while one of Silvers’ funthe old master. He kept the outing
a United Americas in. the preser-.:‘Who had-heart.and whg had hurt. niest bits involved his reference to -Metropolitan Opera Guild Group lively all the way, frequently with
-and the Julliard Woodwind quint. suprisingly cutting comments on
vation of historic cultures and the ‘because ‘he had them ‘both,” but!+ the appearance.
of
Zero”
Mostel,
which were performing in the in- the modern
mentioning , she
ullest. development ‘of ‘materia ‘curiously’. omitted.
é
era screen material
terests. of the
Centre.
Centre and character portrayals.
:
1 res.
"“jhad. been married:.to both. Also, male dramatic star winner.
In rea:
Silvers, incidentally,
was a nomi- 'prexy, Gen. Maxwell
D. Tayler, ferring to the cinema gals of late,
“and
natural
resources.
‘neither
she
or
Aforske
keynoted
the
- Once again, .as it goes off-for Its:.ReMner she or nore
ee
nie
i nee.jn thé male musical star cate- ‘was interviewed, and. Miss Lawusing nice language but nonethe-

culture..

ot

_ -Of'the five Latino-U. S.-Canadian ‘Wake is stilleuph
spokesmén introduced by host “Ali-. bY. the locals. .

‘ninth summer hiatus, the question’ Whyforeof-"Somebody Loves Me, ‘gory
‘of “Omnibus”: returning in the fall Which: was. the. Eitie (0 ea
for

another: go-round

igs strictly.; mount

biopic

He

OF es, ty. Hutio

for his role in “Do Re Mi.” rence used an architect’s model
lost aut to “Camelot” costar ‘and an exhibit of the New York

Richard

who, in. accepting
with Betty. Hutton the award,Burton,
apologized to. the losers
“support. It’ remains‘asad commen- ‘48 Miss Seeley.” . .
‘Silvers. and Maurice Evans’ of

Library's

theatre

=e

—-

(which ‘OSCAR AWARDS
will be .moved to the Centre) to * With Bob Hope, Vic Damone, Juliet
.
sketch
a
clear
picture
of
the
proj-; Prowse, Danry Kaye, Tony Cur!
It
was.a
fast.
30
minutes
and
‘the
tary. on American sociéty.that such :
Bill.
tis, Janet Leigh, Brothers Four,
‘a worthwhile enterprise. represent-| kids out front’ knew they were fac-|““Tenderioin") and then made the -eet's scope.
Jane
Morgan,
Hi-Los,
Connie
-{ng imaginative tv'in full bloom, is ing a real professional. Morske did obscure comment that this was his °
Francis, Sarah Vaughan
continually left to the whims and. mention that his guest was working ‘last .chance to’ win whereas Evans, JFK—REPORT NO. 2
uncertainties of Madison Ave.
“jon her autobiography.
She. looked in particular, Would have other op- ‘With Ray Scherer, Sander Vanocur, . Writers: Richard
L. Breen, Hal
a
: Rose.
las fetching. as her song. stylings,of portunities.
j
Kanter, Jack Rose, Meliville
Edwin Newman
‘Acceptance of some of the. Produeer:
:
—
%..
| -ywhich there
weré many. .. Abel..
Shavelson
Robert Northshield
ee
awards by . substitutes was. the i|Director:
' - The Play of The Week
James
Kitchell
Producers: Arthur Freed, for the
‘.|- source of occasional slipups,- be“Wingless Victory,” thé-current| | “NBC White Paper (#5)
Academy; Richard Dunlap, for
60 Mins.; Tues. (11), 10 p.m.
‘Outing of “The Play of the Week,” | -The “Anatomy of a Hospital” j ginning with theé failure of an off- PROCTER & GAMBLE
ABC-TV
.
is bothan interesting and a trying was. explored on NBC-TV's “White camera commentator or any of ‘NBC-TV (tape)
Directors:
Vincente Mirelli, for the
drama. The same descriptive quali- . paper” Sunday night (16) with an’ the program's participants to identBenton & Bowles}
Academy; Dunlap for ABC-TV
. tiesof interesting and trying pre-| impact that left. the. viewer dis-|tify. Lillian Gish, who accepted |_ Focus of this second NBC-TV i Musical director: Andre Previn
vails" in the casting of Hugh’ heartened. and. disconsolate
— not Coleen Dewhurst's award in the. ‘report on President John F. Ken- 132 Mins., Monday (17), 10:30 p.m.
O'Brian, of “Wyatt. Earp’: fame, -| because ““White Paper” failed to feature or supporting actress di-. nedy rqally was on his attractive ‘PROCTER
& GAMBLE,
KITas a Salem seafarer: of. .the .19th -accomplish.. its: mission (which, in. vision for her performance in “All | wife. It may not have been planned
CHENS OF SARA LEE
Century. O'Brian’s name may. have fact,
it- succeeded in doing all too ‘the -Way Home,” in which Miss that way, as she came on for a ABC-TV, from Santa Monica, Calif.
=~
‘coralled. some viewers for WNTA- ‘well), but for its depressing revel- Gish also appears.
White House interview at the latter .

conjectural, depending on sponsor Seeley & Fiel s,

coilection

I

TV, the Newark-N-Y. indie, but his ! ations: It was a sad commentary on-| The. costume designer. (play) part of the hour show, but that’s
playing of. the role lacked. nuances ;an otherwise affluent society and award to Motley, the professional - how it worked out.
and inner conviction.

J

!a civilized

body ‘politic that

per-

The. Maxwell Anderson. drama, ' mits such. intolerable ‘conditions to

had to be accepted:by Silvers when
- { nobody appeared on stage to claim
the ‘the: silver medallion.” And, when
Hospital ‘Julie: Andrews, costarring with

done.on Broadway about ‘25 years | exist in city haspitals. .-°
ago, is.a difficult’ piece in many
' Dissecting, in this instance,

respects.

Eartha: Kitt, however,

the other principal.role,

in |.Cambridge (Mass.) City

that. ofa

Malayan princess, had a much bet-

-as typical of conditions. that. pre-.

vail,.“‘Anatomy” cut into heart of
the. continuing struggle that. goes:
"* tragedy. of the piece,. rendered on for .sufficient funds,. space, fagreater
meaning «. to’. Anderson's. cilities and other vital services to
free verse, and projected a wider {ease the burden of the intern: and.
range of feelings. For all its man- | ‘the resident doctor
(of which.
“mered accents, her. role had :con” fer. time’ of it.

She caught the.

‘there

is. always: a -shortage) sub-|

Ae

less

ae

a

—_

meaning

prosties, nymphos,
“Put all these
viris
together—does
that
spell
. Sarah Lee cookies to you” Baking
‘outfit was co-sponsor.
Hope sized up the nominated

tag used by Elizabeth Montgome ry. |' Mrs. Kennedy, for about 15 min- ,ete., he cracked:

utes, spoke about her role as wife
of the president, as a mother, as
the First Lady of the land. It was
an engaging, session, reflecting the
Burton in “Camelot,” trekked to tremors of a young lady in an awe- ‘pictures thus: “'Never On Sunday,’
‘the stage to accept the award for some post, picturing some of her a Greek coffee break; ‘The Aparttthe musical’s costume designs by + aspirations, and some of her deFony Duquette and Adrian, she |lights. NBC’s White House -corre- ment, the story of Frank Sinatra:
‘Exodus,’
the Republican
Party;
‘was identified by the comnientator ;spondent, Sander Vanocur, handled ‘Elmer Gantry,’ fun in an organ
as the star of “My Fair Lady,” | the interview gently.
.
‘loft,
and
‘Sons
and
Lovers,”
the
which she hasn’t been for a few
First 30 minutes of the show Crosby family.”
'
years. .°.
were virtually a color story on how ; When a statuette recipient he‘Some of those accepting awards the President functions as the na- jcame overly involved in an acceptgot in a few laugh lines and Fred- tion’s chief executive. There was yance
speech, Hope quipped, “He
ric March, who made the last two ; no hatd news, but that didn’t rob ;must have been my diction inpresentations,
objected
to
the the half-hour
of its intriguing structor.”
-award-winners rushing to the stage: moments. In a relaxed atmosphere,
Comedian wouldn't let the Acad
and requested those whose names Kennedy went over a group of still ‘sweepstakes escape his barbs ard

viction.:: -~
‘jected to 120-hour work weeks in
The central theme of the drama,
trying to administer ‘to ward cases
although. laid in the 1800's, had a i irepresenting
.60°. ‘of .Cambridge
very’ current ring. It dealt with
City’s
total patients load). It's. an
the marriage of a white man and
- endless battle:.against odds and .a
-a- colored girl,. their ostracism by
the community, their blind faith succession: of -crises in trying: to he called to walk up to the platin:.love' amid hate and: prejudice [| properly : train .apprentices while

pictures of his official government

|these seemed especially fitting this

form slowly. This might have been family. He told how he got to know 'yvear. “The winners are those who
.a deliberate delaying tactic since the various men, what functions |jhave the best pressagents.”” he obSettling for
a-$2,500.000 city ap- the. show ‘was running. a little i they. performed
and his own served. Also said he noticed his
ahead of. the time allotted to it. i method of administration. The run- maid wearing a Chill Wills button.
‘golden nuggets of poetry: that, on : propriation when $3,000,000is the
(Continued
on
page 52)
Airer was fine musicaily, start;
minimum
requirement,
to
do
the
Jess.
- Occasion, made- the lines..soar:
=
jing off with a medley of hit tunes
‘Other members of the cast ren- '.job passably, As’a study in frus-

‘and

their: final undoing. Some of [doing the best with: what we've
got." It-means
cutting corners,

_-the.conceits in the drama bordered
on .the pretentious. Yet there were

dered their roles: ably.. They in- dration it was. high.drama. “White.
cluded’ ’-Tim ‘O'Connor, Cathleen Paper” made no effort‘to soften

indictment; . narrator. Chet].
‘ra-Lord. . °°
:
, ; Huntley: let. the. staff a nd patients
tel
the
“editorial.” -_
‘Paul “Nickell’s direction . was
It-wwas particularly revealing in
okay,.. Music ‘used'-for the drama. ;
detailing
the plight of-the aged in
‘was much too. obvious -and obtru' Horo. .. their. total “inability. to cope with
‘sive.

. |high ‘medical expenses while ex-|
. American "Musical: Theatre . |isting on social security, Rose.
-,.° Blossom Seeley projected het’ ©
Pee
’ seasoned showmanship

CBS Reports .

in-a fleeting

“half-hour on Jim Morske invariably *©

“Carl S andburg at Gettys burg” ,
WCBS- ‘was a relatively unpretentious in-TVer. Himself a sympatico .confer- “stallment. of -“CBS: Reports,’ |
encier, he skillfully guided
i
his
h amountingto little: more than- anf ‘excellent

Sunday

midday

guest in ‘a recap of her evolution | interview with a Civil: War’ hisfrom: San. Francisco, «where Sid torian on location. Not what tran-

..Grauman dubbed her: “little. Blos-!spired verbally, but'rather: the ap- |

“ som”"—the

name. -stuck—into - the |propriateness of framing. the .well-|-

“Winter Garden shows. with: Jolson, {known

Lincoln.

scholar’ in.
.the

Brice & King, Clifton Webb, Ver-| Gettysburg setting: for .the Civil
non Castle et al. Ray. Bloch,. maes-;War. centennial, .made. ‘the . outing

troing the CBS orchestra, got ‘no; Worthy of ‘prime. time slotting... -:
cramp. in -the. baton. hand because| - With Sandburg, colorful: talker

‘Miss: Seeley’s
spontaneous s¢atchorus ad lib singing. almost com-

that. he’is; an interview is never

commonplace, . and’ Howard
K.
‘Smith -had no trouble: whatever.
though, fer the finale, they gave drawing him out With an obviously
-out with “Teasin’ Rag.” This. tune prepared
roster of
questions. /
54).
dates back: perhaps 50 years to‘thel ‘(Continued on pa page:
ante
ro
a?

- pletely bypassedthe AFMers.-al-

ok.

x

ifrom
past pictures
with Andre
Previn contributing with familiar

Benny OnPaar & Sullivan

Nesbitt, Michael. Tolan and Barba- ithe

An-old pro, Jacl- Benny, quite evidently no fair-weather friend
either to Jack Paar and/or Ed Sullivan, told off Paar on the lat‘ter's NBC-TVer last week in a savvy manner. To Paar’s credit he
took if courageously and even laughingly acquiesced to his guest's
insistence that he “apolo gize right here and now.” Thus should
end l’affaire Paar-Sullivan.

.. Once again it revived an issue. which should have remained
dargely an intratrade affair although, as an incidental, NBC spokesman had taken exception to a VARIETY editorial to that effect.
‘The NBC stance was that Varrety, of all media, with its accent on

showmanship, should have endorsed this extra excitement for the
video medium

instead of castigating.
it.

competence.
Backing
throughout
was top-notch. Best song, “Never
on Sunday.” was given a° lusty,
Winning
rendition
by
Counie
Francis. Vic Damone scored wita
“Might As Well Be Spring” avd

a few others,

Sarah

Vaughan

d 4

“Far Away Part of Town”
with
genuine feeling, the Hi-Los
gat
“Facts of Life” across well, Jue
Morgan
was
fine with
“Second

Time Around.” Juliet Prowse

was

in there pifching with savvy choreography in a “Fever” number.
i Janet Leigh. Tony Curtis and

~ Faet was, in truth, that Benn y and Paar made.tapital of the
Benny's kidding-on-the-s quare, while a laughing matter,

{Danny Kaye got together in a
|"Triplets”
gag
routine
which

payment from Paar so that he thus established another first—the

The Oscar winners
performed
admirably for the most part—that
is, they were on and off pronto
and with acceptance words thst
seemed devoid of phenynes..
A
sentimental Journey for the crowd
at the Santa Monica Auditorium
was Elizabeth Taylor’s trek to the
stage aided by Eddie Fisher.
She
got the heftiest mitting, with Burt

“feud.”

was not ‘to be lightly dismissed. He insisted a pork-on-the-barrel $5

. “highest-priced’ guest on a Paar show,” viz, $325 as against the
AFTRA $320 minimum. Affectionately chiding Paar'’s sentimentality. (you even cry at card tricks” ) and exposing the fact that Paar
had confessed personal regret to Benny off-camera, the comedian

brought

itall out ‘into the open.

He discarded

Paar's elaborate

salute as having been given his “first big chance” by Benny and, in
turn, the latter paid tribute. to Sullivan for having given him
(Benny) -his first big radio opportunity. Withal, it. was a socko
evening..not forgetting the poised and talented Jean Kerr’s en-

tr’acte interview. a

“4s

Abel.

-.

didn't come

off too well.

(Continued on page 48)
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ith “National Letter Writing Week” only
\V six months off (don’t be a last-mmute
stamp-buyer!), this may be as good a time as any

to correct a couple of smart-alecky misconceptions about a broadcaster’s attitude toward the.
‘mail it receives from viewers.

ing our individual. shows and mail center each
year are intelligent and articulate — and that
goes even for the occasional beef.
We don’t get euphoric over a eulogy, and we.
don’t cringe beforea critique. Wedo learn things
from many of the correspondents, and we like to

One of the theories holds that-a network
couldn’t care less about any letter-writer’s feelings about anything, and that we answer such

think we are somewhat helpful in the messages

mail either out of politeness or out of our conviction that a busy postman is a happy postman.

get about 5,000 requests per year for technical

sent out in reply.

Few outsiders realize, for example, that weinformation on the TV. industry itself. Indeed,
we sometimes get the feeling that if we didn’t.

At the other extreme is the contention that
even a single note of praise can zoom our psyche
right into orbit, and an isolated message ofdis-

limit the length of our repliestosuch letters, we'd

approval plunge us into Stygian. sloom.

the United States. Not long ago, one eager

Both views—like the Yankee Stadium infield
in the wintertrme—are baseless.

We think that just about anyone
who takes the

be writing term papers for half the students in
scholar asked us to send him as much informa-

tion as possible “on the last 100 years.of television” (and we'll bet you thought it all started

time and trouble to write to a network deserves

with Berle) .

a reply —whether the viewer’s note is an inquiry

on the color of an Arlene Francis gown; a compli:

Not all the mail we get is really meant for
us in the first place. There are always a few let-

ment on one of our shows; or an “authoritative”

ters panning shows that were carried by another

blast at the quality of all TV from a man who’s

network. We confessto forwarding these to their
proper destinations with a very minimum of
delay or melancholy.

proud to say he’s never owned a set.
The overwhelming majority of letters reach-

|
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bat. occasionally even.a coniimed. NBC. fol-

trom viewers is a bit on the mystifying side. Dur-

Tower will: reach: us with a complaint that should

ing our coverage of last year’s political conven-

have been addressed to his local NBC. affiliate

tions and Presidential campaicns, for example,
the letters charging us with favoring the Demo-

rather than the network: itself.
He may write, for example. that a certain TV

crats
were matched in number by those accusing

in
i the

us of Jeaning toward the Republicans. We even

latter part of the ev ening — was much too. adult

had a few complaints that we were too darned

for the: early, period when he saw-it locally; or
that the NBC documentary to which he’d been

neutral,

looking forward had unac countabl y been replaced

startled by the comments and requests coming to

by a crime show in. which he had no interest.

our attention. A few of the more unusual cor-

drana— whicA we. may. have scheduled

In these. cases, we try to make it.elear that

Experience has taught us never to be too

respondents:
The Pennsylvania schoolgirl who objected to

a network cannot tell any of ils affiliates what to
program ;at any given time: and that it would be

hearingacharacter in “The Outlaws” say, “I ain’t

wise for the viewer to direct his. remarks to the

goin’.” She pointed out that even her fellow fourth-

affiliate involved.

eraders at school speak hetter English than that.

Among the most gratifying of messages—
naturally — aré the notes from, viewers whose
only aim is to hand us a compliment or. a bit of

constructive adviice.

When a busy housewife (ex-

cuse the redundancy)

takes the initiative of

explaining to Dave Garrow:ay how to hold-a’stick
of writing -chalk to prevent squeaking — man,
that’s solicitude!
Which yeminds us that it was on the.“Garro-

way Today. Show”’—just two ‘months ago. tomo rrow—that singer-composer Oscar Brown, Jr.’s
first appearance drew more than 4.000 letters of

unbridled praise, a figure unprecedented for any

performer in the program’s nine-year history.

that which
Another happy deluge of mail was
g with Mitch”.

greeted the debut of our “Sing Alon

clambakeearlier this year. More. than 11,500 let:
‘ters poured i
in after the first two performances, a
response fieuriine strongly in thedecision to guar-

antee the show a weekly, full-hour slot on our
forthcoming fall schedule.

Sonietimes, however,

the correspondence

The woman from Texas who wrote, “Could
more baby girls be born to the women on your
stories? They alwavs have boys. boys. boys!”
The .chap from Indiana who wondered if he
could get work on a TV program advertising
razors or blades. “I have a ten-week-old beard,”
he said, “and I’m very proud of it. But Tm ready
to shave it offanv time, if the right offer comes

along.”
Tf the above excerpts don’t represent the
most vital letters in our files, they do have an
ingenuious charm we can’t help but admire.
Very few of the messages we get are mol slimuJating, In fact, communications from viewers can
be one of many helpful guides in current and future
“programming. For if.the TV screen is our way of
visiting the public’s living rooms, then the mail

service is the public’s way of joining us.in the conference. rooms.
Now, let’s get back to that
fellow from Indiana who’s proud

of his ten-week-old beard...
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Lida’s V.P. Stripe

McCann's $10,000,000 TV Budget
With $15,000,000 Going to Specials
By BILL

Wednesday, April 19, 1961.

in

Affiliates. has named Lida Livingston yeepee in charge. of consumer
products services.
Miss. Livingston joined the McCann-Erickson pubrelations subsid
in 1957 with the merger of The

Two

Jules

Bundgus,

formerly

“with |.

ing to C. Terrence Clyne, agency's ,Rogers & Cowan. has been named

broadczst

topper.

The

total

tv: public

relations

director

for

the |.

Washington, April 18..
“Heavier, faster guns” are being

budget represents a new high for |first International Assembly of the} mounted

the agerry, end the ‘budget for spe- Academy
cials is =n increase of from two to. ences.
$4.000.000 over this season,
i Curtis.

of Television

Berrien,

by the

Arts & Sci- |Commission

Federal. Trade

against false advertis-

ling over radio-television and other

formerly

with

religioso shows hit the road this. week,. with Prentiss

for a.week and

‘| state computer to compute and print the seven-city Arbitron returns:
Jand the reinstated Arbitron Auto-Board, the instantaneous. visual rating

Out of a total video budget in Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Ather-|

excess of $100.000.000, McCann will jton, He succeeds
be spending between $13.000.000 'resigned.
and $15.009 006 on specials, accord-!
Alan
Baker,

YORK .

Dick Siemenowski traveling “Look Up and: Live” to Milwaukee. for
four stanzas . . . American Research Bureau. is Moving. its Arbitron.
headquarters to larger ‘offices. with such new equipment: as a -solid

He Ain't Kidding
About False Adv.

at least MeCann-Erickson
clients:
‘easting and ‘produetion, has been
will be getting a fair shake in the:
:named radio-tv director of: Kastor,
Way of specials.

CBS-TV

|Childs taking “Lamp Unto My Feet” to.Washington

FT C HeadSez

tv

IN NEW

media.

Foremost
of McCann's special: wm. Esty,‘is now veepee and crea-|
This is the ominous word passed.
clients is Westinghouse, which is _tive director of Lennen & Newell. 'along. by
‘newly-installed
FTC

monitor ... Beryl Berney,-ex-WNTA-TV's “Daywatch”” host, guests
today (Wed.) on WBNC-TV's “Family” stanza on behalf ofthe UN. Art
Show and UNICEF.
Johnny Carson takes over: for Bill: Cullen.

“lve Got a Secret” for two weeks, May 3 and-.10. WCBS’
Jack Sterling. to emcee the annual Stamford :Conn.) Chamber ‘of Commerce dinner May'8 ... . Nancy Townsend, 13-Kear-old daughter of.
CBS Newsman Dallas Townsend, becoming. nation
zprominent. as. a .
figure skater; she passed her third USFSA: test, putting her into the’
championship class . , .Mel Allen takes over as host .of the 9-12 a.m..
“Monitor” segment Saturdays on NBC; in addition to :his'N:Y:. Yankees ©
balleasting duties ... . Friars Club honoring Garry Moore. as “entertainer of the year” at a testimonial dinner April 23 af the Astor Hotel.
CBS Radio is. taping the proceedings and will present: a ‘special on the

dinner . . . Jack Drees will handle the Triple Crown commentary: for.

. . Domald A, Benjamin, formerly assistant advertising-sales
promotion manager at WBZ-TV, Boston, joining Association Films as.
over ‘a newly-created post.
chairman Paul Rand Dixon. in one assistant and-promotion director.. ..““American Musical Theatre” moves
James H. Cobb, formerly with: of his first major policy announce- ! fo a 4:30-5 slot next Sunday (23) ‘with Howard Lindsay & Russel
covering a 52-week period.
Fletcher, Richards. Calkins & Hol- | ments.
Crouse as guests.and Earl Wrightson and Lois Hunt as soloists .. .
Bell & F'owell will be back this’ ,den, has been named veepee and;
Wayne Howell,
Speaking to. the Assn. of Na- Les Keiter becoming sports director for WINS.
yezrr with its bev kroll for ABC-TV's “manager of the McCann-Marschalk ; tional Advertisers. confab here, the:Art Ford, Bob Haymes and Jim Lowe, who have. ‘their own regular
ubservice
nime-timer,
“Close. Miami office.
former Senate. anti-trust subcom- | outings on WNBC Radio, will take turns pinchhitting for Bill Cullen
Jp.” Sversorship will cover 20 or
mittee counsel went out.of his way, when the eatly morning deejay-gabber vacations the first two. weeks |
22 oulires.
to quash reports by “once-over-|‘in May ... . Trumpeter Al Hirt guesting on Ed. Sullivan May 7. and
lightly experts” that. he ‘regarded June 18 ..; After seven years. with WVNJ, Ray Wilson's weekly stanza
Also contemplated are a couple
of spee'a's for Buick and Coca|misleading blurbs as‘a minor evil. moved last week ‘to another Jersey-based radio ‘outlet. WNTA—stanza
London, April 18.
Cola, hut t’:se are in the early
“False advertising.” he avyerred,|'comeés from a L.I. eatery, remote . .. Herb Mendelsohn joining WABC
Founded
only
a
year
ago,
Mac-blueprint stage.
“became a monopolistic w eapon as |Radio ‘as sales manager . ., Dick Goldstein becomes director of NBC.
Leod. Johnstone & Partners is the: ; Vicious as any other.”
‘labor relations under veep George Fuchs. . Deejay Fred Hall, forOthervise, agency's clients are: ‘public relations outfit picked to,
The
impreved
arsenal. Dixon |‘merly with WAME. Miami, has taken over ‘the 10 to noon and 3 to 6
pietty mich playing the standard-.
: handle an $8,400.00
contract- to: ; Said would be brought to bear on: : p.m: stints on WABC..
‘Fred Robbins, back from’ Coast.trip, interfare game. vith possibly more atboost ‘Spanish goods in Britain and: wayward. advertisers will . consist :views Andy Griffith, Connie Stevens, Troy Donahue, Ziva Roedann ‘and
tention to elfernate than scatter.
five other European countries . .. -of expedition of hearings and pin-; John Wayne on. his syndicated “‘Assignment Hollywood” this’ week.
buss in zecerd with the thinking:
‘Seven major food and drink firms
Les Arries Sr., veteran web sports topper, has been assigned the
|pointing of responsibility for each
of Clhnre & Co. that sponsor iden-:
* fanging up to launch
a 16-day
producer chores for WPIX’'s baseball stanza,: “Bill. Stern’s Baseball
case ona single FTC staffer.
tity still mans semething.
-campaign
in May on “Summer | _ Also, .Dixon
Central”
‘pro-road games) which kicks off Friday 121), Arries has lined.
said
he
wanted
|
Nat;ong! Biscuit is pacted for an :Sandwich” theme. S. H. Benson
. power ‘to issue temporary restrain- up some top baseball announcers. who will act as correspondents. fillalternate hour of “Wagon Train” -Ltd..
J. Walter
Thompson
Co.,
ing
Stern
in at his home bass studios at WPIX. N.Y. On the Arries‘
ing
orders
to.stop
Salse.
advertising
;
en
alternate
half
of:
again. and
iG. Street and Co., London Press
“Rawhide.” Resides the special no-: : Exchange and Erwin Wasey. Ruth-~ practicés immediately instead of,‘Stern roster are Jack Brickhouse in. Chicago, Detroit's Vaan. Patrick; _.
at the end of the consent order ' George Rogers of Baltimore; Jim. Britt of Boston; Bruce ‘Rice who calls
tions, Pri-k is picking up an alter-' rauff & Ryan Ltd., are the agencies
ithe plays and color for the new Los Angeles Angels:. Tom Manning at
nate hel" of the Mitch Miller sing-i ‘involved in $280.000 project . 2. ’ process.
In obvious reference to the re- Cleveland: and Bob Wolff of the new Minnesota Twins. Arries and...
tor.g. and is still shopping for an- Farmer's Wife is the brand-name
gime
of his GOP
predecessors, :.eoproducer Jerry Gross are currently lining up the ‘announcers who
other alferp:te buy.
‘for cream made by Cow & Gate
: will serve. as correspondents covering activities for the. Kansas City and
Helene
Curtis. which
dropped Ltd.. Now Farmer's. Wife is going Dixon said he would. not: put up:
. . Fred. M. Thrower, general manager. and. v.p.
out of “Tell the Truth” and “Wit-, ito a lot of places she has never with past FTC tendencies to allow , Washington teams.
of WPIX, back at ‘his désk. after Easter vacation in St.. Thomas and
a
misleading
ad
practice
to
“run,
ness” this season, is looking around ; heen before. Clifford Bloxham &
WOR-TV marks the 13th anni of Israel with a spécial
for two a'ternete halves. McCann's Partners running a e€ampaign ta its: merry course until it dics of’ ‘ San: Juan ...
hour. show, Saturday '22)-at 7:30 p.m., titled “The Great Bar Mitzvah.”
Calgate hb’, vill bankroll an alter-— open up new sales areas for. the. exhatistion: and is buried by its
Art Henley, who controls the veteran paneler, “Make Up Your Mind,””
nate hell af “Twilight Zone.” And brand in Scotland and N.E. Eng-j sponsors.”
has.a deal with MacFadden Publications. to do a monthly mag. feature
there’s « bae full of Derby Foods land . . . W. S. Crawford Ltd..
jon the stanza . . . Diana Barth stepped in as lead on “My Trué Story” -.
Joot evrilerhe for the web that handling
spring
campaign
tor
|
for aa thesp whose plane was stacked up over LaGuardia oe “Burning.
comes wn with a satisfactory alter- Tempo range of frozen foods . .
' Court.” the John Dickson Carr mystery. done on “Dow Hour.” won
Nate Relf Leur.
Hobson, Bates & Partners Ltd...
Chicago. April 18.
“the
Mystery Writer's Edgar for best mystery hour on video...... NBC's
Lieeett & Vivers. like the other boosting chopped ham. ‘luncheon ! Tee hockey, which hasn't been
cig firms. is the McCann client in meats and Danish cream in 30- televised in Chi. fer, several vears, -United Nations corr espondent Pauline Frederick won the ‘top award
in
McCalls's
10th annual “Gold Mike” award. for. women in broadcast
for
hovers
a
perticipations
on second ty commercials for Pluin- plucked a couple of fast sponsars
in- rose Ltd.
NBC
irt
CS.
as) outlined
in Hamm’s Beer and Phillip Morris , ing.
Vermery lat ve rk,
ciggies when the local Blackhawks.
Part:
“tiore — hut daytime —)
qualified for the Stanley Cup play- i
WNEW’s Eye Op Telecast
also ire in evder for Corn Pradoffs.
On short notice: WGN-TV!
For an {ndependent subscription. station to win -a Peabody “Award
ucts, Nestle. Sift and U. S. Borax:
An o,eration to remove a cuta- arranged to do remate pic kups of"
Matter cerctinues with “Death Val-1ract of the eve will be telecast by the away-fram-home games, in: De- is quite an accomplisirment sO they're swelling with pride at -L.A.'s
KPFK. Citation ‘is for superior loc ally ‘produced programniing,. Station.
Jer’ Nor”
WNEW-TV. N.Y... on April 30 asa troit.
now has 8.200 subscribers. paying $12 a-year. ‘Catherine Corey ‘is the
Esso is sticking with its lIocal fuwll-hour special in its running ‘seThe Trendex for last ‘WednesYoung & Rubicam’'s Walter. Bunker calls that
news buys fe: “Esso Reporter.” and ries of medical one-shots, “A Ques- dax’s (72) game sews that there's station manager...
hirsute adornment, on the chins of’ Miteh Miller..and Al Hirt. “outdoor
VIE he evs: vadira the market. es tion of Life.”
quite an audience for hockey when.
advertising”.
.-. Foote, Cone & Belding closed its Hollywood office
FHiomele OF moves to national dis-. The operation has atready heen you've
got a championship con-for-a downtown consolidation.: . . Wendell Niles’ dad. 93.. passed away.
tribution,
taped. at Columbia
Presbyterian
tender. Occupying the prime time .in Seattle . . “Dobie Gillis” will he a year older next: season so Max
Telk, Falk, Talk
“Hospital, by the station's 1emote hours from -7-9:30 pm., the. fame
‘Shulman. will ‘make him a.vear-older. No other changes, he says...
crews, end is in the editing stare. topped all network fare with a 21.1»
From the pedium beat:
Jules Schirmer has the. solution for less. violence. on “Roaring 20°s"
Station average.
NBC clorked 17:7. ABC: next season. More of Dorothy Provine..
Furid ticver. prexy elect, Na- ‘Ted Yates is producing.
Larry. White. passing a few
tien
1] Fae Jan Assn. at “Exp: di- some time back televised a heart -16.0 and CBS 9.7 fer the period .
- days here with Bruce Lansbury to get the- house in order. for. the move’
tien” avaeds Trecheon in Washing- ‘operation live.
that evening.
of CBS-TV's daytimer. *"Fhe Brighter Day." from N.Y.
DuPont's
tes D C.: Fo the television p ople
HERR RER RE IESE IIE RISA
RITES IIA, ‘“Dreamy”. Dean chatted for a. day with BBD&O's Bud "Stefan and
here tedey, Posy only this: if you Se RE RARER
spaced off to Hawaii...
Robert L. Welch, the comedy writer. is having .
aot
Givers ioh of getting acrass x
-his troubles staying apart from the head ‘of the John Birch Society of
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Starting
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+26). shaw. will take the mick’

Grant Advertising’s Detroit office. -out. of BBC's own “Panorama” and-Tonight.!: Ex--£00n comie Michael
Roberta Peters, her husband and two...
has joined Geyer. Mlorey, Maddern Bentine is man in charge..
& Ballard as ess fete media di children are moving nto the ‘home of .the- Manaraja of. Coochbehar for
- (Continued. on page. 48)
rector of the Detruit office.-

TV-FILMS

NDICATION CHART

buyers to local stations.and/or advertisers to syndicators w it! find the charts raluahble.
._
Over the. course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minanwm of 2470 markets, The
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Varirtty. Coupled with Uv ratiey
performance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VaRIETy-ARB charts
are desianed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually erery te market in the U. Ss
(*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 1960 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special rrovram could not be properly
judged for comparative. performance. Therefore, Nov.-Dec. data will be limited to

.

“VaRIETY’S weekly tabulation. based. onratings furnished. by. American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten sietwork shows on a local lerel and offers'a rating study
in depth. of the top ten syndicated ‘shows in the. same particular market. Thiis w eek
“| five different markets are covered.
..
In the syndicated. program. listings: of the top ten shows,. rating data-such as the
average sharé of audience, coupled .w ith data as to time and day of. telecasting: comq

slot, etc., is. furnished.

petitire programming: in -the particular

Reason

for detailing. ar

exact. picture of the rating performance e of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
Strength of: particular. series. : Various branches: of the industry,: ranging from media
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For more than twenty

yecers the annual George

Foster Peabody Awardshavepaid tribute tothe
conscience and ability of the nation’s broad“casters in-discharging their public responsibility. Thisyear’s Peabody jury has just singled out
the CBS Television Network for five awards in
network television. It thus confirms the judg-

ment of millions of Americans that we are providing not only the programs they enjoy most,

but those that are most essential toa greater understanding of the events and issues of our time.

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

g “OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING: CBS 1960
Olympic Coverage ,.. was the outstanding presentation in all 35 years of broadcast.time. Technical problems were.surmounted with stunning ingenuity. For
the Winter Games at Squaw Valley, equipment was brought in by toboggan

and cameras were carried up icy slopes on the backs of cameramen. For the
Summer Games at Rome, the events were brought to the American public

Me. (often on the same day they took place) througl tape, split-second transatlantic
_ jet schedules..,As a result, the American audience participated Winter and

_ Summer in a great international undertaking. Such a television achievement
’ dsclearly an outstanding contribution to international undefstanding . . .”
“OUTSTANDING TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT: The Fabulous Fifties Combined style,
humor and imagination.
-Itwas rich in touches of quality showmanship and
equally rich in the memories of a decade which it revived. In recognition, the
Television Award for Entertainment is presented to The Fabulous Fifties with
a special word of praise for producer Leland Hayward, and the top talent
which appeared iin this memorable entertainment special.”

{| “OUTSTANDING TELEVISION PUBLIC SERVICE: CBS Reports. This Award cites, in
-particular,
the “Harvest of Shame”; commends David Lowe as producer of
_ this unflinching account of how the migrant worker lives in America, and
Fred Friendly, executive producer; and carries a special Citation to William
~§. Paley, Chairman of the Boardof the Columbia Broadcasting System, for
-his valor and: vision in espousing the cause of public enlightenment by under-

writing these documentary studies of the world of reality and airing them in
the face of formidable opposition from the competing world of unreality.”

.

a

“QUTSTANDING TELEVISION YOUTH PROGRAM: G-E College Bowl. Through contests
between two teams ofstudents, G-E College Bow! helps to focus the nation’s
-attention on the ‘intellgctual abilities and achievements of college students.
. Thé competition emphasized quick recall of specific facts and therein lies its
appeal which is illuminating, educational, entertaining and exciting. The pro: gram provides weekly scholarship grants to colleges and universities. Allen
. Ludden: as moderator deserves special mention for his excellent work .
“MSPECIAL ‘AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE: Dr. Frank Stanton, 68S. *The
Great Debates’ Dbetw een the Presidential candidates are recognized as con~ceivably the most important service ever performed by Broadcasting and one
that may become.a permanent part of our political heritage.
The Award goes to
. Dr. Frank Stanton for his initiative...and his courageous leadership in bring-

KENNEDY-NIXON DEBATES

ing about the Joint Resolution of Congress which made the debates possible.”

RIETY-ARB SYNDICATION CHAR

'V-FILMS

buyers to local stations: and/or advertisers to.syndicators will find the charts’ ealunble..

VariETy’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureat, hightights the top ten network skows.on a local level and offers a-tating study
ie depta at te ton six syndieated shows im the same particular mariet. This weeks
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| Take ‘A Look °.......... WXYZ

‘STATIONS: WLWT, WCPO, WKRC. "SURVEY DATES: JAN: 6- FEB. 2, 1961.

83. Wazen Train ‘Wed. 7:30-8:33'
%
.
.
4. My Three Sons ‘Thurs. 9:00-9.39:
..
on
e.9:

8. Flintstones

15

oo,

6 WWI

22

KYW

3.
Stooges / «Mon.-Fri.
hyThreeact

Sunset

Seaeceenee

22
20

‘Mon, q: 00).

42

8. Cheyenne

News

.

22

47 Eve Witness.

Hound:

ry

‘Sat. 10:00-10:30)
_
(Thurs.

13

2

599.

54 1. Huckleberry
43 |.

CINCINN ATI

MeCoys.

35 {|Pierrot;

G. Bagnell

6. Lawrence We'k ‘Sat. 9:0U-10:00° 0 ©... WEWS
7. Adv. In Paradise «Mon. 9:30-10:39'...WEWS

.
3. Real

Il

Ww

Leen

8. Surf-ide

«Thurs.

.

susteaeecseces WJIBK

49 |! 2, Quick Draw McGraw (Fri. tT001.seeeet :KYW..... Screen Gens
41}!
2. Mr. Ed ‘Sun. 6:30)
. .... 0.2.6... KYW..... MCA
71: 3. Jim Backus (Sat. 10:30)... ...... ‘2.00.WIW
... Screen Gems

.

14

...... Wwi

29 Funny

5. Real MeCoys ‘Thus. 8:30-9:00:......
uWSs
6. Flintsiones \Fri. 8:30-9:00:
=... WEWS

1. Untouchabies

|. ,.

Trackdown; Kennedy

39! Aquanauts

3. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:00-10:00:...... WEWS
4. Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 10:00-10:30' = .... eae

2. Guasmoke

15

CKLW

14

16

29

”~

WWI

[BB ee Pierrat.. Sa
.

. Screen Gems

YL

iTrackdown

IR

12

STATIONS: KYW, WEWS, WJW. *SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6- FEB. 2, 1961.

i. Untouchables «Thurs. 9:30-10:30:
WEWS
2. My Three sans ¢ rhurs. 9:00-9:30-..... WEWS

AA

'

16

..:...-. WW

j Huntley-Brinkley eee

29 ':

28

Sports.

“WT

Wrapup: Pie.rot ........ Wid.

7. Clutch

X¥Z

Gems

4, Popeye (Mon.-Sun. 6:00) ..... weeees -CKLW.... King Feat.

CLEVEL AND
_

4
Lees
-U:
WIBK
3 ZiVUA

29

eece
*

Di

28° 5. Dangerous

9:0)0-10:00'....... wiv

‘Sat. 7:30-8:30)

34

Draw

to...
eee eee

30 “

WXYZ

8. Candid Camera ‘Sun. 10:00-10:30-

9. Perry

27

r
19:-Best
14: June

=". i Huckleberry Itound (Thurs. 7:00)..... CKLW
LW . Screen Gems
45:

-

22.
53

rH

STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW. *SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6-FEB. 2, 1961.

‘Thurs. 9:30-10:30' ....

aw

22

WNBQ

.
oye yee
2. 77 Sunset Strip Fri,
9.00-10.00"...... WXYZ

°-een oe a

AV.
RYG. 7

28: Take A Good Look .....WBKB

GN

“eee

-STA..

18-28! Take A’Gond “Look. --+..WBKB-=
17
.24
|Price Is’ Ris teee
Ree
13
21)
City: Hong Kong
. UENBQ
11
21} Laramie
eoaguttt WN
Dig

WGN...
.

Seience Fiction (Sat. 6:00)..........:WGN..... Ziv-UA

DE!T ROIT.
«Sat.

shows

be. limited to

*SURVEY DATES: JAN. 6- FEB. 2, 1961.

RTG.

35;
& Divorce Court “tSat. 10:30%.....+62...WGN..... KTTV Prog.
33°
vase see Ziv-UA
Sales
34 ; 3 sea Huntunt ( Mori. 9:30: Ls ee eee see
- WGN

: 5.

1. Untouchables

The

Sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be properly

STATIONS: WBBM, WNBQ, WKB, WGN.

PROGR. AV—DAY—TIME

Ol

ARB will tabulate

(Continued from page 39)

CHICAGO
suncmnke

course of a year,

(*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec,

petitive pespaaming in the particular slot, ete., is” ‘furnished. Reason. for detailing an
eract pir ime ot the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating:
strength af particular series. Various branches of the industry, rang? ng from media

.

the

results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the’ rating
performance of the top ten network shous on the local terel, the VaRIETY-ARB charts
are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every” to-market in the U. S.

In the suedicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data: such as the
averaae share at audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telvcasting come .

RK.

April 19,. 196]

Wednesday,

channel | sition of Minow &. Co., in light. of devine demunstration
of success, ¥un. Firman’ SsExec Post
should be shifted to educational, the inquitv.
In- the Kennedy-Minow era, the.
puree
Dau
* okt persuasive writ- A thousand miles from the beat-’
niks and the Actors Studio, Mrs.
lh CBS Radio Sales: InN. ¥., the focus’ is on WNTA-: N. ¥.. Los Angeles etv: situation
isk. Wie: mato her a success in Berg has the supreme gift of being —:
may just be’ a: curtain raiser ‘for:
Series
of
shifts
in.
the
CBS
Ral
Ty,
jihowgh
the
teims
of
refer-;
!
Lattio, with Soong ease, and car- herselt, a good, sturdy commodity
ence for the broad inquiry involves, things’ to come in cities between...
diy saigs setup have resulted from
P25
ij a
in a variety of media, for 40-0¢
ita tie Suecessor medium
Whatever merits . the populous: metropolitan . eoastal
all the stations.
She conveys to the reader tii> appointment of Wiliam S. FirMm Woscue sin tie teat,
It breezes years.
the alternative service program- areas. Ergo, the growing popularity
some ot. her future plans, including man to the new post of assistant:
prospects oft he new “Who Me?’ ,
ome wets reo. cat ctekie.
It is ano air series with Sir Cedric: Hard- seneral sales manager under g.s.m. | ming approach may have.— and
game, .
Mineo tbh
pn
ta like Gertrude Wiese. . Ue is plainly a favorite of Pon Lochbridge. Firman has been | even the pity of.-such a commercial
tv
operation
fading—the
FCC
.
the wed’s.eastern sales manager.
Sae quotes his explanations
Bi 4 atte aanre above all the hers.
Suceecding him in: that post is has before it a sale situation with
fain
Gouin
and person- of bow he became Sir Cedrie¢e in tis Cornelius: Ve SS. (Neil) ‘Knox Jr... a substantial educational tv money. le “Orleans—Arthur -D: Cloud”
. * Chicago. advertising. agency
native
Britain.
They
needed’ a
offer.
The background of FCC oxo, Who was recently named genAi
Wa
ournderlies her maketheatrical knight that year who ‘who's becn: sales manager of. the
‘web's Detroit ofiice since 56. Suc- chairman Newton .N. Minow. has cral manager
be weve.
of WYES-TV, the
was hetrosexual!
The memos «no index) contain ceeding Knox in Detroit is Wane been in educational tv, and re- greater New Orleanis educational: tv
Shae ls Of Coiir-e. today’s wonports. from. Washington leave little: Station, will ‘assume his. new duties.
de
ai nowt remarkably simple it interesting reminders of some of. Wilcox, who has been an aecount
‘doubt where he leans in the tv-less today
19',
‘succeeding. -Dulf
Gs
woo ta “orund”” broadcasting. the young actors and aciresses wno | exec there.
Craig Rogers, head of the web's] N. Y. and Los Angeles ‘situations. Browne, who. resigned. last DecemVoir ero for exoerience,-on single were part of radio's “Rise -of the
In light of Minow’s background, i ber. Cloud leaves the. position of
Bue
deat Seat
~sied both CBS Goldbergs.” including the Broad-..Coust sales operation in Los An-|
and NBC, tous CBS had second was a¢tor-director Alfred Ryder. geles, moves to N.Y. with the|.the “Who Me?” game also can: be ‘director: of radio-tv for the Chicago
tnougats
and
NBC
did not. no There are also samples of the kind Gotitam ‘sales staff, while George | played by the current WNTA-TV oflice. or Campbell - Mithun’ -ad
of diaioz.
Mus. Berg wrote for HH. Gallup, a Gotham account exec owners and prospective commer- BOECY. ‘He is a native of Chicago,
fuois they.
herself and her cast. Even over ‘for the past three years, moves to cial buyers. If the station ‘is sold but is no stranger here. Cloud was
The story
°278 pp
terminates
the span ot decades these lines the Coast to become the new Pacif- away from ety presumably: at. a employed bv the Fitzgerald adverwil
des
Berea achieving stardom
higher price, what will be. the po- tising agency in New Orleans | a
fn fest. Agam thece is an account ring true as Bronx idiom, as read- ic ‘Coust sales. “manager, |

skill

hated,

Uii PeVeULe

{which

commercial.

vhf

TVPanacea—30 LashesAtSurise
Su
,Has JFK Scuttled Landis Reforms?
Others See It As A Delayed Action
RADIO-TELEVISION

Wednesday, April 19,1961
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“Chicago, April 18.

The heroes in ty and the heroes of tv bear.a striking resemblance

under the skin; according. to Daily’ News telecritic Terry ‘Turner.
Both have. lost: their sense of values and have the same singular...
goal—to make money. ‘Fhe private. eye hero “will hire.-out’to any- ”
one-who will pay. the price,’ * andthe ‘network exec. hero sells airtime by the same principle. ~.
‘What ‘he deplores, he told the Chi. chapter: of American Women
San Antonio, April 18.
in Radio & TV last week, is that these are the values that television |
James M. Gaines, prez and genis handing down to our younger’ generations: “To-drive expensive~
eral manager of Southland Indusconvertibles, -to sip cocktails in.fancy bars, to. baw the: buxom,
jtes -Inc., owners and operators
vacuous-faced. blondes.”
of WOAI and WOAI-TV, has been
“Where, Turner wants to know, are: the detective heroes of ves-CBS-TV.
will find itself -con|
teryear. who, like Sherlock Holmes, read books, knew art. and music,. afronted with a unique product pro- elected prez of the San Antonio
| Chamber of Commer ce,
and “solved crimes through the use of acute mental faculties, not © tection dilemma next fall, thanks|}
through skill with a gun:or fist?”
fo its decision to ekay Colgate as
His belief: is that broadcasting has been: corrupted by ‘power and” ‘ the new .alternate-week ‘sponsor. of ;
that itis corrupting the audience. Turner expressed. a. hope that,
“Dobie Gillis.”
Colgate will he.
“for the public good,” the FCC will take.a harder look at ‘what is’. Sandwiched - directly ‘between. two
“happening: ‘and establish some lesser. sentence’ than the “death - shows. ‘Sponsored © by. Procter
& +
penalty” (revocation of license to check station and. network: flirtaGamble.
tion’ with. ‘over-commercialism). Turner suggests ‘30 lashes at sun‘Colgate bought in on “Dobie”. as “Yise, or a week in the stockades,” ‘something akin.

GainesPrexies CofC

I

; CanColgate,P&C live
Next Door to Each Other?
CBS-TV Takesa Chance;

‘for

President Kennedy had the cutting
fangs removed from his Congressional message on regulatory reform.
Except for the portion dealing
with massive problem of the Federal Power Commission. the mesSage was generally treated by the
press as a much-diluted version of
the
pre-Inauguration
regulatory
report by White House assistant

Slapping Tax on

Pillsbury,

whichis dropping the. show after |
two years in a reevaluation of its |
television planning.
Philip Morris
continues as alternate sponsor of
‘the Tuesday at. 8:30 showcase.
Problem lies in'the fact that P&G
will sponsor all of the Dick Van

:

Washington. April 18.
No one went so far as to charace
terize it as completely toothless,
but a sizable body of the initial reaction leaned
toward
the view

Tlinois Proposes

the .replacement

Gordon's D.C.Clearing HouseTo
Give Radio:IndiesFai
airer
a Shake

By JAY LEWIS

Dyke show

TV Pix Revenues
_

James M. Landis, ‘former Ha:\Vard
Law

State of Illinois, hoping to fatat 8-8:30 and. half of; ten the exchequer without resort-

‘Ichabod, * immediately following :.
Washington, April 18.. 4—
—
“Dobie” at 9-9:30.
Quaker Oats ing to a personal income tax, appears to have drawn a-bead on the
. vhas the other half.
Recent rhubar bs over radio cov| ‘EVERYBODY HASHIS-PRICE|
Solution Will lie in some of the,tv. industry.
erage. of Presidential news. coverLegislation was introduced in the:
deftest juggling CBS can summon:
ages, pitting the. webs against. in- .U.Ss. Steel . Swaps. Harriman Plane .
up.- For one thing, the Colgate Ilinois House last week, and is now
‘Trip For. ‘No Preemption’
dependents and audio news servin committee, to impose

“major” week on “Dobie” will have

a 3°

tax

dean,

Chairman

Chicago, April 18.

cies in
The
stress.
rather

member

of three

of two regulatory

and

agen-

New and Fair Deal tines).
tack generally. taken was to
the
message's
omissrons
than it contents. After a few

days for reflection, a second-) ound
response is shaping which, generally speaking, holds that instead of
being extracted
the Presidential
missive merely concealed
its ine
cisors; that the bite will come
later.
Primarily
responsible tor the

ices, have spawned: idea of a spe-.
‘to be. arranged to occur during the on gross reyenues deriving from
US. Steel: saw ‘its chance and
cial indie radio news committee in- took it. Westinghouse Broadcast- P&G “minor’’. week on “Ichabod.” the televising of motion pictures.
For another, because P&G has full Not defined as-yet is whether halfling was expecting Ambassador-atWashington..
sponsorship on Van. Dyke, non- hour vidpix would classify as moBrainchild of Herb. Gordon; head’ Large Averill Harriman to hop-up competitive brands will probably tion pictures. or whether the proof ‘News. Associates .Ine., an audio: ‘to Pittsburgh to address the final have to be scheduled forthe clos-' posed law pertains only to feature
off-the-cuff view of the message 9
: meeting,. Wednesday
112), of: the
news group here, the committee -WBC public service confab thére.. ing Van Dyke commercial and the films, in which.case there would be somewhat
emasculated | was
its
~ ‘hairs to split. Incidentally. there is 'complete failure to mention-—-much
would not. presume to. speak for But bad weather out of .Washing- opening Colgate “Dobie” blurb.
_ CBS hasn't worked out: a pattern, no state tax on films exhibited at! less endorse—Landis' propesed Ofthe nation’s independent ‘stations. ton, and, finally a broken strut. on since it’s just accepted the Colgate theatres...
ifice for the Oversight of the Regu‘Rather, it would serve as a point ‘the Westinghouse private - plane, order, but the solution will prob- : Trade reaction to the bill in this |latory Agencies. Played up as the
of contact
and -clearing
house threatened confrenciers with. hay-. ably lie along:
{
That | state is divided. Certain station op- keystone of Landis’ recommendathese lines.
ing
no
guestspeaker.
whereby the indies could: be alert- .
'.may not be enough to keer both erators feel it is such an outland-- tions, the idea was to set up an
Jt was learned. after. a delay of ; clients . happy, but: CBS. evidently ish bill that they refuse to experi- ;
ed when arrangements are being.
overseer, With official White House
‘made for radio coverage of up- several ‘hours, that. U. S. Steel .is' prepared to take that risk. ‘ence any anxiety over it. Others, status: who could crack a whip
‘which is homebased. in Pittsburgh): ‘Meanwhile, the Colgate deal prob- however, are very much concerned |
coming events of moment.
;over the agencies, goud them to
Gordon cites as typical the way. had .a- private plane in D. C. -The ably means the end of product pro- and are mapping a strategy to fight itake. up any slacks in procedures
Nationat Aeronautics
and Space. ‘big | company was called, but be-. ‘tection as it's been known in tv.
it.
As of now, WBBM-TV
and: and evolve reorganization schemes
Administration and the. four radio ‘fore it promised to fiy: Harriman
WBKB in Chicago are trying to. , where needed.
networks began making. arrange- ‘from. ‘Washington to Pittsburgh, . it
enlist I}linois stations to team up!
The proposed White House rezuments early this year for coyerage™ made Westinghouse promise that
against it. Attorneys are currently {latory aide Was immediately tagged
of the slated sub-orbital flight of a: the speéch he was:to make would.
investigating the constitutionality:ja “czar,” and keen Congressional
Charlotte, April 18.
U. S, astronaut. Upshot. was a net- not: be’ allowed: to pr eempt showing.|
-Grady Cole, a drawling radio of -such. a bill and will probably |
as it always
‘work pool arrangement which will of, “Uy S. Steel Hour,” carried in’ broadcaster whose -early- morning . fight it on the grounds that it is' iresentment, arose,
.does when
the legislature
fears
home
market
via
WBC's programs are known to thousands. grossly discriminatory.
cost :.an independent $250 to tie ‘the
encroachment from another branch
Steel got, its Way, .and will retire in June to become: a . Bill was
into live audio
coverage of the KDKA-TV.
introduced
by Rep -' of
government.
The
message's
Harriman
got
there,
event. The group: rate.. according
roving goodwill .ambassador ‘for Joseph’ Fanta. a Chicago Democrat. : Silence on this score was taken to
to Gordon, for twa or more indies.
and Robert Coulson, a Waukegan — mean Kennedy had junked Landis’
WBT radio and WBTV.
is. $250° for the first: and $75_ for |. British TV Producers. Exit
Cole, special assistant to the gen-, ‘Republican.
‘notion in order to placate ihis
‘each additional link-up.
‘eral manager
of the. Jefferson © Some’ tradesters.opine that the: ; vestment.
London, April. 18.
-Gardon claims this deal doesn’t ! Two leading commercial ‘tv .pro-: Standard Broadcasting Co., has bill will not be passed in its presi
Also, fact that Federal Power
represent . the interests of audio: ducers ankled their posts last week. presented a 5 to 9.a.m. program. on ent form in the current session of
news services or indies. and if lat- the state legislature but that prob- ;{Commission was singled ont for
‘They are John Irwin of Associated WBT for the past 31 years.
ter had been: brought into the ne- Television. and Peter Hunt of As-| The story: of the grev-headed ably some form ‘of a television taxi, elaborate special treatment Jed to
‘the belief Kennedy perhaps was
gotiations.
they
would
have -sociated Rediffusion..
. “Mr. Dixie’ dates .back: 32 years ‘will be legislated by 1962. There i
j not overly concerned over the reIf..some:
achieved a fairer shake.
Irwin has accepted a: new ap- when he Jeft the Charlotte News as have been hints in the state capital!‘mainder of the sprawling repulagroup. -such.as he conceives: had" pointment, but has +o far. declined a “Harum-Searum, seatter-brained at Springfield that another highly
tory complex.
‘been in existence. NASA -would _to reveal details. - Hunt is to free- “reporter,” as. News Editor Brodie potential pigeon for new revenues Additionally,
Kennedy
sidehave had someone to contact, who,' lance as-a producer and writer.
is the adv ertising industry.
- Griffith described him.
stepped any reference te T3028"
in turn. could have ‘dlerted other .
proposals for coordinating ames,
indies to fact arrangements were.
under the Presidential
wzegis. to
-being undertaken for the suborbi-"
‘shape cohesive. “national” policics
tal flight coverage.

Grady Cole Retiring

| Hichmann, Gagarin: ‘Instant TV’

‘Gordon, who likés -‘to think of
himself as:a thorn in| the. sides. of
the webs, has been. active in fight- :
ing for ‘vights ‘of indie news outfits .

:in transportation, power and
munications, now thwarted by
.flicting programs of avencies
, overlapping
Jurisdictions.

come
con“.th
Here

stories” and, in the past. seven ‘first tapes of Eichmann hearing the; again, Congressional jealowsy vas
days, a great deal of airtime was charges by the Israeli court on the ascribed as the reason for ‘slat
consumed keeping listeners and air at 8 a.m. sharp. Doubting that ‘was laken for Kennedy's abenceon_CBS could make it into the Rich- ; ment of Landis’ 1dea.
viewers-abreast of the times.
who‘sat down: wilh White House ee itement. of .sorts, in “dayv-&-:
°
‘For instance, who got.a “beat” ard Eottelet newscast that quickly| But those taking the oppcsite
News
Secretary
Pierre
Salinger dating”
global . news
coverage, ‘on the first tapes of the Eichmann ‘without any intro! and emphati-: : View that Kennedy is still intent en
and the four _ radio nets several reminiscent ‘of tvs “early pioneer
any
seven-minute !;more far-reaching reform of the
trial? One ‘is likely never to know cally denying
Weeks ago and evolved a modus dais, and™ the results, for the most
unless. he had tvio tv sets going in scoop by a rival, NBC said it got! agencies coupled with a cron-fsted
operendi : for Presidential
news: part, : have. been ‘overwhelming in.
Eichmann on the air by 8°03. No ‘White House supervision reason ag
the
same
room,.
between
8
and
conference coverag
The. indies. “their impact and clarity. .
8:15,-on the morning of Wednesday comment from ABC-TY.
follows:
represented by Westinghouse and
But there is no contest who got.
A. single event of ‘international '12), CBS-TV says it won ‘by sev—On
the score of the Wiite
WWDC
here in addition to Gor-:
importance—whether. it's Princess en minutes. NBC-TV
says CBS the ‘scoop on Dr. Leonid Sedov: ‘ House oversight office, fact Kendon, won right to their: own pool
CBS
and ‘hedy didn't mention it) Cocest
Margaret ‘at the: altar or Khrush- ‘did not. . ..CBS-TV said it got the everybody .did—ABC,
line from the State Dept. auditoriNBC. Sedov, called “Father of the mean necessaril, he has doy yed
-ehev yelling “U-2"—is: enough ‘to
um
where the JFK. g&a. takes:
Sputnik” who is visiting here at a .it. Besides. Landis is performing
drive radio and ty wild, but cateh‘place..
.New
England U. evidently believes
ig, a’ Russian--cosmonaut anda
the functions envisioned
All This & Cuba, Too ‘in fair treatment of all ty net- ‘inmanyhis ofearlier
German -butcher doing-their stuff
report fer the <o|works,
but he did have to take
on the same. Tuesday ‘ll has been
‘called “czar.”
As the space man story bethem one at a- time.
more: than: enough to throw Tietgan. to wane on Monday (17)
—The same goes for Kent.ceé.'s
works. and. indiés into. the. most.
and the Eichmann yarn was. -i, It might serve, in illustrating the failure to endorse establishment of
ingenuity, chaos and comprehen‘fantastic. and ‘frenetic ‘drive-for.
*super- “aeney
beginning ‘1o settle into the
.sion of the webs during the dou-: What's heen called
news. yet: The three. network news | « groove of a running story that’s
in communications, transport:Vestsen
.ble-header—to provide a sketchy
Gene Burr, who recently exited.’ chiettains,. CBS’ Dick Salant, NBC's
going to be around for months,
and
power,
He
can
amass tarry
as program devclepmient veep at Bill ‘McAndrew .and ABC's. Jim |om the invasion’ of Cuba by counrundown
of the more
significant
these proposals out later.
running events at each place on
the web,. is going to produce the .‘Hagerty - were al -it overtime in!
ter-revolutionary forces broke.
—That
he gave special
treat"NBC-TV - daytime:
soup,
“From. trying to prove | the.‘Value of’ ‘in
ment to Federal Power Cozntds1. giving: the webs their third big - Wednesday alone:
“These Roots.” Under a new. deal, stant tv?
Logging The Coverage
story in one week and cueing
sion can be attributed to fect this
“which has heen in negotiation, since , The’ Russians. went a‘long way,
a “remobilization” -of mews
“CBS: At 2:13 am... the network agency probably 38 in ‘ne prestest
“he ceased being a stalfer over two, |too. in proving the. values. of. “‘inStaffers. —
brake initio the WCBS-TV, N. Y.. “need for immediate retorm
‘to set up, their ‘scparate

Between Eichmann and Gagari‘in,
the American: .broadcasting indus‘try has had quite a time of it these
reps. past few days. It has created air

audio cov-

erage of capital events.:
He was:one of three Indie

BURR SHIFTING T0 |
—_NBC-TV SOAPERS.
“weeks

ago.

the ‘ex- “eep ‘WHIL

‘develop. and. produce ‘a new.

also:

stant tv.’

Gagarin’ss triumphal ‘ar-

day- trival in. Moscow were

The

transmitted

time, serial, “just in. case. “Roots” :Via’ Eurovision as far off; for. the !
‘the ather NBC-TV soap; “Dr. : first timy. as London.
Malone” -fail- to. ‘Keep ‘up the Niel-'
As Adolf and Yuri- made. news..
sen pace.
“
prepared iv ‘programs W ere dumped
Third phase ‘of the Burr-NBC- TV to make room. for. new ones. cues

|
|

spot

coverage

wes

limited, mainly to analvses on
the. webs, since there were no.
pix -of- the revolutionaries hitting. the beaches or fighting
their .way inland yet. in just

one: instance. it gave

NBC-TV

deal is that. he is definitely to-pro-. were - ‘lost, jet. planes -skitlered
reason Monday in the 9:30duce a minimum of two.of tie Du- across, the Atlantic’ so. that one or. To pm. slot to program a new
Pont
Sunday. night hours next another -of the .network: news de‘special on’ Cuba, much
of
season..
partments: might: luckily | score a
“which - pictorially was a recaPaul Lammers, who. was both two-minute scoop onan. arch rival.
pitulation of the preparations
producer and, director of “Roots,” experts were: dragged out of ‘hed|. _the
counter-rebels
went
‘stays. on as the stiip’s: ‘director.
‘or out of lett ficld for “exclusive |”* through prior to the Janding.

“ “Late, Late Show” to say that the

. Russians
had launched a man into
space
. Bulletin repeated 10

Generally, it apight be isua.ed
the President adopted a= xa-siow
approach,
mindtul
of oppositrin

minutes later. but still no pictures
*,.. In vicinity of 8 a.m.. on Dick

Stirred by the earlier Landis *+eport. Kennedy is credited with an
finesse in his CongresHottelet newscast, web shows Eich- unusual
mann tape , .. Same program, mo- sional relations. Thcre was ne need
ments later. had CBS’ fir-~t look at for him to show his tull hand it
Yuri (in flyer’s helmet). CBS Mas- . this juncture.
Alsg, the message made several
cow correspondent’ Marsxin Kalb.
who said a few words earlier on references to the Chief Executive's

_WCBS-TV's
“Late... Late Show.” intention to send up actual legisla“gave some Cosmonaut filler, de- “tive recommendations at a 3sater
i date.
(Continued on page 48)

|

Taken from

VARIETY
April 5, 1961

The recently completed ATV House (the Great Cumberland Place sanctuary of: Associated
TeleVision in London) and the soon-to-he opened ATV Elstree production center, representing an $11,000,000 outlay with its multiple studio complex, rivals, if not exceeds, anything.
in the world.”
“ATV's net (profits) last year was $16, 000,000. For the current fiscal year, which winds up

April 80, Val Parnell and Lew Grade, the show biz-minded factotums of the oper ation, expect
it will hit $17,000,000

_ATV’s television and. auxiliary enterprises includé:

vested interest in’ eight Australian

stations; in Halifax. and. Canada; its major vidfilm operation; its ownership of. ITC’ (the.
biggest vidfilm distributor throughout the world with 67,300 half-hours sold in the past

11 months) ;50% ownership of Pye Records (one of the four major diskeries in Britain) ;and:
sundry auxiliary businesses such as a British exclusivity on Muzak and Wired Wireless.”
“Although American vidfilm product en joys great popularity in England .. .‘tastes are not that
much different here from those in the U. S. ... British tv can hold its head higher in respect to.
live vs. film programming (live programming, totalling more than 60% of the ‘schedules, in.
contrast to the 88% celluloid dedication on tap for next season in the U.S.). Live drama, mostly
in hour-form, is a seven-nights- a-week attraction on the British channels, whether out of ATV
or any other, and most of it constitutes original fare.

The talent, for both live and film productions, iis the finest, recruited mainly’ from fhe London stage or films, with
no name too big. There’s a respect for writers, and the. writers, in turn, respect the mediunr (and that applies to the
vidfilm creators, too, now that their fees have been upped to sums commensurate with U.S. scales).”
“It is the air of prevailing excitement and enthusiasm and a shooting-for-something-different and new that characterizes the entire television medium in England, The U.S. will see an example of this with “DANGER MAN” (which bows
this week on CBS-TV).”

“With “DANGER MAN,” “ADVENTURES OF SIR FRANCIS: DRAKE,” the: on-location-in Australia “WwHIPLASH” series and the upcoming “GHOST SQUAD” series, among others, Parnell & Grade have embarked.on a major
“shoot the works” undertaking involving, in all, 10 different series. They have given international vidfilm topper Les
Harris the go-ahead for 26 installments of each, representing a multi-million outlay, on the strength that sooner or later
the U.S. will have to sit up and take notice.

.On the basis of the initial three installments of “DRAKE” as viewed even in rough cut here,
there’s no denying the qualitative merits of the production. Brought in: for some $35,000
per installment, a. comparable Hollywood-produced segment of similar quality would repre-.
sent a minimum tab. of $60,000. It’s a departure iin costume production for. tv,.combining
historical values (based on authentic episodes in the life and times of “the king of theseas”),
with a format designed for both youth and adult appeal. Both the production and:‘performance components are topgrade.

‘And that’s why Parnell and Grade, in a now-it-can- -be-told story, were. willing to gamble to.
the tune of some $20,000,000 to prove their point that with quality product, British accent should
prove no U.S. deterrent. Just about a year ago, w hen Parnell and Grade were trying to sell

“DANGER MAN” to either of the three U.S. tv networks they were rebuffed on all counts. So the
ATV impressarios then and there expressed a willingness to buy
a full hour weekly.on all three
webs as a showcase for “DANGER MAN” and other British product, with ATV taking responsibility for delivering the sponsors. But that wasn ‘rnecessary
— blue-chip sponsors Brown. & Williamson,wenn Ted Bates, and
2 Kimberly- Clark, through Foote, Cone& Belding, bought “DANGER

. If there are any doubts as to ATV's progress here, one has only to see how the Elstree Studios are
being transformed into .a wondrous razzmatazz of electronic wizardry to clinch. any argument. ”

“And the P & G that spells out Parnell and Grade go together like Procter & Gamble.

Thanks,

IETY You've told our story well!
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26. one-hour mystery-adventures, highlighting the most
fascinating, least known, undercover agents... produced
in association with The Rank Organisation. Available for

Fall showing.

_England’s consistently highest rating show... presenting the world’s
greatest talent...An
NBC Spectacular in the Fall.

HOUT-iang

specials starring:

@ Stalford mia unique forfat: .
parkling song and dance:

ntertainment with showblz

teats from all over the worid,

excitite, sH-family entertain:
mentoin production, June 20:

Revolutionary new concept in space-age electronic heroism.. .and featuring the amazing ‘‘Supercar.” This unusual 14-hour series is ideal

for week-end and daytime programming for young and old. Ready for

delivery.

at
lx
dant
teen
athe
ak
CS
Te
en

Leading the world
in television program sales

INDEPENDENT

)

|

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue * New York 22, N.Y. * PLaza 5-2100
17 Gt. Cumberland Place * London W1 * Ambassador 8040
100 University Avenue * Toronto |, Ontario ¢ EMpire 2-1166

Mexico. City *. Paris * Rome Rio de Janeiro e Sydney * and offices in Principal cities in 45 countries around the world

‘TV-FILMS

_ Wednesday, _

Medallion’s Deal On
Jayark ‘Blockbusters’

VARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

Medallion Pictures has acquired|
foreisn distribution rights via a
licensing agreement to 15 feature
fils from the Jayark Films’ Blockbuster groups now in U.S. syndi-|
eation.
Azreement covers both theatrical
and tv distribution in specified
foreign countries with Medallion
in turn’ licensing Britain’s Associated Television for the video disbursement. There will be immediate de'ivery on five titles. and
delivery of 16 more in Jan. ’62.

{the sale to the educational group.

period. usually covers three.jor

| He

Average Rating:

Other data such as the time slot and overage share of

9

WCAU, Average Ratingt 25

MONDAYS 6:00-7:00
EARLY

SHOW

Nov. 14 “WELCOME

_

COMPETITION

,

.

STRANGER”

WCAU

Average Rating: 10

Average. Share: . 25

Alan Ladd, William Bendix, Gail Russell
1947, Paramount, MCA, Repeat

kas for tke past: five years been
director of promotion for Metro

Noy. 22 “ROAD TO ZANZIBAR”

TV. has resigned to open a commercial photography studio along
Fitth Ave. ... Arthur H. Singer.

Schrift
(Tues.)
eastern

Nov. 16 “BEYOND

;

Nov. 23 “HATTERS CASTLE”
James Mason, Deborah

left for Europe yesterday
. . . Murray Oken named
division manager of Trans-

1948, Paramount,

aa

.y

MCA,

1943, Paramount,

appear’?

and

Robert

page

16.

Share:

38

1

A1 4

realtor and international art patron
also
involved.
Huntington
Hartford is also newly wrapped
up in the affair.
Assembly committee is weighing whether to -start a- so-called
*Geocommunications
Year,” simiJar to the Geophysicial Year, in
which
several
nations
exchange
views and findings.
Assembly execs say that it will
not be anything like the Cannes
fete or the tv program prize fete
that millionaire Hartford intends
running in the Caribbean area this
year. The bert in the case of the
Assembly is more to an exchange
of informat.on and ideas.

FRIDAYS

COMPETITION

1948, Paramount, MCA,

Nov. 12 “AND NOW TOMORROW”

|

STATION
.

WRCV

Worlds Best Movies

WFIL

11:15-12:45
.

COMPETITION
}
a
PROGRAM

STATION &

AVG. RATING
WRCV
wey
“WFIL

WCAU Ayers

Rating: 8
Average Share: 42

11:15-12:45

11:15-12:45

Continited from page 31 Gm.

“Baron Gus.” comedy with Ricardo.
Pippa. Scott

and.

edy with Don De Fore.
_ First three shows all got orders,
from clients like Procter & Gam‘ble, Lever -Bros., ‘Campbell Soups .
and Sealtest, but. in terms of. the
high rejection rate this season by
the webs of: advertiser-purchased
shows and the amount of time devoted to: hours, they just couldn’t

.| find timeslots.

It wasn’t. a case of

coming in too late with the. pilots

for existing

half-hour

periods

either, ‘since all four of them were
| in. the can by the end’ of February..
What.to do? ‘Would it have paid

:
Worlds Best Movies

1939, 20th Century: Fox, NTA, Ist Run

&

9

Movie 3

Fonda, Naney ‘Kelly.

a. standing

western based on the life of painter Charles Russell, scriped by Borden Chase; and “Daddy-O,” com-

10

“JESSE JAMES”
.
Tyrone Power, Henry

Ist Run

have

~ BBS Films
—

Montalban ‘and

AVG. RATING

Alan Ladd, Loretta: Young, Susan Hayward
1944, Paramount, MCA,

to

| directed by Dan Petrie; “Russell,”

24

Jack Paar

7

.

RATING

.

WCAU“” Averose
Rating: 15
Average Share: 54.
Program: LATE SHO

of the

Sale, had the announced intentionor realizing needed cash on the
ea
Also up for sale, though | not
drawing the. limelight, are the two —
sister “radio .properties;
WNTA’
‘}AM & FM. These properties are.

i

COMPETITION

11:15-12:45

Ist Run

&

‘WFIL

6:45-7:00

Ist Run

ante

Offer of over . $2,000,000.

20

PROGRAM

Nov. 18 “SO EVIL MY LOVE”

Games Continued from page 31 ismmeee |

AVG.

;

1940, 20th Century Fox, NTA,

increased

-| understood

-WFIL

Average Rating: 9-

Ray Milland, Ann Todd

ATION

STATION

_ Popeye, Cargo

Tyrone Power, Basil Rathbone, LInda Darnell

the

7

6:00-6:45

Nov. 11 “THE MARK OF ZORRO”

Nov. 19

tH

WFIL
4

Popeye

~
11:15-12:45

upped
its
offer
from
$4,000,000. to $5,000,000 and now
$5,750,000. Pressures. by the FCC

of WNTA-TV
invite ‘prolonged: -hearings
before FCC approval is won: NTA,
in putting up the tv station for

-WRCV

P ROGRAM

Program: LATE. SHOW

tiations,.

a commercial group

AVG. RATING

‘11:15-12:45 a
.
.

WCAU Average Share: 33

N.Y.

in competition with commercial
.| bidders,’ ‘the educational
group,
represented by Stark in the. nego--

: might

STATION &

Jack Paar.

|

Repeat

sey. leaders putting in a bid.

: |In light of the inquiry, a selloff to

23

.

Rating:

Cary Grant, Irene Dunne
1940, C&C Films,
RKO, Repeat

26 —

Dowling,

- Japan

MCA,

‘Nov. 17 “MY FAVORITE WIFE”

TY Acad
from

—_

WFIL

Worlds Best Movies |
11:15-12:43

Repeat

Average

:

tres:

Macready

|
Kerr.

mercial] and industrial film division
WCAU
Average
has set deals for color commercials for Newport cigarets and for |THURSDAYS 6:00-7:00
Mennen’s Skin Bracer ... WPEX,! ; Pragram: EARLY SHOW
N.Y., repeats “Secret Life of Adolf :
Nov. 10 “LET’S FACE IT”
Hitler.” on Wednesday (26.
Bob Hope, Betty Hutton

Continued

oa

_ 6:45-7:00
a

PROGRAM

GLORY”

question.

educational group apparently have
worked
against
the commercial
Popeye, Cargo
| bidders. ‘Latter group
included
6:45-7:00
David Susskind, backed by Paramount, and. Ely Landau, former
board - chairman. of: NTA
;
FCC, in a surprise. move recentCOMPETITION
|
ly, ordered: an inquiry: in the N.Y.
STATION
&
and: Los Angeles markets;. Purpose
:
'
nee
of the inquiry. is to.explore howa
PROGRAM
AVG.. RATING
vhf channel ‘in the two’ largest
Popeye
WFIL
| cities in the country could be con6:00-6:45
99
verted to an.educational channel.

a

Alan Ladd, Donna Reed, George
1948, Paramount, MCA, Ist Run

responded -that. the

{and

30
;
WFIL
21

—_

|

Program: LATE SHOW

Lux Television ... MGM-TV’s com- ;

Gums

WFIL.

6:00-6:45

, Average Rating: 10
WEDNESDAYS 11:15-12:45

would ‘oppose

econontic feasibility of New Jer-

AVG, RATING

‘Popeye, Cargo

Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour’
1941, Paramount, MCA, Repeat

named a-sociate producer of MGM
TV's “Cein’s Hundred” skein...

|

Popéye

Schallern.
vet
sy ndie exec, has ,
.
.
joined Peter J. Robeck& Co. aS v.p.! ! TUESDAYS: EARLY SHOW
in charge of midwestern operations: Program: EARLY SHOW
and sales. He will be based in ChiNov. 15 “CALCUTTA”
cago ... Monroe Mendelsohn, who

‘whether. he

would be explored’ along with the.

STATION &

PROGRAM

Bing Crosby, Barry Fitzgerald, Joan Caulfield 1947, Paramount, MCA, Repeat
—s_
Nov. 21 “ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES”.
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Ida Lupino
1939, 20th Century “Fox, NTA, Ist Run .

Aathony
Azzato,
former
exec
with National Telefilm Associates, |
has been appointed a v.p. of Swan |!
& Mason Advertising ... Karl Von}

take him to Holiywood ... David
Viclor named associate producer of
Metro’s “Dr. Kildare” series...
Medallion Pictures prexy Ben R.

nel. 13° situation, Gov. Meyner. was
asked

Philadelphia © STATIONS: WRCV, WFIL, WCAU .© SURVEY DATES: NOV. 10-23, 1960.

Program:

Murray AY. Kaplan. sales manager of Medallion Pictures, left for
a five-city tour which will finally

| WNTA-TV

VaRIETY-ARB’s weekly chart offers a day-by- day analysis of the top feature evening stots in Cy
particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pir
periods for designation as the top feature slot of the day. The. analysis is confined to the top rated
jeasured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured
feature slots in the ARB

four weeks.

|

| =sameas Continued from page 31 Gaal

audience is furnished. Top competition and. com petitive ratings also are highlighted.-

Viéhlm Chatter

19,1961

3

10

|
COMPETITION

{to do two hour pilots without a co-

production commitment ‘instead of
four half-hours. CBS Films programming v.p. Bob Lewine thinks
‘| not. -_There’s only been a single
case on record where a non-network-committed
hour
show got.
| sold, that being Bert Leonard's
“Route 66," and Lewine still can’t

figure out how Leonard did it. He

can’t see a network buying an out-

side hour package in which it.has.
disclocations, the Japanese govern- ;
|
STATION & . ‘no participation when it can't even
ment promised complete freedom. SUNDAYS 11:15-12:45
schedule
half of those it has alPROGRAM
AVG.
RATING
*
Program:
LATE
SHOW
of exchange for the ‘62 fiscal year.
ready financed.
Government in the current fiscal !
Nov. 13 “SPECIAL DELIVERY”
Movie 3
WRCV
However
great the risks in doing
year places no limitations on what
Joseph Cotten. Eva Bartok
11:15-12:45
of
half-hours,
they
don’t
compare
is spent for features. newsreels,
1955, Columbia, Screen Gems. Ist. Run.
rwith
that
inv
‘olved in prodcing. unand pubaffairs shovs.
Worlds Best Movies
WFIL
Nov. 20 “SHACK OUT ON 101”
commited
hour
pilots,
Lewine
Japan is the top non-English
Frank Lovejoy, Keenan Wynn, Terry Moore’.
11:15-12:45
10
feels,
But -the alternatives are:
speaking market for American ty
1955, Allied Artists, M&A ‘Alexander, Ist Run_
slim; considering the reaction CBS
program exports, with West GerFilms got from advertisers and the
many close behind.
Japanese tv:
, whether. he did actually. “authorfinal result, the network vidpixers
market was said to be growing by ;
ize” a group to decide for him but]
|
have a tough row to hoe.”
leaps and bounds.
|
would not explain, if this were so,
Problems related to another top;
why he reversed his original plan
foreign market, England, are being:
Continued - from page 1 —
:mumee Continued from page 2 —to wait until he Fecovered from. _
expiored this week by TPEA prexy
his illness. Quinlan said that so the hearingroom as the arguments
McCarthy, now in London. In Eng- [Counel a Loop chamber of com‘far as he knew,. Wallerstein had against the ban were heard,
Jand, there's a quota of 13°% al- merce organization, letting that inContinued from page 31 —
no purview in television matters—
Morse also. interviewed at length :—
located to all foreign tv programs |
“unless New York -knows some- Mrs.. Christine Gilliam, Atlanta’s |
on the commercial
outlets, and: formation speak for itself. (The |‘
in the series, ‘starting with: the
‘thing I don't know.”
chief
censor,
who
expounded
her.
film,
reputedly.
gives
a
not
very.
11’:
on the government financed |
pilot monies.
It’s been learned from other re- views on the need for censorship, |.
British Broadcasting Corp. Pros-! chamber-of-commercey portrait -of
Privately,
vidfilm productionthe other extreme
{liable sources that Quinlan re- Representing
pects of easing these strict. quota ‘the city.)
distribution exees may howl about
attorney
Ephraim
Lendon,
cently: dispatched ‘a wire to AB-PT was
restrictions in the forseeable fu-—
Wallerstein
told Variety
that! headquarters inquiring as to haw. who represented Times Films be- | the state of affairs; talk. darkly ‘of
ture seem dim.
Molloy had quoted him out of con- i much authority, if any, Wallerstein |fore the U.S. Supreme Court in the. “monopoly”. with only. three ‘posMeCartin
during
his London
text and jumped toa conclusions, - has in local tv operations.
action against the Chicago —Police sible -outlets, ete. It's. ‘readily acVisit is due to confer with U.S.
but he was reticent to discuss. the:
-knowledged. that. a good. deal. of
To ‘the local press corps, Walier-1 Board ban on-“Don Juan.
Ambassacer Dave Bruce, Reginald
matter further: or contradict the ! stein has always -held the unoffi- | Program will also explore: other the pilot making gamble’ has been
Mauldins. president of the British
implications.
Although he. sould! ¢ial rank ofan elder statesman of j Views, with interviews of Produc-. assunied by the: webs, via. coproBoard ot Trade; Sir Robert Fraser,
not comment on whether he had the .station, -chielly- through
his | tion Code Administrator Geoffrey ‘duction deals. That's to the credit
chairman ot the Independent Teletaken an aetual part in the deci- silent presence
at virtually
all Shurlock,
National
‘Legion
of of the situation, from the :viewVision
Authority,
BBC
exes and:
sion-making, ‘he cited a release by WBKB. functions. His connection Decency "topper Msgr. Thomas F. ‘point .of the-production-distribuothers
ithe statian’s p.r. department (is- with the station dates back before Little, and Britain's chief. censor, tion ‘exees. : What brings on: many
—-——
sued after Molloy's story broke) the merger of American Broad- John Trevedyan. Morse ahd “CBS
of the howls: isthe hard bargainexec
producer
Dallas
— W. S. Bill Morgan re- that Quinlan had authorized a cer- casting Co. and Paramount Thea- Reports”
Fred | ing by the webs ta up: their rights,
sumes his post as veepee in charge ™‘tain group of persons to make the tres, when. Balaban & .Katz had Friendly had originally planned to lo encompass, greater financial in-. of national sales for alk McLendon ‘decision.
owned the station. It’s known that | use “La Dolce Vita” as their case terests in the possible success of: a”
That's when the rubs set’
Reached for comment, Quinlan he avas sometimes consulted by ‘history in censorship, but “Vita” Series.
ations. Morgan had taken a Six-,
‘was allowed into the U.S. ‘it opens
in.. and, from the looks of. things,
ears leave of absence ta devote ‘said he would abide by the no- Quinlan.
hi. entire. time to KLIF, Dallas, |show announcement so as not to
without.
incident, and: it doesn’t look as if. things will get
Reniains to be seen now whether tonight)
whict
he also cantinues to serve
embarrass his company, He grunt- Wallerstein will turn: up at. future! meanwhile the “Sunday” Atlanta -hetter—not in the immediate fuas general manager.
ed ambiguously to the query of WwBKB functions.
-ture anyhow.
hassle came up.

Quinlan |

CBS Reports

| ” Webs’ Pix Equity
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KOGO-TV’s Seven Arts premiere proves lethal to competitive shows in San Diego prime time
ARB rates KOGO’s “Films of the 50’s”
audience share above all other shows combined
AVERAGE (2 HOUR PERIOD)

RATING

SHARE

Alfred Hitchcock’s "Dial M for Murder’’).... 26.0

50.9

KOGO (‘‘Premiere Movietime” telecasting

Station A. oo... eeccesesseeeseereesee sesaeeaeeeeaeons 95

18.6

Station B .......

;

23.5

Oe

6.9

,

Other . oo.

Says Jay Grill,

cc csesesssscsssisesssesssenese
f

‘Dial M's’ high ratings made happy music but the big

Cash Register Crescendo is audience response direct to the sponsors!
Our first Seven Arts feature film ran in prime time Friday night.

By Saturday noon:
“Special spring plants offered by Nursery Land cleaned out!

‘101 Dalmatian puppies offered by Dairy Mart Farms all happily licking
listeners’ faces in 101 of KOGO's TV homes!

“'889 metal refuse containers featured on San Diego Glass & Paints com-

JayGrill
Vice President, KOGO-TV
San Diego, Calif.

mercial sold at retail!
“Viewer response like this bodes well’ indeed for exciting results from our

whole package of Warner’s ‘Films of the 50’s’.”

Warmer’ Films ef the50's... Money makers of the 60's

SEVEN ARTS
_ ASSOCIATED

‘CORP.

NEW: YORK: 270 Park Avenue

CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III.
-DALLAS: 5641 Charlestown Drive
‘BEVERLY HILLS: 232 South Reeves Drive

YUkon 6-1717

OR 4-5105

ADams 9-2855
GRanite 6-1564

For list of TV stations programming Warner’s Films of the 50's see Page One SRDS (Spot TY Rates and Data)
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RADIO-TELEVISION

“Musicale,” WTVS; awards for radio shows went to “Adventures In
Good Music,” “You and Your Health,” “Make Way for Youth,” and
“Junior Town Meeting of the Air,” all four on WJR; “Dr. John Demp-

TV-Radio Production Centres
Continued

their

London

trip. Miss

Peters

for Associat@d

DaveLown

sey and the News," WJBK; “Ven Marshall and the News,” WWJ...

Seymour

from page 38

is singing

‘Wednesday, April 19, 1961
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Television's

“Hap” Eafon ‘is the. new national sales manager of WJBK-.:
Continued from page 2
TV ....“Chunky Chocolate Prize Giveaway Contest” drew 25,836 en-|
tries as a result of CKLW promotion on its “Capt. Jolly and Popeye” usually has large interests abroad

anyway. A cherished Yank vidéo:
“Sunday Night at the London Palladium” May 7 as well as making} show... First program ‘of a new WWJ-TV series of open-end interviews is “Profile: George Romney,” Romney, prexy of American Mo- dream, often voiced by RCA board
four appearances at Covent Garden... Helen Cherry, just back from tors, will be questioned by‘ newsman Don Perris. Show goes into the '
David- Sarnoff, is a
Tahiti where husband Trevor Howard is filming “Mutiny on the 1 a.m. spot. following-“The Jack Paar Show” on Fridays and wil! be! chairman
Bounty.” takes lead in Alan Melville’s comedy “Dear Charles” on BBC |repeated at 2:30 p.m. Sundays . .... Shirley Eder, WJBK-TV’s. girl-on-:completely international ty hook-.
Television April 27... French lark Colette Renard flying in for Asso- the-go, reports. Academy Award color via beeper phone; she'll also; up. either by multi-billion’ dollar
ciated-Rediffusion’s network show “Hippodrome” tonight (19) ... Betty tape interviews with stars for later telecast.
| cables, beaming off satellites or
Davies, producer of BBC’s long-running radio skein “Mrs. Dale's Diusing guided missiles. But the. titne
ary,” is ‘author of “Cat and Mouse,” radio thriller which BBC is putdifferentials. will still be in. effect.
ting out Saturday '22),
s]
Russ Hodge, WRWEC and WREC-TV news chief, and news boss Tys | and recording will still. be .a. necessity. It is early In the morn at.
‘Torway
of
WMPS
trekked
to-Washington
to
attend
the
special
radio-tv
|
IN BOSTON ...
.
powwow with President Kennedy addressing some 400 visiting spielers ' one end of the globe when it isN. E. Chapter AWRT meets Thursday (20) with Angela McDermott, | . .. Don Thomson to WMPS ina deejay role ... Roy (Honky Dory): early afternoon in the other.
exec. dir. Mass. exec committee for school tv and 21-inch classroom, Meaders turning in a hefty daily matinee stint over WLOK . . , Art| ; Lown states that many network *
chairing program, which has Tony: LaCamera, American tv columnist Linkletter checked in here for a gne day p.a. for local soft drink com- reps tell. ITC that they cannot give...
as special guest speecher. Miss McDermott is twotime winner of Mc- pany... Ea Crump, longtime WMPS
hired hand, upped to the P.D.. them anything that cannot be dup- Call “Woman of the Year” award ... WNAC radio broadcasting annual. post ... Boone Nevins working under his old side kick Bill Grumbles. plicated on Hollywood back lots,’
65th BAA marathon from Hopkinton to Boston ... George Brown is as skipper of WHHM .... Ditto George Klein now at same outlet and and the ‘Yanks will not accept for-:
WNAC’s correspandent at the Eichmann trial and his reports from handling the nightly lobster stint ... Tom Crawford exited his WMPS | eign accents. Lown just points to
Israel are included in 9 a.m., 1 p.m., 6 p.m., and 11 p.m. editions of. sales spot to take over Memphis management of National Claims the many -Yank films. made overthe Yankee Network News ... Jack Maloy, WNAC-TV program dir., Service . . . Sid Leake, Memphis radio performer,
now in the WHBQ seas that have become great US. .
back from JFK's confab in Washington on pubaffairs .. . Bill McCor- news. editor slet . . . Van Cliburn stopped here between planes and grossers ‘and also that the Ameri- mick, prexy WNAC-TV, profiled as “Idea Man in. Action” in latest gave a radio and tv interview.
can. has become the great interna—
N. E. Grocery and Market mag ... Guy Giampapa, WNAC-TYV film
| tional tourist, plus the millions of .

IN MEMPHIS...

dir., plotting “shock week” on late show starting Sunday (23) followed

by Clark Gable and Cary Grant weeks ... As of May 22, Channel 7

{IN MINNEAPOLIS

...

-|GIs who were overseas, and can!
usually tell the difference between

.

will be only Hub station to have film features at 11:15 p.m... . Bill
Time, Inc.'s WTCN-TV, lone Twin Cities independent since ABC the Grand Central and the GoWhalen, formerly WICC, Bridgeport news dir., now in post of asst. ed ended its affiliation, offers news-on-the-hour every hour from mid- wanus canal, speaking anachrona
.
in chief of all news on both WNAC and WNAC-TV plus Yankee net morning to-midnight . ... An anchored helicopter which performs like istically: *
news service . .. Wrigley’s inked for renewal on WNAC-TV, and a real plane in a tv studio is the basis for a -smallfry tv show Minne- _’. Says Lown, “the constant search
fa syndicate nationally. for the lowest. common. denominaHamilton Watch inked for spots in station’s “Music From Studio X” apolis advertising exec Saul-.Wernick hopes.
with Bill Marlowe .. . D-Zerta, via Foote, Cone & Belding, switched. Show entitled “Flying Time” teaches youngsters to.fly by means of a} tor af .public interest is the. greatto WNAC to buy strip sked in the Louise Morgan and the Carlton model helicopter that-climbs, banks and dives on the end ofa greased:est crime perpetrated on humanity.
Fredericks shows . . . Sid Mesibov, ABC-TV’s exploitation chief in pole. Norstan Research in Richfield, Minn., developed the unit . . . today. The human mind {s not that.

from New York for huddle with Phyl Doherty,
chief and Hub tv eds... Jane Day, WNAC-TV's

fave forecaster of USS Yellowstone crew.

IN SAN
ia

WNAC-TV’s pubad Radio officialsin this predominantly Scandinavian area have been simple a machine ‘nor can it ever
weather girl, voted | getting. plenty. of letters from irate listeners complaining about Nash's be simplified. to the extent’ that
Coffee advertising campaign which features a stereotype of a Swedigh its hungers, dreams and aspirations

character’;

FRANCISCO...

.. WTCN-TV

has scheduled

an hourlong

baseball special

can ever be Satisfied by formula.
Otherwise
man would soon be back
to where he started, a single-celled

for Thursday (20). Written by tv sports producer Jack Burnett, show
will salute the game of baseball and the new Minnesota Twins entry

NABET took it on the chin in ABC's o-and-o KGO-TV-AM pub- in the American League. Hammi’s Brewing Co. is sponsor.
licity and promotion department. The unio last an NLRB decertification election, three to one, in March, and is now charging KGO “conspired”

with

its employees.

NABET’s

chance

of winning

this

one

is

blob of protoplasms.”
Lown also opines Yank networks
could gain a great deal by organizing and putting into the field an.
overseas creatiye tv production

Eichm&aGan
gan
rin: ‘Instant TV’

slim. The union also appears to have lost its fight with Corinthian’s
KNXT-TV, in Sacramento. Strike there has been going on since’ late
‘team, a la President. Kennedy's
September, but NABET members, have drifted away from Sacramento
Continued from page «3
Peace Corps. which. could learn
to pick up jobs elsewhere ..
Ken Langley is sparking the effort to
while ‘they. teach.
establish a Frisco chapter of the TY Academy and says Harry Acker- claring that.Gagarin was not Rus-:Russian-made
film ‘on previous man and Gail Patrick Jackson will hold a May 22 meeting at the Shera- sia's first such gentleman; that the -rocket launchings and also included
tT
.
ton-Palace to discuss the possibility with interested tv workers—a first went up ‘a few days before‘a previously-made interview with meeting this month was cancelled
... KEWB’s Gary Owens departed and was too sick to be put on dis-!American
astronaut John Glenn,!
for Los Angeles ... Bob Arbogast out at KFRC and Jimmy. Lyons play.
(This. allegation brought|who, possibly anticipating a Rus-*«
started his nightly ‘7-11 stint Monday (17) ... William Winter’s nightly counter-claims later from NBC’s|sian space victory, noted that the” —
Continued. from page 26
ABC newscast originating in Frisco—it began April 10... William Moscow correspondent, John Chan-;U. S. would continue with its plans Cancilla, ex-KNBC, named new. merchandising director of KGO-AM cellor, who said Yuri didn’t have {despite same; “This is not a race.” musicals, all for. conversion to spe—
,
,
and Ray Watson, ex-KVNI,. Couer d'Alene, Id., appointed a salesman any secret challengers.) . . . By ,Said Glenn ...5 p.m. led to a half- cials.
. . - General Mills bought a heavy schedule on KRON’s nightly sports 1:05 p.m. (Ron Cochoran’s news-|hour in which the segments most:' Next season he'll concentrate on.
pertaining
to
Yuri’s
feat
were
“his pilots and his two current
desk, with Bill King.
strip), Yuri’s voice was played, and
| Eichmann news:-was updated... . gleaned from the Presidential press ,Shows, the Garry Moore. hour and
Doug Edwards at 7:15: the same confab of. a short while earlier. ‘the “Candid Camera" stanza, -No
night,- used “animation on space Sedov appeared in that half-hour, ‘:major ‘changes are planned for the
Alex Barris, entertainments columnist for The Telegram, has had
travel” and told more of the Is-{too ... at 6:30 WABC-TV, N.Y. i:Moore show, but “Camera” will

Boh Banner

IN TORONTO...

his CFTO-TV program, “Barris Beat,” extended from 15 to 30 minutes.
Daily series deals with interviews of show biz types here, plus col-

raeli trial....7:30, CBS preempted {Carried its regular. half-hour distil- i haye several. One.of course fs the
‘deal for BiH Cullen to ‘serve as

the
‘commercial
hour, . “Malibu _ lation. of Eichmann trial coverage.
Run,” and presented “First Man|
Eichmann
trial footage,
more
Tadio station has won the annual international National Safety Award
Into Space.’ produced
by Les:words on Yuri scattered throughout
- - - Gwen Grant of CBC-TV’s “Open House” back from her nine-day 'Midgley. and Don Hewitt on ‘the |day the next day, Thursday (13),
Jamaica holiday with a sun-bathing tan. . : Barbara Franklin, whose» 1 ows staff. ‘They had film inter- jand. by Friday, the networks had a
oldie ballads are a feature of “Country Style” with Bob Scott’s Orch views with Werner. Von: Braun !chance.at some live shots of Gagaover CFTO-TV, exchanging dates on same series with Jean Ramsay as from Youngstown, O.; Dr. Albert rin, who had soon before appeared
temporary replacement . .. Susan Fletcher, first cousin of Toronto- : Parry, the Russian expert at Col- at the official Moscow reception for
born Raymond Massey, resuming her “too busy to act” tv career after
gate, and with the, by now, ubiqui- the hero. In’ anticipation, CBS’
acceptance of three of her 30 minutes scripts. of “First Person” series tous Dr. Sedov, who was at the
-Hewitt flew to Paris late Thursday.
on CBC-TV.
,
moment in ‘Providence. Charles!and in four hours there edited

umnist’s patter . . . Phil Stone, veepee of CHUM,

IN PHILADELPHIA

..

beaming because

his

Collingwood reigned.

.

NBC

Frank Mangan, manager of the Chicago office of NBC-TV spot sales,
appointed director of tv sales for WRCV-TV. He replaces Theodore
H, Walworth Jr., recently named vice.president and general manager
of WNBC-AM-FM-TV, NBC owned stations in New York ... Triangle
Stations’ 30-minute documentary on the Sebring 12-hour sports car
endurance race ‘March 25) developing into a syndicated success, with
15 stations skedded to telecast the special session, including all five
Triangle and 10 other stations. Schmidts Beer sponsors the program
locally on WFIL-TV. Vet sports car racer Charles Beidler handles the
commentary .. . William Goldman, legit and film house operator and:
pres. of WHYY-TV, currently in Washington, attending series of FCC.
hearings on the application of the Philly educational station for the
purchase of Channel 12.
ue
-.|

IN ST. LOUIS
Shayn

Murphy,

.«

«

national

sales manager

of KTVI,

has been

named

vice president and general sales manager ... Robert A. Davis, former
football coach of Ladue High School, appointed acting station manager
of KPLR-TV, with Adele Shelley named to newly-established post of
director of promotional services . . . Bruce Hayward, KTVI director

—

Going

_

back,

briefly,

Jenough

Tuesday, this network had producer
Fred

Freed

tape,

as

they

usually

affairs.

TV ...KADY

organizing

a

regional

news

gathering

agency

for

event

fly it back

to take

commer-

iWhite in mind. And a third change
,is the use of a traveling camera
crew, idea being to use
quences done away from

on

the

next.morning’s

The}

the

extent of at: least one every
show. ©
et
Apart from his ty dperations,
Banner is readying his first Broad-

tapes made Hottelet’s Friday ayem
‘show. NBC worked at it much the

a day or two? and fronter Garro- too. if it wanted, also got into the
way was roused out of bed in order | celebration puecriteess Byaebeac

an adaptation of: Jean

one-acter,. “Appollo of
which ‘he -and ‘his’ wife
the. book, Alan Scott

the. lyriés and. Fred Textor and.
Marilyn Scott .the score.
He. did-the straight-one acter as an’ “Om-.

to. make. an unusual 5:30 a.m. visit had a lulu of an “instant tv" show. nibus”’ segment several years ago,

2 a network studio, prnere they |

Both the Eichmann and Gagarin

the Russians were first’), was now ‘tinued
. Weekendalmost
long asthe
coverage conintensively. as the
standing

by...Aeronautic

and has expanded
the original play.
Hto full-length.
—
ne

expert

James Webb was available too, but :| first _ day, .Wednesday. On Sunday.
SLi t
ABC-TV did the first of the weekly
Sedav, who was yet to make his ‘half-hours-on
Eichmann that it in-|!
maiden trip that day via ‘‘Today,”
. tends airing for the duration of the ==mas
could not be located .. ; Meantime,
because the ‘first Eichmann tapes trial. Local WNTA-TYV had started
;

2

'

on

Wednesday

carrying

the. full

had been delayed in Tondon, they |available hour of the Eichmann afaFrived

at

0:5U

In

N.

X.

ad

0

‘ fair

twice

a. day.

.

Stood out at Idlewild for several;
minutes, upon landing, before the!

Oscarcast

Continiied from page 35 mame’.
| Lancaster a close second. Jimmy
-

; Stewart
accepted Gary Cooper's
special citation with commendable
dignity.
Billy Wilder, who stole

{the show as top producer, writer,

o.

director,

and: a gagster

_ Jim Burke to Buff
thanked “you
Jim. Burke ‘is exiting CBS News |People.” ;

as

ever,

lovely, . discerning:

.
.
Eichmann tapé could be located in!to. become director of news. and
.Names were all over the. place,.
jits fuselage, but it was finally
|public -affairs at WGR-TV-AM-FM
as.in
past.
The
ladies’
gowns
were
found in time for that neéar-8 ex-|in Buffalo, effective May 1. Burke,
IN PITTSBURGH ...
posure) ... . Shortly before8 a.m..| Présently’ an editor at. CBS. was strikingly beautiful. The Hollywood
elite
was
out
-in.
full
force.
The.
Ed Schaughency, who made his debut on KDKA 30 years ago, has Sedov
was
found (in ‘Boston),{at one time managing editor of
a new radio show on that station every Sunday from 12:45 to 1 p.m.. roused out of bed, while NBC had|the web's television news opera- man from Price Waterhouse was.

He will play records that have had million sales ... Sam LeDonne,
former KDKA-TV
floor director has joined the Ralph Klinefelter
pubhe relations office as an account exec ... Tom Daugherty, head
of WKJF FM for eight years, has left the company ... Tom Petry,
WQED production manager, has won a-CBS Foundation news fellowship and will take a year’s leave of absence in the fall to study at
Coiumbia .
. WIIC has just completed one of its finest pramotions
in kicking off its “Third Man” series ... John B. Hughes has dropped
his newscasts on WCAE to devote more time to his work at WTAE.

[probably ' the . only ‘one not. held:
by ‘in suspense, this being the anxiety...
talking to Dr. Parry ...-At about{ Transcontinent Television. Corp., jabout ivho the aecoladed people 8:55, Parry ‘and Sedov discovered
; plans to. upbeat its news and pub- will. be—this always being a major ~
;
they came from the same Russian|lic affairs programming.
Burke plus.
neighborhood and then ensued a;has been with CBS for the past. 15
Running 132: minutes, the pro-".
duolog in Russian that reportedly |¥ears. serving as a writer, editor, gram was:excéssive and this par-

less than an hour to set up ‘Boston- ; tion.
N. ¥. cables... He got.onby 8:40,:
The Buffalo

oe
outfit;

owned

prevented Garroway, at less than .a| producer, managing editor and as- ticularly for viewers in the east.
minute

to 9. from

lucidly enunci-,Signment editor.

.

‘|Embarrassing® climax,

which

had

better not be fried again,.. had.
jating his usual signoff, “Peace.” —
.
_—_—
ABC—at 10:30 a.m. ‘that same|
Reno—Richard Boone. has: been Mitzi Gaynor and Wendell Corey
Wednesday, web offered a 10-min-| selected to receive the Reno Cham-jin the: press room to interview the...
Detroit. Educational Television and Radio Council annual awards jute report by science editor. Jules ber of Commerce “Silver Spurs” stars. But nobody. showed up.
__
for tv shows went to “George Pierrot Presents,” “Church of the Cross-! Bergman on how Yuri-might have award for 1961. for his role as
As for the commercials, .there:
reads.” and “Corktown Story,” all three on WWJ-TV; “Youth Bureau.” ‘done it. Actual: footage lacking, Paladin
on. “Have
Gun,
Will }sure. were a lot of them and with
and “Johnny Ginger,” both on WXYZ-TV; “Popeye,” CKLW-TV, and] Bergman and Don Gardner showed i Travel.”
jnot too’ much sparkle. .

IN DETROIT...

Pad

|

more seN. Y., to

a tape ‘other

to Idlewild.

St.

celebrating its third anni by giving each advertiser who

has been on the station for the three years free one-minute
cials during the week ci celebration.

and

Godfrey..
use of a

‘group.of “regular guests on ‘the
1show with multiple commitments,
‘a la Dorothy Collins. He has such
- people as Vivian Vance and Betty

Dave ;same way, and ABC, with its leased: ‘way. musical,
-Giraudoux’s
Garroway stanza, but by 3 a.m. on;
Telenews cameras in Moscow and a
Wednesday,..Yuri. made Freed de-! -Chanee to take from Eurovision, |Bellac.” for
have: done
cide to. dump the show (at least for
~
:
do,

several hours sooner, and this gave:
Louis known as Midwest Broadcast News, Inc. . . . Ray Nardoni, for- “Today” what NBC hoped would.
merly with KVAR-TV. Phoenix, now a producer-director on KMOX- be first crack at them. (The plane

public

from. Moscow’s Eurovision

to ; feed .of ‘the

‘host, ‘replacing Arthur’
Another is the increased

‘Wednesday, April 19, 1961
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A good ideais one that works wellfor everyone concerned.
tad

‘That is why kmox Radio in St: Louis (where it started)
and other CBS Owned Radio Stations across America (which
followed suit with their own local-interpr etations) are beam“$ng about the provocative new: programming idea’ called
“At Your Service.”
In San Francisco, listeners
| hear “At Your ‘Service’ on Sta‘tion. KcBs; ‘in Philadelphia :on
-weau;. in New York on wess
Ladio. Up in Boston, the new
| _ program conceptis known as
STEVE ROWAN COVERS THE NIGHT BEAT AT
THE CORONER'S COURT ©

“Listen!’’over Station WEEI. In

“Los Angeles over Station KNx it is “Story Line.” And now.
Station wBBM is. planning 1its own show for Chicago. Wher= ever listeners hear it, they are reacting eagerly to a stimulating new. kind.of radio, more: useful than ever in their hives
es.
Here’s how “‘At Your Serviice’’ places rag
dio in a more active role in-its community.

St. Louis, for instance. Top Midwest personality, Jack Buck, opeiis the program witha
press conference with an ‘unusual twist. The
listening audience questions the guest of the
day by phone. Answers are spontaneous—_
without rehearsal. The other;
important “‘reg-.

gee

ular” on the show is St. Louis

educator, Professor Roy Mc- _
Carthy, ‘whose lively give and

take with the audience has become a favorite local topic.
Next, “At Your Service”
travels the main streets and
the backrooms of St. Louis. “AT YOUR SERVICE” tS PRESENT AS ANTIQUE
VIOLIN 1S APPRAISED BY J, F. HUNLETH OF
HUNLETH MUSIC STORE IN ST. LQUIS
Well-known KMox personalities
make the news come alive through the mobile microphone,
The gymnasium where the Red Birds are training; the complaint department of the Better Business Bureau; the back
of a snow-plow—nothing is off limits for this culture-withshowmanship program.
The final two hours are divided into lively 5-, 10-, and 15minute time-segments, each devoted to a special department
obsnews, sports, or provocative feature vignettes, coordinated
“’ and brightened by the presence of Jack Buck.
You “find this kind of idea broadcasting

onlyon the CBS Owned Radio Stations across
America. Already sponsors know listeners are

really listening. Because listeners are really

buying.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
AT THE BALL FIELD

Are you selling on the CBS Owned Radio
Stations? They are at your service, too. ’

THE CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS
WCBS, NEW YORK: WBBM, CHICAGO
“WCAU, PHILADEL PHIA
KNX, LOS ANGELES: WEEI, BOSTON
KCBS, SAN FRANCISCO : KMOX, ST. LOUIS
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RADIO-TELEVISION

NBC, MCA Defendants
|
CBS-TV Balancing Its East-West
In 1006 SuitOver Use
Of ‘Suspicion’ Title
Originations; Shifts Soaper To Coast
Manni E. Moore, prexy of Tran-

scribed Radio Shows, is suing NBC

Still another CBS-TV daytime
show is moving to the Coast, and
this time it's the first of the web’s
oldline soapers to make the move.

Television

City

effective

the

last

distributing
series
English areas.

in

his-

rights

to

that ‘use of the title (for an old
market.

:

Moore
alleged that NBC
and
MCA, ‘which ‘co-produced “Suspi-

‘cion” with the network,

last year (there are 2,474,950 shares
oe
mo,
ae

Making the report at the: annual stockholders’ meeting In Miami,
company chairman George B. Storer said déspite the dip from earnings a year ago, current figures indicate that the decline has:.“bottomed out” in March. He said the. remaining monthsof ’61, and par{ticularly the latter half, should show substantial improvement. Part
of his optimism, he said, was due to the biggest March in the group's.
34-year history for billings of the seven radio outlets.
.
;
George B. Storer Jr., was elected president, succeeding his father

| Alfred Hitchcock format) destroyed
its. value to him in the video

who reniains chairman. of the board, Storer Jr: had been veepee for
-ty since May, 1957.

knew of

his claims tothe title before they
produced it for tv. He charged that

Visual Electronics Corp., a five-year-old privately held company selling and servicing equipment to broadcasters, got a longterm joan from

series, “Suspicion,” to tv: producers

‘options to buy up to 40% .of the stocks in the company.

he had attempted to sell his radio American

Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres. In

return,..ABPT has.
=.

| and that he offered it to MCA, the }. James:B. Tharpe, president of Visual, declined:to specify the amount.
.| co-defendant before MCA made the of. the loan, since it is a closed company. The five Visual offices in the
show for “airing.. Suit claims. that | U.S. deal in items such as tv automation equipment for statiozs.
NBC and MCA, “due to their size

areas of the world, with NBC

quarter for Gotham.

57.5¢c in the first thrée months
outstanding).

in New . York
Court that they.

“misappropriated”

column on its first time out.
Metro has foreign rights to the
series
in English
speaking

Hollywood _ originations
far outnumber N.Y., three and a quarter
hours for the Coast to two and a

charging
Supreme

the title “Suspicion.” Plaintiff said

mediate profit.
Metro TV’s “National Velvet” could serve as a case in
point. Sale to Canada | and
Australia brings in an extra
$6,000 to $7,000 per episode,
putting the series in the profit

garoo” as an how of Gotham
originations. On a straight daytime
basis, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., the

Reason for the move {is a familiar
one, the need to utilize facilities
more efficiently. CBS’ Television
City plant doesn’t have enough

County

take, in instance after instance, which brings an im-

in June.

Shift marks the first time CBSTV has as much daytime programming originating from Hollywood
as it does from N.Y. And that’s
figuring in the early-morning Dick
Hottelet news and “Captain Kan-

..

$100,000,

Importanee of the foreign
market to vidfilm producers
again is underscored.
Many
series. on their first time out
on the network hardly break
even on costs. It’s the foreign

Show is .“The Brighter Day,” one
of seven longrunning soap operas
on the network, which will shift to
week

‘and Music Corp. of America for

That Foreign Yield

Inside
ide Stuff—Radio-IV
Stuft—Radio-I"
‘Storer Broadcasting has reported first quarter earnings. of $1,055,-.
417.87 net after taxes compared to $1,423,079:11 for the same period.
a year ago. Company poinfs out that the first quarter of 60 included
a loss tax carry-forward at tv station. WITI and no such carryover
applied this year.
Co,
my
oat,
Per share earnings amounted to 42.6c for the quarter, compared to

non-

in the industry
their

'WMCA’s Labunski On
Editorials: ‘Sponsors
Respect You for Them’

and

operations,

foreclose

the scope’ of

may

Number

of television picture tubes sold at the factory rose from

effectively | January to February, but a decline in prices caused. a drop in revenues

a single

entrepreneur |from the sales. Factory sales continued below last.year’s’ level, Eleca means.of presenting ‘his tronic Industries Assn. reported.
|
a.

from
product to the public.”
programming fo keep it busy, while
Representing the plaintiff are
the network in N.Y. is trying to
Florynce R. Kennedy and the firm
operate more efficiently by drop-of Irving T. Bergman -& Louis
ping studio leases.
Smigel..
~
—
“Brighter Day” was selected for
Topeka, April 18.
the move from among the seven
Veepee and general manager -of
CBS soapers because it’s the only
one of the group that’s produced : New York independent radio staby the web itself. The other six— ‘tion WMCA, Stephen B. Labunski,
“Eove of Life,” ‘Search for To- ;gave an inside view of his station's
morrow,” “Guiding Light,’ “As the
World Turns,” “The Secret Storm” -w. k. on-air editorial policy in a
and
“Edge
of Night’—are
afl ‘talk Saturday (15) before the Kan|
agency produced. They represent isas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters

Technician Strike
Hits BBC-TV, ATV

February sales of tubes were pegged at 728,989, -as against 707,835.
in January. Revenues, however, fell from $14,430,755. in January to

$14,395;981 in February. For the ‘first two months of this year, 1,436,-

824 tubes, worth $28,826.736 were sold at the factory, compared with.
1,536,483 tubes, worth $30,326,910 for. the same 1960 span,

‘National Assn. of Broadcasters is distributing a booklet designed to.
give civic and other non-profit groups information on how to. go about.

Ss

—

getting free radio and television time.

The handbook, prepared by NAB Public Relations Service, points
out that stations are not bound to give cuffo time but that they pride
themselves on ‘being alert to public service needs. NAB is selling the
hanébook at 15 cents a single copy or 12 cents for lots of 100 or more
to member

a,

Co

stations only.

‘Overseas Press Club's
Radio-T¥ Citations -

London, April 18.
the only CBS daytime program-| ere.
i
“If there is a single activity for
ming
remaining
in N »
Both of Britain’s ty networks
hit hy unofficial © strike
amount to only two and a quarter iwhich WMCA is distinguished in were
the minds of New Yorkers,” La- action last week. The first victim
hours a day.
Continued from page 26 sms |
bunski said, “it is its hard-hitting, was
Associated
Television § andj.
The CBS-TV
Hollywood boom free-swinging editorial policy.”
— their live transmissions. were af- ages in the public affairs field will | Network news and pubservice
finds three
new
morning
halfHe cited the WMCA precedent
permitted on 7 CBS-TV if: they coverage was prominent in the.
hours, “Video Vilage,” “Double last year of endorsing a presiden- fected by a walkout of members} be Per
Exposure,” “Your Surprise Pack- ‘tial candidate both on the air and of the Association of Cinematiograph
and
Television.
Technicians}
n
e
i
d
|
;
age.”” plus the “Face the Facts.” |‘via full-page mewspaper ads, and
of CBS News. A'| Overseas Press..Club. awards din-.
“House
Party” and “Verdict Is isaid that the Senate's Freeflom which took place on the morning} editorial control
preduced
of
by |ner Friday (14) in’ New ‘York.
Hollywood,
history
of
the
opening
of
the
company’s:
Yours” stanzas in the afternoon ef Communications Subcommittee
added to “Brighter Day.” Of these, hearings on the endorsement of new $11,000,000 studio centre at:
Elstree.
eo
only ‘‘House Party” was a Coast the Demo candidate established a
such. areas will also be permit- joe. and/or: television reporting
As: a result some weekend: pro- lin
origination a year and a half ago. principle: ‘a radio broadcaster has
Heretofore. CBS had taken |from . abroad, CBS-TV’s “EyewitOthers either moved from Gotham tan unqualified right to endorse any. gramming was affected, mainly a ‘ted.
was the winner

Salant

to not‘require
fea dh
‘the|DToadeast citations at the annual

r, “in the Class TI eategors. best
wattheprevedental|
Dave Wotpe

or were started on the Coast.
Added to the Coast totals are
CBS-TV's two daytime vidpix reruns, “I Love Lucy” and “The
Millionaire.”
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“Don’t let anybody tell you that. Substituted. At one time it was also ito free’ his staff for the more seri-| when the Paris Big. Four Summit
feared that the weekend. trans-

yeu

should

avoid

controversy

|fear of offending

Mex Stations
mm

to History’’

;the position only its own pub-jness
political candidate so long as he live transmission of the latest epi- affairs staffers can undertake such;for the ‘seg. titled “The Read
Ward
Basic} Ahead,” which .climaxed a series.
properly allows opportunity for op- -sode -in the “Emergency
non-entertainment .shows.
| Ten’. series. A ‘film program was 'motive
posing views.”
behind Salant's ruling .waS'| of six shows presented by the. wer.
for

listeners. spon-

sors or newspaper writers,” Lubinski told the broadcast gathering.

mission of “Sunday Night At the
Palladium” would also: be affected
but

an arrangement

was reached

in time to enabte the show to go
of our lis- on the air on’schedule..
BBC-TV. services
were interjteners and the 'vast majority of our
Radio advertisers respect us for the posi-. ‘rupted when members. of the Elec“WMCA

23 Geaneee

Chamber of the Mexican
Broadcasting Industry, and top ra-

dio outlets throughout the republic.

thrives

on

controversy,

‘and the vast majority

tions we take and. in fact, for the: trical Trades Union staged a walkbluntness with which the station out following the introduction of
new shifts as.a result of the recent
expresses Its views.”
agreement
of a 42-hour
week.

In general feeling is that the interest of the public in sporting and
Some minor rearrangements were
other major events has been exProvidence, R. I. — Richard C. ! necessary in the program schedule.
ploited by major sponsors, includOne studio program, “Tonight,”
who has resigned a
ing
Gillette,
and
that
stations {Dreyfuss,
have beer: taking the short end for |similar job with WSAZ-TV, Hunt-; managed to go on the air when it
ington, W. Va., has become pro- was switched from the studio to
far too long a time.
From now on no programs of-!gram managerof WPRO-TV here.| an outdoor location on an iron
fered under these “economically ‘He originally came into Broadcast- |emergency staircase about 100 feet
harmful conditions” will be. ac- \ing administrative work with NBC- ‘above the studios to catch the last
of the daylight.
cepted by Mexican broadcasters.

lChicago back in '46.

HEAVY FAVORITE WITH AUDIENCES!

DAYTON

“MANHUNT”
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| ons stuff in the pubaffairs field.

|meeting

The

weekly

show is. produced

|by Leslie Midgley.

Same category. radio winner was.
into. the CBS-TV network, one|
which has worked outsatisfactori-|dwin Newman, NBC Radio, for
ly for all concerned, since the |his reporting from abroad.

‘sports unit felt hamstrung as part]

for the best. interpretation

of the news operation and Satant|¢forpien

affairs, NBC-TV'’s

of

“White

believed that sports didn’t properly }paper” on the “U-2 Affair,” pro-.

belong under the jurisdiction of| @uced by Irving Githn and narnews. |
tated. by Chet Huntley, was the.
|
SO
Salant is far from sure that his |winner.
overall policy moves will restore to

CBS

its: former

ratings

' Other broadcasting awards went.

preemi-|to Yung Su Kwon, NBC photog, for.

nence, though he is certain they |his coverage of the Japanese riots -

will bring back to the network its/at the time of press : secretary
reputation as the best news or|James Hagerty’s arrival; George
ganization in the business. As to; Markman, CBS, Paris, for cover-

the

ratings

and

the

Huntley-|age of the rioting in Algiers: and

Brinkley dominance of news auds,|Erwin D. Canham, ABC Radio, a

he views this as a matter of per-| citation of, excellence for his news
-sonatity over. content. Right now,|commentaries and analyses. —

to

match

Huntley-Brinkley,

‘| Salant’s going to make
the content.

but

:

JACQUELINE

sure it has!

Chi WMPP in Jeopardy
Washington, April 18.
A Chicago Heights, Dl., AM station has been called on the carpet
by Federal. Communications Commission for allegedly making false

statements to conceal an unauthorJized transfer of control.

FCC ordered Seaway Broadcast-

is looking for a girl 5-7 years old,
strongly resembling the First Lady.
‘ Send composites or call PL 7-7338 for

43-2 ee m

ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

ON EVERY Sa

‘\}}|BROOKS|

tin, to show cause why its con-|| struction permit for WMPP should

at a date to be set later.

KENNEDY

LOOK-ALIKES
| SILVER STUDIO, 231 W. 54, N. Y. C.,

ing Co.; headed by William S. Marnot be withdrawn. A hearing on|
the order will be held in Chicago}

a

—

; CBS doesn’t have the personalities

Tempted to try Spot TV for your product...but not sure? T-S-T (Television.
Spot Test) is the
low-coin way for qualified advertisers to test this great medium without going national. Before and.
after surveys show how your product oes; how your copy line works. Another unique service of...

TELEVISION

collapsed.

Decision to transfer CBS Sports| half-hour news
out of the CBS News Division and

#h
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ay 3Wert 61stStH.Y.C.9Tol. FL.7-5800 |
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ye
... at the
N.A.B. CONVENTION!
Suddenly appear at Everybody’s Breakfast Table on
Wednesday Morning, May 10th... via your advertisement in

ETY
the only major trade publication that will carry
all the actual news and interpietation of Convention activities up to late the previous day,
Tuesday!
What VARIETY says about out-front and back-stage Convention events is sure to be in especially heavy demand — in
Washington and among broadcasting interests throughout the
nation.

Make your space reservation now. Attend all Convention breakfasts with an ad in VARIETY’s May 10th issue.

VARIETY’s Convention Headquarters:

Shoreham Hotel, Suite B300.

NEW YORK, 36

CHICAGO, ll
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154 West 46th St.

400 N. Michigan Ave.

6404 Sunset Bivd.
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ad
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of a décent pictorial through smoking for teenagers.
was
distracting: If | Generally, the advice given by the
-.|ABC can work out the innumera- several pediatricians on the show
guested | ble kinks, it might just win some was sound and reassuring, and
got.injof its affils away from local .news there were some interesting dem.Art,. | onstrations of new techniques to
current, {nightly at 41.

eee

in a parlor setting and making prive them
chit-chat that*s about as potent as|background

Television Reviews .
a

————eeeeeeeeees

es

CONtinutd

down
gave further insights into
the man in the White House, holding up the image, atready partially
established, of Kennedy as a TV
President.
The stil pholographs used were
those of Jeeuues Lowe, Working tor
the web. SBC correspondent Ray
Sehires asked the questions.

" Romainde:
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the
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from

rundown

and

interesting

with-
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HOPE

SHOW

With Bob Hope, Phil Harris, Patti
Page, James Darren, David Rose
Orch, others
Producer: Jack Hope
Director: Jack Shea
Writers: Lester White, John Rapp,
Mort
Lachman,
Bill
Larkin,
Charles Lee
60 Mins., Wed., April 12, 9 p.m.
BUICK
NBC-TY. from Hollywood
(McCann-Erickson)
The amazing thing about that
hardy perennial of standup and
skit comedy Bob Hope is that his
material
is just as hardy and
perennial as he is.
In his Buick special on NBC
Wednesday
night
(12),
for instance, Hope and guest Phil Har-

ris wound

;was

it with a whiskered bit

LETRCA TRAIN YOU |

TV DIRECTION,
PRODUCTION a
STUDIO|UPERATIONS

Lumumba.”
between,

In
funny
Hope
were
Patti

:

Collins, John Conte, others

them, | Director:

with

oo

;

.

:

| Hollywood, she'd disinherit her.

comedy
the

thesping

song

she didn’t

spotlight until

the

jshe'd fly off to Paris ‘to celebrate shorties had a purpose then as a
last 15-minutes. She was fine ina ifinishing a project.
.
! fill-in for the main feature’ but

“Wonderama”

came

up with a sa-

lute to Israel's 13th birthday on its

there ‘made

The Most Trusted Name
fin Electronics

crew

|SuPermarkets.

Pleasa send me complete Information on

your TV and Radio Studio Production

Courses.

filmed

street:

But

unfortunately;

As most pre-schoolers are aware,

“‘Wonderama”

;
;
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Continued from page 27 ma
of Como’s new contract with

,a third go-round for the series.
CBS
programmers presumably

:2U

aig values he oon ts being
g
is
ues,

‘aired and
simultaneously
‘AM
WNTA-FM.
i7
.
j way hookup

on
The WNTAthree--

| MY NAME IS MELODY
and | havea crush on the thea-

.
:
Is supposed to bring

tre 2.
s
{ am a-three year old Chimp. with

}!" high fidelity repro uction.

}to feed it-to a the full web prior to ‘Producer-writer:

Whitman

The new strip had a very ragged! UPJOHN
Monday.

Hagerty’s

idea. WNEW-TV,

CO.

if you are interested In me and
would like.more details ... Please

talk to my friend, Jack Trimpin.

;

.

N. Y. (tape)

a

what

he tried

to do on

im

ci

You xt reach him ot

Ethical drug house. the Upjohn -

Xford 5-317:

the first ‘can Pediatric Assn., writer Howard"

“Final Report.”- Yet it led: to so: Whitman iwho incidentally has set
many unnecessary cuts from’ N.Y.:up his own packaging operation)

- For Sale |

cartoons. It was disconcert- !ta Washington and visa versa that: and Metropolitan Broadcasting
to
ing to have a ‘Felix the Cat” or a! the strain of the day's principal |present. this one-hour special as

Radio and T.V. Nation- |

“Heckle & Jeckle”’ short continu- story. the Cuban
invasion.
was part -of a continuing
series an.
ally interrupt an absorbing study lost. The cutting to and fro seemed !medicine..
of Israeli customs.
No doubt it needless.. Though the program di-;
With Whitman producing. and wide
was hoped to amuse the moppets |
vorced itself from using an.“anchor ! narrating, a panel of pediatricians
with the regular format and ateet
the -man,” one. was necessary to bring) and other: doetors participating,
;
same time show them what life is cohesion out of confusion. On the! and Metropolitan providing
the :

Show.

Experienced

:

producers write::

like in Israel.
However,

{plus side, though, was the work of ; technical

most

facilities and

Box V-2153, VARIETY, -

televising’-

tots. prefer car- ‘John Rolfson,. Peter Clapper and/the show. via tape on WTTG
in:
And
older view-! particularly
i
IeJohn Scali3 from:
from Wash-| - Washington
;
va
- the
tf
or
Bolle
py
a
ya
‘
‘where
program
to be informed have lington. While they had no visual|was
produced)
and
WNEW-TV,
.J
154 W. 46th Street,

toons exclusively.:
want

[little or no interest in “Felix the -aids in telling the news, they were|N.Y., the show represented an inCat.” Fox’ fresh footage deserved thip to the D.C. angles. Still and telligent method of using televijf

separate exposure.

Such an airing‘ all, one, at the most two of them,

unquestionably would have com-|eould
have told the story from
manded a larger audience. Aside Washington and been done with it.
from the travelog, Fox. also had |: After’ the long and confusing

folk

singer

Yaffa

Yarkoni,

com-istory.

oa

Cuba.

there

was

poser-singer Neomy Shemer andia prief one on Laos. Afterwards,
the Hava Kohav Dancers on hand. |¢oy the last five minutes. Don Godprovided

a lusty

Israeli culture. —
| FEA TIME
: With Buff Cobb
:Producer:

Aaron

sion for public relations

And the blurbs, in this case, were |

SALESMEN

al! institutional in nature, stressing‘)
Upiohn’s research.
ef
Pediatrics can fill 2 book, and . Furn., App!. and Housewares. Earn: |
have, in fact, filled: several which
$150.00 per wk. (Draw vs. Comm.)
|.
have become bestsellers. Conse-. We. will train you—- Good Oppty | ©
quently,
a one-hour runthrough . {Even.-Pt, Time}.
|

speech,

up, these were stable stories.
of time, Whitman covered a re-j;| Five Suspense Novels —. Leading:
Hagerty seems to have a compe-|markable amount .of informative ;|- Hardcover Publisher; Widely Re- |

While they had film to back ’em|

(Al Paut Lefton)
This 15-minute WNTA interview

Traveling
i| | Writer Needing
|
sling Money |

But considering the limitations :] Offers

Package:

Film/TV Rights |

tent news staff, specialists in their |ground on the subject of children’s | printed Abroad. Best Offer Over
way, but to kill them with razzle|health
problems, running
the !| Ten’ Grand.
‘write: + Box V-694, ‘VARIETY
early-age gamut of toilet training
154 West 46th St., New York .36, N.Y.

and ‘dazzle as was the Case. on the first

a guest nervously rattling tea cups; show

Radio and
Television
Station
Representatives

‘boxers./a few years ago on NBC).

- SA.2-5860°

‘WHITE ROSE TEA
WNTA-TV, N.Y.

strip finds hostess Buff Cobb

of Bangkok

COAST TO COAST FURN. CO.

; Director: Arthur R. Spitzer

;

and

‘New York 36

purposes.|

sample of idard, took. over, but he really
Gilb.
couldn’t
.be called an anchor man covering ages from birth through .
because he only narrated the clos-_ adolescence can afford only a fleet- '
.Jing news features, which were in- ing once-over of the subject. More
different to bad: Pix of Adenauer properly, this should be a weekly |
Ehriich
in Texas, of Ike making a Pa.|series (like Dr. Benjamin Spock's.

/15 Mins., Mon.-Fri., 4 p.m."

NAME ssssrsewesenyrecereereeenn sreecennnannessoemnanseces ~
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tegrating the show.
footage within the men closest to the scene, which is'Co., got together with the Ameri-!

‘They

RCA Institutes, Inc., Dapt. V-19
Scraen Building, 1600 Broadway,
Now York 19, N. Y.

7

a tremendously inter- .a network, ‘since it. consists, for;
a charming disposition.
! have
{aTOS.
esting documentary.
the moment, only of the ABC o&0
;
.
_ enweerbeen: fully trained: for. the lively
‘arts.
Even
if
I
do
say
so
myself,
Among other places, Fox visited stations in N.Y. and D.C., which BETTER
HEALTH FOR YOUR
a Tel Aviv street cafe and an. Is- are also the originating points for;
i am very attractive and not the J.
CHELDREN
.
raeli kibbutz (a collective farm). the program, (Next fall, ABC hopes : With Howard Whitman, narrator
least bit conceited.
af

ers who

A Service of
Radio Corporation of America

to-

the Oscarcast, but hereafter it is Ported to oe rs onila added

:scheduled to begin at‘I1. It’s the].

Sunday (16) edition. via. WNEW-TV, ‘first time any network has sked.
.
N.Y. For this special’ the station ded a news. stanza in
a latenight
sent emcee Sonny Fox to survey. spot. when local stations normally
the new state and report on how ‘cover the news. Actually, it is hard
its people live. What he learned to call the lineup for the program

“Wonderama”’

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

tendency

brace of tunes that were backed by
White Rose {tea sponsors Miss. wouldn't hold up as a solo enter- ‘made
the mistake. of plunking
segue.
:Cobb (“and how do you like your !tainment. Neither does Mantovani's jdown some $700,000 for 13° installThere also were 13 kids in one ‘tea, Anita Loos?" was the intro): half-hour footage,
,
ments of. the Wiere Bros.. comedy
of the family skits that made for [on Monday, Wednesday and Fri-!
The show was devised in. cliche !series, “Oh Those Bells,” -It. was.
a busy background if not much ;day. Tuesday and Thursday were terms. There were shots of the big ‘originally scheduled-a year back
else.
orch as it worked through: the. ‘for the current semester, but theisustaining at this writing. Bill.
Young singer James Darren did
musical numbers, some production1 key affiliates (under the new practhe opening song seg.
He had
dance sequences in an attempt to jtice that entitles themto a closed;
more style than voice and came .ABC FINAL REPORT:
(bring visual values -to a: strictly: lcireuit pre-screening) Hatly rejeetoff as sort of a peach-fuzzed Dean With Don Goddard, John MacVane, ‘audio presentation and a guest star ;ed it. But if for no other reason
- John Scali, Peter Clapper, John _ for a. vocal fillip.. The format won’t
Martin.
than to square that 700G outlay,.
7
David Rose’s musical backing : Rolfson, others
-set back. tv but it doesn’t indicate -CBS §is still determined, somewhere,
was excellent throughout, and the Executive Producers: John T, Madi- ‘any :progress, either.
‘somehow,
‘to sneak ‘it into the
.
whole show managed to have <a i gan, William. McSherry
_ For the opener, Mantovani had
, Writers: Al Berglund, Robert Arm- Dorothy Collins as guest star. She’ schedule (although it’s presently
firm pace that still seemed offon
the
shelf.)
For a while there
i
strong
Come Back To was talk of. writing them ‘off as a
hand and unaffected.
Bill. \Editors:
Jack Kinkel,
Nick Allen ‘did ve okay. by 6c “Lover
Q
var:
.
4
:
n"
.
jSummer
entry.
Directors: Marshall Diskin. Arm- Me"
and
“Over The ‘Rainbow.
John Conte was a stereotyped ém-};
Perhaps of the three webs, ABC
WONDERAMA
.
strong
.
.
With Sonny Fox, emcee; Yaffa Yar- '15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:45 a.m. ‘eee and the bulk: of the presenta- would seem to -have the stronger
_tion
featured
Mantovani's
lush
mu‘conviction
as to what it wants (as
koni, Neomy Shemer,.Hava Ko- ; (preem), 11:00 p.m. (regularly)
_'sical interpretations. Worked over ‘evidenced by. the continuing cycle.
hav Danvers.
SUN OIL.
:
Jwere
“When
You
Wish
Upon
A
of
program.
rejections:
despite
Producer: Norman Berger
ABC-TV, from N.Y., Washington
_,|Star,” “That Certain Smile.” “La .sponsor pressure) as opposed to
Director: Arthur Forrest.
(William Esty)
Ronde”
and
“Warsaw
Concerto.”
the
self-perpetuation
motives
of
Exec Producer: Mel Baily
First key innovation. by ABC
‘All were offered in’ Mantovani's others more .anxious to curry top240 Mins., Sun.; 9 a.m.
news. chief. Report” the: news ‘rich and colorful manner. but it side favor and play it:cozy rather
PARTICIPATING
+
so
,
‘all had the effect of a visual LP -than an anxiety to always do what’
WNEW-TV, N.Y.
Long a children’s program, Tnitpal neinea came very late shee ‘which some manufacturers are re- they feel is right for the viewer.:.

Israel was largely dissipated by in-'is to get coverage from the news-:

Day and Evening Coeducational

‘spiteof a necessary

iwas a neighbor
and with whom ‘decade or so ago, Those musical jthe web, there are those who see

the effect of this informal tour of jbeginning

Classes. Next cfasses start May 6

:

,

Atlin all, a fastmoving, informa<tive hour which achieved much in

|sold audience but he won't hold it

Entertainment Werld

thing from camera work and film editing, to producing and directing a show.
Work with professional Radio and
Television studio equipment. Study
under the direction of experienced men
in this field. For complete information,
fill out the coupon below.

.| for children.
.

.

Located in the heart of the

€j Thorough and profes-

| tests and of anaesthetic treatment

Duke Goldstone

only fleetingly
ing ;30 Mins,, Sat., 10 p.m.
said Hollywood SCHENLEY IMPORT
town. to’ go to: WNTA-TY, (film)

Study at RCA Institutes’ TY

.%. sional training courses
take you through each
phase of television and
*
radio production...every-

| extract. swallowed objects from the

©:
\aesophogus or bronchial tubes and
Orch, .Dorothy. methods
of conducting
hearing

scenes, noted the abundance of bi-|the- nightly start of the hour War- ' Director: Dennis Kane
[cycles and even lensed a couple of ‘ner Bros. reruns.)
‘60 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.

and Radio Studfo Scheol

onath
diset
opie
Elen
ee
we
GRen
gE

dangerous

Mantovani

fe
o
sae
2
s
..*
there «were. less . . The authoress and . former screen ,if
the initialer in this series is "|
family situation skits with
{writer mentioned: some of the sample of things to. come.
again dominating. In support senuine friends she had during her... The. opening shaw was a, throwHarris and chic pop chirp
| Coast. days, among ‘them W. C.:back to pic studio musical shor! ‘jms
Page, who was kept so busy !Fields and Paulette Goddard (who Subjects
that were prevalent a ;Virtue

His camera

e

a

Between

|With

.|ward skimpiness. Director Dennis
(Kleppner)
.
dowith: ‘because a; person could be _ terLikewise, the show opened with
bly swayed out there. Miss Loos
Mantovani
may have the disk'Kane..moved
his cameras
nicely
Hope’s
standup
institutional
of ‘said morals were a matter of bore- ‘and concert field under control but, through the various elements of
| one-liners,
The
jokes
are
the’ -dom. Miss Cobb asked ‘Miss Loos‘ he’s got a long way to go to make ‘the shoiv, cutting from panel
to
j same, oniy the subject matter has
iif she had a beautiful daughtera similar. impact in tv. The maes- ‘demonstrations easily and giving
been changed; updated: “They're iwould she Iet her go to-Hollywood. ‘tro, whose London
records. have.an
overall
effect of continuity
sending
x-ray
machines
to the Miss Loos said if she had a beauti- ,sold in the millions here, comes :throughout.
~
Chan.
Congo. They're still looking for ful daughter who wanted to go to'on for Dubonnet wine with a pre- SY

get
BOB

-

a i
a Hollywood ;DUBONNET TIME

Miss Cobb was fidgity. Miss Loos|

with

vork
i
*
»,
: work
in Europe chow
eewis

of what fad hap-

more

was vith

sight values—as it was;‘was .phlegmatic,
'17 years ago when Hope was do-j the0.7 banter
SS was
i inz it-for the Armed Forces: Net- lative. Miss Cobb
‘the added

program

aut this segment.

35 |,

: ving of Parisian
ante es
.as funny—in
fact,
unnter,

pened durinz the first 82 days of
the new administration. Overseas
correspondents also were called for
brie: derelieon aporaisals of: the aaministration, with the votes heavily
favorable. Show would have been
tiziiter

the stuff. they're -quaffing.
Show caught Wed. (12)
\autheress Anita Loos’ who
!nlenty of plugola for her
in: l“No“V2. Mother to Guide Her,”
Tere

concerning two sailors on pass
The burleycue bird-dog- ; Satirical novel about
- Paris.
ammes Was just; starlet.

shaped up as padding, with wed
cotrespondent Edwin Newman, actine a5 ancaor man. Newman gave 3

hurried
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AMERICAN DOLL & TOY CORP.
CRACKER JACK CO.
‘NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
(Wheat Honeys and Rice Honeys)

J. NELSON PREWITT CO,, INC.
(Matey)

REMCO INDUSTRIES CORP.

He SHARI LEWIS stow
1961 PEABODY AWARD
“Outstanding TV Program. for Children”

Saturdays—10:00 A.M.

Starring SHARI LEWIS

Featuring. RONALD RADD and JACKIE WARNER

WrittenbySAUL TURTELTAUB and LAN O’KUN
ProducedbyROBERT SCHEERER
Directed by ROBERT. HULTGREN

RADIO-TELEVISION
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Outward Bound—A German Tragedy

inerease to which the station is
‘entitled, in Treyz’ opinion.
New "ABC pattern will. call for
two 20-second spots and a non-

Station Break Hassle

commercial two-second ID between
9,
Continued from page 28
programs.
Treyz said he didn't
toward a chaos of over-commer-; ditions of business already placed believe that this constitutes overcommercialization
becausé
. the
In
other
cialization extending from Coast; and accepted by them.”
in the}
of commercials
words, ABC clients Bad the op} -number
to Coast.’
break
remains
the
same;
only
‘the
“
tion
of
not
doing
business
wit
Gribbin also charged that ‘“‘such:ABC if they didn't like the new
length is changed.
Current 30-Sec- |°
a@ reduction in program time is in
ond break has one 20-second spot
breaks,
but
in
the
case
of
CBS,
effect an increase in network rates.
breaks would
be and a 10-second ID (of ‘which. eight
Time is being taken away from | the expanded
imposed on contracts already writ~ seconds are copy and two seconds
the
purchase of a program
an
ID).
not compensated for by a proporten to include 30-second
breaks.
its
another
Competitively,
tionate decrease in charges.” He
T’aint So: Treyz
also deelared

local
crease

that the increase in|

announcements
the

difficulties

would
in

“in-— to

policing

why

ABC

thought

Stanton

and

Kintner

to hold j goes to

the

local

affiliated

station,

the line.
ithus providing a broadened and:
Treyz, in his reply to Gribbin, |stronger economic
base for the
said that ABC °‘is now firmly com-j| station to help. finance improved

Hylan

however.

is opposed

the|

announcement schedules and de-! move would be in the public intermining the efficiency of per‘ terest. He said that “the entire
formance.”
Gribbin
“strongly” |extra revenue provided by the
urged
Treyz
to reconsider
and! ; Slight increase in commercial time
(
asked

story,

Treyz followed up his initial wire
Gribbin with another one ex-

| plaining

must

its

vid pic production, “On ‘the Seven Oceans,” which Max Nossek is.
going to direct for NDR (Hamburg) on an’ extended voyage.
—
When the team was to go on board in Hamburg, it was informed .
that the ship would only take 30 people, Since the list contained
31 people, one person had to be dropped at the last. moment. It
was Berlin actor Karl Ludwig Schreiber. The bitterly disappointed.
5l-year old man couldn't take it—he committed. suicide via. an

overdose
Hamburg

of. sleeping pills. The ship with the 30 tv peopts left
April 5.

said CBS'=

to any expansion, but

protect

Berlin; April 18.
A tragic incident is reported from Berlin. It concerns a’ German

own.

affiliates.

day (14) night at 10: 30 In.simple,
| telling terms, in. words and pice

43, 000, 000 TV Sole tures,

Pointing

out that!such

ing business now held: by CBS af-'via tv continued in 1960 without
fils in weaker ‘time slots.
lany slack, with the greatest ComFor example, a CBS
affiliate ; munist emphasis on East German
wouldn't
lose its:
adjacencies | facilities. However, USIA said Rusaround
“Gunsmoke, ” but might |sia is believed to be constructing a

of a nightmare
revisited was sym-.
bolized’ by one:-Simon Gutter, a
former.inmate of the Nazi camps,
now an American. citizen. who res
visited the sites of his torture.

“The ‘Untouchables’

and

divert- | ‘The East-West

propaganda. war now going on Israel. The odyssey

that some $200,000,000 in nighttime business had since been written, including substantial billings
from Y&R itself, all with the full
understanding that the 42-second
breaks would obtain.
Treyz
told
Gribbin
that his
quarrel is not with ABC, but with
the other networks, who are “atretroactive changes by
. tempting
c
proposing to alter terms and con-{|

commercial
time would increase
from 11.7° to 12.2%, an increase
“cannot
be properly dewhich
scribed as ‘a chaos of commercial-.
ism’

or

‘an

infringement

upon.

onto

“Untouch-

; aimed at an estimated 600,000 West

and the

5 ective, making

th

‘to ua i the

its own -desirable adjacencies so!ly propagandistic” programs tele-|
gaging,
ving
jeure.
that the affil can. keep that busi- ‘east regularly, according to USIA.|
Leo Swaim, credited as. the writ
rness, _.
East Berlin gbtained a telecast, of{er, showed masterful .restraint.

As

to Treyz’s

number

point that. the ; lilan’s

La

Scala opera, according

Producer-director

Nichola

‘ebe

of adjacencies won't be; to USIA, and slipped ina virulent ster handled ‘hk ut ness i with

separate 10-second blurb).
Conse-, Italy now
quently, the ABC move would , programs.

EDITH EFRON ... Edith now works for me as a television
writer and she also edited my newspaper column. She has.
an incisive, original mind, a remarkable talent as both
writer and editor. Her other credits: staff writer at the age
of 22 for the New York Times Magazine Section, Central

for Time-Life, Assistant Woman's
Her by-lined

articles

have

have

debate-format

Communist bloe

of the most-|

‘tv!
.

countries

have|

| used conimercial form, the 20-see-! also established a network called|
‘| ond spot.
["Intervision, " the report said.

documentaries; and done on-the-spot radio broadcasts of
major news events. Back in the dim past he-served for two
years as a crackerjack police reporter. I’ve never seen Al
take on a piece of work in a new field or old, that he didn’t
do superbly.

Magazine.

tagged

story

East German telecasts are strayed from ang individ lever

ables.” Consequently, it's incum-| German viewers. “Meeting in Ber- | nore owerf ne ft8 the’ i
id
bent on CBS to protect its affili-|lin”” “The Black Channel” and Gutter, 5 ts, . hin If. viewer. .
ates. by doubling the number of |‘Telestudio West” are three “high- engagin P aying fieuce’ Was an

‘double. the number

for several months, is already fully staffed. Hence niy pres- |
ent staff, on The Mike Wallace Interview, will shortly be
available.
Because they are people of intelligence, inventiveness,
efficiency and independence, too good to be launched inte
the anonymity of random job hunting, it occurred to me that
this might be an effective way to call them to: your attention.
Here they are:
AL RAMRUS... Al has produced the interview program for
the past two years. Before that, he was my ‘chief writer
when the interview was on ABC; and prior to that, a writer
from the beginning of Night Beat, on Channel 5. In his
spare time, he has written public affairs specials, and film

correspondent

jacency

The

MONEE:
SS
eS
SS

In June, I’m beginning a new program for Westinghouse
Broadcasting.
The project, which has been in the works

Editor of Look

volved had a crack at a new ad.|

propaganda
program
$ assignment Ww
responsible use of the free air-. changed, fact is that only a:limited/anti- West
number of advertisers use 10-sec- ‘during the intermission, catching a. gure touch. Photography arid
waves.
Of this breakdown, ‘Treyz said, ond ID’s, whereas use of the 20- countless West German viewers editing all ‘helped to complete a
second spot is universal (in fact;
who didn’t want to miss the rest|fine outing for Bell & Howell.
the advertiser will receive 10% advertisers usually make the same ,°f the opera.
Hora.
and the local station 2.2%, as com-. basic commercial for one--minute!
USIA. also said the Kennedypared with its current 1.7%, an ‘and. 20-second use, saving on projNixon “Great Debates” rubbed off
Both
Japan
arid
| duction costs, but must make a‘ internationally.

AN OPEN LETTER 10 TELEVISION
PROGRAM EXECUTIVES,
PRODUCERS, ETC:—

American

It was an intimat

programming.

ABC
had made
its Feb. 1 an-|
He also stated that under the
nouncement well before the start: new plan, programming time (in-.
of the selling season so that any|cluding
billboards
and
network.
business
placed
and
accepted ,;identification) would still comprise
would provide for the expansion in j; 87.8% of the evening hour as comstation
breaks.
Treyz
declared pared with the present 88.3% and

documentary

told the moving story of one.man’s
revisit
to Nazi concentration
camps.
- The telecast in a sense served as
a backdrop . to the Eichmann trial

mitted” to the revision, and in ef-j; television service in the public infect said Gribbin was closing the, terest.” He used the local versions
barn door after the horse hadi:of “Expeditions” as an example of. lose those it has around “CBS Re- itv station near its border with Nor-

been stolen.

the half-hour

What would happen, he stated, is
that ABC ‘would. double the num —
Continued from page i
nl
er of nighttime adjacencies y the
move, and opening up new adja- aoe ee
jump ed 36% ‘from.
cencies around its top shows like:
o
:

ap-

peared in Esquire, Life, Good Housekeeping, New York Times Magazine. Wants to stay in TV.

TOM COHEN ... Within a year after graduating from Yale,
Tom had produced three consecutive public affairs series for

There's’ only two exceptions to
| the new ABC plan, the breaksj
following the. Monday 8:30-8 and’
‘Thursday 9:30-10 programs. These
time slots’ had been committed to mmmas

| Procter -& Gamble

verbally

prior.

TV Followups
Continued from page 35 —,

Whileit never achieved the feeling }.
of spontaneous conversation, which

to ABC's Feb. 1 announcement.
-arnid on that basis Treyz indicated
that the current 30-second break
will obtain for all of next season.

would

have

been

Mgt. William Morris “Agency.

desirable, _ it.

nevertheless made for an engaging
‘though not. absorbing) ‘hour of|
television.

ITreyz to Rivals:

Smith ~ addressed

Sandburg

as

though he were an eyewitness to
the war, and the poet unbashfully

‘Youre Copycats’,
In Diversity Plea:

answered

with

the

authority

|}.

of | J}-

one who had been, although. he was |born I3 years after Appomattox.
Best slants were those that ‘went |
beyond history book documenta- |
tion. such as the insights into the :

kind of person Lee was; the way |

in which Mary Lincoln, although.a :
Cincinnati, April 18.
Oliver Treyz. ABC-TV president, ““borderlime mental case,” was’ .ac- |
blasted the other tv networks last tually good for her husband; and|
week for copying the program how a photographer missed a shot | f.
of the President
delivering the |
‘paths “pioneered” by his web.
Address
because he:]}“The. leaders of yesterday,” Treyz Gettysburg

EMMETT KELLY
Mgt.:

LEONARD

GREEN

300 B. Sist St.. New York
on s0 short ail
| said before the Cincinnati Ad Club, hadn't counted
PL 21766
“ have become the followers . . AS speech.
To
relieve
the
straight
q&a.
|
ETN
it has progressed, ABC- -TV “has
p
made a valuable contribution fo a format, Sandburg. recited one o
healthy. state .of varied program- his Civil War poems, read an ac-|f

camera illustrating with shots of ||Exceptional Cooperative Du-

is a higher balance to achieve—
_and this can only come ‘af the over‘all industry level.”

Treyz
three tv
ils own,
strength

topper
of the

enthouse for Sale

count of the Gettysburg battle. (the|

‘ming within the network, but there

a

the statuary), queted from Lincoln | plex

Penthouse, finest: Man-

and
sang The
movingly
few abounds
bars. of |hattan
location
(in the
SeverDixie.”.
battle a site
ties)
beautifully
decorat
ed:
oe

declared that each of the
webs “must strike out on
confident: of its inherent.
and creativity.” The ABC

i

now:

:

a

in

;

s

monuments,

d

cannons

and

grave markets, as a sort of al fresco

felt that the quick death
tr ‘quizzes, which his net-

.

.

by Top

Designer -Owner.
planted |

museuin, but it was the surroundThree large garden
ing natural landscape that. afforded * terraces,
six rooms,

‘three

the e

to ‘be

chief pictorial
chief
pictoria

interest.
eres

Les.

baths, ' 7Must

be

seen‘

|

work did not air, .cancelled out
the “significant dividing line” that
existed up until then between ABC,
on the one hand,. and NBC and
CBS on the other.
.
He said he could have emulated

META, over Channel 11, which made him, at 23, New York’‘s.
:
appreciated, shown by . apyoungest producer. Following that, he had a hand in vari- ©
Close-Un!
pointment only.
One
of
the
best
documentaries
ous documentaries and television series including Sylvania
Telephone BUtterfield 8-4211
on ABC-TV's “Close-Up!” series
Award winner “Astronomy for You”, and Sherwood Award
New York©
was “I Remember,” telecast Fri- |.
winner “Concepi” for the CBS network. This year, he’s done
|the quiz successes at the other
topflight work as one of my writers. Has a versatile mind,
webs, but chose instead to find———
2
masters new and difficult assignments with remarkable
“fresh formats with basic appeal
speed. Producer-writer capabilities.
fo the ‘audience thet ABC -primarily secks.” He said he thought ity
RITA QUINN ... Rita has been my production assistant, gal
‘a trap to become a “carbon copy.”
Friday, social secrctary, and as a booker, has cajoled nearly
Treyz said. that, by counter-pro1,000 celebrities onto my interview program within the past
gramming, ABC was able to make
‘its fast climb: “Imitation,” he addfour years. She has personal contacts with all major pubed,-“is the: sincerest form of flat-*:
licity and PR people in town. Carries 300 important phone
[{tery, but the poorest kind of pronumers in her head. Types 100 words per minute, shorteramming,””
|
hands 180 per minute, spells like Webster, is grammatical
For a moment, the ABC prexy|
as Fowler. Granite loyalty.
relaxed his broadside at the cormpetition tu make an object lesson :
These four know and respect each other... work together
out of the.rating success of NBC's }
as an efficient machine. So if anyone were to buy the whole . “Singalong With Mitch.” He said|
Currently
package, he’d really have something.
that it became the No. 1 stanza. on
FLAMINGO
Friday nights at 9. because of its
If you’re interested, call me or any of them directly at

PEARLS or tHe
PACIFIC |

!

JUdson

2-7300.

—

And if you’re not in the market now, you might hold on to
this ed for the future.
7

MIKE WALLACE
Newsmaker Productions
1481 Broadway

total dissimilarity: to the competition on ABC and CBS.
“We at ABC are persuaded that
the highest cause of television is
served “by. ‘each network. delevoping
its own vitality, -its own individual-

ity and. its own
|personality.”

uniqueness

and

TAHITIAN.
DRUM DANCERS

Las Vegas -

WEE MAC ATTRACTIONS
159 'N. Dearborn, Chicago 1, ti.

AN. 3-7140

Wednesday, April-19, 1961.

a
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|

|
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WINNER OF THE PEABODY AWARD AS
THE OUTSTANDING TELEVISION SERIES
FOR YOUTH DURING THE YEAR 1960

COLLEGE BOWL
with ALLEN LUDDEN

The producers of the G-E College Bowl wish to thank the Peabody
Award Committee. for their recognition of G-E College Bowl as a

series that “helped to focus the nation’s attention on the intellectual
abilities and achievements of our college students... [in presenting a
weekly half-hour program]... which is.illuminating, educational,

entertaining and excitin g.””

Our gratitude-also goes to the General Electric Company, and its
agency, Maxon, Inc., and to the American Colleges and Universities
throughout the country who participated in the G-E College Bowl.

Our special thanks are extendedto the College Bowl staff:

Lamar Cassetin.

.
_
Moses, CLEARY, REID
PRODUCTION

Nancy Fores

Surrey Lavine

7
|
.
CBS N etwork
Sunday, 5:30-6:00 PM

Jean HELer

PRODUCED BY JOHN CLEARY
ORIGINATED BY
JOHN Moszs, Don ReEIp
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MUSIC

~ AlbumReviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By HERM
Danny

&

The

Juniors

SCHOENFELD

(Swan: |tWitmark*),

from the same

ballad

in

the

“Ella Fitzgerald ‘Sings The Har- pert Thornton: “Devil May Care”
old Arlen Song Book” (Verve). Ella. Riverside). Teri Thornton, in her
Fitzgerald: has made another no- disk bow, impresses as.a solid jazz

film, is

another highly listenable slice with
a choral assist.
Dave Gardner (RCA VICTOR):
“COWARD
AT
THE. ALAMO")
(Film-TV;
Johnstone-Montei*)
an amusing historical saga _ skillfully delivered by this southern
“YOU
ARE MY
LOVE”
contemporary j comic.

“CHA CHA GO GO" 'Conley*: is a!
solid rocking entry with a Latin!
fiavor that'll get the kids hooting.
“MISTER WHISPER” «Conley*™: 13
a routine side.
The ‘Darby
Sisters
‘Musicor):
“DONT LET IT END” ‘January }, !

a

f|.|table addition to-her recordings of:

|g

|“song books” by the top pop

Eddie
—

item

Hodges

vocal talent. .The texture of her
voice is rieh and her style is: con-

and |cicstentiy tasteful, whether

on. the

showtune

writers. In this double |slow or. ‘uptempo ballads. In this’
LP set, she does. two dozen Harold : set, -she turns out standout versions

comprising some, of songs like “Blue Champagne,”
‘“The Song Is You,”-“Left Alone”
of the greatest standards in the| and “What's Your Story, Morning*
ASCAP catalog,. with her custom- jGlory.” among” others, A Jazz come
‘ary swinging style. ‘She gets ex-— ‘bo -backs .up ably.
Arlen melodies,

groove, gets an interesting work. | \Miigard™: is’ a cornball vocal.
The
Renegades
(Dorset):
over by this team. “YA GOTTA”
(Ianuary*+: is a snappy uptempo “STOLEN ANGEL” (Starlingslice.
Dara*!is
a good rocking
ballad
tailored for the teenage market in
Abby Hoofe’s Trumpets ‘ames |
“TRUMPET IN PARIS” 'Gil+: is! lyric and in this combo’s higha tilting Latin-flavored item. with |pitched delivery. “KEEP LAUGHconse trumpet and choral angles j IN’
¢Starling-Dara*)
is another
tr:at’ll draw spins. “FIRE IN ‘THE: side with colorful sound.
FLESH”
«Reynolds*:
is another!
Clyde
MecPhatter
(Mercury):

instrumental
chances.

|

Morton Gould Orch: “Moonlight
cellent backing from the Billy. May
This set
arrangements
on: numbers: like. Sonata”. (RCA Victor).
‘spans the pop and classical. idioms
“Blues In The Night,”. “Between |with a repertory ° and orchestral
The Devil and The Deep Blue stvle that have across-the-board
I AWR
WE LK
Sea,” “That Old Black Magic, ” | appeal. Morton Gould has shaped
good: “WHOLE HEAP OF LOVE” ikEdiENCE
‘FRANK
SCOTT'S: “It’s Only A Paper Moon” and some — glistening - ‘arrangements of
‘son*) is a nifty rhythm number} ! Harpsichord
Features -on
a Great New Dot |“Qyer The Rainbow,” among oth-: works by composers as diverse as
“I’M: with an amusing teen-slanted lyrici| Album and “Single” “CALCUTTA”!
Beethoven’ and _ Arthur Schwartz.
ers. It’s a thoroughly attractive |Also. included’ are numbers ‘by:

with

‘Cadence’:

—--

.Following
Date!” ;

BestBets

his

Top- Hit

“Last

|packaging. Job from

the Matisse ‘iayold Arlen, Vincent Youmans,

'sketch to the enclosed photos andjDebussy,

Kreisler. and

one: piece

‘notes.

of Gould, alt dressed in rich symFerrante
& Teicher: “Golden '‘phonic garb.
.
‘it
‘Piano Hits” (Ultra Audio).. One of} George Cates: “Polynesian ‘Perthe hottest instrumental
combos! eussion” (Dot). Joining the .roster
(Capitol) .............. nee cece eee Now That I
| CRY, CRY” (Davidt) is a strong currently.in the pop market, this}of
percussion | _packages, this set
rocking’ ballad =effectively . deliv- ‘piano duo: has come up.with anJack Scott's “A Litile Feeling” (Wolfpack*s bows this. singer
hinges its music on familiar Haered by this songstress. “I NEED ‘other surefire entry in this lush!
under the Cupttol benrer with a strong ballad due for strong teener
;Waiian standards played: by a flock.
YOUR
LOVE”
(David?)
is
an
okay
- workover of familiar pop and long- ‘of assorted string and tympany inHilt a
Now
That I” (Wolfpack*) is @ more routine rocking - uptempo. slice:
hair standards. Backed by an orch:
Although the sound ef-.
_
«
+
*
_|
Warren Covington-Tommy Der. under Nick. Perito, Ferrante &': 'struments.
fects are present, George Cates
:
sey Orch (Decca): “THE HUM DE: Teicher display a neat change of ikeeps. the accent. on the. musie
NEIL SEDAKA cece
cme eee w eee
teens LITTLE DEVIL ! Doo (Abbott*) is a bouncing ‘slice ‘pace between swinging sounds. on;
without any. obtrusive gimmicks.
(RCA Victor) ........... see
I Must Be Dreaming: | introducing a new dance in a tunes like “Begin The Beguine”: ‘As. such, it’s a Jistenable wrap-up
catching chorat-instrumental for-. and “Canadian: Sunset” and the:
Neil Sedaka’s “Little Devil’ (Aldon?) gives this singer another
,of ° numbers
like “Pagan
Love
mat. “PAYDAY” (Wakabe?+) is a lusher. attack on numbers like the‘ Song,”. “The Hawaiian
swinging entry w hich he belts strongly. <“I Must Be Dreaming”
Wedding
nifty instrumental.
“Warsaw
Concerto” and Tschai- 'Song,”
fAldon:> is a pretty baliad also with chances
Reef.”
“Beyond
The
(Mercury): kowsky and Chopin melodies. This *
James. O’Gwynn
“Kalua” and others,
=
te
¥
*
“DOWN
ON: THE
CORNER
OF. United Arfists subsid label main-: .
Webley ‘Edwards:
“Let’s .. Sing:
DORSEY BURNETTE.
.THAT’S ME WITHOUT YoU LOVE”: -(Pamper*) has. an okay tains its high technical standards. With Hawaii Calls” ‘Capitol'. This
.country ballad flair that will get it;
Henry . Jerome
Orch: “Brazen set gives. an Hawaiian setting. to:
(Era)
. Great Shakin* Fever
i sood | spinning .returns in alfalfa Brass Brings Back
The Bands"
the. “sing. along’ -format .and. itsa
Dorsey Burnette's “That's Me Without You" (Doral*) is a solid
areas. “I’M: GETTING NOWHERE|i(Decca).
Henry Jerome is sticking; pleasing “entry” in. ‘this groove, The:
rocking idea delirered in standout style by this rockabilly per|FAST” (South Coast*! is based on to his .click “Brazen Brass” for- |
usttal pattern of using .a choral.
former.
Great Shakin’ Ferer" (Studio) is another snappy side.
jalfalfa. strains and it’s ‘strictly for.
mula in this_ nifty instrumental | ensemble and including. the. song
*
*
*
; hillbilly . traffic,
tis

a more

‘conventional. rhythm :

JACK SCOTT .....00..0.00c0ee0+. A LITTLE FEEUING| 'puppt. Martin (Coral: “CRY.
oF

oat

¢

PAT BOONE

v

ow

e

"

fed

2

.

..................

:

.

A THOUSAND

2

:

YEARS * ASCAP. +BMI.

+SESAC,

stanza in which. he’ evokes memo- jlyries 1s followed in this offering
{ries of the great swing bands Of} 65 such island song faves’ as “Ha-

30 years ago.: Using sharply con- ;
iwaiian Wedding Song.” “On The
trasting
sections
to accent
the. Beach. At Waikiki,’° Moha
Oe”
sound
impact,
Jerome
achieves
.
ang others.
a
Pat Boone’s “A Thousand Years” ¢Conga*> is an ercelle.t ballad
solid musical values at the same
handled at the top of this singer’s form. “Moody Rirer” (Keva? }.
“Dance To The New Live: Sound
time in: this rundown of numbers
is a sad ballad in a bright rhythm format.
of
Ralph
Flanagan
‘Orchestra”
like “In The Mood,’ “Dipsy Doo+
*
*
The
spearhead of the
| Railway Station Dance,
_fdle,” ‘Sing, Sing, '‘Sing.”" “Wood- ‘Coral.
“bring
- back - the -band .campaign
TOMMY EDWARDS
Latin Frolic In Togas shopper's Ball” and “Cherokee.” THE GOI DEN CHAIN }
some 10 years ago on the Victor
a
3S”
'
Bobby Darin: “The Bobby Darin label, Ralph Flanagan has: again’
. That's The Wav With Love
Yehudi Menuhin is artistic man- story” (Atco). This packaged “BobTommy Edwards’ “Tire Golden Chain” ¢(Swnmi:*) is a ‘bright:
ager of this year’s Bath Festival.:py Darin Story” is the story of. come up: with a smart dance band’
set for Coral. It’s not likely -that.
ballad with a shuffling rhythm catchily projected.
“That's The
| June 1-11, at the English spa. In his single clicks. “Splish Splash,”
now, _as ‘then, the bands. ‘will be
Way With Lore” ‘Southern’: is a lilting ballad also with: streng.
| this he follows the latterday. pat- _“Mack
The
Knife,”
‘Artificial: coming back,. ‘but Flanagan. is at
chances.
j tern of talent taking charge of a Flawers.”. “Queen of the Hop” and least. keeping alive the big band.
*
*
*
‘music festival, per Pablo Casals.’“[azy River” are some. of the jukein these cleanly executed,
RICKY NELSON bee c ewe cece ccseeeee TRAVELEIN? MAN Gian-Carlo Menotti, et al. Menuhin |box faves reprised here. It's a tradition
danceable.
arrangements.
It’s
a
has also used the occasion for a!swinging
package.
headed
for
(Imperial)
coe
wm eee
Hello Mary Lou
varied book of standards and less-booking of his. piano-playi ing sister, |strong sales action.
Ricky Nelson’s “Traretin’ Man” (Four Star*+ isa nifty ballad
er known numbers.
Hephzibah. .
“Stravinsky Conducts-1960” (Co. Doris - Day: “Bright and Shiny”
handled in pleasing low-pressure style by this young singer. “Helly
Novelties pend for this event.:]umbia). A striking packaging con- ‘Columbia).. Doris Day is in 2
Mary Lou” (January:
is another appealirg rocking item.
|-inctuding a- midnight dance at the ‘ception, involving the use of trans- bubbling. happy mood in this pack*
*
+
! railway -station and a gala in the! : parent plastic case, a photo gallery age, The mood is contagious and
THE DELACARDOS.......... . HOLD BACK THE TEARS old Roman baths. admission re-' and some autobiographical ‘notes spreads a sunny. feeling for overall.
quiring the wearing of a toga. In-! plus a disk of spoken commentary | programming pleasure.
The title.
(United Artists)
wee tee
ee ee Mr. Dillon
vitations are couched in’ Latin, of: by Stravinsky. sets off this fine song, - “E Want To Be Happy,”
The Delacardos’ “Hold Back the Tears” (Sarvon:) is a. sharp
course...
‘ musical offering of two of the com- ‘Make Someone Happy" and “Eaprocking ballad pr:ajected im ton contemporary style by this ¢omba.
Soloists at Bath include pianists |‘poser’s most popular works, “La py Talk” help spell out her. jovous
“Mr. Dillon” tSavon*> is a cute norelty idea nicely handled.
Louis Kentner and Fou Ts‘Ong. Sacre du Printempos” and “Pet-. disposition.
Neal Hefti" s. bouncy °
*
%
*
: harpsichordist- George
Malcolm,!roushka.”
Both works are inter- backing helps. °
cellist Gaspar .Cassado and guitar-: preted by. Stravinsky .conducting
Herm.
SID BASS. weeeee ee DHE GIGGLING GIRLS OF GREECE ;ist Andres Segovia.
the Columbia Symphony Orch.

(Dot)
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Festival Showmanship:

(MGM)
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(Carlton)
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* Longplay Shorts

SINGLE, LP GOLD DISKS
Law rence

*

ROGER WILLL AMS. seeeceee .THE SONG OF THE RAIN | “Arnold Maxin, MGM
A Lover’s Symphony
(Kapp)
{of “Carnival” into the
Roger Williams’ “The Souvg of the Rain” iMills*) is another
attractire piano-styled iastrumenial due jor big play. “A Lorer's
Symphony”
¢Stearns-Lorob- + is a lush metodic idea tastefully
handled.

Carl

Reiner: cut a new

studios’ Friday. (14) .

delivered to the hilt by this singer.

Welk has: copped gold

disks for both his “Caleutta”. pop
Records prez. will put. the or iginal cast album

grooves
comedy

this Sunday
album

(23) ... Mel Brooks

and

for Capitol, ‘at diskery” s N.Y.

Johnny Mathis has recorded

15 LPs: for’ Co-

lumbia not six as erratumed in last week's VaRIETY . ... The Modern
Jeez Quartet, Atlantic

GONNA
KNOCK
ON
YOUR
DOOR” ‘Sigma* , bows this young

‘WELKGETS CERTIFIED

Funny Bone.

Sid Bass” “The Gigglina Girls of Greece” 1E. B. Marks‘) isa’
colorful instrienental entry with an infectious melody due for
lotsa spins.
“Funny Bone” (Pambill*: is another brightly styled|
orchestral side with @ cuoral assist.

diskers. have a concert. in Springfield,

Mass..

single and album on the Dot label.
The. awards have been” certif ied by:
the
Record
Industry
‘Assn. -of
Amerita.
To quacify for RIAA certification,
a Single reeord must sell 1,000,000
copies and an album a minimum of

- 500.000 units with a factory billing’
of at least $1.000,000.
The sales
are audited by a firm of certified
public accounts before RIAA cerThe “Cale
Sound—Front-Row-Center Stereo” Roost Records,’ a division. of Rou- tification is granted.
cutta" tune is published by George
lette:has a Sonny Stitt LP on tap for the month . : Chris, Cconftor is Pincus’ Gil Music.

. Friday (21) and ‘then goa to M.LT, in Boston the following day
...,Rou(Eden- lette Records has scheduled 12 LPs for its April schedule and will
rocking introduce a new sound series under the banner of ,“Muli-Directional-

“YOU'RE
MOVIN’
ME"
thesper on a bright rocking balladProgressive’)
is another
with strong chances to land in the
side
with
good
chances.
pop bestseller lists.
Los Machicambos 'London:: “PERoy Hamilton .Lpic-: “YOU'RE
GONNA
NEED
MAGIC™
(«We PITO” 'Raleizh': is a neat straight

coordinating her club and concert schedule this month with a tv and.
ballad de- Latin entryin a fine vocal and in- personal ‘appearance tour far her two new albums with the Maynard
Terguson orch on Atlantic and Rouletle. “Double Exposure” on Atlivered
with
potent
commercial
strumental
setting rating | spins. lantic and “Two's Company,” on Roulette were released simultaneimpact. "TO THE ONE I LOVE” |
“DIMIELO
EN
SEPTIEMBRE”
ously this week.
tSaxon:?) is a big ballad entry with
‘BIEM. is an interesting ballad.en-.
@ beat that should find broad apReprise Records, Frank Sinatra’s new tabel. bow ed_in the package .
-try also with lyries only in Span:
field with five LPs. Release list includes Sinatra’ s “Ring A Ding Ding. _ “Bill Manville’s “Saloon Society"
peal.
) ish.
Sammy Davis Jr.'s “The Wham of Sam." Mavis Rivers’ “Mavis.” Joe has been parlayed from.a news.Frankie
Avalon
:Chancellor::
The Ventures
(‘Doltdn::
“WHE
ELSE
BUT
YOU"
«DebE, Lewis’ “It Is Now, Post Time” and Ben Webster’s “Warm Moods.” * paper column ‘to a book to a record:
OF
THE
LEAVES” . Diskery will release its first Mort Sahl. album. “The New Frontiers,” “album. The “Saloon Society” LP
mar’, a nifty romantic ballad, ts LAKBY
handled in pleasing. relaxed style ‘Bourne™ , the standard, turns up later this month . . . Phil Skaff, Kapp's sales boss, is launching a Will kick off Roulette’s Spoken
ba
this
teenage
fave.
“GOTTA. in a striking guitar arrangement spring sules program April 17 under the heading of “Operation .Expo- ' Word Series.
draw
spins.
"“GINCHY" sure” with his key men in sales and. promotion hitting the road to. *Manville’s column first appeared
GET A GIR”
Sequence*: is an- thatll
other winning ballad with a light ‘January + is a similarly grooved ‘see distributors and decjays ... Everest Reeords is pr epping a special , in the Village Voice. weekly pub; instrumental.
Latin tlavor.
tie-in. promotion with. Playboy mag on the Cy:Coleman LP, “Playboy's . lished in N. Y.'s Greenwich Village
George Greeley ‘Warner Bros.-'
The Blossoms :Challenze :“SON- Penthouse.” Coleman is slated for a three-week: Stint at the Plavbov's_ and was later published -in- book
*LUCYS
THEME
FROM
‘PAR- IN-LAW” ‘Golden West Melodies: - ‘Chicage. Kev Club starting May-9
.
The first recording of | Ernest ; form by Duell: Sloan & Pearce.. In
RISH' ” ‘Witmarks . is a melodic is an amusing rocking comment Bloch’s Concerto Symphonique for Piano and Orchestra will be made|the
album.
Manville
narrates
pic tune in a neat inst:umental set-. from the mother-in-law's point of jin Vienna in Mav with ‘American-born pianist Marjorie Mitchell who's: stories about the hipsters and the
ting spotlighting George Greeley’s - view. which is. at least, a fresh} been signed by Vanzuard. The Vienna State Opera Orchestra will be | non-conformists
who inhabit his
Pianistices, “ALLISON'S
THEME’! perspective. “’'LL WALE’ (Branay) conducted by: Vladimir Golschmann.
“Saloon Society.”
no

Three’: is an excellent

‘BillManville Column

Getting LP Showcase

“LUL-

VARIETY

_Weinesday, ‘April 19, 1961.

MUSIC
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RDS & WAI

Col AR ChiefsBecome
HotTalent INDIES SOUANK
+

i

Taking Charge ATMAJORS’

So Prexy Lieberson

The artists..& -répertoire
tion of Columbia

direc-+——

Records is being

|

BMI’s First Oscar

taken over by the company's ptez

RCA”

.

Miner,’ who's

developed

as

Col's.|: Towne.”

album: seller

via

~ The.

DeVol,

who took .over as

| “released. the picture.

pop

a&r chief in the east last year, will.
“continue as a recording artist and.

record producer, Percy

———

by

the. Coast, meantime; ‘has resigned !
as musical director but: will con--:

7

tinue as a recording ‘artist via his
ongterm. disking-contract with the

.

D

_ iF

:out

vies Drive ror.

ne comaace wap |
Sel
Lieberson’ will conduct the disk-|

that

in the

10

categories

in

whieh longhairs were listed there
weré 67 nominations, as follows:
‘RCA Victor,

33 nominations;

Co- {t

umbia, 10 nominations: London.
nine nominations; Capitol seven

ery’s a&r operation on a floating

coneept with Col's artists & reper‘toire staffers. “Old a&r men never
die.” he sums up, “they just be-|.

Presley

claimed that NARAS
favors the
major manufacturers.
His stress
;was on’ the-‘classical
categories | "since: Artia deals in longhait im_ports from overseas. Sutro pointed

ht

“~~

(; .
Hee

Resolution

“gripes of many indies and voiced
by. ‘its veepee Peter C..-Sutro.

|

1

d

u

SI

oI hsdi

7

:

|

Soe

stems from the inroads’being made. 2 Federal legislation. to subsidize

"

Ameriean

Society,

show,

5.000

payees,

‘single

gate

Hawaii.

that

which
was the

was

music

success.

drew

jail

of

which will make interstate
foreign commerce
in pi-

and

a

ditks a crimi-

$10.000

manufacturers

included

tknowingly
|would fall
_. Sparking
:Celler was
-terfeiters
‘disk biz of

a

,

MGM Accenting

fine.

and

Both

distributors

handling illegal disks
under the law.
the new legislation fer
the fact that the counare
now
draining
the
some $20,000.000 a yezr.

;This represents not only a Jors of
‘Federal excise taxes fo~ the Govcernment

but also of income

-Since it’s presumed
‘terfeiters
income,

are

not

that

taxes

the coun-

declaring

ther

j The Music Publishers Protective

For New Disk:

ane .nominat’on.

piacy,

[nal offense subject jo five years in

biggest

the benefit

—

disk

;rateq or counterfeit

in the resolution of thanks for
“helping to make

against

biz. has put a bill into the

hopper
, and/or

the

in the history

Parker

war

conducted on varifronts‘in the past
get a key weapon
Federal leg.slation
by Rep. Emanuel
'Celler (D. N. ¥.i. Celler. sponsor
of many bills aimed at helping the

‘Live Kickofis

les noniinatiors; Artia, two nomina-.
_tions.. Angel, one nomination; Vancome creative performers.”
©}
|...
(Cleveland, April 18. “guard.. one nomination: CRI. one
‘The Cot move follows:.a. de-!
“The plight of the U.S. musician nomination; DGG, one nomiration:
emphasis of the a&r chief that ‘will be used to accent.the need of Oiseau-Lyre.
one
nomination:
e

F

stated

The

“which has been
ous courtroom
few years, may
in the form of
being sponsored

Payoff

Honolulu, April 18..
. Hawaii's: House of Representatives formally thanked Elvis
_hefty squawk from Cohimbia prexy | ‘Presley and. his manager Col.
Goddard Lieberson last vear and ’ Tom Parker for raising $52.000
‘which forced a-modification of the.
at a recent concert here in
{nominating procedure.
benefit for the U. S. S. Arizona
Fund.
The Artia’ complaint, echoing

———_——-

Faith,.on iTooter P

*¢

Elvis’ Hawaiian

The. Artia

beef stems from NARAS’ award se- |
lection ‘techniques which drew aj.

-his “Sing .Along”: sets, Frank De-| Michael
Stewart's. Sidmore
Vol and Percy Faith, who've
estab-}- ‘Music’ and Esteem Music. a
lished. themselves as potent sellers)’ subsid of United Artists, which
in‘the ‘album and singles field.

|.

and the indie Artia label walked
out of the organization.

ce

tune. is. published

with -

-of Arts & Sciences Grammy awards“

‘This applies to. Mitch| Ivrie- was written by.. Billy

most .important:

Victor walked away

‘the third annual National Academy

Goddard -Lieberson.
The prexy’s|. . Broadcast Music Inc. copped
takeover stems from the fact that |. its first Academy. Award ‘with
in the past couple of. years
his a&r
the title song from the “Never
chiefs “hive develoged
‘as. .creative | On. Sunday” pic. -Song -was
artists with little time to spendon
written.
by Greek cleffer Mathe administrative functions ef an|
nos Hadjidakis:’:
“An English

a&r post.

\Celler’sProposed New Federal Act
HEFT(Stiff Fine and Jail) Designed To
Curb Disklegsing Mrs. & Distribs

Assn.,

with

Julian

T.

Abeles

ag

counsel, has been an important facarts.
‘Victor copped six awards, Canitol
by -indie disk producers, master - the performing
;
rane it was indicat;
‘tor in shaping the hi!l
Abheles,
buys: and productions. teams that -ed here today iTues.) -by American ‘two and in two categories in which
a
.
..
Who testified belore the Ccler
someof the major companies. have Federation. of Musicians prexy Her- classical artists were namcd..a pop oe
_
MGM
Records
is
stepping
up
its
House
committee
some
years
a0
|
_
established. RCA Victor, for ex-;™an Kenin in an.address to the artist won the award.
promotional activity in the grass- on amending the Copx:iicht Act te
ample. has. shifted its a&r chief, Assn.-of Women's. Conimitlee of “This, says: Sutro, is obviously a roots
areas
to
kick
off
its
new
reremove
the
exemption
irom
jukelopsided situation that is caused by
Steve Sholes to head the Coast“of-.;the ‘Cleveland Orchestra. *—
fice and

is now operating

without’

‘Kenin

said

that the average

leases.

the fact that.records are nominated

an-

cry from

the

days

when.a.Mitch

Columbia

or a Dave

pie” in the industry. “How

* performances was less than $4.060

son

Miller was in charge ofall pop.at ; before taxes or about $75.per week.
Kapp, and

working

Gepartment

a. This average, moreoyer, is distort-

a&r

can have. more

Joe Cariton had the last words in .ed by the five symphonies. Boston. .than a cursory’ knowledge cf what
pop at the Victor operation...
_. Chicago, Cleveland, New York and ‘is being released by the restof the
a

Eee

—

—~

Plriladelphia,

Phono Sales |
Still Slid
_—

|Syniphony

pay higher

musicians are. forced

. supplement

- their -earnings

outside

work, some of it-in

of aeria

I surveyor

to

with
non-

oe -musical fields which run the gamut.
'“ official.

_ Washington,
ston. April 18..

The

which

'seales and have longer seasons than
all the others. Kenin said -that

1. Kenin

sium p continues in. phono- ;paradox”

to paramutuel

Carton Swinss

Into Jazz With

in-both, the

graph sales with February. figures U.S. and Canada where the market.
sharply

off January

totals. accord-

for

good

music

is’. growing.

Parker Estate

but

ing to Electronic Industries Assn... where. fewer musicians are earning |

Sales
for the first: two months of |their. livelihood today than there
1961 ‘were also.
year’s pace..
:

far
-

ing the campaign

bootlegging a criminal

offence but

also subject to civil] damzres.

ments were made for a Tommy Edwards to appear at the record @c-

behind. last ‘were 30 years
-ago.. He. pointed to
oe
‘the sharp increase
in disk sales-as‘

Chain.”

per
iVegal
disk
manufactured,
_ The arrangements call for Mo-. Celler wouJd award an automatie
dell's to purchase a large quantity:
(Continued on page 60)
of the new Edwards’ single and cur- |
rent albums through the diskery’s;

distributor, All-State
Ine..

as

part

New

of MGM's

Jersey |

ookshank Exits

condition:
t

As Big 3 GB Rep

- : ord .Co., which was recently activat- ‘personal appearances at both Kor-

months:of 1960. Retail.stereo sales. °

ORPARSWTOITCHMGESM
YL
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D
EE
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r
o
t
e
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ane
i
r
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t
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dis

the first. two months of this year, .
496.846 sets were sold at retail as |.
against 715,699 for the same 1960 |
period.
oo
7 Creed

‘ed

by. the

widow.

Doris

Parker, ‘vette stores on the same day.

The}

manager

representative
of
the
Aubrey Mayhew. and at- .Twitty push was for his “The Next European
Feist & Miller
Music.
torney Florence R. Kennedy to re- Kiss” platter. Twitty's appearance |Robbins,
claim the jazz saxist’s works.
. -at the. Springfield store was pre- He's also-ankled his directorships
we
According to Joe Carlton. who _ceded by a motorcade heralding his in the British companies of Franc.s,
heads the Carlton diskery, the al-|arrival at the ‘store. Page ads in {Day & Hunter and B. Feldman,

Taylor is switching his - bums will bear
Monaural set sales at:the factory: :
artists
&. repertoire
berth
to
totalled. 50.710 for February—44,-. \MGM/ Verve. For the past several:Record.Co. tag
107 below January.:
For. the first: ;xears Taylor had been’in the a&r': ‘legend stating
ords is the sole
of this year, factary |

the Charlie Parker | all. the Philly papers in addition to flus retiring from the boards of
with the additional -Tadio and tv spots were part of ‘several European companies.
{ Crookshank has been Robbins’
that Carlton Rec- the promotional campaign.
Sol Handwerger, MGM's direc-‘ man in Europe for seven years. He
selling. agent. Carl- '|

slot at ABC-Paramount main‘y pro‘monaural ‘sales stood at 131.076; ducing albums... In_ recent. months ton will handle the platters on a ;tor of publicity, promotion and ex-'sai¢ that “the parting
| Ploitation, is arranging and coor-j amicable.” His future
.
compared with 211,049 for the first: he had been producing packages: worldwide basis.
-dinating the dates. He is issuing a! yncertain
two. months
of 1960.: Retail mon- |for the Impulse lab el, AHBC-Par's
_ It’s expected. that there is now ;Special manual of instructions for|
°
aural sales amounted to. 61.646 .in subsid jazz label.
,enough Parker material available i distributors and field representa- |

February and 105,753 in January.
According
fto- Arnold
Mavin, ‘ta produce 25-albums. In addition
Through
February,
167,399.J sets ‘a, GM/Verve prez, Taylor will con- to Parker,
the company will issue
were:sold, as against 253,8 «6 for.7 centrate
on producing jazz pac x-! disks made by Lester Young. and.
‘the same 1960. span.
ages for Verve releases.. ABC-Pa r ‘Billie Holiday. There will also he

{exees

_

Caro Joins Victor

Howard:

Caro,

are currently’-scouting the

ifield for a jazz manin
‘Impulse line.

formerly with °.

“Grand Award Records, has joined;

--RCA Victor as manager of the pop sible for coordinating pop LP production and for the development of |

——

Indiana Jazz Festival
Chicago, April 18.

tives cutlining in detail steps. pro‘cedure and material necessary for

‘carrying

out

this

type of

store

exploitation.

Will. be kicked off with sexist Cecil!
; Payne. Latter’s first album will be
ilitled.

“Cecil

. Payne

. Performing

|Charlie Parker Music.”

EVERYBODY SUES BUT
PUCCINI ON HIT TUNE

Shapiro-Bernstein

|

j by the French Lick Sheraton, will:

is going

oif-

ihas

latched

on

to the

‘rights for “Meet
‘which is scheduled

publisiing

Peter Grant,”
to open at the

| ‘Cariton
will debut the line in
‘two weeks. In addition to the Pavne A dlaim by singer Tommy Prisco Folksbine Theatre, N. Y. May 8.
_ LP..a, Parker and Young album will that he wrote the lyrics to “Don't {__The score was written by Ted
-make up the first. release.
The “You Know?” based on Puccini's Harris ‘music) and Elliot Arlack

‘packages

Kian, head of the pop album de-' weeks after it. had been’ cancelled
=
——
Name Solti Dallas Maestro

plans are

iBroadway for a musical score. Firm

will be double-fald

de- .“Musetta

Waltz.” was thrown out: ‘lyrics). Lee Bergman is producing.

‘new ideas in. this market.
3 : Evansville, which picked. up the; luxers and will be marked. at £5.98. ‘of N.Y. Supreme Court last week ;
_He’ll work: under George Ava- Indiana Jazz Festival last year two
j by Justice
Henry Epstein.
The

_ partment.

is perfectly

'S-B Publishes
Score Of
_
Off-B’way ‘Peter Grant’
.
‘
4‘

4 contemporary: jazz group which |.

fa a&r their

Evansville Hosting- |;

albums editorial and creation ‘serv- |

jces department.
He'll be repson-

C+ l-

‘ments over the public address sys-' make an important modification in
:tem. The Edwards’ appearance is ithe penalty provisions of the Act.
for his new. release -of “Golden Insteag of treble damages of fie

a

EIA reported 204,638 stereo’ sets ‘reflecting a.greater public interést * . Carlton Reeords is making its ,to produce the artists for personal
first. major move inthe jazz field ‘appearance.
sold at the factory during February’ in. music.
In a similar tie-in last week 412)
‘in a tieup with the estate of the|
as against 211,383. the month. be-:
The AFM. prexy said his union ° Nate Charlie Parker: The deal gives ;with the E.J. Korvette stores, MGM
fore. TtThe ‘total through February
; ywould ‘shortly present. to Congréss::
Carlton
access
to
recorded
material
:disker
Conway Twitty was shuttled
was ‘listed . at
416,021. compared.’ a program. for financial aid to sym- .
owned by the Charlie Parker. Rec-:: to Springfield and Philadelphia for
with. 665,995.
for the- first. two 'p hony and operatic companies.

two months

recenlly against

the pirates and forgers.
Abeles has been pushing to make-

ler has. incorporated ‘several of Ings
suggestions into his hiil, including
industry is a mystery. He is, in fact
lucky if he can keep. vn vith’ his partment Monday -17) af{ernoon. the angle of overseas cove.ere
Modell's .advertised the event in since disk piracy has now become
(Continued on. page 3&3) —
:
loca] newspapers. and on radio and an international business..Abeles is
;
tv.as well as through use of store optimistic now about eetling a ronWindow displays. in-store displays eral revision of the 1909 Copvrieht
and through continuous announce- Act since the Celler bill would

point ed. to the. “strange.
that: existed

box operators, has been spearheed-

of its key artists

at large shopping ‘centers in the
hinterlandsto stir up the drive.
In a tie-in with Modell's Shoppers World in Lodi, N.J. arrance-

any per-

in the classical

of. RCA

Diskery is scheduling per-

sonal] appearances

a designated a&r chief. This is a far nual income derived from symphony “and awards given by “creative peo-

j host again this year on June 23,
=| 24 and 25 at the city’s new $2.000.- |

Cash 146, Des Moines

{judge ruled that the only problem involved in the case was one

lor eredibility and that the weight!

—. = ee

Perez Prado Tours
Perez Prado starts a week of one-

(of credible evidence was with the: nighters
throughout
Jamaica,
Des Moines, April 18.
‘The Johnny Cash show, in three defendants,.Lee Magid and Bobby : B.W.I.. next week, followed by 17
George Solti has been ‘signed
as | 000. Municipal -Stadium.. French
.
days of Texas ditto and then iehere
last week, Worth.
‘the 1961-62 conductor of the Dal-, Lick hostelry dropped the affair _performances

las Symphony

Orchestra. Pact is:on short ‘notice after showcasing
; Krossed. over $14,000 at the KRNT,

Magid

is manager

of Della Reese. turns

to the Tropicana.

Las

Vexas.

with
“Don’t
You: Prado orch has been at the Vegus
‘be- ;Theatre here, topping a record set y ho -clicked,
last. month as conductor of the; cause of the riots at Newport. and by Casha couple of years ago.
‘Know?” on the RCA Victor label. Plushery for a run until essaying
Los Angeles Philharmonic, re-' several other festivals.
; Show included the Tennessee Worth is a singer-composer who the Caribbean and Texas dutes.
places: Paul Kletzki here. —
+. Dave Brubeck, Benn y Goodman'|Two, Bob. Luman, Buck Owens, |said he wrote lyrics to the “Mu-.
Herman A. Diaz, son of RCA
' Latter resigned after three years : and Dinah Washingto n will head- ; Rose ‘Maddox and Gordon. Terry.|setta Waltz’ from “La Boheme”, Victor's Herman Disz Jr.. is now
to return to. his Switzerland’!
Smith Enterprises
pro- back in 1951, a year before the the new manager for the Prado put| line this year’s sho w in the. 15.000- Smokey

for one season. Solti, who resigned | it for two

home.

years,

seat stadium.

—

apparently

De

| moted,

tune went inte public domain.

| fit. MCA

books it,

Wednesday, April19,1961 _

(Tune Index of Performance & Sales)
This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio. of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major. cities, and music
‘programming by the major independent radio stations.

This

Wk.

1

2

Last

No Wks.

Wk. OnChart

i
2
3

6
§
6

Last

TITLE, ARTIST

LABEL

26 12

BLUE MOON

Marcels

.......00e0.seee - Colpix

28

RUNAWAY

Del Shannon ........-. . ++ Big. Top

ON THE REBOUND
Fioyd Cramer ...........-5

22

Victor

WM

13
10

GREAT SNOW MAN.

—

1

-RUNNING. SCARED
BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART

LAZY RIVER
.
Bobby Darin ....c.00s.eee00 Atco

{69

-

Bob Luman ......-.sese0. oo. WB:

Ray Orbison ........... Monument

|.

POUNDS OF CLAY

60

3

TENDERLY
Bert Kaempfort ...; wtcneee ‘Decca

71

—

{|

IVS NEVER TOO LATE

6

14

APACHE
.
Jorgen Ingmann ..... eee eee . Atco

45

4

MERRY-GO-ROUND
. 72
Marv Johnson-.......2+++.206 UA

36

9

THE TOUCHABLES
a
Dickie Goodman . seecvcese MarkX

24

3

79

4

MEMPHIS

73

40

4

J FELLIN LOVE ON. MONDAY

74

56

7

LIKE LONG. HAIR
Paul Revere...ste ee ees sevenes . Chain

Gene McDaniels .......... Liberty

YOU CAN DEPEND ON ME

|

i3

'0

16
15
23

D.

5

ONE MINT JULIP
‘Ray Charles ..,......5... Impulse

75

83. 2

8

PLEASE LOVE ME, FOREVER

29

«9+

~=HGARTS OF STONE
.
‘Bil Black Combo.,.......... »- Hi

76

98

6

Cathy Jean .........00005 » Valmor
I TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR
Linda Scott ........... Can.-Amer.

5

54

3

84

2 FUNNY.

3

BABY BLUE

UAT

Echos ....cceceeeece
cece SEGWAY
13
9
3

17

$4

12

WALK RIGHT BACK
Everiy Bros. ... 2... cee sec eceee WB

47-

21

.

.......... eoeeese

Coed

GEE WHIZ, LOOK ATHIS EYES
Atlantic

4

HELLO WALLS

_

Faron Young ............

Capitol

7

JUST FOR CLD

WHAT DID 1 SAY
Jerry Lee Lewis ...

26

51

4

SHU RAH
Fats Domino .......-.

14
33

10
13

71

#3

37.

15

THINK TWICE
Brook Benton ....... eeee

70

—

.
Dot

|

61

5

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BLUES
Kathy Young
...........

435

31

25

8

...........2. weee

6

|

Atlantic

FIND ANOTHER GIRL
Jerty Butler ...........6.. Vee Jay

53

TRUST IN ME
Etta James ............. --. Argo

—.

9
1

.....-Liberty

.

|

Vibrations .......... ve... Checker
91

2

‘TRIANGLE

a

Grant. . wee e eet e tee e cue

Caprice

1 85

—

|

CONTINENTAL WALK
Rollers .... reveseceeseees Liberty:

YG CAN HAVE HER.
86
Rey Hamilton ............. Epic

—

|

JUST CALL ME LONESOME
|
Eddie Arnold ..... veesesee- Victor

87

—

|

88

—

+

| FRIIN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
Tag:

ESMANZA
Gafoa

. oc cece cece ence: UA.

TABY. SITTING BOOGIE
|
Borez Clifford ..........0% . Columbia.

|

89

.78

15

| 90 89

2

Pessy Cline . 2.0.0... 0... ee, Decca

Warwick

TiAGEDY
Fretwoods .... ec cee eee es Dolton
°'FFANUT BUTTER
Coca eee cece cece

| 92
|

8

—

{

44

12

94

62

7

| 96

52

5

‘46°14

97 —

|

YOuR ONE AND. ONLY. LOVE
Jasiie Wilson . . seeeeees Brunswick

98

77

5

‘MORE THAN I CAN SAY
.
‘Booby Vee ......... 0000. Liberty

99

63

10

’WHO WILL THE NEXT FOOL BE

100 —

varlie

Rich.

oeeceseevnavceacen

Donna

Philips

|

DADDY'S HOME.

SO

Shep & Slimlighters........... Hull
WHEELS
.
String-a-Longs .......
«. Warwick
GIRL OF MY BEST FRIEND
Gone

IDON'T WANT TO. CRY
Chuck Jackson — ove ceces Wand
BRASS BUTTONS
String-A-Longs :..:...... Warwick:
SPANISH HARLEM

Ben E. King. ..........+..5. Atco

PONY EXPRESS

|

Danny & Juniors «14.0.6 ...6.6 Swan

‘Beso Benton .......... ++ Mercury

%O BE LOVED

74

93

95

FOR MY BABY

SCOTTISH SOLDIER

Andy Stewart ........ as Warwick

Rral Donner .......... seeee

91

Arvee

Pentagons .........00. eens

Indigo

WATUSI

GREEN GRASS OF TEXAS
TOXGNS 6. eee eee ee ceens lifinity.

BIMMATHONS

BUMBLE BOOGIE
B. Bumble & Stingers... .Rendezvous

Drifters

—

Nomar

4

Feokons ..... seecececces

10

6

82

LITTLE BOY SAD
Johnny Burnetfe ..°.

50

3 TONIGHT I FELL IN LOVE

69

49

11

| 84

Roulette

GALIFORNIA SUN
Joe Jones coi c. ec eee een. e+ Roul

|

“WORLD IS WAITING. FOR SUNRISE

Maxine Brown ........:...

38

San Cooke............., «+ Victor

—

30

LITTLE MISS STUCK UP
Flaymates «........+.+.+

©THAT'S IT, |QUIT

Coral

Mercury

WHEELS
Billy Vaughn ............-..+

|

csc ect e eee ccee Jim

DARLING
Phil & Harv....... tebeee Rampart
Don Gibson ...:.....0. wee. Victor

81

83

3.1 FALL TO PIECES
—

.+eImperial

SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL

4

13

........6:Sun

2

42

57

31-4

59

6

3

39.6

29

35

8!

64

TIMES SAKE

McGuire Sisters ............

3

8

AL

|

...........

55

SLEEPY-EYED JOHN

a

BON'T WORRY
Marty Robbins ......... ‘Columbia

25

1

Victor

TAKE GOOD CARE OF HER
Adam Wade ........... eee

DIXIE
Deane Eddy .....:.0...520 Jamie
GHDERWATER
.
Froqmen ..... oe eeceeeees Candix

.

I'MAFOOLTO CARE
Sor Barry.

Jounny Horton ...... aeeoeces Col,

A DOLLAR DOWN

Carla Thomas

41

|

—

Limeliters

7

—

2

Brothers Four ...........6. ++ Col.

79
Kay Starr ..... tie eee. Capitol |
| ~BELOVED STRANGER
80
Daarts 2... . ccc cccecucees '.. Dyna -

4

PONY TIME
a
Chubby Checker ......... Parkway

78

FOOLING AROUND

73.

.... beaver ee Imperial’

GRILL MACHINE

—

19

Sceptor

Decca.

Walsh .........< je aeecesc es. WB

FROSG

—

® ee ve eee

Jackie Wilson ........0% Brunswick

2

66

16

Shirelles ...........4. «ee

|

eecoeecs

MGM

PLEASE TELL MEwy

17
THE BLIZZARD
Jim Reeves ....002...+-.%.+ Victor |-

PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE
Steve Lawrence ....... vevees

DEDICATED TO THE ONEILOYE

Dot

4

9

Victor

Lawrence Welk .. wb eneeee weee

32

20

Elvis Presley ...... beeees +

MY THREE SONS

_

Lee

Fats Domino

Era

27

15

7

ee

TONIGHT MY LOVE
Paul Anka ......... eeee-ABC-Par

13

30

eeenen

5

9

85

oe

4

14

ti

weeeeees

34

¢

10

Brooks

‘Connie Francis .........++.
Brenda

BUT IDO
Clarence Henry .......-... os Argo.

2

33

3

MGM

ONE HUNDRED

43

32

65

Connie Francis .....+...++.

|

5

SURRENDER

28

. |68

WHERE THE BOYS ARE

|

Cannonball Adderly ...... Riverside.

12

9

27

AFRICAN WALTZ.

|

4

24

2

LABEL

—

13

23

76

Everly Bros. ..4 0 ee cece eeee owe WB

TITLE, ARTIST

70

3

22

67

ESONY EYES

No. Wks.

ONE EYED JACKS
Ferrante & Teicher ... seeveeee UA

BE

21

Wk. OnChort.

4

ASIA MINOR
Kokomo .........-.65 ..e» Felsted

20

Last

Wk.

80

9?

19

This

LABEL

MOTHER IN LAW
E. K-Doe ......... ee ncccece Mint

18

18

;

TITLE. ARTIST

6

12

17

|

5

Brenda Lee ....cccecccees . Decca

10

No Wks.

Wk. On Chart

LONELY BLUE NIGHTS.
Rosie 0.6... ceceeee » Brunswick
TWANNA LOVE MY LIFEAWAY
Gene Pitney............. Musicor

SWEET KATHY

.

. Ray Peterson ........%03. »» Dunes.

DARK AS A DUNGEON.

Tenessee Ernie Ford ....... Capitol

STAYIN" IN

_

Bobby Vee oc cece eee eee Liberty
~t. EVERY TIME MY HEART SINGS
- Jimmy Rogers: ees eeeeee + Roulette

Eddie Mathews Doubles TrialofPeter Tripp Ex-WMGM Jockey,
t
r
sin
OnPayola
|
C
g
n
n
w
o
i
D
As Musicor Sales Chief
FICRing
Wednesday, April’ 19, 196 1

.

Drive; Sees New Law As Safeguard
a

|)

,

,

wo

_

@

:

4

Washirgton,. April 18:.. 4

In -an action “which apparently |

Holland Disk Best Se llers

“rings down the curtain on Federal.

of. complaints’

against

Columbia

ord Distributors Inc., Capito] Rec-erds ‘Distribu ting Corp, and: Dot

enacted

last

UA Records sales

detailed

mechanics

of the

Are You Sure?.......Allisons

Wooden Heart.:......Presley

|N-Y., and now

Walk Right Back..Everly Bros.

{taking

River ............ Darin
(London)
Theme For Dream...
. Richard
(Columbia)

{the period of June, 1958 to October, 1959. The indictment involved
39 counts of commercial bribery,
each punishable by a year in jail

And Heavens Cried . Newley

{2nd a $500 fine.

{Fontana}

April 18.

,

(RCA)

(WB)

{ Big 6 Formula,

1London)
_
Lonesome Tonight ....Presley
4RCA)..
.
;

September,

.

The

payola oreration began unfolding
this week in N.Y. Special Sessions
Court in the trial of disk jockey
Peter Tripp for commercial brib-

London,

|

Aussie Stations

‘Sucu Sucu ........ ‘Ping Ping
_. (Tivoli) —
:

Records.
m
- Save Last Dance....... Drifters
. Hearing examiner Abner E. Lip(London)
_
‘scomb based‘his action on motions ' Rocking Billy ......Rita Valk
by FTC staff attorneys:. Latter rea- - ~ (Fontana) ‘soned that the omnibus broadcastCorrine Corrina ..R. Peterson
bill

+

| British Disk Best Sellers

Wooden Hearts: .Elvis Presley . ‘| topper, is hitting the road to visit
- IRCA)
7
.
distribs in his new dual capacity.
- Non Je Ne Regrette Rien. . Piaf
|.. - sColumbia) —

‘Record Sales Corp., Columbia Rec-

‘ing

now: double as sales director for
Musicor
Records, a
label _distributed through the UA distrib
network. ©”
Mathews; who will work under

Amsterdam, April 10. — --|Andy Miehle;

Trade ‘ Commission's | anti-payola |
-campaign, an FTC hearing examiner has recommended dismissal |.

Details Mechanics ofPayola Operation

-.Eddie Mathews, promotion chief
for.-United Artists Records, will

‘

ery.

Tripp, formerly with WMGM,

Francisco,

a jockey in San

is being

$36,050

manufacturers

from

charged

with

eight

disk

and distributors in

st Not Tune

(Decca)
Witnesses placed on the stand hy
You’re Driving .. Temperance
the prosecution unveiled two dif_Me Crazy ........ Seven
ferent techniques of paying «iff
prosecution of the firms .‘tan un(Parlophone)
jockeys.
One was direct payment
I Love You .....Cliff Richards. ‘necessary expenditure of time, ef- |
Exodus
...Ferrante
& Teicher
for spins on a weekly or monthly
Columbia) -.
Sydney, April 18.
:
(London)
basis
and
anoiher method was to
fort and funds in determining. the
Josephine .....: Fats Demino
A Sydney radio station. 2GB, has
‘(imperial)
ee
legality.. of. the alleged practice,}
F.BI. ......... The Shadows
j|cut the jockey in for a “royalty”
| launched a new concept in formula
since the protection
of the public | Afscheid Saldaat ....Ria Valk
(Columbia)
'
jon
each
record
sold. Tripp's lewradio with-a “Big 60” pop list
‘Fontana)
us
interest is mow fully. assured: by
Where Boys Are ...... Francis:
;yers, Benjamin Shedler and Morris
-| based .on artists rather than hit
!
specific statute.”
,
*
(MGM)
|
Goldman,
concede
that Tripp ejtunes. Station is accenting “the
Lipscomb
agreed, -. but ‘recomcepted the coin both ways, but they
| people who make the hits” and is;i
maintain
that
he
was
not guilty of
mended that dismissal of the comable to draw on past recordings of
plaints be conditioned on FTC's
commercial bribery since he vas
the top artists. _.
}
right to start further proceedings
an
“independent
contractor”
and
‘Like in the U.S., some. of the
against. the outfits “should future
not an employee af the station.
stations here have teenage music
events so warrant.” Lipscomb. -acUnder questioning by assistant
formulas while others cater. to
tion technicaHy doesn't constitute
district attorneys Joseph Stone and
t adults, It's figured that the accent
i
a final decision of the Commission,
Michael R. Juviler, Harry Apostelon. artists rather’ than
current
but indications we re that it would}
eris, partner in Alpha Distributors,
clicks. will help 2GB bridge both
stick.
_
—
said he paid Tripp $10.400 until
markets..
Also- duplicating
the
“About 100 anti-payola complaints:
the payola scandals broke open.
American pattern. the station is
wyhave been issued by FTC since
Apostoleris
testified
that
Tripp
‘distributing its “Big 60° chart to
“the crackdown was launched De‘agreed to spin four Alpha-distriball Sydney and suburban disk dealFrankfurt,
April
-18.
cemhber, 1959. All ‘but a handful |- More and _more ‘buyers are se-! ers. Des Foster, 2GB's manager,
Paris, April 18.
uted disks every day for $756 a
-have been settled by means of conAll the rumors about a possible month, a figure arrived at after

with. its elaborate anti-payola-plugola provisions, “made continued

.

|Reich Disk Biz|
Climbing Back

France's SACEM ©
| Wins Point Over
AN-TV Divvy

To 1958 Peak

lecting

a. longhair record. instead instituted

the idea

for

the

sent orders barring the record of a popular number, according to ‘Station in the Australia-wide
companies from engaging in ‘futiire ‘the .1960 report just’ released: by quarie .network.
‘the West German Record Industry, |
from its-Celogne headquarters.
- One. explanation .for .the. trend
;
has‘ been: that because the price’ o

key
Mac-;nationalization of the French per-' Some friendly haggling. At Tripp's
forming rights society, SACEM ‘Le ; request, the checks were made cut
Societe

Mex ASCAP Gets Action

Metronome in Rank Tie

been allayed.

is a rather hefty one ‘in _ From Juke Ops After
For Far East Coverage records
comparison to ether forms of enter-

tainment in West Germany, the
firm, is broadening
its internation- ° folks who plunk down the -price. of |"
al coverage. Latest addition to a platter would prefer one. that
Metroname

Records.

Swedish

Auteurs,

Composi-;to the disk jockey’s wife, Marilyn

At the same time

These started due to' Alpha

:some friction between

a

_

Des

teurs Et Editeurs De Musique) have: Tripp.

was

paying

Tripp,

the various
;Records, a label handled

that

Laurie

throurh

“authors rights group about the div-' Alpha, also shelled out $8,000 1o
vying of the annual radio and tele-; Tripp without Alpha and Laurie
are usually ;knowing of the other’s deal with
sum annually ' the jockey.

vision rights which
Piniching a Delinquent’ made
up in one lump

. Mexico City, April 18.
“and shared by the groups involved,
Marvin Cane, vice-prexy of Coed
The Mexican Society of Authors including SACEM, drama orgs, etc.: Records, said he pad Tripp a haf
1
& Composers, which had caused
‘It
seems
that
the
Society
of
Au.cent
royalty on each “16 Candlc+”
just jailing of Frank Navarro for non- thors felt that written material disk which the Jockey laid on heav-

is a they.can play for: years, instead of
.
deal with Rank International mak- a top popular favorite.
Metronome's

foreign

setup

During 1960. the industry
‘ing the diskery’s entire catalog
available to Cosdel, the Rank li-- revealed, 57.777.000 records were
“censee In Japan, Cambodia, Hong brought out on the German market,
Kong, Indo: China, Indonesia. a. considerable increase from the
Korea, Laos, Okinawa, the’ Philip- 52,000,000 ‘platters sold in.. 1959.
ines,. Tainan, Viet
Nam ..and and just about the same as the
Siam. The. deal was worked out © highest recent year of record sales:
in N. Y. between Rank lawyer Paul. 1958; when 57.200.000 records were

Marshall
Orion

and’ Claes Dahlgren.

Development

nome’s U. S. affil.

of sold.

Corp., Metro-

_

Metronome™.s now représented:
jn Denmark, Finland. Norway, and

Germany and has affiliates all. over

Europe. ‘In. the .U. S.. the Metro-.
nome material is released by such
labels as Atlantic, Atco. Mercury.

Prestige. Cadence, Arga and World:
Pacific.
as '

Henry Tobias Gets Option

On Eddie Davis’ Comedy
_
Hollywood, April -18.
_ Henry. Tobias. songwriter who
moved to the Coast
after exiting.
Jast faH as entertainment director

Classic.

.
platters

,
accounted:

for

tpayment of royalties on music ex; ploited over: jukeboxes in Mexicali

and other: frontier ‘areas: has now
come to terms with operator. ©
_ Guillermo. Midaguilar,
Society

‘executive, said that a “favorable

should take precedence over tunes; ily on his show.
and symphonies, but SACEM

Cane said tlie

clung ;tune zoomed into the top 40 within

ito the idea that it was the amount |three weeks

and

Tripp

kept en

of performing time that counted. ‘Playing it until it became a smash

{The SOA wanted to call in an ar- hit.

Tripp had a similar deal cn

biter from the Ministry of Culture the “I Wonder Why” Coed disk.
which. started the talk of nationali'According to Eugene Schwar‘z,

‘pact’? was signed with. Navarre last
week, with operator paying: around
$8,000 on. account
and’ signing

zation.”

: Laurie Records exec, he had a deal

en Cpeurs, finally, aerced onthe’ cent royally on every Loutie 6k
¢

"ps

‘under which Tripp received a hilf-

to' notes for $40.000 more, with! this |.ry
the. record industry last vear. while ' covering back royalti es due tor i will be on a time basis. At a recent | whether Tripp played them or not,
|
;
some of:the- firms, such as German, past ‘three years.
In
opening
case,
Stone
‘meeting, the over 600 of the 1,100
.
. the
<
Jk
Electrola, reported that the. clas- - ‘Beeause of the stiff Society at- : SACEM members whe vote on pro-, charged Tripp with selling air tine
sics accounted for.an all-time high titude other operators are falling ; ce dure, made it clear that they:that did not belong to him. Hie
fin
line,
paying
up.
back
royalties.
of 48 of their business. The 37°%
were
delwan ted to keep things democratic ‘Said
; that Tripp's activities
,
"
is just about double previous years. Agreement has also been signed {with a vote for all members and /trimental to WMGM since its re.:pwho
when the longhair records méant with Luis Alonso Huerdo
tplication for an FCC license in
“not
only
by
the
moneymaking
ones.
from 16 to 20°C of.the total take. heads Aparatos Musicales, S.:A., a
;May, 1960, was withheld because of
. Deutsche Grammophon. was re- firm operating hundredsof juke!'Tripp.
Stone said that a deal tor
about: 37°c -of the total income

%

ported to have the highest percent : boxes in La Paz. Ensenada, Tecate,

of the total. business. about 30°7 , Mexicali and other frontier cities.
of the eritire volume of the record i Juke operators, scared by imindustry.

28°c

Electrola- followed

of the: entire

income.

with | prisonment

and

of Navarro

of the Society, are

on

behest

now changing

|

George Levy Joins

the sale of WMGM for $11,000,000
to Crowell-Collier has stil] been
theld up pending FCC approval.
King’s Publishing Co. Tripp’s trial is the first of a se-

with
operators - George.Levy, vet music man, has;Ties involving payola to broade :st
Telefunken had 20, with Philips» their ..attitude
joined Syd Nathan’s
King/Lois! Personnel.
Last May, five disk
getting areund- 12°or 13°C of-the: in . Laredo, Matamoros. Tampico. Publishing Enterprises. Levy will !{Jockeys, a former station manacer
-Ciudad:.
Juarez
-and
other
|
of the Fontainebleau. Hotel.‘ in entire business.. The rest was split communicating to the Society points
their maintain Pandora Music, his own!and twe former station record lis
Miami. Beach, has taken an. option.. up among the smaller firms.
willingness
-to dicker to pay up'indie publishing firm,in addition |brarians were arrested and ate
The old. 78 rpms are just about’
on-a musical comedy written by
back royalties ‘and enter into new | to his duties of acquiring new tal- ‘cused of accepting $116,580 in J+
out
of
production.
the
industry.
the
late comedy
writer.- Eddie:
j
{ent and masters for King
R ecords legal payoffs.
f
Davis. titled “Diz Muz Be Dere. report added, :and most. of those contracts.
and its affiliated labels, BethlePlace.” Tobias is writing the score still’ being turned out ‘are. headed é
hem, ‘Federal, Deluxe and 4-Star.
,
tor export to. tlie Far East or to:
for the show.
°
es
| He'll also be on the lookout for
Tobias. also has’ completed a° Africa. The’ German: industry is
!, music catalogs to bring into the
following -the.
video script ‘for a musical based on: more ‘and more
} publishing combine.
American.
trend
of
concentrating
the ‘careers’ of the three song: :
Levy will team with Nat Tannen,
226 InMidwest Dates
Writing: Tobias brothers, Harry. on single and longplay platters,
Hollywood, April 18.
Billy Myles and Jack Pearl in a
Ray Charles in a pair of concert

|TUBBY

TUBA’ TOOTER
~ HITS AFM SOUR NOTE

Charlie

and

himself...

Records,

with. a vocal

He's

launched his. disk label. here,
Gems.

‘also the ‘report concluded.

Pat’

group, ‘The

Vet film musician George Boujie

Duke-Lieberman $21,750 ~~

Desmond:
Roy Harris Muffs. Honor. . - Suit vs.EosJohnny
Angeles. April. 18.
Lancaster, Pa. April: 18.

Singer . Johnny

Desmond

has!

Ray Charles Racks Up

general exee capacity and will also j.dates

over

the

weekend

after having been nixed out of a
$200 job April 8 at annual S. F.
Boys’ Club band show.
Boujie
would have’ done his longtime

defendant. in a suit} “Tubby. The Tuba” routine.

__

affiliated
properties.
headquarter in N. Y.

Levy

chestra.

oo

Symphony Or-

is.sory note signed by’ Desmond

De-

Minuccé Launching

will. the Masonic Aud, the singer hit
{an
100

SRO

$14.136

standees

which

in this 4.600

included
seater,

j While he hit a strong $8,429 at the
Music Hall, Cleveland. the follow.ing night.
In both instances there

Roy Harris, American composer... been.-named
wis immobilized in his’ San Ger- asking. $21.750 filed in Superior } ‘His Frisco date had been booked
New Regatta Label :Wwas a $4 top.
man, Puerto Rico. hgme with a. Court’ by Maurice Duke. and Al j‘by. Bernie Salin, member of Fris- | Ulpio Minuc¢i, composer-arrangBoth dates were
bum knee last week, and so unable |Lieberman, . operating as Duke |co’s AFM Local 6, union whieh'er and indie disk producer, is! Hal Zeiger.
Productions, _
1o appear in. person—as skedded—
;
-{ banned -Boujie’s apperance there Jaunching a new label to be known
;
to accept the 1961, Composer's ; Complaint’ states that ‘via .prom- - . on a bill with other AFM members. ‘as Regatta: Records. The new disk-

. Award of Laneaster

in

scored
a
has returned. from. San Francisco j work in general promotion and e x-itroit and Cleveland
: ploitation ‘of the various Lois an q{healthy $22.565. Saturday (15) at

promoted

by

Le
fy’
in i Reason: -Boujie got expelled. year | ery will be a subsid of T.M. Proby Loval 47 here: ductions Inc. Regatta will be
Robert Marks 0 S€as
during early era of that union’s headed
by Minucci
with
Irv|
Robert Marks, exec v.p. and gen‘war with. rival “Musicians Guild. Trencher as sales manager, Fred} eral manager of E. B. Marks Music,
Boujie joined the Guild, but con- Jay and Art Harris in charge of ‘headed for Europe this week on a
tinued to pay his dues at Local 6. artists & repertoire, Piero Rizza/seven-week
tour of affiliates in
his’ hometown local to which he teeording and representing Regatta |England, France and Spain.
Marks is taking 2 flock of matehas telonged more than 20 vears., in Italy and Judge White perform-}|
Upon his. arriva] in Friseo for ing a similar function far England jrial for possible publication overdate he was confronted with ‘a) and France.
seas including a tune based on the
Minucci has already signed Bob ;new dance craze, ‘Phe Charanga,”
ukase he could not play with AFM
of members. there ‘b) an $8 rebate of Halley, Will Sanders & the Du-|which is a variation of the pachanhis last quarterly dues paid Local prees..
,ga. Robert Marks had been in

ne 11956
|
and under a contract of that. ard chalf ago

He was. to ‘have conducte d hi S|date-singer agreed to pay amount
ewn “Kentucky Spring’ scherzo,: Specified for rightsto life of late
‘Conductor &ouis Vyner,of the Cur- Russ .Colombo. -held by plaintiffs.
tis Institute of Music. Philadelphia. Under pact. it's .asserted. if Desand conductor of the “Strong. Vir- mond did not pay $21,750 by March.
turosi’ of Philadelphia, directed [1. ‘1957; he. then. was to reassign
the performance instead. °
_ rights :to plaintiffs u pon payment
This is Vyner's 12th season as of $1,750.
|
for|
Lancaster
Sym-]:
~ conductor
phony.
a
| Duke and Lieberman also asked

court.to

determine

ownership
=~

+ Previous recipients of the Com-| late crooner’s.
life story,
poser’s Award, both of whom. ac- |.
cepted it in person, and conducted |
Yepresentative works of their own,
Red Nichols & ‘and Five
‘were Howard Hanson and Peter. booked for a one. nighter
Mennin.
:
the Music. Hall in Houston,
a
.
3
:

~

—

2.

-Trencher, who has already lined | charge of Coast operations until
6. His membership in Local .6 had
been terminated March 21, a mem- up a full roster of distributors. was: he shifted to his new post in the
bership dating back to 1936 when in promotion and sales for South-1:N_Y. office. He’s the cousin of Herhere. at ‘he’ migrated here. from S.F. ana ‘ern Music and Top Rank Records!bert Marks, E. B. Marks Musie
June 7. transferred te Local 47. °
before joining Regatta.
l prexy.

Pennies
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Inside Stuff—Music
@

"| sat at the counter in a restaurant in

Columbia

they didn't have what | wanted.”

BDICK GRE
DICK GHI
DICK mh

DICK

is releasing

e

an album

Celler Bill

titled “Musle

of Richard

=

Continued from page 57 sao

wife are the parents of 13 children (seven less than 17th century Bach),

/ers,

was

Songwriters,

built

in 1703)

In a suburb

of Philadelphia

called Bryn

Athyn.

distributors and

dealers

are

artists, musicians

and.

Their home is called.Land of Yardumian. Yardumian's father was a Publishers. are deprived of their
minister and a great friend of Woodrow Wilson. The 14 points of the Yroyalties and. the Federal Govern-

GREGORY

Ment.is robbed of its excise and:
Wilson plan included. one, giving freedom to the Armenians, which other
|
taxes.”
7
was. a result.
Yardumian’s

works

are now

in the permanent. repertoire

of the’,

S¢Veral counterfeiting rings have

Houston, Detroit, Boston, Kansas City. Indianapolis, Tucson, « been uncovered in the last year.
“77
OF YE Denver,
Philadelphia orchestras, and have been played by leading orchestras in “long. with the MPPA, the AmeriCanada,
Europe,
Japan
and
Australia.
The
theme
of
his °2" Record Manufacturers & Dis-

ORI

“Armenian Suite” isthe signature of the Voice of America broadcasts

SORYE
*OR
7ORY
rOR'

“+

sy
tad

a

behind the Iron Curtain.

»)
wa
a
wyog

(7 fq

t

Roeom

Finch);

“For

Old. Crimes

LPs,

forgers: who.

including

those

by

Sake”

(Mickey

Cohen);

“Cry”

(Jack Paar); .

oS
Peter . D Sj Rose

Cry” (Richard Nixon); “That’s It. I Quit, I'm Movin’ On” (Eisenhower); '

“You Can Have Her”
_{{Floyd Patterson),
~

(Arthur

Miller); “Gee

Whiz

(Look At His Eyes)”

|.

As part of America’s ‘goodwill’ program towards South America,
Broadcast Music Inc. has commissioned a work, “Chiaroscuro For.
-Orchestra.” by longhair composer Henry Cowell at the request of the!
U. S. Embassy in Guatemala. The Cowell work will be presented to:
| reps of the Guatamalan and U. S. governments this month for trans- |.

mission to Jose Maria

Franco

Gil. conductor

of the Guatamalan

Na-!}

”

tional Symphony Orchestra for performance in July. John J. Muccio, 'f §
U. S. Ambassador to Guatamala, was approached last year about the]
| [eommissioning of a symphonic work dedicated to that country and ;Jenlisted the aid of Mrs. Jouett Shouse, chairman of the President's '
Music Committee
of the People-To-People Program. Mrs, Shouse:
asked BMI to foot the bill.
,
|

3

c~

22
me meg
ya
Set
aeo. fo hf
od
Le
‘

hit

1“Deep In The Heart of Taxes” ‘Ingemar Johansson’: “Smiles” (Ed
Sullivan); “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes” (Ed Murrow}; “Why Dont's You .
Believe Me” (Nikita); “Don't Worry". (Jack Kennedy); “I Don’t Wanna

“TORY
*

down the

j have been pressing large quantities

Sinatra,
Shelley Berman,
_Minneapolis-St. Paul’s KDWB-TV's April Fool whimsy ‘on: its own. Frank
“Foolish Forty” survey of alleged: pop songs included such contrived Bobby Rydell, etc. The counterfeiters
can
turn
out the forged
titles (2) as “Pony Time” (Eddie Arearo); “Ill Have Another Cup Of
Coffee’’ (Brendan Behan); “How Deep Is The Ocean’’ (Lloyd Bridges); -disks .at. slightly under 60c per
copy.
7
“Wild Juan" (Mrs. Peron: “Where The Buoys Are’’ (The Sailboaters); “Greener Pastures” (Vigoro}; “I Wanna Love My Life Away” (Bernie:

|

| ORY

7OR)
“7 OR)

‘tbutors Assn. has been active in

-; tracking

‘of

ORY

aq

3

3

They (15) live in a sprawling 26 room house (the most ancient part ‘denied their legitimate profits. The

“RG OR YO

araren

DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
DIC¥
VICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
TICK

Records

.

Yardumian”. performed by. Eugene Ormandy and Philadelphia Orchestra. It was 24 years ago, at the age of 19, that Philadelphia-born $5,000 in damages if illegal manus
Richard .and Ruth Yardumian were married. They had met as volun- facture can be proved.
teer helpers working for Stokowski, in the early days of the Philadel- . In attacking the counterfeiters,
i phia Orchestra’s Youth Conterts. Today, composer Yardumian and his ‘Celler said that “the manufacture.

Alabama for nine months. When they
finally integrated and | saw the menu,
DICK

. s

<nr

X
3 &~s
ok,

oe

MGM

&ng

i

Records is devoting April for a special promotion on the late ||

country& western singer-composer Hank Williams. For its “Salute. To °
Hank Williams Month,” the diskeryis putting on a special sales pro- ,{ $
gram drive on six. newly repackaged and recataloged. Williams’ sets. — =

~“:

Six illustrators

AS
tex,
ow pnd
oo
D a

DICK ©
DICK

fave

been commissioned

which

are titled “Hank

“Luke
Song”

The
and

Williams

Drifter,” “First, Last
“Wanderin’ Around.”

Lives

to design

Again,”

the new

“I’m

albums:

Blue Inside,” |

and Always.” “Let Me Sing A Blue:
The sales pitch will offer one free;

album for every five purchased with special dating privileges
and the ;
regular 2c discount.

Dice

Dick Linke has shifted the homeoffices of his management firm to | The week’ of April 23-30th has been.
the Coast. He'll keep a N. Y. branch but the main operation will now
dedicated as “Peter de Rose Memorial

DY(

be centered

D

on the Coast because

of his increased

activities with the

“Andy. Griffith TV Show.”. Because of the shift Linke will reshuffle _ “Week,” commemorating ‘the 8th Anal- |
| hig talent stable. He’s giving up singer Tommy Leonetti as of May 1
versary of the death
of the composer
but he'll continue to manage Margaret Ann with the Ernie Mariani ;

of “Deep Purple,” “Wagon ‘Wheels”

Trio and 11-year-old singer Robin Clark who records for Capitol.

and. many other hits.

Joe Csida, veepee for eastern operations at Capitol Records,
dressed the spring convention of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters

adlast.

1 P.M:, April 24th, Duffy Sq. in NLY.C.

week (7) on the subject of “Broadcasting In The Sixties.” The meet
was held at the Greenbriar, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Other
speakers were Terry Lee, managing director
Atlanta, and Robert Taft. Jr., majority leader
Representatives.

of tv station WAGA,
of the Ohio House of

His music will

be featured on radio a Iv and after: ;

willbe knownas “Peter de Rose
Memorial Square” for that time.
; Among other tributes, nine water color
-paintings by Carrie E. Singhi, Inspired

International

Music

Calendar

for 1961

lists 10.452

music

events

in

1,003 cities in 98 countries. Calendar, just released by the President's

DICK
DICK

bourne.

TCK

DICK
DICK

DICK
mre
Poa
ah

DICK
DIC#
DICK
DICK
DICK
DICK
y

jake K
DI CK

by names of his great songs will be

exhibited all week at the Leonardo
NIusic Committee of the People-to-People Program, is the only comFolk. | de Vinci Restaurant at 60 W. 56, New
prehensive -compilation of world music and dance activity.
religious festivities, symphony. choral, ‘chamber music, opera, ballet.
York City. On Sunday, April 23rd,
and jazz are all included. Information is also given on the larger
the Fordham Manor Reformed Church.
musical festivals, such. as those in Salzburg, Edinburgh and Giynde-

“DICK
>c,
&

:

\

2
rH.
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a
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GREGORY

BLACK &
WHITE”
A NEW ALBUM
FROM COLPIX*

GR]

OR
xORY
“7ORY
meae)s:
“TORY
“SOR
SGC OR
BGOR
FGOR
{FGOR

2mGOR
{EG OR

“With Intelligence and sophistication,

Dick Gregory has become the first
Negro comedian to make the big time!”
*A DIVISION OF COLUMBIA PICTURES

TIME MAGAZINE

‘at Reservoir Ave. and Kingsbridge Rd.

‘(where Peter's widow May Singht 4
in
Jorgen Ingmann's “Apache,” recorded by Metronome Records
Copenhagen and released in the U. S. via Atco, is now ona global § Breen de Rose was baptized -and atN.Y.”
kick. Claes. Dahlgren, of Orion Development Corp., Metronome’s
tended Sunday School), the present
‘office, has arranged for releases of Ingmann’s “Apache” in Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, Mexico, New Guniea, Chite and Japan. | minister, Dr. Donald Bruggnick, -has
in the. US...
‘Meantime, the. Danish guitaristis negotiating for bookings
requested the organist, Karen Brander| berger to piay Poter’s Immortal “Deep

that’
“African Waltz.” Cannonball Adderley’s instrumental disk hit
Purple” as a prelude to-the 11 o'clock |
started in England, was composed .by Galt McDermot of Montreal,
toured
that
‘service, his well known hymn, “God
who was co-composer of “My Fur Lady,” McGill U.-musical
Trio cuts :
Canada professionally for a year in ‘57-"5B. Galt McDermot
Is Ever Beside ‘Me -and closing with
cool jazz for Colin Kerr's Laurentien Records in Montreal.
“! Heard a Forest Praying,” which, he

MUSIC AT NEWPORT Mex Orchs in Row Over
REPLACES JAZZ FETE: ‘Magic Violins’ Billing

wrote for John Charles Thomas;
A fitting tribute to Peter de Rose, the
beloved ™musie man.

Mexico City, April 18.
SSS
Roberto Perez Vazquez, leader!

Newport, R. 1. April 18.
Newport, which threw out the’! of the Villa Fontana Magic Vio. |
jazz festival this year, refusing tO Jines, says that the musical unit.

a
LATEST RELEASE

‘Being Back Your Heart.

allow the Newport Jazz Festival to’ or Arturo Romero. is being erro-|_
play because of last year’s riots. iS peously billed in the-Las Vegas

tohave a “modern music show at Dunes Clith as the “Magic Violins.”

by the Original

reehody
Park Instead
thls sum~- The National Assn.-of Actors will
mer.
‘eaution Romero from sanctioning |
-Musie at Newport Inc. inked a use of the Villa Fontana name for|!
The. unit is ‘currently |
contract in New York, Friday (7), his group.
with a producer’s group to stage appearing in the Villa Fontana Res-:
Ss
a modérn music show at the park. , taurant in this. capital.
|The ‘entertainment, described by:
Vazquez said that the similar

Eugene. P. Faerber, prexy of MAN,
as a diversified program of modern
‘music, which will include jazz, will

be

presented

11,
2, 3.

June 30

and

DEL

7
VIKINGS

#10208

billing is causing confusion in the:

U.S. and that his unit is apt to:
suffer financial losses because of; §
July confusion with the Romero unit: .j

made up of .11 violins and 2 pianos.|

——_=

§

f
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UNIT D ARTISTS WINS
DEMY AWARDS!
THE APARTMENT
WINNER

OF FIVE AWARDS

‘THE COMPLETE ORIGINAL SCORE AVAILABLE ON
UNITED ARTISTS RECORDS ALBUM UAL 3105, UAS 6105
HIT THEME SINGLE BY FERRANTE AND TEICHER UA 231

WINNER BEST MUSICAL SCORE
UNITED

ARTISTS

RECORDS

ALBUM

UAL 3123, UAS 6123

HIT THEME SINGLE BY FERRANTE AND TEICHER UA 274

EVER ON SUNDAY
WINNER BEST

UNITED

SONG

ARTISTS RECORDS ALBUM UAL 4070, UAS 5070
HIT THEME SINGLE BY DON COSTA UA 234

ELMER

GANTRY

WINNER OF. THREE AWARDS

UNITED ARTISTS:

RECORDS ALBUM

UAL 4069, UAS 5069

EXTRA BONUS- America’ iS Best Selling Album

GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES
Containing the Original Hit Singles from

EXODUS, THE APARTMENT, NEVER

ON SUNDAY and THE ALAMO

‘UNITED

UAL

ARTISTS. RECORDS

3122,

UAS

6122

“ORDER NOW! ANY THREE — GET ONE FREE!
Contact Your United Artists Records Distributor Today
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On the Upbeat
New
Don

O07.

York

i?, program

director

between

‘Lewis,

Hollywood

and

impresario: Vie
manager

European

Dicki]

‘'-Hinstein have exited

plans

for

wleo..

Pianist

Ted

British

talent

State wards. with

Freddy Martin and his orch will

booker |

debut

Arvrican

ho:

American trips

we.
Bae.

.
rs ae ae

Four Fr-:hmen,

ed ane

the Atlantic,

Denis, the

Matt

THE:

mer

revue,

will probably

opening

Records

four girls,

HATS THE
WAY
WITH LOVE

pie,

starting

score

13

15

12

18

15.

#21

|

SHILKRET

10

19

23

‘Jack

“JEANNINE, i DREAM OF LILAC TIME”

Tar

Hotel

_.,

Batton

Russ

will

4

JOHNNY

Fh

MATHIS

(Columbia)

JL

30

19

-19

2

—

_ Emotions

26.26

LAWRENCE

21THE

27
—

29

25

#9

DO RE

30.34

6

BING CROSBY

1

-AL HIRT ‘Victor

7

33.

ALAMO (Columbia)

RAIN

MI (Victor)

_

Paul

DURAND:

PAUL ANKA

Ringading

52

-~

LIAMS
ROGER‘on WIL
KAPP

MILLS MUSIC..@-1619 Bway, N.Y. 19 J

(ABC-Par)

Paul Anka Sings His Big 15 (ABC-323)
ERANK SINATRA|(Reprise)

on,

“‘Modemeicll

“The Cow and I"

_..

Greatest Horn in the World (LPM 2366)

1.

34.22

©Compose

Theme’ from the New Film

‘WB:

Join Bing & Sing (1363)

|Ding

BOB NEWHART (WB)
Button Down
Mind (W. 1379)
._———-

36.

5

BILL BLACK

— °

1

RUSTY
"STE WARREN

COMBO (Hi

Solid and R:
Raunchy 112003:

36.

_

37”

-

94.

2

TERRY SNYDER

29.
38

by DAVID CARROLL
MERCURY RECORDS #71790

‘C ominandi

Persuasive Percussion II !CR 33-808)
a

6

a

(Jubilee)

"Sinsational
ee

RAY CHARLES ‘impulse? ;
Dedicated to You ‘ABC 385°

9

MIKE NICHOLS & ELAINE MAY (Mercury)

_.

Evening with Nichols

2

BROOK BENTON ‘Mercury)

by LEROY HOLMES:

& May (OCM 2200)

M.a.M.. —. inia
=

.

o

.

University

‘

phony .band”:

I

of Michigan's

will

play)

t

Hall, N.Y¥., Friday June.2 after Ix
returning from its European four %

ministered by American
|. Theatre & Academy.

~

P H .
@.

,

ad- : x

National

Ex

It-will have played Cairo.Amman,

Kharkov. Odessa, Rostov and Baku.

as

|

RINALDI TO A&R GuILD

TOWNE

*
;

a

Joe: Rinaldi
artists

has

Guild’ Records,
lished ‘division
| Musi¢ Guild.”
|

taken

as

for

oees

musical instruments.

WEEKS

|

BON SOIR, New York

|

over

director

The American Music Guild op-;
}ierates a subscription club for disks

and

Currently for FOUR

ik*

Pers. Mgt.—BERGER, ROSS. and STEINMAN

i
+
the newly estab-. +
of the American

& .repertoire

: L

x

| Damascus, Beirut, Cyprus, Instan- x
— bul, Sophia. Bucharest,. Warsaw. t
Moscow, Leningrad, Minsk, Kiev,— «x

by

i

=

“sym- |&

Carnegie

-

phat

THE BROOKLYN “AMBASSADOR.

Camegie, N.Y. Climate

#- under the President’s Program

|

oO ft. t h e

Mr. Lucky Goes Latin (LPM 2360)

9

—

..35_

SONG

‘Original Cast (LOC 2002)

‘*

°

y

The.
6007)

HENRY MANCINI ‘Victor’

.
Morgan'}.

Hall (LOC

Soundtrack E (CL 1558:

3

28

COR P ORA T ION

WELK (Dot)

Returns.
to Carnegie
ee

-

MUSIC

Brook Benton Greatest Hits (MG 20607)

a

)

FAMOUS

HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)

28

32

pe

.

|

on United Artists Records

2

(DL 4104:

27

40

COE

|

—

Buy -Xou a Star ‘CL 1623)

a

mo

introduce:

November 1961

SILVER

LOVE THEME
FROM
ONE EYED
JACKS

.

(Columbia)

14. RUSTY¥ WARREN (Jubilee)

_

39

Will Be Co-Published

(From the PARAMOUNT Picture)

Mind Strikes.
Back (WI 393)

HORTON

“AND ;| .

Feature

2272)

Horton’s Greatest Hits |(CL. 1596)
UNSINKABLE
MOLLY ~ BROWN (Capitol)
. Original Cast (WAO 1509)
.23.
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
_ Memory. Sing With Mitch (CL 1542)

31. °—

As of

THERE

.

.18

17

38°
,

.

Down

JOHNNY

:

10..

i nishtly dancing in its Gas Buggy
H Room Aug. 10 Al Wallace, current‘ly at the Fair mont's Cirque Room,
; Will head the band.,.Neve has
signed Lambert-Hendricks-Ross for.
-May 23. Earl Grant for June 6.
i

“WOLFIE™ GILBERT'S
" DIAMOND JUBILEE

(LPM

Swinging Session iW 1491)
BOB NEWHART (WB)

:

oe
een
me
Ae

You all ‘helped make my seventy-fifth
year a happy one.

In Person

24
7%

«27

25.

TEICHER

timpulse;

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

16

;

; Orch are booked for summer at the '
: Fairmont—separately, of course’

for your classic waltz.
made my lyric natural

FERRANTE

Genius Plus Soul. Equals Jazz (A-2)
LEMELITERS (Victor)
Tonight:

ot

and

BAY CHARLES

*
I

Is-|

Cast (LOC 1060)

BERT KAEMPFERT (Decca)

#5

18

23.

San Francisco
Page

Carlton: Joan Fairfax
Joan
Fairfax, ‘new
Canadian
thrush, signed for five years with
Carlton Records.

(Victor

BAY CONNIFF (Columbia)

_.
12

7

‘220

plays the Embers, Indian-'

‘Patti

Original

on Kip last

teen
ern
oe

‘Wonderland by Night (DL 4101)

17

tune

1 MOTHER SONG _

WILDCAT

debuted

-week with “A Year And A Day..

SOUND OF MUSIC (Columbia)

«10S

21°20

apolis, Sept. 4 for two "weeks.

EYES”

NATHANIEL

50

,

.Bobby Christian band embarks on:
| midwest college dance and’ con-'
'eert tour this week . . . Frank

the lyrie

Miss’ Lynn

MANTOVANI! (Londom

_Last Date (DLP 3350)

fody Mill. Chi, July.28-Aug.

ip’ Rone

his label:
They are’ Judy: Lynn;
| Joey Randazzo. and Tony Martinez.

FRANK SINATRA(C‘apitol)
All the Way «W 1538)

_ Memories Are Made of This (CL 1574)

20

|Russ Carlyle orch into Hotel ‘Peabody. Memphis, May- 294Fune 10
..- Don Glasser orch set for Mel-

BAER

5

ae
16
19

first
of
the
to
Herrmann

;

Kip: “Judy Lynn, Others
Lonnie Kaufman; Kip Records
‘ prez. has added three Singers to.

34
NEVER *ON SSUNDAY (UA)
Soundtrack. (UC AL 4070)

8 17

‘15

Ramsey Lewis Trio booked for !
{the Birdhouse, Chi, July 10-30.

Thanks to ‘MABEL WAYNE’
For an exquisite melodic wedding
to my lyric
“RAMOWA"
THE WORLD WIDE PERENNIAL

You

9

MITCH MILEER(«
(Columbia)
_ Happy. Times (CL 1568)

= _

Chicago

75—DIAMOND JUBILEE—75
L. WOLFE GILBERT

~ Thanks ~ ta

14

“the

Columbia's. “Mysterious

code

NO.

8

14

Ferrante &

Bernard

h.

land.”

ol

; _RECOGNIZED

10

i

take

and “Paige's Theme.”
C
the
he
ne a
Martin, who's een on
pitol label
for the. Bast severa
iyears, has. been concentrating on
the LP field but Kapp Plans to Fut
thim into both.the pop single an
packaged Boon areas,
Theme”

GREAT MOTION PICTURE THEMES (UA)
Various Artists (UAL, 3122)

.

Riddle will back Helen Traubel on
a Dot album titled ° ‘Battle Hymn|
of the Republic.” to be cut end. of
April .
Gerald Fried will tune ,
up Allied Artists’ “Twenty Plus'
Two"

charming

9

- 13

chief Don Coast on new “theme”
singles from UA pix . . . Nelson:

13082

MOTHER’S

7

12°12

Teicher. United Artists. Records) 1
piano dud, huddling
with a&r‘'

mon

your

13

label with two tunes writ-

‘the Kapp

. Original Cast. (KOL. 5450)

if it clicks, GAC °

show on the road”...

(Viaggio Nell" Infinito)

‘Thanks to ABEL

6

u

was

“ten,
for the. Warner
eLatey” .
“Parrish*::
bie
Seas.by Max’Steiner

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
G. I. Blues (LPM 2256)
10 KINGSTON TRIO (Capitob~

6

van

when: Kapp

| Re vice atti wh bow om

1058)

5: 26

{1 it

May: 19.

Nathanson

(LOC

(Columbia) _

Music from Exodus (LL 3231)

will hold a press |

and.

have

Soundtrack

CAMELOT

Origimal Cast (KOL 5620)

.

and deejay party to intro their
artists and the label, April 20 atthe Hollywood Plaza...
GAC has_
Signed composer Stuart Nathanson
to write and produce a new musi-eal revue exclusively for lounge!
acts in Las Vegas, Reno and Lake
Tahoe—plenty of music. four boys.
will

=

“worked together

EXODUS ‘Victor)

15

:

Jabei's chief. Dave Kapp an They

Caleutta (DLP 2539)

_

2°

10

Hollywood -

enhancing

19

;mer. The moaveover to ape mks

LAWRENCE WELK (Dot)

Make Way (T- 1474)

do a

—
RPC

“MY

1

$3

to be Harry Secombe’s leading lady
jin the London Palladium’s sum-

WEEK

fer

2

‘4

whose “My Kind of Girl” has. been’
hitting th echarts on both sides of.

.

OF

7 IS

13

Regan to guest:

Joan

at sons-thrush

as
q

=

4
-

Modern J -z Quartet Ray Charles film musical when he gets back
and Dave Brubeck all in line for |£"°™ his Oe ie amt month to
British tours under new three-way japp oe Singer Ma rion Rysty show

K

1

3°

.
British
|

Romi di ‘stt2 ... Reg Connelly on his tv show probably in -Decem-!
Let A Lie Break: ber. Miss Regan is busy with tv.
“tsi:
bouts
by ALJ. Neiburg and. , dates this side and is booked for a
Your Hoeari.”
J. Fre C ots. for Great Britain :Summer show in Torquay... Sing-»
. . . The Borry Sisters, Roulette ,ing Brook Bros., a hit here with ‘|
eded the United Cere-|their disk “Warpaint.” off to the
diskers, re
bral Pal-y As.oe.’s new theme song States in May for a. three-weeks.
“Look At Us, We're Walking” to p:omotion trip. . Michael Garrick
be played ai telethons.
Quartet and Colin Peters Quartet
__
booked for opening nightof new
Lond
jazz club at Phoenix Hotet -in. Maye
ondon
fair Friday (21) . . . Matt Monro, |

Artist-Disk Deals

can Freddy Martin =
i:now record under the Kapp ban-

to head

Marshal
Gary
has invited

ahd
week ; Delmar
last. tenor,
2 TtoterItaliam
_. Ants 1. Crivtalli,
Perry Como

makin:
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wk. ‘wk. on chart

Simdns sag iwoweeker at reads fad for gingers ain

VOB,

_

This Last No. wks.

Sohn Brindle ‘Allen Blackburn. Deal also includes!

Wi wt. the ti 1...

ard Pills

|

RETAIL(A National
ALBUMSurvey BEST
SELLERS
of Key Outlets)

[tie-up

of Muvuk, colebrating his 25th anni Rey nolds

iw

BOOKED EXCLUSIVELY BY
JOE GLASER, President

745 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 22, N..Y., PLAZA 9-4600
CHICAGO @ MIAMI BEACH @ HOLLYWOOD @ LAS VEGAS @ DALLAS @ LONDON
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MUSIC

German GEMA’s Tape ‘Espionage

Fiedler Downbeat

Grammy Awards & Wails-

St. Paul; April 18.
‘Would-be musicians would
be wise ta prepare for other
‘types of vocation, according to
‘Arthur Fiedler, Boston -Pops

- Continued: from. page 37

own company’s releases. ‘Since RCA | cal ‘Soloist:. “Leontyne Price “Leon-|
conductor. Here to take part
has the most employees. eligible. to ‘tyne Price Recital” (Victor),
” .in-a panel: discussion at Macalvote, it. receives the most’ nomina- |. Best Classical ‘Opera Production: ;
ester college, Fiedler suggesttions. ”
“Turandot” Victor).
“ed thatthe electronics field
Sutro added, “Since, in its first
Best Classical Performance Cho- : ‘for one offers a much brighter

viting a few: choice record creviewers to participate in the -nominations. This resulted in some of the
off-brand labels receiving .nomina“tions, as well as the nominations of.

some of the less. “popular”

“War-

horse” releases of the majors. It is.
however, clear that. this. did not
solve the problem.”

- Sutro doesn’t’ ‘want his. ‘squawk to
be construed as “sour gr apes” but}
he questions whether such companies as Angel, Vanguard and DGG
produced only one. outstanding classical. record in 1960 and did such
Jabels as Mercury,
Decca,. Epic.
Westminster and Everest; among:
-Others, produce nothing: worthy: of:

even a nomination.

,

In- addition to. the six ¢lassical
Grammys, Victor swepf the field in
‘five othér categories...Capitol and
Columbia tied for second. spot with
‘six. each, Warner Bros. and Verve
came up with. three each. Awards:
were made in 39 categories.
Negro singer Ray Charles scored
in. the personality race with ‘four
awards, Bob ‘Newhart. Ella Fitzger-.
ald and: Henry Mancini. Walked. off
with. three each.
The: Grammys were awarded. simultaneously on both Coasts last
Wednesday (12) with ‘dininer-dance

fests at N. Y.'s Hotel .Astor

and

Hollywood's BevHills Hotel. Vet.re-.
cording exec Edward Ted) Waller- |
stein. emceed in Gotham and Mort
.Sahl carried the-Dall on the Coast.
_ Although it-was an overall re-. cording industry sponsored affaired’
“jn N, Y., two music
publishing |]
firms. were. listed: as .patrons:. The
firms: were Leeds. Music and: the !f

‘Music

Publishers

Holding

between

the

“The n

‘future than

music.

:

Frankfurt, April 18.

The

weighty

ly Sincere Thanks
NARAS

Corp..

RLES

Grammy

fiveawaxys. Manny Akbtum batoned jf
the or ch for dancing | and fanfares.j

GRAMMY WINNERS

question

-

The “patron” rap comes to onal
$400 a table. Each firm had its: own;
table at ‘the dinner,
Although this year's event wasn ‘tj
televised,
the NARAS
entertain« |nmient committee Jatched on to the |f-Modern Jazz. Quartet: Dave. Bru- |
‘beck, Bil] Dana: and. Paul Anka to}

_ entertain

Wants To.Collect Performance Rights From
Privately-Owned Home Recorders

‘the television and radio statians
of. just in Germany.
One trial suit is now pending
| whether GEMA, the powerful as- ‘before the Berlin court. in wliich
_
“What
intelligent
young
man would work himself to
sociation for performance rights: GEMA has demanded that a manu’ Best. :Contensporary
‘Classieal
becoming: a_ violinist
Composition: Aaron Copland “Ten- | death
which is the equivalent of ASCAP. facturer provide the names oat all
only to find that-he can get
der Land Spite” Victor).
in Germany, can invade the private ithe stores who are buvers of the
|.
.work
for.
26: weeks a year at
: wire recorders, and that the «tases
Best Soundtrack Album .of Mo-!
‘homie and collect the rights of its:
‘further provide the names of the
‘tion Picture or TV. Score: “Exo- : best?” Fiedler. asked, adding
“that “in -electronics he’s set:
composers is making court history° ultimate
purchasers
of the mradus’
(Victor).
.
for life. aa
|
chines.
in
Germany.
“Best Soundtrack. ‘Album or. -Re-: as
The manufacturer maintains that
And the outcome, if GEMA can’
cording of Original Cast.From Mo--.
this is going to build
up a privaletion Pictures: or Television: Origi- Belafonte “Swing Dat Hammer”
enforce its objectives, might make
spy organization for GESA. and
(Victor), |
nal. Cast “"Can-Can” ‘'Capitol),
downbeat: record industry historythat it would be impossible tor
Best Album ‘Created for Chil- throughout the world.
. Best
Show- Album “(Original
; the union to invade each home aud
Cast): “Sound of Music” (Colum-| dren: “Let's All Sing With the
In a matter which the record i contro} the final music that the
oo
| Chipmunks” ‘Liberty).
bia).
: purchasers might decide to 1ecard,
Best. Comeay: ‘Performance: Bab | Best. Engineering Contribution— industry and the wire-recorder and ::Besides, claims the manufacturer,
“Spanish
Guitars
of tape recorder manufacturers refer jthe composers and musicians are
Newhart’ “Button
“Down
(Mind Classical:
‘Laurindo Almeida” . Hugh Davies to as “wire record espionage.” 4 surely not financially damaged Ly
Strikes Back” ‘Warner Bros.).
Best Comedy Performance :Mu- (Capitol),
‘GEMA is demanding that every |i any private people who re-receard
sical). Jonathan and Darlene EdBest . Engineering
Contribution sale of a wire recorder be reported ;; their radio or television performwards “Jonathan and ‘Darlene Ed- —Popular: “The Gershwin Song
ances or meke tapes of recurds.
wards in Paris” (Columbia),
Book” (EHa Fitzgerald) Louis P. to GEMA.
‘They maintain .that instead. :eIts process which began in May - recording the music
Best Performance Documentary
Valentin. (Verve).
makes
for
‘Or Spoken Word (Other Than
‘Best. ‘Engineering Contribution— .1955 is still being bandied about added popularization of the tune
‘Comedy?:. ‘Franklin D. -Roosevelt |Novelty:
“Payola. Blues” ‘(Stan as. to whether this is an invasion ; and of the musicians playing it.
“FDR Speaks”. ‘Washington).
Thronghout
Europe,
private
of .private rights.
Objective, of
Freberg) John Kraus (Capitol).
Best’ Performance
by. ‘a Pop.
wants to ownership of tape and wire 1eBest Album Cover: “Latin a la course, is that GEMA
Single
Artist: Ray
Charles:
|
corders
is
allowed,
with
no
police
check
just
how
much
music
the
“Georgia on My Mind” tABC-Pap). i: Lee’ tPeggy Lee) Marvin Schwartz 1,000,000 owners of wire recorders ;oer other controls as to who bis
| ‘Capitol).
Best. Country. & Western Perthe machines and how or for what
are
duplicating
on their home
“El ,
Best .New. Artist of 1960: . Bob | machines.
And - eventuaily,
formance: | Marty” Robbins
the they are used. And, maintains the
Newhart (Warner Bros.).
Paso” - tColumbia).
to
strong union hopes toe collect fees recording industry. for GEMA
Best. Rhythm ‘& Blues PeiformBest Jazz Composition of More|from the private owners, just as enforce its fee collection against
ance: Ray Charles “Let. the Good ;Than Five Minutes Duration: Miles | it does from the restaurant owner's the private owners would
be &
Times Rol)” ‘Atlantie).
Davis-Gil. Evans
“Sketches
:
of| who play records of GEMA com- bitter and unfair blow for the manBest . Performance—Folk: ‘Harry! Spain” (Columbia).
posers, and just as it rollects from ufacturers and for the final buyers.

two years, this abuse:'was so fla- ral: “Sir Thomas . Beecham
grant, NARAS, this year, attempted Messiah”: (Victor).
‘to rectify matters sorfrewhat by in-

— |'

Record of the Year: Perey Faith | |
“Theme From,a Summer Place” :
(Cilumbia!.
:

_ Atbum of the Year: Bob New- ;
hart “Button Down Mind” Ww ainer
Bros.),
:
Song of the Year: Ernest Gold's :
“Theme From Exodus.”
il
Best Female Vocal. Single: Ella |
Fitzgerald. “Mack, ‘the Knife”:

Best Male Voeal Single
Best. Performance By A Pop Single Artist
“GEORGIA ON MY MIND”

_. (Verve. .-

-Best Female Vocal Album: “Ella j;
Fitzgerald “Ella in Bertin’: Verve!.;

_Best

Male

Vocal

Single:

(ABC-Par)

Ray:

Charles “Georgia on My Mind” :
» TABC-Par).
7
ot
. Best’ Male ‘Vacal Album: Ray'
Charles “Genius of Ray Charles”
. (Atlantie:.
‘Best Arrangement: Henry Man- : ;

Best Male Voeal Album
“GENIUS OF RAY CHARLES”
(Atlantic)

ecini “Mr. Lucky” “Victor.
:
_ Best Performance by:a Band for :

Pancing: Count Basie “Dance: Ww:
“ith
asie’Best

Roulette’,
;
Perfarniance by’ ‘an Orches-.
tra: Henry Mancini’ “Mr. Lucky”
(Victor).
al
‘Best Performance by: a Vocal ;

Group:
rence

Eydié
“We

Gorme-Steve

Got

Us”

-

Best Rhythm And Blues Performance

‘Law-,

“LET

-ABC-Par1.

. Best Pertormance. by’ a Chorus: £
Norman. Luboff. Choir
“Songs: of
the -Cowhoys”. “Columbia.
2

Best. Jazz Performance Solo of i
7

Jiszz.. Group: Andre: Previn “West:
Side Story™ ‘Contemporary,
Best -

*.Group:

Jazz’ Performance

Henry

THE
|

GOOD TIMES
(Atlantic) |

ROLL”

Personal Managements
JEFF D. BROWN

Large ;

Mancini*“Blues and |

Booking Direction:
SHAW ARTISTS AGENCY
565, Sth Ave., New York City

* the Beat” -Victor’.
.
Best Classicak Performance. Or-:

chestra: Fritz Reiner-Chicago Sy m- | 7
phony. “Bartok: Music. tor Strings, |
'Percussion & Celeste’. :Victort.
1
"Best. Classieal Performance Yo- if:
“cal or Instrumental Chamber Mu-.
4

sic: Laurindo Almeida°‘Conversa- |

‘tions
With
Terri,
Ruder man.
Lurie” (Capitol):
‘Best Classieal Perfor mance. Con-!
certs, or Instrumental Soloist? Sviastlow
Richter: -Erich. . Leinsdorf
**Brahms ‘Piano Concerto NO. 2”
(Victor.
;
.
Best ‘Classical. Performance - In‘strumental Soloist or Duet ..Other
Than With Ore hestra Accontpani‘ment):
-Laurindo. Almeida... “The
Spanish Guitars of Laurindo -Almeida” ‘Capitol’.

Best Classical

Performance Yo-.

63

.

Now being presented by HAL ZEIGER in first National Concert Tour
Tour closing at CARNEGIE HALL Sunday, April 30th

ACADEMY OF RECORDING ARTS & SCIENCES
THIRD ANNUAL

AWARDS

64

‘VARIETY _

VAUDEVILLE
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‘London Music Hall Showsi?

500 Club, A. C., Kicks Off»

Unit Bookings for South America Cue

July With Frances Faye:

The 500. Club, -Atlantic City, is;
starting
on
its summer
plans.
Frances Faye has been booked for
the week of July -1.
Operator
Skinny
D'Amato
is|
presently
enlarging ‘the
lounge :
SG oreeet, Atcemesa is breaking wide+¢
j where the bulk of activity will take.
Open ee abores ut American talent.
Presley’s Hawaiian Feat|!place. The large room willbe used”
te . is have been going
Untlb nav
Honolulu, April 18.
|probably on weekends and when!
ireetion |
in for une. bat mow the
top attractions become available. |
Flvis Presley and his manof tie ftaten t biyers seems to be | ager, Col. Tom Parker, have
been kudoged in a house reso-.
in onyvells cirections,
including
by First LegisBinge aret.
Acora these booked | lution adopted
lature of this new state, exfos mart. A
tea are Jim Het-}
pressing appreciation for the
gers “diverse Socetacular.” the|
1
suceess
of singer's one-man
ise SPee oer: opt at the Fhunder- 1 show on behalf of the USS
Arizona
Memorial
Fund. Bash
be do FR cl Bas Veco. and a magic:
' raiv-sG more than $52,000. —
shea
to te prsduced
by Noel
Benefit was presented beMinneapolis, April 18.

Growing Market for U.S. Entertainers;

To N.Y.in 2-WayTalent Exchange
London,

April

18.

of artists: and material has
What, ‘No Bubble Gum?!beenSwapfixed
between: New
York's

Sots Fell 2 In
Nipls. Key Chub,

Street.
1
vy
In ad'tion. t's*
pring
ate
even
There

Ps -¢700*

oes

promoters are:
bigger
Rane.

a’tenint

heing

tween

u

Wallis’
tioninz

on

skeds

shooting

Two

Hal

top stars

vt here’ many

erv

to @et moo
sth i as Dean Martin,
Franti: Sinst.a aid Dinah Shore to
g.oit ating a Jotin swing. Sammy
Darin Jy. ho-s already plaved there. .
Ths
tee. nome acts and units
imported
to South
America
by;
Varbus preualers which includes:
in Brazil, have been|
raha
st a’ ‘ors
Win.
Bg i
de veloped through
disk.
Goervwali. they have been eee
ee
doing qiate Ww y and now thes’re.
looxiay for ether kinds of attracThe L atin Quarter, N.Y., is untrons as Well
.
oY
The major agencies are now pay- dergoing several show policy shifts.
inv a viest Ceal of attention ta the The first will be the temporary use
South
American
market, despite
of names to shore up the present
the tact that there have been some
program during its closing months,
indi¢altans thit the same govern-ments are trving to slow down the and the second will be a twice ‘annually change of show, instead of
flow of com for talent. Thus far.

accordin:

to

the

agencies,

the once-vearly shift.
Ed Risman. managing

pro-

director,

repeat!

serveral

during

at the

Players”

Name PolicyAt

Comedienne Hattie Jacques, who:
combines her Players Theatre appearance with film rolss,. notably
in the “Carry. On” serics, is amoung
{ the
performers
whom - Krim-ky

he AUD ‘would like to have at his New
spot.
Another is / Singer
+1York
} Marjorie Manners.
“T may also find an’ emeée for.
>Sabes shot twice. First missed but!
Ben _Maksik's Town &° Couniry:!
|the second
struck a tablesitter, ;‘Club, Brooklyn, is returning to the. tthe show in’ London.” ‘Krimsky”
Cecil W. Carter. who suffered -a name Poliey,. switehing over from | added. * ‘Although: it is musichall, |
fractured skull.
[the steady use of units, which -has: the emphasis will be on champagre .
When Hockett. again refused to _ been the tare at thiy eatery for sev-| rather than beer, so I want a top
jturn over hig weapon, Sabes shot ¢: ‘al scasons. Due to start the head-+ name—somebody like Robert Mor-’:
Ps third ‘time, fitting Hockett in ‘liner policy will be Billy Daniels ;les, Peter Ustinov or James Robertjthe neck. athe Ne victims, tne soing in for the September open-; son Justice. Hermione G ingold is.
ing: Buddy Hackett to follow with very interested in the. idea of. being
Itime of the shooting. there were Morty Gunty slated after that. a femcee, but she is. too tied vp
OOK

I with

|109 persons in the nightelub in- More names are being lined up.

othe

things to do the job

The policy represents a return! for me for awhile.”
Under swap ‘plan. Krimsky will
jeheck of: the place. Episode hap-..to the former show format when
| pened go fast.that the officers Were Maksik played moderately priced: also have access. to the Plavers
library
cf Victorian and Edwardian
|unable to intervene.
names. When he enlarged his ca-.

cheeng two detectives on a routine;

Sabes was not held by police.

those who will

times

they do

Ww ovlley and to sign artists.”

have -ap-

I peared during the past three years.
[Hockett occurred. when Richard
Hockett, a customer who had been
fevicted: from the bistro. returned |
Pwith a gun..Key club owner Henry |
a Browning
with
armed
Sabes,
iS
|automatic, or dered. Hockett to dr op |
his gun. When
Hockett refused.

-|pacity, Maksik went into the super- ; vaude: songs and their wardrobe of

has found that since the bulk of his'

business comprises

the kind

anes AFC among my plans for the Sirol} lers. I am réturning to London,
probably next month, to discuss’
ksikBack To
further details with. Gemmell and

Latin Quarter, N.Y,.
To Change Shows
Twice Annually’

moters and the offices have been
able tu dveion means of enabling
the acts to gei their money out of
the countries involved.

i

|

and critically. injured Friday (14>.
at the Key club, Minneapolis nit- ‘

“Blue. Hawaii,” locahere for Paramount

release.

made

were

nighte lub patrons

‘Chicago, April 18..
ney Strollers Theatre-Club -(housed in the old El Morocco.arid LonLondon House will pick up
the tab for all guests. under || don's long-standing Players’. Theatre. Deal. was consummat: od. ‘after
eight years old accompanied
talks here between Strollers topper
by their: parents on Sun‘lays
‘John Krimsky; and Don. Gemmell
betw een
four
and. cight
Woolley of The.
Jand
Reginald
o’clack.
Players.
Club. which features ‘small
Said. Krimsky before returning.
combos and ‘singles, currently
to New York: “Musichall shaws. of
has Jack Teagarden.

Istrata of altractions

going as high:! oldtime . musichall

as $40,000 plus overages

KO ADVICE IN DARVAS

the-

1 Lewis

and

Judy

costimmes.

In

for Jerry ‘return, Strollers artists and mate--

Garland,

with

rial
[

will be available to ‘the Ploy-

year. it's best that they be pravided
“names such as Victor Borge pacted; ers.
The bulk of the talent buying is with something new to maintain |
at $35,000.
However.
this policy }- There will also be an interchange:
being done in Brazil with Rio de
interest. As now scheduled the two:
BOOK, NY. CT. RULES. didn't pay off for Maksik and he of book-shows. The long-running
Janeiro and Sao Paulo being the
‘Boy. Friend”:-started at The Playshow-starts will be in April and in
The Appellate Division of the soon filed a petition for rearr cange- |
|ers and Krimsky {is interested .in.
two major cities involved. There is
The next new bill is. -eW York Supreme Court last week ment.
also a sizable market in Baenos ; October.
a
plan which -Genimell and Wolley:Maksik afterward switched to
Aires anid Noel Sherman is starting . scheduled for October with. Ron ; upheld: a lower court ruling that;
dancer Nicholas Darvas’ (& Julia! |non names and. units. He has had are mulling to recrive “Tie Cohis show in Santiavo, Clule, which|: Lewis again producing.
Optimists.”
a hit London musical.
Meanwhile, to buttress the box-_ ~book, “Haw I Made | $2,000.000 in long runs with his current occur.
has been one of the countries nof: office
of ti
t lavout. Risthe Stock. Market.” does not offer pant, “Jewel
Box Revue” .and of the 1920s.
visited as frequently.
Vltice
of
the
present
layout.
iSinvestment
advice.
Tome
was
pubs
c
,
Said --Krimskey, who ‘expects to.
man is starting a headliner policy
“Smart
Affairs."
Maksik
also
The difficulty with most layouts
lished last spring by the America) cvitched.to a near complete ban- gross $10,000 a week: at The Strol-.
has been the-scarcity of time avail-; at intervals. He has the Crosby .: Research
Counci
‘quet: business policy. Apparently, lers, where audiences for the stage
Bras.
going
in
April
26.
Deals
are
able for S.A stands. Most of the
N.Y. State Attorney General it's easier to book parties on the shows will be’ limited to 199: “I
headliners have rarely played more ;|in the “works for Eleanor Powell to ‘Louis. J. Lefkowitz had charged;istrength of a name rather than on. ! betieve there ‘is a. great need for
than 10 days. Beeause of the vast {come in May 27 and Liberace for that the book was false. He also: 3 revue, Even with the “Jewel Box this type of theatre in New York
fan
August
or
early
September
expense of transporting units, it;
asserted that Darvas made only! Revue" there were nights when he to handle. musicals ‘that. are ‘too’
will be necessary to play longer: : stand. Also booked are Patti Moore $216.000 over the period referred|[had to book another show in order smaH for Broadway and ‘oo. big:
tours in order to retrieve the high & Ben Lessy for a July engage- ‘to by the book.
to get certain parties: These. de- for an off‘Broadway house. wo
ment.
.

initial costs.

It is therefore

likely|

But in a four to.one decision. the partures apparently are

The LQ
biz. according to Ris-’*
that there will be a lot of American:
describes certain methods used in: \faksik.
show biz floating around the major man has been holding up excel- specific transactions, actual or fic- Policy.
South American
cities for some ‘lently. However, with a new show tional, which turned out success_hot slated until the fall, Risman: ‘fully for the author.” The tribunal
time.
is bolstering the late spring and, ‘also noted that the publication and
»'summer
business with the name, ‘accompanying promotional ads are,
ltype trade, probability is: that the |
‘use of names appealing with the’
_

Indict Vegas Hotel Exec

promsters during May and June,|
ithe out-of-town
buyers plus the i

|
“"

#! conventioneers

SMASH HIT
THE GLAMOROUS

NEW

HOTEL

%

Show folks are raving about the

all new Hotel Avery. All new,,

6 large, beautifully furnished de-

= luxe rooms with private bath, tele

evision
&radio. Air conditioning.

iAVERY & WASHINGTON
BS slhsaliet canned 0

Minneapolis, April 18.
With major Jeague pro football

On Stock Fraud: Charge

be alienated, !

‘scheduled

to bow: here

next

fall

with

San Francisco, April 18.

meonelles Berman,. with the Cumerland

Trio,

grossed. $41,000

taht performances
seat Curran

atthe

in

1,758-

last week.

House ‘was scaled to $4.85.

|
|

GLASON’S FUN-MASTER

debut of the Minnesota Viklegislature has
PROFESSIONAL
—
had to repeal one of the state's
. COMEDY MATERIAL
dust Hotel, both Las Vegas.. was -‘blue laws’’ whieh prohibited foatfor all. Theatricals
-“We Service the Stars’
among. those indicted ‘last week by ball from being played on SunBuy Professional — Be Professional
a Federal grand.jury in New York. days.
|;
.
35
Gag
Files for $15, Plus $l.0). Postage
jfor consniring to defraud the pub“Repealer introduced in the state
Foreign: 35 for$25_
lic of $8.000.000 in stock: through. senate
directs. that grid nattles ;
--@
3
Parody
Per “Bk.
$10@.
false
and
misleading
literature. -must.
be played “in a quiet and | @ 4 Biackout Books,
Books, Per Bk..
$25 @°
Actor Lionel Stander is attempt- The leading figures in the indict- orderly manner.” Reference has | e Minstrel. Budget
$25 @
How
to
Master
the
Ceremonies
the ment was Alexander Guterma, now nothing to do with the head-knockting to raise coin to reopen
$3 per Copy
.
tChez Paree, Chicago, with a policy serving a sentence of four years ing on the field, hawever. It «was
No C.0.D0's
- “Always” Open”

‘thus he’s sticking to the acts ap-pealing to the more mature spendAllard Roen, manager and a part
ers.
; owner of the Desert Inn and Star-

ings. the Minnesota

‘Lionel Stander Trying To

Reopen Chi’s Chez Paree

RAVER
<
‘SX

may

Berman AIG,Frisco

Minn. Repeals Blue Law’
For PreFootball Kickoff

|lineup. He feels that with the LQ - not inv estment advice.

om
oe

forcing

back into the” headliner’)

|

lof tab versions of Broadway musi-: and eleven months on fraud.

{ cals.

{

Stander

has

approached

the

&: Latin Quarter, N.Y. management
“i about coming in on the venture,

STS. -? but latter has made
nde vet,
_ eee

no decision

eee

~ PEARLS OF THE

* PACIFIC
TAHITIAN:

as

Indictment

Guterma

Currently
Las Vegas.

e

WEE MAC ATTRACTIONS
159 N. Dearborn, Chicago 1, Ili.
AN.

3-7140

sports

-events

“with.the

leases to. Various cheap properties
.and sold them to Shawano in re-:
turn
for which
the ‘corporation :
‘issued in excess: af 8.000.000 shares and turned the stock over to the;
defendants. Stock was then sold to
‘the public at ST per share through

the

peace,

bill to prevent:

from

repose

Allen & Rossi Switch
the

comedy

-& ‘Steve

and

com-}

Rossi under the. manage-:

to

With. the

the

a

Real

Professional

Train

personal

tune

of

man-

:

You

of Marty Affen | —res

Sixteenth-Week on Tour “HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS” |

ment they want. Steve Rossi who
some Veabs ato signed: with Helen ;
P Noval has made’ an out-of-court

-ageres,s

(Let

—RAJAH RABOID.

cee
ee
eee

a lot of loot to get.
team

_ BILLY. GLASON
200 W. 54th: St. N.Y.C., 19 CO 5-1316
(WE TEACH EMBEEING and COMEDY

FROM MIAMI. BEACH, FLA, VOTE |.
FOR THE MAN WHO REPRESENTS: |
YOU INSTEAD OF HIMSELF,

phone. the mdictment. said.

It's costing

interfering

THE MEMBERS CHOICE CANDIDATE if
FOR DEL EGATE AGVA CONVENTION .[

misteadies:. advertising, literature;
‘and by local and longdistance tele--

settle ment

FLAMINGO

that in 1955

created the Shawano De-

into

vclopme: nt Co.. a holding corpora: fo
fort of the community.”
tion which, it was claimed,
bough

rr

DRUM DANCERS

stated

written

tf

$10: 000.

Recently. a court awarded Allen'sformer: personal manager, Buddy AHeén, $7.500 in- return for winding
up their memagerial relations.
Following
the payoff of Miss:
Noga. the team signed with-Bullets |
Durga
of the management olfice |
. ot Durgomt & Katz.

‘Currant GO RAL reese VG

‘VU FOLLOW YOU b. w DANCING MAN
‘Varlety

Management: BILL

(Jan. an

RAVES

MITTLER, . 1619 Broadway..

New York
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OU,

IRE SISTERS!
«+. Your recently concluded engagement in the Casanova Room,
Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach, ended all too soon.

PAUL M. BRUUN
Miami Beach Sun

“THE GREATEST: Were I given
my choice as to which current

To.each of you — Christine, Phyllis and Dorothy — we're very

could see only one, it would be
the McGuire Sisters. There is
only one word that adequately

grateful for the superb job you did ... and our thanks too, to.
|

Dave Barry, The Kane Sisters and Burt Farber.

|

show to catch in our town, if |

describes them, SENSATIONAL.

They have a fantastically paced
concert or musical revue, how-

“We were delighted: with your capacity audiences and as for

; your performance — MAGNIFICENT!
It is most gratifying to note that the Miami Area Amusement

ever you prefer to classify it.
| can't help believe if there
were more acts comparable to |
the McGuire Sisters available
for the night club circuit, that
this industry wouldn't improve
considerably.”

Editors and columnists agree with me —.as did thousands of
our Casanova Room patrons.
We'd LOVE to have-you back — any-time, and MANY times!
Appreciatively,

7

HERB KELLY
Miami News
“When a tried-and-true night- .
club act can come on stage and
make everything sound as fresh
- as the morning dew, you know
“you are listening to professionals.
So it is with the MeGuire Sisters.”

GEORGE BOURKE

MORRIS LANSBURGH, President
Deauville Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida

- ‘The Miami Herald
THOSE SISTERS ARE SHOWWOMEN.
"With some clever surprises the

McGuires make mucho music
but they are showwomen, too.
They blend into a harmonious
freat for eye and ear."

VARIETY
"The trio played this room two
years ago. Going on their im- pact then and on audiences at
current stand they're one of the
more
solid big-dough
acts.
Opening night they garnered
heavy ‘reception with every

number. It's smartly staged to
allow for display of comedic
bents,
with
the
gal-in-themiddle, Phyllis, show-stopping
via her artful carbonings of

. Personal .Management

MURRAY. KANE)

Judy

Garland,

Louis

strong among others."

Arm-

Lary,
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VAUDEVILLE

Oldtime Sawdust Flavor Marks NJ. |
Preem of Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus
By

GEORGE

Jordan Trio and The Victors.

Pierots do some snappy

oF
SI

The

.

plate spin-

@

é

Bue

{

—_

all

a
é

.

.

;

:

ning.
Equestrians time Couinne
Two Canadian girls and two American‘men are the first entertainers
and Lola were among the turns;Sseen by UN troops in the Congo. They're thrush Mae Sagan .of. Monthat were omitted on night caught. |treal, magico Celeste Evans of White Rock. B. C., accordionist Luigi
Band under William Browning: 4Ppareti and. xylophonist Joe Rankin. All have been working out of
top of a multi-man pyramid forma- : Jr.’s lusty direction provided some. -N. Y. Both femmes.toured Korea and Japan in '53 for Canadian govand the Gaza Strip in '59 for UN. Latter brought them a
tion on the wire.
i spirited. backing.. Overall produc- ernment.
year’s work in Europe.
7
.

GILBERT
.

.

while aloft. Rounding out the bill
are the trampoline turns of The

Ciiffside Park, N.J., April 18. |

Ta Norma, billed as “Denmark's ‘tion and staging were

With
Jotsa
Clyde. Beatty,

somewhat ,

marquee
lure iN: Jovely goddess of flight,” impresses. ragged at tie preview performance, !
. Two cases of entertainment licenses being refused hotelsor restauEmmett Kelly and! with some breathtaking feats on but the flaws undoubtedly:
will be
rant operators.in Ottawa were cited by Ald. Charles Germain last
Captain
Astronaut,
the Clyde the trapeze. Bob Top.& Lauren ironed out.
week.
He and Ald. Ellen Webber-are trying to get some nightlife in
Beatty-Céle Bros. Combined Three; who roller skate on a miniature!
the Canadian capital. A pitch for it was also made recently by Paul
Ring Circus opened a 36-day stand! platform high aloft, have a solid|
Gormley,
vet Ottawa VARIETY corréspondent,.on his weekly CBC radio
here Saturday ‘15! at the Rosen-; novelty act. Particularly effective . |
program, “The Entertainment Theme.”
,
€Tson
eT
thal Bros.’ Palisades Amusement: jis the climax where femme spins’

¥“™

‘hile the Ringling Bros. rapidly in mid-air suspended by
Park
and Barnvm & Briley Circus shapes her feet from her partner’s neck.
as

formiaable

across ;

competition

Arthur Winarick, operator of the Concord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake,
is probably one of the more important talent buyers in the country
and has been for some years. However, until last week, he had never.

Ball Tops Sinatra
Mex Benefit
Ber Dates.

‘Slide For Life’

|

the river at New York’s Madison : The Great Huberto’s ascent up,
Sq. Garden, it has produced little’ a steep wire is so suspenseful that :.
b.o. effect on previous circuses at his “slide fur life’ down.the strand ‘i
this fun empcrium.
is almost anti-climactic.
The ReFor the Beatty-Cole Bros. show, ; dondos, two males and a femme,
staged un‘ior a tent, has that old-. are a corking good flying trapeze
time sawdust and spangles flavor. turn.
They
click
handily
with
that evokes childhood memories inFrank Sinatra is slated to arrive
oldsters and stirs the imagination
of today’s moppets. The $2.80 top Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. . here tomorrow (Wed.) fora seriés
of
is less than half Ringling’s $6.50' Combined
3 Ring Cireus| benefit performances which in-

and there's also free parking and.
free

admish

to

the

Presented

amusement:

park.

Rosenthal.

‘eral manager;

at

31

aff the season

Commack,
the

played

New

L.L.

Haven

March’ James

McClasky,

gen-; at the Hilton-Continental

supt.

and

singer's. arrival

the

his treps

director; Frank

Jr. musical

acts

and

omitted : 15-May 21: $2.80 top.

from a press preview, including
Eaptain Astronaut who emulates,
the Zacchinis in a “shot-from-aeannon”
routine.
Sock Lion Tamer
Beatty .imself, who shares top
billing with sad-faced clown Emmett Kelly. scores per usual in
putting a dozen lions and -tigers
through their paces.
The veteran
trainer makes it look easy as he
cracks his whip and brandishes a
chair while the jungle denizens

»

Carla

Troupe

scheduled visits to the Mexican Re-

The |will

(3),

y of attem tine to!

The ae

s loxes f :

. 195Pipe d i953,

9 4k

le accuse

iy

ormerly

be

Baltimore, April 18.

tor

axes

Vincent Bonolis, operator -of- the.

ted

opera ed

Mardi

held’ Thursday

Gras, Baltimore,
has filed

Dick

Newhart’s LP Routines

Haymes, and Fran Jeffries,

.{who-it

week's

| Click
in
Carnegie Hall
|
.
.

the American Guild

(of. Variety Artists,. against ‘singer

(20), with

ma, Bob Top & Lauren, The Great ,habilitation Institute and an audiGallasso, The Redondos (3), The} ence with President Adolfo Lopez
(9), The Great, Mateos and First Lady Eva Samano
‘Great Wallendas
Huberto, Aerial Beckett (2), The; de Lopez Mateos. The President’s
Jordan Trio, Tlie Pierots, The Vie- |wife is sponsoring the benefit ball
- Continental |which
tors, Mile. Lalage, The Mimezs (6),) at the Hilton

Six males and three femmes walk !varied somersaults.

ino uth

oa

they .t e 500 Clu On Bourbon St. an charges with
: is the. brother of musician Louis

is

alleged

breached

a-

contract
for the spot. It's

claimed. that Haymes’ walked ‘out
. despite the fact that all conditions

Reprise; Grosses $8,000

of the contract by the management,

There. are assets and liabilities
talents' to having a hit: comedy album.

‘#¢luding an augmented orchestra,
had been adhered to.
.
A spokesman for Haymes, how-

evening.

contributing
their
Frielands
(6), Virginians
Duo, Also
Brickles
Dogs,..Dante’s
Chimps. -cuffo at the festivities will be Mexi-!
Farmer Don's Pigs, Honey Sisters t‘can singer Lola Beltran and Los
(41, Olga Ming, Ronnie Lewis Duo, Panchos:
The following day Sinatra is set;
are cantribbing assorted feats.
H Gran Moises, The Two Latinos, for an appearanceat the Interna-'
Grear
Munoz, Mme.
Tina,
Show has some fine aerial and The
Frisk,
Steve
Fanning's tional Movie Theatre, again a-gala,
high wire artists. Among the lat- Greta
event. with seats selling at’$B each.’
ter are The Great Wallendas, a) Elephants.
Saturday thére’ll be two pop priced
legendary name in big top histary.
shows. Dueats will be scaled from

and ride bikes on the wire.
sock routine is highlighted

|

Fed ‘al’ ‘grand

Biggest day on Sinatra's ttinerary |Prima.

will likely be Thursday

Acts:
Clyde
Beatty,, Emmett
Kelly, Captain Astronaut, La Nor-

Colleen,

;

the €.

Hun- {he'll grant interviews and provide | h

by.

ere pena in

supervisor; |Lotsa hoopla is being readied for

of elephants

and’ also|@nd menagerie; William Browning
Nave .assured the local press that,
Arena.|

4)

Walter Kernan, di-|™ission peggedat $120 per. person. | ; raay

O'Dell,

was late in arriving from the! ter, equestrian director. At Pali-."eporters. with all the time
ae
Haven stand: a number ofj sades Amusement Park, NJ., April -Tequire.. -

were

‘New Orleans, April 18.

with ade | ide

Show
New

disp'ays

in 9GFederal
TaxJam‘Haymes’ Cafe
Exit
Cues $3,000 Suit

by Irving and Jack! Cludes a gala’ April-in-Mexico ball!| Bandleader_ aime wae inieee {

Frank

Prior to opening here, the Beatty: yector and production

outfit kicked

been in a night club, other than the one in his hotel. He broke his.
longstanding rule to view the antics of Allen & Rossi at the Cona-:
cabana, N.Y, Marty Allen is the-husband of his. longtime executive
aide, Lorraine (Frenchy! Trydelle.
a

Among

the

assets,

in

Bob New-

hart's case. are that within a year

ever,

claimed that the

orchestra

after his first “Button Down Mind”
was incapable of -handling the’
iP broke through on the Warner
Bros. label he’s been a hot -prop- musical arrangements that Haymes
,
brought
with: him, and his: artistic
erty in clubs, concert, tv guest

shots and has been signed for a standing in the community would.

film and his own tv series. That have been ‘endangered. had he
-worked under these conditions.
Gran Moises, “
and The Great{$1.20 to $2.40 per person. The sing-, ers for his concert work was evi-, Haymes ‘also decried thé dressing

Their ; The Two Latinos
Munoz are a trio of tight

his two LPs are potent drumbeat-

er, incidentally,ispaying the plane; denced

wire acts:

Hall” room arrangements

at N.Y.'s. Carnegie.

in which

he.

by a:
i fares to. and from Mexico for him16)
evening
‘when. he and his wife would have had to
bit in which one of the girls bal-! who contrib such feats as somer-* { self and seven musicians.. Lodgings Sunday
change in. a ‘room with musicians:
ances on a horizontal pole at the saults and rope jumping.
|and food are being provided by the pulled in‘a near-capacity. house. at
he said.
_a $4.50 top for a $8,000 gross. The and without locks,
The Great.Gallasso; aided by an
mo,
The spot is also seeking to -re- .
major liability is that the famili)unbilled femme assistant, stands on - hotel.

FUNNY * DIFFERENT.
SMART ° INIMITABLE

He does the routine , While there have been a flock of:
on a variety of props in a theatrical ; reports that Sinatra may make apatmosphere that wins aud atten- pearances in a theatre, night club.
tion. Honey Sisters (4), imports; and the National Auditorium, most
sources ‘are inclined to doubt the
i from England, are a fast moving
r acro troupe who excel in tumbling. S¢4F will fill any commercial dates.
It’s believed he’ll confine himself
and varied gymnastics.
exclusively to the benefits.

(New

YVONNE
ALAMO

slick novelty is The Carla Troupe. :
two males and a femme who cavart .

on a rotating ladder. The Frielanis. |

Detroit,

.

a

mixed

sextet.

of

unicyclists, |

! handle their wheels with precision.

MORAY
CLUB
Mich.

Associated Booking Corp.
JOE GLASER, Pres.

sales

exposure

on

tracts are “pay or play’? and there-.

fore each party is liable only for
the problem:
in- ithe face value of the pact:
,

Newhart knows

volved in having

to rely on. bits

aid the ‘Mexican

|
|

Rehabilita-

‘to JFK about: the

sponsorship

|
| |
|

DESABATH TORONTO,

“THE COMEDIAN”:
__The Only Real Monthly
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERViCE
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST

| THe LATEST — THE GREATEST —
Now

of

in

stories,

a travelog ©
Institute and the National In- his tv press conference,
and a speech deliy-‘
stitute for Protection of Children.. dissertation,
ered by a corporation man welcom-

ter mightily with the kids. Another |{tion

719 9th Ave., New York 36, N.Y.
Cirele 7-2190.

wide

’'Em.

makers in all and their antics: regis- ; would

Eddy Marouanl
{§ Rue Chateaubriand.
Rafael Cortes
MADRID Ave. Jese Antonie 68.

4:idres3)

to

disks takes a lot of the edge from
his performance.
_

|

PARIS

U.S.A,

due

+ that have been grooved and during
: the second. part of the program re: _ Following
Sinatra’s
perform- marked. “This is a new one for3
Clown contingent, led by Emmett: ances, Mrs. Mateos hopes to initiate those
eee
et
who are keeping count.” The.
Kelly, supplies some standard buf-~ a series of annual functions featurHe.
foonery. There are some 15 fun-. ing top international names which ‘new ones, an agency man. talking.

15 Clowns—Count

trieve the costs of advertising and
publicity. However, all AGVA con-

arity with the bulk of his material

i his forefinger.

}
I

its

127th

one-liners,

Issue,

containing .

poemettes,

song.

titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono
logs, parodies, double
gags, bits,
ideas,
intros, impressions
and
im: —
personations,
political,
interruptions.

|

ing new employees to-the organi- — Thoughtsof the Day, Humorous Views. I
of the News, Vignettes, etc.
zation, are sharp and have lots of
bite and will undoubtedly form the
nucleus of his next LP excursion. -|
. Foreign
oe

BUT NOT BURLESQU

$25 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $3

Steve
Fanning’s
elephants
go |.
Among his album reprises were
through some of the classic rou-|‘the retirement party, the griping
tines in all three rings. Trainer's
aaa
Toronto, April 18.
G.I.
in Revolutionary
days, the
assisted by two girls billed only
Exhibition of Sunday films be-,
Other ; tween
;
as Colleen and Patricia.
1:30 p.m. and midnight goes {man from the manufacturing firm eee
animal acts include Brickles Dogs.. before the City Council of Toronto jtzying to iron out the bugs in the
Dante’s Chimps and Farmer Don's for approval.on April 24, with Wright Bros: invention, the driving :
tv
Pigs.
Famous ‘Players
‘Canadian) and instructor and the Khrushchev
Aerial Beckett, two girls on| Odeon
Theatres -(Canada)
Ltd. arrival bit. Although they. are stock
ropes,
offer feats of derring-do
stuff
by
now,
Newhart.
sets
’em
up
‘|
opening their Toronto houses im-

$35 YR.—SINGLE ISSUES $4
BILLY
'

NO C.0.D.‘s
GLASON, ‘200 W. 54th. St.

New York City 19, CO. 5-1316 |

|

neatly and precisely. His low-pres- ,
apply: to “sure style and timing are excel-'
lently
calculated and his ear for:
’ Sunday productions at legitimate
theatres,: plus concert hall engage- vocal mannerisms ‘is astute. The!
familiarity,
however, breeds .conments, but will not permit Sunday

,' mediately green light is given.

Entertainers Look

Legislation

TUXEDO SHIRT |
© Completely Wash
and Wear
® Wash at Night—
Wear Next Morn.
¢ Guaranteed
100 Washings
® Dacron and Cotton

will

burlesk,- though

also

managements

straint instead-of convulsions.
Preceding Newhart in- each

of.

both striptease houses here complain that if their stage shows are the two acts is the Chad Mitchell |
Trio. The young vocal trio, assisted

acceptable the other six days in
the week, why should they be dis- criminated | against on -Sundays?

by Jim

Sunday

B&B

has also: been

‘tin’ On

films,

Her,”

Controller

Summerville,

cantinues

The. Style,”

“Super

“I Do

Skier,”

Adore

“Moscow

partner

to excuse

himself

‘cause he is a theatre-chain owner.

INC.

CANCEL

Neck Size ........
Sleeve Length.....
Ship to:

2 Carnegie.

‘Washington

April

by Dawn

is produting.the

a

Ship Pra-pald,

Shin 6.0.0. 9
[J]

Marion

.Anderson

Productions

Syria. Mosque
“indisposed.””

been heavy.
‘ paign.

Saving the star
Neither’: show

on its. pre-sale

at

DESIGNED

MADE TO ORDER

t10 W. 44th St.. N.Y.

Cl 5-4660

AUNT

Comedy Ventriloquism

show.

concert

Gowns and Costumes
‘INDIVIDUALLY

WESTON«>MARTHA
|

Last week, Sol Hurok cancelled

SBeseseaeereaseteepeaaare

COSTUMES

DICK =~

18.

cancelled

out of her contract. at Carnegie
Hall here Friday «14. No reason

was. given

Gros. .

PITT CONCERTS
Pittsburgh,

Dinah

‘ which

Enclosed

are

They

of Nights” and “Lizzie Borden.” ‘The concert was promoted by Felix G.:
:Gerstman wha previously brought
| from, City -Council’ discussions ‘beMort Sahl] and Shelley Berman in- ‘}
FPC,

FORM

2024 Commerce
Dallas, Texas

Order

guitar.

sirring originalof “When Johnny :
Comes Marching Home.” Also big
inthe
group's repertoire are ‘Putinstructed to lift the. Sunday 6 p.m.

‘Lezal department

Donald.

Money

on

purveyors.

_formances.

On

JELCO

folk

Coventry, England
}'

Mayor Nathan -Phillips is lone -dis-- have bounce and wit as in “The
Song Of The. Temperance Union’ |.
putant
against
“censorship
meaburlesk per- ‘and -poignancy as in *Juhnny” ‘the
sures”
of Sunday

curfew.
on sports.

ORDER

McQuinn

excellent

NOW 3rd WEEK
Coventry Theatre

of =

t

NOW

coe

STATLER HILTON, Los Angeles

was
had

Pers. Mgt: GEORGE SOARES

cam-

4208 a Jardin, Las Vegas, Nev. Du. 4-2182.

©
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[JudyGarland Pulls

CURRENT. BILLS.

New Acts

4,000 in Attanta|

.

WEEK OF APRIL 19

Atlanta,

April 18.

Garland racked. ’em

Judy

|

.

>

A

.

up! garry BABBITT (3):

BROOKFIELD & HARTIG
Comedy
20 Mins.
One Fifth Ave., New York
Wood, Alegrias Bros.. Rassos, Bill Drew, PeRESCENDO
;
_— , Don Rickles, Frances
she ran through her ‘extensive rep- |Harris, Anaheim, Cak
Corps de Ballet, Raymond Paige Orc
‘aye
Break-in stand of this prepossesDiNO’S — Diane Lele," Jack. Elton:
In
sing
man-woman chichi satire enworked
d
show
‘fast-pace
AUSTRALIA
In.a
Steye La Feve
ee OF anes @ up by a 28 |
MELBOURNE tiivoli) — John Larsen,
try augurs certain orbiting on the
LE CRAZY HORSE-=Crazy’ Horse: Rev ue
handicaps
many
Colin ‘Croft, Ormonde Douglas, Nance|°‘SLATE S8ROS.—Carmen= McRae,. Mickey. piece orchestra fronted by her own (7.7 oom offering
small
room circuit. plus attendznt
Rasmmussen,
Doreen
“Morrow, Alwyn) Manners. Dick Stabile ‘Trio.
leader, Mort. Lindscy, and a few ; lighting,
etc. discerning tele buildup.
seating,
sound,
But once
‘Smith,
Bram
Schriever.. Judy. .Hooke,STATLER HOTEL —*Playmates inv Las
| sidemen (pieced out, with musicians i Harry Babbitt makes his return ‘a ‘around they're apt to shr:nk from
Charles. Philpot, Ejleen Hattam, Fredierck
Veers, Skinnay Ennis Ore.
«@ * Pore, John Scott,’ William. Howard. . Vin‘from Atlanta Sy mphony. Orches- : surefire click. It’s a show that can view unless they use current tryout
-THE SUMM!T—The
Treniers..
. YE
cent. Foster, Arthur Gorman, Lorraine.
}
LITTLE CLUB: --: -Randy™ Sparks, j
‘be suited to any room but ideal to | for.some doctoring.
i tra).
Quinn. [an Smith. -Robert: Clarke.
Jone Ericson, - Joe: Felix Duo. :
:
3
:meet the demands of a lounge act.
SYDNEY
(Tivoli)— Bob: Kole; Rita TanIt was Miss. Garland’s- first apJennifer
Brookfield
and Herb
no,
Wendy
Waring. Ben™ Vargas, Joe
‘With misty-voiced Cathi Hayes and
LAS VEGAS
; pearance in Atlanta.
Bennett; Robbin -Miller, B. J.’ DeSimone,
ipert Debby Kay as vacal and visual Hartig are both appealing actors,
DESERT..INW-. Phil Harris, Sandy. Stew- |Miss’
Joel. Craig. John
Mineo.
Steve, Ross.
Garland sang in Atlania;‘support, Babbitt has a pair.
she
also
being
a
decorous
‘and unart;.
Aldo.
Monaco,
The--Pieros,
Conrad
of
|
'.Paisy Hemingway, Julie Day, Reg. Collins,
Ted Ziegler, Philip A’Vard, Lloyd Cun- Buckner,, Jubilee Four,: Donn . Arden under the auspices of the Atlanta:‘femme chirpers who offer appeal dumb) blonde. he somewhat reminDancers, Carlton Hayes Ore. Lounge: MiMusic Club, of: which Marvin Menington.
iscent
of
Shelley
Berman
in style.
‘to
the
mastiff
side
and
make
for;
chael Kent,
Dave
Apollon,
Milt Herth, |
-Donald.is concert manager. Music
framework
is
tandem
BRITAIN»
Henri. Rose. Bobby Stevenson. *
a well-rehearsed and: fast 40-min- |Their
fund benefited
BLACKPOOL.
tfower _Clrevs)—Charlie
DUNES-—.Zsa
Zsa Gabor. Wiere
Bros. ‘Club's scholarship
isketches and monology. employing
ute:
show.
‘Caivoli & Co.. Schickler Sisters, Knie’s
Biil Reddie Orc.
Lounge: Billy Eckstine: :from her coneert here. ‘McDonald
ithemes
blandly
cheerful
rather
‘Ponies: &- Mules. 4 Palacios, Cireus RoJos & The Boys.
Babbitt, uw hose Kay Ky ser yearsr }
Jand. 5 Elwardos, Berosinis, Rudy Horn,
‘than
audacious.
One
seg
has
EL
CORTEZ—Johnny
‘Ukulele,
Lei}‘also booked Aer in Birmingham,
‘Moni, Captain Danion’s: Sea_ Lions, 3 Lo- Momi. »Bromley. Twins, Spencer Quinn. —
femme
in
spex
as
“Dr.
Joyve
UnMINGO. .loe E. Lewis, Pat Suzuki.
randos,
Lillum
Kenny,
Sydney. . Trio. |.
and lately on ty shows over NBC, cle” in rib of N.Y. video counselor
Don Karke Flariingoettes,
Nat
Brand- in Charlotte. Saturday (5) and also
Faber. Our. Sammy, Little Jimmy..
BRISTOL (Hippodrome) — Tony .Han-. wynne
| have-given him a stature in show Joyce Brothers, with “Une'e" billed
Orc.
Lounge: - Lionel Hamptean, has her ‘scheduled in Greensboro,
NG
0°
oo
biz, shows a youthful, virile physiAnita O'Day:
cock, Audrey Jeans, Albert & Les. Ward.
FREMONT — “‘Knockabouts, Make Be:
Jhree -Ghezzis,
Skylons. Leo
Bassi: &
cal appearance, and his strong, as ex-resident psychologist at Vie
Liev es, Satellites. .
Tanney's.
Bit evolves more farciJune. Neil & Pat Delrina.
vigorous, yet. mellow pipes should
(Royal--Billy. Fury, Tommy ' - GOLDEN
.HANLEY
NUGGET—Bob
Wills, Wa
- Bruce, Mark Wynter, Joe Brown, Dickie
Ray 35, Sunshine Boys, Bobbie & ' smoky.
please the femme trade. Act, with eal than biting, is modestly effective, and for audience outside Man. Loader, Vince Eager. Nelson Keene. Four | [0a
Inaterlal written by Alan CopeHACIENDA. — Four
‘Tunes;
Johnny
Kestrels,
Georgie’ Fame,
New
Orleans
{hattan likely to have even less efland, is:fresh, smartly staged and
en
Keynotes, Cathy Ry an, GroverRockers, Valentine -Girls.
As soon-to-be-marricds. in
LIVERPOOL
(Empire)—Emile| ‘Ford & Shore. 3. °
top drawer throughout.
Break-in ifect.
MINT—Pat. ‘Moreno’ 5. "“Artisis & Models "
Chechmates, Jimmy. Lloyd, Patti Brooks.
another sketch, they point up teleat
Harris’
has
few
kinks;
even
with
& tof: "6I.’
Joe-- Black,
Fordettes, McAndrews
The
N.Y:
Mirror's
venture
into
phonically
how misunderstandings
NEVADA. —. Jimmy
Cavanaugh, Vido
ohvious electrical handicaps (lights
‘Mills, Tommy Wallis & Beryl.
cabaret reviewing along the same. and mike) it had machine-gun pac- arise between lovers, but the piece
MANCHESTER.
(Hippddrome) — Don Museo, Signatures, Johnny ‘Paul, ‘Marcy
yne
Arrol,
Morton Fraser's
Co.,
Desmond
formats as legit shows ‘was shert- jing and lagged little if any.
is
rather
patent.
NEW: FRONTIER — “Holiday: in Rio. ™
Lane.
Ray
& Jackie ‘Penn,- Hill. Billy
«lived. -The new type of reviewing
A more dependable shuckler is
Lounge: Ink: Spots. Harry Ranch
Polecats. Nenette’ Mongadors -& Anne,
‘Vet entertainer Babbitt takes his Hartig’s string of male seduction
VIERA—"La Plume de ma -Tante,” cwhereby | the. paper would
run a
Lester Sharpe & ‘Tris, Larry Grayson.
Robert. Clary, Liljane Montevecchi, Jack
intro: through Miss Kay and Miss gambits, followed by Miss Brook!.Catheart Ore. ‘Lounge: Stan Kenion, Play *revue of a show in the last. edition
‘and repeat’ in the four eariier edi-- Hayes warbling “I'm Just Wild field’s catalog of distaff demur
| Boss. Plevers. ‘Marty Heim.
Steve
Law-' tions the: next day was stoped. be-. About Harry” followed by Babbitt's
SAHARA—Eydie
Gorme.
lines, which Hartig in turn se‘fi rence, Moro-Landis Dancers. Luuis Basi!’.
Singer quels by lining out the standard
by the N.Y. “Won't You Surrender?”
! Ore; Lounge: Mary Kaye’ Tria, Freddie~ ‘cause. .of complaints
{then spotlights his two charmers, comebacks
—~ Bell & Bellboys, Deedy & Bill, Peter: & .New spaper Guild.
for saving male face
| Hank,sae. -Caballeros. oo
| both of whom can belt a ballad or
If not too
§ -- verry
Lewis. Eber Lobato. |! The
:Guild yuled’ that ‘Mel itinkle a tempo. Miss Hayes does after the turndown.
NEW YORK CITY.
BASIN ‘ST. EAST Ella Fitzgerald, ‘Bill Dauecers Copa Girls. Garr: Nelson. An-' Heimer, a Hearst. syndicated col-i n uptempo turn on “Birth of the original, bit stil] has sound ha-ha
tonio Morelli Orc.; Lounge: Dave Burton, ;
value.
‘umnist,
who
shared
the
revi
iewing
|22
9
Morrey King Strings. .
"BLUE. ANGEL. —_ Dick “Gregory... Dean
SHOWBOAT Bonnie Sloan, Skeets’ Me- ‘stint with Frank Quinn,. was doing |Blues’ ane uss Kay 8 polenant.
Couple still have to work on
‘Jones, Marysu Matarazzo, Adam Keefe,
Donald. Deuces W
'their.rapport, but that’s nafural at
Jimmy Lyon Trio.
The Guild felt that
{cpine.”
SILVER SLIPPER—Hank Henry, Sparky - ‘a dual task.
BON
SOtR—Phil. Foster, -Sylvia.. ‘Syms.: Kaye,
Red
Marshall,
Danny
Jacobs. ‘Heimer was working for two sepa-.|:
ithis early stage.
More relevant is
S
f the f
Kay Kys
‘Little Dane &:Mason, 3 Flames, Jimmie oi
MUSIC

HALL—Gladys

Kay

|with Cathi Hayes, Debby
at Muntnight 4.000
(13)when
Thursday
Auditorium,
pa- : Songs .
trons at $5.50 top. cheered: her. as. |40Mins.

CLOISTER—MucWilliams. ‘Al Hint,
there
COCQANUT. GROVE — Georgia Gibbs.cipal.

‘NEW YORK CITY

Kreise.

Helen | Bob Melvin, Freddy Martin. Orc.

INY. MIRROR DROPS
CABARET REVIEWING

"Cabaret
|
Bills|

al.

Taffy” O’Neil,

Rudenko

Bros..

Sli perettes, :

Daniels.
| George Redman Ore.: Lounge:
xi Phil-- rate employers in writing
; CAMELOT—Bobby Greco, India. Adams, i lips, Charlie Teagarden Orc., Twin: Tunes.
‘Gladys Johnson.
1“ §TARDUST—" T.ido de Paris”: Lounge:.
'
Janet
|
_-, GCHAR DAS——Laureanne. ‘Lemay,
‘ Bernard Bros., Kim Sisters, Happy. Jest: therefore, was abandoned.
yeain Tibor. Rakossy. Dick Marta, Bjll ‘ers.
i
Micki Lynn, Ralph Young.
os
fedia, Elemer Horvath.
1 THUNDERBIRD—"‘Scandals
On
Tee.’
‘CHATEAU
MADRID—DeCastro Sisters,’ ' Gary Crosby. Beliv Resan. Ccoree Arnold.
i Shirley Linde. Phil Richards. Kay Brown.
Trini Reses.
.
COPACABANA—Andy
Williams. Allen- ‘Harry Nofal, Garwood Van Orc.; Lounge:
& Rossi, Gary Morton. Douglas Clarke, . Millionaires.. Frank Gusto. ©”
a
Jean
! TROPICANA—"Folies
Bergere.”
Paul: Shelley Ore., Frank Marti Orc.
Returns to Flesh
Longet... Arnaut
Bras:,
_ EMBERS--Erskine Hawkins, Eddie Hey- Fenn... Claudine
Marvyn, Ray, Florence & Frederic Danco
.
wood. Joan Bishop. .
:

Mirror's nitery dept.

for the: sclodie 0 r

The project |

e ven = few bare ail | the need

den a ‘agiven

a medley,

done

talzicall 's

nostalgically,

|points

for some

and

fresher

scripting.

as | otherwise is all there.

they sing Dorsey, Goodman
and!
| Miller band tunes that get boffo
response.
Medley,
titled
“Why FIA KARIN

view-

Potential
Pit.

‘Sheraton-Blackstone, Chi, .+Bands?,
{Dont *they
Bring) Back the ! Songs
is topped by the hit of [17 Mins.

’ HOTEL ‘ASTOR--Fddie
“HOTEL

NEW

ers. Ray Sinatra
Ore.
“Lounge:
Shecky
.
Saunders . Greer.e. Al de Peulis 4. Dubonnet Trio, De

Lane. Ore.

YORKER—Milt.

* Fuentes Bros., Guy ' ‘Landis..
.Ore. Verna Lee.
©
HOTEL ° PIERRE — “NO No - Nanette.”
MIAMI- MIAMI BEACH.
_dtmmy. Carroll. Jeanne Michelle, Bonnie.
iMuriay,
Ronald
Rogers. -Harry. Snow,
; AMERICANA — Leu, “Adler Ore,. Pupil.
- Mary Tremain, Stanley Melba, Ore., Joe*: Campo Ore.. Ross3.
Ricardel Ore. CARIL.LON—Lou
Walters ‘Rev., Harry
HOTEL

Gtraeter

‘HOTEL

PLAZA

—

Ore.

.Eartha

Kitt. . Ted. + yimane.

Monté‘’s Continentals.

Tanya

&

Biagi. Janine

-— Alan’ Gale; Fran’1 BiFLomaT—Damita
Line, Mike
Durso
Fe..

. ald

Field,

-lowe

Frank - Marlowe,

Jo- Lombardi, Ore., B.° Har-

Ore.

‘LEFT

BANK_-Cal

LITTLE

“Bostic.

CLUB—Jane

Harvey.
LIVING ROOM — Bobby Cole
Ferro 3, ginne. Merlin, | *
~
NO. a FIFTH AVE. : Fia Keri,
field.& Harty... Fred Silver, Anni

Dick Hankinson.
ROUNDTABLE

W.Nhams

—

Belle

=

Caa-

.

: bY¥,. Anne -Jones,

*,.

with

more

‘this, she goes about it too intense-

;a circa 1812° decor aspiring to be {9 dissipate interest in Babbitt as‘1

Jo, Mandy Campo

The emphatic attack could be
competition : featured performer.
A dit of jug‘part nervousness. of course.
Whatfamed. Pump |.gling with some of the num bers ever, the need, if she’s to click in

Room..Opening. act.is Hildegarde.: from
April 29.

the second

show

into the

the boites, is to ease the pedal and
the Iyries more.
As tor

itirst would help both turns. . Miss -“feel”’

“Wallis,

Norm

.

Geller

‘being made for its promotional ang |Town” that had the crowd asking , Man That Got Away.”
as a ma-!for more. Act should hit big in! {
EY

Paul1.

Linda Lavin,

Held

&

biz.

| Bonaparte has been doing well as but
a class dinery.

i acters... Don Conn Orc,
‘Hangen- Ore, |
HARRAH’S -(eno)

Pit.

The smart room or lounge as top-billed :

-

could

use

more

: gowns for gal singers.

attractive ‘JEANNIE

WOODSON
QUARTET
Songs, comedy, dancing

_ RENO-TAHOE
‘The Camellia House of the Drake { ‘In room worked, lighting was: 25 minutes
HAROLD'S CLUB—Rusty Draper, Char- |
! Hotel-has. heen using solo-thrushes | poor,
sound
system
pr actically Tidelands,

‘SAHBRA
—_. Sarah
Rubine, Rakel ‘eI
Zilla, Martin Roman, Sara Avani, Kovesh~
& -Mizrachie. Leo Fuld. SAVOY
HILTON — Gunnar

SAXONY—Ruth

Ore

Cootie

Particular
Second show is entirely ily in an inlimate setting, such as

-its plush Bonaparte Room. Latter |solos by the femme which, although; ly and resultantly projects a harsh
yhas been’a swank dining: spa with
| providing plenty of interest, tends . Voeal-visual quality.

Brook- 4
SEVILLE—“Caught ‘in Act,” Jack De-.i ‘status value rather than
‘Laden. ‘Leon, Terry Haven. Joe Ross. Jeriy- New i jor step into the nitery

Bath,

| uptempo,. as they imitate

hosteiry hasn't ;Hayes’ kookie version of ‘Frankie booking projects, she doesn't need
the room and |and Johnny” and Miss Kay's de- a specialized
roon,
but
intimne
-\ apparently “is: waiting to measure !lightful “Wouldn't It Be LoveriyYo.e : spots are art to take more to her
| Varadero. Sextet.
! -PALLA DIUM—Art - ‘Mooney’ Ore. Caney iresponse to the new policy.
are showstoppers in themselves but -$tvle and such titles as “I Wish
: Ore.. Ralph- Font., . Candi Cortez, Miguel- ;
i Tradsters.feel that. the move |is it's Babbitt’s windup on “Shanty .You Love.” “You've C hanged” and
‘ito Valdez ‘Ore.
-

3 Bob 5

One,

“.|

returned to an entertainment policy .40 mins.

EDEN ‘RO6C—Duke™ Jenkins. ‘Ore... Jack ‘iwho’ will be in till
Kasse. 5.. Mal Malkin Ore.’
Management of the
” @ Kovacs, Chop Chop & Charlene. Harri-.
‘FONTAINEBLEAU—Paul Anka. Tienny !
_@on .& Kossi. Dorothea McFarland, Ron- | Youngman, DeMarloas,. Len Dewson ‘Ore., set. future ‘acts for
Ore., Aviles Orc.
-LATIN: QUARTER —

18.

‘one af Chi's prime supper clubs. 'for his upcoming bookings, each of jean stand to loosen up.

HOTEL ‘ROOSEVELT —
Lester _Lanin
DEAUVILLE
— “Playmates of. Paris.”
Ore
Jay. Nemeth. Nita. & Fepi. Carla Lucerne. ithe chief‘ south-Loop
HOTEL "$v... REGIS —- Patachou, Milt i|I Martha’ ‘Aguilar, . Carole’ Dresfussy, ‘Shari ;
$to the near north’s
Bhaw Orc.. “Walter Kay Ore:
t Mar.
ANTERNATIONAL
Warren.
“MeKenna

Policy the show, when

.

“. Chicago, April

yesterday ‘Mon.) but this time 1m ‘different in routine
Claire. -

‘Mons. Choppy. Kayal .& Christine,
| Can: Girls. Jacques. Donnet Orc.

TAFT Asiecent Lopez. Ore.’

Babbitt and the, ,One Fifth Ave., New York
girls run through old standards, in | Pia Karin. Juilliard-trained. and
various!‘relying on 88 and conga drum ze‘Sheraton -Blackstone.
-Hotel.‘ current hit. vocalists and groups.
jcomp in this situation, offers a
-twhose Mayfair Room once housed | Babbitt: has conceived two shows _fresher-than-most
songalog.
but
7

Tucson

has apparently been pleased non-existent, pillars. blocked view; Blonde Jeannie Woodson, long a
the results. Carmen Cavallaro of many diners, and yet rope was _mainstay with the Fabulous Woodhistrio are currently there. ‘up for ajl three shows.
Babbitt’s sons, branched Gut with her evn
UPSTAIRS
& DOWNSTAIRS--Ceil
Ca-! Pompotf. Thedy. Jerry Colonna, Leighton :
“warmth of personality and sinceree outfit here in Tucson. Known hetebot, Goidon Coanell, Gerry Matthews, Bill _Noble = Ore...
Tunetimers,
Joe
Maphis. 3
vocalizations
give
show
fine
head- tofore for her dancing and hatun~Hlennant,. Mary’ L. Wilson, Pat -Ruhl, Carl | Johnny Ukulele.
Norman. Three Young: Men.
-HOLIDAY -— ‘Frank -‘Yankovic, Charles
; liner but addition of girls make it twirling,
Miss
Woodson
demon. VIENNESE. -LANTERN-—Haydee, Mare | ‘Gould. Matyxs. Bros., Paul Goulpil:
\*
crowd-pleaser
attraction.
strates she can do a convincing
1exite ‘Baxter,
John _Modinas, © Ernest
APES—Esquires. - Marshall : &: Wess.
Hous.
Schoen. Joe. Trepp.
job as vocalist, in addition to her
Nekatours. Joe Karnes...
.
Continued from page 1 —
|
VILLAGE BARN—Jack Wallace. Johnar’
RIVERSIDE—Billy
W liams.
Ford’ & —
talents as- a dancer-baton-tsirler.
Kong, Betle-Catroll., Tex Fletcher, Susan: | Reynolds. Arthur: Walsh. Rounders.
Her
vocal
of
“Summertire’?
‘“Budy cnie., Lou
Harotd: Ore.
‘WAGON
(WHEEL
(Tahoe) .--. Andrini “Eddys' 2nd cameé over to help Hahn
BOB GROSSMAN
VILLAGE GATE-: Nina . Simone, Herbie iBre0S.» W ilder Bros.. Bobby. Page, Surfers. highlight ‘the date.
leads into a Basie-type rhvthm by
Folk Songs
Mann 6.
pianist Bob Marquis. tollowed by
What
keeps.
Hahn.
so
‘busy’
in
a
“Messen- VILLAGE
VANGUARD--3a27
..
SAN FRANCISCO.
30 Mins,
“Pretty-Exed
Baby.” which
spote
gers. Int'l. Jazz-4. Nancy’ Wilson. .
|business where 40 weeks is a lot Enicorn, Hollywood
BLACKHAWK = Miles Davis.
~ WALDORF-ASTORIA.-Gaidon
& Sheita
lights a Satchmo vocal and some
-BLACKSHEEP--Earl
Hines ‘Ore.
Of work for. most’acts?
One is a,
MacRae. ‘Euan Ce: eman “Ore. , Theo. Fan: |:
t EARTHQUAKE ‘McGOON’S— ‘Ralph. Sat-. very:
:Good
showmanship,
excellent
:
,some
tight-muted
trumipet
by
Cass
-huigry .manager-booker; :
idi Ore,
on
Hahn~ says.
The booker ‘travels ‘Pair of pipes, new material inter- ‘Preston. Miss Woodson comes back
i FAIRMONT HOTEL—Geo. Gobel. Erni e.. ahead
CHICAGO
-of Hahn by several weeks, nalional in scope and perfect tim-. with “Lover Man" to hig) pahning
Heckscher Orc.
“BLUE ANGEL . “Pablo: ‘Candela Revue.”
—

Arthur - Ellen.

‘and

Matco
Rizo 3° Ray Hartley... :
| pARRA ‘Ted Campbell, :Skeets Minton,! with
‘TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewel. ‘Bux Revue. ! Jim -DeNoon.
Ned Harvev. Ore. Martinez Ore.
~
ot HARRAH'S (fahoe) =~ Johnny Mathic. ; and |

| Busiest Clubdater

Pable
4

Candela.

Lord

Refael

- Christo,

GAY

Hernan, Glamazons

Ting. Perez and

Alj Goman.

90‘S—Ray K.
Joan

Brant;

Goman.

Marah

Bee

& Ray:

‘piles up. almost as many miles as 198
Mark Bob Grossman as a fire- rand begs off with “I Want To be
ball performer with only exposure ,

Gates. Dne rs.,¢

, does his client,

HUNGRY
I-—-Mort
Sahl, Ada
Moors.
Stuckey Ores.
*.
JAZZ
WORKSHOP— Horace: Siler Five.
‘CLOISTER. Phil Tucker, Dobie ‘Twins.
.NEVE—Carmen
McRae. Dick ‘Kerr.
Naom . Barrett: ‘Eddy. ‘Subwav. Ore. - CONRAD HILTON --“Ballads & Biades” |yy NEW FACK’S—Kings.. IV. Vernon Al,
‘he is: He parlays the trick shootey:
Jo Marie Roddy. Willie ‘Kal, Noim Crider,
ON THE. ‘LEVEE—Pcgey DeCastro.
‘ing. with a good line of. comedy,.Angelito,
Fred
Napier,
Morano
&t
Knowles, Chur Perreau-Ore, Bul C histo: d ‘PURPLE: ‘ONION '‘— Don: Irwin, Carol:
‘some of it strictly golf, but much
Brent. Freddie Paris. -pher, Fiederick &. Gina, Boulevar- Dear
ir any stand-up
_ 365 CLUB—Phyllis Inez. Barry: Ashion: of it suitable
(5), Boulevar-Dons +5).
-comie.:
.
DRAKE— Patrica, Marand, Jimmy ‘Blade. , Dancers, -Roy Palmer” Ore.

The other factor probably is that Reeded to make him a ‘No. 1 folk
Hahn is-the only ore of ‘whatever’ Dalladeer. Only 19, the newcomer
}
Savvies
with

‘the

showmanship

tight-fitting

.banana-peel

sport

tight

shirt

trousers

Happy.”

ey,

angle; PARIS & CLAIR
and: -Dance

:

that'‘15 Mins.

should get, the femme interest. His ‘Horizon Room, Pittsburgh
fingering on the guitar lacks noth- | In break-in dale here, Paris &
Orn
[ More than 90°? of his dates. are ‘NB as he melodizes and vocalizes : Ciair reveal” excellent
potential
“SAN JUAN, PLR.
EDGEWATER BEACH—The ‘Show. Top: .
peis '6), Kenny Black: Ore.
CARIBE HILTON--Los Chavales de Es- at country clubs, but jhe takes an: “TaH Hope,”
wees “Jerry,” “La » Quince|and may be the next great dance
- 'GATE OF HORN—Bob ‘Gibson, Charles ‘pana. Ines de Juan & Jose Lopez, Miguel- !
team
on
the
cafe
circuit.
While
‘occasional
night.
club
‘date.
has
Brigada,”
“Hey
Zhankoye,”.
“The
Lewsen. Bob Camp.
. Ove Miranda: Orc., Pepita Arvelo: Come
|
played gunslinger Draper in “Shot- Ssveetest. Wine” and “Everybody j not quite on a par with the top
tee
2
.- LONDON
HOUSE. Harold! Quinn Trio,ae
!
‘Audrey Morris. Eddie Higgins Trijo.‘CHARTERHOUSE—Tabiaco Munez Ore. |gun Slade” on tv. made a Universal
‘teams like Chiquita & Johnson or
Loves
Saturday
Night.”
Latter
MISTER KELLY’S ..-. Helen’ O'¢ onnell,
- CONDADO: BEACH—4 Rufinos, Pepito short, and picked up a few: extra. .cVventually had packed house join- | Darvas
& Julia they show that,
Barbara Gilbert,. Marty ‘Rubentstein »‘Trio, ‘Torres Ore.

|

Marx.

&

Frigo

PALMER

_

De: Voye

HOUSE: —

. ESCAMBRON . —
Rosita “Romero, Joel
Miro Ore.
FLAMBOYAN — Eagle & Man. Evelyn
Souffrant, Lausel de Arce Ballet. Cesar
‘Concepcion Orc.,.Jose Vallejo Cambo.

Joey " Bishop; Bob. ; Meyers (Calypsonians.. Charlie

Dancers. Ben’ Arden

PLAYBOY

CLUB—Meg

Ore.

Myles,

Phyllis

chores thumping’ for Ballantine's
ale.

ing in a la Mitch Miller as Gross- with continued progress, they can
man led them in singing ditty in j be the adagio darlings of the com-

These even bring a few residuals, French, Spanish
i There are also the usual endorse- .Sions.

and Hebrew

ver- |ing years.

Branch, Bobby Short, Wanderers Three,
Femme is a dazzler who looks
-Burns
&
Carlin, Jorie Remus; : Don:
-INTERNATIONAL—Charlie
Fisk Orc., tments for golfing equipment and:
Singer's disk, on Eureka label, ‘and talks like a Gabor.
Paris, her
‘Sherman..
Juanchin. Ramirez Orc.
SHERATON - BLACKSTONE: _—. Hilde-. BONTERMEZ zo — Mario Roman, Jody; ‘apparel,
and his connection with .may aid. bookings if given airplay ;| male counterpart, handles her in
garde, Franz Bentler Orc, °
the Paradise Country Club, ‘Crystal ;‘but it is in the personal realm the lifts with grace and poise.
A
TRADE
WINDS — Jackie
Miles, Pat | Rise BARRACA - Jackie Danvis, | Fito
|River, Fla,:. All in. all it's an at-‘that. Grossman sparkles. He sells lot of time and effort has gone into
Morrissey, Joe Parnello Trio.

LA BOTELLA—Hal Hester.

LOS ANGELES

‘BEN BLUE’S—Ben Blue, “Les Corps de

Paree.” Barbara Heiler, Dell Fin Thurs‘day, Gloria Tracy, ivan ‘Lane Ore; (5).

[

LA ‘CONCHA—Serenella, Nore
Orc., Humberto Morales Combo.

OCHO

PUERTAS—S._

Sheridan, Rafeel Kalaf.

Morales:

&° M Rosales, Lyz

-

tractive profession, offering. un- ‘a song in humor as well as one of {this act and it should be ver Vy relimited travel, all the dates you can tragedy and his versatility should {warding.
Bookers of cafes and tv
fill, and is open to any entertainer, |make him a success in near future. {spectaculars should catch this act
especialy if he isPaul Hahn.
|
Hous,
' pronto.
Lit.
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Copacabana, N.Y.

‘fis Continental in flavor with a vari-|
.

touches only briefly on ‘her usual | Basin Street East, N.Y.

| Hotel Plaza, N.Y.

jazz and vocal gyration
Ella Fitzgerald, Bill Dana, Derele
Dorothea ‘Freitag, Danny Barra- ‘styles, concentrating chiefly on ‘Smith Trio; $3 music charge.
vo
janos, Paul Patmieri; Ted Straeter mood ballads. “If Love Is Good|:
top technique,
t Me” ” shows
sho
chn.
UMwhile . Ella Fitzgerald is one of the few.
Marti Orchs; $5.50-$6 minimum.
on one instrument.
Offering is and Orch and Mark Monte’s. Con- to
face-paced and commands contin- tinentals; $10 premiere dinner; $3 a closing jump tune, “Who's Got! pop singers around today. who-has
| the Last Laugh. Now?,” scored |achieved. global: stature and “has
kellerkabaret ! ued yocks.
and $4 cover.
Jules
Podell's
heavily.. “The Ship I Sing” is!managed to. hald on ‘to it..In this
should swing with a solid beat to! Opener spot is handled by the
the cash register with the current. 14 Dorben Dancers & Singers in a| Eartha Kitt: fs in: at ‘the Plaza’s. solid and she displays unique styl- ; jet age, she’s. able toa. hap around
pill headed by Andy Williams and: colorful production on a “Belle of Persian Room at $4,000 a+ week ing on “Our Love IsHereto Stay,” |the world in. comparative traveling
her melodious. gosAllen & Rossi. They bring in two the Ball” theme with costuming. plus percentage-of-the-covers and’ latter with a-slight “scat” rhythm. pase spreading:

Andy Williams, Marty Allen &' ety of. props, {e., spinnifig toupes,
Steve Rossi, Douglas Clarke, John-'a Guck that sings on command,

ny

D'Arc,

Paul

Shelley

& Frank

diverse sets of customers. Williams,

oversized shoes, and a violin duet

‘and backdrops accenting the colo- [should

Choreography
with a-disk backlog of topsellers,: nial theme.
has a lure for the younger set and! rates the plaudits.

the more.mature

Eartha Kitt with Maurice Levine,. far ‘out

do right by ‘Neal Lang's!

again| plushery. The songstress

Manners

impresses: with

fresh, ; pel

with the : clean material that indicates prep-

before

an -international -audi-

enee that can’t seem to gef enough
of her.
An example of this jetmade world-wide circuit was evi-.

‘aration.
Opening quietly with a
sober bit on thoughts before the

felirie mien is no stranger here and:
citizens who go: . Louis Prima & Keely Smith set} knows the clientele. More impor-

way back to Kay Thompson & The; to open April 2 .
Long. | tantly, she knows her songalog and ‘ opening, ‘he builds into a’ good .denced by the fact-that she closed.ee
Wiliams Bros.
gets everything across to fullest takeoff on séx and films. He scores: -in Israel. "Tuesday. (11) and was
On the otner hand, Marty Allen
freturns in a generous. hour’s reper- } well with patter, playing on words ° at Basin. Street East. two days later
Flamingo, Las Vegas
& Steve Rossi are a rapidly rising
toire that ranges from ‘her typical i and names of special local interest. 'Thurs.) in’ fine vocal form.
Las Vegas, April 13.
The new crop of recording
pop .
comedy turn with a linealogy which
Joe E. Lewis, Pat Suzuki, Don ;s.a. items.to Israeli, Swahili, "Turk- |High spot is a clever skit as a
|
includes long sojourns at the Con- Kirk,
sters can. learn a lot from. her. —
Flamingoettes
(121, MNat}ish, French, Spanish , and
-Afro-. , ty western marshal.
AGVA prexy Joey Adams intro’d Without .voeal gimmickry and withcord Hotel in the Catskills. Many | Brandwynne Orch (12); presented | Braziliano. .
.
oo.
of the mountain vacationists were; by Morris Landsburgh, produced
A canny performer,.she projects ‘Manners with gags of his own. out physical embellishments, she--.:
there opening night, and it's likely l by Dave Victorson; choreography, | in an engaging variety, changing Miss McRae is backed by her own. sings ’em out strong and true. Her’
they'll be very much in evidence Lorenzo Maldonado; asst. choreog- |pace and mood. and minimizing: a able trio,. Bill Rubinstein, piano; ‘control. over ballads
and the
as the team’s run progresses.
rapher, Jerry Jackson; $4 mini-: former. penchant for too much of Walter Perkins, drums, and Boab rhythm items fs a constant wonder
.
Williams
is an
accomplished' mum,
and delight. On for over an hour,
the femme fatale. The admixture ' Cranshaw, bass.
-Pair-are in for two weeks with: she never lets up, and aithough
singer as well as an affable andj;
of languages and the mes makes for.:
; options. .
Dale.
personable gent who makes the | Joe “Evergreen” Lewis is back |extra values..there seemed to ‘some opening
.
oo
pewholders
at home
from _ his’ with
night jiters on her -part, it was a
an
assortment
of stories,}. Miss ‘Kitt is a painstaking per-opening gambit. His metier is in’ parodies, and one-liners in a clas-| former. Her arrangements. are topset that. wrapped. up fhe overflow
Hotel.
Roosevelt,
N.0O.
the familiar tunes, but with hep sic-type act which apparently will | notch and ‘interpretations versatile. |house for.a solid
-payoff.
.
New Orleans, April 14. -and knowing treaiments. At sev- never wear. out the welcome mat.. Dorothea Freitag, her. special acHer. repertoire.. too, is distinc-'
Frankie Laine, Reed & Bobbi tive.
eral points in his act, he was on :He revives some of his. big yock- companist,
Opening. with a swinging
is credited for
the
the verge of starting a community | pullers and tosses in some freshies |special arrangements with Arthur :Royale, Charlie Spivak Orch (12); “On the Sunny Side of the Street.”
$2.50 weeknight min.; $4 Sats.
sing.
‘|Miss
Fitzgerald
easily moyes
ltincluding two John F. Kennedy Harris; Maurice Levine is her own.
At all times
Williams
has
‘around diversified material as “On
:songs) which stamp him indelibly |conductor, as are the augmented ;
An
ovation
greeted
Frankie. a-Slow Boat to China,” “‘Can’t Help
strong rhythmic motivation and, ‘with the living legend category. |drummer and guitarist.
when necessary, a delicacy and ‘As usual, he is spurred to the finMiss Kittis handsomely
ac- , Laine opening night (13) at. Sey- Loving That Man,” “People. Will.
sublety in interpretation. He’s an ish line by the flexible piano artis- ‘eoutred (Ritter Bros. and William - mour Weiss’ plush nitery. A capa-, Say We're in Loye.” “Anything
always Interesting performer, not
|McHone get billing for the furs” city aud didn’t have enough even: Goes,” “Too Close. for Comfort.”
try. of Austin Mack.
only on the basis of his songselPat Suzuki gets 100% billing; and gown): Withal, the Katharine though singer was on some 50: “Mr. Paganini” and the socko
ling, but in his selection of tunes. :with the comedian's comedian in|Dunham alunina has come a long .. minutes. He had the oldsters. as wrapper-upper “Mack the -Knife:”
He ranges from Kurt Weill to the this outing, and
the refreshing! way since Monte. Proser first pre- well as youngsters applauding all' here's also a fine salute to
nostalgic efforts of Tin Pan alley. I‘personality of the Japanese-Amer-!sented her.on the Gotham scene at ihis tunes. They were Laine fans, Harold Arlen
to tiein with her nei
ss |Werve package, “The Harold Arlen
In all cases, his work is highly ican songstress is an {deal bill- the now extinct La Vie En Rose "and he gave them his all.
satisfactory to the congregation.
(today’s
Sardi’s.
East
site)
exactly,
Laine
is
a
hard-working,
highly
(‘Song
Book.”
In this instance her
First-nighters were ent balancer.
Allen & Rossi are, by many thusiastic
i(‘“(ttt!”
. "effective tunesmith with. an un-. commercial for the. platteris warin their reception of 10 years ago.
standards. comparative newcomers,
Her
opening
set
is
in
the
trade-:
deniably
strong
sell.
He.has
the
ranted.
Miss
Fitzgerald gets a
'“Make
Believe,”

despite the fact that this is their: “Poor
2¢T . Songalog:
Butterfly,” “St. James
third trip to this spot. They are!

In- marked Kitt manner of ballad and!S4me impact on local niterygoers : handv backing from a quartet consuch Jimmy
11
bh
llow
. personalities
entendre. . Then
follow
Tucker,
Durante as
and Sophie
Joe E. '
|t sisting
piano: of drums, bass, guitar and
firmary,” “Don’t LockAt Me That sly
ent
ow | the.; as
: Way,” “Black Magic,” “You'd Bet-j linguistics
interlarded
with her + Lewis, yet heis an inspiring, rare:
Bill Dana’s job here isn’t as easy.
iter Go Now.” and a medley of {standout disk items.such as the:
comic who.
and “Uska. ‘and vibrant talent. He works. his ‘He’s a. low-pressure
|inevitable “Si Bon’
‘Rodgers & Hammerstein numbers
songs with feeling, sometimes with -has to fight hard to break through
|
Dara”
(Turkish).:
.
ifrom-her Broadway vehicle, “Flow'tenderness as when singing “The ‘in this large .room. Danais a
‘er Drum Song.” Special arrange- | Per usual, the Ted Straeter dan- ‘Green Leaves of Summer.”
‘clever fellow with a humorous inments by Peter Matz and staging sapators get the customers on the.
Since his. fame was built on sight but he needs a Stronger de‘by Hugh Lamberts are a strong | floor and same
goes for. Markdisks, Laine: reprises some of his ‘ livery ._push
Sands, Las Vegas.
in these environs,
~{Monte’s
sprightly.
Continentals.
.
,
It's a Martin & Lewis type ar-; assist.
hits—“‘Moonlight Gambler.” “My ‘ His Jose. Jiminez characterization
A production number saluting! John Fossati, the maitre d’,- hadi Desire,” “Wild Goose,” “Shine” ‘is famitiar and likeable
rangement, with Rossi supplying!
but -it
highly
developed
and
pleasing: «Miss Suzuki's Broadway hit is the |his hands full. at the special $10° ‘and “Mule Train.” He couldn't - Wears thin after a while.. He manwat
°
‘eu
oe

approaching
headline
status, so
great is their growth in the comedy
field, in their brief partnership
span, they’ve built a sizeable following. Allen, tex & De Wood)
partnered with Steve Rossi, who
used to be the house singer at the

rtain-raiser; it features the big! preem night and traffic. gugurs miss and the end of the lyrics were. ages
pipes, and Allen providing a wide ‘yoice
of Don Kirk, with Yoshiko! well for the duration,
el.
‘forgotten

variety of comedy, some of. it being

crowd.! Kasao and Carmen Gonzales as the|
zo
courtesans.
Allen has a tour-de-force in this ‘decorative
did the choreo;
episode. He starts with his trade- ‘Maldanado
marked “Hello Dere” and. thence ‘Brandwynne’s fine orch (12) backs
fairly heady for the Copa

_

os:

in

many

instances in

.' favor of hefty mitting.

ee:

ree | Ba gewater Beach, Chi

:

to sustain..some. interest

by

switching from the Jiminez dialect
_tto hig straight:Dana personality but

Laine also scores heavily with there never seems to be a buildup
Chicago, April 10. his newest platter, ‘Wanted Man,” - for that solid yock payoff.
‘plus
“Rocks and Gravel” and a. His astronaut segment comes off
“The Best of Lerner and Loewe’”’ :
the Saints
Come best. probably because of the ton(6); pro-. lusty “When
. with The Showtoppers
Marchin"
In.” He could do .no: feality of the-Soviet breakthrough,
duced by Ruby Newman; directed by Lee Daniels; Kenny Black Orch wrong -opening “night, and had to and it shawed that his material
(51%: $2.50 cover aceekends, $2 bes off.
= |
;can be.sharp and current.and.can

into zany kinds of impressions, the show, in through May 10.
Duke.
comedy poems and, something new,
dancing. It all adds up to excelInternational, N.Y.
lent cafe hilarity.
The production surrounding this:
Alan Gale, Fran Warren, Boots |weeknights.
SO
program remains. Douglas Clarke. McKenna Line (12), Mike Durso &
a
doing terps. and Johnny D'Arc! Aviles Orchs; $6 minimum.
After
experimenting
singing, pace the Doug Coudy line.

Dave

Gruson

conducts

the

Paul!

; .Supporting Laine in show are:have proper impact when the de. Reed & Bobbi Royale, a polished livery.is strong. Gene Wood gives.
a, terp team who also register solidly.! him: an’ okay straight-man assist

.
with

:
gis. |Variety of formats for the Polyne-.. They run the gamut of ballroom- during an interview segment.
Alan Gale is boniface Jack
Sil- sian Room, the Edgewater finally Ology and are skillful and pro.in
The Derek Smith Trio (piano,
bass, drums) fs fine in its brief.

Shelley Orch during the Willlams’ verman’s potent counter for the| has come
up with a properly frothy what they do.
stint ,and paces the band on his: post-Lent-Form 1040, etc., slough. show for this large stage and room. : Charlie Spivak
own during the rest of the show! And a bus party from Camden,
crew background

for surefire

background.

Noble

(20+;

Frank: N.J.,

swelling

last

Wednesday's

| The

three

and his musical. instrumental
the show and:

girls. and ‘three. young

offerings.

Gros.
:

Le Cabaret, Toronto.
;men -whe compromise The: Show- play for dancing. His orchestra is
Marti Orch
provides the Latin’ (j2) preem turnout, augurs the a
aggregation
|.
!toppers unit are capable navices .a smooth, listenable
Toronto,. April 11..
touch to the evening.
Jose. ‘b.o. form figured for this Broad- j-with good voices and a fair amount , capable ‘of ‘satisfying in all depart-*
Patti. Leeds » Frank Manzell Trio;
—_
way basement through the ext ; of spirit. And,of course, the Ler- -Ments. Sound musicianship is evi- $1.75 cover.
three weeks.
~°
iner & Loewe. catalog is a cinch : dent in the tight integration of his
Tahoe Harrah's
Gale is, of course, an annual jn- iclick in competent hands, and the _sidemen, while excellent. arrange- t First. chanteuse ta snag a fourLake Tahoe, April 14.
‘stallment here, and a stout eniry group treats it with the respect ments by Spivak gives his outfit a_ week contract at the posh Le CabJohnny Mathis, Pompoff Thedy for the Catskill-Miami Beach shut- it deserves. ‘bedrock foundation.
oO
*
aret, Patti Leeds stayed on for 40
Family (3:, Dorothy Dorben Sing-' ters who dig him in or out of
Spivak personally’ wins acclaim° mins., had to give three encores-‘What the show lacks Is produc:
ers & Dancers, (141, Leighton season.
They know him like a -lion values. ‘It's all songs ‘and sing- . with his truntpeting of “Fascina-:' to. a final begoff at opener,.
—
Orch

minimum.

no

cover,

OT hook, and’ the affection is bound- |ing, and the’ presentation ‘would ,tion,”
lless and mutual.
For the first-! benefit from some real dancing or. faves.

“Summertime” and

other-.

The

charming

redhead

opens

:
{with
a bouncyte
“Just One: of 2p
Those

nighters, at least. he had member-|
comedic: pace basic.
changers-in
lieu of | -Show runs until April 26. Line.
_
choreography.
the at-jthe rather

-f

Things; switches to slow tempo
s in
“Can't.Help Loving That Man,”

Johnny Mathis is the first of the of-the-family status, and
”
younger set headiiners to play this tendant house party esprit condi-|The bits of. footwork in “I Could!
presents a saucy “Big Daddy” ‘and
700-seat swankery, and the name tioned his session all the way for! faye Danced All Night,” “Get Me !
a cute “100 Years from. Today,” an:':
is proving a potent b.o. lure. And strong and consistent appreciation.’ To The
Church on Time” and| Statier-Hilton, Dallas
|
ibe
oldie medley of. big-band days: inIt. produced a suitably loose. dis-| “with A Little Bit of Luck” are‘.
,
the reason is apparent: he sells.:
Albeit Mathis made the local scene play of his harkback waggery— | deft takeoffs. on the original stage|
teat
wea
Awith
a
”
¢
cover.
-$2.50
>;
business but end .up.as only te rp
before when he set a high jump the anecdotal and dialect retrospec-;
Ten
Ona
.
of
Man
and gets off with
Choo,
.
=
:
record in a track meet at the Uni-. tives and standard family trade { appetizers’ in this presentation.
Pe the Hour,” written for her by
we
|
yersity of Nevada in Reno in 1955 topicals
eee
er oy comi mre
The male members of the sextet | ‘Rowan & Martin are back for a wee Irwin
that ae yearSee cush-|
i
encores,
three
Leeds’:
“Miss
Empire:
plush
the
at
date
as a member of the San Francisco ‘joned him.
‘second
the
of
element
slrongest
the
are
e worked ‘em over

Dallas, April 14." ‘cluding. “Get Me Same . Money.”

State College team, this marks his’
“inserts. were
plete’ with. gutturalaries
they. “Some
date young
In their 1957
act, particularly Ron Brandt, who! Raom. known
artfully, andhe even
and anticipated
effortlessly
nitery debut for the Reno-Tahoe _where
‘rising opening.
he was
had ‘shows some comedic flair . in the’ lcamics.'
were
Reta an uptempg
tite osof'T!
At’ a as“capacity
i
fancy |delivery of several of his numbers.
area.
the stuff in reserve to prime
Doubtless he had the Al Lavorato and . Frank Schulte ..:13) zany duo proved to be among in alternate slow and swing style. In his 45-minute songalog ‘he _response.
covers it all—with the exception of
rock ‘n’ roli—and he does it niftily.
Accent is definitely for the mature

crowd

set up for almost any Serv-; handle

the

L&L

standards

ably !the top comedy

he chose. but he didn’t abuse ;in virile musical comedy stvyle.;
ing
even with gamier ploys, which. Distaffers Carole Marsh, Jean Pal-:

The

s Joel,
\Her. arrangerare.

teams extant.

50-minutee

stint.
stint

.

reprises
Ange
Calea;:
A
rises

many former sketches, the format’s;

Miss

Herron. and

ee

Leeds is headed

toward

tablers, such as this room attracts. “were kept in proper gemutlichkeit: merton and Lorie Walsh show! the same, but the timing and de- beinga big-time chanteuse: .Her_
Working smoothly and easily, he. key.
| verve and vitality.
| livery is: flawless to bring running ‘engagement here lasts till April =
If he can be faulted, it’s in his
essays a multitude of titles from
Kenny Black orch manages a! laughs. It's clean material, but in- 29:
=~
ol.
T
MeStay:

“Ring the Bell” to “Maria.”
Enunciation
is
studied
with
strong projection. Headliner makes’
with
a few
words
before
the
exit numbers. but it’s brief. Numbers offered on night caught included “There Goes Mv Heart,” an
impressive “Misty.” “Wild Is The
Wind,” and a sensational interpretation of “Maria.” Leighton Noble
augmented his orch to 20 for the
Mathis date. and his men play the
full show in usual commendable
style.

The Pompoff Thedy Family, also
new
to the Tahoe scene. score
heavily in a well-rehearsed slap-

tendency to push the glycerin
j remarkably’ big sound for a five-: cludes some :double entendre bits
bit much via the warbling embel-| piece: unit in backing the show:
lishment and his “born to entertain” |and also delivers topnotch dansapa: «. that leaveit to the auditors—and

getawav.

These are staples of his'tion.

and get a patient hearing, but they:
do make the going a bit sticky.
Fran Warren, mellower of voice

and

manner.

‘and

looking

good,

plies her belt-and-ballad book with|

|

_.

|

they: respond.

7

Bill is in till April 30.
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Los Angeles. April 13.

a diligence that copped lively mitt! Carmen McRae, Mickey
praise to perhaps compensate for ners; 2-drink minimum.
the crowd buvz. Her spot was pre-!
——
dictably

a

toughie—any

chirper,

New

.

a,
Bros., A.

jazz-comedy

bill
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GUS LAMPE BUYS INTO

opening monolog and some banter}
bits, Martin reprises his “Old Man |

= Moor..

—_—_—_——

After

;
.
ARIZ. MANOR, PHOENIX

River” vocal, with grammatical cor-'
Gus Lampe, former talent booker.
rections from Rowan interspersed. for the Schine Hotels. and’ Thea-

| Hilarity embraces a beer drinking tres. has purchased an interest in

-Mar-{Stunt by Martin, spoofing of tv the Arizona Manor, Phoenix. His
jCommercials and.a Shakespearean |last position.
with ‘the Schines was
leffort by Rowan, with his partner: as executive manager of the Cocoa-

at. this'as a drunken ringsider heckles. Sit-.nut Grove

of -the. Ambassador

here, in fact. has her work cut out.| boite balances smoothly, although / uation stuff scores heavily, espe- Hotel. Los Angeles. ~
Tap
That and some strident orchestra-| both Carmen McRae, sepia songs-|cially a new bit of interviewing a’ Currently
one of the inn’s-rooms

tion

aside.

Miss

Warren

has! tress headliner. and Mickey. Man-|

achieved a surer command of her! ners, N. Y. comic in a local debut.,|

medic on tv.

_,..

*°

yhas a dance ‘policy.

Whether. this.

Rich Bono’s house band cuts.the will be expanded under Lampe‘s

voice and in general delivers with ; took a while to warm ‘to the room!show neatly. Act runs two weeks, aegis, hasn’t yet been determined.
a moxie she didn’t always have.
j|at Wednesday’s (12) opener.
|with Jane Morgan due April 27.
| Lampe is g.m. of the Arizona’
Pit.
Miss McRae, in-a return booking, !
Bark.
| Manor.
.
ciuwns and a straight man, the acti
stick routine that’s a natural for
both saloons and video. With two

‘Wednesday, April:19,-1961,

Hotel Roosevelt, N.Y.
.- Lester

-Lanin Orch.

(34).

Conte Frio; cover, $2-$3."

;

‘which has the:femmes: gliding in|. Chateau Madrid, N.Y.

and out of the misty setting for a
De Castro Sisters,-with Fran‘Tsock. visual impact. ‘There’s also|cisco Gonzalez; Trint Reyes, with
‘the ‘use of black-lighting: in: which Juan Sastre; Jose Jiminez -Orch

NIGHT

CLUB

REVIEWS
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;minus only a strip bit that he did Queen Elizabeth, Mont‘l
at the Silver Cloud.
Off-color is somewhat of an understatement for Tucker’s 90-min-

Some inkling’ as to the draw of a set of multi-colored rubberized: 15); $5- minimum weeknights, $6
Lester. Lanin, playing. his- first. strands ‘are ingenuously -manipu- weekends,
-publie engagement in New ‘York lated. by.the dancers to. make it all
painting | . As ‘long. as they stick to singing.
ity, is’ found in the crowds. he | look like a ‘Mondrian
plugging
‘diberally)
‘their
“attracted’even on the night caught ‘come to exciting, moving life. Eye- and
catchers
‘in
their:
solo
spots’
in; ‘Various. Capitol - Records albums,
one
of.
the.
-Jast: Thursday. (137,
wettest this spring. Henee, it would: ‘ these. and other production num- |the three De Castro ‘Sisters are in
appear that John -G.’ Horsnian,'bers are Martha Aguilar, Carole la safe. and- melodically
sound

Montreal,

April

14.

Dany Dauberson
(with Roget
LeSourd), Denny Vaughan Orch
(11), Louis Bannet Trio; $2. 50-$3

ute exploration of the facets of
sexual perversion.
He’s undeni- cover,
ably talented and capable of extremely clever mimicry, but his | Dany Dauberson returns to the
‘choice of material proves more of elegant confines of the Queen
a handicap than a help in demon- Elizabeth's Salle Bonaventure folStrating his abilities.
Instead of lowing a year’s absence and this
topping himself with a funsier gag, statuesque .chanteuse
still packs
he
can
only
shake
up
his
audience the wallop of other visits.
general manager of -the Hotel Dreyfys and Shari Martel.
. ‘| groove during their current. ChatRoosevelt, has come up: with an- |: The. topper to. it. all is Jay; peau. Madrid outing. It's the com- by going into more and more taboo . Sheathed in a clinging gown by
j Balmain, Miss
Dauberson,
with
ether “winner in the - Roosevelt ;
. Nemeth, one. ofthe. most Skilled :‘ edy. that’s off-key, as when they areas, ..
Grill.
! ventro-teehnicians
seen on this: note that. although Cuban, they’re| Despite his many deviate por- | her blonde, short-cropped hair and
fine
comedic {trim figure, is an impressive sight
Lanin, ‘President ‘Kennedy's ‘per-'! jaded. nitery run in years. ‘His vis-'no relation to another famous per- trayals, Tucker’s
sonal: choice. to play .at' the ‘recent |a-Vis -is..an- ‘appealing dog, whose .sonage with the same. name. On hand is essentially attached to a in this lofty room as she belts out
Inaugural Ball and who has played '‘face is manipulated in a manner :‘the other hand, maybe that wasn't limp wrist. His swish impression, ia torchant whether it be “Stormy
if it is: that, provides the canvas Weather” or Gilbert Becaud’s ten‘Jeading. society functions. of the! that makes. him seem alive.- The ;‘meant to. be funny.
girls, however, give the on which he daubs his takeoffs on der “Marie.”
‘Fords, :Astors and DuPonts, might. “talking hound” commands atten- | The
Thrush includes a brace of Bealmost. be described as dance band_|‘tion arid’ laughs .throughout ‘the,ringsiders’ their money’s worth of other perversities. He is aided in
from. the these excursions by a mobile face, caud songs in her current offering
Stokowski.. Once one gets aver: ‘stint, via.- bright crossfire ‘dia-- ‘harmonizing, | turning
that
could
be
that
of
an
overripe
sweet
to
the
big
beat
stuff
and
and
both are standout, far ahead of
logue”
and
‘song-duets.
Plus
some:
the novelty of-seeing him in’ his’
20-year-old or a decadent 40, sur-} anything else in session and much
-energetic directing, which. he ob: |yockmaking mugs—by. the “dog”; -back again’ without missing a note
rounding
a
large.
pair
of
.china-blue
or:-a
‘carefully
rehearsed
bit
of
‘and
one.
liner...
Nemeth
is
the.
big:
|
more
suited to her particular style
viously enjoys,. the patron soon’
footwork: ‘Trio .does more
than eyes.
of
singing.
The
dramatic § se‘realizes
that -here is: danceable: -hit of the package.
Tucker
also
plays
the
electric
;
..Mine
individual
‘numbers,
plus
a|
Coming:
near
Nemeth
in.
show{
quences,
although
contrasting
‘music, poured out so smoothly that :
organ fa source of several dozen inicely, tend to get out of hand and
even the poorest ‘dancer :‘falls - in -Stop quality is- the .acro-adagio couple ‘of’ fine medleys of show
| word plays) and.does a bit of terp- are not nearly as effective.
* team of Nita & Pepi. A-handsome ° funes.
with the swing.
‘ing with the Dobie Twins, a buxom
‘Roger LeSourd at the piano and
Lanin, who has turned his dance ‘pair, the ‘pals.. one-hand baiancing ; - They're at ‘their. est with special pair of dancers who ably handle
bands into a huge biz that employs.. ‘atop Pepi’s head is a. wham exer-‘ arrangements of such: tunes° as Several standard routines includ-|'a small rhythm group give iemme
! fine backing throughout 25-minute
some. 800 ‘musicians; has a large cise that. peaks their twists, Slides, |-“The Trolley Song” (somehow EI- ing -a modified
strip.
Chirper {stint and the Denny Vaughan orth
‘mer Gantry gets into the lyrie) and
catalog. and during a. period of: spins and acro-talents.
Naomi Barrett warbles a few dur- itakes over for customer hoofing,
three hours seldom does a. repeat. : Carla Lucerne is .a charmer, 2 ‘a counterpointed mixture.of “When|;
“ables in a soft voice to round. out -in their usual capable fashion. On
highly
attractive
blonde
who
belts.
‘The
Saints.
GoMarching
In”
with
The older tunes are done with
from
River Kwai.” the bill.
out a-big-beat and turns to a soft: “The. Song
‘night caught, dinner biz was capacmuch aplomb. °
Even for those accustomed to
Among the oldies are ‘sitch’ tunes love-chant with equal vocahility. Francisco Gonzalez gives them spe-. deep purple. this show is strong : ity which has been the trend for
past few weeks with second shovs
as “Crazy. Rhythm,” “Make. Be- Marcel LeBon isan amiable Gallic cial bongo support and because of: medicine,
It's definitely not for
lieve.”
“Sheik
of Araby” ‘and chanter .with some personable an- :his size tsmall]), is often the sub-- prom kids and will. probably be during week about half.
Dauberson
is in until
“Beautiful. Doll.” Also in, his re- gles in which he works around ject of their excursions into dialog offensive to a good many sophisti-- Miss
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Barry Ashton’s
production of... rapport. |
‘of .tunes from the hills. but per-— duction and the injection of a fit- interpolating the fave tunes wth
“Plaipnates, In’ Paris’
with. Jay
For this- occasion.
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makes
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The tinsel world. of traveling:
tentshows is the background for a2

sentimental fable:af innocence tri+
umphant in “Carnival!” a: delightful musical at the Imperial Theatre. This is a boxoffice smash for
producer David Merrick, a- spertacular
director - choreographer
credit for Gower Champion and a.
glittering
personal
success
for
Anna Maria Alberghetti.

“Carnival” (omitting the exclamation
point
hereafter),
is the
legituner adaptation of the Leslie
Caron picture, “Lili,” with music
and lyrics by Bob Merrill, book by
Michael Stewart, based on Helen
Deutsch’s story material. It has
n dore with imagination, exquiwae taste and extraordinary skill.

Although misanthropes may cavil
at its guileless sweetness, general
audiences will revel in it, and the
moppet trade will make it a matinee powerhouse.
The
atmosphere
of smalltime
carnivals is superbly created in.

the show, which is localed in anunspecified town in southern Europe, apparently France, at an unspecified time, apparently a. generation or so ago. The curtain is
up as the audience enters the tkheatre, with a: dimly lighted barestage and a backdrop representing
a vaguely definable outdoor scene.
A figure strolls on, sits and begins playing a little tune on a4
concertina,
and then the ragtag

Ay cet
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Magic,” “Tanz Mit Mir, ” Carnival Ballet.”
Theme
Carnival,” “Yum
Ticky,” “Ine Rich,” “Beautiful Candy,”
Paris,” “I Hate Him.”
You,”’' ‘She's
My Love.”

{£2

|takeoffs on tv commerfials:. Latter
are dog-eared,. lacking: ‘freshness of :,
approach. .
love makes tire world:| man With Guitar :..2..1.3, Patriels Carter |,C‘etetton.
: Bewen, Judy Dun: |:
Better items. are “Table: Talk”
Merrill has: also write |Mother Superior ....... * ‘Miriam Lawrence fond Mai
G
reen,. wen
. Mason,
by Stan Daniels;. am- Eskimo art
travesty “by Bob: Butford;: “Toe
Lober,
David.
Guske,
William
Fuller,
Trey
|
Witt
Mara,
ieeiiteessea.ts
.-°-.
Dolly
ror}
the:
for
lilting:

;

.

‘Donnybrook!

ie,

adel
on its Philade

on

church:

Lindsa
bedtime ty story; and: an excellent:
few brightly amusing for the com- Mir
Owen, Betty Jame Sehwering, Mara Wirt; phia break-in, is a@ winsome musi- imitation. of. Shari Lewis; the pupedy scenes.
ie Worth, Issa Arnal, Ruby Green cal-show with so much going for it,
peteeer, plus.“The Loan Company,”
Aspimall, Kay ‘Barnes, Claretta Freeman,
particularly
a
lush
Johnny
Burke
Most of the numbers are edinir HA: Seott: Gibsan,. Joli Gonsaivas. Robert
qualify as bright material, both.
ably suited to the story situations Henson, Warm: King, Mary Louse, Rosalie seore with actors: who can sing it, written and: acted" hy. Jean Tem:
Cary! Paige, Charles Scott; Alyre
that it’s obvious faults look readily
and. several are likely ta be stand+ Maxwell,
pleton.
EZ Webb, Arthur’Fw iltiams,, Ned Wright.
For
the second’ time
.Lawrence: Bogne,. William: flexible.
ard pops. Among the notable items ‘John Béssinger,
Qutstanding, too, is-the unveiling.
i
ladel phi
Carter, Norman
A.
are “Mira,” “Humming,” “Yes, My Coppola. J. Patrick.
Lawrences Felis: eotore within
threeexposed’
weeks, Philadelphians
have been
ta a show de-! of & new tank,. this written by Al-.
Heart. ”. “Beautiful
Candy”
ve
lan Manings,. and a ribbing by the.rived.
from
a
film
hit
(Carnival!
“Her Face.” There are no singing
Dancers: Mimi Alexander, Margery Bed- was
the immediate predecessor) , whole company setup-on the huckand dancing choruses in. the usual. dow,
Geralyn Donald; Ellen Haipin, Linda
this may not indicate .a || ster methods—complete. with pae..
¢
sense, but several ensemble num- Howe, | Bettye, Jenkins. sherry McCutch- and awhile
{triotically undressed girls—of* the:
bers skillwully
blend
song and. Fields, “‘LaVinniz Hanilter Nathaniel zen none — Fd. , t mugnesis
whole automotive industry and the
‘that:
dance with stage business.
Horne,
Bernard’ Jéhnson,' Jan
Aubrey:
advertising agencies. thereof.
Mickens; Joan: Peterm Harold. ‘Berson, Hollywood’ has ‘found another marMiss Alberghetti. is irresistibly Ronald
Platts; Ela Thompson. Glory: Van ket for its classics besides the late,
One element in bad taste was the.
touching as the lonely, timid girl. Seott, Byrna White, Todd Butler, Garold
Lerner-Loewe takeoff an O'Keefe’s.
Jate shows.
She sings with beautiful simplicity Gardner, Eric Kristen, ‘Ronnie: Snook.
opening with a. threeweeks' -Tor- and
her acting is a triumph of exe
Robert Webb's:
E. McEnroe
has turned
“The: Quiet
Man” ;- onta tryout of “Camelot.” although’
pressive restraint. James Mitchell : Although thetechnique of.“Show Maurice
is vividly suave, and somehow
like- ‘Boa
is antiquated; the: music and into a reasonable facsimile of its; ‘the paraphrasing of “L Wonder
able, as the predatory magician
lyrics are irresisttble and there’s screen original. It has the retired What O'Keefe's is Brewing: To».
and Kaye Ballard turns in = gem: something undeniable ‘about the Pittsburgh pug returning to his; :t.might?” drew. the higgest . hand of:
|
of comedy singing and acting as. vigor of the subject and- the hon- Irish homeland with pease on hisi,the evening.
his adhesive partner.
esty of the characters. As the mind and meeting a seranpy Gaelic. { Jean ‘Templeton etnerges. aS &
Jerry Orbach is plausible in- the starter of the N-Y. City Center's redhead whose dowry. he Has -to; promising comic. . Also. attracting
iH-explained role of the bitter- ; SPriig season of light opera, open- wrest from her equally scrappy |favorable reaction: the clowning of
seeming puppeteer, and his sing: |ine last Wednesday night (12), the. | brother.
Barbara: Hamilton, the sweet sing-

|

ing is agreeably forceful.

ing of Betty Robertson, the robust:

Pierre |2°-¥e8t-0ld. semi-classic is still en- | The story line could stand: ex-

Olaf, who was an elfin highlight |J°Yable.

‘baritone of Bill Cale; the monopansion. an unusual condition with: logs, songs and dances of Peter
cast of |. Just to list the song hits indl-:
| Philly premieres. Playing the role ; Mews, Dave- Broadfoot, Jack Daffy
de Ma Tante,” is out- |¢cates the solid appeal of the show. ‘of the marriage-broker, Eddie Poy
¥: and Leo: Leyden: the impish antics.
his beguiling little as- | They include “Only Make Believe,”
skips and scampers and soft- -of the voluptuous Gale ‘Gerber.
! Man River." “Can't Help| iwho
shoes whenever he gets the chance,:i

in the original Broadway
“La Plume

standing

sistant.

as

Also notable are Henry Lascoe Lovin’ Dat Man,” “Life Upon the |could use at least one more comedy| The Alan.
“merits praise,
as the

standard

carny producer,
acts

from

Paul Sydell, with his

and the | Wicked: Stage,” “You Are Love,” |number.

vaude' days, |‘Why Do I Love You,” “Bill,” and
trained dogs, “After
the

Ball.”

Since

there are

and the two juggling Martin Bros. Such capable singers as Jo Sullivan,
Wilt Steven Armstrong

has de- rene Rounseville,, Carol Brice,
signed the light, simple and appro- |Anita Darian and Andrew Frierson,

|.

Since

‘of Michael

the.

Lund

choreography

plus the switch-sets

Johnston

which lend

stageversion can't
of. the:
reall ce ut on the elaceic climactic :.Swift pace to.‘the mobilfty
various turns. There’s a briskness
battle. finale that John Wayne and! to the Mayor Moore staging, witt
Victor
McLaglen.
staged: in the picture. the aed

ae needs

* ic- the reservations. of needed. cuts:and’.
—
‘Dock.

priately gaudy scenery, and Freddy |the vital musical element is safely | Cor cdy building. Foy leads a quin- |additions.
Wittop has provided fiamboyantly

illustrative costumes.
As
a

financial

project,

| handled.

But’ nat all is

“Carni-|umpteenth

revival

well in: this |tet of Inebriated Irishmen in a

“
of the Jerome ! Won, *. mame re“of.the
wish

val” represents a potential gold- |Kern-Oscar Hammerstein 2d adap-| uld be used.
mine. The production was financed |tation. of Edna Ferber’s long-ago |e
@ Use
memhers of the carney troupe en- for a mere $250,000, which is ,novel. Despite the sentimentality!
Oddly. enough, there is room for
ter and, as roustabouts raise the! ‘Practically a pittance by present-|of the yarn, there's a curious lack|
i more: material. From the standpoint

tents and arrange the wagons and ; day standards for musical shows,}Of
equipment, the motiey performers, ; and it was brought in for about
freaks and others fill the stage, and
the agreeably muted pit orchestra

picks up what turns out to be the
recurring musical theme. In only

satire

‘unity; with lyrics and. muste by
Mayor Moore: ‘‘The Shady. Lady”

-

emotional. impact.

And

(Continued on page: 72).

while |Of length,

Calls Opera Threat Brinkmanship

| good

shape

“Donnybrook”

on its opening

“LONDON. SHOWS.
(Figures denote opening dates)
‘Amorous Prawn, Piccadilly. (12-9-59). .
And. Another. Thing, Fortune. (10-6-60),
_Bargain,; St. Martin’s (1-19-61).
Billy lar; Cambridge (413-607. -.
- Breakfast. for One; Arts (4-17-61).

Bride Comes

was ‘in

Fings

| despite a few premiere mishaps. in
staging. the. show moved with a
generally fast pace.
But while Cole's choreography

Back, Vaudeville (11-25-60).

Caretaker, Duchess (4-27-80).
Conipany Slask, Coliseum (3-27-61).

night.

_ Flower

Aln‘t, Garrick

Drum

Gazebo, Savoy

Glory

a few moments the atmosphere,
characters and situation are estabstarts on a high note of reels and
lished.
jigs and kilted prancers,
the invenThe action thereafter shifts back . AGMA
tion
isn’t sustained: One more good
Rep
Has
Caustic Answer to. Frisco. Memt.’s ;
and fourth between earny perform- |
jlively number would look fine
Ultimatum on Unemployment . Insurance
ance and hackstage life, with inagainst the suggestive and practiterest centering on a pathetic litcal settings and scrims provided
tle waif who joins the troupe, the
by designer Rouben Ter-Arutunian.
San Francisco, April 18.
lecherous magician who wants to |
wage raise, plus ‘unemployment inBut with the songs and songseduce her, the miistress-assistant
San Francisco Opera Assn. ‘pres- surance, ‘The opera company has makers, there is no protest whatwho tries to thwart him, and the, lident Robert Watt Miller has is- |offered a 5.5% raise, according to ever. Newcomer Joan Fagan is a.
embittered
hut
protective
pup-!
Miller, but has flatly rejected ‘the red-Headed delight as the heroine
peieer and assistant who befriend | Sued an ultimatum to the Ameri- unemployment’ insurance.
and she knows what to do with
her, There are appealing, rousing| can Guild of Musical Artists in
It is the latter issue which is ty- Burke’s melodies, particularly ‘Sez
and amusing songs, appropriately their deadlocked dispute. In a let- ing up the whole negotiation.
If I” and “He Makes Me Feel So
lively dances and, even for a non- ter to Mrs. Diane Fivey, the union’s unemployment insurance were pro- Lovely.” Stalwart Art Lund conaddict,
cauntivating
puppet
inter- local representative, he has threatvided for AGMA
members- only, tributes
notably to
songs
like
ened to cancel the association’s enludes.
the cost would be only $5,400. But Ellen Roe” and “I Have My Own
anid the hubbub of the carny {tire autumn season if the dispute State law Tequires that if one em- Way” and a witty. complaint about
lis
not
settled
by
next
Thursday
pe: ‘tormanees and the backstage
ployee of a firm is covered, all‘em- jthe “Irishness” of the piece in
life there. are clowns, freaks. jug- |' 203.
ployees must be.
“The. Loveable: Irish.”
MIrs. Fivey calls the ultimatum
glers, animal acts, tumblers, strongThat would bring the total cost | Susan Johnson gives the show
and says ‘she is to around $18,000, because. musi- a rousing start in the first act
men, aerialists, sideshow perform- “brinkmanship”
‘save-the-sinking- cians, stagehands: and administra- when she belts out “Sad Was the !
ers,
souvenir
and = refreshment “tired of this
hawkers, in addition to the key ship’ approach to collective. bar- tive personnel would have to be Day,” an ironic little gam: about
State labor conciliator included. In a sense, therefore, the joys of widowhood; and later.
figures of the proprietor, the magi- gaining.”
cian and his aide, the two puppet- Adolph Koven, who has been meet- AGMA’s fight: is. the fight of the she and- Foy collaberate
on “I
ing separately with management AIM and stagehands, tao, because |Wouldn't Bet One Penny” which
ees and the orphan girl.
Under
Champion's _ brilliantly and labor negotiators, said he’d call neither of these unions has yet|stops things
in
their
tracks.
VetCL
sed
and
executed = staging, a joint confab for early this week. signed its 1961 contract with. the;eran
Clarence Nor dstrom
also
the
‘‘or:inance has remarkable
AGMA,
representing 185
sing- opera company. They usually fol- |halts things with his sentimental
dime: i, tempo and style, with ers and daneers in the opera com-. low AGMA, beeause the performers “A Toast for the Bride.” Credit
delicious touches of comedy, in pany, has been seeking a 5.850 start rehearsals earlier.
also Sibyl Bowan and Grace Car-

irm>

La

Kimr

Kona,

.

(3-24-60).

(3-260).

Dsvuee,

Irreguiar

Lady

(2-11-60).

Song, Palate

Be, Royal, Stratford, E. (4-3-6).
Lyric

(7-17-58

Word, Cdterion. (eii-61).
Princes

(2-23-61).

From the Sea, Queen's 3.15-61). .

Marcel Marceau, Saville.(
Miracle. Worker, Royalty oooh.
Mousetrap ‘Ambassadors 11-25-52),

Music

My

Man,

Fair

Adelphi

Cady,

Oliver, .New

On

(3-16-81).

Drury

Ohe-Gver

Gieht, Duke

Rehearsal,

"Re

(4412-61).

York’s (45-61).

Globe

(4-5-641)..

Haymarket

(5-12-60).

. Aldywich

Ross

|

Lane (4--30-58).

(6-30-66).

Brighter Side, ‘Phoenix

(12-15-60). .

Settled Out Court, Strand (10-19-60),
Simule Spymen, Whitehall (3-19-58).
Seuth,. Lyric, Ham.
Sparrers Car't-Sing, Wintham’ ‘s(3-29-61),
Suzie Wong, Printe Wales (11-7 +59).
Ténth Man, Comedy (418-61).
Wakefield Myst*y, M’maid (4-86-61).
Watch
West

‘Young

It Saiftor, Apollo

Side

Story,

(2-24-60).

.

Majesty’s (12-12-58).

In Heart, Vic. Pal, (12-21-60):
SCHEDULED OPENINGS

Altona, R. Court (4-19-61).
Bette, Strand (5-4-6).

Sound of Music, Palace (S-18-8D),
Finian‘s Reinbow, Saville 16-8-6b.

CLOSED
J.B.. Comedy (323-6): closed: Satur. lay
(BY after, 20 perfarmances..:
Jacques, R. Court (2-22-46): closed. Sats

+
: ar
ereerlferre
7- . . .

urday (15) after 23 performances.
You in Your Small Corner; Arts (3-21-

61);

closed

Saturday

(15)

after .31

performances.

- SCHEDULED B’WAY PREEMS.
“Young. Abe Lincoin, O'Neill (4-25-61).South Pacifle, City Center (4-26-81)..
Porgy. &

Bess, City Center

(16D.

Donnybrook, 46th Sti (OssSbbe 1

47

Pal Joey; City Center ‘Gar6b.

:

-

-

Werinesdey Apri 19, 1961.

isFamsNew Dui,

had i

‘|

Herman.Berustein Wil
Beok New Fisher in Det.

- Herman Bernstein, a Broadway
gs |manager, will shook the new Pisher
| Theatre, «dure to open in .Detroit
45
| next fall as.one of the top-capacity
| yDouses for :‘tauring shows.
"|
Besides heing’ general manager |
for Broadway producer «Leland |.

Columbia ‘Artists: ‘VWianagement+
‘Enc,, which ‘has previously xele‘Recognition _
gated legit to sort of = stepchild
Status in its operations, is now putIn the‘ trade, the name of
‘ting the. theatre on. somewhat of ‘Broadway . praducer David.
an -equal #aoting |with ifs concert,| . Merrick’ is as good as ‘Brookactivities. A néw managerial divi-}- lyn or the Shuberts. That was
sion, ‘which: -will -be concerned
noted by playwright-actor-pro-

largely with legit, has been :added |

ducer. Howard

Lindsay

| Hayward, for whom

“Okay, ‘so

Besides: legit, .which has been}.
handled for CAMI by. its Broadway

Mick's.”

he's handling
.

Greeks Are Coming

Bernstein is the lessee.and booker

of the Hudson Theatre, N. -Y., and |
is partnered with James Nederlander in the aperation of the Er-

while

presiding over a fund-raising
~ luncheon ‘for ‘the ‘New Dramiastituted the basic makeup -of the ms tists Committee last Friday
(44)
at Sardi’s restaurant, .
“organization.
N. ‘Y.
The new division, the establish
‘Lindsay tossed off the Tine -ment of which -was approved by
after greeting. ‘the. diners, comthe’ CAMI board of directors last.|
“prismg about 200 individuals
Thursday (13), will *be- heated by
Herbert Fox and Ronald ‘Wilford. | eonnected with. the “theatre,
with a comment ‘about. how
It'll be called Fox & Wilford in:
gratifying it was that Broad-- the ‘style of the other divisions,
known as Judson, O*Neill & Judd: | .- way hada new hit in “Carni-.
Schang, Doulens.& Wright; Curt val,” ayhich-“opened ‘the previ“Weinhold & Andre Merterns. ‘Each |: ous night.
‘Then, with a vet's timing he
-of the -departments represents .a|{
particular group .of artists. ‘and at- ; ‘got his Jaugh with the. quip,
tractions..

Tony Awards Newspaper Coverage;

the New York and touring compa-|.
~ | nies .of “The Sound of Music,”
|!

to ‘the four’ managerial -SFOuRs
‘which in-the last I3 years have con:

it. is David Mer-

-

Los Angeles, April 18.
Greek Theatre Assn. of L.A.,
will sponsor a U.S. tour late
this summer
of the Greek
Tragedy
Theatre
Co.
frem
Athens, prior to troupe of 30
winding Greek Theatre season here in September, per
James
A. Doolittle, general
‘ director.

Janger ‘Theatre, Chicago.

HungoverBehan

_

Under

direction

af Athens

company’s founder and artistic -director, Dimittrios Rondiris, Greek Tragedy Theatre

W Fallow’Hix?

will make its first appedrance

in America in N.Y. in midAugust, and will appear at
Toronto; April 18. .
various
cities
on
six-week
| . Dried out. but mad as a wet hen,
tour en route to Coast.
, Brendan Behan left Toronto: last |
Friday (14) with: a scornful. dec- j
i‘laration that the town “stinks.’’ in- :

(rix PickHome’

Towrng

_ Theatre .-Allianee subsidiary, 'the ;
Kox .& Wilford division’ will also
be concerned with other -entertain.ment fields such .as arena’ shows;

|No-Advance-Dope Pelicy Clobhers

71

-|farmed of*the Russian cosmonaut’s !
Lrocket flight around the earth; the;
| Irish novelist-playwright planed for
|New. York with the comment, ‘“‘The

By JESSE GROSS
The switch this year by the
American Theatre Wing to a system whereby the winners of its
annual “Tony” awards were not
disclosed in advance was a flop in
terms of press coverage. Publicity
is a major factor in the prize-giving event, since press ccverage
spotlights not only on individual
winners but the theatre itself.
In past years newspapers, among
others,
were
informed
of the
“Tony” winners in advance of the
actual
award
presentations,
so
stories and accompanying picture
layouts could be prepared. Thus,
the Wing's annual “Tony” ccremonies, held Sunday
nights because
of the
Monday-Saturday
evening schedule for working legit
performers,
were
usually given
'hefty coverage
by the morning
papers throughout the country.
That ‘wasn't the case last Mone
day morning (17), following the

|presentation

of the

“Tonys”

the

‘ preceding night from 11:15-12:15
‘in the Grand Ballroom of the Wal[ i only ‘space. I’m interested in right
Aelevision and ‘films. .CAME has al- |.
dorf-Astaria Hotel, N. Y. In some
jnow. is ‘Times Square.”
ways heen involved in tv :and pix
;editions of the New York dailies,
.
.
e i Behan is. still 'so incensed: at ToSs cartists’ representative, but .an
{presumably because of deadlines .
“All
the
Way
Home,”
hallyhoced
:
- ‘ponte. in particular and Canada‘ in
expansion into those fields possib-|.
perhaps
other
factors,
the
by its producers as “The Miracke} and
‘ly on a packaging -or producing
event was either ignored or cov‘return. May ‘8 for a ‘Broadway: en- vent the Canadian Broadcasting! on -44th Street,” won the NL. | ered only partially. Press service
devel is being considezed. —
Although the ‘BTA subscription: gagement of. ‘three-four ‘weeks at Corp. from doing a television ver-|Critics Circle award as the best! “Tony” stories also missed many
‘network has been.sold to United !
{the Hudson
Theatze. “The pro-: sion of his play, ““Phe Quare Fel- American play on Broadway in the of the morning sheets throughout
Tow. ” He elaborated, “I don’t want past 12 months. The musical win(Continued on page 75)
* |duction underwent a change -in its |anything I have. written to be ner was “Carnival” and the ‘for- the country because they failed to
make deadlines.
mg”
{two .major. roles when: it exited|‘shown on the CBC. or the Canadian eign play selection was ‘Taste of
in New York, however, on-thestage -or sold in bookstores in Honey,” both David Merrick pro- spot coverage of the award preductions.
vier,
who
cosfarred
mn
j e| Canada.”
isentations was provided for the
Donald
MacDonald,
CBC
publicee transferred to the part of the !The Fred Coe-Arthur Cantor ‘third consecutive year by WCBS|King, - succeeding. Anthony ‘Quinn, |iity digector, says that the author production of ‘Home. , adapted by | TV. Besides the regular “Tony”
...

Honey, Carnival:

“Becket,” ‘currently |
an tour, will ‘general that he would like. to pre-|

Park 34

e best

ToStart-a Week Later And at Different Sit

JLAiition whe cot ereenineats ||
i.who

With the. postponed -opening of.

| withdrew for a ‘film assign- {wa have ‘to take

‘ment.
Since the start. of the tour; Ar-

legal. action

to Tad

prevent the showing of ‘“‘Quare Fel-.

Mosel from

3

James

<Agee's

tow.” He explains that CBC bought Death.in the Family,” rescinded a
ammhithe- hur Kennedy has. been. ‘costarring the rights ‘to’ the play ‘and has in-. quickie post-opening closing notice

(Continueti on ‘page 79)

JobaRett,LarryKer

dts: new Central -Patk
aatre, the NY. Shakespeare Festival -in the title. Tole: The. production vested a ‘substantial «sum -in the and is now in its 21st week at the
is. adjusting pkanss ‘to ‘locuiion.and Yends. its road hike May 6-‘In Phila- |production.
Belasco Theatre, N.Y. The play
At a hearing in magistrate’s ‘gat eight. votes, beating “Devil’s
schedule to bridge the gap. until --delphia.
court, Behan was ordered to appear Advocate”
the new completion. date -of July ;
(seven votes) “Advice
22.
The $400,000 ‘project in the|
April 27 on a charge of ‘causing and Consent” (four votes) and ‘Far
hodily harm to .a Royal York Hotel Country,”” “Period of Adjustment”
Belvedere ‘Lake section of the
San Diego, April 18.
detective .and .assaulting police;
‘Park, was originally slated to -be
and “Big Fish, Little Fish” \one|
John Raitt and Larry Kert will
‘finished. by May 31.
i called to.arrest him. He arrived in!
, vote each).
repeat their original
Broadway
Rejecting the idea of postponing.
court -after leaving Sunnyside pri- i
“Carnival,” which opened last j roles in “Pajama Game” and “West
the season until the new site is
! Thursday
113)
thereby
just
getting
;
Side
Story,”
respectively,
when the
completed, Festival producer »- Jas- ! The successful Mexican produc-: pate hospital, Pao ceases”as under ,
:in under the wire for the critles |musicals are presented at the new
ph Papp has selected an alternate: tion of. “Redhead” will tour Spain: holism and diahetis: He :was ar-.
balloting,
got
13
votes.
H's
Circle
Arts
Theatre
here
this
sumlocation for temporary facilities.beginning mext Oct. 8 at the Teatro 'rested for creating a disturbance |
of the film
“Tali”
"i mer. The 1.854-seat in-the-round
on-a ballfield adjacent to the. can-- Sasuela, ‘Madrid, -where it's booked «3+ the Royal York Hotel following adaptation
‘with music and lyrics by Bob Mer- |operation will launch its inaugural
for
a
"four-month
run.
The
Rene
}
“struction: site. The interim ‘loca-:
tion. has been accepted: by ‘Parks: “Anselmo-Luis de Llano production ithe Cea night Pi alae rinea rill and book by Michael Stewart. |season of summer musicals Nay 26
‘Other musicals in the running! with Kert and Carla Alberghetti im
”
Commissioner,
Newhold:: Morris,; is scheduled to follow that engage- :
who will discuss. with Mayor Rab- ment with on eight-month tour of jvubidaampulse, in which he was were “Irma La Douce” and “The; “Story.” Raitt’s “Pajama” stint is
Spanish
‘cities.
It’s
believed
to
be
Unsinkable
Molly Brown,” each/set for Sept. 5-17 as the last .uf
ert F. Wagner an appropriation’:

As Summer Taner Stars
At Hew San Diego Spot

MEXICAN REDHEAD’
HITS SPAIN
INFALL

from the city of. $7.000, ‘the ‘esti-:t he first timte'a Mexican
gia been. lined
mated cost: of. the. alternate proj: -| venture
ect.
our Ol Spain.

theatrical leaeed paver‘000 ball put up by pulling two votes, and “Camelot,” !eight shows during the semester.
Each of the productions will run
up for @|Fammon ‘Martin, Toronto .Trans- “Do Re Mi” and the off-Broadway{
port Commission inspector. At the “Fantasticks,” - each nabbing one:two wecks, with the exception of

Papp had intended to’ apen the i ‘The Mexican’ production of the |hearing, prosecuting attorney Lloyd
_summer’ S program of.-free shakes-. musical.-which had ‘a lengthy run; ; Graburn argued that there are ade‘peare on June 29 with “Much -Ado at the Teatro de los Insurgentes.. | quate ‘medical facilities at Don Jail,

vote.

“Story,”’ which will get in an exira

“Taste,”

by

grabbed seven

Shelagh
votes,

Also

Delaney,’two

days. The opening

entry will

getting ; he followed

June 13-June 25 by
About Nothing.” at the new amphi- Mexico. City, followed its stand |and that Behan should be confined the nod from ‘some ‘of the critics; “Pal Joey,” with Irene Manning
were
“Becket”
(five
votes),
“Rhi-|and
Bobby
Van
headlining.
Miss
there
With
a
tour
of
Mexico.
Re-!
‘there.
‘But
magistrate
Tupper
Bigtheatre.
Revised plans call for a_
noceros”
(four
votes),
“Hostage” ! Manning,
incidentally.
has
been
July 5 start with “A Midsummer : hearsals ‘for the Spanish trek are: elow disagreed and franted bail.
(three
votes)
and
the
off-Broadway
announced
for
the
starring
role
in
schedu
to
begin
in
Spain
nex
“Another
7
See
Night’s Dream,” -at the alternate-’
“Roots” (one vote). The awards|the
off-Broadway
production
of
site:. to -be fellowed -on Ausr...2 by ‘September. ‘with Anselmo «super- i
1
“The
Tattoaed
Countess,”
schedvising
the
pre-production
planning
,
“Much Ado.” at the new theatre.
“were announced immediately after
Virma Gon-|
and “Richard. II” opening. Aug. 28. --of the presentation.
the Critics Circle meeting yvester- uled for a May 3 opening at tne
Plaza Theat
Theatre, N.Y. The. Bristol. Construction. ‘Co., gales: and Armando: Calvo,: “why
day (Tues.) over CBS radio by ‘Barbizon
;
costarred m the Mexican -producKenneth.
Banghart,
who
interJuliet Prowse in “Silk Steckings
general contractors for the “proj-;|
viewed. the crix at the Hotel Al-| Will be the June 27-July 9 afferect, cited. bad weather and-contract. tion, will repeat. their -roles for the|.
delays as reasons for ‘the delay.‘':: Spanis.: couring . company. whichgonguin, N.Y., where the voting|ing and from July 11-July 23 it'll
will. be directed by de Llano ‘and
Work started early in January.
Another instance of the Ameri-! |session was conducted.
tbe “Fanny” with Billy Gilbert,
who
., choreographed by Kevin Carlisle.
succeeded ‘Walter Slezak in the
can: opera ‘singer who makes it big-

Phyliss Curtin SetsUp

Crowded Enrepean Bates ;

St. Cloud ‘Cellege Builds

“Redhead.”

which ended

a 57-

ger in Europe is Phyliss Curtin,

*' week Broadway run in March, 1960, ! currently hack in the States for a;
and then. toured. has a book. by ‘concert tour. She has this season

300-Seat Summer. Theatre:

OFEB’WAY HOUSE HAS
;

Broadway production. Peter Palmer
is slated for a July 25-Aug. 6 stand

in “New Moon” and “Take Me
Along” with Jack Carson will be
Herbert and Dorothy Fields. Sid-!.sung Salome, Traviata, Butterfly
St. Cloud; Minn., April 18.
‘the
Aug. 8-20 entry, followed by an
“ney
Sheldon
and
‘David.
Shaw,
i
and
Donna
Anna
with
the
Vienna
The 300-seat summer theatre to.
of
‘be constructed..on the Park Lane ‘Ayries by Miss-Fields and music by !‘ State Opera, all major credits.
Judge Frederick Strong, in N. Y. Aug. 22-Sept. 3 presentation
“Plain
and Fancy.”
-Albert
Hague.
The
Mexican.
ver|.
Because
of
the
European
up-:
Country Club property at. Lake
Municipal Court yesterday ‘Tues.)
Eric Sharpe and Alan Light are
L'Homme Dieu. near. Alexandria, sion of the musical js titled ‘La; build this. season Miss Curtin is dismissed a N. Y. License Dept
‘booked for next season in Vienna, complaint that the Eleanor Goud J presenting the 16-week season with
Minn., will be operated “by the ‘ Pelirroja. 7
Berlin, Stuttgart,
Munich
and Theatre failed to obtam a theatre j3<enneth Page and Jack Gross Jr.
newly-organized . non-profit. Alex- /
Turin, plus both German
and! ‘license. The spot. which is nov |acer is producer. Gross, co-proandria-St.
Cloud, State
College
English language recordings andj; running “Ladies’ Night in a Turk- ducer, Sharpe general manager and
Performing Arts Foundation. ©
‘Purchase of the - property: and }
‘The Italian date will see her in!
‘erection. of the theatre will: cost |
‘Raisin’ fo Move May 2” a new production of “Pelleas et! v
$45,000 and.5°c interest bonds are
olice Dept.
4
manager, Ronald Dupree choreogChicago. April 18. |Melisande.”
‘being sold. to help finance the projMar tin Tahse’s touring producAs contracts stand she'll be busy; The dismissal came after Joseph :anes and Hal Hidey conductor.
ect.- The Foundation’s board of:
Mintzer, representing the License The operation was referred to as
directors is headed by Dr. George tion. of “The Miracle Worker,” with ‘about three-fourths of next season Dept.,
conceded that it would be| the San Diego Melody Theatre
Budd. president of the St. Cloud Eileen Brennan headlining, will ;overseas. with only a minority of: ‘okay ‘with the licensing division if:
VARIETY
&
ef
college and’ Arthur Housman and move .into: the Erlanger Theatre time in her native land. She was. ‘the theatre
continued with the, Inc., in a recent
Variety story.
‘Keith Michael. of the college fac- here next. Monday (24) for a stay: unable to accept a role in Neel: -cabaret permit, even though it was‘
em

‘Miracle’
et for
‘
Bum:

ulty. will supervise: the

stock Pro-

of. at: least

10.-weeks. The

English

road! : Coward's

LICENSE, COURT RULES!

f
ny. cabet license okayed by the ;tons ‘will be directed ‘byiestave

new

musical,

‘Sail: offering a legit vehicle.

Philly Park Tent Gets

company, which opened last Wed- | Away.” due for a West Coast The Eleanor Gould Theatre is: Lawrence & Lee’s ‘Night’
is to ‘include. pro- “nesday 112) at the Playhouse, Wil- | breakin ‘this summer. .
located on the site of the former
“Tarn
on the Night.”
a new
‘fessional and college drama stu _mington. |is playing this. week at
‘Old Roumanian Restaurant, which
dents from: the. upper ‘midwest. Fard’s Theatre, Baltimore.
WEINSTEIN OPTIONS WHEELS! |
-moved to Broadway and is now op-' drama by Jerome Lawrence and
Students may earn college. credit.
Scheduled to continue here until|" ‘Henry Weinstein, operator
Robert E. Lee, has been optioned
of -erating as ‘the. International.
for their participation: Plans call ‘May 20 will be “Raisin in. the Sun,” Westport
by Ethelyn R. Thrasher and Paul
(Conn.) Theatre. has
for the theatre to be ready for an. now in .its eighth week at the Broadway-optioned
“Circle
of The - first: off-Broadway Actors Stoudt, aperators of the Playhouse
opening next June 27.
’Blackstone ‘Theatre. The. local Shu- Wheels,” Arthur Ross legiter which Fund
‘benefit
performance
is in the Park, Philadelphia.
| bert. Theatre, which was vacated: had a brief engagement: at -El scheduled for midmight May 1 by
They will test the play Aug. 7-12
The Ziegfeld ‘Club will hold a. last. Saturday (15) by “Flower Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, two the double-bill
-of
“American as part of the regular strawhat seaCocktail-Tea Dance. next Sunday: Drum Song” .after a 22-week run, years ago.
Dream”
and
“Death
of Bessie son at the Playhouse, with an eye
afternoon (23) in the Rersian Room | will get. Ethel Merman in.“Gypsy”
Nina
He'll: try. it out first in east -at Smith” at the York Playhouse,|to Broadway next season.
of the Hotel Plaza, N. X:
for 10 weeks beginning May 29.
N.Y.
his Westport house in July.
Vance will direct.

“gram.
The company
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London, April 14.
Michiel

Coriron

Tangent
wth
tations Ltd
and

presentation

(by

ar-

New Watergate
presenSaint Subber & Arthur

Canteas of a three-act drama by Paddy
Chavefsky
Staged by Donald McWhinnie;
decor.
Brian
Currah;:
lighting,
Richard
Palorow.
Opened
April
13. ’A1, at the
Cornedy Theatre, Lon ion;: $3 top.
C dbabst
Cyril Shaps
Sawteym
o ccc cece vcececare John Barrard
SotiNssel
voce cee cee ee eees David T.ossoff
V0
no
John Gabriel

Ainey

sen aeevees

Fo? man

FE oka
Arther
Hersey

Fore:
Lamdeou

Reed:

sn

Elder Kessler
Youngze: Neslet
Policeman

Though

Martin Miller
Goldblatt

loose girl who is:‘ready to forget |
her past with him. Her mother
opts. for the last but: he is still
unsatisfied and. it: -ends with 4ll
.and there {fs a distinct emphasis the’ women trying to get him back}
on youth and vitality. Kenneth
Continued from page 1 ——S—S
and he trying to escape all of them.
Williams, of course, is the star atowner organiza- he might be admitted‘ as a standee.
traction but the others are all first- “ For a first play Christine Ar-'| producer-theatre
nothy.
displays
a
flair
for
dialog
|
tion
“do
something’
about
Taub- When he arrived at the theatre he.
rate. The femme
contingent is
made up of Sheila Hancock, Toni and situation but not construction: man, on the ground that the Times. ‘was’ refused admission, however,
Gets
too
involved
with
logic
and
|
critic
writes
“no
opinion”
notices
although he spoke to ‘Merrick per-:
Eden,
Lynda
Baron
and Sheila
O'Neil, and their four male oppo- explanation to make a rather cal-|that fail to express any definite sonally and argued. heatedly with
in
conlow
point
about
a
man
needing|reaction
to
shows
and,
‘members
of the producer’s staff.
sites are Irving Davies, Lance Percival, Robin
Hawdon
and John many women or’ one that can fill |sequence, ‘have little ‘effect in
On his tv program later that
all
needs
as
a
sort
of
female
cham|terms
of
boxoffice
sale.
After
disHoward.
Miss Hancock probably
‘night from the Pierre Hotel, N. Y.
cussion, a committee was named to Citron explained that he ‘could not
makes the best individual impres- eleon.
Direction is rapid and playing study the matter. sion, but the others ‘also make their
review
“Carnival”
because
he'd
graceful, but it does not add up.
The committee
included Mer- ‘Deen barred from the theatre, but
mark.
Myro.-

weevece

Harold

.............
he ewe

Valeme Gearon
David Knight
Reginald Barratt |

ewe ave Paul Eddington
...-eees- Jon Laurimore
........John Tordoff
ee

tee

Anthony

understandably

a

to satisfying

‘The

Wakefield

Mystery

Piays

Baird |
|

sub-

‘Wishy- Washy’Reviews: NotB.0.

London,
Mermaid

Theatre

April

presentation

6.

of 18 of

32 mystery-playlets performed at WakeStanutial hit on Broadway, where: field,
Yorkshire in the 15th century. Stars
there is a large Jewish population ' Martin Matthews, James Bolan, Gloria
Dolskie,
Daniel
Thorndike.
Norman
to provide the nucleus of the audi-} Scace,
Margaret Wolfit. Edited by Marence, “The Tenth Man” is a ticklish' tial Rose; directed by Colin Ellis and

proposition for London’s West End. : Sally

Miles: settings by Bernard Miles,
* costumes by Audrey Cruddas; lighting by

Tite are six times as many Jews :, David Kaye. Medieval music chosen and
in New York alone than there are! arranged by Denis Stevens, sung by the
Singers, conducted by Denis
in the whole of the United King- Ambrosian
Stevens, and recorded by John Read in

theatre

and

remains

rick,

Herman

had Lewis give a capsule review of
the musical. He has had: no subse-

producer Kermit Bloomgarden and
producer-pressagent Arthur Can-

-producer-director

quent communication with Merrick
or the Shuberts, who own. the Imperial Theatre.
|~ Merrick. apparently: ‘made no .attentpt to bar’: John Crosby from. the.
“Carnival” opening, -although. the.
N. -Y. Herald -Tribune columnist
wrote. at a scathing piece about

somewhat too literary with ideas | Shumlin, producer Irene Selznick,
replacing character perception..
Mosk.

tor.
The selections were made
after Cantor had left the meeting
Glory Be.
and, by an unexplained quirk, he
London, April 5.
John Ryan and Joseph Hone (for Envoy was named. chairman, altheugh he
Productions)
presentation of: a two act had argued against the idea of tak-.
musical. Book and lyrics by Fergus Line- ling -any action
against Taubman
han. Music by Aldeen | Kinlen & Paddy
other critics.
Cantor ‘subMurray. Score , Dr.
.J.. Potter. ‘De- ;or
signed by John Ryan. “ycnces arranged :sequently
notified League execuby Patricia
Ryan,
Stagéd
by Michael
tive director Irving Cheskin that
Garvey.
Piper Best .......eveese--00+ Milo:.O’ Shea :he would not serve on the commit-.

“Do Re Mi.” Similarly, the produc-.

er has cooled off in his resentment’
against
Herald
Tribune: .drama.
critic’ Walter Kerr, perhaps as. a.

dom, and that must undoubtedly be ! the Church of St. Magnus-the-Martyr. ROUNEY oo. cecesecere
ress Derry Power ! tee and a scheduled meeting Jast Eee
*| NE
result of the latter’s rousing review
Opened
April 5. ‘61, at the Mermaid
Bob O’Daub.
ecpeeeene. =
Derek Young 1
though° Theatre,
an
influencing
factor,
London: $2.13 top. .
of “Do. Re. Mi.”
Marion .. .....s.e6- Barbara MeCaughey ,‘Monday (17) was not held.
rEDErEES
TERE
marian
tate
Michael Codron must have been goa
Leeteee Martin Matthewsere
Oisin ......5....
James Donnelly:
Previously, Merrick has asserted
In opposing the suggestion that
Anthony Gardner
aware of those facts before decid- : Archangel Gabriel
A Student ..... .... Eamonn Grennan
the critic's. unfavorable re-.
..’ Gerry -Sullivan the League should attempt to deal ‘that
ing to import the Paddy Chayefsky : Noah -. ... ce. ewe eee Daniel ‘Thorndike Tom Murphy .aes
Mary
1. ...---ccwcccoee
Gloria Dolskie
Juliet . ....
"Rosaleen MacMenamin
with the critic situation, Cantor re-; views were attributable to elbow
»eeoe- Daniel Thorndike
play. Possibly, though it doesn’t Joseph .
Pat Frame .........-..-+0-5 Terry Brady
argued that reviewers{“nudges” by his wife, playwright-:
John the Baptist veaeees- John Woodvine;: Maureen Dvyghsect
Patricia Cahill : portedly
seem very likely, Codron’s confi- -»JOSUS
2
1k.
Cee eeeeeee James Bolam ' Canon MeWorthy ....... Charles Mitchell }
must write the way they feel, and ‘authoress Jean Kerr, during perdence may prove justified:
‘Pilate.
eooees..
NOrman Scace ! Mr. Raphel- Prior ...
- Eamonn Brennan
Mary

Magdalene

—

bring

.Margaret .Wolfit

whatever

talent

and skill |formances. The producer. was also ,

Derry Power.
Mr. Michael Meeaw
With one or two exceptions, this Iris Lawler they possess to the job of review-. quoted at.the time as calling Kerr
Mrs. Dyghsect
is a replica of the Broadway pres- | Revived professionally fot the: i Miss _Kimberley... "Rosaleen MacMenamin ; ing. Attempts to bring pressure on ;4 “dull. writer." The critic replied
‘David Kelly
entation. The set has been reversed! first time in 400 years, this cycle: : Charles Q "Connor
eolumn. in
:
Aiden -Grenneil |Hewspaper managements are lik e-3:with ‘a sharply -kidding.
¢
- Damon O’Bray
—
and the rabbi’s office switched to |;
“nudges” * charge.
‘of medieval playets turns ‘out to, Lady‘of the Press. ‘Barbara McCaughey ly to be useless, he claimed. since effect denying.the
the opposite side of the stage, but ‘be an inspired vaude show with; : Dr. Robert Dy ghsect wena’ James Donnelly

invariably resent and ———_—
Mrs. Risteard Shickley......'.Lelia Doolan :publishers
that makes no significant differ-!
God in it. Faith, hope and: charity , Patrick Mudley ........ .eee- Terry Brady: resist interference in ‘matters of.
ence. But somehow or other, and lare all on the crowded bill. So is Flower Seller ......-...Lelia Doolan : editorial policy.
—
James
Donnelly
sepeotenevs
Guard
for no elearly definable reason, the !pretty
nearly
everything else—j Street Musician devseececces David Kelly
In Merrick’s case, he -has been'.
New York version had considerably| from The Creation to Judgment.
. Derry. Power.
English Tourist’ .;..
publicly
critical
of
Taubman since
; Con? sinued | from page 70 —
more heart. a greater warmth and
‘Barbara, ‘McCaughey
His) Wife
the latter succeeded Brooks AtkinDerry Power
Theohald Williamg.
a deeper intensity. That could well
Relieved by lashings of slapstick, | Podge Bleating
-Charles' Mitchel
Show Boat
son
last
fall
as
the
Times
reviewer.
be due to Tyrone Guthrie's highly}| baw: dy wisecracks and striptease in| Frances Mary Sturgeon
Seyeral ‘months ago he attempted some of the broad comedy ts suitBarbara McCaughey
sensitive direction, though Donald ;reverse (tin the Garden of Eden,
to
insert
an
ad
in
the
Times,
with
‘able
for
the turn-of-the-century
McWhinnie is no slouch when it! ; where else?) the playlets evoke an|
Imported. from -Dublin, “Glory .copy reading, “Bring Back Brooks showboat ‘locale, it séems needcomes to staging a play.
age in which, as Mermaid Theatre ; Be” is a naive Irish musical with a Atkinson.”
The paper. refused -to lessly- exaggerated in this presentaOne highly distinguishing fea- topper Bernard Miles has it, “life:!
‘gentle touch of satire. It. has a accept the ad, however. The pro- : tion: ©
ture of this presentation is. the iwas a unity—swearwords, sexual
pleasant charm of its own but; ducer has since repeatedly - aired. The ‘production numbers: ‘seem
performance of Valerie Gearon, a.|references. prayer and devotion unshould be regarded as a fill-in for his disapproval of Taubman as. a’ more elaborate, than remembered
West End newcomer who plays the ashamedly mixed.”
‘ from’ numerous previous. revivals.:
~
the
Theatre Workshop with only critic.
young girl possessed by a dybbuk.
Nobody knows who wrote them, the remotest of chances of moying
Merrick's bid to have ‘MeCarten aAMoreover, they. vary ‘considerably.
She is notural talent with striking
but a century or so before Shake- to the West End with any degree
‘in “quality. Several of the’: dance.
superseded
on
the
reviewing
of
good looks. and her performance !ispeare, Wakefield already had a“Carnival” failed.in its immediate numbers are good, but. others tend
has a depth and conviction thati master-dramatist who could turn of success.
to be stage waits. The play-within-:
objective,
although
the
producer
The book by Fergus Linehan
becomes a veteran. She commands ! Old and New Testament. into a
.a-play, the hokum meller perforniattention, even in the long passages:ishow for the groundlings. He could |1 is even-more nebulous than usual. may figure he gained. some tactical ance on-the showboat, suggests a:
or
psychological
advantage
in
the
when she kas nothing to say and i handle tears—the
Crucifixion at In a pleasantly vague sort.of way
lengthy edition of “The Drunkard”
all the action is rentered on the ;the Mermaid recalls Oberammagau. ; there is a story line about.an art attempt.. The New Yorker critic. without the beer.
attended the second night perother half of the stage.
:He could handle laughter—Noah's festival and a group of artists who;
As .stager, Dania Krupska
ape.
formance
of
the
musical
Friday
°
+
boy
cott
the
official
event
and
stage
!
The principal roles are filled by argument with his dizzy wife on
a-show of their own. That’s about: night 114), using purchased tick- : pears ‘to’ have. organized the perDavid Kossoff and Martin Miller, whether or not she shall step into!
ets. His notice will appear in this -formance well, though she hasn‘t
:
it.
As
part
of
the
plot
there
is
the
!
and it’s virtually a case of type- the Ark (built on stage in 12 minthe broad playing or
i minimized
‘ romantic. ‘goings on of a heroine; week’s issue of the mag.
casting
for both. David. Knight: utes) is a cross-talk duo that: could ;
‘and a hero who come from oppos- | The producer's letter to Shawn: rn curbed the running. time of some
gives a forceful performance as ;have been handled by Burns and :‘ing camps with the inevitable con-of
the
ensemble
bits. Arthur
read, “Enclosed. herewith are openthe young lawyer brought in off | Allen.
i Partington's: choreography :is ani|flicts.
ing night ‘Carnival’ tickets for.the:
the streets to make a quorum in | And he was not afraid of a swift!
mated
but unevenly
effective..
I respectfully sub-'
the .synagogue, and John Barrard j mood-switch. Three seconds after | When it comes to show tunes New Yorker.
i;Julius . Rudel conducts’ the .show
the}
Bethlehem
shepherds
have, there is an air of liveliness. and mit for your ‘consideration
as the sexton and Cyril Shaps as; the
|skillfully. ‘although
the
voices,
the cabalist, lead an able support-j' been involved in a bedroom laugh- : general ‘good humor;. but the ro- fact that your regular columnist, ;' aren't ‘always _audible- across the.
bit about a sheep disguised as a! mantic ballads are:heavy going and John McCarten, has publicly made.: : wide orchestra pit.
ing team.
baby, they are welcoming the in-: the romantic leads are strained to highly prejudiced remarks about | Joe E. Brown gives an enthusiasBrian Currah’s decor admirably
cope with them. Easily the best me, and in his review about. my !‘tie performance. of. Cap’n Andy,
fant Christ.
captures the atmosphere of a dingy
With a 90 mph gusto, in which: feature of the. production is Milo play ‘A Taste of Honey,’ took a: ‘emphasizing the heartiness, getting
little synagogue.
“RYO
religious fervor and salt-earthiness' O'Shea, a jarvey for cabbie), who personal swipe at me, although. at ,the Jaughs. and occasionally adding
are equally mixed, the direction of |acts as a sort of compere, introduc- that time I had never met him or}; la few touches -of his own.. Miss
One Over The Eight
Colin Ellis and Sally Miles slaps; ing the scenes in a beguiling style. made the slightest | comment about °| Sullivan: is a decorative and vocally
London, April 6.
the playlets on to.a two-deck stage.
Patricia Cahill,, who plays. the him.
' pleasing Magnolia, if just ‘a bit
Micha?! Codron presentation of a revue | Top--deck: Martin Matthews, splen-; heroine,
“In. democratic tradition, when.
is quite a looker, and
“lacking in. -warmth. Rounseville
In two parts (31 scenes). With Kenneth
top-executive God. sitting on|Gerry Sullivan adequately fills the the judge is prejudiced, it is au-; : Sings the. role of Ravenal well, but:
Williams.
Irving
Davies,
Sheila
O'Neil, |did
can obtain a
Robin
Hawdon.
John
Howard,
Lance
his throne. Bottom-deck: the mouth } romantic male role. David Kelly, tomatic that one
seems “preaceupied” as .an actor.
Percival. Lynda Baron, Toni Eden, Sheila
of Hell opening for its ration of; Charles
Mitchel
and” Rosaleen change of venue. I beg you, there- 1 His love. scenes. “seem strangely
Hancock. Sketches by Peter Cook. Addito please assign
another}
tional smaterial by John Mortimer, Lionel
sinners.
MacMenamin are among those who fore,
!
passionless.
Bart,
P. Simpson. Steven Vinaver, Carl
member of your staff to cover;
In a cast of ‘nearly 50 hard- impress most.
—
Andrew. Frierson is an excellent
Davis. ‘Stanley Daniels
and
John
Bird.
‘Carnival’ -on opening -night.
I!
worked
thesps,
James
Bolam's
Staged
and
choreographed
by
Paddy
Michael Garvey’s staging is com- leave ‘it, however, to ‘your. ‘fair ‘Joe, both vocally .and. dramatically.
Stone. Music, Lance Mulcahy, lyrics, John
Christ,
Margaret
Wolfit’s
MasgdaAnita Darian is acceptable as ‘the
fortably leisurely, and John Rvan’s
Law. Decor and costumes. Tony Walton;
judgment.’
”
lene and Daniel Thorndike’s double decor is neatly adaptable. Within
light:ng and projection, Richard Pilbrow.
|pathetic Julie,
Jane. . Kean
and
The New Yorker editor replied
Opened April 5. ’61. at the Duke of York’s
as Joseph and Noah are unforget- ‘the narrow: limits of her briefing,
Richard France are engaging as
Fheatre, London, $3 top.
iin a note reading, “Thank you for|
table.
Nash.
; the hoofing comedy team of Ellie
Patricia Ryan. has done. a fair job,
making the’ friendly gesture of!
and Frank, Carol Brice is good a¢
in dance arrangements:
Myro.
It was probably inevitable that
sending us opening-night tickets
; Queenie and Isabela Hoopes plays
La Peau De Singe
there would be a sequence to the
for ‘Carnival.’
Since, however, Parthy Ann as a termagent. How(The Monkey Skin)
highly successful “Pieces of Eight’’
. you believe that fairness demands !ard Bay's: scenery and lighting
but. as so often happens, the sucParis, April 6.
‘a change of venue’ and I disagree, creative something. of an illusion.
Ludmila Viasto. Georges Vitaly presencessor is disappointing. The ma-I don’t feel right. about our accept- of magnitude, and Stanley. -‘Sime:
tation of three-act comedy by Christine
terial is all too thin and there are Arnothy. Staged by Francois Maistre: set |:
Becket—Riviera, Det. (17-22); O'Keefe. ! ing these tickets, and therefore I:‘tons -has’ collected. the usual ase
too many
dull items in the 31 by Roger Harth. With Jacques Duby,
imust return them to you. I hope:
Renee Cosima. Jeanine Crispin, Genevieve | Toronto (24-29).
sortnient.of period costumes..
sketches.
Brunet.
Jeanne
Herviale.
Claude
LatBye Bye Birdie (4 Co—Curran, S.F. |that in time you will come to. reGiven Miss Ferber’s- flamboyant
Kenneth
Williams is the only rence. Opened March 24, ’61..at the Thea- (2+
Donnybrook (tryout)—Shubert, Phila-; Spect our policy on criticism.”
tre La Bruyere,. Parls: $3 top.
original story, the Jerome: Kern
member of the “Pieces of Eight’ jJerOMe
On a previous occasion, after the
—s 1 ws see ee eee ees Jacques Duby ;: delphia ‘(17-29).
east in the new revue, and though | Madeleine ........ «yess Jeanine Crispin; _ Fiorello (2d Co .—Michigan °State U.. ++“Taste of Honey” incident, Merrick: musi¢ and Oscar Hammerstein. 2d
See
Renee Cosima |East
Ea
Lansing (17); U. of Indiana, Bloom
lyrics have imperishable magic.
—
he is a natural and talented come- ! Florence Sn
- Helene
...ccceccecece Genevieve Brunet; ington 118); Paramount. Anderson,
Ind. refused. to send McCarten opening- .
Hobe.
diar, his impact on this oeeasion: i Annette ......-.00-4. Claude. -Laurence , (19); Memorial. L’ville (20-21); Municipal, {night seats for “Do Re Mi.” In that
is rather limited. It is not his fault.- Jocelyne’ ..... ae eeeeane
Jeanne Herviale f Grand Rapids (2;
Oriental,
M’w’kee ijnstarice, McCarten attended a sub-!
(2.
»
It is just a case of not being well:
“Five Finger Exercise—Aud., Toledo! sequent performance, but his reé-'
enough served by the writers. And = This is a comedy about a simple, i (17-18); Hartman, Columbus (20-22, eloses?: iview
t
was delayed until the follow-: Chi Little Theatre To
Flower
Drum Song—KRNT. Des Moines|
the other talented members of the
ing week's issue. The review was a
-lovelorn young man married offi (17-221; Paramount, Omaha (24-29).
cast are handicapped in the same:
Gypsy—Music Hall, Cleve. (17-221; ‘Colo-;‘pan.
Chicago, April 18.
> nial, Boston (24-291.
way Very few of the sketches have! to three different type girls by his:
Merrick’s barring of Citron from
Hostage—Biltmore.
L.A
(17-29:.
mother.
Contains
crisp;
-The Original Cast,. local little
the bite or the wit necessary to ‘doting
Majority of One—Royal: Alexandra, To- |the “Carnival” opening apparently
ideas
and
several
funny
moments,
theatre
group,
plans producing
Supinisticated revue, and only one
‘ronto (17-29°,
stemmed from the ty interviewer- ; only unpublished plays. beginning
‘Mark, Twain Tonight—Jubilee. Catzary. |
‘but it remains sketchy.and mainly
or tuo have standout quality.
unfavorable
com- | next season
Can.
(17); Jubitee,
Ednionton, ;‘eommentator’s
Alberta,
The
operation, forman
idea
for
a
play
without
the
Attractive and economical decor ;
Alberta. Can. (19:1; Playhouse, Winnipeg. ‘ments ‘about “Do Re Mi.”
Whatever erly tagged’ North Side Little The-.
has been devised by Tony Walton. ' solidity of characterization to give Manitoba, Can (21-22).
for atre, has been functioning-for five.
Mus.c Man—Nixon, Pitt. (17- 22), Riviera, itlre reason, Citron had arranged
it
meaty
weight.
So
it
looms
mainly
Another item, of strength is the
Det, (24:29).
j.Cuue mag critic Emory Lewis to- be
_
dance mumbers devised -by Padds- a’ Paris item.
‘ Miracle Worker (2d Co.) —Ford’ Ss. Balto !‘the guest-interviewee, that, night -of|years,
. Scripts are. being sought ‘by the
Erlanver. Chi (24-29).
Young man first weds a sup- (17-22);
Stone. They are bright, lively and.
preem, but: when organization ‘for its. néw-play. proMy Fair Lady (2d Co.»~-Shubert, Bos- |ithe ‘Carnival’
pure
girl due
to his
occasbynal.y
vigorous;
but for a posedly

|

‘Shows on Bway

|

Touring Shows
(April 16-30)

|

Do Unpublished Plays -

revue there appears to be too much
enmphasis on the terping at the expense of straight comedy sketches.
It is a versatile cast of nine :to
justify the title» but not the fullest

mother’s insistence on a wife of
virtue. But she turns out to have

mington
Capitol,

Mattress—Playhouse.

Wil-

(17-22); Lafayette,
Buffalo
(24):
Binghamton
(25); Rajah.
Read(0); Luew's Poli,.Worcester (2

|tickets for the musical :didn’t ar- gram.
rive,

the. tv. performer -contacted

pressagent. Harvey Sabinson.:
George Boroff and. Lynn LoesThe p.a. explained. that the mattheir Hollywood
ter
was out of his hands, but. suz- ser will take
ford (29).
Rafsin .in the
Sun,
Theatre
pr oduction, ~ “A
ares
Blackstone, Chi gested that Citron go to the Impe- Circle
novelist
treats him
rial
‘Theatre
before
the
premiere;
W
hisper
in
God's
Ear,” to” New
Sound of Music (2d ‘Co. i—O’Keefe, Toexperience. Then'‘a 'ronto (17-22); Hanna, Cleve. (24-29).
performance, on the chance that! York. in the fall.

twins from an early liaison though
she is always avoiding her husband’s amorous
passes, Next an

use has been made of all the avail- intellectual
able talent. The girls all look good. only as an

ton (17-29°.
Once Upon'a
ing, Pa.

Klein.

'

Bridgeport

(28);

Bushnell,

Hart.
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LEGITIMATE

veARIETY

‘Sound’$100781 in24Toronto
Wk,

Due.at Stratford, Ont.
Stratford, Ont., April 18.

Paul Scofield is due here April }.
29 to prepare for his appearance
-{this season in the local Shakespearean Festival productions of
“Coriolanus” and. “Love's Labour's |

Becket’ Big$62,371forD.C. Record

;Lost.” The British actor has been

vacationing since the April 1 clos}ing of the London production. of |

“-“Séund
of Music, ” “Gypsy.” Le, Hardwicke). Previous... week, \“‘Man For All Seasons,”-in
“Flower Drum Song” and “‘Becket”| $51,248 with TG-ATS- subscription, :-he costarred.

.

‘Carnival’ $48,028 (6), Center $43,989,
Birdie $43,838, ‘Rhinoceros’ $24,544

Broadway’ tumbled Iast week: Ryder, the play's director, subbed
after taking an Easter holiday .for Hill at the Wednesday matinee
jump the previous stanza. The drop;! (12).

which|

Scofield, who'll be accompanied

were .the top-grossers on. the road.; National. Washington.
last ‘week, with receipts ranging
‘Last. week, $35, 612 w ith. TG-ATS

subscription.

.|Biway LaysEv as Easter Fades:

; Scofield-Parker Brood

Merman $36,173in 2d Det.Frame,

‘from a:house.record of $62.371 for

73

his actress-wife. Joy|in business was substantial for all!
--here' by
‘Parker, and their two children, | but a few shows. The marginal en-

.

Fiorello, Broadhurst «‘MC) i72d
wk; 572 p) '$8.35-$9.40: 1.182: $58.-

“Becket” in: Washington: to a $110,-|
sound of. Music, O'Keefe (MD-' will essay the title role in: “Corio- |tries were hit especially hard. The :194). Previous week, $46.150. Exits
781.take for “Sound” in Toronto. |pc) 12d" wk) ($6-$6.50; 3.200; ylanus”. and the part of Don Ad-!capacity shows were. “Camelot.” ‘the Broadhurst after the evening
jfiana de Armando in “Love's.”
“Mary, Mary” and “Sound of Mu‘The. touring company of “Mir- ;
; $102,105)

(Florence

Henderson).

‘acle Worker” got ‘off to 4 slow }‘ Previous. week; $90,669 for seven!
Start in its _five-performance: get-|, - performances: ‘with. O'Keefe. sub- ,

away

stand’ in. Wilmington... The

- Met$ SpringTour
"Ty OF Seven Weeks

scription on a potential Bross Ca-'

only other newcomer last week was. Dacity. of $91,794.
the Broadway -targeted “DonnyLast
week,.
$100. 781
breok,”. which’ opened last Satur- o Keele subscription.
day night” (15) in- Philadelphia. .

performance May 6 to move to the
peegeey Theatre where it opens
jeut by theatre party commissions. ‘
There were eight shows with | Last week. $37,110.
discount tickets in circulation last |
Happiest Girl in the World, Beck
week, including ‘Music Man” an
“Under the Yum-Yum Tree,” which (MC) (2d wk; 16 p) +$8.60-$9.60;
;
1,280:
$62, 805) iCyvril Ritehard).
closed last Saturday night (15).
| Previous week, $43,179.
:

Estimates for Last Week
; WASHINGTON |
Estimates for. Last Week
Last week, $40,038.
Becket, National 4(D-RS) (st wk) |: ~ Metropolitan Opera Co. departed
Parenthetic. designations: for out- ($4, 50-$7.50; 1,685: $62,064) -(Laur- |
C (Comedy), D (Drama),|
Irma La Douce. Plymauth MC)
‘Monday (17) morning by special CDKeys:
(Comedy-Drama), R (Rerue),! (29th wk; 228 p) ($8.60: 999: $48,of-town shou's .are the same as for |
ence « Olivier, Arthur. Kennedy). train for Boston, Starting point of
.Broadway, except that hyphenated’
‘Previous week, $61, 007, Colonial, |‘its spring tour of 54 performances ‘MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi: |250) (Elizabeth Seal. Keith Miche
-T with show classification indicates
O (Opera), OP ‘OPp-: e}), Previous week, $41,459.
Boston.
._in seven weeks and nine cities. | cal-Drama)},
eretta),
tryout. and RS indicates. road show.
re
, Rep. ( Repertory), DR!
Last week, $38.321.
Qpened. here April 10 to ‘one! Winds June 3. Some 300 persons
raniatic Reading
: Also, prices on touring shows in- |.
rave (Carmody, Star), one favor--‘are travelling; singers, .musicians,
clude. 10° Federat Tax and. local
Other parenthetic designations! 4s bsg ooeTa6. 1 130. Sa.anuj
‘stagehands
and
management.
able
(Coe,
Post)
and.
one
unfavortar, if any, but as’ on Broadway
refer, respectively, to weeks played, ' ‘Barbara Bel Gedd
B
Nel
Nine works are being trouped:
grosses cre net: “ie., exclusire of able’ (Donnelly, News).
through
1 Der
weddes,
parry Nr
“Martha,” “Turandot,” “Nabueco,” number of performances
son, k $42,085
Michael witlRennie’.ties Previous
‘taxes. Engagements are for single* ‘Last week, house record: $62,371.
last
.
Saturday,
top
prices
‘where
w
. “LiElisir d'Amore”. (all new) plus
‘week unless otherwise. noted.
the
bread-and-butter:
<tancbys, two prices are giten, the higher is; vast week. $41,736 with arties.
WILMINGTON
.
tor Friday-Saturday nights and the
‘
P
BOSTON
“‘Auda,"
“Boheme,”
Miracle: Worker, Playhouse (D-: “Traciata,”
{loiver for weelcnights), number of; *Miracle Worker, Plavhouse :D)
My Fair Lady, Shubert. (MC-RS)| RS) . ($5.50-$6;° 1.231;
$25,000). { “Rigolleto. ”
seats,
capacity
gross:
and
stars.
'(77th
wk:
612
P)
'$6.90-57.50:
944:
(5th wk) ($6.50-$7); 1,717; $67.- Opened tour ‘here last’ Wednesday
‘This is the itinerary:
Price: includes 10% Federal and $36,500) ‘Suzanne Pleshette. Patty
BOSTON
(Metropolitan Theatre)—April
355) (Michael Evans, Caroline Dix-| night Se
_ 17-23 ‘(mats. April 22 & 23).
5°
City
tax;
but
grosses
are
net;
Duke).
Previous
week,
$25.077.
on). Previous week, $58,595. —
Last week, $11,313.for, five per-'
‘Auditorium)—
CLEVELAND
(Public
i.e., exclusive of tares.
' Last week, $21,644.
April 24-30 (mats. April 29 &
Last week, $48:258.
| formances.

ATLANTA

Fox

Thestrey

May

1-6 |.

Advise and Consent, Cort (Dp):
*My Fair Lady, Hellinger -MC)
emat. Mav
BIRMINGHAM Municipal Ausitorium)
| (22d wk:.172 p) ($7.50; 1,155: $40,- «265th wk; 2.111 p) ($805; 1.551;
SPLIT WEEKS
Trial.
(D-RS) ” _May’
610) Jeffrey: Lynn,. Lee’ Grant}. * . Andersonville
ST. Fouls . (Kiel Auditoriam)—May |5 00) ‘Ed Begley, Richard Kiley, $69, 500) (Michael Allinson. Maryot
Morris,
Henry
Jones, Moser). Previous week, $6(0.158.
Previous week, $26.000 with Show ;‘Brian .Donlevy; Mar tin” Brooks), 10-CHICAGO (McCormick Center}—May 12-. Chester
Kevin McCarthy). Previous week, |
Last week, $52,417.
‘of the Month Club patronage. Lo-: .Previous week, $20.300,seven-per-.

Two for the Seesaw, Wilbur iCD) |
(2d wk) ($4.95-$5.50; 1.241; $36.- |

cal production ends limited threepie engagement
next Saturday
(22)
.
Last week, about $22.0006. with
Show of the Month Club patr onage.

{ formance split. Closed last

14 (mat. May 13).
.BLOO MINGTON
May 15-16.

Satur-

j day 115) in Columbus.

MINNEAPOLIS

Undiana

| i

thror

Aud.)— | $27,638.

U.

_Aud.}—May

|-

!

Last week. $23.068.

Rhineeeros, Longacre ‘CD) 14th

‘wk; 112 p) ($6.90: 1.101; $37.000)

Last week, $20,250 for six .per- 17-21 (mats. May 20-21
*All the Way Home, Belasco ‘D) .‘Eli Wallach. Zero Mostel). Pre
DETROIT (Masonic Temple)—May 22-27 | (20th wk; 157 p) '$6.90-$7.50. 967; vious week, $33,666.
': formances: “High. School, ” -Hunts- (mat
May 27).
Last week, $24 554.
: ville,. Monday .(10), one, $4.641 with
ORONTO (O’Keefe Center=-May. 29-'$38, 500). Previous week, $17,405.
' Broadway Theatre . League. sub- June. 3 (Mats. May 31 & June 3).
Last week, $12,180.
{| Sound of Music, Lunt-Fontanne
, seription; Auditosium.. ‘Louisville,:
“Best Man, Morosco (D) (54th. MD) (70th wk; 556 p) $9.60: 1.407;
| Tuesday 11), one. .$842: Keith-.
Shubert :
wk: 424 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 999: $41.- .375.000) ‘Mary Martini.
Previous
iAlbee, Huntington, ‘Wednesday (12),

COMPLETE CASTS FOR
_ CENTRAL CITY OPERAS

‘CHICAGO’
Flower
Drum
Song;
(MC-RS) (22d wk) ($5.50-$6:60: 2,-jj one’: BTL,
$3,730;:
Municipal,
100; $67. 613). ‘Previous. ‘week, $61,-- Charleston,
Thursday | 13),
“one.
135.
“BTL, $6, 725; -Auditorium, Marietta,
Last ‘week, $65.¥41,.
iO. Friday (14), orie $1.640: Vet-:

000) ‘Lee Tracy,

1 Previous

week,

Frank

Lovejoy). week,

$75,939.

Last week, $75,878.

$21,328,

Last week, $21.935.
Taste of Honey, Booth :‘D) 28th
‘Denver, April 18.
For ‘its 30th season the Central}. Big Fish, Little Fish, ANTA (CD) Wk; 223 p) ($6.90: 807; $30.500)
Raisin in the Sun, Blackstone. /erans Memorial. Columbus. Satur: - City Opera Assn. will give 18 per-| (5th wk; 37 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,185; (Joan Plowright, Hermione Badde(D-RS) (7th wk) 1$4.95- $5.50: 1,-;day (15), one, $2,672.
‘ formances, June 24-July 22 of two |$49.178) (Jason Robards Jr.. Hume ‘Tey). Previous week, $23.331.
447; $42500)
‘Claudia McNeil).
Previous week. $23,460.;
Last week, $15.600.
J.B. ‘D- RS). . (John
Carradine, |‘ works, “La Traviata” and ‘‘LEli- Cronyn).
Previous week; $19.300...
-Last week, .$19.727.
! “Tenderloin, 46th St. (MC) (26th
jShepperd Strudwick. Fr ederic Wor- | ‘sire. d'Amore.”
-Last: week, $15,390.
lock). Previous week, -$29.082, six- | ‘Emerson Buckley is musical con- { Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert (MC) Wk: 208 p) '$8.60-$9.60; 1.342; $65.performance split. Closed: Jast. Sat- °‘ductor: Nathaniel Merrill is stage i 152d wk: 408 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1.453; -331) UMaurice Evans).
Previous
.
DETROIT
a
director
and
Robert
‘O'Hearn $64,000). Previous week, $60.272.: week, $39.168. Closes next Sunday
‘lurday. (15) in Jacksonville. Miss:
Gypsy, Riviera UMC-RS) (2d wk)
. Last.
week, $38,514 for. eight per- ‘ scenic. . designer.
Last week, $43.838.
—
(23), prior to opening May 19 at the
$6; 2,700; $100,000)- ‘Ethel Mer- ‘formances: North
Carolina State | This:-is. the talent roster:
Camelot,
Majestic (MC) (19th i Dunes, Las Vegas. without Evans.
Man). Previous. Week; $84,011.
_ !College, Raleigh, Monday (10), two, '
“La Traviata,” the opener has/.
|
or)
a
.
Last week,
,045.
Last week,,. $86.173 w
without sub- '$8.075:
(soprano), wk; 153 p). ($9.40; 1.626: $84.000) |. | st
Warneskiold
week, $32,045
Furman’ U.,
Greenville, Dorothy
scription.
“Tenth Man, Ambassador
1D)
S.C., Tuesday
(11), one, $6.535; | Charles K. L. Davis (tenor). Clif- (Richard Burton. Julie Andrews).'
75th wk; 591 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 1 155;
| American, Roanoke, Va.. W ednes- ford Harvuot (baritone), alternat-- Prévious week, $83.688.
Last week, $83.673.
$41,562!. Previous week, $18.459.
Los ANGELES
Dorothy Coulter
(so!day 2) one BTL, $5. 420. U. of - ing with
_ Hostage, Biltmore (CD-RS). (ast }|Virginia, Charlottesville, ° -ursdsg prano), John McCollum itensr) and
Carnival, Imperial ‘MIC) (1st wk:
Last week, $13,468.
.
wk) ($5-$5. 50;
1.636). Previous - (13), ‘two, $8.075;. Wright Auditor-. Calvin Marsh ‘baritone’.
1 p) ($8.60; 1,428: $65,000) (Anna
Unsinkable Molly Brown, Winter
week, $14.396, ‘Civic, Chicago.
“L’Elisir d’Amore” starting ‘July | 4
ium, Greenville,.N.C., Friday, 115).
Maria
Alberghetti).
;Garden
(MC)
(24th
wk:
188
p)
Last: week, about $21,000 for! ‘one, $5,390; Camp Lejune. Jack- ,“4, will use Mildred Allen ‘soprano),
Opened last Thursday (13) to }/$8.60-$9.40; 1,404; $68,000). Preseven performances with’ Theatre sonville, Miss. Saturday (15),“one, ‘John. Alexander
‘tenor).
Frank
six endorsements
‘Aston, World- |Vious week, $65.031. Tammy Grimes
Guild-American
Theatre ‘Society | 000."
. Guarrera
‘baritone), Ralph Her- Telegram: Chapman, News: Cole- will get star billing next week.
subscription.
i bert basso), alternating with the
McClain. Journal-|
Last week, $57,890.
. following. cast: Marguerite Gignac man, Mirror;
American; Taubman, Times; Watts,|
‘Wildeat, Alvin (MC) (5th wk;
‘NEW HAVEN
Off-Br.vadway. Shows. | (soprano), David Lloyd: (tenor),
i

Once Upon a Mattress, Shubert + : (Figures ‘denote opening dates)
($6.50; .1.650;. $44.0001:1-°

(MC-RS)°

After’ Angels,

W..

Chester

t-

‘PHILADELPHIA. .
Donnybrook,
Shubert
(MC-T)
($6-$7.50; 1.878: $68,000).

“a Gebler,

Hebo, Gate
after

4th St.

(4-10-61);

¢11-9-60).

closes ‘Sunday

and

‘Moss’ Shakespeare Gang

Gramercy Arts (4-18- 61).

17 performances.

‘baritone!,

J

"|

Gallows Humor,

Ludgin

; Spiro Malas ‘basso).

3rd. St. (2- 10-61).

‘(Imogene . Coca, Edward Everett
‘American Dream,. York (1-24-61)
Horton, King Donovan). Previous’ .. Balcony, Circle ‘in Square (3-3-60).,
Call Me, 1 Sheridan
a. 41-31-61),
week,: $30, 790, eight-performance . Connection, Living Th'tre (Rep) (7-15-58)
Death of Bessie, York (3-1
split. .
Decameron, E. 74th St. “ing.
- Last. week, $25, 461.
F-ntasticks, Sullivan St.: (5-3-60)

(23)

-

Jungle Cittes, Living (Rep) (12-20-60).
King Dark Chamber, Jan Hus (2-9-6).

Post) and one mixed opinion (Kerr. ‘115 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1.453: $65.000)

Herald Tribune).

Last week, $48,028 for four performances and two previews.

(Lucille Ball).. Previous week, $65,

717.
Last week, $62.781.

Come Blow Your Horn, Atkinson

Due as Fund’s Speeialicc) (8th wk; 61 p) ($6.90-$7.50;|

Miscellaneous

wamtet, Phoenix

iD) (5th wk;

Arnold ‘Moss and the Shake-|1,090:
$43. 522). Previous
week, 38 p) ($4.60; 1,150: $29,882). Prespeare Festival Players will pre- |$26,450.
i vious week, $24,672.
sent “Twelfth Night” at the CoolLast week, $25.691.
Last week, $20.730 with student
idge Auditorium of the Library of
Critie’s Choice, Barrymore ‘C) discount tickets and Play of the
Congress, Washington, next Mon{18th wk; 141 p) ‘$6.50-$7.50; 1.067; Month Guild subscription cutting
: day-Wednesday (24-26), It'll be the
$40,000) (Henry Fonda). Previous |into the take.
;group's eighth consecutive annual

Opened: last Saturday night (15) |- Krapp’s & Zoo, Cricket (1-15-60).
Night, Eleanor Gould. (3:-21.6D.
‘to three mixed ‘notices (Murdock, | Ladies
Léave It fo Jane, Sheridun Sa ee
week, $20,740.
Inquirer: - oO"Brien, New s; * Sehier.
‘ appearance there under the au-:
,
Show Boat; City Center :MD)
_Mary. Sunshine, Orpheum. 1- 18-5
Meby Diek, Madison. Ave, (4-10- a
Bulletin).
svices' of -the. Gertrude
Clark
Last week, $22,663.
(st wk; 5 p) 1$3.95; 3,090; $60,000)
‘Mousetrap, Mews (11-5-60); closes SunWhittall Fund fer Literature.
—
Last week,.580
056 ‘for one perDevil’s Advocate, Rose {D) (6th | (Joe E. “Brown, Jo Sullivan, Robert
- @ay (23) after. 192 ‘performances.
7 Besides Moss. the cast will: in- wk; 44 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1.162; $46,- ;Rounseville, Jane
Only Nonsense, E. 74th St. . (43-61).
formance.
Kean.
Carol
. @ Oysters, Village Gate (1-30- 61),
|clude Nancy Malone, Patricia Pear-- 045) (Leo Genn, Sam Levene, Ed-. Brice).
Peinted Days, Marquee (4-6-61).
don, Elizabeth-Eustis, Philip Law- ward
PITTSBURGH
Premise, Premise (11-22-60).
Mulhare).
Previous
week,
,
Opened
last
Wednesday
12)
to
Roots, Mayfair (3-6-61); closes May 6.
rence,
Clayton
Corzatte,
Philip 936748.week, $34,805.
“Musie Man, Nixon (MC-RS) (3a
unanimous approval (Aston, WorldSeyen At.Pawn, Actors (4-17-61).
| Kenneally, Robei: Sfattel, Phillip
wk) ($7; 1,760; $68,000). Previous.
Stewed Prunes,. Showplacé (12-14-60).
Telegram; Coleman, Mirror; Funke,
Chance; Living (Rep? (6-22-60) J.
Smith,
Jim
<«<«<.- .h, Arthur
week, $54,921 with. ‘TG-ATS . sub- - Theatre
Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (16th: Times; Herridge, Post; McClain,
~r~senanew. Onere, ce Lys 9-90-58}
Anderson, Charles
Gilbort
and
scription,
.
i; Under Milk Wood, Circle (3-29-61)...
1,615; ,Journal - American; Kupferberg,
Philip Burton wk; 128 p) ($8.60-$9.40;
Werm Horseradish, Maidma2n. (3- 13-61).. | William Woodman.
Last :‘week, $57,642.
;

Fiorello, American

. ‘¢*HEDULED

Smiting

ST: ‘LOUIS
(MC-RS)° (2a |_

Wk). Previous week, $40.860.
Last week, $37,852.
=

’

Five

rium.

American

Tattooed

(D-RS)

_Meet

Audito-

($4.95-$5.50;° - 2,695):

(Jessica Tandy,:.‘Roland: Culver).
Preyious week, $12; 368, ‘five-per-.
formance split.
Last: week, $24;738.with TG-ATS
subscription.
:

With

‘Chekhov,

;

Savoyards,

Countess,

St. Marks

Peter

$69,500)

_Vis director.

Mews

(4-27-61).

Barbizon {5-3-61).

(5-4-6

| ~ “Carnival Mopup’ —
aueaw Continued

from

page

1 seu

Grant, Folksblene -(5-8-61),.
‘ent is. figured to be slightly
CLOSED
Cry of Raindrop, -.St. Marks (5-7-61):. - $200.000.
‘closed April 9 after: 46 performances. | ‘The musical, which drew
Double
Entry,
(2-20-61);
Martinique

under

generbullish notices. from the firststring ‘daily newspaper reviewers,

closed April 9. after 56 performances. .| ally

Elsa, Lanchester,
.

4ist St. (2-461):

April 9 ‘after 75

Magnificent - ‘Hugo,

performances.

Comedy

closed

(4-7-61): ‘has music. and Iyrics by Bob

closed: April. 9. after. 5. Performances.

‘Mack -Curdy,. vet theatre. man-

(PHil

Silvers).

week, $67,504 with Silvers
two performances.

Key- ‘a.20-61).

Philoktetes, 1 Sheridan Square (4-24-61):
Happy As Larry, Martinique .(4-25-61)..
Blacks,

sT. ‘PAUL.
Finger Exercise,

OPENINGS

Boy, Cherry. Lane (4-19-6D..

Evenings

Mer-

Previous | Herald Tribune; Watt, News).
out for

Last week, $63,493.

Evening With Mike

Last week, $43,989 for seven performances and one preview.

Closed
Nichols and |

,

Last

Week
;

'

Elaine May, Golden (R) (27th wk; Ta
3a5 eon e On, loan.
219 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 773; $30,439). :¢79 950), Previous week, $47.163
Previous week, $31,104.
(Closed last Saturda
7
Last week,

y (15) with an
estimated $3,000.000 profit thus far

$23,752.

Far Country, Music Box (D) 2d on a $300,000
wk;

15 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101;

$49,-

107) (Kim Stanley. Steven’ Hill,|

investment.
5

Last week, £40.285

*Under the Yum-¥um Tree, MilSam Wanamaker). Previous week,|
,ler’s 'C) (22d wk; 173 p) '$6.90Half the financing for the presen- $28,519 for seven performances.
Last week. $27.765 for seven per- ,$7.50; 912; $30. 486). Previous week,
‘tation was put up by Metro, prorill and. book: by Michael Stewart.

TORONTO
.
| ager’ and producer,. ‘will present }ducer of the “Lili” film-in 1953. formances. The Tuesday night (11) 1$17, 176. Closed last Saturday
Majority of One; Royal Alexan- | Claire Carroll’s comedy, “Devil to: The picture, basedon a story by performance was cancelled because ;4t an estimated 630.000 deficit
dra (C-RS). (1st wk) ($5.50-$6; 1. Pay” on Broadway in September. Paul
Gallico,
was
scripted by Hill, stricken with a virus infec- a $90.000 investent.
.825; $47,285) AG ertrude Berg, Ced- Shepard Traube will: direct.
tion, was unable to go on. Alfred}
Last week, $15,466.
| Helen Deutsch.

5)
on

74
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LEGITIMATE
Leventhal, in association with Pa- Equity

CASTING NEWS

‘HINSDALE,

male

charge.

In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes pro-

ductions announced fur later this season, but, for which, the managements, as yet, aren't holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designations are as foliows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
(MID) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
Reading.

+

: barmaid,

40’s,

plump;

character

!man, 40s; Irish man, 50's. Mail pho-

BROADWAY
“All The Best People” (C). Producers, Joet Spector & Buff Cobb
(147 W. 57th St., N-¥.; PL 7-2691).
Available parts: naive femme, 2!;
male, 30-35; middlteaged femme;
executive male, 50-60; callous male,
30-35. Mail photos ‘and resumes,

; tos and resumes, through agents
only, above address.
“Mediam Rare” (R). Producer,
Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N.Y.;
SU 717-1914). Parts available for’
male and femme revue types. Apply through agent or mail photos
and resumes, c/o above address.
“My Fair Lady” (MC). Producer,
| Herman Levin (424 Madison Ave.,-

c¢ © above address.
N.Y.; PL 8-2845). Part available for
“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole” | tenor. Audition Tuesday (25), at

(D».

Producer,

L. Stevens: 12:30 p.m., at the Mark Hellinger .

Roger

{745 Fifth Ave., N. Y.; PL 1-1290). !Theatre

(B’way

at 5ist St., N.Y.).

Part available for boy, 21-22, col;See also Touring notice.
lepe grad

ability.

type with

Mail

photos

good

comedy

“Nine

Milliouth

and resumes, ducers, Michael

Star”

(D). Pro-

Charnee

& -Geof-

c/o Terry Faye (165 W. 46th ‘St, |frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th St;
i

Yo

N. Y.; RE 4-1478).

“Complaisant

Lover”

Available parts:

(D0).

Pro-} er 14; boy, 16. Mail photos and}
ducer, Irene Mayer Selznick (112 | resumes, c/o above.
Central Park South, N.Y.)
Avail“Place Without Twilight” (D):

able parts: English girl, 19, attrac-|Producers,

Robert

Fryer

and

tive, not too slender; English cou-|Lawrenee Carr, in association with
ple, mid-50s, upper middle elass;!John Herman (234 W. 44th St.,
Enzlish boy, 9-11, earnest,
un-: NLY.; LA 4-2844), Available parts:

and

femme ‘singers

OUT. OF TOWN

“Vintage ’61” (R}. Producer, Zev
Bufman ‘(1605 N. Ivar Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.; HO 4-7121). Parts
available for six. male ‘and six
femme singer-dancer-actors under

Mail

photos

and. resumes,

above address.

STOCK
|
.
BELLPORT, L. I.
Managing
Gateway Playhouse,
director, David Sheldon (Gateway
Enterprises Inc,,. 43 W. 54th St.,
N- Y.).
Parts available for Equity
leading. men :.and. women and versatile character men and women.
Mail photos and resumes to Sheldon (¢ o Joyce Selznick, Columbia
Pi¢tures,

711. Fifth

Apprentices

apply

Gateway.

Theatre

simmer
Pictures

showcase

Ave.,

N.Y.).

directly

Producer,

at

52d St., N. Y.):

226, {| “My Fair Lady” (MC). Producer,
Tom
Blank
(P.O.
Box
Hinsdale, H1.). Seeking male and Herman Levin( 424° Madison Ave.,
PL. 8-2845). Audition for.
femme . featured performers -and N.Y.;
name stars. Mail photos and re- understudy to femme. lead; 5 feet,
sumes c/o above address, Season 6 inches to 5 feet,.7 inches tall,
runs June. 4-Labor Day, at the Friday (21) at-1. p.m. and: baritone,

former Hinsdale Summer Theatre. 6 feet tall; Tuesday (25) at 11-a.m.,
‘both calls at the Mark Hellinger
HYANNIS, MASS.
Cape Cod Melody Tent. Pre-sea- Theatre (B’way at 5st. St. N.Y).

manager. Henry Guettel (120
‘W. 44th St., N. Y.; JU 2-2803). Parts

available

principal

for

male

and

See also. Broadway. notice:

SHOWS IN REHEARSAL.

femme

musical. performers.

Con-

|

BROADWAY
_
“Kuprin” (D). Producers, Robert
E, Griffith & Harold S. Prince (630
West Palm Beach Musicarnival. Fifth Ave., N.Y.; JU 2-0600. Producer, John Price (940 S. Mili“Mandingo” (D). Producers, Billy
tary Trail, West balm Beach, Fila.; Baxter & . Edward Friedman. .(e‘o
P.O. Box 2108). Parts available for Astor. Hotel,. Broadway & 4th fae
‘leading men .and women, and male N.Y.; JU 66-3000).
and
femme _ chorus. ‘performers.
‘OFF-BROADWAY
Mail photos. and resumes, through
agents only, c/o above address.
American Savoyards,
Produ-

tact Guettel, c/o above number.

PALM BEACH, FLA.

|

PHILADELPHIA
Playhouse in the Park. Producer,

Ethelyn

R. Thrasher (8 W. 57th
St., N.Y., Studio 25; LT 1-0610).
Parts available for male and femme
dramatic performers and apprentices. Mail. photos
and resumes,
through
agents
only, to Paul
Stoudt, above address.
PHOENICIA, N.Y.
Phoenicia
Theatre.
Producers,’
| Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich

Michael

Lindsay-Hogg

cers,

Dorothy

Lipsky

CH

as

Raedler-&

(230. W. 44th

David —

St., N.Y;

4-51851.
“Blacks” (D). Producers, Sidney

Bernstein, George Edgar, Andra.
Gregory (c/o'St. Marks. Playhouse,
133 Second Ave., N.Y.; AL 4-8630).
“Meet

Peter. ’ Grant” {Ds

ducer, Lee Bergman

St. N.Y.; TR 3-7844).
“Tattooed.

Pro-

(251 W. T4th

Countess”

(C).

Pro-

& : ducer, Dick Randall, in association

(c7o Bald-| with Robert.Feldstein

(c/o Barbi-

ing, 415 E. 82d St, N.Y.;. RE’ zon Plaza Theatre, 106 Cc.P.S., NLY.;
4-2947). Parts available for "male °CI 7-7000): :
and femme performers for resident,
company. Photos and resumes beTOURING
‘ing accepted c.o above address.
“Bye Bye Birdie”. (MIC. Produce
Both -Equity and non-Equity.. perer, Edward. Padula ¢!501 Broadformers will be used for the 10- way, N. Y:; .OX 5-8170'.

‘week season.

-

SARANAC LAKE, N. Y.
_ Saranac Lake Summer Theatre.
Columbia |
Producer, Marta Byer, in .associa-

operates
for

Mail photos and resumes to Lillian.

Stein, above address. Script availe

|able at Drama.Book Shop (51. W.

Fe--: son

as

placements, every Thursday at 6
p.m., above address.
“Midsummer Night’s Dream” (C).
Producer, Joseph
Papp (N.Y.
Shakespeare Festival, 1230 Fifth
Ave., N. Y.; SA. 2-4008). Parts available for several tiny, Negro and
white ron-Equity moppets, 7-10.
For appointment call casting director Rose Sultan, 2-4 p.m., above
number.

30.

ILL.

Salt Creek Playhouse.

"Following are available parts tn upcoming Broadway, of- Broadwell-built; femme, "20-25.
way, and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele |Voice.
eall|
For interview
appointment,
vision shows. All information has been obtained directly by the
Ken Costigan, 4-7 p.m., at above
Vaniety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been renumber.
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.).
“Leave It To Jane” GAC). * ProThe available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and: addt- ducers,
Joseph
Berhu
& Peter
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from Katz (c/o Sheridan Square: Thearesponsible parties. The intention is to service performers twith leads tre, Seventh Ave. & Fourth St.,
run a‘wild goose marathon.
This information is published without N.Y.; CH 2-9609).
Auditions | for

charge.

to!w y N. YY; JU. 2-1690). All parts
roles. aeilable for the second company.

‘perform a wide range of
Send photos and resumes, by mail
only, c/o Judd, above address,

tricia Newhall. (c/o Jan Hus House,
1351 E. 74th St., N. Y.; RE 4-4605).

Available parts: character. man, 30
heavyset, 6 feet tall, comic; femme,
25, beautiful tall, dark hair, singing
background: Negro man, tall, deep

dramatie | performers,

a

Television

executives and producers.:; tion with Joan. Frank (4550 193d |.
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
Flushing, N. Y.; FL 7-7209).
‘Mountain
Theatre. _ Produce?, }
prosperous, speaks Dutch fluently; |height, fair; gir), 18, spiritual qual-|
D.C.S&S ‘Productions (530 Fifth
1 Parts available for male and femme |
eharacter man, 30-50, shrewd. fa- |ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 21, | William O. Brining (4545 Connecti-! ‘dramatic performers who also sing. ' Ave., N. Y.; YU 6-6500". Spots
cile hotel valet, some Dutch.
Mait |fragile: girl, 18, all-American type; cut Ave. NW, Washington, D.C.; Interviews Friday (21), 5-7 p.m, available for. annouicers and jue.
Parts available for Saturday (22); 1-4 p.m. and ‘Mon- veniles for work in: commercials.
photos
and resumes
c/o Irving boy, 19, sincere. All roles are Ne- EM 3-5051!.
Schneider, above address.
igro. Mail photos and resumes to five male and six femme Equity. day (24), 5-7 p.m., at Neriety: Arts Although no open casting is ‘being
‘dramatic performers and several Studio (225 W. 46th St.,
“Get it Up”
(MC). Producer,:above address.
Y.). done at present, photos, resumes:
Charles Curran (c/o Lambs Club,!
“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- |non-paid arprentcies. Mail photos |Some. non-Equity people wail be and tapes. are being accepted c'o
120 W. 44th St., N.¥.: JU 2-1515).,ers,
Richard
Rodgers. & Oscar. and resumes, above address. Sea- :; used. 9-week season opens July 1. Klaus Werner at. above address.
Available parts: six femme singers, |Hammerstein
2d (488 Madison son opens June 20.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
; Most ‘casting is done through. agen-_BRUNSWICK, ME.
20-23, must double with specialty; | Ave.. N. Y.); casting director, Eddie;
Tent at the Lake. Producers, ‘cies.
Brunswick
Summer
Prayhouse. Jane Stanley. Buckles
bailroom
dance
team,
20-23; Blum. Auditions for possible future
& D. G.:
replacements for girls, 7-16, and. Producer, Victoria Crandall (16
young comedienne, baritone, 20's.
{e’o Buckles Theatre Co., :
j boys, 11-14 all with trained voices: :- W. 54th St., N.Y.) Parts availablee|iyia
Accepting photos and resumes. c/o. characters.
1472 Broadway, N. Y.; Rm. 904).
Mail
photos
and.
‘for
Equity
musical
performers. |Available parts: leading man and |
above address.
Don’t phone. Ap-| resumes to above address.
principals, solo dancers, chorus and woman: ingenue; character woman.
plicants must have intimate night
apprentices.
Auditions -for Equity Mail
club experience.
.
photos
and ‘resumes,
c/o:
“Chicapee Falls” (D). Producer,
dancers tomorrow (Thurs.', boys’ at above address, through. agents only ' ‘Oscar
“Jennie” (MD).
Producer, NewLerman. (1472 .Broadway,
-OFF-BROADWAY
burge-Porter Prods. (1619 Broad-|
“Bella” (MC:. Producer, Lance 11 am. .and ‘girls at 12 noon, at in the case of the leads.
| N. ¥.; BR 9-5218, suite 1109), Parts
way, N. Y.; JU_ 6-4886:. Available | Barklee fe/o Lance Productions, |Variety Arts Studio (225 W. 46th!
SULLIVAN, ILL.
available
for experienced leading
St.. N. ¥.
The 10-week season
parts: male lead, 30's, tall: femme, ! Box 184, Haworth, N. J:). Available | ‘
Summer of musicals. Producer, | lady, 20-30,.warm. Mail photos and 20, etherial, small, lovely, must parts: leading lady, 30’s; leading, opens - June 26.
Guy S. Little Jr. (Box 185, Sulli- resumes,
c’o Jeanette’ Kamins,
CANAL FULTON, OHIO
sing well; character woman, 30; man, 40's, British: British detec- |
van, FHi.. Parts available for su |
abave oe ance Film will be shot.
Canal
Fulton
Summer
Arena, . and femme ‘Equity musical
per-! in N.Y. sand New England in June,
; tive type: sinister male Ortental;:
votuptuous blonde femme: hench-, Producers, David Fulford & Wil- formers and paid apprentices. Mailj
"man type. Mail photos and resu- iliam: ‘Dempsey (60 W. 45th St., photos and resumes, above address.:

affected, plays Michael Redgrave's ! man, 19-21, tall, handsome. catson; character man, 50s, heavy set, }like, fair; boy, 16, intense, medium

, 'Miscellaneous |

CONGRATULATIONS
ZERO MOSTEL

| N. Y.; MU 2-1570).
Parts available
TRAVERSE CITY, MICH.
nies c:o above address.
for male. and femme Equity drama- . Cherry County Playhouse. Pro“4th Avenue North” (R»°. Pro: ;
Mail photos and ducer, Ruth Bailey (Spring Hill‘ducer, Shippen Geer, in association . tic rerformers.
Cincinnati 26, Ohio; TR-:
with
Michael
Batterberry: (341 resumes ¢ 0 above address; don't’ Lane,
15-week
season
begins 1-0049'.
N. YY, ‘Summer Resort. Director,
Parts. available for leadMadison Ave., N. Y.. MU 9-2910'. phone.
‘June
6
:
‘ing
men,
30-40; character woman Michael. Skori ‘75-15 210 St. BayAvailable parts: tall, rugged, hand-.
CHICAGO
‘with second woman
range.
Mail’ side. L..1:, N. Y¥.; HO’ 8-2251).. Spot.
some leading man; beautiful, dark- ;;
Chicago Music Theatre and Chl- photos and resumes c’o producer, available for femme singer with
eyed femme dancer. Mail pliotos :
| good English and Yiddish. ‘reperand resumes c.’o Geer, rm. 803, eago Tenthouse Theatre. Producer, above address.
_Herb Rogers (45 East End .Ave., i
itoire.
Phone -above puntber for.
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS.
ahove address.
'N. ¥.; RE 4-6187).
Parts available i Williamstown Summer Theatre. | appointment.
“It Should Happen To a Dog” (C). :
for male and. femme musical princi- | Executive Director,
Nikos
PsaProducer,
James
J.
‘Cordes:
pals and apprentices. Mail photas '‘eharopoulos
(Williamstown ‘Thea- !=== FOR SALE OR.LEASE
_
(600 Tenth Ave., N. ¥.; JU 2-5999'.
to ‘above
address.:: tre, Box 468, Williamstown, Mass.;
!f}
Available parts: "tive character men and resunies
jew
York audilions currently be- | GI. 8-4146'.
Parts available for
|to play older Jewish types with
male and
femme dramatic
and
authentic
accents.
Mail ‘photos ying” held through agents only.
|
COHASSET, MASS.
‘comedy performers.
Mail photos [}
and resumes c/o above address.
South. Shore Music Circus. Man- yand resumes
GREENWICH VILLAGE
|
c‘o above address.
“I Want You” (MC).
Producers,
Theodore
J. Flicker
& Joseph ‘aging director, Bill Ross ©120.W.! | Auditions will be hald in mid-April ;]]. "Excellent for All ‘Off-B'way
Y.: JU 2-2803). Parts. by aprointment only.
Crayhon
(c/o The Premise.
154 ; 4th St..
Productions — Capacity 199
j available ‘tor ‘male arid femme |

THEATER-CABARET |

TONY AWARD WINNER ©BEST DRAMATIC STAR |Bleecker

RHINOCEROS

and thank you Eli Wallach,
a splendid cast and director
Joseph Anthony for moking

RHINOCEROS

THE MOST TALKED ABOUT PLAY OF THE SEASON

LONGACRE THEA., 48 St.W.of B'way

St.,

N.Y.:

LF

3-5020:.

|p _eate’ CA 6-7286
‘Irish-American | Principal musical performers. Con-j.
Available
parts:
TOURING
girl, 18, sexy but sweet; young lead- ; ct Ross. ¢ o above number.
“Flower Drum Song” (MC). Pro- |
CORNING, N. ¥.ing man, thin; male song and. dance
Corning Summer Theatre. Pro-.ducer, Lenny-Debin Agency (140
team, wise crackers; man, huge,
dumb, Irish cop; man, short, fa t.{ducers, Dorothy Chernuck & Omar, W. 58th St., N.Y.; JO 2-0270). All
K.
Lerman (c.o Corning Theatre,| parts available.
Open -call tor:
funny; man tall, thin, evil; six beau- |Houghton
‘Park, Box 51. Corning,|dancers,
Orientals
or
Oriental ; " (300- seater) Por.eet .o- Summer Stoek. or
tiful girls; several low comedians.
Motion Pictures. (Will also: -eonsider sartner6-4636'.
Parts
available
for|tspes,
tomorrow
(Thurs.),
ship) Near Fort Dix (drawing area ef 200,000)
All applicants must sing and dance.;
-—one hour from New
York,imale and femme actors, singers and|12 noon and boys at 2 -p.m.,
Mail photos and resumes, above «
" Galt: MR. FRIED MAN,
Digby. 4-1860.
Showcase
Studio
(950
Eighth.
Ave.,
dancers. Accepling phofos and re-—
—_
NEW YORK
a
address.
N.
Y.t.
Mail
photos
and
resumes
Jsumes c'o. Richard Flusser -(550
“King of the Dark Chamber” (Di. ; Fifth, Ave., N. Y.' for musical per- to Jack Lenny c‘o above address.
Producers, Van Joyce & Haro
Show
will
tour
the
strawhats
this
‘formers
and
above
address
for

THEATRE
FOR SALE or RENT.

—_—_

i dramatic actors.
‘begins June 26.

THEATRICAL PRODUCER WANTS |
an extremely attractive, well-groomed,

well-mannered

and

educated young lady to act as receptionist, answer the
telephone and type (preferably 1.8.M.).
Busy office,
pleasant surroundings, interesting opportunity for eventual
advancement to production assistant. Please send complete resume and if convenient photograph which will be
returned promptly. State salary requirements.
Box V-2151, VARIETY, 154 W: 46th St., New York 36

Ten-week

EPHRATA,

PA,

season

summer.

“Gypsy”

a

(MC). Producer,. David

Merrick (246 W. 44th St. N.Y.;
1.0 3-7520'. All parts available for
ihe second company. Mail photos

ATTRACTIVE
27,

as

right

hand

to personality

theatre or television;

theatrical,

|
{n=

ad~

Legion Star Playhouse. Produevertising and secretarial! experience,.
ler-direcitor, John
Cameron
(P.O.
$150: week References.
resumes
to Manny — Davis, }Box 334, Ephrata, Pa.). Parts avail- and
x No. V-2149, VARIETY
at the Merrick office. Script, pub.able for five male and five femme
154 Weet 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.
.
iEquity
i
dramatic
performers
and lished -by Random House, avail-apprentices. Mail photos and res- able. at Drama Book Shop (51 W.
;umes, above address. Nv Y. audi- 52d St., N.Y.)
“La Plume. de Ma Tante” (MC).
ttions. will be held. April 20-21, by
Pioducer, David Merrick (246° W.
. ; appointment only.
44th St. N.Y.; LO 3-7520:.
AvailGEORGES
MILLS, N. H.
for the theatre
dancers.
Lake Sunapee Playhouse. Pro-. able parts: two femme
twlures 2°. 6 demuns Iralivis yo. practical.
:
sovlleativn
7
photos
and. resumes
c/o].
awk
C. MeKay ‘c.’o assistant Mait
CLARK. CENTER,
t Vet Harper
4} producer, P. H.:, Judd, 1683 Third Michael Shurtleff, above address.
‘West Side YWCA
t 30 hours fer $15
Stat
St.,
&
8th
Ave...
§
-gtatts
April 26
“Music Man”
(MC?
Producer
Ave,, N. Y.; SA 27392). Parts availao 6-3700, ext. 320° -¢
nee
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad-| .
able for two men. and two femme SS

a
DESIGN
AND CONSTRUCTION

¥
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H Theatre Institute Gets

4. Strawhat on Nantucket
“The

Institute

for

Advanced

III I IAAI IATAIIE ‘Studies in the Theatre Arts, N. Y.,,
is extenaing

fits .activities to sum-

Priced at $12.50And None To Be thd
Toronto Vexed At Met Opera Jam

Playwright-television stripter ‘Theodore’ Apstein is on the Coast for |
naingThe group will present
mer stock.
‘rewrites: and production -ofhis original. script about the final 24. hours | an- international Theatre Festival |
in the life of a bullfighter,-due for vidfilming for “Four Star Theatre.” at‘ the Straight Wharf Playhouse,
_He’s due back in two or three weeks. at his. home in Sneden’s Landing, !Nantucket, Mass., for. ‘eight weeks
N. Y. Between tv assignments, Apstein | is working: on a new stage play.

fom

July 3-Aug. ‘26.

‘William | Talbott, script editor for’ the Samuei, French agency, tias!
Dr. John Mitchell, president of
asked the National ‘Educational ‘Theatre Assn, to “compile a list of ac- {the Institute, will be resident proeeptable one-act. plays, which-‘French. would include in its catalog for |‘ ducer.

Toronto, .-Apri] 18.
Smarting under their inability to
get seats for next month's Met

Schedule NY. City Ballet |

:Opera
‘$12.50

For Vancouver Festiy

visit to Toronto
top, unsuccessful

;assailing

the

Rotary

at even
fans are

Club

here,

The opening presentation of the: ‘plus the b.o. staff of the O'Keefe
Vancouver
International
Festival Centre since the latter snaffled the
this summer will be the N.Y. City:Met from Maple
Leaf Gardens
State .of Iowa Community: Theatre Assn., at Iowa City: Another confab: Halima ( ancel:
Baliet.
The
dance
troupe
will’ which had housed the annual trek
was held at Iowa City last, week by the ‘state high schgol theatre con-j
‘travel directly from N.Y. for ajfor the past seven seasons.
. ference.. Both get-togethers were sponsored by the State Univ. of Iowa.
July 24 opening at the Queen;
Crux of the problem is that
_.. Perhaps it was only. a-shrewdly ‘slanted..come-on for. -book-buyers,
‘Elizabeth Theatre, Varicouver. The .O’Keefe's, with its 3,200 sezts, has
but the ostensible énd- was ‘probably | served by the display ad in last
10ur
0}
UTrope:
|
company
of
75,
including
56
danc-'
been
forced to raise its prices ‘to
Wednesday’s (12): dailies: for the new. Una. Troy riovel, “The Other End.
|ers, has. been booked into the $12.50 from $10 per performanice,
of the Bridge.” The premise of. the blurb was that. the book offers a
Tel Aviv, April 18.
‘house
for
a
week's
stand,
with:with
many
former
tieket-buyers
basis for a. legit musical ‘by composer Bichard -Rodgers and. lyricist |. The Habima ‘Theatre here has.
completely
different
pro-:this year getting no mail order
Alan Jay Lerner; who. aweek previously announced. the formation of 1scrapped plans. for. a tour of west- ‘three
|
grams
due
for
presentation.
‘priority.
On
simple
mathematics,
it
“:A new. collaborative team. .The copy was headed, “Attention Rodgers :-ern: Europe in May and June. CanFollowing the Vancouver date,;costs $210,000 for the week's Met
‘and Lerner:. ‘Here's the. perfect book for vour first collaboration—Be- '' cellation of the project is attributthe’ amateur ‘performance. Other’ one-acters would be. dropped © from!
the list. Talbott was. among the speakers at a recent meeting of.the«

-

. witchéd.as ‘Sound of’ Music, Romantic as ‘Camelot,’ and filled with a‘ed to lack of funds. The proposed the troupe will play San Francisco,’ appearance here, with a sellout
‘Los Angeles and then Chicago. The ‘netting the local sponsoring Rotary
whole. chorus of ‘Fair Ladies.’ " The novel is: published by-E.-P. Dutton. !‘tour had been accorded. hefty pubballet booking at the Queen Eliza- |only $220.000—or $10,000 for chur-

"Ne

wonder so many of the reviews of ‘the current “Big Fish. Little .licity and the Habima company had beth will be followed by the preem ‘ity distribution.

Fish,”..at the ANTA Theatre. N. Y.,.complained of the confused ending. ‘already begun warming up in “The !of Benjamin Britten’s opera ver-;
O’Keefe’s is being given free,
“It's been revealed since: the Hugh Wheeler comedy .was rewritten :Dybbuk” and “The Golem,” the |sion. of “A Midsummer Night's|with a‘l of the take isome $178,000)
during the tryout tour to: indicate that the old scandal which ended the two plays scheduled for presenta- | Dream,” to be directed and de-jgoing to the Met, $19,000 to the
hero’s promising career asa college professor involved a male: student,

tion.

stagehands,
and $15.000 for
O’Keefe advertising. ‘Last season,
Rotary barely cleared expenses at
‘-yise and. Consent,” his. adaptation of the: Allen Drury novel;- currently ° etary factors. London impresario|
Maple
Leaf
Gardens,
donating
at the Cort, N.Y.??
__ Peter Debney withdrew: his invitasome $6.500 to charity after a last
“Fm really. fortunate. because T-ean “combine a hobby with business. ‘tion for the group to visit England|
‘Inight S.O.S. to members to purIn six years my: plays have grossed $36,000,000—so I guess. you weuld- when he was unable to raise $11,(mn additional seats at $10 top.)
call that success. Part of the.reason has been that I don't give up on : 200 in Britain to cover the trans-.
Smaller seating arrangement at
portation: Costs of the Israeli com‘a play easily. "—Broadw av producer David. Merrick, as. ‘quoted by Phil‘O’Keefe’s has magnified this sea“pany...
Santora in the N. Y. Daily News.
;son’s problem, with opera bufis
‘Besides that, the Habima manage‘complaining about the seating and
. “When I read ‘Mary. Mary’ in manuscript, I loved it:when. I saw ite ment figured the actors’ earnings|.
Mexico City, April 11.
-4n New Haven, I-loved ‘it; when I-saw it in’ Boston, T loved it. I was. _on tour would provide for the. in“Mexican legit and variety thea-. ‘acoustics of a hockey. arena that
also. eating -and’ sleeping. well. As a result, I. was in-.an: utterly unfit :dividual upkeep but would not be. ‘tres took in more than $3,200,000 ‘accommodated a potential ope:agoing audience of some 9.000 cae

not a coed .

Speaking of. sponsor-stvle script revisions, what's: this!

The

decision to drop the trek.

‘about Loring Mandel. eliminating the alleged anti-liberal tone of: “Ad- ,stemmed from two principal mon-

{signed by Harry Horner.

Mexico Lesit's

$3,200,000 Take’

“state of mind. to.be attending the theatre as a reviewer. Furtherniore, .enough to support their families in‘ ‘U.S.) last year, according

to the.

I have: been back ta *Mary, -Mary" just recently, and -I still: love it. -Israel.. The Israeli Foreign Office : Bureau of Statistics ‘a dependency.‘pacity in previous seasons at May-je
- Consequently, I shall express mo opinion .of the play.’ ‘Walter Kerr, |-Wwas prepared to help out because of the Dept. of National Economy). ‘Leaf Gardens here.
drama critic ’of the: N. Y. Herald Tribune, in a Sunday. column. explain- !‘of the goodwill that might result; The take was about $800,000
Raised To $12.50
ing why he did: not: review “Mary, Mary.” the Broadway comedy ‘by ‘from: such a tour, but the project '
more than in 1959. During the 12]
Audience ire has arisen through
his wife, Jean Kerr.
was. cancelled before a solution months a total of 4,879,350 boxof- increase of $10 top to $12.50 pcr
“The off-Broadway theatre, just like the on-Broadway theatre: “is: could be worked out.
_fice admissions were sold, the Bu- formance, with 2.400 O'Keefe sezis
.
really -a reflection of America and the American economy. ‘The theatre,
*reau said, with best month in May skedded at top prices. plus chaos
' The attitude of the local’ press —
as we know it. Is. considered. a commercial enterprise. no matter on’ was. that the Habima should have ;‘when
boxoffice topped $396,000, of mail orders going first to Rowhat: level
we “may
want -it: to ‘be.. The fact is that MOU. sell tickets and - ‘known. better than
to prepare
tor ;“with February
being
low month
a¢
tary Club of Toronto menibers ito
-are trying: to get people to come in there every night. Since off-Broad-. a tour not fully organized in “somewhat over $131,000 in roun? all that formerly subscribed to tie
way. has begun ‘to succeed. wé now face union’ problems. These unions,: adv ance, .
‘ figures.
six evening performances of the
‘say, “AN right. you're doing: very well. Now‘ we need one more stageweek's engagement,
with remainhand, you’ te got to have a.treasurer, the actors: have got to. get more>
:der going to O'Kecfe’s
regular
money,’ and so on. These: encroachments of an .economic nature Joom
isubseribers, but not until Rotary
larger: and larger, and therefore we have to raise.our prices. which Ass,
had
first inserted
this season's
J.- think. intolerable, "'—_Producer-director. Carmen Capalbo, in.‘an une ‘
-lineup in Toronto dailies.
signed interview in Gentlemen's Quarterly ‘magazine.
Caught in the middle are many
, “At first glance, T am’ “probably not. everyman's cliche ofa. French |
:
:
: disappointed fans. with the cost of
Howeyér, there are many. types of women and there are. many ‘Margaret Whiting will star ‘in | Friedrich Duerrematt’s “Romulus ithe Toronto visit of the Met some
tart...
types of tarts: If they don't care. for: mine. they: can lump jt."—British°“Plain and Fancy,” which the new. the. Great,” the satire Roger L. $30.000 in excess of last seasun
‘singer-dancer Elizabeth Seal, star. of ‘ ‘Irma..La. Douce,” as quoted by. ‘Circle Arts. Theatre in Hollywood
Stevens. plans to present on Broad- and indications that it will go even
Joseph Wershba in the N. Y. ‘Post.
; Way in January, ’62.
j higher next year.
‘Will produce this summer.
“We're too involved in every detail to produce on ah assembly line.::
Quintero
and
Theodore ||
Repertory
Lee ‘Fuchs. will present himself ! Jose
We! ve noticed that other praducers | have. people called ‘production:
April
29
in
“A
Night
with.
Leo:
‘Mann
have
instituted
2:40
Thur
s-;
O'Keefe Centre program is Mon_assistants,’ but we can't. comprehend what the job is. It doesn’t exist ;
Herold.
§.
Fuchs”
at.
the
Wilshire
Ebell,
Los
:
day
matinees
for
their
presentation
‘day
evening,
May 29. von Floto.
here. We're our own ‘production ‘assistants.’”: — Producer.
‘of Dylan Thomas’ “Under Milk: “Martha”
as
updated
by A: in
ii Angeles.
(Griffith ‘&) Prince, as quoted by. John S.’ Wilson in Theatre Arts. mag.
New
York! Wood,” at the off-Broadway Cir-jRonell with Victoria de los An‘Ward
Morehouse,
-me.
suits
rather.
it
I.think
late.
of
‘have become very old-maidish
7
critic-columnist. for
the cle-in-the-Square Theatre.
‘drama
geles,
Rosalind
Elias,
Richard
The only loneliness I have ever known is the mood that -happens when:
Charles Forsythe staged the cur-!Tucker and Giorgio Tozzi, with scts
I. am alone in my dressing room: “before a-first night. But that. happens: ‘Newhouse papers, is. making .a moto ‘all. theatre people. and there is nothing you. can de to combat-the ,tor ‘tour of the U.S. to write a ‘See; rent presentation of ‘“‘Cnder the’ by Oliver Smith and costumes deAmerica First” series for the chain, Yum Yum Tree” at the Cocoanut |signed by Motley; '30)) Puccini’s
‘feeling of desolation. Once the first performance. is over and the. audi- Grove Playhouse, Miami.
g Lurandot”
with
\starting April 10.
Birgit NilJssen,
ence's.. reaction is there. the Joneliness “dissolves.” .— English actress
Betty Comden and Adolph Green
Fred Weterick has ‘withdrawn |Teresa Stratas,
Franeo
Coreilf,
Flora Robson, in’an article: in a ‘series on “Why I ever Married, id ine
: will appear in their “Party” next as assistant
to
Broadway
legit
:
Frank
Guarrera,
with sets and ccasthe: London. Daily Express. |
; Friday night 121) at the McCarter, pressagent Phillip Bloom to join .tumes by Cecil Beaton: :31), mat;
done
ever
‘fas
:
comfortable
and
secure
being.
‘that
know
“¥ don't
Princeton, N.J., under auspices of the National Publicity Associates ;inee of Verdi's “‘La Traviata’ with
anything for anybody. 1 think ‘to be self-sufficient is a legitimate goal CK. Productions.
in New York.
‘Anna Moffo, Dino Formichini and
jn itself. A person must- be- self-sufficient « beforé he:can be happy.|
“Menasha Skulnik will appear in| Lyn Ely‘s Theatre in Education .Robert Merrill, with production by
“This means to. be rooted in life. not in a particular place or situation. his first musical role in *‘Helen of
ended its sixth annual tour of high ,Tyrone Guthrie and sets by Oliver
Y::
N,
‘the
in
McManus
Margaret
by
quoted:
s
as
Harris,
—Actress Julie
. Troy,”'.a new version of Offen- schools, mostly in Connecticut, last ‘Smith; :31) evening, Verdi's “Aida”
World-Telegram:
ibach’s piece which Walter Fried|Monday (17).
This
year’s
50- with Leonie Rysanek; Irene Dalis,
‘will present on Broadway in Octo- minute assembly-period offering of jEugenio Fernandi, Anselmo Colzaber. Vernon Duke will do the score. scenes from Shakespearean plays ni, Jerome Hines. with production

Legit Bits

Columbia Artists” NewUnit

William

Craver,

Broadway producer

assistant.

to ‘Was presented to about 60.000 stu- ! by Margaret

Saint-Subber,

Webster.

sets

and

dents in '58 schools in 44 cities and :costumes by Rolf Gerard: «June 1)
towns during a six-week period.
Puccini's “La Boheme” with Doio; Continued from page 2
“Adam, the Creator,” a musical; :thy Kirsten, Dorothy Coulter; Rich=
adaptation
‘of
the
Karl
and
Anton
'
opening
at
the
East
74th
St.
The;
“Mary
Stuart”
is
‘the
Jean
Gold‘ard
Tucker, Loronzo Testi, Gior“Per forming Arts.. effective at. the,
Capek play with book by Ray gio Tozzi, with production hy Jostone-John,
Reich - adaptation. of: atre,. N. Y., tonight «Wed.).
. €onclusion of the: current. legit sea-:
William ‘Gaxton will appear in Boyle and music and lyrics by lo--seph L. Mankiewicz:
«2) Verdi's
: Friedrich ‘Schiller’ s drama,. which
gon. the subsidiary firm will, be! Was ‘presented
in 1957 at the; Guy Lombardo’s Jones Beach Ma- cal resident Sam Lawent, will be :“Rigoletto.’ with Laure] Hurley,
continued for the purpose of com- :Phoenix Theatre, N.Y. It was ‘sub-! L‘rine Theatre. presentation
of tried out for three weeks begin- Barry
Morel].
Cornel)
MacNeil,
picting its obligation to handle the! ‘sequently toured. by the’ National| “Paradise Island.” the John Jacob ning next Tuesday :25). at Mil-/ William
Wildermann.
production
tour of the road company: of “Fio-— Phoenix Theatre last -season, The 1 Loeb musical opening June 22:
|waukee's Fred Miller Theatre. of ,by Herbert Graf; +3) Matinee. Ver“rello:’ It's. _anticipated | that. the;
Longo’s
“White
Tennis l which Boyle is managing director.:di" s “Aida,” same singers as ear):er
‘{wo other. presentations. Will be “A: - Chris
. touring musical Wil, “run ‘through: Thurber. Carnival.” and the tenta-. Shees” will be presented ‘at Queens | David Hooks will play the litle ‘in week: +3) evening. Verdi's “La
"1962. .
|role.
Traviata" with Anna Moffe. Jan
College, N. Y¥., April. 27-30.
‘tively-tilled, “A Pride of. Lions.”
_ Fox & ‘Wilford. both connected,
Joan de Keyser. of the Theatre Peerce, Frank Guarrera.
“Thurber.” which will. be’ pro- : Dick Randall, in association with
‘with BTA; the former as president. duced by Michael ‘Dewell: and Fran- Robert Feldstein, will present‘‘The. Guild-American
Theatre
Society!
On top of seating mishaps, Rowill continue their association with | ces Ann Hersey. will costar Imo- Tattooed Countess.” musical com- subscription service, was a second tary committee was asked to make
the operation; ‘as will, Charles K.: fene Coca and her husband, King: edy with book, lyrics and music by. honeymoon winner in the letter-:its choices on next year's tour of
;
Jones, who'll also help: in ‘the-.es- “Donovan. “Lions.” a new: property
Coieman Dowell, May 3, at the Baf-. ; Writing |contest of the N. Y. Her- the Met. with eight of 10 to go on
tablishment. of “the rw
division., ;adapted: by A. E.. Hotehner ‘from|.bizon: Plaza Theatre. N. Y. ‘Irene ald Tribune’s recently-concluded..tour and six to be brought fo To‘Jones and Wilford are “Aso officers: works ;of “Ernest “Hemingway. will. “Manning. will star. under Robert K. . 10th annual School for Brides and ronto. Rotary picked “Adrana I.e_Bridegrooms.
Miss
de Keyser.:couvreur.”
“The
Masked
Ball.”
“cof BTA, which routed Live bus-and- -‘be produced by Hotchner with Rod Adams. direction.
truck companies, this season. Three Steiger as star. In. addition to the!
A. reported -$50.000 is being whose husband is Broadway con-. “Force of Destiny,” “La Boheme.”
pany manager Alex Baron, won a'“Madame Butterflv”’ and “Lucia di
of those. “Andersonville |Trial.” projects mentioned, the new divi-: i spent for full foundation, all‘ con- ski weekend at Hunter Mountain Lammermoor.” They turned dewn
“d.B," and|‘Pleasure of His Com:
;sion will also manage U. S. tours! crete -aceessory buildings at the
““Tosea,” “Salome.” “Cosi fan Tutpany.” have: already closed. Re-; for French mime: Marcel Marceau. ::200-seat.. Westbury (L.1.) Music Lodge, N..Y.
Miaining,
besides - Fiorello,” AS However, Marceau's European com- | Fair, -which. opens its fifth season
Following a five-week tent tour. li" and “Girl of the Golden West.”
“Once Upon a Nattress,” -due_ to.‘mitments will prevent an American ‘June 6. Lee Guber, Frank Ford &: in “Pajama Game” this summer.
“tour: during thé 1961-62 season.
-. fold May 27 in Washington...
Julia Meade will costar with Or-'
_ Shelly Gross are the producers.
‘Three’
legit.
conipani¢s,
compris-!
The: division will. also manage i Joseph I,- Levine, co-producer son Bean in a strawhat tour on Williamstown’s Encore
ing four. productions, will be han-! the: eareers. of: certain :legit’ and ‘with Lewis .Allen of “Big Fish, “Send Me No Flowers,” beginning!
The Williamslown ‘Mass.’ Su n‘mer Theatre
will present
«ts
dled. by the Fox & Wilford depart-! concert. personalities. including| Little Fish,” at the ANTA Theatre, July 31.
Donald Harron will appear aS seventh consecutive season berin‘ment next season. Two of the pro- | Cornell. MeNeil.: leading baritone '‘N. O¥., will team with -his wife
lis general manager for ‘‘Decameri:
-on,”
the
off-Broadway
musical

Jul
t!
h
“auctions will be “Mary Stuart” and: dot the: Metropolitan and. San Fran- Johnna Levine, in the presentation. Orlando is “As You Like It” and!
in
“Macbeth”
at
the ed 2. y 6 and running
throug
“Elizabeth the: Queen,” which will cisco operas. and Rita Gorr, lead-; of “Underworld” on Broadw ay next. Banquo
Shakespeare ; Nikos
Psacharopoulos
will
he
be sent out as a repertory prograny jing mezzo soprano of the Paris and |season. The musical has book by. - Stratford . tConn.)
, executive director and Tom Brenby the National Phoenix. Theatre in | Covent. Garden operas. Miss Gorr, Ben .Hecht and -Ted Bates, music Festival this summer.
partnership with CAMT. The com-., signed last week ‘by. CAMI,. will 'by Jerome
Moross and lyric by
George Maxim Rose’s “Philok-' nan, associate director, as has been
jfetes” and Michel de Ghelderode's ' the
case
since
its
forniation
in
pany will be tagged. the National: make ‘her: debut at the “Metropoli- ,John Hollander.
tan next fall.a
Repertory Theatre.
Play wright: Gore Vidal will adapt

(Continued on page 79)
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RIE

Publishing Stocks

Literati

a SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK |

(As of April -18, 1961, closing)

| Allyn & Bacon (OC)... 40

+ 1%

American Book (AS) .. 74.

12.

By F rank Scully +
,
Miss Kane. treasurers |Book of Month (NY) o aati 4 155}
miration.
New French News Mag
A-new French news mag hit ob | the latter,
Conde Nast (N¥).
...°16!4+4 11%]
"Hollywood.
....
441%
.
(NY)
She also enjoyed a fan letter Crowell-Collier
One. of the riddles of writing is that if you grow. thapsodic about. New:
stands last week, patterned ob-|
viously on the Time and News- from a super-serious and terribly
York, London, Paris, Rome, Vienna, Moscow or even Hong Kong you
week. It is called Continent and worldly young student at Lawren-! Curtis Pub. Co. (NY) . 13) 4+ H% _are big league, but if you throw equally handsome prose ecstatically at
12
+
........ 65
the first is-°, backed by Philippe ceville School, and has been grati-| Grolier (OC)
de Rothsenild and put out by tire
big newspaper
and mag
distrib
combine, Hachette, it is to be published in French and German and
cover m>t of Western Europe in
distribution.
Reviews a:e strictly local as are
pages on personalities. Cover has !
Joseph P. Kennedy
as the grey!
eminence
behind: his son, Presi-!
dent Join
I. Ken. edy. Outlook :
appears

status

quo

and

rightist.

fied

some

at

of

the

changed

attitudes

herr , acquaintances,

of

both

in and out of the cast of “Tender-

Hare’t Brace (OC)...

H

oc)

earst (

won

42024

“=.
4%: Keokuk, Eureka, Kansas City, Sacramento

12!2 -

wetiteee

. 6231—
loin” One prominent young ac- |Holt, R&W (NY)
tress, currenily in another show, 1L.A, Times Mirror (OC) 52 +
had never designed to speak to: ;Macfadden (4S)
1412—
Miss Kare before, despite several
56l24+
introductions, but greeted her like McCall. (NY)
an old friend at a partly last week. McGraw-Hill (NY)
37la—
—
. Most tangible of. we reactions New Yorker (OC) .. tr
to “Memoirs of a Nobody,”
how-|
(OC) ... 39%a—
ever, was a check for $50, totally | Pocket Books |(AS). 44a—

1
8

or Calipatria you're a. hick.

There’s no use fighting this credo because the invisible censors who.
ihave laid out these rules will. list even. ‘neutralists as hicks: from the:
sticks. I've just been reading Gerard Fay’s “Passenger to London.” It
substantiates this prejudice “in favor of. big towns, Did anybody ever

1180
4 :

swoon with delight over big feet?
Fay limits his rhapsodies to London and. in smaller measures to
Dublin and New York. His job is: London editor of the Manchester

1;+: Guar dian «which, to get away from these hick implications, thas dropped

“Manchester” from its billing). oe
5
Fay was one time an actor, not a very ‘good actor. but an actor. He.
Bhi! was also the son of: an actor and his’ Uncle Willie wrote “The Fays. of
1
jthe Abbey Theatre.” Gerard Fay himself added to this dossier by writ-

unexpected, from the Herald Trib-| rentice
Ha
“4
jing “The Abbey Theatre, Cradle of Genius,” so that his father, Frank.
une. Also gratifying was the aclion|Ran’m House (OC)
.: 44 —1
. Fay, and his Uncle Willie would not-be too neglected in what they did in
Scott Foresman (OC) . 32144213.
:the theatrical transition between The Irish National: Theatre and the
_.
98ta— 13 Abbey Players.
nent drama critic of the old Boston; it to Charles W. Morton, associate Time Ine. Oo c)ua = # Th +
He reports that Lennox Robinson lectured a half hour on the Abbey
Evening Transcript, was mentioned :ieditor of the Atlantic Monthly. H. W. Sams(
tore
+
without ever once mentioning the Fays. Actually ‘they were not. quite
briefly in a recent article in the! ‘Morton wrote Miss Kane, compli- Western Pub. (OC)... 78. + 4
that neglected. Willie got a whale page of: recognition. in John Parker's
Atlantic Monthly, the third in a: i menting her on the “Memoirs” and
‘| Who's Who In The Theatre in 1926.
series by associate editor Charles. i Suggesting that sne do other huOC—Over the Counter..
W. Morton. Parker, who signed his.i morous articles for his publication.
The O'’Fahys Become The Fays
N.Y.—WN.Y. Stock ‘Exchange.
reviews
with
only
his _ initials,: Morton also passed the Herald
‘AS—American Stock | Exchange.
Though young Fay was born in. Rochdale, Lancashire, in 1913. and.
H.T.P., was one of the most re-. Trib article along to an editor of |
twas raised ‘in Ireland and spent much of his bovhood on tour with. his
spected critics in the country, and: Atlantic-Little Brewn, who wrote Heyw dod Broun,
Art Buchwald, |'family in the.English -provinces, -the. other side of. his family stuck to
There Was A Critic!
of a New York drama editor wae
The laie H. T. Parker, the emin- |upon reading the piece, forwarde

also a noted
“To, @:

eccentric.
i Miss Kane to suggest a luncheon
Bob Considine, John Crosby, ‘Abel |Ireland. The name was O'Fahy, but when his grandfather, who was a
+ only briefly |! meeting to discuss the possibility Green, Erni¢ Pyle, James Reston, ;‘tailor, went to England and saw: signs “No Irish Need Reply” he changed.
about Parker because, he explains. of her writing a book. A few days Sylvia Porter. Red Smith.
.|his name from the Irish O'Fahy to the English Fay. These small retreats.
set. back Irish freedom hundreds of years. |
in the pieces,
the subject was , later a similar letter arrived from
Show people traveled. mostly on Sundays. Before ‘the show on Satur-:
covered
. serb..
in a mono-! Ken McCormick, editor of. Double‘Weiss of the Yankees’
graph. “11.T.P.: Portrait of a Crit-; day.
Literary
agents
have also
Harold
Matson
is .agenting: day night everything would be got, ready ‘and what could be shipped of
ic,” by David McCord, published begun manifesting interest.
: “Weiss (George A.) of the’ Yan- ‘costumes, wigs. shoes. and personal. props would be ‘sent down to the.
That's about al], at least thus far. j' kees,” autobiography’. of the base-- .Tailroad station. Young Fay's first writing was inscribing the. family
by Coward- Mc Canm in 1937. Huwever, the Atlantic writer recalls
| ball executive, which he ‘will write , basket .with legends.like. “FL J: Fay,” Abraham: Lineoln Company,
a typical Parker incident, presum. 10 For Wednesday Night’
with Robert Smith's collaboration. 'Passenger to Newcastle-on-Ty ne.” Fay’ 's title: “Passenger To.. London”
ably never revorted in print.
McLelland & Stewart will pub- | Smith had his “Baseball” pub-: derives from this tradition.
It is the author's claim that he. began to act in Dublin at seven and:
The late John Cutler, one of the lish “Fen For Wednesday Night,” _ lished by Simon & Schuster in
Transcript editors, totd Mortan of ; anthology of 10 short stories by : 1947; ‘and his book on. “Baseball in was finished. at 14. That was-his career as a pro. Later, he skidded down
-the
ladder a bit and did some acting as an. amateur.
having been present one day when :‘Canadians originally commissioned |America” is due via Holt, Rinehart»
‘Hamlet’ At. Fourteen, Wheops! .
Parker was cleaning out his desk, i for airing on the Canadian Broad- '& Winston in the fall as is “The:
an ancient rolliop cransmed with casting Corp.'s “Wednesday Night” |Story of Pro Football” which DouIn: the Garrick Club there hangs a portrzit: of. ‘William. Henry. West
assorted ti:eatre programs, letters, radio show.
; Dleday” will bring out later in ’61. Betty,. whose acting career was limited to the vears between his 13th
Ediled by CBC's Robert Weaver, !.
memos.
clippings
and gimcrack
and 17th ‘birthdays. He played “Hamlet” at 14. quit acting to go to gifts and mementos. Digging into it will include items by w:k. Can+ Cambridge: and lived tobe 80. There is no Portrait of a Fay In a
First Santa Maria Book
a lower drawer, the critic pulled adian pen people such as Morley| First book about the revolution similar role.
out a ballerina slipper. looked at Callaghan, Ethel Wilson, Mordecai ; aboard
Fay’s star performance: was in a comedy. talled “The Trish Jew” at
two :
the
Santa
Maria
it for a moment and then told how Richler and Alice Monro.
months ago, has been published - ‘the Empire, now changed: to the Olympia, a change which-‘Fay thinks
it had been giver him by Anna
‘in Holland
by Bruna,
Utrecht. shows an Irish. preference for paganism:
Pavlova.
His mother and father were in this play'at the same time: ‘Pressagents
‘American English’
Rather obviously. it is named “The
“The Ordeal of American Eng- ; 13 Days of the Santa Mavia.” It’s. in those days passed up such opportunities for exnloitation, though by...
At that time, Parker related, he
‘the time the three Barrymores. were being east for the price. of one, ©
was living in the far west and had lish” ‘Houghton’ Mifflin; $1.75), by}'an 80c paperback.
been gravely ill when the great C. Merton Babcock, is a kingsize H Though the book has one name the p.a‘’s had caught up to such-family bargain appeals. —
Russian dancer played an engage- paperbound book of much interest Ifor the author, Link: van Hofwijk, - It was not until he was 50 that Fay’s father got the chance ta: play
ment in the city. Instead of procee- to all students of semantics. Au-’ it is written by three journalists, : the prinee in Hamlet, and that had to -be with an amateur. sotiety.
ding with her tour she cancelled a thor is Professor of American. Is-! Link van: Bruggen. Jos van. Hof-. Though. a good actor, he was short and. leading men know that the two
number
of subsequent
bookings sues at Michigan State U., author; nese and -Hein Waalwijk, whose most important listings in show: biz are’ their ‘height and telephone
to remain and nurse him, he re- of various articles on. language. names ‘were contracted into Link numbers.
called.
Concluding the bit of re- and prepared this as college text! van Hofwijk.
A Midsummer Night At Gogarty’s
miniscenee.
Parker
tossed
the for students of composition.
Idea arose when. ‘the. three reHow crazy the Irish can get when it comes to the theatre ‘ts well.
slipper
in the wastebasket
and
Book includes “The Varrety of! porters: interviewed Santa Maria illustrated when “A Midsummer Nivht’s Dream" was played in Oliver
resumed cleaning out his desk.
Language.” by Abel Green, from { passengers at the Amsterdam: air- St. John Gogarty’s garden. Gogarty was away: ard left instructions for
Early in his journalistic career, the 55th Anniversary Number (Jan. ! port, Schiphol. Each of them then the cast to dress in, the garage. It was overlooked that there were. girls
Morton was on the staff of the 6. 1960. It also dwells on other |started writing his own third of as. Well as boys in the cast and a servant suggested that perhaps a little
Transcript. and his series is based language and slanguage pieces. all} the story. After 14 days. the three sacking hung across .one end: of the garage would satisfy the. demands
to
an_
interesting |parts’ were consOlidated into. an all- of modesty. The sacking was'.rather opaque and: young Fay ‘says. he
on his recollections of the paper's contributing
cross-section
for anybody
inter-' round 100. 000 words miss.
learned lessons of feminine anatomy that he never forgot::
final period.
ested in. writing and writers and
His father had certain ideas about acting which would be just -as
More ‘Holiday’ Guides the use of language, with accent |
‘v, S. Vastly Uninformed’
‘good today. For one thing when a scene is beirg plaved in the dark he
Holiday Magazine Guides series instructed the actors to speak more loudly than usual. Young Fay hung William J. Lederer, co-author of} on the American “Einglish as she
added six new titles recently to on to the coattails of his father when hroadcasting came into Ireland
Abet.
“The Ugly American.” to!d a Hono-: {s spoke.”
the 10 brought out last April. De- ‘and had parts in several of his father’s productions,
lulu group his new book, “A. Na-!
signed
and edited under Holiday's
He writes that James Stephens, author of “The Crock of Gold. ». who
tion of Sheep.” is a “nasty book
‘Leading Ladies’
and may be a great failure” but it!
“Treading
Ladies"
by Barbara ' supervision, the. new tomes include was a tiny man. devetoped a new genius as one. of the first natural
will set out to prove that Ameri--Marinacei :Dodd.. Mead: $4), is a, Switzerland, The Low Countries, broadcasters in English. He has nice things ti say :too about George
cans are vastly uninformed
con-! collection af. general information: ‘Restaurants of Europe, Shopping Russell and Sean O'Casey and not such nice things to sav about W. B.
cerning national and international ‘about Mary Betterton, Peg Wof- in Europe, Mexico, and The Carib- Yeats, who was a great poet and mediocre playwright and hardly more ;"
than, a nominal legislator as Senator Yeats. Fay reports: that Yeats, had
.
affairs “and attempt to show how the-‘fington, Sarah Siddons, Charlotte | bean and the Bahamas.
:
situation may be remedied.
‘Cushman. Ellen Terry. Bernhardt, — A-joint enterprise.of Holiday and. the Steinach operation and his whole personality changed.
House
Inc., the series In time young Fay. got far out of the theatre and in fact was working. ne
Ethel Barry- ‘Random
Mrs.
Fiske.
Lederer said the average reading |‘Duse,
spells:
‘out
what
to
see
‘and.
where
to
as
a
machinist
in
Rochdale
when
a
chance
came
for
him:te
catch
some
Taylor and Ger-.
time of Americans on internation- imore, Laurette
- al news is less than three minutes:! trude Lawrence. Arvthor performs ‘see if, among other things. ‘RH plavs for the Rochdale Observer. Thus began his career. in journalism,
per day and constrasted this with ‘adequate research, but tome adds and Holiday are ‘mapping extensive and three ‘vears later he joined the Guardian. ©
He came out of the war in 1944 okay, having attained the rank. of
an average of four hours ty view-. nothing new concerning its stars. promotional plans to bally the new
Express is. also major ‘and being wounded in the ear ly. days of the fighting in Normandy.
‘Volume may interest students and ‘titles. American
ing.
; By. 1946-he was well enough to join the London. staff of the Guardian
cooperating in pushing sales..
'theatre browsers. ‘and ten years later became its London editor. | :
There. are several illustrations :
All About Irene Kane
Cerf's Denker, ‘Camelot’.
So ‘Clink’ Came From Southwark, ‘Eh?
Rodo.
Somebody's
always puneturing ‘and a bibliography.
iS
soon
as
the
notices
were
out’
popular myths. Now it’s that per-,
These 8.000,000 islanders squeezed in less than 1,000-miles became
“A Far Country?’ Bennett Cerf his beat. and except for short junkets to other countries and capitals,.
ennial bleat about tvnical, selfDick Condon’s Projects
_
playwright
Henry London has been his: beat{.ever since. He can dig up the oddest. facts. «:
satisfied New York being uninter- !
Former
film
publicist-turned- i sought out:
ested in new talent. A young writ- novelist. Richard Condon, now re-| Denker and sizned him for the For instance, the .phrase "in clink” he says derives from the ancient
‘
book
rights
to
the
play.
er-actress
named
Irene Kane
is siding in Mexico City. has been
. Clink Prison in Southwark. He knows all the puhs and can write
Cerf's Random House also will. glowingly of them.
proof to ithe contrary.
huddling with his agent, Hal MatFay reveals an interesting’ example of foresight: among publishers.
Miss Kane, who's been earnirg son, in New York, on new writing publish *“Camelst” under a. just-lesed deal with authors Alan Jay -The Manchester Guardian was owned by the Scott Trust. and the.
a nice living for seme years writ- projects.
{trustees thinking the Germans might live: un to their threat of invasion, ©
MeGraw- Hill is bringing out -his Lerner and Fr ederick Loewe.
ing, mostly anonymously, for Dell
transferred the trust deed to Baltimore: in care of Paul Patterson,
publications,
had a byline piece latest book. “A Talent For Loving.
CHATTER
president of the Baltimore Sun papers. As -H. Ll. Mencken of The Sun
‘Or, The Great Cowboy Race” in
called “Memoires
of a Nobody"
Marie Rodell & Joan Daves now was known to be. anti-British. the publishers’ of the Manchester GuarAxelrod
has exerseveral weeks ago in the drama July. George
Coasi’s Shirley
Collier dian must have figuréd his kraut bias was only skin deep.
os
pages of the Lively Aits seciion cised his option on the picture repping
Hollywood
‘Fay also does a fast profile on Lord Beaverbrook, specially at Fredof the Sunday N.Y. Herald Tribune. rights) to Condon’s
“Manchurian agency in ‘New York.
agency
formerly
worked
with
Sidericton,
New
Brunswick,
where
the
Beaver
poured
much
of
‘his
largesse
It was vuritten at the suggestion of Candidate”
and_ his first novel,
a
tover the Canadian countryside. A little man with a: huge head, anda
John
Springer.
a publicity. man
“The Oldest Confession,” starring; ney Satenstein..
‘Jim
Thorne,
actor,
skindiver,
°
not
very
pretty
one,
Beavie
has.
endowed
the
University
of
New.
Bruns-for Robert E. Griffith & Harold Rita Haxs‘orth, is in production, to}
producer, photographer, major ‘in wick and given the area a beautiful art gallery. and a.club. Fay conS
Prince. producers of *'Tenderbe retitled “Once A Thief.”
fesses
he
really
would
have
nothing
to
offer
a
paper
Jike.
‘Beavie's:
|}
the
U.
S..
Army
Reserve,
founder
luvin.” at the 46th Street Theatre,
NY. Miss Kane is reatured in the ‘Famous
Modern
Newspapermen’ and president- of ‘Adventure -Inc. Daily Express “as all my upbringing has becn on serious newspapers.’
musical, and tie article ‘was in- Read By Wrong People
N.¥. Herald Tribune staffer Mil- has signed with Doubleday to write tended as a plug for the show.
_ton Lewis and his wife, Mildred. an autobiographical ‘book ‘of his
His view was that England's papers with rhulti- million circulations
It wes a Heet humorous piece Lewis’ treelance writer, are doing career.
-are not the papers with power. Seemingly, in England, you can’t -have.
“This Is the Holy.Land.” picture both. Circulation wouldn't even guarantee advertising: I.ord Southwood
ami
the response
stunned
Miss “Famous Modern Newspapermen”
for Dodd. Mead for spring 1962 book by Bishop. Sheen;. photogra- built up the Herald to the largest daily sale in the world but the
Kane
who-e
aponsmous
wridne
for fan mags hadn't prepared her publication. It is part of the pub- pher Yousuf. Karsh and H. V. Mor-: advertisers wouldn’t follow him in.
‘The Herald lost its place to. the Express, and the Express to the
for suci) appreciation.
First, there lishing house’s “famous’’:. series ton ‘Hawthorn!, already a Catholic
Digest Book Club, Catholic Fam-: Mirror, but the advertisers. are more concerned with who's buying the
t
Was
4 condsratulators
:
note from| ‘artists. inventors et alu, inspira-.
pressagent Richard Maney, whom - tional books for the teenage edu- ily Book Club and Catholic Liter-j| paper, rather than how many. At least so it. appears in England.
ary Foundation ‘selection, has been
Fay’s latest hot and spot news is that: Grosvenor Square which ‘used
the actress-singer had heard and cational market.
read abort but never met. He does
The
Lewises’
“modern . news- ‘adopted by Air France as its offi-: to be called Eisenhower Platz-is now called: Diefembaker Platz, because
cial guide for tours of the ‘Holy; the Canadians have taken over the old American embassy.
not werk
for Griffith & Prince, | papermen” gallery will comprise
This “Passenger To London” js. quite a guy.
:
and wrote merely tu express ad- 1 Brooks Atkinson, Meyer Berger, Land,
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The Jadies
| make presentation.
each J.
aw ards
‘make. ‘seholarship

Smith Ye ‘in ils year,

currently. to. the

Theatre

Mount :Kisco

Sol A. Schwartz arrived f:em
furt.
The
group § currently
is |Gotham.
scheduled: for April 22 until May
Eleanor
Parker
on
twemerth
25 in Germany, pact of its 17-na- i European jaunt.
tion tour.
Charles Watts kucosed by Hellywood USO tor vclunteer work.
Frank Gruber appointed ta Cidifornia
Committe
cf
National
. By Gene Moskowitz |
Rivers and Harbor Congress
Al Ricketts, Stars & ‘siripes en|" (66 Ave Breteuil; SUF 5920)
“Misfits” ‘UA) in for fine re-_ tertainment ed in Tokyo. stopped
fer Academy cerenonies ¢n 1eate
views and probable fine biz.
Local parers giving space to ‘to N.Y.
Marlon Brando’s recent utterances ; Word from Paris: Maria Callas
‘went backstage to consratulate cust
that he wants to leave show- biz.
Alan Jay Lerner in tc huddle - of the Israel-originating “West S.de
with Coco:Chanel on the musical Story” company.
William
Periherg
to he guest
legiter he is writing on. her life.
Andre-Jose Lacour’s legit hit of “speaker at American Cinema Edithree
year's ago,
“The
Crucial ‘tors’ 11th annual awards bengiet
Year,” reprised at the Theatre Va- May 9 at Bevhills Hotel.
4
:
rietes.
Collegiate styles are shifting, téeo.
Eddie Constantine’s
next film “U of Pehnnsy -Glee Club cones to
will be directed by ‘“‘New Waver” Town Hall May 4 not with the
Claude De Givray. It is “War of classic repertory but vith a mod
the Truckers.”
-ernized “Bach to Broadwat” fe:r‘ Moulin. Rouge going back to a mat.

home.. following a | Wing, American
Academy. and “ Paul Gallico working on a mod-.
_
°
Shakespeare. Festival Theatre. .
New. Summit ‘Hotel's workmen’ s ern
jazz version
Saul ‘Wurtzel. skied. to. “Monte
‘ Robert
Lury ofin “Othello.”
from
Japan
‘Carlo to prep lacations. on 20th- . | planks carry. forward the show-; ‘where he operates a distribution
‘manship tradition of Loew’s The- ‘company.
Fox’ “Tender Is Night.”
--Mexican entertainer, Martinique,
Robert. Morin will head Famous |atres. its. owners. Summit is on the

hospital checkup.

Paris

site af the old Loew's Lexington. .}making
:
her West
End _ eabaret
Artists’ motion
picture, theatre |
! Makeshift marquees give billing to debut at the Embassy Club..
and literary depts. in N.Y.
‘Loew: Theatres. prexy Preston’ Ro-Roger
Dann
in
to
start
rehearsals
Henny’ Youngman‘ s gag “for your bert Tisch, exec weepee Claude C.
pastel hathing outfit.” mailed ‘from ‘Philippe and veep Robert Huyot, for his role in “Sound of Music”
‘which
opens
at
Palace
Theatre
next:
the Fontainebleau. Miami: Beach:. ,ex-Carlyle’, Hotel, incoming -man-i
nth:
.a facecloth and. bar of. soap.
jaging ‘director: Tisches. plan a : m0Pamela “Charles, who has been.
‘Not only is the upcoming -N.-Y. summer preem of. this 800-room:
'plaving
Eliza. Doolittle
in the
‘World’s. Fair phone number WF: hostel.
-4-1964 .but its mailing: address is ~~ PanAm went to. town for ‘Sir;* Broadway production ‘of “My Fair
P.O. ‘Box 1964, Flushing 52; N.Y. Winston Churchill's: party of 10; ‘ Lady,” back in London.:
Peter F.. Jewett, manager of the
‘Resiaurant Associates and the ‘when he..returned.to London last |.
‘Regal, Cambridge, getS a vacation
Brass‘ Rai] have the -hot dog ‘and. week, Airline virtually sealed off for two: to New York as first prize
special: super- compartment,
. restaurant. concessions. split about a
for. being voted -ABC’s champion
-'50-50. between them at the 1964. loaded the plane with champagne. ‘manager for 1960.
caviar, -Churchill’s
favorite.
$2
World’s Fair. The husband and wife cartoon.
‘Cigars;
and
all-the
props.
It.
was
}
.
Ziegfeld
Club’ s cocktail-tea

“dance next Sunday. (23) -at the Ho-

tel] Plaza’s Persian Room. Gladys
Feldman. Braham is president of

the benevolent organization.

Aristotle. Onassis,

on

whose. yacht;‘team

of. John Halas and Joy Batch-

the famed. British Prime. Minister ; elor celebrate their 21st anni next

had been:cruising, who bought the- month and will.mark the occasion
10. tickets from PanAm, deliberate; ¥ith.a ‘small luncheon party .at May

Strictly

ly. by passing a British carrier tor’ Fair. hotel.
Cc. J. Latta and. Jim Carreras
reasons best. known. to himself. | went to Dublin for the presentation
last Monday (17) of. a life memberState Dept: in Damascus, ‘Syrtan.
‘ship card. of the Variety Club InRegion of the ‘UAR, due: back. by |
Roger

Bower, vet radio-tv

tourist

man,

Brooklyn, US.A.

ean-can

season.

format

In

fact,

for

the

the

new

Chicago

review is called “Can-Can.”

who was the TV Specialist forthe.

- May ‘1, ‘his official |stint.” having
ended.

17

Hollywood

4to play only in Duesseldorf, Berlin
and Hamburg during its time in
Germany, may also play in Frank-

George.
Sanders.
starring
in
(DElaware 7-4984)
French pic, “Le Rendez-Vous.” opOscar Brawn Jr. in a fortnight's
posite Annie Girardot and Jean-°
€laude Pasval. Jean Delannoy di- Stand at the Birdhonse.

' ternational to Irish Prime Minister,

|Sean’ Lemass.
By Nan Joseph
*Hans Conried opens at Drury
Philip Wiseman, “who directed rects.
Harry Belafonte couldn't partict- | ‘Flagg: Court Players
staging ,
th
“Candide”
and
“Les
Liaisons Lane in “Belvedede” next April 25.
e. London production ‘of. “Fairy
‘pate. in the N.Y. World's. Fair “Auntie, Mame.”
Nitery publicist
Lina
Ha'nmer
Dangereuses,”
both
forbidden.
film
;
a.
|Tales of New York,” left for Man-.
preview ceremonies this weekend
Christine. Jorgensen
makin zg
takes
over
as flack for Trade
because of a Tuesday departure: for maiden appearance at Town ‘Hill i hattan over the w eekend to confab export visas, are already heginning .
Winds.
io
appear
in
foreign
marts
as
the,
| with J. P. Donleavey on a Broud.Mexico City on a’ film: property: ‘in Bedford sector.
Herb Rogers changed the name
interdictions are eased.
way production.
negotiation. - Blackburn Twins and Jerry ColGuy Williams guest of. honor at|__ Shirley Clarke subtitling her ‘of his Music Theatre in suburban
A UN:Y. Daily News Inquiring lins booked for luncheon of Sister-|
tHighland Park to Chicsgo Musie
cocktail
party
tossed
by
Walt
Dis-:
Yank
indie
pie,
“The
Connection,”
Fotog query ‘anent talent’s huge hood: of Congregation. Beth. Elohim ney: ‘Productions. He is due to. make |here for its out of competition un-., Theatre.

. salaries. got a

unanimous Teaction on-May. 2.
Oscar
and
George
debut in “Prince jSPooling at the Cannes Film Fest! Bonifaces
‘that none resented such big money “. William Offerman ‘who played :‘his British screen’ which
started this :48. an honored invite of the French - Marienthal jetted to: Gothzm for
because if talented; the Players vaude .as' Bud Lorraine, cowboy ‘and the Pauper,
‘Jeoksee at “Carnival.” Jegit show
; Federation of Film Authors.
week
at
Shepperton.
“were worth it.
ventriloquist. and starred with Cecil:
official
competitive
en- in which they hold an interest.
The Rev. John Hester. secretary | - Yank
‘Vet theatreowner William. Brandt Spooner Stock Co., died. here last
“Hot.
Chestnuts.”
tah
revue,
'of the Actors’ Church Union, left tries> at the . Cannes 7Fest will be!
has been released by ‘his family- week.
opened at Le Coq de la Ruc. Ciub
Daniel
Petrie’s
‘Raisin
in
Sun“
t;‘for N.Y. last week~to gander the
Herva Nelli of Met Opera in- cas
from a no-flying pact and he planes
¢!American theatre and the condi- !'Col) and perhars “The Hoodlum : also installed infra red lamps to
‘to Israel in June. especially. to 0.0. of Guido. Salmaggi's production: 0
tions under which British artists Priest” ‘(UA) plus “Exodus” -CA: ‘swarm sidewalk cafe cu-tomers.
a’. medical rehabilitation project “T] Trovator e” at Brooklyn Acade- {
Encore
Theatre,
amateur
lework. He is also going on to Holly- an out-of-competish fest opener
he had. endowed. ‘some ‘years. ago.. “my of Music. Carlo Moreseo con- i
| gituner operation on North Clark
ot.
Wwoed and Las ‘Vegas.
graduated seven of its refuDirectors “Ingemar
Bergman, |
The National. Cartoonists Souie- ducting.
Robert Moses, chieftain’ of” the
Michaelangelo Antonioni and Lu- aes to the professional stock ranks
ty’$ annual Reuben ‘award, named:
chino Visconti, whose past pix have | this summer.
affer Rube Goldberg. ‘will be -pre- upcoming World's Fair, aecépted
a
Honolulu
oe
fone from art theatre to regular
‘Kenneth Paine and James Mar osented to the “cartoonist of the the. Forsythia ‘Brooklyn's official an
Bud Dashiell and the Kinsmen | release hits. ‘now have most
year” at its annual awards dinner flower): Award from. Robert Blum;
of ‘nek returning to Edgewater Beach
“next Tuesday night 25)
at the retired | president. of Brooklyn in- ‘off to boffo start at Donn Beach’s their early films being released or Plavhouse this upcoming sevson as
[stitute of Arts & Scierices at Botan- Mandalay Room, Waikiki.
Lambs Club.
20:
| re-released in arty houses.
; stage manager
and set Hghting
Delta. Rhythm Bovs back in ‘the
director, respectively.
If-the. freezing audience opening, ie Garden.
Top.
o’
‘the.
‘Isle,
‘atop:
Waikiki
Bilt-]
Old
Author's
Club
bronze
plaque.
First-run
MecVickers
Theatre,
night of ‘‘Carnival”’ is anv criterion, |
rl
whieh shuttered briefly after haid‘the Imperial Will |save-‘beaucoup on W alt Whitman’ s building, where more hotel, for a limited run.
Pearl
City
Tavern’s.
new
show
Berlin
poet
set
type
for
‘Leaves
of
Grass,”
teret
Jlongrun
of
“Spartacne,”
‘on ifs. airconditioning this summer:
By Hans Hoehn
Carkened again Sunday ‘16! #‘tcr
. Since the curtain is always up,. as ‘{was turned over to Whitman Birth-. puts the emphasis on -exoties, fig- |
uring no ‘doubt that it’s a formula
” * (760264)
three weeks of “Angry Silere: ° on
“part-ofthe action. the backstage place Assn. of. Huntington. Local tt:
building. destined
for ! that's paying off for other niteries. ! over the German tele.
the grind.
“drafts: hit ihe ‘firstnighters like an Whitman
Military’ dignitaries on hand to | Theatre Guild American Reperdemolition...
igloo.

_

Round vs. straight. weéenie battle

~John- B. ‘Nathan, head of Para- in Coney Island got an.airing on
maunt’s = Continental
operations..
NBC-TV" § Dave ‘Garroway's Today
plans to return to‘his- Paris base
Show. |Spokesman for. Nathan's
in a: fortnight after completing
(str aight) and American: Kosher
Medical treatment. at -Mt. Sinai

see

Col.. Tom ‘Parker

accept

his .tory Company,

“commission” -aS.an honorary ad-° , Will guest
miral: in, “the Nebraska.
State ! Theatre.

“navy. "
Pat Suzuki ‘in. for three

|

Italian
Cherry “Kapo,”

April

with

at Schiller

Susan Strasberg starrer,
declared
artistically

Hospital..He and his wife;-Paulette. -Provisions .‘round) :‘participated. in Blossom. Festival shows in’ the|worthy by West German film clasWaikiki Shell, auspices Japanese |sification board.
have been in New York thé past Rowerdict encounter,
Brooklyn* Theatre Arts Co. ta Junior Chamber of Commerce, at! The
51-year-old Berlin
Sporttwo: months.
‘| present.“12 Angry Men” from May $3.¢5 top..
palast became local property again.
Mrs, Marian (Jim) Jordan, the. 16 through May 20 at Academy -of.
ee
Vauder
and
sports
arena
had
Swiss
“Molly” of “Fibber. McGee
and Music: Producers are. Earl. ‘Muron,
owners since 1935.
‘Nolly.” lett her $200,000: estate in Joseph Yaver and- Jay: Rosenblatt:
AFN
Berlin
tossed
a
cocktailery
‘trust to her husband: according © to

Frankfurt

Yaer. is. director; Stephen : Dalesin honor of Lt. Col. John N. Barn. . By Hazel Guild
-her: will just filed in L.A. This is trant, scenic designer.
ifFuersten bergerstrasse 2; 5957 51) holt, chief of Armed Forces Radio
exclusive of $36.000 in. cash. be-|.
City.-Hall produced: more dough
and
Tele service, N. Y.
Husband
‘and
wife
team
of
Lilli
‘quests toa dozen friends. and rela- for Brooklyn's cultural .establish_|
“Das
Riesenrad”
‘The
Giant
tives... “Molly” died -OF _ cancer ments in 1961-62 budget which
Apr il 7
+
means. Brooklyn Museum will be
Poster”
starring
Maria
Schell
and
_ Helen Dunn -who edited a “Cele- open again on _seven-day-a-week Cheney's Ende” (The Last of Mrs. O. W. Fischer, was completed here.
—
brity Cookbook” under Mrs. Spyros basis. Academy of Music also re- Cheney).
tom
eh
“Count
of
Monte
ChrisGerman singer Dietrich FischerSkouras’ sponsorship and. who has ceived more coin, as did Brooklyn
has been most screened pic in
seriously ill with food
_been @ Gotham restaurateur, opens Botanic Garden and Brooklyn Pub- Dieskau
‘poisoning™
in -Brussels, and foreedi| east Berlin within the last seven
a Celebrity Club. on, West 56 St. lie Library.
.months.
Austrian “Dream Revue”
June 1, primed as’a class restauSince. Brooklyn hasn't. ‘a circus to cancel his: concert. tour as solo- ;
iand another French: pic, Rue des
rant - with: facilities for’ film. pre- Jot big enough to house a three- ist with the.Belgian National Or-:
; Prairies,” - were runner-up films.
©
views and fashion. shows. It. will ring circus, Abraham & Straus. lo- chestra.

Falmer and Carlos Thompscn_cO-| whee, CCC remake of “Four

— “.]
Russell E. Markert. -a. producer.
at Radio City Music. Hall and director of the Rockettes, ‘off on sixweek European trip.- actompanied
by his sister, Gladys, youthful vet
in the Hali’s. publicity department.
Will visit Copenhagen: Amsterdam,
‘Paris, Rome and Naples. .
Norman Rydge, head of Greater
Union Theatres, one of two major
film companies in Australia. cabled
Eric Johnston congratulating °him
of his 15 years as president of ‘the

Comedian ‘Georg Thomaila, ‘Sa- |:
bine Bethmann, Paul Hubschmic. |:
Hilde
Krahl, Ellen Schweiers and |
mated niiniature cireus designed
by John Zweifel: It is a 40x60 repli- -director Helmut Kautner among|.
. By Jerry Gaghan
the
delegation
of Germans to the (319 N. 18th St., Locust 4-4848)
ca covering 1.000 square feet and
containing 25.000 individual pieces. Madrid Film Week.
Magico Charles Garvey off on
Alec: Guinness to play. Rudolf
On ‘display in -.special events. ¢énvacation cruise.
Hess in a German-English co-pro- e The Moiseyev Dance Company
tre of store and scoring ‘heavily.
duction titled “Truth About Rudolf returns to Convention Hall, May
Hess”. which
English
producer 11-12.
.
Ronald Rietti is preparing.
Film
Bob Newhart set for Irvine Audiwill. be made in both lands.
torium of the University of PennBy. Ernie Pereira.
Polish writer Marek Hlasko. now sylvania, April 28.

Motion Picture‘ Assn. ‘His cabled
message. was. worded
to: -read

the script based on his novel “Die |house, with “Carry On Nurse” now
naechste in Paradies” (The Next in iin its sixth month.
nitery circuit here..
“The. Misfits” (UA) ‘gala preemed|

have a membership. gimmick.

“warmest

congratulations

from

eal department store, is providing

Philadelphia

a substitute ‘in the form of an ani-.

Hong Kong

‘Tel. 774156)
Harlem’s McKay | Trio doing the

a refugee in ‘Germany, is doing

Minneapolis

Helen Haves,

26-30

The Devon sets record for a nabe

By

Bob

Rees

(4009 Xerxes Ave. Suv.: WA 6-6955)
Liberace opens 10-day engagement at Freddie's on Thursday
(20),
Iona Pinto, Miss India of 1960,
here for opening of new Ainhassador Motor hotel.
St. Paul singer Barry Kittleson
in Twin Cities last week to preem
first Beaucoup label disk, “Pied
Piper.”

Minneapolis Junior League contributing $10,000 te building fund
for
Tyrone
Guthrie
Repertory
theatre.
St. Paul Civic Opera readving
“Guys and Dolls” for three-day run
in St. Paul Auditorium starting
April 20.
Radisson Hotel Flame Room has
warbler Felicia Sanders through
April 27.
Ford
and
Hines in
ahead, did solid twoweek biz.
Minneapolis Symphony conductor
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski
off for
10-concert stint with Israel Phalharmonic in Tel Aviv despite tuo
cracked ribs suffered in auto accident.
Before baseball season opener

last. week,

Minnesota

Twins.

nee

Washington Senators, had taken in
more maney in advance sales than
they grossed during entire 1960
season at Washington.

Milwaukee
By James

Gahagan

(2547 A. No. Booth St: FR. 2-0731)
Curro’s open again. with Charlotte Politte and Trio for the teeoff.
“Seven Wonders of World.” in
foreign editor, skied to: Tokyo after rector’ Herbert. Viktor disagr eed | Booking Corp., formerly located
replaces
‘Cinerama
a two-day: ‘stay ‘here. gathering. ma- aver the filming of “Der Trans- : in Chester. Pa., opened offices in Cineramas,
port” ‘The Transport), pic concern- |midtown Philly.
terial.
Holiday” at Palace April 25.
Philly chapter of Brandeis UniDizzy
Gillespie
and
Quintet
President Kennedy's book “‘Pro- ing the German Wehrmacht. and;
“flaws and inequities of:our Federal files In Courage.” translated into Viktor: has resigned from Dr. Her- iversity women’s committee hon- did matinee and night on April 16
income-tax law more.than ‘half of Chinese and-published in Hong man Scherin’s production.
[ored Marian Anderson at Van Pelt at Sunset Plavhouse, Elm Grove.
ihe.-nation's .personal ‘income es- Kong by the USIS. ©
Louis Armstrong and his AllGerman actor Hardy .Krueger| Auditorium of the Art Museum
a
capes taxation while the ordinary
Stars inked for special benefit conJuilliard String Quartet. (Rob- set for lead in a French film about April 12.
taxpayer .is caught |in- an -eyer- ert Mann, violin; Isidor -Cohen. the love story of a young German
Philadelphia Grand Opera Co. cert at Wauwatosa East Hiyh. April
tightening ‘squeeze.”’ .
violin; Raphael, Hillyer, viola; and boy and an Israeli girl. But since ; formulated plans to construct an 21. Wauwatosa
Junior
Woman’s
Drama League :of NVY.: Mrs. Claus -‘Adan, °cello)-hosted ata filming is expected te be done in ;house, midtown, according to H.j Club sponsoring.
William T. Easlery, prez). will: have cockiail reception by. Samuel Gil- -Israel, it's planned to. pastnone ! Douglas . Paxson, prexy. New house
“Pajama Game” does week's rets annual medal award luncheon strap, of U:-S. Consulate, and Mrs. production. until Eichmann trial will be. an opposition concert hall prise at Fred Miller Theatre, April
‘av
sierre ‘April 27, -Eli_ Wall-ch, Gilstrap. Troupe, the first ANTA
ends.”
to the 104-year-old Academy
of 16-23. “Adam. The Creator," the
1957 winner, will 'be. emcee and: : presentation. this year, pleycd beTheatre: Guild Am: ic? 1 R«>cr- |Music, now largely monopolized by Ray Boyle original, unveils April
i
=
ry
a
-—
en
—
——
—
. -—
25 and runs through May 14.
Jessica Tandy, .1960 winner, : will | lore a. full,house in sole. recital.
tory Company, which had. planned lt
the Philly Orch.
Australia, and thanks for. all you
have done for the film industry.”
Legit backer and CPA J.S. Seidman '& Seidman) has an article in
the current. Reader's Digest, ‘Let's
Get Off the Tax Road to Ruin’’ in
which -he ‘stresses, “Through the

here in aid of Hong. Kong Jaycee wife. ‘German actress Sonja Zie-! ‘session of children’s ‘theatre at
community projects.
mann.
,;Hedgerow” last week.
Eldon W. Griffiths, Newsweek
Star. Hannes. Messemer ‘and diLew Di Leo and his Nationwide

a
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N.Y. Expo Class For Masses
=e
in the general

Continued

exhibits, and in the

amphitheatre but the idea of creating a special midway with its barkers and shiils and spurious razzte-

5

” Mementos ofWorld’sFairs

der construction) for 1962 opening.

.

In
-

1963

the

Repertory

Drama

Theatre, Damrosch Park & Band
Shell and underground garage are

supposed to. open; and in. 1964
there should be completed the new

Brussels 1958; despite tts Atomium. symbol, had two: big. ‘hits-in

from page 1
Metropolitan Opera House, Juilcide to remain in its present West Jliard
School, .Student.. The
5ath St. site:
Drama Studio ‘and Recital Studio
The huge Amphitheatre, where tall same project, Chamber. Music
Billy Rose's Aquacade was such aj; & Recital Hall, Theatre for the
click in ‘the 1939-40 affair, ap- Dance .&: Operetta, Librarypears set with a “unique” spectacle Museum.
.
.
De- |. Moses is faced not only with the
under this “top showman.”
tails cannot Be revealed consider- problem .of showmanship. and ening some competitive angles, also tertainment but’ getting big busi-

dazzte that was such a mistake in
the 1939 NY. World’s Fair—that
this i. -something
I just won't
stand fur.”
The industrialists and the restau“rateurs, the showmen consultants, | terms, which the Fair figures could
others place it at a trading disadvantage
avencies
and
th:
talent
of if disclosed before “finalization.
matter—all
whose
0; inions
witich Moses is fully cognizant and' Moses’ idea of the “ideal” indus-

Iris respect for —nonetheless stress |triall\-sponsored show would be a
an “amuseprent
area.”
Says one, Kraft Music Hall, for example,
“If Moses doesn't like the word! where Perry Como would originate

ness to underwrite. it as well.
‘Tivoli’ Pattern Out
The

so-called.

of entertainment,

“Tivoli”

concept

patterned after:

the Sputnik (with dog) in the Russian’ Pavilion. and the beautiful
U.S. Pavilion: built by Edward D. Stone,
_
New York. 1939, despite. its Trylon & Perisphere to: symbolize:
“the world of tomorrow, ” “best recalls Billy. Rose’s Aquacade,
General Motors’ Futurama, nylon; airconditioning -and. television. .
Also it gave impetus to the great international restaurants (French
and Belgian pavilions for example, Ergland’s The Buttery, et al.),
San Francisco 1939 left Treasure Island, now a key. Navy base,
as heritage of the Golden Gate Exposition.
Chicaga 1933 marked Chi’s 100th .anni,. -hence “A. Century of
Progress. ” It may have been. officially. symbolized by an impressive Hall of Science but somehow Sally. Rand's fan--dancing had.
greater mass identificalion (a thing” Bob Moses doesn't want to.
see happening in 1964-65).
_ Philadelphia 1926 was formally. the. Sesquicentennial Exhibition
and left the. huge stadium used sinee’ for the annual Army-Navy

the famed Copenhagen amusement.
football games, also as a site of’a world’s championship: bout, ete.
Other expos over the years produced such highlights or-mem- ! park, is now not deemed feasible
‘midwas” call it something else—' his
orable offbeat items as’ “Little Egypt” vieing with Paris 1889's.
NBC
telecasts;
ditto. other in that neither the Federal, state
nor city authorities are interested
Four years. later ‘in.
Cuil it ‘funwav’ or even the corny , shows,
Eifel Tower and automobile innovations.
.
Chicago 1893, the Columbia Exposition as it..was. called, Marking ‘amitisement area’.”
: Or an RCA Victor Music Hall ! in making their exhibits permaTo this Moses rebuts, “Then the: ‘from whence Belafonte and other. ‘nent. On the other hand, industry
tie 400th anni.of Christopher Columbus’ landing. (it wasa year
must count on a: 24-week season,
inferenve is that all the other more’ .artists would originate.
behind schedule) introduced the electric light. and ‘the Ferris.
for the two-year period; and ‘by the| Wheel,-Chi’s answer to Paris’ La Tour d’ Fiffel.
important things in the fair are
This doesn’t shut out the Latin. nature of. educational foundation
not fun.
yell, it’s just not soi:
Bob Moses’ 1964 :-Fair will feature. moving. “sidewalks but Paris :
Wirat could be more fun than the : Quarter-style of show which, in under which ‘the ‘N.Y. Fair Corr.
1900 first introduced the escalator and, of course, left the imposing
actuality,
is
‘a
current
negotiation.
operatesas a tax-free undertaking
Moscow
Circus,
including their
Grand Palais. and Peti Palais as. permanent mementos,
°
‘The most casual: observers of the permanency aspect is out, other ! _
faied
Popov the clown,
being
brought in for the Russian Pavi- ‘ Moses-at-work realize one thing: he than for the cultural and educa- {|
he:
Or Ringling having a circus is aware of all criticism; he doesn’t tional her tage, Viz., the permanent. participate “officially” in the NYS : formation, ‘uilike the ‘afterthought
1964-1965. undertaking because al-. ‘press-radig’. coverage’ in...1939, a
iresent it because, in actuality, he park.
in the American exhibits.
“Walt Disney has a successful faces up to almost every observaNone the less; industrial exhi- lready many. of the member-coun- ‘special. Press: HQ - will be set up
If} bilors, showmen,. concessionaires:tries of the International group. next’ to the. Administration Bldg,
operition and it’s all highgrade tion with a realistic rebuttal.
even the international and , have defected via their leading in- under press & jnformation. veepee
without any shills or barkers or he were completely dogmatie he:ang
ex-NBCaster:.
Tom
In effect British woolens Bill * Berns,
trvdrs come-ons.
Disney has heen would blind himself to or ignore | Federal agencies feel that some |dustries.
French
perfumes; Deegan, ‘chairman of:‘the Fair's exthe criticisms, of which there are! cor of gimmick is necessary to and motors;
ecutive.
conimiltee..
is
one
of
the
repr
esenting
many; instead, he comes to grips: ichurn. traffic.. Nor does it mean: Philips
electronics
with each barb but the end-result |the games of chance ar barkers or :Holland, .ete., through their priv- three p.r. ‘agencies servicing ‘the.
Seattle’s Space Needle .is the same—if he thinks he’s onj shills that Moses ‘deprecates.
corporation;
W
illiam’:
¥..
Donoghiue
~
ately endowed industrial buildings. |
Will still have their national flags: Co. is another p.r. ‘outfit: and -J..
‘the right track he will make no
prusseis’ Atomium, on which
Logistics And Finances
r ‘Walter. Thome son is. the ad agency.
bones about. his viewpoint but. it:
| flying over their exhibits.
Was perched a clas, restaurant,
is never in the nature of apology.
Wi be topped by the 550-fuotThe. logistics of organization . Te-|
Gastronomy
Will ‘be an €DiCU- °
pqeiensstnineenienneesiny More, it is a rationalization and - volves around a corps whose man- :rean
hizh Space Needle at Seattle's
adventure for the cognoscenCenurry 21 Exposition open|exposition of planned thinking - power is on!y matched by its Amer-! ti according
to
expectations.
iborn of experience.
ine iz April 1962 on which,
And he has a. ican know-how and financial wiz- . Pléasant culinary memories of the:
lifetime of experience as a public tardry.
This ‘makes academic. the>British Buttery, the French, Italian.’
tou, will be a class restaurant
servant.
almost $70,000,000 bankrolling re-: and Belgian Pav ilions and all the —— Continued from page,3.—,
(22.) capacity’. It will revolve
| qttired. Actuallv the promissory! others, from Latin America to the “dio-telegraph Office ‘set ‘up. in ‘the
and as one eats the vievs of
Bob Moses’. Credo
the
Cascade
Ronge,
Puget
Moses’ credo on the Fair's oper- : 20tes total $67,500, 000 and income +Far East ‘despite the alarumés of|
. courtroom.. Its-facilities. can: haaSound and Mount Rainier come
ation was perhaps best summed up ; £TOM: space. rentals and advance war in those days) are reealled.
idle. 35. 000: words per hour
-into
View
»efore the students at Brandeis U. "ticket sales cen bloe* are ‘pegged:
For example, Maxim's. of ‘Paris
“E ichmann’ ‘sty pically | ‘German
Like
the Unisphere
N.Y.
a Waltham, Mass., recently when ‘at $30,800,000 so that the overall: may be part of the PanAmerican
1954 and.the yesteryear Atohe stressed “there will be no third- jnut is $98.300.000.
i Airways. building, since Louis and craving for order: will be -well
min
in Brussels, the Space
rate
Coney
Island
midway
or
Against this construction is esti- Maggie Vaudable, owners of the. satisfied |here,” a. French journalist:
Needle not only will remain
cheap vulzar honkytonk area, but! mated at $57,700,000: interest-and: 'famed' ‘Paris restaurant, also’ do. told. Heinrich Jaenicke™ who -rep-.|.
ay a permanent reminder but
amusements will be found in pro- | financing Costs, $10.000.000; other he: catering for PanAm.
resents Quick
magazine, ‘from:
already a Las Vegas syndicate
fusion in the international and in- | expenses tincluding contingencies},
Maximum
space
permitted {fs ‘
is planning a counterpart as
dustrial areas and.on the = shores. $30,600.000—a total of $98.300.000., 150.000 square feet. which ‘rents at. “Munich, the’ town. where -the Nazi :
a natural lure. It also plans to
of our lakes.
The-Fair intends fo leave to the}$4 per, so the maximum rental isi! movement was born. He added that
charge an admisison to diners
York a completed j $200, 000 per annum. or $400,000,+1he's: somewhat _- disturbed by: the
“We are not puritanical killjoys. City ‘of New
ee
eee
le
es
AS
and, in off-hours, to visitors.
‘We do nat depreeate fun. We are. Flushing Meadow Park:. ‘a new } for the two years. ‘What the indus- * “Prussian - efficiency” “With which
“not against giiety.
We shall have |Queens Botanical Garden, and: a! trialist, nationality or. other ex- ‘the Israelis have organized © every$23,260,000 surplus for educational |hibitor puts on the site. is up. to! ‘thing. surrounding the. Eichmann
out here and even Variery has it throughout the Fair, but not con_
rurposes.
jthem. By March 1, 1961 more than. : trial.
quoted him that he thinks we're on centrated in the narrow Streets of
The four Marconi four--and-a-half .
Cairo.
We shall.inaugurate many
‘This is how the Finance Commit-: | 50°:vA of.the spice had been sub-:
the right track.”
linch video -cameras,’ installed’ :byBut being on the right track new inventions infinitely more di-}tee breaks down the Fair Operat- jser ibed..
verting than whiskered
women, | ing & Interim Periods: admissions, ; Incidentally, the other: face of.-‘Capital Cities Broadcasting: Co. of.
dossn't mean kewpie dolls and. pin: New. York, are. barely visible in the.
ball games.
And as for the con- tattooed giants and nudes on ice, space rentals and other income: coin, vis-a-vis the “showmanship”
Newsmen have come.
such as worldwide color television. (1964:,
$68.200.000:
$81,950,000. |slant. is Moses’ enlistment of Leo} ‘courtroom..
ventional, non-industrialized Show .
1964—S26,- : Carillo to-woo the Latin American ; plained. .about Capital Cities’
“I have spent a large part of my; Operating. expenses:
biz aspects, Moses realized that for
monapoly
and
the arrangement. ‘of
“075.000;
1965—S27.315,000.
life
resisting
pressures.
to
put;
In;
! and other Spanish countries.
the
“resvonsible
and = veteran”
devices,
mechanical.}
former N.Y.
Gov. ;' sharing radio-ty vedio .taype. and
amusement
park
operators
the catchpenny
Post-Fair the Finance Commit- | like’ manner,
:
photographs
as
a pool,
But the
amusements,
shooting
galleries,
fan
.
short sixmonth
season,
for ‘two
tee anticipates‘a $96,760,000 re-’' “Charles Poletti who heads. the in-years, just doesn't make it worth- dancers and slot machines on our: mainder
from operations against- ternational team has’ a corps of. pooling. was ‘révarded as necessary

Eichmann

While withont some commercial or
speonsorial
underwriting.
He
nased the Tilyou fumilv of Coney
Island
-+Steenlechase
there
just
eared it, diamond jubilee as also
having been out te the Flushing
Meelows site ot the N.Y.-Fair and
az:eemg
it) wasn’t
economically
fea-sbie for them.
Moses’
idea
of a practical show business undertakins, for example, is the Pepsiat Disneyland
Cola
Music
Hali
Witte.
its
marathon
show,
.soft
drinks and atmospheric restful retreat whieh rays off Doth at the
gate, In exploitation, and in goodWil
$2 Admish

One

practical

accent

Moses

has

for the N.Y. Fair is the gate reeoipts.
He expects to “make a lot

of

money

from

admiss‘ans.”

It

Will be a $2 top as against 75e¢ in
1929. and $1 ter children ‘40c¢ in
39-4)
Mesiec Corp of America, William
Morris and General Artists Corp.
are in constant touch with Judze
Sarmuevi
2. Rosenzian
who,
with
Ssdnev

MM. Kaye, of the Rossman,

Co'’m, Goldinark & Kaye law firm,
has

been

screening

show

biz fleas.

nublie beaches.
Ir is because of
the absence of these gadgets that:
Jones Beach is Jones Beach. There's!
no ev idence that limiting them! :
breaks a fair or a park.
They are.

which wil! be charged. $1,000,000 ‘goodwill ambassadors girdling the in-order not to. disturb courtroom,
|decorum. :
for demolition; $5.000.000: for re- ‘globe.
storation. of the park: ‘867, 500: 000 ° The details of construction, the: . -The. telefilm: proeessing laborapayment for notes tat.6°- interest:: ‘one billion for. the new’ -arterial | tory: is in. a ‘nearby. ‘building, |con-.
the’ courtroom, ‘via
and a surplus.of over $23,000: 000.; highway approaches Which will be.’ ‘ nected with

not required to attract people in to the City af New York for eduva- a permanent heritage not only for : cables. Every “foot ‘is immediately
numbers, least of all at night when |tional purposes.
the: Flushing Park thereafter but: ! processed and. distributed to radioexhibits,
brilliant
for the new baseball-stadium there, ity. reps. Some have set up special
Seattle. ‘Recognized’
‘lighting,
restaurants,
rides
and
is a masterpiece of organization. ‘messenger. services between JeruMoses
makes
light
of
the
fact
shows are presented by exhibitors
salem and Lydda airport.to speed.
planning and financing.
to advertise their. products and not;that the. International. Fairs Com-:
the tapes to) London. New York, ete.
Triple Celebrations
: for direct profit: Raw side shows !mission has. “recognized” the Seat- |
essed much concerned at the 1939-: tle Fair for 1962; hence cannot | The corretation of the 1964 -Fair
194) World's Fair, brought down |
the 300th anni -of the
', to mark
on the management the indigna-’
founding - of New York: the 20th
3 ‘Years to Preem _ anni
tion of churches and necessitated
re
of the establishment of the —
Continued -from: page . 1.
-a cleanup.
This will not ‘be reThis Saturday. 122- group of
UN in New York; and the opening“peated in 1964 and 1965.
cily, state, national ‘and’ interof the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge; to the ballet in. New York’. “Sheaare:
national, press and show ‘biz
Str@ssing the unique mating of
—the greatest suspension bridge :; rived. 45 minutes tate, 15. minutes
the Fair is ity “partnership with |. have been invited to the cere- “lin the world—and the completion ,
jafter. the curtain was up... It wasn 7
mony,-luncheon and ‘entertainthe Performing
Arts Center at
of the Fiushing Meadow Park. are
‘ment
which
will celebrate
Lincoln Square, a vast cultural
the concomitant calendar events. her, fault, -however, .as Stevenson’ Ss
complex supporled by public and|. “three years ta opening day”
The arteriat connections to the.‘plane w as delayed getting to Wash-.
(1964:, Guests are being transprivate funds, in Manhattan’s
upFair wiil be .paid for out. of. Fed- ington:
ported by chartered ferryboat,
per West Side, headed by Mr. John
eral, state and city funds which.
The. Secret Service called: tow
if not coming by. private car.
D. RocketeHer 3d. built to keep
would -have been paid for anyway, _ trucks to take. away a number: of
pace with the Fair.
We = shalt
The
ceremony
will
take
but-“now
accélerated
to. “ coneide cars parked -near ‘the entrance. of °:
develop programs jointly, advertise |- place at the Unisphere site and.
with the 1964-1965 event. ©
: Lisner Auditorium to make room
them and issua invitations jointly
incthe N. Y. City: Bldg. The
Transportation to the “Fair, by for a fleet ‘of White House limso that visitors can arrange in adUnisphere,. to “be” erected by | ferry from Manhattan to the: Flush- ~ousines: This. was done. without:
Vance to attend the many concurthe U.S. Steel Corp., will be
Kennedy’s.
knowledge,
and.
‘|ing Meadow Lake, will be accele- Mrs.
the theme sv mbol of the Fair
rent attractions at the Fair and
rated: on arrival by moving side- . Without notice -to the ‘owners of

magnificent

1.
Leon Leanidolf and Mever Davis the Performing Arts.
have ideas. among others.
In Tandem With Lincoln Center
Davia
Merrick was brought in’
bh
Pevsi-Cola
president Herbert- “This arrangement has many adThe Fair will not at-[
L. Barnett. for example, but wh-le Yyantaves.
‘one top showman’ will soon be “tempt to duplicate. paraile! or-comdestanited. Mose, accents that the pete with the music, opera, theaFare und the Lineoin Center of ‘tre, dance and related offerings at
Poisorniiiagy Arty is almost a two- the Performing Arts Center which
pi: simultaneous operation.
Lin- can do these things much better,
coin Center opens also in 1964 and and the Performing Arts will win .
Mases’ itea. in effect, is to kev the tle benefit ot the association with
and get people:
Faz im tandem with the Center. Fair attractions
The litter will accent the orthodox into the habit of summer attend“indoor” tspe of musical, operatic ance at airconditioned theatres, auand batet and, perhaps, even the ‘ditoriums and stages which ‘other-.
tsp. of operetta, musicomedy and wise mignt be dark”
The Lincoln Center of Performheiter divertissement now associaet with the N.Y. Civic Center ins. Arts has this timetable which, -4From other observations, there is however,
may
experience some
Philharmonie
Hall
4 Zuod cliance the Center may de-. hurdles:
(un-

“Jackie
|
at ‘Carmen’ :

representing

-_ments

on

“man’s achievea shrinking gflobe in

an expandin? universe. and the
necessity:

of achieving
peace
through
understanding,”
as
Moses puts it.

It will be the hizgest armillary sphere ever constructed—
an-armillary sphere is a model

of the world formed: on coneentri¢ rings. Unlike the Try‘lon & -Perisphere, which Moses
observes. didn’t live up to its
author’s’ intentions, the Uni-.
sphere which will be-13 stories
‘high, mounted over a 350-foot
pool, .will ‘not.be taken down
‘after the Fair. It, will be left
as a periranent symbol of the
permanent park in New York’s

Flushing Meadows,.

-

walks

other
the

and

carnival-tyre

conveyances,

bus

and - the .cars’ involved,

.who

chietly part of find

Greshound ‘system.:

their autos. when
was over.

couidn't.

the: opera

The eatering appurtenances: will.

The First ‘Lady remained. in her
dominantly
divided ‘between -seat during both intermissions, and
Brass Rail
‘tLevine’ Bros.', “an unprecedented | aisle jam rewhich does the catering .at Jones sulted. Scores surged down to stare
| Beach: as it did at the US: Pavi- ‘at her and. wouldn't move, leaving
lion at. the Brussels Exposition in.- those seated next to her no way-to1958. and with Restaurant Associ- +:get out. or to get -back to their
ates (Jerome Brody & Co.) which teal it they chad managed: to. get
Fow
out.
Joperates the. ‘class Forum,
Seasons. etc, as well as the Riker: The. President's ‘wife. went: to ‘a
‘chain of pop-priced -eaterics.
Both | champagne supper. for ‘the cast

be
the

will have the hot-dog stands aStatter the performance, but stayed

| well as class eateries.
Arnold

Shleifer

Meantime,
!only 20 “minutes.

(Tavern-on-the-

conducted

Green has the catering in the Ad- the
ministration Bldg.
As an incidental

cast

the

Paul ' Callaw ay
performance, ‘and

featured Hanna

Ludwig,

'Loren. Driscoll, Mildred Allen and
to general in- |Richard Cross.
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_VARIETY
=

Tonys’ ‘Small Press,

:.

Roonis, ” “Peg O’ My Heart,” “No
| Time: for- Sergeants” and “Abie's
Bi
S
k.: | Irish Rose.”
the 5
ig
quaw
‘Anent. “T adies
Night.”

Continued. from page 72
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OBITUARIES

CORST- ‘analysis, includes the com-

tment that Samuel ‘French, licens-

citations, there. were -two special Mostel. (“Rhinocer os’); femmeé dra- |‘ing agent for. the play, continues to
general of the Association Euroe
- OSKAR WAELTERLIN
presentations, one to David. Mer- matic star, Joan: Plowright ie ‘Tasté | quote a percentage royalty on 1
‘Oskar Waelterlin, 63, artistic di- peenne des Festivals de Musique
smashes leeee
rick for his. intensive- production ‘ef Honeys; ‘male musical ‘stag,, {while recent Broadway
rector of the No. 1 Swiss legiter, at Geneva. Last year he returned
Richard
‘Burton
«“‘Camelot”™
3
femare’
on:
flat,
fees.
activity over the ‘Jast seven years,
‘the Zurich Schauspielhaus,
since to Holland to became director of
and ariother. to. the’ Theatre Guild. me niusical star,” Elizabeth Seal!
group
“Rette: dams
1938, died April 4 in Haniburg the theatre
for organizing the Theatre: Guild-| “Jrmia La Douce”); ” featured or.
where he was.skedded.to staxe a Toneel.”
American -Repertory Co.,now tour- Supporting tiramiatic’ actor, - Martin .
new production of the Debussy ,
Gahel
a“
Big.
Fish,Little’
Fish”:
ing overseas, § ~
opera, “Pelleas and Melisande.”
|
JOHN SHARPLIN
Unlike’ the regular. awards, the | feitured | or “supporting dramatic 1.
Born in Basle, he had the top
“continued from page 7
John Sharpiin, 45. 24 .or. Gicd an
‘special citations: to Merrick. and; actress, Coleen Dewhurst, “All. tie ——
‘post at the Stadttheatre there trom Harrogate, Eug., recently.
Way Home"; featured or. support. W omen. at the Tomb” will be pre- 1925-32, then went to Frankfurtthe Theatre Guild. has been -dis- \\
He had been acting es guest.
closed about -10 days prior to their: ing .“musical performer, Dick. Ven ‘sented ‘by’ Harold Steinberg and am-Main, Germany, as first stage artiste in “She Stoops Ta Cons
actual presentation
last. Sanday |Dyke: '“Birdie’:; featured: or sup-:; Florence Rand on weekends only, director, a position he held until quer” and was stagine the tollow'
porting.
musical
performer,
Tammy
|
at
the
off-Broadway
‘One.
Sheridan’
night. ‘Broadv ay producer: Kermit ;
1938 when he assumed the Zurich ing play “Any Other Basiness ” Te
J.“Unsinkable
Moliy }-Square Theatre, opening April 24. assignment.
-Bioomgarden. .a longtime, member Grimes
The current season was a former member of the Whiie
“of the Wing's: board. of. directors. ! Brown"); play. director, John Giel- |" ‘Joq Andrews costais with Mar- .“was ‘to be his last at the Zuvich Rove
Players
of Harrogate
and
-Jearied of them last w eek and-pro-|gud «Big Fish": musical stager garet Truman .and Conrad .Nagel legiter, having been re-signed as also
of the
Ipswich
Repeitery
land
‘choreogr
apher,
,
tuo
separate!
in
“GoodbyeMy:
Fancy,”
opening
tested .the: procedure “by. which:
general
manager
of his native
they: were -established..’ When his -awards, - Gower
Champion) tonight. at Sombrero Theatre, city’s: Stadttheatre as of next fall.
musical. conductor, | Phoenix.
‘request for: a .special -meeling to av Birdie’);
Three days prior to his death, he
In Devoted Memory
discuss his protest -was turned. ' Fr anz. Allers \ “Camelot” Vy“dramatic
targe Gans, of. Music Theatre. had completed the 125th staging
down, 'Bloomgardeén. resigned from. scenic. designer, Oliver “Smith | Ine. - a licenser, of musical
per- of his 23-vear Zurich reign, a rethe board, .informing. the Wing of ““Becket"); | musieal . “scenic ~de-" formance. rights, ‘is. due. back in vival of Swiss 19th century poei
his. action by telegrsny last: ‘Thur s- signer, Smith «"Camelot’’; dramia- =Ney: York the end-of this week Josef Viktor Widmann’s comedyday 130,
designer, Motley !from: -‘Paris. where she attended drama, ‘“Maikaefer -" Komoedie,”
“:
= tie “costume
mee
April 18, 1960
of “West Side which farnered rave reviews.
_Bléomgarden-” ays: that the. |“Beckett"™.; “musical costume | de- tthe recent opening
signer, Tony. Duquette and Adrian! Story,
¢
"a ‘Music Uheatre property.
Waelterlin is credited with gainawards reflect: a. “pressure ‘press
a “Camelot”, and ,stage ;‘technician, |-°.. Bob Larkin back in’ New York as:
and were “gompletely.~ “devoid .of
‘ing status for the Schauspielhaus Company.
He had taken part in
associate
with legit. pressagent - during World
dignity’ in: the way :théy. -ome. Teddy: Van ‘Bemmel “Becket” !:
War. II when
it
Max Eisen aiter drumbeating the emerged the lone German -lingo films and ty breadcasts.
about. He's. particularly Initfed at
a
>|recently-ended .10-week season of stage in Europe after the closing;
- the award: to the. Theatre. Gui'd,
S. G. LEBEDOFF
t the "Royal . Poin ‘iana ‘Playhouse, of all Gernian and Austrian thea“which he understands ‘Was, tossed.
S. G. Lebedolf. 78, pioneer Mie
: Palm Beach. .in to appease the Guild, alter word.
tres.
At that time, the Zurich
-Dorethy Raedler’s
American
of the Merrick citation: got out. It. —
——— Continued “trom page l_—
house became a haven for some neapolis tilm exhib, died in Holly
a
“Savoy ards will open a seven-week outstanding. thesps who hid fled wood April 12. He operated theahas been noted .that, Wing preési-~
dent Helen - Menken is .a member Theatre. -and a. party of 10 jnter: | spring season April 27. at the off- from
Nazi persecution.
He also tres in the Twin Cities for 40 vears,
booked Broadway Greenwich. Mews: The- pioneered. initial German-language beginning in 1912. and had Inved
of the Guild- -Americ an Rep troupe. ‘racial men ‘and -women
-Bloomgarden’s ‘stand, éunfirmed .seats. and attempted . to enter the atre, -under the’. auspices of the- productions and world preems of on the Coast for the past 12 years.
Surviving are two sons, Cyril
Players -Inc., in associa- such authors as Thornton Wilder,
by. other: members of the Wing's cinema but they were stopped in. Greenwich
board, ‘is that the committee the’ vestibule. as the right of ad- tien with Stella’ Holt and ‘David ‘William Saroyan, Jean Giraucdoux, and Martin. latter a Twin Cities
exhib;
and = daughter.
Dorothy
mission.
‘ds
reserved
in
‘all.
theaires.
:
i
Lipsky.
.
Paul Claudel.
Jean-Paul
Sartre.
“chosen: to. make: nominations °‘ins 19
Fish, :"Little Fish.” the John Steinbeck, T. S. Eliot, Eugene Cohen, story editor for Red Lion
regular categories. was not. uuthor-" ~ In ‘spite’ ‘of appeals and reque.ts . °“Big
Productions.
Tennessee
Williams
et
al.
,
ONeill,
‘acd to make special awar és. The non--Whiles -are prohibited “from! Hugh Wheeler comedy. currently
recommendations ‘of the. nominat- -seeing overseas “companies when!at the ‘AN TA Theatre, N. Y., will Also authored a number of prose
JOSEPH QUILLAN
— works and dramas, including “The
Hing. committee “were veted on™ by: they appear ‘inthe main theatres: be published by. Random House.
Joseph
Quillan;
45, 9 raqdia- ty
and) only When special -perfornt |’ Leo. Lieberman’s “Captain: and Other Life’ and. “Henri G. Du-!
pa.d up. niem ders. of the Wing,
comedy
writer tor mere than 20
four,”
as
well
as
theatrical
writances are. arranged -in. Municipal.; Kings” is ‘scheduled to. be tried.
~The: Committee.
years. died ef a heart attack April
Tals. where’ mixed audiences are} out by the Peninsula Players, Fish .ings.
The: ‘nominating. conimittee rome permitted. do they’ have’ the ‘Op. Creek, Wis,,. during its: upcoming
6 in Hollywood. Prior to going to
Surv‘ived by a sister.
1
prised John. haypman
md: ici a >» portunity of seeing ‘atid heari ing |.summer . season,
which
begins
Watts Jr. @rama critics of the NUYS"ON erseas talent. -Such wes the. cause June: 20. |
;
WILLIAM S. CHERRY JR.
Daily News, and the’ NcY.. Post, Le-.. Wen ‘the: CUM Richards. show was | - Harold Callen, freelance writer |
Jn Memory of a Beloved Friend
William S. Cherry Jr.. 56, Flor- .
spectively ,- ‘Herman Shumlin. . pro- in. Capetow! nand they were “per-jand playwriting instructor at the’
.ducer-director: “Edward F. Kook, mitted” to- hear him at a matinee, “New | ‘School for Social Research. , ida broadcasting executive, died
April
13
in
Miami
Beach.
lighting executive. and technician, when they. had to:leave: ‘work and:
'N, Y., has .won the: $1,000 John | He was chairman of the. Cherry :
April 18, 1960
‘and: Jo Mieiziner,’ scenic designer. Tose pay...
‘van Druten Playwriting Competi-. Broade¢asting
Company,
which
Broadway: producer - Alexander
GS, JR.
In the days- of the Opera ‘House! tien: with’ his. comedy; “The Bash- |owns radio stations WDBO AM
NH. Cohen, ‘another member of the _and. ‘Tivoli’ -Theatre -a section .of
j ful. Genius.”
-and FM and tv station
WDBO-TV GS
_ Ameri¢an’ Theatre | Wuig's | board! tire. auditorium ‘was set aside for[*
The: American Playwrights. Fo- at Orlando,
Fal.
In 1949, he
Gt directors who's dissatistiod with” -non-whites and-they had the. same rum will present two invitational ‘headed a group of business men Hollvwood he was in vaudeville
‘the '- ‘organization: s annital ° ‘leuit opportunity. as ‘whites of seeing .performances: next. May: 22. and 29 which bought radio station WNEW
with his family.
aviards, cracked*‘THe -*Tonys’ "are +.Visiting companies but now mixed ; of Harold ‘Holifield’s * ‘The Budget in. New York. It was sold-in 1954.
Surviving
are
his.
mother;
homes. ‘and alw divs. Hay e.-been.” ,: houses. are ‘not alowed
brother, Eddie, vet camedian: end
Card"
at an. undesignated
off-He demanded. “How cana conimit-:a sister.
Broadway theatre.
j
TATSURO
MATSUO
tee make nominations. When they :——
4. “Rough ‘n’ Ready.” a musical:
Tatsuro -Tats) Matsuo, 51. longBasert. seen all the shows, “and |
DON GARRA
Ty ith book by Lee Benjamin, music time ‘show promoter, died April 13 show! ean <300 members voie when!
Don Garra, 45, former masician
Harpo Speaks
by, Jimmy. Leyden and lyrics by in Honolulu.. For the past five
- they” haven't seen.. the
perform-. 2.
i
.
| both. was presented last ‘Thursand tv preducer and lattesly an
vears, he had been manager of the
“ences. of all-the nominees.”
= Continued ‘from page 2 a |
: day-Saturday +6-8:.at the Horace Royal circuit's Roosevelt’ Theatre account exec with Acvertising Ca,
AS a result. €~ohen asserts: “You or. the veurs’ ‘of the autobiogr apher -"Greeley, High School, Chappaqua. and. also packaged
nitery shows. of America. died April 11 in Chie
cago. For three years he had pro-FCt a Jot of nonsense. “The *Tonys’ and |‘the ayerage render ‘to. whom .His father, the late Seichi Matsuo,
are. merely ‘a¢ popularity contest.” this book will appeal.:
Somehow |
;was the first Japanese showman in duced “Little Stars’ on WGN-TV
there.
Chen. says he intends |“proposing ihe Algonquin of the Alec ‘ Woollt_ Haw aii.
Wife, two daughfers and pareuis
to che Leagie of, N.Y. Theatres cott-Neysa MeMein- -George S . Kauf-}
Surviving
are
his wife, three
Christine
Randazzo
to Frank~
survive.
that .the Wing's’ annual) awards’ man- Harold Ross. span’ tin) the
children and three brothers.
_Gorshin,: Hollywood, April 8. He's
-evher ‘have ‘to be run profession- : 1920s):is a niche all its ‘own.
Father of Andree Melly, stage
‘a nitery and screen comedian.
ailv’ or “forgotten. _ Anent the. spe-Harpo with total recall ‘and cap,
AUGUST DEFRESNE
and tv actress, dicd recently in
Sheila Schwartz to Peter Racht- |
cal awards, - the producer’ Claims
able collaborative -assist. by. Row- man, Plaintield. N. J. April .16:°:
August Defresne. 67. Dutch playhe. was informed tw 0 Weeks ato by:
-Tand Barber) iJlustrates that. With He's. producer of Oscar ‘Brand‘s wright and director, died April 2.
‘George |Richards... acting heed of
quip ‘and wit. warmth. of ‘humor |
.WCBS-Radio- show and staff pro- His first play. “Kings.” was perthe Wing in- the absence. of “Miss
In Loving Memory
and’-anecdote. that: -seenied espe= . ducer at Limelight Productions.
formed
in 1924.
Then
followed |
Menken.-his
(wifes that
there
-Cislly’ indigenous to the Broadway |:
Houseboat, ” “Lord
Lister's |
. Marguerite Eugenie Caroline Ul- “The
would be: ng special awards.” this
Harpe also: bespeaks lrich to Mare Mara Spiegel, London, , Legend.” He represented Holland
moeof the 1920s.
WILLIAM F. BROOKER }
: fun and affection and human ‘ela-*
in 1928 at the Stanislawsky Ccleb‘Broadway “‘preducer. and Wiing: tions’ in. the decades. thereafter (April 14. He‘s’former French rep
His plavs had
'.j;.tor
Motion
Picture
Assn.
of rations at Moscow.
board member: Altred ‘de Liagre : right up to BevHills circa. '6T.
4 America; she’s’ non- pro.
; socialistic undertones, apparent jn
., s@: thinks it wa
“unfortunate” *
“Other
Leaders”
from
1929 on
Harpo’s | gregariousness..made|
‘that the nominating committee'ss
Which the public reacted with riots,
him.-cross paths: with. the rich: and}
decision
tO make
the’ ‘special
Liverpool, Eng. He was an amateur
BIRTHS
the’ Rreat: within and without: show.
applauding and singing the Interawards was not. referred | to the
actor and also a shareholder Gof
Mr. -and Mrs.
Jack
Gelber.. ‘National. In 1929 he was co-foundPZ, ‘and his-memoir should enjoy
hoard: of directors: “He. says the. wide
- appeal: ‘not. only -for the -‘daughter, Londen, April 5. Father er with Albert van Dalsum of a the Playhouse, Liverpool,
committee had been -appraved .by:
show: biz book. buffs ‘but-as a com: :‘is the American playwright.
theatre group. and from then till:
the ‘board: to make nominations jh.
Wife, 46, of actor Paul Dubrov,
mentary: of the life arid times of! UMF..and Mrs. Leslie Conn, daugh- 1955, they. formed a team, specialthe 19 regular categories and that
the ‘last 30-odd years: -It-is ‘replete .ter. London, April 4. Father is- izing in message plays. He also died of cancer April 11 in Hobywood, Surviving also are a daugheany special awards should “also — with honest: humor ‘and affection’! British ‘general manager of Arwin
took up direction.
have. had. the -approval° of the and is.far from | sticky.
ter; brother, Leo Lescourt, CBS
Abel. -Productions, -the.Doris | Day-Marty
After World War II, several of.
board. which. was not’. consulted. '
legal adviser: and sister.
| Melcher: setup. .
his plays were produced. among
presumably | ‘because. there wasn't)
‘Mr. and Mrs, Nick Adams,’ son, them “The. Uninhabited Island.” |
Mother,
62. of actress
‘enough ‘time.
:
Vicki
- Hollywood: April | 11. Mother is. His play “The Eternal. Chance," }
died
of a_ cerebral
In the awards ‘to perfor meis, the {
“actress. Carol ‘Nugent; father's the dating. trom 1958, was produced in Cummings
hemorrhage
April
14 in New
British showed up the.Ameriéans.
| actor. “
Germany,
but
never
in
Holland.
‘Continued from ‘page. 2
by-winning in three of the four star —
Mr. and-Mrs, Max Morath, son, In_ this last period he directed - York's St. Clare‘s Hospital.
categories,
The British winners:‘out better financially ifthe: had ptio-.iNew. York, ‘March 30. Father is a Shakespeare’s “Richard II{” and!
Mother, 81, of Dick Jones, form‘were
Richard. . Burton, Elizabeth !:duced the two-character play him-: ‘ragtime: pianist.
“King Lear,” among others.
Ini
Seal and Joan Plowright, Another self.’
E Ar. and. Mrs.. Robert. Gordon 1955 he took leave from the stage. ; er eastern regional director of the
American
Guild of Variety Artists,
‘Britisher,; John Gielgud, copped a:
According the ‘report, “Born | dwards, daughter, Rome, Italy. He became professor at the Acad“Tony” ‘for staging. ‘Incidentally, ..Yesterday” was produced last sea- April 12. Father is ‘public relations emy -of. Dramatic Arts at Amster-. died April 16 in New York.
in accepting . his « “Tony.”
Burton i
dam, reading Analytical Direction.'
‘son by. three member theatres with ‘topper for Titanus Films there.
Sister of Josh Mever. of the telemade. an obscure: reference. to’all reporting.
disastrous
resuits.|}..
i and Mrs- Ron Husmann, son.|
vision
dept. of General
Artists
this being his only chance to win: Two of ereeip’s spots” ues | New York, April 13.° Mother is’
ABRAHAM: VAN DER VIES
the award. When gueried the next--“Life
Abraham van der Vies. 61. direc- :Corp., died April 7 in New York
With Father” and -scored actress -Patsy -Peterson; . father is
atter
a
lengthy
illness.
day ‘as to what he neant, Burton,
aL
4
a,
tor-singer.
tor of the Rotterdams Toneel, died,
“‘Golden alt ac
“Who: was cited .as’ musical mate star With “the comedy, while
April 3. He started his career as!
Fleecing’ was an uneven. entry.
Mr. and
Pound. is
son.a a. dancer,
for his performance’ in: “Camelot,”
New - York. Mrs.-David
“April ‘8. Father
and appeared
among
clicking
in
some
places
and:
‘flopsated the show, which marked his;ping -in others.
producer at WNEW Radie.
others in State’s “Parade” and
Newton, N.C., April 18.
debut in a: ‘musical, - ‘woud :‘also |
Stravinsky's “L’Histoire Du Sol-:.
The State Theatre
in Newton
probably represent his last appear- 7 A list of CORST—recommended
Mr. andNew
“Mrs.
Ben
“Seholnik,
daughter,
York.
‘Tecently.
Fa- dat.” After World War Ihe start- ‘was badly damaged by a two-hour
“titles includes “Mousetrap.” “The ther is an. account exec at -WPIX. !:ed the “Scapino” ballet group, that fire Arril 5, but no one was inance in such a vehicle.
“Howie,”
“Rebecca.”
‘Winners of the: “Tonys” silver Hollow.”
Mr. and Mts. Arthur S. Kennard, : specializes in ballet for children. jured. A crowd of about 250 filed

“Legit Bits

SELMA

LYNCH

Sit-Ins‘Spread

SELMA LYNCH

|

MARRIAGES

year,

April 18, 1960

OldHoke: Bucket

North Carolina Blaze

medallions!
for
“distinguished: “Dark of the Moon,’”“Cat on.a Hot
“achievement”
in theatre for. the. Tin Roof,” “Streetcar Named De:- period from Apr 1, 1960, ‘to last sire," “Tunnel of Love,” “Bells Arc
: . March 24,. were as follows: Play; . "Ringing. * “Yes, My Darling-Daugh“Becket”;
-musicat. . “Bye - ‘Bre ter” “Mister Roberts,” “Teahouse
‘Birdie”; male ‘dramatic Slat, Zero: of ‘the |August’ Moan,” “Separate

son, Burbank, Cal. April 5. Father's: Then, in 1947,. he moved to the out of the house when informed
a. Hollywood agent.
: Netherlands Opera at Amsterdam:‘by Manager Cecil Pharr.
“Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Bell Jr.. ‘where he became a producer and| Damage was estimated by Manson. New York, April 7. Father is-in 1950 was appointed artistic di-‘ager Pharr at $25.000 to $40.000.
personal
man.

manager

of Shelley Ber- ,,rectar of The Netherlands Opera. ! The theatre is ouned by Everett.
‘In 1953 he became secretary-- Enterprises of Charlotte.
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*As quoted by the court in Jerusalem after its observation of the Capital Cities. equipment in operation,
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R SCORES IN U.S.

Red Square-to-Trafalgar Square ALLALIEWPPX 'Kennedy Tax Ideas Look Certain
May DayLink onBBC-TV Sked BIGGER TAKE! To Kick Show Bizin the Exchequer
Washington, April 25.
London, April 25.
Segments of show biz are due
By .VINCENT: CANBY
Encouraged. by the outstanding !
‘Bid and Bored
for a financial belting if Kennedy
Zsa Zsa’$ “Libel Action
‘guccess of the first ever direct
U.S.:muscleman Steve Reeves,
tax reforms go through Congress
One of the “tough ticket’
transmission from Moscow to LonHollywood, April 25.
star of almost a dozen Italian-made
and they might.
legit clicks does a big halfdon, BBC-TV
is now
readying
_ Zsa Zsa Gabor. demanded
beefceake-spectacles, may soon be
President’s tax message Thurstime business, and sometimes
lans :for direct coverage of. the. _ $6,000,000 damages in defamaknocked off his golden pedestal by
day (20) called on Congress to doabefore,
with
the
nightly
May Day celebrations in the ‘Red -. tion suit. filed in Superior
a. 90-pound weakling.
Situation
tor tax laws In several respects.
standees, as the ushers side up
Court Friday (21) against FawSquare: Top brass of the Soviet
would be in the best tradition. of
Among them:
to the live ones and offer “I
cett Publications Inc., writer
television services arrived in LonAmerican pulp fiction, or, more im- |
~—-Toughen up sharply on freehave two. good seats” for whatClaudia Martel and. {illustrator
don last week to conclude the|
portantly, of British film comedies
wheeling expense account deducever the pourboire traffic will
Necessary arrangements with BBC]. Jack Davis for story about ac-.. jwherein
a bowler-hatted | worm’
tions, a move
which could cut
bear.
tress published in November
execs.
(usually Peter Sellers or Alec Guindeeply into night club, theatres
issue of Cavalier,
«*"
The May Day parade . program
Show averages a dozen walkness: turns and triumphs over his
and
other
entertainment
bustwill run about two -and-one-half
outs
nightly,
at
{ntermissions,
Actress claims she was de| cockier opponent.
nesses.
hours from 7:30 a.m. British time
and sometimes before, and the
‘picted as golddigger in yarn
- The fact is that last year British
—Wipe
out
foreign
“tax
havens”
and Richard Dimbleby wift be in|.
hawkeye
ushers
can
almost
tabbed “Zsa Zsa: She Kids Us
camedies emerged as one of the
both
for corporations
and
for
“the Red Square to act as com-| Not,” .in which illustration ‘{most -important single factors in
always know when there will
‘individuals,
like film stars and
mentator,
showed :her in bathtub brim-.
the continuing expansion of for- i be no returnees.
: Others, who take up foreign resi\
“On the same evening BBC's
ming’ over with money and
eign film grosses at the American.
- dence to soften the tax bite.
Panorama | rogram will also eome
jewels.
- boxoffiice.
While there was some question
isem Moscow. Final: plans. for this’
Variety's annual survey of: the
Her. worldwide reputation as
whether Congress this year will
show| are not yet complete but
b.o. performance of non-American an “‘actress,. mother and lady”.
enact a tax bill carrying all Kenthe introduction. for sure will be.
also: was’ dimpugne d, she ‘|films in -fhe US. market reveals
‘nedy proposed in his long message,
live, though there may be. some
-+ that in the 1960 calendar year, nine
charged.
the Capitol Hill guessing was that
film interpolations which will be
which
starred
‘' British
comedies,
at least some of his recommendatransmitted from London.
Sellers
(whose
weight
is
untions would
be voted into law
Ow
on
arene
The BBC's first direct: programOOO
|
reported', Guiness.
Ian Carmichael |
|
before adjournment.
The Demoa
-Moscow on Friday ‘April ;
{and oneupsman Terry-Thomas, took
The total number of 875 foreign cratic leadership in Congress ap1) covering the
reception. of’
in’ a. fancy $6,659,000 this side.
pears
determined
at
this
time to’
pix
reported
by
VarIETy
as
having
Space-man Yuri Gagarin was ‘imThat’s a lot of laughs, even if you
mediately converted into the U.S. |
(Continued on page 214)
earned
an estimated $50.291, 105 don't have a sense of humor.
625-line standard -and was on. the
Reeves hasn't turned flabby. In: ; in the. U. S. market last year may’
air in New. York the same. after-]the same period, four of his pec- i be misleading.
noon. having been made av ailable}
(Continued on page 170)
While
875
foreign
pix were :
to all the three networks as well } B. B. ‘Kreisler, head. of Interna-|
as to CBC in Canada.
| sereenedat least once by U. S. and!
"tional Film Associates,has been"

875 Pix, Yes, But’ |
8 Earned the $,

Film Fair IdeaAs
Part of’64Expo

As

it was

the first. time

(Continued on. page 214)

Lady Chatterley Trial’
Kicks Off Pye Bid For
‘| Canadian exhibs during 1960, 90.
pt
the
total
revenue
was
earned
Biz in Speech Disk Field
‘|by. no more than 80 films, includ-

Stein-MICA $214-M.

the’ talking

with ‘the’ N,
-World’s :
Fair 1964-65 on a proposed “first

‘International

Film. .Fair &

Ex-}.

Maybe they're not rocking the
major U. S. companies and the pops but speech disks have been
the- conver- "
Blindness Fund:{four
Ringling Circus Moves - ‘gations will: comes-of
or five leading independents.
have to be cleare d
quietly building up in popularity
‘the Motion Picture Assn.
over here and Pye weighs in with
To Strip.D.C. Exotic Of-|-through
A charity fund In excess of.
of America, Says: Kreisler.
a new, handsomely-sleeved quality
: $2.500.000 in -honor of Music Corp.
label on Tuesday
‘2?. Pye-Plug
Her ‘Greatest’ Billing:
of America board chairman Jules Moiseyev Dancers Will
Nonesuch Records aims at two re
Washington, April 25:
C. Stein's
635th birthday,
today |
jleases a year and kicks off with
See ‘Bye, Bye Birdie’ five LP’s selling at $7.70 and a
1:Wednesday}. is being set up for
Counsel.
for
Ringling
Bros.-:‘Princess Meg Pa-In-Law

ing

position.”
Whateyv er

the

product

handled

by

the|

London,

April 25.

i

i

_ benefit of the Research to Prevent
‘Barnum & Bailey is trying to force|.
-Take-a-look-at-us gesture is cred- “twin-disk” ‘reconstruction of “The
one of the capital's more Fublic-} Works With Anna Wiman. Blindness Inc., Stein's pet charity. | ited to Columbia Pictures [nter- Trial Of Lady Chatterley,” (withized strippers to shed one of
MCA has pledged $1,000,000 and
ouo50.” rude words!
priced at
-London, April 25.
promotional gimmicks. ‘New voce!
Stein is matehing it with a personal j national topper Mo Rothman, who|
father-in- contribution of $1,000,000,
While | hosted a home office luncheon last j The Old Bailey trial disk is inJaw firm of Hodges, Reavis, Me-{- Princess - ‘Margaret's
Grath & .Downey. say Julie Gibson, law, Ronald Armstrong- Jones, is! there will be no final count until ‘Friday '21', for Igor Moiseyevy, his!j troduced
by Lord
Birkett
and
He’s a director of;
wife, their 17-year-old dauzhter, | features John Chandos. Maurice
nitery exotic, shouldn't ‘be. billed back in legit.
(Continued on page 214:
Productions
Ltd.,
Anna }
and three others, all of whom are:
in blurbs as “The Greatest Show A.D.W.
‘Continued on page 213.
Deere ‘Wiman's
company. which !
members of the famed Moiseyev '——
Girl on Earth.”
ae
ee ee eee
Dance Co. from Moscow,
a big
In a letter to the Champagne last week staged “The. Irfegular
Cannes Fest as Is
click
with
their
rock
’n’
rol
and
Room.here, where Miss Gibson has; Verb to Love’ at the. Criterion
TELESISTEMA
Mexico
proParis, Apri! 25.
since. January, Theatre.
After36 hours of deliberaMiss Wiman. 1s chairman of. the|° ‘tion, French government auhalt to the takeoff on the ‘company, and the other director,
thorities today decided that
famed Barnum brainchild, An in- apart fron: Armstrong-Jones,
is
the annual Cannes Film Fes‘fringement_ on the. circus’ ‘“‘trade- accountant John Briggs.
It’s not:
tival will be held as scheduled

~ been

performing

the circus’ attorneys ask for an im-

-mediate

-: Mame .

and .service-mark,”

they: Armstrong-Jones”

charged.
: Reply by Buddy Ottenberg, man-

first.

business

‘partnership with Miss Wiman.

He

was a Girector of the company from.|

ager of Champagne Room and Miss 1954 to 1953, resigning then
= (Continued on page 202)
other business: ventures.

for

‘despite the current Algerian
‘crisis...
Fest Is due to kick off next
Wednesday
{3)
and = run
through May 18. ~

other terps at the Met.

;

At the lunch, Col execs pre-sented the Russian dance master
with 90 tickets to “Bye Bye Birdie”
for the May 3 matinee with the'
frank and friendly statement that;
the Moiseyev Dancer will see “what:,
the west has to offer in the way:
of musicomedy dancing.” PF. S.—!
‘Col owns the film rights to ‘Birdie.’ j

duces 30 live television shows
daily with Television ZOOMAR
lenses—delivering tuo more this

week.
SUPER
UNIVERSAL
ZOOMARS shipped to Dr. Hayashi of KTV -Osaka—31 ZOOMAR lenses in Japan!
(Advt.)

TIONAL FILM ANNUAL |
[Pages 23 to 171]
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MISCELLANY

Johnny CarsonReviews Reviewers

L.A. Fears Nitery Censorship After |
Comics Arrest on Obscenity Charge
By DALE

OLSON

(Excerpts. from comedian: Johnny. Carson’ $ talk
‘at the Friars’ Frolic. honoring. ‘Garry Moore).:
“VARIETY

Churchill’s Not Guilty

Hollswoed, April 25.
Threat of nitery censorship looms
London, April 25.
Jocaliv as the result of an April 14
Leslie
Botibol,
licensee | ‘at
arrest ¢f cemic-monologist George
; Churchill’s, one of Mayfair’s top].
Hopkins at The Jesters club in!’ nileries, has been found not guilty |- f
Stanton. suburb near Disneyland.
of permitting the restaurant to be
Comic; i.ccorcing to reports from the habitual resort of known pros- |
titutes. Harry Meadows, Church-].
his nianaver, Bab Leonard of World
ill’s topper: Marcel Pinto, former|
Artists
Management.
wes taken manager of hostesses. and headinto custcedy by the Stanton Police: waiter
Salvator Vella were all
Deparment
prior to his perform- found not guilty of aiding and!
e

3

ence fast Friday night -14' on a
¢ fizeus warrant charging violation
af secon $11.6 ‘vagrancy-lewd? of
the State Penal Code. Complaint.
charces him with using four-letter
voreds in his act.
Sig: ificant pomt of the arrest,
accerding.
ta
Leonard’s — report.
which
was
liter
confirmed
te
Venirty by Stanton police chief
Ecawii:d L. Allen , is the fact that.

3

e

abetting.
Geoffrey

finding

for the

es

PAUL

ANKA

xyt only INTERNATIONAL.

on |

INTERNATIONAL

but '

PAUL .ANKA
world-wide

has heen

tours

receiving

neereceptlt ns spanning

in
cf

rous-

with

commentary

on

current

|

both hemis-

cto a adeee one
3
SeattleExpo's
74-Acre Layout
| OpensYr. Hence

arresting officers and, in fact no
member
of the department had
sen Hopkins’ act to determine a severe blow to London night life.j
Lasis fer the complaint. Hollywood” pourists
visiting the restaurant:
lawyer Herbert E. Selwyn, who is on their own enjoy the company.
jamiltar «with this type case, point- ‘of hostesses.”
ed out, however, that the law proOn a charge of selling liquor |
vides for an arrest of this kind sim-after permitted hours, Botibol was
ply on basis of signed, witnessed.
‘fined a total of $280 with $210
cemplabits from local citizens.
‘ egsts, and Meadows with $168: with
Hopkins himself said he used $280 costs.
several
four-letter words during |
the course of his performance, but
painted cut these were in connection

Kru, relying on new

drew ‘big: mitt: from firstnighters. in

matérial

with. Kru.. Both reed more

the

American

Flag—and

G's safe return

Assn.

will file a friend

‘Garry Moore’§
Friars FeteNabs
156forCharity

Plot Castro Pic

Mexico’ City, ‘April 25.
According . to the
anti-Castro
forces-in this capital, plans for a
film indictment of the Cuban dictator are moving ahead satisfacThe picture, which will
‘ torily.
present the “dramatic story” of }families disrupted, children smug-

«fled ot of communist

Cuba, the

During First 5 Days

three haurs

of videos| Harold Shaw,

director of per-

and

one

hour

to West

Germany..

urok

and

National

Forty

April

25..

wrote

the U..S. Treasurer

Concert

the Customs to try and stop her.
They have. She also refused to
give Custems an out by saying she

‘Continued on page 214)

claim their right to put eameras in |be in the Opera ‘House.

the

courtroom.

The only

place;

The 700 seats of this|Shaw

auditorium
are
‘Continued

‘with -C-21

bookings,

Dingwall

Subscription Order Form

scientific,

“what

will

To

POCO

OHHEOCHEO

See

ROT

Eee

aH

see

@lease Print

Street

City

Peeoeveeeevresesetoses

the’ future ©

‘Continued
on page 214)

CHP

eCeeoeoeeeereeeesenesesece

ercecverceceasecere

Zone....

State.

eoee

evecevas

- Regular Subscription Rates
One Year—$15.00
Two Years—$28.00
Three Years—$39.00
Canada and Foreign—-$1 Additional Per Year

VARIETY
154 West 46th Street

taleént-

act.

eration

Inc.
New York 35, N. Y. —

to

concentrate

the theatre. He

duction
plans
Crawford
and

more

with
the

Cheryl
Theatre.

Guild.
a
Another
— businessmanturned-producer, Joe Kipness,

is concentrating

In. fact several overstayed, —
result’ that: in view of ‘the
scheduled teeoff, the: 1 a.m.

-Continued on, page 214)
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_ ABEL. GREEN, Eaitor
Volume

222

will con-

tinue in an advisory and ‘con- sultative capacity with W&K
but has extensive legit pro-

most

of his:

time on operating the Lanai
Restaurant,
in — partnership
with Monte Proser, a Poly-.
nesian-style
eatery
in .the
Winter Garden Theatre Bldg.,
and has turned his ‘Kipness’)
jth Ave. dress. manufacturing
business over. to his son 1a
operate.

and tuo.

Ty

I

Washington

—

Joel
Schenker,
quondam
legit producer:and president:
of Webb & Knapp Construction Corp., is exiting that post
at the Zeckendorf Tealty Op-.

on

attempt at humor

too grim

- Show erred on length and could
- have stood. some. editing. Jean

154 West 46th St.. New York. 36, N

Lure of Show Biz

Ceeeen

sounded

captious. .

Chicago

Name)

Cae

whieh

Kabamby.

1905, by SIME SILVERMAN;

want to leave out any of the: essen- ;

r] One Year
TJ Two Years
0) Three Years

TCeeeranseenEHeEnOseeEe

our

-Trade

FOUNDED

Enclosed find check for $...........+
Please send VARIETY for

on

said

talent in their areas await-..

{pring?” theme. above all they don't |
|

Morgan’ $s

‘on Ted Lewis in. what sounded also:

asking how:

ffar he could go as to the sophisti-.'
‘cation of sex in shows. Dingwall:
[replied | that while Expo. has .a:

Ih

‘Henry

like an awkward

but| “and the village chiefs would have .“with
7.30

by’ Shaw has final word on.all enter- the best
‘tainmient.
He- has ‘said he is’ ‘ing us.”
“neither a longhair nor a ‘short-hair’; that all types of entertain-:
_Ient will be considered.
4/26
_’ Shaw wrote Expo general man-,

crowded
day
on page 214):

!ager Ewen

was

too - kidding. - un - hesquare diatribé against Steve Allen .
and the ‘Meadows: Sisters which. 7
prompted Leonard
to chide the:
panelist; wy ‘ou ought to put.a hearing-aid on your mouth.” This wasin. relation to Morgan‘ & taking-off

Don

an auditorium near the courtroom, : ager of the
we were coming
which is connected through closed- ihouse-Arena complex, are assisting © finding mission,”

circuit tv.

ing
note
seemingly

picked up its talent on a month's
Northwest Re- tour of the villages.
Johnston, Man- |; “We would send. word ahead that Carroll, a funny.gal usually, overdid the humor -with a. marathon _
Opera
House-Play-

The Symphony,

where Israelis may see the trial is Jeasing: and

dais. included

African .sonalities. most of whom did their.
‘Congo, at the Faleon-Empress The-- stuff with. good gra¢ge...An irritat-

of the.
From these spots, copies are dis- | inst Can,
Pi eaet ons. wath: atre here in “Congo
to test
tributed all over the American con- ;
+°Pe
8
up
to cen- tinent -and Europe.
The greatest bookings to. be announced on his had a field day when

that she intended to import the
Miller work and, in effect, invited

.The distinguished

CBS brass.and staee-screen-ty per-:

natives. of the

Drumbeat,”
they discoyered
their
vity
hotel
had.a
“houseser by preventing importation of:' interest shown is in West Germany |Teturn. about mid-May. No book-:
(elevator)
as well asa
incoming
books, films. ete. The
-"
[ings have
been announced _by:: plane’
for reasons that are easy to under—_
.
(tv
set).
They
? “sound-machine”
new case, filed in Federal Court
stand, Special deliveries were |52aW, but the Seattle Symphony |
in N. Y. vesterday :Tues.), involves made to faraway places like South- has. set the Philadelphia Orchestra,*queued up for elevator rides between
rehearsals.
Henry
Miller's bawdy.
and supap
Israet is |With Eugene Ormandy conducting .
pssedly
autobiographical,
novel, -ern-Rhoadesia and Burma.
| Dancers;. on. a_ brief European
sull the only place where : people |for May 24 and 25, 1962. and North- ‘trek,
are recruited from primitive
“Tropic of Cancer,” long banned
haven't seen the Eichmann trial. as}| west Releasing Corp ‘Zollie Vol- villages in the Lunda district. of
by U. S. Customs.
‘there is no tv in Israel and the lo- | chock and Jack -Engerman) have Katanga. Others are from TshokBorge
for. May will.
17.
fs cal newsreel companies refused to|booked
Attorney
Fohraim
London
18 and Victor
19. Both
attractions’
we, Bahimba, Balumba and Bahemkandling the case on behalf of pri- buy from.Capital because they still;
director,
ba.
Remy
Kabamby,
rete citizen Dorothy Upham. Miss

Upham

he.. got patriotic. Nikita ©

was not Mrs. G., but-an apprentice ballerina

Glasgow,

Motion -Picture

then

‘adjustment required by retugees |_
Seattle.: -April 25.
This year'sS$:Friars Frolic. a salute
fleeing by the thousands to the
In. just: four days short of a year;
to Garry Moore, was an economic
U.S., ete.
—on -April..21, 1962—Century 21]
It is claimed that Hollyw ‘ood mo- success, with: its: $75.00 gross. of
On Eichmann Trial
” ‘exposition: billed as “America’s tion picture elements .‘also have ‘which the souvenir. journal's adver
first space- ace ‘world's fair.” will:
offered “every aid” to realize. pro- ising ‘yield was: $31.000. ‘Tickets
open on a-74-acre tract within a. duction. This is to be shot in Flor- at the Hotel Astor, New
York,
‘mile of Seattle's downtown busi- .-jda and Mexico. with top--rank Cu- were scaled at $50 and $75 and
By JOSEPH LAPID
ness district.
But. the Grand‘ Ballroom’s 750 attendhan actors working for free.
‘Mueh work’ has: been’ done on in casting for the pieture, no Cuban -ance made for comfortable. service
Jerusalem, April 25.
The
During the first. five davs of the
the exposition. ‘the idea w as. first actor has agreed to enact role of “since it wasn't overcrowded.
proposed in 1955) but much re-. Fidel Castro. They'll likely have. show was sparked by Jack E. LeonEichmann trial, 30 miles of video- ;' mains
ard and withal it was a pleasant
to be done. and there are to use a Mexican player for this.
+divertissement as. the variety spe-.
.tape have been made by Capital ! doubters among ‘the civic leaders.
{cialists did their stuff ‘in-a sort cf
Cities Broadcasting Co., the Newof this. city whether it. will ‘be
j intramural. cavalcade,
all
laced
Yerk company with the exclusive accomplished. Pace of construction,
ywith. goodwill. to the guest of honor
however,
is
quickening,
entertainrights to fut cameras into the | ment bookirgs are beginning to!
iwho was keynoted variously either
courtroom.
‘«1) for his “clean” appeal: 2), his
_.__ , dell and Expo officials say all will
short stature;
3), his: crew-cut.
According to producer Milton; be ready on opening day.

Fruchtman,

* The

topical material. Had ‘to

at the Moiseyey Ballet. -And must I. remind the State -Depart-.
ment again that Khrushchev's bearded. buddy. was seen. holding:
hands last night in. P..J. Clarke's with Abe Lastfogel hollering
‘Cuba Si—MCA NO.’ Is there a diverce in. the works “or a new
Pilot film=",

File Film Brief
Lift (A ‘Houseplane’)
Vs. US. Customs
And TV Bewitch 40 In
Qn Tropic’ Book_ {abearesent.daybY day abr0H.|forming arts,formerly with Sob African Congo Company
ceurt brief in a new case
the right af U. S. Customs

inat-Géneral As-

30 Miles of Vidtape

world conditions. “They were not
designed to create lewd or prurient
Teactions on the part of patrons,"
he said. aiso noting that when some
custon.ers on the evening prior. to
‘Continued on page 200)

America

broken

Susskind, used too much Steve Allenish. blue. material. And Mr.
.
Stanton—Kru sneaked in. three plugolas, -He plugged ‘the: Congo,
Cemmunism and the Hess Bros. And if the networks are really”
concerned. I think theyll creck; they'll -find that. Khrushchev is
‘the one I exposed over a year aco as haring -pink leanings.”
Dorothy Kilgallen
“The Harwyn clan was. agog last night when. tntimate chums
of Yuri Gagarin confided that the woman most. concerned’ about
Nr.

accorded:

acclaim in his

SIX CONTINENTS,

criticism.”

-Moscow.

ture of

“IT have little doubt that the con- filzn,
duct of this restaurant
has in person,

severe

Gagarin

_£gbert Khrushchev and Yuri Gagarin debuted in a typical capital
gains gimmick last ‘night. Khrusiicher, looking like a: fat Darid

ne

sonre
respects
been
disgraceful,
and the behavior of at least some
of the hostesses is open to most

Yuri

.
Jack-O’Brian
“The first-half of Mr. O'Brian’s..column was devoted toa pies.

re:

nevertheless rapped the night spot:}.

man

fey routine
beg off”.

. Raphael,
defendants,

it:

of pudgy

Straight

sembly, soon had ringsiders chuckling at his sick -one-liners.. ‘Ga
garin, new to this room, should. cut reference to Kennedy and.

Rachael

Magistrate
while

.

‘Yuri & Kru. Boffo. in Red’ ‘Square’,
stand-up. comic. Nikita Khrushchev and

headlined
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‘Al OUS PLAYERS

Plastic,MobileFireproofBalloon TELEMETER TEST [Texans Grope to Defme ‘Obscene’:
Think ItStartsWith ‘Reclining’
As Theatres forCoerain

GUTS IDEN

Hollywood, ‘April 25. +=
‘Cinerama
prexy
Nicolas. Rei* gint has a. new idea for expanding

use

of: process

beyond

|°

four-wall

Toronto, April 25.

‘Vita’ Cuts for U.5.

A

Horton’s Return

With: $1:07 per share dividend as-

Ottawa, April 23.
Edward Everett Horton re‘turns to the screen after seven
years, in Frank Capra’s “Pocket Full of Miracles”’—but he
forgets for which studio. For
that he quits the touring “Once
and operating: losses incurred .in|. Upon a Mattress” May 18. It
French partner in the. Italianplayed two performances here
the operation. of the .company’s
French’ coproduction,
Telemeter test ‘system in Etobi- | April 4.
Most ‘of the. material that
coke, a suburb of Toronto. Dip- in
Brookly-born
Horton
says,
‘was cut, he reported in New
shareholders’ receipts also reflects
“I loined
to speak
poifect
York last week, was in the
share of company’s losses incurred
English
in univoisity."
His
“False miracle” scene.
And.
‘during the past year by its subsi- | comment on tv: “It’s just like
none of the cuts, he emphas-._ diary, General ‘Sound and Theatre:
acting, only you can’t wave
ized, was. sponsoréd by. the © .| Equipment, Ltd.
your hands so-much.”
‘
N. Y: State Licensing Board or
_Net earnings for the yéar were:
U.S. Customs.:
as
compared
with °
;$1,857,251
The

five. thinutes. cut from.

theatres. which he has been renting |. ‘the original running time (180

compared
with $1.30 for. corre‘sponding 12-month period,.41st an--|

nual: report
of Famous ‘Players
-for its U.S. premiere repre: . Canadian Corp.:for fiseal year ending
Dec.
31,
-1960,
shows general
Theatre.
It's’ a -fireproof plastic] sents: only “a little trimming”
balloon that can be folded on trucks: . of non-essential detail, actord- - | skid.,in’ earnings due largely to the
‘absorption
of
preliminary
expenses
for quick movement from one city, | . ing to. producer Louis Dollivet,

for exhibition of: five travelogs.
New project. is called Ambulent:

‘town

or village: .Understood

minutes)

bal-

_ loons open. like a tent and can.em-|.-

“brace 3.000 seats plus’ room: for.
-pereen and. projector(s).
- Reportedly,:
Reisini “has. 100
‘trucks

on

with

necessary

order, many

equipment

:

of ‘which ‘will be|"

‘ready. shortly. for spreading Cine-|
rama showing: travel backlogs and |.
for “How the West Was Won” (teat. |.

bill

Austin, Tex., April 25.
to tighten the ban on'

“obscene” movies was approved by
the Senate Jurisprudence Committee meeting in the Texas State
Capitol.
Sheriff Jime Line of Amarillo, said the bill, sponsored by
Senator Grady Hazlewood of Amarillo, follows closely the standards
of the “old Will Hay's Hollywood
code office.”
“Tt is needed
eeded toto remedy r some

of: “La: Dolce’ “Vita”

bad loopholes in the law again:t
lewd and obscene movies,” said
Line.
“I wish you Senators could
Zo to a drive-in movie when one of
these sexy movies is being shown
‘and peruse with a flight Jight what

foes on in the cars. <’m not a bluenose or a prude but it’s terrible ”
In defining obscene movies, the
‘Dollivet. further reported “| $2,259,058 for previous 12 months, ;
bill refers to those depicting a
that ‘the Russians had ex-" ‘with 1959 including 17c per sharemale and female “in a reclining or
pressed interest’ in acquiring
of profits realized on the sale of ;
semireclining position in or upon
be produced this year, ‘and .to be
““Dolce” if they could make
fixed assets and marketable securia bed, cot, bedroll, pad. floor, di-follawed by two more next year.
certain
-deletions:.
-Director
|
ties, with the 1960 results 12c per
Van, car seat or upon the grounil,
However, “West? isn’t ‘expected to:
o Federico. Fellini; “however,
share of such. profits. Dividends
haystack or other structure: or in
be released until 1962, which gives |
_ guards the | ‘integrity of his ‘!paid to ‘shareholders during the
ian automobile, airplane, boat or
‘Reisini sufficient. time to build up
‘property closely and turned... year exceeded net. profits by $748.-floating device or in water or any
Ambulent Theatre possibilities all |
Paul
-A.
Raibourn,
Paramount
the Russians down flat. *
but the company “continues to ;
.
.
if357
over the world.
be very strong’. and “directors vicepresident,
leaves
New
York ;‘ other place .
Raoul Levy. who. starts produc. }
That prompted Senator Georze
have felt. justified in continuing to. for Rome today ‘Wed.) on an un-t
Parkhouse of Dallas to ask if it .
ing. ' ‘Marco Polo in October for:
make dividend payments in excess ;usual mission. The film exec is out|would affect a man shown saving a
Telease next’ year, has. alr eady been :
4 of earnings.’ ‘Diversifie d
ties
o of a new! woman from drowing in a movie.
‘to probe the possibilities
in contact with Reisini on. acquiring ;
or leasing two ‘trucks. Talks. were ;
Senator Jep Fuller of Port ArBesides such diversifications asi; Way of reaching the public by way thur raised a question about frecheld last week in Getham.
Telemeter, tv stations, communityj, of motion picture presentation. The dom of the press and freedom of
. Producer ‘Levy's ‘interest in new:
antenna.
opvrations,
equipment | implications could be political as‘ speech.
-Cinerama’ vVeniure pivots
about j
supplying. lobby confections and;well as a matter of entertainment!
France. In this.country there’s a
Sheriff Line apparently clinched
bowling activities... FPC has also:
_ “Hollywood, April 25.
© 33%", tax on -eniertainment. For |
Plans for an. independent film | eliminated unprofitable operations :;but the specifics anent this have his argument then by declaring:
tent, shows such as the. balloon gim-!
“Freedom
does not give anyone 2
been
left
unsaid.
‘production. ‘company. under aegis f‘by selling one theatre and discon- ;
mick, tax is. only 15‘ 2.’ Idea is to:
‘tinuing four leased houses. Affili-|
Sources close to the situation! Jicense ‘to corrupt the morals of
“secure two such theatres. for show: of producer, Geza: de Rosner to.
children.”
ated companies sold 11 theatres‘ say “the Russians and the Czechs |
ing “Polo” all over France, ‘On! be settrp at the Film Chile Studios,
The biil would give officers auSan
Diego, - Chile, are nearing ‘and discontinued the operation of hard ticKeel basis, of
ofcours
course,
three leased houses.
finde spent vets oF money on row thority
to
confiscate
obscene
completion: with--producer ‘plan-{
film and declare the films “shzll
ning three films to be lensed there
be
subject
to
forfeiture
and
de—_ during. laté
*61 and early '62.
interest in the ow nership and oper0
;rama—how
|
you get into people. ' struction.”
Pix, entering the $300,000 budg- | ation of. five additional drive-ins; }The thought here is that the C’ cis |

-tille for “Winning ofthe West"),
‘and “The Brothers. Grimm,” first
‘two new trinle screen Metro: pix, to

Paul Raibourn’s
0 seas Study Trip:

Plan FilmStudio
InSanDiego, Chile

|

Hard-Ducat Vs.
Grind Test Of
‘La Dolce Vite’

°

vr

{

;Observer has the sense of participa- |
vet. raugze, will utilize both. Ameri- and. one affiliated company com-ean and Chilean actors: and. will pleted .the construction of a new ' tion more so than with other cine- ;

‘Par, ‘60,Drooped,
First Quarter ’61
Up: Stock at $80

ybe semi--documentary in approach, theatre ‘including. stores and of-. matic enterprises.
Rosner said.
fices' at Thompson, Manitoba. |
Raibourn will prowl Italy because|
Producer . is presently” negotiat- | -Said John’ J.. Fitzgibbons, FPC ‘it's an art centre—if not the artti
—_—_—_—,
‘centre—looking for just that. He
ing his “aster Island” documen- ‘prexy. and. managing director: “It|
tary; filmed on ‘jsland -of same; :was’ not.expected that the Tele-: ‘wants a new process because “we

riame off Chile, for reléase in 50'meter project. first of its kind in: must get more

profound effects,”

the world, would beconte immedi- | more so than with conventions!
i key U.S. cities in: -September.
“Easter” Wwill,-be pre-exhibited | ately profitable as we are pioneer- television in color or pay tv, and
Boston, April 23.
ing
in this new medium of selling 4even more so than with C’rama.
How the Italian import, “La fa charity. groups to::raise funds and presenting entertainment, via ;
The man
from Par, when
in
in:the .for’- rehabilitation of ‘country’s.
Dolce
XN
” olor ‘4s to be: shown
victims, eable’'in the home, but our experi- | Rome, will seek out sources otner
US
is supyssed? to be. dependent ;* May,” ‘1960... earthquake
on: the re"‘It. of roadshow in New} after which commercial Saturation ence in this project has now eN-|than the usual film business interests.
(Continued on page 214
York: at - the Henry’ Miller: legit starts, Rosner ‘said.
theatre versus, 2rind, at: Ben Sack's
Gary in Boston

Madison Ave. Researchers Scout Toll

_Paramount in fiscal 1960 had a
dip in earnings, when compared
with 1959, but the first quarter of
the 1961 fiscal year ‘calendar year)
is ahead. The drop in 1960 was an-

The film. w nie h broke. the house
ticipated in financial quarters but
record, set by “Sleeping Beauty,”*
this did not curtail the continuing
in its first week at the. Gary, looks.
rise in Par stock prices on the New
to rack up $35.00: with continuous |
York Stock Exchange. The common
lines .or 4ts first. week ending .ta=-].
issue closed last week at $80. up
night. ‘Tuesday Qo". “Vita”. opened
\*
$1. 7S per share.
W ednesday «19+, -“Vita" is- being
This, presumably,
could
Just “ here Madison Avenue and! | might result, plus a hy po {in'use of ers.’
Consolidated net for 1960 was
run in four shows a day starting! vit s biz dough ‘Clients’ will” fit in if|tint tele and wall ty screens. In-. prove the key factor in toll’s ac|$7,026,000, or $4.20 per share based
‘at 11 a.m. with a 10 min curtain |
and when. -pay-ty achieves : major dividual ‘imagination can - foresee ceptance of sponsorship. For how {on 1,673,231 shares outstanding at
calt between shows. The film ‘is:

As X of Tomorrow’s Merchandizing

imuch
worth free
to subscrib‘medium ‘status is becoming topic other offshoots.
|ers to will
keepit be
paysee
of cor. De c. 31, 1960. Comparative net for
version, uncut, with'
Commercials, Too?
|A--with.” the. grey, flannel
set.
1959 was $7.519,000, or $4.47 per
'Thev've
got
the
flags
running
up.
On
the.
question
of
commercial
Porate
underwriting?
share, on 1,683,598 shares then outSack. who said he ‘held out for.
‘$35-a-Year
-and
the
“surveyors
trotting.
out—
|
participation
in
feevee,
that’s
spec;
.
;
“+
Standing.
-grind policy, reported that. George ;
Corollary question is whether’
Fourth quarter of 1960 brought
Josephs, salés manager. for ‘Astor; ‘but. the conclusions: thus:-far. are ;ulative at the moment, although.
*
{some affirmative signs are around. the economics of feevee would still: a consolidated net of $889,000, or
Films, gave hini. carte blanche to. sketchy, iffy and: vexing.
General-Ze- require some sponsorial support. 53¢c a share, compared with $919,-.
‘run grind. as’ did George Foley, ' Outlook at this stage, in short, ; The upcoming RKO
atty. for’ Binz Crosby Enterprises. is anybody'ss guess, and the ad lads. nith test in- Hartford indicates it: Present arithmetic on the subject 000. or 54c per share.
First quarter of 1961 meant a
Pricey at the Gary for “Vita”, are frankly admitting-same. What |will make some time so available; ‘Indicates not. One break-down figestimated
net
of
‘are from 80c, $1.75 and $1.80.‘Each they don't know at the moment:and. at the Telemeter echelons ures that a wire system (such as consolidated
ithere's. some” thinking some. adver- ‘Telemeter) must average roughly |2.450.000, or $1.46 per share. comshow has been capacity since open--“could: jam .an attache case.
Whether sponsorship (some,. at, tising. might be. carried in :the $35 per set a year to amortize its: | pared with $1,699,000. or $1.02 pec
ing, Sack said. He stated that he.
felt his policy of. grind: would be. least) will prevail on feevee is one iafternoons as part of free program- fixed costs (maintainance, collec- |share, in the corresponding period
the. are adupted for further” U.S. ;question, but purportedly not the ;™ing. Not in terms of the current tions, etc.), calculated on the basis of 1960. First quarter of 1961 also
main one.. Of more concern to. the:: Etobicoke’ experiment, , of course, of 100,000 receivers. An average | saw realized an investment profit
dates.
oo
agencies, it seems, is the tmpact of ;but as an “if-and-when” prospect. take, then. of as little as $52 a year: ; of about $400.000, or 24c per share
a
conservative
sum, | as based upon 1,673,231 commonRelated and pertinent to ulti- (obviously
| countrywide paysee on the public’s
time. Young &:> Rubicam’s Charles ‘mate commercialism of feevee, its. even in median terms) could yield roar outstanding as of April 1,
Benesch
figures -“competition for ‘
‘advisability, etc., is the reaction a tidy profit. The proviso in this,
the consumer's time will increase. from. Telemeter homes.in the W. of course, is that program costs ne
the alre. ady‘het competition for the : Toronto suburb; with the doorbell spread over at least 1.000.000 sets |
‘Attornex Mic hael ‘Mayer has consumer's attention” by .all.ad-;ringers being told that -absence of across ‘the country. Given multibeen appointed special. counsel: in. vertisérs - "and: ‘their agencies.” “commercials is a major joy of the- ples of that set count nationwide, :
New York to rep.the Societe des Meaning
more pressure on. the experiment.. One survey alone dis-. the profit potential hits a stellar
Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs hucksters to fasten. attention on a Closes that three out of four test. magnitude. ‘Pius, of course, the
“de Musique. the French. ASCAP. client's soap. auto, ‘swimsuit, ce-} homes canvassed listed this as the added advantage that profits are!
Hollywood, April 25
returned
swiftly from
a multi-!
“top. consideration.
which watches aut for the. inter- ‘real, etc.
Susan Hayward has been sued
-ests. of:‘French: composers and au- oe If. that's: “Mad |Ayenue’s. private:
Some
Y&R
research. last year. million receiver hookup.)
for $240,000 legal fees by law firm
the: Eurypean.
titles.

io

|

Mike Mayer ‘YCounsel

To Societe des: Auteurs:

Atty. Fees of $240,000
Sought From’ Hayward

Meanwhile, there’s some imme- ; of Gang, Tyre, Rudin & Brown,
thors. | ‘Increasins -popularity of headache, there , are likely. to. be ‘turned up the intelligence ‘that
Fiench films. in the U.S. ‘has. sub-' compensations,
“for . also hypo-, most Telemeter subscribers had no- diate profit at least for the survey- |due, according to them, in constantially
‘hiked
revenues:
due 'thesized when: toil comes of. age'strong objections to commercials -takers, occasioning some pointed ‘ nection with four pix, “I Want To
French music people ‘from use of’ are new products to be: manufac- per se, but rather with their fre-: levity that the Etobicoke subscrib- ! Live,”
“Between
Thunder
and
and
merchandised—goods Hquency. Researcher Benesch coan-- ers may well be spending more |Sun,”
their: works in films shown here. tured
“Elephant
Hill,”
“Back
Mayer,
partnet
in firm: of and services both directly, related ‘strues- this 10 mean that “property;‘time replying to questions than', street,” plus other legal services.
Spring & Mayer, alse ‘Is exec di- |‘to’ pay-lv. and as by- products of ;spaced. commercials would be ac-; watching feevee.
Actress was sued under her real
rector of the Independent’ Film: consumer activities related there- | ceptable fon feevee), especially if:
Hence, a word of caution for ‘name, Edythe Chalkley, and CarImporters
&. Distributors. or to. Benesch, for example, specu-: they serve to permit reduction in ‘their soon-to-be Hartford counter-jrollton
Inc., company
in which

America.

‘| lates

ee

ee

that.“convenience

“foods” program charges

to the subscrib- | parts.

she's involved was also named.
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New York Sound Track

ACTOR BUYS OUT
George ‘.Hamilton
10G Each

_

oe
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ioe
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TWA SuperJets
“Wonderful way to fly
.warm, friendly as

Spring in Europe!”
—-JAMES

Pays Sanders
For 7

.
Hollywood, April 25.
Actcr -George
Hamilton,
who
His medical treatment ‘at Mt. Sinaf Hospital] drawing to a close,
filed suit against T-D Productions
for declaratory relief of his five- Paulette and John’ B. Nathan: siil back to their Paris base on May 12 on
year pact. has settled out of court the SS United States. He's the longtime Continental boss for Paramount.
with understanding
he will pay
“Two Women,” the Italo entry at Cannes, which ‘Joe-‘Levine bought
Terry
and
Denis
Sanders
(T-D; ‘for domestic play. is now definite for the Sutton, N.Y,, May Be...
Prod.) $10.000 per pic for next | Doug Taussig has opened. un an. office here to specialize in publicity.
seven pix in five years, exclusive | for foreign films and sturs. Clint Murdock, Ira House and Tom Bassell
of those he makes for Metro.
are associated in the venture ...
“The Alamo.” which ciosed a fourT-D contract now reverts to Ash month hardticket dste ‘at the Riv oli here earlier this vear, opens en
Prod., which Hamilton formed re- prind policy next Wednesdev (3) at the side-by-side Astor end. Victoria.
cently to loan star out when not | Theatres on Broadway.
UA’s foreign division manaser Alfred Katz,
‘| engaged by Metro.
just back from a four-week tour of Latin America. reports “soaring
Sanders Brothers. under originalj
business” inthatarea . .
Alen Baron and Merill Bro’y. two loc al 33{ticket. used Hamilton in “Crime vear-olds who produced. directed and wrote U's “Blast.of Silence’ kere,
.and Punishment, U.S.A.,” released signed to a 20th contract
Mirisch Company has atquired the film
‘by Allied Artists. They also loaned
rights to the Broadway-hound comedy, “The Naked Truth.” Warry Kurhim to Frank Woods for ‘Angel
nitz adaptation of French play by Marcel Achard... AS predicted earli-| Baby,” Continental Film recently|
er, UA’s “The Hoodlum Priest” has been selected as the second official
sold to AA.
U. S. entry at the Cdnnes ‘fest. The other is Col’s ‘Raisin in The Sun.”
French producer Raoul Levy negotiating with Gira Lollobrigida and
Yul Brynner for “Marco Polo.”*to be directed by Christian Jaque .

Youngstein Rumors Anew Leslie Stevens discussing: release of “The Land We Love” ith UEnited
. . . 20th-Fox registered°‘Lost Girl” with MPAA.” . . Columbia
And Again He Denies All; Artists
Pictures cast comic Frank Gorshin in “Walk on the W la Side”. ..
Four Crown Productions launches “The Case-of Patty: Sith” May 15
Dickering Play for UA'." Joseph Mankiewicz. in from London. is understood writing new

ARNESS

about t screenplay for 20th-Fox’ “Cleopatra.” which he'll also direet . . .Coast
rumors
persist
United ‘Artists veepee
Max
E. ‘David Susskind will produce “Requiem for a Heavyweic’t” ‘“r Colum-"
Youngstein “léaving the company bia Pictures, as originally planned, despite Paramount’ s buy-in of halfto
produce
independently”
and interest in his Talent Associates.
TOA prexy Albert Pickus headed: for the Coast. with stops. to address:
onee again he is forced to deny.
Reported “first indie property” is | the Independent Theatre Owners: of Arkansas and the Montana Theatre
Owners Assn.
being negotiated for, but per always, on behalf of UA. It is the | James M, Lamont, son of Johnson Oo. ‘Lamont, head of Argo Film
Productions
of Londen. engaged to Gunilla Hogman of Tenafly, N.J. A
N. Y. Drama Circle's prize play.
“All The Way Home,” dubbed “the June wedding is planned.
Vivian
Coleman,
pressagent turned manager, back from. Hollywood
Miracle on 44th St.” -because of
its lingering despite anemic busi- where ‘she set her client Earl Grant on Nick Savano roster ‘out there.
Cinemiracle
three
vears old this month’...
Continextal Di-tributing
ness at the Belasco Theatre.
Major hurdle in’ UA acquiring acquired “Never Let Go’ and “The Rebel, " “both British.- the. former
with
Peter
Sellers
in
a
dramatic:
role.
“Home.” says Youngstein, is the
Twentieth-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras was chairman of the honor- .
deal.. He regards
it as a lowbudgeter “which must.be ‘made ary committee for Friday (19) night’s dinner -here for» Censtantine
at a pN¢e”. and if producers Fred Caramanlis, Prime Minister of Greece. Principal speakers were. U.:S.
Coe
and
Arthur
Cantor,
and ambassador to the United Nations. Adlai Stevenson. and former U.S:
author Tad Mosel who adapted Veep. Richard Nixon ... James Cagney in town-from Hollxwood for
James Agee’s “A Death In The talks in connection with his uvcoming role in-UA’s. Miris-h: Co. rie,
Family.”
a
previous
Pulitzer “One, Two, Three.” to be produced and ‘directed by Oscarman Billy
Prize winning novel, “are willing Wilder . . . 20th has. snagged British: comedian ‘Terry-Thomas for
to gamble for a percentage-of-the-. “Bachelor Flat.”
Director Federico Fellini. unable to get here for last week's opening
profits they — have themselves a
deal. ”
of his “La Dolce Vita” at Henry Miller's Theatre, still hones to-make.
the
trip from Rome in about three weeks. He's prenvins the start of
Youngstein adds that he was
Publicist Jim Scovotti'’s sister Jeanette Scovetti sings
t dickering with Coe and the Wil- a new pic .
the
role of Adcle tonight 'Wedi in the Boston’ Onera rroduction of
liam Morris agency even before
Jean Goldwurm, prexy of Times Film. and Mrs.
“All The Way Home” opened on “Die Fledermaus”
G took off Monday (24) on the Constitution for France and. the Cannes
Broadway.
fest.
Story in the April 12 VarRIETY headed‘‘Classification Somewhat Hazy ”
U. S. to Europe
erroneously referred to Joe Levine’s Italo import. “Two Women,” ‘as
having received a Legion of Decency B rating with ‘the notation pic
George Barate
was being advertised as “recommended for adults.” Pic should hive
Jaseph Baum
been Metro’s “Two Loves”
20th’s publicity manager, Nat Weiss,
Charles Beal
down to Washington Monday (24) to confer with Attorney General
Phoebe Brand
Robert Kennedy's staff regarding government cooperation re Jerry
Morris Carnovsky
Wald’s upcoming film adavtation of Kennedy's “The Enemy Within.”
George Church _
Robert Smerling is leaving ABC Vending ‘Corp. to. become veep and
Alexander H. Cohen
operating exec of Eastern Theatres, headquartered in Newark. He reRoland Culver
places his brother Sheldon Smerling, who has moved to California . ..
. Arthur Freed
Damon Runyon Cancer Furd will benefit from Thursday -4) premiere
Rae Harrison
of 20th’s ‘Return to Peyton Place” at the Paramount here. Pic will
Leland Hayward
Patricia Jessel
open general run at the Paramount and Normandie the next day.
Janus Films will attempt to get a definitive opinion. on. how the pubDorene Kilmer
lie feels about subtitled as opposed to dubbed foreign laanguage pix:
Jack MiHs
Hildy: Parks
this week in the course of aunique run of “Wild Straw berries” end “The
Magician” at the Art Theatre on 8th St. The double hill-is being shown.
Etienne Perier
‘in subtitled
and dubbed versions on alternate days. Pétrovs are asked.
Eric Postman
to state their preferences on special opinion’ cards... RCA V ietor this .
Edgar T. Rigg
Mo Rothman
week is releasing the soundtrack album of “La Dolce ‘v ita’: score.
Production Code’s moral rules have never been changed, but words
Harriet: Senz
that would have been in bad taste 15 years ago aré now nv: ‘rinitted. So
Tra Senz.
MPPA prexy Eric Johnston told Toronto press when addressing EmMaureen Stapleton
pire Club there. He also said U:S.-distributed films fi)l 75°- of screen
Sam Wooding
time in Canada and 60°; in the rest of the non-U.S.. world. Audiences
in India, Indonesia and Brazil have tripled in the past 10 vears.
L. A. to
N.
Y.
Warner Bros. signed Robert Shaw to script tentatively- tabbed ‘ ‘Love
Theodore Apstein
and Mrs. Sargent’ . . . Maureen O’Hara will.star and’ Henry. Koster
. Barney Balaban
41Girect
Jerry Wald’s “Mr. Hobbs Takes a Vacation” at 20th-Fox, for
Mac Benoff
which James Stewart is already set ... James Lee Barrett sct to script
’ Ben B. Bodne.
“The
Greatest
Story Ever. Told” for “George Stevens. at 20th. to wark
James Cagney
with Carl Sandburg who is in creative collaboration with producer . ..:
George M. Cahan
Lance
Fuller
will
costar in Alex Gordon’s “The Mask of the Red Death”
Charles Fries
for Columbia Pictures . . . Robert L. Lippert bought Eugene Lind's
Lisa Kirk
ariginal,
“The
Death
Walker. " for 20th release ... . 20th purchased
Robert H. O'Brien
Dorothea Bennett’s “Under the. Skin” and: assigned property to producer’
Emmett Rogers

James Arness, star of television's top-rated GUNSMOKE

TWA SuperJets from
New York, Chicago or Los Angeles

LONDON - SHANNON’
PARIS - ROME
MILAN - MADRID
LISBON - FRANKFURT
ATHENS - GENEVA
ZURICH : BOMBAY
DHAHRAN

Henry Weinstein, with Jo Eisenger to script...
Walt Disney Productions hought “Bachelor

Roger L. Stevens
Alix. Talton
Peter Ustinov
George Weltner

Make your reservations today... First Class or
Economy Class aboard superb TWA SuperJets
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With
‘Court,

consent

of

N.Y.

Federal

‘American
Broadcasting- ,Palamount. Theatres has acquired

be “Guns, Gags and Gals” .
Thelma Ritter joins Debbie Reynolds,
Steve Forrest and Andy Griffith in 20th’ “Star of the West.”
Jerome Kilty, arranger and stage directer of “Dear Liar’ ifrom the
G. B. Shaw and Mrs. Pat Campbell letters) has insisted in ‘staging ALL
Janguage versions of the play in France, Germany and Italy. This last
one with Rina Morelli and Paolo Stoppa to whom he offered the roles
He the film version. Film will be shot in locations described in the
'

etters.
Charles B. Garrett added to Allied Artists publicity’ for foreign
press coverage, and with immediate emphasis on “El Cid.” He'H base
in N.Y.-. . . Universal skedded midnight. screening of “Romanoff &
Juliet” at the Guild last (Tues.) night to. accomodate Broadway thesps
}
. U’s “Secret Ways.” originally set for the RKO Palace. will day-

date at the Trans-Lux 85th, starting May 10... New York Mirror now

Theatre, with a 700-car capacity,
:Was acquired from. Sterling Jones

promises city-suburban circulation average exceeding | 690,000 daily
Gregory Peck to star in “To Kill a Mockingbird,” whieh his. Anthony Productions will coproduce with Alan Pakula and Robert Mulligan. No distribution deal set as yet . . James Garner. signed to co-star

‘and Najtland Fresch. , , ©

with Kim Novak in Joe Leyine’s‘‘Boys Night Out.”

_the 7-Hi ozoner outside Minneapolis. Purchase price wasn't disclased.

.,

plans ‘‘Alias John Birch” ‘sic) frgm.his own

screenplay. . John Shay and former Ziv-UA tv producer Jay Sheridan
formed Phaeton- International Pictures for theatrical program, first to

Lyn Austin
Jacques Gelman
Signe Hasse
Henry Levin
Benny Vasseur

tNew York to Shannon fitghts start May 4

THE

Max Ehrlich
Irving Mansfield
Robert Pirosh
Gloria Rabinowitz.
Jacqueline Sussann

-Europe to U. S.

Call your travel agent or nearest TWA office

Stanford

year ... . Charles Brackett cast Juliette Greco to star in. “The Comancheros. " ‘also starring John. Wayne and Charlton Heston, at 20th- Fox
. . Edward Small Productions acquired Joseph Hoffman's “Live a
Little’ and signed Hal Kanter to script and direct for United Artists

N. Y. to L. A.
-

Father,” Don

tome published in Redbook..
William Holden stars in Charles K.
Feldman’s “Fair Game,” Columbia Pictures release which rolls next

%

8
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NGHELPED [Preminger (Olf--Cannes) Detail
~|GERMANS

Pix Plans Etc.—3 Via UA, 4 for Col

INCIVIL WAR}

‘Abilene, Texas; Would Fine Theatres, Managers. and ;
Parents: it.Kids See ‘Objectionable’ Films

+ Cannes-bound Otto Preminger—
{his “Exodus”
leads
of
the

“Valladolid, April 25.

Canadian
The Motion ©Picture “Assn. of: |
America ‘is expected: ‘to play an. imSecures
portant

COMPO,

part, _along with.

Texas

oe

in’. fighting the strange |-°

‘Bloody Brood’
U.S. Code Okay
Ottawa, ‘April 25. _

ordinance |. Meridian Films’ beatnik-themed
Just enacted. by the City. Commis- -“Bloody Brood,’'-made by .Julian
sion of Abilene, Tex. ~ The meas-. ‘Roffman,. has finally won a Code
new film. classification

ure, ..approved. Thursday (20+, not: seal for U.S, showing after about
One. violence
only ‘provides for the classifica- a year’s holdup.
‘tion of all films, but would’ .make ‘scene is being cut.
‘Timing:
may
be
a break, as
theatre operators and’ employees, j
along with parents, liable to fines. film's star Péter Falk has. since
i
been
under
spotlight
via “Murder
of up to $200 for allowing minors :
-to see” “objectionable” films if the
“Bloody
Brood’
‘hag
been. sold
minors are not acconipanied |-by +
for -distrib in France and Gerparent or- legal. ‘guardian.
MPAA execs.in New York Satur- many. ,
“day (22) were awaiting reconimen: '
dations on a course ‘of action from.
Manning. (Tim) Clagett, of the;:
MPAA‘s: Washington. office, “who[
attended the hearings in Abilene,
‘and from Mrs, Beverly Tarpley,
attorney
who ‘repped
Texas |
:
COMPO at the. hearings.
Three ‘methods of - attack are ' ‘Leland Hayward ‘left over the
“open to.the film people.. The first: weekend -on a six-week European
would be a petition for an injune- . trek to scout possible ‘material for
tion against’ the. statute’ on the use in the Hartford ‘pay-tv experigrounds. of’ its unconstitutionality; ment, ‘which He is serving as a con—the method: successfully .em-: sultant. He'll tour England, France.
ployed: by. the. MPAA last vear in: Germany,: ‘Austria .and ~Italy.
defeating. an attempt. ‘by the. state. search of suitable legit properties
of. Pennsyivania to set up.a cen- and other attractions.
.: gorship board. ‘The two other ave-! ‘Hayward is serving as consultant
nues of attack would be via ‘crimi-" to Teko Inc.,,the company licensed
Nal court proceédings—to' get an: by Zenith to. program the Hartford
Abilene exhib to show a pic which. ‘setup utilizing. the. Zenith -Phonehad not been. classified,. and toa. vision system: He'll submit recom-.
send: a..child’ to ‘an. ‘objectionably- mendations. on. programming at a
-rated film without parent or guard-. later date to RKO General, which
-lan. In both cases: the police would - as licensee of the. station involved
have no choice but to arrest: the. of-: must okay the programming.
fending rarties.
. Fhe ordinance sets. aD a nine:
‘member ‘all of whom must. be par-:
ents: board, appointed: by :the..ma-{
‘Tne. be

To.FeedHartford’s Toll,
Leland Hayward Scouting
Europe For Material

yor, which is empow ered to classify.

pictures as follows:.
Ae —Acceptable

to.

‘NAT'L AUDIO-VISUAL
_ ALIGNS YS. ‘CENSORSHIP

The entertainment film commit-

“ayera ge ‘tee of. the National -Audio-Visual

International Film Week

Re- |‘Kampf’ Director Now

of

ligious and Human Values at Valladolid. (April 9-16) spectacularly
confirmed international scope of
the. new ‘Nazi Beast’ Film Cycle.

Winding Eichmann
Stockholm, April
‘Swedish
film
director
Leiser, known abroad for his
mentary, “Mein Kampf,” is

\fest there May 3 as an out-of-comPic: ‘petition entry—spoke this week of
18.
his impending
filmic plans.
He
Erwin! says he has no projects for Broaddocu- |way at the moment. and expressed
in Is-:sympathy for an harassed Gen.

(per Variety, lead story, April 5). rael putting the final touches on: Charles D. Gaulle.
|- ‘Of the 22 films in contest for a new documentary about Adolf!
‘The fiim-legit producer-director
The Golden Standard (religion), Eichmann and the Third Reich.° leaves at week’s-end for the Cannes

‘The. Golden Sheaf of Wheat

(hu-

month

or early in June. The pro- ;‘includes Peter Lawford

(and. wife,

man values) and The International |ducer is the aging Swiss I. Wech-} 331) Haworth and Sal Mineo. First
Critic’s Award (FIPRESCH), four }sel. Leiser and Wechsel have de-| stop is Paris, from where Premin-

condemned Nazidom’s racial bar- jcided to donate all profits from the |ser will charter a Caravelle jet to
|forthcoming .film to organizations
barics while a fifth, made.in Ger-: ‘and institutions that devote theirj|iy 100 or so French theatrical and
|political figures to Cannes where
Taany, treated partisan resistance !time and energy to assist those who ‘he also has pians to toss a lunchthe misdeeds
of ,eon-and-pour
to the German invasion of Greece. suffered from
for the press—the
_
: segment he considers most imporduring the last World War. At least. Eichmann,
-Leiser’s prime aim has been to .tant at Cannes or any fest. Preminone other rapped German military
transform the facts and figures ger’s publicity proclivities are no
knuckles. by-reference,
about Eichmann’s misdeeds into:
Variations -‘on a theme openedj'4ictual. episodes. Furthermore, he ‘secret, of course.
There’s a_ possibility the fest
early in the festival with the. Susan; wishes to emphasize the theme
Strassberg-starrer “Kapo,” a sear- that even the weak have a right to | might yet be cancelled because of
ing condemnation of German conthe latest French army insurrec‘ live,
centration camps and gas cham- ;
tion in Algeria, or at least induce
bers. On the following day Valla-°
curtailment of festivities. Premindolid programmers presented.
ger, however, said he thought the
“Conspiracy of Hearts,” accenting
chance of a washout was slight.
the valiant adventures of Catholic
Anent his future docket, he has
nuns. to Shelter and: ‘save Jewish
Gets Into Eichmann Pix
jseven
more
commitments—three
children from Nazi hands.
Market With Leis ey with United Artists. four with CoGerman-made
“Death
lumbia—starting off with “Bunny
Is. the
Price of Love,” which won Valla- |
Zurich, April 25.
{Lake is Missing,” suspense yarn
dolid's Golden Sheaf of Wheat. for.
Lazar Wechsler.. head
of the! for Col release which goes into
its human values, subordinates the: Swiss Pracsens-Film A. G. Zurich, jrehearsal in mid-June and before
confliet between German invaders:-is currently producing a documen- | the cameras July 5. Plan is to put
and Greek resisters and essays a‘ tary feature entitled “Fichmann |it into release around next Christ-

Tavieh’s Lazar Wechsler

nete of reconciliation’ in protagon-: and the Third Reich.” It is beingi™mas. Then, by the start of Noizing an elderly Greek couple w ho! ! scripted and directed by Erwin!‘ vember, jhe’ll launch
“Advise and
succor friend and foc—a tragic con-. | Leiser whose documentary about;Consent,”
of the
picturization
tradiction in time of strife.
fthe atrocities of the Nazi reign, {Allen Drury
novel-turned-play,
‘The scrupulously - documented
“Mein Kampf,” has been the year's ji with Wendell Mays scripting. This
tmimus censored
top grosser here as well as in other OMe is for LA.

“Mein Kampf"

Hitler-Franco.. talks) preceded the| European countries.

tart ny are

via Preminger's

Italian entry “Tutti a Casa,” in
Pic is described as “a strictly
:4Jpha
Productions
(successor to
which ‘Marshal: Badogolio’s. armis- :
authentic document about the life |his carivle banner). and will he
‘tice with the Allied Forces be- i
|and crimes of Eichmann” and will; black-and-white.
“Bunny Lake” fs
comes

a

blood-bath

for

Italian

contain

original

footage

from'@efinite

as a popscale entry, and

“Advise,”
though
‘Assn. has ‘pledged its cooperation troops who refuse to continue the... archives all over the world, as well; likely ditto for
>." B' ‘Acceptable for” adults ‘and :-in the campaign against censor- war alongside their former German
as excerpts from heretofore un(Continued on page 19:
.
children at least. 12.years of age . ship and will. enlist the support of. partners.
published,internal instruction. fms |
and older.
. Concentrated emphasis on the
audiences
‘ non- -theatrical ~ film:
Ss.
epictin
°
°
:
‘Nazi Beast’ and.-German war uni-- original witeetses totheBienmens. ‘Swedish ‘Mein Kampf’ Vs.
“Cc ‘Objectionable. for minors.‘ around the. country in the fight.
form:
stirred a- sharply contrasting ‘crimes and material presently beCan be shown only to persons at:
Decision was disclosed in New
pattern of emotions in Valladolid. , ing filmed in Israel by Leiser durleast 18 years old, -unless accom- i. York. ‘last. week by Tom Brandon,
Observers
here «pointed';ing the trial.
panied by parent or guardian. .
| prexy: of Brandon: Films and -thair- Spain.
“D"'—Objectionable.
“Not .rec-: man of. the committee. The com- out that Hitler's Condor Division | World distribution rights have
hélped
Franco.
during
the Civil ! been acquired by Columbia where{ ittee was holding its annual .meetWar and Franco sent his Blue Di- ‘as
| Praesens will release the film
ing at the Barbizon-Plaza..
Allied Artists’ “Operation Eicnvision
to
the
Russian
front
during:
The 16m industry, said. Brandon,
iin Switzerland end of May. Leiser ,mann,” fair in its early playdates
‘is an established. part of the mo- World War II.
will be assisted by Miriam No-i domestically, looks like it won’t get
persons.”

American ‘Op. Eichmann’
Studied in Film Trade

Candid DoreSchary Says | tion picture industry. “We. invite
all users of 16m film to ‘join with
‘Campobello’ Flopsin U.S.;. jus.
in- the ‘fight for the. freedom
‘Better Sold for Europeans ‘of the screen:”
Although it.seems to be going °
well. ‘enough abroad,- at. this stage, i

“'Warners’ “Sunrise at. Campohello”
was

a

“failure”

‘Ine: the .United

Gabriel Katzka ‘Advising
Pathe, As Continéntal
‘Hollywood.

April 25.

Anti-Semitic Talk

yitch,

and

cutting

‘Hearty audience protest to the} ‘by Swuiss Hans
“cycle”: surprised no’ one, but the;‘Vet cameraman

is to be

done ‘off the pad at all in W. Germany,

Heinrich
Egger. 'where the film censorship
Fmil Berna
is, has pronounced it verboten.

ensuing wake of anti-semitic refer- |lensing.

ison, according

to a Reuters

board
Rea-

dis-

. Praesens, incidentally, is taking, patch from Wiesbaden, is that the
ences that appeared in the local
press: plus word-of-mouth convic- ; large-space ads in Swiss dailies to {treatment of the hunt ‘and capture
genocide ace is “overtion that international Jewry had announce the film and to establish ;Of the
|:manipulated this type of film pro- its authenticity in contrast to the simplified.
Other current pic in the new
duction,
disturbed
and _ worried fictionalized AA picture, “Opera-!
which
is cur-| “Nazi beast” cycle. tne Swedish
some visitors. to the International tion Eichmann.”
in a|“Mein Kampf, ” which Columbia
-Film Week of Religious and Hu- rently being rush-released
man.. Values.
Anti-semitism
was number of Swiss houses. In the] acquired, had no trouble with cenlatter
film,
Eichmann
is
played|
sorship in W. Germany, and in fact
‘sporadic and nostalgic but, repre-

Gabriel: ‘Katzka has .been- ‘signed
States. This isthe word. from Dore ,‘as film packaging advisor to: PatheSchary,. ‘who: produced and scripted. America Distributing. Co., Inc., per
the. ‘film. ‘from his own ‘hit ‘play, ' Budd “Rogers, president: of. the
He’ll operate in' manner
sentative of minority opinion only.
and. -who wonders. if. ‘perhaps: the: !company.
similar to his work. with Continenstateside
campaign ‘was on the; ; tal Distributing Ine.;. functioning | : Yet the contagion reached high
up
to. Valladolid
fest
director
. beam.
‘for: Pathe in. Hollywood: and. ‘Con-Santiago Antolin, who injudiciousSchary,: ‘talked. to. in: New York |tinental: in-New. York.
ly
used
the
expression
“Jew
this week, is’ not the ‘sour-grape' New advisor. will sift variety of money” at the closing ceremonies
production ‘deals being offered to

by an actor, and footage contained |Played
therein {s non-documentary.

there

to click business.

Pie started its Times Square run

at the Rivoli last week, with film-

ites
DROPS

DIRECTOR

AS

noting

the

campaign

plays

down fact it contains essentially
old and familiar footage. Point is

T0 DOCUMENTARI A} |made, for instance, by N.Y. Times
type, was. more. or less speculating, ‘P-A for financing and distribution. in appealing for the establishment
l reviewer Bosley Crowther. ColumHe noted: however, that. the WB. iHe has: recommended two with big of a bank.fund as a spur to:proper
Berlir, April 18.
!bia apparently felt that public cogin America: did not. bear. down _jname stars this week, dt was: re- ‘Christian film production.
After
13
shooting
days
injnizance of this fact coutd only
on:the Franklin D. Roosevelt biopic!
No one is quite sure Why: the
Donaueschingen,
western
Germany,
{downbeat
the boxoffice, since, as
angles ‘and possibly they should:
Before deals can be set, all P-A. Deutschland “unter”. alles’ note, {|Dr. Hermann Schwerin, producer! Crowther comments,
film contains
have. Thére was accent.on the late ;© productions must be. approved by was So strong, not even film week|!
of “The Transport,” got rid of his: very little footage that American
President. overseas, in contrast:
ia special Theatre Owners of Amer-. organizers. ‘But whatever the ex- director. Herbert Viktor. The Fono |audiences have not long since had
Tn-any event; it’s. clear that “Sun-- ica committee;. according to agree- planation,
political
controversy.
rise’ proved only floppo in Yank’ -ment: set at. the TOA. ‘convention sideswiped religious and human production, “The Transport,” was|the opportunity to see. Critic also
|Viktor’s first directorial
assign- , makes references to a “rather convalues. at Valladolid this year..
theatres: Must have been a paftic- : here this:summer.
—
ment on a feature film. Schwerin :‘ventional compilation” of newsreel
ular disappointment for staunch
First film coming. out on this
felt that Viktor, a former docu-jand stil pictures.
Democrat Schary. —
deal is “The. Deadly ‘Companions, ”
mentary. film maker, followed too | Too early yet, of course,-to fairly
jmuch
the documentary
pattern | assess reception here to “Kampf,”
Tucson,
Arizona,
_studio..also said he has. “notions” | premiere- in
i while Schwerin preferred concen-!but if the “Operation Eichmann”
Harry Joe
about a couple. of ‘new plays. but :where it was. filmed.
'tration on player performances.
jperformance so far is an omen,
Brown
production
of
“O'Brien's
nothing. concrete. One would be|
This directional failure cost the, reviving the Nazi history looks to
Political, the .other about Holly- Navy’: has ‘been announced as. com- : ‘All-time high for ‘first quarter |producer about
$50,000.
Film’s;fall far short of best-seller b.o.
pany's'
next
venture.
earnings of $3,425.000, or 8lc. a! budget is said to surpass $300,000. ; Tradesters, in this connection, are
wood.. Latter would. be: analytical
| share, is reported by American Juergen Roland, newcomer direc-;recalling the pale biz of “Diary of
‘but nothing so scathing as, say,;
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. tor, took over Viktor’s job.
Clifford. Odets’ “Big Knife.”
Sterling’ $ ‘Slave Girl’
Anne
Frank”
(20th: as _ original
This compares with $3,336:000, or
Film
stars Hannes
Messemer. |evidence U.S. audiences don’t care
“As: for: picture-making, Schary
.Los Angeles, April 23.
said: he doesn't fit.in with the new
‘Distributors 78c. per share, for. like period last Messemer, incidentally, will direct to be reminded.
Sterling: ‘World.
‘On
this
theme,
apparently,
Schwerin’s next film, “The Lamb.”
wave.of epic scaled production. Un- landed exclusive worldwide .dis-. year.
‘doubtedly he has more films, under trib -rights to Italian spectacle, - Prez'.Leonard Goldenson also
That a producer fires his direc- there’s no correlation between b.o.
reported that consolidated .earn- tor in the middle of shooting is a potential here and abroad. Apart
his belt but they'll not be in the “The Warrior and the Slave Girl,”
‘De Mille-like category. He remind- pairing Lex Barker ‘and Chelo ‘fngs, . including
capital
gains, rare thing in German film biz. The from artistic angles, pix in this
ed an interviewer that he never|Alonso. soared to $7,339,000, or $1.73 a Schwerin-Viktor incident is actu- genre are old-hat to U.S. audihas produced
a spectacle, . and|: Release is‘‘set for. mid-June on share; from -$3,380, 000, equal to! ally the first tough case around ences, but obviously revelatory to
the Germans.
never will.
79¢.a share in ‘60.
|heere.
| saturation basis.

ads

‘The ‘former head of the Metro |being readied -for June 6..world

AB-PT (1ST) QUARTER
RECORD EARNIN

FILM REVIEWS
Khe Young
Timely,

but

|concocted by Edward Anhalt ‘and [-'

Savages

toe

shallow,

J. P.-Miller oat of a novel by
i Evan Hunter—stand tall as screen }

ex-

|Fiction. The story is that of three

aminatien of juve crime preb-

' Italian lads tof 15, 16 and 17) who

lem. Pulsatingly Iensed and
directed,
should
be
sturdy
attraction in big cities where
such menace is intimate mat-

ter,

but

and

lacks

novelty

thrall

dramatic
to

more

‘murder a blind Puerto Rican boy.
‘of 15 who is regarded as a top
warlord of a rival gang. Immediate
‘motivation:.the blind boy acts as
a kind of one-man arsenal for the
‘Puerto Ricans who, when cornered

logie

compel,

en-

discerning

film-

Ho'ivuood,
Artists

release

April 33.

cf

Pst

Du

-

reocauction
S*.rs
Burt
Lanecster.
Sheloe Wenters
Dina
Serr:
features
E-dward
Andrevs.
V:vian
Nathan.
Lurrv
Gates. -Turcctod by Join Frenkonheimer.
fereenpixy., Edward Anhalkt. 7. P. Miller,
bused on navel bx Evan Hunter: camers,
Lrene] Lindon: editor. Eda Werren:
art
oector. Burr Smidf: music..David Am
Yaw.
sound,
Hairy
MMslIs: ascistant
director, Carter DeHaven Jr. Reviewed at

Sereen
1Z. “€1.

Henk

Direcfors
Guild
Fheeztre,
Eumning time, 103 MINS.

Bell

..

Kat:n Beli
Meas (: Pace

Ban

..........
.........--...eceee

Cole...
ea aes

Burt

April

Lancaster

Dina Merrill
Shetley Wrniers

Edward

Andrews

Mre
Es alante
.. ......
Vivizn Nathan
Randolph
.. .Larry Gates
Lt. Richard Gunnison...seeeeeTelly Savalas
Bcuisa
E-rcalante
.......
Pilzr Seurat
Angela Rugiello .........
Jody Fair
Jenny Belk
.......-..Roberta Shore
Walsh
oo. ceca
wwoes
Milton
Selzer
Judge
a cba eemewasere
Robert
Burton
Bartom
wc ee eee
David Stewart
Ri- niles Kridt’ en
Danny di Pate
...
Arthur Reerden ...John Davis Chandler
Anthony
Aposto
.........
Neil Nephew
Zorro
hc www eee Luis Arroyo
Reberta
Escalante........
Jese Percz

Gargantua
..... .-..04-Richard Velez
Beames
ww ee eee ee Wilhem Sargent
Pretty Boy
......-....
Chris Robinson
Zt Her@s
occ cccceoees Stanley Adcms
Capt. Latsen
Mitia AMGra
OY
Pierce
Me Nally

.......---+....cneceee:

Wiliam
Linda
Raphael
Henry

Quwnn
Di:.nzi}
Lopez
Nerell
Jon Carlo

Turtleneck
Bob Biheller
Fav2alo
ww ccc
cee eeee Mario Roccuzzo
Dector
—s. cena
nw eee Harry Holeambe
Irs. Pattea
............
Wr. Abbeney .............

Ring Of Fire

has. employed

(CSCOPE—COLOR)

and ‘a forest fire. Weak storyline ovérshadowed. by. het,
on-the-spet

production.

Fairly

good b.o. looms.

isthe flaming spectacle. There is a.
‘title tune penned and strummed|
iby Duane. Eddy, a twangy gee-tar
melody

that

-monotonous

. Pay roll

sudden shock and

| humor to good effect as puactua“1 tion marks. between the action.
| Herman
E.
Townsley’s
special |
Exciting
action - suspense
drama
about a_ kidnapping . effeets heighten the magnitude of

is infectious in

sort of way.

af

. Tube,

BRITISH)
Straightforward crook. drama
which ‘sometimes lapses’ into.
meller; dialog is insoffieiently ..
incisive, but the pic builds up:
to. a neat climax and competent thesping. compensates
for lack of sock stellar. value.

Hollywood, April 18.
the police, deposit all- their " Meétro- release of Andrew and. Virginia:
Loridon: April. 18,
Stone producticn. Stars. David Janssen.
Very Important Person
Angio-Amalgamated release of a JuHan
weapons on kis person: to avoid Jexce
Tasler.. Frank
Gotshin;
features;
. Wintle-Leslie
‘Parhsn.
I.snx
«Norman
‘a
doubtful
tech-- James Johnson. Directed and screenplay
(BRITISH).
appr ehension
. Priggen) . Production.. : Siars
Michael
tMetro-.
nique in that the lawmen would by. Andrew L.” Stone; camera.
Craig, Francoise
Prevost, Billie Whitecclor), W'"iam
HH. @’athier. editor. Vir- }.
he a good bet to shake down this- ginia E. Stone; special. effects, Herman |- Flippant POW cemedy, with: “} law, William ‘Lucas. Directed -by Sidney
t Hayers. Sereenplay, George Baxy, from.
eches and : new touches bl:nd- .| Serek Bickerton’s novel: ‘camera.- Ernest
shadowy bystander, blind or not. E. Townsley: music. Duane Eddy: sound,
Milton: assistant. director. Henry |.
ed; useful.
U.K. cast but rot _. S.eward: editor. Tristram Conés: music,
as well as the others). At any rate. Franklin
Spitz. Reviewed .2t the. sigidio, April 18,
Reg ‘Owen. Song,
“it
Happens. Every
much to excite America de- | c :Day”
the ease for the. prosecution is “61. Running time...9Q MINS
‘Tony Osborne, sung by Eddie:
taken
over by scrupulous
d.a.'s.. Sergeant Steve Walsh.. _ David: Janssen {- spite amiable yocks..
Vas i
At Plaza, London. ‘Running. time,
|
Bobbie
Adams
.........
Joyce
‘Taxlor.
asst. Burt Lancaster whose search.
Frank. Henderson weeseues ‘Frank Gorshin }London, April 25.
" yebany-"nellors beeen
Michaer Craig.
for truth and justice and familiar- . Deputy Pringle ...... et
Joel Marston
Katie Pearson ;..... .
‘rancolse Prevost
ity with: the law of the asphalt Roy Anderson .......... James Johnson
Rank release of an Independent Artists: Jackie’ Parker ......... Billie. Whitelaw
Niles .......0c+...
Ron Myron | Picture
(Julian. Wintle-Leslie
Parkyn Dennis Pearson. ......
William . Lucas...
jungie ‘he grew up there) leads’ Sheriff
Deputy — -. ce.
c cee anee- Marshall Kent’ Production). Stars James Robertson Jus-: Monty ...:....:-...... Kenneth Griffith.
him to make a valiant courtroom-‘Mr. -Hobart ........... “Doodles Weaver * tice. Leslie Phillips. Stanley Baxter; fea-. Blache a
.
-. Font Bell

by

Zoer.

United

Weiluesday, April 26, 1961.

Heten Kleeb
Them Conroy

stand on behalf of the.boys he is |
suppesed to be trying to convict, | No moss has much

of a chance

tures: Eric Sykes, Richard
frev. Winn.. Jeremy Lioyd.

Ken Annakin.

Screenplay

Wattis. GodDirected
by

by Jack

Davis.

Bert Langridge...

Det.

Det,

Insp.

Sergt.

" Barry ‘Keegan
. Andrew. Faulds
Edward Cast

Carberry .

Bradden..

at the suggested expense of the “to: gather on. filmdom’‘s rolling .. Henry Bligh; camera, Ernest Steward: Harry Parker ......... Ww iNiam Peacock
editor. Ralph Sheldon; music. Rez Owen. : Frank “Moore
...2.....
Glyn Houston
political aspirations of his boss, a Stones, Andrew and Virginia. Con- At
Leicester
Square. Theatre,
London.” Madge .Moore
........-..
Jqan Rice.
very shallow figure who seems’ tinuing their association: with ele-. Running time. 98 MINS.
a )))| See
Vanda Godsell
Bowen ......0....0008 Stanley Meadows
less a man than the traditional ments on bad: behavior, they have Sir Ernest Pease

James Robertson Justice:
their imaginations
and
symbol of empty, heartless. antbi- Shifted
‘Cooper .
Leslie Phill¥vos
from
the
waterlogged Jimmy.
tion. The young toughs get off -energies
Everett
‘seee
Stanley
Baxter.
easy and socicty, that convenient “Last Vorage” to the firelogged : Major Stampfel _ core geces Stanley RB- xter
- Eric Sykes.
. “Ring of Fire” and, with the aid ‘Willoughby ..............
intangible, gets the rap.
* Woodcock ......ce.eeeee Richard Wattis.
Lancaster
smoothly
and per-. of a.battery of cinematic experts Interviewer oo... ccc cece Godfrey Winn
Briegs
o dec ecceceave ‘Colin Gorcon
his chore. -°and cooperative actors, pro and Miss
suasively
dispatches
Hogers ........... Jdéan Haythorne
non-pro.
have
cooked’
up
a
‘full
Shelley Winters is effective as the
Grassy Green. .cccosceees
John Farrest
—
, Benzo Baines ............
Jeremv lloyd
mother of one of the responsible: head of theatrical steam.
SUT,
A
.
Peter Mvers
This.is a motion picture of the
Jads (Stanlev Kristien), whose mild VMOS _2. cece
esc wae Ronala Leieh Hunt
6. cee ew eee aes
John
Rincham
showmanship © Plum:
rip-roaring
one-year sentence seemingly dis- old..
Piggctt
....ceceeeaee
John
Le
regards his undeniable participa- . school, a “fun” film that keeps an Traverd ..ccveccoccaaccs NormanMesurier.
Bird
tion in conspiracy to commit mur-. audience alert and a trifle. over- Henkley: ........sc0.e-.- Ronnie Stevenc-

Brent.
r.

...........:.:.

Brizn .MeDermott
-

.

Hugh Morton
Keith. Faulkner
Bruce Beeby
. Murray.

Evans

"Kevin Bennett

Here's a- straightforward’ crook
drama that makes no pretense to
any particular: subtlety but tells its.
ftimsily-built. story with. punch: It
builds up to a neat but. fairly in-:
credible climax, Could be that the

dialog might have been a shade.
Hivging
co. .
ee cee ee eess
Vincent |Ball slicker and the criminal. types are.
der. Kristien does a good job. Dina’ whelmed by the sheer production Webber
.....6...
0-0 eenee Ed. Deveréaux.
fairly familiar... characters.
But...
Merrill is adequate as Lancaster’s of the thing. As a display of sheer
socialite wife. Edward
Andrews filmmaking know-how _ itself,
Even those who think that yet. there are some ‘useful- -perferm-

ances, compensating for lack of top
a definite ‘entertainment |
plays the stereotyped da. a bit. serves
another screenseve view of 8 Ger-. stellar. value.
type-casting. Best of the support- function. There are major -reservas °
man prisoner-of-war camp fs. by “The pie has the virtue of topicaltions.
to
be
sure.
in
the
area
of
its
ing
players
are
Luis
Arroyo,
Cierk of the Court. ---.
Joel Fluellen
Vivian Nathan, Pilar Seurate and dramatic content, but. these .are now very old ‘hat should still get ity
since; - regrettably,
payroll
Sullivan
..- Robert Cleaves
Telly Savalas. with other standout sufficiently overshadowed by the some’ amiable yocks out..of “Very snatches have been a formidable.
Writer «Jack entry ‘in Britain's
“The Young Savages” is a kind portrayals
by
Chris
Robinson. pictorial excitement. and ‘technical Important -Person:”’
recent
crime
Davis
Chandler
and Neil ‘flash that assaults an audience's. Davies has. dreamed ‘up a_lively. sheet... ‘Yarn: concerns a fang of
cf ncn-musical east side variation John
senses from the screen. Fhe Metro:.enoush varn. Ken Annakin's direc-_ smalitime crooks w ho are planning
on
“West
Side Story.’ It is a Nephew.
release, in which four relatively°ition is lighthearted and the thesp- to snatch the payroll. of the Kneale
The flavor and chaos of the New
‘ing is flippantly cheerful. Thoygh.
scciological
cussword
puzzle,
a
loot valued... at’ around.
York slum has been captured, both new talents are given’ an oppor- there's not enough marauee value. factory.
twisted riddle aimed at detection en-the-spot
tunity
to cut. loose. should be a
£280:000.
Inside man:is a wages
and. through. ..Burr .
to mern much in the U.S., the pic clerk. :
of the true motivation for juvenile Smidt’s art direction. Eda War-. handy, fairly successful attraction.
is loaded with the laffs and is a
Stone's
original
screenplay
is
But. after ‘much planning,. ‘the
erime, as set against the backdrop ren's editing is compétent. David
safe bet for average houses.
kang ‘hits a snag. Their ‘calspaw is
music
most
exciting ‘plenty hard to swallow; in fact
of New York’s teeming East Har- Amram‘’s
Film. bows in and closes :with attaken off the run and, worse, the.
when it is accompanying the ac-. it’s downright indigestible in spots, °
Jem district in which neighborhood tion passages with driving. shriek- but as the serviceable foundation. nifty parody. of “This Is Your Life.’ -factory ‘ntroduces ai armored: ‘an
or “excuse’’ for an ostentatious the victim being a gruff, distin- whieh is foolproof. according toNationalities mobilize into youth-° ing atonal chord thrusts. Tube.
‘display of production prowess, it cuished scientist (James Robertson the two men who devised it. Neverx
ful raiding parties at the drop of a
‘{s.exonerated.
Director Stone, at Justice) who. had a remarkable war- ‘theless, bandit Michael Craig’-$s
psrehotic frustration.
any rate. certainly makes the {in-‘ ‘time experience. Posing as a naval’ Not put off: Ife forces ‘the stooge.
Phareah‘’'s Weman
Sad to relate. since there is Fhe
flammatory
most
of writer Stone's ‘public relations officer he is flown to copy, the layout of the van. The:
(EASTMANCOLOR—C’SCOPE)
Treason to suspect that a deeply.
{ fiekle fiction. The. yarn. would over enemy territory to see at first- raid is “pulled off. ‘with. the’ usual.
percepiive, fully convincing screen
,
have
one
believe
that an Ore-. hand the results of one of his radar edginess. . caused
Typical Italo costumer with all
by ‘unexpected sterv jurks in this wild tenement
|gonian
‘police. .offieer
«David experiments. He's shot dowr. flung.. snags such as a traffic jem snarling:
Okay lower
region. the Harold Hecht produe- ;- cliche stops out.
into a POW camp and suspected by
‘-FJanssen)
who
is
counter-appreberth item for undemancding
up the timetable, During the ‘raid,
tion
preduced by Pat Duggan)
some
of
the:
prisoners
of
being
.a
i hended. tor kidnapped! in the act. spy.
the driver. of the irmored car. is
fails to arrive at anv novel insight ete action enthusiasts.
‘of apprehending three less-than-;
killed, his niate hadly injured and
into the environmentzl mess, nor
Universal release «f£ a Vie Film-Faro “wholesome
young people. (Joyte : But whén word comes through one of the. four: robbers also gets
Gces it approach the subject with Prodguctian.
Features . Linda
Cristal,
Taylor,
Frank
Gorshin,
Jimmy ‘from War Office that. he is a Very. a fatal slug..
fully methodical logic or the cil- Pierre
Brice. Armanduv Francioli, John
Important
Person
whose
escape
culating chjectivity required for Drew Barrsmore. Directed by W. Tour- Johnson) could manage to:. 1) talk must be assisted -in every possible
From then on its not. only::the.
jansky
Screenplay
hv
Ugu
L:beratore
the dramatic job it sets aut to do. from a sters by Virerlio Tesi and’ Mas- his captors out of a clean ‘getaway way, the other prisoners give the police: looking for the bandits: but
Instead. it gets waylaid with a smo Yitalo: photeuplay. Pier’ Ludovice,. in favor.of forging through a for- job ton priority. But it’s the irasci-. the vengeful . young widow of the
riusic.
Giovanni
Fusco.
“Retiewed
at
number of familiar stereotypes, Univer<al hemeoffice, April 21. ’61. Run- est to some nebulous destination. ble. super-efficient professor who murdered .driver also. chipping in.
2) re-apprehend them in -an- un«cliches and convenient oversights, ning time, 8% MINS.
‘organizes’ his. own escape in tke with anonymous phone: calls and.
and eventuuily resoives the issue Sb ku oo... eae John. Drew Barrymore guarded moment, 3) engage in a most bland manner.
This simvle letters to the “inside -nyan‘"’ detéerARIS.
cae ee ance ences
Lins a Cristal
shadowy
smooching. spree with. the
Pp. pimting the blame for an un- Ro Mee cc cee ccc c eens Armando Francich
story line has been tricked out with mined. to .make him. -eweat. and
firl. 4) get captured again. 5) perquestion.biv heinous and premedi- AMOS 2c cicscce scence.
. Pierre Brice
He’: has’ his .other
some of the usual POW camp film break down:
suade them to continue plaving fol-.
tated crime on that old. reliable
‘cliches, notably the inevitable camp problems, too, w ith. a. nagging wife:
Lniversal has itself a ho-hum |Jow-the-leader, himself as leader. --eoneert. the clashes between the ir- who starts:an.affaire with the buss
vehipping
bev. society
itself. A
6) lead them. smack into a trap,7
epectator coin:s away with a bad hut saleabie
repressible, ‘facetious
Royal. Air of the thugs and eventually dou-.
sex-und-actioner in
rescue an. entire town from the
tiste im his inonth. but no new
biecrossés. not: only “her “husband,
the now-familiar Italian spectacle elutches of a wild forest fire sec- Force tvpes and.the humorless GerGramiiie
potion
with
which
to
mans and: the tunneling bot¢h-urs. ‘but her Tover and: ‘finally herself.
genre. It’s complete with the usual -onds after he..stands accused of
wash it out.
The huge, bearded James. Rob- Altogether, there's a great deal of
statutory Tape relations with the: ‘ertson Justice has a role risht up skulduggery going On, with everye.
If the United Artists release cheesecake dancing girls, a desert
girl, 8' fall-in love with the girl. his alley. as the arrogant professor. ‘hody pulting tie Cross on everye
feures at tie boxoffice. and there battle between two armies,.and a
Janssen gives further evidence the
master
of the witherirg. body else...
js reason to hetieve it went do crocodile kill by a Goughty watrior
that he may become one of Holly- squelch, the chap who suffers tools
Foorly ut the wicket windows, it in the muddy Nile.
The: raid. sequence is. WKell done.
wood's top stars. He has the looks, very ungladly.. He is excellently
will owe a principal share of its
and ‘so is a rather incredible - but.
Believability.in these epits Is the masculinity. the personality, cast. With only one previous film effective scene where . the crook
guecess to the timely nature of its
and he can aet. His reactions and appearance behind him. in. “Geortheme. Juvenile crime is. of course. scarcely tried as the yarn plays out
disposes - of two of iis henchnien
his timing are keen. Miss Taylor
a very teal, ticklish issue begging its good-versus-evil
theme, but ‘scores, too. as the sultry, thrill- die.” Scottish comedian Staniey in a bog. - Baxter, here eagerly grabs a useful _ Sidnev -Thayers’ direction
is.
fer attention. It is rich. ripe dra- doubtless there are plenty of cusSeeking girl.in whom a spark of chance of establishing himself. Baxstraightforward: and ‘plenty of brisk.
lsatic parture for thoughtiul. creatomers around who won't be look- humanity lurks beneath the hard- ter is'a sound recruitto the screen. cutting raises the ‘tempo of. the
tive nsinds and a source of some
ened veneer.
Gorshin, switching He plays'a dour, suspicious pris‘film -whenever it shows signs of
concern for all Americans. espe- ing for anything. more than the
frem. comedy to drama, is explo- oner of war dedicated to the art of
cially those in large cities who can customary
flagging. Ernest Steward's Jensing
carnal
carryings-on,
sive and convincing as the head tunneling.
come into contact with the prob- power struggles, etc. Even by these
is: ‘fine. ‘Location stenes shot: in
menace, and Johnson. in his first
Baxter doubles this with the role and around
Newcastle « are euJem just by heading down the standards, however,. “The Phar. screen exposure,
is true as his of the humorless,. prissy German
thentie..'
wrong street at the wrong time. aohs’ Woman” is a rather pallid
unstable
henchman.
There
are camp commandant, and the double
‘The characters are. mainly “cone
For all of its shortecmings. this offering.
While the pie has a other. sound enactments by Joel
comes off remarkably well.
Fur- ventional .for this. type. of thriler
should he a magnetic attraction in couple
of American
names in Marston,
Ron Myron; Marshall ther switch calls for Baxter to. imand the chosen thesps fulfil their
the nation’s big cities.
Linda
Cristal and
John
Drew Kent and Doodles Weaver and. in
personate the camp.commandant.so chores — satisfactorily. Craig; for’
The picture is inyentively. ar- Parrvmore. they don't figure. to. fact, the. entire citizenry of the that. he is virtually responsible for
ance playing.a heavy.-is a suitably.
Testingly dirccted by John Frank- crum up the trade. The appeal, town. :of Vernonia. Oregon. para suotle treble.
dour, tough criminal With the neceenkeimer with the aid of camera- such as it is. is obviously in the ticipated actively in the’ film and
Leslie Phillips, Jeremy Lioyd essary smoothness to impress. the
an Lione! Lindon. Together they type of picture.
acquitted’ themselves well ‘under and Peter Myers romp. through the ladies. There's the weak. ambi-.:
have itaunipulsted the lens to catch
Miss Cristal is plenty figure-. Stone's astute surveillance.
‘parts of typical silly ass RAF offi- tious’ man ‘drawn into. crimé: by-the wild fury of gang pavemert
fetching in an otherwise vacuous’
William H. Clothier’s’ photog- cers. There are also familiar en- need -of money and. by. -the” ins
warfare: twisting. tilting, pulling part of the noblewoman-cum-slave
raphy
is’ vivid
and _ dexterous,
way back, zeroing in and compos- girl desired by a pair of feuding bathed in sharp Metrocolor hues tries from’ such regulars as John cessant nagging -of ‘his: wife. - WilLe Mesurier, Richard Wattis, Colin liam Lucas. has some. first-rate
ing to foilow and frame the vicious Egyptian princes and a court phy- and shot.from a variety of exciting.
Gordon, Norman Bird and’ Eric nervy. ‘moments in his role. Billie
excitement as if the theatre spec- sician. Barrymore dutifully glow- angles, including -some breathtakSykes.
Justice
Joan.
Haythorne Whitelaw.as the vengeful. young~
tator was the immediate -partici- ers and snarls his way through one ing aerial scrutiny of the fiery
makes brisk‘ impact as a stipercili- ‘Widow, gives her usual shrewd perFant who happened by at an in- of the prince roles, and in the end activity. The enormous. forest fire
ous secretary. .Gimmick casting is formance,. but ‘here she’s handiey-portune. dangerously insane mo- is put to death. Armando Franeioli that climaxes the film: actually. is
that of Godfrey Winn, prolific jour- capped, since the character
is
ment and grew too excited and portrays
the
triumphant
prince made up niostly of footage taken Nalist' and tv personality, as the
properly
developed
and:
emotional to observe objectivity. ckay, and Pierre Brice. woodenly .last summer of a pair of legitimate tele interviewer. ‘Winn, who used never
The technique works to perfection plays the physician who ultimately blazes, one near Baker, Oregon, ,to be an actor many years ago, ful: though ‘her objective. is clear her
method ‘of reaching it is not, Franim the opening sequence, in which wins the girl.
‘the
other
Truckee,
California. ‘fils the chore ably.
‘coise Prevost, as the Frenchwomthe crime is committed that sets
Technical credits are par for the Smokey Bear would be’ terrified | “Very Importnt Person” -is an. -an, has one or two effective disthe stage for the story.
eourse and oke, The Eastmancolor by the proportion, but pleased. as agreeable, light comedy with sound plays of shrewish temper,
But there is nething Franken- is less garish than might be ex- ‘punch by the message.'a casually ‘aNround technical credits and more.
Kenneth Griffith. Tom :Bell and.
heimer cr any of the rraftsmen pected for this type of entry.
discarded ciggie caused it all :in cheerful good humor than pt
, Barry Keegan, as assorted crooks.
tam do to make the yern itself—j;
Pit. | the. film). As editor, Mrs. Stone
ic
(Continued on page 21) Lemme
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Daughters ofAmerican Revolution
Rise Rhetorical Vs, Show Biz

| HestonSeesmlCid?Very
Modern, The Hero Who Is
.
Also Victim of the Times |

Another Stance on‘Oscar

‘Most ‘of the ‘Academy. of Motion: Picture Arts &: Sciences: voters.
and Hollywood at large may.be shocked: to discover that a not’
insignificant. segment of the national. lay press took .oecasion’ of
Madrid; April 235.
“with last week’s. “Oscars”’ to castigate. the industry. .
“The traditional screen hero is a!
‘Right or.: ‘wrong in: ‘their: viewpoints, there were. editorials and: ;
columnists .across ‘the ‘land -who scored. “the 2.300 craftsman wee | thing. of the past,” according “to!
Charlton Heston who terminated | Extras Love Praise, Too
for casting their yotes for prostitution and adultery,”. as one. pitt. it..
months of preparations and almost
_ “For a while; it wasn’t. clear who would get .first place—-the. pros.
Hollywood, April 25.
|
six’ months of filming in Spain
‘tltutes or the’ adulterers—but ‘the ladies: of the evening won out,
Billy Wilder’s acknowledgeeven though they seldom do in real life.” The same- columnist ‘| where: he stars: opposite Sophia
ment and kudo to film extras
Loren in: Samuel ‘Bronston'’s. ‘“E]
(Terrence ‘O'Flaherty in the Frisco Chronicle) also: observed that
and the part they played in
“| Cid.”
“the only decent ‘pictures nominated for maior. acting awards —
his production of “The Apart, ‘Prior to his. departure for final]. ment” at Oscar ceremonies
‘The Sundowners’ ‘and ‘Sunrise At Campobello’ — were. rejected
cand. the “best”. -picture -‘award went to “The Apartment”:
scenes: ‘in -Rome of the ambitious}
last week. brought following
“Which also,. ‘it. was noted, ‘is based entirely on.an adulterous theme. _ medieval film’ Canvas ‘Anthony |~ acknowledgement
by Jeffrey
Mann: is directing, | Heston
exWhams Industry. °
: plained that the individual is now
‘Manchester, .N:. H:; April 25.
{living in the Age of the Victim.
The fact that. three of the motion pictures involved’ in this year’s
Within this” synthesis,’ he puts;
Academy Awards dealt with prostitution - has been sharply criti|his finger. on what he considers ‘a:
cized- by a front. page editorial, “Debauchery,
Incorporated,”
definite ‘trend not: only in modern:
f
signed: by:‘the ‘publisher, . William. Loeb, in the. Manchester Union
litrature’ and theatre, but ‘in the
1
; Leader.
.
area of motion: pictures as well.
The ‘newspaper | mentioned. Elizabeth Taylor in “Butterfield 8."
Nanev Kwan ‘in. “The World of. Suzie Wong” and Melina Mercourt.. -“It’s a trend I've noticed. “during |
the ‘past decade. that stems basicin * ‘Never On Sunday.”
ally. front the enormity: of the trag- oY
' The Union’ Leader ‘also: ‘pointed: out. that) “Spartaéus,” ‘a film
edies and calamities with which |
which. earned a number of Academy noniinations, was written by
~|mankind
.ha, been clohbered. The
Dalton ‘Trumbo, who.’ the newspaper said, had been identified as:
‘result has been that social. critics:
a member of the Communist’ Party by 10 different. persons: in
-ihave
emptiéd
inkwells to relieve|.
sworn testimony: before Congressional: committees.
.
‘the individual of that vitak sense _
Regarding ‘the Taylor-Kwan-Mercouri films, the editorial said:
.
tof
responsibility.”
“In the opinion of this newspaper, the American people are not.
‘a collection of perverts and sexmongers. as Hollywood apparently |
Heston made the. point that in
“estimates them to. be.. and we think that eventually. the gutter- _jthe “time ‘of -the scapegoat” no ‘ore
“evel at which: Hollywood is ‘currently producing: pictures will -so.
ints blame—not even‘“the arbiters ©
alienate the ‘American. ‘people, that millions of dollars wil be lost. ‘Lof our existence.
on picture:
es whieh’ the public Wil refuse to see.”
“Before. Samuel Bronston sent
jme the “El Cid’ screenplay-: last
Star’ s Editorial Blast
.
"year. I had the feeling that this j
Minneapolis, April 25.
kind of thinking was Oblitera? ary |
- Tradesters here -aré burning over editorial last week: in’ the
the traces of the great legendary |

‘Bin Loeb

Sayre, prexy

Guild,

of Screen

in a telegram

|

Hollywood's
tures.”

Nothing American in the way of
enrervainment pleased the corsaged
defenders
of old
family
ties.
Whether 1
any, or many, of the members ever buy theatre tickets or
know what they are talking about

Extras

to pro-

ducer-director:
“On behalf of the board of
directors and the entire membership of the Screen Extras
Guild, I want to thank you for
your most gracious mention,
at the Academy Awards presentation, of the extra players’;
contribution to your 8ne picture, ‘The Apartment.”
|
“We pledge you that we will
conlinue
to
do
everything
‘within our power to promote

great motion

pic-

Washington, April 25.
Daughters of the American Revolution sounded off at their annual
hen-cackle here against films, television and the legitimate theatre.

from

direct investigation was very
much doubted by showmen hereabouts.
The ladies apparently bought, or
' were sold, every anti-idea now eurjrent. They saw Hollywood full of
teds and history perverted. They
picked vp ard parrotted the conventional charze of stories full of
brutality, sad'sm and violence.
Their generalities could not be
wider but their data was nil. No
titles of plass, films or broadcasts

were

mentioned.

But

show-

‘men muxt heed the Daughters or
-,face Federal blue-pencilling. Acitually the Daughters have no coninection with the Federal government except a compelling desire
to tell it how to operate.

:MPAA Repudiates
Value Line’s Blast,

Meanwhile, The Awards
Washington, April 25.
Washington,
April
25.
UA’s
“Alamo”
and _Disney’s
Minnéapolis Star which roasted Academy. Award ~ winning _films.
and. historical figures who wehe so.
Last week's Valve Line Survey “Swiss
Family .Robinson”
have
According to filin officials, the. newspaper. went. out of its way to
much a part of my early education, blast against the “Motion Picture been picked as the best patriotic
knock Hollywood and add fuel to the pro-censorship. fire. oo
‘and who were conscious of -their Assn. of America’s ‘fight against and children’s film respectively by
Editorial, which: was.. headed “Hollywood's: Best.” castigated
responsibility for whatever -hap- censorship “grossly misrepresent- |the Daughters of American Revo“mov iemakers. in. no uncertain terms. “There was: one award -miss‘penedto them and. around them.” ‘ed” the facts, Ken Clark, MPAA‘ lution at their annual convention
ing." -article claimed, “that: should have been made:.to Hollywood . It was) only after. I. thumbed “veep. Says in a letter to Value Line,-‘here.
-as'a whole for what was per haps dhe. lowest level of. prize-winning
through. ‘the. Frederic Frank- Philip which. suggested that the MPAA,
content - matter to parade. acrass ithe ‘nation’s theatre: ‘screens -in-:
On hand to receive plaques on
effurts
were
pretty:
|
Yordan ‘screenplay tliat’ I discov- anti-censor
; behalf of their producers were Rusmany a year.
ered a-new type of hero, and’ the auch. a case of “too little and too: sell Birdwell for * ‘Alamo” and J. B.
“Elizabeth | Taylor: got: her. Oscar for- portraying. the loose lady’
|only valid -hero for the times we ate.”
of ‘Butterfield 8) Burt Laneaster for- his characterization of the
!Becheen for “Swiss Family Robin‘Clark
specifically
pointed
out:
live In—a hero who ‘is also a viclustful preacher‘and Shirley Jones’ ‘for the role of:a prostitute in
that, MPAA had participated in the}
‘{tim.
‘Elmer. Gantry’: “Peter: Ustinov for a role that: included: procuring
Only 44 OK With DAR
| Times Film case with.an amicus
‘women ‘for’ gladiatorial trainees in ‘Spartacus,’
“The Cid. Heston pointed out.’
curiae brief before the U.S. SuThe Daughters of the American
“And the sweepstakes. winner—best film, . best ‘producer.. “pest
“was the greatest warrior in Spanpreme ‘Court, and did not wait to: ‘ Revolution okayed for family yviewdirector and best writing—-w as:a_little saga. of sex and sin wrapped. . ish history and had a clean slate.‘join the case, as stated by Value |
ing only 44 motion pictures out of
“up jn-the ‘seductive. title of ‘The -Apartment.’” 7
{of. victories and no defeats.
But Line, until the court's adverse deci- a total of 204 screened by its moWhat: particularly incenses trade reps is. the newspapers’ apparwith the exception of. the Cid's. sion was appealed.
tion
picture committee in the last
ent. dauble standard. in evaluating ‘pix. “Movie spokesmen point out
finial, crucial victory. over the in-. ‘Denying ‘that the association: 12 months.
All of the films pre‘that- film critics of the Star and its sister newspaper, ‘the Tribune,
vading Moors. every triumph add- * ‘seldom: fights for its beliefs. * viewed were approved by the Prohave -been lavish in ‘their praise of: ‘foreign. movies which concened shattering conflicts to his grow- '‘Clark . stated that the MPAA had° duction Code of the Motion Picture
traié even mere heavily than American: -product on ‘sexy aspects. ing fame.
‘fought the‘‘Curley’ case in Mem- | Assn. of America, according to the
the’ editorial writer: finds SO objectionable...
no
“The Cid had a. point-of-view—’ phis in’ 1949 and Won major vica. ‘modern ‘one for 1th Century tories before the Supreme Court
Of the overall total, 68 films
‘Spain.. He wanted to unify _ his with the Geiling case in 1952 and were Judged suitable only for
country,
iricorporate
countless “M™ case in 1954. And right now, ! adults, 57 for “adults and mature
| ntimbers of. disputing throneships according to Clark, MPAA is par-. young people.” 31 for “adults, maunder /a single ruler who. would ticipating in the fight against ,the. ture young psople and young peo‘| make. it. possible for. Spaniards. Pennsylv ania cersorship statute.
ple,” and 44 for family audiences.
Arabs. and. Mozarabs ‘to live -in’
DAR reps could not explain the
‘Latest. ‘of New York-Originations to Telemeter'
ve

Gabler’: Far‘WhomtheTollYawns

J Peace. With

Subscribers iin Toronto a Letdown

formard

‘-|tim

“By ROBERT. A.“MesTAy
“Ibsen

on

is’ not

tollvjsion

VARIETY

Kabuki. Lammisters.

Tor onto. Apr il 25:
the. answer. Ibsen

is ‘indeed a

“This is the

|

Danshiro.

those ‘five persons)

here

and.

of!

in. the hone

of subseriber Jack Wells. a ehemi--

-eal company

exec. This. fiimily had

25.
Ichi-

successful

El

step

Cid i

1961 Oscar Winners
Fail to Impress Irish

niatured .as a vic-j

of created selt-interests.

Vision and: petty jealousies.”

inept

‘Heston felt: that the concept of
a-hero who suffers the tortures of

Dublin, April 25.

‘difference between “mature young

peaple™ and ju-t plain “young pen‘ple.’

The

report

of

the

DAR's

motion picture unit was made to
the DAR convention here by its

On the morning after the announcement
of Oscars for Burt '
chairman,
Lancaster and Shirley Jones for,

Mrs.

Edward

J. Reilly.

performances in “Elmer Gantry” |
‘kawa,.w ko father and son ka- _[frustrating: incomprehension by be- ‘LA’, the Irish films censorship ap‘baki ‘‘actors, followed’ Chusa~ ; coming a victim of his great deeds,
peal
board
gave
the
film
the
is:
the
anly
one
that
modern
movie
Sehikawa anda‘ number of"
14othets ‘in breaking away from < | audiences will accept. Having seen thumbs dowfi sign and supported
censor
Liam:
O'Hora’s
rejection.
‘approximately
three
hours
of
Shochiku . and signing .with
“Toby...
rousuhly edited footage, Heston said The Elizabeth Taylor starrer “ButTokyo, April 25.
terfield 8° 'M-G: also has been
“Ei Cid” will, be far more than a:
Movement of” kabuki ‘actors
- given the redlight by O'’Hora. but ° Prime Minister Ikeda claims that
to. Toho appears to ‘have bro- |series of sword-fights and battles, Metro is expected to carry the fight filin censorshin by customs officials
pen Shuchiku’s Jonestanding _ all of which he: wins.
is not unconstitutional. He was re‘to the appeals board.
monopoly’ an Japan's ancent
He said he was leaving Spain 25
-Another picture which figured in ‘plying to an opposition membe: in
art form.
a
Ibs. lighter but happily -convinced the awards: “Never On Sunday" a plenary session of the Lower
‘that
Anthony
Mann.
had trans ‘Lope! also failed to get a showing ‘House.
ferred the tragi- heroic figure of here. And it is not expected that ! Ikeda said: “Even if freedom of
El.-Cid to the, screen with great. Ingmar
Bergman's
“The
Virgin © expression is to be guaranteed.
human: qualities. historic authen- Spring.” rated top foreign winner. is quite natural that specific rentvies‘ticity and an -uplifting sense of will clear the Irish censorship tions should be exercised in order
, hurdle.
4 tragic dignity.
‘to safeguard public welfare. Hetice,
it is not uncenstitutional to proLea
nh
Berl ini-hibit: import of films whieh are
a]
detrimental to the public safety

JAPAN EXEC UPHOLDS
CUSTORNS CENSORSHIP

-bore.

impression’ of -the}

-reviewer:

Tokyo, April
..it, Danko

each

in’ this. direction,

simultaneously

|

skipped.
Gian- Cario ~ Menotti’s
“Fhe Consul’ earlier but had been

enchanted -with Carol ‘Channing’s

|.
|-

intimate revue, “Show. Business,”
‘paving to see:it on their metered|
set, three times during. its week's:
‘run,

"

pa Ya FilmsSei

Wh edda ‘Gabler

Telemeter pay-see tv origination .from
“oF Henrik: Ibsen plav. Stars Anne
Meaghan: _Stazed’ by. Davis Ross. with |

Felemeter technical ‘direction
Goetz.
,
a
“i Hedda’

Lien

Ann

‘Dy Jon,
Meacham’

‘Julsa ‘Tesman. Poa
Lois Helmes |
. Bern April 18.
Berta’
“eee _Ehvabeth. Colauhoun |] As) “Usital. v:
. films: still domi-.
‘Lester Rawlins '
Gi) 26 Tesma: 1
nate the local *.eem-house scene.
Thea Ely sted - eeTe
Lori. March
oenas
Judge « Biack.
'
Fredeiick. Kolf.. Six out ‘of the..18
first-runs are!
ei
. Marke Li eonard currently. playing -American “fea~
* Eilert. Loey burg:

As Patriotic As You Dears

Daughters of the’ American Revolution recently sounded off
against motion pictures, their content and morals. It provoked
Eric
Johnston, head of the Motion Picture Assn. of America, to
ture pix as compared
with four |.
crack back at: the dames:
; “Hedda | Gabler” “runis.“April 202: French, two British.and two native
“The American |motion: picture industry need apologize to no
26. with. matinees Saturday and filins. There - also is one .pie from ~ Sunday .+22- 23° at. $1.50. éoin. in- Italy. Austria, Japan and Greece, |: one for its Americanism, its Patriotism: and its devotion and service to the ideals of.democracy and freedom in the United States
making up. ‘the other ‘four. films.,
insertion .per for mane e.
“Ben-Hur” aM-Gi-is-now in its] ‘ and..around the. world.
Coniplete’ With, oli-stagé pistol
“No medium over. the years hag done more to bring about an
phootings. but entire action taking. 12th week at Delphi Palast:. Same’
appreciation ‘of the history, the principles and the traditions of
has
place in’ the Tesman- villa in an comipany's 7" Butterfield. 8”
unnamed European capital. Ibsen reached. 10 - weeks -at “the MGM f° : America.”
play - has: :no general appeal for: Theatre,an all-time record at this |
the majority: of -Telemetor sub- “house. “Can-Can”. 20th) is in: its]
Why Keep Taking It?
‘scribers, apart “ftom absence: of. fourth round at. Z.00 Palast, “and {
:
Hollywood. April 23.
still doing brisk biz.
commerciahs..
a
oe
Following attack by. ‘Daughters of American Revolution on the
film industry ‘and other entertainment media’, Columbia producerPlayed
in a’ single set. alter-- "Midnight Lace” US and “Bellnating
long-shots | and — close-ups: boy" “Parl are. in their second| director George Sidney reiterated his recommendation for a united
(well received
technically). plus”: Ww eeks at Atelier am Zoo: and Film-|industry front to challenge and fight organizations which: take pride
‘fine. direction .and-‘a -good: cast theater Berlin respectively. "“Sparin lambasting |‘pix for headline opportunities.
failed to: absorb the group. Theme,‘tacus’. (U) just preemed at, Titania 1
Sidney. contends, “We need unity in any fight against pseudo
was too sombre, script. too wordy. ‘Palast..
critics, alleged censorship experts and villification diehards. Ali
Acting drew. senie appreciative: re" tr The two British pix are “League.
tlrese. people need is a fissue or fig of story or acting not to their
marks. for ‘Anne Meacham in title-‘of. Gentlemen’ at the- “Astor and
liking: to start a barrage. And then we're off to defending ourselves
role,
of
| “Two-“Way Stretch” at the Studio.
again.”

and morais of the Japanese people.” Foreign film distribs are con{cerned
over
the impact of the
Prime Minister's statement. It was
in answer ty Socialist Yoshinori
Yasui who had asked whether the
strengthening of the Customs Tariff
Law wouldn't be an infringement

of freedom

of expression.

PAR UPS DONNENFIELD
iNamed

Exec Aide to Jack
And Asst. Secretary

Karp

Bernard Donnenfield. heretofore
assistant to Russell Holman, Paramount’s eastern production
head,
has been named exee assistant to
Jack Karp. Par's studio y -p. Also

has been given the post of assistant
corporate secretary.

He'll work as aide to Karp in
all phases of Par production both
in the States and abroad. and further will serve as liaison with the
homeoffice.
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GROSSES

‘Professor’ Big 15G,
Th Biz Perks: ‘Cimarron’ Lusty 266, --Port.; ‘Apartment’-4G WestEnd Bright; ‘Seven’ Boffo1G,
‘Sanctuary’ Lush 106,‘Summer’ Hot
‘Sun’ Bright $15,000, ‘Black’ Smooth|
166, ‘101D's“Wham $10,500in 3d
176, ‘Apartment -‘Gantry’Sock 286
* Biz.
spite
name
oldie

Los Angeles, April 25. +
Los Angeles first-runs are picking up considerably this frame,
sparked by a block of new entrants
and Oscar winners. “Cimarron,” in Estimated Total Gross
first general run, should rack up a
This Week
$2,516,500
Justy $26.000 or over playing in
(Based. on 22 cities and 233
fcur theatres. “Raisin in Sun,” sintheatres, chiefly first runs, ingle-booked at Warner Beverly, is
cluding N. Y.)
sighting a fine $15.000 in first at
Last Year
... $2,843,000
Warner Beverly.
‘Based on 23 cities and 251
“Black Sunday” looks like slick
$17.600 in two houses. “League of
theatres.)
Gentlemen” is headed for a big
$8.000 at Music Hall. Reissue of
“The Apartment.”
Academy
best
pie award and other Oscars, and

Key CityGrosses.

“Elmer Gantry,” best actor award
plus other kudos. looms sock $28,000 or over in three situations.
Both *“‘Absent-Minded Professor.”
in sixth at Chinese, and “Gone
With Wind,” in fifth at Hollywood
Paramount, each are heading for
hotsv £14.00G6 or close.
“Never On Sunday,” also Oscared for best original song, is;
soaring to a great $10.000 in 22d}
round at Fine Arts. “Spartacus,”
vwhich also won
several awards,
likewise is climbing ahead of last

‘Vita Record 356,

Portland, Ore., April 25.
is strong here currently: dethe holdovers’ and transient
shows.
The Orpheum, with
combo of “Apartment” and

“Elmer Gantry,’ booked to: ¢ash
in
on
Oscaring,. shapes
wow.
“Absent-Minded Professor” looms.
hotsy
in. second .at Paramount
while “Gone With Wind” looks big
in fourth at. Broadway.

‘London, April: 13,

Bi

Estimates for This Week

Broadway

‘Parker:

$1.50\—“‘Gone

With

West End ‘business el ae Pes

¢

ent :.. _
disappointments in the curr

roat Way UTOSSES

brisk though

—

round. Notable newcomer is “Mage

‘1,890; $1-.
Wind”

di

(M- G) |Estimated Total Gross..

there-are one ‘or twq

nificent .Seven," ‘which
has heen
given
saturation treatment
by.
United Artists. It 1s heading. for.a
‘| great $20,000 or more in first ses| sion at the London Pav ilion.

(reissue) (4th wk). Big. $7,000. | This Week .......... $594,300 ~
Last week, $8,200.

.

(Based on 30 theatres)

-Fox (Evergreen) 11,600; $1-$1.49)
| —“Pepe”
‘:ColY (2d wk).
Sturdy
$6,500. Last week: $6, 400.
Hollywood ‘Evergreen

‘900;

Last Year

...2......

$612,400

‘Based on 27 theatres)

—

Last week, $3.700.
Music’

Box.

‘Hamrick)

(640;

$1.50-$31—""Exodus”

(UA)

(14th

wk).
Fine
$8.000..

Last

week,

$6.500..

Another’ sturdy
newcomer
is
“Sanctuary,” which looks. to finish .

—

‘Spartacus Good |
$10,000in Mpls. aren

} $1.25-$2.49:1—"Ben-Hur” (M-G! (7th |
wk), on popseale:
Hotsy $4.500.

its first Carlton

stanza

at $10.000

or hear. “Greengage Summer” in
-|second frame at the. Odeon Lei|$16.00 ‘Square _ still. is. brisk with
$16.000 or over.
Among the. holdovers “101 Dal-

is continuing its records
Oriental iMeFadden) (2, 100; $1):
breaking. run at. 556-seat Studio
—‘‘Sundowners” ‘WB) and “Sons
iOne- with ‘a boff $10.500 in third.
Minneapolis, April 25.
and
Lovers”
(WB: .treissues).
While holdovers are. holdirig fast j Week. “La Dolce Vita” hit a fine
Okay $3.500:
Last week, “Private! at all first-runs, Minneapolis. is | $6,600 in 18th Curzon round. “Bene:
Lives Adam and Eve” '‘U). and! ;Strictly baseball-minded this ses- | Hur” was over $22,000 in -69th
Boston. April 25.
“Time and. Eternity” 'U\, $2.800.
sion. Barring rainouts, film trade’ Empire. week.
Biz is zooming at the Hub. b.o.
Orpheum ‘Evergreen! (1.536; $1- is being left with the dregs of the.
“Spartacus” topped hefty $11
currently
sparked by some big $1.49'—“Apartment”
‘UA
an -entertainment dollar. ‘Hardticket -600 in its 20th frame at the Metro-.
ones. City. is being topped by “La “Elmer
Gantry” .(UA) ‘reissues. °: trio continue to show life, however,. pole, Victoria. “The Alamo” hit a
Dolce Vita.” which is breaking the Wow $14.000.
Last week, “Rachel getting a lift from visiting ball fans.:‘stout. $10,000 in -its 25th ‘Astoria
record at the Gary. Italian import
and “Herod Great” «Seven Wonders of World” in sec-: > week. “South Pacific.” which coms.
is ‘being shown on grind, with four Cade”''WB)
(AA),
$4,300.
‘ond: week. “Spartacus” .in sixth’ pletes ‘its third year at the Dominshows a day and 10-minutes -curParamount (Port-Par) +3.400; $1- and “Exodus” in 13th all appear ion this week, finished with a.‘boffo,
week for a sturdy $12,000 in 27th tain call between. ‘General Della $1.50'—"Absent-Minded
Professor” ’ healthy.
, $16,000 in 155th round.
_
round at Pantages.
Rovere” opened big at Exeter. “All
(BV!
12d) wki.
Torrid $15,000,
Estimates for Last Week
Only other offering doing better ;
Hands on Deck” is slick at Para- Last week. “$15. 200."
Estimaies for This Week
Astoria
(CMA)
(1,474:
©
$1.20‘than
so-so
biz
is
the
aw
ard-w
inning
:
“Portrait
of Mobster” is
Wllstreet,
Pix
'tMetropotitan- mount.
(UAL (25th -Wk).
entry, “Virgin Spring.” socko in. $1.75)—"Alamo”
rated neat at Pilgrim. Second week
Prin: (2.752: -756; 90-$1.50)—“Black
étire
’
e
;
[6
| second at Suburban ‘World. “All in Solid $10,000. Holds until early
Sunday” (AI) and “Little Shop of ‘holdovers are paced by the wham
| Night's Work" at World and “101. May, when “Exodus” tUA) follows,
grosser,
“Absent-Minded
ProfesHerrors” tIndie). Slick $17,000 or
Dalmations” at Lyric, both in fifth Carlton, 120th) (1,128: °70-$1.75.—
sor” at Memorial. “Never On Sunnear. Last week, Hillstreet, “ook
frames, shape’ trim. It’s the fifth. + “Sarictuary” (20th), Lively $10, 000
jn Any Window” (AA), “The Plun- day” is busting the house records
and last chapter for‘‘Pepe. good™ ‘or near.
at Beacon Hill with lines since
ne
°
Ly
°.
derers” (AA) tm.o.) (ist wk}, €3.200.
Casino “tIndie)
(1.155:
$1.20¢
after fine run at Staté. Also bowing
opering. “One-Eyed Jacks” is sol- |.
Pix with Warren’s, Wiltern, “Suzie
for. Paradise”
out is “Village of Damned.” drab $2.10) — “Search
id in fourth at Astor.
Wong” +Par), “Foxhole in Cairo”
Ciricinnati. April 25,
at Orpheum. “Cimarron”
rates. tRobin) 15th wk). Smash 24.900._
Estimates
for
This
Week
(Part (2a wk), $16,300.
Oscar encorers: and revival of quiet, too, in fourth
“Columbia (Col) (740: $1. 05-$2. 50)
canto at:
Warner
Beverly
(SW). (1.316;
Astor (B&Q) 11,170; 90-$1:50) — champ “Gone With Wind” are ‘Gopher.
:—“Pepe”
‘Colt ‘ith
wk'.. Fair
$1.50-S2'—“‘Raisin in Sun” (Coll. “One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (4th wk). owing
canes film bizfawt ently:
Estimates for This Week
$6.100..-“Crv. for Happy” Col) fol
Fine $15.000.
Last week, “Pepe” Fine -$10.000. Last week, $11,000.
-lows next week.
“Win
is:
adhering to traditiona
Beacon
Hill
'Sack)
(678;
$1-$1.50)
(CoD (16th wk), 8.500.
holdouts and turnaways
to land $268 eco, {Mann)
(947, -$1.75- Curzon ‘(GCT) 1500: 70-$1.70)~.
(UA? !$13th wk).°
State,
Wiltern,
Iris,
Baldwin —"‘Never On Sunday” :Lope) (3d town top position on eighth Jocal’
;
“La Dolee Vita” (Col) 118th . wk),
$8.000.
Last week.
$10.000.
.‘Tall $6,600.
(CTATC-SW-FWC-State'
'2,404; 2.-! vn). Wow $15.000. Last week, $16,- showing.' - It’s rated wow at Capitol. 1:Healthy
Centu
(Cinerama,
Inc.)
(1.150:
,
7
I.
344: 825: 1.800; 90-$1.50)—‘“Cimar- 0090
“Butterficld 8”. looms good. via Osa
|” “Dominion (CMA) (1,712: $1:05-ron” «“{-G) ‘Ist general release). ._ Boston ‘(Cinerama, The.) (1,354: ear.for Elizabeth Tavlorat flagship $1-75-S2. 65)— “Seven Wonders of;
}$2.20)—"South. —_—Patifie’’
20th)
Lusty £°5 000 or better. Last week, $1.75-82.65) — “Seven Wonders. of Albee.
“Apartment” and “Elmer; World’ ‘Cinerama) (reissue) 12d: : (155th wk}. Great $16;000.:.
State with Hawaii. “Carry On, Ser- World” _'Cinerama) treissue) (10th Gantry,” back after Oscaring, loom
|Wk’. Climbing to respectable $10,- |
|.
Empire
(MEG)
41.
#00:
$1:
05-$2.
80)
gcant™ tIndie!, $5,800. Iris with Los wk). Okay $8.000. Last week, $9,- big as opener of Twin Drive- In's |500 this round after disappointing
—"Ben-Hur”’
M- Gi ‘69th. wk).
Anceles,
“Hipnpedrome”
‘Cont), 500.
east screen outdoor ‘season. Ozon- °$7.500 in first 6 days.
‘Fancy
$22.000.
“Michael Strogoff” ‘Cont’. $7.600.
Capri ‘Sack) :900; $1.80-$2.20) — er's west -side, which operates. all‘
Gopher (Berger) '1,000; $1-$1. 25)
Baldwin with Orpheum, Hollywood, “Ben-Hur” «M-G) tm.o.) (18th wk). year, -bids for hotsy second week ;——“Cimarran” 'M-G) (4th wk), Fair; Leicester Square Theatre ‘CMA)
(1.375: 50-$1.751—"Double- Bunk” ”
Lovola,
“Alamo”
(UA)
‘3d wk'!, Oke $4.000. Last week, $5.000.
; with “Alamo.”
1 $4500. Last week. $4,700.
, ‘BL. (3d wk). Steady $9, 800. SecCenter 'E. ML. Loew) 11,540; 60- - Hard-ticket
$17.500.
Exodus" remains | Lyric 'Par) (1,000:°. $1-$1.25)— ond was $10,300:
*Zusic Hall (Ros) +720: $1.85- $1.25) — “Gorgo” (M-G) (2d wk).
sturdy in fifth frame. Newcomers:“]09] Dalmatians” ‘BY) °5th wk).
London Pavilion 'UA). 7217: 70$2.25) — “League of Gentlemen” Slick £8.000. Last week. $10,000.
“Fiercest Heart” at Grand shapes |Drawing robust ‘smailfry trade on ' $I.7p '— ‘Magnificent, Seven”. "CAD.
Indie). Big $8.000. Last week,“BalExeter (1,376; 90-$1.50)
— “Gen- fairish and
(Continued » on page 4)
Silence” and |weekends. opera, $6.000. Last;
lad of Soldier” (Kings) «11th wk), eral Rovere” ‘Cont). Fast $10:000. “Young One”“Angry:
combo is so-so |at week, $6.00
Last
week,
“Two-Way
Stretch”. Palace.
$3 260.
Mann Maan) (1.100; -$1.75-$2.65)
Los Angeles, Hollywood «(FWCT (Irdie) ‘8th wk), $5.000.
Estimates for This Week
—"“Spartacus” (U) 6th wks, Good
Fenway Indie) 11,350; $1.50) —
(2.019; 756: 90-S1.50:—“SundownAlbee -‘RKO (3.100: $1-$1. 25)\—
,$10,000. Last: week, $11.000.
ers” (WB) and “Sons and Lovers” “Bernadette of Lourdes” Janus)
-M-G:
-Teissue).
Orpheum
‘Mann) 2.800: $1‘3d wk. Nice $7.500. Last week, “Butterfield “8°
‘Continued on page 17)
Good: $10.000.
Last week, ‘All
‘Continued on page 17)
$8.000.
Gary ‘Sack? (1.277: $1.25-$1.80\— Hands On Deck” :20th’,. $10.500.
“La Dolce Vita” (Astor). Boff:$35.Denx er, April 25,
000. breaking house record. Last
Pix with Oscar-winning’ -players
reissue).
Wham
$20.000..
naak » “Pepe” ‘!Col) (9th wki, $5,- «M-G!
or. other. Academy awards. are out{Last week, *“‘Pepe” ‘Coli (7th wk), |
standing here currently. |“Elmer
enmore (Indie) (700; $1. 50) — at $1.25-$1. 80 scale, $9.500. —
- Buffalo. April 25.
Gantry”. is paired with. “The Apart-.
‘Esquire Art ‘Short 1500: $1. 251 |
‘League of Gentlemen”
‘(Kings)
There’s a.real upsurge at the » ment.” both. having Oscars, for a
(Continued on _page MW! . ‘Continued. on page 17)
boxoffice
here
currently,
with; ; Wow session at Parantount although
Louisville, April 25.
some new product a great help. both are reissues. Otherwise, city
Two
newsomers
are
helping:
:The
amount
of
money
being ;
tis 100° holdover.. “Spartacus” is
things in downtown
district this:
'grossed by the reissue combo of. irunning -‘ahead of -last week with
week.
“Pepe”
at United Artists |
!
“The
Apartment”
and
“Elmer.
; big takings in. 14th. round at AladJooks big while “Sins of Rachel|
‘ Gantry” at the Buffalo is amazing. din.
Cade” at the Marv Anderson is
‘Absent--Minded Professor" shapes. I “Wirgin Spring” also’ is bettering
okay. Osears won by “Spartacus”:
waw at Lafayette and “Pepe” looks, last .week’s take with a fast session
will push it up to a big take ati
great at Century. ‘All Hands on 'at Esquire. in. third. “Pepe” still is
the Brown, “All In Night's Work.”
Deck” is not getting far at Para- ‘big in. fourth: at. Centre. “All -in
jn fourth at the Kentucky shapes.
wk.
Stout $14. 000. Last’ week, |mount.
Philadelphia,
April
25.
Night*s Work” shapes: sluggish in.
nice. “Cimarron.” also in fourth,
Nice weather, which generally is $16.000.
. ° Estimates for This Week
fourth at Orpheum.
at the Ohio looms strong.
Buffalo ‘Loew) (3,500; 75-$1)—
Convention of American Chemi- a seasonal factor the first few|: Goldman (Goldman) (1.200; 99-|
Estimates for This Week .
(UA)
and “Elmer f.
cal Seeiety. with big attendance, weekends each year, did. not hurt $1.80.— ‘Secret Ways” (U1 12d wk).; “Apartment”
too much
this year, in current
Good $9.000. Last week, $16.500.
Gantry”
(UA). (reissues'. Mighty
also helped to liven first-run trade.
“Spartacus”
(WU) -114th
wk),
Midtown ‘Goidman). «1,000;. 99- |$20,000.
Last
week,
“Hoodlum.
round, excepting..for some longEstimates for This Week
Work” | Priest” 'UA) and “Gambler Wore °: Strong $6,000 or near: Last. week,
runs. “Absent-Minded
Professor” $1.80)—"All ‘in. Night's
£5.
000.
Brown
‘Fourth Avenue) ‘1,100; is rated big.on initial session at (Par). Sacko $18,000. Last week, Gun” {‘UA), $9.500.
=
$1.25-$1.75'—""Spartacus” 'U) (6th Stanley.
Centre 'Fox) 11.270; $1-$1. 45)—
‘U) ‘6th wk),
“The
Apartment” and “Great. Impostor”
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; '70-$1 25):
wk). Pushing:to big $8,000 or close “Elmer Gantry” combo, brought. ‘$9.000.
—‘All in Night’s Work” (Par) (4th | “Pepe”. (Col):(4thone Big $13,000.
after fifth week’s $7,000
. back to cash in on their Oscars,
week, East: week, $14.00
Randolph (Goldman) (2, 500; 99- wk). Okay $7,000.' Last
§‘UA)
and |.$8,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (900:: 75-$1) shapes great on first round at the $1.80)—-“Apartment”
Denham (Indie) ‘300:“$1.25-$2. 50).
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (reissues).
Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$1.50) :—"“Ben-Hur”
.
—“‘All In Night Work” (Par) (4th Randolpb.
(M-G)
(54th wk).
Another newie, “All in Night’s Great $24.000. Last week, ‘“Sun-- —"“Pepe”’ (Col), Great $18.000. Last Sturdy $6,500. Last. week, $7,000.
wk). Nice $4,500 after third week’s
downers” (WB) '2d-wk), $6.500.
Work” looms torrid at Midtown.
week, “101 Dalmatians \BV): 13d
$5.00.
Denver ‘12,432; $1-$1.25)—"101
Stanley (SW) ‘2,500; 99-$1.80)— wk),. $10, 000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) - (900; “Exodus” still is rated big in 13th
Dalmatians” (BV) (5th wk). Fair
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$1.25) -$8,000 in 5 days. Last week, $10,000.
$1-S1.50'\—"Sins of Rachel Cade” stanza at the Boyd. “Secret Ways” “Absent-Minded Professor” ‘(BV)..
Big $23,000. or near. Last ‘week, —’Absent
Minded
Professor”
(WB). Oke $5.000 or near. Last looks good in second at Goldman.
Esquire (600; $1). — “Virgin
(BV). Wham $28,000. Last week,
“101 Dalmatians”
is fancy in “Pepe” (9th wk), $9.000.
week, “Alamo” (U) (5th wk), $4,Spring’ (Janus) (3d wk). ‘Fast. $4,Stanton ‘SW) (1,483; 99-$1.80)—— “Gperation Eichmann” ‘AA) and 000.
fifth at Stanton. “Never On Sun500.
Last week, $3,500.
day” is pushing higher to a big “101 Dalmatiang”’ . (BV) (5th wk). “Wings of Chance” (AA), $6,000.
Ohio
‘Settos)
1900);
60-$1) —
Orpheum (RKO) 12 690: $1-$1 25).
Paramount (AB-PT)- 43,000; |70take in 22d Trans-Lux
round. .Fast $19,000. Last. week, $11,000.
“Cimarron” »M-G) (4th wk). Strong

Hub: ‘Sunday’ 156)

‘Wind Dominates5 Cincy

Mighty $20,000; Taylor;
106,‘Silence’ Quiet 76

‘Anartment’ Mighty 176,
Denver; ‘Spartacus’ Big

L’ville Hot; ‘Pepe’ Lofty
$12,060, ‘Cinerama’ 106,|o

51rer
(Sh

Cineramay 11-400: |Prof’ Whopping $28,000,

$6,000, 14; ‘Pepe’ 136

Buff; ‘Apartment’ 206

Spartacus’ Big $8,000,6:

‘Aptment -‘Gantry’ Great2G Paces
Philly; Work’ Sock 186,Prof’ 236

Aladdin «Fox) (900; $1.25-$2.50):"""

$6.000 after third week’s $8,500.
Rialte ‘Fourth Avenue)
(1,100:

_ $1.25-$2.20)—"This

Is Cinerama”

(Cinerama) (4th wk). Strong $10,G00 bettering third week's $9,000.
United Artists (Fourth Avenue)
13,000; $1-$1.50) — “Pepe” ‘Co)).
Upped scale helping to smart $12,- 000 or near. Last week, “101 DalMatians” (BY) (3d wk), $9,000.

| “One-Eyed Jacks” shapes stout in / Prans-Lox (T-E) (500; 99-$1.80)
fourth round at the Fox.
‘Estimates for This Week

—"“Never.On Sunday” (Lope) (22d
wk)..Up to big $6,000. Last week,

$1)—"“All

Hands

on

Deck’

(20th)

—“All in Night’s Work" .«Par) and |

and “Get Outta. Town” (20th). Fair “Blueprint for Robbery” 'Par) (4th
$9,000 or less, Last week, “Portrait | wk). Dull $5,000. Last week, $6,500. .

Arcadia (S&S) (536; 90-$1.80)— $5,500.
of Mobster’
(WB) and “Sword
Paramount ‘\Indie)
(2,100;
90-.
“Sanctuary” (20th) (5th wk). Dim
Viking (Sley) (1.000;9
99-$1. 80)— Sherwood Forest” (WB), $7,000.
$1.25)—“Elmer Gantry” (UA) and.
| “Cimmaron” «(M-G) (5th wk). Quiet
$5,000. Last week, $7,500.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; $1.25-$2. 75) “Apartment” (UA) (reissues). Wow
Boyd
‘SW)
1,536: $2-$2.75)— $4,500. Last. week, $5,000.
—“Exodus” (UA) (5th wk). Steady $17,000. Last week, “Rachel Cade”
World (R&B-Pathe)
(499: 99- |$10,000. Last. week, $12,000.
“Exodus”
(UA)
(13th wk).
1(WB), $12,000:
$1.80)—“League
of Gentlemen"|
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$1)— ' Towne (Indie) (600; $1-$1.45)—.
$19,000. Last week, $19,200.
Fox ‘Milgram) ‘2,200; $9-$1.80) (Kings)
(4th wk). Okay $2,900.}“Carry On Nurse” (Gov) (25th wk). “Sanctuary” (20th) (3d wk). Nice
—‘Qne-Eyed
Jacks”
(Par)
(4th Last week, $4,000.
Lofty $2,000, Last week, $2,100.
$3,700. Last. week, $5,000
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ChiSpotty; ‘Jacks’Giant$6,0;

GROSSES

un

l2 BigPixHelp Bway; Vita’ Record
226, Mein Kampf’ Huge 606; ‘Prof.
Socko 1466, ‘Impostor’ Great 286

| ‘Rachel’ Fairish 15G,
St.L.; ‘Alamo’ Big. 16G

t. Louis, April 25. .
Newcomers are no great shakes
.{here cutrently but the extendedrun are solid.
“Sins of Rachel.
Cade” is fairish in first. at Ambas-

‘Wind Great 316,Deck’ Lusty 146,
Both2d;‘Priest’ Rousing 26,Ath
“ Chicago, “April 23. .
First-run- ‘biz looms on the att f
side this.stanza, with a few potent |
holdovers’
garnering
substantial

sador »hile “Pepe” shapes mild at
the St. Louis. “Exodus” still is big
in second at Esquire. “The Alamo”
‘continues smash in third at Fox.

Launching of two blockbusters in heading for smash $22,900 or over

+“Gone With Wind” looms socko in

the last seven days is helping to: on Oscaring after $16,009 in 23th
fourth at State.
brighten the Broadway biz picture |‘week. Continues on.
- Estimates for This Week
Embassy
(Guild
Enterprises)
|
Ambassador
(Arthur)
(2,970;
75-;in
the current round, First really:
Film. gross estimates as re‘goin. Only fresh fare is “One-Eyed
$1,50) — “Sins of Rachel Cade”: springlike weather in recent days 1500; $1.25-$21:—"Follow A Star”
‘ported: herewith from: the vari‘Zenith}.
Opened
yesterday.
In
hurt
some
but
an
equal
portion
of
. Jacks” -at ‘the. Chicago, which is} ~ ous key. cities, are. net; i.e., (WB). Fairish $15,000. .Last week,
rain was a stimulating factor at ahead, “Shadows” (BL: «5th wk:,
“~peggéed ‘at a wow $60,000 or near, . without
usual” tax. Distrib-. 4 “Pepe”: (Col). (6th. wk), $7,500.
‘the
boxoffice
for
this
session.
ioke
$8,000
after
$9,500
in
fourth
-and Monroe pair of “Last Women |. “utors share on net take, when —
Apollo Art (Grace! (700; ‘90-$1,25) :
on Earth” and “Little Shop of Hor- |: playing percentage, hence the
—‘Never On Sunday” ‘Lope! '12th ' “La Dolce Vita,” Italian prize-° stanza.
rors, " looking okay...
Henry Miller (Gilbert Miller)
wk)... Up to oke $1, 500. Last week, ’‘winning pic, Is heading for a fa-.
estimated . figures are net inpacity $22,100 or close in first week (800; $1.50-$3.50'—“La Doice Vita”
‘1$1,000.
“Gone With. Wind”. continues big. ‘come.
(Astor:,
First week endinzg today
at
the
Henry
Miller,
plaving
on
Esquire
‘Schuchart-Bevin)
i;
1,800;
. The parenthetic -admission
in second United: Artists session.
| $1.25-$2.50) — “Exodus” (UA) 12d hard-ticket. Pic boasts a consider- ‘Wed.t looks capacity $22.10) for
“AM Hands On Deck” rates. snappy . prices, however, as indicated,
_able
advance
sans
any
parties,
and
wk).
Big
$16.000.
Last
week,
initial
19
performances,
Big ad“League
of. _inctude U.. S. amusement tax.
in. Woods
‘second.
‘ looks in for a longrun.
“Mein vance
boasted by pic follawing
i $22,000.
Gentlemen” looms fast ‘in second.
Kampf,”
the
other
champ
at
the
Fox
tArthur)
(5,000;
90-$1.
25i—
rave
reviews
.
canto. at Esquire.
“Alamo”
(UA;
(3d wk)...
Sock wickets,. looks to hit a wham $60,Palace ‘RKO? 1.642: $1.25-52 59)
~ “Hoodlum. Priest’ is notching -a.
{000 or over opening stanza at the —"“Great Impostor” «U
$16,000. Last week, $22,000. .
-5th wi).
robust fourth. week at Oriental?
Loew's Mid-City (Loew) (1,160;: ; Rivoli,. playing continuous and on Fourth session completed yesterwhile “Cimarron” Jooks for a trim
60-90)—"'101 Dalmatians” ‘BV) t5th " popscale.
day ‘Tues? was socko $22.00) or
fourth at the Roosevelt. “Trapp.
Wk).
Fine
$8,500.
Last week ;i
Family". shapes ‘sturdy in _ Loop
“Absent-Minded Professor” with near after $25,000 in third
$10, 000.
Forum (Moss' -813; 90-51 80.—
fourth. round.
“Easter stageshow is heading for a
State’ (Loew) (3; 600: 60- 901\—" socko. $146,000 or close in sixth “Raisin in Sun” :Col- «Sth wkh
“Absent- Minded
Professor” Is|“Gone With Wind” (M-G: ‘reissue) stanza at’ the Music Hall. This Fourth round completed vesterday
‘heading for a lush fifth. week ‘at’
Detroit, April 25
(4th wk!, Great $16.000: Last week.', means it holds for a seventh week. 4Tues.' was smash $19.509 or near
:-the State- -Lake. “Tunes of Glory”| Overall biz pace ‘is off ‘slightly $22,000.
"expects. a nifty “Carnegie: fifth. among: first-runs. ‘this week ° but
“Hoodlum Priest’ wound up with after $18,000 for third
90-|a lofty $17,000 in third round at
1,000;
Paramount
(‘AB-PT
‘3.665: SI“Make: Mine Mink": looks -trim in | Brosses still. are. considered good. . Pageant. (Arthur)
$i:25:—"Upstairs “and. Downstairs" ‘the Astor.
$2;,—"All Hands on Deck” -2o!h)
- ninth .Cinema .session. “Never On. :“Absent-Minded
-Professor”
is.
-Sunday": is. sockeroo in 12th Surf , Wham. in’ first outing ‘at the Michi-; 20th) (3d wk. Nice $2.800. Last | “Great
Impostor” finished
its ‘4th wk. This week windin tor
iweek, $3,000:
fThurs:
looks ke -duil
lap. and ahead of last.week.
‘ fourth session with a big $28.000, morrow
after
' Of. the hardticketers, - “Exodus” “Ban,, “Canadians” looks dull at the | St. Louis (Arthur) (3.800; 75-90" day-dating
the Palace and arty $14.500 despite ai preview
Fox.
oo
—Pepe”: ‘Col).. Fair $10,000. “Last Trans-Lux 85th Street. “Raisin in $15.000 for third. Stays on, wiitt
shapes. solid in. 19th ‘Cinestage.-.
“Bréathless” ‘looms Bocko
atiweek,
“Sanctuary”
(20th)
and- Sun” was smash $28.000 or near “Return To Peyton Place” (20th)
‘round. while “Ben- Hur”: is power, Trans-Lux: “Butterfield 8," back} ~Shiakedown” 420th), $7,000.
ful in 70th week at the Todd.
in fourth. week,
day-dating
the due in May 3 after 3 vreview the
Shady
Oak: (Arthur)
(760: -90-.
- . Estimates for This Week
_ ‘on reissue to cash in on Elizabeth
Forum
and arty Trans-Lux
52d night of May 4.
Radio City Music Hall «RockeCarnegie (Telem'ti 1495; $1.50,— t'Taylor’s. Oscar,: shapes nice at the} !$1.25:1—"“Make Mine: Mink” «Cont |
i pfreet- “One-Eyed
Jacks”
looks
;
Grand
‘Circus.
“Pepe”
‘stays
socko'/3q
w
k):
Good
$2:800.
Last
week,
'
“Tunes ‘of Glory”
ney $34.000 in fourth Capitol felfers: (6,200; 90-$2.75° —"Absent‘Lope!
wk) '
}‘in faqurth. at the Madison: “Exodus” :$3,000
000.
$
_
-(m-;0.). Nifty $3,600."
Last(5th.
yeek,
i
Minded
Professor” (BY) and Easter
week.
.
.
-is wow ‘in 11th round at the: Mer- ;
(6th wk: This round
8. 200.
“Pepe”
continued
great
with stageshow
‘cury.. “Black Sunday” ‘is good. in.
|
finishing
today (Wed... looks like
Chicago (B&K) (3.00: 90-$1.80
$21,500 in 18th session at the Cri‘second Palms week:
—"One-Eyed
Jacks”
‘Par.
terion. “All in Night’s Work” was sock $146.000 or close after $150,‘Estimates for This Week
$60,000 or near. Last ‘week, Spepe
pkay $19,000. day-dating the Vic-- 000 for fifth week. Holds a seventh
(Col (9th wk, $15,000.
og
ria and arty Normandie in fifth: week. “Parrish” (WB) is due May 4.
Fox (Woodmont Corp.) (5,041; 95-!
{ Rivoli (CATs (1,545; $1.25-$2.50)
_, Cinema, 1Stern! (500;
$1.50:— 1$1.49)°— “Canadians” (20th) ‘and
euad.
Kampf"
«Col.
Initial
“Make Mine Mink” .(Conf: 9th |“Tiger. Bay” ‘Indie. Drab $13,000. /
“Exodus”
still
is
hard-ticket —“Mein
week, : ‘Last week, “Sanctuary” (20th) and!
wk"... Neat. $3,200.
Last
pace-setter with mighty $46,000 in round finishing tomorrow ‘Thurs.)
:; $3,000
19th session at the Warner. “Spar-: looks like wham $60,000 or better.
| “Capt. Michael Strogoff” (Indies, |
_Cinestage (Todd) (1.038; $1.75- ; $8, 000..
‘Kansas City. April 25. |tacus™ is moving up to a great: ‘In ahead. “King and I” «20th: 4th
$3.50\— “Exodus”. (UA).119th wk)?
Michigan. (tinited Detroit! (4.036:
Several newcomers this session,..$22000 or close in current ‘29th! wk), $11,000. “Kampf” had lines
(Continued on page 17)
Solid $17,300. Last week, $18,500. SL 25-$1.49'—“‘Absent-Minded Pro-; but most of them are getting me- -round at the DeMille as a result of |
Esquire (H&EBalaban’ (1.350: i fessor”. (BV). Wow. $20, 000. Last;dium .play.. “Sanctuary” at Plaza: ‘Oscar awards.
is
$1. 25-$1. 80:
‘League of Gentle- week, “Hoodium Priest” (UA)-and! and “Portrait of Mobster” at Para-!’ “Ben-Hur” finished its record.
men" (Kings) (2d wk:. Fast -$9.000., : “Night Fighters” (UA) 2d wk), | mount are moderate entries. “Op-: money-getting run at the State with ,
or near. Last week, $12,000.eration Eichmann”.in three drive- .a big $22,500 in four days of 74th.
$18. 000.
Loop: tTelem't?. +606; $1.25- $1. 80" - Palms. (UDr (2.995; $I. 25- $1.49); ins likewise is fairish. “League of. session. This represents an alltime :
‘pross
mark
for any cinema of :
(Continued: ‘on Page an
_ ‘Black Sunday”’ . t(Al). and “The ‘Gentlemen” at the Kimo is okay.
|.$3,004.867. “Gone With Wind" out :
"| Hand” 1AT) 12d wki: Good $10,000. “Absent-Minded. Professor” at UpTagain
on
reissue,
opens a popscale,
town
and
Granada
continues:
| Last’ week, $15, 008.
run
at State
today
‘bright.
“Gone
With
‘Wird”
at continuous
‘Madison iUDi (1.408: $1.25-$2.— ;
- Baltimore, April 25
:
«Wed.?.
Brookside
looks
big -in’ third.:
“Pepe” ‘Col’ (4th wk). Giant. $19,{ Continued favorable weather and
Estimates for This Weew
' “Spartacus” is rated okay in ninth }
000. Last week, game.
.
/hew
product
is helping the situasession at Capri.
Astor (City Inv.? (1,094; 75-$2.— ° tion a bit here currently.
“AU
Grand Circus (UD» (1,400; $1:25-:
. Estimates for This Week
‘*Hoodlum Priest” (UA: ‘4th wki. Hands on Deck” looms mild in first
$1.6513— ‘Butterfield 8” (M-G) and j Brookside
(Fox
Midwest-NT! -Third session ended Saturday ‘22:
at Stanton. “AHL in Nieht’s Work”
“Golden:
Fish"
(Cob (reissues). !{ (800; $1:25\—“Gone
With
Wind”
.
was
big
$17,000
after
$22.000
in
Toronto, April 25.
As fancy in opener at the New
(Continued on. page 1%
| (M-G)- ireissue) (3d wk). Big $8.000. second “week.
‘With one newcomer, biz current-:
Leading the holdovers is “Gone
or near; holds. Last week. $10.000.
Capitol iLoew) (4.820: -$1-$2.50: , With Wind.” smash in third week
ly is quite spotty this week. The |
' Capri (Durwood)
11,260:. $1.25- °“One-Eved Jacks” ‘Par' ‘4th wk:. !
_mewie, ““Absent-Minded Professor”
at the Town.
“Exodus.” in 19th
wk}. . This week winding today ‘Wed.!
1$3\—"Spartacus”
‘«U)
(9th
“looks strong at) Imperial.
Hard-; ‘Deck’ jFair $7;000In
frame at Mayfair, is okav. “Never
Okay
$10,000.
Stays on.
Last looks like fancy $34.000 or near
ticket Pictures are showing upon
Sunday”
is
up
in 23d week at
week, same,
‘after $40,000 for third. Holding.
surges - in final weeks,
notably
Plavhouse. *‘Cry for Hannv" shapes
Seattle, April. 25:Crest, Riverside (Commonwealth) |
Criterion
(Moss!
'1,520; $1.25- slow in second at the Hipp. “Secret
“Ben-Hur" and “Spartacus.” “Ex.| ‘After eight weeks. of “Alamo”.
{900 cars each; $1), Boulevard (In- *$2.40.—"Pepe”
‘(Cols «19th
wk-«
-odus” in: fifth frame still is--nearat Paramount, the house goes back diet (750 cars; $1‘—“Operation The 18th round finished last night Partner” continues good in third
capacity at 935-seat Tivoli.
—
to regular seating capacity, making - Eichmann” (AA) and .“Heroes Die (Tues.) was great $21,500 or near at the Little. “Ioodlum: Priest’. looks. Bood in
Estimates for This Week
‘it: the largest :cinema_ in. the. city. Young” iAA). Moderate’ $8,000 or after $21.000 for 17th week.
second round: at. Loew's while - ‘The
Aurora ! Rappaport! 1367: 90-31 50)
But it’s doing’ only passable trade. near. Last week, sub-runs:
11,463; $1.50- —-"Carry On Admiral” «Gove. Good
DeMille
‘Reade:
Apartment,”
on
return date to
with /‘All In Night’s W ork”: on reg- .
Empire (Durwood) (1.280; $1.25- $3.50:—""Spartacus” (U: ‘29th wk:-.
‘- take | alvantage -of.. best-pic
Os- £3,000.
Last
week.
“Carry
On
ued on
on page 17)
17).
ThisStanza ending today (Wed.: is “Nurse”
‘This
car; loonis big at. Cariton.. “Nev er. ular: scale. “All Hands on Deck” | ___. (Continued
(Gov?
(3th
wk
frerunl,
on Sunday,’ now in 13th fraine, -is. looks fair at Coliseum opening
$2.00.
“Absent-Minded
‘Prof
showing. a. big. upsurge over pre- found:
Charles fFruchtman:
‘590; 90- |
sor,”
vious week's take at the Towne.
$1.80:—"Su7ie Won”
‘Par’ (18th *
pai “Hall. is standout. currently: j
_ Estimates for This Week
wk), Nice $4.000 after same fn pre“Pepe”
‘looks.
good
in
fifth
at
the;
Carlton «Rank? :2,318;.$1-S1: 50i—
vious week.
“Apartment”. (LAr freissue \.. Big. ‘Fifth Avenue. “Gone With Wind” |
Cinema
‘Schwaher!
/460:
9i$12.000 or close. Last week. “Tunes “stays at Music Box for fifth, Found |
$1 50'—“Modigliani” «Cont:
Okay
Ww hich ‘is okay,
_of Glory” (Lope) 13d wk', $7,000.
$1.400. Last week, “Hand in Hani’’
‘_-Estimates
for
This
Week:
Eglinton (FP) (918: $1.50-$2. 530i a
Ca}. (2d wk, $1,200.
Blue.
Mouse. (Hamricki,
738:
“Windjammer”
(NT) (18th “wki,!:
Washington, April 25.
| Ontario. (K-B) (1.240; $1-$1.49-—; Five West (Schwuaber: ‘435, 99$I. 50-$31—* “Exodus”: (VA) (8th wk).
Fine $7,000. Last. week, same.
Academy
Awards:
will spark: “Saturday Night, Sunday Morn-_ $150:—"*Make Mine Mink” 1Cont)
. Hollywood (FP) 11.080: $1-$1 25) {Good $B. 060: Or near. Last ‘week,
‘some brisk action..on mainstem ‘ ins” (Cont). Wow $13,000.
Last 4th wk), Nice $2,200 after $2.793
—‘“Suzie. Wong": (Par) (12th: wk?
te this’ session.
Townh-topper
is “EI-:; week, “Portrait of Sinner’ «A-I: in third.
Coliseum: (Pox-Ev ergteen): (1,.870::
Hefty -$8.000. ‘Last week, ditto.
Hippodrome (Rappaport: 12,300;
mer
Gantry”
and
“Apartment”
out
12d
wk),
$1,
100
in:
final
5
days.
,$1-$1.50:—"AIL.
Hands
On
Deck”
. Hyland «Rank: (1,357: $1-$1.50'—
-90-$1.50\—“Cry for Happv” -CoD
Palace (Loew)? (2.390: $1-S] 49 -— “12d wk, Slow $4.000 after $8.090 in
“Sons and Lovers" (20th) (5th wk.‘ : (20th). and- “Tess of *:‘Storm. Coun- on reissue at Keith's for sock refry” (20th. . Pair $7,000 or less. .turns. “Butterfield. 8” at Apex also “Apartment”
(GAt
and. “Elmer - first.
Big $8.000.. Last -week,. $9,000.
Gantry" (UA) (reissues:. Sock $17,-'
Imperial (FP) (3,343" $1-$1.251— + Last” week, “Dalmatians” (BY): (4th shapes lively.
Little (Rappaport: ‘300: 90-$1.50)
"101.
Dalmatians”
still
is
fast
in:
iwk),
$5.700:
000.
Last
week,
“All
in Night's ——"Secret Partner” (31-G: (3d wk).
“Absent-Minded
Professor” (BV).::
(Fox-Evergreen): -third at two houses. “Gone With Work” (Par) (2d wk, $13, 000.
Fifth
Avenue
Stout $15,000. -Last week, “Sins of
‘Good $3.000 after $3.500 in second
j f2. 500: "$1-$1. 50) — “Pepe” (Cob “Wind” at Capitol. is ‘maintaining|. Playhouse (T-L) (459: $1-$1.49:. frame.
Rachel Cade” (WB), $9.500.
- International (Taylor) (557; $1.) (5th wky.. Good $6.000. Last week, a smash pace in fourth lap, .“Sat- | _-evirgin
Mayfair
(Fruchtman)
Spring”
(Janus:
(750: $2and:
-urday
Sunday Hon
Night,
$1.25\—“The Lovers” ‘Astral (4th, $6,200.
“Seventh Seal” (Janus: trelssue!. $2.50:—"Exodus” (UA) (9th wk)
wk!. Okay $2,500. Last week, ditto.. i Musie’ Box (Hamrick) (769; $1- looms wow at smali Ontario..
(2d wk). Okay $3,860 after $3.000; Oke $4,000 after ditto last week.
'
Estimates for This Week ©. _. Loew's (Loew? (1,641; $1-$1.50i— $1.50\—““Gone’ With Wind’ (M-G)
New
(Fruchtman: “(1 .600;:
90jin first stanza.
Ambassador -Metropolitan (SW)
Okay $5, 000.
'-“Hoodlum' Priest” (UA) (2d wk). (reissue) (5th wk).
:$1.50\—“All
in
WNight’s
Work”
(1,480; 1,000;: 90-$1.49)—“101 ‘Dal-|: Plaza (T-L) (278; $1-$1.80:— J(Part. Fancy $9,000.
jLast week, $7,300:
Good $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Last week,
“eNaked
in
Night™
(Indie!
{2d
wk».
Tivoli (FP (935;
$1.50-$2.50'— ; Music ‘Hall (Hamrick) (2,200: $1- matians” (BV) (3d wk). Dandy Good’ $3.500 after $4,100 opener.
“Alamo” (UA! (7th wk', $6.000.
.“Exodus” (UA) (5th wk). Capacity jhe.50)—"Absent-Minded Professor” $10,000. Last week, $14,000
Playhouse . ‘Schwuber) (355; 90Apex (K-B) (940; 75-$1. 10)—
Town (King) (800; $1.25-$1.49:— :$1 50i—“Never On Sunday” (Lope)
BV) (2d wk). Smash $15,000. Last
$10,500. Last week, same.
| “Butterfield 8’ (M-G) (reissue) (2d “One-Eyed Jacks” (Par) (4th wk). (23d wk. Upped to goad $2,500
Towne (Taylor) (693;- 90-$1:25)—. week, $17,800.
wi).
Fine. $4,000. after $5,000|-Sturdy $6,000. Last week, $8,000. after $2,200 in 22d week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2, 600; $1“Never On Sunday” (Lope) (13th
Trans-Lux)
{(T-L)
(600;
$1.49- | Stanton (Fruchtman! (2,800: 90wk}. Perking to lusty $6,500. Last;$1:50)—Dark. °Last- week, “Queés- opener.
- Capitol (Loew) (3,426: .$1-$1. 65) $1.80)—“Pepe”
‘week; $5,500:
tion 7” (Indie) *$6,300.
(Col) (10th
wk). $1.50:—"All
Hands
on
Deck”
‘Paramount (Fox-Evergreen) (3,-|..—‘Gone With Wind” (M-G? (re- Good $5.000.. Last week, $5,500.
. University (FP) {1360: $1.50(20thi.
Mild $7,000.
Last week,
Uptown (SW? (1,300: $1.25-$2.25) \.101
_$2.75\—“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (7ist-wk):|000; .$1-$1.50)—“All .In. Night's issue) (4th wk), Boff $15,000. Last
B00 en atians” (BV) (4th wk),
‘Hefty $16,000. Last week, same.. Work” - (Par)
and “Foxhole in week, $19,000
—“Exodus” (UA)
(9th wki. Big: $7,000
Uptown. (Loew)
(1 304: $1 50- Cairo” (Par). Passable $8,000 or). ‘MacArthur (KB) (900; $1.251— $9,000. Last week, ditto.
own (Rappaport)
(1,125: $0‘$2, 715)—‘Spartacus”. (WU) (18th wk!.|close, Last. week, (2,300; $1.50- . “League of Gentlemen”
Warner (SW) (1,440: $.149-$2. 25 si
(Kings)
.50'—“‘Gone With Wind” (M-G)

” Estimates ‘Are: Net’

Professor’ Tall
a 000,Det.Ace:

‘Mobster’ Fai
air 16.
KC.;Eichmann’ 86;

‘Balto Okay: ‘Work’ Fast
- $9,000; ‘Wind’ Sockeroo
106, 3d, ‘Cry’ Meek 4G

|
|

Professor’Strong156,
Toronto; ‘Exodus’ Socko-

1026, ‘Spartacus’ 106:

|.
Seattle; ‘Work’.Okay 8G

AT 2 ee Stgta Boff $15,000, D.C: Sat. Night’
- Wham 136,‘Spartacus’ Hot 106, 14th:

es

|

Upsurge

to big. $10,000 or close. $1.75)—"‘Alamo”-(UA).

Last week, ‘$8,000.

.

(9th: wk, (4th

wk).

“Hefty $4,500 or near.

Last week, $5,000.

—“Spartacus” (U) (14th wk). Boff jreissue! (3d wk). Smash
$10,000, same as last week.
after $12,000 in second.

$10,000

-

12

.

;
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|
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THE HIGHWAY TO THE FUTURE
Of International Cinema in America belongs t

1 in release

Se

LA DOLCE VITA
Directed by Federico Fellini, currently in release
and already surpassing its fantastic successes in

other countries of the world..

ROCCO avo ns BROTHERS
produced by Goffredo Lombardo, directed by
Luchino Visconti for Titanus Films, The Festival.
Award-winning production which Astor will aunch
this summer for key city showings,

Astor’s initial co-production—a major film, to be
produced in Italy, for release in early 1962.

The Swindler
produced by Titanus Films, starring Broderick
Crawford and Richard Basehart, for release this
Fall.
2

the outcry
directed byMichelangelo Antonioni, staring Steve
Cochran and Betsy Blair, for release later this
year. .

ASTOR PICTURES, INC.

13

ASTOR PICTURES, INC.
The immensely successful openings of LA DOLCE VITA in New York and Boston have
demonstrated the soundness of Astor’s philosophy in-marketing international films.
THAT PHILOSOPHY: (start. with a product of merit,
one that can hold up its head proudly.
(] give that product. every advantage,
give it top support.

{CJ surround it by knowing exploitation,
the kind of publicity campaign,
the kind of advertising effort.it deserves.

[[] do. not be limited to a traditional, “by rote”
effort... dare to be different...
dare to ignore the hundred voices
that: insist “‘it can’t be done.”
THE PROOF:

(] In New York, LA DOLCE VITA was premiered
April 19th at the Henry Miller’s Theatre on a
‘reserved seat, ten-a-week policy. An all-out
publicity campaign and a large-scale advertising
effort built up a tremendous advance. Favorable

Critical comment was parlayed with saturation
radio and full-page newspaper advertising. Box

office queues exceeded those of the most successful Broadway hit. This has become New
York’s new “hot ticket.”
In Boston, LA DOLCE VITA. opened at the Gary
Theatre on a continuous performance, reserved.
mezzanine on-week-ends policy. Advance publicity and advertising effort was comparable to
New York. First day's gross established a new
house record, exceeding returns from any of the

‘so-called “blockbusters.”
“smash.”

Business continues

‘LA DOLCE VITA will open soon in ‘Miami, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago,
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. It will be followed this summer by:

ROCCO AND HIS BROTHERS, another Festival winning production of great
power with a record of exceptional foreign box office success.
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$600,000 Drive-In
Panama-Frank, after their Bob Hope-Bing Crosby item (set for
International Sound T.racki byLondon
shooting), “The Road to Hong Kong.” Sophia Loren also may
studio move (the most reeent of a series) has already sent realestate
prices in area soaring, according to reports . . .“Five Pieces of Maria"
is title of proposed Sophia

Loren-Danny

Kaye starrer being prepped.

.|do “Moll .Flanders” from a John Osborne screenplay, with Ponti-Gi‘- |rosl producing.

London

With Balcony For
~ 150of1,600Cars

|

A festival of Yank, indie films. may be a feature of this. summer' 8
Italians planning a benefit gala.|:
Lord Archibald, chairman of the Federation of British Film Makers, Spoleto Festival of Two Worlds ...
preem in: Gotham for: the 1960 Olympic Games film produced here by |.
has been re-elected chairman of the Joint Committee of the five trade Luce Institute for Cineriz release ... English commentary has been
associations, and R. S. Camplin, secretary of the Kinematic Renters ‘prepped for the occasion ... . are the ads taken by UA in Italian trade
By BESS JENKINS
Society, has been returned as secretary for a second term... “Ben- publications to announce “Taras Bulba” as a Hareld Hecht producHur” opened in Belfast on Monday (10) and the socialite preem audi- tion intended to dampen announced Italian plans for a “Bulba” pro-.
Lincoln, April. 25.°
.
.,»
inserts
pointedly
indicate
pic's
|
duction
starring
Jack.
Palance?
|
Construction of a: new $600,000
ence included the Governor of Northern Ireland, Deputy Lord Mayor
“completed preparation” and the shooting start of Tony. Curtis starrer, drive-in featuring a car ‘balcony
of Belfast, the High Sheriff of the City, the Lord Bishop of Down and as well as its “immediate” distribution by UA and local distrib, Dear
accommodating 150 of the facility’s
Connor and the Speaker of the Ulster Parliament. Stephen Boyd’s| Films . . . proposed new-Italo film law. would eliminate the current 1,600-car. capacity is underway at.
_mother was also present ... The.Rank Organisation has opened its |5,500,000 lire-per-pic . ($8,856) dubbing “tax”. . . Burlesque a flop in Millard, ‘gear. Omaha.
Russell
first gas station in Worcester on the site of, the Gaumont Theatre car |Eternal City. “Cavalcade of Burlesque” group walked out on local Brehm of.Lincoln, one of the three
then
he
failed
to
pay
.
.
.
Roberto
Rossellini
may
direct
‘owners,
described
the
new
-Nepark . . Dick Richards re elected Chairman of the film section of the {impresario. Ww
Critics’ Circle for a third term. Ernest Betts is the new Vice-Chairman

novel, in Brazil for a new

company called Ital-Victoria Film, based

on braska outdoor theatre. as the larg-

est. between - Chicago and ° the
. The unit filming Louis de Rochemont’s “The Roman Spring of Mrs. | nove
udlaba.
Stone” starring Vivien Leigh, moved to Rome last week for exterior}
Luchino Visconti, Vittorio DeSica, Mario Monicelli and Federico Pacific Coast..
locations. Permission was received from the Italian Government and| Fellini are the directors set by Concordia Films for present-day epi- | Ft also will be the. only drive-in

Censor... Walt Disney’ s first British film this year starts at Shepperton !soder ‘inspired by Boccaccio’s “Decameron” and titled “‘Boecaccio '70.” theatre in Nebraska to. have twin.
next- Monday 117). It is ‘“‘The Prince and the Pauper,” which will be: . Cineriz releases, with Fellini episode to start in next few. weeks . .
screens, making ‘possible the show-.
directed by Don Chaffey and will have Guy Williams in the lead.
Italo. exporters ‘worried. over uncertain situation reigning on. German ‘ing of tivo: ‘features at one. time. to
the
customer © with
a
On its three-way London release on the Associated British circuit. market and. consequent drop in purchases ‘by ‘that country of Italo. pix ;provide
|.
Tony Hancock’s first starring vehicle, “The Rebel” was 18.4% ahead.!- - « Simone. Signoret, Serge Reggiani, Annie Girardot announced as -ehoice of shows.
Brehm |‘and the’ other two ‘build-:
of its nearest rival. Its average weekly receipts were $4,995 per theatrej stars of Marco Ferreri’s pic version of Kafka’s “The Castle,” to start
“Spartacus.” currently in its sixth month at the Metropole, Victoria, }Aug- 15 on Spanish locations as Italo-Franco-Spanish coproduction.
ers, Sen. Roman Hruska and H: S.
and now playing in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Cardiff and Bristol, is-due to}
Prosperity note: Dino LeDaurentiis had to plaster the city of Verona |Gould, both of. Onizha, have pure
open in Manchester and Birmingham on May 14... . Metro’s latest |full of posters asking for extras to fill his 10,000-man arena scénes for. chased .80 acres of land: between
British pic. “The Green Helmet” has its world preem in aid ‘of the ;“Barabbas”; even then reaction was slow, though the Richard Fleischer the Western Electric plant at MilBritish Motoring Spert Relief Fund at a midnight gala at the Ritz, !pic is paying Veronans $1 over Roman extra rates, and more Romans: ‘lard and adjacent to the. Interstate’
.
Leicester Square, on May 7. Jack Brabham, the world champion, is|may have to be called in after all. DeLaurentiis off to Israel, inci-. | Highway.
guest star in the pic. and starring roles are played by Bill Travers, Ed ! dentally, to watch another one of his four current pix, “Two Enemies.”
“Thirty acres or three times the
Begley, Nancy Walters and Sid James . . . Julian Wintle and Leslie :start production under Guy Hamilton's direction; David Niven costars area occupied by our 84th & O
Parkyn, joint heads of Independent Artists, had two West End pre-.,-with Alberto Sordi in that one. Filmites here are sure Israelf censor: Drive-In here will. be used for the
mieres on the same night last week. “Very Important Person,” a Rank; has it in for Italo product only: “Les Annees Folles,” French feature. new.
Twin
Drive-In ' Theatre, ”
release, opened at the Leicester Square Theatre, while “Payroll” documentary, was allowed into country unscathed, but some local: Brehm said,
| He indicated the. remaining 50
(Anglo Amalgamated) preemed at the Plaza.
footage shot to give pic more of an Italian slant was objected to.
.|
- Titanus hopes to get its pic version of Tomasi di Lampedusa’s best- :‘will be developed later as a busi«
°
seller, “The Leopard,” on the road by end of summer under direction ‘ness shopping centre area, accordP aris
of - Luchino Visconti;. Laurence Olivier and Warren Beatty being con- ‘ing to’ present planning, ©
Completion date for the drive-in
acqu
liyy
n
try to get |Sidered for male leads, while femme spot may go to Claudia Cardinale.
My al.. Geoffredo Lombardo’s studio also has plans for “Paradise on Earth,” is scheduled for June ‘28..
cary‘Grant td way es wood, with director Etienne however would be
‘Brehm noted the July ‘1 deadFrench one though made in two versions for Bar has a deal with Metro- |
|to.be dirécted by Franco Rossi-entirely'in the States, probably L.A. ‘line for Interstate. completion will

Goldwyn-Mayer via his CIPRA org. Bar and Perier have already made ‘Not decided yet whether these and other planned projects come under
the theatre within 34 miles of
“Bridge to the Sun” with Carroll Baker under this setup. Grant story the new Titanus-MGM schéme or will be handled separately by the;put
Lincoln, too.

would

be called

“THe

Man in the Rolls Royce”

and colicerns

a Yank ! Italo major.

The. 150-car-accommodating -‘bale

tv scripter who sees some new characters he is inventing in real life | Fono Roma announces it is readying the first six-track stereo sound!,cony, described by. Brehm,.is only
and gets involved in an intrigue which helps him finish his story. Miss setup for a Disney Circarama demonstxation to be held soon in a-spe-! ; the third in.the U.S., will be coris:
Baker would play opposite Grant in this. if he accepts . . . Pol Qentin’s;cial theatre built by FIAT at the Turin Fairgrounds ... show will be: structed in the center - of the 30adyptation of the hit British play of Terence Rattigan “Ross” will be |a specially-readied “Disney-Royfilm (Rome) production sponsored. by |acre drive-in adjacent to a conces- done

at the Theatre

Sarah Bernhardt

next season

with Pierre

in the Alee Guiness role. It will be called “Lawrence

Fresnay |FIAT

auto works:to

of Arabia”. . .! Cardiff being paged

celebrate

the 100th

year

of Italo unity.

to direct Gina Lollobrigida

in Royal Films’ “Im-:

sion building. He said: the conces-:
ision facility will: be 90° glass and

Brigitte Bardot starrer “The Truth” in a continued firstrun on the |‘perial Venus”. ... UA has bought world release rights to ‘Titanus’ “AJ-: feature -the latest: ‘equipment.
Champs-Elysees with English subtitles in line with the beginning af | boin and: Rosmunda.”: which will change title . . . Jack Palance-Guy|;
the tourist season . . . Theatre Marignan, which wants to be converted |Madison starrer currently going here. . Deal set by Titanus’ Goffredo' The twin screens. will be served
from .one projection: booth.. with
to a film house by owner Simone Volterra, will serve as a.pic house Lombardo on recent U.S. trip, during ‘which he also received healthy:one being located in the west porduring the Theatre cf Nations season, April 8-July 10, to show foreign |advance: offers for. “Girl with a Suitcase,” Italy's official Cannes Fest” tion of the 30 acres and the other
and local pix ‘based on theatrical pieces in conjunction with latter. It|i entry.

- screen in the northeast corner.
will then have to he a partime pie house and also legiter in keeping!
.
Major. advantage of the twin
with municipal rulings . . . British pic ‘The Criminal,” made by Yank. his”tttorio DeSica, after making no films The Last
eral years,
follows (De-!
UP |
Judgment”
director Joseph Losey, getting fine reviews here and in for okay biz at | Laurentiis) with “I Sequestrati di Altona” from the Jean-Paul Sartre|treatment will come to the patron,
who can see the picture in a double
one firstrun house.
work for Ponti. Cesare Zavattini will adapt and script, and Sophia’ feature he wants to.watch without
[Toren will star, probably opposite J. P. Belmondo; director is also Sitting: through - the other,. Brehm
‘searching for vehicle for Silvana Mangano.
‘ explained.
Rome
The three owners already -oper-Federico Fellini starts his first film since “La Dolce. Vita”.soon here;
iate the 84th & O in Lincoln; the.
i84th & Center and the. Airport. in
in Rome: an episode starring Anita Ekberg in Carlo Ponti’s production :

“Firstruns Up inLos Angeles

|

| |¥ Omaha; -and the. 62d & Lexington
of “Boccaccio ’61,” which will also feature segments by other top Italo |
;at Corpus ‘Christi, Tex.
-:
directors. Fellini will direct own untitled followup. feature to “Vita” |¥
Hruska is a Republican’ senator .
when he completes the “Boccaccio” bit ... Dino DeLaurentiis taking
‘from Nebraska and Brehm is a
longtime Republican and chairman .
a leaf from Yank practice: he’s “previewing” (rating cards ’n’ all) his
Los Angeles, April 25.
latest, “I Love, You Love” for 500 Yank families in Verona (army area)
Los Angeles firstruns ran’ up a great $3,112,074 in 27 situations for || of the Lancaster County’ GOP.
to get a foretaste of foreign reactions to the Allessandro Blasetti item. ‘first quarter of 1961 in. what may be an all-time high quarterly record |
Romans still discussing the possibility that Audrey Hepburn may
for local playing time. If pace set for first 13 weeks is maintained |
hattan” for Raoul Levy, as announced by French producer recently and: usual .ratio adhered to in remaining three ‘quarters, 1961. may
and—more importantly for. local coffers—that pic may eventually be
shot in Italy, as planned when pie was originally conceived . . . Jose wind the greatest in L. A. firstrun. history.
Quintero here on the q.t. shooting some backdrops and connecting shots | Figure is up 8° over corresponding period for 1960, when tally|.
for “Roman Spring of Mrs, Stone,” using doubles. Main footage was, hit ‘$2, 872, 924 in 26 houses, and same’ increase over 1959’s initial}
of course, shot in Britain after Italo authorities refused DeRochemont
quarter of. $2. 863.907. ‘Closest first-quarter mark to current span ‘was
roduction

permits

to

location

here

. . . Stewart.

Granger

shoots

“Swordsman of Tuscany” for Jacques Bar and Metro at Tirrenia Sttudios

beginning in mid-August.
Mack Sennett’s memory

will be honored

'

1958's, with $2,977,217 take in 30 houses. Highest quarter during 1958,

59 and ’60 was third in 58, when sizzling ‘$2,995,417
by a special | retrospective ||Third quarter of ’60 pulled $2,924,994.

showing of his pix at Venice Film Festival in August .. . fest will also|

Kaye-For-A- Day
Bally on Par Pic

was reached.

Record draw is, contributable to large riumber of blockbusters,

Hollywood, April 25.. Usually’ one of Hollyw ood’s: most ©
high-priced properties, Danny Kaye
| has.agreed to.a unique exploitation

publish 2 book about his work .. . Melvin Frank to Switzerland tO! so than in past years, with “Ben-Hur,” which last week ended its more
70th {plan on behalf of the Shavelson-

smashing over a hot. $264,600 for period and still holding in- Rose Paramount release, “On ‘the.
Loren and Danny Kaye. Panama-Frank project would rol early '62.
‘definitely at Egyptian. Biggest’ grosser for first 13 weeks of year was Double,” in ‘which. he will be given.
Announced locally that Mario del Monaco. will play Mario Lanza
“a “
”
away free for a day to. a U.S. theeolor biopic entitled “The Great Mario” .
Montgomery Clift. being indefinite
Exodus,” ‘stand.
lofting Exclusive
to a boff showings
$337,903 at
Wilshire and
booked.down
for |. atre exhibitor.
.
did Fox
phenomenal
biz right
paved for role in ‘“Senility,”- from book by Italo Svevo . .. Mauro the line for period.
Distribution ‘of “Kaye-for-a-day”
; Bolognini slated to leave shortly for Coast to discuss project with thesp
takes place at 34th annual Inter“Pepe”
soared
to
$225,128
for
13-week
stand
at
Warner
Beverly,
| |. John Mills announced for lead in Euro International production of
national Variety Clubs: Convention:
“The Valiant,” set to start this month in Rome under direction of ‘and “Spartacus” crashed through for $218,517 at Pantages, where both in Miami Beach April 25-29, with
are skedded to hold. “The World of Suzie’ Wong" grossed -a lush |
Giorgio Capitani.
exhibs. getting a ticket. for a ‘draw
$175,941, im 10 weeks at Chinese, and “This Is Cinerama” reissue 2 |
Dino DeLaurentiis “sneaked” the impressive footage of the Cruciing to be held. immediately after.
bucko $179, $49 during full period at Warner Hollywood. One of the
fixion scene for “Barabbas” lensed during actual solar eclipse before
the April 27: screening: of the fea'
sleeper
pix of the year, ‘Never on Sunday,” returned a great $111,835!
pie’s start—to press here this week ... cameraman Aldo Tonti deserves|
j ture. ‘Kaye, who, of course, stars
for full period at small 631-seat Fine Arts, with. indications it will!
credit for outstanding technical accomplishment, and sequence will j.
in the picture, will.‘personally cone.
go on indefinitely.
;
certainly create much word-of-mouth ... “Barabbas” just under way
duct drawing and will also function
Other top-grossers included “The Alamo,’ " running up $162, 595 in as special guest of honor . at: the
with Verona Arena mass sequences first on director Richard Fleischer’s
agenda, with a 40,000 extra call sheet ... Titanus’ “Girl with a Suitcase” general release, and “The Sundowners” racked over .$128,813 alsa in convention. '
is sure as one of Italo entries at Cannes Festival ... big hassle on for general release. ‘The Misfits” did $98,885 in three sizzling weeks, and _ Exhib. winning star must have
other pix to rep this country at event, with many quality contenders “Butterfield 8’ $89,873 in three frames. “Cimarron” rang up $64,882 licensed. pic or do'so' within 30 days
this year.
‘in eight. rounds, and “Swiss. Family Robinson” $46,329 in two. “All to get him. Paramount. guarantees
“Shadows” to be raleased in Italy by Globe International . . . Henry iin a. Night's Work” did $43,462. in two. weeks; ““Sanctuary,”. $38,242 in, he. will travel any place in the.
discuss

with

Lombroso’s

Sophia

Loren

an

Italo-set comedy

vroject

to star Miss

sesh,

company also handling “Candide” locally. French- made ! two; “Cry for. Happy,” $28, 662 in two. “Wackiest Ship in the Army” country te appear when the film
“The Great. Impostor,” $30,251 in two. opens for the winner. Opening,
Federico Fellini denies he’s set to direct ‘Three Rooms in Man-|
“The Absent-Minded Professor,” just .startinga run at Chinese, however, must be subject. to Kaye’ 3
hattan” for Raoul Lecy, as announced by French producer recently | racked up a hotsy $54,559 for first two weeks, and reissue of “Gone commitments.
Alberto Lattuada paging Karl Malden for lead in “La Steppa,”’ pic {With the Wind” started its run at Hollywood Paramount with a terrific
Theatremen in bidding situations
he guns in Yugoslavia May 2 for producer Morris Ergas.
$36,000 first week. “101 Dalmatians” also rolled up a big $22,785 for who have not yet bid for “On. the
|Double”
are ‘not
eligible
for:
Looks like four pix from Italy for Cannes fete: ‘Ragazza con la Va- |first. week of a run. All are holding into second quarter. —
oe
ligia” (Titanus), “Two Women” (Ponti), “Che Giola Vivere” ‘Ciner ia), | Quarterly record for L. A. firstruns for past three full years .As.as: contest.
and probably “La Viaccia” (Arco). Fest topper decides Italo roster’ follows:
this week during Rome stopover on return from Moscow pic 0.0....
1960
1959
1958
LL Pickle, projectionist af the
three pix coming up for Eva Bartok: “Othello, the Accused” (FCO),
1st Quarter seclecenen . $2,872,984
$2,863,907
$2,977,217:
| capri. Theatre, El Paso, Tex., ope
opposite Mario del Monaco, “The Great Mandarin, ” and “Lana, Queen - 2d -Quarter .......... 2,540 840
-2 "287,670
"2.539.980
|etated by the Trans-Texas Theaof the Amazons”... Fritz Lang in Rome ta negotiate two pix for Serena
3d Quarter
veeececece 2.924'994
2,638,560
2,995,416
|tres circuit, ‘suffered - dislocated:
(Rome) and Omnia 'Munich); locations in India, interiors in Rome ...|
4th Quarter.
wees. 2,623,125
2,286,145
2,588,066
vertebra’ recently _ while assisting ..
Cinecitta may move to area west of Rome between Lake Bracciano
a
—_-.
oo
with the moving of a lar ger motor-"
and Manziana frequently used already as pic location.
Rumors of
' $10,961,943
$10,076,682
$11,100,679
generator at the theatre.

item had previously been forbidden for export by French authorities *rolled up $41,484 in three laps;
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Penalties forSoundlrackPiracy

Pal Off Key West
Hollywood, April 25.

".

‘Celler Would Punish GuiltyUp to. $10,000
~

Or-10. Years.

* Party’Censorship

1 Family Pictures’ Highly Commended

Metro has added fairy Wife,”
tale, “The.
to
Fisherman
and His

George
Pal’s
“The
Wonderful
World of the Brothers Grimm,” |:
.' | second Cinerama feature of four to
| be produced on partnership basis. |
Plans call for taking audience |

But Does the Family Stay Home?
X15? Capital Gain

+

:| on underworld tour of coral forests
Washington, “April 25:
| off Key West as result of recent
Pirating ©-and counterfeit labeldevelopment of Cinerama under.
.
Kansas
City,
April
25;
|
Rep. James C. Corman lauded
ing. ‘of film. soundtracks. would be .
Recent appointment by Gov, water process.
Essex. Productions’ “X-15” on the
made a crime under legislation by John Anderson has brought in Mrs.
| floor of the House of RepresentaRep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.). Bill Kitty McMahon to a_ three-year
tives. Corman, who is on the
h
primarily is ‘designed to stop. the:| term on the Motion Picture Board
+ science and astronautics committee, asked for other Congressmen
growing disk counterfeiting rack-|of -Review, state censor. group.

'Ballyhoo Primed

to support. the picture and “wish
is Republican
et,. but its ‘language’ ‘also. encom-. ' Mrs. McMahon
vicechairman
for Wyandotte
it wisdom and inspiration.”
: passes films with soundtracks, Pen- County (Kansas City, Kansas), and
Praise came as part of praise
alties: range up to 10 ‘years. in pris-|replaces
Mrs. ‘Dorothy Frankogoing to test pilot Joe Walker, who
vich, Democratic appointee of for: von ‘and $10,000 in fines or: both.
recently flew to altitude of 32.12
miles.
It would ' slap: such penaities c
on ‘mer Gov. George Docking.
Board is composed. of three |
‘those “who “knowingly” and with.
Howard W. Koch is exec prowomen
appointees:
and
functions
- fraudulent. intent" cause to be.
ducer of film, with Henry Saniin Kansas City, Kansas, to review
shipped—in interstate commerce—
cola and Tony Lazzarino producing
or. receive “any phonograph. rec- ‘motion pictures to:be shown in} Universalisheating up a strictly and Richard Donner directing.
local -merchandising campaign for
ord: disk;. wire, tape, film or other|Kansas.
| its first: horror. combo, “Curse: of
articles’ on which ‘sounds are re-

On Assumption
Of Dual Shreiks|

‘the Werewolf” and “Shadow of the
Cat,” set for national release this Levin-Mandell Readying
End feappropriate Name: summer...
U, of course, will have ‘to
-gplit them where exhibs insist (to
- Bordertown Theatres Now get around the block-booking Marine Pilot’s Biopic;
those who ship, cause to be shipped
taboo), but the push is being
“or receive’ disks, tapes, films, ete..} Hero Now an Ad Exec
Lone Stars Under Ezell geared
to tandem playoff.
without authorization of the owner|
Hollywood, April 25.
corded”

to-which

fake labels are

attached. —
A second. criminal section would |
Ampose the same. sanctions
on

Dallas, . April 25.

‘of the copyright’.for- the master
’ recording or. soundtrack.. Similarly,

Phil’ Gerard,

ad-pub- chieftain, ||

Evidence

recurrs

that

domestic

euphoria is a tough commodity to
sell—that the clamor for wholesome family pictures may be more
illusion than fact. In general, when
it comes to finding audiences for
the “innocents,” exhibitors have
to do a Diogenes,
as witness,
among others, the earlier case of
Allied Artists’ “Friendly Persuasion” (albeit this one is finally
turning the profit corner).
Little
wonder
film-makers
evince skepticism by favoring the
downbeat themes—the sicko ones
making for boxoffice health more
readily than the happies. In a
current instance, out in Denver,
they stayed away in droves from
Columbia’s “Hand in Hand,” tale
of two moppets beset by adultmade religious differences.
But the further angle there is
to throw into question the efficacy
of Legion of Decency film ratings.
Clement J. Zecha, pic critic for
the
Denver
Catholic
Register,
who'd given “Hand” beaucoup support, reported his efforts unavailing, “Yet I received a dozen or
more telephone calls (during week
‘Hand’ was playing firstrun) inquiring about ‘All in a Night's
Work,’
rated
A-3;
‘Sanctuary,’
rated B, and ‘Sins of Rachel Cade,”
A-3. Also, while ‘Hand in Hand’
was playing, queries were made
about
‘World
of Suzie
Wong,’
‘Psycho’ and ‘The Entertainer,’ ail
B films.”
Presuming the Inquirers were
Catholic, question naturally posed

Irving H. Levin and Harry L,
Mandell have secured screenrights
to their upcoming indie production
effort “The Lou Lenart Story” and
plan lensing the pic under their
indie Atlantic Pictures banner this
fall on a $2,000,000 budget.
Story, dealing with saga of a
former Marine Corps pilot, follows
his experiences while commanding
the first mission of the Israeli
is just how much does the Legion
pe r air force” (four aircraft)
‘| by Claude Ezell and late Bill -Un‘
|
which
helped halt advance of Egyp- sway the flock?
derwood in 1940 it was known as
‘tian invaders in 1948.
Further Thoughis
! Underwood & Ezell. - With UnderLenart,. who has okayed format | - Zecha
-wood's death in- 1948 the firm was
further notes that he
|of film, will act as technical ad- wasn’t quarreling with interest in
renamed Claude Ezell & Associ“From Dry Plates to Ektach- visor. He is presently an ad-exec the adult-themed pix, only expressates. .In 1955 the company was
* Atlanta, ‘April 25. sold ‘to Bordertown Theatres. Inc., rome Film” by C. E.. Kenneth with the Honig, Cooper & Harring- ing howeum the family fare gets
sloughed when there’s such hue
An editorial dealing with censor- but’ in.-1958° Ezell's: group "reac-. Mees (Ziff-Davis; $5.95) is aptly ton Agency here. —
‘ship, which appeared. originally in? quired the chain.. ‘Principal stock- ‘titled. It. is the story of photo- ' According to Levin, pie will be and cry for it? “In many cases
research, told by and}. ‘lensed on location in the South the persons who are doing the
holder's -‘are Ezell,:: Ned ‘Depinet graphic
the April 13 issue of: The Christian’:
;and Sam
Dembow
Jr.. Ezell is about the late Mees, for 50 years Pacific, Italy and in Israel with co- loudest
campaigning
for family
Index, official . publication of. ‘the |prexy of Lone Star Theatres: Dow- in charge of the Eastman Kodak
operation of the government there. type films,” he adds, “are the ones
laboratories, which he Tnteriors will be filmed here.
Baptist: Convention of. the- State of Ten Russell, executive v.p.; Albert research
who will not support them when
* Georgia, was reprinted: in The .At-| H, Reynolds, .v.p. in. charge of the- founded and: built to its present
As yet no writer, director or cast they are booked into a theatre.”
:
lanta
Constitution
-Amusement : atre aperations;. Brandon Doak, lofty state in the field.
Which ought to elicit a hearty
has been set, but plans call for
A labor of love, the book. can campletion of these contracts witnGuide .of April -17 with. the} | secretary. .
‘amen”
from
the
film-makers,
comment that. “it represents anMakes it tough to combat when
-Ezell is a drive-in: pioneer,, hav- prove. a valuable. text for serious in‘ several weeks.
they argue, with apparent substanother ‘point of view :on the movie © ing built the first Texas ozoner Students. of. photography and to
Levin
also
stated
that.
confercensorship question:
over 20 years .ago.: -Oncé general. ‘the motion picture technician who ences are in progress with sveeralj tiation, that the boxoffice calls the
Text of the editorial, which ap-. ‘sales manager for: ‘Warner. Bros., Fequires a. detailed background on major studios (undisclosed) con- tune.
and its derivative processes.
But pursuant to his own disihe
was
also the originator
of. fi
peared. under - the. heading’ “Films
cerning distribution of the film in
cussion, Zecha sequels a vox pop
|‘bank night,”. which helped bring Here, however, the chief appeal. early
Deserve Censorship? ,” in full:
1962. Lensing will be in Tech- !
stops.: The material, aside. from
‘comment
from
a “mother
and
‘theatres
-in:
‘America
through
the
. “The. peddlers. of .smut, whether |
four general introductory chapters nicolor, ‘he said, and will document ; housewife” deploring out-of-reach
‘{n film or print; desecrate the con- depression ‘years.
‘that trace the history of photog- experiences of Lenart.
firstrun admissions, and suggesting
“stitution. of both the state and na-|
Last release for the indie outfit -that in this case “Hand” would
raphy in laymen's terms, is techtion when they seek license under.
| nical and precise. It is written in was “From Hell ta Eternity” have fared better with a nabe
it to degrade moral standards.
a style and language indicating the through Allied Artists.
opening.
Her logic, in view of
“Atlanta's motion picture. censor
author’s vast personal knowledge
Main
Stem
economics,
seems
machinery is under legal attack by |.
of the subject, but general readers
| sound enough: how can a family
‘distributors of a film banned from
may find themselves struggling tobe expected to turn out if it can’t
‘Detroit, ‘April 25.
Atlanta screens: -Movie censorship
scale the tariff wall?
Universal Pictures. is launching grasp some of the more technical
in Atlanta leaves’ much to. be de-|- a multiple-theatre. “engagement points.. For the professional. laboHer point raises interesting ime-gired: It is. alarming when there!.program involving. 28 nabes and ratory, researcher or educational
: plications both for exhibs and dise
are. those. who would destroy the.
-channel,
it should fill’ the Dill:
Hollywood. April 25.
tribution,
especially
if it’s an
sera
we
little we have.
.
‘Directors’ Guild has nominated ! accurate projection of the national
- cant effects on future bookings in ‘greatly.
Mees, with the aid of other ’ex- four pix, released during first quar- norm viz the family and firstrun
“The movie. industry: errs when this. -suburban-minded city.
perts in individual areas, dissects ter of 1961, for annual ‘Outstand- admissions.
it ‘attributes: most. of its ills to the
First: picture to receive the mulDirectorial
-Achievement”
competition of tv. It was -the in- tiple. treatment is “The Secret such -processes as the- calotype, ing
dustry: failure. ta police itself that’ Ways,” teamed with “Posse’ from | calling. this the ancestor of mod- ‘awards, it was announced by Frank
contributed ‘largely: _to ‘necessity| Hell,” opening last Wed. (19). De- ern photography instead of the ‘Capra, guild president.
Films arid their directors are:
for the popcorn, machine to keep|- cision’ was reached by’ Universal daguerreotype process usually listdyes, gelatin, ;“Hand in Hand,” Philip Leacock,
open its doors. The prurient novei : following: the encouraging success. ‘ed; sensitometry,
and: the oversexed picture. destroy }tin testing multiple billings..in this emulsion research, chemicals and Doug. Hermes assistant; “The Misfar more than is ‘gained: by the: area ‘with the -recent: showing of other areas that make up Photog- | fits.” Joan Houston, Carl Beringer,
raphy.
Amateur.. photography is|assistant; “The Great Impostor,”
. fast dollar.
-" “The Great impostor. ”
| hit . heavily, but professional mo-|‘Robert Mulligan, Joseph
Kenny,
“The movie colony. would do. well © Explanation of the new . policy
tion picture develpoment is bare- | ‘assistant;
“The
Absent
Minded
in Atlanta and elsewhere. to cerisor | was made at an elaborate luncheon
Los Angeles, April 25.
ly
touched.
Mees
notes
the
prin-!
‘ Professor.” Robert Stevenson, Robitself instead of -resisting the cen- attended by Erwin Lloyd.,: .CO-proWalt
Disney
Productions,
-ciple interest of Kodak has always ,ert. Shannon, assistant.
‘soring of others. It isa sorry state |
ducer with Richard: Widmark of been in supply film and-never in | Additional films will be selectedj| Mitchell Gertz Agency, Walter E.
of affairs te find -it turning to! !“The Secret Ways,” and the Ausactive production.
,for remaining three-quarters of the Disney and 10 John Does have
courts for relief instead. of the.. trian and German consuls. Latter:
A general sprinkling of pictures year and final winner will be an- been named defendants in a Sucamera.
4 were present,. along.:with several and graphs aids the readerDale nounced
at guild's 1962 awards ‘perior Court suit filed by Beatrix
“There are some. -good. movies’ Hungarian :refugees who have set-.
Maurine McCulley. Latter is execuDa e
dinner.
and they have had a good boxoffice. ‘tled in Detroit, because the Heath
trix for estate of Johnston Me‘It is a. shame. the! industry must Production .espionage drama. was
Culley, author and creator of the
“suffer a-black eve for the group. fitmed:in Austria. and deals with
“Zorro” character.
which is interested only dn.the}.‘the Hungarian revolt against their
McCulley
suit,
which
asks
- ‘dollar.
| Communist conquerers.
$2,000,000 damages and accounting, charges breach of fiduciary
“
“Maybe the industry: can ‘police
Other films being lined up to]:
relationship. fraud. conspiracy to
itself: But. we have the idea it follow ‘the initial multiple engage-.
Hollywood, April 25..
defraud
and unjust enrichment,
could. work something ‘out and, if ment are: '“The -Last. Sunset,” |. American adoption of the Electronikam System—camera techamong other charges, over the use
nothing else, let it lend support to. “Tammy Tell Me True,” “The.
nique ¢ombining: film and TV advantages—would be a boon to
of the “Zorro” character in motion
Curse of the Werewolf,” and. “The: - actors and directors in motion pic filming, according to Maximilian
“censorship ‘by. at least a: reprimand
pictures and television. Suit as-. Schell-who recently participated in application of the technique.
for.those w ho demand. a license for. Shadow of.a Cat.””
serts McCulley, who died on Nov.
_ The Electronikam process; originating. in Germany, uses a comtheir. smut.”
23, 1958, made a written agree.
bination
television
and
motion
picture
camera
which
records
the
: Currently under. attack. in Fulton]... ‘Doom. Empire, San ‘Antonio
ment with
Mitchell Gertz over
image ‘an. film while permitting ‘simultaneous closed circuit tv
Superior Court. are: bans ‘imposed|... *. San Antonio, April 25..
literary rights to “Zorro” and that
by. City
Censor’: ‘Mrs. Christiné
Empire ‘Theatre, in ‘the .down- ; -Monitoring and playback of the “taking Iens” image.
latter
subsequently
entered
an
“The big advantage in acting and direction is the opportunity to
Smith Gilliam against Lopert. Pic- town section of the. city; once
agreement with Disney on Dec. 1,
see the rushes of the scene on a TV screen immediately afterwards.
tures’ “Never on Sunday” and “No | operated by Interstate, ‘and lately
p=
‘Errors can be spotted and rectified in the very next take.’ Schell
Room
at. the Top,” whose -star,|an indie operation, is slated to be
It specifically asks $1,000,000
‘Sai
Simone- Signoret, won the top fem-|closed and the pace. ‘made into;
general
damages
and a similar
_ System received a major test earlier this year |in the three-hour
‘inine acting Oscar. in. the 1960: a parking. garage.
amount for punitive damages, as
Eurovision production.of “Hamlet” starring Schell. The $250,000
Academy. Award. ‘Sweepstakes.
The. Brady - Building,
whieh
well as an injunction restraining
production was broadcast simultaneously throughout six countries
houses. the. theatre has been. sold|. -under the Bavaria Films banner for Geisel Gasteig Studios release.
future use of “Zorro” and an acEliseo Mireles will: reopen. Rat- and
extensive
remodeling -. is :
.William Morris Agency is negotiating with Continental Films
counting of the property and retiers Drive-In at Rio ‘Grande City, ‘planned: The building will feadistributors for U.S. release.
storation of rights.
Tex.. Ozoner. was: ‘destroyed . by a..ture a’ mall and. free |‘parking: for
‘Schell is currently in a starring role. in the Stanley Kramer
Suit was filed by law firm of
name
+
erent
npg
ty
heavy” wind storm.
lits. tenants.
production, “Judgement at Nuremberg,” for United Artists release.
Levoy, Miller & Salinger.
Bordertown Theatres Inc. .has said the package will-be timed with
more stringent ‘civil. remedies ‘are ‘Had its.corporate name changed to school . closings around the country,
-Lone Star ‘Theatres Inc. by the commencing ‘with’ Dixie dates in
provided.
A -Washington rep. of | Motion. board: of directors, executive V.P. late May, _
Idea for the combo was cued by
‘Picture Assn. ‘opined. that the Cel- Dowlen Russell reveals..The preler measure. “plugged a loophole vious name didn’t seem appropri- U's earlier success with scarum
_ate
for
a
company
owning
and
op-:
‘pix
from England’s Hammer Films.
- Well. worth plugging.””
jerating’ more than 40 theatres, Latter also turned out “Werewolf,”
mostly drive-ins, in Texas’: major but “Cat” is a Jon Pennington
cities.
(British) Production.
When the company” ‘was “founded |
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A MAJOR EVENT
from 20th Century-Fox

STARTS FRIDAY MAY 5th at TWO THEATRES!
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LOS ANGELES

“

(Continued from page 10)

(20th) (reissues), Okay 90,000 or
thereabouts,
Pittsburgh, April 25.
Orpheum, Yogue, Loyola (MetroReprise of the Oscar-laden UA.

| tandem,

“Elmer

Gantry”

and

politan-FWC)

(2,218;

90-$1.50)—“Apartment”

$1

Rare

and

17

‘SHEPHERD’ DRAB 446,'
OMAHA; ‘GORGO’ $5,000
Omaka,A:
Biz eontinues to seatves a
oe dregtfirst-runs, Mion dwee
wey

‘| “Apartment,” is way out front here
(Continued. from page 11)
“Elmer Gantry” (UA) (etegueny. |
the first. ‘three. days, with SRO. on in what looms. as smash week for Smash $28,000 or better, Last week, This he Sinecueat continues
‘the Penn. Two other new entries,
saan in 10th week at the Cooper
Saturday.
Vogue with El Rey, “Sanctu
_ Providence, April 25.
“Sins
of
Rachel
Cade”
at
Stanley
as a hard-ticket entry. New entry,
State (Loew) -(1,900;. $1.25-$2.50)
(20th) (6th wk, Vogue; lst wk,
“Little
Sheperd of
1gdom
‘Disney magic in combo with —“Gone With Wind" (M-G) (reis- and “It Happened in Broad Dayonairess” (20th) (8d.
house, shape good. Rey),
dg
“Gorgo” at
school’s spring holiday. is. giving sue). Opens. today (Wed.). Last light,” ‘at:
‘wk, Vogue: Ist wk, El Rey), $5,100.
in opener
RKO: Albee’s “Absent - Minded -week, “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (74th wk- “Pepe” remains. loud in fifth at
Wartren’s
(B&B)
(1
2757;
90-§1.50)
Gateway.’
“Exodus”
continues
firm
epe’
is drab at
_ Professor" a ‘terrific play. Majestic 4 days), good $22,500-in final four
—"‘Suzie Wong” (Par) and “Foxe Orpheum, Four week
“Cimars
looms good with “White Warrior.” days .on hard-ticket: with $1.50- in seventh at the Warner.
Trim
jron”
ig
shaping
trim
at
dee.
hole
in
Cairo”
(Par)
(3d
wk).
Trim
Estimates for This Week
-State
is dull with “Gorgo.” $3.50 scale after $23, 500 on 11
Estimates
for
This
Week
-Strand's
“Cry
for
Happy”.
shapes
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,635;
$1-$1.50)—
$
shows-in 73d week. Pic hit an amazmild.”
,
Cooper
(Cooper)
(687; $1.55
ing $3,004,867 in 73 weeks. plus “Sanctuary” (20th) (2d ‘wk). Okay

Crest (State) (750: 90-$1.50) —

jfour days, undoubtedly an. alltime
Estimates: for. This Week
high for a film run,
" Albée (RKO) (2,200: "'§0-D0-$1.25).
Vietoria (City Inv.) (1,003; 50-$2)
_—‘“Absent - Minded
Professor”.
—“All
In Night's Work” (Par) (6th
(BV). Wham. $20,000 of near. Last
week, “First Marines” (Indie) and wk). The fifth round hit socko $16,000
or
closé
after $17,000 in fourth.
“Cavalry Charge” .(Indie), . $3,500.
“The Alamo” (UA) is due in next,
Elmwood (Snyder)
(724; $1- first time in N.-¥. on popscale, con$1 .50)—“Pepe” *.(Col). -(4th
wk).tinuous run.

$6,000. Last week, ditto.
Gateway
(Associated)

-$1.25-$1.75)

“Secrets

of

Women”

(Breg)

(34 $2.20)—“This Is Cinerama”
rama)
(10th
wk).
Looks

| wk). Slow $2,000. Last week, $2,900.
(2,100;
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 90-$1.50)—
— “Pepe”. (Col) (5th

$7,800.

(Cine

lofty

Last week, $8,000.

Dundee
(Cooper)
(500;
wk). Excellent $6,000.. Last week, “Carry On, Sergeant” (Indie), (2d
$1)—
wk). Thin $2,300
“Cimarron” (M-G) (4th wk), Smart
|:$6,700...
$3,200.
Last
week,
same.
.
Warner,
Hollywood.
(Cinerama
Penn (UATC). (3,300; $1-$1.50)—~
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$1)
(UA)
and “Elmer Inc.) {1,389; $1.20-§2.65)—“Ciner“Apartment”
of Kingdom
Gantry”
(UA)
(reissues).
Boffo. ama Holiday” (Cinerama) Started —"Little Shepherd
$23,000.
Last week, “Cimmaron” fourth week Sunday (23) after good Come” (20th). Dull $4,500. Last
‘Good $4,500. Third was $6,000..
$10,000 last week.
week,
“Giant”
(WB)
(reissue),
Warner
.
(SW):
(1,813;
$1.50-$3.50)
(M-G), $5,400 In 4 days.
Majestic (SW) (2,200: 65-90) — .—“Exodus” (UA) (Sth. ‘wk). This
El Rey (FWC) (861; 90-$150) — |$8,000
‘Squirrel Hill (SW) (834; $1.25)—
“white Warrior”. (WB) (and “Tiger stanza ‘finishing today (Wed) Is.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2:877; $l“It Happened in Broad Daylight” “Sanctuary” (20th) and “MillionBay" (WB). Good .$8,000.. Last heading, for wham $4¢6,000 ‘after | (Cont)..
$3,000. Last week, -airess” (20th) (2d wk) Busy $4,000. $1.25) —“‘Pepe” (Col) (3d wk). Drab
week,. “Giant” | (WB) (reissue), $47,000 for 18th week. Seats now “League.Fast
of Gentlemen” (Kings)
‘Hollywood
Paramount
(State) $5,500. Last week, $8,000.
are selling months in advance, with. (4th wk), $2,600.
State (Cooper) (743; $1)—“Gore(1,468; $1-$2.40) — “Gone With
- State
(Loew)
(3,200;
65-90)—. applications being made for ducats | Fair $5,000 or near.
Stanley (SW) (3.700; $1-$1. 50)— ‘Wind” (M-G) (reissue) (5th wk). go” (M-G).
“Gorgo” (M-G). Slight $6,000. Last. into- December. .
\.
“Rachel Cade” (WB). Trim’ $12,- Rousing $14,000 or over. Last week, Last week, “i01 Dalmaiians” (BV)
week, “Hoodlum Priest” (UA) .and
, _First-Run Arties
(4th wk), $6,000
000. Last week, ‘101 Dalmatians” $17,500.
“Frontier Uprising”. (UA), $8,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40)
7 Baronet (Reade) . (430; $1.25-$2)} (BV) (4th wk), $9,500...
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; —“Saturday Night; Sunday Morn—“Absent-Minded
Professor”
(BV)
e
3
e
Warner (SW) (1,516; $1.50-$2.75)|
- 65-90)—“Cry for Happy” (Col) and: ing’ (Cont) (4th. wk),. Third round —Exodus” (UA) (7th wki.. Hefty (6th wk). Rich $14,600 or near. Last
“Sword of Sherwood. Forest” (Col), ‘ended Sunday (23) was wow: $16,week,
$14,500.
$14,000. Last week, $13,000.
°
;
o.
;
.
Mild’ $5,000. Last week, “All in. 400 after record $18, 100 for second.
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.50)
Night's
Work” (Par), 3d - wk),
—“Trapp. Family” (20th) (5th wk).
Fine ‘Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
36,800."
.
. °
| Slim $1, $00 or less. Last week, |.
San Francisco, April 25.
“Breathless”
(Films ‘Around
-CHICAGO
$2,000.
First-runs here currently are
. |World) (12th wk). The 11th session |
Beverly (State? (1,150: $1.49- a bit
uneven with some leng(Continued from: page 11)
~
{completed
Monday
(24)
was
smash
|
BOSTON.
“Operation Ejiche$9,500 after $9,400. for 10th week.|—“Trapp. Family” (20th) (4th wk). $2.40)—“Hand in Hand” (Col) (4th runs slipping.
(Continued from page. 10).
Fair $3,500. Last week, $4,100. mann” is disappointing with a fair
|) Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20-$1.75) Nice $6,000 in 5 days. Last week, wk).
Fox
Wilshire
(FWC)
(1,990;
take
opening
week
at Golden Gate.
“(3d wh.Fancy $10,000. Last week, —“L’Avventura”. (Janus). (4th wk). $8,400.
$12,000
‘Third stanza ended Monday (24)}| Monroe (Jovan) (1,000: 65-90)—|.$1.80-$3.50)-——“Exodus” (UA) (18th However, reissue of “Giant” looms
'wk)..
Hefty
$10,
000
or
close.
Last
fine
in
first
at
Paramount.
“Exo"Mayflower (ATC): (689;. ‘90-$1 25): was fine. $8,000. after $10, 000, for “Last Woman
on Earth” (Indie)|
week, $9,800
dus” is rated okay in 11th stanza at
—"Pepe”™ (Co]) (2d. run). Okay $3.- second.
and
“Little ‘Shop
of Horrors’
Fine
Arts.
4FWO)
(631;
$2-$2.40)
the
Alexandria.
“The
Alamo”
000: .Last week, “Sanctuary” (oth) . Fifth - ‘Ave: Cinema (R&BY (250: (Indie). Fair $4,500. Last week,
—‘“‘Never On Sunday” (UA) (22d looks nice in third at United ArtGd wk), $3,200.
$1.25-$1.80) — “Virgin . “Spring” “Stella" (Indie) and “Foxiest Girl .wk). Great $10,000 or near. Last ists.
“Gone With Wind” still is
_. Metropolitan (NET). (4 357: 90- (Janus) (m.o.) (11th wk). This week In Paris” (Indie) $4,500.
‘week, $6,900.
big in fourth at Warfield.
$1.25: — “Hoodlum, Priest’: (WA): ending tomorrow. looks okay at
Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 90-$1. 80) |. Pantages (RKO) (1,513; $1.80Estimates for This Week
Opened
yesterday: .(Mon.). Last $3,600 after: $4,000 for 10th. Now —“Hoodlum Priest” (UA) (4th wk).
.$3.50)—"‘Spartacus” (U) (27th ‘wk).
week, Met Opera:
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; $1.25-| being helped. by Oscaring for best Dandy $22,000 or. near. Last week, Sturdy $12,000 or over. Last week,
$1.50)
— “Operation
Eichmann”
;
Memorial (RKO) (3;000; 90-$1.49) foreign pic.
. ‘| $10,100.
—Abséent-Minded Professor”. (BY) | 55th St.: Playhouse’ (Moss) (253: | " Roosevelt
(B&K) (1,400; 90-|. Egyptian (UATC) (1, 392; $1.25- (AA) and “Serengeti” (AA). Modest
$12,000.
Last
week,
“All In
(24 wk). Smash $25,000. Last week, | $1.25-$2)
— “Don Quixote” (M-G) $1.80)—“Cimarron”
(4th $3.50) —- “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (74th
(M-G)
. $30,000.
(14th wk). ‘This -week- ending to- wk).
Trim
$10,000. Last 'wéek, 300. Firm $13,500. Last week, $12,- Night’s Work” (Par) and “Trovble
In
Sky”
(U)
(3d
wk),
$8,500.
- Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90-$1 49). ‘morrow (Thurs.) is heading for hep. $13, 000. .
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Go. Naked-in World” (M-G) ‘and $3,900 after $4,900 on Asth, week.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400;.90.
“All Hands On Deck” (20th) and
“Operation Bottleneck (UA), (2d Stays.
$1.80) — ‘‘Absent-Minded. Profes| “Tess, Storm Country” (20th) (24
wk:; Fair $10,000. Last week, ‘$12,-: ' Normandie
(T-L) (592: $1 .25- sor” (BV) (5th: wk). Hardy $25,000
wk). Drab $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
000.
|$1.80\—“All
In . Night’s
Work” or thereabouts. Last week, $26, 000.
. (Continued.from page 11)
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; $1.25' Paramount
(NET? (2,357; 70- (Par) (6th. wk). Fifth round fin-| ‘Surf (H&E Balaban). (685; $1.50- $3)—"Exodus”
(UA)
(18th wk).
1.50) —“Gone With Wind” (M-G)
-$1. 25'—“ All:Hands on Deck” (20tti) ished _ yesterday .(Tues.)’ was.. mild $1.80)—“Never On Sunday” (Lope) Okay $6,000. Last week, $7,000 on
eissue) (4th wk). Big $10,000. Last
and “Storm. Country” (Indie). Nice $3, 000 ‘after -$3,500 in fourth: “Re-. (12th wk). Socko $8, 000. Last week, what was advertised as closing
week, $12,000.
$14, ono. Last week, “Dondi” (AA) ‘turn. .To Peyton Place” (20th) is
week.
000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; $1.25<
‘and © “Elephant Gun” Andie), . $6,- due in. May 5. ,
Kimo (Dickinson) (504: 90-$1.25) $1.50) — “Giant” (WB) (reissue),
Todd
(Todd)
(1,089;
$1.75-$3.50)
500.
Little. Carnezie | (L.. Carnegie) “Ben-Hur” (M-G) (70th wk). Potent —‘League of Gentlemen” (Kings). Fine $10,500. Last week, “Konga”
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,900; 75-$1.25)—' (520: $1.25-$2)—"Tunes of Glory” $15,000. Last week, $16,000.Oke $2,000. Last week, “Upstairs (AI)
and
“Terror
In Haunted
“Portrait of Mobster”. (WB). and. ({Lopé) (19th wk):- The 18th ‘session.
- United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90-- and Downstairs” (20th) (4th wk), House” (AI), $14,500.
Fast |finished .Monday (24) was fancy
“Darby's Rangers” *(Indie).
$1,100,
St.
Francis
(Par)
(1,400;
$1-$1.50)
: $8,200... Last week, “White War- $7,000 after $11,000 for 17th week, $1.80)—"Gone With Wind” (M-G)
‘Paramount
(Blank-UP)
(1,900: —“Pepe” (Col) (8th wk). Okay $8,
rior”. (WB) and. Up Periscope" |. Guild (Guild) (450: $1-$1.75) — (reissue) (2d. wk)..Great $31,000 or 75-$1) — “Portrait of Mobster” 500. Last week, $10,000.
close. Last week, $35,000.
ndie), $9, 000:
(WB). Fairish $7,000. Last week,
py o-Way Stretch” (BL): (14th-final|
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,151;
(Essaness)
(1,200;
90- “Sins Rachel Cade” (WB), same.
* Saxon. (Sack) (1, 100; $1. 50-$3) — wk).. The 13th round ended Sunday ’ Woods.
$1.25-$1.50) — “Alamo” (UA) (3d
| ((23. was nice $5,500: after $7,000|$1.80)—-“"All Hands On. Deck” |: Plaza (FMW-NT) (1, 630; $1.25)— wi. Nice $9,000. Last week, $10,“Exodus” (UA): 8th’ wk). ‘Good
|
(20th)
(dwk).
Lively
$14,000.
or
|
. $13, 000.. Last week, $14,000...
“Sanctuary”
(20th).
Oke $7,590. 50
for 12th week. “Please Turn Over”
| over. Last week,. $19,000. .
State (Trans-Lux) (730; 75-$1, 25): (Col) is due dn Friday (28).
‘| Last week, “Alamo” (UA) (6th wk),
Stagedoor
(A-R)
(440; $1.25World (Teitel) (606; 90-$1.25)— $7,000.
— ‘Sins of. Rose Bernt”. (Indie! and |- .Murray Hill (R&B)
$1.50!\—“Rickisha Man” (Cont) (2d.
(565; 95Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) OD. Good $3,000. Last week, $5,
“Back. Streets: of° Paris”. (Indie). $1.80)—“Ballad of Soldier” (Kings) “Ballad of Soldier” (Kings), 3d
at $3,200. Last week, (750; $1)—“‘General Della Rovere”
Good $5,000. Last week, “Shangri- (18th. wk). The 17th stanza: ended: peart
(Indie).
La” ‘Indie) .and “Woman Bait”. ‘Monday (24) was. solid $6,500 after: $74
Moderate
$1,760.
Last
Vogue {S. F. Theatres) (364;
“Millionairess” (20th) (3d $1.50) — “Virgin Spring” (Janus)
a (Indie', big $4,000.
$7,000 in. 16th week.
(18th wk) and “Seventh Seal”
‘|
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (563; 90-1.
Roxy (Durwood) (850: $1-$1.50) (Janus) (reissue) (8th wk). Trim
$1.80)—“Love and Frenchwoman” |
(Continued from page 10) .
—‘‘Cry For Happy” (Col) (2d wk). $2,009. Last week, $1,500.
(Kings) (9th wk). Eighth session
Pleasing $7,000; holds. Last week,
Heading
for
great
$20,000
after
Presidio
(Hardy)
(774: $1.25|ended Sunday:(23) was big $7,200|
(Continued. from. page 10)
$8,000.
$8,600 in first three days.'
$1.50)—Heaven On Earth” (Indie)
“Entertainer”
(Cont)
(5th
wk). after $8,000 in seventh week.
Uptown,
Granada
(FMW-NT)
(2,(2d
wk).
Good
$2,200.
Last week,
Victoria)
(CMA)
Okay $1,100 after $1, 400 fourth::
—
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)— ° Metropole,
043; 1,217; $1-$1.25) — “Absent- |$3,000
Grand (RKO) (1,300; $1-$1. 25)— “Never On Sunday” (Lope) (28th (1,410: ~ $1.05-$2.20) — “Spartacus” Minded Professor” (BV) (4th wk)..
Coronet
(United
California)
(1,“Fiercest
Heart”
(20th). Fairish wh.
The 27th. week’ completed. (Rank-U) (20th wk). Hefty $11,600. Bright $14,000; continues.
Last (250; $1.50-$3.50)—“Ben-Hur”
(M‘Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) week, $18, 000.
$7,000. Last week, “All In Night's Monday (24) was amazing $18,500.
,
G)
(70th
wk).
Okay
$7,500.
Last
70-$1.75} — “Greengage
Work” .{Par).(m.o.), $7,200 at $1.50 after $15,000. for 26th: round. The (2,200:
week, $8,000.
27th session was helped by’ Oscar- Summer” (Col) (2d wk). Brisk $16,top, third week downtown.
Alexandria
(United California)
000 or near. Opening week (six
MINNEAPOLIS
Guild. (Vance) (300; $1.25)\—“Vir- ing for pic.
(1,610;
$1.49-$3.50) — “Exodus”
days)
was
$17,600.
“Guns
of
Navagin Spring” (Janus) (5th wk). Pleas68th St. Playhouse (Leo Brecher)
(Continued from page 10)
(UA)
(11th
wk).
Okay $12,500. Last
(370: 9$0-$1.65)-—“Days of Thrills, rone” (Col) opens with royal preem $1.25) —.- “Village of Damned” week, $12,000.
ing $1,800. Last week, $2,000:
Laughter”. (20th) (6th wk). ‘Fifth April 27..
| (M-G) (2d wk). Dull $6,000 or
Odeon
Marble
Arch
(CMA) near.
Last week, $8,500. “Gone
‘‘=—"Sons and. Lovers” (20th) (re- round ended Monday (24) was okay
turn). Strong $1,400. Last week, $4,500 after $6,000 for fourth, “The. (2,200: 70-$1.75)—“Grass is Green- With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) opens
er”
(2d
wk).
Okay
$7,000:
First
was April 28.
Bridge”
(AA)
opens
May
1.
“Hand. In Hand’. ACol) 43d wk),
(Continued from page 11).
Sution (R&B) (561; ‘95-S1.80)— $7,900. “All Hands on Deck” (20th) : St. Louis Park (Field) (1,000: Fine $15,000. Last week, “Cimar$I, 200.
$1.25)— “League of Gentlemen” Ton” (M-G) (4th wk), $9,000.
Keith's (Shor) (1,500: 90-$1.25)— “League .of Gentlemen” (Kings) opens April 27.
Plaza (Par) (1,902: 70-$2.10)— {Kings) (2d wk). Oke $3,500. Last
“Cry -For Happy” - 1Col)..
Mild (14th wk). The 13th session finAdams (Balaban) (1 »700; $1.25$1.50!'—“Raisin in Sun” (Col) (4th
$5,500.
Last week, “101 -Dalma- ished Monday (24) was big. $6,400 “Greatest Show on Earth” (Par): week, $3,500.
{after
$7,500
in
12th
week.
.
(reissue)
(3d
wk).
Steady
$6,000.
State
(Par)
(2,200;
$1-$1.50)
—
tians” (BV) (4th. wk), $5,200.
wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; Second
was - $7,300..
“Payroll” “Pepe” (Col) (5th wk). Hep $6,5u0. $10,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; $1-$1 25)— ‘$1-$1.50)—"Raisin in. Sun”
(Col) (Anglo) preems April 20.
Last week, $7,000. “Absent-Minded
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25“Angry Silence” (Val). ‘and “Young
(Sth wk). Fourth ‘week: completed
$3)—“Ben-Hur”
(M-G) (62d wk).
One” (Val). .So-so $7,000 or near. yesterday (Tues.). was: about: $8,500 " Rialto (20th) (592: 70-$1.20)— Professor” (BV) starts April 28.
Suburban World
(Mann)
(800: Great $7,000. Last week, $7,030.
euiadison Avenue” (20th). Okay
Last week, “Auntie Mame” (WB)
after $11,000 in third stanza:
$1.25) — “Virgin Spring” (Janus)
Music "Hall (Cinerama, Inc.) (1,
$5,800.
and “A Summer Place’ (WB). (re~
Trans-Lux. 85th. St. (T-L) (550::
issues), $7,200.
Ritz ((M-G} (430: '70-$1.75)—“Go {2d wk). Award winner looks wham 208; $1.20-$2.65)\—“Seven Wonders
{$1.25-$2) — “Great Impostor” .(U)
$5,500 this round.
Opened with of World’
(Cinerama)
(reissue)
“Twin Drive-In (Shor) (600 cars (Sth wk), Fourth round ended yes- Naked in World” (M-G) (4th wk).
(17th wk). Good $12,000. Last week,
‘each side)—West, ‘‘Alamo” (UA) terday: (Tues.) was fine $5,700 after Steady $3,300. . Third was $4,000.
Uptown (Field) (1,000; $1-$1.50) $11,000.
(2d wk), $1.15 scale, hotsy $10,000. $7,000 in third. “Secret Ways” (U)
Studio One
(Indie) (556: 50- —‘“Ben-Hur” (M-G) (2d run) (5th
Trans-Lux
Krim
(Trans-Lux)
following $12,000. preem..
East, is due in May 10.
$1.20)—‘‘101 Dalmatians” (BY) (3d wk). Holding over here after day(1,000; $1.49-$1.65) — “Breathless”
“Apartment”: (UA)
and
“Elmer.
World. (Perfecto) (390; 90-$1:50) wk). Smash $10,500 or over. ~
|dating first four weeks at three {Films Around World). Big $6,000.
Gantry” (UA) (reissues) regular 90¢c | “Male and Female” (Mishkin)
Warner (WB) (1,785: 10-$1.75) — other nabe houses. Sturdy $4,000. Last week, “League of Gentlemen”
scale, big: $12,500
(10th wk). This frame finishing up “Taste of Fear’ (Col) (3d° wk). Last week, $4,200.
(Indie) (3d wk), $3,000.
‘Valley (Wiethe) (1 200;. $1.50- tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for Good. $11, 000 or near. Second was |- ‘World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.50)—
Mercury (UM) (1,465; $1.50-$3)
$2:50)—“Exodus” (UA). (5th wk). stout $8,000 or near after $9,000 in. $13,500. “Strangers on Train” (WP)! “All in Night’s Work” (Par) (5th —‘Exodus” ‘UA) (lith wk). SenSturdy $10,000. Last week, $10,500. ninth ‘week,
follows April 20.
wk). Tidy $5,700. Last week, $6,000. Sational $15,500. Last week, same.

$6,000:

‘E:chmann’ Fair $12,000,
Frisco; ‘Wind’ Hot 106
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| ‘Hyde Park Art (Shor) (500; $1:25)
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"Neational Boxoffice Survey

Prem (}an) Schary (Nay)in Taped
Out Of Circulation
Talk on ‘Classification’ of Pictures

London StripScene
“Puts I Love, You Love’

Trade: Perks; "Professor’ Still No.1, ‘Exodus’ 2d, |
Ap tment’- ‘Gantry’ 3dy ‘Jacks,’ Wind” Next

ay Love, You

Rome,

April 25.

Leve”

(DeLauren-

tiis) is -the latest picture tobe.
Pictures. ‘which. figured success- | (Janus), ‘Oscared. ‘for best ‘foreign ‘yanked from circulation in this

fully in the Academy

Awards last|pie; and “Sanctuary” (20th) are the‘eountry’-by
;

court

order,

despite

week are making an amazing dent:} runner-up ‘films in that ‘order.
‘|fat that ‘it's regularly equipped
-at the boxoffice this: season. Other- | Raisin in Sun” (Cob, a new- with a government censorship via.
wise, the current. week shapes. sur-| comer, is nice in L:A. and Detroit,
- Pic, currently showing at Milan’s
prisingly .solid. ‘Combo -of ‘“Apart- ‘and big in N:Y: “Breathless” (Films Odeon, ‘was ordered seized by
ment” and “E]mer. Gantry,’ ” both Around World},. which continues Court of. Foggia, reportedly for
from United Artists, is making the. smash-in N. Y., is okay this week in “obscenity” deriving from a 5.000strongest showing of the: Oscared | Detroit..frame sequence of a strip ‘in 4
“La Dolce Vita”. (Astor), also London nitery. Bologna also carpix,. but “Butterfieeld8" (M-G),
. “Spartacus” (UW) and “Never On. new, is eapactiy in .both N.Y, and ried out. order,. while situation
Boston,. ‘playing
initia]. -rounds. is. still ‘unclear at this writing in.
. Sunday”: (Lope, also. shape well,
; Pacing. the field. currently. is}: ‘Portrait of Mobster’”’ . (WB), fairish- other Italo centers.
‘in:
K.C.,
is
tall
in.
Boston.
~
“A bsent- Minded Professor” (BV), :
' Noted here .that pic was reguwhich also was champ a week ago. i “Mein Kampf” |.(Col)| shapes | larly submitted ‘to censor here, remighty
on
initial
session
at N.Y.
*“Exodus” (UA! is holding onto seécceiving
visa and a4 “forbidden to
Rivoli. “Saturday Night, Sunday
ond place, same as last session.
minors” slotting, and that Italian}
-Paiting .of “Apartment” and ,Morning” (Cont), which is. con- Minister of Entertainfent Alberto
“Gantry” -is landing this combo. in 'thnuing: huge in. NY., looks wow on ‘Folchi is known to have personally
third position, largely by dint of OPener in Washington. Great Im- seen pic without raising “ent
--the. Academy Awards. “One-Eyed ; poster”: continues’ great in N.Y.,
|to its release.
Jacks” ‘Par! is: winding: up. fourth. |, Playing: two theatres:

It was fifth a. week ‘ago:

| “Hoodlum. Priest’

(UA),

still

UL. TREASURY STUDY
OF SWISS TAX HAVENS?

“= “Gone ‘With Wind”: AM- Gi (re|solid in. N.Y.:on longrun,. ‘shapes |
issue'- “is. capturing- fifth place.; dandy in Chi.and good in Toronto.
~ “Pepe” (Coli, sixth’ last’ round, “Alamo,” also from United Artists,.
gain:

‘is

landing. *this

position, i which

Jong. has ‘been: high

19

on. week-.|.

We

must

demands

classify our

pictures,

Otto Preminger. Certain-

ly ‘not, counters Dore Schary.
.- Battle of words between Prem-

he asked Mills’ identity.
Latter.
said he was with the Motion
Picture Association.
Hearing .this,
Preminger kidded, “Then I don't

inger and Schary on the topical, believe him.”
Sehary and Preminger were in
controversial subject was taped
in New York last Saturday (21); agreement in the matter of film
for presentation on the NBC-TV |advertising.
“Movie
advertising
network next Saturday
at 9:30; is the most dishonest in the world,”
p.m. .This new segment in “The |Preminger submitted.

Nation's Future” series was found!
‘The Code also was lashed into.
by an advance observer to be il-: Said Schary: “If there is going to

luminating,

no

more

conclusive: be a Code, let there be a Code that

than most such gabfests, but still; works.
Otherwise let’s abandon
pitting against each other a couple , it. Everybody will admit hypoc-

of

forceful,

practitioners

ramming

.knowing

capable

home

-cinematic’ risy in abiding by the letter and

of incisively' ; not

a point

without'

shouting and devoid of sarcasm.

the

mented

spirit.

Preminger

that the Code

“came

com-

by

|way of the Catholic church and

John K. M. McCaffrey, in the Quigley,” referring to tradepaper
role. of moderator, provided the, publisher Martin Quigley.
He noted that canni-°
backdrop.
—eeeeeeeeeeeeeEeEEeEeEEeEE
balism as in “Suddenly Last Sum-:
mer” has been among
the film
3
2
themes introduced of late: Going}
hand in hand with this is the new‘

Prem’s Future

city law in Abilene, Texas, provid-, ===

ing for

a classification

law

Continued from page 5 mamma
and jigea of roadshowing latter hasn't

imposing fines upon exhibitors and ;pean entirely discounted.
“Spartacus” (Wi is holding onto
_ Hollywood, April .25. . parents in cases where children: | Screenplay for “Bunny” should
seventh
spot,: via ‘its Oscariings, ;‘trade, but mostly in smaller cities”
are unabiding:
‘president
John
F.
Kennedy's
ye
curr
ently.
-be finished next week. Saul Bass,
same as; fast stanza.:
“Rachel Cade" (WBi, fine in Pitt,. statement relative to U. S. citizens |. Preminger, whose pictures in-' who’s worked on several previous
¢Par),
_ “AIR In Night's Work"
clude the Production Code-nixed Preminger films, again has deabroad
brought
this
comment
from
shapes
fairish'
in
Louisville
and“- Jith Jast week, is finishing eighth.
“Ben-Hur”... (M-G:' is landing in. St. Louis. Black Sunday” (AD, just’ Herbert Aller, biz rep. for Inter- “Moon Is Blue,” expressed himself.signed the logo ‘and will do the
getting started, Jooms slick in L. A. national Photographers Local 659, as being “unconditionally and for- j| titles). Title of pic is embraced by
ninth: spot. “Never On Sunday” |
TATSE:
ever opposed to state censorship.” a question mark which is complet(Lopes..a runner-up pic last. week, and. good in Detroit. _ .
oq’ py
th
“It was rather gratifying to read He argued that film production!
ds pushing to 10th place: because of | “Make Mine Mink” (Cont) looks
fine: in Chi and-Balto and good in | the President's statement of. posi- should have the same rights as the |Raggedy “Anivinoe OfGL ae
winning, an aw ard...
‘St.
Loo..
“Ballad
of
Soldier":
tion.
relating
to
repeal
of
tax
express
“but
for
these
rights
We:
which
incidentally
Is Preminger's
“Cimarron” iM-G).-will. be with
of. Gentlemen” 7 (Kings), fast in N.¥.,looms lively emptions on income of U. S. citi- must fight” and inherent in this: first suspense yarn since “Laura”
While. “League
fight
is
a
sense
of
responsibility.
:;
An,
Chi.
in
Canada,
western
tzens
living
in ‘42, deals with the disappear“| (Kings), rounds out the Top 12.
The producer reasons that the ance of a three-year-old tot, and
:“AU Hands ‘on Deck” :20th), “101: (Regular. city.bycityreports ap- Europe 4nd Japan, as well as the
| proposal .of gradual repeal of de-} public should be informed as to all shooting ‘including interiors: is
; Dalmatians” (BV1, “Viirgin Spring”. pear on. PP.10-11- 17. ;
ferral
on
corporation.
income what pictures are all about. such slated for New York, probably at
‘learned and left in these.areas. His|.as the rape angles in his own the Production Centre plant.
‘! statement. is rather timely and is “Anatomy of. Murder.”
Only other projects in sight are
Prem stresses that this informa- the filmization ef two more nevels
\ indicative of the fact that our desbe —*Side of the Angels,” from the
tiny as an American nation must tion—this classification—must
by the film- Alexander Federov novel ‘for UA,
be supported by all, économically given voluntarily
| maker, “for otherwise it would be _and in color}, and a Pierre Bouille
and spiritually.”
‘Continuing, he said, “I am glad a violation of our own rights.”
tale, “Other Side of the Coin.” As
Can’t Classify Taste
to learn the President. is not in
‘for the stage, no plans there, alSehary’s stance: “I don't believe . though Perminger’s always open to
privileged
sympathy
with. any
_ Miami Beach, -April :23: + :
| classes.” He added he had tearned in classification in films any more an interesting property. ‘He's curVarlety
Clubs’
International's |
| from sources he refused to disclose ‘than in books, newspapers or tele- rently ‘represented on Broadway
84th annual. parley opened: here|
There can be no classifi- as director of “Critic's Choice,”
that ‘the Treasury: Dept. is now vision.
today
(‘Tues.) .with chief: -barker’
A picture which Warner Bros. has bought as
|
making a survey of Swiss corpora- ‘cation of bad. taste.
Los. Angeles, April 25.
‘Edward -‘Emanuel - ‘forecasting ex-|.
tions which are caches for some ‘could carry a label it doesn’t de- a Bob Hope-starrer.)
Staiiley
Warner
.is
making
im-.
pansion of.'the showmen’s charity
serve.
No
one
person
should
be
of
-the
pic
personalities
living
Working through two distribuorganization
to include
Rome,; ' provements in. two: Southern’ Cali-f. abroad;..and has dispatched special given the privilege of saying what.
tors, he says, is practical for him
‘Tokyo, Honolulu and possibly other fornia theatres, In anticipation: of |couriers for this purpose.’
is acceptable.”
‘tand presumably other indie prospots.
Ta lush Same “according to zone
Thus the demarcation line was :ducers) because it enables him to
Aller,
accompanied
by Henry
He ‘reported steps’ already taken’ Manager Pat Notaro
and
Preminger
| Kaiser, ‘AFM general counsel, last |drawn. _ Sehary
to establish .a tent in Rome, and’
Renovated will be the Ritz, San week visited Treasury Dept. of-! aver they are opposed to outside, 'retain a sharper degree of indeplans are ‘afoot to. reactivate: the Bernardino,
and’. Warner,
San ficials in Washington. protesting ° censorship of any kind. Preminger ‘pendence and identity. He also
‘makes the point that some pictures
Tokyo charter.
:
Pedro,. Circult is:“looking forward ;
making
pix ‘contends that anyone offering a plainly are better suited to one
film
personalities
Some 1.000. members. and wives’ to 27. Feleases: between’ May ‘and abroad. “to avoid taxes and Ameri-. picture to the public ought to label ‘company than another.
August.”
said picture as being fit for cer-.
-{ean labor standards.”
‘are on-hand for: the confab, with |
Festivals a ‘Marketplace’
:tain
age groups.
Schary rebutsi While he’s keen on film festivals
hq: in. the Fontainbleu Hotel. A‘
ithat such classification would be: —as a “marketplace” for reaching
“merely a polite step toward cen- :; opinion-makers ithe press:—Prem; sorship, ”
_Emantiel said Variety fents: are i “6
“Antiquities” as Standard/.
inger says he prefers to keep his
mast . effective Wwheh they
have|
pictures out of competition be«
‘Continued from ‘page. 5 s_
Preminger,
when
queried
by cause of disparity in entered prodstrong women’s auxiliaries. Where.
‘McCaffrey as to exact classifica- ;
they are lacking. he indivated, the
ommended - for ‘public exhibition..
uct. It just isn’t fair, as he sees it,
: build. up ‘of same should: have pri
ut not prohibited from showing if - ‘tion he had in mind, explained .to pit a “big’’ picture against a
Italo: spectacle pix have become| proper precaution. is taken to see ‘that an adult rating should only i
rity action.
:Shoestringer.
Besides, and to re"a Standard- tyre of film on: the that. no minors are admitted to: mean parents would be apprised‘
,iterate the point, he’s much less
Harking. to’ the ‘postwar: decline:
same order as Hollyw ood. WwWesterns, | exhibit unless. accompanied by a of a picture’s content and should:
4n the picture. business: he- ‘said it° Gotfredo
:concerned
with
awards the savs)
Lombardo, ’ prexy. ‘of parent. or: guardian.’ It. being the :Buide their children accordingly.
‘than
the
publicity
concomitant
; ..was beeause the industry jis “sad?Titanus of -Rome,” opined in the:
Point was offered that certain with a fest invitation, and the
Ly lacking-in the good old-fashioned. course of a ‘Yecent visit to New; opinion. of the board that such ex- ;
might billboard their;
hibit is ‘obscene and generally ‘of-| producers
* “eonnniodities °‘—~. enthusiasm’ and :York. .
chance
to woo
the scribes and
|
product
as
“adult”
simply
because
: fensive to public decency.”
‘showmanship.
Let's put’. both. tospread the word globally.
Taking note of thie “yast number °
“E"—Banned from public show-| °f commercial motives, this kind
work -in.our own organization and” -of spées -turned: out by the Italian §
Asked again re his position on
“clearly obscene,. of rating being a boxoffice lure.
“help permeate it, throughout: the-jindustry last. year—"“The Tarfars.” ‘ing in Abilene,
clagsification, Preminger repeated
‘offensive to public decency and to!‘Preminger contradicted this, say- ,ithat he opposes censorship in anv
“se im industry:”.
“Queen of The Tartars.” “Fury: of :
.
ing
“nobody
makes
money
byseli|
:the terms of this ordinance.”
form, but thinks the best wav to
- Paying tribufe ' to the organiza- |The Barbarians,” “Rev enge. of. The |
In addition to plays, floorshows, j.ing French postcards.”
head off bluenose encroachments is
tion’ $s strong leadership’ ‘of ‘the past.’ Barbarians,” ete. .to name’ just a:
a
No Denial
vaudeville, .operas, and musical |
-by self-regulation. He emphasizes
(citing: ‘John Harris, Bob. oO Donnell, |few—Lombardo’ expressed. no fear
Preminger’s ;
F ;gomedies, the ordinance also giv es } Schary ‘attacked
_ Marc Wolff,- Jack Beresin; Gearge jthat: the battom was about to drop|; the board. vaguely worded power bid for the right to classify be- parental responsibility, but asserts
that the industry has to do its
* Hoover. John Rowley. et al), Eman-! gut. of the. market, as Jong as they!
A good, cause “I think you are trying to!
‘over books and magazines.
|Share by at least alerting the pub‘uel said |the big: need. wow, besides !are. -made- ‘inexpensively
enough. i
deal of the ordinance, in fact, im- . be. all things to all men.’
llic to what it can expect from a
expansion.
is: to. ‘organize ‘a new: ‘Even’ so, he predicted °‘that there |
Preminger winked back: “That 1s ‘
i presses. N.Y. altorneys as being. a,
film. He cited fact that in most
‘ strong core. of leadership ‘for the j
iWwWould: ‘always be Toom for “one big |
iClassic - ‘example of contradictory, possible.’ "
‘instances, at least, theatres comfuture,
spectacle a‘ vear.'
Also in a light-hearted vein. the;
;and confusing statute-writing,
the suggestion
that
Fitanus, of course, -is coproduc- | What. one-attorney asks. Is the: ! matter of “Bad Day at Black Rock” plied with
‘ing Joe Levine's “The Last Days of | difference between the “obscene” : came up.
“This was a bad pic-! Preminger’s “Anatomy of a MurPoche Installed ‘As
Sodom and Gomorrah,” but Lom-! pic outlined in the “D” rating, and ; ture.” Said Preminger, but I don't :der” be recommended for adults
only.
He said the same caution
bardo denies. that this: is essenti-! ‘the “elearly obscene” pic in the| know
who
made
it.” Retorted.
[wh applied to his ‘Moon is Blue”
~
New Orleans. Barker 24 ‘a spectacle. - ‘Rather, he. said, “E’’.rating.
Schary: “I did, and it got better
‘which played without a Code seal}.
:
‘New Orleans, April 25. - “Last Days’. will be a sort “Dolce
In addition, the. ordinance ‘says. notices than ‘Joan’.” (Preminger’s In this case. he pointed out, fami“Travin ‘F..-Poche ‘has’ been in- ‘vita’ about: ancient, Sodom instead |that it’s unlawful to show on the “Joan of Arc” was a flop.)
stalled as Chief. Barker of. Tent 45 Of. modern. Rome.
:lies could easily have been misled
Circuit operator Harry Brandt,
‘|;
Same.
program with. an approved
_ of Variety Clubs: International at!-:
.
by the‘‘innocent” title.
.| exhibit “a second feature, preview, who was among the innocent by-,
"Oa! banquet _at’ the swank Royal .
{From
Cannes, Preminger goes to
Short subject or trailer or other standers, was knifed because of!
Also.. seated. were:where
“Exodus”
opens
certain films in theatres on Man-! iLondon
presentation
which
if.
viewed
alone
‘William Holliday, first assistant
May
9,
then to Paris where pic
would. be objectionable” and could hattan’s 42d Street, where Brandt
has several outlets. Exhibs sought day-dates at two houses May 17.
be
classified
as
“C”,
“D"”
or
“'E”
erly .master, ” and’ Carl - Mabry, . _
to get back at Preminger with a i Next day it opens in Tel Aviv; and,
doughguy.
-York over the past weekend for ‘by the review board.- Presumably,
“several days of meetings. with Col this: would mean that “second fea- crack about the latter’s non-Code |contingent on future events, it’s
.. Members .of the: board are. Page ;reps in.Rome and will follow. this’ tures” would. not have to be re- pix. Preminger responded that pa-}:pencilled in for Algeria next NoM. Baker, Harry Batt, Dan M. | with: trek: to-London for premiere | viewed in advance along with 80- rents should see film before they.‘vember. Incidentally, all receipts
permit their offspring to see them. |‘in Israel will stay in that country
Brandon,. Gibbons .Burke. “A.
tomorrow ‘tThurs.) of Carl Fore- called first features..
Dermody, Gaston Dureau,: Isador’ man’s. “Guns of Navarone.”
In the course of the Abilene Producer later said the film-maker. ‘as a gift to the Weitzman Institute
‘Lazarus, Mel Leavitt, “Ernest A..
After London the. head man of ‘hearings last week, Mrs. .Tarpley should “warn the public” about a —Preminger’s expression of gratiMacKenna, Emmett: ‘Nieaud, Henry the international department will charged ‘that the ordinance’s pro- pic’s subject matter, but should jtude for the public and official
assistance during the filming of
G. Plitt, Azzo. Plough, Claude Sim- join Col president Abe ‘Schneider vision that exhibs submit film titles not enforce any rules.
ons arid Rodney D.:Toups.|
‘/at the.Cannes Film Festival where tothe board 10 days before openMatter of classification as prac- | Exodus.”

|ly lists, ‘still is: doing big to great|

Rome, Tokyo,Honolulu NextSpots

For Variety Clubs International
” Sanpeineon» Summer

|

seisuptnasessions

‘Lombardo talaRationales.

WildWest Censors

As ‘American Westerns

.-OHeans hoiel.

“Rothman Hops: toRome |

chief barker; Kermit Carr. prop- ,,Alo,Rothman,
exec ‘v.p. ofCo-|

‘Honor guests included. film actor ,the ‘official-‘entries include Col’s ing would probably mean that the
. Laurence Harvey and director Ed-|“Raisin.in the Sun,” then back to ‘board would classify films without

“ward Dmytryk, on location. here Rome, followed by stops. in. Ger- seeing them, since Abilene ex“for filming of “A: Walk ‘On’ ‘the |many ‘and Sweden before again hibs seldom. get pictures 10 days
‘Wild’ Side.”

“touching homebase’ fn Manhattan.

ahead. of opening day.

ticed in England was introduced
and an. explanation of how this
works was asked of Taylor Mills,
also in the audience. Mills’ report
was accepted by Preminger until

National’s Topekz Ozoner
National Theatres has acquired
the Community drive-in at Topeka.
It’s a firstrun situation.

arenes:
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TODAY'S HEADLINER
“People are now writing books that can’t even read.”
= GROUCHO MARX

“)Hl readitthe hard way.”

= CHICO MARX

“) doubt that Fl ever read it.”

~ ZEPPO MARX

“Shut up!”

= GUMMO MARX

HARPO SPEAKS by Harpo Marx with Rowland Barber
illustrated by Susan Marx ¢ 476 pages ¢ 50 photographs $5.98
Published by Bernard Geis Associates ¢ Distributed by Raridom House
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Two Eyes, Twelve Hands! concern the attempt by kinfolk to

SS

———_———

‘VARIETY Nov. 19. 59, from the
San Francicsco film fes{, was.

Continued from’ page &

{forgets all about wedding bells ‘and
‘and Andrew Faulds. and. Edward’ ‘decides to remain ‘in: Mexico = in- |
Cast, as ‘arms of the. ‘law; are nicely definitely. ”
There are plenty of ditties rang-}
contrasted, with Griffith being pari
ticularly useful: as a moody chick- ing from folklore to popular tunes
en-hearted
little
drunk.
Glyn’ of the day, interpreted by Lola].
Beltran
and
Pedro
Vargas
in
Houston, William Peacock, Joan‘Rice, Vanda Godsell and ‘Bruce’ Chucho *. :.Zazoza’s _ arrangements.
Beeby are others who contribute: “which accentuate ‘the animated
: Mexican music. Costumes and. baltelling cameos.
“Payroll”
is
a “conscientious: “let numbers are. pleasing, :Soprano ;
‘.erime yarn which, ‘despite certain. Ernestina Garfias contributes more
flaws and irregularities, keeps the -classical arias.: The ‘principals go
cat-and-mouse atmosphere reliably. through the light. ‘story demands

alive.

°

,

Rich.

(Heym Hayu Assara)
-(ISRAELD -

haps some rigidity in the settings,
‘giving ‘the’ effect that the. vehicle
‘lis being presented on a stage in-

-: Earnest ©‘tale of Palestine pl‘oneers.. Effective; ._ but. limited
prospects.
~ George: Schwartz
‘.yélease of ‘Scopus
Baruch:

Dienar..

&
Arthur
oPrductions

Features

“stead of the wider: film .medium::
| Outside of this, the pic is a fair.
“sort of musical that will, click here

Sachson .and in Latin
film by

Ninette,

Oded

.Feomi,. Lea Filler, Yosef .Safra. Yosef
‘Zur, Gavriel. Dagan, Yistael Rubintshik.
7 Nissim: Azikri, Amnon Kahanovitch.. Yit-

Ameri ican. areas. where
‘Eola Beltran’s and. Pedro Vargas’
Names. are’ widely. known. ‘Eniit..

. ehvk Bareket,. Yosef Bashi, Yehuda Gabai.
' Moshe Yaari, Mashe Kedem. Screenplay,
Gavriel: Dagan,
Baruch ~Dienar, -Menx |
:ghem Shuval, based on story: by B. Die-

‘Directed

mer

by Baruch

Dienar;

camera.

: ‘ Lionel ‘Banes:
editor,
Helea.- Cranston: ‘Music. Gari. Bertini. .Opened.
April
17.

‘61, ‘at the

. ning

time,

Symphonv ‘Theatre. N.¥. Run105

described by Stef as. a. ‘somewhat naive folk-tale” focusing
on the two eyes of-an idealistic
Indian jail official and the 12
hands of six murderers, latter
portraying a sort of Greek.
chorus to:.the hopes of their
jailer.

-:The
jailer, seeking peno- logical : Teforms,. gets permis- Sion to rehabilitate the prisoners. by letting them work a

the

MINS,

v ive Henri av, Vive

Los

Four

Mexicanos

Manuel

‘fallow farm. A villainous food

Trio,

Silva Brothers

and

the

La

Famille
(The

21

Fenouillard

Fenouillard Family)
(FRENCH)
Paris, April 18.

Gaumont

release

vane-Fabre-SNEG

of

Cinephonic-Cha-

proAuction.

With

Sophie Desmarets, Jean Richard. Annee
Sinigalia. Marie- Josee Ruiz. Directed bv
Screenplay,
Jean
Feitrs.
. Yves
Robert.
Robert fram bonk by Christoph: came: a,

Andre
Bac;
editor.
Marne-Josephe
Yoyotte.
At
Boul.
Mich,
Paris.
Running
time, 80 MINS.
Mrs.
Fenouillard..... Sophie. Desmarets
Jean Richard
Mr. Fenouillard
.....
se ecees
Annie Sinigalia
| Older daughter
| Younger daughter ... . Marie-Josee Ruiz

singing popu-

Based on a noted illustrated
Capetillo. who does well: comic book of the turn-of-the-cen-

lar numbers.

_broker, fearing. the ‘competition, seeks to wreck the plan.
‘He burns. their crops, then
‘lets loose a herd of. cattle on
without difficulty.
—
the.farm. In process of Saving
Julio Bracho’s: direction is sure
the jailer is
| while cameraman. Rosalio Solano|: ‘his prisoners,
“gored
to death by the bellow| handles. the. color’ camera
adeing herd.
quately. Only downbeat note is per-

They w ere ‘Ten:

_

break up the love affair.
Atmosphere is typically Mexican.
The highlight is the town fair
photographed expertly in color by
veteran cameraman Agustin Jimenez. who has trained his lens on the
.tvarious facets of hinterland folklore at fiesta time. When the pair
of lovers get to the big city, there
are night club sequences featuring
such performers as the Five Latins,
The Panchos, The Tex Mex’ Trio,

Film from India reviewed in

Film Reviews —
————
Payroll

PICTURES

-

as the young man with a dream of
torero ,fame, actually was a bullfighter§ who almost lost his life

tury,

this film

tries

to emulate

it

bé stylized sets, slightly speeded
some years back when he. was. up movement and a general note
of satirical fantasy with a big dose
gored in the ring. Maria. Antonieta
Pons lends grace and beauty as the of slapstick. It has some clever
stagestruck young. girl.
moments but fails to sustain the
Although this one certainly will | humor and it becomes repetitious.
not. win any prize awards. it is still

Stef said the pic “has humor,

despite its macabre outcome.”
and offers some excellent performances, He caHed it “in-.
teresting.”
but
limited
for:
.. US. appeal.
Pic preems. non-theatrically:
; at Museum ‘of Modern Art,
N.Y., tomorrew
(Thurs.}.
It
‘was’ brought -over by Coast
importer Ram. Bagai. of Films
of India,-who was in Gotham
at’ ‘preview. ‘to dicker possible
‘national distribution: deal.

the sort of film fare, which, without | This is mainly a local entry, with
being .original in ‘story, develop- |foreign chances dim.
ment or technique, still manages to
A
stuffy
shopkeeping

family

turn out as a tasteful blend of life 'takes off to see Paris from a small
south

of

the

border.

Production town in 1890 so that the father
understanding}1 will develop some worldliness, and

shows: considerable
and compassion. for Mexico and
Mexicans.
This one should do well in for-

jelgn markets

thus be able to run for mayor.

But

they get lost and end up on a ship
and visit Brazil, get lost in the
because it does give; Antarctic, hit Japan and cone

a-true picture of life in the prov-j
| back hereoes.
inces. As a western, it does have its:
A slapstick cheese fight and
“killers,”. but this is not so im-|
(Long ‘Live
Henry
the Fourth,
‘portant. What the film turns out to; some clever takeoffs on the chau”
Long Live Love)
vinistic
closemindedness
of the
ibe
is
a
rather
authentic
interpreta(FRENCH—COLOR—DY'SCOPE)
‘tury and barring the way of scien- {tion of Jalisco gayety as well as; time get some laughs, but gen“Paris, April’ 8. .

Amour

Gaumont-

release

of Hoche

DA-MA~

‘tifie- medicine. This is exemplified

| the song, laughter and vivacity of |erally

this

is a series

of

revue

‘production. With Francis: Clau-te. Daniele . in the. story of young newlyweds. .: Mexico.
sketches,
and not all are suc~
Emil.
_Gaubert,, Roger. Hanin, Bernard
_Blier,.: sakobli‘ and Meyeli, who lose theirj
cessful.
Eurove arrived in Palestine toward: ‘Jean Sorel, Armand
Mestral. Melina-:
baby,
and:
the
-groom’s
domineerDirector Yves Robert has a fiair
the: close of the last century, there. Mercour!., Nicole Courcel. Pierre Bras:;
seur, Vittorio De ‘Sica, Francis Blanche, [ing mother
who, thereupon, seLes Mains D’Orlac
to claim freedom. :and :a new life.. *.Simone
for putting over a comic interlude
Renant.
Danielle
Darrieux. ‘ Di(The Hands of Orlac)
but cannot extend it sufficiently
“What. happens to a small colony of * rected by ‘Claude Autant-Lara. Screen- ;-cludes herself in isolation, neglectplay,
Jean. Aurenche,
Henri Jeanson:: ing the.farm and causing the fam(FRENCH-BRITISH)
-such pioneers forms the -basis for camera
enough to build and dominate tie
iEastmane olor....Jacques. Natteau: -ily’s. near-destruction.
i
:
Paris. April 25.
the Israeli film “They Were Ten.”
‘film. Actors fit in with the general
editor, Madeleine -Gug. At. Ambassade- °
‘
CFDC
release
of Sovic-Riviera
InterGaumont.. Paris. Ranning time, 120 MENS.
Paralleling
‘this
central.
yarn
is
conception. Technical credits are
.
.¥arn is’ an-earnest account of Henri IV ...........national-Pendennis production. Stars Mel
‘Francis: Claude:
the story of a young country doc- :| Ferrer. Lucile Saint-Simon, Dany Carrel: ‘okay. But this is an extremely
frontier. hardship, the: desperate. Charlotte .........%5.. “‘Daniiele Gaubert
to break features Christopher Lee, Balpetre. Fetix ! onecialized entry at best on its
wv
cee eee cece
Jean Sorel. tor’ who tries in vain
battle to keep the colony’ going and- Conde
AyImer,
Mireille’ Perrey.
Directed
by
+ Ravaillae :
cone
’
Roger
Hanin'
‘bring a desolate land. to blossom. :.Bossomppierre -........ Armand Mestral. through ‘the barrier of stubborn- Edmond-T.
Greville.
Screenplay.
Gre- ‘attempt to bring back some of the
of the silent comeFilm is conipetently, if not artfully. Ambassador .......0..02.. ‘Vittorio De Sica:ness and. mistrust, of his country- . ville from novel by Maurice Renard: fomfoolery
e-mera,
Jacques
Lemare:
editor,
J.
Ravel.
‘Henriette.
~»
Danielle
Darrieux
Afosi.
rerdered, with a specialized theme : Madame Tremoille cece Sunone Renant: ‘men and dies prematurely.
At Biarritz,
Paris. Running
time
100 . dies.
i
and content -that makes. it seem Montmorency..........: Pierre Brasseur |
Direction by Franz Schnyder, ‘+ MINS.
Sully
Wo iiirinie rin
Bernard Blier who also produced and -co-scripted, a 0)2 Ey 2
.. Mel Ferrer }
headed for -limited -play.‘in- the-‘Jacqueline
-..... saeseee ._
Nicole Courcel
Louise: ....cccceeece
Lucile Saint-Simon
Het Mes
-: United States... ‘Special handling in Prieur err
Francis Blanche ©.holds .a good balance between the | pO)
Fe
Dany
Carrel j
(The Knife)
Jewish vopulation™‘Centres, howOmens
ed
- prevailing sombre mood and occa- NCTO ..cccceseccccese Christopher Lee
Doctor
...ccccccccsesece,
Balpetre
!
ever could yield zood runs. Dialog
(DUTCH)
‘Historical opus is: played tongue-. :sional comic relief: It’s. a cleancut, Uncle face
vcen enccecee- Fellx Aylmer ;
is Hebtew (with some French), with _in-cheek as title infers. It covers|“tasteful job whicl’ avoids. lagging LanNady ..........6... Mireille Perrey '
Amsterdam, April 18.
Nederlandse
Filmproductlon
Maatexreltent. English subtifling.
[
$pots.
An
important
asset
is
the
‘the last year inthe
life af the
shappij
production.
With
Ellen
Vocel,
Even with the name of Mel ; Paul Cammermans. Reitze van der LinPic follaws eight: men
and a 17th Century. French ‘King Henri
topnotch lensing hy ‘Konstantin °
wonian.ta baby comes. later, making 'IV who seemed more interested in | Tachet. : Robert Blum’s ‘music de- Ferrer, this shapes mainly as a den, Marie-Louise Videc. Mia Goossen,
; Hetty Beck. Elly van Stekelenburg. Cor
the tenth of the title! who establish. Women: than any other: aspect of ‘serves ‘credit for its unobtrusive- .dualer. It is a horror-psycho drama
Witschen,
Henk
Haselaar.
Directel
bv
| that does not build up the re-. Fons Rademakers; story and screenplov,
‘themselves in the midst of a hostile ‘ruling. The bedroom Idok has some ness.
camera,
Eduard
van
der
* Hugo
Claus;
‘Iand and -hostile Arabs. The adver-. risible- moments and a zest: of ac-_
Dart armanres are generally well “quired suspense and is fairly lame . Enden; editor, Han Rust: music, Pin
sitv of the situation leads to con- tion plus fine production dress for above par, ‘fncluding” some’ high- ‘in the direction, thesp and inter- Jacobs. At City Theatre, Amsterdam.
Running time, 90 MINS.
_ flicts 2s nerves fray, and as the set- probable good hiz here. But it -i *
3. notably by Mar- ‘est departments.
‘tlers stand up to both envjronment somewhat .too talky for anything grit ‘Winter, as the mother: Peter
Tale was made as a silent Ger- ;
and the Arabs. Ultimately the Jews. but’ exploitation. chances abroad.. ‘Brogle and Kathrin Schmid. (Mr. man
pic in 1924, with Conrad , This is the story of 13-vear-old
‘triumph, and have double cause far. -. Henri IV has a harridan wiie 1 & Mrs. in real life}, as the young Veidt. It was later remade by boy, entering puberty, and jealcelebration
because the married. but has: managed - to have a flock ‘couple: Peter Arens, as the unfor- Metro as “Mad Love” for Peter ,OUSY of his mother who has taken
couple among them ‘has produced a ! of children. out. of wedlock with .:tunate
Lorre’s first Yank pic: Both of 2 lover ‘tutor to her son' and
-physician ‘and Margrit
-ehild. The. mother, however, dies ‘his-many favorites. He brings. allthese had the feeling of hallueina- |friend of her late husband. “The
Rainer, cast as a venomous servant.
soon after of malaria. “Her burial the children: up togefher. He falls.
tion and terror which is absent in Knife’ looks spotty for the exi
The
actors:
speak
the
German
lancoincides with a drought- breaking& ;for.a 16-year-old at 56 and marries:
:this remake. Maybe scientific ad- : port market.
guage and in Swiss ‘dialect.:.
rain—the symbolic death and re-. her to one of ‘his illegitimate sons
:vances make this tale. of a pianist, This is the second film produced
Mezo.
generation.
Avho- _ professés
no_ interest
in
‘who has an accident and thinks his !by N.F.M., new outfit which wants
Baruch. Dienar, who: aid the orig- “women.
hands have been replaced by those to control continuous
film pra‘inal ‘story and produced. and diThere: are plenty. of epigrams.'Viva. Jaliseo Que Es Mi; >of a murderer executed that day, duction instead of a haphazard
rected the Scopus. Production, has
“Tierra
‘and a goat-like performance from ;i
lone as customary in Holland until
somewhat old hat.
arranged ‘the tale in rather: pat and
Fraricis ‘CIaude, as’ the lecherous.
_ Instead of playing on the pian- ‘now. The delicate subject has been
oversimplified fashion’. ‘avoiding ex-.
king. with some good bits etcted
_ (MEXICAN-COLOR)
| ist’s psychological
problems
of |treated with a mature outlook and
-ploration of ‘the. Arab-Jéw antagMexico City, April 18.
by
‘several
guest
star.
names.
The:
|
believing his hands are taking ! fs developed by director Fons
onisms, and without plumbing. the.
“Pelteulas Naélonales release of Producyoung couple are stiffly- played by
' Rademakers (this is his third pie)
‘principal
characters.
settling in_ciones.
Pereda
production
Stars
Maria - over and turning him into a would- i
Daniele -‘Gaubert and Jean Sorel. ’ Antonieta Pons. Manuel Capetillo. An-- be. killer, it introduces a petty _{n a suitable poetic way.
‘stead for straight forward story.*
But director. Claude. Autant-Lara' drea Palma: features Ramon Pereda, Los ’ magician who finds out and preys ; Film misses, however, a tone of
telling that at moments: becomes a4:
Panchos, the Silva Brothérs. Dirécted. by
, Ramon.
Pereda.
Screenplay,
bit arch. But -at ‘the same time he has given this. eye-catching color Ramon Pe- on the pianist’s penchant
and: reality as characters and their
reda;: camera,: Agustin
Jimenez: music,!
has contrived a frequenly affecting and: mounting, and played it like a ‘' Manuel
Mel Ferrer can not do |inter-relation are badly drawn and
Esperon. At Martscala Cine, ‘Mex: - problems.
royal
boudoir.
comedy.
_Fechnival
“account of faith and tenacity.
much with this uneven role and; never become quite real. Though
leo City. Running time, 90 MIN s..
; Mosk.
Acting is uneven, ‘but generally credits are fine.
iothers are able to.do even less. 1one can see what the director
effective.’ Technical credits are all
A song-and-dance musical west- .Mounting is lacklustre and dialog ! meant this to be, he lacked the
ern,
with.
good,
with
Gari -Bertini’s
score
the
book
revolving’: listless. Technical credits are ac-| vision to make it either an arty
Jakobli und Meyell.
around an orphaned daughter of an! céptalle. Henee, this is strictly item or a touching poetic story.
making eeffctive and charming use —
-“(Jakobli and. Meyeli)
. entertainer
(Maria
Pons).
wiia. program fare.
-of
some
Yiddish- ‘Hebraic -folk on
* Saal.
Mosk. y}
(SWISS) ©
;
themes.
Pit.
Praesens- Film A.G. Zurich release
of ‘seeks to become a star, and the son
Neue ..Film A.G. (Franz Schnyder) pro- of a. breeder of bulls. whose dream
duction. Directed by -Sehnyder.
Sereena torero. ‘Naturally, .
play. Schnyder
and’ Richard Schweizer: -is to become

A trickle of. ‘Jews. ‘from: eastern

{Long Live Jalisco, My Natal Land)

.. Mexico

Lindo y.- Querido

(Beautiful and Beloved: Mexico).
'

camera, Konstantin _Tschet; music. -Robert. Blum. -At "Urban
Theatre,
Zurich..

"Running time. 104 MINS,
Anne. ‘Baebi Jowaeger.... ‘Margit

(MEXIC AN—COLOR)

Mexico City, April.18.

Hansli

.....-.
ec eee eee eee

-Ruedi

Winter

Walter

Peliculas Nacjonales release of Cinema5-17)
)| Sn
Peter Brogle
tografica
Latino: Americana
production.
Meseli
......005....:.. Kathrin Schmid
Stwrs -Ana Bertha
Lene.
..esees. pees
’ Elwin, Kohlund’
Lola
Beltran,’ Parson
Pedro Vargas, Evangelina
Elizonda:’ fea- -SSophie ...... weeeee ‘Annemarie Dueringer _
tures Ernestina
Garfias.
Raul Martiners,
Doctor ..veccwessse sence.
Peter Arens
‘Directed by Julio -‘Bracho. Sereennlss.
Maedi oc. cece cece eee ‘ Marerit Rainer |
Alfonso
Patino Gomez:
camera,
Rosalio
Sami...
cccecdceceomeeese Fred Tanner :
‘Solano; musics Chucho Zarzo7va. At Cine
Vv ehhansll |
‘Max Haufler:
Orfeon,
Mexico City. . Running
tine. 90 ‘Miecdr 5 .....cceegeecee.s
Franz
Matter
’ MINS.
‘Hrechler
........ ‘eeoacees Hans Gaugier.

Midwife.

Plot. of this color ‘musical
ters around. a foreign femme
comes

‘to visit

gav

¢enwho

Mexico: as

ere

aurer-Vreni.

re anne

...e.....

neliese

Koppe

Egger

both are in-leve. Plot complications

Follow a Star
Wisdom’s . seven-year
Rank
Organization
contract
sticks
largely to the. “fun-and-sentiment formula at which Wis-

Pic, being released in the U.S.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLRockefeller‘ Center © Ci 6-‘4600

“WALT DISNEY'S |

| peasant novel, “Anne Baebi Josaid Rich, but it gives Wisdom.
, waeger,” is superior in every way
“the opportunity to project his
‘to the first. one which was ‘released | likeable personality.” Plot conhere- five nionths. ago with mod- | ‘cerns a gullible little suit' erate success. Although the ‘sub-|- ‘presser, Wisdom, who is un“ject. “matter Jimits its. international
‘knowingly hired to do the
chances,’ it looms as.an interesting,
singing for a fading vocal star.
if specialized © arty. theatre entry
“Film lacks wit, but has good’
because of the quality of its cine ;. Spirits
throughout.”
‘Giving
matic values:
valuable
performances
are

“THE ABSENT: MINDED PROFESSOR” . ‘+ - In -this. novel. Gotthelf took an.
_ FRED MacMURRAY. « NANCY OLSON:
‘iangry Stand against quacks and
KEENAN WYNN + TOMMY KIRK. |
* stition poisoning the lives of

serene
seat a et|

| Swiss ‘countryfoik in the last ‘cen-

Jerry Desmonde and Hattie
Jacques. Direction. by Robert:
Asher was called “brisk”. and

Jensing by Jack Asher “neat.”

MR. EDWARD

S. LEFFLER

Is assoclated with us asa

dom is adept and should prove

‘The: second ‘part of. a two- part . by Zenith International, opens
prelude to marriage: She becomes.
so enamored of the. land and. her filmization ‘of. 19th Century. ‘Swiss * -at the Embassy, N.Y., April 25.
attentive Mexican. guide that she :poet Jeremias Gotthelf’s popular j.
‘Story line may be “tiny,”

New York Theatre

_

‘a happy’ b.o. proposition,” Rich

Vicar Seren a eieteebeee Bernhard Enz | reported in his Variety review
from London Dec. 23, 1959.
Court President : wetness Sigfrit ‘Steiner ‘

a
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National Screen

TRAILER!
It’s been a well-known FACT, for more than Forty Years...

that no other medium can compare with the advertising effective-

ness of a National Screen TRAILER!
It is a matter of record... .YOUR

‘your TRAILER SERVICE

OW N RECORDS. .. that

costs Jess than any other effective

advertising medium available.
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Hollywood’ $s recent

honoring, at age 88, of the’ great
tribal patriarch of. American films, Adolph Zukor, respotlighted the arresting iistoric fact that his first major. ‘venture was a foreign-made picture; the French ‘Queen
'.. Elizabeth” of 1912 with Sarah Bernhardt.
The. moral.may be borrowed for the present occasion. :
And yet it is not a case of foreign films “resuming” significance in’ America for foreign. films. have .always. in-:
filtrated and fertilized’ :the -art. in Hollywood, ‘and the
Anvericans in their theatres.. Hollywood's debt to the imagination and talent of Britain, France, Germany, Italy,

Russia and Sweden is. never to be denied.
It ‘is true that there. are vividly fresh economic aspects
now. influencing the foreign-made film as regards. the
_.American’ market. One -might indulge in the faceatious.
‘remark that ‘today’s tide was inherent in an ‘action of
the Dept. of Justice in 1950. following. an earlier decision
‘of the U. S. Supreme Court.
If div orcement of the. Holly wood, “studios from their
circuits had the effect. of throwing every American. film.
upon its own ‘unsupported boxoffice merits, all ‘were also.
then open to fair-.combat from overseas competitors.
True, some years. of: ‘education of American fans ‘were.
first necessary.:The American markets did not open magically to the showmen of London, Paris, Rome, etc.
Divorcement at first did not stagger the. Hollywood
producers half as much as did television. While groggily.
recovering equilibrium: eight. years ago the. studios began
to re-dedicate their policy away from the old “quantity”
habit toward the new ideal of “quality.” There. was talk
‘thereafter of -“blockbusters,” though not all bearing that
label proved truly so. Enough to say that fewer and fewer
Hollywood ‘features left bigger and: bigger gaps in the
exhibition schedules of American. theatres. All of which
helped open the doors to foreign product as never pre-.:
' viously.

Blockbusters. From: ‘Hollywood.

Still Boxoffice Heart-Blood:

By ROBERT. J. LANDRY

YaviYarltyavtivartivaviiver! TaNiTVaXivaNiaNiVaNiivaNtveMiivaxilVaNt
Alee Guinness counted for the British in the States. That

tedly, needful of help. Into. tke. vacuum the international

sort of statement is now seldom heard. So. too. as regards

film is moving.

U.S. Exhibitors

Reluctant

the once

T:0.

U.S. theatre men have been told by Sam Goldwyn. and
-others that there are too many of them. Only the other
day Bill Orr of Warners, long the least communicative
-of American producing organizations, made a subtle point.

(From Hong Kong).
Big U. S.Playoff.
Approximately

220: Chinese lan-

His company. would produce pictures for the public, not
for exhibitors. A strong hint of changed. status was im-

would

tinctions. Moreover a great many American films are
made nowadays in Britain, ltaly, Spaia, France, Greece,
or wherever. Enough to say that the term “American”

for peace.

The

international

film industry,

circa

Frankf urt.
A surprising -“new trend for American. motion
-pieture “companies ‘doing. ‘business in- ‘Germany
“to. ‘offer ‘more and more non-C. S. films has: just

~ been revealed in a study of the
.
product here.

First analysis of the 1960-61 playing season

‘products,

Columbia

- tivo. Univer. ‘sal rated

in California.

midwest-

include,

had

as

10. Metro 12, Paramount
the sole American

pany with an
Germany.

Six

exclusively

American

com-

after

Germany,

Hollywood

Russia

with

itself.

a special

Franee,

saiute

to

mark, Czechoslavakia, Canada, Switzerland, Japan. Poverty and facilities lack naturally countries like Pakistan.
Meanwhile co-production scatters talent of all kinds ina
every direction and we percieve the emergence of new
kinds of careers—say, the multi-lingual associate producer or assistant director. the location publicist servicing
periodicals of many lands with differing publicity procedures.

1961,

Mention ought to be made of a threat to foreign-made
pictures in America. There is something of a ‘family
rebellion” against plots premised on “sick sex" characters. Even Hollywooders exist who are capable of advocating measures against overseas product on the spacious
grounds of moral menace from alien areas, ignoring conveniently Hollywood's own considerable contribution to
weirdie heroics and sadism. If there is a good deal of confusion about what’s immoral among America’s grassroot
titizenry—sheriffs keep raiding nudist films thinking they

are striking at deviation—there is nonetheless a good deal
of reality ta the outcry against certain filmic tales of
decadence. European showmen ought to keep tnemselves
Yealistically informed of this danger.
Meanwhile, bonjour. buenos dios, guten tag, and how

have you been since the last Variety International E-li-

American

companies—Fox,

Those Who Share

output

Metro,

When Theatrical
Pix Go to TY

in

Para-

mount, United Artists. Universal and Warners—
offered only five non-American films during the
.1956-57 season, Metro showed exclusively Ameri i-

can films, but Columbia

three, United Artists eight and Warner Brothers

ates one house. in N. XY. and another

that

the remarkable Ingemar Bergmann
of Sweden.
Thera
is a distinct up-curve of filming activity in Spain, Des-

.
-AMERI CAN AMERICAN FILMS

reveals that 22% ‘OF the ‘films. offered - ‘by the

Sun Sing oper-

surely

“Italy, Britain.

has already, to say the least, lost some of its original force.
Not without some cause the International’ Alliance of.
Theatrical Stage Employes in Holly wood - is bothered by

guaze filins Jare brought into the. ft
seven. YS. companies in Germany were other
U. S. every year. to service the fi. than American films. This is an increase over
. three theatres dn N.. ¥. and four |
the 20° of the foreign products that the U, S.
‘in Californa which are devoted: _ majors sold in Germany in the 1959-60 season.
Of ‘the ‘seven fir ims, 181 releases were. brouzht
exclusiv ely.to this product, accordint to the estimate of Wing Liang, a] out, .of which 144 were American ‘and 37 foreign.
Twentieth
Century-Fox had two non-Ameriea‘i
head of Sun Sing Chinese Theatre
Inc. of New York.

proverb

plicit. The exhibitor is not the secure and courted figure
kets for all sorts of nationalistic product, including five
he once was, though he might answer, and some have,
from Egypt. two each from Cuba and Brazil. Mexico's
that Warners is not what it once was either.
preponderance in the U. S. over Spanish-speaking Arz2enChallenging results flow from the ‘so-called “art”: theatina and Spain itself is of interest. Of the 120 features
tres which were the. home of the foreign film for a long
made in the Philippines not one was offered in New Yovk
time. The American major distributors have appreciated
for the large Spanish-speaking market, but the local Filta good thing and have. borrowed these situations for the
pino dialect may partly explain that.
careful upbuiid of ‘certain American product which might
Unique Status of Bronstor,
curl ifs toes but fast if slipped into. a giant Capitol orProducer-in-Foreign Land
Paramount. But. as the art houses have become Americanized, one also observes an increasing number of: EuNot the least wonder-evoking development in revent
ropean releases. going into regular circuit playoff.
international filming is the unique example of the Ameri.The oddity of the current global situation expresses
can, Samuel Bronston, operating in Madrid for the past
itself in many ways-and a careful reading of the special
several years. He will hit the U.S and world markets
text in-this edition will prove instructive. Note the bizarre
this coming autumn with two, not one, epics, the Biblical
experience: of ©‘Filipino film importers who have found: “King of Kings” and the Spanish-monument-come-alive,
themselves out-bid.in European pictures which later ap“Ei Cid.” A combination of George Washington and a
pear in Manila. ‘as. “American” releases.
male Joan of Arc, the Cid figure is believed swefire for
the Latin boxoffices especially, while promising much
YeaSty Is the Word Fitting
everywhere.
The Film World Today ~
The dynamic national industries of the present time
“Coproduction" has blurred the old nationalistic. dis-

‘offers an impressive example of co-existence, not unworthy of the. attention of statesmen. Nothing is proved
“definitively” but it is nonetheless a rather sanguine con_ dition. Meantime many of the blocked. current gluts of
gaps. with.an_endléss array of U. S.-re-issues, though they
recent years no longer beset the American Motion Picture
often do ‘well. How. is his theatre to bé kept-open while’
Export Assn:
awaiting the promised fewer but bigger. Hollywood. re-Not that it has been easy for overseas product to break
leases which increasingly area “long? time’. passing from. into the American exhibition market. Some stupendous
psmiere datés. and special runs into general PlayoH?. The European mistalculations were. made along the way. Yet
gic.of the foreign film presents: itself.
the. U. S. is clearly: enormously valuable’ at present to the
‘Sheer economic necessity. in recent years forced hunBritish, the Italians, the French, the Swedes, the Mexi“dreds of U.S. film: situations to a new sympathetic inter-. cans. The once-cinematically-vital Germans have moved
est in imports. And so the revolution is/on. Blame the
with perhaps. undue caution as to the States and the
Supreme Court, the Justice Dept., television, bowling alRussians were handicapped until the last two years by
leys, too many babies, too many time-payments,. or whattheir films being so often heavy with Stalinistic hampaw.
ever: the U: S. ‘market --has changed mightily. It is now
propaganda.
more ‘fluid, showmen more open-minded, more self-admit: _ _During | the© 19505 there was much palaver that only

Chinese Product ioNON

prairie

not tolerate English as the English speak it

on their soundtracks. They seem more used to the “mother” tongue now!
No doubt most readers of this special edition will be
surprised .that the greatest number of feature films enterins the U. S. last year, per the N. Y. State Licensing
Board. came from, respectively, Hongkong :126: and Mexico (90:. A polyglot nation, the U.S. has ready-made mar-

the trends.:
In general such blockbusters: as come to the. sereen reTo the extent: that film market conditions are fluid and
tiain American-made, and hurray for that fact. Hollywood | ‘old- rigid standards obsolete, the market is more intérnahas not disappeared, and will not. But it has already
tionalizéed and more free-trading. It can. surely be sin-drastically altered character. It’s ability.to hold.up Amercerely argued that this is a good thing for the world and

ica’s.end in the world markets is not doubted, though. the
rivalry tightens evérywhere and.U. 5. ercentage-of-rentals is down in a number of countries. ©
Meanwhile the American theatre operator faces. a vari. ety af fairly new vexations. He cannot’ fill. his. booking

hotly-defended

erners would

Drop:Dead, As Some Advised

even

at that period of-

ered an internationa! program.
-One explanation of the trend to offering more
foreign products is that the American companies
are trying to insure around-the-world busine<s
and can do so beller by offering a varied slate.
Trend, of course, is also to fewer and more
diversified films. In the first 10 months of 1960

‘there were 35 films less imported by the Ameri-

Industry

sources

have

otfered

a

f breakdown on hov a U.S. producer,
who sells his product t» television
syndication must share the pro| ceeds. after taking int) consideration the 40°: of grass which is

j figured as the distributor's
goes like this:
Actots —6’". paid

can companies into Germany than in the same
period of the previous year, and in the 1959 calendar year the U. S. companies brougiit in 42

cut

It

to individual

actors pro rata throuzh tie Actors
Guiid.

less: films than In the 1958 calendar year.

Directors—2°",
to theD rect arg
Guild pension plan.
ed annually, ‘ approximately 210
come from Hong Kong, with the‘
Aul- INDIA MARATHON
Writers—2°:, paid ts individual
remainder from Formosa. Because
writers
pro
rata
thivusn
the
the field is such -a ‘limited one.
Writers Guild.
;
Place 5!2-Hour Trilog
most of the exhibs act as their awn.
Musicians— 2°: » to indy Liaal
wv. S. Spots
importers, playing the. pix first in
their, own Jiouse: and. then: selling |:
‘Indie importer Ed ‘Harrison has
them to their competitors.
sa far ratked up almost 106 dates
Craft Uniens :‘TATSE
—
9°,
‘Tel Aviv.
.
An the 42 months ended. March |. . Attendance. in Israel
is
per-.
‘with
his precedent-setting 5!2-hour
By AUSTEN NAZARETH
With three-quarters going to the
EEREEEEenremte
EERE
a
.
31, 1961, the New York -State. film. aE
industry
pension
fund
and
the
centually
among
the
highest
in
the
.
package
of
Satyajit
Ray's
trilogy.
New Delhi.
licensinz boerd passed °126 ‘Chinese :
Panchali,”
“Aparajite”
‘world: ‘in a country of somewhat : “Panthar
i
Indian Motion Picture Produc- ‘baianece to the industry health and
pix for showing in N. Y., an. inMost of ers Assn., which complains that Welfare fund.
‘more
than:
2,000,000.
inhabitants,
29d
“The
World
of
Apu.”
crease of 10 over the previous 12, close to 40° million tickets were, ‘the dates have :been on the West delegations from this country at
In the case of an outrisht sale
month: per iod,
“sold jn year 1960. The number of. Coast where the Indian pictures ‘international film festivals put up to ty. an arbitrary 10° is taken 13
—_———
"theatres. operating is 22v, with ‘already have. been played off in- a “sorry show" because af low commission ‘and expense. rather
132 000 seats, ‘an. increase of 25°% dividually, “In San Franciseo the funds. has asked the Indian Gov- _than the 40°; for distribution.
Of-the 291): Chinese. films import-

[India’s Fest Need:
e
spending Money ccs reat oi

No Video, Israeli |
‘Mad for Pictures!

"Stars ‘As ‘Friends”
Damascus,

Jin ‘three years. This is explained;trilogy enjoyed a nine-week run,
‘ernment to foot the bill in future. |
Harrison will await
booking the
‘by the fact. that Israel is probably
3
Trade body complains that inthe ‘only, in the Western sense, 'package in New York until aftér adequate cash hamstrings on-the- ;

Syria.

AS ‘further. evidence of: the.
‘civilized country. -without television. “Apu”
impact *Hollywood stars .have - |.
Import data shows a trend-from ,Seme
upon faraway :film fans: when
U.S-made, toward 'European-made+highly

finishes

its art circuit

exhibs

have

break. ©spot

eshewed

publicity.

at

the

fests—a

the necessary selling ingredient.

Frugal Producers

very

The}

Vienaa.
Frugality of the Ausiriaa
the sense of bereavement. here
over whelming majority of the ‘pic-- in immediatcly successive dates.
the matter up “with the Govern- eelproducer being proverbial the
Was:
something
“Amerieans
tures shown in Israel were made in
A possibility for the Harrison .“ment. Action is a response to frefollowing incident is ilustra-,
would hardty. credit.Hollywood. Now the European pix release sked next, vear is Satyajit ;quent criticisms by filmmakers retive. a director recentiv wantBy phone and in person the
all nations put ‘together, have a Ray’s newest
feature which
has‘ ‘turning from foreign fests. Cost of |
{ ing two bovs to acco:npany a
local VARIETY rep, Roger Bow- | slight. Jead now. ‘There are about just been completed.
I"s “Teen print, excise duty, freight and in|
priest
in a scene in a church.
er, received 30 “condolences”
'|500 features unr eeled. If the _ coun-: ‘ Kanya,.” -based on a group of sto- surance charges. publicity and erthouzh- Bower had only been
Suid the producer: “I haze
jiries are singled out. the U.S. is ries by Indian writer Rabindranath | tertainment costs are listed by

Clark Gabte died late in 1960

“introduced,
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Rise of Cheap ‘Significant’ U.

AANA
While

attention

has. been upon

the

“bjockbuster”

of

By: CXORON BACHMANN iocnocKKC

(President, “American Federation of Film Societies)

asserted multi-million dollar cost fn Hollywood, and overseas, there has simultaneously been developing in the

saddest nature has shown again and again that to wait.
is to lose. Despite their nascent state, these films represent the American ripple in a. world-wide cultural. de-

United States a generation of newcomers

velopment, and as such they must be heard.

who have been

turning out inexpensive “significant” films about
VanriETy and other journals, have already reported.

Europe has meantime

which
From

come recognition of this “tentative

renaissance of filmmaking in the country of its origin.”
(Nor should it be forgotten that the so-called “New Wave”
in France was inspired by an American)
The new-type of films with which this article is concerned were miade, all of them, by non-name directors.
These may be mentioned;
“Shadows,” $40,000.
“Private Property,” $60,000.
“The Savage Eye,” $65,000.
“Fhe Shoes,” $50.000.
~
“Pull ATy Daisy,” $20,000
“The Connection,” $167,000.
“Guns of the Trees.” $10,000.
“The Sun of Jesus,” $23,000.
“Satan in High Heels,” $90,000.
“Jazz on a Summer’s Day’? $210,000.
(To which may be added, all clearly under $100.000 budget
each, “On the Bowery, % “Weddings and Babies.” “Don
Peyote, ” “Killing Time” arid “Come Back, Africa.”)
Some comments on the foregoing surge of fresh viewpoint and talent offers a challenge to many of the enshrined convictions held in the Hollywood studios today.
Put it this way: Over the years, there have become
established in the film industry certain traditions, which
by virtue of sheer age have turned into axioms.
The
simplest of these are (1) it takes a lot of money to make
films; (2) it takes a pre-sold property io sell films. either
star-wise or story-wise; (3) it takes professionalism of long
standing to turn out marketable product; (4) you have
to give the public what it wants; (5) you must protect
your investment by a network of safeguards, preferably.
by using ideas that have worked before; and ‘6) it takes
a long and tortuous time to “break into films.”
There

are others—for the moment these will suffice.

-_

The new “significant” American films are breaking
most of the established axioms.
They do not deal in
budgets of such properties as to constitute
creative
hazards.
They do not deal in ideas or actors who in
themselves would guarantee boxoffice.
They are made
by peopie often no closer to production techniques than
a 16m camera.
They do not set out to “entertain.”
And
they are not eonservative in approach to any of the

estabHshed film-maker-to-audience routes.
And despite these revolutionary departures, these films
sell, garner good notices, win awards, and stand up to
artistic standards.
Clearly then, we are not dealing
with a temporary or partial sidestream, but with a major
change in the entire process of making and exhibiting
motion pictures.

It is absolutely essential that the industry be aware
of what is happening, why it is happening, and haw it
is happening, in order to be able to adjust itself to
the new situation.
It is quite conceivable—although

not

proven—that

in

this

adjustment

may

lie the

future of American films and the future of the men
who make them.
Ideological and Scciological Backgrounds
Contrary to what is generally assumed, war does not
unleash previously shackled creative forces. The generation which survives it generally seeks to rebuild that
which has been lost, rather than establish new worlds.
It.
does, however, create upheavals in physical existence,
which in turn level established hierarchies in the arts.
It is from this equalization and the stimulus it provides
the immediate post-war creative movements spring, and
Italian neo-realism or French existentialism are therefore
the channeling of defeatist-conservative tendencies into
creative channels, rather than ground-breaking in themselves.
It takes about 10 to 12 years for a post-war
generation to give way to a new wave of talents, and thus
nothing exciting has been happening in films between.
1939 and 1957.
Today we are faced, in the new significant film makers,
with people whose roots are culturally post-war. They are
Not concerned with the past fread: guilt) or with future
(read: fear). but with present (read: life). They are able
to question freely, and to make their own truce with their
own time.
For the first time we find that movements
exist in all the arts which are truly neu. truly searching,
truly concerned with reality and the essence of existence.
Objectivism
in literature,
expressionism
in painting,
“alienation” in theatre—all
point towards a coherent
stylistic surge In the 60s.
No wonder that the cinema

follows.

;

Must We Worry About Things Like That?.
Indeed. ves. One of the most important aspects of
the ehange that is occurring in all strata of cultural life is
that audiences tend towards the need. to be involred, to be
part of what is occurring, rather than simply be “shown.”
It is simply no longer enough to distract. to take the
spectator “away from his daily worries.” to force him to
negate all that which is brewing in him in favor of a
dull insipid escapism.
The tables have turned: to “give
the audience what it wants” may very well mean to give
them something they dont know they want at all. but.

which meets their true divection and wishes ‘in a realistic

manner.
trends;
product

create

Therefore film makers must be aware of cultural
they must
be sophisticated
in relating their
to their viewers’ intellectual needs; they must:

within the current

of the times, within

the needs

and demands of an époch bursting out of a two-decade
ereative void.
In short. they must be “with it.”
The
new significant American film makers are.
One of the commonest reactions one encounters in

discussing

heard

the

new

of this title.’

fact simply

because

significant

films

In the reluctance

their

circulation

is “I

have

never

to accept them -as

to dat#

is limited

Jies buried part of the most deep-rooted problem of
adjustment.
It is frue that many of these films have had
only limited circulation to date. Many of the ones mentioned at the head of this article have not even been
Teleased yet at the time of this writing.
Nevertheless
they 4re tremendously important—and experience of the
ave

The films. of which we

speak deal. thematically

with’

- everyday people in everyday situations, heightened perhaps by abstraction and stylization, but essentially as:
true to life as cameras can convey.
"In story-construction

ality, but their prime aim ‘fs doing what they know to do
best and love mest, and this attitude cannot help: but show
up in the passion their.films: ‘engender in audience
They have reversed the basie structure of the indus

for their films, by havirig first decided to make ‘films, and.
then seeking methods to bring their aims

about, rathey.

than attempting to make a pile and choosing film ‘making.

as a method for. it. Thus,: distribution and. exploitation
for.them primarily are methods for continuation of work,
they have left. far behind the theatrical derivation. reroads to get the financing: for their next film..in’ many
‘sulting in‘ the tension-climax-resolution type of plot.
cases Jong: planned... and scripted before the first is fins
Rather, they pose problems, and offer no solutions except
ished. In this way they. can’ remain relatively aloof
those the viewer. can think of himself. ‘Most of them. deal
from
the commercial aspects, which enables: them te: de.
with young people, almost invariably ‘in situations of
adjustment (relatively speaking) to a world they did -- vote themselves almost wholly to their creative work: On
the
other
hand, their maturity. of approach is’ seen in the: .
not make: Some, like, “Private Property,” exploit contemfact that they are aware of distribution problems: and"
porary life cunningly for effect, thus: falling between the
have begun to form units to: cope with them.
‘chairs and cheating themselves. Others tackle truth head| Cy They are involved people. .
;
on, finding it. often changing under their very hands in
In. many cases they have tried other media’ first, such
the film making process itself and adjusting to this in the
as. writing or painting. or at’ least that aspect of. the:
production.
Not: all are successful, often a good ‘intention
visual-technical arts which can. traditionally be’ handled
is. more evident than ability, as for. example in “The
by.an individual:. still photography.
But they have gravi-”
Savage Eye.”. There are no historical spectacles among
tated to films because it. seemed to them. to be the
them (although this is not to imply that historical subject
technical
-monumentality:
of
‘it
deter
them... They’ are ine|:
matter could not lend itself to “significant” film making,
volved in the general. stream of contemporary: culture, ~
as has heen proven often), no subjects that are not in
and
for.them
filmis
a
vehicle,
not
an
aim:in itself. ~~
some way derived from life.
D. They have. a. rational approach to the film. naking::
“Shadows,” one of the best ones so. far, deals with two
process.
Negro brothers and their sister, and their relation to the
jazz night scene of contemporary New York.
We follow

them for a few days-—a love affair, a fight, much wandering

There have always been people who have felt as passion“ately about film as the new ‘significant film makers, but.

these have always been. offshoots, . tangential
artists,
in the streets—vignettes of life seen with a sensitive,
avant-gardists in ‘the classie sense, revolutionists. who
selective camera eye, no photographic tricks, no studio
never overthrew any system. . Today, a new. rationality
shots, not a fake note in the film.
is pervading the ranks of these men, an ‘approach which
“The Connection,” soon to be released and undoubtedly
allews them to tackle technical. problems Head on, and:
the most significant American film to date. (certainly the
to. cope with complicated financing and. distribution sySmost ‘unique, creative American film work since “Citizen
tems in a sensjble manner. Much groundwork has been
Kane”), deals with dope addicts in a New York. loft—a
done for them, .of course, by:the emergence of the. indefew hours on a weekday afternoon, the: waiting for the
pendent producer in the industry, but they have learned .
man who brings the heroin, its’ administration, the void.
that lesson and improved upon it by ‘bending rules to fit
that follows. No climax, no resolution.
‘their needs.
Thus for the. first. time. art makes sense |
“Jazz on a Summer's Day.” related mostly in: style,
in ‘pictures,
reports . on the Newport Jazz Festival—“reports,” that is,
How. ‘Are ‘These Films Made?
in that lost sense of the word which implies the creating
A prime development. is constituted by. the fact. that
of a unity between the shown and the person seeing.
creative spirits are “no longer . awed bythe difficulty ‘of
“Weddings and Babies,”: more traditionally “dramatic”
“getting
in”; in fact, the limitations imposed by the
inasmuch as .a story line. is drawn and resolved, deals
problems. of. “making it” often. serve as prods upon which
with a photographer and. the: girl he lives: with, their
much
inventiveness
hangs. It is not’ ‘‘fun.” they say, to
daily life, their dreams, the. texture of their existence.
Make a. film for a million dollars,’ you can. only enjoy.
“Pull My Daisy” concerns that sterile offshoot of the.
working
with
the
type
of people you get:on a $20, 000°
contemporary creative surge which
has been . termed
‘production.° Development in technique, portability of’
“beat.”
It is an objectivist film, an anti-film in the sense
modern
equipment,
improvisational
methods employed for
of being non-Freudian, an afternoon in a railroad brakemaximum realism: the very. spirit: that surrounds a work
man’s home.
Poets, domesticity, words related to life
done
for
its
own
sake—a]l
these
factors alleviate, but
without the intervention of the mind, beer, cockroaches, .
do not eliminate, the basic needs: money, people, : coe
jazz...
operation,
facilities,
laboratories,
distribution,
etc. While.
‘Clearly, the. subject. matter of these significant films,
it has become infinitely easier to make ‘films, it is not’
as well as the manner in which {ft is approached, differ
child's.
play
yet.
And-it
is
important
to
analyze
‘the:
radically from the coneept of “popular entertainment.”
methods ¢€mployved by ‘Significant. film. men and to draw...
This is a fact which must be accepted a priori: there is
inferences
from
these’
‘methods.
for
the
future,
of
the
‘no possibility whatsoever of working on material which.
industry.
will be partially new and Partially traditional. The result
' A; Financing.
of such stylistic compromise can only taint the product:
The traditional method for raising money for. film is,
to the extent where. neither the old-style moviegoers nor.
of- course, through a. distributor and its bankers. . The.
the new sophisticated audience will go to see it. It is a
advantages are obvious: the money {ts raised. in’a single
difficult nut to swallow for anyone used to standards that
lump, a distribution. deal is .part of the: contract, ‘and (ig
seem ta have worked, in.some measure at lJeast, for close
that’s what you are. looking for) top properties are-more to sixty years. But consider. these facts:
readily available.
However, a: statement. prepared by @
Who Makes These Films?
group of young film makers recently, ‘lists. these disadvantages: distributors are tradition-bound and loathe . to
“My Daisy” and. “The. Sin: of Jesus” were made by
experiment, they are star-conseious,. they want: script ap-Robert Frank.. the photographer, the first with the aid
proval, they are likely to.demand a crew. of their choosing,
of Alfred Leslie. the painter. “‘Conncetion” was made by
or that the film. be shot in their studio, they are likely to
Shirley Clarke, formerly a documentarist, based. on a play
ask for the posting of.a completion bond and will normally:
hy Jack Gelber. “Jazz on a Summer's Day” was made
wish to co; pn checks. Most of these strictures, of course
by. Bert Stern. another photographer.
“Shadows” is.
are diame rically opposed to the exact thing. the newthe work of: John Cassavetes, the actor.
“Guns of the
people are trying to do.. New ‘hethods,have therefore.
Tres” is by Jonas Mekas, a film critic. “Satan,” “Peyote,”

“Killing

Time.’

“Shoes”

and

“Property”: are

the

first «. had to be found for financing. these films:

featuie. films. respectively, of Jerald Intrator (short film
prouucer)}, Harold Humes. (novelist), Richard Hilliard
«short film producer). Ernest Pintoft ( cartoon film maker).
and Leslie Stevens (theatrical Mriter-producer),
“On the

Bowery”

and “Come

Back, Africa’ were

pendent film’ maker Lionel Rogosin.

Sidney

("The Quiet. One”)

made

by: inde-

“The Savage Eye” by

Meyers,

and

“Crime

and

Punishnient, USA"—the. only one. among these films which
has seen. wide : general
distribution—by the Sanders
Brothers,.who previously won an academy award for their

theatrical short; “A Time Out of War.”
Who are these. people?
Are there

any traits they
share?
Do they constitute a “school” of film making, or
possibly. an American “New Wave?”
I have talked to
all of them, and while they do share. certain basic ideas,
their similarities are mainly on the. level of a common
background in-a common society, rather than on a personal level. ‘They do, however, share certain attitudes
toward film making, attitudes which should be listened.
to. as they may well constitute the future production
criteria. Some of these can be formalized as follows:
‘A. They believe in film as a form of personal expression.
Similar. to.workers in other arts, they consider film as
individual creative work.
In the majority of cases: they
fee] it’s a director’s medium.,: certainly that the director
is the -one most important .central influence. Some will
go as far as saying that, sure it’s a group effort, being,
after all, basically a technical craft, whith cannat be
‘mastered by one man 4alone, but they ‘will nevertheless
consider the.director’ the: creator.
In fact, all these films.
are known as the work of individuals.
They reject the

interference of producers

and ‘front offices” in. deciding

what is to be put on their screens, insisting instead that
creative freedom be total, and willing to accept the respon‘sibility that’ goes with‘ this: freedom.
They. further believe that the low budget makes this creative freedom
possible, and thus it constitutes not a limitation but an
essential creative element.
,

B.

They

are

interested

in making

films first, money

second.
The majority -of these. film makers would: be. making
films .whether they were making money at it or not.
-None is oblivious to the ‘concern for financial ration4

ot

spl

ae &

Willing To Cooperate...
Various commercial. interests within
the industry,
especially on the. east coast, have shown an amazing readie.
ness to. cooperate. with the new ‘significant. film makers. °
Whether this is through -an understanding. of the wider:
meaning of their work or simply because of shrewd appraisal, remains to be ‘seen. ‘Certainly some-‘immediate.
reasons for this cooperation. are obvious: ‘laboratories on

the east coast. set to handle ‘large tv orders, are seeking .
work now that much of tv. production has moved. out -to
the Coast, and are therefore: ready not only to defer..
charges for lab work until. returns come in, but in some.
cases. are even willing: to utilize. their own financial T@e
|
‘serves. to assist. in the ‘raising of second money for pro‘ductions. The ‘same thing applies to the rental of equipment, although. here the supply has not outgrown the demand and it is harder’ to obtain assistance.. In obtaining
-film stock, it is stil] necessary to pay cash, for .éxample.
Cash is.also demanded ‘by’ sound studios, negative editors,
sound mixers, and technical union crews, while actors
can sometimes be obtainéd on a profit-share basis. Screen
Actors Guild agreed to..let: actors. work on such. produc.tions as long as they. will eventually’ be paid SAG minimums.
IATSE is’ the most. uncooperative element.
The
organizing talent, of course, may or may. not choose to.
be paid salaries, or may. decide to function -as: director:
producers and defer monies. accruing | to.‘them until they
are readily available.
B.- Syndication approach to financirig:
By far the most exciting departure. iowever, 1s. the
syndication approach’to financing, a method derived from:
theatrical practice whereby the production budget iis raised.
by selling shares in the film to one or more investors
‘This offers same
major... advantages - ‘to the new film

makers: (1) the producer is completely free from artistie control on the part of the money interests,-(2) he need
not put up cempletion bond (and ..in- fact ‘is not legally.
bound to finish the film), and (3) he can approach many
small investors and raise his money. more. readily.

In a guide book for independent investors soon to be
pudlished by a group calling itself the “New American
Cirema,” ‘Lewis Allen, producer of “The Connection”

(Continued

on’ page 160)
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FRANCE

_ Wednesday, April 26, 1961 __

‘H FEATURES
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Paris.
“Ticket. sales. are ‘off throughout ‘France and. production
-‘ .@osts. are: up. Notwithstanding, the number, variety and
-imiaginative quality of French feature -films continues. with
beaucoup. de ‘oomph. Costume. swashbuckling is. staging
.. something of a. comeback. S-e-x is not coming back,. since

(MGM). A taut tale of ghosts and killers with playoff
chances.
“Pont Vers Le Soleil” (Bridge to the Sun} (MGM:«.
Carroll Baker and a good story about an American girl married to a Japanese diplomat during the last war. Regular
Yank distrib in store for this one.
.

"Les Distractions” (CFDC).
Familiar tale of a young
man who ¢comes of social age but- somewhat ‘too one- -dimensional.

““Enclos” ‘{Enclosure) {Clavis). Concentration camp.
Downbeat.
|
“Famille. Fenouiilard” (Fenouillard Family) (Gaumont).

' -§t never went: away. Here is a rundown of new product, Fantasy. about a. family’s adventures in world travels.
ag known at this.writing:.
--Okay programmer.
“Fete Espagnol” (Spanish: Holiday) (Felix).
Actioner
“Adieu Philippine” (So. Long. Phiitppiner, (Discifilms).: A
ws “first. film”: of: Jacques Rozier.. Concerns ‘two young girls: about, the Spanish Revolution with support release abroad
“fighting. over a man, Breezy techniques ‘and flair may “quite possible since it 1s neatly done.
“Fille Aux Yeux D’Or” (Girl With the Galden Eyes: (WB:
make: this. an offbeat. exploiter.
Updating of a Balzac. novel about a free-living girl. Solid
"S 4L'Aftalze D’Une Nuit” (One Night Affair) (Pathe). Wry exploitation
values on its treatment and thesping.
tale of adultery with some exploitation handles, but being
.“Fortunat” (Cinedis'.
Soapy tale of the love of a yokel
. somewhat unsavory’ ‘outlook is limited.

for an elegant society woman: when thrown: together by
“Amant De- Cinq Jours” (Five Day: ‘Lover! (Cinedis),.
the war.
Comedy of. Manners about a ‘straying: wife.. ‘It has some ~
“Ta Francaise Et. L'Amour” (The French Woman and
bounce and. insight: ‘Could be an. arty bet.
Love) (Unidex); Sketch pic about the various phases. of a
-“Amour$ De Paris” ‘(Paris Loves): (Pathe). -” Situation
woman’s love life. - Exploitable title and material:
comedy that lacks true. wit and: invention but ‘does have
“Le Gigolo” (Pathe. .Oldfashioned tale of how.a young
some okay: situations.’
gigolo. gets his comeuppance. Mainly exploitation.
“E’Annee. Derniere a Marlenbad” (Last Year In Marien-.
‘““Godeleureux” | Wise Guys) (Cocinor). Problems of love.
in a youthful milieu cunningly made by Claude Chabrol.
pad) (Cocinor:.- Alain ‘Resnais who made. “Hiroshima Mon
“Gout De La Violence” (Taste of Violence) ‘Gaumont),
Amour” responsible... Poetic,. slow. love story bathed in.
South American revolutionaries.
Okay actioner but does
interior thoughts and ‘monologs.. Primarily an arty entry.
“Arretez.Les Tambours” (Stop: the Drums) (Leitienne). _ not live up to. Yank counterpart ‘qualities.
“Grandes Personnes” (Adults) (Rivers).
Slickly teld
- Resistance tale of WWII with.someé good action but lacking:
tale of an American girl’s first love among the chic set
the insight for more than ordinary chances.
of Paris.
Nets flat in passion or compassion.
“Bois DesAmants’ * (Lovers Woods! “«Coeinor). German“Lola” (Unidex!, .B-girl who. loves life while others
French love during war... Only its theme, ‘flat and colorless.
around her in a dreary town do not.
Uneven, this still
in. characterization.
“Reveille Toi. Cherie” (Wake Up Honey) (CFDO):- ‘Com- ‘has a freshness'-and. keeness in observation to make
Jacques Demy's first pic an art possibility.
edy about a near-miss. in adultery. Cheerfully. played and
“Les. Mains D’Orlae” (Orlac’s Hands: (CFDC), Remake
done.
“Boulevard” { Pathe), " Young boy's fugue which, ‘geems:.. ‘of a German horror pie about a pair of murderous hands
somewhat, ‘sentimental. and Uses: the: boy . af. “The 400°. sewn on.a pianist who loses his in an accident. ‘Mel Ferrer
~ name to help.
Blows." Limited chanees.
|
-*“Les Mauvals Coups”: (The Hard Knocks; (20th-Fox,
“Bride Sur La Cou” ‘UA).. Brigitte Bardot ‘comedy.
Incisive tale -of -a couple breaking up.
Oscar-copping ,
which 20th-Fox has for the U.S. as “Only For You." ‘PlaySimone Signoret to help in U.S. art runs.
;
off chances: due to ‘B.B..
“Moderato Cantabile”
(Paramount!.. Literary tale of a
“Caid” (Boss! (Prodis).- Fair Fernandel entry. inwhich: he
country. matron dreaming of love and almost finding muris a professor mistaken: for a crook. -

~ “Candide” -iPathe’.
Updating. of Voltaire’:3. book: to “der instead.
“Mort De Belle” (Death of Béauty).(Lux:. Sleek murder
modern times. Taking. potshots at contemporary ‘pettiness
from..the army. ‘to bigots, _ Somewhat revue-like. _ Still. to. story with plausible insights into its sexual motivations.

‘General chances: offshore.
an export: visa..
“Morte Saisons Des Amours” ‘(Dead Season of. Loves)
' “Capitaine Fracasse”. (Unidexi.. Okay costumer.
(Cocinor',
‘Taiky.
Study of fading loves of two couples
“Capitan” (The Yokel) (Pathe),:: Diverting. swashbuckler
and their attempts to save them..
that could be an okay secand feature entry in States. .
“Les Nymphettes” (Thanos).
Main appeal in title .be-“Ce. Soir Ou. Jamais” (Tonight or Never) (Rivers. How
eausé of Vladimir Nabokov'’s book “Lolita.”
Otherwise it
a couple: almost. breaks up..over a legit show. they are.
‘working on but manage to stay united: ‘Slim ‘and mainly ; ‘ds. a lagging teenage love drama.
- “Passage Du Rhin” ‘Rhine Crossing: (CFDC).
Venice
‘for distaff: appeal.
Fest “60 prizewinner. Two ex-prisoners of war try to solve
. “Chien-De Pique” (Jack of Spades’ {Cocinor). A French
. their post-war problems, one. by going back to Germany,
“western ‘with Yank actar Eddie Constantine.
:
‘another by staying in France. “Somewhat rambling and
“Chronique D’Ete” (Summer Chronicte) (Argos): Interwith a predominantly:“‘good German” theme,
‘view with a group. of people on. how: they. live. . . Primarily
“Pave De Paris”. (Paris Pavements) (Discifilm), Young
for srecial situations.
.
“Cocagne” SNC).
Ferhandel again. | Bucolic bit that. -girl.gone bad and redeemed.
“Peau Et Os” (Skin and Bones) |(Pathe. Another first”
does not. have the flair -or bite...
“Coeur Battant’ (Beating ‘Heart? (Cocinor", Suave love? - . pie.
How some fellow prisoners first mistreat and then.
-help a new prisoner who is.felt to be innocent.
gtory that is too Precious for ° anything but specialized
chances.
“Petit Soldat” (Little Soldier) (Beauregarde). Deserter
_-“Cresus” (Gaumont).:: -Pleasant- parable. with Fernandel, ‘used by French ultra groups and Algerian rebels. Taut
Enough earthiness .for arty bookings.
thriller with. art possibilities but still has no export or
“Croix Et La Banniere” (Cross: and: Banner). A “first”
logal visa due to: the theme. Might. get it when the Algerian crisis is finally solved..
~ by newcomer Philippe Ducrest on- how a coincidence tries
a. Couple. alt is competent. “Chancey. abroad.
“Plein Feux, Sur Les Assassins” (Potshots at Killers)
get

A CountryofDurable Stars
Rundown of France’ry5 Screen Names —. Rise Of
‘Montand — - Survival of Jean Seberg

{HOW AMERICAN FILMS
“FARED WITH FRENCH:
Paris,

of the 121 ‘feature films
| brought

|trons

in more

in their

firstruns

pa-.

in

1960.
31
were
American.
This
Paris. Z| Fresnay, * Noel: ‘Noel: and ‘Bernard. category usually means it. repeats:
more:
or
less
around
France.
|
France is ‘traditlonally # country * Blier:. Michele - Morgan had one;
French: had 59 of these, the Italians
of. durable stars... One-has. but ‘to. and Daniele. Darrieux two, with
16 and other nationalities 15.
1
‘recall the Tong. eareers of Bern-: one for Martine Carol. Micheline .
U:S. “hits” were “Salomon and
-hardt;.. Mistinguett.- Chevalier” and!Presie camé: back. with two and’
Sheba” (UA) with 448,955 -entries,
the stalwarts: of the Comedie. Fran-: Michel Simon with one while Bour-.
caise,-et ‘al. There is, of .course, an vil did two, Jean Marais: two. Fer- ‘followed by “Some. Like .It Hot”.
f tUA’, then United Artists’ Greekinfiltration of new talents, a’ ‘few nandel. two, Daniel Gelin two...

ocationed “Never on. Sunday,”
|.
owing much to the now-insignifi- | It. was a great year for Charles ~~
_ | Aznavour,.a singer-cleffer, who hit: “North By Northwest” (M-G), “The
cant “New. Wave.”
. In 1960. Simone” ' Signoret made stardom with. three releases. Jeanne Sleeping Beauty” (BV), ‘The ‘Nun’ $ |.
her first. film .in France itself. in Moreau. - made. one, Francoise Ar-: Story” .(WB), “Pillow Talk” (U),
comics Francis :“The Last Train: From Gun Hill”
- some years, “The -Hard ‘Knocks.” noul.. ditto, -‘and
. (Part, “The Buccaneers” (Par), “On
The American girl from Iowa, Jean. ‘Blanche, Jean-Marc Thibault, Darry ~Seberg, after getting her bangs. Cowl made one feature each. Fer-} the Beach” (UA), and the Charles
~ singed ‘in. Otto’ Preminger’s flop : nand- Raynaud. ‘and Jean Richard: Chaplin ‘package reissue .of three |

“'vived

to. become. something of a‘ American

unknown

to Hollywood. Revue”

(UA).

“pet. in the. Paris. of “Breathless,” after making pix abroad, came back. Other. American
“Fa Recreation’:.and “The Adults.”.. for three French. pix. Pascale Petit-fared well: “The

“The

Jean

Gabin

starrer.

Retired

and it could be an okay item overseas.

“Terrain Vague” (Waste-Land! iCinedis:.
Stilted story
of juve delinquents set straight by tragedy.
“Une Aussi Longue Absence” ‘Such a Long Absence)
(Procinex) is a first pic by pic editor Henri Colpi and has
insight into character and a fine dramatic feeling in a tale

of an amnesiac who is claimed as a long lost husband.

Art

possibilities definitely.
“Un Couple” (Discfilms:.
Mixes satire and a look at a
look at a young couple disunited by the loss of sensual
interest in each other.
Exploitation chances are in store
but hybrid qualities limit it.
*Un, Deux, Trois, Quatre” (One. Two, Three. Four)
(Doper:.
70m color dance opus with four Ro'and Petit
Ballets and Cyd Charisse, Moira Shearer and Zizi Jeanmaitre. Has the flair for world market.
“Une Femme Est Une Femme” (A Woman Is a,Woman)
(UFA!.
Deft look at a womuin’s attempts to "get her
feckless lover to marry her and have children expertiy
_ directed by “new waver” Jean-Luc Godard.
Art chances.
“Une Soir Sur La Plage” (One Evening on the Beach)

(Cocinor'. Comedy-drama about a novelist who walks into
murder and love in a supposed writing hideaway.
Art
‘Possibilities.
“Un Taxi Pour Tobrouk’”*(Taxi For Tobruk: ‘Gaumont!.
Four Frenchmen and a captured German brought together
in a flight across the African desert during the last war.
Adroitly done and acted.
“Vacances En Enfer” (Vacation in Hell' (WB. Actioner
about the last war.
“La Verite”. (The Truth' (Col'. H. G. Clouzot’s tale of
an amoral girl, played by Brigitte Bardot, led to murder by
love.
BB acts well and this is solidly carpentered and
probable good exploitation art and play off offering.
“Vive Henry IV, Vive L'Amour” ‘Gaumont'.
The gamylife of the French.
Okay exploitable handles and production values..
Zazie Dans Le Metro” (Zazie In the Subway: (Pathe),
Louis Malle’s clever intellecutalized slapstick comedy.
“Les Laches Vivent D’Espolir” (Cowards Live on Love)
(Felix’,
An exploitable item about the-love affair of a
Negro and a white girl. But overemphasis spoils It. It has

Yank actor Gordon

Heath.

“Yank Distribs Overseas .
ALLIED

| (Par), “They Came
to Cordura”
That she has.a special appeal ‘to: Was in-a-pair of releases.
‘Among “waver” revelations Em-, ‘Col), “Suddenly, ‘Last Summer”
special .strata of- French -has’- al-°
manuelle Riva :did one in 1960 and ‘Col’. a revival of Orson Welles’
ready - inspired learned. essays...
‘Meanwhile. Yves Montand,; the ‘Jean-Claude Brialy, Jean-Paul Bel-' “Citizen Kane" (RKO), “Operation
Frenchman from-Italy, .has heen,mondo and Gerard Blain did two: Petticoat” Ui, “The Horsesé Sol-

(WBi,

: Jars in| Hollywood product.. The itte’ Bardot, considered a top eX-; “The Diary of Anne Frank” (20th):
(M-G) sold 500,000
_casting has-been all the. way from ,pert, made. “The Truth” and is now | “Ben-Hur”
unbelievably naive: as. a stagedoor ,‘winding a comedy “Only For You.’ admissions in its first four months
(Par)
theatre. “Psycho”
Johnny opposite Marilyn Monroe - Hopefuls: ‘unveiled were Michel |at one
and as Mr. Evil. opposite Lee. Subor-in “Le Petit Soldat,” Marie,Tacked 268.870 followed. by “Let's
Francoise , Make _ Love” (20th!, “The UnforRemick. When America first -im-, Laforet.. Dany Saval,
‘* ported Chevalier they allowed him -; Prev ost, Francose Brion, Anna Ka-: , Biven” (UA), “Fhe. Alamo” (UA),
-to sing but Montand’s ‘vocal talent!
|rina. Daniele. Gaubert, Dahlia Lavi,| “The Apartment” (UA), “Can Can”
has been kept a secret to the Amer- Jean-Pierre Cassel, Perrette Pra-j (20th),. “The Trial of Sergeant
_lean film public so far.
; dier, Lucille. Saint-Simon, Berna- Rutledge” (WB), “Bells Are RingOldtimer Jean Gabin made two’ dette Lafont, Jean ‘Kosta, Marie ,ing” (M-G) and “Butterfield Eight”
in 1960, “Le President’? and “The ‘Jose:.Nat. But they’re still. only a! (M-G), with “The Misfits’ (UA)
julso looking to hit: big.
Oldtimers,”
along
with .. Pierre. handful of. real stars.

ARTISTS

INTERNATIONAL:

Norton V. Ritchey, prez.
William E. Osborne, far east supervisor.
Bernard J. Gates, Latin American supervisor.

UNIV ERSAL

INTERNATIONAL

FILMS:

‘Americo Aboaf, vice prez and foreign general manager.
“Ben M. Cohn, assistant foreign manager.
Fortunat Baronat, director of publicity.

PICTURES |INTERNATIONAL:

COLUMBIA

Abe Schneider, prez.
Mo Rothman, chief executive
Martin Blau, . publicity.

officer.

M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL:
Morton M. Spring. prez.
David Lewis. regional director, Europe.
Seymour Mayer, regional director, far and
. America.
Arthur Pincus, publicity.

Chaplin.

product ‘that
Geisha Boy"

making his marks and a lot of.dol-‘ each..The French star of stars Brig- diers” (UA), “The FBI Story”

(UFA).

|.

—S

American film, “St. Joan,” has sur-_did= two, ‘Eddie. Constantine, the. Silent | featurettes

President”

that{!

than-50.000

Paris

“Le

great diplomat whose threatened
revenze
on an old
friend who betrayed him is given up when he realizes time
has passed heavy by. An art bet.
“Princesse De Cleves” (Cinedis'.
Austere 16th century
French court life and a tragic love affair.
“La Proie Pour L’Ombre” (Prey for the Shadows: ‘Cocinor). Sophisticated well made and acted ta‘e of a woman seeking independence who loses husband and lover in
the attempt.
Surerior distaff entry.
“Qui Est Vous M. Sorge? ‘Who Are You: Mr. Sorge)
(Cinedis!.
Good spy yarn about the Russian who worked
thru the German Japanese Embassy during the last war.
Could get a wide playoff.
“La Recreation” (Columbia).
Engaging story of an
American girl's initiation into life by a Frenchman.
His
Jean Seberg and a fine flair for arties.
“Saint Tropez Blues’ (Cocinor'.
Young love in this
brightly amoral resort on the Mediterranean.
The “New
Wave” threats free love with a more situation comedy air

PARAMOUNT

INTERNATIONAL

near

east, Latin

FILMS:

James E. Perkins, prez.
Charles P. Juroe, director of advertising and publicity.

RKO

RADIO

PICTURES:

John B. Poor, g.m.
Harry Gittleson, ass’t for worldwide sales.
Arthur M. Good, advertising and publicity.
Francisco Rossi, Latin American supervisor.

20TH-FOX INTERNATIONAL.
and 20TH-FOX INTER-AMERICA:
Murray Silverstone, prez.
Emanuel D. Silverstone, viceprez and sales g.m
‘Leslie F. Whelan, promo. advertising and publicity direc.

UNITED. ARTISTS:
Arnold M.- Picker, veep charge of foreign distrib.
Francis M. Winikus,; Europe and Great Britain coordinator.
Samuel Cohen, foreign publicity mgr.

WARNER

BROS. PICTURES

INTERNATIONAL:

' Wolfe Cohen, prez.
Carl Schaefer, publicity (Coast).
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REQUIEM FOR FRANCE'S ‘N
[Paris Now Glutied. With ‘Unreleased’ Offbeaters|
France.
Though

the phrase

persists,

in faroff lands, the “New

being

Wave,”

quoted

and

adapted

inspired by American

example, but popularized by French talk-talk-talk about it,
Or in the pun: the wave has.
is now a receding echo.
waved goodbye.
It was otherwise’ in 1958 when the
Variety International Film Section went into the matter

at sume length, though not too earnestly.
This publication always suspected that the “New Wave”
was more gimmick than reality.
It was the scratching
sound made by one young on-the-makester massaging the
back of his friend.
The young men who wanted in suddenly announced their own uniqueness and the obsolescence of the older ‘and better compensated! directors.
Still, in all fairness, some of the cinematic achievements
of some of the young ‘uns going on to remark that at the
moment—

The authentic talents of the “New War e” hare been absorbed but the dregs of the vintage are Tunning thick,
in short, the French film market is glutted with first films
which were last films and avant garde gestures which cannat get a playdate.
Originally, here. in Paris, the first “wavers” were a
group of determined highbrow film critics who decided
they could make teatures, too, and proceeded to do so.
Francois Truffaut with his “The 400 Blows” and Claude Chabrol with his “Les Cousins” and “Le Beau Serge” won
festival awards and public acclaim and showed that a
cheap pic sans stars but with unusual treatment and forthright, offbeat themes could earn dough.
Louis Ma‘le came from a pic school with family money
behind him for the socko ‘“‘Lovers’” and Marcel Camus,
an oldtime assistant,
was in on it with the hit “Black.
Orpheus” plus documentary-maker Alain Resnais with the

jiterary, muted but successful “Hiroshima Mon Amour.”
Other critics joined in and in the temporary state of
euphoria even staid produeers backed newcomers.
At ove
time the gag was that any film critic under 10 could easily
make a pic. The publicity inspired stars to demand young
directors and the rush was on.
But the early bonanza
was brief. Soon the public was laying off “wave” pix and
exhibs returned to other product.
“Wavers” in general were characterized by their lore
soaked up from much film museum attendance and an infatuation with certain contemperary Yank pix, usually
those of directors considered only ordinary in their own
country.
If a few fresh, freewheeling pix resulted a
flock of flat ones brought disenchantment.
Exactly 67 firsttimers made features in '59 and ’60
and only 30 of these have been released so far.
This fast year the top grossers were the oldtimers
though many tackled themes and used the approaches of
the “wavers.”
So. in all, the. thing did have a tonic effort.
Some 47 pix were made in regular surroundings sans
studios.
The following is a list of the 67 new pix done after the
early “wavers” had made their mark.
This chart "gives
them in alphabetical order with a +U, after the title signi-.
fying the pic is as yet unreieased.

1959
Armand,

Pierre,

Les

Piques

:The

Quiltings)

\U); Film.

__ Producer.

Calderon, Gerald, Le Grand Secrét (The Big Secret) (U);

‘Desreuntieaux, Andre, La’ Gorge Seche (The Dry Throat)

Short filmmaker.
Dard, Frederic, Une Guele Coinme La Mienne (A Puss
Like Mine); Writer.
Drach; Michel, On N’Enterre Pas Le Dimanche (No Burial
on Sunday); Short picmaker

U); Pie director..
Dewever, Jean, Les Honneurs De La Guerre (Honors of
War) (U); Assistant.
‘Ducrést, Philippe, La Croix et La Banniere (Cross and
Banner) ‘U); TV director.
Fabiani, Henri, Le Bonbeur Est Pour Demain (Happiness
is For Tomorrow) (U}; Shorts.
Fermaud. Michel, Les Portes Claquet (Doors Slam);. Play-

Note:

It won
the

'tinental

Award,

the top film

critic award

Of short pix.
Gaisseau, P. D., Le Ciél Et La Boue {Sky and Mud)
-

(U)j

Gir, Francois. Mon Pote Le Gitan (My Pal The Gypsy);
“TV director.

Godard,

—

Jean-Are,

critic.

A Bout De Souffle

(Breathless);

Film

;

Grospierre, Louis, Le: Travail C’Est La Liberte (Work is
Liberty!; Short maker.
Hanoun, Marcel, Le Huitieme

Jour

(The

Eighth Day);

Journalist,

Kerchner, Jean, La Dragee Haute
Exec pie producer.
'Menegoz, Robert, La 1000eme
Window’; Short maker..

tThe

Fenetre

Big Party)
(The

(U);

Thousandth

Dance); Short maker,
Oury, Jacques, La Main Chaude

(‘The Hot Hand);

Actor.

Paviot, Paul, Pantalaskas; Short maker, photog.
Pecas, Max. Le Cercle Vivi ieux 1The Vicious Circle); Assistant director.

Pollet. J. D.. Le Ligne De Mire
‘Us; Shorts.

Rohmer,

‘The Demarcation

Point)

Eric, Le Signe De Lion (The Sign of the Lion)

iG); Fiim critic.

Saint-Maurice, C., Suspense Au Deuxieme Bureau ‘Suspense in Intelligence Service); Short producer.
Sautet, Claude, Classes Tous. Risques tTake All Risks);
Shorts.
-¥aleroze, J.-D., L'Eau A La Bouche (The Mouth Waters);
ilm critic.” .
Valere, Jean La-Sentence; Assistant director.
Villa, Jacques, Les Petits Chats ‘The Kittens)

(U); Shorts.

1960
(Caravan

For

Albicocco, Gabriel, La Fille Aux Yeux D’ Or ‘Girl With the
‘Golden Eyes) ¢U); Shorts.
Andrei, Yannick, Samedi Soir ‘Saturday Night) (0); Shorts
assistant.

Berthier, Jacques, Le Temps D'Un Reflet tTw inkling of an
:U':

Actor.

Clement, Michel, Le Bal Des Epsions

‘Spies’ Ball); Assist-

ant director.

Colpi, Henri, Une’ Aussi Longue
Absence}; Film editor.
Note- Wen

Louis

Absence

‘Such

a Long

a Femmes

‘Ladies’ Man); TV di-

rector.

Daninos, J. D., Un. _Martien a Paris (A. Martian in Paris);
Scriptwriter.
Demy, Jacques, Lola; Shorts.
Deray, Jacques, Le Gigolo; Assistant director.

las an. honorary entry by the French
"Federation of Film Authors.
A bevy of top-show

biz, literary,

spring

with the greatest: pix with the MPEA.

No going over

And,

in turn, the:!0oks

more

than

-

the City} (0); Assistant. .

Giono, Jean, Cresus; Novelist?
Girault, Jean, Les Pique-Assiseites tThe. Songers);
wright.
Gobbi, Sergia, L'Espace D Un Matin
Shorts.

Play-

(Qne. Morning) (0);

Publicity pix.
Ivernel, Vicky, La -Pendule De Salomon «Solomon’ $ Clock)
(UW; Assistant.

Kalifa, Max, L’ Engrenageé. iThe Meshes) Ui; Shorts,
Kerchbron, Jean, Vacances. En Enfer. (Vacation in He}l)
(U); Assistant.
‘La Broca, Les Jeux De L’ Amour iLove Gaines’: Film critie.
Lamoureux, Robert, La Brune Que Voila ‘Here is the Brue
nette': Actor-playwright.
Lelouch, Claude, Le Propre De L’ Homme ‘Rights of Man)
1U); Pic student.
Leterrier; Francois, Les Mauvais Cours 'The Hard Knocks)
“10h Actor, assistant: director.

Lisbona, Joseph, Le Panfer. A Crabes 'The Crab Basket);
Pic producer-journalist:
—
Magnier, Claude, Reveille Tol, Cherie :W ake Up, Darling)
1U);
Moreuil,
Moussy,
Panigel,

Playwright-actor. .
Francojs, La Recreation ‘U); Lawyer.
Marcel, Saint Tropez Blues Ur Scripter.

Jacques & Sassy, Jean-Paul,

La Peau Et Les Os

(U:; Radio. director: Shorts.

Poitrenaud, .J., Les Amours De Paris Paris’ Loves)

ever

promising

‘U);

Assistant.
Rozier, Jacques, Adieu Philippine 7sOh Shorts.

SalteI,

Roger,

Jugez Les. Bien

Judge Them

Well). (U)5.

Actor,

Sechan, Edmond, L'Ours ‘The Bear’; Cinematographer.
Soulanes, Louis, Les Filles Sement Le Vent -Girls Réap.
the Wind! 'U:; Shorts.

Vierne, J. J.. La Fete Espangol ‘Spanish Holiday) (U); TV
assistant ‘director.
Zaphiratos, . Henri, Les Nymphettes
exporter.

(The

Nymphets);

Pie

Is chnieat

It revealed some new. talents, -both creative and technica
and may have revved up outlooks in Paris.

But there was Certainly no permanent proof offered that
bright young men, simply . because they are young and
brash, or contemptuous of their elders, can make successful films on. a dare to prove a point.

The 14th Canes Film Fest
By MICHEL

FOU RRE:‘CORMER AY.

Director of the French governmental Centre Du Cinema. and.
President of the Cannes Film Festival

Regarded by many as the leading Gronich.
prestige affair among all the film. friction this time and Le Bret dis-‘S¢ribes will be able to meet visiting.
The
festivals, Cannes benefits by being ‘cussed possible invites and desired |€elebs and filmmakers more easily. Cannes
So, on paper, the Cannes: shindig
first each

wrig
Gautherin. Pierre, Au Coeur De La Ville «In the Heart of

As far as VARIETY is. concerned, the “wave”

Delluc, Award:

Cornu, J. G., L'Homme

Eyes) 'U): Assistant:
Friedmann, Serge, Les. Magiciennes; Assistant.
Gatti, Armand, L’Enclos (The Enclosure); Journalist-play-

(Skin and. Bones)

Agabra, Edmond, Caravane ‘Pour Zagora
‘Zagora’:‘U): Assistant directoér.

Eve’

wri ight-actor.

Fog, Dany, La Mort A Les Yeux Bleus (Death has Blue

Grimbiat, Pierre, Me Faire Ca-A Moi: ‘Do That to Me) (U);.

Mocky, Jean-Pierre, Les Drageurs ‘The Chasers); Actor.
Nahun, Jacques, Le. Saint Mene La Danse ‘Saint Leads the

diplomatic and art Fr ench person‘alities will be flown in specially for
‘the. film showing and party and]
"artee back to Paris the next day.
new Cannes Fest president,
Fourre-Cormeray,
will
rep
Fred: Michel
Paris-based.
There was no persona] :-Maintain
a special .bar where

choice. of new films. Special invites ,anybody’ s head.

of

.Shart maker

Cannes Changing. More ‘Commercial’:
Film Market a Unique Innovation
Cannes.

the Louls Dellue

year.

Drudremet, J-C., La Corde Raide (The Tight Rope); Editor

Cannes.

| making “reminiscent

after
1961, or 14th, International ;2°rsimento”
The results of

of :the -“Rethe- liberation,

or
Film Festival will begin |change can never a berevolution
completely
in the resort city of Cannes May 31
- effaced, but excesses can and must

with

more

than

30 nations” par-

of outstanding pictures are in-'MPEA chose what looks like anj his Year. The jury consists of peo- ticipating. This festival has taken |be corrected. In .Cannes_ in ..1960
volved as well as those nominated unusual official U. S. entryin therPle who are either film. pros or on a new character ‘in the last two! rit appeared that. filmmakers were
by the over 30 pariicipating coun-: Negro family tale, “Raisin in the jhave worked in them. Both the old years as the cinematographie art: ‘not all for the “New” forms of ‘59

; Buard and newcomers. in the yarities.
*Sun” (Coii.
began
to show
two tendencies. °|which already seemed ike old pate
But the 14th Cannes event, May ; Of interest, too, is the screening: ‘ous international industries will be
repped by pix. Now the old bro3-18, will also concentrate on busi- here
out-of-competition
of UA‘'s| mide can be pronouneed, “May thé F eh" the. itleas and» methods |;May see a rejuvenation of the reveon ¢
e
the.
a
f th *‘ Jations of '59 and a.reaffirmation of
ness facets as well as its art side. |“Exodus”
on May
3.
‘too, |
For it is now accepted, even by arty ;Cannes asked for “The Hoodlum} ‘best. film win.” The fest had to be changes ani hed al nner 8
©' certain truths which seemed’ evicompetitive film fests that motion’ Priest” (UA'. another realistic im- | Prolonged two days from its orig- older, established
filmmakers.
{dent even before the advent of the
:inal setup, May 3-16, now running| It was observable in Cannes in; “New. Wave.”
pictures are an industry as well as _Portant- themed pic.
‘from May 3-18, due to the number
an art form.
1959
when
three
French
films
di-|
J do not yet know at this write
Besides
the
free
French
visas
for
lof films entered and the desire to
For the first time there will be a.
young French: ‘ing what films will be presented in
pix: participating in Cannes. worth lavoid crowding and double fea- rected by three
Film Market. section run by the
directors won the top prizes. The! “Cannes, but. I do. know that the
about $25, 000 a piece plus. free re-- tures.
Syndicate of French Film Produc-:
whole world was soon made aware! French cinema today is of a great
ers headed hy Emile Natan. A spe- imittances in earnings up to $50.000
that our Mediterranean
shore had’ Variety. - From
a cinema
for the
MIXED
NATIONALITIES
cial office will get ducats for visit- on each pic, the a sensibly-selected
been
struck by a new wave.
“Happy Few,” or just. a. pastime,
ing buyers and sellers as well as feature can benefit from the pubThen, quickly, too fast perhaps, ithe French cinema now must. and
-licity
from
the
over
600°
scribes.
arranging rrojections of films outZanuck Parlays2British, French,
a group of young directors in-;doeg interest the world. The young
side the official screenings in two’ :Video and radio reporters due at
German, Yank Scribes
'yvaded the French cinema.. Anxious film people, -conscious of their exe
theatres on the Cannes main street.; Cannes.
to look new, producers,. distribu- ‘cesses, and even their exaggeraRussia
will close this spring's
These will be free for film sellers!
Paris.
tors, exhibitors, and the public if-;tions, still use these. arms forged.
who heretofore had to pay for ‘festival with its first 70m pic “The
Four authors have been engaged
Years”
‘Russian Revolu- by Darryl F.. Zanuck as literary self welcomed the revolution. The. by their impetuosity to treat subscreenings
arranged
in
various. ‘Ardent
phenomenon became more inter-| jects that haunt the lives of the
houses with conflieting skeds. Now tion) made by a femme director consultants
an
20th-Fox’s
‘“‘The national; in Great Britain the tra-! audiences. The old guard, renoall will be properly arranged, noted: Julia Solnsteva.
. Longest Day,”by Cornelius Ryan. ditional
comedies
and detective !vated by the audacity of the new
In
general
the
1961
official
enand
handed
out to the visiting
Quartet. includes. James Jones
press and film ‘buyers and export- tries are mainly in the socialogical (“From Here to Eternity,” ete.), stories were ‘joined by the. “Free and mounting generation, and finde
Cinema”
films
with
a more inti-|ing their old. methods autmoded,
and
psychological
categories
with
a
ers.
Noel Coward, Romain Gary i“Roots mate, fresher and more tender |are renewing their styles, work
Another important factor {fs that: ‘smattering of the comic and epic.
of Heaven”) and. Erich Maria Re- treatment; in the States some un-!and subject matter.
Last
year’s
pix
were
mainly
under
American
filmites have seen the
, marque.
usual features, made at low cost,}
In a. few. weeks Cannes will tell
light and realized the prestige and: erotica.
Pic, to be divided into four sec- were
hailed
and
even
made us what are the connections bee
dollars and cents necessities for a| U. S. also has a representative. of
indie
school
of _filmakers tions, hag Jisted authors as follows: money; and in Italy, whére French |tween these diverse tendencies in
good
fest
showing.
This
year; ‘the
Cannes director Robert Favre Le! springing up in N. Y. with the out Jones,. American. section; Coward, and Italian names work more and |the.rest of the film arts and indusentry
of Shirley British; Gary, French; and Re- more side by side. there blossomed |tries of the world. Cannes will haveBret worked in conjunction with: of competish

Motion

Picture Export Assn. Con- 'Clarke’s “The Connection,” inyited

marque,

German.

a new

and golden age

of. film thus been profitable, |
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31, 1961. Of this total, 525. were: features.and 127 were short subjects.

Germany

.......000¢5.....4. ~

Comparable

‘Paris.
Despite the spread in ‘recént
years
of -American
productions

SHORTS

(116) ...0.....3.0.0..n0ne
(1)
(95) ....:..........mone (none)
(75) occ e ease e cease
5S
(22) enlarged

GO

number

France

2.0.0.2...
0.5 -aeeene » AB

Austria

Japan

......... 0b. eee eee

.:....6... veces eeeras fe

Argentina

..........20.505. .

(GTP

2B.
17)
FB

(15)
(16)
AB)

8

(F)

OT

(DD hone eee ete eee MON

5.

Or

Egypt ..........6.... veceeee 5
Sweden
............. re:

India. ....0...3..4: pebeseeees
Cuba. 0.00...
.ce cecees cece

none

(*)
Vee eeeeees none
(FD cece eee ee sevee
4

B
Bo

of

By GENE MOSKOWITZ

American-

Paris.
| allows for closer contacts between:
trained publicists on overseas locaThere is a tendency among those ‘all arts, and permits easy access
tion, there remains a. basic conflict
to actors who can make features as
who
have
made
many
features
in
wescence ween
14
AT) }; between .a unit man, anxious to|
well perform for video and staze.
we. eect
nenee . 4 (none! develop stories, features and photo many different lands to sell smal! . The rising production in New York
0. .o. eee eee eee +» ill
49) breaks, and his regular European- |difference, once the kleig lights go City is pointed to here.
Lek ve es eeceeeee = 1 (none) | based superior. The difference in} on. In any event it’is difficult to‘ . One important difference bewcascwsereoeeee
(*) two terms is this:
‘tween European countries lies in

Ttaly 2.0.0.0
0.feecc cece eens > 52 -.(68) wv...
wee
OBO
Britain ........ Leeesepeenewe 46 (4B¥ Vu... oe 34
5)
Greece 2... eee ee
|
OSS)|
Spain co... lee eee
lee)

o Can Say Between Tea & Wine
Or Other Traits of Studio Crews

~—HARDTOPLANT)

' The New York ‘State film lcensing board at Albany revieweda total

The following is a breakdown on the first.
17 countriés.
1959-60 figures, when available, are shown in parentheses.
* ORIGIN
FEATURES.

+

ieee

INIT PI FCVERY |Many Like Paris Noon-7 P.M. Day;

E,

of 652 foreign-made features and shorts in-the 12 months ended March

‘Hong Kong ..........5..2+6+. 126
Mexico
oo... cle
eee eee . 90:

<4

License ee-

a

f

odie

(*#)..........2.0%..m0ne
ON eee ene none

(6)

ievaluate
or measure
differences
between. femperament in one culture or language and another. It is
probably
true
that Greeks | are

1, PRODUCTION. PUBLICITY

(*)

_(*)
(2

Versus

_- 2, RELEASE PUBLICITY

(Ay In general the orthodox mental-j}“eager to please” and Spaniards
=(*) ‘ity of the resident European show-' “anxious to learn” and that Danes
Brazil ...... aeecencaccctevace
2
hd
none
{*) man favors focussing energy upon are “competent and obliging.” Or
The following. areas were also. represented. by oné feature each: the picture going to market. at the other broad generalities.
Switzerland.’ Africa, Finland.. Scotland, Ireland,
United. Nations, Colombia, Bavaria, Israel.

Canada,

Denmark,.

actual time of release. This is in
As to French. crews, there are
part, but not wholly, because Euro-! mixed reports. If you don't speak
.__|pean. publications swap editorial: French, undoubtedly it’s a terrific
™|text page for page with ad copy.‘ handicap for the Frenchman is not

10 Year ParsBoxofficeData:
{*) Comparable figures not available.

In general

| paper
stands”

did well

while two Eddie Constantine starrers, “Yours. Devotedly Blake” and

This is about the usyal

‘average. .
;
Biggest was “The Bridge on the
River Kwai” (Col) which: attracted

“Women Get Along,” have no over-

seas takers.”

°

,

news- “above letting you suffer from your

ads

sep- ‘ignorance. The outsider in a stud:o

“under-: here may feel an outsider because

that he is expected

to be

he is precisely just that. It's hardly

vertiser a contract “credit.” Thus,! In a French studio as in a studio

“French Can-Can"
did not make it.

10 years: 22 of the60 features are Clair’s: ‘Night Beauties”

American.

sells

publisher

Holiday”

(UA,

(Par',

“Some

“Moulin.

TheyBooBut Pay |

‘Like

Yun

here,

Jules

60 Money-Makers:

It Hot” (UA),
still in its first

Dassin’s

‘comedy. “Never on Sunday”

‘United.

Greek

which

Artists’ backed, “Samson

in Holly- for easier nights,

French

wood. the logic

Walt Disney's “Cinderella”: (RKO%,
Metro’s “Ben-Hur,”

In short. Europeans and

producers stayed home

Rouge”

|

1

The top French grosset of |
960-61

release

season

Sketch-Form Pix
Liked in France

|

“views |preciation for. French crews who
Andre
Cayatte’s
“Justice
fs|cans do not share the same views. start late but do not flinch when
642,985: patrons in its Paris run
alone. Next came: DeMille’s “The Done” did not. fare too well in In the States the trend for many the shooting runs late.
Ten Commandments”
(Par} with spite’ of solid reviews and ‘“De- years has been to. get publicity in
The English “shop steward" is
$26,305,
followed by “War
and: livery Boy”: has aroused no interest |the works almost from the first: probably far more of a dictator
Peace” (Par?, Charlie Chaplin's among Yank distribs. _Two present: day. the cameras roll, or the star than will ever be found in a Parisioo.
last. Hollywood production, “Lime- hits, “The Truth,” H:. G, Clouzot’s; signs.
an studio. Whether tea is more oblight” (UAi, “The Greatest Show Brigitte Bardot starrer. and Cay- | -.
.
Shitting Stress
' Sessive to the English grip than
-on Earth" (Par), “Around the World atte’s “Rhine Crossing,” have not! The business of. publicizing films° wine to the French grip is not
“in 80 Days” (UA), the first C’Scope ‘played the U.S. yet though the for- has always been a mixture of try-' provable either way.
. ‘pie “The Robe” (20th), that peren- 'mer:is due soon.
ing to get boxoffice results while. Some Yank showmen feel that
‘nial reissne pic, “Gone With the'
7
also making an impressive show of Paris has a fine thing in the noon
Wind” “(M-G:;
“Solotnon . and :
clippings for the boss. While the to 7:30 shooting sked. It allows

Sheba” (UA), Alfred Hitchcock’s
“To Catch a Thief" :1Par), “From
Here to Eternity” ‘Col, “Roman

the union or syndicate setup. In
Great Britain, says one local producer, he once could not make an
essential
important shot because
the working day was over In Italy
ovr France it could have been dune
but not in Britain. Also there is
more leniency-in using non-actor
types in the Latin countries and in
different crafts pitching in to do
others chores to get things done
in a pinch
But these are only national! idio‘synerasies which do not make the
film producing centres tov diiTerent from each other.

distribution-minded
European. anywhere there are the harrowing
film showmen with a credit of,. waits between takes, the tedium ot
say, 10 pages in a given periodical |the actors in costume and grease-}|
may be reluctantto have an eager- paint. Frequency of coffee breaks
beaver: American unit publicist! and/or tantrums are not anythingi
-knock. off any portion.of his text; which can be reduced to statistics. |
on béhalf of a picture still shooting Many Americans and others from
i
in the studio.
4 sundry cultures have expressed apa

Rene Clair’s “Les Grandes. Maneua vers” did sa-so, and Jean Renoir's

--good index for France) during past

a

European publications give the ad-: teristically French.

while “The Perfectionist” flopped,

(usually

If

Sympathetic to news stories, this is remarkable, though the technique
not a matterof cold-blooded trade. : of ignoring. you may be charac-

Looking back over the top gross-

ets in Paris firstruns

the American

or. magazine

arately.

Of Top-Grossing60,22 From US.
Paris.

of this procedure working in legit as well as pix, and
news- :some extra time for directors to
papers and American magazines.
‘get things organized for themselves.
During the past several years, : Experienced Yanks are in de-

with

more and more American in-! mand as foreign producers try for
trade in that American knowhow and supthe pub-! pleness in technique that made the

licity emphasis has shifted. Euro-' U. S: the most important interna-

is far ‘and ‘pean news media, although consid-! tional

product

‘extant.

patrons.

.

“Woman,”

produced

‘a million bucks in France alone, any. publication ‘in the States.
Late Cecil B. DeMille ran away. -Drama of youthful.uneasiness and ,
a nares i) the FE now to
audiences via ‘three features.

on. the dist, while

William

murder is Miss Bardot's strongest
Wviler, ‘acting role to. date. °
|
:

Billy Wi'der and Alfred Hitchcock.

But Ameri-

{So it is one film world.

get. yank pix are still predominant
.
"th cha ceopean Press. iin western world marts even if
combined
with the natural competi+they have ‘slipped in some spots

Next was “The. French ‘Woman; tion set up via

the much larger!.. local competition gets tougher.
each had two: Add Federico. Fel-. an d Love." a series of sketches by ;number of Yank films
going before
Lt is argued here that any good pic
..,.,
-lini’s film depicting decadence in ‘seven top directors. depicting -as- { the cameras
overseas. ; Publicity
!
;
¥
hii
Rome
“Ti. Sweet Life™; the ex- ipeets of love..
ichiefs of some of the major U.S. : helps all pix. as long as the public
a
ploration documentary, “Loxt Con- i <Andre -Cayatte’s story of two. outfits in Europe always have been ; Boan ‘portant
fence to European
-tinent.”” and one ‘Russo pic. the i prisoners of war, “The Rhine Cross- . —and. emphatically still are—4is- | production
is that practically all
Cannes
prizewinning
“Flying - ing.” followed with the swashbuck- tribution minded. It's their job to
. Cranes.”
i
oo, linz-“The Yokel" with Jean Marais. - Sell .the finished product at. the ‘studios are in the cultural capital
_of each country—be it Rome, Ma.. Of French: product, several have “The
Old Chaps.”
a garrulous moment_ of: release. This'is what
‘drid, Paris, London, Berlin, Stock‘already: played the’ States...” Moxt -comedy with Jean Gabin, was also”
(Continued on page 60)
Athens. This
holm, Copenhagen,
did not repeat these’ their home :biz-as ditto the updating of Vol-:
1
i
.
successes

Many“ have vet to get a jtaire’s “Candide™

: Yank . release.

by Norbert. Car-.
= Sacha - Guiitry’s -bonnaux, and Roger Vadim's vam-

“¥er-ailles” was floppo: stateside ‘pire pic with lesbos undertones
and Roger Vadim's “Les
Liaisons . “And. Die ot Pleasure’ | Pars.
Dangereuses 1960 still has no ex-: ‘Comedy: of adultery, “One Night
‘port visa-except for Denmark and’: / Affair,” of Henri Verneuil was in

Japan.

Co

Fernandel’s

“Don

- !ditte. Louis’ Malle’s

Camillo” pix. “Zazie

did not click. Jacques Tati's “Mon :‘del
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actors 2%4 Woog, played to over 350,000

naturally favored American

dependents -plyirie their
.| London, Paris or Rome,

Paris
After the sock biz racked up by
the
French
sketch
pic,
“The
French Woman and Love.” these
; Separate story pix seem to be coming back into vogue after an eclij se
of several years.
Some local pix
: critics are also fighting in print for
‘better and more distribution of
Yank musical pix which thev feel
have been declared bad money‘makers and not for general publie
‘tasles by the exhihs, but not the

spectators in its first-run and has
gotten second top money this season.
It deals with different passions and ages in woman's eternal
search for love with seven episodes
done by different directors and a
flock of stars.
Now, Gilbert Bok-anowski is doing “Famous Loves,”
; based on historical
love ‘affairs

and
Delilah”
tPar-,- “Sabrina” ‘away H. G. Cluzot’s drama “The: ‘erably tighter for space than- their
«With only one
cans point out that in its heyday
-€Par', “Quo Vadis” ‘M-Gi, “The ;Truth” starring Brigitte’ Bardot ‘US.
counterparts, now
are a8 Hollywood absorbed the best film Boisrond.
Man Who Knew.:Too Much” .«Par! *iwhich is expectedto pay. ‘off over sought-after by the film people as talents
of Europe and still does. : As “Woman”
“Ivanhae™ + AEG.
with
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| Changing Facts In France |

zany comedy

in the Subway.’ A Fernan-.

starrer “Cresus.”. a Fernand!

Oncle™ did well.” Marcel Carne’s |Raynaud comedy “The Sheep.” and ! Characteristics
“The Cheats" has. yet to play -the “The. Gigolo”’ came next in box- salients:

director,
treated

Michel
virzinity,

chiidhood,
first
love.
adultery,
“Famous Loves” will delve into infidelity, vanity, rivalits, criminal
love, pure love, ete.
So far, the
Siars signed are Simone Siznoret,
Dany Robin, Jean-Paui Belmondo,
Annie Girardot, Edwize Feunlere,
¥vex Montand and, perhaps, Brizitte Bardot.

AS for musicals, exhib. ¢laim
only two really made monev, “An
American
in Paris’
«M-G
and
“King and I” (20th.
Some had
some
specialized
akavt
runs,
“Funny
Face” ‘Par, “Bel. Are
Ringing" «M-G:, but were not of
the
claibre
for
biz
first-run
chances.
Falloff in foreizn take for these
musical epics has: cut down
the
number of such type pix because
big costs need an internation! pull
to pay off.
But critics feel that
if exhibs got behind these films
with good pub campaigns, instead

of the 1960 film year here in France included these
;
‘of looking upon them as hopeless,
impact. Eddie Constantine | 1, A new Government
:they could break through and get
fiscal policy toward the medium.
dived'in the U.S. and “The. Hunch- |moved back for grosses in another .
Thev point to the
back of Notre Dame” was an. okay ;thriller parody “How She Is.” .and: Wop pighter censorship, echoing political unease due to the Algerian a big audience.
biz now being racked up by pix
ar.
exploitation item while “Diabol-- Bowrvil scored in’ an occupation.
; Which
were originals
pezged as
* ique™ was a sturdy. hit,
|tale, “Fortunat.”
3. Continued drop in film theatre attendance.
arty and specialized, and net much
. “The Lovers".
did well in Amer‘Marcel.Camus’ second feature on|_ .4, Bigger -grosses for clicking films on higher admission scales,
!use for the biz money and regular
ica although Ohio arrested a éou-. Brazil adventure “The Pioneers”|
ple of managers showing it.. Fer- | did okay biz:as did Albert Lamoris- ' 5. Sharper audience: discrimination favoring the good product but “houses,
Critics did nipups over “Beils,”
nandel's “'The ‘Cow .and the Pris- se’s “The Trip.in a Balloon” andj} making things worse for the mediocrities.
~oner”’. ‘has no. takers yet as “The
|}Edmond Sechan'’s “The Bear” fol-! ‘New governmental scheme on Film Aid works out to cut Aid over: Which did only okay biz and are
Baron De L'Ecluse.” .:) .
blowing their horn for “Kismet”
‘lowed by Francois Truffaut’s see- ; the next, seven years, to finally have it on a credit instead
of handout (M-G), which finally made a small
~ “Gervaise”
did well in-the US. as [ond pic: “Shoot. the Pianist.”
; basis by Jan. 1, 1968. Exhibs were immediately cut off from film aid first-run here after five years.
_ did “Rififi® and
‘The Italian film “The Adven-j hile producers keep getting it on a tapering basis. Payments on pres- But exhibs still do not seem conHoliday.”
; Tati’s:“Mr.
wo Hulot’s| Te!
of Michaelangelo Antonioni. tige pix are expected to be kept up after "68. Theatre squawks
were
_As to two’ vostumer-.epics on |though booed at the Cannes’ Festi- somewhat tempered
They point to the “Canby a.Slight detaxation and cutting of their take vinced.
‘Can” ‘20th: and “South Pacific’
States,

“The Big. Families”. nose- i office
| er

Napoleon: one is bought but not.:

.

val, was a top grosser in France| to feed Film Aid coffers.
.
.'20th: as doing poor biz here.
i*
Teleased yet by 20th-Fox, namely,
}as. well as Federico Fellini's “The|. Film attendance fell in 1960 but at a slower rate
than in previous may be up to “Porgy and Bess’
“Austerlitz.’” while Guitry's :\“Na-| Sweet. Life” and the Swedish mon- years. For example, releases attracting over 100.000
patrons in Paris ‘Col, “Pepe”
‘Col: and “West
-. poleon”™ ‘has: yetto be contracted. ytage
“Michael Strogaffy and *Luccrezia ‘rise.

Borgia” Were okay

pic (Edwin Leiser tracine the, firstruns showed

fewer. gelting more

people.

and -fa))_:of .,Witlerg ,“Mein
|928 entries with ayo" 178.A21, pes, pic, 58

playott items : Kinpe also Sieve

well” oy

In °57 61 pix got 10,884.-

ot 0.253.485 with, 186.427,

Side

Story”

exhihs

ar

«UA!

to try to swing

jn favor
of,

‘59 9,513,552 with 190.271 and DIRE ESE RVCMnt atith “2 +163 “per pic. ate 28S Broun 4
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As the world grows smaller and+
the international ‘market
looms
larger to U. S. motion picture makers, Americans
are singing and

dancing

with

increasing

infre-|

quency, at Jeast on film.
A current survey shows only two
. film musicals on tap for release

this year—Warner Bros.' “Fanny”
and United Artists’ "West Side
Story.” If vou add 20th-Fox's 70in
reissue of “The King and I,” this
mukes a grand total of three songand-daneers detiniteiy set for 1961.

Significantly

too, these

are

all |

adaptations of successful Broadway :

sliuws. as were both of last year's!
musical releases, 20th’s “Can-Can"

and
Not

Metro's “Bells
since Metro's

ners’ “Music Man,” 20th’s “The
Sound of Music” and UA’s “Irma
La Douce.”
Jerry Wald also has
tentative plans to produce “A Tree

Color. & Wide Screen
Paris. .
Color in French films was
Jessened in 1960 but the use

Six were done in scope and
color to the six and seven of

and

’58,

while .12

were

made in black and white and
scope over the two in "59 and
the five in ‘58. This came to 12
pix in color for "60 to the 18
and 19 of previous years, with
18 pix in scape to the eight and

the world market, but perhaps also
.because of. our. penchant for the
kind- of musical in which songs
‘and dances are so. closely inte-

a

Are Ringing.” :* Universal
“Flower
“Gigi £1958), and Disney “Babes

France

is the second

biggest

sur plier.
are. ‘dubbed. in
Negatives
both
French
and
Flemish.

By
international
agreenrent
about 80°¢. of: the prints for
exhibition
in
Belgium’. are
processed in Belgian. Jabora-

St. Louis,” “Hans Christian Andersen,” etc. —are gone, principally because of the economics of

12 of the last two seasons.

———————

Brussels,
. Belgium is not a big producing country but it is-notably. a film-consuming market.
The United.States accounts for
41°O of some. 450 films. reachjng. the kingdom annually,

Grows in Brooklyn,” though substituting a new. score for the one
featured in the original. Broadway
show.
These releases would ex-|
tend: well into 1962 and maybe:
“even 1963.
Clearly the good old days of
original
screen: musicals—“An
American in Paris,” “Seven Brides
for Seven Brothers,” “Meet Me in

of widescreen processes went
up.
Six films
were
made
in
color to the 12 of '59 and °58.,

59

As to ‘the Belgians:

tories..

:

:

——
SE
*
eel

‘

greater. ‘difficulty: in making a
good screen musical, Hollywood's inclination to ga along: with theJ presold Broadway property . is un‘derstandable.
However, as. has
been

-| past,

proven: several

times

in the’

a Broadway hit musical, by

the time it reaches the motion picture theatre, may not only be pre| sold, but oversold, so that its. score
‘is old hat to the public. Neverthe-_
less, the bigger the Broadway hit,
| the bigger the price the film. companies: are “willing |to pay. for the
| rights.

_ Small ¢e of Music

,

While the majors haye been
generally eschewing musical fare,

they have, at the same times been
territories abroad.
Thus the musi- turning out a steady number of
(and
somecal film has a market potential of: comedies-with-music

inta the plot.
about 60 to 65 of the 100°C en- times dramas), wherein the music,
usually a quite small pr oportion of
A generally - accepted
rule-of- joyed by the more easily dubbed
thunib taday is that approximately and subtitled adventures, comedies the total footage, has heen quite
incidental ‘and easily clipable). ;
|51 or 52°¢ of-the total gross of a ‘and dramas.
Such were “Say One for Me” and
; U. S. film comes from abroad. Of
While U. S. screen musicals can
“High
Time,”
two recent .Bing
that. 51 or 52°, between 15 and be smashes
in English-speaking.
‘Crosby
starrers, and the’ Marilyn
30°C is earned in English-speaking areas (the Magna-20th-Fox “South.
Monroe-Yves Montand “Let's Make
Pacific”
is one
of the biggest
Love.”
This is the era when the.
things ever to hit Britain), they
greatest musical performers Holly=
invariably suffer in such important
wood has ‘to offer—Crosby, Doris
markets as France, Italy and Germany, where the films must be Day, Elvis Presley—do just: about
everything but what comes natur(
The. ally,
dubbed.
for general release.
Paris.
‘perennial question which. the disIronically
enough, though. the:
Following data covers film season, 1960-61:
tribs ask themselves 1s “How much.
screen musical is at the lowest ebb.
Production: 124 French or French-majority. participation coprodo we dub?”
Just the dialog?
ductions, plus 41 with French-minority participation.
—
-But what about the. songs, when in- Hollywood history, filmmakers:
they are an integral part of the are using’ music more and more
Process: 9°¢ in color; 15% in widescreen.
Story?
The dubbed dialog-titled throughly in promotion of films.
Investment: Total outlay, $15,950,000. General cost, $202. 000 ‘for
Thus, while 20th-Fox casts ‘songsong compromise is usually unall-French films, $290.000 for co-productions.

Drum

Song’

in Toyland.”.
Las a mejor company gone out on along vith such projects as WB's;
the limb tor an original musical; “Gypsy,” 20th's “State: Fair” ovith
‘the original Rodgers & Hammerproperty. “Gigi.” of course, pointed;
, Stein screen score supplemented by.
a rather bitter moral: despite ec- a couple of new numbers), Warstatic reviews and a carload of;
Academy Awards, the picture:
earned Jess than $4,000.000 in the
domestic market.

grated

2"
emma
ne

Fra
rance’s FiimDimensions

Must Click Domestically
And if a musical doesn't strike
jt rich in the domestic and EngJish-speaking marxets, it's highly
unlikely to strike it rich in the
other territories.
The one exception to this rule has been Samuel
Goldvyn’s
screen
adaptation
of
“Porgy and Bess,” which reportedly is doing a great deal better
abroad than it did at home.
But,
then, “Porgy” is more of an. opera
than a musical comedy or musical

drama.

°

Upcoming slate of musical fare—
all legit adaptations, plus one re-

make —include

the now-shooting

Releases in France: Total 398 features. France, 104; 29 coproduction with minor Frénch participation; 215 dubbed imports .of which
99 from U. S., 37 from West Germany, 35 from Britain, 25 from
Italy 154°C from Common Market countries).

Theatres: France has 5,830 hardtop film theatres; of which 1,289
are in communities

of 100.000 or more:

Average admission price: 40c.
;
.
Attendance: 344,600,000 for gross of $124,487,000.

.

Export: At least $15.500,000 was collected by French films.
West Germany was leading market with $1,700,000. Belgium. ran

happy for all concerned.
When and-dance man Montand as‘a boot“The. King and I” went out in’ legger-rapist in “Sanctuary,” the
France, problem was solved sim- same company promotes a straight
ply by cutting out most -of the naval epic, “Sink the Bismarck”.
to boxoffice glory with a rollicksong numbers.
ing title tune recorded by the late
Had “The King and I” been a Johnny Horton.
more
old-fashioned,
Jess
“inteEven a pic like American Intere.
grated” musical, the result might national’s horror film, “‘Black Suns
| not have been the heresy it cer-: -day,” has its own soundtrack al-.
‘tainly was.
bum. ‘There's a lot. of -film music
Considering the usually vast ex-

second with $1,420,000. Switzerland took $802,000 in French films.

pense

and

the

‘proportionately

In

the air,

even

if there

aren’t

many musicals.
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DEVIL IN THE FLESH
GOD NEEDS MEN
ROME 11 O'CLOCK
MONSIEUR RIPOIS
THE DOCTORS
BITTER VICTORY
THREE MURDERESSES

IT HAPPENED IN ROME

Continuing the productions of non-conformistic and
powerful stories, believing that there fs much room for
non-conformism and that people are much more afrald
not to conform than being forced fo conform, immediately
ofter completion of Arthur Miller’s A VIEW FROM THE
BRIDGE preparations for the production of EPITAPH
FOR AN ENEMY will be activated.
One basic reason why. this film will be made can be
phrased best in these words...
eee the noise of the machines of war do not
drown out the stronger sounds of love

between human beings...
World War | was the background for DEVIL IN THE
FLESH, ‘and we will show this same theme in EPITAPH
FOR AN ENEMY with the background of World: War Il.

_(June 7, 1944in Normandy . +. "D" DAY PLUS ONE)
“Youth fs not made for war, and even war shall not

ppd

prevent youth from pursuing their true destiny... love.

_
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Directed by SIDNEY
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Starring
RAF VALLONE
JEAN SOREL
MAUREEN STAPLETON
RAYMOND PELLEGRIN
BORIS CARNOVSKY
And Introducing
CAROL LAWRENCE
as
CATHERINE
|

Distributed In the U.S,
and Canada by
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DISTRIBUTING,

For all other territories,
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GRAETZ

production
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FILMS

36 Avenue Hoche, Paris (8)

and
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It's as piteous and ironic, as funny and as tragic. as warfare itself.
I think Baxter's mission is reported with as great control as Hemingway
used in his account of Jordan’s work on the bridge in FOR WHOM THE
BELL TOLLS.
— Nelson Algren

w
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rom the powerful novel by GEORGE BARR
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a PAUL GRAETZ production
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“K" House
63, CASTLEREAGH Street

SYDNEY (Australia)

HE WHO MUST DIE
SR

(CELUI QUI DOIT MOURIR}

__ Directed by

DASSIN

"THE LOVERS
(LES AMANTS)

_ Directedby LOUIS MALLE.
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Directed by MARCEL CAMUS
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BLOWS
-

(LES 400 COUPS)
Directed by FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT
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BREATHLESS
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Directed by JEAN-LUC GODARD
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PRODUCTIONS
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__VARIETY

MAURICE JACQUIN
presents

an International Cast
(in alphabetical order)

PASCALE AUDRET
JACQUES CASTELOT

LISELOTTE PULVER
EDMUND PURDOM

VITTORIO DE SICA

GEORGES RIVIERE

JACK HAWKINS

RENEE SAINT-CYR

FOLCO LULL

-ROSANNA SCHIAFFINO

WOLFGANG PREISS

“ORSON WELLES

MICHEL LEROVER

HOWARD SAINT-JOHN

EVER DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF THE HEROES OF LIBERTY
TECHNIRAMA 70 - TECHNICOLOR

UFA-comacica
Ty the Copernic Paris XVE
Tel.: KLE 63-85 -+- cable Ufadis Paris

‘Telex: Ufadis Paris 27 784.

Foreign Soles: EUROPEX 68 RUE PIERRE CHARRON PARIS 8° = Yel. BAL 73-29

ey

:

a

-

CE
A

7 or

Cable: EUPEXFILM-PARIS

SE

ye

.. ete

.
We pruuucer,

SCENARIO et DIALOGUES

™

UNE PRODUCTION R0

UN

FILM

DB

} LES PRODUCTIONS

|

ROME. PARIS .FILM

|

CARLO PONTI
Raney

B
|

|

| GEORGES
ve BEAUREGARD | 7

*En 1960 GEORGES DE
=6©6BEAUREGARD a produit:

‘HlA BOUT DE SOUFFLE
Seen-Paul BELMONBO
deen SEBERG:

et

LE PETIT SOLDAT
de Jean-Luc GODARD

OTT
CO
NET
-Sateen
.von
a
a
ree
ny

LE
tedactns
cern
ON
TUE
A,
PADVADIDL
GLEE
Le,
PML
ae
LAME
EPP
VEY
ayr
pnd,
Md
Fey,
AY
OU
aLIFgO
GI
et
ne

avee

Anne KARINA
Michel SUBOR

et

En 1961 Carlo PONTI et
Georges de BEAUREGARD
ont produif:

BfLOLA
de Jacques DEMY
a

ares

N

de Jacques ROZIER

N

avec

N

Anesk AIMED

.

SABA
Jeen-Ciesde AIMINE
Yvetice CERY

UNE FEMME EST

E-PARIS-FILM + CARLO PONTI - GEORGES DB BAUREGARD

de Jean-Luc GODARD
;

Jeen-Peal BELMONDO

8
Z

BRIALY

@

Aane KARINA

F| LEON MORIN PRETRE
Kk
S

de Jean-Pierre MELVILLE
d'apres le remen de Beatrix BECK
Jseon-Feu!l BELMOHBO
oe

Wye
umnuuua
mm
ote
Wt
_
py
LD
errs
pas
NOE
ns

Eamenacle RIVA

Exportation:

JEAN DAVIS
4 Rue de Cerisoles, PARIS (8°)
TEL, BAL, 06-59 — ELY. 35-87

ELOY
CMM
“eth:

LES PRODUCTIONS |
ROME. PARIS FILM
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VARIETY

“RAOUL J.LEVY |
will

tell of his
ns
future pla

1961

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

prescnts

directed by

LOUIS MALLE
coproduction

PROGEFI-CIPRA
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

distributed by

47

|
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©] SAMMY and JO SIRITZKY
ri

Distributors and Exhibitors

WANT THE WORTHWHILE INTERNATIONAL FILMS
SHAPING THE NEW CINEMA
ALREADY. .IN~. DISTRIBUTION

AVVENTURA
VIRGIN SPRING.
WILD STRAWBERRIES

cen

+>

SATURDAY NIGHT,
‘SUNDAY MORNING

ai

ghd

BET dD

3 sisi!
“aysttiPh eg FF ato

gant nel sims: fehen on re

ove" bhnos aimTinty PO arsruns Unat
,
and ire?
DAHert
a
& sp

THE TEUTONIC
KNIGHTS

ais?

ALREADY BOOKED THRU

os

THE SIRITZKY CIRCUIT

SHADOWS |

of Showcase Champs-Elysees
Theatres

Etc.

NEVER ON SUNDAY
HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR

THE LOVERS
LA NOTTE
L’AVVENTURA

CITIZEN KANE
PSYCHO
THE MISFITS
Etc.

6

$

ah. gnade ied

ce8 gor 9,

he

THE PUBLIC WANTS THEM
Tel.: ELYSEES 14-51
BALZAC 26-64

.yr
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a

NEW MAJOR
INTERNATIONAL ©
PRODUCTIONS—1961

. HARDY KRUGER
‘UNO VENTURA—CHARLES AZNAVOUR

ROBERT HOSSEIN — GIOVANNA RALLI
MARIO ADORF

LE GOUT DE LA VIOLENCE
(VIOLENCE)
DirectedbyDENYS
DELAPATELLIERE -

"Directed by ROBERT HOSSEIN

MICHELE MORGAN — DANIELLE. DARRIEUX.
SEAN CLAUDE BRIALY -—.- LINO VENTURA |

|
CHARLES AZNAVOUR — LINO VENTURA

|

HORACE 61

ALBERTINE mTHELiONs DEX
od apres le roman: de NICOLE

(VENDETTA)

os

Edition RENE JULLIARD

|

Directed by ANDRE VERSINI

Directed by HENRI VERNEUIL
|

+ CHARLES AZNAVOUR

POLICHINELLE
(PUNCH)

|

—

GEORGES RIVIERE

=f

i

|

MANDRIN:
(KNIGHT ERRANT)

| "Directed by ROBERTO ROSSELLINI
~

Directed by ROBERT VERNAY

(Color)

(Color)

and recall

‘Directed by ANDRE CAYATTE
GRAND PRIX (GOLDEN LION) — FESTIVAL DE VENISE 1961
World Rights Held by

114
14CHAMPSFysees — PARIS
Cable: EFELEF—— PARIS
Biecxccge eee Cage
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after
THE TESTAMENT
of Jean Cocteau

OF ORPHEUS
JEAN

SIMONE

THUILLIER

SIGNORET
(OSCAR 1960)
Starring in

Les Mauvais
rou. pray Coups
based on the novel of

ROGER

VAILLAND

directed by ERANCOIS LETERRIER
with
REGINALD D. KERNAN e ALEXANDRA STEWART
JOSE-LUIS DE VILLALONGA - MARCELLE RANSON

‘o
contact

» LES
6

rue

EDITIONS
Lincoln
Tél.

.

CINEGRAPHIQUES
BAL

PARIS-FRANCE
80. 85

-

oy

FE

8g

£,
eg

BS
Pe

: foreigh sales

.

FELIX

cae
fo

DE

VIDAS

t

m

21 , Avenue des Champs-Elysees - PARIS
2 Tg). BAL 13-42 - 13-43 e Cable EXFILM-PARIS

.

RENE CLAIR

POUT DE
F OR ALL THE MC IN THE WORLD

‘UN FILMDE
D

DENYS DE LA PATELLIERE
D *APRES UNE NOUVELLE DE

GEORGES

SIMENON

PRODUCTION INTERMONDIA FILMS ® FILMSONOR
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VARIETY

;

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

|
I
K
S
W
O
N
A
K
O
B
| GILBERT
Presents

BRIGITTE BARDOT
JEAN PAUL BELMONDO
ALAIN DELON
EDWIGE FEUILLERE
ANNIE GIRARDOT
MARIE LAFORET
DANY ROBIN
SIMONE SIGNORET
in a film directed by

LES AMOURS
CELEBRE
MICHEL BOISROND

_ (FAMOUS LOVE AFFAIRS).

Written and Dialogued by

MARCEL ACHARD of the ACADEMIE FRANCAISE
MICHEL AUDIARD
+ DANIEL BOULANGER
FRANCOISE GIROUD
PASCAL JARDIN
JACQUES PREVERT
FRANCE ROCHE
In EASTMANCOLOR and DYALISCOPE
Photographed by ROBERT LE FEBVRE
_

Sets and Costumes by GEORGES WAKHEWITH, LILA DE NOBILI
PRODUCED 8Y:
UNIDEX: 31 Rue Washington
PARIS, BAL. 17-85

GENERALE EUROPEENE DE FILMS 7 Rue de Chateaubriand
PARIS, BAL. 63-89

FOREIGN SALES:
GENERALE EXPORT Ms
(G. Bokanows

7 Rue de Chateaubri and, PARIS, Be
E.F.C. (P. de Char
arnisay)
18 Rue de Berri, PARIS

|

Wednesday, April 26,1961
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=

83

“FILMS DEr“PLEIADE: PIERRE BRAUNBERGER |
"READY
SHOOT THE PIANIST
Presents Its 1960-'61 Productions Available for the United States

DirectedbyFRANCOIS TRUFFAUT

nO FoeTee
(SEX SEEN BY THE HIGHBROWS)
THE HUMAN PYRAMID
Directed by JEAN ROUCH

-(NO RACISM FOR YOUTH)
and The Five-Time Prizewinner of
FRANCOIS REICHENBACH

AMERICA SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN
swoorme THE END OF THE WARSAW GHETTO
Directed by FREDERIC ROSSIF

Directed by JACQUES DONIOL-VALCROZE

aeaptammastaprensnr
sm
samneer
teas
ice
duceskanretatisena
ammancnuartengun
Guumamnamastar
edi
dareernatiend
(anshe
oihiaremmarem
Lastetamma
.

Directed by FRANCOIS REICHENBACH

(A HEART AS BIG AS THAT)

PREPARATION

HOT WEATHER
Directed by MARC ALLEGRET

(SEX SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN)
AND
. JEAN-LUC GODARD'S

SWEET FRANCE

(THE REACTIONARY WOMAN AND THE LIBERAL MAN)
7 : ‘Contacts: FILMS DE LA PLEIADE 95 Champs-Elysees, Paris,8, France

Cable: Braunfilm, Paris

32

VARIETY

|

|

_____

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

GILBERT BOK ANOWSKI
Presents

BRIGITTE BARDOT
JEAN PAUL BELMONDO
ALAIN DELON
EDWIGE FEUILLERE
ANNIE GIRARDOT
MARIE LAFORET
DANY ROBIN
SIMONE SIGNORET
in a film directed by

MICHEL BOISROND

LES AMOUR
CELEBRE
(FAMOUS LOVE AFFAIRS)

Written and Dialogued by
MARCEL ACHARD of the ACADEMIE FRANCAISE

MICHEL AUDIARD
¢ DANIEL BOULANGER

FRANCOISE GIROUD
PASCAL JARDIN
JACQUES PREVERT
FRANCE ROCHE

In.EASTMANCOLOR and DYALISCOPE
Photographed by ROBERT LE -FEBVRE
Sets and Costumes by GEORGES WAKHEWITH, LILA DE NOBILI
PRODUCED BY:
UNIDEX: 31 Rue Washington
RIS, BAL. 17-85
GENERALE EUROPEENE DE FILMS
7 Rue de Chateaubriand
PARIS, BAL. 68-89

D Rey
LE AD

6a Apt,

TNO

TEESE

SoG

ECW

kU

SR

RE

Ee

FOREIGN. SALES:
GENERALE EXPORT FILMS.
(G. Bokanowski)
7 Rue de Chat eubriiand, PARIS, 8e
“ELP.C. (P. de Charn ay)
18 Rue de Berr ;, PARI
1S

7

e

Ree

EORTC

CAT SPATULA
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“FILMS nEA PLEIADE: PIERRE BRAUNBERGER
|| ear

Presen’s Its 1960-‘61.Productions Available for the United States

SHOOT THE PIANIST
Directed by FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT

ADirected
PILLOW
FOR THREE
by JACQUES DONIOL-VALCROZE
(SEX SEEN BY THE HIGHBROWS)

THE HUMAN PYRAMID
Directed by JEAN ROUCH

(NO RACISM FOR YOUTH)
_and The Five-Time Prizewinner of

|

AMERICA SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN
| seme THE END OF THE WARSAW GHETTO
FRANCOIS REICHENBACH

Directed by FREDERIC ROSSIF

arian
tam
tametensl
Tribate
malnmminatayeiahs
ieataguaed
et
mtenrdlda
cmvunn
.

Directed by JACQUES DONIOL-VALCROZE

THE BLOW
Directed by FRANCOIS REICHENBACH

(A HEART AS BIG AS THAT)

|| PRE
IN PARATION

HOT WEATHER
- Directed by MARC ALLEGRET

(SEX SEEN BY A FRENCHMAN)
AND
JEAN- LUC GODARD’S.

SWEET FRANCE
qTHEREACTIONARY WOMAN AND THE LIBERAL MAN)
Ti]

Contact: FILMS DE LA PLEIADE 95 Champs-Elysees, Paris, 8, France

Cable: Braunfilm, Paris
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BOULOGNE

PARIS
HAS ALREADY WELCOMED:

—LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON

—ONCE MORE, WITH FEELING
—CRACK IN THE MIRROR
—PARIS HOLIDAY
—FANNY.

—GOOD-BYE AGAIN
—PARIS BLUES
Now Shooting: GIGOT for SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIONS

Lid.

And Soon: THE LONGEST DAY for DARRYL F. ZANUCK PRODUCTIONS
A
Cl 66 80
t,
Contact: Mr. MAURICE: RIMETTE, 137
Boulogne
surJean-Baptiste
Seine PMoNiter

a“

|

EDDIE CONSTANTINE
That American European Film Star Is Again

Making Films In France After Great Britain,
West Germany, Italy and Portugal.
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Has Produced or Co-Produced

1957 “UNE PARISIENNE”

starring BRIGITTE BARDOT

1959 “VOULEZ VOUS DANSER AVEC MOI” starring BRIGITTE BARDOT
1960 “LA BRIDE SUR LE COU”

starring BRIGITTE

BARDOT

“UN SOIR SUR LA PLAGE”

starring MARTINE CAROL

“LES PORTES CLAQUENT”

starring DANY SAVAL

In 1961 Will Produce

“Le Repos Du Guerrier’’
(from the novel by CHRISTIANE ROCHEFORT)

Directedby VADIM

with BRIGITTE BARDOT
and

ROBERT HOSSEIN

Contact: FranCos Films, 17, rue de la Tremoille, Paris — BAL. 84-13

GAUMONT DISTRIBUTION

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

_Announces
A JEAN-JACQUES VITAL FILMS FILMS RENE MODIANO — GAUMONT-CINERIZ (ROME)

LE COMTE DE MONTE CRISTO
FRENCH-ITALIAN CO-PRODUCTION

cy
°

Ls

-‘ A

Based on the Famous Novel of ALEXANDRE

DUMAS

Directed by CLAUDE AUTANT-LARA

Stars LOUIS JOURDAN
YVONNE FURNEAUX
IN SCOPE AND COLOR

Foreign Sales: GAUMONT 9 Rue Christophe-Colomb, Paris, 8

HOTEL CARLTON — CANNES
HOTEL EXCELSIOR
— VENICE

Tel. Balzcie’ 44-04

Meteondns,Apel 96, 1981

VARIETY
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“AFTER THE TRIUMPH

| CURT JURGENS |
|MICHAEL STROGOFF
of Jules Verne

EMILE NATAN

H
P
M
U
I
R
T
E
TH
eu STROGOFE |
with CURT JURGENS Repeating his role

SHOOTING BEGINS JULY 1961
CONTACT: LES FILMS MODERNES 104 Champs Elysees-ELY 43-25

||
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Bernard VERLEY

Based on the book by
ANDRE CASTELOT
“Never before has a historical work had such
greet publication anc
sales in the entire

world";
‘Screenplay by
PAUL ANDREOTA.
Dialogue by

.

ANDRE CASTELOT and!
PAUL ANDREOTA
_

Directed by

CLAUDE BOISSOL
In EASTMANCOLOR
“Now

Sheoting

Produced by
.
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Sales:
Foreign
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LONDON. S.W.1

ROME

BERLIN

49 St. Jame's Street
Piccadilly

Stampa Estera
(Foreign Press Club),

Lichterfelde:
West
| Enzian—Strasse 1
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International Offices

MADRID

PARIS 7|

General Sanjuro 24

66 Ave. de Breteuil

Onkzo

OnZAs

Ze Aeo
a

——

.

-

United States Offices

NEW YORK 36
154 W. 4éth St.

——

“CHICAGO 11
400 N. Michigan Ave.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6404 Sunset Blvd.

ednesday, April 26,1961.
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For

MADELEINE FILMS S.A.
9, Square Petrarque
PARIS — 16.

Passy 22-06.
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9, Square Petrarque
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Rise ofFrench Co-Production
(SHADED FIGURES)
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FIRST IN WORLD-WIDE PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

Stingy Publicity
BR

The time: February 8, 1919. The place: Le Bourget Airport, Paris. The plane: a Farman “Goliath.” The event: the
Zirst scheduled international passenger flight in history! And when the ‘‘Goliath’’ touched down in London after a

, P.O, Box 113, New York 10, New York,

they're mentally
gearedto do.

WORLD'S LARGEST

AIRLINE /PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONNEL READY TO SERVE YOU IN NEWYORK,

The’
thinks

wi ET

Llicity

|

States

who

press is wait-.

handout

material

dis-

that the “sell” ‘is
Europe and that’
are much _jtrore[
for “basic” pub-

copy.

It comes as somethingof a shock

CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES, MONTREAL, MEXICO-CITY

]

physically.
os
production

the

covers very. soon
twice as tough in
U.S. publishers
receptive market

to the production man that his oun.

(American distributor is anything
but enthusiastic about:his efforts

blew

1AS]

from

the European

ing for his

a

1 -S

and

eager-beaver

publicist

=

for a 52-page

illustrated booklet, “ninFrance, World's Largest Airline.” Al Rs FRANCE

8

‘| =eaeas Continued from page 27 ===

iwo-and-one-half-hour flight, the company to be known as Air France had pioneered a new concept in transportation. A concept that led Air France to similar “firsts’’ in Africa and South: America... and ultimately made it the
world’s largest airline. Since 1919, fantastic changes have taken place in every aspect of air travel. Swift Air
France jets speed to the far corners.of the world. Passengers relax in Juxury... enjoy gourmet French meals. And
they enjoy the two hallmarks of every Air France flight: experience and dependability. Which is why Air France is
the world’s largest airline, with a 42-year record of flying experience and service. New Booklet: Write Air

F

8S

to capitalize on news or personali‘ties connected with the film before
the cameras. Complaint on the part

°

.of active
Oag
PAA
ERO
AP
BOP
OPOeeOe

“unit™ men is that ‘the
distributor doesn't understand his
problems and wort lend a helping

ee

hand.

a

What's. not generally appreciated |
‘Is that the European
system
of:

‘handling. publicity.creates' a very
Juncomfortable
situation for “the
distributor who's now asked to help
produce those large tearsheets that
bring producer praise.
In most countries, and ‘this is
particularly true here in Italy and

SAP
AVAIL
DEES
RPSANTAAEALIDD
NAS
Ae»

~

in. France,

the

contract with
magazine. He

.$0-Mmany

distributor

a

ads in return for which

‘the publication
te
ited
MOtt
Mi
cevendevcere
Teite
tindebiveetes
tae

has

a newspaper or a
agrees to take aut

given measure

makes -available. a

of “free” film pub-"|

-|licity, If those -pages ave used up
} for’ production material
theyre

fone. and no Jonger available comes
time to publicize
the release of a| picture,

,

There's also the additional feeljing on the part of the distribution
official operating in Europe that. if
| too

much

appears

‘tion, the papers

|nmiaterial
‘needed

during

won't

which

produc-

go for the

is

eventually

to give a release

a preper.

send-off.
.
:
The whole U.S. attitude towards
production

publicity

differs

quite

|-radically from that of. the -Euro-

peans although—in this respect—

|the

Continentals

copy
| pean

aie
an
new
WEL
cadena
Ling

are beginning to

Hollywood.
Basically, Europroducers begin to take a

publicity

interest

in their . films

only when time comes for rélease:

‘This is changing partly. because so
much American: money is flowing
into
European
production ‘and
partly

because

U.S.

have been screaming

ovewvanlates
aoe

ly—and
-

ancetadoced
tet
atl
inl
Gehl
adits
i

distributors
for more

and

better information about the pictures which they are called on to
| Handle in the States.
The European press, from.
the big publications like Epoca..
and Paris Match
on down,
generally -resists the-idea of
‘production publicity. Certain-

this is partly

due to

space
limitations—jit
is. not’
open to.the type of amusing
‘trivia. which. endlessly fill the
pagesof American newspae.

pers. The Europeans are primarily
star-conscious
‘and
there is a@ tiresome variation
of

pictures

and

stories

on

Gina
Lollobrigida,
Sophia
Loren, Brigitte Bardot, ete.
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(Director, Venice’ Film Festival)
Venice, 2 in. substituting: indiscriminate par- as now have’ the interests of the} anyway?” I answered: “Films
which have something new,
ticipation of features with prese- various industries been so intersomething different, something
dependent‘ because the success of
more.” It could have seemed
a film; no matter what its flag,
a rather vague formula, but he
reflects beneficially on other films,.
because . it binds the spectator to]. understood it perfectly. The
problem lies in bringing it to
the: film theatre, or brings him
life. And the misunderstandback if he has been lured away.
ings
arise when one wants to
' The purpose. of the Venice Film |
‘ tival; but each is ‘characterized by | This innovation has originated
see in the Venice pre-selection
Festival is just that: to. stimulate
committee
an instrument crea differént point. of view. from the much misunderstanding. Critics of quality production, and to conated in opposition to the film
next, -often in: contrast or even at: it: have not paid sufficient atten- tribute to its success by pointing
industry
rather
than the incompletely opposite tangents. ‘That | tion, I believe, to ‘the truth. consti- it out-to a vast. international pubstrument of collaboration it ine -‘
tuted. by an evolution in the taste
which /one, sées' aS a plus ‘factor of the public, followed ‘by. a conse-. lic. The very date of the Festival
stead
wants
to
be.
(Aug. 20-Sept. 3),. its position as
the. other. sees. as: a.defect,: where: quent evolution in. the .film indus- the last Festival of the summer
This
is
something
J
will
never
one sees pink ‘the other sees black. try. Some. time ago, for example, Season, project the Mostra not toStop repeating. During more than
Fm referring °‘of course to funda-. I. was: reading ‘that while 30 years wards the past. but towards the fu- (25 years as a film critic and memago Manhattan had’ only: three or
‘mental questions, . regarding the four ‘art: theatres, now there are ture, place its accent on anticipa-' ber of various international juries.
tion rather than conclusion.
my constant interest in the probvery purpose and. : ‘scope ‘of the}q
over 20. In Italy,.a company which
lems of art as well as industry,
Venice Festival, which: ever since switched its release program to
have convinced me that collaboits second.. edition (1934) | calls . it-|an accent:on art. films: with the Stimulated by Example
ration
and cooperation is the key
formula: “better. films for. better
self the Exhibition Of ‘Cinemato- audiences” has enjoyed:a considerto
everything.
Producers. cannot but recognize :
graphic ~Art.:
The regulations of the 22d Venable’ commercial
success.
These. the fact that, by helping Venice to:
’ So heated ©a:. discussion,” which: and other examples: prove: that the help.. the qualitative progress of ice Festival therefore underline
this need. this desire for collaboevery -year ¢o-involves ‘five or six-. abyss betweén ‘quality films ‘and: the motion. Picture, they are work- :
hundred journalists from all over commercial films has..to’ a ‘large ing for tomorrow's industry. Those | ration which, in order to be truly
therefore who desire the same}! fruitful, must be reciprocal, in the
the world. is.in itself proof: of the’ ‘degree been bridged.
‘respect of creative freedom and
interest. engendered by the Fes-|- In any case, the quality ‘film, the. ‘levelling formula for all film festival. Rene. Clair said. last year: film which speaks to audiences in tivals, and who therefore are in- ‘without prejudices of any nature,
iwithout
limitations alien to the in“The Venice’ Mostra is an institu- a new language and with new ideas principle against the Venice for“tion. which: we -have all Yreasons for has a duplicate function: (1). it mula, have perhaps not sufficiently |terests of cinema.
or!
Also, in the general interest
‘defending. and: respecting, within keeps alive the interest and. curi- evaluated the circumstances,
our mieans, because it not: only is -osity of the public; (2)-it continu- have been distracted by marginal: of cinema, it is necessary for colthe ‘oldest (féstiyal) of ‘all, but also ously stimulates. the’ renewal of aspects and occasional unavoidable|,jaboration to be extended in mak[ing the Venice Festival an event,
_ pecause it. is the most glorious. and filmie creation. ‘It therefore has a ‘errors present in all formulas.
a.meeting place—with the widest
important: one in the history of guiding function whose. benefits are
Not. long ago, in Htaly, one
possible range—of producers, diof the top executires of an
cinema.” But. every institution, no felt in. the future, ©strengthening.
rectors,
actors,
journalists,
a
Matter what its past merits, must ‘the Industry. .In the current situa- |- American major company
“showcase” of all that which Is
asked. me: “But what sort of
~ yenew itself; and this. is. just what ‘tion of crisis,’ this is a battle comalive, vital and qualified in every
, Venice. tried to do five years ‘BBO,; mon ‘to all. film: industries. Never : pictures do you want in Venice

I-have.before me a small colléc-|

tion of newspaper clippings. They. lected. participation, SO as to better,
characterize itself. BS - an artistic
contain - articles -written. by. com- event,
petent and influential ‘people, chosen. from. among many thousands, Venice Recognizes Change
All. speak of. the. Venice Film Fes-

In State of the Cinema Art

Tomorrow’s Criteria Are

Eee
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Ttaly’s Film Associations
: foc
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ISIE DIST

III TI II TI

I IAAT

merous films of varied type are
presented in a special “Information Section.” intended ‘to help
round out the picture of world
film -production. To help develop.
cinema culture, the so-called “Cultural. Section” is set aside for
retraspective showings of historic
character. This year, one of the
“retrospectives’ will be dedicated
to that genius of the comic film,
Mack Sennett.
Furthermore, from July 13 .to
22, Venice will spotlight such International events as the Festival
of Films for Children, the Festival
of Documentary Films, the Festival of Art Films, the Festival of
Newsreels, all with study sessions
and debates.
These are events
which have always aitracted the
attention of all specialists, but this
year we intend to do something
more.
Especially the Children’s
and the Documentary Festivals will

have a wider impact, and we will

underline their importance
appropriate
events.
But,

with
here

again, ultimate success will depend
on the cooperation it will be possible to obtain.
This is what the Venice Festival
offers to the motion picture, in the
frame of an enchanting city unique
in the world.

Tempers Italians’ Film Euphoria

Rome.
The Italian film ‘industry is rid_ * Unione Nazionale Distributor’ Film (UNDF)—National film distribu- ing the crest of another wave of
v tors. union, part of ANICA, handling national release problems of production.. Others, cognizant | of
member -companiés, which include Yank outlets in Italy.
—
the short life. of previous booms
Unione Nazionale. 'Produttori Film (UNPF1—National
producers
organization’ under ANICA, deals. exclusively with problems pertaining here are tempering the local euto production, sector... --.
phoria with words of caution.
“nationally” and internationally. ©

.But for the moment, at least,
the field belongsto the optimists,
‘Unione Nazionale: Cinematografo Formato Ridotto—Deals exclusively and theirs are valid arguments.

Gruppo. Nazionale Produttori Cortometragel ed. ‘Attualita——Grouping
of Italian producers. of documentaries: and newsreels. Part of ANICA.

with 16m. problems on national basis, under ANICA,

in de-

fense of its own prestige.
On the other hand, the Venice
Festival is not only made up of
the competition for the “Gold Lion
of Saint Mark”
and the other
prizes. This race is merely the
climax. But other and more nu-

Remembrance of Booms That Fizzled

Associazione Nazionale Industrie.Cinematografiche ed Affint (ANICA
-—Overall industry association ‘charged with supervision and negotia. tion of industry problems—with. sole. exclusion of exhib: sector—both

Gruppo: ‘Nazionale . Produttori. Film ‘Pubblicitari—Grouping of Italo
WNICa
of. advertising ‘films, both: for theatre’ and tv use. Part of

country, to be put forward

Feature production reached a new
high of 196 during. 1960, but more

tative observer as Eifel Monaco,
head of the Italian industry organization, ANICA.
The
time has
in epic pix in the biblical-myth- come, Monaco feels, to pull in the
ological belt.
reins and curb lo¢cal production
Tronically, it was an American, | expansion before -its too late. “We
!Boston’s Joseph Levine, who al- certainly don’t want to top the 200
most singlehandedly triggered the feature mark in 1961!” he adds. Accurrent Italo renaissance by par- tion would mostly involve eliminalaying the locally-made “Hercules” tion of fly-by-night production and
into a multimillion dollar item similarly minor speculative efforts
and showing the Italians the way resulting in “useless” pix which no
‘to export success. “Hercules,” which longer fit the revised international
in similar or other form or guise pic industry trend. For it’s an
has° been remade dozens of times acknowledged fact in Italy as well

Britain);

and, last

tar

least,

from

the

but

certainly

export

boom

point with pride and satisfaction since, set the pattern and sent | that the “also-ran” filler tyve picto the inroads made by Italian Italian producers scurrying to the |ture is doomed, and that more
films on the local ‘market, where U.S. and other countries in search |Money ts being made. by fewer
they have gained: from five to 10} of: pro-production deals and name | Pictures: the better ones.
bing outfits, etc: Part. of ANICA.
‘stars, just as it brought and con- | Monaco admits that the curbing
Gruppo. -Stabilimenti ai Produzione—Deals with labor: ‘and:‘other percentage points, to the surge in tinues to bring U.S. and other |process, which he has advocated
exports which zoomed during the
problems concerning Italo studios, under ANICA: and. _UNITC.
| past year, and to the rise in qual- forelgn buyers to Rome in search'‘for some time will not prove an
Gruppo ‘Stabilimenti di Sviluppo. e ‘Stampa—Deals with labor. and
easy one, but he hopes to see it
ity, as witnessed’ by the rash of. of product and cut-in pacts,
other’ problems in field of developing and printing labs, under ANICA
festival. and critical kudos
garMost Italian and Yank majors i,through, among other things, with
and UNITC...
nared by Italo product throughout and minors have in past or present }the enforcement of an “ANICA
- Gruppo Stabilimenti. ai. Doppiaggio—Deals with ‘labor ‘and’ ‘other’ the world in the past twelve joined forces at one stage or an- Seal” which would presumably
‘problems concerning Italo dubbing studios under. ANICA. and UNITC.
other of the’ production game to guarantee a pic’s production and
Gruppo Industrie Ausiliarie ed’ Affini—Deals with other UNITC. months. ~
quality standards as well as—as
‘What are the ingredients of local co-produce, option, or buy Italian heretofore—its censorial aspects.
-problems in fields of m.p. equipment .and. outfittings.
films.
Thus Dino De Laurentiis
' Associazione Generale Hfaliana dello. Spettacolo. (AGIS). —. Overall ‘success? A multitude of factors
exhib association covering and dealing with all. problems in sector on I with know-how and, adaptability; and Paramount, 20th and Galatea,
location, Titanus and Metro, UA and Titannational'.and international level. Besides all pic theatres,. AGIS also Rome’s. geographical
within reach of the most disparate us, etc., and more recently the
“eovers legit, tent. shows, and other types.of theatres.
Associazione “Nazionale Esetcenti Cinematografici (ANEC—National —and colorful—backdrops for pro- new pacts linking Metro with Lux
film exhibitor association. under AGIS. Labor. and other. local problems ductions - in which novelty of set- Films, De Laurentiis with Columof sector. .
ting and authentic
locales are bia. Moris Ergas with Columbia,
Associazione Cattolica Esercenti Cinematografiet: (ACEC:—Grouping musts; the availability of trained Titanus with Joseph Levine, Leof national exhibitors (some 7,000 -hauses) running Catholic -parochial ahd -willing
masses
of people vine with Lux. Upcoming among
houses ‘on commercial basis?.
and/or horses; a climate which others, is a new partnership (3 pix
linking
Associazione .Directori. Cineproduzioni. (ADC)\— Italo film producers allows for a long exteriors season; per year plus options)
Rome.
with
Galatea
Films.
and production managers ‘dealing for: sector in labor and union prob- attractive partnership offers and: ‘Paramount
The total number of foreign
The
trend
fs
still
up.
\ Jems mainly.
fax advantages for stars and profeatures
imported
into
Italy
: Associazione Italiana Cineoperatori. £AIC\—Film. cameramen with ducers, also due to. the fairly
Will this Italian attempt to rival
“Jabor and: union functions.
(“by
joining
Holly- dropped during 1960 for the third
liberal Italian film aid legislation; Hollywood
Assoriazione Nazionale. Autori -Cinematografici” (ANAC1Grouping the stimulus of Italian. quality wood,” as one observer noted) pay year in a row.
Particularly hit,
film *“authors”; - directors and writers, on various problems eoncerning. film. which have finally found
off, and if so, will it last? Opinions once more, were Yank imports,
sector.
public at home‘as well as abroad are divided, as divided in fact as
' Centro -Cattolico. Cinematografico: (CCC)—-Catholic. Filin Office with (see “La Dolce Vita” —. rated those concerning a closely related which sank from 215 in 1959 to 181
national. and international functions both on. theoretical and practical strictly. an art houser at. comple- problem, namely. how long will the in 1960.
_level. Rates features according to Catholic: moral code, issues special- tion but now: bearing for the all- boom in strong-arm spectacles last.
Remaining
country-by-country
ized publications. coordinates all Catholic Church: activity in film sector. -time- Italo record,. with similar
Strong words of caution come totals more or less held at 1959
-Enitalia Film—Organization coordinating and expediting propagandaa
|
———
_ welechoes
from France, Germany, and from an experienced and authori- levels. Other figures show: Argenfor the -Italian film: industry abroad via. publications, “film Ww eeks,” and |
‘other ventures. in public relations ‘sector.
.
tina, 1; Austria, 2; Czechoslovakia,
(NOTE: Officially; ‘Italian film. industry comes under the. itattan
5; France, 24; West Germany, 36;
. Ministry of Fourisi and Entertainment, headed by Minister (1)
Japan, 5; Greece, 2; Britain, 45;
Alberto Folchi, with (2). Renzo Helfer ‘and Gabriele Semeraroa. the
Yugoslavia, 1; Mexico, 11; Poland,
2 Undersecretaries for Entertainment directly responsible to Focthi,
r¢% Breakdoten by Producer-Nations )
4; Spain, 5; Sweden 8; Russia 7.
In. turn, Nicola De Pirro’s “Dirézione detlo Spettacolo” ¢Entertain‘ment Office) is: responsible to Helfer-and Semeraro on all entertain-:
|.
oo
Italy
US.
France
Britain
Other
All told, 1959 saw 357 pix enterment matters, including films, while: heading °‘sereral other subing the country, as against 337 for
IDS:
vss
seeeeccee
30%
58.9%
3%
5.4%
2.7%
divisions charged with general supervision, in Italy’s state-subsi1960.
Slack was more than com195B: os eesseseeee 82.6%
55.22
28%
5.8%
3.6% pensated
dized industry setup, of such various pic activities as production,
for by the 40-odd pic rise
[1D59: oo. ccc eeeees 86 % = 50.7%
3.1%
5.6%
46% in Italo feature production in last
-Amportation. and export, ‘etc.,.as well as the. maiy other subsidized
and semi-Subsidized ‘sectors. of thie Italo film industry picture—Ed. )
1960: -.ssssesecee. 40%
48 %
3.0%
5 %
4.0% twelvemonth.
.

av

Unione. Nazionale Industrie Techniche. Cineiatografiche _— “Union
heading. all. technical sectors of industry, including studios, ‘labs, ‘dub-

Foreign Imports
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By ROBERT F. HAWKINS: )

Rome.:
—_
Gianni Hecht Lucari's company has: ‘“Taura
DOCUMENTO
Nuda”. and “Unexpected” ready for rélease, |
Italian production continues to ride the crest of the wave.. The local[
and is prepping several more, including “‘Dis- |:
market has in the past year been a big windfall for home product.. and
Rothe.’
new export herizons have opened, both for quality product .and for order,” “Black: Soul” (Anima Nera), “The March on Rome,” and. “The. Italian films are digging-into the’...
the spectacular genre. Some local showmen are asking themselves how .Castaways of the Lost: Island. ”
‘recent past with a vengeance in’. ~..
long the boom will last ‘there are signs of audience fatigue with spec- |.
Twin
company
toppers
recently |_the most reeent pic trend. in a” :-..
facles: a second videa channel is upcoming here in fall; etc. —but
‘DONATI. CARPENTIERI
wound “Joseph and ‘his Brethren”: 'trend-prone industry: ‘items set: in’. .“",
most others are going right ahead with plans for another big produc- |
and “Maciste In the Land of. Cy-" the Fascist years, from the early.
tion year. one which from the looks of things will at least equal 1960° Ss! clops: ”" will shoot “Maciste at the: Court of Genghis Khan” in Hong”
twenties up. to the ‘liberation.
total of 194 produced features.
,Kong exteriors soon.
|. A good dozen such items are eur-Here. with the usual reservation due. to still-fluid program plans. for|
Duilio Coletti,. who ‘produced ‘and directed the success- ‘Tently shooting or are on upcoming
many Italian companies, is a run-down of local productions, current
DUILIO ‘ful “Under Ten Flags”. for Dino DeLaurentiis.tand ,company rosters, and the end apand future:
———
Paramount), is now: -completing “Black City.” starring ©pears nowhere in ‘sight; s¢ripters
Paolo Moffa’s company follows up “The Last “Ernest
©
Borgnine .and. Keenan Wynn under a similar deal. . Duilio also are ‘said. to. be* looking. frantically
OSEANA
Days of Pompei" and “The Revolt of the Slaves” is readying a couple of other: ‘projects for. imminent start, including .
- for ‘some. untouched ‘theme or pe-AMIBR
HA
with “The Revenge of Maciste,” to star Gor don.;
‘Mario Cecchi Gori’s plans. include a pic for. Dino.‘riod ‘touching on the “ventennio”.
Scott, ‘followed by “The Great Thirst.” from the novel by Hans Ruesch; ;:
“FAIR FIL M | DeLaurentiis: “The. Italian: Bandits,” directed by (literally, thé 20-year. era). Mateand “Mission to Venice” for which producer is-paging Ray Milland. * |
‘Mario Camerini; Luigi Zampa’s “Sentence. of ; tial consists of.a few spoofs, some
Alfredo Bini’s outfit. which began with a w inner, Death”; and “La Ragazza Miliardo.”
‘documentary -feature- montage |
—
“Il Bell’Antonio,” has followed up with anotherj
‘items, but the main accent at the
ARCO FILM
Alfred Jacob’s firm is embarking on a series of co-producsure festival contender by samé director. ‘Mauro
‘moment is on the dramatic-heroic .
PCO
tive ventures from its Rome base: “The Girls . . , Won't
Bolognini: “La Viaccia.” Currently shooting. “LAccattone.” first pic |.
Wait.” to be directed. here by ‘‘Rosemarie” director Rolf approach,
kL. ...4. Pasolini. Future: “D’Amore si Muore.” and “Metello.” from- Thiele. is likely first-off, followed by “Othello, the Accused.” A Mario i, ‘Such. pix, naturally, are not new
the novel by Vasco Pratolini. to be directed by Gillo Pontecorvo
Lanza biopic, “Mario the Great” with Mario del Monaco:in the lead as ‘to the scehe, and“ many of:. the
(“Kapo™), Bini has also.formed a co-op group for series of pix, which . part of an exclusive pact linking tenor with FCC. and several others,
early ‘postwar classics. (Open.
includes directors Mario Monicel'i and Luigi Comencini. and writers
“To
Live in
is.the name of the company formed by Rizzoli and- ‘City,*. “Paisan.”
Age and Scarpelli. Also on Arco agenda: “The New Angels,” by. Guer-"
Peace,” ete.) dealt with Fascist.
FEDERIZ,
Fellini.
It
will
produce
the
new
Fellini
pic
for.
rini and Gregoretti.
‘times.
A°ten-year
forgive-and-forCineriz, and is planning a Mother Cabrini biofilm,
Marco Vicario’s company had a. b.o. winner in, with John Ford a: probable director.
get period followed. ‘during which
“The Slave of Rome.” Now starting: “The Great:
ATLANTICA
Headed by Giulio Sbarigia, company has devel-: few such items were made -‘Franca
Gladiator,’ followed by “Scipio Afrieanus” and_
FONO ROMA
. oped from a lab and distrib operation into a cesco Maselli’s “I Sbandati” was
“Divine Comedy.”
rounded organization now producing pix on. its one: exceptiont.. Renewed interest
‘followed the 1959 Venice Click of
Carlo Ponti made “Two Women,’ theDesica- own: first. off, ~“The Siege of Troy,” a Steve Reeves starrer.
‘Roberto Rossellini's “General della
¥
directed Sophia Loren starrer under
ampion ‘Long in import-export, Fryd is now. branching’
“Rovere.”
This was‘ followed: by
banner, will follow up with another Loren ‘item
CHAMPION
JOSEPH. ERYD
| out into production on own and,’or in. partici-'
several others, including Rosselin combo with Maleno Malenotti: “Madame Sans-Gene.”’ Among many .
pation, has several properties in mulling stage..‘lini’s own. “Era Notte a Roma,”
other plans are “I Sequestrati di Altona,” with DeSica directing. .
7
Busy on series of productions together with Lux and °“That Long Night ‘in °43.". “The Giant slate for Angelo Rizzoli's firm. Ready for re[GALATEA_
Vides, including “Giuliano, ” “An Htalian Divorce,” ~Tank.of September.-8th,” “Violent:
‘ 4
A
CINERIZ
lease is Rerie Clement's “The Joy of Living.” while’
“One Day a Lion..
-’ Lionello Santi's outfit is about.Summer,” “Two Women,” “Back
.
ea
company plans call for a fourth in “Don Camillia” to sign -a deal with Paramount for production in Italy, beginning with
-Home,” and
“Kapo”..and
“The
series. a new “Count of Monte Cristo,” “Dreams Die at Dawn,’ °°A_ “The Iron Man,” starring Sidney Poitier.
One: of busiest saleés- “Hunchback,” the last two touching. .
Dog’s Worid.” “The Woman Around the World,” and a new pic by companies ‘abroad) for- Italian producers, plans: also include. large: the subject {ndirectly.
Federico Fellini whose “La Dolca Vita” was this company’s biggest number of pix on own, still to be announced.
'
grosser: Cineriz is counting on Renato Castellani’s current ‘Fhe Bandit”
likewise. turning to production. on own under. “Currently, two plx: ‘in the ‘Fascist=.
| _ GLOBE FELMS
new poticy. set by topper |“Henry. ‘Lombroso. - vs:-Partisan manner ‘are in ‘work
as a sure Festival contender during the year. Now being cut..
First pic on own was ‘Ambitious Girls.” Up-.‘here: “Un Giorno da. Leoni". One Sandro Pallavicini recently took rer tbe of,
‘Day’ a Lion) .produced by Videscompany and is shaping
its production-distrib:
pol- coming are “Around the World. in 80 Nights, " «The Long Trail;” ‘Lux-Galatea;: and “Tiro:.al Picel.
eed shortly. Busy also in “Chewing Gum and Spaghetti.”
icy. »Plans to be Dae
CELINCOM
“one” (Pigeon. Shoot}, latter starEnzo Merolle’s company has ambitious plans ‘for this
other fields: shorts, etc.
LOMER
year: “Pontius Pilate.” which. Irving Rapper. would ring. Jacques Charrier. Mel Ferrer Recent Italian productions for this Frenchhas just. completed a Starring role’
direct: and ‘‘Malayan Magic,” a féature documentary.
headquartered company include “Il Sica‘in’: another’ partisan pic, “Legge di
CINO DEL DUCA
Rodolphe Solmsen now partnered with Giorgio Agliani
rio’ and “Le Baccanti.”
Other. plans
Guerra.”
And
there are many.
on a new pic to follow up his ‘UA-released) “Warlord‘
ILLIRTA
being shaped.
nore to come.. according. to’ recent
of: Crete’: “Mutiny of. the Desperate Women.”
—
:
.
.
1
announcements.
ne
New
company
combines
production
savvy
of ..
‘One of the pillars of the Italian industry. Just com-.
Carlo Ponti and Antonio Cervi. Major project of
~ Mussing | ‘Up Mussy
LU X FILM
‘pleted two pix with Tiberia- Film: “The Wastrel” 7
CONCORDIA } moment:
“Boccaccio 70,"’ directed by Vittorio.
First of all. “‘Mussolini,” a feaand “Horatii,” former with Van Heflin, ‘latter with
DeSica, Federico Fellini, Mario Monicelli. and Luchino Visconti. '| Alan’ Ladd. Also partnered with Vides and Galatea on series of. upcom- ‘ture documentary being. prepped
Others: “La Noia,” from the A. Moravia bestseller; “L’Arialda.” .from-ing pix.
by Galatea! Then ‘such. items asplay by Testori; “Leon Morin, Priest.’ Budgets already top $4.000,000.
follows up success of “Savage Innocents” with -“I Fascisti” (The Fascists), “La
Robert Haggiag’s company. heretofore mainly |
“MALENO TTI} “Madame Sans Gene” ‘Sophia Loren), co-pro- ‘Marcia su Roma” (The March on
occupied as exclusive releaser for UA in Italy,°
DEAR FILMS
duced with Ponti, as. well as “Jtalian Woman and Rome}, “Giacomo Matteotti”’—con-

J
fe

“Fl

Cid,”

*Lolita,”

now partnered
“Jessica.”

in such

At least three

production

ventures

as— Lore. ” “Julius Caesar” and others, all to Toll in Malenott!-Ponti's new
, Tirrenia Studios at Pisa.

pix for Columbia release: :

cerning

a martyr.
of the Regime,.

:“Cronache -del

722°

4Stories. of

Ottavio Poggi has specialized in spec- 1922), “La Ragazza di Bube.” "Le

MAX PRODUCTIONS

tacles for the International market, Rose del. Ventennio” (Roses of the
ton’s “Two Enemies.” with Alberto Sordi ,~
“plans several more including the cur- .(Fascist. years), and, slated for an
“Gioand David Niven: Vittorio DeSica’s “The Last Judgment”; pius several rent “Nefertitis, Queen of the Nile,” with Jeanne Crain and Vincent October | start,. Rassellini's
other projects of major import and international scale. Such recent: ‘Price, and upcoming “The Black Pirate.” with Price and Riccardo Mon- “vinezza, Giovinezza,” from the w.k.
_ blackshirt marching: song.
releases as “Crimen.” “Tutti a Casa.” “I_Love, You Love,” and others . talban. Also on agenda: “Venus of the Pirates.”
have also placed DeLaurentiis in the very top b.o. positions in this .
Guido Giambartolomei has just completed | Trend has ‘caused some unfavor‘“The Mongols” ‘Anita Ekberg-Jack Palance), able: reactions,.: predictably
country.
ROY AL FILMS
from

DE

LAU RENTIIS

Richard Fleischer’s ‘“Barabbas”; Guy Hamil-~°

now launches “Imperial Venus” on a $2,500,000 neo--fascist groups «who occasional7ap
: budget, with Gina Lollobrigida in the title role: also plans a “modern” ly ‘raise a fuss at pic preem) in
_Anita Ekberg starrer: a pie with Sylva Koscina (who's just signed an this country, but also’ from obexclusive pact with Royal); and a big spectacle probably set in Yugo- servers in the. German orbit, who
Slavia.
_feel ‘that - “uncovering © past .sores
Rome.
; Renato
Gualino,
Fabio Jegher,
Achille Piazzi slating a new biceps epic to follow his cur- ‘with regard: ‘to. German -occupaOut of 1.401 shown in Italy dur-; Goffredo Lombardo, Maleno. Ma-.
SPA
rent “Hercules Conquers: Atlantis’: “Hercules vs: The tion, etc.) can do no good in the
ing the 10 years leading from‘ lenotti, Carlo Ponti, Angelo Riz-j
- Vampire.” to co-star Christopher Lee and Reg ‘Park: also -common-market
European .sphere
January 1950 to September 1960! zoli.
;
“plans. “Trip to the Orient,”
directed by Romolo Marcellini, and pic ‘of. things. —
some
19 Italian-made
features | Eight Italian and two French: directed. by Dino Risi based on F. Carpi’s * ‘The Swiss Cows.”
Local
observers
are
likewise
Goffredo Lombardo’s company has just formed a new wondering: if 2 recent ‘hassle intopped the billion Lire mark! directors were responsible for the;
‘outfit with Metro for production of pix in this coun- volving
(roughly $1.600,000). These all-| winning pix, to -wit: Alessandro
FITANUS
:
the Italian government
time winners are to receive a Spe-|
Blasetti,
Mario
Camerini,
Luigi
;
~
try ‘six in 3 years', but will also continue on its own, with RAI-TV, the local telenet-.
cial “Premio Miliardo” award at! Comencini, Federico Fellini, VAL! 1 plans pix to be directed by such directors as Visconti, Zurlini, ‘Rossi; work, might have an influence 0)
ceremonies to be held soon in San |berto
Lattuada,
Rafaello
Mata-! Pietrangeli, Petri, and others. Currently embarked on big-scale. item. .these picig projects as well in “ton-a
Remo. They are:
{razzo, Mario Monicelli, and Dino ‘ “Sodom and Gomorrah” (direeted by Robert Aldrich and starring Pier ing down” the potfrayat of the
“War
and Peace”
iDeLauren-' Risi: plus Julien Duvivier and Le- Angeli; Stewart Granger, Anouk Almee. .and -‘many others, pic co-. blackshirt era. Incident. concerned ; produced with Joseph Levine’s Embassy Pictures.) Also on immediate’ _a new ty series called “Tempo di
tiis .
“ onide Moguy.
:
| slate: “Alboino and Rosmunda.”.
Musica” (Music. Time). After a
“Tomorrow Is Too Late” tAma-!
Franco Cristaldi has announced one of the company ‘s first show. which showed
a. very
‘| VIDES
most ambitious programs. ever,.{n addition to pix cur: Satirical approach to depiction of
“Tormento” Titanus).
|
—
rently in work: as Lux-Vides-Galatea co-productions: Fascist. foibles, government’ inter- .
“I Figli di Nessuno” (Titanus). Italy’s Penchant for ‘Night’ and ,“Salvatore Giuliano,” “An Italian Divorce.’ “One. Day:a Lion .-- eye
.,”: vened and asked that barbs be
;etc. Upcoming are such items. as “The Titans” (for UA release”), “Black dulled. This: was done, and to such.
“Anna”
DeLaurentiis- Ponti’.
‘Nude’ in Titles
.| Spartacus, " “Mareo Polo” with J.-L. Belmondo, ‘Samson: and. the. a degree. that ‘local pundits are
“Don Camilo” -Rizzoli’.
Giants, ” “Letter from Rome,” .“‘Day by Day,” “Desperately.” and others. now “wondering it the same will
“Bread, Love and Dreams” 'Ti;
.
_ Milan.
Morris’ Ergas’ firm ‘has deal with Columbia: to’ release happen to pix touching on similar
, Title trends are nothing new in:::
tanus’.
ZEBRA - several pix. Currently winding “Vanina Vanini*” undex. subjects.
“
.
+
pz_+ the film industry, and many comRoberto Rossellini's direction, stars ““La: Steppa”. int j
Bread, Love and Jealousy”
(Ti
panies have in’ fact owed their.
tanus:.
” Ts
success to the exploitation of b.o.- Yugoslavi ia in May under Alberto. Lattuada’s direction,. also’ ‘has-a.
“Bread, Love and...” 'Titanus). yieh veins, but situation, to some; deal with Mauro Bolognini for a pic, “Senility,” with “Roberto ‘Rossel- |
“Giuseppe Verdi"
Malenotti!.
. observers, is coming ta a head in- ‘lini for ‘A Woman‘a: Day,” among others. Zebra produced. Italy* s 1961
“Hollywood;
—.
: Osear. contender, “Kapo,” as well: as “General della Rovere,” “Adua
“Don Camillo” + Rizzoli’.
Italy.
'and her Friends,” “Thou Shalt Not Kill.” May produce a Susan Straus-' “Sam Marx. who is- associated:
“The Return of Don Camillo”.
It all began
fagain) with. pic. pea ‘Una Vita Violenta” (A Violent Life) from book: by P. P. with Sam Jaffé in Italian produe‘Rivzoli-.
called “Europe .at Night,” docu- |
tion of “Damon and Pythias” for
i Paso in
-.
“Don
Camillo
and
Peppone” mentary feature of lensed -nitery
‘Metro global release, will produce
iRizzolj}.
numbers which became an instant.
= two pix in. Hollywood on hfs own.
“The Most Beautiful Woman in success here, and was soon fol-|
after he completes ‘“‘Pythias.”
the World” -Malenotti.
=~
lowed by “The World at Night.”
-For the time being, Marx is castjing. and seeking director for pic to
“Fempest™ ‘“DeLaurentiis’.
In another vein. local product

eean

Remo’s 19 Top Earners'

tor.

MAGIC ‘COME-ON’ WORDS

;“Sam Marx DueinRome

“Europe

by Night”

© Avers’.

“La Dolce Vita” :Amato-Rizzoli'.
“The
Great
War”
DeLauren-

tiis!.

;

“has

recently

been

epidermically,

dubbed
“Nude
Laura,’
Odyssey.”
“Nude
every

>“Naked

Youth.”

“Nude.

“Nudef
night.”

for

the

“Ulysses” -De Laurentiis}.
Devil.”
‘Naked
every
Evening”.
These boxoftice winners are the: and. of course, there's been the}
preauct of cight producers: Giu-* Metro import, “Go Naked in the
seppe Ar.ate, Dino DeLaurentiis, } World. °
°
'

Ttalo Partners itFilm Productions
1960 TOTAL: 83.
With: Franee,

68: Germany, 5; Spain, 3; Argentina,

tite ‘Halo-Franco- German),

|

|

5..

1959 TOTAL: 70

|

.|be

made abroad:

He leaves june at

-tfor Rome with film skedded
“Tstart Aug. 1 at Titanus or Cinecitta
2: Tri- Pare
Studio.. —
Titles. for both American pix are

With: France, 57; Germany, 3; Spain, 7; Three-way, 3.

“lset. but ‘until scripts are. finally
iworked out Marx will not disclose

‘them,
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TARS ALIENS
AsAIG [Quality Releases Feel Italo Censors
itpsi AS

Film Market

[The Growth of MIFED]

By DOTT. MICHELL GUIDO, FRANCI
Milan.

Worse: Sexploitation Pix Untouched

| BUSINESS ASSET

at least less clamorous: incidents
Milan.
April: 12th, 1961 marked ‘the start of. the third session of that. original |.
Censorship
has
undoubtedly involving Yank features or those
Rome.
venture .‘which - is the International: Film, TV-Film, ‘and Documentary
Over 60° of the name. players been one of the biggest topics of from other countries. “Never on
Market -of Milan, whose ‘symbol-— “MIFED"— has already garnered the; starred -in Italian films during tlie. 1960-61 in the field of Italian Sunday” was trimmed, and directhreatened
to
past year and a-half were. foreign- cinema, and the situation, which tor Jules Dassin
practical. support and open. consensus of the ‘film’ world.
a head in recent have cut pic yanked and re-subers. This startling. statement is thas reached
” VaRIETY. has. alréady spoken. of. the -MIFED, announcing ‘not only: lis made here by the. weekly, Giornale
months with the seizure of several |mitted for censorship, claiming 21
birth (April: 1960), but .also. illustrating’ in detail its program, its tech~ ‘dello Spettacolo, after’.a careful; Pix and with the trimming of in- minutes scissored made pie “unical organization, its: range of expansion, its ‘general. and particular perusal of credit lists for. 1960 numerable others, is seriously wor- |recognizable.”
“The Third Sex,” from GerItalian films and including
this rying Italo pic toppers.
= achievements, its promise of future development.
year's Toster ‘to date as well, .
Trimmed down to bare essen- many, was not granted a license. as
“lL am particularly. grateful to. the publication, which’ in Ttaly is conEnglish-language thesps (British | tials, the Italian film industry has was the case with “Thou Shalt Not
“sidered the most important in its field;. and which not only. in Italian 5 nd American) .
hold a leading | in the past year been attacked Kill,” Autant-Lara’s Yugoslav-shot
‘professional -‘motion. picture -‘circles. merits sueh widespread. sympathy 39.6% of the starring positions, from three sides: the government
pic said. to be anti-militaristic. The
Followed
by
Italians
(38.1°¢) and ; censorship office, the Italian courts birth sequence from Ingmar Berg—for having offered me this welcome: opportunity” to illustrate, for’ its
(mostly here¢ in Milan), and the man’s “Threshhold of Life’ was
International Film ‘Annual, some of ‘the. facets of our event. which this! Frenchmen A22.3¢0)

|

lt

Catholic Church.- The last-named! ordered, out ‘all Bergman films
coincidence with. another great’ international |. Situation, which has. understandtriggered one of its sharpest camhave been rated “unfit for minors”
ably irked the local acting contingev ent: the 34th: Milan Trade Fair..
i
paigns
for pic morality after the here), while director Andre Cayent, is the direct consequence of ,
‘T'must first. of all reassure “those
who have yet to ‘get a first-hand look |-Italian producers’ recent ‘and suc- i‘release early in 1960 of .“La Dolce atte violently protested some cuts
along ‘nudity! in his Venice Grand Prix
-at MIFED: there is no. danger that the flurry of activity which surrounds |-eessful) bid for world markets, as: i Vita," and has continued
the Fair with. masses of. visitors and ‘exhibitors (of 120-odd categories:.
“The
Passage
of
the
-well’ as the indirect result of a ‘ similar linés ever since. The Italian winner,
Gt products and raw materials) wiil disturb the MIFED setup or its j.severe shortage. of male and fe- courts later stepped into the Pic | Rhine.” even flying in from Paris
spring . takes’ place ‘in

‘ture, banning several pix for the ! to state his case.
clients. True, the Fair boasts—or-did -in its last three editions—over :
mal¢ talent in this country. In the:
over 4.000000 visitors; but the MIFED will not |male sector, dearth is. so severe ' entire country, allowing some to be
Likewise
trimmed
were
“Love
“be disturbed: by .these ‘unusual totals, set as:it.is in its own building:
released later after cuts had been !;and the Frenchwoman”
and anthat the few top names are over-i
“where. functionality and. comfort are linked ‘to other constructive. and :
worked: i.e. Marcello. Mastroianni °‘made: The Italian government en-| other French-made: “Les Anne:s
orsanizational -détails which defend its tranquility in an ideal manner. !
tertainment office, finally, exer-j Follies,” though not in Franco font: has made six pix in the past year,
-In its “Meeting: Center” and. its. “dependance, ’* where 10 projection‘
; is backed solid for some time to. cised its usual control mechanism ;:age but in Italian scenes 'of Fasc‘st
rooms are.in‘operation, the MIFED is organized on the lines of -a club.| come.
; by ordering cuts and/or refusing jyears) added to this documentary
where only recognized producers, -buyers. and sellers are admitted and-.
‘rélease permits to pix deemed|recap of twenties and thirties,
Yank
or. immoral or violating one or more j
where ‘these. people—in. full equality of nationality, language, customs,' ‘Generally speaking,
scenes w hich are said to have been
‘ doetrines.. or filmic: technique—have at their. disvosai all the modern ‘British imports have taken over ‘of the Italo taboos which include |
felt of trouble-stirring potential in
Jeads
in.
biblical-mythological
spec.
factors
as
disparate
: such
nudity | this country. Vice-versa “Candid.”
‘needs designed so that harmonious’ workirg. gonditions.can help achieve:
practical results in’ the most: perfect: ‘manner and with the least possible tacles, or in some cases in “bis” offense to police. harming national :which had previously been banned
international items of, more .mod- sentiments, or those of
. exnenditure of time . and. money.
the army. for export by French authorities,
ern themes, such as “Under Ten is about ts be released here.
~
This: Practical: formula; which’ T consider: original. is that which has.; Flags. * The French stars, instead. ‘church, ete.
“given our “film, TV-film,. and. documentary market” its. first elements
:;
nota
os
(rough
often | The above sampling of major
‘are mostly imported for roles in
“of success.: The formula. is a simple one: ‘to consider and treat exposed: modern quality pix, often directed threatened.
“La Dolce
Vita” came | aces indicates how serious the
-through the censorship battle unfilm—the ‘cordensed ‘result.-of materials, ideas. technique. ‘and. work= |
problem has become,
(It's espeby Luchino Visconti, Mauro Bolog- _scathed and went on to become
as a. product. or saleable matter, -in-its own, right.
4
i nini, Valerio Zurlini, Alberto Lat- - Italy’s
rt
biggest critical and box- cially irksome to observe here that
‘And the proof’ of. this success ‘ds. given. as: always. by the. comparison j
tuada,; etc., in which they ‘play’ office success of the postwar era. recognized quality pix have been
.of figures for the first. three sessions of. MIFED: those for April, 1960. :
i Italians and thus make. up for the' Not so its successors. “Rocco and hardest hit. while openly sexploitathose. for October.’ 1960, -and those for the meeting. which is. currently |:
shortage of up-and-coming
local: his Brothers,"
despite a Venice tion items have been virtually ununder way. ~Here are the highlights:
;
oo
talent to fill the roles.
prize, the Italian film critics award, touched: and why the industry is
.
- April 60.
“Oct. 60
April ’61,.
‘Some
recent
imports
from
and
the
Foreign
Press Assn. kudo, determined to reach a rapid and
‘Total. participants: wees vee cle awe
174°
:. 243
165. |}
definitive solution which will avoid
of these, Producers: . ...... peestante
63
” 73
79
|France, often for several local pix was yanked from its Milan first run ‘repetition of these hassles and
at
a
time,
have
been
Alain
Delon,
and
held
for
weeks
until some cuts !
others .buyers.- sellers)’. civieeedgeeed:,
“111
170
86
iabove
all eliminate the unpredictGerard Blain, Jean .Mare Bory, were made and a “new” censorship|
Films entered:
a _
411
337. over.Z {000
Jacques Perrin, Jean Sorel, Jean device—the darkening of certain !able way in which regulations are
applied.
_ Participants by. Continents
Paul Belmondo, Samy Frey, Laur- _sequences so as to make detailsi
Africa: a
a
4
3°
3
Currently being studied by the ent Terzieff, Jean Claude Brialy, ‘undistinguishable—imposed.
“ry Americar ool
eee
6
10.
Ss
government is a proposed new cenete., matched on tne distaff side by
Others Clipped
Asia:. ...... a
rn ‘
a
8
31
sorship law which however
has
such ‘Names
as Jeanne
Moreau,
Burope: oie
ec cece eee eee cnet ees
156
_ 222:
(126
“L'avventura,”
Michelangelo
pleased few and is said unlikely
¥vonne Fourneaux, Pascale Petit,
Oceania: . fe...
Lele
ee ee eee
1
——
st
ie!
Cannes
_prizewinner, |to be passed. Industry orientation,
“Katherine. Spaak, Jeanne Valerie,;|Antonioni’s
«Note: figures are: ‘partial for 1961: note major rise in attendance by.
i likewise: came a cropper here ini ; said to have some government sup;Mylene
Demongeot,
and
many Asian: companies: rise in total of films. show n, efe.J
-: more. Total of 14 male and 18 fem- . Milan: seized for alleged “immoral- ;iport tbut considerable opposition
’ IT am pleased to tell reader's of VARIETY at this point that this: un- me stars have come from France ity,” released after ‘relatively few) | from
the _ influential
Catholie
Ditto
“E Dolei
Inganni”’ Church: is towards self-censorship.
, cus.
disputed niimerical progression. has been followed—and. this ‘is note- in past year and half.
-(Sweet
Deception), Alberto
Lat- ‘ANICA topper Eitel Monaco, who
worthy—by. a similar qualitative rise; - to such'a.degree that some ‘of:English- language
contingent, ' tuada’s study. of adolescent love,
the major firms.have found it necessary. ‘to. “enter” their best producplans to coordinate move with a
|
fions. while these. are still in: work. This. spring session is noteworthy however, “is as noted the most . though this item was seized ae
general strengthening of his indus.
also, thanks to the unprecedentedly large’ number. ‘of Asian -Tepresenta- ‘numerous: some 55, the local com- already in third runs and held up try association via elimination of
_Pilation
‘says,
including
©
actors,
ace
fo. five months until some 100 feet }
‘tives, now over 30.:
sesy . and “muscle men” who were elided tincluding, sez direc- fly-by-night producers and enforce. These ‘men of Asia—together. with the. many: ‘others. from all Con-. tresses,
ment of an ANICA seal, personally
: tinerts—may have another. special réason: for. their trip to: Milan: thev- have cashed in on the’ current _ tor, a key sequence!. Two more pix favors the G erman self-discipline
-Will*have’ found in-operation in the Palace of. Nations, adjacent to ‘the. biceps - rage. The following are have been stopped in subsequent ischeme, hopes to be able to pattera
some
of
the
femme
mames.
who
runs in Milan ‘and court edict is! : local one along those lines.
: MIFED.: ‘a new initiative which one: might say constitutes the compen.dium of all the mercantile activities which gather at this giant Milan. haye recently made the trip: Joan valid. throughout Italy, but these|
Stewart,.. Chelo are still held up: “Giornata Ba-“Fair, This compendium. which we have called “International - Trade, Collins, -Elaine
Fleming, - Debra ° Jorda” tCrazy Day) and ‘“‘Labbra:
‘Center.” will function .as catalyst-of any and all human - activity which . “Alonso. Rhonda
has ‘as its ‘purpose the: meeting of men intent in developing:'a rélation-" Paget, Jeanne Crain, Linda Cristal, Rosse” (Red Lips).
Harareet,
Virginia
Mayo,
ship: of .exchange: be. it. in the field ‘of art, of culture, of :business: of ° Haya
The
government
censorship:
: Sylvia. Sims, Tina
Louise,
Ziva group, which ironically had passed
‘tourism, éte,
’
© It is my wish. that. ‘the participants. in the third MIFED—and with -Rodann, Bella Cortez. Vera Untes, on all the above pix before Milan
ithis wish. T-salute the readets-of -VaRIETY also on behalf.of:my staff— ; Barbara Belgeddes, Jayfie Mans- _courts ordered them seized ‘thus
field, as well aS such semi-perma- provoking pleas for a coordinated
“will. want to participate as well in this “social compendium” -constituted
*. By: our International .Trade Center, and will: want to draw front it, not. nent. Romans as Anita Ekberg and and authoritative single censor sysonly for their. particular professional: interests, the creative force de- : Ava Gardner. ©
Rome
tem’, but had on its own exerted
A non-final look at the seasonal
riving from all initiatives which tend. towards ‘a better understanding :
Males are: Orson Welles, Cornel authority in nixing a release okay
‘among men.
| Wilde,
Vincent
Price,
Geoffrey .for the following pix: “Morte di b.o. figures for Italy shows that
Ae ee end
9
he
‘Death of a Friend), Italian product has continued to
Horne, Rod Taylor. Jack Palance, ‘un Amico”
in Vetrina”
(‘Girl
in reinforce its position, mostly to the
Stewart Granger, Stanley Baker, .“Ragazza
Showcase:
“Laura
Nuda”
‘Nude detriment of Yank imports, which
Anthony
Steele.
Guy
Madison,
“Odissea
Nuda”
Nude jin 1960 dropped another .2"% toa
Broderick
Crawford,
Rory- ‘Cal- Laura:
{ houn,. - John. Derek, Lex Barker, Odyssey": “Il Gobbo” ‘The Hunch- i2¢"--low 48°? of the local ma: ket,
back’: “Il Carabiniere.”
imore than matched by a 4°; rise
Rod Fulton, Victor Mature, Cameron Mitchell, Gordon Mitchell KerOf these, “Amico” and “Gobbo” ‘for Halian pix.

.13,500, exhibitors'and

t

Italians Strong;
US. Films Dip

Italy’5B.0.Powerhouse Talent:
~ Loren, Sordi & Federico Fellini
-Rome..

’ Sophia Loren. ‘Alberto Sordi, and
Federico Fellint ‘are respectively

win.

Mathews.. Donald

O'Connor.

, Alan Ladd,.Robert Keith, Edmund.
by Marcello Mastroianni (‘La Dolce .Purdom, John Barrymore Jr... Van
|Vita.” “La Notte,” “Bell’Antonio™:, Heflin, John Ericson, Alex Nicol.
David Opatoshu, Leo Genn, Peter
| Nevaté Monee Walter Chiari. 'Baldwin, Ben Gazzara, Charles

the Italian actress, actor, and. direc:! ¥ederico’

Fellini's

‘La.

Dolce .Laughton, Anthony

were later okayed after some modi-!

This

season.

four

out

of first

fications, “Vetrina” is said ready -five. five out of first 10. and seven
for an okay as is “Odissea.” while out of first 20 top-grossers are
“Laura Nura” and “Carabiniere” ;Nalian,
though
the undisputsd

are still held up. Last-named
portedly

will

have

to have

re- !leader, “Ben-Hur.”

several -- Yank-made

is of

‘ironically,

it

course
too

was

Quinn, . Joseph scenes re-shot and release, origi- shot Here .
tor. with the. most drawing: ‘power | Vita” placed .him -well ahead of Cotten. John Mills, Martin Balsam. nally slated for last Easter. is now ; In the distrib race, Dino Det.auin. this country, according to a re-| Luehino Yisconti: ‘*Rocco and his**Sid. Clute, Harry Guardino,. Ernest ° expected this fall.
lrentiis ard Metro are nip and tuck
cent loéal” survey of key-city first-‘ Brothers" as tap-drawing director. ; Bor gnine, Keenan Wynn, and: Many
In. addition to these. here are!for the first position, though the
run figur eS for 1960. :
Micheangelo- Antonioni, was number_ ‘others.
only some of the titles of other !Italo releaser is far ahead on a
Led
by a trend-setting Steve Italian pix involved in censorial iper- pie average. Number three beTop spot was rated. by. Miss Loren ithree with. two pix. “Avventura”
for b.o. results here ‘of ‘ ‘Two Wom-j|and -“La Notte.” followed by Vit-, Reeves, the muscle brigade -has ine. hassles of major or minor import: ‘longs to another local firm. Tit ane
‘cluded
Mark
Forrest. Mickey Har- “Adua and her friends”; “Letters ‘us.
en” and “Bay ‘of: Naples.” ‘She was |forio DeSica «' ‘Two: Women", Mau-,
well
ahead
of Dear
Films
'gitay,; Brad Harris. Reg Park, Bob from a Novice”; “Il Rossetto” (The t.‘which releases mostly UA prolfollowed by. Silvana: Mangano" ‘Five |ro Bolognini, Luigi Comencini, :
Mathias:
Ed
Fury,
Gordon Mitchell, -Li pstick'; “Kapo” texcessive vio- juct:, 20th-Fox, Cineriz, Paramount,
Branded. Women": and “Crimen” 1, {Luigi Zampa.’ Antonio Pietrangeli, *
Gina: Lollobrigida © (“Solomon and: Gillie Pontecorvo;.Carlo Lizzani. . : Gordon. Scott, -Lex.-Barker, with lence): “La Notte’ (The Night); |Warners, Ceiad-Columbia, and UnlSheba‘), and | newcomer ‘Claudia! |.Noteworthy and key to changing: others: arriving seemingly every ’“Fantasmi a Roma” ‘Ghosts in !versal, to wind up the first 195.
~~
Cardinale “Girl with a Suitcase” | taste of Italo public is the fact that ;day
Rome:: “Giuseppe e i suoi FraNational totals find the U.S.A. in
“experts” in telli"; “L’Assassine’—in which all jthe lead. closely followed by Italy,
all of. the “top ten’ directors: have; What are ‘Italy’s
and ‘Bell’ Antonio”. mL
; talent” With the exception of.a few: inference that two characters were ;Yank
‘Alber to Sordi was walkaway: win- been: known as qualiy filmmakers }
position will probably
be
and
minor
‘players.
ex- | police informers was reported or- ,firmed by end of season via curner ot the male race with. four. Pix. closer to the arty fringes than. to: major
in the’ top brackets . ¢*Gastone,” the purely commercial pic. Many of; ‘changed with Franee and Spain on. dered eiiminated.,
rently-building figures, while Italo
“Crimen,” “Tutti a Casas and “I1|them in fact:lave previously been |coproductions with those two coun-:
Dassin Protests
product
is
traditionally
downVigile™'..
“Runner up is Vittorio highly: - praised by . Critics without tries, ‘local talent which has made
So much for Italian films. which |trended after Easter holidays. with
Gassmann
‘Crimen,” “La Cam-/ever having .had. a hig boxoffice a name for itself abroad is all in. this year have proved the choicest jonly a few more big local-mades

-biale,”

“LH

Mattatore”), followed

Winner on: their hands.

the.

well-known

category:

targets. There have been fewer tor ‘due before

summer

hiatus.
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Upsurging Italy
And-Its Further TOTAL NUMBER OF. ITALI AN
STUDIOS ..._ .
Le
Of these, 12 arein Rome,
‘Growth Factor
TOTAL

By EITEL MONACO.
(President,

NUMBER

ITALY

TOTAL

ITALIAN

ING

the

194 features were
in

our

163

Studios,

in

companies

and

have

features

portant

of

nations

No.

Tank:

- modernizing

‘some

.

40 x 80 x 13.80 metres
11.50

x

x 66

15

here, latest

sa. ‘metres

No, 2— 14 x 30 x-9 metres |
40 x 25 x 15 metres

1—

No. 2—

48 x 24

‘Centro

.

oO

;serene and constant effort towards

an ever greater num- | self control by preducers, distribu-

ber of theatres; open competition ;tors, aad authors.

-

"Metro

:

features

coproduced

in ten

vears', : til 1969.

recognition of a tilm’s nationality. | eral assembly of the Bureau
Barriers

19 x 33 metres

Sans-Gene”

Metro pic ‘August?

films.

The

hatties

in. this

aspect:

the

or

conerete and permanent
tional agreement...

interna-

States’

anti-trust

without

in any

legislation,
way

violating

relationship

and
the

|

rolls

among

here

Yank ‘talent copped

It is incredible

recognition
!necessary

which is finally taking shape of
the maturity of our film people in
substituting the slow, complicated.
and uneven approach of admiinisralive and political organs, with a,

Rome.

al] the top

spots in a listingof drawing power
|Iof foreign. stars. and. directors in
Rome during 1960.
.
Shirley \IecLaine ‘who incidentalso won the acting prize in
1960 Venice Film Fest) walked.
with highest-.honors thanks to

pix: “Apartment” and

“Can-

Was
That
Petticoat™?..

in mid-June _Glenn Ford :“Gazebo,” “It Started

other tenants

Burt Lancaster (“The Unforgiven"),

ness .and urgency of the prablems
which have risen on the global

Yul

existing.

Brinner

.. Sheba",

-i“Solomon

Cary Grant

, draw among .foreign directors for
“Psycho,” “with Ingmar Bergman

+Funner-up with “The Seventh Seal”
j and “Wild Strawberries.’
Billy
; Wilder rates: number three’ posi-

by

David Miller with “Midnight.

‘GOFeatures: 194:

Lace.””

Andre

Cayatte

Rome.

away, and

Joseph

from

¢Passage:

Mankiewicz.

capsulated data on the
in the eventual efforts 10‘ film industry here in Italy. Studio.

defend the cinema

‘and

(‘Operation

J Petticoat"', Paul Newman -("From
the Terrace™).
i
Alfred Hitchcock was rated top

of -the: Rhine’), Mark Robson.
From. the Terrace”, Henry Hath- .

within the world film industry, it
should ‘participate in a. positive| ‘Herewith

-

the dis-

facilities are separately. detailed in |
MINORS FORBID DEN’
orderly.and over-rapid invasion of an accompanying chart.
other forms of entertainment and
PRODUCTION
Rone
communication. How is it possible,

RATINGS UP'IN ITALY

for examiple; to éstablish a balance

even ‘vision. be left up to the competence

sectors

sector | each nation’s film industry.

have been hard, and have had only

favorable

industries,
i

by the various

Eat the Dai-

due. j With. ‘a Kiss’), and Jack Lemmon
(“Apartment”), followed. by Frank
are already reaping the profits of ‘—-an answer ‘suited to the serious- Sinatra ("Oceans 11," “Can-Can"™),

we have had new and grwe trou-|;™Major_ problems, for example, as various television stations, how is it.
conceivable ‘that the relations bebles concerning censorship. due to |that of the competition of Pay-TV. tween
the motion picture and tele- |
the contraditory and antiquated ;¢can_ be attacked and solved by the
still control the censorship of our| Worse.

Don’t

6
in construction

1960
1959
-between the filmic and the video t- Features.
194
+67
exploitation.of tilmed material, if
Documentaries
507
344
this relationship is. not studied : Newsreels
671 609
and disciplined on an international _
,
Faced with State monopabout $50.000.000 per vear, we!Mumication and diffusion have re- level?
EXHIBITION
.
!
olies which control two thirds of
were recently faced with the threat ; duced to a minimum the distances
1960
1959
world television, and the technical t
between
.nations
and
continents.
of a fourth tax on admissions for
j
Theatres
40.593
links—on
‘a
global
level—of
the
aaa
a.total of about. $10.000.)100: then it is absurd to believe that such:

character of the regulations which :individual

ao

Can," followed by Elizabeth Taylor
for “Suddenly
‘Last ‘Summrer.”
and. updated with latest equipment. Ready early ‘Third place. sez the local sheet,
May. Located along Mediterranean, close to RR, went to Dorothy MaeGuire fur “A
airport ‘1 hr.. from-Rome), main Rome-Genoa-Milan -Summer Place.”
highway. Varied backdrops in vicinity include moun-.; 1 Male sector was dominated
by

with

Inter: ‘manner

national du Cinema. I felt it apMuch more sparkling results :propriate to point out once more.
might have been achieved if our in to all the absence of true underdustry had not had to face a series|standing, _ or or even of a minimum1
of obstacles along the way: first of jof coordination between the vari-.
all excessive
tax:tion:
while
we ous national and international Aswere awaiting a second. substantial sociations representing the various
Now
reduction
of the
various
taxes sectors of the film industry.
means of comwhich hit admissions to the tune of !that the modern
Tax

.,

tains, lakes, sea. rivers, ports, woods, deltas, desert. : Tony.. Curtis
(‘Who
area, rustie villages ete. Malenotti-Ponti production “Lady?”
“Operation

competitive

;

Fox:

(19) “La Notie’—Ital.—CassutoDeLaurentiis
Se

Yanks TopAliens

The friendship.
the esteem, the ,20F20n of our industry.

be it with a liberal interpretation | In the rast few days, I have
of the regulations relating to the :cponsored and presided over a gen-

U.S. —

:

‘20) “Please

ketween distributors ef Italian or
The year 1961 will be a decisive
foreign films, as well as hewween! one for the economic future of the direct coHaboration which for vears :
¥
.
the producers themseives, fignting Italian industry: for before the have linked me to the American yg.
+
e
“ against the protective quota fotic- end of the year a solution must be_ film industry allaw me now to sug-°
fes of so many other nations. while found not only for the problems: gest a few. points of benevolent Italo Export Up;
'
;
Maintaining alive at home the con- of taxation and censorship. but also criticismto that industry... For one,, |
e
mn,
tinuous stimulus, for our own pro- a new and organic legislation must it should participate.more actively ;
il.
ducers, of the best of foreign pro- be approved for the industry, a new in (the work of the international
] S.
sVUU,
duction.
International
collabora- law which will remain in force at organizations; it should‘ have less:
tion, therefore, pushed to its full Jeast until the end of the transi- fear of eventual conflicts with the
capability, be it with the support of ;tion period in the application of ‘well-known clauses ofthe United

coproduction or other forms of/the Rome Pacts on the European
paired production ‘more than 500,Common Market, that is to say un-

S.

(18) ‘“Can-Can” — U. S. — 20th-

TURIN
metr
93

Sth

No. 1—

_of “Madame

x 12 x 8 metres:

Tank: 20 x 8 x 43 metres.

U.S.

og

(17) “Butterfield 8” —

‘Studio has recently been taken over by new firm,
‘Cosmopolitan, and is being completely refurbished

stages.

24.50

=

_ DeLaurentiis
| 6) “The ‘Apartment’
— U.S. —
_.. UA-Dear
a

_ ally
In construction: 1 sound stage, 1 large outdoor the
‘tank, 1-TV-Film studio and stage. Located at Tir- off
Legh
from
“two
and 1010 from
Leghorn.
is
renia, 13 kms.
kms. from Pisa
‘reni

35 x 16 x 9.50 -metres.

32 x 16 x 10 metres

S.

on

90th-Fox

‘—UA-Dear

MILAN|

PISA

No. 2— 38 x 11 x 7 metres
No. 3— 60 x 25 x. 14 metres
2—

.

(10) “From the Terrace’—U.

== —20th-Fox

-No. 4— 25 x. 52
No. 5— 40.x 80-‘in construction)
Back: lot -space for exteriors: 150,000 sq. metres

technical
an a 16.000
In add ition to full range of studio:
sq.
some
facilities and equipment, studio has.
16.

No. 1—

.

vu. Ss.

+

(11) “Let's Make Love” —

No.. 2— 20°x 40
.
.
No. 3— 35 x 35 semi-circular, with tank,

metres of free terrain for outdoor constructions.
RIAMA ionce SAFA-PALATINO'—3 stages

No.

_

Unforgiven”

SUA-Dear

-"-"

TIRRENIA ‘Cosmopolitan'—4 stages
'

16 x .24 metres

INCOM—2

}

‘No. 1— 31 x 23 me es
No. 2— 28 x 16 metres

No. 2— 32 x 14 x 8.50 -metres

CENTRO

' Versal

( 9) “The.

stages

No. 3-— 44.x 30 metres

‘No. 3— 27 x 30 x 9.50 metres

No, 1—

( 7). “Il Vigile’—U.S.—Royal . .

stage.

Speriment:le1—3

30 x 13 x 8 metres:

OO

Mostly tv and publicity. some feature work.

metres

No. 5— 20 x 20. x 10-metres

=~"

Women”—Ital—Pon-

| (8 “Spartacus” —°U.S; — Uni-

oe

~)

FERT— stages |

No. 3— 44 x 22 metres
PONTI-DE LAURENTIIS—5 stages
NO . l— 21 x 25. x 8.50 metres.
No. 4—

Casa"—Ital.-De-"

Laurentiis

of open. space for out-|.

;

stage

.

:

No. 3— 50 x 25 x 21 meires
No. 4— 10 x 14 x 8 metres.

TUSCOLANA

a

- (5) “Two

No. 1— 36 x 15.50 mefres
_ _No.. 2— 36 x 15.50 metres
DONATO—1 stage |
7
‘16 x 12 x 8 metres
Mostly tv and publicity film work.

No. 1— 14.x 40 x 9 metres

6—

as

(€4).°Tutti

7

of free’

terrain for outdoor set constructions, pius full range
of additional facilities and technical equipment. TITANUS APPIA—6 stages

No.

stages

STUDIO (Grottaferrata)—2

FILM

_—

No. 6— 25 x 20 with wings of 12 and 40 m.

stages
No.

2.000 sq. metres

ICET—2 stages

No. 5— 45 x 20 with tank12 x 10 x.4

TITANUS

LUCE—2

rentiis

|

‘OTHER ITALIAN STUDIO FACILITIES.

Noa. 2— 60 x 20 metres
No. 3— 50 x 20 metres

15 x 30 x 12 metres

’ Ftal-Titanus

con-:

“method of payment.

5. stages

No. 5—

.

for outdoor

(13) “Alaska”— U.S, — 20th-Fox
-equipment to negotiate final rentals time by time.
(14) “Oceans Eleven” — U.S. —
with often very sizeable discounts granted by most
”” Warners
.
Jength
of rental. period. |.
studios,
depending
onnm
(15) “Under .Ten -Flags’’—Ital.—
amount
of space and
equipment
involved, and

No. 1— 45. x 20 metres

,

of terrain

practice for companies desiring. to rent space ‘and/or

Large number of

some -90.000

( 2Y “Rocco and His Brothers”—-

( 3) “Crimen’”— Ital. —- DeLaue.

regulated by a 1952. convention, but: it’s accepted | . (12) “Magnificent Seven”—U.

shot

has

NAZIONALE

CAPITANI—1

being Metro's “Ben Hur.”

also

Situation still in flux at press time: »
( 1) “Ben-Hur"—U.S.—Metro

-NOTE: Prices .on all Roman studio facilities are}

American

Studio

of key-city firstrun boxoffice in.
Italy for the 1960-61 season, with ©

metres
metres
metres
metres

No. 2— 15.50 % 25 metres

ce

Studio atso has some 400.000. square metres free

TITANUS. FARNESINA—

16
16
16
23

No, 2— 32 x.22 metres
ef
tiePitanus
_ Studio has own labs, full range of technical-facili- | { 6) “Psycho” — U.S. — Paraties, including shooting of scientifie documentaries,
mount

SPES—1

—

terrain for constructions. plus full range of accessory

been

x
x
x
x

-No. 1— 33 x.13 metres

INTER

metres.

facilities and technical equipment.
have

16
14
20
45

60,000 sq: metres

as well-as

60—average 2 m. decp

spectacles

.
Lote
Rome.
Following is tentative run-down

{

‘door constructions.
eT
rh

33 x 42—1.30 to 2.20 deep’.

160:x

and

16 x 16 x 16 metres

3— 32 x
4— 20 x
5— 36 x
6—103x

- .ISFITUTO

x— 23 x 41 x 7 for special effects

Tank:

various world markets,

But all these different elements

.

No. 15— 9.50 x 60 x 13.80 metres

with 3.661 export veontracts, as

alone could not have created such.
favorable results, had they not
been supported by wise and far-.
seeing policy: for the policy of the
Italian film industry hzs.in fact always been directed along two min
lines, both healthy and fruitful:
free competition and international
collaboration.
Competition
between exhibitors. in building and

5—

films,

. . Some stages have tank facilities. Studio also has}

_

No.

educational

(INCIR)—6 stages
1—

No.
No.
“No.
‘No.

15

No. 16— 9.50 x 41.50 for back projection

and American

Question
A spontaneous question arises:
what faetors have determined such
a vast difference in the eccnomic
development of Italian production,
distribution, and exhibiticn as eompared to that of so many other
countries?
Without
doubt
the
frincipal merit must go to tie rccognized talent of our best writers,
directors, and technicians, not forgetting for a moment tre courage,
the spirit of initiative, and above
all the ability of our producers to
create trends and tynes of ‘ilms,
often very different from one another, frequently new.

|

No. 14— 20 x 40 x 9.50 metres

cinema: the creation of a new com-

against 2,752 for 1959
oo

stages

1— 15 x 30 x 9.50. metres

production,

No. 2— 26 x 16 x 16 metres

“structions.

No. 13— 206 x 40 x 9.50 metres

characterizes the relationship be-

reduct on

;

No.

No. 12— 10.50 x 18.50 x 7 metres

An interesting

pany thanks to the participation of
two major firms. American
and
Italian respectively. for the production of films in Italy.
During 1960 moreover,
Italian
theatres have grossed 120 billion
Lire, as against the 116 of the frevious year and the 110 Sillion of
1958: the spectator total appears
stabilized at about 750.000.000 per
year: with these figures the Italian
market has attained the first place
in Europe.
But the foreign market has likewise given good resu'ts during the
past year for the Italian cinema:
over $30.000.000 earned hy Italian

i.

No.

No. 11—

pro-

and important recent devefopment

the Italian

newsreel

documentaries.

13

9.50 metres‘
No.
. a 15 x 30 xued

and financial participation of the

tween

shorts,

60

No. 2-1 20 x 40 x 9.50 metres.
No. 3— 20 x 40 x 9.50 metres.
No. 4— 15 x 30 x 9.50 metres .

duced with the technical, artistic.
American industry.

ROME

For 1960-1961

Labs, plus fuil range of -other facilities and equip-

ment,-with over 15.000. sq. metres of terrain free for
-ou§doer constructions. Also specializes in advertising

4 elsewhere

STUDIO. FACILITIES
:

as |CINECITTA—14

Oth
therane
imbeen

—.

LABS ..
..
wes
Of these, 10 are in. Rome, 3 elsewhere

:

of the: previous

those

oo.

ITALIAN

year. |
Of the 1960 total. 82 films
are coproductions between Italian
ductio
uction agreements,
agreements.

DEVELOPING AND PRINT-

Of these, 11 are in Rome,

feature films since the war go into

against

STAGES: IN
Lea eee 1...

TOTAL ITALIAN DUBBING STUDIOS ae

Last year saw the largest total of

fact Started

SOUND

....... meee

16

DE PAOLIS

A.N.I.C.A.)

- Rome.
The Italian Film Industry has
im the current season confirmed
the fact that it is in a phase of
full expansion and development.

preduction:

OF

....

-FILM

of. of the various national associations
concerned, or events of the individ

with outdoor &

Tickets

|tion between the various branches marks -} have set forthin the reof the film industry is proceeding, . cent. Milan meeting of the B.LC.,
i while our direct antagonists, from and to these queries I hope to find
' radio to television, from mass tour- an. answer from the major exponism to the spread of motorization, ents of each nation’s film industry

ehurch situations ~

.
New Theatres

mT
‘Gross
how slowly this . ual companies?
coordina- , _These are some ‘of the question

international

|

i50-mil
fest)
85

|

: Almost twice

as. many

features-

‘were .“forbidden to minors: under

:16- years” in Italy during 1960.as

“jn the previous
:1960 .-show 135

year. Totals
pix out. of

\o6 °
49

‘examined were placed in the nixed
‘category .for -a , percentage
of

(27.21°%.. Of this total. 83 were

‘foreizgn-made

and

52° Italian.

In

1959, only 77 features were judged

: unfit

._'

for minors. . .
An even more severe opinion. of

748-mil.
pic moves. comes from. the Italian

-- Catholic Film Center: CCC), which
257 _.. .judged ‘some 444 features. during -

$19amil $18 cml th past year. finding only 24 viewpane

ITALO FILM EXPORT

able by all. Other

C.C:C. slottings

include 16 pix.for “all,.with reser-

7
.
1960
1959
-| vations”:
117 “for adults only’; 98
Contracts
3,661
~~ 2,752
‘for “adults, with reservations”; 94
Foreign Markets.
86
82
“discouraged for all’; 94 ‘excluded
Export take
$30-mil $18-mil , for al].”
_
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ALAIN DELON
BARBARA

LASS

A CINEMATOGRAFICA RIRE “CHE GIOIA VIVERE”
FRANCINEX

COPRODUCTION

“pralr‘cope
|
j/—— 7

TT

(THE JOY OF LIVING
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CHE GIOIA VIVERE
(THE JOY OF LIVING)-.

directed by RENE
starring

ALAIN

DELON

CLEMENT

e BARBARA

LASS

a coproduction; CINEMATOGRAFICA RIRE— FRANCINEX in DYALISCOPE

ODISSEA
NUDA
(NUDE ODYSSEY)
directed by FRANCO

starring ENRICO MARIA SALERNO

ROSSI

e PATRICIA DOLORES DONLON
n EASTMANCOLOR — WIDESCREEN
ac production
on: P.C.M,— CINERIZ— FRANCINEX:

*
(THE MONGOLS)

directed by ANDRE DE TOTH
starring JACK PALANCE

e ANITA
|

EKBERG

e ANTONELLA LUALDI
In EASTMANCOLOR — CINEMASCOPE

a copreduction; ROYAL FILM — FRANCE

CINEMA PRODUCTION

*

sd

VANINA VANINI

directed by ROBERTO ROSSELLINI
starring SANDRA MILO @ LAURENT TERZIEFF @ MARTINE CAROL
in TECHNICOLOR— TECHNIRAMA.
coproduction: ZEBRA FILM —. ORSAY FILM.

*

MONDO
CANE
(A DOG'S WORLD)
directed by GUALTIERO

JACOPETTI

in. TECHNICOLOR— WIDE SCREEN — produced by CINERIZ

IL CONTE DI MONTECRISTO
(THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO)
directed. by CLAUDE AUTANT- LARA

starring LOUIS JOURDAN

@ YVONNE FOURNEAUX
in EASTMANCOLOR — CINEMASCOPE

.

_Wednendav. Avril

26,196L
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ILBRIGANTE
(THE BANDIT)

written and directed by RENATO CASTELLANI

in WIDESCREEN. — produced by CINERIZ

DON CAMILLO, MONSIGNORE MA NON TROPPO
_ (DON CAMILLO NUMBER FOUR)

directed’ by CARMINE ‘GAlLONE”
starring FERNANDEL

e GINO. CERVI

in WIDESCREEN. — produced by CINERIZ—- FRANCINEX

*

| SOGNI (DREAMS
MUOIONO
ALL’ALBA
DIE AT DAWN
directed ‘by.INDRO MONTANELLI
starring LEA MASSARI @ ENRICO MARIA SALERNO
‘in WIDESCREEN — produced by.‘CINERIZ

*
the film of the “BIG FOUR”

BOCCACCIO ’70
directed. by VITTORIO DE SICA @ FEDERICO FELLINI
MARIO MONICELLI @ LUCHINO VISCONTI
_@

in
TECHNICOLO
ny CONCORDIA FILM — CINERIZ— FRANCINEX
copro

LEON(PRIEST
MORIN,
PRETRE
LEON MORIN).
directed by. JEAN. PIERRE ‘MELVILLE
starring JEAN PAUL BELMONDO @ EMANUELLE RIVA
coproduction;: CONCORDIA FILM — ROME PARIS FILM

*

LA DONNA NEL MONDO

HE WOMAN. AROUND THE WORLD)
an explosive reportage by GUALTIERO JACOPETTI
in TECHNICOLOR

* -

— - WIDESCREEN — produced. by CINERIZ

.

and after the world-wide

impact of “LA DOLCE VITA”
a new film by

FEDERICO FELLINI
‘a FEDERIZ

Production

67

66

|
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PRESENTS ITS FIRST §

B RELEASE SLATE

a FOR 1961-1962
9, VIALE

CASTRENSE=ROME

|

CHE GIOIA VIVERE
(THE JOY OF LIVING)

directed by RENE

starring ALAIN

DELON

CLEMENT

e BARBARA LASS

@ coproduction: CINEMATOGRAFICA RIRE — FRANCINEX in DYALISCOPE

*

ODISSEA NUDA
(NUDE ODYSSEY)
directed by FRANCO

starring ENRICO MARIA SALERNO

ROSSI

e PATRICIA DOLORES DONLON
n EASTMANCOLOR— WIDESCREEN
aco productionn: P.C.M,— CINERIZ— FRANCINEX

*

|
starring JACK PALANCE

e ANITA

(THE MONGOLS)
directed by ANDRE DE TOTH
EKBERG

e ANTONELLA

LUALDL

in EASTMANCOLOR — CINEMASCOPE
a coproduction; ROYAL FILM— FRANCE: CINEMA PRODUCTION

VANINA VANIN
|
|
|
directed by ROBERTO ROSSELLINI
starring SANDRA MILO @ LAURENT TERZIEFF @ MARTINE CAROL
In TECHNICOLOR -~ TECHNIRAMA
@ coproduction: ZEBRA: FILM — ORSAY FILM

*

MONDO CANE
(A DOG'S WORLD)

directed by GUALTIERO JACOPETTI
in TECHNICOLOR— WIDE SCREEN— produced by CINERIZ

IL CONTE
DI MONTECRISTO
(THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO)
directed by CLAUDE AUTANT-LARA
starring LOUIS JOURDAN @ YVONNE FOURNEAUX.
in EASTMANCOLOR — CINEMASCOPE

Wednnenday. Ao ril_26, 196

IL BRIGANTE
(THE BANDIT)

_

|
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_

67

|

written and directed by RENATO. CASTELLANI.
it WIDESCREEN — produced by CINERIZ

DON CAMILLO, MONSIGNORE
MA NON TROPPO
(DON CAMILLO NUMBER FOUR)
directed by CARMINE GALLONE

starring FERNANDEL

e GINO CERVI

in WIDESCREEN — produced by CINERIZ—- FRANCINEX

|SOGNI MUOIONO. ALUALBA

‘

EAMS.DIE AT D

directed by INDEO 'MONTANELLI

starring LEA MASSARI @ ENRICO MARIA. SALERNO
in WIDESCREEN — produc edby CINER!IZ

*
the film of the’ ‘BIG FOUR”

BOCCACCIO ’70
directed by VITTORIO DE SICA @ FEDERICO FELLINI
MARIO MONICELLI @ LUCHINO VISCONTI
tnFeCHNICOLO
roduction: CONCORDIA FILM— CINERIZ— FRANCINEX

LEON MORIN, PRETRE
(PRIEST LEON MORIN)

directed by JEAN PIERRE MELVILLE
starring JEAN

PAUL

BELMONDO

Ld] EMANUELLE

RIVA.

_@ coproeductio ns CONCORDIA FILM—ROME PARIS FILM

LA DONNA NEL MONDO
(THE WOMAN AROUND THE WORLD)
JACOPETTI

an
m explosive reportage by GUALTIERO
‘

c ‘byCINERIZ
| — produuced

and after the world-wide

impact of “LA DOLCE VITA”

a new film by

FEDERICO FELLINI
a FEDERIZ

Production
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“GIULIANO”

..the dramatic storyofhistory's most

famous bandit...

2 PIETROGERM DIVORZIO ALL’ ITALIANA
. the roadtodivorce

can leadtomurder

“AN ITALIAN. DIVORCE”

UN GIORNO DA LEONIel icecoasy

NANNI LOY

ttaly’s partisan wa
“ONE DAY A HERO” «~ in
ix desperate men and a bridge .

3 outstanding pictures

|

rota by FRANCO CRISTALDI tr LUX-VIDES-GALATEA

GALATER

_ Wednesday, April 26, 1961
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REY

President of GALATEA S.p.A.
_3 GALATEA PRODUCTIONS
A ieceaty PASQUALE PRUNAS
.. thestory of the fascist dictator drawn fro
om
the"rile of Allied and Eastern Pow

... theepic conquest
of

“THE FURY OF THE VIKINGS”

unknown lands
by a people
of navigators...

“THE EXECUTIONER OF PARIS”

a

heFrench Revolati

world-wide sales
Rome: Via Ostriana 15. tel. 813082
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New York: Donald Gillin . 41 East 42nd Street . OX 7-4262
Paris: Lyre Soc . Cinematographique . 4,Rue Balzac . ELY 19-53 |
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f PRODUCER IN ITALY |

IN THE WORLD

ie Prod?
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delts

Italian Producer Soon ‘to Launch Four-Picture

programmazion!

ematografiche a cura di Alessandro Ferra

jramof Film-Making
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.

b 225.300.000 |

5 file, Be. C2

L. 162.942.0800

7 cltta, gg. 239
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sion will 'in the world, Believed here thisis
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higkest
production schedule
”
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d by a European
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Fila Ss
1.la 177.232.008
files
335.446.0608
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NAXIONALITA’
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Be B10 526.000 | ttt
"ih, 269.514.0080

#3.

MAN_LCAN. dare
Wee
13 CAN-CAN
(am. . Fox)

:

w» 4.232.524.000
32.906.550

14 film
BROS
L. 642.416.0008 | GRAN. BRETAGNA
» BE
Film 23
CEIAD
Media fils:
19
film. gg. 1908
-L,
$61.988.000|
UNIVERSAL.”
FRANCIA
10 film, gg. 1030
2. 482.611.000
Film {t
on
tee
a
_ .
EURO
INTERNATIONAL
. - Media film.
.

13 film, gg. 1356

S0.335.480.

we

Film 18filmy
Medla

809.706.000 |TOTAL

L.

or

f.. $.184.619,000

‘ZION

—-L.° 893.784.U00

|B
lm, gg. 2032.
L, 292.000.000! 7: PARAMOUNT

,be Jaunched here within the next
29 days by Producer Dino Del.aue
‘this week voted ‘op pros
anne
on{ducer of 1960 by Italy's film crie
nch treaty |tics), who thus. lays. claim to the
to start ,Tole of No, J independent producer.

+ Feb, %.

econoegeren

‘ COPRODUZION!

.

16 film, gg. 2469

L, 292.774.uK!

918.000 ;

Rome, Feb. 14.
unprecedented © $17,000,000

An_

tich Pact fe-tur-filmy production program will

Try Tre

B.

TALIA

:

$ CINERIZ

TIL VIGHLE tit. ~ Cineriz)
8. GL INESORABILI
cltta, gg.

Film 102

Mediu’ fina

ITALIA:

Lo

IS film,CENTURY
gg. 2426 FOXE, 1.117.885.000
| Media
Film 80filo
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16 clita, (am,
ge. 498
= L. 294.754.000
<« Paramount)

16 clita, gg. 445

TTTTTiriryrrrrrrrrir

STATE UNITE
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DU OUSEESOD

NAZIONALITA

4- 20th

8 1A CICCTARA (it, « Thanus)
6: PSYCO

,

3: TITANUS

16 chia,A gg.
426. 337.193.000
CASA (It - De Laurenttls)
473

»§

ge}. 4.263.680.000

——

Laurentiisy'

@ TUTTI

16 clita, ge.

ELLY

& METRO
GOLDWYN L.
MAYER.
16 film, Ex. 2383
1.199.478.000

‘

L._430.904.000

De

ITIL

:

:

7p

*

TLITI

DISTRIBUTAICI.«

(am. - M. G. Mo

2 Rocco’ aie svor” £22,245.008
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DAVID NIVEN AND

LAST JUDGMENT,”

TECHNIRAMA
AND TECH
-: RICHARD:
NIGO
FLEISCHER
LOR
DIRECTING, —

ALBERTO

FEATURING

SORDI - IN TECHNIRAMA

100 “NAME.
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TECHNICOLOR

STARRING ERNEST BORGNINE AND KEENAN WYNN
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me»><
PRESENTS
TWO

Epic struggles

men

and

between

GIANTS

opposed

parties, bloody battles among
wolves, hate, violence, in a sensational film directed by

TERENCE YOUNG
LAN LADD
al 01ICG 7474
000,74 I@alelatil
in

ee

FRANCA BETTOJA
with

“Teme = LUCIANO MARIN,
Production

and with

JACQUES SERNAS

tis

DOMENICO FAZZARI

OF

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

THE

INTERNATIONAL

CINEMA

A story suspended between hate and love,land
and sea,insanity and wisdom, life and death.....

VAN HEFLIN
CLUE LAMBETTI

FRANCO FABRIZ
MICHAEL STELLMAN

ina film directed by MICHAEL CACOYANNID

VE. FFELAT
Ta
(‘The

from

Frederic

Wakeman's
‘The

Wastrel” )

novel.

Wastrel’’

A LUX-TIBERIA
~ Production
Produced

by

ANGELO FERRARA
Executive

Producer

DOMENICO FAZZARI

STUDIO
FAVALLI

LUX FILM-Via Po, 36 - Rome (Italy)

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

the opening of Europe's

ideally situated in
most varied and co
LONDON

2.30hFrs

PARIS)
MILAN
NICE

1.5Onrs.
1
hr
1
hr,

VENICE

1
ee

NAG

aS
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unce

most modern studios

DIO
the
heart of Italy's
lorful location area
fees tee veeee,FOOTE

EASY

TO

REACH

BY.

5 sound stages: No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Also

in

Air

Rail

Road
Reng
. APPIN
Agyors
sweoeaenes

| !9x33 metres
2 20x40
35x35
4 25x52
5 40x80
|

corstructon.

COLLET APY
L TRIE DEOL ORLY

"TO BE SHOT AT TIRRENIA DURING 1961:
From The Play By ¥. ‘SARDOU

ey
TOMO
cA
y

voans

Starting. | 5.3

SOPHIA LOREM. — PETER FIN

ee |

: =

he

in construc:

3

stage.

Back lot measures

tudio

over

150,000

is fully self-sufficient.

ment,

synch and dubbing,

Located
ROME

8 kms. from
or

MILAN

Tirrenia

is also

sand

daily service;
Express

a

seaside
10 from

beaches

ISLANDS,

DELTA,

ANCIENT,

Industrial

infinite

number

Lucca,

San

for costume

plart

‘atest

equc-

and printing

‘ab.

hour's flying time trom

3 hrs. from

route:

resort

close

Rome

to main

ty

-2i

c-

No-*"-So_--

LAKES,

Hotel

service
boasting

2
Stasting SOPHIA: LOREN

Directed Sy Vittorio
de Sioa 7 8%

kms. place the world at your

RIVERS,

WOODS,

DESERTS,

PLAINS.

RUSTIC

of colorful

or modern

first-class

pine forests.

backdrops,

Gimignano,

with

within 25-50

MOUNTAINS,
RIVER

MIODERN,
reggio}

power

Leghorn, and 80 from Florence

and vast

Variety of location areas

fiager-tips:

own

b. and w. developing

spanning the Appennines.

13 kms. from Pisa,

wide

with

metres.

PISA airport at one

via

Rome-Genoa-Turin-Paris

superhighways

square

villages

Siena,
films

COSMOPOLITAN.

PORT
marble

AREAS

(Leghorn

quarries

(Carrarai,

and

Volterra,

towns

and

in Tuscany

Florence,

etc.

Via-

plus an

(Pisa,
suitable

of all types.

FILM SpA. Stabilimenti di produzione cinematografica - Tirrenta (Pisa) - Italy

_ Rome office - Via Nizza 56 - Tel, 847.934 - Rome = Italy
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THE INTERNATIONAL FI
Awards fo lialian films at the I

MAR DEL PLATA
Prize for best direction fo Pietro Germi for “Un Maledetto Imbroglio"

Prize for best female: performance to Eleonora Rossi Drago for "Estate Violenta”
Grand Prize of Fiim Critics and Gold Medal of Art Foundation for "Estate Violenta"

Gold Palm to Federico Fellini's "La Dolce Vita"

|

Special Jury Prize and FIPRESCI Prize to M. Antonioni'’s "L’Avventura™
Mention by French Cinema's Superior Technical Commission for "Ombre Bianche™

KARLOVY

VARY

Special Jury Prize to Roberto Rossellini and Giovanna Ralli,
respectively Director and Star of "Era Nofte a Roma’

lialion Motion Picture. Association
Affiliated Organizations:
Film Producers Union
Film Distributors Union
Studio and Technical Services Union
Specialized Motion Pictures Union

Wednesday, April 26, 1961

a

_.

..

VARIETY

27

VALS OF 1961
960 Festivals

_ SEBASTIAN
Special JuryMention for “I Magliari," Directed by Francesco Rosi
Film Press Association Prize for. “ll Rossetto," Directed by Damiano Damiani

LOCARNO
Gold Sail Grand Prix to Mauro Bolognini's "Il Bell'Antonio™
Prize for best young actor to Spiros Focas for F. Rossi's “Morte di un Amico"

ENICE

‘Special Jury Prize to Luchino Visconti's “Rocco e f suoi Fratelli"
Prize to best first film: "La Lunga Notte del ’43", directed by Florestano Vancint

FIPRESCI Prize to best film shown at"Festival of Festivals’:
Ex-cequo to: "La Dolce Vita", directed by Federico Fellini
And "Rocco e i suoi Fratelli" « directed by Luchino Visconti

UNITALIA film
bt

—Via Veneto, 108, ROME

Organization for ti.2 Frometion of the Italian Film Abroad
Foreign Offices:

Delegations: Argentina, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Spain
Representatives: Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Turkey,
United Arab Republic
Correspondents: Greece, Iran, Israel, Japan, Korea, Lebanon,
Mexico,

Pakistan,

Sweden.
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AFTER THE SPECTACULAR SUCCESS OF

E OF ROME”
HE SLAVCINEMATOGRAFICA
T“ ATLANTICA
ITS TOP PRODUCTIONS FOR 1961
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ATLANTICA CINEMATOGRAFICA
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Takes pleasure in announcing the product ion of one of the really human,
excitingly true, and spectacular p ictures of the year.

= SE NE VE,
¥

aS:id
‘
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>

Or,

St "AIS
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,

LADIATOR

PRODUCED BY MARCO VICARIO
©.

Viale Bruno. Buozzi, 28

Rome

Wednesday, April 26, 1961
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bn 9004555999907

MIFED
Cocepnaee

DPIRE CELA

CORRE

SDDDD,

ant

ita
international film,

TVfilm

and documentary market
MILAN TRADE FAIR
a new outstanding
success of the

“ideal setup in which to conduct picture business”— iARIETY
Hundreds

of features,

TV

and

decu-

mentary films of scientific, cultural,
tourist and publicity interest are shown
by producers of international impore
tance fo buyers and renters coming
from all parts of the world.
Eight projection studios, numerous dis-

cussion

reoms,

a polyglot

secretariat

and international telephone exchange,
telex installations and all the most

modern technical equipment provide
this undertaking with the best possible means to promote contacts and
business transactions in.the world of
cinema and film production.

The autumn meeting takes place in mid-October.
Exhibitors and distributors: entry fee Lit. 10,000 ($16)
Producers: entry fee Lit. 10,000 ($16) without limit to number of films

presented.

information from:

Largo Domedossola, 1
Milano (italy)

‘MIFED

PLAN
NOW
FOR
_ THE
AUTUMN
“MIFED”’:

mid-OCTOBER

Wednesday, April 26,1962
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VARTETY,.
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eee
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pes

take great pleasure in announcing their
association with

Metro Goldwyn May er
NO
L
OOOO
NASD
OO
TOTS
DLO
SOLE
AOA
Pe
OOS

in the formation of a new Italian motion
picture production company
Cee
OTS
SZSALS

|

Titanus—MGM S.p.A.

'

Dr. Goffredo Lombardo, of Titanus will be President

:

of the new organization which will have

eBAWABA
LAL
ALCS
A
ASAI

its headquarters in Rome.

.
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FONO ROMA S.p.A.
Presents

STEVE REEVES

“THE TROJAN WAR”
A Fabulous

Picture

Starring

JOHN BARRYMORE JR.
JULIETTE MEYNIEL
WARNER BENTIVEGNA
LIDIA ALFONSI
RENATA ANGIOLILLO
and

VALERIE ALLEN as Helen
Directed by

GIORGIO FERRONI
FONO"ROMA

EASTMANCOLOR TECHNISCOPE

ia

M.

Adelaide

Produced by

EUROPA CINEMATOGRAFICA

|

|

Wednesday, April26,1961.

|
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|

83

SURELY!
The greatest. spectacle
ever produced

CERTAINLY!
The greatest duel
ever staged|

NOW!
‘Ready for release.

Produced by
Emimmo Salvi
for
Adelphia
Compagnia
Cinematografica

Directed: by
Primo Zeglio |

Starring
Ed Fury

Elaine Stewart -

EASTMANCOLOR >

SCOPE

Worldwide Sales:

JOSEPH

FRYD

|

Via Palstelis
12, Rome (Italy)
Phone: 864.148—868.1 40

Cables: Altied-—Rome.

VEN

Lealates:
(IVAN THE CONQUEROR )

IdO
Tayat103

VARIETY

—_—
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After having produced

BLACK

CITY

ERNEST BORGNINE
KEENAN WYNN ano DAVID OPATOSHU

me

Duilio Coletti’s

DUILIO CINEMATOGRAFICA :
Viale Beethoven, 63, ROME

Announces

TWO OUTSTANDING FILMS FOR THE COMING SEASON:

LE ITAL
the magnificent and affectionate saga of the long and fruit-

ful love affair between Italy and America’ ..
the nostalgic arid heartwarming story of the making of
America and Americans.
warm, funny, tragic, LITTLE ITALY brings to the screen
the lively fresco of the America and Italy of yesterday, of the
great and humble Italians who helped make the American
Dream come true...

LITTLE ITALY...
a great epic film,
as fullofsong and gusto as an Italian piazza...
‘as big and generous as the American frontier ...

one of the greatest spy stories ofall time...
based on official documents...

exciting, engrossing, and shockingly true...
ZAKARY ...
the haunting, spellbinding story of. the ruthless undercover
struggle between London and Tokyo in the years between
World War I and World War lf...

ZAKARY ...
-an extraordinary narrative of international intrigue, high-level
and low .

a story of love and conflicting loyalties . .. of one man’s search
for truth and identity...

ZAKARY...
‘a story of profound contemporary significance
2epee

‘Wednesday, April 26, 1961.
ee
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ee

ARLO PONTI ..u ANTONIO CERVI
present

CIO *Z0”
4 Stories Of Today, Told By 4 Directors

" VITTORIO De SICA

FEDERICO FELLINI |MARIO MONICELLI

LUCHINO VISCONTI

The Most Important Artistic Event Of The Year!

Produced by CONCORDIA COMPAGNIA CINEMATOGRAFICA - CINERIZ - Roma

‘rake

[scat
tetemce-wp
rat

.
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| “L'IMPRE VISTO”: rece
“LAURA NUDA”~

Directed by ‘Alberto. Lattuada

(Naked Laura) — Directed by Nicolo Ferrari

URUNULIDONUUDeULaNDUCAONANONECONIT

i

AIITWItIItt
TOT

and announces the imminent start of:
x
||

$kk

Dd |S C) | R [) |N

F(Disorder) —Directed by Franco Brusati

a
A N |M A

N

E R A

(Black Soul) —Directed by Mauro Bolognini

(in asseciation with Dino DeLaurentiis)

LA MARCIA
(The Marchon Rome) —

SU ROMA
Directed by Florestano Vancini

| NAUFRAGHI DELL’'ISOLA PERDUTA
(The Castaways of the Lost Island) —

Directed by Pietro Francisci

*
Via di Villa Patrizi, 7

Rome -

Wednesday, April 26, 1961
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GUIDO GIAMBARTOLOMEI
Presents

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA
IAL
S
IMPER
VENU
(VENERE IMPERIALE)
The story of

PAOLINA BONAPARTE

the most

desired woman of

_ Napoleon’s Empire

Produced by

ROYAL FILM
Distributed in Italy by

CINERIZ

Roma, Via Basento n. 52d — Tel. 860.637 — 846.940
Cables: Royalfilm — Roma

|

38

.
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FILM-MAKERS ARE FINDING OUT THAT:

HOME AWAY FROM HOME
IS AT:

INTERNATIONAL FILM SERVICE, ROME, ITALY
117, Via Piemonte

Cables: INFILMSER
ORGANIZED

OR SERVICED DURING

1960-61:

Francis of Assisi
Exodus

Our Last Spring
It Happened in Athens
The Wastrel

NOW SHOOTING: “EL CID”, Dir. by Anthony Mann —
“JESSIGA”, Dir. by Jean Negulesco

“HORATIL”, Dir. by Terence Young

VARIETY Nov. 9, 1960
|
|

|
:

'

|

Le Pillole di Ereole
(Hercules’ Pills)
-__ (FFALIAN)
|

:

Dino DeLaurentiis
.Film

OR ANYWHERE IN ITALY OR EUROPE

production,

release of a Maxima
Stars

Ning’ Manfredi,

Prive Bionche. Mieke! Keweh Snes
DeSica,

Andreina

Luciana

cari,

oo,

Pagnani.

Salce.

camera.

CATCH

Enrico

Directed

Screenplay,

Scola, Baratti,
Hennequin

Maurice

based

and

Menézer;

Salce,

on

Paul

music,

by
Mac-

play by
Bilhawd;

Armando

Trobajoli: editor, Roberto: Cinquini.
Metropolitan, Rome.
Running time,
MINS.

at

105

Rome. Nov. 2.
Fragile but highly amusing bed‘room farce, with many
saleable
points, will make this ‘a surefire
entry at home and of good ‘export’
value for certain markets- where
its piquancy can be exploited.
Story is one of those intricate
affairs. involving miraculous Chinese fills whose aphrodisiac ef-

fects are soon ‘noted:on
ous

-hotel.
in the

role

of

the

7th

.

:

e

_

the vari-—

Italian

plenty

resort.

of laughs,

ae Meee

Salce, and fredt performances

.

.

(co-starred with Vittorio DeSica)

ond.
Alttchell Rowan Mite eae
ences will find Sylva Koscina and
t

D

tractions agtalthtal’ wine ad.
French mistress, respectively.
J

e

bé

of an

It gets

nage paced. Pett

richest man in the U.S.A.
2

denizens

Technical credits, including .Ar-}
mando Trovajoli's ‘functional - mu-.
sical scoring, are good.
Hawk.

17

.

Rome Representative:
-(Hercules’ Pills)

FRANCO REGGIANI
MCA
Via Tevere 11

A MAXIMA -DINO DeLAURENTIIS FILM

Telephone: 860-809

@.

ff

}
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|

|

bate

Alfredo |
after. “Il bell’Antonio”
GRAND PRIX 1960 festival of Locarno
‘presents at Cannes a new film by

‘Mauro Bolognini

Titanus + Galatea e Arco film

wit Jean Paul Belmondo - Claudia

Cardinale

__ productions

Accattone
written and directed by P. P. Pasolinl

I nuovi angeli

|

en
and directed
writt
by Mino Guerrini and Ugo Gregoretti

Metello
from the novel: by Vasco Pratolini

D’amore si muore
from the play by Patroni Griffi

Arco Film - Via Guido Reni,.33 - Roma e telefono 393.784

90

|

-
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Starting June 19th:

MUTINY OF THE DESPERATE
MEN
Directed by SILVIO AMADIO

R. SOLMSEN

GIORGIO G. AGLIANI

Rome

Via Donizetti 7

Tel. 865 400

Cables: Astoriafilm

CINEPRODUZIONI ASSOCIATE
THE LAST DAYS OF POMPEI!

-—-

THE COLOSSUS OF RHODES —
GOLIATH AGAINST THE GIANTS
announces for 1961 3 great Eastmancolor SUPERPRODUCTIONS:

—

THE CONQUEROR

OF MARACAIBO

THE OLD TESTAMENT © THE WRATH OF HERCULES THE HORDES OF GENGIS KHAN
(Il Vecchio Testamento)
conjuring up again in a grandiose manner the
epic adventure of the people of Israel

(La Furia di Ercole):
further fabulous adventures of the mythical
hero struggling with the Gods

Now before the cameras:
THE

|

REVENGE

THE
Foreign Sales

FILMAR EXPORT

OF

|
THE

ADVENTURERS
OPIUM

(Le Orde di Gengis Khan)
a legendary hero’s fascinating travels
through a land of mystery

IRON

MASK

(la Vendetta della Maschera di Ferro)

OF TRANSVAAL

AND

DI AMONDS

(cli Avwventurieri del Transvaal)

Oppio

(opr

e Diamanti

)

Distribution for ttaly

FILMAR

ROMA

ROMA

86, Via Barberini
Tel.: 483.872 — 465.043

86, Via Barberini
Tel.: 483.872 — 465.041

Cables: Exportfilmar

FCC ALFRED H. JACOB Presents

TUTTO, & SUBITO
THE GIRLS...WON’T

WAIT

(Die Maedchen wollen nicht warten)

Directed by

ROLF

THIELE

More Realistic, More Sexy Than Rolf Thiele's “Rosemarie”
Screenplay by Gregor V. Rezzori and G.. Mangione
-with EVA BARTOK, Vittoria Prada, Mario Adorf,
Ivy Holzer, Hanna Rasmussen, Kessler Sisters
An Italian - German Copreduction

Being Prepored: "OTHELLO, the Accused”
‘A Modern Story Based on Shakespeare's “Othello” and Music by Verdi
Starring: MARIO

DEL MONACO

FILM COPRODUCTION COMPANY
Via del Fagutale,

2—

Rome, Italy

Wednesday, April26, 1961
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GREAT BRITAIN
oe

London.

Peach.

0<a
She’s

0 <a

oe

another: ‘blonde,

By DICK RICHARDS <a> 0 <> 0 <>

a: tresses: Always providing someone | boost

their

value
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0 cm

0 <0
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homegrown | ger screen could start a new, revd-

round-faced ‘young South African; gets around to writing some screen j pictures.
lutionary form of film humor. Or,
who was signed up on a seven-year: parts for British women.
But the comedy scene Is perhaps | of course,
it could
flop with the
commercial
tv
contract,
which |
the most interesting. Peter Sellers,” dull thud of a layabout in Skid
‘Finney ‘& O'Toole
failed -to ‘jell,
But she made. a
Row.
Time,
alone,
can
answer that
single-handed, has probably done
talent to just: spring: up; But with- most. useful impact with Peter
one.
The two: male names niost talked |‘more than any other British actor, .
Finch.
in
-“NoLove
for
Johnnie,”
|
out sortie new thesping- prospects | }
Running a critical eye over curabout are Albert Finney and Peter :imot excepting Guinness, to pro-.
and” producer .Betty. E. Box and
mote Brifish films in the States. ‘rent and upcoming
talent there
“each year a nation’s commercial director
Ralph ‘Thomas, who made -O'Toole, neither of whom rated: But Sellers is at the crossroads of need be no cause for depression in
chances are as bleak as Elvis Pres- ithat’ film; have put her under a two. centsworth of gum this’ time .
a
highly
lucrative
career.
He
is
the
British
fitm
camp.
Trae,
there’s
Finney
is
‘a
cocky,
deley at’ the Met..1t’s good,’ therefore, personal. seven-year contract. Miss .. last ‘year.
‘stocky ‘uw accepted as more than just a “not much outstanding, blazing film
termined,
nonconformist,
to-be able to:‘signal that Britain has {Box and Thomas are shrewd -op-— actor who: is something of a prob-. fine character comedian. He is a genius’ to report over here, but
erators and, though it’s early days dug up some. frésh, .potentially to
“Jem :boy. He. hit the jackpot with very sensitive, subtle actor with an how much is running loose anynominate Miss Péach as a Mar;
gift for producing
per: | where else in the world of tie
‘that. by now. well. known film, |*Sat-. _innale
profitable fitm talent:
:
-quee nameé, she’s a sound gamble..:
‘urday
Morning Ete.”
He could! iceptive smiles. as well as yocks. cinema”? Britain must be sati-fied
“The contract list.. which took a]
But the chances are that he is with its few talented and profitable
The “Mills ‘Girls
‘have
plaved
Lawrence
of
Arabia
in,
‘sharp nosediye 12 .months.-ago, -is:t
——!
but he ; making too many films and turning crumbs and patiently and =ratinn-gtill on. the: slide.. (See . separate! © Hayley Mills, :the “Pollyanna”. Sam ‘Spiegel’s desert epic,.
2 shade too distractingly to offbeat, ally use it Whenever it is avauabie
list herewith.): More-:and .‘more: moppet, Was - -mentioned® Jast yearargued - ‘at being. put under cone serious characters.
from the theatre, television and
artists... prefer. to. “go it. alone. "y ‘in this equivalent piece: as ‘an -un-_ tract.-Hé could be playing the title:
10reizn pix,
;
role
of.
the:
film
“Billy
Liar,”
but
Sellers directvd hisesel® f‘More and more” companies are} : doubted future star and” the pre-.
Anywas. we've always got tha
the company to which he was coni- |
“Mr.
Topaze™
and,
for
tie
first
diction
can
be
repeated
.with
glib_ cautious. of saddling’ ‘theniseélves :
“Carry
On”
gang
oj
trained
imbemitted
for
the
film
failed
to
land
tere for. quit e achile , WIS Ob
with expensive: thesping stock ex-! confidence.’ She:seems unspoiled, .
tiles to keep the Union Jack fis ing
the rights. So he is stilh playing | ‘the receiring
eud of gn:
cept’ on. a strictly picture by pic-|has.a-natural. instinct for thesping: “Billy
in the States and earn a few bucks.
©Liar" -on the. stage.
But
snide critical. blasts.
ture basis.:This time last year 45 | and: has the advantage of guidance
ee,
es
when he resumes his onslaught on
from
her
parents:
actor
John
Mills
film’ artists. held ‘solid. contracts. ¢.
In the writer’s view these were
i
the
British
film
scene
he’s
going
i
Now, it’s. shrink to 38, with 15° and playwright |Mary Hayley Bell.
: Lo he a name with which to reckon, unealled for especially ay Sellers
performers having been: shed ‘from: ' Hayley’s elder sister, Juliet. hasan
told Varigiy: “I hadn't intended
O'Toole has’ taken dirceting "Mr. Topaze? but, bv the
‘the overall. list and. eight neweom-'! equally bright future. She has : ‘Méanwhile.
ers welcomed into” the ‘uncertain” long: been tied up in the profitable on the fin rote of Lawrence, and “time we were set to start we hadnt
legit chore of “Five Finger Exer- this could steer . him swiftly up-- found a good enough director who
field.
Associated British, with 15 art- cise,” followed by ‘"Peter Pan,” but ward. O'Toole: is ‘another of the we could afford.” Now Sellers sus
TOW | “fashionable. ’ “dom't-give-a- Uthat though he is still interested fh:
{gts as atainst. 14 last year, is the now: ‘she’s embarking: on. fiJms by.
: playiny “Michael. Redgrave’ Ss daugh- damn-for-the rules” ‘school of Brit-: directins he will never
be the
that. seems inter‘only: company
ter in a-new comedvy.: Then ther e'sish -actors: but he stood out in fielmsman again on one of his own. :
ested in keeping a. solid: little knot
Fdmonton, Alta
Billie. Whitelaw,
smallish roles with Aldo Rav in- If. Sellers sticks to acting heli beanother ‘recruit
of talent on which to’ draw. | Its
Alberta's
board
of — censors
‘lost ‘Peter Arne and Alan. White. -‘ from television. Miss Whitelaw is “The. Day They ‘Robbed The Bank rome an even bigger stellar draw,
; an older, more mature. actress than Of Ensland” and with Peter Fineh but
the subjects of his nex: fei banned four films and cut sceneg
but added. two young actors ‘who : the gals already, named, but in -filin
in Walt
Disney’s. “Kidnapped.” ‘filaes ‘have to be decided very seri- from many UL. S. and foreizn re
ave yet to make their-marks, John
‘No Love. For Johnnie,’
He's certainly. ane ot. Britain’s ously.
Lee and John ‘Turner, and a for- alter film *
ieases In 1969. The banned fi'ms
“Mr.
Topaze.’
and
half-a-dozen: ohious
bets. Richard Harris. is
—
:
eign glamor-puss, Elke’ .Sommer,
were
“Suddenly
Last Summers,”
others, the intelligent Whitelaw: ‘another virile.
slightl — undisUp From Video
who gets her first. chance in a°
Nievht”
personality has -hit .the. jackpot. .
in Te hot Ane tie one a aa “Tuo top television comedians “Smiles of a Summer
comedy called “Don't Bother. to
“Bramble
Bush"
and
“Tere Vicid
_Unortinately,
it,
doesn't
take.
Th ; Ty1: Oe nd
The Short And” piynsed into films during the past
Knock” which stars Richard Todd...
ela
ea contracted to ASsO- Ver Charlie Drake, the halt-pint Sex.”
‘the “old reliable” ‘of ABC's ‘con- long.-to-run the nile over the rest of
the youn’ available distaff talent. ciated-Briti=h_ and castinz director . sized extrovert, didn't fare too well
tract attors:
Just: atter the war
P. J. A. Flemines. chairman
Behert boy
redo voces rate with his first flim, “Sands of the of Col.
the board, gave the ftolbaving
Rank's organization
had around Love for the theatre is, temporari-.
ly,
holding:hack the film careers iim. hizhiv. Another newish young Desert.” making tiie fatal mistake reasons:
120 contract artists. but year after
Man’
is’
Ronald
Lewis,
who is now! Pot hoe taing too much limelight at
of such. useful: aspirants as Mazzie
year has retrenehed.. The names
“Suddenly
Last Sumimer’?
iComaking his first Hollywoad pic and ‘the
i
expense
of his acting
colof Susan Beauniont, Beverly Brook, Smith, ‘Elizabeth .Sellars, Vanessa
“Although hawoysesanality
shouid be a more than useful Briz- “Towtaes. But he is ‘far from. dis- tymbias
Anne
Hevwood,
Donald’ Sinden. Redzrave, Dorothy Tutin and Mary”
may be suitable for same men andl
ish a>set if he gets the full Coiumni- couraz-d.
Ure,
though
the.
latter
is
noticeaand righily so. Tony
and Norman Wisdom. are missing
women. it is not fit for teenmsteis
Dia trealment.
Hancock didn't make this error in who make up so larze a sezment
from the -roll-call. which méans’ bly showing more interest in pix
John Meilton, who. appeared to. Ais. first film, “The Rebel,” and he
that Rank has only a contract. list ‘since, her click in’ “Sons and ‘Lovol the movie audience. The homogood effect in “Tine Long And The Wa mostly acclaimed. But-it is his sexual in the filmi uses his molier
ef .six names, .all male, consisting- ers.”"
of Dirk Bogarde, Kenneth More;
Pert Wendy Craig. a slim red-. Tall’ and “The Siindowners” is ‘a. next’ one, now in an early state of and a beautilul cousin as proeius73
Australian.
who
js also : preparation,
which
will
decide and ends up being cannibalized hy
Eric
Craig » head with-a-stibtle, .broodinz tal- young.
Portman,
‘Michael
Hancock's
chances
ot becoming his victims.” The board comideied
‘Keith ‘Michell and Peter. Finch.
- ent,: has .also: heen lengthily tied. worthy of wait hing in the immediate future. Unfortunateiy along ty one of Britain's screen “yreats.” as
This tendency for actors:to pre- “up with the legit stage, while the : ser Fes
thas made “a depraved and thorhas claimed’ .Patrick Me- “most people hope and anticipate.
fer . taking a tréelance ‘chanee film: studios ‘have’. ‘been screaming’ >
oughly shocking theme.”
Goohan, an-acior who-is not unlike That goes, too, tor Max Bsvraves.
stenis Jargzely from the fact that for,.her services. Soon, . however, “Smiles
of a Summer
Night”
earlier efforts have been
she gets her chance in. a “‘fortheom=- Richard W idmark, and. has evers-. Whese
new, exciting and: profitable irtter- ..§
-- "The filn
‘thins it. takes” for Stardom. But so-n, but who is setting miucls ; ‘Inginar Bergman
natlonal film. frontiers. are open-} ing. film with Susan Hayward and
claimed to be a comedy of love aid
he’
il
be
back.
-siore
by
his
latest,
“Spare
The
fine up and the ‘artists are. getting | Stewart Granger and, if. ‘her ‘latent .
Ro?” Terry-Thomas' scree: future marriage. This picture was found
The Standbys
‘a kick ont-of the prospect-of one- : ability stands - up to its promise,
looks to be set fair, thouzh, if he to be lewd, dissolute and licentious,
picture deals in Hollywood and the ‘should. soon. be-tuw among th B. ‘leadBritain Stil has a rehable bunch has his way, he
will Aradualiy It possibly reflects the social struce
ever expanding. ‘production “realm. ers Of: the news blood.
“of ‘male steadies, Dirk Bogar de, abingon out-and-out comedy
in ture In a country ‘it was fifmer in
Lovking . back. .
“of the. Continent.
OreK. O. for. R. R.
iPeter Finch ‘thou sh. the long “Cle- :fator of character roles such as Sueden!t where the wellare phiiose
many younz actors and actrésses —
"opatra” lasolf can't have done his oases ased bs Sellers. That could ophy has been carried to new
Rachel
Roberts,
Scored
a
knockhave seen. that the coveted. longheights, but applying contemp. or
progress
much
good;
Richard. he riske,
in. “Saturday -Night
term contract, with all its security -out) tri mph
Todd,
Stanley. Baker, Laurence
Anything can happen, of course, ‘ary community standards. it cane
_ and -weckly. pay-check,- has put: ‘the and, Simday “Morning, "but hasn't Harvey, John
nletely
disregards the moral esle
Gregson, Richard : from Metro-British’s bold decision,
kiss. of. death :9n their: careers, Yet. follow ed it up. being apparent- -Attenboroueh,:
o! this country by viorifviunz, cxJack Hawkins twho to gct the names of Spike Millizan
~ thanks. to thent. having been shoved. In ‘content: with: appearing betore
fusing
and
presenting as desirable,
is rishth hoping that °The Spinint> poor. pix and -studgy roles. the néy sspaper ‘canicras as ine con-. ster” With Sri: ley MaeLaine.. will and Eric Sykes on the contractual promiscuous sex relations "
,dotted line, Their eccentric sense
Rex
They've been -unahle to. tell their stant dinner: ‘¢ompanion..o:
further
spread
his
fame:,
“Bramble Bush"—‘Berore desiyemployers, blithely, to ga take a Harrison: in yarious parts of Eu- - More. and Alec Guinness Kenneth ° of humor; which started with Peter
These ; Sellers and Harry Secombe in the int approval, the film was discus.ed
Plowright,
‘another
Jgan
~ rope,
tunning jurp into the Thames.
hin British -PrOsH< ‘et, following are all grad ually getting the inter- _ Gorn Show oh the radio and telly from every aspect with the ain. of
national
treatment
which
must
As to Susannah.
and has new switched to the biz- yringing it within the bounds of
“Tne. Entert tainer, “has also been
>
‘deeeney, discretion and wood tate’
Among girls. of which Britain . busy in other wats “what mith “SA
and so soften the propazanda ine
fs. sadly lacking in stellar’ values, | Taste: af Honey” on
: Broadw ay-and—
pact of medical implications -cue
cher most .often ‘tagged: as” The- a marriage.
thanasia' involved. Tie board, ho-v
Girl-Most-Likely-To: =. Succeed-InLooking ‘back on. last year "s Te-.-9ever, could not reconcile itsell to
1961" is-a tresht-laced, wideeyed, port’ Heather Sears, Virtinia “athe pervadina hopelessness, phiiae
blonde
named’ .Susannah
Yorke: skell, Janette ‘Seuit, Gwen W atford.
sophic temper, and unrestrained,
She is just 20, married and can and Maxine -Audley. havé mide nosuper-charged sex, Wiel are dom*:Asterisk Signifies Signing Du:ing Past Year.
speak French, Italian and Spanish, real prosress. since then. This is:
inant kevnotes of this film”
“an asset nowadays -in building up particularly disappointing in the §
an international screen career, She cases ot the Misses Watford. ane
“The Third Sex” ‘German'—The
had staze experience in. stock: and: Audley, ‘who have style, charm and
board found that the topie of the
*Juiie
Alexander
.
ASSOCIATED- BRITISH
pantomime and. has got away: to _ Wits: but ‘apparently - no savvy in. wees George Baker
picture—homosexuality
-— coupled
(Launder & Gilliatt)
_@ top start in pix. First, a stint grabbing the. roles that hit~ the
with seduction
and
prostitution,
- Last Year, 11:
Sarah Bvanch
in a Norman Wisdom film, then she headlines and ‘establish careers.
was
condoning
one
evil
to
save anCharlie. Drake
Played’ a smallish, but effective For -some. time ‘Sylvia Syms has |
HAMMER-COLUMBIA
other. The board could not acee,.
“‘Yony Hancock
Tole as Alec Guinness’ daughter been Britain’s hottest. juve. and
the responsibility this picture could
*Ronald Lewes
‘Richard Harris
in -“Tunes of Gloy” and then continues to.be ‘one of its most.
make on the morality and ettiics of
11. Last Year, None:
*John.-Lee.
sailed into “Greengage Summer,” ‘dependable investments, but. this
young people.
cel
RI
Oe
Carok Lesley
MGM-BRITISH
starring opposite Kenneth More. Year her career will have to take
The board viewed a total of 1.15
Millicent Martin
Richard Johnson
At the Royal Film Show More in- a slight: recession on account of a
first-print
35
m.
and
To
om
Paul Massie
*sSpike Milligan
troduced her sincerely as “a girl date with Ol’ Man. Stork:
*
fms,
and 1.267 16m filmy
Of
Maggy Smith
_t
*E.ie Sykes
with ‘undoubted magic’ ‘star qualiithe 35) and 70m films, some 467
Liz Fraser, tagged last year as a : :-*EIke Sommer
(3. Last Year, 1)
.scenes were cut from 123° fiins.
“bright, light. comedienne in danger
Sylvia Svms
The only real doubt about: young” of being type-cast as a wiggly,
Included were 198 scenes fron: 29
Richard Todd
RANK
ne
Miss York is her dedieation-of: pure! ‘goodtime blonde, has been. Finally.
: British films: 15 scenes from two
“Kim Tricey
Dirk Bovgare
pose.
Asked how she faced . the there’s, Shirlew Anne. Field. who
American-Italian films; 28 scenes
*John Turner
Michae! Craig
ww.
prospect of being a’ star-she is “for some-time
from six-Freneh films; 36 from six
has. been. better
‘Peter Finch
(lo. Last Year, 14:
quoted as saying: SI don’t know ‘known.
as. lens-fodder. at film ©
German.
films:
three
from one
Keith Michell
about being a star. I don't even ~ preems -than on fie sereen. is:
Italian filin; 10 from: one Italiane
BETTY BOX-RALPH THOMAS
Kenneth’ More
know whether Lew ant to be aiac-! now heing taken. more seriously. oe
Spanish fil, and 248 from 74 US,
meee
_Eri¢c Portman
*Mary Peach
tress al! ay life.” -Some eager, ;This is due to promising. appcearmovies. No filins were chipped te
16. Last Year, 11.
4k. Last Year, None)
yearning
starlets would
regard ances
eliminate political prapasanda.
in “Saturday
Night
And
those remarks as rank treason. |
}.Sunday Morning” and *‘The EniterROMULUS
The censors viewed 678 AmeriHowever,
to -be
launched
in: tainer,” and this could be Miss °
Laurence Harvey
can, 146 British, and 44 Italian
Richard Attenbo-ough
Guinness, W isdom and More films _ Field's year of arrival.
Heather Sears
films
Ian Bannen
as an intro to the business has the:
‘2. Last Year, Same)
So mark. down the names of
Ian Carmichael
The board retected one 16m
smell of star stecess for Sweet |Susannah York, Mary Peach, Billie
Peter Sellers
WARWICK
film from Germany. It made 14
Sue.
We'll: wait.
We ll. watch. _ Whitelaw, Wendy Craig, Mary Ure,
Peter
Sellers
(Split contract :
Anne Aubrey
cuts
from seven Britfsh films five
We'll wager. :
H avlev Mills' and Shirley. Anne
With Boulting Bros.).
James Booth
deletions fron. tuo Freneh fitas
Amon the other newish femmes
Field as: the potential tab-buving |
Denhoim Elliott
Bern.e Winters
and 121 froia 34 U.S. and Canadian
-who sound. likeiy entries is Mary bait. among Britain’s ‘young |ac-” . Mar. garet,_ Leighton
(3. Last | Year, 4)
filins.
- 2 «6m e*a
Only an optimist, an idiot or ‘an

or:
reer
rt
Tn
Pe,

_agent for, maybe, an optimistic,
idiotic -‘agent: expects. new screen

Ban Homo Pix In

Canadian Province

Contract. Actors in Britain

(Last Year; 45—This Year; 38)
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BRITAIN

Stewards:

Tea For All But Overtime
By HAROLD

MYERS

Optional

Inevitably some are niore. under-| - So there is this historical‘ back- |stay behind or to pit in. extra {ime. and a steady volume of British.
standing
and
sympathetic
than ground for tough unionism but.an;at weekends, he has to go cap in production. (20th- Fox, . Columbia, |

London.
lothers. Some believe it is their‘even more significant feature is the|hand to the shop steward. for perTea up!
function ‘in life to see that agree- fact that with few exceptions, there mission. And if the steward gives
Ask any Hellywood producer or! :ments are adhered to down to the is little continuity of employ ment. the thumbs down to the request—
director who has never worked in’ last ‘letter. Others
believe
that Technicians, like artists; are hired as does happen quite often—there
a British film studio and he will agreements
should
be
observed ‘on a ‘picture-to-picture ‘basis: When is just nothing that can be done
fondly imagine that this cry is’ basically in spirit. The majority the. film is in the can they are out about it. The employers may pay
heard around the floor at add in- hold the latter view.
‘of a job until another assignment the salaries but it is the steward
tervals of the day interrupting pro‘comes along.
who will decide whether their pay
Mr. Shop Steward
duction
and
generally
delaying
are
to be temporarily
So there is this historical .back- packets
The
British
studio
shop
steward
things,
swelled by extra work. Such reground
for
tough
unionism
but
an
Is it fact or fiction? Admittedly:tis probably a tougher nut than his even more significant feature is the fusals. have occasionally put the
‘opposite
number
in
Hollywood,
and
the British studio technician—just '
‘fact that with few. exceptions, tte |e ‘behind ‘schedule or inlike all ether 50 million Britons in there are a variety of reasons for is little continuity of employment. volved a substantial waste of time
this istand—are tea addicts. The; ‘this. Firstly, ‘British studio em- Technicians, like artists, -are hired |the next morning in getting set up
morning and afternoon cups of tea ployces are probably more union on a picture--to-picture basis. When to film. That is just about the bigtaffectionately known locally as ‘a. conscious, due to the history of re- the film is.in the can they are out. gest complaint the producers have

Paramount, Warner, etc., are all
high on British’ production and the
U.S: majors between them account

for a substantial slice of the total
volume of British pix made in any
one year.
So the shop steward probably is
not bad

after

all. There

was ‘one

case a few years tack when
Hollywood. director was making

a
a

film in Britain and; like everyone
else, on the floor, he had to hold a
ticket in the local union. When the
time came for the unit to elect. its
shop steward he asked whether he
j
cuppa”) are part of a way of life.” curring crises that have beset the -of a job until another assignment iasainst the stewards. Some regard would ‘be permitted to attend. He
; was. not only allowed into the meetThat goes just as much for the British film industry for several: comes along.
it as a form of dictatorship and! jing but ended‘up by being voted
Booms
and depressions |
east as for the plasterer, for the decades.
into the shop. stewardship, The diproducer and director as for the have followed one another for the ! In .these circumstances, there- |resent it very strongly.
With the advent of television and , rector concerned is John Ford who
-past 30 or 40 years and there is ‘fore, one can’ understand, though!
electrician and carpenter.
agree with, the . particularly the rapid growth of at the time indicated that he re‘The tea troHey in a British stu- hardly an experienced craftsman in’ not necessarily
; commercial tv in the United King- garded the appointment as a singudio is just as familiar a sight as the studio who at one time or an-: ‘studio worker who declines to put
dom, most of the unemployment lar honor.
the coffee ard soft drink trolley to “other has not been a crisis victim.. ‘in overtime on the theory that by
slack has been taken up, but those
Since
the
end
of
World
War
II,
,
doing
so
he
would.
be
hastening
his
‘Another | typical anecdote con-:
be seen in Hotiywood and. for that ™
who are loyal to theatrical and film cerned Carl Foreman when he vas:
matier, in studios throushout the many British studios have gone; ‘own unemployment. Furthermore,
production
still face the hazards of completing “The Key,” his first
drak
and
production
has
suffered
|
the
exceptionally
high
rate.
of
inwortd. Yet it is compleicly erronecasual
employment.
—
film under his own Open Road
cus ta suggest that all work stops ‘many cutbacks. In the early 50’s./come tax in the U.-K.. is little inOddly enough, while many. Yanks. banner. At. the énd of shooting
for tea. It is a myth that has gotten unemployment among studio work-{centive to anyone -to put in long
zround over the years but with ers reached an appalling level and periods of overtime asthe Treasury believe that the British shop stew- there was a little get. together for
thousands drifted out of the in-itakes too big a slice of the extra ard is someone to be avoided like the. crew and .the occasion ended
yerv little foundation to it.
the proverbial. plague, the volume with a presentation to Foreman by
More substantial, however, are dustry ‘because there was no pros- “earnings.
more than
anything of American- financed production the -unit. He. says that he cannot
the
theories
expres-ed
overseas pect of making a living in it. In-. 1 Probably
ever:
about the Briti:h shop stewards, evitably a great deal of talent was else it's. this question of overtime in Great Britain has grown con- |recalt -anything coniparable
In the main they are tough char-, lost for ever, but that was unavoid- that piques the employers. If a pro- siderably over past years. Metro. happening in a Hallywood studio—
.ducer or director w ants his unit to have their own studios at Elstree | certainly not’ to him.:
in the circumstances.
jab
Go. rable
to Go.
tough Job to
acters: but have aa t
ee,

: Reluctantly the BritishConcede
Chap From Boston Shows Audacity

! Gelardi: “To make any; real money, ;
is
. ane
dependent
on
overseas|
:showings and the trouble with the
:British second feature is that it has
- little appeal abroad.”
| But
second
features
can
be

Dual Programming Rated 2d Best
In Gt. Britain; Policy Encourages:
Inferior Features, Sez Boulting

‘turned

out

profitably

by larger |

i outfits with a first feature program
to. he!lp bring in the coin. One of
these is Angls-Amalgamated which
along with its blockbusting “Carry
‘ On” series and other first features,

London.

i ciated .British. circuit (the

chain‘

which was.° subsequently -to play
“Let’s do.a Joe Levine.”
That has become a standard in “Hercules”) ‘and with the inde-

pendents, and the campaign was
Story” or “South Pacific” turns out.12 to 15 second features the terminology of British ‘show- ‘adapted to suit the needs of. each
;men
ever
since
the
Boston
pioneer
area. It was a case of taking advice
can got awcy vith a short or two a vear:
Some of these are hourfrom experienced mien on the spot,
Londen.
the. long thrillers from a backlog of j:came to London little more than:a
only .in support,
although
and:
resulted in mutual respect. It:
year
ago
and
startled
the
local
inThey
were
screening
“Gone. ; “Wine” stary shows that they risk Edear. Wallace stories owned by
also yielded. ‘something more. sig-.
With the Wind” at a cinema in} icomplaints. In London's West End, : the company. Otrers are half-hour dustry with his ideas on promoting nificant. One expert has estimated
‘featurettes
based
on
Scotland |“Hercules Unchained.” Yet..to date
that the persona] efforts made by
Britain's industrial Midiands—and. |too. a single pic program jis the;: Yard: cases.
regional:.managers” farnered
an
after the show some of the cus- Irule zt first-run houses. while in ‘The Wallace series. costs. around:noone else has succeeded in “doing addition
_half-a-million _—_dollars
tomers asked the manager w oY |some parts of Scotland “where $70;U00 a picture and -the Scotlandjta Levine.” Some have dane. a worth. of publicity’: which. ‘con“quarter Levine,” or even a “half
there was no second feature.
canny managers have reared the. Yard: skein around $28.000 each:
| tributed to: the eventual record
This stery,—told at a Birming-: ; customers to expect a@ proper par- : ‘They are turned out in a week or Levine,” but no further. His star- gross.
ten days by a special unit, which tling and expensive technique has
Qne. lesson. which was learned
ham branch meeting of the Cine:|cimony in running-times: first-fca- include. .a liberal sprinkling ofj
matograph Exhilitors Assn.—spot- ;‘ture only shows arouse no. adv erse| young talent, and. according.to | so far not met a compiefe chal- from |these ‘round-table meetings
| was. that. British showmen: prefer
Jicht.
a controversy
which
has: conmment.
‘Antlo-Amalgamated
topper
Nat: jJenger.

By ROY NASH

Leen

rumbling

around

Nun’s

tor

years |

But

almost

anywhere

else

the

Conen. vield

a-pretty

profit from

to. blah. eaitious. restraint.
It was in the early Spring of last sincerity
to: over-confidence. That : sincerity

homke cinema shawings with, a pas- ‘year when
the
mild-mannered
in Britain's film industry, but has ; audien ce demands
was denionstrated in one small way
a_two-course
sibility of nifty overseas tv earn;
Levine came here and calmly. pro-_ when. at the end of. each sesh, the
new been sparked into a fresh;i cinematic meal and_ ‘the industry" s ings later-on.
specially
prepared: campaign books
blaze of arfumcnt as a result of} caterers are finding this increas-Over the next two years Anglo- claimed that he intended to spend were always collected and taken
a recent edition of BBC Televi-! ingly difficult to supply.
Amalgamated will spend $5.600.000 :1A minimum of $168.000 on his cam- back to the theatre,
“whereas in
sion's program “Picture Parade.”
really
springs
from on a program of “worthwhile sec- |‘paign to launch “Hercules.” True; America Levine found they. were
i
Trouble
and features.” Savs*Cohen:
“We! ithe budget looked
unimpressive
often
left
behind
on
the
table..
Rey Boulting. producer-director , Holywood's decision to give up need aS muhy as we can get.” .
: alongside his million- dollar prowith his brother
John. of such: - making B-pictures. Well-made. if
. Other ‘Epics’ Follow.
Roy - and. John
Boulting haye .
first
feature
hits
as
‘“Private’s|inot always very exciling as film #’so
.experimented
recently. in motions in the United States, but
There have been many criticisms.
Progress"
and
“I'm
All
Right.! - art. these éetective story series, turning out what they call “sue! ‘it -was sufficiently substantial to of Levine's’ methods, and one of
Jack” went on the pragram to dis- gamily sagas and westerns were perier secend features.” Back ‘in-arouse British. skeptics; not a few the more -substantial beefs: comthe 1930°s they entered the indus- fof whom ‘thought it was an arro- plained that he had done: serious.
cuss second features with Arthur , copular .here.
British fitmgoers
irv via the second feature route ‘gant: and extravagant methad to. harm to the indusfry he served so
Steele. film critic ef The Birming-! :grew accustomed to starting their: with a little number called “‘Consell a spectacular, if trashy, exploi- enthusiastically by luring the stayham Mail. Both acrced the stand-! ; evenings’ entertainment
sider -Your Verdictg which they ‘tation: picture.
with
an
at-homes ta:-see a film of. indifin eight days for. ‘$5.180.
ard wasn't igh enough and later} j hour cr so of Charlie Chan or the made
What happened subsequently is ferent quality. and thus not en-Tnev had to spend a bit more than -now
:
Boulling went on record with this ‘Jones Family and now they cant
history... The saturation’ tech- couraging them, to return to the
> that sin gold eoin, around $84. 000: ‘nique which Levine had. perfected cinema in: a: ‘hurry. Be. that as it
‘eet cut of ‘the habit.
broadside
“The
industry
as as.
But, with the Hollywood supply on “Suspect, ” first of their “Su-: earlier in his sledge-hammer ap- may, he has undeniably set a standwhole has to Gecide whether it is!
A. neat
Secret} : proach in the United States. made ard
for’ showmanship” and. ene
‘cut off. British producers find their perior: seconés.”
Service thriller, with a name cast} just the identical impact in Britain. couraged other producers. to set
going to go on encouraging the’, supperting
program
a problem.
Cushing.
Tony
Britton. Though the release Was vigorously their: Sights higlier and think big.
They can ‘—Peter
preduction of second features to!‘ They can show reissues.
Ian Bannen, Virginia Maskel]—the
panned by most of the critics here,
Since: the saturation playoff ‘of
build up its programs ‘or whether } try Continental pix. cither dubbed or subtitled.
Or they can depend pic has been’ well received: by the the public responsed: to. the chal- “Hercules.” a number of: comparit will be better to give audiences;
not yet released lenging | drum-beat,
on
Britisi-made
“seconds”
of critics, although
to establish able spectacles,
including. |. some
one feature and a supporting pro-. iwhich
nearly . ior general showing.
there
are
not
“Hercules” as the champ of the Steve Reeve starrers, have gone.
gram made up of good shorts.” He! enough ta go around,
although. {. Says Roy Boulting: “John and year at.the b.o. wickets.
the rounds in the United Kingdom,
done
well
also suggested an organized quiz, considering the harsh economics ITwere prompted to try to improve
In actual cash terms, the.amount and. though: they've
tol the present situation, it is sur-. the quality of .second’ features by
of coin ‘that Joe Levine set aside for enough. at. the boxoffice. not one
of cinema audiences to find ou
the -poorness of some of the sup' prising there are so many.
his campaign was just about dou- has. approached the million-dollar
were |
whether
second
features
porting
films’ -.one sees’ today.
ble any previous budget; but, as plus Bross. ‘racked up by. Levine.
Rental Range
Frankly, we think that these subwanted.
in the States, he was also going to. There -sis, ‘presumably, a moral or
Response to the tv program sug- |. It is generally agreed that any standard films are keeping people use double the number
of prints lesson in. that.
producer exclusively engaged on away from the cinema
and we
gests they are not.
The second;
(subsequently upped to treble! to |- Many yarns -have: been circulat=
second features whe spends more were ataid that our own first feaget
the
cash
benefits
of
his cam- ing to describe Joe Levine's genfeature bit brought in about 1.000 than $50.000 on one of his pix will ture pictures might suffer from
paign with the minimum of delay. erosity _ and humanity. There was
letters from viewers, bigcest num- j be lucky to get his money back. sharing the bill with them.”
oonAmong —
the
snide
remarks
that this one ‘little ‘instance -in Manchester
ber ever received by the sprogram; At these prices, star names in the
Meanwhile ‘the whole question of. evoked, with a germ of truth or When he ‘insisted. on sharing -his
and §&¢ of them gave second fea-i;aclng. writing, directing and tech- second features has been discussed. logic to them, was one to the effect -hotel
‘accommodation ‘with the
i nical departments just aren't availCommittee of the that he wanted to see the money ‘publicists accompanying. him-on his
tures
a
thumbs-cown.
The
re- table, Hence some of those co:m- ‘by the Joint
_ Five ‘Associations, representing all rolling into ‘the payboxes. before. tour, ‘rather than. have them go to
maining -32°?
said
thev
wanted : plaints about quality.
. the trade organizations of the in- word-of-mouth
could
break the ‘another hotel. Another gesture. is
second feat. res. but didn't hke the; :
But it is too perilous for second | dustry, whith has decided -that the spell for the entire project.
particularly
typical.
Levine -anfeature-makers to risk a bigcer natter is one for the producers to
ones trey were cetting.
nounced ‘some, tinre back a showCoin Cannily Spent
waend their pietures aie ceitle.
Few secfions of the film indastry :-badset
-|manship . contest .with two prizes.
> satel at flat rates—-from, sav. S7 tor
There the matter rests for the| Though the budget was a hefty (one-for an ABC’ manager and the’
would acree that this is indie ative ;
a tarcee-day run ina small hall to. morcnt. apart from a. protest from one, the money
was spent with other for an indie: of an atl-exef feeling in the country
as a;rpernaps, $149 tor a weck’s show, British Firm Produeers Association utmost caution. Nothing .was left ‘pense trip to the United ‘States.
One outfit, Arche
°> President Arthur Watkins why has: to chance. Levine became the first
vwhele.
The cesers] view is that! ing ina bit one,
The: winners will. be .announced
the Britisin wit th their long-estab-! May Films, wbnich had bee no turu- prot tested at what he considers: a Yank producer-distributor to ém- shortly,,; but
meantime
he. has
j ins out “seconds” for ten sears. spot of buek--passing. Affirms Wat- bark on a countrywide tour and he
quietly’ left instructions .that they:
lisced Gove of value for money,
jhas te mporerily gene Gut of. pro- kins:
“This is an industry matter} held a series of meetings .with are also to be -presented with a
st.jk
d:ke 4° three-hour
program ; destion until it sees a chance of a
and it is up to the industry to rec- theatremen in all key provincial complete set of baggage, just in
whieh ine'vaes tuo long pix,
thetier return for its moncy.
‘penize
the
problems
‘invelved! cities. Regional mects were held ! case. their own ‘Suitcases are_ not
Rie 3s
Haiatisnet
sinuous
hike
‘The j
Archyay
topper
Arthur. Lugect-wise and every:-ulher-wise, "with, representatives of the <Asso-! adequate. ~
mh
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GREAT BRITAIN

ONAL FESTS

British Film Censorship Today!‘TOOMANY
By JOHN TREVELYAN
(Secretary oy the British Board of Film Censors)
a

‘London.

BRING |
/ CATCALLS & BOOS:

with. the municipal authorities in

“It has been suggestedto me that ‘Britain which have legal powers

‘Their. approval is
readers of VARIETY, would
be inter-. ‘of censorship.
“ested to know something .about | needed. before it canbe introduced.
- present problems in film censorCensor ‘TV, Too

By ARTHUR

16 are not

allowéd

to sce.

WATKINS

(President, _International Federa- |:
tion of Film Produc ers Association) :

and not by an-outside body like ‘the|‘thing to prevent: a country

LANGUAGE FILMS IN BRITAIN
By DAVID KINGSLEY
(Chatman

and Managing Director, British Lion Films)
+

New Sunday In: Canada||
Ottawa.

Our 'job is -al- | ‘Censorship. of television
ship in Britain.
has |
London.
lems, but I will |" *
Are there too. many film festlways
.
try to full
pickofoutproblem
same of the
high- | been much in the news. Most peovals? For some years this question
ple
seem
to
think.
that
there
is
ho}
spots:
has. been causing coneern to. the
First there: is growing criticism - censorship of television in. Britain. | International Federation of Film
of the increase in.“X” certificate: This is not ‘true, but: television | Producers Association.
pictures, the pictures that.children :censorship is dealt with internally .
Not because we want to. do anxunder

‘First

commercial

Sunday

moving
pictures
in
Canada
outside the Province of Quebec were shown April 9 infour northern
Ontario
thea-

tres. Three

of them

Toronto
“screenings

are

in

front

will have its first)
April

30. This

re-

Vises: decades of deadly-dull
Sabbaths in Ontario following
a-citizens

referendum

in 1960.

number of pictures.put in the ox”.
thing if .one censorship board.con- event of artistic: ‘and -commercial
category was 35. In 1958 the numtrolled: both the films and- -tele-! value.
ber. was 7i. Last year; 1960, the “vision, but” I do think -that. both:
No, Our. Worrs, is. that if the num-:
‘number was:98.. We may well get’ ‘forms ° ‘of entertainment
should:‘ber: af festivals continues to rise
over 100 this year. “The reason for adopt roughly the’ same. standards. -:there:
may not be enough festival ;
this is largely that there seems ‘to ‘This will doubtless -be one of the:
: films to go around and, inevitably.
be a growing demand for the type: matters: to be discussed |‘by’ the the~
quality
of festivals will . g0
“of picture that is’ attractive to the

British Contrast:

vey

movie-goer.

has

shown

A

that

recent sur67°?

of

the

“averape cinema .audience in Brit-.
ain are young adults aged between |
16 and 34.. This is significant. and.
‘supports the yiew that.the family-.
audience. has. largely disappeared. on
Middle-aged. and older people are.
staying at home and getting their

entertainment

from television.

London.

There

lin films

both ninine towns. Cochrane,

It is true that. there has been a ‘British. Board of: Film Censors. I;; organizing a film festival which is |
considerable increase. In 1955 the “do not think it would be.a good | usually a lot of.fun as well as an’

young

93

Is a new

Infernationalism

today—and

it

presem's

| new challenges to the major dlstributor.
Two-way traffic in films develops
rapidly;-and in Britain it means

Jan ever-increasing flow of foreign
language

films

for

our

theatres,

[Thus, our biggest challense is to
achieve

tribution
that
own
»
We
tage.
‘port

the

for

widest

possible

them—in

a

dis-

omarket

is accustomed to film. in its
language.
start with one greal advyaneThere are, in Britasn, me ime
restrictions on forerg: filtso7

and the specialized

thealres

whi: h

show them are generally obliged {>
show only a 10°. quota instead of
the basie 30°- that appties ele.
Government Committve on the Fu- down:
where. But clearly the sethng and
-ture.of Broadcastinz. It. is less. im- ;° At: the moment about 20 festiv als |
“promotion
of
ftoreien
lanziase
‘portant for. there to be roughly the -are held every year. - Suppose this
fihns in the United Kinadoem c.cls
‘same standards in censorship’ of ‘should. go up to 30. The result. I |.
for spectal’zed handiir. -ansd pom
plays for the-live theatre: since the feel, ‘would be that the organizes |
phe outset, We have
appreciat +f
theatre audience is much. smaller: “would. have the greatest. difficulty
this,
The
proper explowtotinvn of
By HAROLD MYERS
than the movie theatre audience-or: in finding the required number of
these films, To believe. cull, for a
le
.
and -is films of. the. high ‘standard a festiut ta-pronged approach
London
the
television
audience,
largely
adult.
,
“Val ‘should demand. Perhaps there;
First—a_ specialized depart:aent
|
Violence. on the screen continues-Just: isn’t cnough talent in the- ‘The vital statistics of the British to fanuch. promote ard. exyede
film industry continue to reveal
to give us.more. trouble than sex: “world to make them..

| Poor On Paper,
Not Bad In Fact

them in thecart Reu-es oF tie bes
_ The *:X”" category was introduced
!surprising contradictions.
On pa- eittes. In this wav, easton: .iatke’Z
“10 years ago to make it possible British audiences. aecept a fair de-.
‘gree
of
frankness.
in:
s@x-Scenes,
es|
can
be carefully
nurtureri
at,
:per business could not he warse.
for adult’ tovie-goers’ ‘to see PpicAt
tin fact pictures have rarely done wherever possiple, extended
tures that. this. ‘Board: would not ‘pecially. in ‘Pictures. that: are. cov:|-OF Fests Starts Pronto
ered:
by
our.°X".
certificate.
But
British
Lion,
we
have
ache.
better,
like. children ta ‘see. Fhere- have
Then there is the problem of the
excessive violence. always. produces
considerable success in this. feed
Taking
1948
as
the
peak
posiwar
been'a good many ‘really good “X”
delegations. Consider the festival
by establishing such 4 speci apictures, but -some people’ have criticism that is dangerous. for the:
year.
it starts in January with period. paid admisstons ‘Gdav are partment
directly responsidi-e
to
they
used the category: to make pictures industry. The strongest .criticism ! Mar Del Piata ‘Argentina)
and roughly one-third of waar
is.
focused
.on‘pictures
showing
,
the General Manazei.
or
of a sensational and exploitable.
‘Punta Del. Este: ‘Uruguay.
Then were. In 1948 tickets suid at the b.o.
Tie
second
essential
far
every
vear
were
in
excess
of
$1,400
-kind, and it is these pictures that juvenile. violence. and ‘we try to: ‘in February comes
fa
Oberhausen
‘have. produced’ criticism. There ‘keep this off Br itish: screens:as far: (West. Gerniany, for short films) 000.000. Today they have slumned proper exploitation of thea fitiesg
as. possible.
A. picture showing °
have also been some continental
and, -in March, Cartagena 'Colum- to 520,000,000. a modest 10.000.000 m Britain as the kind of sa «3
“X" pictures that have exploited: juvenile ‘violence. or menace may-‘pbia'. In- April. there is Valladolid. -a week. Theatres have closed at an , organization that enh cnnapan es
have
a
good.
moral,
but
this
is
of
tof the level of British Lion possess,
gexual themes more frankly: than
In May.
comes. Cannes .and, in: alarming rate and others have heen
For it is only throueth such an
info mere
pre.perous
most British or American pictures. ‘less: weight . to a young audience: iJune;, Beirut and Berlin. July has “converted
than
the
attraction:
of
the
violence
!
oreanization
that) suceessful of sre
dance
halls
and
bowling
alleys.
Much of.-the criticism ‘is. miade’ by
San:
‘four festivals — Vancouver.
1.600)
theatres
have eign language films can achieve
-people who haye not seen: the pic- shown. We do not'wish to ‘intensify ;Sebastian, Loeaino and Xoscow, More than
our problems: of. juvenile delinshuttered. since the beginning of the full-scale follow-up that entures, but have got a bad impres‘Which is assuming Increasing im149 subsequently sures their proper commercial exe
sion of theni from their titles and quency and will: take no risk with }' portance.
August
sees
another: 1954, of which
this. kind of picture.
In the same period 43 ploitation. There is in fact a steadfrom sensational publicity, When
‘!four—Montreal, Edinburgh, Strat- ‘reopened.
ily increasing market for foreren
“new
theatres
had
been built.
In: our censorship we. have’ no ford (Ontario) and Venice.
the principal theatres in a. small
Septown are all running’ *X*’ pictures, ‘book: of. rules, or-Code. to work on, tember brings Cork. In October. ' Contrast that bleak statistical language films in Britain —but not,
it ix imoprtant to note, in dubbed:
‘and the hoardings and. theatres are. so We can consider each picture on .there-. are London
and .Trento background with these results.
‘vers ons. The British public itself
its merits. There is therefore rio ; Italy} and, in November, the year
covered: with this kind‘of publicity
(1).
has quile definitely rejected them.
material, ‘even reasonable -people automatic solution to: any particu- «|
“Winds up with San Francisco and
“South
Pacific’
has
just
comget the impression. that the film: lar. problem. I- believe that this is. . Mexico: ‘City..
As to Lip-Syne
industry is selling pornography, ‘the. most. intelligent. form: of cen: | _ Any film pr oducer.who agreed to ‘pleted its third year prerelease enThe reasons for this are sinple.
gagement at the Dominion, Totten-.
‘sex and violence. to the younger sorship.
‘serve as & delegate to. them all ham Court Road. and. now in its A public that is accustomed
ta
- generation. We cannot control: this
|would be: so busy- plobe-trotting fourth year, is still taking an aver- British and American
film, with
since film publicity. and exploita‘that’ he would hardly have any age of more than $16.000 a week.
complete lip-synchronization is nat
tion are nat censored in -Britain,
time left to produce films.
-prepared to aecept
the illusiorbut the ‘industry recognizes ‘its.
(2)
_. The answer to both these ques‘“defsing process of dubbing There
dangers and is trying -to du some.
“Ben-Hur” has completed more are very few exeeptions. One of
tions. surely, must be to. keep the
thing about it:
i
| number .of. festivals down.
We of than 16 months at the Empire and them is our own “Battle Interna’
‘No ‘Xx’ int.s
S. “AL” :
the International Federation want is still averaging close to $20,000 a —-a German
film that
achieved
It could go on aimost in- very considerable
Of. course in :the United States
‘to maintain quality, both of films week.
success
imi a
-and of delegations. and ‘vet: be. fair definitely but is faved with the dubbed version, larsels, I thunk,
there is no category svstem, and
_problem. of finding a satisfactory because of the great ponularits of
to. everybody.
‘therefore no “X” certificate.
But
a lot. of discussion, our new home when tle Empire ix con- action war films in this country,
After
film-makers: reasonably -enoughCouncil ‘decided that any rationing verted into a dance hall later in the
“want to make. ‘pictures: on adult
In general, however. we believe
"scheme
administered
from the cen- Spring.
themes. This is possible ‘within|
ithat a film of great artistic merit
.
. London.
the limits prescribed by the Code.
[with appeai to the specialized audiAa alltime ecard for the.com- ‘ter: just wasn't -practicat. It would .
(3)
involve. in effect, saving to coun--*
but the Code usually makes it dif- pany was revealed by D. J.
Cinerama has been a fabulous) ‘ence, is far more acceptabie in a
(Jack? festival for you this
ficult for-a film-maker to-go as far. Goodlatte, “managing director of tries “NO
smash at the London Casino for sub-titled) version. Even the exvear.””
as he could if he had the protection Associated, British Cinemas,
film
rarety
succeeds
speak- —
almost seven years.
Not one pio- piloitation
ofan “X’-category. As a result we ing.at a May Fair ‘Hotel. dinner to
gram has run for less than a year when it is dubbed.
get a fair number.of American pic- honor the champion showman withand some for considerably lt ncer. { In this connection the handbag
tures which, though basically. suit- in the organization.
The current attraction, “Search ior of “La Dolce Vita” is of spec val
He said the: ‘The Pioneering Events
able for our.“ A’ category, contain [company. -had taken in: more money terest. In Brifain. it opened with
But it would be-no use our ask- ‘Paradise.”; which has barels been lint
some ‘material, usually’ didlog. that: at the boxoffice this year than ev er:
in
for a couple of months. is more? :tremendous commercial succes, in
ing festiv als like Venice; Berlin or
We. would like to eliminate. Some- before despite the “closure of the-.
its sub-titled version. This is a sucCannes to suspend all operations than maintaining the averaze.
times this is. difficult to do without atres and the drop in- attendance.
ces Which would probabiv hiva
for one year because the whole or- ;
damage to the picture's artistic or The record results. he said, will be ganization
(4)
cluded the film had at faced tte
of these
festivals
is.
entertainment ‘value. So. ‘We. either: confirmed when the. corporation's
A
comparative
newcomer
in
the
crilices’
undoubted
oho-tihtty
to
geared aS an annual event. “The °
‘have to put-the picture in the °X” annual report ‘and accounts are organizers
start
planning
next hlockbuster stakes is “Spart tens,” dubbed films. But witt. tai- sauce
whieh
is
now
in
its
sixth
month
at
category or take the risk ofcriti- } published later this year.
cess
behind
it,
wides
exploitation
year’s festival almost as soon as
Cism by passing: it in'the“A’" cateChairman: of: the dinner; William this year's festival -is finished. Ho-. the Metropole, Victoria, and spenis. of a dubbed version avis well begory. If such a picture hae to run ‘Car tlidge, assistant managing di-.
tel resérvations,” travel -bookings. “well set for a healthy engazemont. ‘come possible.
with an “X" certificate: some dis- |rector. of ABC. commented. on -thie= tourist propaganda—eversthing is The same more or tess goes tor
As with all of our do svtrifut.on
tributors.
appreciating that: its! growing vandalism in cinemas and, woarked out on an annual basis.
“The Alamo” af the Astoria, al- activities, we believe that our firet
“X" attraction is not strong, tend’; said that. to help theatre managers, © Therefore. {f-we wanted to oper- though the latter is skedded to end duty is to the producer who-e “im
to step up the. publicity “te over- ‘extra: emergency lighting was being _alé a central rationing scheme. we next month to make vay for * rixo- we are selling Wits foreiz:
lane
come this,.and this. gives. the pub- | arranged which could’ be switched should. be left: with a rather arbi- dus.”
. suace films, we fulfil that duty by
~ lic the’ impression. that: we are lon ‘at monient’s noticé to pinpoint: _trars’ “selection
from the. other: -It’s generally said and corre -tly aiming for the widest pa stile
-overgenerous in w hat we allow ithe main dreas of disturbance.
''smajiler. festivals.is.
dustribution and
exAnd who could accepted that the London. West | commercial
‘children ‘to see.
“-We “think that!
The - managers, he. said; had a decide which of them should he End does not represent th coun-; tending the markets bevons “tinetr
‘the ‘best -solution. to the. problem | difficult: joh ‘in endeavoring. “to asked to drop their festivals? Not. “try at large.
True.
But tigures ‘conventional lin.its
‘ would be to ‘sub- divide our “4° blacklist offenders: without driving: I think: this .Federationfor general release adequaiely sub- - We do this ba selection our films
category so that pictur es that ap-| away the innocent.
Instead we decided that a reduc-; ‘stantiate the “back to the theatre With great care, by prepirin., tyecn
It was their
proach. the “X" level-are ‘classified|job: to retain the goodwill of the tion in. ‘the number of festivals: movement” as a nation-wide devel- for our theatres with re-oect rer
“AA, and pictures: that. approach teenagers
because
without
their -eould) only be achieved
satisfac- i opment and not purely as a central the film-maker’.
intention. -- asd
-the, “U" level are classified’ “A.” ‘patronage the attendance figures. torily hy an agreement among the. ‘London freak.
by the most
fhetise ous
oof
; This would provide a strong warn- would’ be -seriously affected.
ifestival “organizers themselves.
i Only this month, for exampl. a every commercial oppor cue
ing to responsibiee parents when |- Cartlidge.
We have let them ‘know. our new all time record for a Louden '
revealed.. that © 12
Tudlay, there io no datit tat
they see a picture classified “.\A." months ato he tried to get a major , feelings’ on this. While none of release engagement Was Setup lor
the frontiers are extendas tar te
At the same time a Picture classi-. circuit to: join. them in a schenie, then has replied by saying “What Walt
Disney's
“Britism 9 tiiin.” ‘doeign
langiuase lifts: Wit. ~pefied “AA” might well. attract. the designed to- stamp out hooliganism a good idea—we're dropping our “Swiss Family Ropinson.”
—osits cialized Seiviee and cutitaiut con-

| Heavily Scheduled; Year.

|

Attendance Of,
| Theatres Close,

But ABCiin High

Hesitate To Curtail

|

young

audience

that. likes) “X"

in cinemas. in ‘the London.

areas,” festival

next..year”—we have

not |first three weeks on the Odean cr- tact with the exhibjor, we belive

films more than if it had “just the particularly on “Sunday.
Unfortu. Teceived any protests and we hope! cuit it grossed just a shade under
present “A”. classification.
This nately,
voluntary rationing‘$400,000. rulling it a handsome
the
circuit: . concerned , that some

Proposal

is now under discussion

thought they had. ioProblem. _

‘(Continued on page 143)

(Continued

on page 94)

if is now possible for sueh flees to
achisve success in far wider fiells

Jthan the “art house.”

GREAT
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‘So. Pacific’ Starts 4th

BRITISH & IRISH STUDIOS|

‘London.

] Started its fourth -year at the bd
Dominion, Tottenham Court Road,

ft. x 80 ft.

‘With tank, 24 ft. x 20 ft.x 10- ft.)

APBE
1—-300 ft.
. 2—150 ft.
(With
No. 3—-150 ft.
(‘With

(Elstree)
—6 Stages

x 74 ft.
x 100 [t.
tank 33 ft. x 30 ft. x 8 ft.)
x 100 ft.
tark 30 ft. x 23 ft. x 8 ft.)

No. 6—100 ft. x 74 ft.
Exterior Facilities
Outside tank 150 ft. x 200 ft. wide at the Spill Wall end and
tapering both sides to 80 ft. wide at the camera pit end. Depth
is 6 ft. to Spill Wall. Two extra pits sunk in the Main Tank.

(i) 30 ft. x 20 ft. x 7 ft. ‘ie. total depth 13 ft.) (ii) 30 ft. x 15

ft. x 3 ft. tie. total @epth 9 ft.) The backing to this tank {s 220
ft. x 63 ft. high and has a 63 ft. travelling working gantry. The
whole is angled to receive maximum sun hours.
Rates: By negotiation.

BEACONSFIELD—3 Stages
ft. x 55 ft.
ft. x 49 ft.
ft. x 50 ft.
application.

BRAY—3

- London.
|Peter. Sellers ‘and Sue Lyon of the.
casting.
In spite of the mournful note players _ seems. perfect
about falling attendance. thére is | James Harris hopes" to..get ‘David .
| Raksin to write the score.
no depression among film makers.
Production Chatter.
To celebrate the third
birthday Everyone I met was cheerful and.
Three. first-time
directors at.
and start of the: fourth year, Magna full of enthusiasm... British com-.
panies are tremendously pleased ‘work: Bryan Forbes with “Whistle
Pictures has invited London teach- i; with
the growing prestige and com- ;Down the Wind" being filmed: on
ing hospitals to take part in a draw
mercial
suecess
of their films: location in Lancashire under proto. share $2,800 prize money for;
i ducer’ Richard Attenborough with.
abroad, especially in the. ‘states.
their -nurses.
London is a co-production cen-: young Hailey Mills . . . Jose Quin_ There also was a special birthday
‘'tero
with “The Roman Spring of
tre these days for Anglo-American .
performance for 1,700 nurses. who
features. You are likely to meet ‘Mrs. Stone” at Elstree with Vivien
are normally on night duty at their
ih
Leigh... and Peter Sellers with
hospitals. Kenneth More presented, as many Hollywood producers and 1 ME. Topaze.”
checks of. $1.400, $840 and $560 to:stars here as British ones, many of!
Quintero” “would® like ‘to film.
nurses of the prize winning. hos-' ; them, like Stanley Donen, ‘seeming | “Long..Day’s Journey Into Night”
-to
be
most
at
home.
pitals.
Gf the present movie “turns out all.
Though the film -has completed !- The large amount of American right.” Vivien Leigh looking: forits third year and only just entered | money being poured into produc- ward: to- her.. world-tour with the’
does’ not appear to
its fourth, 20th-Fox insists on Te-} tions here
Old Vie Company. Peter Sellers«.
ferring to .it as a fourth anniver- ‘arouse any resentment or fears of: . will not make any.more records
domination
by Hollywood. com-:
sary, presumably because the pic‘for the time: being. Feels: he ex-ture had played the Dominion The- panies. The reason being that na-, “hausted that part’ of his: career.
atre on April 21 for four consecu- tive British ‘production is more. “Farewell Bergman... Hail Ane
than holding its own and flourish-:j tonini!. the new idol. of “the highe
tive Years.
ing along its characteristic lines.
‘brows with “L’Avventura,”: accom-

|nearly -2,250,000 who have paid
about $2,800,000 at the boxoffice.

No. 4—150 ft. x 100 ft.
‘With tank 19 ft. x 30 ft. 8 ft. deep at one end with a
right-angled lez 10 ft. wide x 79 ft. long. first 16 ft. of
which is 8 ft. deep and the remaining 69 ft. is 4 ft. deep)
No. 5—137 ft. x 115 ft.
‘With tank coinplete with spill wall, 89 ft. x 49 ft. x 3 ft.
6 inches)

No. I—115
No. 2— 24
No. 3— 80
Rates: On

ada AKBY GERALD PRAT LEY ebriorcecodcior

‘where so far it has been seen by

No. 2—100 ft. x 80 ft.
No. 3— 60 ft. x 50 ft.
Rates: Stages 1 and 2—$2,800 per week.
Stage 3—$1,400 per week.

No.

-

Last Friday (21), “Souith Pacife”

ARDMORE (Ireland)
—3 Stages
No. 1—100

What Do You HearFrom London?§

Year in London Cinema

Stages and House

apt

8

Production

,

British Contrast

falls

roughly:

into: panied by long articles. of praise in

four types: comedies, horror, social-‘the journals. “La Dolce Vita”a
-stories and what. might be de-. colossal: success . eis ‘so . also. -is.
‘scribed as The Royal Court anti-. “Saturday Night and Sunday Morn——
Continued from page 33 =
=
, Establishment
filnis,
the
latest '
$70,000 ahead
of the previous:‘being “A Taste of Honey” w hich ! “Victor Hoare of Lion-Interna=
; Tony Richardson is preparing to
Odeon champ, “Doctor in Love.”
tional still persevering with the’in| direct. There are:sq many “‘CarryAlmost at the same time on the,
ventor of a new compatible -wide| rival Associated
British circuit,:: On” inspired comedies: about that! screen system for which Michael
‘the
players
are
going:
around
in
Tony Hancock's first starring film,

Powell's long-delayed Dallet movie
No. 1—90 ft. x 60 ft.
“The Rebel” has also just: com-: circles.
“Honeymoon”
is ‘the guinea pig
No. 2—48 ft. x 40 ft.
pleted a record: breaking engage-} The awareness of. social problems.
Rudolph .Mate editing his
No. 3—House 110 ft. x 25 ft. fapprox.). It’s the ground floor of ‘ment which ‘looks to be close to is prominently. .stated in. Basil “pion: of Sparta’ at Pinewood

a house. facing the river bank.

“Victim,” - about
‘the? -stopped long enough te regret that
Both
are
remarkable; ¢ Dearden's
-| $350,000.
of a distinguished ' “filny making for ‘most of us. is: no
achievements, and both are films’ ‘blackmailing

No. 4—70 ft. x: 40 ft.
R.C.A. Magnetic recording channels.
Large lot and three mobile generators
Rates:

On application

to Michael

available.
Carreras, Hammer

BRIGHTON-—Z
No. 1—62
No. 2—42
Rates:

‘Dirk Bogarde) wha, is,,longer'the art is was” when lie pho-which were given “ou” eensor’ s cer- lawyer
| tificates, meaning, of course, that: thought to be homosexual.
-tographed Dreyer's. “Joan of Are.”
for Johnnie” .w ith” Peter,: It’s become “too expensive”...
they are films fit for all the famity ; Love
:-.:
Finch is about politics .. . “Flame i! Young director-writer Sidney Furie.
to see.. Possibly there is a moral
‘in the Streets’? deals w ith’ a mixed }i from Canada had some. caustic:
in that, somewhere.
-It is not without -significance | marriage between a white’ gir] and: ; things te say about the Canadian
boy, played -by Sylvia! government's
failure
to Impose
}that, with a considerably smaller colored
advertising budget. “The Rebel” |.Syms and Johnny Sekka. “Wind of. some kind of quota for native films.

Films.

Stages

ft. x 32 ft.
ft. x 32 ft.

$1.400 a week

for either stage.

BUSHEY—2

outgrossed. “Hercules

Stages

Unchained”! Change”

concerns a@ white

boy's! and’ encourage home

production

on wv hich Joe Levi ine invested more hatr ed for. the colored people pr es- ‘during. past. years. “British and
No. 1— 66 ft. x 33 ft -Soundproofed).
No. 2—35 ft. x 20 ft. ‘Mute stage; being soundproofed).
increasing numbers.
, their profits and. there's nothing
Rates: Included complete up-to-date technical equipment, use campaign Tast. year, as well as. “Sa- |
turday Night and Sunday Morning” , “Lolita" is being filmed on a left: for. production at home. As a
of offices etc.
and “The Long and the Short and: closed set. with Kubrick: filming:‘result, the. world’s screens. are
No. I—S1.900 per week (daily rate pro. rata).
‘about a minute a day. “Ever\thing. empty. of. the’ Canadian image.”
.
. the Tall.”
No. 2—S$700 per week ‘daily rate pro rata).
Lawrente Bachmann waiting for_ Another
interesting | develop-;‘has to be right about this film for
Salaries and Wages. Cost plus 12°.
Kubrick"
said
a
‘studio
rep...
ment within recent times has been
“ stories at-MGM-British studios and
Properties etc. Cost plus 10°.
Shelley | Ww interUS, ;| offering hope for the unusual. ones, .
Mason,
For hire of eauipment on daily or weekly schedule, rates the growing popularity of foreign! James
language pix.in Britain. The En- |’
i Milton Holmes tried ‘ev erywhere in.
on application.

MERTON
No. 1—72 ft.
No. 2—65 ft.
No. 3—Insert
Rates: $252 a
$126 a
Insert

PARK—=3

MGM—LONDON
No. 1—

glish, notoriously poor as a nation of' dollars, the

Stages

majority

of foreign |ivain-to get his “A Matler of WHO”

linguists, have never taken kindly | producers have decided they wauld ,into production with Terry-Thomas

to either dubbed or sub-titied films| like more.
AS a result asking 1 and finally. succeeded - with Bachand. have preferred to take their rrices have doubled and trcbled:! mann: Alex Nicol providing. the
film entertainment the easy way by within a matter of months and 'American interest. Also at MGM is.
choosing: either British or Holly- there jis a genuine fear that some | Arthur Kennedy
providing the
.|wood made features. Now, largely worthy pictures may be priced out °
‘ same*interest ‘for “Meet. Miss Maras a result of a long term pioneer- of the country if this persists. | ple” with Margaret
Rutherford,
ing effort by some of the long ‘hair There is-obviously room for ad-|based. on. an Agatha Christie
crities, the foreign language imvort justment on both sides and doubt- |thr iller.
‘lis beginning to make quite an im- less a compromise will in due time.
Ronald’ Kinnoch at MGM‘ still:

x 66 ft.
x 45 ft.
stage. 25 ft. x 20 ft.
day shooting.
day building and striking.
stage without equipment, $28 a day.

(Elstree)—7 Stages

7.100 sq. ft.

No. 2—11,520 sq. ft.

pen hee Hon resulted

Re Site se

in-a

very |be reached.

| amazed at the- astonishing success

[Venton se ofthe"busines |Jt 19 ust about a year ago since everywhere, of “Vilage ofthe

No.. 5— 7,100
sq,
‘
q. ft.If.
No. 6—11.500 sa. ft.

‘There are today y: a batch
the British tax
industry.
of; ,
Damned.
. Incidentally
the picture
ch of of com ~ |admission
and wasthe.freed
relief:
did
not have
the hypnotic
eye eéfpanies specializing
in impor ting|
granted in last ‘year’s budget was: fects in the prints shown’ in the
jforeign language. films and, ‘cor-|
7— 6620 sq. ft.
‘not only welcome but timely. It is’ 1UK. If they had. it would have been
Rates: 7 cents per day per square feet of studio. space, inclusive: respondingly, an increase in the sad to have to report that much-of given. an X certificate meaning out
number of theatres which play such;
.of all facilities and equipment.
‘the benefit of that belated conces- of bounds te children. So they left
No.

NEW

ELSTREE—6

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1— 95
2— 50
3— 50
4—100
5—100

ft. x
ft. x
ft. x
ft.x
ft. x

No.

6—120

ft. x 50 ft.

Rates:

50
30
30
44
44

1—S2,240
2—$ 980
3—S 980
4—$1.820
5—S1.820
No. 6—S$2.660

No.
No.
No.
N o.
o.
No

Initial building
on

per
per
per
per
per
per

work

at half

total

weekly

PINEW
No. 1—165

ft. x 110 ft.

No. 3165
No. 4110
No. 5—110

ft. x 110 ft.
ft. x 82 ft.
ft. x 82 ft.

OGD—7

Stages

as a ‘regular policy.

Gala}

by’, out the effects and settled for.anBut A... Frank Godwin highly-pleased
would !‘with Richard Todd's . first indesee the financial possibilities of jlhave gone dark: and more British ;pendent film, a comedy in color
foreign film exploitation and now|;
pictures would have been in the ‘entitled “Don't | Bother to Knock”
have a-countrywide chain of thea- [Ps
d.
There is still ‘plenty.
of '... Producer’ Hugh Stewart pleased4 tres in: which to show such product. Ir
room for improvement, but, sur- |with. reports from India and China
Though
the foreign language | prisingly, still scope. for making a!lof the popularity of Norman Wis--:
film rarely gets a circuit release, : million.
Two astute British show- |dom. comedies adding “and
I
earning prospects
have .jumped men, for example, Nat Cohen and j haven’t the faintest idea of whatsubstantially within ‘the last 3-5 Stuart Levy, have shown ‘hat with : makes a- Chinaman. laugh” |... but—
years. It is particularly significant their incredible “Carry .On’’ series. -Norman still yearns for recogni. . L
that one of the U.S. Majors should They have hit a. formula, which: tion ‘in the US and hopes it might’: ~
have. - acquired British rights to
rates Italian. * ‘La Dolce Vita.” and put ‘not only provides them.with mod- ;; come about with: his -forthcoming
est priced hits for ‘the domestic | UA- film “There - Was a Crooked.
it on at their West End showcase market, but they are raking in the ; Man.” |.
Jin a sub-titled revision.
Not so shekels from all over. In the last}
Jaek- Clayton is: back .at work
| long ago such a presentation would. year even the United States suc-!
:
et
§
;
With “
”
Films, with

rental. Other

{have been strictly for the arties.

No. 2_165 ft. x 110 ft.

sion

its various internation- |

has

now

been swallowed

attendances.
‘al. tie-ups. was one of the. first to ‘without
|diminishing
it more cinemas

week.
week.
week.
week.
week.
w eek.

application.

No. 6— 54 ft. x

dimports

Stages.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

-|cumbed to the appeal, and “Carry ae tine for ent oethich tsthe

One inevitable result of such a!on Nurse,” as one example, {s des- . . Why the change? “For Obvious
development. has led. to soaring|tined for..a US -gross exceeding reasons I should: think” replied
prices ‘for foreign films.
screeniyriter
Having |$1,500,000... Seeing that the ric-. . Deborah Kerr «.:

50 ft

jonce

tasted

British sterling

and ‘ture cost $200,000 to make

in the’ Jack Davies had been ‘to see--“It

discov ered |
‘that it blends very suc-; first place w.d grossed more thin ‘Started in Naples”. which started
cessfully - with
either
‘French ¢'$850,000
that
is as a.‘story. by. him and Michael.
domestically,
francs,
Italian
lire or. United States pretty Rood gravy.
,
Process Projection Tunncl—262 ft. x 32 ft.
*,Pertwee. ‘many. years ago asa picStudio Lot. 72 acres, including concrete area of 40.000 sq. ft.
; ture for ‘Gracie Fields. ‘He’ was
New Music Recording Theatre (at Denham Studios).
;quite taken by. the skillful changes
No. _ 73 ft.x 44 ft,
Dubbing Theatre with multiple track dubbing equipment.
wrought by ‘Melville Shaveleon and
No.
6— 72 ft. x. 44 ft.
Tank—194 ft. long. Spans 216 ft. at “horizon” end 102 ft. at
No.
T—. 72 ft. x 94 ft.Jack Rose in turning it into. z) Clark
eye-level. It has a working depth of 312 ft. of water and
No.
8—250 ft. x 119 ft. (silent stage).
Gable film!
holds approximately 34 million gallons of water. Center
No. 9— 72 ft. x 103 ft. ‘scoring. stage).
Rising young
actress
Billie.
of tank contains a second. deeper tank 50 ft. long, 16 ft.:
- No. 10— 80 ft. x 36 ff. (insert stage),
Whitelaw resting at home from
wide descending 8 ft., giving a working depth of 1112 ft.
No. 11l—~ 70 ft. x 40 ft. (trick stage),
overwork. Manos Hadjidakis, Greek

7— 57 ft. x 8&0 ft.
Seecial Effects Staze—89

of water. Backing

Rates:

On

ft. x 80 ft.

measures

SHEPPERTON—II1
No.
No.

1—150
2—150

260 ft. long x 60 ft. high.

Rates: .On application.

application.

ft. x 120 ft.
ft. x 120 ft.

No. 3—100 ft. x j20 ft.
No. 4—100 ft. x 120 it.

Stages

' TWICKENHAM—3

‘No. 1—116-ft. x 62 ft.
No. 2—
50 ft. x 40 ft..
No.

3—

Stages.

95 ft. x 60 ft.

Re-Recording and Dubbing Theatres.

WALTON—No Longer Operating

composer whose score for. “Never
On ...Sunday” has
brought... him
‘World-wide fame, has scored Fox’s.
“!“The Lion of Sparta” :..
Jules
| Dassin in-town before going. back
te. Greece. to film the life of Pericles .....
Anyone else for’ those. :
good old badden
b
- times?
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The Technicolor laboratories in London,
Hollywood and Rome, serve film makers in every

part of the world.

These laboratories provide

the finest equipment,

technical resources

and

facilities which are at the disposal of the Inter-

national Film Industry.

|

Technicolor are justifiably proud of their
reputation as the finest organisation of its kind

‘In the world.

They are also the most versatile—they can
cope with everything in film processing from 70
mm.,

to

8 mm.,

both

in colour

and

black

and

white, with impeccable results.
Why not telephone Technicolor today with
your problem?

| Technicolor

.

|
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A WINNER! at the box office
Five solid months of big boom business at
London’s Academy Theatre.

‘A WINNER !with the press
fr

VARIETY: “Powerful, Provocative, Unforgettable
every reason to believe it will be asmash success”.

CUE: “Explosively Powerful Drama”.

TIME: * Sincere, Original, Powerful”.

A WINNER! of two International Awards:
1960 Venice Film Critics Award
1960 John Georges Auriol Award

A WINNER!

|

.

from Lion international Films of London
AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVE

Michael BEromhead
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 36, U.S.A,
|
Telephone: Lackawanna 4-3351 Cables; Lionfilm Newyork

| Wednesdsy, April 26, 1961 _
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PETER ROGERS PRODUCTIONS:
The record-breaking comedy “CARRY ON NURSE”
42 Weeks —LOS. ANGELES.
sER
34 Week
— DENV

26 Weeks—ST. LOUIS
16 Weeks —BOSTON
14 Weeks—NEW YORK
and long-running spells
in Buffalo, Cleveland, Hamilton, Ontario, and many other cities
throughout
the United States and Canada.
_

The comedy “PLEASE TURN OVER”
7 Weeks—KANSAS CITY
7 Weeks
— CINCINNATI

7 Weeks —DENVER
4 Weeks— DETROIT
and similar runsinmany other citiesinthe United States.

“CARRY

ON CONSTABLE”, currently playing to big business
in Los Angeles.

PINEWOOD STUDIOS,
IVER HEATH,
BUCKS,
_ENGLAND.

7

Wednesday, April
26, 1961
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HOLLYWOOD
JUST

RELEASED

THROUGH

20th

CENTURY-FOX

LONDON

OPENING MAY ist AS STAR OF
LONDON PALLADIUM’S ONLY VARIETY
BILL OF THE YEAR
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Managers:

PAUL CAVE,
77 Chancery Lene,
Londen, W.C. 2.

GEORGE GREIF,
9424 Dayton Way,

Beverly Hills, California

American
Agent:

SOL SHAPIRO
_
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
New York City

Agent:
'

WILLIAM MARSH |
|
BERNARD DELFONT AGENCY LTD.

‘London, .S:W.1.:

|

!

NAT COHEN & STUART LEVY Present
ANGLO

THE BIGGEST « BEST FROM By
CU.MUTT

K ON

LL

GA:

NOW BEATING "CARRY ON NURSE'!
A PETER ROGERS

an

\N

Distributed by AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

,

PICTURES

|

Hollywood 28

|
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Production

CARRY ON REGARDLESS

|
in| CINEMASCOPE and and |EASTMAN COLOR

N

LTD.

CMM

|

Produced.byHERMAN COHEN
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Contact:

GORDON

120 WEST 57 STREET,

AMM

FILMS.

©

INC.

NEW YORK

19
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plus more BIG ONES to come from
ANGLO AMALGAMATED FILM DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
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. FESTIVAL?
_ CERTAINLY!
we)

A!

LONDON 4

1. § STUDIOS

.

NATURALLY!

BETTER

THAN ANYWHERE

Recently:—

ELSE!

Soon:—

“Village of the Damned”
“Gorgo,” “The Millionairess’’

“The Inspector”
“Postman’s Knock”

“The Secret Partner’

“The Light In The Piazza”

“The Green Helmet
“Invasion Quartet”

“Charlie Is My Darling”
“1 Thank a Fool”

“Mr, Topaze”

“Hedda Gabler”

“Meet Miss Marple”

“Seagulls”

“A Matter of WHO”

“See No Evil”

“One Step Beyond” (TV)

“Zero One” (TV)

M.G.M. STUDIOS

MATTHEW RAYMOND, F.C.A.

BOREHAM ‘woop

Managing Director

HERTS, U.K.

-

102

‘THE RANK ORGANIZATION presents

LIER
FINGH

FOR
JOHNNIE
Also Starring

STANLEY HOLLOWAY + MARY PEACH
DONALD PLEASENCE * BILLIE WHITELAW
Screenplay by Nicholas Phipps
and Mordecai Richler

Produced by Betty E. Box
Directed by Ralph Thomas

4 CINEMASCOPE Picture.

Enquiries for U.S.A,
FRANK

Rank

729 Seventh
Tels

H. FISHER

Organization

Ave.,

JUDSON

New

Inc.

York

2-5408
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London Film Productions Ltd
“have the following memorable productions available for television and theatrical reissue.

LADY }HAMILTON. Laurence Olivier and

MEN ARE NOT GODS.

Vivien Leigh

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY .VII.
Charles Laughton, Robert Donat and:
Merle Oberon

“ANNA KARENINA.

THE SQUEAKER.

THE SPY IN BLACK.

‘Vivien. Leigh -and

THE

Robert, Doriat

PaulRobeson

THE

SHAPE: OF

Raymond

and Leslie Banks

and

W.

E.

THINGS

Massey, Ralph

TO

COME,

Richardson ©

and Margaretta Scott

‘THE DRUM. Sabu; Raymond Massey and
Valerie. Hobson

CONQUEST OF THE AIR.
Olivier and Hay Petrie

Conrad Veidt, Sabu

LYDIA.

DIVORCE OF LADY X..- Laurence
Olivier and Merle Oberon

KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOUR.

Sabu

THE RETURN OF THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL.
James Mason, Barry K.
Barnes and Margaretta Scott

Rex. Harrison and.

‘Merle Oberon.

THE

BOY.

Holloway

JUNGLE BOOK. Sabu ‘and Joseph Calleia.

THIEF OF. BAGDAD.
and June Duprez

Conrad Veidt and

SCARLET
PIMPERNEL.
Leslie
Howard, Raymond Massey and Merle
Oberon

ELEPHANT

~ and Jean Parker.

: SANDERS OF THE RIVER.

Todd, Edmund

Valerie Hobson

AN IDEAL HUSBAND.: Paulette Goddard
~and Michael Wilding.
THE GHOST GOES. WEST.

Ann

Lowe, Robert Newton and Alistair Sim

«

. Ralph Richardson

OVER THE MOON.

Rex Harrison and

Miriam Hopkins

Laurence

Joseph Cotten and Merle Oberon

THE MAN WHO COULD WORK MIRACLES.

Roland

Young

and

Joan

Gardner

Marlene

Dietrich and Robert Donat

THE

Q PLANES, Laurence Olivier, Ralph Rich-ardson and. Valerie Hobson.

REMBRANDT. Charles Laughton, Gertrude

PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN.
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Merle
Oberon

CATHERINE THE GREAT. Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Elizabeth Bergner

- Lawrence and Elsa: Lancaster

PROGRAMME EXCHANGE LTD
| All | Communications to Anthony Morris. at

London. W.1.

Telephone: Regent, 4613

Cable Address: Prochange
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also

appeared ' the producer.

Anereenemd

LUMBIA PICTURES CORP. LTD.
~ whose ‘entire European product will '
be handled in the United Kingdom 4
and Ireland by GALA
SHOCHIKU CO. LTD.-for appointing
GALA their Sole Representative in
the United Kingdom, and most parts
of the world

JACEY CINEMAS~for their faith in
GALA product, which is demonstrated
by the slogan on each of their theatres
A JACEY CINEMA ¥V. THE HOME

LONDON

GALA HOUSE,
15-17 OLD COMPTON
STREET,
LONDON, W.1
Teieghanes ©

NT

5 -Ol-

_ OF GALA FILMS (22)

UF A- INTERNATIONAL G M BH who appointed us as their exclusive

Representativesinthe
United Kingdom

PARIS
68 RUE PIERRE
CHARRON,
PARIS, 8E

TITANUS —having supplied us with
90% of their product over the last
seven years
EW YORK

GORDON FILMS, INC.,
120 WEST 57th
STREET,
NEW YORK 19, R.Y
Terephones :

PLAZA

7.9390-3

Cables:
GOROONFICY
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Starring RICHARD TODD
NICOLE MAUREY
JUNE THORBURN
ELKE SOMMER
EASTMAN COLOUR

4

SCHOOL FOR
SCOUNDRELS
Starring IAN CARMICHAEL
TERRY-THOMAS ~

3

;

JANETTE SCOTT
and ALASTAIR SIM

THE LONG
AND THE SHORT
AND THE TALL
with LAURENCE
RICHARD
RICHARD

HARVEY

TODD
HARRIS

THE REBEL
with TONY HANCOCK
GEORGE SANDERS
PAUL MASSIE MARGIT SAAD
:
IRENE HANDL
STVSEULNNIEG@OIRO)EI:.

|

GO TO BLAZES

Starring DAVE KING

=

PATHE NEWS
The world famous newsreel

THE YOUNG ONES

PATHE PICTORIAL

Starring CLIFF RICHARD

The colourful

OPERATION PETTICOAT § ““*“Y "ows ™EmI"«
Starring CHARLIE DRAKE

oe

¥ AMASSOCIATED BRITISH-PATHE LTD

sl

é

4S,

*Y

A MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED BRITISH PICTURE CORPORATION
2 DEAN

STREET,

LONDON, W.1,. ENGLAND

Telephones GERrard 0444

« Cables: Pathirema London
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o,

JOHN

KIMBERLEY ASSOCIATES

LTD.

are proud to be
associated with

‘Samuel Bronston
Productions Inc.

in promoting

“KING

OF

KINGS”

and

“EL

CID”

17a South Audley St., London, W.1.

GRO 6121
y

A BRITANNIA
FILM DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
Managing Director: STEVEN PALLOS

THE HANDS
OF ORLAC

NEARLY A
—NASTY ACCIDENT

Starring: MEL FERRER,
CHRISTOPHER LEE,
DANY CARREL,
LUCILE SAINT SIMON

Starring: JIMMY EDWARDS
and KENNETH CONNOR.

Producer: BERTRAM: OSTRER -

Director: EDMOND GREVILLE
Anglo/French Co-production
U.S.A. Distribution
Continental Distributing Inc.

Director: DON CHAFFEY

Cables: Kimfor, London

Btruitbcuhteorr'ss Filimted
Lim

Dis

(Jack M. Phillips andW. G. Chalmers)

Latest Productions

“RAG DOLL”
Starring JESS CONRAD and HERMIONE BADDELEY
Produced by TOM BLAKELEY
Directed by LANCE COMFORT

In Production:

THE DEVIL’s DAFFODIL
Anglo/German co-production with an International cast.
In Preparation:

THE DAY THE EARTH CAUGHT FIRE
A dramatic script by Wolf Mankowitz.

Produced and Directed by Val Guest.
World

Starring PETER REYNOLDS and DERMOT WAILSHProduced by PETER LAMBERT

|

Directed by LANCE COMFORT

Sales:

BRITANNIA FILM DISTRIBUTORS LIMITED
10 Green Street, London W.1.

Tel.: Mayfair 6863/5.

“THE BREAKING POINT”

Cables: Filmbrit London.

175 WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W: 1

GERrard 7282.

PETER

“«

SELLERS

108

GREAT BRITAIN
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BRITISH PRODUCTION ROUNDUP

British production ‘dn 1961, as in any other, is liable
to considerable change of plans. But here, as of now, is
the state of the line-up.
In all cases pix are

pany handling

listed under

the distribution

coc-

them.

Anglo-Amalgamated
“Dentist
Producer,
Jones.
“The

On

The

Bertram
Unseen”

Job”

‘Bertram

Ostrer.

Ostrer

Production).

C. M.

Pennington-

Director,

(Wintle-Parkyn

Production).

Director,

Vernon Sewell.
* “Phe Fourth Square” (Anglo-Guild Production). Producer, Jack Greenwood. Director, Alan Davis. Stars Conrad
Phiilips. De!Iphi Lawrence, Natasha. Parry.
“The Happy Band” ‘Peter Rogers Production). Director,
Gerald Thomas.
“The Iron Maiden” ‘Peter Rogers Production). Director. Gerald Thomas. “The Tangled Web” (Peter Rogers Production).
“Steady Boys, Steady” 'Peter Rogers Production).
“She'll Have To Go” ‘Asher Bros. Production). Director,
Bob Asher. Stars Bob Monkhouse, Alfred ‘Marks, Hattie
Jacques, Anna Karina.
“What A Performance” 'Peter Rogers Production). Di-

rector,

Gerald

Thomas.

Lestie Phillips, Sidney
“What A Carry On”

Stars

James

Robertson

James.
‘Peter Rogers

Justice,

Production).

Direc-.

tor. Gerald Thomas.
a
“Payralt” +WintleParkyn Productions). Producer, Norman Priggen. Director, Sidney Thayers. Stars Michael
Craig, Billie Whitelaw.
“The Frightened City” ‘Zodiac Films). Director, John
Lemont. Stars Herbert Lom, John Gregson, Sean Connery, Alfred Marks. |
“On The Fiddle” ‘Ben Fisz Production}.
“The Patriots” ‘John Brabourne-Lewis Gilbert Produetion). Director, Lewis Gilbert, from James Barlow's bestseller.
“Billy Liar”

‘John

Janni

“A Kind Of Loving”
Star Barstow’s novel.

Production).

‘John

Janni

Production).

From

Butcher’s
“Rag Pell” Stars Jesse Conrad.
“Trouble With Eve" Stars Rcebert

Urqubkart,

Hy Hazell.

Columbia
“Guns Of Navarone” ‘Open Road Praduction). Producer, Cail Foreman. Director. J. Lee Tiompsan. Stars David
Niven. Gregory Peck, Stanley Baker, Antheny Quinn,
Anthony Quayle.
.
“Watch
It Sailor’ ‘Hammer
Production).
Producer,
Maurice Cowan. Director, Wolf Rilla. Stars Dennis Price,
Liz Fraser. Jrene Handl.
“The Hetlions” (Irving Allen-Jamie Uss Production).

Producer. Hareld Huth.
Director. Ken Annakin.
Stars
Richard Todd, Marty Wilde. James Booth. Anne Aubrey.
“The Human Kind” ‘Open Road Production’. Directed
and written by Carl Foreman. from Alexander Baron's.

book.

.

“The Holiday”
Sloan. Director.

‘Open Read Production’. Producer. Jolin
Joseph
Loasey. From Constantine
Fitzgibbon’s novel. Stars. Anthony Quinn.
“Lawrence Of Arabia” ‘Horizon Production). Producer,
Sam Syiegel. Director, David Lean. Stars Peter O'Toole.
“Weekend With Lulu” ‘Hammer Films). Director. Jonn
Paddy Carstairs. Stars Alfred Marks, Bob Monkhouse,
Shirlev Eaten, Leslie Phillips.
—
“Dangerous Silence” ‘Horizon Production). Producer,
Norman Svexeer. Director, Robert Parrish. From Donald
Mackenzie’s novel. Stars Jack Lemmon.
Produeer,
“Fhe Gold Inside’ ‘Hammer
Production).
Stars
Michael Czrreras,
Director, Quentin Lawrence.
Andre Merell. Peter Cushing.
“The War Lovers” from John Hersey’s novel. Produc-.
er. Arthur Hornblow.
“Mutiny.” Producer, John Brabourne. Director, Lewis
Gilbert. Stars Alec Guinness.
Producer,
‘Ameran
Films).
“Gentleman
Of China”
Charles Schneer.
“Man Running,” based on Elliot West's novel. Producer, Stanley Donen.
“The Amorous Prawn” ‘Hammer Preductions). From

Anthony Kimmins’ play.
“Quatermass And The Pit” ‘Hammer Production). Producer, Anthony Hinds.
“Children Of Light,” based on H. L. Lawrence's science-fiction kestseller® ‘Hammer Preduetion. Producer,
Anthony Hinds. Director. Joseph Losey..
“One More River,” from Beverley Cross’s play. :Hammer Procuction). Producer, Michael Carreras. Director,
Val Guest
“Bleod River” »Hammer Production}. Producer, Jinimy

Sangsier.
“Fhe
Michael

Brutal Land”
Carreras.

‘Hammer

Production).

“The Outsider” ‘Hammer Production?
“The Custard Boys” ‘Blazer Film Production).

Producer,

Produc-

ers, Jud-Kinberg-John Kohn.
“Taste Of Fear” «Hammer

Production). Producer, Jimmy Sangster. Director. Seth Holt. Siars Ann Todd, Susan
trasberg. Ronald Lewis.
“The Greengage Summer.” Producer, Victor. Saville.
Director. Lewis Gilbert. Stars Kenneth More, Danielle
Darrieux. vith Susannah York.
“Shocking” tCurlo Ponti Preduction). Stars David Niven,

Sophia Loren.

Walt Disney
“Greyfriars Bobby.” Director Don Chaffey. Stars Donald Crisp. Laurence Naismith, Kay Walsh.
“The
Horsemasters.”
Director.
Bill Fairchild. Stars
Janet Munro, Tony Britton, John Fraser. Tommy Kirk,
Anneite Furicello. Denald Pleasence. Millicent Martin.
“The Prince 2nd the Pauper.” Director. Don Chaffey.
Stars Guy Wiliiams. Screen version ef Mark Twain's
novel.
,
,
“The Castaways.’ Director, Rebert Stephenson. Tentatively stariing John Mills. Hay ley Mills. Peter Ustinov,

and Fernanéel.

Sereen adaption of the Jules Verne novel.

Eros
“Rip Van Winkle” ‘Jamie U.s Preduction).
Eniil Nofel. Stars Jamie Uys. Wynona Sheyney,

Den Eergh.
“Johnny Nobody.”

Producer,

Juin

Director,
Gert Van

R.- Sloan. Director,

“Take. A Girl Like You” (ROFP). From Kingsley Amis'a’.
Nigel Patrick. Stars Nigel Patrick, Aldo. ‘Ray, William
hovel. Producer-director, Roy Baker,
. .
Bendix, Yvonne Mitchell, Cyril Cusack.
“Middle Of Nowhere” (Emmet Dalton Production). Diti“A Pair Of Briefs” (Betty, Box-Ralph ‘Thomas Produce.
on
rector, Don Chaffey. Stars John Cassavetes, Elizabeth
“Doctor In. Clover. ” From. ‘a “Richard |Gordon: story.
Sellars, David Farrar.
. “Lies My. Father Told Me” (Emmet Dalton Production). . - (Betty Box-Ralph. Thomas Production).
_ '“This Sporting Life’ (Independent. Artists): -Péoducer, 7
Producer-director, Don ‘Chaffey. . Stars Betsy Blair.
‘Karel - Reisz. Director, - ‘Lindsay Anderson, From David
Gala
Storey’s novel.

“During One Night” (Galaworldfilm Production), Writ-

“Der

Rosenkayalier” AROFP), | Producer-director, “paul :

‘ten, directed and produced by. Sydney J. Furie.”
Czinner.
“38-24-36” iGalaworldfilm Production). Director, Sydney
“Very Important Person” |(Independent: Artists). Swine
J. Furie.
» tle-Parkyn Production. Stars James. Robertson ‘Justice,
Untitled film in co-production with Shochiku Company
Leslie. Phillips, Stanley. Baxter.of Japan.

Regal-International

Independents
“Lolita” (AA Productions). Producer,
Director,

Stanley Kubrick.

Winters. Sue

Stars

James B. Harris.

James

Mason,

Shelley

Lyon, Peter. Sellers.

“The Kitchen” (ACT. Films). Producer, Sidney Cole.
Director. James Hill. Stars, Carl Mohner, Mary Yeomans,
Brian’ Phelan, Tom Bell.

Lion-International

-

m

“One Exciting Night” (New World Picture). Producers
Monty Berman & Robert. Baker. Director, Pat Jackson.
Stars" Kenneth. Connor,
Jey Eaton.

“The

Hellfire

Sidney: James, Dennis Price, Shir-

Club” (New: ‘World .Picture).

Producers, .

‘director Robert S. Baker & Monty Berman. Stars Keith :
Michell, Adrienne Corri.
“Fury At Smugglers Bay’ (Mijo Production), Producer- _

director, John

Gilling. for Joe Vegoda

& Miehael Green...
Lee, Joha ;

“Blitz On -Britain.” Documentary. Producer, Roy Simp- _ Stars Peter Cushing, June Thorburn, Bernard
son. Director,. Harry Booth. Commentary. Alastair Cooke. © -Fraser.

“The. Wisk”
‘Boulting Bros. Production).
Producer,
John Boulting. ‘Director, Roy. Boulting. Stars Virginia
“Maskell, Peter Cushing, Ian Bannen,; Tony Britton.
“Macbeth” (Hallmark Production). Producer, Phil C.
Samuel. Director, George Schaefer. Stars Maurice Evans,
Judith Anderson. —
“Black: Tights.” _Producer, Joseph ‘Kaufman. Director,
“Terence Young. Stars Cyd Charisse, Zizi Jeanmarie, Moira
Shearer, Roland Petit...
“Offbeat.” Producer, E. Smedley Aston. Director, Cliff
Owen. Stars. William Sylvester, Mai Zetterling..
“Night We Got. The Bird” ‘Rix-Conyers Production).
Director. Darcy Conyers: Stars Brian Rix, Dora Bryan,
Ronald Shiner, Liz Fraser, Irene Handl. John Slater.
“The World In My Pocket.”* Producer, Dr. Grauter.
Director, Alvin Rakoff. ‘Stars Rod Steiger, ian Bannen,
Nadja’ Tiller.
WITH BRYANSTON FILMS .
“Spare The Rod.” Producer. Victor Lyndon. Director,
Leslie Norman. Stars Max. Bygrayes. +
“Double Bunk.” Producer. George H. Brawn. Director,
Cc. M. Pennington- Richards. Stars Jan Carmichael,. Janette
Scott.

“The Boy Who Stole A Million.” Producer, George

H.

Brown. Director. Charles Crichton. _
“The Impersonator.” Producer, Anthony Perry: Directos; Alfred. Shaughnessy. Stars. Jonn
Crawford, Jane

Griffiths.

Bryanston-British Lion

hy Alan Hackney. ©
“Joey Boy” ‘Sergei Nolbandov-Joseph Shom!o-Produc‘tion).. Based _Gn. Eddie. Chapman's novel. Director, Seth

British Lion’s Britannia

“The Devil's Daffodil” (Omnia: Production). Producers,
Steve Pallos, Donald
Stars. Marius Goring,
Brenda De Banzie.. .

“Hands

Of Orlac”

Taylor.
Albert.

Director, Akos Rathany.
Lieven, Christopher Lee,

(Pendennis

Production).

Of Monte Cristo” ‘(Mid- Century Production).

26th-F Ox.
. OMr. Topaze” ‘Dimitri de Grunwald Production), Proe
ducer, Pierre Rouve. Director. Peter Sellers.. ‘Stars. Peter

Sellers, Nadia Gray, Leo McKern. Herbert Lom...
“The

Innocents”.

‘Achilles

Producers,

Steve Pallos, Donald Taylor. Director, Edmond Greville.
Stars Mel Ferrer, Dany ‘Carrel, Lucille Saint-Simon.

Metro
“A Matter Of. WHO”
(Foray Production). . Producers,
Walter Shensen, Milton Holmes: Director, Don Chaffey.
Stars Terry-Thomas, Sonja Ziemann.
“Meet Miss Marples” (MGM Production).
‘Producer,
George H. Brown. Director, George Pollack. -Based on an

Agatha Christie novel. Stars Margaret. Rutherford.
“Village . Of Daughters” (IGM
Productions).
Stars.
.Erie Sykes.
‘Silent Partner” (MGM Production). Producer, Michael
Ralph. Director, Basil Dearden. Stars Stewart Granger,

Film).

‘Producer-director,

Jack. Clayton. Stars Deborah Kerr.
;
“The Inspector.” Producer; Mark. Robson. “Based on the
Jan de Hartog novel. Stars Natalie Wood,-Stephen Boyd.

“The Greatest Raid Of All.” Producer, Mark: Robson. .
“The Queen's Guards” ‘Michael Powell Productions).

Producer-director, Michael. Powell. Stars Raymond. Massey. Daniel. Massey. ‘Rabert. Stephens, Ursula Jeans.
Stars
“The China Story.”.. Producer, Leo McCarey,
William Holden. Clifton Webb_ “The Visit.” Written. produced and. directed by. -Nunenally Johnson.

liam’ Holden.

Stars. Ingrid. Bergman

and. spossibily) Wile.

May. not set ‘started till 1962.:

“

“A Taste Of Honey” (Woodfall Production). From Shelagh Delaney’s play. Producer-director, Tany Richardson.
Stars Rita Tushingham. Dora Bryan, Robert Stephens,
Melvyn Murray. Paul Danquah.
“Operation Snatch” (Jules Buck Production). Original

Holt.

“Treasure

Producers-directors, Monty” Berman ‘&. Robert S. Baker.
Stars Rony Calhoun, Patricia: Bredin, John Cregson.
“Jungle Street” ‘Theatrecraft Production). Producer,
‘Guido Coen. Director, Charles Saunders, Stars. David: Me-.
Callum, Kenneth Cope; Jill Ireland.
“Lancers Of Bengal,” “What A Night. ” “What. A Carve
“Up.” “Pennygreen Street.” “AN On the: Never Never”
and '‘Man In The Iron Mask.”

Unifilms
“Crosstrap” Newberry Cline-Avon Filnis Production).
Producer, George Mills. °Director, Robert. Hartford-Davis..

Stars

Zena | Marshall. . Laurence. Pane,’ Jill.. Adams,

Bill

Nagy.

“A ‘Bus Called Primrase,” “Stork Talk “and “write- As.
Wrong.”

U nited Artists
“The Naked Edge’
-Pennebaker-Baroda
Production).
Producers: George Glass.& Walter Seltzer.. Direétor, Mie.
chael Anderson. Stars Gary Cooper, Deboral: Kerr,. Erie
Portman, Michael Wilding: Diane Cilento. Hermione Gingold, Peter Cushing.
“Brewster's -Millions” (Caralan Productions). Producer,

George. Fowler.. Director. Sid Furie. Stars Jack W atting,
Carole Lesley,. Renee Houston. John Slater. ’
“The Valiant” (B. “H. P. Production’. Producer, Jon
Penington. Director, Roy. Baker. Stars John Mills, Robert_
‘Shaw.
“Follow That
Charles Leeds.

Man” -(Epiney Production).
-Producer,
Director, :Jerry Epstein. _ Stars. Sydney
Chaplin, Dawn Addams,
“Mary Had A Little’ ¢Caralan. Production). Producer,
George Fowler.. Director, Eddie. Buzzell. Stars: Agnes Laue
rent, Hazel Court.
.
“So Evil So Young” ‘Danziger Bros. Production): Director, Godfrey Grayson, Stars. Ellen Pollock. Jill- Ireland,

‘Universal.
“Curse Of The Werewolf”. ‘Hammer

Production). ‘Stars.

Oliver Reed; Clifford Evans. ‘Yvonne Romain.

cre Morel, Barbara Shelley, William Lucas. Alan’ “Wheatey
“Phantom. ofr ‘The Opera” ‘Hammer. Production).

“Green Helmet” (MGM Production). Producer. Charles
Vetter Jr. Director: Michael Forlong. Stars Bill Travers,
Ed Begley, Nancy Walters, Sidney James.
“See No Evil” "MGM Production).
“Hedda Gabler.” Screenplay |‘by John’ Whiting from
Iksen’s: play. ©
' “Charlie Is‘'My Darling” ‘Dover Production). Producers,

“The Roman Spring..Of Mrs. Stone” ‘Warner.- Preducs
tion'. Producer,.Louis de Rechemont. ‘Director, Jose Quins
tero.. Stars Vivien Leigh, -Warren. Beatty,. Jeremy Spenser.
“The Long And The Short And The. Tall,” Producer,
Michael Balcon... Director. Leslie Norman. Stars. Richard
Tedd. Laurence .Harvey, Richard. Harris.

Martin Ritt. Basedon Joyce Carey's novel..
“{ Thank A Fool” (MGM Production). ‘Stars
Granger, Susan Hayward.

taker. Director, Robert: Day.. Stars Tony Hancock. Gearge
Senders.
“The Story of David”. ‘Scotori: Productions). Producer,
George Pitcher.
Director. Bob. MeNaught. -.Stars Jeff.

Irving

Ravetch.

Harriet

Frank.

Martin

Ritt.

Director,

Stewart

Rank
“Nag My Darling “Daughter” - (Betty Box-Ralph Thomas
Production):
Stars’. Michael
Redgrave,
Michael. Craig,
Roger Livesey, Juliet Mills.
“Whistle Down The Wind” ‘Beaver Films). Producer,
Richard Attenborough.
Director, Bryan Forbes.
Stars
Havley Mills, Alan Bates.. Bernard Lee.
“Flame In The Streets” ‘ROFP).
Producer-director,
Roy Baker. Stars John ‘Mills, Sylvia Syms, Brenda De
Banzie.
Michael.
- “Vietim”
‘Allied Film
Makers).
Producer,
Relph. Director, Basil Dearden. Stars Dirk Bogarde, Sy)-.
via Syms..
“No Love For Johnnie” (Betty Box- Ralph Thomas Production). Stars Peter .Finch, Stanley: Holloway, Billie
Whitelaw, Mary Peach, Donald -Pleasence.
_
“Vet In The Doghouse” ‘Hugh Stewart Production).
“All Night Long” (ROFP). Producer, Rabert Robertson.
Director, Basil Dearden:
' “Waltz Of The Toreadors” .“(Independent Artists). Producer, Peter De Sarigny. Director, John Guillermin. Stars
Peter Sellers.
.
“Tiara Tahiti” ‘ROFP). Producer, Ivan Foxwell. Stars

James Mason, John Mills.

.

“Shadow Of The Cat” (Hammer Production). Stars Ane

Haya Haraeet: |
“Postman’s Knock” tMGM Production). From a Jack.
Story original, Stars Spike Milligan.
“Seagulls” «MGM
Production), Original story, Lawrence Bachmann.

Warner-Pathe

“The Rebel” (ABPC Production). Producer, W. A. Whit-

Chandler, David Knight. Basil Sydney, Barbara Shelley.
“The Sundowners” ‘Warner Bros. Production). Produce.
‘er, Gerry Blattner.
Director, Fred: Zinnemann. : Stars.
Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum, Peter Ustinov.
“Don't Bother To Knock” ‘(ABPC Production). -Produc-.
er, Frank Godwin.: Director, Cyril Frankel. Stars. Richard
Todd, Nicole Maurey, Elke: Sommer, -- ©

“Go To: Blazes” (ABPC Production). Producer, Kenneth
Harper. Director, Michael Truman.

“The Young Ones”

'ABPC Production). Producer, Ken-

neth Harper.. Director, Sydney Furie. Stars Cliff: ‘Richard
and The Shadows. :
“Petticoat Pirates” (ABPG. Produetion). Producer. Gor-

don

Scott.

Director,

David

Macdonald.

Stars. Charlie.

‘Drake.

Untitled subject for Tony Hancock: (ABPC-Milestane
Production). Producer, W. A- ‘Whittaker. Director, Robert :
.Day. Stars Tony Hancock.
“Tamarine” tABPC Production). Stars Elke Sommer.
“Nicola.” Writer-producer, Karl Tunerg, from Audrey |
Erskine Lindop's novel. ‘The Pot! Carriers.” a prison
. comedy, “If Chance A. Stranger, * based on Charles FullJerton’s. bestseller, “The White Witeh Of. Rose Hall”. and.
“The Golden Fool, ” by David Devine. —
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White, Coloured and Hindu Theatres Boom;
South Africa Important Distribution Point
‘By EVELYN .LEVISON
-. Johannesburg.

-While the general economics in South Africa showed a
downward trend in 1960, cinema distributors .and .exhibi-

As from March of last year, MGM toak. over distribution

of Columbia Pictures in Africa south of the Equator.

This

-is-the distributing area covered by all four companies. extending te Uganda and Kenya in the North, and including
tors’ here-‘report no “drastic . slackening of their ‘trade.
South West Africa and the Portuguese territory of MozRacial crises, such .as the demonstrations at Sharpeville
ambique.. “Pal Joey” and.“Me And The Colonel’’ did well
‘and: Langa, and events. of national importance, viz. the
among initiat-Columbia releases,
Lined up for screening
Referendum, had.a temporary ‘adverse effect on boxoffice
within the next few weeks are “Once More With Feeling”
receipts, but: with the restoration of calm in the first: inand “Song -Without End,” both expected to attract healthy
stancé, and’.a general acceptance of ‘the republican issue
b.o. returns.
in the second,’ business rapidly reverted to normal,
Prominent among pix. ‘doing better than the average 2-3
For: the first time-in. “nearly 20 years, a rise in the. price.
weeks which is normal run at-most city houses were. War- of cinema tickets, affecting three of the four major. comner Bros.’ “Summer Place,” United. Artists'.“‘The Apart“panies: ‘operating in South’ Africa, came into force in September of last year. This increase, applyiing only to Friday - ment” and-“Solomon And. Sheba,” the Assotiated-British
comedy, :“School For Scoundrels,” and the Unifrance‘and Saturday performances, brings the price of seats in
Unitalia glamour. pic, “Europe By Night.”
the majority of first-releases houses to: approximately the
game level.- - With the exception of His Majesty’s. ($2.10:
Rise of Drive-Ins
top) and the- Pigalle ($1.19 top), seats at main houses: in.
A steady increase in the number of drive-in cinemas
_Johannesburg range from. 38c to- 71¢c during the weet,.
during
the
past
year
has. brought the total in the country
ie
and. from: 45c._ to. $1.05 on Fridays - and Saturdays.
to'over 50, of which 16 are clustered round Johannesburg
‘spite the rise, week-end shows ‘at. both first-release. and
_and nearby mining towns.
Newest addition to the ranks
‘suburban houses—where rrices are ‘proportionately lower:
in Johannesburg itself is the Top Star, perched on an old
—continue to attract capacity audiences. ‘In the. large cen_mine-dump overlooking |the city lights. In many rural
tres,. two fixed-hour performancés ‘daily, three .on Friareas screens stand up in isolated stretches of open veld,
days ‘and. four on ‘Saturdays . aré.usual for first-release
erected. well. beyond .town boundaries where land is
houses;. in the suburbs ‘one performance nightly with two
cheaper.
To- country- -bred Sauth Africans, accustomed
matinees during. the week are the general rule. Cinemas - to travel,. distance is’. ‘unimportant. Some drive-ins are
throughout South Africa are closed on Sundays.:
owned by Fox, a few by independents, and a growing numher. controlled -by Inrybelange, a combine with headquar* Usually Sold: Ahead -

_ Advance ‘booking; European - ‘style. is ‘available for. all: evening screenings.and in the case .of popular pix, Satur=day performances. are ‘usually sold out before doors open.:

On eve. of: rublic. holidays .“midnite
. patronized. -

matinees” are well-

‘African’ Consolidated: Theatr es,. largest and oldest of the
four. companies, originally founded by I. ‘W. Schlesinger,
“now. controlled by: Spyros P. Skouras, and distributors of
United | Artists, Paramount,: Werner Brothers; Universal,
Allied: Artists, J.. Arthur Rank, and British Lion producfons, lost. :‘one of its. big central houses in ‘Johannesburg
Jast year when the Plaza was: demolished to make. way for
a skyscraper. office block.

_Emrire..Films

Ltd.,’ importers. of. ‘British and Continen-

- tal picture. kept the umber of first-release houses in this
city to. eight: is ‘opening The: Pigalle. new deluxe intimate
theatre which in spite of its. higher-than-the- -average prices:
- 4s doing excellent business.. -Catering definitely to luxury

ters |inn Pretoria, ‘governinent blessing, and ambitious plans:

Old Hokum Bucket Full As
South African Studios Busy
Johannesburg.

Film preduction in South Africa, while still limited, has
made greatest strides over the ‘past 12. months. S. A.
Screen Productions ‘controlled by Fox organization) has
taken over from African Film Productions. the 50-year-old
- Killarney. Studios. with the result of much increased
activity. Apart from two weekly newsreels. one English,
one Afrikaans, ‘Sereen Productions are now. turning out

four. Afrikaans-language

features a

year, plus documen-

taries and advertising films. These features. aimed at rural
‘areas. With their large percentage of Afrikaans-speaking
trade, The Pigalle is-situated not in the .sual city.cinema
‘filmgoers, are: usually heavy’ dramas or unsophisticated
area, but ‘slightly to the north in. Brazmfontein, fast becomedies. New Afrikaans versions of old standbys like.
coming the centre of Johannesburg” s live theatre. Braam“Charley's. Aunt” and “Daddy Long Legs” shave proved
fontein. has the, advantage of. offering easier parking .and.
surefire hits.
being loser to wealthy residential suburbs wherice it:
Film director Pierre de Wet has some 18 pr oductions
draws the.‘bulk’ of ‘its’ patrons.. ‘Pigalle: seats only 600.
to. his name,.Gordon Vorster three, for which he has
Followi ing Pattern:
written his own stories.. Vorster’s dramas haye introduced
several new screen personalities, but top comedians. still
Enicouraged by the success of the Pigalle. William Boxer,
yemain favourite de Wet: discoveries; Al Debbo and Fredmanaging-director Empire Films, is ‘building simiJar-type
erick Burgers. A- Killarney: pie takes an average of three
houses in Cape Town and Bulawayo :Southern Rhodesia),
‘months. to complete. When released, it goes on circuit for
both to be. opened. later this year.,- Negotiations for two
about
four years, playiing practically every spot in South
further. theatres,- one in Pretoria, and one in ‘Salisbury,
Africa where there is a cinema. or even a hall.
the Southern Rhodesian capital, are well under way, ’ By.
Jamie Uysi who has sev eral Afrikaans successes to his
the end of 1961, in the Union of South ‘Africa. alone, this.
eompany, which ‘opened shop.in Johannesburg in 1951 with _.eredit. is now! teamed up for an English. picture with the
one theatre, The Monte .Carlo, will have four. houses in ‘British combine, ‘Warwiek Films. This is “The Hellions,”
a. South African type Western now half. completed. proJohannesburg, one. in Durban, one in East London, two in.
duced by Harold Huth. directed by Ken Annakin, and
Pretoria; and five in.Cape.Town. Pix. are imported from

Norway, Germany. Japan: Sweden,

Italy, France, Britain,

featuring

British stars Richard

Todd

ard Anne

Aubrey.

Supporting actors and extras totalling nearly a thousand
‘America, Russia, Spain, and on. oceasion, India.
< .
have been. recruited locally, and. have taken over the little
A further: sign of eonfidénce in this country’ 'S expanding
Transvaal
‘town of Brits for most exterior shots.
¢
‘film industry is the opening (April 11) of 2°$760.000 Cine- -.
Tama Theatre in Johannesburg.
“Tremor,” an English- language pic about men trapped
Financed by Drama, .Entertainments Ltd. a syndicate. of business and. profession-" in a Rand gold mine. and starring British-Canadian actor
‘al men, the theatre is one of three ‘in the world designed - Robert Beatty, :-has just been completed, Dennis Scully
directing..
Bpecifically. for the showing ef Cinerama films. - Seating
8$1 in an auditorium claimed by the managing-director
Also in. the: country presently is a Continental unit
and architect, NI. Fink; to be. acoustically perfect, with an
making a German pic, “Hot Land,” a tale of dope. and.
80 x .28 ft. image, and 18 speakers for flawless stereodiamond smuggling.. Imported. stars are Michael Cramer
phonie sound, the theatre. which took six months to. build,
and Italian actress Brigette Corel.
‘emhodies all the latest” in Cinerama devices.
“This Is
Advertising films ‘locally called Filmlets. or Filmads,
Cinerama,” the first film to ‘be released, is expected
to_ ‘the first :made by Screen Productions, the second by
draw audiences from all. over the country. ‘Price of seats.
Alexander Films, and running from 40 -seconds to 2 minyaries from. 91le to $2. 10. °
utes for Cinemascope “specials”) are big business, being
screened everywhere as a: prelude to the program and
‘Ben-Hur’ Top of °60°
during the intervals (All shows. have. intervals when ice
Biggest money-spinner of 1960 was MGM's “Ben- Hur,”
cream, popcorn, cold drinks and. candy stations in the
which by arrangement with African. Consolidated was
foyer are in action). The biggest national and international
screened in Johannesburg. not .at the Metro’ Theatre,: but
marketers make use of this sales medium, and productions
have achieved a high standard, some of the Jonger presenal its 1 ,240-seat His Majesty’s. “Ben-Hur” ran for. eight
months in Johannesburg and ‘three months at the Metro" tations winning awards at the International Film Festival
in Care Town,
7
|
at Cannes.

Following is a theatre-attendance chart-for Japan::
No. .of
Theatres
1.508
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its activities,

particularly

outside

the big

towns,
In al frescos on the outskirts of the larger centres, there
are usually two screenings nightly—a family show at 7
p.m. and a later session with possible certificate restrictions at 9 p.m. Children under the age of 10 enter gratis
jn adults’ autos.

Despite counter-attractions of sunshine and sport, ciildren in South Africa are keenly pix-minded.
Saturday
morning shows, matinees, and early evening Saturday
performances lure big juvenile audiences.
Unless a film
is given a certificate imposing age restrictions ‘these can
be from 4-12, 4-18, and even 4-21, though this is rarcly
imposed and the most difficult for cinema munagers to
apply) children can attend performances unaccompanied

by an adult.
Releases with age restrictions, currently. include UA‘a
“Never On Sunday” (4-18: in its sixth week at His Majesty’s, and a hig hit: Warner Brothers’ “Girl Of The
Night” '4-18'. and an Empire Films release at the Monte
Carlo—"Lovers Of Montparnasse” (4-12).

Press Helpful
Newspaper advertisements do much to boost current and
forthcoming flicks. ads appearing usually on leader p+ges.
In Johannesburg dailies, cinemas command top pasitions
in six columns, the drive-ins another two. Average ad varies from one to six inches, though important new offerings are frequently heralded by much more.
Press critics
tend to be severe in the big centres, but unlike their
drama colleagues, have not the power to kill the attendances.
Sunday papers give useful publicity.
Both spone
sored and non-commercial services of the South African
Broadcasting Corp. air show biz features which offer advance publicity to outstanding rix.
Except in the Cape Province, where many country and
suburban cinemas admit both Whites :downstzuirsi znd
Coloreds upstairs), there is no mingling of Whites ind
Non-Whites in picture-houses.
Non-Whites
houses ere
open to all sections of the non-white community— Coloreds
thalf-castes', Blacks. Indians and Malays—but according
to geographic situation, each cinema tends to serve predominantly one specific race group. In the African towne
ships, audiences are made up almost exclusively of the
Bantu peoples residing there.
In Durban. which has a
Jarge Indian poy ulation. two cinemas screen only preduct
from India, which have little appeal to other sretions.
Princip:l

cinema

in

Durban

frequented

by

Incians

is

the Shak Jehan, a luxury house owned by Raja. wealthy
Indian merchants, where admission charges ale Gn a yar
with first-release White cinemas. Another Indian combine,
founded by A. I. Ksjee-Moosa, controls a chain of Avalen
Cinemas through Natal, Cape Province and the Transvaal.
Asians are interested: in the entertainment husiness, and
with their keen natural sense of finance, are ua. Hy successful,
Very few cinemas are owned by Alricans, theaugh same
houses

controlled

by

managers,

Whites

or

Indians

have

Alriccn

The standard of comfort and entertainment in NonWhite houses is on a par with their White prra‘lel.
Either air-conditioned or mechanically ventilated: seating
is comfortable, sometimes more so than in «mall suburban
cinemas in White areas.
Prices are considerably tower
than White equivalents. ranging from 15ce. to 46c.
Tor
Indian pix, more costiy to import, prices may he jacked
up to 70¢ top. Children are admitted for 7c. All prices,
as with White cinemas. include tax.
Most houses have
two shows a day, the afternoon performances ; roving the
better attended. since transport presents problems for
patrons relying on buses or trains. All types of pix released for general exhibition are shown, censorship chicfly directed at those stressing excessive violence or sex.

Most popular films with Africans are religious epics
such as ‘The Ten Commandments” and “The Robe.”
Every Easter Monday an old French movie depicting the
life of Christ has been screened continuously throughout
throughout the day at one non-White house in Johannesburg for the past twenty years, and never fails to attract
capacity audiences,
hundreds
invariably being turned
away.
Next in ropulerity are rock pix—particularly if
starring Elvis Presley, a top favorite with Bantu cinemagoers.
Biggest misfires are heayy dramas, tense situations more often than not invoking loud laughter.
The
average African does not seem to mind at what p«int
he enters or leaves a picture, is apt to get excited as action
peps up. and frequently gives vent to his emotions by

talking back

to the screen.

As opposed

to Blacks. the

tastes of Coloured audiences is very similar
‘Whites.
Chinese attend White cinemas.

to that

of

NINE STUDIOS: 434

Japanese Theatre Patronage
_Year.
ptbe ea

for expanding

59 Other

Japanese Features

Rate

As Indies

Tokyo.

Of the domestic features released . in Japan during -calendar
1959, 493 were -produced for the.

Tokyo.
oe.

‘Aitendanee atrical expipition and
26
5.6

U.S. Decline, 1959 and 1960
4444+
Tcekyo
; The b.0.Slide ofAmerican pictures in Japan continued in 1860 with
eceipts
for the U
majors
during
the first 10 months of the year

“e Were |showing. a decrease of $1.212.500 as compared with the same peziod

made expressly for tv, ater re-|of the previous calendar annum.
edited and distributed theatrically, |the last five years.

29

The falloff follows in the pattern

of

[Of the 493 theatrical features, 434 al Comparative ptribution receipts ore U. S. Ter sates helaw inere

69.
1
123

123

nraduced

Features

117

1959:

Of the 7,400 ‘theatre ‘count at the-end of: 1959, 4880. ‘houses show |.
domestic films exclusively, 850 exhibit only imports,1422 houses program both Japanese and foreign films, 38 theatres screen only newsreels
and. shorts: while: 210 houses are ‘dexoted ‘to other assorted fare.

‘The- 7.400 theatres. ‘had a total. of: 3.269.000: Seats. with. 223 houses |
having niore than 1,000 seats. Theatre count: of larger cities was: Tokyo, |:
560: Oseka, 300; Nagoya, 131; Kobe, 89, -Yokohama, 87: and Fukuoka, 76. |

in

ni

.

_

|clude earnings

of

newsreels

and

shorts

as well

as

features.

Figures

fone Progueed a nine ees ow for UA include receipts earned by Republic (they’re now merged in
onging Q ine sIX Majors Wilh
Japan) and RKO totals include earnings of Disney product. which
being indies.
.
distributes through RKO of Japan. Figures are from Jan.-Oct. inclusive.
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Israeli Film Features’ Urgent Need: |Jepand
Craftsmen, Showmen, and Markets

Japan: film imports by countries: (1960data unavailable):

1957 1958
1958
- 1956
weoere 1160-12408
rivew 2
92.
1781
Britain |
veces 14
15.
iz = («16
Italy eee
|
Leuae 8
"9
5
14
W. Germany rete ad peewee se een dee Lee
BS
5
8
BY
veves
2
4
6.
2.
U. S.:S. R.
10
WB
AZ
88
Others III
194
169.
211
“Totals: ATT
Country

{U,

Ss.

A.

France.
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By JOSEPH LAPID

|TOP-EARNERS AMONG

Aviv. ,is locally rated a difficult guy,
the Israeli highly. He
It bothers the Israell that they |praised
JAPAN’S: OWN FILMS
have not achieved more progress ought to.
Shooting soon starts on an Italo:
in making feature films. The afterproduction:
“The Two
math of the coming of Otto Prem- American
Tokyo.
inger is the -sardonic complaint Enemies” previausly named “Two
The following are the. top five
jhat the country that could create Colonels.”
The pic, made by De learners for each: of Japan’s .six
-the “Exodus”
story for history Laurentis and Columbia .will star|
majors during last available calenTel

e

could not create it for the screen.|David

Niven

and

Alberto

Sordi: |dar 1959.

Listings are in no sig-
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Sweden’: VirginSpring’Win
Appeasing Bergman Coterie,
But Importers StillRap Oscar

This may be another way of grudg-!Also Stanley Kramer will, in all |
' nificant order.
ingly granting that what is lacking probability. make “Glorious Broth‘SHOCHIKU
is know-how.
ers” in Israel,
Me-iitaeing on the subject of how
Foreign
producers
are helped “Kaza-Bana”™ (Flower in the Wind.)
(Bird’ Déploring{
ta make a ae film, Israeli pundits here not only because they bring “Sekishun-Cho”
Spring).
erack fhat first vou make 100 pic- in hard currency and boost the!
:
tures to leavn the technique. And j tourist trade by advertising the. | “Ohay o” «Good Morning).
yet the parallel with Hollywood is} scenery, but also because they help '“Kinokuniya Bunzaemon” (Carpen-|}
-ter's
Name).
too pretentious to stand up. The ‘to build up the local industry.
comparison
which
makes
more Preminger for instance hired five; “Ningen ‘no Juken (Condition of ;
Man).
sense is, say. Sweden,
a_ small young Israeli directors as his asTOHO
‘country, too, where a dispropor- sistants. Naturally this was excelDitto for some ! enhon Tanjo” (Birth of Japan).
tionate number of films have be- lent experience.
come
global commodities.
Again assistant camermen
who worked |“Kakushi-Toride no San-Akunin”
there’s the significant matter of a under an American chief.
' (Hidden Fortress). —
Israeli studios are well equipped, “Anya-Koro” (Dark Way of Life).
talent: Ingmar Bergman's,
What the Israeli “film industry” though small. There are some first- “Sengoku-Gunto-Den”
(Story” of
The following chart
What}
needs are good craftsmen:
But ‘rate stage actors around.
. Wartime Thieves’: such chaps have a real weakness Israel needs is a producer to invest “Kitusne to Tanuki” (A Fox and a weekly average receipts
taxes) for Tokyo foreign
for money.
And you don't have and a director to make something
Badger’.
money to pay them unless you sell of it. Any Irishman in Hollywood |
{tions,. including the 12
DATEL
your product. You can’t sell your to volunteer?
houses operating during

+

The awarding of the best fore
eign film. Oscar last. week to Ingmar
SBergman’s
“The
Virgin
Spring” should go a long way-towards appeasing Sweden's film in-dustry, which in earlier years was
Tokyo. . | miffed when the Academy Awards
lists the consistently overlooked: Bergman,
(excluding but it will spur a.renewed fight
on the part of foreign film importfilm situa- ers and distribs this. side to get
roadshow |-the. Oscar. rules changed, or, at
the tabu-’ least, supplemented.
‘The Bergman ‘win: also has. the
lated period and three general re-|
lease chain of seven theatres each. @ffect of pushing back the U..S..
release date of: Kingsley-InternaFigures are based on first six.
} tional’s “La Verite,.” the. Brigitte
months of 1960. Figure for Theatre ! Bardot starrer which was the unTokyo is far above normal expected |successful French nominee for the
biz: for the. house, but was beefed foreign Oscar. If “La Verite”. had |
up by the run‘of “Ben-Hur” which|;won, Kingsley was ready to put’
the pic into immediate release to
opened during tabulated period.
‘cash in-on'the award.:
Weekly B.O.
Now,
distrib’ is.” holding
“La
Situation
Average
Verite” back until July, and may
Toho:
even
wait
until-fall.
to
put
the
Yuraku-za -......... $14. 136
-pictute..out.. Not’ only~ are .‘those
Theatre Tokyo ......
13,783
judged
better”:
business
seasons,
Scala-za ....... oo.eee 13,066 '
but ‘the- time lag will also erase
Hibiya ............ ese- 11.783
‘that slight, but perhaps meaningNew Toho ........... . 7,369
Marunouchi Toho .... 4,627. | ful, stfgma attached to a pic whieh
.
has not taken the top honor. .
TY Chain. ....... ees 21418
Shochiku:
' Along with-“‘La Dolce Vita,” “La
Central*
...c.eeee0.s
8.263
“Verite” ‘is regarded generally as
| Piccadilly ........ .--. 8,263
one of the biggest potential forTogeki ............. . 5,527
eign: language: grossers of. 1961.
Marunouchi Shochiku:.
2,975
AS. was predicted by Variety
SY Chain ...... veors 17,480.
about a month ago, the Bergman

|BOXOFFICE TAKE IN AN
AVERAGE TOKYO WEEK

product if not made by craftsmen.

Henee a vicious circle which
the United Jewish Appeal

lick.

even
can’t

TARZAN’ OFESETTING

Kahi” (The Key).::
“Jirocho-Fuji” (Jirocho and Fujh.
“Utamaro
o Meguru no Onna”
‘Utamao, the Painter). ©
“Joen” (Flame of Passion).

GERMAN DELINQUENTS? :

Self-Critical
Self-criticism, as every Russian
knows, is the only way to improvement: Is-aeli film makers are far
from satisfied with their own work
and are striving for better. The

“Hitohada

Botan”

(Tattoed Peony’.

SHINTOHO

Frankfurt.
the Kaiserslautern area it’s! “Daitowa-Senso; Kokusai-Saiban”.
(Ent’l. Tribunal’ of War IIT.
charged that. gangster films

In
been
have started a junior crime wave, j“Niguruma no Uta” (Elegy ofa
Cart).
.
first signs of real improvernent but in the same area it's just been
were shown last year. Three fea- countercharged that “Tarzan” pix “Tokaido-Yotsuya-Kaidan Yotsuya”
,
tures were made entirely by Is- have offset the bad effect of the | (Ghost Story of Tokaido).
|““Ningen no Kabe” (Human Wall).
raelis—script, director, actors, lab- crime films,
oratory, etc.
.
Recently a band of young rob- t Meiji-Tenno to.Nogi-Shogun” (Em~Unfortunately
the
first
one, bers calling themselves the “Al | peror Meiji and Gen. Noji),.
TOEI
;
“Rache)” is a runaway in the con- Capone gang,” attacked and robbed|
(Classic
Kabuki
test for the worst picture ever elderly persons, creating a minia- “Chushingura”
Story.
made. The second one, “They Were ture crime wave
until arrested.
Ten.” while acceptable, is far from The
Kaiserslautern
area
was | “Doto-no Taiketsu” (A Meeting).
being fully satisfying. The third aroused. Some groups were formed “Mitokomon, Tenka no Shogun”
Gen. Mitokomon). ~
one, “I Like, Mike.” a comedy, is|to combat the American gangster
quite delishtful and often funny. [films that allegedly motivated the “Naniwa no Koi no -Monogatari”
{Osaka Love Story).
Say it's not worse than many a,youths.
{Dai-Bosatsu
“B”" made in Hollywood. True, by | But now, it’s been revealed that “Dai-Bosatsu-Toge”"
-Mountain. Pass).
Israeli standards its costs were another band has been formed,
NIKKATSU
disgraceful: nearly $100,000, a sum with the opposite ideas in mind,
which a small country like Israel as a result of the American pix. “Kurenat no Tsubasa” (High and
cannot recover since the chances Headed
Mighty Red Wing)
by
18-year-old)
Harald
for finding a big market abroad Hauck, there is a new group called “Sekai .o Kakero
Kol”
(Global
Love). are rather slim.
There -is, how- the ‘“Tarzans.”
Members
of the
ever, some curiosity value in every club follow the mottoof “hear, see, “Ten to Chi o Kakeru Otoko” (Man
Israeli pie shown abroad, espe- help:” and are committed to do at
on Heaven and Earth),
——
arcane
+ =.
cially in the U. S., but this is not Teast one good deed a week. They ee
“Otoko nara Yume o Miro” (Men
enough to base a profit upon.
‘Should Dream).
meet Wednesdays, and have to reThe two bigger Israeli studios— port to the Chief Tarzan what they “Shimizu .no Abaren-bo”
(Tough
“CGeva" and “Herzlia’—are there- have accomplished.
Guys in Shimizu),
fore trying to make fhe best of a
world-wide phenomena: coproduction.
Countries like France can
provide technicians, directors, even -

Tokyu:
’ Pantheon

..........-.

jas of Aug.

1. Also, since

¥-By ROGER BOWER van

sun. They will make good use also
of thé “movie-law” which provides
government help and subsidies to
producers. There is a special department in the Ministry of Commerce and Industry to help. The
exchange rate for every dollar invested in pic-making in Israeli is
40°5 above the regular official rate.
This is, certainly, the main intentive for foreigners.
Beside that,

win has New York’s importing fraternity wagging their heads in. *I-

com-

puted period, Toho now handles
booking. for all other Shochiku foreign houses except Piccadilly and
‘Togeki.

Syria: Films & Popcorn & Ads

actors. And they will use the mod-!

ern and cheaper Israeli facitities,
the colorful scenery and sometimes
quite monotonously shining Israeli

oo
4,938

Milano-za ............
4,841
told-you-so fashion.
During the
C. S. Chain ........ . 15,502
‘last. three years, the Oscar-win-.
*Shochiku Central switched from ning. foreign language entry. has
foreign films to Shochiku product always been the only one .of the
five nominees which

commercial

release

has

been in

in the U.S.

prior to the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts & Sciences voting.
This was true of. “Black Orpheus”.
in 1960 and‘“‘Mon Oncle” in 1959.
(This ‘year's Mexican
nominee,
“Macario.”
was playing . in Los

|Angeles but did not open till after
| the nominations..}

| Through
i. Importers

aanananers F

the Independent Film
& Distributors of Amer-

ica, the importers wil] renew their

efforts to get the Academy to supfilms. The: office of| tickets here but rather assault. the ‘plement eligibility to rules to inThe film screen dominates popu-| Zachariah El-Taher, which handles boxoffice, if a-hit is current. Ticket |clude as: ‘potential nominees all
lar entertainment here in Syria‘ the Italian films, is gearing its op- seller has a chart of the house for! those foreign language films whichthough in summer the International! eration to this hunch. However, each performance. He tells you have opened | fn the States during.
Fair “looms large with the masses. |USA films remain best bet because what’s left,. you. make your choice the previous calendar year. Under
A check for 1960 discloses that,}of the variety of offerings plus and he crosses - of those locations”. the present setup, each film Pro-,
writing the seat numbers on either ducing country can select.one pic,
-American product took about ‘75° |their “action.”
end of your “laundry” ticket.
4from ‘which group five ‘final nomlof. the playing time. Arabic feéaHere's an frony: in emulatThere are no reserved seats. in: nees are sclected by.thé Academy.
tures, produced in Cairo, accounted
ing the example of: Americanmade Biblical spectacles like
‘the orchestra except for two to"
the Israeli partner in the co-pro- for the second Jargest quota, 15%.|
Meanwhile, the final two. noml39
Commandments”
and
four rows raised slightly above the |:nees for this year's language. Oscar
duction will receive a government- Italy came third with 5% of the|
market. Runners-up included Ja-|
“Ben-Hur,” the Italians a: not
hoi-polloi. Recently this writer was' still: remain. unsold in. the .U. S—
backed loan and tax cuts.
«*
panese, German and French prodmaking: it easy. For reiigious
the guest of a big wheel to see” Yugoslavia’s “The Ninth Circle”
Not The Cheapest
f
reasons these “Christian” epics
“The Mating Game.”. He happily' and Italy's “Kapo.” Films-Around
Israel is more expensive’ then uct.
announced he was able to secure. ;the World reportedly was interArab taste runs mostly to action
‘cannot be shown in Moslem.
the three countries where many
two of the best seats in the house.’ osieq in acquiring “Circle” some
Syria. Hence Italy is multiplyco-pruductions are made: Greece, and or sex. If there is an histori-|
These were in next to the last! weeks before the Oscar cereing the number of films not
Spain and Yugoslavia.
But then,’ cal background, that’s a plus. Pic-|
‘suitable here.
row of a huge balcony. Center of|monies but balked at the terms beIsraeli living standards are in gen- tures such as “Some Like It Hot,”|
eral higrer then in those countries “This Earth is Mine,” “Home From|
Meanwhile. there are promises course, As far as can be determined |ing asked. Distrib felt that because
—from
hotet equipment
to the the Hills,” “Young Philadelphians,” from Egypt of upgrading the Arabic the Arabs figure you get the best! or “Circle's” stiff competition for
Summer
Love,” “Operation features as to overall crafisman- view of the outsize screen from! the award tvs, “Spring” and. “Veritechnical assistants, who not only “A
speak Engiish, but mean the same Petticoat,” “Pillow Talk”’and “Blue ship, camera, sound and lab work j there. Except for the climb, may-'-te", the best way to promote the
t Angel” were hits, while, for exam|particularly.
be they have something.
pic was to put it ‘on the market
thinss as you do.
—
A’ show. corisists
of the feature ' Pafore ‘the * Oscar
announcement
Love ‘Mahraleen’
Presentls a French -¥sraeli co- |ple, the British-made, Oscar-winfilm, the Arab World newsreel and
and drumbeat it'as.a “nominee.”
at the Top” barely
production is in the making in the | ning “Room
out five days. Showmen!
Damascus fancies “Mahraleen about 15 minutes of commercials.’ ]t seéms too late for that now.
Negev desert: the “Ten Desperate;‘eked
to theFee eee aunt First comes the newsreel, then the
Men.” And negotiations for a cou-; . thought it a great picture, but not- are
ple of other co-productions
are, _enough voltage for the Arab taste: !‘arthur Miller. and- her: resultant commercials. You get about 10 one-|
under way with French, Spanish, | Other foreign films that were; boycott in Egypt. Esther Williams minute films in ‘color advertising|
Polish and—Persian producers. ‘In strong at the local b.o. were the tis another femme. favorite with the about the same type of product}.
that you see on ty at home. Some
- Cape Town.
the Persian case, the Israelis are: ‘Italian films “Giant of Marathon”
Arabs as is Rita Hayworth. Richard are in animation, all well done.
AS a result: “of new tax laws.
supposed to provide the know-how land “Night of Lucretia Borgia,”
! Widmark and Gregory Peck: may. They have either the hard or soft. ‘which’ came “into. force last year
—a topss-turvy affair!)
|and the German films “Tiger of well. be the top fave among the sell depending on the product. -: new import companies have sprung
Finaily great efforts are made | Bengal” and “Torch of Love.” Rus-! male stars.
Noting the absence ofa cartoon, . up- in South Africa. They include
to
couvince
for eign—especially lsian films haven’t been exhibited
Incidental intelligence on ‘cineStar Film Importers of Pretoria
Ameriecan—producers,
that it is: ‘here in two years, and for obvious 1. in the mid-east: The matinee I asked why, seems that the Da-|
mascus exhibitof ‘reasons. that. if} Magna. Film Importers of Johan-:
worthwhile to shoot their own pics
reasons there have been no. Eng;‘performance
is around
noon,
=.
here
Thev will get official help—:|
‘lish and French entries...
though many houses open at 10 the customers sit still for 15 min-!nesburg
utes of commercials, why spend’
Hollywood
Film’: Importers of.
blocking roads for instance, by the
The home product from C€airo‘a.m. Fhere (government .and busi- dough on. Mickey Mouse?
.
1 Pretoria
.
police.
Popcorn? Of course: Just clap |. Galaxy Film ‘Importers of Johanwas
the
test
case. ‘does well even though technique ness offices close at-2 p.m.) For a
“Exodus”
, good picture the three good houses your hands and you'll be served: nesburg
oe
Thouchk its budget was never dis- ‘still needs improving.
dispatch. Please have the.
Capital Film Importers of Cape
What about’ ’6lY <Showmen feel. for:-top prices are at 3, 6 and 9 with
closed it is clear that it cost much'
right change so. you don’t hold up| Town.
less the: ans of the big b.o. hits of .that the Italian product will move ‘p.m.
Bert Fisher Films ofCape Town.
Preminger, whatup from 5% O,to press leadership of | They don't. exactly queue up for Ithe feature,
the Tet season.
Damascus.

the American

‘Film ImportersMultinly

b
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Tr x-Relief Prestige Rating | BAUER CITEIl\Nazi Taint Haunts And, As A Result
s
;

—

foe

Frankfurt.

| >

,

In West Germany, where the- Film: Classification Board’s twa. .desig- |.
‘nations, “especially outstanding,” the first rating: and the second class]
of “outstanding,” mean important tax relief to the theaters, it's just):
been shown that 21 foreign. and two German full-length ‘features won

WIS,
ANSEF,
Sats
RR
OO
Ot
&

the first rating during the 1959-60 playing season.

——

But a total of 79 full-length and 18 cultural shorts and films for youth.|

found their way into one or the. other category.
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By HAZEL GUILD

_By HANS HOEHN

|
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Ge .
7
Mal

| “That German

producers

;their work to the highly-paid Hol-

assid-:Iywood studios.

Romy Schneider,

What started on a ridiculously uously avoid the theme of their once the leading German ingenue,
_ Here's: how the classifications ran for the major U.S. companies in
Germany:
a
re
,
;
7
“modest budget. ‘not: much more own divided country, as described has turned to the French «tage as

i

|

‘German

Non-German Decumen- _ Totalof =‘than $10,000) ..and, in fact.. was in another

Films

20th Fox

~~. Films

taries

pevecdes .

Columbia. .

Cod

Metro
Paramount

3

....

.

8
2

1

a

_L

article

herewith

by 4” ouilet.

an improvised. VARIETY's Berlin.rep, Hans Hoehn.

And

| affair. has gradually become
one of ,It has its match-point in the fairly

11.

od.

6

worsens °

aL

I

-s
2

sb eaee

United Artists
Universal

= Classifications“ pardiy more than

1.

tits kind in the .world: The Berlin It is a truism that German
‘International Film Festival, which. and girls know remarkably

the

German

the three most important events of. general. avoidance of the Nazi past.

bara

only

up-and-coming

sexbombs,

Valentin

girls lke

and

Kai

Bar-

Fis ner,

boys have generally been cast in tates
little about the call girl racket. Germany

lin 1960, observed its 10th anniver-; about: the. bestial period for the has not yet put a face. or a figure,

1

sary.

-

-all-too-human

reason

that

their

on the screen

that could he called

‘Warner Brothers ...
4
like an equal to the in-1
“se excied
24 aleesifentions for ihe4
full.|
Since 1957 an “A” ‘estiy lL.
. parents cannot explain it or face anything
1
Thus the American companies -earned 34 classifications. for the full. -“Berlinale,” as the local tra ae cone ‘their own part in it.
ternational sex queens: France's

"length

—

taries,
luding
classifications. °it. ,>* now operates
features and : the documentaries,
Dncluding both
Holh classifcallePs:
on a 1.000.000 D-i There's little doubt that the guilt B-B. Maly’s“ Sophiaj

Ger oo

¢

=

in

lf-Pr

g®

n

_

feral Govt; contributes 300.000 D- the safety-first fixation as to the England's Diana Dors.
Marks

to the fete.

the

W-Berljn Communist

Senate adds 350.000 D-Marks. while
i
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{the rest
“festival’s

barrass

the

half

of Germany

development

Bamberger

em-

of Ger-:

—they

ee

distributor

or

oebinit.e

exhibitor ;

Case

The long sad struggle of German

amount comes from the; man films in many areas. Yet curiincome ‘fadmission. ete:). ‘ously enough television has found

producer Peter Bamberger was recently revealed.
The young producer had an idea for an exciting
timely-pic, “Der Teufel spielt Balalaika’ (The Devil PJavs the Balalaika), about the war pricons in
Russia. He had personally survived
six years in prison in Siberiz ind

aTioUus
Cannes mav be a more elegant .the courage on occasion which the
awesey
festival and Venice. a more roman- itheatre
screen
showmen
have
_.,
lle: one, and both have a Jonger .lacked. The video series in 14 parts.
. Berlin, . [Televisiois
.
n stil a hovelty value tradition to their-credit, but Berlin- “The Third Reich,” was quite can“Television” is the
big. word
in-jin Germany.
In a few years, the is able to say that it’s:the most .did in presenting the horrors of
. Geainis film ineles. Whether ,film will regain grounds. Of course, “serious” film rodeo. With less Hitler to young viewers.
producer,

+
and Gina,

Marks ($250.000) budget. The Fed- .aspect as to the Nazi episode and America’s Liz and Marilyn, or even

theGordon’
films have
to be good.”
= glamor than Venice and Cannes: it
deplored ‘the lack: of. is chieflv. a business festival and |. But returning to the broad issue thought this the time for a

all feet the inroads of this. outstanding

German

films. ile said

many filmites

from

all

over the ‘of inhibitions

in theatre

product.

‘res

trating piece about the horre'« of

plainly Germany has not yet fully life in Russian prisons.

competitor daily. Some, of course , that.most.of
them lack: originality world appreciate it as such.
shaken free. Progress has certainHe turned out a script. and hed
= producers, directors, actors. — for which
he chiefly made.the. pro- | Berlin is not a child of tourist- ly been made Technically the Ger- ft translated in French, Enctlish,

escaped misery “by joining the ducers responsible... He ‘said that conscious ‘city fathers. In view of
“devil.”
rs log many ae
hilly Gomestic Berlin's position as an Isolated city.
nad:

.

‘baton

man industry has staged a conit’s (involuntarily) also a political- siderable comeback. But the deepcning shadows of television’s counter-distractions and the resultant
falloff _in boxoffice
figures
are
#eideschnulzen,’ that’s sentimen-"come over. the Berlin festival has ‘problems which may worsen before
ta! escapist fare. which praises
the been. given the byname, “Show win- they brighten. German film showbeauty. of, the: country. ete.. Gor- dow of the West.” It- gives East men find some comfort in the
90": “They must realize that the:people
the chanceof to.
see westernif thought that the United States and
productions.
which many
Story is the thing.
even ifthis or top
¢
|
S:
)

gp: Market

and

tastes:

and Japanese as well as German.
In every land he found a reject.
Only after three vears did he manage to convince UFA distribution
chief Rudolf Thiel and Stuttgart
industrialist Heinrich Sauter that
it was worth financing.
When he began with the background film preparation. thouch,

But.there are

ara knore caid: ; improvements, he added’. At least..festival. The fact that many people
eee
“The competition ‘of television isi they have .given up those terrible. from Soviet-dominated ‘territories

alteady bitterly felt.. Those who:;
‘suffer. most are’.the cinemas in.

‘Berlin’.: suburbs.

The

producers

feel it too.
But the heartsofmany

of them are already.
split becavse

have survived television's
in {Britain
i;fiercest blows.
Meantime Germany badly needs
an infusion of fresh chromosomes
7
\Carires) but ‘Dr Alfred Banes the in its artistic veins.
{Berlin Festival
chief,et calls
The Stagnant Wave
rt thiss
Fo

“they haye already. branched’ out . that: film “of ‘old-fashioned. calibre: not most. they’ can never
into the television business.” "j Sul -makes some money. »
their territory.
Loe
a

“Attendance” . figures

are Cone p io

oS

¥

7

, Theatres

stantly on the decline,” samman Ch ked Off:
said. “The cinemas
have lost bulk , VUGKEG'
UH; ;
of

their former’ regular. family|

audience.

I. refer

to the

“once

a.

Which used. to ga at least once a

week to the cinema.. This audience |
has been lost = to television.”
EL

‘Of Berlin on Decline As
fs

TnL

Ty:

2.

another UFA exec felt ‘that the film

see

had little chance of success. and
the project nearly fell through.
Five months later, the film. turned

Lido Beach (as at ;

wromulin has no

out on a relatively low budget. waz

finished.
{lack of attractive tourist's goals is ‘One actor dubbed the German _ Bamberger had for thee years
4 positive factor
hecause it forces film output of last year “The Stag- been unable'to find a producer, had
the.film people to dedicate them- nant Wave.” blaming the medioc- heen rejected by most of the top

jeven

an advantage. Said

he: “The.

‘rity of the films on the lack of con-

German

Capital Echoes Politics.
Berti
selves to. the film.”A special hig trol producers can excerise over
“But there is justified ‘hope that i
ae
.
erin. “plus is ‘by all admitted! this fesove when | According to» latest
Jates statistics,
stat
the situation:
will improve
the>. tival’s
organization “with whieh their product. He claimed that feathe mass. of people has ‘paid off. ‘city of W-Berlin ‘about 2.200.000 ‘probably ‘no other festival can tures were controlled by “dictato‘their tv sets: Most of them. pay « inhabitants). has 253. cinemas of. compete. But that has to do with rial film-distributors.” Church cen‘the latter on account:
and it’s psy-, which. 282) ate members of the ‘German
“‘Gruendlichkeit”
«thor- sorship is also a factor. Religious
chologically: understood that they \.local..Assn.: of: Film Theatres. A oughness). which one just cannot groups have registered strong pro-

want
to ‘amortize’
their investment... local house is. normally: considered beat.
.
“Jf
they
have they
may become -in okay. shape if about. 50-60°r of
Bauer, 50 now. can say that this
what they used to be before they.: its seating capacity is used. Over- ‘festival is “his hahy.” It was strict:
bought their ty set: Regular cjn-| all situations
run ‘barely 35/7 at ‘ly his-idea. A.farmer iurist. then
-ema-goers. .. But’ we still have to |present. A tough ‘situationis evi--a writer ‘he’s the author of the

the
film

tests to some topics, per the Italian

in Germany

feel that the

are only
tv. are
on few buyers. And ; latter are
neweomers to this: branch
to say: iinostly ‘ne
“The tv competition to German tand don't Know. the seore)or. people.
'refugees)
from the East who
- film. people hasn‘t: really started ome.
=
as: yet. It--will be. felt in 1962. Want-to build here anew existence.
Mast of the second programs will >Many ‘of them fail: Several .cineNot start before the. end of 1961. ° mas here-have recently closed their
‘Germany's television will develoo doors. More’ shut-downs. are ..exae
"
into a fulltime ‘program in 1962. “pected: -”

Ronald: Kahn,

an ‘American

1950,

via

the

Berlin

Senate

to

_ Osear: Martay,
then. U. §. ‘HICOG)
Film Officer, who-.Jater

ioined

the

Jocal film branch, and it was the
“American

Martay

who made

“German

the understanding

-“doing—thanks

to a regular,

is that many

Germans

ported

will see

Hitler

who

to playtmGermany letsearimBern Film Fest May

Star Wage

It's reported

Freeze

that the average

‘Curd Juergens, a sure-fire Ger‘shop for old men.” Also: “German.
Next to television, exhibs’ strong- “above-average ‘filris out of 28. -I
film’ industrialists, producers.
ex-, est competitor,
the heavy aniuse- think it’s still a very good percen- -man celebrity. for instance, fol-

-hibitors,. etc. don't know: how: to ment tax. (20%)-is still the biggest tage. Af the 1960 Cannes festival. Jowed the Hollywood trend of set__Merehandise, _ promote, .publicize problem for showmen. (This tax is the ratio-was. as to the jury, nine. ting up his own production com‘pany so that. he rakes the profit
their ‘produtt,’-in fact, they have. eventually—down to 14°¢-—lower
if. above-average films out of 29!”
neve
"
st
the -respective. film -has been de-! To class up his festival, Bauer _off the top. He has sworn never
never
learnt it.”

_: Paul Gordon, publisher ‘and.tv.clared ‘‘valuable”—or “particularly ‘will reduce the number of compe- to work for a German producer.

TE
.atte

one to start a “new wave” rolling.

Again Be Ignored By
Soviet Union Toppers
Berlin

Apartment,” “The Fugitive Kind.”
“Ben-Hur” and “Pillow Talk”: two
French pix. “Gentlemen Without

‘their
American. colleagues. He !W-Berliner wept averagely28times
calls the. German: film “a closed. 0. the cinema.in'1960. ° |”

“canes

tors, the producers are all afraid

themselves

s¥mnathize with free Berlin, even ‘loss ori a German film last vear was
: if this generositv voes at the ex- &85.000, and of course, many of the
“pense of the artistical standard of German stars have deéserted the
‘sion. ‘Otherwise, they die,” Kahn . On: the average, a’ W-Berlin the Berlin festival”
; German
screen
because
of the
_ Cifiema -ticket costs 1.40 D-Marks:
-conehided. |.
rr
en
_And he said this: “The jury last clamp-down on salaries. When the
moderate in comparison with
_, Kahn. who finds German televi- i35¢)
year. ajl noted international. film German Producers and Distribu‘other
‘territories.
“But
admission
sion. “constantly - improving” : said
experts, confirmed.me in declaring tors agreed that no German star.
.. thal ‘the German. producers haven't. can. hardly be upped in: financially that of the 28. full-length pictures
.could: be paid over a top fee of
_handicappéd Berlin. Incidentally, a:
eight
were
‘far above artistical $25.000 for a film, that sent quite
average.” 10 were average and six
12: a few fiving.
;below average.
This makes
eee
a
eins

the backers, the diree-

sup- found, it’s pretty difficult for any-

‘can be small-budget films; (3) To - fastidious. audience—quite well.
“slart producing films ‘for ‘televi-:

tab
a
aoe

But when

‘ation of the. festival possible.
-: Festival has. grown from year to eluded four U. S. products. “The|
‘vear. It can't be denied that it met

more

and the courage

to search for the truth...”

. portrayed .as fools; and will resent .

cially hard hit. However, some art'as a Soviet-menaced.
citv requires;
These films “houses,
even in the suburbs. are .a tart towards thase nations which

original.. They

Rundschau.
“This
by young people.

the the ridicule.

‘first financial basis for the prepa-

art films eharacteristical -

must be something

Hannover
was made

probe too deeply the Nazi theme of facing the “truth.” as Bamberrer

unfavorable criticism. foo,
Cinema. owners ‘will. then :feel tv -. : But, in ail. the local cinema. sit- some
‘like they have never felt it before. ‘uation is- still notas tough as in ‘such. as. last-vear when journalists
A local-exhibitor told me recenuly™ some. West -German cities. This is ‘complained that. too many “little” Small Change" and “Love Game":
that tv’ hurts him already quitea° ‘explained: by -W-Bertin’s position » films had been screened. As to this. ‘the Swedish “Virgin Spring” and:
* bit. I had to.tell him-that. it’s only. as dn isolated city. The W-Germans Bauer says: “I needn't stress that just two German films, “The Brave
& small pain, ‘it's just the begin-.- have. the opportunity” to “spend. the festival committee is alwavs Soldier Schweyk” and “The Glass
anxians to furn down films that are
‘ning .-..."
outside their artistically not satisfactory, .or at of Water.”
lengthy weekends
. Asi-to German filma producers, “hometowns, while W-Berliners are . least
A recent study of the use of
show them outside competi-—
Kahin. said that they - have -only:.
forced to stay within. their home- tion. Tf, however. a country. insists leisure time. revealed that 30°7 of
‘three alternatives:
cu
i
ar(1) oe The pro- .. grounds.
the
Germans prefer to read. 24°
Oe
“7 os
on showing .a certain film as an
‘-duetion of much. bigger filnis on ~
Oswald Cammann, chairman. of official entry in Berlin, we have to work in house and garden, 11°¢ inthe basis of big-scale international ‘the
dulge
in sport. 9° turn to radio
Assn. of Film: Theatre here. irespect this wish.-It’s still a minor
‘coproductions not dependent on explains that. downtown
follow
houses are evil-to show a ‘little’ film than to and television. and 15°
domestic markets. .only;.- «2) To.
“diverse
hobbies,” including going
still best ‘off. while the little nabe give the resnective . nation the
create filmis. which Kahn’ calls houses
in city’s outskirts are espe- brushoff. Berlin’s special position ‘to the flickers.:

of being German.”

’

tid
viets'

.
ene

ar me

come

to

the

Berlin

;
ates
Film

Fest? As to festival regulations,
each country With which the Federal
Goveinment
of
Germany
maintains diplomatic relations, automaticaly receives an invitation to
the fest.
So far. the Soviet Union, only
behind-the-Iron-Curtain
country
which
has these
relations
ith

Bonn, hasn't accepted any of the
annual invites.
Once the Soviets said that they
would come if East ‘Commun:st)
Germany

got

an

invitation

also.

“This, however, is out of the question.” the head of the West Berjin Fest explained.
At a recent press confab on the
occasion of the Soviet Film Week
here, the first question a iocal
scribe put the Russians was whether they'd come to the Bertin Fest.
Alexander Davidow, prexy of Sovexport Moscow,
answered:
“We
haven't received an invitation as
yet.”
Second
question:
“Would
you if you were invited?” His dip‘lomatic answer was “‘we'd have to

‘producer. here, ‘said:. “I believe
.in |valuable’-——by the West: German :titing pix this. rear: Only two (in-: German character actor Froebe discuss that.”
However, it looks as though the
* the future of the film. industry. |film _.classification’. board... The !stead. of three) film in competition ‘has moved to France, and a couple

‘- The situation in Germany
is identi-

tae
vases
seeded
BR
aide
eee
awe

schessanent
.7.

cal of. America.

“valuable” ‘tag, which -is to foster:da.ly,

some year's - ago. : the artistic film, means ‘tax’ relief.)

while.a

third

one will be ‘of top German stars, Maria Schell 11th

«Continued on page 128) -

a

back, but not in anger. Thev have

dearth of talent can in several wavs
.be blamed on Hitler.
The most

wait one or two years until the denced by the fact that about: 40 Big.German Feature Film Alman- brilliant writers deserted Germany.
‘people will be: financially freer... cinemas are up for, sale. But there ac). he carried: the idea. back: in never to return. One reason not tO

producer’ here..had. this

gotten

What one considers young people.
Now we recall Siberia. Thev took

:“La Dolee Vita.”
Many

companies. had

turndown trom leading German ditine and the German bank. The
tren has par peen , accoracd
‘Tementous crifieal
acclaim. =As
critic Wolfgang Tschechne wrote in

and Horst Buchholz,

are confining

Soviet

Berlin

Film

Fest

participation.

won't

see
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Few German Directors ‘International’|B.0. UpDespite

German Inquiry:
Must ‘Cultural
e

@

US

‘By HANS HOEHN

ur

Berlin.

Of the 70 to 80 Teutonic feature film directors,

Shorts Be Dull?
@
Frankfurt.

“Culture-schmulture,

what's

only a
|tional”

small percentage have achieved ‘“internarecognition. Kurt Hoffmann (“Aren't We
Kaeutner (“Captain of KoepWonderful”), Helmut
I

hap-!

enick”)

and

Wolfgang Staudte (“Roses

For

the

!Prosecutor’} are commonly acclaimed as this counpening with the documentary film;
try’s three most prominent: directors. Who knows
_business in West Germany?
them elsewhere?
When you go to the cinema in
Another group includes Rolf ;‘Thiele (“The Girl
Germany. you’re never rewarded
Rosemarie”), Alfred Weidenmann .(“Canaris”) and

with a Mickey Mouse cartoon or a!
.

1

ith |BOW also Bernhard Wicki who succeeded via one (his
wit \ first) feature film, “The Bridge,” in commanding
same foreign attentlon. Not ‘to forget, ‘of course,
before
the bouncing bail. Instead,
the
main
feature
gets _Folling. those oldtimers who returned from Hollywood such
you're subjected to the vivid and;
some details of how a snake |2° Robert Siodmak, Fritz Lang and William Dieterle
‘
be
;
O osumnes a mouse, you're shown! ; who still live on their old. names.
musical short

to sing

along

20 minutes of closeups of Renais- | Here, in alphabetical order, are some five dozen

sance chureh windows, or you're: German film directors and their present status:
exposed to a dreary view of the | Axel von Ambesser: One of the (very few) German.
rigors of life on a remote island in: i directors who can achieve the ‘subtle touch:. His last
the North Sea.
|pic, “The Sw indler and the Lord,” was very charm-.
Reason is simple enough. If any: ing.
hibitor

shows

a “classified”

doc- {

samentary along with his full-length |

Franz

feature, he is entitled to some tax; torial
relief.

Of

course,

the

Antel:

An

experienced

talerts are limited.

man but: his direc-

His films tend to the

enjoyable” routine.

who doesn’t stir atten“classified.” ; Kar} Anton: An oldtimer
aren't
eartoon
so they features
are simply
efiminated, and | tion anymore.
.
replated

by the type of documenHelmuth Ashley: An ace cameraman who turned
Black Sheep.” was
Hocrd thinks the talks should view. director. His initial effort, “The
‘ promising.
Some members ‘of the audience

Josef von Baky: A good director. His “creations
in Germany have complained that:
;
along with the ticket they’re pay- ‘reveal above-average ambition.
ing a hetty chunk of entertainment | Wolfgang Becker: His product is 50-SO.
tax—and
this enforced documen- |:
‘
*
Curtis Bernhardt: This Hollywood returnee made
tary film is usually something less'
than the word “entertainment” im-_ “Stefanie in Rio” last year. Nothing special.

Germany's Day
Week,Bullish TV -

of the (Austrian) Marischka dynasty active around|
here such as Ernst Marischka
(“The Student-].

Prince”), Georg

Marischka

(“Peter

Voss, Hero of:

Day”) and Franz Marischka ¢“Hit Parade 1960"). It’s
hard to distinguish -between them sinre everyone{
only follows the “German escapist” pattern.
—

Paul Martin: He sticks, now as. before, to musicals.
‘Latter’s foreign prospects are zero,

Even though. the

Frankfurt.
film business

in: West. Germany: has been hit a’
“Soldier Station Calais” was his last low blow’by the country’s ‘5,000,000

: Paul May:
effort. He, the creator of. the “08/15”. series, knows
his trade. If supplied with -adequate material, a (television. sets and by the. newlyintroduced ' five-~day week, “which
director beyond German average. —
|
Kurt. Meisel: An actor who occasionally turns! sends the eountry’ Ss 50,000,000: ‘Tesi
director. “The Red Hand, ” an average thriller, was. dents scurrying otit on the ‘high-.
j ways instead ‘of into the’ theatres,
his 1960 effort.

| plenty-of. optimists are ‘still around.

Hans Mueller: One of those. who makes features ;to open new houses,:
.
of the seen-and-forgotten type.
Latest: theatre-nose-count showed"
Eric Ode: ditto.
that 95 more ‘houses ‘were ‘doing
John Olden: “Frau Irene Besser” was his last pic.!business iri 1960 than. in-the. preHe’ s more successful as a tv director.
: vious year,. with. a total. of 6.884

exhibitors offering. 2,800,000 seats. .

Gerd Oswald: Son of: the. unforgotten Richard ;
Included in that count ‘are 443
Oswald, he made two pix in Germany: “The Day |
‘wandering exhibitors,.who set -up
When the Rains Came” and “Royal Game,” latter!
the screen in. different areas ‘and
this country’s entry at last year’s Venice festival.
|often: follow the. fairs that attract
He's an ambitious: man but (as with his screenplay s,
thousands: of tourists. to a Section. -too) hasn’t quite conv inced local critics as yet.
About one fourth of the houses are
_ Harald Philip: His forte: seems to be war pix. In! in ‘towns. with less than 5,000 in“Penalty Battalion 999” as well as in his “Division habitants, and. play four’ or: Jess.
Brandenburg,” he achieved convincing “war mood. times during the week.
~~
and hard-hitting realism.
_ During the year, 145. houses shut
Hans Quest: Another actor who frequently hops, ‘down, but 240 new. ones’ opened, to’
on the director's wagon. No major credits, —
| aceount for the new total of. 6,884..

Arthur Maria Rabenalt: Once one of the: better
Known. German film directors. Still quite busy. but
just ‘average

Geza

von

now.

Radvanyi: One

garians who make
has been on the

directing

now

of the many

|

————————

Berlin Fest Growth

Ex-Hun-

Continued from page 127 =
films in Germany. Once lauded.
decline these past vears. He's shown. outside competition... ‘When

“The

Giant

Wheel,”

a remake of: this reporter. Interviewed

him in
a |
March.
he <said:
“I'm convinced
Rathony: ‘Made such pix as “Mrs. War- that we. are going to. have. better
the complaint
of the:
‘ren’s Profession” and. “Beloved. Swirdler.” Hasn't. films. than Cannes. ” In all, there
name.
are four categories. of pix being
.
achieved, here particular prominence as yet.
But the complaint of the exishown at the 1961 Berlin festival:
“The
Ambassadress”
was
his
last:
Harald
Braun:
hibitors is even worse. There just.
Gottfried Reinhardt: Has already a handful of ‘1h Competitive films submitted by.
aren’t enough of these classified pic before his death (at 59) last year..Once a top
German pix to‘his credit but German critics yet to; the. nations, (2) Competitive films
documentaries to go around. Even director, this film proved a ‘disappointment.
“hail”. his. talent. His “City Without Pity,” Kirk invited by. the festival, (3) Nonthough a short producer getting : Geza von Cziffra: He still deserves this superlative
‘Douglas starrer, is awaited.
competitive films: invited by “the
this classification is sure to sell, —the most actire in the land, Makes about half-a
Special : ‘screenings,
Harald |
Reinl: Several pix last year. Nothing spe-| festival, .(4)
his film, tHe production of docu- dozen pix each year. Run-of-the-mill productions for
; trade shows, "ete.
cia
mentaries in Germany is falling the German-language market. .
4
A retrospective show. will honor:
Juergen Roland: A tv director who made a couple the. Japanese. director, Akira. Kuoff. Higher costs have deterred
Hans .Deppe:
Also
quite busy. German corn.
‘of theatrical pix within the last months. Shows. rosawa, of whom six pix, including
some of the producers, others who
talent.
have made money have turned to: Escapist fare.
“Rashomon, *" “Seven | Samurais”
making full-length features.
+ William Dieterle: He made the two-part “Mistress
Wolfgang Schleif: Continued making pix starring and: “Ikuru,” will be shown. KuroIn 1960, only 254 of these classi-| of the World,” and “Mardi Gras. Confession.” Didn't
Freddy, such as.“Freddy Under Foreign Stars,” sawa, incidentally, will attend the
fied culture films were made, a! Make too big an impression.
“Freddy and Melody of Night”. and “Long. Is. the ‘fest at which his “The Bad. Sleep
considerable
drop from the 314, Thomas Engel: Average.
Way.” stout money-makers in the land:
|Well” ‘wilt be running as_ official
Japanese entry. (Kurosawa. report-"
Rudolf Schuendler: Actor-director who's. also kept : edly gave Berlin “preference. to
turned out the year before.
Erich Engels: Don’t mix him uD with Erich Engel,
busy. Lately with pix. starring Willy. Millowitsch, . Cannes.)
Keen Competition
'ereator of the memorable East German pic. “Affair
popular tv comedian.
L
Several of the culture film pro- Blum.”—Engels made “In the Name of. a Mother”
’
Another highlight’ will be the
ducers. queried as to the dwindling last year, a tear-jerker.
Robert. Siodmak: “School Mate” was his last Ger-' _handing out of: David O. Selznick’s
output, replied that competition , Ulrich Erfurth: His Jast. efforts were German
man pic which was not as good as hoped. But of all: 11th Golden and Silver Laurels via
rom foreign countries has been too: average comedies.
"
the aldtimers who returned. from Hollywodd to Ger-' a special ceremony. This marks. the
.
i
duc
ould :
many... Siodmak can: be acclaimed as the most suc-. second (the first. was in 1954) time
afford tosell their ‘shorts “at 3. Rolf Hansen: “Gustav Adolf’s Page” was his last cessful and. convincing one.
fthat. the local fete has provided the:
price with which the locals. who’ film after. a long silence. It didnt garner many.
Wolfgang Staudte: His films are: always above ! background for the Selznick prize
generally have to rely on one mar- compliments.
German average. His “Kirmes” impressed last year's ‘ceremony. Selznick - will. come to.
ket only, couid not compete. since
Veit Harlan: Reportedly in poor physical shapei*
Berlin Film Festival, his “Last Witness” is. this; |: Berlin for the event. Selznick wrote.
in other lands the film had usually: Hasn’t made a film for a long-time. Paid -heavy.
Bauer that it’s the first time he
country's contribution to the 1961 Cannes fete.
played on the home market first.’ peralty for doing “Jew Suess” at Hitler regime.
attends: an international. film fes- and the added German sale meant: command.
“R. A. Stenimle: No directorial activity lately. :tival. Also Eric: Johnston will be...
more funds with no additional out-.
Writes scripts. Wrote one for Ronald Kahn's vidlape™ coming to Berlin... Johnston promlay. So some of the local short- to ail, Harmack: Ambition. Also dedicates himself
pic. “Concerto For -Combs.” among others.
od ised Bauer to: ‘grant. him full | pubmakers went out of business.
;
;
.
'
Rolf Thiele: One of the more interesting German! ilicity support of’the Selznick ev ent
And particularly from the Com- _ Dietrich Haugk: Young director is hubby
of actress
directors. in fact. one of the best. ones. Keeps in- Via his MPEA publicity apparatus..
mie-controjled lands, the competi- Johanna von Koczian who starred in his first two tending to achieve something off the cliche. His last | Always one: of-the most difficult
tion has been too cut-throat. they Pix. “Heroines” and “Agatha: Stop That. Killing.”
vehicle. “Don’t Shoot At Angels,” hasn’ t been shown ;enterprises is to get stars for a
,-; His directorial talents were evident:in both pix.
charged. A land like Czechoslo-:
festival.. Bauer said. Every vear, hahere as yet.
contacts: about> 100 foreign... stars,
vakia or Poland or Romania is conKurt Hoffmann: Country's. most gifted film-maker.
William Thiele: Another returnee from Hollywood. but. only a. small percentage has
sidering the propaganda-value of ,Succeeded in producing a competent muisical, “The
Made here “The Last Pedestrian” and “Sabine and | time to accept the invitation. Bauer
showing its films on West German! Haunted Castle.” As he did in his most successful
Her 1.000 Men,” both no attention-getting pix.
said that. he’s’ particularly. grateful
screens, and so the Red govern-' film, “Aren’t We Wonderful,” this displaved depth
ment often subsidizes the docu- with a light touch. His last film. “The Marriage of
Will. Tremper: A former journalist and ‘screen- to the Americans as to festival asmentary makers, and they can of-' Mr. Mississippi.” a Swiss: production, is eagerly
writer, “Escape to Berlin.” marked his bow as aj sistance. He. eited such names as”
‘fer their products at exceptionally awaited.
.f
,
‘director. An imposing ‘debut. Next on his list. “The ,Walt Disney, . Stanley Kramer. and: Erie Johnston.
.
low prices.
:
» hisLae 228th tsic)
.
Russians Are Coming,” a satire.
|
Gearg Jacoby: a ‘Pension
Schoeeler
Walt Disney. hasn't ignored - any:
Last
vear, 372
culture
films directorial job. Oldtimer says “some of his smaller
.. Gustav Ceicky: Once one of this country's top'
Played
on
the West
German fjms" aren't even. included. in the 228.- Jacoby ‘has “directors. Lost prominence but still -active. “They, Berlin film: festival so far. Each.
year, ranging: from “Cinderella” in
screens. 215 German and 1547 for- been directing. German ‘films since 1912. Heritage of Bjoerndal” was one of his last Austrian)
1951 to “Jungle:-Cat™ last vear, he
eign. mainly from France, Italy,
pix seen here.
the United States and England.
Werner Jacobs: Makes pix strictly for home consubmitted a: ‘full-length: film to BerHere’
how
the
U.S.
majors sumption. Nothing for the critics.
Fritz, Umgelter: Active in both tv and cinema-field. | lin. In 1958, he personally came to
More prominent as a tv director.
| Berlin. ‘Kramer -had his “Death of.
stacked up. documentary-film-wise: . Rudolf Jugert: Once one of the more noteworthy
20th Fox showed 17 culture fitms German directors, his abilities. are hardly evident
Paul Verhoven: Now production chief with UFA. a. Salesman” running.in Berlin in
1952. “The Defiant Ones” -in 1958
of which 10 were German, seven any longer. Concentrates on sex -pix.
-Alfred | Vohrer: Made with “Until Money Departs and ‘Inherit the. Wind” last. year.
foreian; Columbia offered 15. itWeimut Kaeutner: One of the Big Three. Boasts You" his first adult film after a series of pix revolv- Eric Johnston.- was. here- nearly
ciuding fixe Corman and 10 for- an irpposing list of credits but his last. films weren't
Ing around teenagers... Not too conv incing.
every year. He, ‘incidentally, reeiun. Metro played 18, all German: - tujly convincing. His Iast one, “Black Gravel,” hasn't
Alfred Weidenmann: A _ talented director. whose eeived the (German! Federal Cross
Paramount had 19. of which 18 peen released here as yet.
pix. however, vary. His last’ film, “Sacred Waters,” of Merit for his outstanding conwere local and jot one foreign:|
a Swiss-German production, hasn't come to Ber lin tributions to the German- American.
United Artists had 27. 19 local and | Werner Klingler: Another man. with a U. S: passrelations: inthe film field.
as vet.
erht forcign: Univ cereal showed 14, |port. The much talked-about (subjectwise’ “Fountain
‘One. of. Berlin's specialties are
ineiuding
three
German,
11
forof
Life™
was
his
last
film,
His
direction
doesn't
Helmut Weiss: Mostly comedies, for the domestic
the’ open discussions, lectures, ete,
taste..
eign: and Warners had 23, of which! ¢om:nand particular attention.
which
run. here’ under the title,
20 were Gerinan, three foreign.
_Leopold
Lahola: A new. name to the German
Bernhard Wicki: His first film. © ‘The Bridge.” won
him international acclaim. ‘He's . a very ambitious “Forum.” Also noteworthy is the
Since
522
tull-length
featuresi directors’ scene. His ““Fhe Devil. Played the Bala|
wireless
simultan setup: in the fesdirector. His second feature. ‘‘Miracle of Malachias,”
were shown in Germany
during | laika” inot shown here as yet) is supposed to be
has stirred considerable attention even Jong before tival cinema: Reviewers: are given
1960), afons: with just 372 cultures, |very good.
the
chance
to. follow the dialog in
completion. ‘Due for release, in summer.)
foreign ‘movies ‘via special earAa obvious wat tne cones aati
Fritz Lang: His name means still plepty around
Frank Wisbar: ‘Continues making war. pix. His last:
j Phones. Translation - is. in” three
Idu't use the one-to-one rallo,| here, His last film, “The 1.000 Eyes of Dr. Mabuse.”
efforts were “Night Fell On Gotenhafen” and: “Fac-,major languages. | .
and the same cultural short turned received varied reviews but was a substantial box,
tory For Officers.” Although not fully: convincing, |
up along with a couple of major! opice contender.
he too belongs to the more noteworthy German - ‘Reflecting upon: ‘the.‘previous ten
Teleases.
:
_ Ber lin film. festivals, Bauer. called.
Now the cultural producers com-!
Wolfgang Liebeneiner: Rather active pic creator.
directors. Wisbar's passport is American.
'the:1959 festival his. best one:so. far,
Franz Peter Wirth: A former tv director who has: while: 1958 showed the best prodplain that some of their own Ger- Expert directorial hand is evident. But his items are
man distributors. like Constantin, more for hame consumption. “Ingeborg”. and “The - made half a dozen pix within. the. past two years. uct. There’s no doubt that the “Ber-.
“Heroes” -still rates as his best..
|
are turning
toward
the foreign} Final Chord” are among his.recent éfforts.
linale” also helped Berlin’s position
shorts.
The Marischkas: There are quite a few members
Eugen York: Nothing heard of him lately.
as a film--producing center.

plies.
public.

Geza von Bolvary: Little heard of. him lately,
‘Eduard von Borsody: One only remembers his
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ILM PRODUCERS

OF | VEST BERLIN

=By HANS HOEHNs»

[Berlin Film Fest

Golden Bears
Berlin:
Here’s the Grand “Prix: (Golden
Bears). -history of: the. Berlin: Film

'

-Bruehl;, most- popular among the young German recording chirps. Miss |Festival:

Berlin.

Of the about 100 West German feature pictures turned out last year, Bruehl is also star of Melody’s recently completed pic,-“One Prettier|
1951: The Grand Prix for. the
more than half were made in West Berlin. Same applied a year and Than the Other,” which company made for UFA Film Hansa. Schaeffers j best dramatic film went to Leopold.
Lindtberg’s . Swiss - feature,.
‘two years ago. This is a remarkable fact taking into consideration West} has several. projects in prospect.
Berlin’s difficult position as an isolated city which, after all,. creates |
.
This outfit was founded last year. Its initial Foud. in a Jeep,” while’ the public
quite a few problems and drawbacks. But Berlin's big plus, of course,
fitm was “Escape to Berlin” which. Will Trem- voted Disney’ 3 “Cinderella” as. best.
is its tradition. Somehow, it has remained the German film metropolis.|.
per (his directorial debut) directed. “Escape”
=
German producers who have a soft spot for Berlin, say that this city was financed by: the American Unexcelled Chemical Corp. and ‘its Swiss
1952: No prize. Only a public poll
has “an ideal film climate” and act accordingly.
affiliate, Unexcelled International, Zurich. Stun-Film is a subsid of the! Which-saw the Swedish. One SumProduction activity was on the decline last year, but this decline was latter. Stun-(Film), incidentally, stands for. (Michael) Schwabacher, |mer of Happiness’ as. victor,
The public: picked
mm
less felt in Berlin than in Munich, Berlin’s strongest competitor. Not to president of Unexcelled International. Tremper and Unexcelled..Stun’s | 1953: No: prize.
“Wages of. Fear’. as
forget, of course, that West Germany’s two most active producing units next project is a satirical pic, “The Russians Are Coming,” which- also |the Gallic
Tremper will direct. Outfit will eventually branch out into the tv field. 7best film.
have their headquarters in Berlin: CCC and Kurt Ulrich.
Company's 1960 output included such ‘films as “Mardi ! 1954: No prize. The public picked’
Here a rundown of West Berlin’s film producing units and their 7a
Gras: Confession,”
which William Dieterle directed..-: i‘England’ s ~ “Hobson's. Choice” ag ~
present status in alphabetieal order:
“The

STUNFILM

.

AERC )-FILM
film

since

then

but

preparation.”

AIFA-FILM

UFA

|

“Stefani in Rio,” done by Curtis Bernhardt, and “Le: best film:
A small outfit headed by 30-year old Raphael
1955: No. prize. ‘The publi¢ chose.
Nussbaum
who came
along with his first passage du Rhin,” latter a French-German coproduction. Last Navern-| t.5 German. CCC ‘production, “The
feature (“Blazing Sand’) last year. No other ber, GVFA:and Deutsche Film Hansa, top producing and distributing |p ats, ” directed ‘by’Robert Siodmak,
company
in
Germany,
amalgamated.
It's
now
a
distributing
company
:
Nussbaum said that he has “some projects in
as best. film. |

called. UFA Film Hansa. UFA, divorced from distribution, concentrates ;

A daughter

|

|

jena

company

of Artur Brauner’s

CCC

‘now.

on

production, including

newsreels: and

this writing, it’s rather quiet with UFA.

its big theatre

Company

| which concentrates on smaller pix while CCC “sleeping giant” will wake up before too long.

chain: Ati

1956: Festival. “organizers

calted.

may be called a, this. an ideal year—a Grand. Prix

‘Golden. Bear) was handed out-and
takes care of productions of bigger calibre.
Next .to Brauner (CCC), the mast -active: the public voting system was still
Alta’s 1950 lineup included stich films as “Until Money Parts You.”
: used: The Bear ‘went. to Metro’s
KURT. ULRICH
-German film ‘producer. At. least .10 films.
“QO Sole Mio” and “Fountain of Life,” among others. Outfit continues
~
each year. But Ulrich is one of the few. ‘“Invitation te Dance,” while the
being busy.
domestic film producers who hasn’t branched out into the video field, ‘public chose.” “Before: -Sundown,”
‘This company ran into finaneial troubles last year ‘as yet. He’s a successful man and cleverly succeeds now in turning out't another. ccc. production, directed
| ARCA
| and faced a complete collapse. A remake of “Bombs more fastidious (artistically speaking) pix. His “Last Witness” has been‘ by’ Gottfried Reinhardt, as best
On Monte Carlo” which Gero Wecker, the Arca picked as Germany’s entry at the 1961. Cannes fete. His “A Man Goes: film.
chief, produced in collab with a Gallic unit. was responsible. This Through the Wall” brought ‘director Ladislao ‘Vajda the 1960. Lubitsch : 1957: Saw end. of the public ‘SYSstemmed from an accident to the pic’s.star which caused an interrup- Prize, “Roses For the Prosecutor” collected several domestic awards.:‘tem. The Assn. of International
tion of vroduction, and the bankruptcy of the French unit.—Hans to nanie‘some examples. Ulrich is often described as “the man-with a: : Film Producers. let. the | festival
Oppenheimer, an art dealer, acquired two-thirds of the’ shares. of good nose” in the German film biz. In fact, he’s a surprisingly success-|* people. know. that the public poll
Wecker’s Arca-Atelier GmbH, a studio company here, earlier this year. : ful ‘man. and, incidentally, one of those very few domestic producers .‘to
‘has beto.an
be. dropped if Berlin wants.
Oppenheimer, who produced the Gerinan pic, “We Cellar Children,” ‘who. are. financially absolutely. independent,
“A” festival. The.Golden .- .
intends to participate in Arca’s film production. Next Arca production
‘Bear
was
given to United Artists”
_
For. several years, Alfted Vohrer..one of the Ultra
uncertain at this hour. The Arca studios, two stages, are often. used by
“Twelve. Angry Men.”
.
ULTRA ;
heads, had been directing teenage exploitation. pix:
tv outfits.
————$§_—"
for his own producing outfit. He's now directing . 1958: Swedish Ingmar Bergman
Company seems to be more dead than pix for. other companies. His last directorial. efforts were “Until Money feature, “Smultronstallet,” walked
alive at present. Its last films were Parts You’ (Alfa-Constantin:
.
BE ROLINA
Fil
i
“Blue
and “Dead Eves of London”
(Rialte-: off. with the Golden Bear.
Butterfly”
and
“Merry
War
“of |
1959: “Les Cousins” from France
Prisma). The Ultra enterprise includes a Gubbing setup which is kept
Captain Pedro.” both 1959 productions.
busy with the “German versions” of U, S. films. Ultra’s last dubbing was the victor.
1960:. Spanish entry, “F} Laza_ Here we have the most active ! efforts included ‘Elmer Gantry” (UA), “Savage Eye" ~'City), “Magnifilm producing company ‘in the! ficent Seven” (UA), “The Juggler” (Coli and “Alamo” (UA‘, Ultra’s.: rillo .de Tormes,”” took top: award.
| CCC (Central Cinema)
land. It’s a one-man enterprise. |.
dubbing outfit..is part of the huge Mosaik Labs here which ‘includes
Artur Brauner, with more than 1,000 pix to its credit. CCC’s 100th: ‘such dubbing firms as Simoton, Rondon- Film, in addition to Wenzel
film was “Das Riesenrad” ‘The Giant Wheel’. a remake of “Four. Luedecke's Berliner Sy nehron. .
GERMANY’S EXHIBIT ION
Poster.” starring O. W. Fischer and Maria Schell. Last year, Brauner :: —produced more than 20 films which possibly made him Europe's busiest
producer of the year. Lineup of CCC
productions
included such|
Frankfurt:
domestic money-makers as “Soldier Schwejk,” “Grounds For Divorce:
‘There were. 522 films played on.
Love.” “Marina” and “The 1.000 Eyes of Dr. Mabuse.” It’s dubious}
By HAZEL GUILD
whether Brauner will stick to his mammoth production of pix. He,'the German screens during
.1960,
recently said that it doesn’t pay. off anv longer, Incidentally, Brauner
Frankfurt.
,Spessart? and “Helden” (Heroes) jincluding 98 strictly. ‘German, .12 ©
belongs to those German producers who have already branched out
"
West
Germany's
film
exhibitors,
would
probably
have
drawn
conGerman-foreign’
coproductions,
16
into tv business. He has expanded his local CCC studios from seven
to nine stages. Studios are also being erected in Zurich with Swiss}: are kicking about the reduction in‘ siderably. less business if they had Austrian, 175 American. 54 Brit‘the
number
of
color
films
that
are,
been
more
simply
done:
in.
black}
ish,
49 French and 49° Frézchpartners. He also intends to build studios in Israel. A big additional
|Italian: 34 Italian, six each Swedincome for Brauner, easily one of. Europe's wealthiest filmites, is renting being turned out by their. own pro- |and white.
ducers.
The two-color medium of course |‘ish-and Japanese, five each Danish
his facilities to domestic and foreign guest companies.

TOTAL, 1960: 522 PIX

- FewerTinters, German Exhibs Squawk

A smaller company

|

CINELUX

With Contact-Pandora

a film

(‘Tender

EICHBERG

in Black

last

feature

than four years now.

of

advertisement

Silk”)

in collab

dates

back

more

Delos is manufacturer

pix

and

spots

for

tele-

While the Americans apparently adds

downbeat

emotion

to some! and Russian, four Danish and Mex-

the: Bruecke”:.«The

Bridge)

the. oft- | Germany,

realize that color is one lure which| films with somber themes.

television

.can’t

yet

offer

to

‘Die ‘ican. and three each from East
Switzerland

European audiences, and are hence :awarded German film about World | lavia, and one each

‘increasing their color film output,; War II. for instance,
the German color picture produc- 'lend itself to color.

would

tion is dwindling.

“apparently |. India and Australia..

Statisticians

note

{

“Phe

Americans

that for the -realize. our plight more

and: Yugose

from the folFinland,

not ‘lowing — Netherlands,

| Greece, Hungary, Israel, Argentina,

than the

| 1961: 62 season, the seven American:

That

proved. to be ‘six more. than.

:German
film-makers do, ‘because |found: playing time in 1959. How."
Its trade emblem still appears in the trade ‘firms -of 20th: Century-Fox.. Co-:: about two-thirds of the new pic-| ever, there were nine less German.
press. But nothing heard of this unit lately. Jumbia, Paramount, MGM, United -tures from the States are in color,” ' re-releases in. 1960: than in. the
The old ‘Richard’ Eichberg died several years ‘Artists,
B;
vOmering 9" 1 birt the exhibitor added.
previous year, and’ the.” United

This

FONO-FIL‘M

Skin

.

Company's

ago.

is still active if on a

in Paris.

DELC )S-FILM
vision.

which

| modest basis. At present. Cinelux is producing

company,

Schwerin,
many’s

headed

produced

commercially

by

Dr.

last year
and

one

Herrmann

of Ger-

artistically

most

ros. are‘ offerin
color
film This
Jand 75 black and ‘whites in- Ger-:

seems

like judgment

on! States

offered

27

less

pics” in.

many.
|the er of te German p roduction reas
;
its
italian po productions
. Of the:-126 German’ films headed ;People in eeping costs down.”
| rece an increase of 25 over the

for the silver screens, though, only | On the other hand. the German ;) nevio

year, though,

and the

noteworthy postwar pics, “The Bridge.” a contender in the 1960 Oscar | 41 are in color. That's.a. consider. ' production experts are citing the |Previous
ea
ough, from:
an
ere
more
Italy,
derby. Film won Bernhard Wicki this bow as a feature film director) able‘ drop. from the 43 out of 106° _ coming Season as one with accent |i‘were
showing12 the
first:films
new
in
?
international acclaim. Schwerin produces only one film per year but
German
films
in
color
in
1959.
54'0n
“fewer
but
better
films.”
lt}
.,
w
increases
re European Common. Market: o
he always aims at producing something special. His current production,
out of 115 in 1958 and the all-time | Dr. Herman Schwerin. vice preGé
“The Transport.” which has also a war theme, is anxiously awaited:
high of.77 out of 107 in 1957.
sident of the Assn. of West Ger} erman Self--Censorship Board
Pie stars Hannes Messemer who, incidentally, will direct (his direc“Times are tough enough for us man Film Producers, has just an- checked a total of 2.812 pictures
torial bow? Fono'’s next one. "The Lamb.”
without adding all- those blaek-and-' nounced: that’s the theme for the. and ‘of ‘these, ‘2.794 were okayed..
Board |
Genschow is a producer of youth whites,” according to one German |upcoming calendar. He noted that The -Film- Classification
films for television
of which
he.’ exhibitor. Fhere is‘as yet not-even! the film industry is handing the tagged 625 films with a special :
turned out 26 during the 1960- ell any talk of. color television’ here.! West German government about| classification, 118 with the top Tatseasoi. He's also director-producer-author of stage productions of; and the theatre owners feel that the |120 million marks—about $30.000.- ing of “especially outstanding™ and
children’ 5 Programs. Genschow is also city’s most prominent “children 's|added plus of a .color. film might | 000—jn
entertainment
tax every \ the other 503 with the’: “worthy”
uncie.” via his “Uncle Tobias” radio 'RIAS) series. He also used to! help. them in a time when: they ! year, an amount that the industry rating.
dedicate himself to full-length theatrical fairy-tales. He gave up the need every ‘possibly assistance'from feels is excessively high.
Of those getting into. the top
Jatter because of the socalled Youth Protection Law. This law, which their awn picture-makers.
_.
On the other ‘hand. the entire; Category, six were German and 25
excludes kid, below six from going to the cinema teven if escorted by
‘It's estimated that making -a.German film production for the ; Were foreign productions.
Those.
adults: in W-Germany, made him lose bulk of his former audience. He color film adds. about 'one-ihird !new .year will: cost just about the | in both listings mean
that the exhasn't. given up hope that this law will be altered some dav.
to the: price. But: add the experts; |same figure.
hibitors are entitled to certain tax
With the necessity for trimming] Telief.
:
Goldbaum, who resides in Switzer- some of- the’ best ‘money makers
; ‘Types. of Films:
land, makes about one “big’’ pic a} in Germany in the last coupte of - costs in every direction, he noted
PETER GOLDBAUM
Another ‘study showed a drop in
year, a high-budgeted production | years. “Das. Wirtshaus im Spes-: that the accent .will be on good
(The ‘Guesthouse in the. scripts and better films generally.| adventure and wild west films,
With one or two big marquee names. He’s doing well. His: last film, sart”
down to 78 from the previous year’s
“Gustav Adolf’s Page,” which starred Liselotte Pulver and Curd
high of 109. And to counteract that:
Juerzens. however, Wasn't as successful as his previous efforts.. Gold- |
‘Was a rise in ‘‘heimat” films, corny
batun bekeves in his “one-big-pic-a-year”
theory and is known asa!
film producer who hates tv.
|
simple villages, long a German
Owner of this, Hans Deppe, has given up his
favorite form of sentimental movie’
production activity. He's directing features for:
|
H-D-FILM
Bérlin.
Heimat
films
increased.
other companies. Vet director is still quite busy. | Local. statistics: reveal that the percentage of color films in the theme.
from: five in 1959 to a lucky 13. last
But his films are merely for home consumption.
W-German film Production has been on the decline ever since 1956. year.
‘Wenzel Luedecke, the boss of this com- It was 64¢ in that year and 63’; the year thereafter (1937) arid only.
Criminal ‘films, too, inereased
INTER
WEST
pany, hasn't produced a feature film for came. up to 29%¢ last year. Here exact Statistics:
from 80 1n 1959 to. 84 in °60. Youth
a long time. Several projects failed. Lue- |- 1950 Vea eS eew ences
82 features ow... c.eeeeeeee
1 tinter
11°) | problem films fell, though, from
decke, however, has no financial worries. His Berliner Synchron is one
0) See
60 featurés ..... eocceeeoes
Stinters (13°C)
27 to 13. Cultural films. and. films
of the pu-iest dubbing outfits in the land. Luedecke’s interests also
1952 ..ceeeeeeseee.
B82 features ...6.......0,.
Ttinters
(9c! | concerning literature dropped. from
concern video such as the purchase and dubbing of U.S. tv films.
1953 vocesceecueees LNA features ..........
. Istinters (15°)
166 to 25, musicals dwindled from —
One of the financially best situated comQDS vee eeeee ees MND feutures ...........06. 27 tinters (25CC).
.42 to.30, and war_films were sliced
panies around
here. Peter Schaeffers,
1955 oo. ee eee eeee. UWS features .........00... 40tinters (29°71 |in half, from 31 down to 16.:GomeMELODIE-FILV
who owns Melodie in collab with Aido
1956 ..eeeeeeeeeee. 123 features ...... veceeses 7B8tinters (64°¢) Tdies, though, remained quite con: Pineili, heads also one of Germany's most successful music pub- |
EY
'107 teatures ..... neeeeeee. GTtinterg (63°7) | stant, 77 in 1959 and 78 in-1960,
Tishist firms. Melodie's films, about 3-4 per annum, are of musical
1948 eee sevceesees L15-features ........... 2. 5S4tinters (470%)
Jand films concerning immor ‘ality
Calibre
Last year. Melodie produced the third Freddy ttop recording | 1959 eee
eee eens AOHfeatures .........0.... 48 tinters (41°71
[were also about the same, 24 in
Starain the land filin, “Freddy and Melody of Night,” costarring: Heidi
1960 ..eececeeeeeee, 97 features....... sooseses 28 tinters (29°C). |1969

FRITZ GENSCHOW

TINT FILMS OFF IN GERMANY 22" %sicr, e's

and 23 in .1959..
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PARITY

A Warm Welcome Awaits You at the

INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
Information: FESTIVAL

HEADQUARTERS, Berlin-Dahlem

Am Hirschsprung 4 (phone: 76 57 45)
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VARIETY

|
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MUNICH @ BERLIN © DUSSELDORF e FRANKFURT © HAMBURG
Producers of

“THE TRAPP FAMILY”
With RUTH

LEUWERIK

|
Directed by Wolfgang
Liebeneiner

Released in U.S. by 20th Century-Fox

“TOWN WITHOUT PITY”

“THE DEVIL STRIKES AT NIGHT”

("STADT OHNE MITLEID")

("NACHTS WENN DER TEUFEL. KAM")

Starring KIRK DOUGLAS

Directed by Robert Siodmak

ttfried R Reiinhardt
Directed by Gottfried

Nominated for Academy Award, 1958

)

Released in U.S. by Zenith Pictures.

Co-Produced with The Mirisch Company
| for Release by United Artists
—

Proudly presents for World-Wide

Distribution

Gustaf Griindgens

as Mephisto in

MOTION PICTURE \\
PRESENTATION OF
WOLFGANG VON GOETHE'S
IMMORTAL DRAMA
“Fy

in EASTMANCOLOR |
Produced by WALTER TRAUT @ Directedby PETER GORSKI
Featuring the

HAMBURG DEUTSCHES SCHAUSPIELHAUS
DRAMATIC COMPANY
"A frue Piece of art as well as real prestige item. It's a top-flight presentation of the most renowned
work . . . It gives art followers everywhere an opportunity to see on the screen, one of the finest.

German ‘stage ensembles in one of the most powerful presentations the domestic theatre ever has performed. The filmic possibilities {eloseups, mass scenes, etc.) have been exploited to. good advantage.”

VARIETY
- Also Available for DistributionGERT

FROBE

_RARLHEINZ

BOHM

“THE KNAVE
ANDTHE G00D LORD”
(“DER GAUNER UND DER LIEBE GOTT")
Directed by AXEL von AMBESSER
"One of the most enjoyable German pix in years... Film looks like a fine
grosser ... has foreign possibilities."
ARIETY
:

“THE GOLDEN BRIDGE” “DOCTOR WITHOUT HONOR” “DOROTHY ANGERMANN”
Starring
CURT JURGENS

The Story of a Great Surgeon. Hovering
Between Genius. and Madness

RUTH LEJWERIK

Gerhart Hauptmann
Starring RUTH LEUWERIK

Starring
HORST BUCHHOLZ

Directed by Robert Siodmak

Directed by Paul Verhoeven
ul Mie,

“A BUS CALLED LOVE”

|

.

GLOTIN Head Office: MUENCHEN 2, Karlsplatz 5 — Telex: 052 3608 Cables: GLORIAFILM
U. S. Representative: DR. MANFRED WOLKISER
7 East 85th Street, New York 28,N. Y.

BUtterfield 8-5632

Or — Muenchen 2, Karlsplatz 5

—
Circle 5-9331

Wednesday, April 26,1961
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CCC
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video recording on allstandards
(405-525-625with appropriate generators).
video tope recording on the lotest RCA and Ampex
equipment also35min film recorders),

the latest 4 a¢ électronic cameras {orthikon)
on dollies, ppedestals and/or cranes.

specially trained and experienced personnel,
mobile unit equipped with orthikon cameras

and videlo tecording: facitities..
video. tapecutting fax:

‘4fullyequipped 6000: sq. foot sound stages.

A LS b

2 fullyequipped 2500 sq. foot sound. stages.

film facilities: feature film specialists;.

make- up facilities.

{multi-camera with electronic viewer if desired)

construction facilities and crews.

lab, syne, and dubbing facilities,

; ~ emusic and1 sound
fax and studios.
SOU! recording

TY film facilities

-

'16mm/35mm = black and white and color.

-@

©. ‘the only privatly owned, fully equiped electronic studio in germany (possibly europe)
onnnac'’=
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MELQYDIE
FILM

\
Completed:

soa

HEIDI BRUEHL in
“EINE HUEBSCHER ALS
DIE ANDERE”
(ONE PRETTIER THAN THE OTHER)

with PETER NESTLER
CHRISTIANE NIELSEN
KARL SCHOENBOECK
RUDOLF PLATTE
PETER VOGEL
CHRISTIANE MAYBACH
Directed by AXEL VON AMBESSER

Music by
|
WERNER SCHARFENBERGER

In Production:

FREDDY QUINN in
“NUR DER WIND”
(ONLY THE WIND)

TOP HITS OF THE SEASON:

“SOLDIER SCHWEJK”—
" (classified artistically outstanding)

Starring HEINZ RUEHMANN

Screenplay by HANS JACOBY, from the
novel by JAROSLAV HASEK

Directed by AXEL VON AMBESSER

“THE 1000 EYES” OF
DR. MABUSE

(classified artistically outstanding)

‘With DAWN ADDAMS, PETER VAN. EYCK, GERT FROEBE

Screenplay by FRITZ LANG and HEINZ OSKAR WUTTIG
Directed by FRITZ LANG

Directed by FRITZ UMGELTER
Music by LOTAR OLIAS

Lyrics by ALDO v. PINELLI
in Preparation:

“DAS HERZ VON BERLIN”

IN PRODUCTION:

“THE GIANT WHEEL”
With MARIA SCHELL and O. W. FISCHER

(THE HEART OF BERLIN)

Screenplay by LADISLAS FODOR
Directed by GEZA RADVANYI.

After the Popular Play,
“DAS FENSTER ZUM HOF”

IN PREPARATION:

(The Window to the Hall),

By CURTH FLATOW and
HORST PILLAU

“TT NEEDN'T ALWAYS BE CAVIAR”
StarringO, W. FISCHER and GERT FROEBE
With many international stars

Directed by ERIC ODE
Music by RALPH MARIA SIEGEL

Lyrics by ALDO v. PINELLI

“THE RETURN OF DR. MABUSE”
Screenplay by MARC BEHM.

All Three MELODIE FILMS Released by

UFA FILM HANSA
World Rights: UFA INTERNATIONAL

MELODIE—FILM

BERLIN

MUNICH

Directed by HARALD PHILIPP
CCC-FILM studios boasts of seven stages in a compound comprising 30,000 square yards and situated ona lake. Studio facilities
are suitable for television shooting. The.studios have been equipped
with all technical novelties including the most modern electronic:
equipment for television purposes as well as installations for under«
water shooting on a particularly large (1,000 square yards) stage.
CCC-FILM

operates througheut. the year and will willingly rent. its

facilities to quest companies.

CCC-FILM ARTUR. BRAUNER
Berlin-Spandau, Verlaengerte Daumstrasse 16

_
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FILMS
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SE YOU PLAN TO FILM IN EUROPE:

WORLD DISTRIBUTION INTER-ALLIANZ
FILMHANDELSGESELLSCHAFT

m.b.H

presents:

(ORIENTAL NIGHTS)

ORIENTALISCHE NACHTE

Produktion:

Regie: Heinz Paul.

H.-P.-Film-Produktion

STRAFBATAILLON 999

(SUICIDE BATTALION 999)

Regie: Harald Philipp

Produktion:

Willy Zeyn GmbH.

DER SATAN LOCKT MIT LIEBE
Regie: Rudolf dugert

-

Produktion: Rapid-Film GmbH.

DIE ZORNIGEN JUNGEN MANNER

(THE ANGRY YOUNG MEN).

Regie: Wolf Rilla

Produktion:

DIVISION BRANDENBURG
Ragie: Harald Philipp

Produktion: Willy Zeyn GmbH.

,

(GIRLS FROM THE AMAZON)

DIE INSEL DER AMAZONEN

Produktion: Rapid-Film GmbH.

Regie: Otto Meyer

(HONEYMOON IN HELL)

FLITTERWOCHEN IN DER HOLLE |
Regie: Johannes

Franz Seitz Film-Produktion

Produktion: Rapid-Film GmbH.

Kai

DAS RATSEL DER GRUNEN SPINNE
Produktion: Tele-Film GmbH.

Regie: Franz Matischka

TAUSEND STERNE LEUCHTEN
Regie: Harald Philipp.

,

;

Produktion: Willy Zeyn Film OmbH.

DER BLAUE NACHTFALTER
Regie: Wolfgang

Schleis

Produktion: Berolina-Film Kurt Schults GmbH.

AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTIONS FOR THE. WORLD-MARKET

MUNCHEN
SONNENSTRASSE 20 -

2

LABELS

AVENTISPENCIAL- DUBFIBINLMG STU- DIOSTUDIO
Feature Films

Television Films
Documentary Films
Educational Films

MUNICH

— AVENTINSTRASSE 4-6 — TELEPHONE: 225505/6/7

NEW

NAME

© NEW

ADDRESS

*® NEW

VIGOR

Ready to Serve. You asConscientiously as Ever

)

WE

x.

WsthHoDistributing German

FILMS, Inc.
Films in the USA

Operas — Comedies — Dramas — Musicals
Recent Releases:

THE SPESSART INN (Color)
THE GIRL FROM THE MOOR (Color)
Also Short Subjects

1548 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 36, N. Y,

UNITED FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Representing Major Motion Picture Producers and Export
Companies in the Sale of Foreign Product in the USA and

American Films Abroad.

Representing FRANCO LONDON FILM in the USA
Associated Firms Throughout the World

MUNIO PODHORZER, Pres.

Teléphone: JU 6-1442
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ste ring Hardy Krueger
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SPAIN

Pain In Spain About Italy

“Arg. Film Weekiin Caracas.

t IfPatrioticProtection IsWanted—

Buenos Aires,

Napoléon ‘Ordosgotti,

public ‘re-

lations officer for Tropical Film.
‘Measures Taken to Equalize Spain In Use OF
and Cine Venezuela; has been completing
details for an Argentine
Its Talent and In Playdates Within Italo Accord
| Film Week in Caracas, . Venézuela,
By HANK WERBA
at the Teatro del Este’ May 24-30,
Madrid.
, or about $15,000 ifhis compilation
Madrid.
mally working in either of the two and a day later in Maracaibo. F.|
Taurel, national delegate for the |. The Spanish film producer has, ‘is based: on government ° budget
Spain is taking a much tougher’ countries and the contracting of|
Agures.
for
many
years,
been
the
benefi-.
Screen Institute, has" promised
ciary of one of the most patriotic} ‘The iminediate ‘conclusion ts that
fils ait rade towards ne Italian international stars and. technicians ! support,
putier oa the question of explo:t
the Spanish _ film industry. is -not
systems
of.
state
protection...
By
A 15:member delegation from
ina Soenish features in that market 1! proven reputation.
i law, the film exhibitor must devote ‘sélf-sufficient in “its own: market.
. Argentina will travel to Venezuela!
3-Way Coproduction
{o has every intention of
ant
To
make up. for the gap, Spanish.
a
considerable
‘portion
of
his
anfor: this film weck. Ordosgotti has
‘eri
a situation in which Spai
prodicers urgently require foreign -.
One interpretation Spanish probooked 23 local. pictures for ‘Vene- nual screen time to local features..
han pitaved a secondary role as ¢cou- , ducers put on the new
agreement!
|
earnings
to. the tune of one million .
The
distributor
in
Spain
is
comzuelan. showing.
,
praca ‘tion partner in the long and: iis that
it facilitates
three-way
cOpelled to release one. Spanish film ; dollars’ a ‘year, .and: according 1o
laiive asociation these two coun-! productions with a third country
‘for every four foreign films im-j the-‘Foreign Currency - Exchanze*
.-triss buve enjoyed.
inow enjoying a coproduction rela-!
ported and, to round out the all} Institute, this: has. not been. the
embracing 'state-aid program, the case ta date.
E.d-nee of this new attitude is. . tionship with both Spain and Italy.
te Le fond in the new Htahan-' And it is also the understanding of"
‘Spanish producer is granted a). .To remedy the. situation, a fuve

USpaniards Will Provide ie]

Sparish film agreement which he-: Spanish producers that their mini-

Carh

a. 9¥ isionatly effective March ! mum

investment

in such .a three-|

Ist Fut stl subject. to final adop-i way: project can, with special pertion by tae respective governments. 'mission. be reduced from the pres-

Mestiga
Spain and

Films Exhibited
In Spain—l960,

subsidy .based on-elassification that: e=nment decree recently pronuul‘returns -to bim from 25-40 of} gated a medium-range ¢redit plan

picture
ties betiveen ent 30°¢ minimum to a 20% miniItaly were’ critical late} mum: contribution in the venture. | Nationality
Csiober when
the director*
pouch a development. will finally| U.S.A.

last’
feneral for cinema, Munoz

Fontan, i give Spanish

companies

an oppor-

Spain

condemned discriminatory prefer-' tunity to -participate in tall-bud- France
ence for Italian directors in Span-! geted projects destined for the Britain
-| Mexico
isi-Italian coproductions. Only 21 world market.
_
direvto1- as against 47 of their, The new pact reflects Spanish! t Italy
i. Germany
Italian counterparts had been as-! government
and
film
industry!sizned to Italian-Spanish co-ven-* awareness that the Spanish film ‘Austria.
tures. And he threatened to with- market (still unemcumbered with ‘Argentina
hoid approval of any further ce- ty competition and featuring the Japan

projects unless Spanish directors highest number of -hardtops per Israel
vere lured. and a proportionate , population any where) is lucrative Belgium
equibiium restored.
{enough to warrant hard bargaining.
COPRODUCTIONS
Aliso underscored is local determi- |French-ltalian
Lack of Talent
»
Snanish producers replied, to no! nation to encourage the slow but? Italian-Spanish .
avail. that the Italian film industry!i steady maturity in film production | Italian-French
an equitable work German-Spanish
rated very high on the world scene ‘in obtaining
and had plenty of talent to back load for Spanish film talent in. all. Miscellaneous
its position, whereas Spain offered ! future coproductions with other}
TOTAL
only
a half-dozen
directors
to! countries besides Italy.
choose from. They contended thatthes six were not always available’
and that the Italians would not set-|
the fur less. -

Jie new accord now limits coproductions to groups of six. After

his budget and, in rare tases where: to. Spanish’ producers,
offering
the film is designated “national credits. up to 60°? of budget: for.
|interest,” a 500 rebate on his producers armed with a ‘minimunt |
prograin of three film projects .a
Number j budget.
Though classification and sub-|year. ‘The credit system hopes
94
sidy play a vital role for Spanish! to achieve
a concentration -of.
5+
film producers there has been’ established producers and.’ stimu21
| little. public. information available! late. them to turn out product that
21)
“| on this aspect of state aid..
A-com- |will, not’ only compete. with: Ameri° 18
| plete statistical. chart of films ctas- pean
pix’ at home. but which, will
13
‘sified and subsidized appeared in‘ at Iéast find a substantial market °
9
publication for the first time. re-| footing. in the Spanish-language...
5
cently and this .document. offers }:world.
Oo
4
fn analytical insight into Spanish
At..home in Spain. there is. al2
| film -production for 1960.
ready
a
well-defined’
producer
1
The first step: in classification campaign to secure further. state.
1
procedure is producer submission , protection by: having the govern9
8
8
3
10
280

DANGER OF FALSE OPTIMISM
By JOAQUIN AGUSTI

of his budget to the elassification ment. reduce the number

of dub-

board.
The ‘classifiers invariably!bing licenses for foreign pix.- or,
find these figures. disproportionate- ! more radically, completely’ with-

ly high and come

up with.what is. hold:

authorization

to

dub

film

known as “approved cost.” It is’; imports. Such a move in the Spanon these final figures that a subsidy ©ish market is-also- being, sunported
rating is officially awarded. Keep-! by Argentine and Mexican. pros:
ing this mechanism
in mind, an! : ducers whose - product gets: litile
‘examination of films classified dur: jlscreen time here. in competition:

ing 1960 is enlightening.

Coproduction Falls Off;

Aspects Of the System

‘with .American .films.

{is

Sub-tiding |

common - practice - in Argentiiia.

| and, Mexico.

The’ introduction

of.

{its principal in-‘Spain would’ pro-.
duce. .a bonania * for ‘Spanish pro-

Of the 68 films classified last |ducers: and automatically provide
(President + of the Spanish Distributors Assn.)
the aye group has gone into pro-|
pear, 51 yere nationally produced ;a rich:market for Latin American
rights
exch succeeding group
Madrid.
signed ’ pact. between Spain and and 17 were coproductions. ‘The |
film-fare—but weuld go a long way
wilt be elosely checked to assure;
An American friend of mine, a private industry of a foreign na- decrease in copraductions. particu-'to ‘destroy America’s restored aud.
Byanish tilm authorities that the
tion.
Jarly with Italy, is explained. by unchallenged supremacy in Spain.
contribution made by coproducers person well-known in international
Proportional allocation of these ‘the rigid insistence of Spanish film; ' There are no sizns tnat such a
in both eountries from the stand- film circles, recently asked me. to
pint of investment, east, directors. state the current position of dis- import and dubbing’ permits is, ‘ authorities on air-tight fulfillment ! move is:‘lurking around the corner,
‘tributors
in
Spain,
and
in
particumade
among distributors based on . of percentage participation by each;
| but there are “many. Spanish. proand studio-location schedules are :
tlar the future of the companies as-. seniority of the company, the num-; of the copraducers:
ducers’ who feel ‘that such. mesisthes: aushly balanced.
sociated
there
with
the
Motion
ber
of
employees
|
of
each
distribu|
These.
68
films
were
produced
lures, added to the combined stateItslHian tendency fo exploit the,
par2:in-basement values of below- |Picture Export Assn. The opinions tor. the number of films each com- ; by 49 producers out of 130 official- aid mechanism,..would give Spain
tie-ine
production” costs ‘to be il advanced, though personal and pany. has imported during the last. ly inscribed in the sindicata's. pro its first taste of a’ genitine film
‘relative. might be of interest to three years, the number of Spanish ‘ducer association.
This total in-! industry and, simultanéousiy, the:
fount in Spain, is. now limited —
sin.s the pact sets up a permanent. members of the film industry gen- pictures distributed and taxes paid. ; cludes: 20 new film-makers added jassurance that. local -film: pr oduct:
erally.
In ‘general, an ‘effort is made to to the rolls during the past season; could: at least |
be amortized in’‘the.
fvutris-ion
to
guarantee
that |
Cinema in Spain is experiencing allocate rationally and fairly,. in . and also accounts. for. ten econom- -home. markets
Birun’s full participation.
.
ithe same difficulties that occurred spite of a system that is not fully tically-wrecked withdrawals.
Penalty for Italy
Where the classification docu- |
mo, Take
On
‘in other countries when film popu-. perfect. All “distributors legally esTne
new
agreement
penalizes
ment really shines is that jt shows|;
larity dropped below its.peak. For. tablished in Spain can participate
Italian
failure to back Spanish °
in this allocation system within budget figures submitted by the!
ali
the
obvious
reasons,
such:
as
product in the Italo market. The.
and rising cost of living the qualifying scope: already spe- producers and what happens to |
pen, itv is a reduction of Italian: ‘television
‘ineluding
installment. - buying'.- cified. There is no discrimination these figures after the classification |
fit: imports from the annual quota:
.Spain has suffered a. considerable against any one of the companies . commission decided what the final.
of Su tm the new quota of 25. Italy:
‘budget will be prior to awarding
‘regression at the boxoffice. Faced associated with MPEA,.
will be allowed a supplementary ,
iwith developments over which he
American film majors frequent- a subsidy rating. Statistics strik- |.
quiets ot five pix in subtitled verhas
no control, the distributor must. ly contend that the Spanish govern- ingly indicate that’ government
S. dis,
but non-dubbed films have:
of production
costs |
Madr id.
‘revise his thinking. review costs in ment wants to force their affiliates , estimates
jittis or no value here. Spain general. re-study buying methods. out of business. The answer they ‘throughout the year ‘were. 31¢o
-At a time when Hollyw ood is
hetsed Laly swallow this bitter pill and financing, request tax relief
[lower
than
figures
submitted
by!
faking credit. fer biblical ‘film proget—honest
because’ grounded in
be adding a clause calling for a and adont a plan of mutual support
reality — is that the government producers. The total peseta pr oduc- © ductions costing millions and more
studs of incentive license possi- now that the cinema’s Golden Age
tion outlay of $6,900,000 presented | millions, Spain. has borrowed a
has ‘no such desire.’
belttics. Nothing concrete is men- is: past.
! hy producers
last year became,
Charges have been levelled at * $5.300.000 in the hands of official: |Hollywood star to produce a_bible
ton!) but the inference left is
Alxo.
the. distributors
should Spanisi:
authorities
and
against | classifiers. In 1959, the classifica i film-tale for little: more than pea-.
tsa° Spain will accept more Italian
come
to
some
definite
agreement
Spanish distributors for pursuing’ [ tion board cut) producer budgets |!{nuts. Completely. unencumbered
fi. rns wien
the Italian market
with complexes as to ‘“ren Com-.
Sio.ts some signs of commercially with the producers and exhibitors a nationalist policy. The truth of 40°,
-so
that
together
they
undertake
the
matter. is that the Spanish gov- ' How much is-the’ average Span- mandments,” “Ben-Hur,” and the.
a‘s.ciing Spanish product.
mighty “King of Kings,” the latter
a
widespread
campaign
not
only
ernment,
without
opposition
from
ish
producer
investing
in
his-films?
Were the Spanish-Italian agree-actually made in-Spain last year by
rent marks a new departure is in to reduce costs in general—but .to Spanish distributors, has been giy-. According to official figures, 78°>
consideration
to- -of Spanish features last year each producer Samuel Bronston, a Bilti: division of box-office receipt. promote and expand public inter- ing the same
bao film maker is-actively readying
est
in
film
entertainment.
I
MPEA
companies
as
ithas
to
all.
cost between three and six million !
Th. pact clearly stresses an equal
None of this has. yet been done. Spanish conipanies. This cannot be! pesetas +$50.000 - $100,000: to pro- this sniall--dimension | saga: for early
amd proportional sharing of protits
release:
There
has
been
considerable
agreeitermed
a
nationatist
policy.
duce. And 16°7 of Spanish product ,
is. ail countries where the coproProduced by. Tie. Films, “Milagzz
ment reached recently. among. the:
Cost between six and nine million ;
diaction is released. This replaces
_
MPEA has always’ claimed
‘a Los. -Cobardes” iMiracle for Conn.
distributing
companies,
.
but
.
depesetas.
Compared
to the year:
te customary pattern of dividing
extra privileges for its mem-.
‘ards) -.depicts .the crucifixion of
before,
Spanish
budgets
show
a:
t:s world market into two exploit- spite common acceptance ‘of poliber
companies
via _ special
fe
practical measures have re-.|.
lendency to increase in the five. Christ as seen from. the view point.
anise sectors in which one coproagreements thaf gave more lisulted to justify
optimism.
to seven million peseta class and j of: 40 contemporaries.. all cured of”
dace: abandans complete jurisdic-.
censes to them than to SpanDistribution
circles
today
reflect
.a.
decrease in the seven to nine mil- one affliction ‘or. another by the’
tiv: to the other.
Going even furish companies equally impordefinite pessimistic outlook.
lion peseta class. Besed: on’ pro- | Great. Healer. Pledged: to- defend:
tier, tie pact now stipulates that
“tant
in size, influence
and
ducers’ figures, the. average film, Christ. in his hour of need, ‘they |
bes-aviivee benefits even in Italy,
marketing organization.
This:
Uncertain Outlook
last
vear cost 6.892.000 pesetas to!isuecumb -to fear and cowardice.
at! Spsin will be shared by coHollywood .actress ‘Ruth Reman
Existing facts reveal more than ; _. position is ‘neither just nor reaproduee . ¢$110.000',
Based
on
pPoodaers in botn countries aecord3iu)} imported films of the last three | sonable.
budget
figures the ‘classification ; recently. completed, her role as: the
it:< 'o the proportion of investment .ycals as well as Spain’s own prodAt least 10 Spanish distribution heard approved, the average Span-: Mother of Ruben, a young carpen_ma ie
‘uct are waiting in line for premiere companies, at the present time, ish film was brought in last year|ter whose sight Christ restored and
Voile the coproduction invest- da’ u» in Madrid and Barcelona, can cite’ the same arguments adwho alone accompanies. Christ to
for $78.000.
I
ratios of 30-70%. 5N-5n'% KYy Centers for the normal release variced. by MPEA on behalf of its
Calvary. Ruben is played by Javier
wit
ToS - remain unaltered, an- of a picture. If we add to this companies
to demonstrate
equal
Escriva, a young Spanish actor who
a’ives mow wrinkle in the current ntieSer the coming allocations for investment release °scope and es- ee
NN
Average of $25, 000 Per
successfully debuted. two years‘ ago.
Tree’ rnakes it pussible for the first 1961 iniport and dubbing licenses, jtablished interests. This is the sit-- Feature inH Govt, Subsidy
| as Father Damien, the- -Leper. Priest,
tise
ret Spanish coproducers to it_ becomes evident the distrib sit- vation: and. quite Honestly, there
With statistics available show ing “in *Molokai” and who starred. Jast”..
svat. @ maximunt af 20° of the uation is not'a hopeful one.
His; stems little possibility. that this that government subsidies last.year Year in a semi-religioso. “The. UnSmite
budget into a co-project investments are enormous and re- situation will change substantially,
eame to slighth: more than one {Chained Prince:* -Manucl- Mur Ott
ti. oatd cast:. But this type of co- cuperation,
in many
cases,
ex- It is ‘indeed doubtful that the af- hundred
million
pesetas
“(31- jis. directing from the screen -play ..
boro bean
timancing
must
also tre.rely doubtful.
The economie filiated companies can get added 700.0000*, the. average subsidy per |by Manalo Pilares. Remaining cast
tin doa salanced ratio within each’ situation, for the moment, is very license: consideration through pos- picture came to 4, 509.000 pesetas, includes: Paloma Valdes, J.eo Anee
of the’ American opeeeinee
gfoetta Of SIX CO-projecto.
uncertain in our branch of the in- sible. increase
or $25,000.
| choriz,.. Carlos Casaravilla, Ricardo
quota, without. a sizable and loval ° In a country. where box-office ; Canales and Manuel Diaz Gonzalez.
« Yrer step ahead is joint ac- dustry.
°
counterpart
action
related
to
the
7 thete that a coproduetion can
Quolas for import and dubbing
receipts are. a’ closely. guarded}
Exception made for-the tab Ruth
w
oonoletety achieved in one or iicenses continue to exist in Spain. expansion of Spanish films in for- osecrei, distributor information re- |Roman will pick up for her role as
” “at! 7e: of the two given coun-'These quotas are fixed in azree- een markets.
veals that the average
Spaisish | Anna, ‘the ‘production. will cost
“pets
However, if a group of six ments between the Spanish film
This is. the. anly course ti fol- » picture
earns 2.300.000 “‘pesetas| about $100,000. Most. of. the film.
>.
uctions are filmed entirely authorities and the correspending low; there is-no other. MPEA op- ‘circa $40,00U) in the home mar-} will be shot. ‘on a -single “sound
_ i. othe >ucceeding group of eificial authorities of other coun- timism at the moment is mistaken ket. This, combined with the aver-| stage at CEA Studios. and a single
Foe
wee
es
ey
oe
’
+ i.l 4e shot in Spain.
tries with exception of the agree- loptimism. that’ could .turn to pes- ! age subsidy of $25.000, leaves the | set
approximating | ‘a: Jerusalem
vee “Es
OPe ipat
the
nemt
berveen
the Spanish
gave; spsti in a relatively’ brief Re-riod. producer in the red by abort. $50,- {
street square artfully. constructed
=
GO. wing foreign technicians nur- ernment and the MPE A—tie only lot time,
YUU if he accepts his own figures for ‘innumerable. Scene elianges. ;
as
id
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Spain'sSubsidyClassificationBoard

SPAIN

Barcelona Still HO forDistribution:

||Madrid Runs —_

Days On
First-Run |

U.S. Films

“South Pacific’, ............
‘of
the
Director General for Cinema: (Ministry ofInformation), presi= “Seven. Wonders
_ World”... oe.
cee eee
dent.
‘Secretary General ‘for. Cinema (same ministry), vice-president. “The Young Philadelphians” |“The’.Man Who Knew. Too
Abore two name board secretary.
eel”
er
ecce
Head of :the Sindicato Nacional del Espectaculo.
“Ben-Hur”... ..:°. soacccscere
Represenative of the Education Ministry..
“War and Peace”.....3..- «2
' Representative of. the. Ministry of: Industry.
-:1“The Lawless Breed”.......
-Representative of the Commerce Ministry:
. ..
“The Hanging Tree’.....+..
_A bureaucrat from the: National Cinema Institute.
“This. Earth Is Mine” sseeeee
A. representative | of-.Spain's official. newsreels, No-Do.
wiseeveeee
A representative each from production, distribution and exhivi “The Journey”
“Some Came Running”.
.
tion nanied by the. Sindicata del’ Espectaculo..
crities, “The’ Long, Hot Summer”. 20
) Two -members ‘designated. by the Minister. of Information (
.{“The
Young
Lions”’.........
: directors, ‘etc. ).
-A member of. the. Censor ‘Commission, who submits. his repart “The: Merry. Andrew”...... ~
“The Enemy |Below” seaacess
before board reunions.
. Spanish Films
“Mi ultimo tango” (My Last.
Tango) pie eaee
.
l“La . : fiel infariteria” ‘The
- Loyal Infantry!-.
“El
principe
encadenado”

139

Protection’ of Firstrun Situations:
Three Months, or Full Season

175*
161*
130 7

—

©

98
Q1*
84
78.
77

By

JOAQUINA CABALLOL

Barcelona.
1one theatre, the town heing big
Unirtentionally proving the thesis and distances long, in a-tew in|of this special edition of VaRiety, stances.a first run is riven te three

10

68
56 ‘the. business of distributing films: cinemas at a time: per Montecarlo,
and Aristos, ail three in Bar648 |-was organized in Spain by French- | Niza
42
Astoria
men. In 1905 Pathe Freres of Paris :eclona. but miles apt.
400 opencd
a big exchange on the: and Cristina, in different districts,
40 Paseo de Gracia under Louis Gar- |are likewise coupled.
nier, a clever. operator who sur“Protection” of first runs over
vived here until World War I.
subsequent exhibiticns is at least
7
‘three.
months and in cases ik “3D
The. Pathe Exchange was the!
7
“Conn andmentHS
Bp.
model. Gaumont came later an, . Days.
‘Hur.’
“Spartacus.”
ete., second
62 also opening offices in the Paseo de jirun dees not come belure another
|
Gracia
with
one
Huet
as
director.
.
sei :s0n.
_ (Unchained Prince)
46. {For a very Jong time ‘these .two/ | The most important d anhuting
“Un. vayo de Juz” - (Ray. of . firms with ttvo Spanish renters. companies hace the Hd an Barce|, Light)
44 Gurgeui and Verdaguer, who fal- lona and in the sane‘ uilding
lowed their footsteps, were the
+
{VAT Eitri y-su. sombra”. ‘Litri
- By HANK W ERRA
there is the branch oF o hn e,
and His Shadow) cele eee 4} ‘Lonly. ones in the market. Exhibitors with exchinge maniecr. bockers,
used to go to these exchanges to!
Madrid.
;
cflice staf,
Others.
bock product and one may say travelling Salesmen,
No. one. is“expecting miracles. ‘at
that ‘they made their own prices. shipping. ete.
“EL paso del Rhine” :Bridce
the . San. Sebastian ' International p
All
distributing
aftices
huve
they just took what they wanted!
‘Across the ‘Rhine: (French)
98
Film Festival. this. year. In fact. it
“Dr‘acula” - Britisin
61 and. when thev did not like a Pl?j{their agencies ar revtceeut: Gives
-.
Barcelona.
vin
the
most
important
Git’e..
Valen{they would just say to the booker:
would be .a “surprise to no one af} ‘Barcelona: has traditionally been i “Die . Brucke”. .:The. Bridge)
Bilboa,
Sevilla,
Murcia,
La
eat it yourself.” It was; ja,
42° “You can
this bahy brother among: the. four- a. good show. town, a. colorful sea- | (German)
: no use arguting, the market was) ‘Coruna, ete.
major festivals accredited | by the- ' port, jong the commercial - dynamo “El General de &. Rovere”
Except from some Spanish came
well
provided
with
plenty
at i
‘of: Spain. This may .be less true | Utaly). oo. eee
36 Serene
‘International - ‘Federation. of”‘Film |
‘French, Italian. German. Danish ‘penies lately fownded in Midi; :d,
since the Civil War and the’ reProducers’
‘Associations.’ “FEAP) sultant strengthening. of: the -cen- , a Will continue to run. indefinitely. silents and once in a while somo ai] af Spain's distribut-ne as fiem
*Tensth
of
first-run
determines
faréd w orse. than it has’ in- the past. i tral authority in-Madrid; but even. I howe: ce success. Since there are rio ‘American westerns. In short, there Barcelona. In Madmd the esbibstor
dces net visit the exchance to Looks
- One of:‘the two principal reasons ‘sg..there is. a characteristic “pep- ost ‘hy gross figures available ‘in Spain. : existed more celluloid than cinc-. ‘or contract, but the menacer or
: mas,
tand-go” here and the. town refor: thé pess mistie ‘outlook for 1961,
‘hocker must go to the theatre to
joices ‘in half a dozen lesitimate |
|. Cinematography was considered °
- Offer his product.
“fg that San. Sebastian’ is a victim of theatres. a lavish: and stylish opera.
,a shabby sort of art and nobody:
“dates. Annually. .festiy al-hoppins, lrouse. the. Lirico, a cultural orma-.
i took it seriously. Except for same ‘
jbig Italian “epics” like “Last Days
filmites and film. ‘comnientaters" iment: singularly Jacking in. Madrid.
“Uhough' the ‘capital:
- : ef Pompeii.” “Quo Vad's” and.
just. barely manage to span Closing
’ Herewith.a rundown of: the cine“Cabiria.” Spanish audiences pre-:
‘ceremonies: at: the Bérlin’ fest,.and mas of Barcelona -and the imme-:
‘ferred
the
French
production
"dnauguial ‘rites at the Basque diate. booking area:
Which had comedians like Max Lin(eer
and
Ri
icadin.
and
in
the lenge
ocean-side resort : ‘city. This year, |
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From Spain the Wail Of a Migratory
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At San Juan Bosco the Prizes
[luminate Spain's ‘Official’ Taste

/Runner-up

prizes’ went

rgentina

Boat From Bilbao,” “Green Har‘Lvest” and “For Men Only.” Veteran |

| director Rafael Gil was named the

Film oes ia|

o Unite’
exicWERBA
&ByMHANK

best director and.best acting perfformances for last year went to

Marujita Diab and Tony Leblanc.
“Police Car .091 Calling” was voted |
the calculated: disregard of the! the best script.
Madrid.
Tie annual San Juan Bosco film young, talented. new generation of.
But what. about. “El cochecito?”
award, in Spain constitute a fairly filmmakers appearing on the scene | nirected by youthful Madrid-based
accurate barometer of official at-' Joaded for bear against screen |jtalian director Marco Ferrerj? It}.

HARDTOPS

OUTDOOR

TOTAL

© pe ereceses

6,534

cvsceceesee 1,357"

|

-

Spain, A

to ‘“The|

7.891

‘Madrid...
One

COMMERCIAL ...,... 6.783--

of the most

significant

de-

.| velopmefits in the Spanish film in-.
film-makers.
Spon|°‘conformism.”
won the Critics Award at the’ Ven-|NON-COMMERCIAL *.... 1,108 |dustry is taking shape’ around: the
Sindicato Nacional - Among
laurels this year, the j ice Film Festival last year and was |
~ | figure .of- Don Quixote, unifying
del Espectaculo. -the cash awards —_ best film award reflecting Spain's | considered eligible for one of the
_ TOTAL
|
7,891 jsymbol of the major Spanish-lan-~
for the be-t in all branches of the ~_moral, political and religious in-| principal festival, awards
had. itt ‘guage -film producing |countries.
indu~try are decided by a jury: stitutions went to “La paz empieza‘: been cleared by Spanish authori‘now drawing together in. intimate:
drawn in good part form the Sin- :nunca” (There Is Never Peace),j|- ties as an official entry. “Coche- the San Juan Boseo shuffle Was !
collaboration:
dicato, with some ministerial revre-! another standard item on the Civil cito” is the only Spanish film to “Los chicos” (The Delinquents), iVand | coordinated
sentaiives and including a minority ::
Wan. Sharing main honors .with: register box-office success on the: official Spanish entry at Cannes {within the Union. Cinematografica
‘Hispanoamericana (UCHA:
of til professionals.
,
was “El principe ‘encade- |.
Continent this year. i “Paz”
last year. Carlos Saura made. his}
(The Unchained Prince}. = Another film completely lost in bow as director with.“‘Chicos” and |- What. was once a dream of. Unie.
Strikingly evident this vear was - nado”
film observers here felt that: his.espana (Spanish Producers Agsn))debut ‘offering merited some re-;‘has now -become: a common: pro-:
titude
sored

toward
by the

ONE MANAGEMENT FROM SOUND
STAGE TO FINISHED PRINT
ESTUDIOS CINEMATOGRAFICOS.
ORPHEA FILM, S.A:

cognition
from
Spanish award fram shared. with film. producers’.
jurists since “Chicos” was the film associations in Mexico and Argentina to sélidify policy’ and: efforts...
/at a major. international film festi- and operate as a single. force ‘in

}ihdustry choice to represent Spain
i]

the
mighty. geograrhieal
chunk
val.
|constiituted- by the Spanish--speak- Directors
like -Ferrerl, Saura:::
,ing world. In. addition, ‘UCHA will
| Borau, Patino and Sumer, together.
‘also constitute.a phalanx offensive
‘with screen writers Azcona.

Camus

and

Two big sound stages
Mitchell cameras B.N.C.
Arriflex cameras

Festival award
shown

that

“Calle Mayor”
“Calabuch"?}.

RCA magnetic sound P.M.64.A.

they

bithely

S|-in turn

Tel.: 35.36.00
.

“*ONCE

A THIEF’’

Starring RITA HAYWORTH and REX HARRISON
Produced by JAMES HILL for United Artists Release
Lab Processing by FOTOFILM S.A.E.
Dear Rafael Aragones:
Congratulations to you and everyone at Fotofilm for the wonderful results
in processing "ONCE A THIEF." 1 would like to add my-thanks for your prompt

dames Hild

and excellent service.

FOTOFILM MADRID, S. A.
Pilar de Zaragoza, 30 — Madrid

Tel.: 55.16.04

COLOR—BLACK AND WHITE FILM LABORATORY
35 m/m. and 16:m/m.

SPAIN’S
MOST MODERN
FILM STUDIO AND LABORATORIES

a foot-hold: for

Spatish-:

(Barden

and

mind—its far-reaching goal, is to
stimulate
Spanish-language
‘co--

for

Berlanga. tor

productions.
Here. the aim is ta
stimulate dual .and tri-nation inwill enjoy. nationality and
consequent state protection’ in each

ignor ed

ignored at)

tand

of the ‘respective -countries and.-.
make it possible. to up budgets for:
were _ithn-making with an international.
flair.

the traditional

The

recent

‘co-production

‘Adult’ Theme Emphasis

117-119 Travesera de Dalt — Barcelona

Another Huppy Client

‘to: gain

between
Spain
and’
San Juan Bosca celebration this ‘agr cement
year and are setting their sights: ‘Argentina | ‘and: the --eordial semi{on adult filmfare. for foreign con- official relationship, between Spain
, and Mexico ‘still without diploma‘sumption,
tie ties is: bringing UCHA
closer to
the ‘three-cornered-hat
setup
it
hopes to achieve,
Temporary President. of UCHA is

FOTOFILM, s.A.E.
COLOR LABORATORY

65 m/m. and-70 m/m.

for the best films

year

make their way with conformist
home product for a home market.
Spurred
on ‘by -new-wav ers’ in
France, Italy and the United States

Mole Richardson lighting

FIRST IN EUROPE TO PROCESS
AND PRINT IN

face-

The new-wavers are not able to. vesinients for film. fejtures.- tat.

Studio Power plant

70 m/m. — 65 m/m. —35 m/m. — 16 m/m.

Sueiro;

Martin

padded with government ‘hurdles--film markets in the United. States, :
Eur ope and the Far. East.
°
and controls and where film- offi: «
Joint strategy has ‘only been re| cialdom regards this Spanish new-.
UCHA. will
wave
aS.more. of an embarrass- -“cently put on paper.
ment than an asset.
The new make its. first coordinated appe arance at the’ Cannes Film :Festival
comers, however, disregarded:
their own backyards, take comfort . with a unified press; publicity and
onslaught.
‘The three
in the fact that new .cinematic:‘promotion
blood can make the grade with: ‘founding member nations are also
recognition from other countries..| gearing to step up Film Weeks
This was the case with Juan An-: throughout’ Latin America behind
tonio Bardem and Luis Berlanga an ay peal for support ‘of. Spanishsome five years ago when they language product,
shared
the major
Venice
Film.
However, what
UCHA has in.

Parque Montjvich — Barcelona
Tel.: 23.30.35

DEVELOPING, POSITIVE PRINTING

Leonardo

‘an unenviable futre in an industry “habla product.in all of the lucrative —

“Attilo Mentasi, Argentina’s
most
Costly for Americans’°‘important
producer.
Oscar.
; Brooke, recently’ elected meniber
Producers Associe
On Spanish Permits’,‘ofation,the is.Mexican
Vice-President and Uni--

Madrid. .

espana’s David Jato is filling In as

Holywood’s
sw ing
towards
Secretary-General, °
“adult” films in recent years has{-

The Hispano-American Film: Un-":

lengthened the list .of Yank re-|{iion is welcoming all branches ‘of.
leases banned by the censor. from the industry to come into the fold. |
Spanish screens. While some: can Membership. is open only to the
jrepresentative.
-bodies
in each
be salvaged judicious pruning or
branch and ‘not. to. indiv idual. comstory-dialegue changes ‘in dubbed , panies.
| versions for local exploitation, the | While
Uniespana
chiefs
are. “
B]| list of :films unable to clear the‘ readily aware. that it-is simpler to
join
together
than.
it
is to stick.
{censor barrier includes many that j.
were spaw ned for grownup movie- | together, the feeling in Spain ‘is
‘that ‘the film’ industry is - finally
-ZOers.
veering toward its natural common
American
managers
Some
m market.
‘|Spain
select
and: release
on
those titles that are considered
safe and their companies sutfer,
no casualties. Generally. however.
the Yank companies ‘find that their
hit entries back home are incom:
Madrid.
patible with local esprit but have!
‘Carlo
Ponti- Milenio.
Malenotti
such
mighty
box-office.
potential’
‘fitm partnership has: taken on a
that the attempt: to release here °.Spanish. .coproducer
for
Sophia
must be made.
‘Loren’s
next
starring
vehicle,
United Artists this season Jest- “Mme. Saus Gene.”
“Fugitive Kind.’ “Some Like It | With the announcement that Jose
Hot.”
Inside
The
Mafia”
and: ‘Luis Dimildos” Agata. Films had

SPANCOPRODUCER.
FOR NEXT LOREN PIC

ii}

“Tunes of
Glory.”
UA
never: -signed with Ponti-Malenotti, came
bothered
to submit “Never . on: ‘the information that-half the pra| Sunday.”. “Elmer Gantry” or “In-jected five-month shooting. sched«
herit

The Wind.”

“ule will be- filmed

20th Fox had io scratch “Rains-.
of Ranchipur.” “Farewell to Arms,”
/ “Compulsion,”
“Best
of
Evervy-

thing,” “Intent to Kil” and “Seven

Thieves.”

Up

for

in Spain.

;

“IstPuerto
RicoPicSet

censor serie

Mexico City.
Puerto Rico's first film, delayed.
and “From 'The Terrace.”
;for about. a year, is definitely set.
Par's “World : of Susie Wong" | to:go before the cameras in April,

are “Girl in the Red Velvet Swing”

‘and ‘Blood and Roses” were also
rejected. Metro only lost “‘Butter| field 8” while Columbia. failed to
enter its box-office potential, “Suddenly Last Summer." Allied Artists

according
of Puerto

to Damian Rosa. head
Rico Film Productions,

in this capital to finalize deals with
Mexican director Ramon Pereda

who will direct. Leads of ‘film,
and. “Jicll “Romance in Puerto Rigo.” will be
pix are up| played by ‘Maria’ Antonieta Pons
for reconsideration by the’ censor and Dageberta’ Rodriguez, as well
appeal board.
jas entertainers known to the isCensor
rejects aren't eternal. land republic. Shooting will be in
Many of the films lost will ‘be| Puerto Rico, -.
resubmitted
one or two seasons | ‘Rosa said this. is first picture
+ away. After all, “Love is a Many: ‘being made on island ‘with Puerto
Splendored’ Thing’:
(as an ex-. Rican capital: He hoped that’ sucample},
couldn’t ‘clear for five’! cess of. the initial venture and. de
years but was one of the ‘brichter ! velopment of Latin: American marmarquee billings: during - the cur- kels. will interest. foreign ‘capital
rent season.
to invest in future Productions.

failed with “Saipan”
lo Eternity” but both
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Thea tres Plus Screening Spots |

: Rise Of The 60-Year-Old Czech Film*

“fin. East.Germany] _

Berlin, 1~

[Prague Now Makes 30 Annually]

-:part of.
- Germany. ‘In addition, there are’2,148-socalled :‘Spielstellen” ‘screening:
. “gpots) which are: ‘associated with film ‘houses. The East. German film:
“There - are “now

scene. is :diyided

1,438

into

cinemas in. ‘the: Soviet- daminatéd

15. “distributing districts.” Here they

are

Sao

&
‘in|:

brackets the. number ‘of “sereening. spots")r
© Rostock ice. seeeeeceessivedeviecvesses

6 eee

@ By JAROSLAV BROZ © Se

Soe

‘Prague.

‘tain of the C€zech films, telling
“57 Cinemas (174)
“The rising shortage of feature} : poignant tales of the sufferings in
‘the
country under German occu“Gchwerinn ......,cececcscecececcgaececes
39 Cinemas 1214):
films in the United. States followOf these Alfred Rodik‘s
Neubrandenburg
CVO e penser web eees ewes
45 cinemas
(209)
‘ling the divorcemeént situation, the pation.
Berlin (East): 2c. cet ee ce aciceeceeeees
80 Cinemas.
(4)
“Ghetto
Terezin” stands forth for
fragmenting of production to sinPotsdam.abe
ee yee enue eee se ee ee sense:
90 cinenvas
(166) jgle pictures rather than blocks,its power.Frankfurt/Oder: abet tees cetecceeceteeee:
GL. cinemas
(136)
|sold' en. masse has “softened” the
Do not forget this simple hisMagdeburg: .....cecescercsscsccsecesses 134 cinemas (161)
‘American market for foreign film torie fact: there has. been a film
“KottSbus’ 2... ccd ecceeweceseseeuesees .79 Cinemas (139)
product. Starting “with: so-called: industry in Czechoslovakia for 60
Halle’ Bede eee es eed eee sheer eee dan sie 186. cinemas (164)
“art” . houses ‘but: broadening
to years. Granted it was little known
Erfurt. ic cca ceca leeceecssecesoeessnce 80 cinemas
(171)
more genéral theatres, foreign- ‘or noted until after World War II.
‘Suhl : SMe eee Cede abe leew tase ene een eee 88 cinemas
+81)
made films have penetrated the Some of our talented personages
: Gera . cibeerseepedessy cent ine ttadens& ‘59 cinemas ©1148)
American situations, . with an ac- went to other countries to pursue
“Chemnitz. POPSET
eEEPECSUEEESCEEEP SSCL SY 178 ‘cinemas (146).
_|celerated pace in the past five te their careers.
. Dresden *
been ence Seagay gave 137 cinemas 137)
j10 years: Even product from far: _ Che the directors Karel Lumac,
~ Leipzig”
ceeeedetuedsvagebangaete ".125.cinemas 1118)
-baway., indeed, Russia, Japan, India Gustav Machaty or Karel Anton;
has found acceptance:
and actors Anny Ondra, Hugo Haas
1438 cinemas 2148)
. Evidence ‘suggests that after a and Jiri Voskovec: or cameramen
'period of exclusion the films of the “Otta Heller, Vaclav .Vich and Jan
With: “the exception of. a fow -houses: ‘in East Berlin, East..German|
“cinemas. either belong to associations that are. “owned by:the people” :ip S.S.R. have made a considerable: Stallich. Such people worked beor are. wider. trusteeship. of ‘authorities.
! progress. in the States during the tween the two world wars—and
Number: uf cinemas. in W. USE Germany amounis to.about. 6,906, with |past three years. or-so. Why then, ‘after
4945
too—in
Germany,
a seating capacity oj 2.844. 000..
Lit. must be asked here in Prague. France, England and even in Holthave .Czechoslovakian . films
not Ivwood.
But films made at the
Prague Studio. did not penetrate
1 found an outlet in America,
Our’Czech features must not be into other countries through the
: despised. They have attained
a channels of international film trade
high artistic level. The evidence - ull} the end of the last world war.
of their international public appeal
(Director Machaty's film “Ecstaand human ‘touch is abundant. sy” with Heddy: 'KiesJer) Lamarr
i They have been. well-recognized at was an exception and the reason
‘film festivals, not alone in Europe why this film became a world sen{but in other eontinents. There is a sation were not only its film qualities.)
jcommercial. value in them.
By nopruerJ. LANDRY
+=
There is inherent drrama in
jn: cer-*
cer-* 1
The world, and at firsttespecially
‘In-the VARIETY issue ‘of ‘Aug. 17.

Europe, started te showa livciler
interest in Czechoslovak fins only
‘after May 1945. when followiig the
liberation of the country and the
regaining of independence Gt the
Czechoslovak Republic films were
nationalized and the whole fiim
business made into one enterprise.
Czechoslovak films are represented
now
for international
trade by
Czechoslovak Filmexport.
It took the Czechoslovak
film
production another 10 or 15 vexz:s
to overcome its vesterdays and ior
anew generation c{ film workers
to appear.
We have now diecters
Jiri Krejcik, Jiri Sequeus, Zbonuk
Brynych,
Vojtech
Jasny,
Karel
Kachyna and others as a diving
force in the studios. These young
people, via their cnthusiasm. got
hold. of even some cf their clcer
colleagues
and teachers
‘Otakur
Vavra, Jirf Weiss. Dimar Klos, Jan
Kadar and others: to inspire tuem
to unfold all their creztive talcrts
With the gradual extens:en of
the yearly production to 30 feature
films, and this number is ta imcrease in the future. mare variety
of subject and treatment could te
included. The fact that this policy
of production was correct has heen
proved
by the faverahle resuits
achicved by Crechoslovak Coiematography at international fiina tes‘1227. under a st'eamer “Russiaus®
tivals in the past three scars.
Besides the prencer work of @iGreat Aerance’ there appeared an
Continued. trom page 93 —
rector Karel Zeman, whose sce
~ arresting, digest: of the’ upsuréfe of | scheme Will be vorked out even
-ence-phantasy
“Invention
cf defilm production © in the. Soviet | tually.
struction.” based on oa nevel by
Union for the 1926-27 season. This| Meanwhile. we-are going to be |
Jules Verne, won awards at a mune
of international film fcestiveis,
Mas, of Course, not long after. the | much Stricter in. our rules con-| ‘Humanity’
Rises. Tn. Character Delineation as ber
csperially at the Inte: national F in
Rolsheév Tk. revolution ‘itself and the cerning. . festivals. ‘and, -of course,
Stalinist
Propaganda
Fades
Festival at Brussels in 1958. where
the -International: Federation will [|
“anil, wers
which
followed | the not give its approval ‘to any festi-:
this film was awarded the “Granda
hquidalien .of the monarchy: and
Prix.”
Cvechostovak pix hase sie
val which does: not comply with}
the. ousting of the mld Socialist lthese rules, _
prised the world by several otuier
Teeime. ‘Of Alexandei: “Kerensky.,
Paris.
eS dahet crop tee Pk
Grigori Choukrai, story won, of all heey oR
We. hate alr eady recommended
. Strangely enougli °the -1927 C=! that festivals should. not last longCommonly the western countries, °‘ things, a prize for best “original years ©) Nazi occupation desenve
count * sneaks: of the abolition. of ér ‘than 12. days. In no circum- jand their. film. industries. assume
to be ine: uencd firsi- the Cerceh
scenario”
at
the
Cannes
Festival
“state control”. over. film. Stadios,.
Im “Romeo. Julet and the Dirkstances, we fecl. should more than: ‘that the. Russian film is:.co-extenWhatever splitting: of ‘hairs that: ‘two-films.be shown in-any one day. '‘sive with the Soviet ‘society, -fol« theugh it was from a book and a ness"-- simular to the “Dias
of
then implied. The -significant - “Stas oy
remake.
It
was
one
of
the
early
lowing
.on.
the.
Red
-revoiution
‘of
Anne Frank” and much sire ine
Neither should. the contribution of '
Was that the ‘USSR had set- each participating country exceed . 1917. This is not. accurate
‘tishe
One is, Russian films to show emotional limate In iis treatment. made by
‘ted down sufficiently to turn. out’ .two films
‘reminded in Jay Ley da’s definitive: ‘thaw.
Personalized
and
human
Giyector Jiri Wes, an@ oMi
Hick
some 250 features. . People didn’t
-book on. Russian cinema. “Kino” characterization !began to appeor. cr Principoes” by Jd Erejgeuke as
. We have also decided to Jimit: to.
quite
comprehend. . how “Cemmir
‘that,
prior
to
the
Marxist
revoiuafter
Stalin,
with
better
.
psvchoVeH
es
the
ps
cheb
gree]
orama
.
i
msm. worked. back then. and ‘the a maxinium, of* tour “not yet .cho- ‘tion there: was a Russian’ film in- logical motivation.
Real life b: ean “Wolt Trap” bi cd on is woveb by
VARIETY
tale, ‘somewhat
Raively. sen: the number -of festivals: which -; dustry.
tu he treatéd without the cloud of Jermila Glavarova. agai di.ceted
should be permitted to restrict en-|
expressed
surprise. that control of
It ‘follows that the character of “pariy interpretation.
Ly Jir] Wess, a him anout tie life
tiles to. alms not ‘shown outsidé :
film distribution was “monopolized.
: Russian© films changed. drastically
This drift was even more evi- of youngsters ina bie cits
their ‘country of: ‘origin.
str angely by: Sovkino.”
Lith. its. Bolsheviki masters in con- dent with “The Flying Cranes”
“Awakening Ly Jiri KRreieuk. Cie
The selection of juries: is: ani=:,
Nonetheless
the historic Which
‘There were Ahen three ° cine-. other matter that. concerns us. -We : trol,
won
the
Grand
Prix
in rector Brvnsch’s epic Cramaioon
: precedents must not be overlooked. Cannes in ‘48 and went an to do counter-espionige:
“Skid.”
Giice.
Matic‘ associations |in’-the’ Saviet should
liké to ‘kee: more - diserimi-}- -Leyda's list: of pre-revolutionary
rion.
~“Sovkino;:. Maschrabpom- nation in the way -in which. they:
‘solid biz in France and other coun- tor Viecimir Coch" stale ubout the
films display. a definitely devel- tries. Then came “Don Quixote.’ fite of soldhers af tue Fooecen Le
Russ and Goskino.°
are chosen.” I- don't want te men- |
_ Not. only had 1926-27. seen -a tion any festiv als in’p articular, butt oped industry with several film a solid reteHing of the classie, gion: “The Black Flav.” with sas
adaptations of books. hy Dostovev- “Ballad of a Soldier." and more sown with great sucess im the
greater number: of features. but we: shave not been entirely ‘satisfied.
‘sky, Dickens, Tolstoy, Gopal. Push- filmings of pre-Soviet Russian clas- German Federal Repubhe. director
(the quality. was -better, said the with the composition of the juries :
kin and others.
~*
sics of Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Go- Miles Makovec’s treatment of the
ivARIETY story. Some 5F films were at some of them..
gol, Kuprin and others. A Sovict stor, ct people in Rebeau: denung
Semi-H. nema Arny how
Bct in. the fixe Mascow -and two
We ‘feck there ; ‘have heen - ‘too
Film Week in Paris in April. 1939 the Seven Years War: * Mie Last
One
Russo
director,
Yakoy
Pro“Lenmeraa studios. Using “Russian
|
many
baes and” catcails g. veting |
Ones." a stary of three Geeciters
Tuhdes, of whatever value. they then festival jury. decisions? We should; tazonov.
bridged the ‘gap -from turned out to. he a critical and
possessed. The praduction ¢cets tor like these. ‘decisions to-he received:‘Russo to Soviet: cinttema and nyade. ‘atlencance jit and‘ displayed that who pew with ther fives fer tivear
revolt cealist aaa. and meny ¢tiithe
Soviets
at
Jast
wee
sending
the scacon amounted’ to 2.565. 207: with satisfaction.
-a film-of Checkhov stories-and prieawhicn negi.tive costs added 523:‘marily “The Forty-First.” a tale of films .abvoad whit had a “New ers anay be cited.
This small scicctioa Cf aartstardAt
some
festiv
alg
th
wre
has
been
Look”
‘abcut
them,
§24 crublcs: The practice was to
.the Jove between a “evolutionary.
ing Crecchoslovak Fri of vie tat
_evidence of political influeice: end|‘Miss’ and a W hite Russian. officer’
Inike- 30 prints of cach feature. .
Hercgines ‘were becoming more
intrigue -hehind the scenes, “We which treated the man in a sym- “svelte end lookers, they foved men tee Sears could be ontcewed ta
The higces! | siudio. atthe time Want ‘to See an end: of this.
pathetic licht, and this in 1927, -It. passicnateiy, not only tractors. And Cover several Gthces. wine Seurd
Was
in Leningrad, with: three
eaters
ohbe surtable
fer
hil
There has Deen: a failure. on the is lrue he was finally killed hy his though propaganda in thé form of wso.
stares, floor space of 1.451. square
shevine in comeiine 2) ond jue de
part
of
some
festivals,
too.
in
mak‘sweetheart.
Remade
in. "36 by. revolutionary.
and
werker
hero
Tacters, |There. is mention, anclear.
wothe
Unied
States
Utter
tie
arche-types
were still prevalent,
todayy of 90) projection ‘Appards Ing sure that all. film enter ed were *
scrges Gf new Peleu Hoos vlad
there was generally more humanisthis, presu aably part of: the ¢cear ‘tree of iniport and ‘tax reMtrictions |=
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‘Rational Festivals.

| Russia’s Aim: 200Yearly By 1965
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
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Wednesday, April 26, 1961

1

1. THE STORY OF THE FLAMING. YEARS
70mm, Colour Feature
MOSFILM STUDIOS PRODUCTION

Author—ALEXANDER DOVZHENKO
Director and Producer—IULIA SOLNTZEVA

Starring—SVETLANA ZHGUN,
NIKOLAI VINGRANOVSKY
‘Cameramen—F, PROVOROV,
A. GEMERIN ©

22. FAREWELL, PIGEONS!
A Feature; Black and White

%

[ALTA STUDIO. PRODUCTION

Director and Scriptwriter—t. SEGELIA.

Starring—t. LOKTEV, |
S. SAVELOVA

<3. RESURRECTION, PART
‘A Feature, Black and White

MOSFILM
Director—MIKHAIL
Starring—TAMARA
EVGENII

|

STUDIOS PRODUCTION
SHVEITZER
SEMINA,
MATVEEV

ARGENTINA

Laprida 1910, Buenos Aires

AUSTRIA

Wohllebengasse, 4. Wien IV

BELGIUM

33, Boulevard du Regent, Bruxelles

BURMA

Branches: .
CUBA

Head: Offi
_
mes
a
SOVEXPORTFILM
7. Maly Gnezdnikovsky. Per., Moscow. K-9

59, Frazer Road, Corner of Halping Road,

Rangoon
Calle Primera No, 3406 Miramar, Habana

‘DENMARK _ Dr. Tvergade 35,5 Copenhagen
EGYPT
(U.A.R.)

22, Rue. Oswald iney,Dokki, Le Caire RAU
:
\

ENGLAND

10, Kensington Palace Gardens, London W. 8

_VARIET?
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4... bun Musiian
A Feature, Colour

|

MOSFILM STUDIOS PRODUCTION
. Director—T. LUKASHEVICH
Starring—BORIS LIVANOV,
‘VASILY LIVANOV,
‘MARINA STRIZHENOVA

5. corres
A Ballet. Film, Colour
|
GORKY STUDIO PRODUCTION
Director—M. RO U, R. ZAKHAROV
- Starring—R. STRUCHKOVA,
~
G, LEDIAKH

n
e
m
o
6.

A Ballet Film, Colour
GRUSIA-FILM STUDIO PRODUCTION
‘Director—VAKHTANG CHABUKIANI,

‘Starring—V. CHABUKIANI,
_ “VERA TZIGNADZE,
Z, KIKALEISHVILI

FINLAND. = Mannerheimintie, 16, Helsinkt._
FRANCE — 49, Rue de Ia Faisanderié, Paris XVI
GERMAN

DEMOCRATIC

_

|

|

THE
NETHERLANDS

Weterigschans, 18, Amsterdam

NORWAY

Inkognitogaten 10. A, Oslo

PAKISTAN

8 22 Bleak House Road. 8 22, Karachi

REPUBLIC

Milastrasse. 2 Berlin NO58

GREECE

50, Stradigou Kallasi Street, Athenes, Psychico.

INDIA

163-164 Lower Colaba Road, 7th floor, opp.”

THAILAND

INDONESIA

jl. Teuku Umar 60, Djakarta

MEXICO

General Leon 32, Col. Tacubaya, Mekico, D. F.

tives, kindly get in touch with the U.S.5.R. Trade Represeniation concerning all questions connected with the purchase and

Ee
a
ete
ee
Soe
ne
ee

‘Colaba Post Office, Bombay—5

SWEDEN

_ SWITZERLAND

“ Sigtunagatan,. 13, Stockholm

Thunstrasse 63, Berne
7, Nana North Road, Bangkapi, Bangkek

_In- countries. where there are no Sovexporifilm representa-

sale of films.

|
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MAIN PRIZES—28 AWARD HONORS
TO CLECHOSLOVAK FILMS

obtained at 46 International Film Festivals 1960
GREATEST

HITS:

ROMEO, JULIET

AND DARKNESS

Direction: Jiri Weiss

SAN SEBASTIAN— EDINBURGH = LONDON
|
SAN FRANCISCO — ACAPULCO — PORRETTA-TERME

ERR

ection Zbynek Brynych
KARLOVY VARY— MEXICO.
CITY

P| tea”

A HIGHER PRINCIPLE

4

BOMB MANIA

Direction: Jiri Krejcik
LOCARNO — VENICE

Direction: Bretislav Pojar
OBERHAUSEN — BERGAMO

A PLACE iN THE SUN
Direction: Frantisek Vystrcil
OBERHAUSEN — ANNECY —

BUENOS AIRES
y, Wy

bhMYyypfffy

<<MEN
Direction: Vladimir Lehky
VENICE
pe

LOOK OUT!
Direction: Jiri Brdecka
KARLOVY VARY —
MAR DEL PLATA
>

THE LION AND THE 7477
ANNECY—MONTEVIDEO:

Oiheaem Bretisiav Pojar

a

Z

Mie
phage: ;

Bee

Viy

EN

‘e

_ Distibted PY

M™ CESKOSLOVENSKY HLMEXPORT
7, Prahe1, Vaclavske nam. 28
_ Czéchoslovakia
7 Cable: EXIMPFILMS
Yy Lv Phone: 24 67 41

OREIGN MARKETS
us.Market For Mexican Pix REALISTIC errpe
S MexicoChecks Other Latin Lands;
ALREADY TAKEN Coin Freeze Crimps Cuba, Venezuela

Mexico City.
A Spanish .language market buildup in the United States also

has adherents. As a: matter of fact, Cimex, through its American

.

|.

subsidiary. distributorship is. engaged in development of exhibition .
of films in such Spanish population centers as Los Angeles, Chi-”
cago, New York, etc., as well as the entire southwestern area.
e

With

‘By EMIL ZUBRYN

all the

purchase of six additional houses
Mexico City.
divergent view- in Central and South Amcrica,

points, the Mexican industry has
Mexico City.
not yet formulated a major plan
While yo. accurate figures can be obtained on receipts, reputed — _ Alarmed -by growing competi- to pull it out of its present de*4returns are said to exceed $3,000,000, and. some sources : claim $5,
and in-the-red operations.
tion in what has been the tradi- tums
000,000 rentals and more annually.
.
| tional Spanish language market for Perhaps “quality” is. the answer,
It. is. most probable that the lower. figure. reflects more or less
Mexican motion pictures, both of-;;with a careful selection of stories.
the: true picture. If Cimex can push it: to $5-million (U.S.) in
ficiails. and producers here are: For the fact is that Mexican picelements,
from
Spanish houses throughout America, a considerable part of current "
searching for ways and means to ‘ture production
: financial difficulties: here in Mexico ‘would he. dissipated.
hang on,. reconquer . and develop! scriptwriters to talent, directors
new business in Latin America, the :‘and cameramen can and ‘do produce
‘Caribbean area and Spanish Jan- j‘brilliant, heart warming stories on
occasion. It all sums up to the old
guage houses in the States.
Coincident with plans‘ of action:saying that when they are good,
now in various stages of develop- jthey can be very good indeed; and
[ment is:'an ambitious project. to, ‘when they are bad—fill to suit!
With the European and Ameribroaden
the
American
market,
perhaps through general release can markets still to be exploited
Mexican Product Competed 23 Years Ago — Not of
English-dubbed
national films to the full, the Mexfean industry
deemed. suitable for -universal re- thas been’ receiving a series of
Ready. iin Time, Missing Cannes This ‘Spring
lease. There will be no flood of ‘Major. setbacks in Latin American

lntermittently Festival-Minded

Mexigan

pictures

in. the. United. areas that have hurt it hard. There

with these located in Guatemala,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Colombia
and Brazil. This apart from future
construction plans of new movie
palaces
by
the
distributorship

which

plans to build

up a Latin

American circuit, within the next
few years numbering
over
150
houses throughout the area.
Fandos is the Spanish language
market dynamo. And his opinion
is that Mexico-should cement this
market

before spreading

her wings

to other areas of the globe. He is
also proponent of big build up of
the Spanish language market in
the U.S.

New Churubusco
Technical Gear

been exchange freezes in
{ has. sitice done good business in: States ‘and Canada ‘(or Britain}, {Have
| but such federal officials as Jorge ,Cuba, Venezuela and other repub-~
foreign ‘markets. .
Ferretis’
(of
the
Film
Bureau},
leaet
the
political unrest, and the
“Madhouse”
received
special
‘|:
fact’ that
exhibition
picture
mention at the Quito. Festival in Federico Heuer (Film Bank). and
| throughout Latin America is spotty.
1958, as. did Santa. Claus in ‘the. ‘Salvador. Amelio (heading up ‘the
Peliculas Mexicanas, which hanfor European and Latin American San Francisco fest in 1959, with. Cimex distributorship that superMexico City.
_ events, and expects
togarner some “Nazarin” sent to Cannes in the vises release of national product: dles Mexican product in Spanish
in America and Europe) are con- speaking areas has been hardest
The government-owned Churu‘-prizes: Only -bypass this year. has same year. ~
starring |‘fident. that at least a dozen, and hit by all this, is pressed for cash, {busco Studios, chief production fa‘been the ‘Cannes event,.-and this . Last . year ““Nacario”
and urgently needs at least $2,Nacho Lopez Tarso and Pina. Pel-. possibly. more, pictures a year
|cilities in the republic, are now
. because. picture. selected could not licer had these. two- principals. win-: could be sold in dubbed: versions 000,000 (U.S.) to continue opera- !
tions and finance new production. |being reconditioned and modernin
English
speaking
areas.
‘be. processed in time..-:
ning the grand prize for acting ‘at
As this is written there is uncon-! {ized to make these the best inThe republic has been. participat- the. San
Francisco
event,
and:
firmed rumor that the Mexican }staHations in Latin America. Stuing in international ‘film fests for launching them in active careers '
Government will come up with the dios already have over 20 sound
i
Heartening’
Mexico
with
international.
overtones.
This
requged cash. In film circles there stages and there is to be expansion
23 yéars. now, ever since 1937,
rarer
year. “Macario”’ is an entry for an j Asa matter of fact these gentle- learner
:is grim talk that the State must "of these although actual werk has
when. “Alla en Rancho Grande”, Oscar in the foreign category. Pic:men,.as. well: as production ranks, ‘put up coin or
production may not yet begun.
‘copped an. award, for cameraman ture was
directed. by Roberto’: ‘have been greatly. heartened- of :face threat of paralyzation.
However, U. S. and French camand >‘produced: by the late by the honor: bestowed on. i A Peliculas Mexicanas study of
Gabriel Figueroa . in: Venice. Since Gavaldon
eras, lighting and ssund
equip.Clasa ‘Films -with- ‘“‘Macario,” 4 sensitively-produced -the Central and. South American
‘then
Figueroa,
top: cameraman. government's
Gabriel.
Figueroa
again
cameraman.
ment,
and a color nexative copier
; film invited to. participate fer an. -markets shews conditions spotty
‘here, has won other first prizes for
Tito -Junco, who played. lead in |
Oscar in the ‘foreign division..The ‘and uncertain.For example, Vene- ordered around two months hack
his excellent camera technique.While Mexico has. not. made any:“Shadows - of the. Leader,” -contro- picture is also in release in Ameri- 'zuela. traditionally a good markett are scheduled to arrive here at the
great -record in international Yersial film showing ‘revolutionary;‘ean ait houses and officials here- for Mexico, exhibited a total 86: end of this monih.
This equipment. valued at more
events, the republic fas been sin- figures.as- less heroes than: greedy, are already planning in terms- of! -pictures. But distributorships have
gled out for honorary mentions as. @onniving opportunists, won acting | broader rélease with |.dubbed in “backlogs of 145 films ‘these includ-: than $40,000 ‘U.S.) is but part of
well as some ‘top prizes. And, in trophy at Karlovy Vary. Powerful English sound.
jing those already shipped, in la- inew acquisitions intended to re-general, the. product sent in com- political ;.interésts' ‘have withheld |. México has been ‘thinking ‘inter-|boratory processing or shooting) place outmoded installations. And
petition has ‘shown that Mexico's exhibition of. the picture. after a: ‘nationally for several. years now, | awaiting release. including a sub- while there is no official confirmaChurubusco
Studios
may
movie makers, when they put their: very brief premiere, despite its ar- -but no.major program was -insti- | stantial
amount
of
Hollywood (tion,
-soon begin producing its own films,
minds. to it, can turn out product. tistie and. technical merits..At this. tuted until the present drive. Apart |prodducts.
on-a par with ‘the best offered |‘by writing it seems that the Techni-|‘from
In Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador a. ‘replacing gap created by suspen‘Macario,’” Mexicans have
jeal and Manual Workers Section’ readied. “La. Cucafacha” and sev- total of 82 films were released in -sion of activity of the ‘federallythe world’s industry. .
From 1937: to 1947 there was ‘a. of the ‘Tnion of Film Production |eral other ‘carefully selected films 1960 and 153 are awaiting exploi- owned Clasa Films Mundiales.
produced
film,! for art, house Telease with -Sub-. tation. Puerto Rico, where SpanOnly other major studio in Mexblank decade and it was not until. Workers. which
the latter year that..Mexico again with Jullo |Bracho directing,. has{titles: ..
ish idiom is on the decline, pre- ico is the private: San Angel Inn
succeeded
in.
getting
an
exhibition:
sent. another film.to Cannes. ‘This.
“Amelio, who ts the heart of the miered 42 pictures and has 206 Studios, owned by Jorge Stahl.
one, “The Pearl,” starring -Maria permit again ‘and picture is sched- ! present bid to. crash the American;javailable. Cuba, a dead duck mar- This has 14 sound stages and comElena Marquez, Pedra Armendariz uled for reappearance at- the: Roble.. “Market, has said that: dubbing in iket, showed 43 films and has a pile plementary facilities and is uscd
chiefly by independents operating
and directed by Emilio: “Indio” Theatre.
| English will await boxoffice results up of 182.
Mexico's juvenile entry at ‘Wen- of present. American exploitation
on smaller budgets. Rumors of a
.Fernandez, again ‘gave "Figueroa. a
Central & South America
‘prize for ‘photography as. well as. ice last year was “Little Red Rid-, of the initial pix. He is highly opCentral America, heretofore a possible sale to the government
ing: Hood.” again directed by Ricspecial honors for the film.’
very good market for Mexico, Tre- have not been confirmed as vet
(Continued, on ‘page 150).
leased 72 films and has 142 await- although apparently the project is
At the 1949. : Belgian fest” “Salon ardo Rodriguez. Picture. was. also
entered at Mar del Plata and won.
ing exploitation. Colombia exhibi- still. under consideration.
Mexico,” with. Marga: Lopez and
But it is Churubusco that fs the
tion totaled 89 films last year and
Rodolfo Acosta as stars, was Mexi- the Roble Leaf, one. of the awarés has 158 films in cans warehoused. mainstay of the Mexican film incan entry: This was followed. up |at
. the festival,
This year “Stmntttio”. won first
And the government
{is
Brazil, Argentina and Chile are dustry.
by participation ‘in: the Venice and
Telatively small markets, with im- planning drastic renovations.
Cannes fests, with .pictures being prize for Spanish dialogue films at
Apparently slated to go is an
port limitations resulting in screenthe outstanding “La. Malquérida” San Sebastien. And while “La Cu-|
ing of around 35 pictures annually. evesore. jerry built “western” sct.
(The. Unloved), “Pueblerina” ard caracha.” received acclaim at the
Argentina {s an upsurge market This was erected with traditional
“Maclovia.” In ‘these the winning Mar del Plata. event it received. ‘no
Mexico City. -|for Mexico with both nations re- false fronts, wood and carton, recombination: of -Fernandez-Figue- trophy. ~ .
There | is great hope. for the!| It} now appears that Acapulco cently agreeing to exchange 25 plete with a small square, the
-Foa also won accolades.as well as.
‘will not be displaced for a provin- films a year. And in Uruguay Mex- dusty street for the “stalk.” a
-outstanding work of Dolores. del ‘Bruno. Traven. “White Rose.” film.:
;cial city as site of the fourth World ico placed
church, cantina, and so on. This
39 pictures in 1960.
Rio, Pedro Armendariz. in first: which: treats in part of. the Mexi- }
Review of Film Festivals after all.
can
oil
expropriation,
with
this
one
“village” has been scene of around
All the above figures provided Ne
Columba Dominguez :and. Roberto
eee
DU
fest. Although production elements are by Pel-Mex representatives in the Fone
100 Mexican films and it has gotten
Canedo in second and Maria Felix scheduled for the’ Berlin
product is being’ ¢arefully still: cool to the festival idea, re- respective market areas.
so that fans ean identify each
‘and: Pedro Armendariz in third... Other
marshalled for all other interna- portedly because of the slighting
As for the Pel-Mex
financial: building, no matter how {ft Is disOther: Entries
tional events and this year the tof national product, Jorge Ferretis, structure, Blas Lopez Fandos, head =.;Buised by paint and quick camou_ Another skip ‘to 1953 and again feeling is high in: ‘Mexican film cir-:Film. Bureau chief,.and also on the !jof the official distributorship re- |“flage. Sometimes the saloon dubs
a: Cannes recognition. ‘of the Ficue- cles that quite a few awards. will organizing committee of the event, cently revealed it has $4.240.000: as the Mayor’s Office, others it reToa talents, this.time.in ‘La Red” be won by the. republic.
; specially flew down to the port re- dollars tied up in unreleased films, ‘verts to its traditional cantina trap(The Net), starring. Rossana_ PoIn.a brief recap of. festival en- sort for a combined
business- and has a paid-in capitalization of pings, and when script calls for it.
desta, Armando Silvestre and Crox tries, as well as the nattern ‘of ‘fene. pleasure: trip recently,
$2.000,000. The distributorship also;‘becomes a general store, court
Alv arado.
eral production in Mexico. there is {.. Ferretis. has received reassur- thas a heavy jnvestment in movie. ‘house, or whatever,
‘In 1957 deceased | singing star. jone- outstanding
fact: time.. and ; ances of hotel and ‘other tourist ‘houses in Latin America, with this{ The village has served as a sej
Pedro Infante, in a dramatic role |
same again: star. elements -are-‘the Jelcments that they will back the |somewhat over. $2.080.000 dollars, ‘for sites porportedly in Yuei:tan.
In “Tizoc,”- with Maria Felix: in |same and in. photography it is fest. to the full this year. And in a with chain now coming to 67 houses |or Veracruz, Chiapas or Texas.
female - lead, turned in what was{Gabriel Figueroa. who. is the stand {bid to: boost boxoffice re ceipts, the [spread outin Colombia, Venezuela, i And now it may serve one more
to be best performance of ‘his ‘ca-}out. Some indusfrv‘abservers sa y ifederal official has finalized plans|Spain,
Cuba, Uruguay, Ecuador, -useful purpose, probably as back“reer under direction
of ‘Ismael |that this rigid: pattern. with reli- for a radical reconstruction of. the;iE] Salvador and Brazil. Not all of -pround for a scene requiring a
Rodriguez. This picture was official |ancé. on old standbrs, especially in !San Diego Fortress. |
these are owned outright. with cnly :flaming village. For miore serious
entry at Cannes but the. unofficial {star ranks. is. chief reason’ for: 80+, Innovations will include a. relo-_ rapproximately 30 hoses in this ‘producers, and the governtneni.
“Los Olvidados,"” directed. by: Luis ;so- showing at festivals. and trou-" cation of the screen and improve-! ‘category. The rest arc houses leased feel that there should be more
Buel also received Special men- bles at the boxoffice. Not that per-. iment. in seating setup. There will :on long- rm basis to insure out- striving for authenticity, and mere
‘tion
-| formers..ancd other: elements are not tbe a limited reserved-seat section!jet for Mexican product.
shooting on actual location in n:t‘Rene. Cardona’s version of Tom | skilled and: capable.. But vinjection ias well-as an intermediate sectionLopez Fandos. despite the black ural settings in future production.
Thunib,
hamed “Pulgarcito”
in of new talent-is deomed.-as essen= and a. popular-priced | area.
Box- picture of the moment, is ballish This even for modest budget pisSpanish, won the ‘first: prize in the ‘tial in the evolution’ of a rew and |office. prices. probably will be 80c. about the future and stoutly main- tures.
juvenile . division ‘af the. Venice ,vital picture industry in the re- ito Sd.
jtains that the Spanish language
Churubuseo § facilities are aisn
. Festival in 1958... ' The. following i public.
f Ferrelis revealed’ that he had. ‘market is the backbone of the na- ‘used by Hollswcod units whe go
‘year Mexico again. took |prize ‘in
‘Recent stiipulations ‘by the: Film |upped his assistant at the Film. -tional industry. And he is backing south of the bordcr to make pie_Same event with “The Sriile of the |Bank for ‘stronger. scripts,.and a | Bureau, Miss Carmen Baez, to post ‘up this statement by planning to' lures. Gaily interiors 2gre sho’? in
Virgin.” this one produced and di- isayso also in easting and selection. of ‘coordinator . of the fest. Opposi- |build a new house in Colombia
—‘mind staves, for majorit.s of
“Mexico City.
“Mexico is not. ‘going .to shun inIn
ternational. festivals this year.
fact, is readying ‘strong material.

|

‘Respect*Shown ‘Macario’

Hotel, Tourist Reps Get
_ Behind Mex 4th World
Review of Film Fests

‘Tected' by: ‘Roberto. Rodriguez. -Mex- |of technical talent. has been re-|tion forces to the festival, chicfly.! ‘after the “‘economie crizis” is re-_
scenes
in
American
Westerns,
‘dean. entry “at Cannes’ “Rehearsal flected in a few good pictures: made |disgrunticd production
elements, :‘solved. He said that the Cine Mex- {thrillcrs, ele. made in Mexico Bplare
for A Murder.” did. not receive !
‘late last year and in the. ‘early !allege that they will oppose celeb-'ico in. Bogota. built by Pel-Mex , heavy reliance on the magnific
cnt
‘any =special ‘singling. out from
months of this year,
The fate of iret:wn of the event because it per- several years back, has produced jin the republic within and witht
judges but picture was -cited as these. at international fests: will. |sivtently bypasses Mexican prod-'excellent returns.
‘scenery and cloud effects availal!>

better than aver
rage of its ty pe and soon be decided.”

luct,

Pel-Mex is also dickering for the ‘the rainy season.
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DISTRIBUTORS OF MEHICAN
MOTION PICTURES THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

Home Office:
Divisian del Norte 2462 - So. Piso
Mexico

City

Foreign Offices in U. 5. A:
|

fleur York City

AZTECA FILMS, INC.

| tos Angeles, Calif.

CA FILMS, INC.
AZTE
1743 South Vermont Ave.
|

Chicago

AZTECA FILMS, INC.

4478

Broadway

San

Antonio”

_

AZTECA FILMS, INC.

1233 South Wabash Ave.

410 San Pedra Ave.

_ Foreign Offices in Europe:
|

France

CIMEX

|

FRANCE

Germany

|

DEUTCHE CIMEX.

18 rue Washing’sn; Paris, Ville

Am Hosttor, 1+

italy

CIMEX

ITALIA

Via RK Settembre,

3 -

Rama.

Munich, 2
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‘Rv. Divisidn del Norte 2462 Mexico

City

FINANCING ORGANIZATION FOR THE MEXICAN

«MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

if you plan to film in Mexico,
ss
kantact

ESTUDIOS CHURUBUSCO AZTECA, 5. A.
Calzada de Tialpam y Rio de Churubusco, Mexico

The most modern mation Picture
complex in Latin America.

PRODUCTORES Y DISTRIBUIDORES
/_LDG PéLICULAS Meéxicanas
Av. Division del Norte 2462

Mexico

City

Mexican Mation Picture
Producers and Distributars
Association

City
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Sternly-Enforced Screen Criteria;
Mexico Fights Certain ‘Realism’;
Scripters Tread Nervous Path

ments, faced with a tight censorship trend, also insist that no one
‘should be afraid of the truth, and}.
that. censorship should not impose
its will blanket wise ‘on anything |}
Continued from. ‘page 147
.Jand everything that does hot come jup to expectations of officialdom. timistic that this time efforts will, ‘have lagged, ‘principally ‘becausé
The industry admits the need for be crowned with success.
+ most *of offers made by ‘foreign. |
censorship,
has even made halting j. It is greatly due to Amelio‘ “ef- producers have. imposéd — certain
moves. for self-censorship before forts that the lagging Cimex opera-. market reStrictions, insistance: on
ithe latest overpow ering drive be- tion, with faulty propaganda and having a greater say in making
| gan.
exploitation of Mexican product in | of picture: than Mexicans wish. to
Mexicen City.
[tions of the same sort of innocuous
In the face of: heavy criticism, |foreign areas, is now showing signs !grant or in general giving. Mexicans
the
Film
Buréau
maintains
its
cen-!
of
life. There was a ‘ruthless’ re-} the short:-end.of the deal
¢
financially:
psaducer, aetor and union theme.
sorship policy, and intends to en- organization of: foreign branches; and artificially. an
of ie Mexiean film in-}
Scripler’s Woes
and
wholesale
firing
“of
incompeforce
it.
All
pictures
must
provide
|
Ferretis, ina realistic appraisal
aco rm moressed by the cur-!
With the squeeze on from. offictal |

Vite
elas
desir:

Mexico Eyes Foreign Markets

But .even Amelio. fof coproductions said that. bonaj “healthy” .entertalnment: for the; tent personnel.
rent intersified censorship drive to ‘sources, the seriptwriter (who gets! :family
for adults, there must |admits that it will take “time and fide offers should. be .consid=red
“prrie
the industry, Jorze Fer- say $2,000 U.S. on an average! h 4S be no and,
dwelling on deviationary |patience” as well as. better quality: and pictures made in this: manner.
retis ap-lthe Fiiin Bureau censor-:to think in terms of a story line

ship divi.ion remain adamant. Mex-_ .that will not be subjected to official themes that might cause harm to‘
ic *2 in Haves, snd
forei 3n ‘includ-. ‘objections.
And
so
originality
is: public morals, according to the of-!
ficial stand.
—
must toe the line: going by the boards.
-asyl
ree Ar
~afe.
elegy
And as far as: Mexican ideology:
awe ae " are
re ee
The complaint of the scriptwrit- is concerned, this, and the Revoluaeen by the entire family
iers is sound, for under today’ s. in-:
:tion, must remain inviolate and not
veesspy
ve eae
"dee
a lerpretation of what makes an “ac-; the “distorted” by. producer “ca-:

product to win: over foreign. ‘mare.
kets.
Odd note, reported on more than
one occasion by Mexican -talent,
producers, directors and other pic-

But he saw this as not adding much
‘to. Mexico's prestige, nor widening
foreign. markets... His .counter-pro-.
pokai, the hiring of -international
names to dppear in 100 per cent
ture elements. traveling. abroad, ovr. Mexican productions.
attending fests, is that oldie .qualiEven in the “For Adults Only iceptable” script, producer and’
product ‘such as “Maria | On ‘occasion Mexican ‘producers.
seeking to
to exploit
exploitto
ty Mexican
chissticahon the cersor’s shears writer must avoid ‘all criticism. of |price’’” seeking
have followed this practice. But
to the full
wt |Candelar
ia,” “Pueblerina,” “The ‘here
fonly the. sordid aspects of. this soagain:they have been limited
Will delete scenes that are consid- public institutions, for example, or |
Net.”
ete.,
pictures
made anywhere
ered *too rough” for Mexican casit the
Government.
Examples
are ‘ cial upheayal.
‘because of Jack of ‘coin..Théy. tall
from 5 to 15 and more. years ago,
here of a “super-production”. when.
customers. As these lines are being -pelicidad” — (Happiness?
which i
are stilll going strong in Européan
the budget is in excess of three.
written, Jorge Ferretis has indi- poked fun at bureaucracy and “The '
This proves that there is
_areas.
millions pesos. This is but.$240,000.
cv-d that the long deiayed extibi-; Shadow of the Leader.” which interest in Mexican pictures: with |
j-And
although recently. several pic-toa p:eririt for Italy's “La Dalce made a powerful indictment. of"
foreign exhibitors, however, : being}
‘tures have had budgets going up fo:
ake will be granted, But only revolutionary figures showing that}

|

dnz Hellyvool

wv cucting of

ture

Wes

<hown

“raw”

scenes. Pic-' these were not heroes but had feet

in its entirety

Sordid’ Details
Crimp Mex Film®

generally’ cool to the ill-put- togethlow budget quickies that. “un.|$400,000, U.S: ‘value? the industry
: is not geared for this: type of heavy
fortunately, form the bulk ‘of Mex: |
production expenditure.
jean production.

at’ of clay. First film had exhibition |
the last World Roview of Film Fes- > permit restricted for some time [.
tue
.
“9
4
~~
»
tivals, without one scone deleted: and latter, teo. has been latguish- |:

{Dream of Belafonte As*

iFilm Bank’s Determined. Mexico City.
must .not. be | ~The jinx that has been hounding
heroes:
Stand Against Mediocrity Star. W ith Maria Felix
the making of “La Soldadera” iFeRecently: Ismael: “Rodriguez cone
able fore for the general Mexican ,;not torn down from their pedestals, 1 male, Soldier: for past two and a-~i The Film Bank this year has
Miss Ss.
:Nor can actual life in certain seg-! ‘half years is still’ operative. After |taken a very determined ‘stand: on [tracted Japanese’star. Tishoro MiThis does not quite go with per-' ‘ments of the population be present-- all the hullabaloo. about picture |!
boost in quality by ruthlessly limit. fune. fur':a’ Mexican picture and
the -Zacarias. Brothers hope to in-'
sonal 2 ‘servations of this reporter “ed as it really is. Nor can there he
ing funds it advances, with money
over 13 rears of residence in Mex: }films about juvenile delinquents. zoing.- before cameras, Jorge Fer-! ‘forthcoming only to producers who ‘terest Harry Belafonte to. appear
feo Sams years back, when Mexi-* Add a long, long list of other retis.af the Film Bureau turned; lturn up with scripts that are betterj opposite Maria -Felix in “Black
‘thumbs down on script. categori-'
can praducers were minting money: tahvos.
j
‘than ‘those utilized in 7 to 10 day} Music.” But high salary demands
cally said it cannot be made here
throusth ai series of national pic-;
“and - percentages take a big’ bite
‘Reversed State
‘in present form. = |“churros” (quickies). Even so, the, out of the relatively ‘small ”Mexitures where featured players ‘[eOur scriptwriter friend put it: .. Earlier rumors in film circles’ money: situation is tight, with this cai budgets and producers. generale.
males were willing to reveal their:
outcome
ot
severe
financial
‘body
by stating “it is no long-' had it that Mexican producer Jorge }
echivms hefore the cameras, the succinetly
blows suffered by the industry- as ly allege that hiring of .internafins fouzht
to get into picture er a questinan in Mexieo of asking Bolanos,
in association with Ed‘ a result of political untest and ¢x-- “tional, stars: ‘can only be. exception,
hovse,s to sve the naughty films. what cannot he made. It- is far. ; rottlieb’s
Centennial
Pictures‘ change diificullies in the tradi- and: not the rule.
Waich were dv nanghty onlv as to simpler to ask what can be made.” {planned to do film: without official ' tional Latin. sphere of ‘operations. | . Ferretis ©has. insisted ‘that the
Scriptwriters ‘south of the border :“okay of the Film Bureau. But under .
camera aniles of disrobed women,
Federico
Heuer of ‘the Film ‘star gimmick, although costly, Wil.
Hollywood, -.:British, °current regulations in Mexico
dors, rather ar tistically, as a matter envy = their
this’. Bank, who began his drive for |.open up new markets. for: Mexican.
‘French,
English
and
other col-i‘could not. be. accomplished.
of tact.
quality product seriously last year, ‘producers, and. pay. handsome | dileagues.
For
they
have
seen
strong
|
Anl in recert times, whenever
When Bolanos finally turned up is also urging. producers to invest ‘vidends.
censuring
governments
there is a Brigitte Bardot film. or. pictures
at the “Bureau, leaving coples of their own .or private -capital in
More sober industry. leaders
and
incidents,
and “even
at-.
a saucy lialian slant on marriage
script
for approval, Ferretis lashed picture making. And his argument, ‘point .to the success of -“‘Macaria,’
or the sivful life. police have to tacking army, ‘airforce, navy and: ‘out ‘but hard).at “the authentic, not unreasonable. is that a sag in “Simitrig,”: “La .Cuearacha,”” ete. :
brass
hat
policies.
In
Mexico
all
of
come ext to control the fans. It has
jihese themes are on the “forbid-:garbage of the Revolution.” The total number of pictures produced. as. relatively low: budget: ‘efforts
‘alwass besn thus.
as has. which, ‘because: of careful story
den” list and the wise scriptwriter - Bureau head. said that while pic- heed not be’ eatastrophic,
Morbidity & Cruelty
is the one who adopts a hands off ‘ture ‘actuaily is not defamatory, -been predicted by viewers-with-. Jine., ‘good eting.
: depicting as: it does certain true! alarm. AS a matter of fact. boost-]Most recent subiect of Film Bu- policy.
reau ¢onsor troubles is plaguing | There have heen articulate voices. aspects of the Mexiean Revolution, - ing the average number of shooting:
producers Jus2 Luis Celis and Ro-. raised in protest agairst the grow- -it places far too much accent on: : weeks fram three to five, six -and.
berto Fizueroa, who acquired ex- ing film censorship in Mexico, from ‘sordidness, presents: female sol- |more per ‘picture: would be: “the:
hibition rishts in Mexico for the ‘aly segments. of the industry, Ac- diers .as- marijuana .smokers; has; healthiest trend” in’ ‘Mexican mo- |.
tion pictures. of the past derade..
German made “Brave Night.” Ex-!tress Pina Pellicer, for exatnple. “morbid and erotic” scenes includ- |And more carefully produced pichibition permit has been pending ‘courageously put in a. good word ing nudes which are not permitted
Mexico ‘City.
tures
would
have
much more |}
:by
Mexican
law
‘one
scene:
has
two.
for morths and chances are that it.‘for “La Soldadera. ” Tt may be ar-i
AS the Mexican. “picture industo garner
international,
will only bo shown, if ever, in a Sued that she was biased for pic-: ‘female principals in a fight. where ‘chanee
” try’s production ‘lag causes. in-:
very emasculated version.
‘ture ban
has robbed: her of. they. rip off a lot of clothing) and coin,
Even Heuer admits that.-Mexico. “creasing | unemployment, .& group”
Apart from morbid, too sexy, an especially meaty role, which she -has far too gruesome realism in.
cannot: Zo. all out with inter national. including
scene
showing
a
trooper
with
his”
talent and techniciansover-crvel and realistic themes, in told industry friends she would
cut out, and so on.
i horizons ‘in view: And there is. a have decided. to give a cooperative
national and foreizn productions. {like to do. She went even so far as |tongue
*
Ferretis ‘said that producers may definite .market .at home: and in
Mexican
censors are particularly ,to seek aut Jorge Ferretis. persontventure
the.
whirl. Initially deal.
touch» rbout themes that allegedly :ally, plead for an official okay, on have been under belief that admit-+ Spanish areas. for two to three
calls ‘for one film; -with Raul Marsho. thts nation, its peoples or basis of small changes in certain .tedly" true incidents. should ‘be’ week pictures. aimed at the “mass
Nationsl heroes in an unfavorable scenes and. rather strong expres-. passed.bs. authorities. Film Bureau populace which does not go. in for: jtinez Solares, Fernando Fernandez,
which
would’
not
light. This kas heen basis for the sions,
ave , head labeled this an error, stating arty frills, symbolisni - or neayy |
Garcia Bezne, Fernando Oses. and
ben against shooting Jonn Warne’s worked much harm te the over all ‘that there must be a line. of de-; themes,
{Jaime Fernandez the rallying spir-.
“The Mame” in Mexico, and for picture pattern. It was no dice, ‘marcation and that, in ‘any case.
its ‘in the cooperative experiment.
| there. are many true life incidents
the denis! of an exhibition permit however.
| If vit clicks, Solares: explained, ‘furfar the picture.
j
And Miss Pellicer has added a’ unsuitable for presentation on ‘the
ther productions - will be planned.
} postscript, stating that “even if it is . screen.
Nix Soldiereties
A Visit to any -nabe house -.in,
‘the last picture I make in my movie. , Picture’s heavy reliance on many Mexico where a. Tin. Tan, Clavil- ;.. Idea has. aroused considerable:
Another
outstanding
case
was
without
syrichronized.
career, I want to make Soidadera.” :scenes.
lazo. or other. low “comedy pet- interest in film circles. ‘Fernandez,
the recont difference of opinion betit might verv well be her last, for. sound: was also objected to -by Fer- former
goes through. his: tricks|
tseen Mexican producer Jose Boa flouting of officialdom can be ‘retis who alleged that this could shows the cash customers laughing!‘partner in the co-op. hopes to -make
Ja: os, his American coproducer Ed!
: costly to an entertainer. Still, there. make possible narration of action om:their heads off at otten repeated |j his debut in directing the film, and:
Gottlieb, and the man of cinematic:
jis little likelihood of any endanger- lin various idioms outside of con-- cliche situations. But these are jis. negotiating with the director's
mors,
Jorge
Ferretis.
Not-yet-!
mad?
picture, the disputed “La |ing of Miss Pellicer’s career, since:i trol by: Mexico once. negatives _ the situations they, and their coun- |section of Ahie- Union. of -Film Pro-.
: duction Workers to Beta favorable .
pee
Fat this writing the entire “La Sol- ‘eave country.”
‘terparts in Spanish areas, best unSoldadera,”" has been in project for;
.
Ferretis ruled that. in present derstand. And in the hinterlands :igtecnlight. Picture is-.set: to 20
lonz yeours Official turndown was .,|ducers
dadera”Bolanos
issue is and
up in
the air. Pro-,
Tio ‘later than
Gottlieb allege siate. stript this would not receive Mexican product has a .90°;7. edge ‘before the. cameras
‘Dased not so much on “distortion”
,
‘yi they will make the picture outside an. exhibition permit for Mexico, over Hollywood and foreign Pic- ' May.
history
burt ¢
i
onsen! Shon of the ‘<tk rena of Mexico, in some friendlier Latin. nor an export permit to permit tures because
taal
im
wentnt bi
American
nation.
Ferretis
has
Nal occur
oscurrences - in
seript
high-|~
:
Bo
heBut esate
a,
on shipment of exposed film to U.S.
tL) iterate rural. divell ers canI chtins
neariinans
te
;
countered this by insisting he- will:. Gottlieb, who. planed in from
ichtins moariiuana smoking female
fei
Sees
aaa
sofdiece.
their
lewdnes.
nude call on
“friendly tations” ta. ban;‘Hollywoodto initiate picture, said not real sudtities and
12. they aré lost children. ‘in
But
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“Mex Product Has 90%

Edge In the Hinterland.
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with

[imMexiaStudios

afvmpting to follow the intricacws
of toreiqa cenlicated plats.
=
oo “NMexico City.
They will, however, turn out en- !
' Churubusco
Studios, -. Avenida. ‘
masse fur a sexy French. film or
,
Tlalpan.
and
Rio
Churubusco, Mex"
rare occasions. these are released:}
;
: despite fact they can’t. read: the! fico City. |.
subtitles.
Yet. they can, and. do i: Ably
inanaged - by
Cesar
ogle the gals.
i;
Sanitos. Galindo anid. board of. séaBut Messrs. Teuer, Ferretis.a ad
Amelio agree that the home market j voned film exectitives. .-Every. .fai> not the only one: and for survival cility. given. to national and -fore
* Mexico must broaden her horizons: eign
producers ‘Ineluding sound,

Forreti. said that it was Snot 7 ade, he will carry the case fur: :Bolanos and eliminate Film Bu». ther and try for a world exhibition° Feau
objections, working
closely:
eonvement” 0) present “zarpage
‘beryeott. Just how this tatter eould with Ferretis oY achieve this.
farce vies, even when this was
be achieved puzzles tp indtistry
insted he bona-fide historieval av-fizures in Mexico.
curretves Tpe official stand is that
| Mex Builder Plans
Need Not Cripple
pradiensry ot “La Soldadera” wantThree Nabe Cinemas
ed to eipitalize on starting, heaves
Carlos Tinoco, unton official and ; .
Impact ine forts that snoult best ligison
Mexico Cilw
oman
with
Hollywood
m
be toczoxtien, And that the onts smoothing the way for production 1 Builder ‘Theodore
Gildred
has
motets
foree with truth
owas activity south of the border, is also announced plans to construct three
t» hiatlant sordidness te pack in very wnh appy about the strict cen-. nabe: Cinenity in diversified areas
furs at the bowsfice.
sorship trend. It does rot he:p hi< "vat this city where the population ‘There is much difference -of ‘opin- icuttitiz. and editing, color lab, etc..
Toa talk with one hard-pressed task anv in inveig!:ng - Hollywood: expansion Jhas created sitortages. ion on just how these horizons are
|Has 2) sound. stages and ‘is buildBosna so ciptaritec. an articulate units te resume production in the : First three-‘theatres Mill go up in to be br oadened °
tihe Santa Muara la ‘Redonda. Line:
For example. Ferretis, who has? ing up and -replacing outmoded
Soak scan ter hin unmfortunats con- dand of munana. |
davi~ta
and
Per
alvillo
districts.
Gulclamped
down
strict
‘censorship
on
fieres be hrsbirs ied the fact thet
The union feide. is a tolerant:
lequipment. . Expansion ‘of .sound
houses. will -be- national and foreign
product to [stazes nay be planned although
Witets ate net tie but’ et all of- mon, feels that censorshin strie- tired) said” Acw
f: os Pars
ano cetsere, ard tures are a necessary evil, bet thes’ 4iu-seater or a bit larger, and on “protect” the public as well as |
‘see tilt not ‘authorized.
fiat
Pos atesed “freedom: of ex- shor tb not be ermnpling. He has: a par with first-rans in decur and the. good name. of Mexico
Powerbar
the seventh art ite read scripts
af the variou-~ disputed| CONVENIENCES,
Companion Story herewith? is not, San. Angel Inn Studios,. Mexico
:
Gildred reportedly has plans” 10 “102° - coproductions, as the “salva- City.
Dede Seve Et hae, moo exiest These Gims, inchiding “The Alamo” and
Located somewhat. beyond ald.
tion” of the Mexican industry... —
are he T-1¢fin vooreds, but punt; ‘Sai id:audera,’ and. im his opinion. invest a total of $4.000.900 in new
the plete exacth
as Hous. The, found nothing too bad -in. either, theatre construction,.with tie first : For over a year ow there has pcolonial district of San. Angel. PriStitp writers plat
is tha: their: with perkaps a certain Jerrdity ‘in| tria costing approximately $1,209, | been considerable talk. in Mexican | vately owned by Jorge Stahl, manBass ace seo treed todav that they the latter whech couid have. been , 099.
Houses will be turned over film: circles about coproducing as |age by son Gabriet Stahl. Has 14°
Wa
cr, cant
Hoa corkain type of script, Perased via judtemus reo rites,
ty» the Natonal Theatre Operating. a means of -pufting the industry |sound slag£03 and complementary.
with this leading to endless repetiSober)
Mexican
judu-iry
ele-, Company on longterm leases.
on its feet. Ouly here, too, matters. facilities.’
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SWEDEN’S ALL-IDEMANDING

GENIUS:

°

1351

INGMAR
BERGMAN

Refuses: to Leave Homeland—Sticks to $160,000 Budget
—Spends More Time Directing Stage Drama Than Films
—Stern Taskmaster, Haunted by God-and-Man Theme
‘By FREDERIC

FLEISHER

Stockholm.
In Sweden the. film. industry. censists” of Ingmar: Bergman. And what else?:- The “what else” is'a topic of com-

“needs: to.‘be allow ed to work without. the. ‘burden of his
‘present reputation. Even though Bergman. still experiments, .Idestam-Almquist believes that the pressure of
his reputation doesn't allow Bergman to experiment: as
plaint tothe Swedish. critics who object that quality tas
retrograded. to the light and conventional Jevels of the ‘much as he should.1930s. Meanwhile. Bergman has. continued, a good’ many:
Although Bergman's reputation abroad {is based on films,

he devotes about two-thirds of most:years to the theatre.

‘pictures. by row. to. draw international attention. to. Swed-.

He states that “theatre people should be: -vagabonds.” and
with this in mind Bergman has’ directed in Sweden's five
‘major theatre cities: during... a period -of 18 years. Berganda touch miffed. by: the failure of. the. Academy of. Mo-.
tion Picture’ Arts and Sciences in’ Hollywaod -to,’ “until “man ‘claims “theatre is my love and the basis of my existence. Through | theatre I ean create fils. but I could.
-now, “recognize” the Bergman phenomenon. ,
Critics in- Stockholm: have ‘been screaming fora so- called. i. ‘never do the reverse. If I ever had to chose. between
theatre. and films. I am convjnced that F could-live without
“New: Wave,” that supposedly magical: current of. creativjty which. started. in America, jumped to France.:spread films.” Many Sw edes. feel he is best in the theatre: |
Bergman™ was born in 1918, the son of a Lutheran
from France to other countries and has now, ironically,
glutted the film market. in Paris with, an unprecedénted - clergyman. It-was a strictly religious ‘home, but not a hapen, to purvey. a “staple” product

¢a and. elsewhere.

for. art houses in Ameri-

though the Swedes ‘have been puzzted,

“py -one and. ‘the chill atmosphere of it has left a deep im-

. number of finished features. lacking. release arrangements.

Nr. Bengt Idestam-Almquist, known .by “his pen-name
“Robin Hood,” urges. that a group of young Swedish. film
enthusiasts: shoot out-of-doors in. the ‘spirit of the young
‘Frenchmen _and the early Victor Sjostrom..

Others

ro

pression. on’ him.:‘The majority of his films should be seen
against this religious background. which brought into jux-

of ‘spiritualism: ‘and the advancement of materialism. In
fact. the majority. of Bergman‘’s works, can be,regarded. as

moralities, the Middle Age plays that personified virtues
“Mearin hile there are a. few new names. in ‘Sw edish films. ‘and vices.
' The. Ber ‘gman family mov ed to Stockholm in 1924 when
Opera stage director Goran Gentele has gained a -position:
_on the home market through ‘a. couple of comedies. Many
- Ingmar’s father ‘became Court Chaplain, When the son
entered the Uni versity of Stockholm. in 1937, he devoted
“hoped that Lennart: Olsson. a former Bergman: assistant,
most of .his.energies to ‘amateur. theatre groups. and later
would bring youth and. ‘originelity to the screen. but his
staged a’number of plays at the Student Theatre and also
first film,. “Carniv al.” scripted by 25-year-old Kjell Grede,fot a-job as an assistant director at the Royal Opera..
‘turned out to be a rather. conv entional ‘studio production..
‘As a-result of Bergman's: reputation. abroad and the
It was: Bergman's first production of one of his own
small number of ‘Swedish: films being “made. the trade
plays that caught the. attention of film producers in 1943.
. fears that’ Swedish players will go abroad to’ make. ‘films. “His. first job in.films was in the ser cen-writing department
During the past year Ingrid Thulin and Gunnar. Hellof Svensk Filmindustri. He made his screen debut in 1944
sttom have been filming in the United. States. while Anita
when his screenplay “Torment” was filmed by Alf SjoBiork and Bibi ‘Anderson went to Italy to’ appear in 4.
berg. The. “new golden age” of Swedish films had gained
Yugoslav -Halian production.. Max von Svdow. may play
its-first impetus from ‘Sjoberg, :-Whe along with Bergman.
Christ in Geerge Stevens’ “The Greatest Story Ever Told”
‘and Arne Suchsdorff. was going to give the Swedish mowhile Ulla Jacogsson. has” been appearing in Germany.
tion picture industry ‘a respected position on the interna"Alf Kichlin works ‘mostly: aboard. ‘tioral scene.
Furthermore Svensk ‘Filmindustri has’ loaned out: pho-.
It is’ generally aecepted that Bergman’s films ‘have
tegrapher Gunner. Fischer. who has: lensed. more than” a “strong elements of autobiography. His disillusioned view
“may: be- reflected in fact that he. hes been married. four
dozen: Bergman films. to-a Danish’ production. Swedish
tv Ropes Perliament. will approve: funds to film tv. series, . times. ‘He usually finds that youth with its inner innowhich will give the film industry.a shot in. the -arm. ~
‘cence has little to lecrn from: its somewhat destroyed
Despite Bergman’ sw orld-wide reputation, his films’ still
parents and he may took at his'own six children in this
‘don’t break ‘even in: Sweden: Income. from: abr gad ‘allow
manner.

have called Bergman “the Strindherg of the screen” with justification. Both have an cxtremely .persona]. approach to their subjects. their are
Spiritual -“Searchers, constantly: haping to find God and
a Simmer Night" won:a ‘special prize at the Cannes-Film
are fascinated by the middle ages, Strindberg has always
Festi vel, Which laid the cornerstone to his international
been: ‘Bergman's favorite author -and both Swédes have
renown, w hich has been snowballing. ever: ‘since. In spite
had a special passion. for the Stackholm archipelago.
of ‘this. Bergman cavs: that he still tries. to budget: each
' Bergman flatly denies that he hes ever had any liter ary
new .filmy. to’ break’ even in- Scandinavia... Although he -is-: ‘ambitions. -but the: evidence to the contra ry is quite imde> ighted ‘over the interest -abr ‘oad, he. realizes that.fads:
pressive. He has had five of-his plays produced on proare fie kle.
“fessional stages and three’ of these have been. published,
“
two
other. published plavs have never been produced and
-$160.000. Budget
_his two radio dramas were printed in anthologies. Fur“An Ingmar. Bergman Alm costs no more than: an averageen. thermore. Bergman has scripted or co -authored most. of.
Swedish blick and white production, “which means about
his films and written three screenplays that were directed
$160. WOO. He shoots for: between six to. eight weeks. witich _ inta films by others.
js normal or a little’ faster than other’ Swedes. but he =: Colleagues say he is obsessed’ by his- art. He seldom
edits: with greater care. Bergman: is extreiiely..anxigus to “takes a vacation and. periods for rest have ‘usually heen
‘obtain. high. picture. and ‘sound quality, .VAS. viewers -of
enforced by stomach: ulcers. Symptomatic . for Bergman
Swedish films have ‘often noticed. they. are often. marred:
was when he married. his wife. the young couple took a
‘him

to continue to Jay ga!‘den eges.

Bergman

secured

his°

- On ‘occasion. critics

juternational rep just’ before ‘the Swedish’ film’: industry
was dealt crippling blews. from television and the large
jncrease of the purchase of cars. In 1956 his “Smiles of

bi. ‘poor sound quality. ‘and ‘Studio. echoes):
Moreover,
few days Jong honey moon to go to the theatre in Gothen‘Bergman demands his. cast: to: know (heir. parts almast. as os burg...
Weil asin a play. In this way, he is able.to shoot the seBergman likes to. work with the same casts and techniquence most. suited’ to the ‘exis! ting or changing weatiier. - cians. ‘Those. who apnear in his films often work .with him
conditions. Furthermore. actors. are better able to experi-.:.* in-the theatre. His fitm groups claim that he. has an amazence’ the sequence if. they: are .well;acquainted |with the — _ing abiluly to create a collective feeling-in a studio. Many
W hole. This also, enables ‘to maintain a. fast shooting tempo. . actors and actresses believe that this is one of the major.
” Bergman. doesirt, ike: dischssing his films. While: mak- ” secrets of his screen. success, They also. comment that he
: ‘Sng,them -he'w orks jntensely,, When through he. nervously
Kets. 8 little more’ out. of them than they have to give.
awaits opening night. He says his anxicty grows with. each
‘In all cases. Bergman demands. concentration. and dis/ new film-as -he places’ greater: demands on his wwork.. Te
‘cipline. He strives for perfection. ‘Since his. childhood,
‘- flso knows: that audiences and critics become increasingly
he has studied lighting. music and editing. And .as "his
expectant.
.
confidence has increased, Fe -has aimed at. a greater sim. Critic Bengt: Tdestam- -Almquist: feels that. ‘the Ingmar
plicity
as he states:
“Simplicity. concentration,
full
knawledge. -technical. per fection. must be the pillars sup: Bergman vegies bound to lead’ ta.a reaction. but he
daesn't: view this pessimistically. as he feels that: Bergman _porting.
°
each scene and sequence.”

~

-

Bergman first became known {n Swedish lecitimate
circles through his productions in sma} amateur theat:es.
‘When he entered the films he soon became known as a
modernist and a revolutionary. He revolted against cine.
temporary art forms and. was seeking new ones. Eq: laily,
he revolted against the God of his clergyman father. New,
Bergman is the Jost son who has returned. He has come
. to believe

in God,

but

he savs

he is most

mrateful

that

‘he had something against which to revolt. He also ques
tions the value of many amateur stage groups as he fecls
it is essential to get a thor ough and well-guided
in the aspects of the medium.

educ:fion

Bergman finds little of true interest in the French
“wave,” which was one of his early and most enthusiastic supporters, and he has gained increasing respect for Victor Sjostrom (Seastrom to Hollywood}
and the Russian classics. The spiritual searchings of
-‘man have always been a dominate theme in Inemar

Bergman’s works. He says: “You can say that I have

the same view as the American playwright Eugene
O'Neill; that is. aH drama that is not about man‘s relation to God is nonsense.”

Rooted in Scandia
Although Bergman claims that theatre people shacld
be vagcbonds, he says: “It i¢ very important for a cneetor not to be rootless.”
He declares he gets stench
eramps as soon as he gets on a plane going further tian
Copenhagen. This is an important reason why Bergman

has not

accepted

offirs

to make

films

or

stage

plats

abroad. Bergman says “I want to work in Sweden whee
.I hhave my roots.
The environment
in which I have
‘grown up means a tremendous amount to me."
After completing the shouting of his new film “Through
A Glass, Darkly” in the fall. Bergman-started rehears:eg
Chehoy’s “The Seagull” at the Roval ‘Dramatie Theatre
in Stockhalm. This marked Berpman’s return to the stage
after about a year. and a half of filming. but it alco marked
‘his first stage production in Stockholm in many sears.
Bergman gained his stage reputation during seven «ears
at the Mialmo Civic. “The Seagull” opened after two and
a half months of rehearsals and met by unanimous critical
praise.
At present. Bergman
is rehearsing a production of
Stravinski’s “The Rake’s Progress.” which is scheduled
to open in the Jatter pert of April. In May. Berg:tnan vill
edit “Through A Glass. Dark’s” after which be -.2) de
vote a week to making a test film in color as he hopes to
mike his first color feature in the tall. Bergman nas been
thinking of filming in coler to. some time. but he is pot
satisfied with coler quality usually obtained. He + arts
to be well acquainied with color before filming aith st.

Bergman

ard his fourth

wife. pianist Kaebi

Lareii,

will

£0 on vacation during the month of July.
Bergnian revels that he took the title to the new film
from the First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians «acieh
reads: “For now we see through a glass, darkly: but tuen
face to face.” Bergman regards his new work as th e i: st
part of a trilogy in which “Wild Strawberries” and “Tae
Virgin Spring” were the first two parts. He says: “Step
‘by step I have gained a clearer vision of the proh'em of
reconciliation. In ‘The Virgin Spring’ I took a dchnite

stand

in a medieval

disguise.

In the new

film there

is

nothing that hides what I want to say.
“Through A Glass, Darkly” takes place during ene day
and suirounds four people un an isolated island. The four
persens are a successful author, portrayed by Gunnar
Bjornstrand.
his daughter
¢Harriot
Andersson:,
the
daughter’s husband ¢tMax von Syxdow), who is a professor
in medicine. and her vounger brother. portrayed by Lars
Passgrad. who is a pupil at the Malmo Civic Tiivatre’s
drama school. During the film the daughter loaves her
sanity.
After he had written the screenplay, Bergman says that
‘he showed it to psychiutrist, who had no criticism to make
of his portrait of insanity.
Ingmar Bergman says that he hopes he wil] realize in
time when audiences are no longer interested in his
works. Then he plans to leave films and theatre and open
his own drama sehool.
If Bergman does not like to discuss his works he is also
very annoyed when critics draw parallels between his life

and

works.

He

feels

that

Shakespeare’s

works

are

not

‘marred in ‘the slightest by the fact that we know near to
nothing about. his life.

Denmark’ ’s Trou bles:.Over- Worked Studios & Stars

“By vie"TOR SKAARU Pp

-T play extensively’ in Europe and | space - ‘in the: busy older studios of Denmark. Script is by Ib Melchior. |television. Popular
‘somewhat on other continents.
i Nordisk Film. Palladium, Asa, Saga,}son
of .Danish-American
opera from the Saturday

children
afternoon

series
pro-

Copenhagen... ;
Euro-Sean film has just finished} Arnoe. and Flamingo. where the. singer Lauritz Melchior. The script gram, “Circus Buster.’ has been
“Thanks in part ‘to the” stimulation its) first production. ~“Ullabella.” |owners most of the year are pre- for Sid Pink’s next production here, made jnto a film by its star, Buster
‘based.
on. Henning Kehiers’ play; occupied With. their own. produc- “Journey to the Seventh Planet,” Larsen, and its director Niels Kaiof® television film production, Den-}
is also by Melchior. This picture ser. This film will present added
-Mark. has énjoyed something of. an!'from-the 1930s about a school scan ;; tions.
Dirch Passer's Busy Summer
has both American and Danish ac- roie not in the tv series, namely a
‘dal. Gitté: Haenning. - 15. an estabupsurge’ though ‘dreadfully - handi- ished pop. songstress. plays the ti-]. About the jack of popular stars fors—starring
John
Agar
from beautiful circus quern. plaved by
Helle Virkner—her tirst film part
capped by ‘small studios and. lack of itle role. Gulbrandsen is. new mak-! it can be. said. that the big names Hollywood.
“Lies and .the Roaring: of |are
a
so tied up that some new pio-j Grand Prix Singer in Film Debut since she married Denmark's ForWACLUPS | rating AS” “stars.” Author- 'ing
|
s, ’ which is mast’
favored
by
;
Palladium
has
just
had
a
big
sucatc:
Lions
ducers
have
had
to
postpone
their
|
reign
Secretary, Jens Oito Krag. a
director “Peer Guldbrandsen

|
‘The couple of years ago. (Miss Virkner
; Danish. . film
production—namely. |plans. until the players have -open
cess. with “Eventyr-Rejsen”
tempted last year to cope. with the jient comedy. Kjeld Peter sen. plays ;time.
Fairy-tale Journey }, about tourists and her husband accompanied the
7 facilities problem ‘by ‘purchasing. a: the leading role.
4 Denmark's - by-far-most’ -popular int Italy, Italian-Danish singer Dario King and Queen of Denmark on
who
just won
the their trip through U.S. last sear.)
Later Bent Christensen, a locaily star, big. “lovable” comedian Dirch Campeotto,
large farm. outside: Copenhagen and}
- ‘converting it into.a film. production. 4 well-known actor and dircetor. w ill Passer, ‘played in seven features Grand Prix. Melody Contest in the Latcr she will appear ir a son‘iismake his: first. independent: film last year—and_ this summer he is TV, had his screen debut in this tieated comedy for Nordisk Fiim.
center, ‘under the name of Novaris |_production - here—a film. with.
Producer Henrick Sandbere frem
spreading himself in five. He plays film. Asa is making a comedy. based
F Ims: His plan is to use: the new: ‘ philosaphicat background -and star- a comedy.yrole as a caretaker in on a French play, “Min-kone fra Dansk Svensk Film is makinv his
Rite. for.two. features: of. his- own ane} ring
two actors, seldom seen in| American . producer -Sid -Pink's Paris’-'My Wife from Paris!—with fourth film in the series of military
ruwly- and to rent out -balance of |
6
salLangberg
and probably
a fareées, “Soldaterkammerater™
-pictures,
but of the highest popular- science-fiction “film “Reptilicus.” Ebbe
shooting. time to.other producers. ‘ity. on the. Danish stage.- Osvald just finished af the Sava studios in French. actress in.the leading roles. dicr Buddies, Last vezr’s film hes
Denmark’ S film - production . 3s! Helmuth iwho- played. Doolittle in two versions: the international one Saga is also making a comcdy with been made in English too. and will
very: old, as ‘such activity is’ his-} “My Fair Lady") and Ebhe Rode. |in Envlish, which will’ be shown in Paris
Arnclise probably be shown in U.S this year,
background.
as
torically reckoned and it is to be jwho- has ‘lately ‘played in “Separate ;- U.S. in the spring, and the Danish Reenbergis directing and has just Sandherg is also making a picture
recalled that during: silent: times, }Tables.”
tone,
which.
has.
already.
been. returned from Paris, looking for from tie second World War. “Sorte
Mhen langauee was. no harrier, Co-:
jSara” Black Sara’, about a Danish
-But. ‘apart from the new Nav oris: preemed ‘at Saga’s own big cinema locations.
the firsti navs ship which tooled the Geris making
Nordisk
Poghacen. studios, ‘turned -out a “Studios- “would-be. -tilm “producers: in. Copenhagen. The picture tells
stream of. features. good enought to' have a hard time to secure ‘studio | about a dragon, which terrorizes. Danish film directly inspired py! mans.
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Films (By Flag) In Scandinavia
Below is breakdown of films shown, in Copenhagen, ‘Helsinki, Osto| arid Stockholm during 1960 with. the figures for 1959 following: in

- parenthesis.

By SVEN G. WINQUIST
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Recently launched at the ‘Saga’ Theatre Stockholm ‘Three Wishes’ proved a riotous success — produced
for the world markets by Europa Film this engaging Swedish comedy will be offered for international
‘distribution on completion of the English subtitled version currently in preparation.
‘Territorial. distribution enquiries should be directed to

AB

E:turopa Film

Kungsgatan 24, Stockholm Cc. Sweden.

|

Tel.: 22 2900

Cable: Europafilm

Kind regards
Yours sincerely,

leading Swedish filmproducer presents
3 new outstanding productions!
—
fice Hi
of
x
o
B
e Sweaist

[ag

ARNE
SUCKSDORFF
— Academy
Award. winner

— has written
and directed

ia

a:

— based’ on: Vilhelm Moberg’s
Play, directed by

BOY in the ‘

Starring.

— a suspenseful dramatic story,

INGRID THULIN

a new kind. of thriller, filmed

— star of "Four Horsemen

_—

of the Apocalypse” —
.GUNNAR HELLSTROM |
— star. of "Return to Peyton
Place’ —
"

PER MYRBERG:

eee

beautiful

nie

ach

Swedish.

a

midst

scenery...

Starri
tarring

of

,

in e

/

BIRGITTA97 PETTERSSON—

|
|
ANDERS HENRIKSON

7

KULLE

sce

e Christina

outspokenly told by Sweden's
]

new sensational director

Lars Magnus
LINDGREN
Eastman Color

Filmstaden

«Solna

e Sweden

£

SCHOLLIN

.

e

Edvin

ADOLPHSON

.A hilariously entertaining romantic story,

— star of Virgin's Spring”
| TOMAS. BOLME

Jarl

AUSTRIA
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Star Demands Chill Austrians Who

AUSTRIAN FILMORGANIZATIONS

Lag Behind Their German Quota

Fachverband der. Filmindustrie (Film Industry: ‘Assn.):
chairman, Dir. Karl. Ehrlich, Vienna, Wildpretmarkt 10
Fachverband der Lichtspielthéater (Exhibitors “Assn.).
chairman, Otto: Hermann, Vienna VIL Siebensterngasse 42-44

By EMIL W. MAASS
Vienna.
Austrian film showmen remain
remarkub.e for their lamentations
rather then their solutions. Though
entitled t)» export one Austrianmade feature to Germany for every
fiye Germa”-riade features exhibited here, the Austrians let this
market potential go begging, not
mmanufacturin s enough films to fill
their own quota in Germany.
Logic world seem to suggest that
Austrian
film
production
be
stepped up hut producers either
cannot or will not put up the necessary canital. It is less painful te.
rant against te foreigners than to
risk good Austrian schillings.
Failure
of enterprise
assumes
special
significance when
it is

realized

that

distributers

and

the

state togcsther put up guarantees
amounting to as much as 60° of
nepative costs. With that circumstance, and the further guarantee
of German olavdates,.the lag does
not perhavs compliment: the producers who produce so little.

.. Meantime

already existing studios on Rosen-J]
huegel of the Wienfilm. The Austrian tv system occupies now. one
hall, the German tv has rented two
halls for the shooting of an operetta

Wienfilm studios has

Berufsgruppe. Verteiler (Renters Society)
.
chairman, Rudolf -Kille, «Vienna VII: Neustiftgasse 53
Interessengemeinschaft oesterreichischer _Produzenten (Producers. Asén. )
chairman, Anton. Schuehman, Vienna VIL. Kirchengasse 19
Bundesministerium ‘fuer Unterricht (Ministry of Edutation)_
Film section, chairman, Dr. Raimund Warhanek, Vienna, Minoritenplatz
Bundesministerium fuer Handel (Ministry of Commerce) :
Film Import-Export section, Dr. Anton ScheSstak, Vienna. IT, Metternichgasse 4
Film. Export Vereinigung (Film Export Union) (UNIAUSTRIA)
chairman, Anton Schuchmann,- Vienna VIL Siebensterngasse 31

added: a stereophonic sound system

to its most
Rosenhuegel

modern equipment.
(4 stages), Sievering

(two. stages) and Grinzing, all are
occupied. ‘Sascha ‘Film is shooting
series.’
He finished by saying that now a comedy picture. “Young People
the motion picture industry sud- Need Love,” with Connie Froboess
denly wants “peace” with tv~and and. Peter Weck. Walt.Disney wili
not a life of continuous competi- move in:in August and September
tion, something he explicitly tried. to shoot. a “Vienna Singing Boys”
picture.
to avert 18 months ag.

Austrian

Film Data
Vienna.

Film industry data for. Austria ineludes:
Theatres: 1,242
CinemaScope Screens: 141
Imports, 1960: 209, U.S.; 91,
Germany
Austrian-made

[Don'tDespise The

Fernsehen (Television)
—
: ilm producing section, Kurt Schreiber, Vienna. XI. Singriener-

\Travel Production

Film and. tv section, chairman, ‘Oskar Nekut, ‘Vienna, x “Maria
Theresienstrasse 11
Film Beirat (Motion Picture Advisory Council)
.
Note: (This committee decides . on.all motion. pictures
to be shown in Vienna on “juveniles. up: to 14
years—juveniles from 14. to 18 years, admitted
or not)
chairman, Dr.. Wilhelm Stemmer, Vienna 1. City Hall

|By GOTTFRIED REINHARDT:

films: 12:

Current Ticket pace:
of capacity

39.5%

Salzburg;

It. is. of course,

Current
U.S.. top release:
“The Apartment” (UA).
.

Austria.

asse

Osterreichischer Gewerkschaftsbund ‘(Workers Union. .

in ‘Hollywood's !| Evangelischer .Kirchenrat ‘(Evangelical “Church Council) *

‘T own best. ‘interests to make as many
‘ pictures as possible right in Holly-

chairman, Dr. Stephanie Prohaska. Vienna Schellinggasse 12
Katholische Film Kommission (Catholic Film. Commission)
chairman prelate Dr, Karl Rudolf, Vienna,.Wollzeile 7.
[oot No one can quarrel with
Gesellschaft der Film Freunde (Society. of. Friends of Films)
given the Austrian producer caught
this point of view. Add that, aside
chairman, Vice-mayor Hans Mandl’: Renngasse’ 20
in todav’s inflated star-salary situfrom the labor. and. union angles Oesterreichische Gesellschaft fuer Film. Wissenschaft (Austrian. Society
ation. If the total budget here runs
of Film Science)‘
.
“runaway”
production
is
bad
for
in the neierborhood of, say, $200.Vienna Renngasse 20
Berlin, April. 18.
' managerial morale.
Hollywood is | _
000 black and white and $250.000
Oesterreichisches
Film Archiv. (Austrian. Film. Archiv)
Edwin Zbonek. 33-vear-old for- at its best when it is at its busiest.
color sto-k the demands of GerRenngasse 20
—
man-speakin2 actors with interna-; mer Vienniese film cric, who came
ry AS. a
producer at Metro when that|:
to
Berlin
to
show
the
loca!
ness
hs
tional renown stupefies the local
imagination in a country of 7,000.- first feature pic, “Love ‘Hangs on studia had a production schedule

True.

some

sympathy

must

33-YR.-OLD ZBONEKS’
2D FILM-ON-STARLETS.

be

WORLD CENSUS OF FILM HOUSES

000 ‘popul:at‘on. To make this point:! the Gallows.” soon will start his of 50-60 featuresa year, I can well
feature. “Germany, Your remember the enthusiasm, the exasking price for Curd Juergens for;‘second
Title was
purchased
an Austrian production is $120. 000 |Starlets.”
citement, and the high interest,
|
THEATRES:
per. picture. Maria Schell, $80,000 from Willi Tremper, author .of the
Yet, a serious. distinction must ‘ALBANIA
highly
successful
mag’
series of
per picture and Peter Alexander, °
........;.. rans
U9
same name which depicted in ‘an be made between ‘pictures which ARGENTINA 2.0.0.0... cece tence eet 1,739
$48.000.
amazingly frank manner the scan- leave ‘Hollywood
1,750
Aspects of The Panorama
production AUSTRALIA ....-...:.... beeeee
AUSTRIA 20.0... oe
ccc bec ees 1,263.
Not
Iess
than
six diagnostic dals and affairs of German starlets.
for “runaway” reasons, and honBELGIUM: 00.0...
ccc clecee cece venus "1,570
points mav be made as to the film Zbonek said he'll -make the’ film
- without name stars.
And no: star- ‘est and .thorough coproduction ef- BRAZIL
...........-....
Lecce
ce +4.050
industry here.
2.00.
eee eee elec e cae eee 3.400
tly The government is still aim- let men‘ioned in Tremn>r's exten- : forts which
involve: the talent, BRITAIN

‘OTHER
Mobi'te
80.06m):.
190 116m) .

_

-

_.

__

500
‘Mobile
ing to fix the age limit for “non sive (47 parts) series will be hired. the skills and the finances of Hol- lBULGARIA. .............00..
BURMA
....u,. cave
eeee eee
287
———
:
juvenile motion pictures” at 18. At. Zbonek writes the script in col: lywood and one or more other for- i caw ADA
eeeeeecee Ve eeeceseceyeeeses.
1,756
231 Drive-In
present, Vienna, Lower Austria and lab with Andis.
As to his initial feature _pic. eign production centres.
CHILE || ow... ec cece eeu.
448
133.116m!
‘
Salzburg are the most “generous.” :
Le
eee
eee weeeees
201
Poa
A case could be made, one pre- CEYLON
admitting freely from 16 vears on. ‘“Gibbet.” which he directed for the
eee en eee
3.500
ss
Some provinces decided on 17 and ‘Berlin Rex-Film, Zbonek said he~ sumes, for making every feature CZECHOSLOVAKIA —ence
.... ..c..00.5,..
495
"Mobile
up, while the ultra. conservative . felt annoved about the West Ger- that is produced
in Hollywood. DENMARK
...... decease bnew
ew ebeecceeas
260
70 16m)
Film
Classifications Board’ Hollywood's
Tvrol, Vorarlberg and Burgenland man
technical genius is ECUADOR
niece
cece cat ecaes
389 .
105 +16m)
decided on 18 years up. These one- which didn't grant “Gibbet” a. dis- equa] to re-producing the terrain, EGYPT
...... 0.00...
e cece eeee591°
Army’.
or two years are a decisive boxof- tinction (“worthy” or “particularly _the hamlet or metropolis, the Jand- FINLAND
_ oe
eee
ccc ceece 5.834
—__
worthy.” which means ‘tax relief). scape of any. area from the Pole FRANCE
fice factor.
cee ccccuee 6.884
a
12: A iaw to go into effect very.
to.the Sahara. And presumably an GERMANY (W). -.. 0.0.0... elec
GERMANY
(E)
beededaeee
beveesesessee
1,550
soon, will prevent children (four toj
Mobile
extra born in Minneapolis could
Mw
tt ww eae wee
e ewe eeee te
950 5
eng
six years! from entering at all.
be made up to look ‘like a native| z
j HUNGARY ..... bee cane Leva cecceececeee
1,200
_590-Openair
This is an economic factor of some,
of
Tashkent.
And
a.
good
art
di-!
Senta Berger Looks Set For
INDIA
nce
ce usec ee cece wu eeeee 3,536
1.200 Mobi
consequence in a poor country with:
rector
and:
property
master
could
Discovery In U.S.A.
cece nc chcbeuecenecerrewee
750
ie Hobile
baby sitting prices jumped to 40c
.Jrecreate an igloo, a minaret’ or a INDONESIA
MAND. oo
ce
ccc
cece cece een
§6°390
4
’
an hour. The industry is alarmed.
‘Hindu. Temple. But there are some
Berlin.
ISRAEL
oo
c.
cae
eee
eee
cen.
290
sON
16m
‘3: ‘Thouth
amusement
taxes
Whenever this Variety chronl- ifactors which go- bey ond physical: ITALY ..... ee
16.000
“1,675
Ope:
were lowered, a further reduction
‘similarities.
,
JAPAN
.........00:000000
ies
1,675 Openalr
is asked. It's now on an average cler meets Mrs. Eli Silman, an
Recently I completed the pro- LEBANON
........ secseeerenceceecaten
Amer.can who reps Xusie Corp. of.
GD
oe
of 10°: throughout Austria.
rtttenee
beewee eedwehule bee bees
220
ne
i4) Tho revalueof the German America in Berlin and is also Ger-: ‘duction and direction of “Town MALAYA
Without Pity.’ the. Kirk. Douglas:
Oo...
ce beeanesesee seewe. . - 2,922
.
;
Mark +4.75°; «+led to endless ques- many's “longest-list” ‘tmore -than:
559 } 800 (16m,
tions. It’s profitable for the land-: 150 names! talent manager, he asks: starring vehicle. a Mirisch Pres- NETHERLANDS. .UD PEsppnortrss
entation
in
association.
with
Gloria
NEW
ZEALAND
....:.....
ere
eae
«BAT
——
her
who
are
currently
her
hottest.
lord studio, a loss for the produesieernteeesenretnaes Seu.
656 ——
Two years ago, She: Films of Germany, for United Art- NORWAY
ers. as most stars only accept Ger- newcomers.
| PAKISTAN.
ciclo cia ece eens
420.
———__—
man Mark and not Austrian Schil- said: Sabine Sinjen and Judith ists release...
ceeee cee.
BBD.
ee
‘Dornys. then 16 and tallegedly? 17 Gloria Films. one of Germany’ S PHILLIPINES ..0. 00.2.
ing.
‘RUSSIA
wed
See
we
ce
eee.
60.100
nee
‘respectively.
of
whom
the
fermer.
most
successful
production
and
‘5: Alf prints,” posters, publicity
SOUTH KOREA 2.20.0 16 boaseee 224
paneer
material used in Austria is made in. has made a good career in the’ distribution organizations. supplied
ool
cee nsec che l eeu le,
6.450
—_——
"meantime.
below-the-line costs; Mirisch sup- SPAIN
foreign countries. a heavy drain.
so nneeuaeeeee
2.500
ee
Last
year, Mrs.
Silman ‘men-_ plied the story and script, the star, SWEDEN
‘6° With 250.000 tv sets now in
609
ner
operation, this industry is nearing tioned besides Miss Sinjen a new American supporting performers, SWITZERLAND .....0....0...0:
SYRIA
Leese
eee
e
eget
vaeebve
es
10
We
saturation. Director Friedrich Er- name, Senta Berger. Asked (very ‘and -several key technicians.
THAILAND ............ 00003000|tase.’
200
16m
she
revised
to: Senta filmed
in Bambgerg,
Forcheim
han, chief of Wien Film, explained |recently.
TURKEY
Le ceeeeeces seesaw eaeles
700
16m. _.
to VARIETY the present situation: : Berger, Loni von .Friedel and In-: and Erlangen, Germany, the proTED STATES ....... Cede eeeeceeees 13.400.
rive-Ins”
‘per exterior settings for our story; VIETNAM...
“More than 18 months ago, there ‘grid van Bergen,
ow.
c
au
eee
Vivddeedecess
3
iat
=—e
Tag
As to Austrian-born Senta Ber-. we would have filmed interiors in
actuaily was a crisis, production:
‘VENEZUELA
..... eee ec ae claw ee caves
700
and studio both suffering heavily. Ser. this starlet is really climbing. either Munich or Berlin if stage YUGOSLAVIA
................005
1,510
“Mobile
When I at:empted to rent two halls, Apparently, she’s also made an im- space had been available.
Actu- |
on
stateside reviewers. aly, our interiors were filmed in:
for a very lon period to tv. the, pression
Ministry of Commerce, as well as Variery’s Tube «TWollywood); who Vienna at Sievering’ ‘Studios.
her in Richard -Widmark’s
other high administrative
offices! saw
There is a healthy aspect to this |
prevented this plan. claiming this: “Secret Ways," described her as. kind ‘of “Holly wood" production
would mean the death knell for the “a delightfully good-looking young which
really. never
left home.|;
‘Continued from page a
——
filmi indeustry. Tv naturally looked European lJady"*and a “well-pro- There is much ta be said for this |,
bombshell.” A report
around to tind a place to build its portioned
ee a ar a) ne
kind of across-the-board co-produc- Poland a
ee
1
e)
from
Vienna
says
that
Widmark
own studio
They are now doing
ey
i
ee
tion. I believe that most if not all |Spain Se ee
es
—
(
DD
“I didn’t expect so’ much -sex in.
$) on the Kueriglberg on the outof the production values: the set»
will
get
her
to:
Hally*
Austria”
skirt, ot Vierna. But that does not
jtings, the German crowds, the
310 (277)
mean, that tv does not need the ‘wood.

AUSTRIAN SEX BOMB

Film Releases. By Flag
Flag

;roads and highways, the American

~

Army posts in-a German setting—
,US.AL
these have the solid ring of authen-

AGerman Satellite
. Vienna.

busts of 12 features annually the Austrian film studios
ad the costs of land, gear, staff. etc. A minimum annual
turpant of 177 teatures is required The recent “slump” must therefore be reated to the fact. that Austria produced 25 features in
Cr

Cathet

France

“ticity.
+

the

rye

SWEDEN \ (Stockholm)

.

iGreat Britain

‘But of greater iniportance is the‘GOrMANy
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‘ interlocking. production financing. | Sweden... 6...
vee keen
(‘Hollywood companies can do mich Maly
Lee ee ener er eee ieeeee
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iforeign markets by this kind
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ott is) a mistake, I believe,

of |poland.
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German victures
duindling.

The

situation

entering

Austria,

is complicated

the statistics have

by the

overall

been steadily

economy

and

by a-

disinaying falloff in theatre attendance. Vienna, it is to. be remem-*
bered. has a majestic statoper and several classic German. tongue’
repertor
theatres,
all supported by state ‘subsidy ‘and offering
bargain rate culture against the cinema.
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as “runaway
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Tournez Vos Films en Autriche!
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First Class Services in Our

STUDIOS
stages of oll sizes.

LABORATORIES
color and black and white, 35/ end 16/mm

DUBBING, RECORDING and RERECORDING
FACILITIES
CUTTING ROOMS

)

ATELIERS =
LABORATOIRES
pour developper
des films blancs et noirs et en couleurs, 35 et 16 mm

INTITULATION, SYNCHRONISATION ET
SYNCHRONISATION SUPPLEMENTAIRE
SALLES DE MONTAGE
|

WIEN FILM GES.m.b.H., Wien, VII., Siebensterngasse 31

Tel. 44 76 41
Telex 91/2824
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‘Expansion’ Fears in Switzerland;
Many More Swiss Pix May End

Automatic Profit Assurance
By GEORGE

US,Shares B.0. Honors WithLocal

LOLLOBRIGIDA’S “VENUS’
}

—

{ ¢ Italian Star to Play Pauline
Bonaparte for Cineriz

‘Gina
Pauline:
Venus”

FilmsinSwitzerland; Ben-Hur’ Tops

Rome.
Lollobrigida
will
play
Bonaparte in “Imperial
this fall in a Royal

Film

|

band, signed pact linking her with

MEZOEFI

‘Guido Giambartolomei’s company
Zurieh. | cation home,” it stars German .for the pic which will be released
in Italy by Cineriz. Miss Lolloplayers
Barbara
Ruetting,
Luise
Swiss film production is currentHansjoerg
Felmy,
plus brigida was present at ceremonies
ly marked by an upward trend, at Uurich,
via transatlantic phone link to
Fred
Fanner
and
Lonf
von
Friedl.
least numerically, which looks to
Hollywood, where’ she is waiting
go even higher when the newly- Shooting is expected to wind end
for delayed start-of “Lady L.” Proof
April.
planned, ultra-modern film studio
ducer
said he was about to sign: a
Finally, the first Swiss screen:
near Zurich becomes a reality next
top Yank ‘star. for the male lead,
winter. This new production cen- mee “The Hazy. Osterwald Sto-:
and
that
:the director would also
* is presently preparing for an
ter, the first of any significance in
or. Ameriean.
Both
this country and: involving a pri- April Start, with location work:set be British
hames.
.are.
expected . to be anvate capital investment of nearly at Swiss mountain resort Arosa and
nounced
shortly.
1
Zurich
and
interiors
to
he
done
$1,000,000 tthe ground on which
Conclusion. of pact will undoubtthe studio is to be erected will be probably in Munich. Produced by
edly
make
local
headlines
due
to
Urania-Film
Zurich
(Erwin
Diemade
available by the
city of
and released locally by fact that Miss Lollobrigida has long
Zurich) will finally take care of a trich)
(Constantin-Filmver- been involved in a-much-publicized
situation long deemed intolerable Sphinx-Film
by local producers. Up to now, in- leih, Munich, reportedly has rights suit against Rizzoli Films for com|
for
Germany),
-it ‘stars popular: pany’s continued delays in starting
terlors had mostly te be “improvised” in schoolhouses, gyms, inns! Swiss jazz combo of Hazy Oster- property for which star had been
iwald
about
which
the film revolves, signed, and in view. of which she
etc. or moved abroad (mostly to
Germany:
at
considerably
in- plus a string of as-yet-unset guest had refused other offers. Noted
stars
from
here
and
abroad. Origi- here, however, that. name of Cineereased production outlay.
First half of the 1960-’61 film | nal script is by W. P. Zibaso and Tiz (Rizzoli’s: firm) on credits as
Stefan
Gommermann,
and Gottlieb Italo releaser of..“Imperial Venus”
season shows a total of five Swiss;
releases, with another five-to-seven
| will direet. Swiss ‘release is con- indicates that hassle has been set!
templated
to
take
place’
between tled amicably and. that stormy bytentatively skedded through 1961.
gones are bygones.
This is an alltime high for local! late fall and Xmas.
film production.

pressed

Dutch Pride Fed: ButWoes Remain

The other side of |Le

the coin, however,

fs the fear ex- |

by tradesters

here

that, le

with the increased number of Swiss i+
pictures, big grosses will invariably :

Zurich. yin a bigger house, the.1 300-seat
First three months of 1961 in Metropole Theatre, and the city
being smallér (126, 000:population), |
the five Swiss key cities. of Zurich,
“Ben-Hur” is cleaning up. witt
Basle, Berne, Geneva and Lau- Similar impact and looks sure to
Sanne saw VU. S. product sharing set another high:. Release in Swite
top honors with Swiss films. Each zerland’s. German-speaking key cite
had three winners among the 10 ies Zurich, Basle and Berne is still
top-grossing films. during that}. ‘up “in the air due to difficulties.
period.
(Winners are based on ‘with ‘the Swiss Exhibs’ Association
“estimates” ‘since .actual grosses. which is unwilling to let its meme
are kept very hush-hush indeed bers. accept Metro’s terms. Refusal
‘in Switzerland.)
°
to. buy the picture at proposed con‘Top spot is held hy Metro’ rf ditions .was voted-for in the Asso“Ben-Hur” although the William -eiation’s general assembly ° ‘last.
Wyler epic was only released: in year, and all attempts to revoke ©.
‘Geneva and Lausanne .and is still the decision have failed so far.
running in the latter city. It broke Fact that the film nevertheless’
all records in Geneva, at the. 800- came. out in Gerieva and Lausanne —
seat Alhambra Theatre where an is solely due to that ‘exhibitor’s
unprecedented 13 weeks’ running -4who owns both houses) ignoring
time was registered.
During that the decision on. the grounds ‘that
time, the picture was seen by 85,-.] he claims:to be master in his own
000 paying customers (all favors theatres and free to negotiate films were revoked for the entire run).- as he sees fit.
-He might ‘be in
This constitutes
an unheard-of} for sanctions ‘by the Association,
47% of. that city’s population of but,. meanwhile, contiriues to draw
180,000, whereby it must ‘be noted ‘healthy
profits ‘from the icture. .
that children up to 13 were not}
Other Ptwo Yank winners ?‘are the:
admitted by censors.
Grosses at- Greek-American “Never On Suntained 240% of “Gone With the day” in third spot,.and “The ApartWind” from the same company. ‘ment” (eighth), both from United
ThLausanne, although released: Artists. Former registered a total
sockcay |TUnning time of 25 weeks in. the

Rts

fe 385sitar
ofSe RNNRIPOONYa

ERS Vaiss

be concentrated on just a handful |
of the top-quality releases.
Here-| 2

With 35% Amus. Tax And Video

* {five cities, whilst the Billy Wild-

comedy-drama “proved
very
“| Spotty,.. with the only real profit-.
1er

s |able date so far at. Zurich. smalle_

|

seater, ABC, where it held for a

| very. good seven weeks’ run.
tofore. almost any Iocal film fin- |‘
:. The Swiss contributions. are: “An
ished in the black from inland ;.°:
heiligen Wassern” (Sacred Waters).
So
Rt
rentals alone, due to. low produca and “Der Teufel hat gut lachen”.
By HANS SAALTINK ORSINI Sa arr ceue
tion costs and the sparse number | -.:?:-<038 o79
(The Devil May Well Laugh) a
of Swiss films which automatically
| comedy-fantasy, in fourth and fifth.
‘Amsterdam.
,he is a Spanish bishop, instead of , shooting in. Holland is fact - that it position, respectively: and the arte
made every one a winner both in
Dutch einema owners are not. Kris Kringle, whose name day is is reasonably easy te abtain. labor. tistically highly
the key cities as well as the hinterdisappointing,
Fons Rade- permits,
while.
well
equipped “Wilhelm Tell,” in seventh spot...
happy with the present state of fested on Dec. 5).
land.
‘makers directed this. pic and it had studios, the Cinetone Studios in _All three were released in German...
their
affairs,
and
are
doing
all:
The quintet of Swiss releases
some success in the weeks before Amsterdam and the Cinecentrum. part of Switzerland only: since the ©
this season includes: “The Man in that is in their. power to lure back December.
Rademakers
in- the; in Hilversum, are available.:
They are, however,
French-speaking section stays: aloof.
the Black Bowler Hat,” an attempt: the public.
meantime directed the second efMost films, both feature films of all German or even Swiss-Ger«
at satirical mystery-comedy; “Anne not sure what should be done.
one
answer.
The fort for the Nederlande Productie | and documentaries,. are subsidized man product. Total playing: time
Baebi Jowaeger”
(ist part), picturi- Publicity
Mattschappij. a drama called “The :by the Dutch government and ‘the.
is?
zation of a popular peasant novel Dutch - Sinema League has voted Knife,” which was shot entirely on |Dutch Cinema League; a Film Pro- of’. above three features
by Swiss 19th century writer, Jere- over one million Dutch guilders, location.. It is the Dutch entry for: duction Fund was set up, in which _“Waters"—19 weeks; “Devil” and
“Tell” 1 weeks each,
mias Gotthelf: a comedy-fantasy. to be spent in the next three years
the Cannes Film Festival, - where | the Government and the League
“The
Devil
May
Well
Laugh”: on paid ads in the newspapers.
it will be tested in an international |participated
to the amount
of
“Wilhelm Tell,” a costly color epic First advertisements were aimed
circle:. Dutch
critics. en masse, |$122,000 annually. From: this fund.
about
1t:e Swiss
national
hero, at parents who.were urged to give. liked the film, especially praising | a producer can
ask, and after.
and a Swiss-German coproduction, their teenage
children ‘a night. the new production firm for its | screening, | receive, .2. guarantee of.
“Sacred
Waters,”
drama _ taking off’
. in the cinema, of course. stand not to kneel down to: the-for instance one quarter. or one half
place in the Swiss mountain re- Also the slogan was introduced, public but to make an adult film, |of the production costs, which region of Valais and based on a wide- “Together to the cinema.
-How about the crucial moment
in a‘duces the risk of the producer
ly popular novel by J. C. Heer. eozy.”
‘boy’s life when he is entering and make st more attractive to set |.
Latter two were made in wideadolescence. For autumn produc- ;,up regular production
In the few
At
bottom
of
the
decline
in
atscreen
and color, whilst former
are both the growmg tion the .N.P.M. is’ preparing a, years that the Production Fund }.
Amsterdam:
three were in standard-size black- tendance
| thriller.
is in action, all producers who askpopularity
of
television
(nearing
‘The Annual Report for 1960 of
and-white.
Got. ‘Golden Bear’
ed for a guarantee had to: take
one
million
sets).
and
the
fact}
the.
Nederlandse
Bioscoop_
Bond
All five were reasonably successWith ‘not much
competition, ‘it. because their films lost money,
ful financially; least so, perhaps. ‘that. in some film theatres projec- | Herman van de Horst won a Golden : but “Fanfare.’”
The Production. (Dutch Cinema League) has ‘the.
tion
and
sound
equipment
are
less
“Wilhelm Teil. ” deemed a. costly
Bear at the Berlin Film Festival, Fund must mainly work as a pro-. abundant’ fact that the decline in
adequate.
failure by many and mercilessly than
with his long documentary “Faja, moter for film producers, to stop
For some
time—an
innovation. Lobbi” (Fervent Love), whien he ;‘hazardous.one time efforts, where. cinemagoing. . apparent. since | -1956
panned by the press.
Two films now in the ean are set here—one can buy “gift cheques” Shot in the forests of Surinam.‘ ‘no one: can. ‘gain’ the. experience and. .worrying..exhibitors and mate
for spring release: Neue Film A..G. |at the boxoffice (value: 60c and Van der Horst is readying several ' that a continuous. filni~ production agers all along, nearly has stopped.
(Franz Schnvder! production. re- $1.20. 2.50 and 5 guilders. good for. documentaries
on which he has can offer, and to start quality fea- In 1960, 55.435,000 persons visited
leased by Praesens-Film A. G. Zu-j one or two seats respectively), to been working on and off during ture films, like the Nederalndse the cinema, compared. with 55,535,<
rich, “Jakobli und Meyeii.” part give away to friends.and neighbors, past years, among them a dacumen- Filmproductie. Maatschappij now: 000 In 1959, and 69,940,000 in 1956.
two of the “Anne Baebi Jowaeger™ linstead of flowers.
jIn the three.-main cities, Amster: tries to achieve.
| tary, “The Swam.”
novel. and an Urania-Film ‘Erwin:
Foy Dutch filmmakers, however,
Drawback of subsidies handed dam, Rotterdam: and The Hague,
Other film activities to be seen
Dietrich’ production, released bv ithe situation has never been .so on the film scene in Holland this out by Government is, the filmmak- cinema dropped another 1.6%. come
Sphinx-Film A. G. Zurich, “Die trysy. Their films are doing quite this year, are those of foreign com- ers can not talk distribution deals pared with 1959.
Gejagten” ‘The Hunted:. Latter 15} well at the boxoffice and they. have. panies, - Most important of these. themselves. but have to take up
- Reasons for this: drop ‘in attenda murder-mystery involving a vet|couped some foreign awards ‘of -is the realization of “Sil the Beach- :‘eantact with the filmman.on the ance in the last few years. are the .
police inspector assigned to a mur-| which they can be proud. :Fons -comber,”’ years ago a project for: i Ministry .who, not. being. in’ bust- growth of television (900,000: sets, der case. It is directed by new-| Rademakers’ ‘initial direction of Spencer Tracy. Under the new, “ness, may hold up. sales with un- against 2,650,000 radios), ‘the. buy=
comer Max Michel and includes ini «‘Village ‘on the River” was an commercially more attractive title ‘ necessary redtape, in which way ing of: these sets, motor ‘Scooters,
dis cast
Heinrich
Gretler,
Claude
Academy
Award
nominee.
and. of “Love on the North Sea,” the. deals sometimes fall-.through and and motor cycles on. the instalment
Farell. Helen Vita. Max Werner!though he lost the Oscar to the film will be produced by Dino De ‘even can be boycotted by officials. plan. and the home-loving streak
Lenz. Robert Freitag. Pierre Dudan | French entry. “Orfeo Negro.” the Laurentiis, and star Annette Vadim
In the unsubsidized field of ad- in the Dutch character. Entertain-©
and other local players.
Dutch ‘feelings, were soothed by: and Ernest Borgnine.
Last year vertisement films, Joop Geesink’'s rment taxes still area burden te.
Wechsler’s Latest
ithe fact that Bert Haanstra got an. Italian filmmaker Luciano Emmer Dollywood is. doing well, building ithe running of a. film: house -here,
Most important of upcoming Oscar in, the shorts category for came to. Hollandto shoot his fea- new studios both in.Amsterdam and: ‘though the average entertainment
projects is the just- finished screen his “Glass.” Haanstra in the mean-: ture about prostitution in Amster-: : Milan,
Italy.
His
production. ; tax is now. 22.2°¢, but 13 out of 323
version of a Friedrich Duerren-;time has made two feature. films, dam, “Girls in the Windows.” and sehedule is not subject to the many Cities - in Hollarid: still have an enmatt play, “Die Ehe des Herrn Mis-. “Fanfare,” a big hit in 1939, and though he -had police protection | hazards feature
film
producers | tertainment. tax of.: ‘between: 30% ;
sissippi”
‘The Marriage of Mr.; last year “The Case M.P..” a com- and bought protection from the: »have.to reckon. with.. Only two! S 7 and 35°.
,
Mississippi}, presented at the off-i :edy again, based on the national- underworld. -he ran
into some feature films are scheduled fori: Tolland now has - 563. -cinemas
Broadway
Jan Hus Theatre in'jstie feelings between the Dutch trouble in the red lamp district and ‘this year; namely the abave men-: ‘with, a total: seating capacity ‘of.
April 1958 as ‘Fools Are Passing ' and the Flemish.
into the tioned thriller to be preduced by: 266.750 seats This: means that new:Jone night was pushed
Nederlandse . _Filmproiluctie ,cinemas are still opened, because
Through.” Produced by Praesens-;
Rademakers,
coming from the canal. because by his: filming he the
Maatschappij.. and “Salt in the!
Film
‘Lazar
Wechsler
and Max | stage where he was an actor and shunted prospective customers.
in 1959. these figures. were. 559
Blood."
which. will. be directed: i:cinemas and 263. 000 seats.. ~
Dora . it is directed by Germany's
director, has. had rare luck. by
Reason for foreign producers
- Charles. Frend for Hans. Boek- j
Kurt
Hofmann
of “Aren't
We; Dutch standards.
It is custom in|.
on who some yers azo produced veeens Less films -have been imported, Wondertul’” and other German nit | Dutch film industry to. wait and
Wolfgang: Staudte’s Dutch direc-'Le; 399 pictures (top years: .1957
films, and stars some of Germany's: see what one feature film does at
tional effort “Cixke the Rat.” cot .7and 1958, both with 507 ‘pix),. of
top sereen thesps such as Johanna! ‘the boxoffice; before starting an- |.
ing
a Golden Tien at the venice |
{witich Yank: pictures take only 166,
von Koczian. O. E. Hasse, Hans-: other. There is no planning roster.
a decrease of 59 compared with’
F.lm Festival.
joerg Felmv and Martin Held, plus} of a series of films by one producer
i
German.
Like anywhere else. one of the 1959. Amount of imported
Pp
local talent. It will probably rep-’ or company, by which risk can be CINE TONE STUDIOS
main trouble. that keep-‘the. flm- and Italian films also took dip, but:
resent Switzerland at the upcoming - divided. between several pictures ‘Amsterdam)
French
films
fared
well,
with
an
Film Festival and be released lo- of different character and subjects. Two:sound stages: 110 ft. x60 ft., industry in Holland from becoming
sound and healthy. is the tax, -con- increase of 13 pictures over 1959,
cally in late summer or early fall.' Everything is staked on one throw.
‘height 39 ft.; 90 ft. x 50 ft,
\making
a
total
of
-64.
Russia
had
sidered: to be too high by officials:
Deutsche Film Hansa, Hamburg, . Only
one new
companr,. the].
height 27 ft.
from the Dutch Cinema League. 8 imports, «3. -better than year bewill retease for Germany,
‘Nederlandse Film Productie Maat- |
Five. cinemas in Delft: (72.000. in- fore. Inciuded in the American
Curvently
shooting
is another schappij, has an
jnitial capital CINECENTRUM STUDIOS
habitants) situated ‘between The ‘quota are one German, one Fr ench,
Praesens production, “Die Schatten’ which enables it to plan four films (Hilversum)
One
sound
stage:
60
ft.
x
490
ft.,
‘Hague
and Rotterdam) put on.a 8 Italian and 19 English films, -»_ werden
iaenger"
iThe
Shadows‘ip a row.
First production of the
’ More black and w hite films were
istrike at the beginning of this year,
height 20 ft.
Grow Longer’, directed by Ladis-! outfit. stationed in Rottérdam. was
Both
studios
are
equipped
with:
closing,
in protest against the 35°S | shown: eolor films took only 36.6%
,“Makkers Staakt Uw Wild Geraas’’.
a year, ful?wdvZayear
lao Vajda from an original screen- taken from a popular. song, and { projection roams; sound depart: , entertainment tax. The strike fell of total imports, a.decrease of 3°.
- ments, laboratories, and cutting: : through because municipal ‘officials Also, there were. less. panoramice
play by Vajda. Istvan Bekeffi and roughly translated in “Féllers Stop
Jonly wanted to. start talks, When films shawn, to witness 88. pictures,.
TOOMS.
a comedy].
Heinz
Pauck.
Described
as “a’ That Noisy Hubbub.”
Vor 22.1% -of. all imports,
the cinemas opened agalu.
Personnel
available.
dramatic story about a girls edu-.around Santa Claus (Dutch version,
;

Sunshine Stil,
In 1960 Report
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Marks Film Situation In Argentina

Buenos Aires.

By NID EMBER

Argentina. Sono: Film is. planning a ‘comedy with Jose Marrone, di- |.
rected by Antonio. Cunill Jr., from a séript by Isaac Aisemberg’ ‘and |:
Hugo Moser. It will. roll aboard the Argentine aircraft carrier: “Inde- |.

pendencia.”

‘Sono- also plans .a ‘eoproduction ‘with: D'Amico

Buenos

1° ‘Argentina's

of Italy,. for which

fitm industry

made -little-progress.

“Shunko,” (Araucania), directed | ousted from the Screen Ins'fute,
by Chilean actor Lautaro Murua, has urged the Mar del Plata Fes-

Aires.

has

his first direction

The reasons

chore,

won

the .tival

organizers

to

romatce

Cis-

Sex” fame} may;be selected. for the main! are yarious,.as is: usually the. case. best-Spanish language film award ‘tributors from cther Latin rep >° “ yole with an ‘Italian director, but.-most of the action in Argentina..
1The
preducers
would
not, of at the last Mar del Plata festival lics. In consequence of this igea
Christian Wolff (of “Third
: General

Belgano has’ scheduled: “Song

in January,

of .the:-Gutter”’ ‘Cancion. del |course, invest their own money. Do

interest

Arrabal) with M.D. Co. of. Madrid, employing Marujita Diaz, Carlos {they ever in any country? MeanEstrada, Maria Luisa Santes,- Snartaco Santoni, Felix Fernandez. Paquita|'while they hopefully awaited the

and

to arouse

created

sufficient

expectations

the festival this Jamucry was far
as _more
realistic
as
an
exchange

to his next film, “Alias Gardelito.” point for preduction and husiness
‘Hugo
del Carril’s
“Culpable” - contacts.
‘Mas, Enrique San. Miguel,: Francisco ‘Canaro: for the musical. back-|passave ‘by the Congress here of
followed the traditional Argentine ! Palomino Uson from Peru: Luis
ground. The script, is by. ‘Emilio Villalba Welsh. Enrique Carreras ta! ithe Film Law, 62/57, under which:
production lines.
‘Rafael Rassi
of Panama;
Buan
|
the
National
Screen
Institute.
“direct.
“Los le Ia Mesa 10” (The Pair, Biederman
of
Paraguay;
Huzro
to. extend
+ Enrique Faustin: is to produce “The Man. of the Rosé Colored Cor: | would be empowered
‘at Table 10), directed by Simon i Romay Salve of Gruguay, Ricuido
|
credits.
There
are
a
few
hopeful
“ner,” from a. story” by Jorge. Luis Borges, adapted by:Isaac: Alsemberg
natures who think the delay in. Feldman, which the then Screen Bonfin of Brazil; Pascual Cebollada
and. Carlos’ “Aden...
of
|passing the law has been motivated Institute President, -Dr. Roberto. ,of Spain; Manolo Fernandez
Angel. ‘and: Sono’ Film are to: combine. ‘to make- startin Fierro,” ‘but
‘by a hope that producers would get Christensen, resolutely refused to |Cuba; Luis Seanapieco and Lus
‘production date is. uncertain. Alfredo Alcon will. play the role of the out of their habit of looking to the. j qualify for obligatory exhibition,:Devilaine of Chile; Carlos &. Plaza
legendary gaucho.
of
high critical Izquierdo and N. Ordasvet
‘though it earned
, State..
; praise, and if given a change pr obs |Venezuela, and Serner Katzenste.n
Mexican. producer Sergio: Cogan has: -signéd a coprodiction agree‘To the extent. that their own
of
West
Germany,
were
guests
and
[ably could have done well at the
mcnt with Siluetas for “Lois de la. Mesa 10.”.
yJeapital, or private sourees,- were
‘Argentine
product
was screcred
Meantime 1960 productions’ ‘still awajting release are:
involved in recent. productions, |!0xeffice.
for them twice a day. Substantial
“La Mano ep Ja“Trasna” (The Hand in’the Trap) Angel, directed |there may have. been some enLocal
Prejudice
Strong
block
purchases
were
made
icr
by. -Nilsson.
hancement of quality. There is ne
Panama and Venezuela. Tiere will
“Phe Romance of:a ‘Gaucho” (Faustin-Sono), in golor, directed by.fquestion that Argentine features. Against Local Product, ;
ibe an “Argentine Film Week" in
[desperately need an artistic surge,
R: Cavalotti.. ©.
Local features rarely gross well} Caracas during the present scar
“Mi Buenas. Aires .
Querido” \International-Navasques) ‘directed by.; call it a ‘‘new wave,” or. whatever. in the first week after release.
Aducci feli out with the indasFor: 20 years under ‘the bony. Ticket agencies report that ticket.
Muzica:
, try, however, when h> advised it to
Jeupped fingers of the Peronistas
its
pruduct,
orders for Argentine releases are |‘‘internationalize”
“The Raffian” 4Sono) directed by Daniel Tinayre..
|
it to foreign
market
“Son of Man” ‘Sono): directed by -Lucas Demare tand expected. to all was favoritism. angles and pay- less than 2° of their business. ,;adapting
off. That never helps “art:
and then only when the picture, ,heeds. The producers pointed o:t
be. entered at Cannes).
Here
as
in
other
lands
the
mere
‘after
several
weeks
in.
a_
theatre
;
that
this
policy
was
foliowed
in
“Alias: Gardelite” tRio. Negro) directed by Lautaro ‘Murua.
desire to create implies no.access to |puiids word-of-mouth. As exhibi-., Peron’s time, to avoid the jdis:d
“Prisoner of a Night” (Angel) :directed ‘by Kohon.
funds. Typically Argentine is hope- tors often Jose money when they. ’ censorship by adapting stories in
“The. Centerforward ‘Died. at. Dawn” 'Pelisch) ‘directed by Rene |lessly addicted to rule-by-boards, ‘“have to” exhibit a native picture, ithe public domain, such us “Anna
appointments to which must never ,;i they are slow to hold over.
~ Mujica.
“Karenina” or other elassics, there“Don Frutos: Gomez” (Sono) in color, “directed . by Ruben Cavalotti. | presume qualification.
Of. other pictures by novices. , by leading to “decadence.”
“This. Earth is Mine” ‘Teeuara). distributed by Araucania, in color, i
:
At the close of 1960, 10. com: |‘“Cerro Guaraco” in color, directed' There is ccrtainly a tendency jo
_ directed by Hugo: ‘Del .Carril. .
pleted films were awaiting release, iby. Jose Ramon Luna, had inter-:- select better material, but in gen:

‘*

“Vacations in Argentina” ‘D'An Fran). ‘in color, directed. by: Leoni. ‘which had been directed by novices | ecting angles, and another show , eral this remains
the
Joeal
“Almost, the End. of the Earth” (Austral) in color—directed: by. Sco- of under 35. Fortunately. there is‘ or promise was Enrique Dawi's ‘which

the rock
on
industry
is
‘wrecked.
When
it
was
suggesied
to
tese.
“one young produeer that he make
Olivera. | Rio Abajo.
“A Blonde in‘Buenos. “Aires” (D’An Fran? directed in color by Cahan:'! Nestor ’ Gaffet, .Hector
The ‘only international
award,
“Amorina” ‘Tecuara), -distributed. by Araucania,: directed by. ‘Hugo. Kanaf or: Simonetti, who are ‘pre- was won: by Juan Berend's short;ia film version of an exccHent locul
i novel, he complained
the author
pared to take risks and follow new del Car ril.
“Newspaper,” which got the Silver:
‘wanted big money!
Yet the aujideas, giving: sufficient emphasis to
Bear award at the Berlin Interna-: thor”s name alone would bring au“Fifth “Year- of.‘National College” Vieira. Santa Cruz) ‘directed by:
good scripts and affording chances
tional Festival. Local short produc-!
Blasco..
to new young directors. It remains| ers all show promise and deserve !; diences into the film-theatres.
“Pree on Parole,” ‘directed by Bettanin:
‘|to -be .seen whether the old stile if
: help, but the only solution suRRest . “Grandiose’ Descriptions
| producers: Mentasti of: Sono Film.
-“Heroes of Today” tCicio) |‘directed by Enrique Dawi. :
‘ed is that their product be made °
{Seven of. the. 18, or 39% are in zolor:)
{Bedoya or Faustin, et al will follow j
| , obligatory for release in all film-; Of Their True Purposes
Se ea
| their example.
* + theatres,
with. exhibitors
pay ing } _ Argentinos are somewhat pone
ythem a percentage, and this is nat-' . to grandiose express ions as to their
luralty resisted. They will have to: . motivations in entering the film
itirn their attention to more Jucra- :: busincss. All is not sincere which

,also

:

| breSereen Institute TryingTo

a new

wave

of

producers:

31 Released During 1960,
[While 18 More Pending

There were 31 Argentine films ‘tive possibilities of making video-' : protests sheer artistry. “Selfi-expression” is more t..led than ¢sireleased in 1960, while another 18. films.
Of the 1360 crop. two Armando |: dent unless one Branis that the
of that year’s production still await
cevers £°:
enés with oa
_Telease. Of the 31 releases, only Bo productions, of the usual nud-‘term
ist type. with Isabel Sarli. “India” lyen
to see
thomecives on
the
where it is ir a: fifth round, ‘Ingmar {‘two actually hit the jackpot ina and “The Devil Created
‘Buenos. Aires.
Man,” screen. Plainly what is needed is
: big. Way. These were. “La Patota™
‘Under the aegis of Feiix:Taurel, Bergman's “Jungfrikallan- ‘Elga) } {Sonor directed by Daniel Tinayre. !; were by many deemed a disgrace. some birnispeaking. thouch 7 at
.is hazardous here. as the abrupt
‘delegate for: the State: in the Na- has" broken bexoffice records ‘and :,- With Mirtha Legrand. It’s been to the industry.
The 1960 coproductions dia well . unpopularity
of the imaginative
tional. ‘Screen ‘Institute. efforts is.in ‘a third ‘stanza at the Luxor, bought by David Films for distri- internationally. and were “Yo Qui.Arueci,
abovementioned,
illus'
bution
in
Italy.
($1.500,000
was
paid!
have: been: made over the. ‘past. two. as is “ET: Alamo”: at .the’ Gran:
ero
Vivir
Contigo”
with
Germany's
:
trates.
!for ‘dubbing.
print-making
and‘
months to ‘bring. production: and Florida. '“Ben-Hur” (M-G): has’ now. ; publicity purposes! and. also for -Susanne Cramer, teamed with local j One must acknowledge that a
exhibition interests together, . and held nine months’ at the Metro- ‘distribution
terrible parzlysis of initiative durin
other ‘countries. Alberto cde Mendoza. and “from
Appenines
to
the
a éliminate. the prickly’ hostility. politan, and may: caich up. with. ‘This picture was entered at. the. “the
Andes” :ing the long chil] of Pe:on has not
d°A’mico-Argentina
existing
between them in this. “Gone With Wind! * (M-G) records. | Acapulco . Festival of Mexico ID. ‘sSilvie
Seno: been lifted. though there is a meat
Sm.)
‘country:. since the. Peron regime
improvement in conditions nects1960.
New young directors are: Enri
. Subjected’
exhibitors
-.to-- loss.
sary for artistic growth. if not al“Un .Guapo del 900” (Angel) di- i pve Dawi (Rio Abajo), Simon! ‘ together in the economy.
‘through | excessive - “protectionism : WESTERNS smi CLICKING
rected
by
Leopoldo
Torre
Nilsson,
i
Feldman
tHeroes
of
Today.
FI
‘for the: producers.
Sereral afjiuent
-roducers,
with_a new young actor, Alfredo'Negocion and “Los de Ja Mesa
Tialians, Not Exposed: to TV
Efforts had to be. made ‘to. get
niainly Internacional aed Seo
{ Alcon, twas the other big boxoffice |19°. David Jose Kohon ‘Prisoners
:
‘Saddle-W eariness
“-the heavy backlog of native. “pro--|
Fifm.
heee
agreed
to
ec. ibive
hit, Actor's work in the dynamic:
o¢ ’
Night)
’
forces, setting up “I-tersen.?
_
sductions into release. without: caus-'].
Samuel Eichelbaum story. rocketed |.“Shunko” fem “ ant a Gardelites™
jng exhibs too much damage. After |
to represent them bad echracd
‘Rome.
‘repeated -discussions,
both
sides
jor distribution purys:ces. This
‘Big Easter frosses racked up in!lum to the very top. He is now in: with producers Nestor Gaffet (Fin
de Fiesta). Lea Kanaf (Shunko)
teflects the failure of the plan
“Came up with a proposal to exploit ! Jtalo keys hy. “Magnificent Seven” ;demand for the role of Martin!
; Fierro, in a .film version of ihe and script-writer Roa Bastos. authem ‘in’ double -bills at 60°¢. In|1 (UA- DEARi,. “ATamo” ‘UA-DEAR), “Gaucho
to set up Uniaraentiva.
epic.
;
5
led
“Fi
'thor
of “Sbhunko.”
Coproduction
deals
were
: addition, three nabe circuits would| “Cimarron” ‘Metro), “The Misfits”
directed
Nilsson also
“Fin;
AY
orre
elso initiated at the Mar cel
‘be set up for native product, over | ‘UA-DEAR).
among. others: ‘indi- '
‘whieh all local productions will be ‘cates that- the western is still'a top.! . de. Fiesta” in 1960, from his wife: |Need to Attract Showmen
Plata Festival. One will te a
released in the future: Neighbor-. favorite. with }talian: ‘audiences, In iBeatriz Guido’s novel, and this also | From Other Republics
triple
arrangement
beoreen
. There is growing recognition in
Spanish, Italian and Argentine
‘hood audiences, it's felt. find: the fact, it is: probably |even more of: made a good impaet, though not!
j
comparable
to
“Un
Aires
Guapo.”
iBuenos
that
the
Argentine
{‘D’Amice
and
Sono?
interests.
-Jocal product more acceptable than |a favorite here than in its country
A Spanish-Speahing Film Unaudiences: in the first-run aud de-|-of origin (and there are boxoffice | ‘Movies on .Saturday Night” tfilm product must find broader
ion 'U.C.H.A.)
was also reJuxe city showcases... comparisons to: prove it). One of proved. a disappointing tontribu- ‘outside markets. There is also the
Ayala. con-; problem that tariffs on film studio
vived betirreen Spain, ArecnThis proposal’ must be approy ed | principal reasons a
for this is’ tion. from Fernando
high.
sidered’
of
disecuragin
|
are
the
one
gear
promismost
tina
and
Mexico,
with the aim
gly
by ‘Taurel, who has. decided. to ‘do that ‘while the U: S. is suffering
_ Eduardo Aducci, now unhappily
of coordinating policies, fac ilisu only after consulting’ all parties from severe western fatigue due to ing: directors.
tating
co-production
deais,
concerned. This approval would continuous video -.‘exposure to the
combining
to submit
their
automatically cancel .all penalties genre, there is only one tv- film |
proaact
at
Iitervatioual
Fvstiagainst exhibs charged with: viola- series’ ‘“Wagonmaster™ ) featured
val, set up award for Spaiish‘tions ‘of the obligatory: .exhibition. regularly by RAI-TV, .the. single
spoken filins, edit publicaticzs
_-Tegulations. The proposed system ‘Italo outlet:. Alse lac king;. naturalThe following is a rundown on the 1961 film festivals around the
avd combine Union policies.
of double programs would. allow ly, are the. ‘many Yank’ theatre: world. Uniless otherwise indicated, these are the fests which have been
There
were only 11 Mexican resome: -eight - to ten releases over “Westerns. especially “the “B's and approved by the International Federation of Film Producers Associaileases in Argentina in 1960. :.une
180. days,’ and’ still: enable. release: C's, which used. to: delight local tions.
‘of
them
outstanding, by compariof the latest productions.
public.
Mar Del Plata, Argentina
:$on with 19 Spanish films, vhich
(Competitive)
Jan. 8-Jan. 17
Biz is generally good in firstResult has. in. recent years been Punta Del Esta, Uruguay
(Non-competitive)
Jan. 19-Jan. 25 have become distinctly more comruns, with -plenty-important films a series. of “above-hopes ° perform- Vina Del Mar, Chile petitive, Argentina. Soain end Mex*Non-competitive)
dan, 27-Feb. 4
attracting patrons away from tele. ances. in’ Italy .by “several oaters Oberhausen, West Germany
{Cultural films—
Feb. 6-Feb. J1 1ico plan to put their cooperation
Despite the -hard-ticket. admis-. which had. previously fared well |
policy into play af the Cannes
_competitive)
sion of $1.50; “Spartacus” (Uj) has. but perhaps: not outstandingly in Cartagena. Colombia
‘Non-competitive)
Feb. 10-Feb. 20. Festival next May, presentins: their
already: held. four weeks at the- ‘the U. S. and other areas. This was Cannes, France*
+Competitive)
May 3-May 18 “entries together, and thus saving
Broadway, and it’s difficult to get. the case
with Friendly) -Per- Manheim, Germany
‘Documentaries—
May 29-June 3 | expenses.
tickets for it.” Melina’ Mercouri. in’ suasion,” with “The. Big Country.”
competitive)
Producers,
exhibjii:s
and
the
“Never on Sunday”-has made such. and. others,. down to the recent Berlin®
(Competitive)
June 23-July 4 Association
of Independent
Exan impact on‘Argentineés, who look SCnforgiv en,’ which .i8 currently San Sebastian, Spain*
(Competitive)
July 9-July 23
hibitors are now getting together
on -her. as. the greatest. thing’ since -‘in-the number. ten: spot in. ‘seasonal Vancouver, Canada
tNon-competitive}.
July 10-July 22 to try and straighten vut Instit::te
Garbo.. ‘that the pic has held: five ratings: here.
Locarno, Switzerland.
tCompzstitive)
July 19-July 30 snarls concerning obligalory
ex“weeks at the Iguazu, distributed by}. Other. recent: ‘big: features have Edinburgh. Scotland
tNon-competitive)
Aug. 2-Sept. 10 hibition of the native product. ExUA. Having held five weeks in‘ first ‘been racked: up by -“AlasKa” ‘20th, Stratford, Canada
(Non-competitive)
Aug. 21-Sept. 2 hibitors want guarantees to protcet
-run at the Gran Rex; “Midnight and by the above-mentioned -“Mag- Venice*
{Compctitive)
Aug. 20-Sept. 3 them from Joss when exhikiting
Lace” (U} is ‘now at. the Biarritz in nificent Seven,” which. rates the. Cork. Ireland
iNon-competitive)
Sept. 27-Oct. 4 “dog” product. Provided the new
‘& seventh week.
.
(Competitive)
Nov. 1-Nov. 14 Institute authorities don't gum up
number : ‘nine position. at this. writ-- San. Francisco
Late fall
“Psycho” held two eeks at. the. ing, as Ww ell as by “Misfits,” “Cim- Mexico City-Acapulco, Mexico ‘Non-competitive)
the works, it is believed that ex“Lococo
Circuit's © Opera,
which arron,”.and- “Alam,” all still too|” '* These are the festivals which the IFFPA has ruled may limit entries. hibitors and producers can eyentuthen ‘moved it:.to its Suipacha “fresh” for. classification.
ally come to terms.
jto film Previously unreleased ouiside of the country of origin.

Help Native Prods. Please Exhibs:

International Film Festivals

|
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{Let's$Define

‘Devoted Yank - Cinemaddicts | ‘Obscenit
(Or the Pure Love of Films]

. By MICHAEL F. nen

- By HENRY HART kx":
No material rewards come to those who publish and edit a magazine
se: musty devoted to the motion picture..In fact, sacrifices of: a ma-

“Executive Director, Independent

: Filn Importers. &’ Distributors of

a miracle to the young Geltzer that he set himself to..find out all. he
could about them. At the New York Public Library he read the fan |

America Ine.
‘One.

of

the

chronic

charges’

tortal nature must be made. But there are rewards of a non-material magazines and the trade papers, and facts about ‘movies became his ‘against films (foreign and domescin
.| lifetime hobby ‘(he earns his living as_a linotype operator). ‘Today he tic) is the loose: mounting of the
Chief among them Is the pleasure of meeting people who care pas- is one of the outstanding authorities on the history of the movie serial. ;
word “obscenity. " At IFIDA - we
Bioaatels about the motion picture as an art, a technology. and a social|
U,S. Major
hear -it reggularly—This picture is .
force They are as devoted, in this passion, as any addict of music,
°°

*paintinz or literature. And their devotion is as self-less.
—
One day some seven or eight years ago my wife. wrote.to a man.in obscene.—That picture is obscene,
| shall speak here only of some such whom I’ve encountered through. Virginia whose subscriber copy had been returned to us and jn his. They should all be banned.—They
editin2 “Films in Review” for America’s National Board of Review, reply there ‘were some remarks which caught her. eye. We wrote. to must all be’ “classified, ” and so on.
fyun-led in 1909. I. have met and known many professionals and non- him and from his answer it was clear that. he was a sincere and knowl‘While it may be very well, howprofessionals, living and dead, who have shared the conviction that edgable movie devote. He has since done authorifative articles for us ever, for children to play this. game.
the motion picture is the most dynamic art of the 20th century, and on-Lon Chaney, William S. Hart,: Gregg Toland, Tom-Mix, Thomas H. ‘of words, in the deadly. serious.
the only art potentially able to deal with the social,. intellectual and’ Ince, and other subjects. His name is George Mitchell, and he.is -a business of entertainment it. would
emotional aspects of the human situation which have expanded. so major in the U, S: Army Counter Intelligence Corps. (VARIETY eX- seem that a little care and circumfantastically in the last half century.
But here I shali describe, all too eerpted his Ince data in its 55th anni).
spection might be -exercised: Just
briefly, only some of those whose4ie votion took the form of writing, |. I have met many other devotees of ‘the motion picture whom I do what is this obscenity. that the
withovt pay, for our magazine.
moralists
and. “holier-than-thau’ 3”
|not have space to describe. But I cannot conclude. this memento with.out mentioning some names and the. disparate areas of life to: which always prattle about?
Fondly Recalled
they belong: Herbert G. Luft, a refugee now working -in Hollywood.
‘Fortunately, obscenity has’ been
Perhaps the foremost of these was the late Theodore Huff, whose
whose knowledge of. the “golden days” of the German: film is out- defined by the only .proper“ au-Premaiure death at 39 was a loss to U. S. culture. He was the son of
standing; Robert Downing, ' the actor and stage manager (often in thority ‘in this
democracy—the
an Englewood, N. J., physician, and at Princeton, where he majored
VARIETY) whose interest in the theatre does not exclude an ‘interest United States Supreme. ‘Court. The
in architecture, he ‘made some amateur films on 16m, including a
in the motion picture; Jack Spears, the executive secretary of the. definition arose in Roth against. thefiim version of “Hamlet.” He later arranged musical scores for the
Tulsa County (Oklahoma)? Medical Society whose research ability is. United States, a Supreme Court
Silent films shown. at the Museum of Modern Art, and spent the war
‘by no.means hampered by his distance from the usual sources; Robert
years in the National Archives in Washington. Thereafter he taught}Cc. Roman, a young teacher in a Bronx high school; Jack. Jacobs, who case in 1957: involving literature:
Judge Brennan,. speaking for : the
at NYU and City College, and at the time of his death was casting
is on thé staff of Brentano’s in New York; Homer Dickens, a recent
director at the Signal Corps Photographic Center in Astoria, Long graduate. of the American Academy of Dramatic -Art; Carlos Clarens, majority, . stated the legal requirement of obscenity. which. is. now the
Island.
a young Cuban who studied architecture and then went to work at the
. Haff had an uhusual visual memory and could describe scenes ‘and Cinematheque Francaise; Jerry Vermilye, a young actor; ‘Roi A. Usel- prevailing doctrine. A. book (or a
film? is obscene if “to the average
sequences in even minor films he had seen many years before. He ha
ton, a master Sergeant in the. U. S. Air Force; Romano Tozzi, the cul- person,
applying.
contemporary
both instinctive and cultivated taste, and beyond those invaluable traits
| community _standards, the. domi-.
he tad artistic and intellectual integrity. He was dismayed” by -the}
nant theme of the material taken
errors which so easily become fixated in film history, and he spent
as a whole appeals to prurient
a Zreat deal of time and energy correcting some of them. Huff used.
J interests.” to “complain about those who “write about pictures they have never
Let's take this definition apart:so
seen” His complaints were gentle, for he was a gentle man, and a
Lywe have some idea of what: ‘ob=".
gentleman.
.
scenity really. means {and even
An Actor Enthusiast
more irportant—what it doesn’t

Tan
Dake
ses.
Poles
Retain
Part ‘Cartoon
London,s inWork
Zarich, At
Vien,
Of Arts Freedom| Rome, Prague for Yank.

mean). (1) The standard is applied.
It was through Huff that I met John Griggs. the actor, who has'a
‘Hollywood.- to the average person. It is obvious
in the basement of his suburban ‘home. where he shows,|"
that
certain matters may well afani studies. great films of the past. I think he gets almost as much}
‘Expanding his cartoon activ ities,
fect a highly sexed neurotic far
pleasure out of watching the acting technique of Henry B. Walthall
(he won, Oscar for
Bill Snyder
more than .a normal person. It: ig
as he does out of performing himself. In addition ‘to his interest in|”
“Munro” ) has five units working the effect only ‘on the normal ‘per-.
the motion picture Griggs has a lively sense of the American past,
on’ new product, | in four foreign ‘son that counts.
and of the habits and customs which formed the American character.
.
.
Warsaw:
Huff's death braught me into contact with Gerald D. McDonald, the.
Contemporary . community
Poland made its first real impact: countries: One each. in. -Eondon,. { “(22
head of the American history section of the New York Publie Library, on the West at the Cannes Festival! Zurich, “Milan, Rome and Prague: | standards. must be applied. A ‘picand perhaps the leading authority on the films of the decade 1910- in 1957 when it showed
a new free-| Stories, sound track and layouts j cure of grandma’s ankle was. ob-.
192). He had been a friend and admirer of Huff's with whom he had dom in conception, ‘form and sub
cene at the:turn of the. century
often “traded” still photographs of film players, directors and scenes ject .matter after its “bloodless” are prepared in Gotham, he said.
but. it “isn’t: now. The standards
(both bad outstanding still collections:. It is extremedy lucky that one revolution of October, .1956. The
Three of 13 “Tom & Jerry,’ sub-| have changed .and society as a
of. MrDonald’s hobbies is the motion picture, for his library. training. first surprise was the pic that {jects for Metra. have been. com- i whole ‘has managed to. Survive and
perhaps. improve, It's today that
and nis impeccable scholarship. have preserved facts about the movies- ‘copped
a top prize at -Cannes| pleted, (Switchin Kitten,” “Down counts.
which otherwise would be garbled in the history books of. the future.
“Kanal,” of Andrzej Wadja, which |and Outing” and “Greek Cat’, five.
(3) The. dominant theme of the
treated the Warsaw insurrection
; are in production and another five
Expert On the Swedes
little theatre

Gained iin 1956,

Huff's death also enabled
sional

director

me to meet Charles L. Turner, a profes-. during the last war with both the |being

of non-theatrical

motion

pictures,

and one

Communist :forces

of the few

and

reps .as heroes,
informed men in the U.S. on the Swedish film (vide his recent and ‘guard
“pointed a subtle finger
authoritative 2-part article on Victor Seastrom’. Turner used Huff as

the

and

old! While

even j been

of accusa-}

stable

written

in..N.Y.

and

in Hollywood, Snyder

after

writers

for future

to

build

activity.

‘material must meet the test. This.

here.

prevents .the selection of isolated-

has

tidbits of Spice or individual scenes
to prove a case.of obscenity where

his

Fourth

‘the: total effect: is quite otherwise.
an actor in some of the films he directed for the Signal Corps, and it) tion’ at Russia’s waiting till the |'‘T & J” “Mouse Into Space” is The: obscene theme: ‘must. be pri~
Germans wiped. out: most af the; almost finished. Plan is to deliver
Wa3 Via this that Huff became casting director at Astoria. Turner's,
{Mary and cannot be Secondary..
t Polski forces. ©
fone a month starting May.
interest in, and knowledge of, film history, is unique among. motion;
‘Since then other Wadia pix and r Additional,
indie. producer... fs |. (4+ The work. must. be looked at as:
picture directors.

Everson, His Own
A visual

memory

is invaluable

IBM

to those

who

those

by new

drzej

Munk,

directors

Jerzy

like An-!making. 28 “Popeye”

Kawalerowicz. (King Features..

subjects for ; 4 whole. This is the counterpart to
theme test. While a

“Al: Brodax, .for- j‘:the- dominant

are interested in film |‘Wojciech Has. Jerzy Passendorfer. jmerly with William Morris Agency, | segment ‘could fall within ‘the rule,
unléss the objectionable . matter is.
is a very unusual one. showed that the Polish film had: heads King Features film cartoon

history and, like Huff's, William K. Everson's
I first came in contact with Everson through a letter he wrote to ‘won its right to treat subjects on: . division which has :sked of. 208 :dominant
th..“ughout .the. work, :
“Films in Review" about the way bordello scenes ‘used to bé handled a human as well as social realist: br jefies—6 to 7 mins.—to turn out. looking at it in its. entirety, ‘ii ‘cane.
ix Hoilywood ‘the point had been raised by Herman G. Weinberg.in plain. & Polish Filny Week. which ;He’s also. been here looking for not. be ‘obscene:
a coluain he was then writing for us’. At that time Everson was doing ran in Paris from April 17-24,i new writers to work on those not
(5) There must be -an: ‘Appeal to
publicity for Monogram’s international department here in New York. confirmed that, if Poland has lost; : being rarceled out. to Svnder.
|prurient interests.. Webster defines:
It wasn't long before his unique knowledge of film history became $0.1. Inany of its ’56 prerogatives and
Group of 10 cartoons based on {prurient as “itching: longing: ‘unrecognizei that the phrase “let’s ask Everson” ended many arguments ; has pulled firmly: back into line; stories by famous writers, another easy with desire or longing:
.of
about filin facts. Recently he has been finding, and editing, the films |under. Soviet contro! in the East-.: ‘ project.
has five ‘Ludwig Bemel- | bersons, having: itching; morbid or
Shown on the tv-program called “Silents Please.”
sern Bloc, its filmmakers. still en- >man
shorties.
being — caricatured |' lascivious. longings: of “desire, ‘curiEverson is an Englishman and he went to work in London's. Film: joy. a measure of freedom.
'
|from collection. “Madeline,” name- | Osity or propensity, lewd . .’ The
Rescue, *” “XT ade- } material axsailed.must be
Row at the age of 14 during the man-power shortage of World War II. | ‘Of course. mast’ Polish features ly- “Madeline's
such as
His passion for mavies had led him there. and it was advanced, not. treat the great topics of the war, jline and the Gy psies,' “Madeline |ito create this itching sensation it:
destroved, by his labors in Britain's film exchanges. After he was in- -the suffering, the terrible destruc- and the Bud Hat,’ “Sunshine,” and -it is to be" considered
obscene.
ducted into the British army he devoted his leaves chiefly to journeys | tion and ‘the. resistance.
Buty Fifi.”
Rescue.” “Gypsies” and Other wise it” isn’t, -pertod..
to London to see film classivs he had been too young to see when they many points are questioned and|*Sunshine” are fini.
Two ‘of the|
Looking at’ this. “definition, it is
firs‘ came out. After the war he was active in British film societies:. many go. against the Polish pen-{remainins five are “Anatole” and a little easier to
understand why.
and since coming to this country he has become the sine qua non of | chant for futile heroics. The dean
| so very few. foreign’ films have been
“The Happy. Line.”
the Huff Memorial Film Society of New York.
,of
Polish
directors
Aleksander
rated
‘obscene
and
why the: censor
There will also be two. cartoons:
It was through Everson’s article “Stock Shots” that I met Edward | Ford has said that the old “court
boards have been constantly overConnor, a church organist and choir master whose visual memory is: system." which followed rutes of based on famous western songs, ruled in their
application of this
pone
being
“My
Darling’
Clemencomplen: ented by an auditory one. Connor sent us a letter about Ever- fa definite social realist cinema. is pting”
_ {epithet to foreign” language. films.
son’s article which revealed so considerable a knowledge of film his-; now forever gone in Poland.
Additionally. there's, a feature The test for. obscenity is tough. and
tory that I wrote to ask if he would consider writing for us even
‘Well it should be because short of
‘cartoon
subject
now
being
‘written:
though we were unable to pay our contributors. He ‘has so written, to;
for Suvder in Italy. It’s based on total obscenity, we are-in the area
the edification of cinemaddicts all around the world. Connor is as!
of free. speech. And. let’s not con:@
classic
in
public
domain
and
willgentie a man as Huff, and, like him, is scrupulous about facts.
For
‘fuse -obscenity: ‘with ‘sex. Judge
take two years to make, praducer
which film historians of the future will be grateful.
‘Brennan’ himself States that “the

alt
Avan

ere
he
Cathe
ty

‘STARTSTOAPRIL 15:

48 FEATURE FILMS:

Visual and Verbal

One of fhe most unique of the motion

picture memories [I have en-

countered is possessed by Don Miller, whose memoryis not only visual’
(face, scene, action), but auditory -especiaily music), and verbal (dates,
names, title-changes:. Miller knows the release date of almost every
iu-portant picture from 1930 on, and of many unimportant ones. And
their casts. directors, plots, and running times. He wears his eruditio: Hghtly, and it was several years before I realized how detailed,
ani accurate, his memory is. He was cutting films for-NBC when T}

first met

him, and is now

writing tv scripts. He intends, I believe. to

rev ealed.

Rome,
|
The 1961
production
figures;
(Jan.-Aprjl 15! are as follows:

. Portrayal ‘of sex is not itself suffi-

| cient: to deny material the constitu.

tional ‘Protection of freedom of
Vet Par P.hiinJapanQuits. speech.::
Sex, a- great and

January starts: 19. |
February starts: 9.

March starts: 14.

April (to 15th:: 6.

Of

above

total

of 48, 11

mysterious. motive force in human
Tokyo.
. Toshie taej longtime publicity. life, has indisputably been a submanager for. Japan's Paramount of- ject of absorbing interest to manfice, has resigned his post to launch -kind through the ages; it is one of

his own tubthumping outfit.
Ise the vital: problems of human. interare‘ will remain. with the Par office as e5* and. public concern.”
Clearly, . then, the portrayal. of .

dramiatic stories, and another, Iljan advisor’ ‘until a -suecessor is
direc!
Join Springer’s nfemory for titles. release dates, casts and plots ‘is [rated as “Adventurous.” Comedies |chosen. Long regarded as top man
ais extraordinary, as his quizzes about motion picture history in Films’ follow, with -9 starts; crime pix} here in retitling Par product with
iz: Review testify. Springer is certainly the only movie public relations. were next wifh 5; Musicals—4; |Japanese. tags, Ise. first joined the
TMAg wiio cares as much about past movies as present ones, and the ‘then came historfcals—3, and. Bib- |company at its Kobe office in 1928.
lical- My thologicals—3;
with’ “ sentiHe was Ww ith: ‘Eiga ‘Haikyu Kaisha
oui: p.r. who ean hold his own with first rate film historians.
One of the most inspiring of the true cinemaddicts I have encount-: mentat™ items bringing. up the. rear during the war and.with the pubele 1s George Geltzer, who was born deaf. “Deaf” is a technicat terin | with only 2°samples. .
licity’ department of the. Central
Witch applies to those who have never had hearing, or who lost it very | As of April. 15, there were 35 Motion Picture Exchange in the
early in iite. This can mean a speech handicap. as well. There are about. tpix shooting for Italo companies. Occupation
period.
Ise rejoined
12.4%) deaf persons ir the U. S.
21 of these were in work in Rome Paramount in 1952, when that com-:
As a Child ‘Geltzer was taken by his mother each week to see silent: studios of on Italian locations; the pany resumed its own: ‘distribution.
Mites Tu the deat the “siiemts’” were a miracle, and they were. such ;; teniaining 14 abrvad.
here.
|

sex on- the ‘screen is an entirely
proper ‘subject. It-is ‘only when the

rigorous standards: rightfully -im‘posed .by.the ‘Court are’ violated
that material may: bé considered
obscene.. The constantly. repeated,.
tiresome charges with reference. to.

=ec
Ln
Sa

foreign.. and: domestic films: .of
alleged obscenity. :should ‘be ‘held
strictly to this test. There:-may be
a few people around. who don’t

know what the word. means.

a
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51
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NoHorror’ Films |
For. Australians; |
- Bowling Hurts!

"Portugal$"Bannings

Rome.
‘Ttalian pix have not only en-.
- gountered -eensorship . trouble.

IFilipiinos: 50 Stars, 112 Native Features,
Only 22 Exported; U.S. Escapes Dubbing

at home: report: from Lisbon
and published: locally says the |
_ following pix have been denied
,an import permit in Portugal: .
“La Dolce Vita.’ "Rocco and.
his Brothers,” “L‘Avventura,” '
“Il - Bell Antonio.”*
“General

‘della Rovere,”

“Five

By AARON PINES
Tennessee. Williams Talk
Track on 1954 ‘Senso’

randed

Meibourne.
“Senso, ” 1954 Italo pie directed
1: Women,” ‘vArrangi: stevi.” “Cos‘Australia has a permanent preju- | ta Azzurra,” and “The Moralby - Luchino Visconti with Alida
dice against “horror” filims, ".banist"
4
_|.Valli and Farley Granger, is due to
ning many of ‘them. outright, ‘This
" |be released in the States for the
_-goés back to. 1948.. Significantly ihe
‘| first. time by Lux Film later this
20 features Cenied’Hcenses by the
year. Film. has English dialog by
censors a year. ‘ago. included 14
Tennessee. Willams.
rejected out of: hand: for. “horror” i
Also due to- be released by Lux
content.
‘in .coming months are two other.
Violénce- accounts for ‘cut scenes, |
Italo: pix which have been in the}
along. with “indecent” |dialog and 7
|ackiog for several years, “Neopoli-

ForeignGross
Data for Japan;

sex incidents.. ‘Some

159

Manila.

-There

people

are

presently

in the

tavos per linear meter. 80 centaves

23.000,000:for

Philippines,

70m.

most | about

It

Pesos

is

undersicod

21.000.000

are

that

still

of whom speak English, thus re- {frozen. in spite of continuing efforts
quiring no’ dubbing on American | by the MPEA companies to huy
pictures.
Philippines became an: gold on the open market afid resell
independent republic in 1946.
‘it at a discount.
In Manila, capital of the countrv.
Few Film Exports
there
are
10 firstrun
theatres
Only about 20'c ct tie total
showing exclusively American piciyear's production
“seme 22 pietures and two theatres which

exclusively

firstrun

show

Filipino

tures:

were

exported, tie.

musily

pic-:to neighboring Asian naticns, with

tures,
{oaly four or five getisng iuto pring
Censorship here is verv strict : cipal world
market.
EF: timated
as this is predominantly a Catholic ear nings from feature exports were

‘country.
It operates through a, put at 1,300,000 pesos, and the
.
. “Tokyo.
121 incisions | The" foilowing: are the top for- tan Car ousel” and “Man of Straw.” | Chairman plus 14 members ap- :total was expected to be much:
higher in 1961 since there is a
pointed
by the President.
The
present board is composed of 10 ‘greatly hypoed interest in forcign
women and five men.
.Inarkets,
but the government
is

of. some consequence. w ere ordered eign film grossers in Japan ‘tor year
last year.
‘Vending June .30,-1960. Figures are’
The censorship operates here as -based. on: receipts of six key situa- i
to films’ intended for... television,. tions: Tokyo roadshow. Tokyo gen-|

unlike the United States ‘where the

B.C. Film Festival

Locat production is in the hands.

@PParently lax in failing to sup

of three major companies, namely, , POM this trend.

eral release, Kansai tinéluding Osa- ;

LVN,
Sampaguita
and Premitie;
There are no essential changes
Kobe
and‘ Kyoto), . Nagoya."
air media entirely escapes “prior. ka,
‘Productions whieh; combined. pro- ; in censorship regulations zn 1980.
restraint’. but the theatre: ‘screen Fukuoka and Sapporo, which. are.
duce about 112 pictures a year, : The censors screcued
the afore
does. not. ‘Australia is a very .big estimated to represent from 30 to}
However, there ix a good chance mentioned
112 features
and 322
market ° for yidpix,. about 11 000 . 60 per cent of an import's. total
that more independent producing 'imports, with one of the first being
films entering from foreign. sources, ‘Japan earnings. depending on the
“Vancouver.
companies will tome up this \ear- banned and six of the latter. Fhree
nature of the indiv idual entries.
Notably America and Britain..
Mclaren,
Canadian and next. challenging the three domestic pictures were severely cut
Some ‘of the figures, yepresent. “Norman
Because of the large: number: of family-owned = studios. , and about 30¢ of ail imports cut.
‘Europeans: migrating to. Australia incomplete showings within the six:film-maker, has: accepted ‘the Van- traditional
The television
audiences
are
only’; couver Film Festival's invitation to Biggest strength of independents;
‘since World War I1‘there is-a con- situations, . “Ben-Hur” “had
‘siderable market -hére for socalled. played 18 weeks in Tokyo and 16! be a judge of competitive docu- is the desire to export Filipino definitely growing. which 1s helped
“art” films, the offbeat product’ in. Osaka .by the cutoff date while mentaries -and short subjects at product which the present three : along by the critics’ statements
have not done to a very great ; about some of the film producers,
w. ich cannot’ find outlets: ‘unlver- “South Pacific.” “Solomon. and,
‘The
writers
complain
that
the
Sheba” and “On the Beach” had: ‘this, year’s film fete, per festival ‘extent, |
sally.
not
yet
plaved
Tokyo.
general
re-.:
4As vet, Philippine television :Makers of film fare have not come
director
Stanley
Fox.
‘Fourth
anOne of the real wails among. the.
“Suddenly,
Last
Summer”
nual - International
Film Festival ' has not hurt grosses, but is slouly ;UP With any new ideas and are
shawmen.- for the past 18 “months “lease.

Now Organizing.

.

has’: been the fantastic. boom. in
“bowling. alleys. an innovation -here.
The sports-loving Australians: haye
adopted. this exercise. like crazy.”

had yet to-play Fukuoka and Sap-}
poro. and ‘Five’ Pennies” had not
vet played Nagoya; Fukuoka and
‘Sapporo. .Also,. figures for .Tokyo
tgeneral release for “Suddenly, Last

goes. from July 10-to 22 in Vogue | gaining ground

Theatre, {Canadian Odeon's downtown- Vancouver 1300-seater.
. ‘McLayen is the second of three

effect

on

and will have

boxoffice

as

time

an :‘forsaking the kind of quality pic-

devel- { tures” that

provided

stift

competi-

ops.) Eight independent film-pro-!tion in the past three years for
ducing companies are Vision Pici Many imports.
The critics also

tures Inc., Malayan Pictures, C & A ‘Condemned the local productions
{Summer,.” “12> Madchen,” . “Five judges to be named. Herman G. Movie Productions, Balatbat Pro-- Which are heavily loaded with what
1 Pennies’. and.“FBI Story”: and for. Weinberg of New York had previ- ductions, Master Productions, Mari®' they call “irrelevant s\ mbolism’”
‘|Kansai ‘re latter two entries repre- ously aceepted a festival bid and posa.Films and Bayanihan-Arriva ‘4d “corny comedy” only undersent total ‘Brosses. of double: bills.. th. .third judge -is to be picked. and Arriva-Spotlight specialists in. * andable
to Filipinos and =thus
iNot listed is “South Seas” ‘Cinera-|
incapable
of att: ‘acting overseas
Weinberg has sub-titled over 300 coproductions.
‘ audiences,
“ma! which had grossed $1.196. 955 |foreign language films: among his
A total of 112 features Were ;
in 65° weeks .in ‘Tokyo and Osaka ‘more recent credits is. “Hiroshima,
produced
locally. up from
last; The Philippines now has seven
by cutoff date.
Mon Amour.”
year's 95. Two coproductions Were ji video stations, three built last year,
Rome..
i “South Pacific” |
shown
during
1960
—
“Espionape
| one in Baguio tnorthern Luzon)
As
to
films
expected
at
this
Jo... cee. $456,063
_. Richly illustrated: books ‘contain- 120th-Fox
year's festival, Fox said that it is Far East” and “Escape to Paradise” :and the other two in the southern
‘Ing shooting script -of: a. selected “Ben-Hur” tMetro) ..... . 447 222
a ‘islands of Cebu and Davao, 2!
both
by
Lynnro
Production,
still:
too
early
to
have
film
commitcurrent feature and telling: the be- “Solomon and Sheba”
Ients: but~ there is an excellent Filipino-American company,
|part of the Inter-Isiand tv net-s eee “424.947
hind-the-scenes tales of {heir mak-* , "UA) work whose home station is DZTV.
chance of securing the following
Awards Winners
ing, have become valuable and tre-- “Horse Soldiers” 'UA) i . 839,716!
There was an estimated total of
‘features: from Mexico, “The Young
Several ,important awards went|
¢ently) profitable sideline ventures , “North by Northwest”
190.000 Sets at year-end with 65°%
One”;
from
France,
“Moderato
to Filipind. producers and talent}
(Metro)...
.,
coeeeane 277194
in an industry..boom .whith finds:'
telefilm
programming
Cantabile” and “Zazie
dans le at the annual Film Festival in: {imported
“more and: more. spectators: attend-. “FBI. Story” AWB) ‘yeaa . 270.900
Metro"; from Italy, “Rocco and his Asia, held last ‘year in Tokyo. :; and 25°o domestic. There is no
Ing quality: product and, apparently, “12 Madchen” iGerman)..; 247,036
:
censorship
of
videofare
now, but
Brothers
and = “L'Avventura”;
“Bayanihan”
(Philippine | there is
wanting to. know more about ‘them “On. the Beach” ‘UA) . . 180,738 from Spain. “El Cechechito”: from LVN’s
a bill pending in "ConFolk Dances) took a gold medal!
- and. how. they were conceived” and; “Suddenly, Last Summer”
i
gress
to
include
tv
films
along
“Higher
Princi- ‘award at Valencia, Spain. Same:
“Colk
oe.
a. ee
. 169. 575| Czechoslovakia,
mide.
; with movies.
Price for 3% hour
from Yugoslavia, “The Ninth studio's
“The
Bountiful
Earth” |; series ranges
. 169, 375 ‘ple’;
|
Sevéral books «w ere published , “Five Pennies”. ‘Parad
from
130
to 240
_| Circle’; and from Sweden, either won. special award at Berlin Film
here right after the last war about
The Westrex Cor poration,
| Bergman’ s “The V irgin Spring” or!j Festival and was named Best of the :‘pesos.
films. but they. were. ‘mostly ‘dedi-.:
a new Sucksdorff film. Feature|| Year by the Filipino Academy of . now a division of Litton Industries
¢ated to classics of the past: It was
| films are also expected from West Movie Arts & Sciences «FANAS). of the U.S., continues to be the
a Bologna editor. ‘Capelli. who some |.
Germany, Bulgaria, Russia, Den- |: Average black and white feature °! principal purveyor and servicing
‘Years’ avo. began. ‘his series “From {.
agent of motion picture and tv
mark and Poland. |
|production rorts range between
_ Story to Film’ tedited | by Renzo! ..
although
Japanese
Vancouver
International
Film!- 45.000 and 65.000 pesos; in color, equipment,
Rome.
Renzi) with a tome. on. “Romeo and |
‘equipment is obtaining a substanFestival.
is
fully
approved
by
the
|
70.000
to
120.000
pesos.
Juliet.” This
was . followed by:! ‘Italy will be represented at’ Can‘tial
foothold
in
this
market.
The
As of December 31, there were
‘athers, al ‘on: pix by top-rated di- nes Film Festiv al by four features. International .Federation of Film
total of 632 theatres. success of the Westrex .operation
‘re ctors and. totaling a] to date.- ‘Big-. Th.se are: “Girl with.a Suitease” Producers’ Associations but “com- testimated
jis greatly due to the experience
is restricted
to docu- equipped to show
35m_ product
gest “seller was “La. Dolce Vita,” “(Titanus’, -“the. official local :selec- |: petition”
‘with company
since 1929) plus
Which had to be. repritited” and re-, tion; and three items invited by mentary, short. fictional and chil- jand two 70m houses in Manila— i pertect Salesmanship of Harro V,
pas Galaxy and Rizal. Some 497,
“La ‘Ciotiara” dren’s. films only. Features are by |
‘sulted in accented interest in other Cannes,..namely,
Zeppelin, resident mgr. and area
j
invitation.
pay
both
domestic
and
imports,
!
Screening
committees
similar ‘books. which. are’ now all Champion’: “La. Viaecia” “Aréo),
recording mgr.. and his able staff,
_ practically sell-outs. Two most re- and “Che Gioia. Vivere” iCineriz).. | select: 24 features and. 100 docu- 234 have mostly foreign film policy jheaded by William Douglas.
mientaries and short subjects for and 340 play only Filipino pictures.
- cent Capelli. items .are: for “Nude.
Two of local entries, “LaViace
50 Stars!
. Odyssey.” directed by Franco Rossi: cia,” directed by Mauro Bolognint public showing during the 12-day Two houses were closed during
The life blood of the Filipino
“for Cineriz, and .“La Viaccia,”- di- for Arco Film's Alfredo Bini,.and run, which drewa_total audience the year and four new theatres
of 22.000 in. 1960, about 70° of |were built in Manila suburbs. Aver- :industry is upwards of 50 leading
~ rected by Mauro Bolognini for Arco starring | Claudia
Cardinale ‘and
age per-tickel admission tax is 20°@ stars, but during 1960 a number
_ Films, which is one of Italy's: con- J. PO Belmondo, and “Che Gioia |:capacity.
10f the basic price. Screen1 quota |of them married or retired and
tenders at Cannes Fest this vear.
Vivere” ‘The Joy of Living), di- | .
for Filipino picture is
days ‘upcoming talent is seerce.
‘Recent addition -to trend is a new. rected’ by Renée .Clement,
with

Tialo Boom By:Product:
~~ Shooting Script Plus

Data In Book Stores.

FOUR ITALO FEATURES
SET AT CANNES FEST)

and similar series published: by Sal-. Alain Delon and Barbara: Lass top-.

" vatore Sciascia and. edited by An-' lined,. will have their ‘world pretonio Bevilaqua.: Sciascia. series to imicres ‘at -the Riviera ‘gathering,
date includes. tomes. on three Dino while other two have already been.
Del.aurentiis: productions, “Tl .Gov- seen: in: Italy, *tLa Ciociara” ‘Two
bo.” ‘Tutti a Casa,” and ‘‘I Love, Women',; was directed by Vittorio
“You. Love.” ©:
DeSica and. Stars | Sephia Loren.
In. -addition. to bookstore sales, Embassy. Pictures, “which: ‘releases
both the Capelli and: Sciascia series ‘pie in States, has postponed’ US
constitute ideal. prestige “handouts opening to: allow pic to be shown
jor, films’ producers, who use the- at Cannes under regulations’ forTielhly. illustrated. and interestingly, bidding pic ‘entries ‘to be shown in
written volumes to service ‘scribes, country other than: that of origin
impress forcign distribs and buyers:. before ‘the fest unveiling. Sophia
ete,
At the sume time, the -pro- Loren won ‘the top. Italo acting.
Cucer’s order | ‘constitutes. ‘a. firm. award for her: stint in, “Women.”
base for. the publisher... who, might:
‘Fourth Italo pie, “Girl with Suitotherwise nat.as Willingly’ risk their case”: ‘reviewed in VaRIETY, March.
coin,
29, 61) stars Claudia Cardinale
Capelli ~‘books, hard- cover “and “and. was directed by Valerio Zurciothbound, ‘usually sell for about “lini. . Coincidentally,
bath Miss,
-2000° Lire :$3.20:,. while 3 paper-- Cardinale “Girl”. and ©“‘Viaecia’?)
hound Seiascia books to date are and French thesp- J.P. ‘Belmondo:
rated at Lire J 200 ‘per ‘some §2.50). “{(“Viaecia” and “Women") have: two

Nat Cohen toAmerica
:

|..

annually for first runs

week. for second runs.

and one

The staged
big-name
stage attractions
at the Araneta Coli-

now

it was estimated that 59 non-‘ceum and other places in Manila
For Variety Conclave, | theatrical
pictures were produced | are presenting real competition
during 1960, 51 in black and white. \ith a long lineup of such interIt
was
established
;
3:Pix Distrib Deals: 322 foreign features that a ‘total of j pat
were
London.

last vedr

(349

1n

former Chief. Barker, Nat Cohen,
managing. director of Anglo- Amal-

‘gamated: Film
Distributors, Icft
London. last weekend te attend the
International Variety. club's con-

origin:

-

‘vention in Miami, Fla., but is mak- |.

177:

Nationatist China. 58;
Britain. 54; °
Htalv. 15:

France. 9;

Japan, 7:

released

1959), with the
of countryof

As'a delegate of the London tent. 4 following
breakdown
of Variety Clubs of which he is ‘a

Pat Boone

iy

ertainers as

Sangre ioe OO Jon Janos un
booked for probable sellout enEarements in 1961.

i
| As noted above. the growth of
{ television may be a decisive factor

Jin decreasing boxoffice ‘take dur[ing -1961,
-

especially

since

the

ing it a combined biz-pleasure trip..
Vest Germany. 1:
i Inter-Island network is expandifg.
Portugal. 1.
;
However, it can naturally tolow
On*the outward Journey he had
a 24-hour stopover.in
N.Y. for
Pictures of countries other than that tnere will be an increasing
confabs with J. H. Nicholson and
for telefilms. and. since
these are not broveht in. Columbia - demand
‘Sam -Arkoff. of American Interna- ' pictures
has imported an ucca- most cf the major.importer-cistional to discuss releasing plans in 'sional few Spanish films made in iributors will be offering videoBritain and America. In. Miami, he:‘Mexico, mastly Cantinflas.
fare, it may he assumed that any
‘is meeting with. Dave Emanuel of
in
taeatriez)
rentals
Estimatee boxoffice earnings of decrease
Governor
Films,
the
company | imports
might
be at least partially affset
were
Pesos
13.339.000.
pix in fest as Italo entries,
which distributes the “Carry On” | Based on this boxeffice figure. dis-. by the new source.
«6earnings
are
reliably!
‘For -the “recor a: both. Clement films: for. Anglo in the U.S.. and jtribut:ton
Joe E: Sugar. of Magna
Films.
estimated at bheiween Pesos 7 ta]
' and DeSica have won top Cannes
Your i75 milion.
All English-language *
. prizes. before with their pix, while which . is handling “Watch
_
Tikyv.
imports aie shown in original ver- Bolognini * has had iwo pix ac-] Stern’ for -Anglo in America.
An! indie. film ¢alled, “Judo” by “cepted, never winning. It's’a first
Tckhva.
Next ‘Sunday 130°, Cohen will Te- j“siens. There care no quotas
oe
ot
aes
ee
Dennie Kane and starring” Sessue for Zurlini. Eut - all - are really. ‘turn 10 N.Y. for a three-day: stay
‘Exckance rate cf Filipingo peso '. Thizteen foreign fiims -xcre reHosvakiawa_ is: €Lpe cled to rol here . previous) fest. winners: -Bolognini: Ss to uinalize distribution deals on up- from 2-1] on Ariil 1. ta 4-]—‘feur leesed
in
Tokvo
qa ing
Mure h,
£601, °
_ “Bell’-Antonio"! ‘WOR: tep: kudo aly coming Anglo preduct. He wil! a'so peses to one American callar. but seven of them from the U.S,
Mer
sources were Frisuce. 2:
“Ke dekan’ Judo Ceanto, mewa for “TLecarno-Jast peek, “Mile Zurlini’s have with: him.a print of “Pay- ePHain compels: tery measerce ce.
an “port. hes: Medecd COCPE! ation: UNE lent Siimnar’ wen prizes at roll’ which had its werld preem at crease Ve patie) (Co tems duty an ely. 2. /e3.d ane each frem West
eu the preductien, ,
the: 160 Mar ec Plata event
35.n- feature ampous is 260 .on- Garniny and Pojond.
the Plaza last Thursday (20),

Sessue Hayakawa iin’ Judo’

Yank Films Lead in Tokyo
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INTERNATION.

US. importers of O'seas Product —
Get Insight at Frisco Film Fest

seemsto loom very large, and

ere importers are beginning to
T$ealise that the Frisco Fest can be
8 bargain basement for potentially

‘Gone With The Wind’'—
Still Big

/good grossera inthe art circuit.
‘Just recently a Manhattan

im-

rter bought India's “Two

Hollywood.

yajit Ray type of film but very
To commemorate the Civil War.
good. Still waiting for a buyer is}
the fest’s 1958 “best picture” win- Centennial on April 12 Metro. rener, Hungary's “House Under the ‘issued David O. Selznick’s $3,957,Rocks.” When the Hungaftian film 000-three hour, 42 minute-10 Acad-

many's “Taiga,” Britain’s “The
San Francisco.
Cannot Read” and “A Cry
As the San Francisco Film Fes- Wind
tival plunges toward its fifth an- from the Streets,” Italy’s “White
nual renewal (Nov. 1-14), it be- Nights? and Japan’s “Rickshaw
comes more and more apparent Man.
that, if the festival has served no
1959

won

in Frisco,

brutal

memories:.of

Communist «suppression

Blow

By BENJAMIN S. HARTIGAN

Eyes,

welve Hands,” a 1958 Frisco en-{
try vastly different from the Sat-

By WILLIAM STEIFF

other purpose, it has at least gradually evolved into a successfui prerelease screening place for foreign

mi

|nated all fiction sales for. two years,
creating publishing history.

It. is.

‘the second best seller on record
topped only by Erskine Caldwell's

“God's Little Acre.”

.

_.Not much screen interest could
the],
emy. Award winning production of: be stimulated for the book when
of

Margaret Mitchell's 9,900,000 cir- advance copies were sent to the
Franco-Brazilian: “Black Orphe-. the Hungarian uprising were sttll culation-70th: printing-1,037 paged! major studios, as a Civil War story
us,” Mexico's “Santa Claus,”
. Ire- green, and this made the picture
i was: considered: box office poison,
land’s “Broth of a Boy,’”’ Denmark’s too -hot to handle, in the opinion story of the Old South, “Gone With Paramount’s “So Red the Rose”
Now it could the Wind.”
“The Young
Have No Time,” ‘of many importers.
|

* product.
with Margaret Sullavan and Rane.
Obviously, this was not the orlg-! Frayce’s “Nude in a White Car” be a sleeper, as could be Denmark's
Film epic had a “third world | dolph Scott released the yeat bes.
inal intent of the fest’s director, and, of course, Britain's. “Mouse 1957 entry, “Qivitog,” a vivid story}
Irving M. Levin, in 1956-57, but That Roared.”
David O.. Selzjof Danish-Eskimo life in Green-. premiere” ‘in. Atlanta March 10. /0T¢ Wasa cropper.
_
marking
picture's fifth release. It! nick: bought the screen rights less
the fact is that each year the fest
land, and
possibly
Yugoslavia's
1960
a-.month
after EN
publication
has attracted more and more imreemed there originally on Friday,! than
~.
“
ee
“The Road a Year Long” (1958)
porters who have been able to
France's“Shadows.”
“The Love Game” and and Japan’s “Hidden Fortress” or. Dec. 15, 1939 anda year later had| When the asking price dropped
U.S.’
celebration.
yf
rom.
$100,060
to
$50,000—but
with:
the
prod-/
foreign
to
reaction
a
a
eheck the
Poland's “Lotna” (1959). The 1960 a ‘world-anniversary
uct before the type of audience the } This is only a partial list, and cropis just beginning to ripen but Film is now playing key ‘cities in| 50™C
MisBiving. Darryl Zanuck
films will most likely draw to the :what is most interesting about. it figures to have several possibilities, Deep South, opened Friday (24) at/ ¢atlier had offered $35,000 but was
boxoffice. For it must be remem- tis what it leaves out.. Here there such as Sweden's ‘Mein Kampf,” Hollywood Paramount, Hellywood: lturned down by. .Miss Mitchell's
.
bered that the Frisco Fest is a box- j
;
:
Spain’s “Little Guide of Tormes” and now hits various centers across! lliterary agent.
“Wind”. went. into: production on
office festival—audiences have had ;
are twa points:
(which won many kudos in Frisco)
(1) A noticeable time lag occurs and
to pay $1.50 to $2.50 a head to
the Czech “Romeo, Juliet and
| between the film’s screening. in
enter.
-Darkness.” A sleeper among the
:
;
e Frisco
actual
of. the
The first
Frisco
Fest took place;
picture and
in the
U.S.,release
with the
re- 1960 features might be Germany’s late last year when, per Varrery's |08 of Atlanta at Selznick-Interna-

the“GWIW"
country. held first'place as top! theWith theevening ceeneof December
10, 1938bus.
depietine the
‘domestic. grosser, $33,500,000 until: With the scene depicting the burn-

| tional. Studios in Culver City, for“A Man Goes Through the Wall,”
a.comedy.
edged“out by Paramount's “Ten merly Pathe, ‘presently Desitu-Cula
.
backlot
_ Deals for many of these pictures! Commandments” with $34,200.000,| yer.
7°" Standing
DS on
ON tthe
ne
DacKlol site
§

festival
Class
Bsanction the next <Creened as muchasfour years ag0
years shows that a total of 75 fea-; have yet to get U.S. distribution;
stiy

$5

tion the next .Sult-that pictures

which were

all-ti

undoubtedly

(21 Until very recently there has
tures havg been shown, 15 in 1957,::
16 in 1958, 24 in 1959 and 20 last , been considerable hesitancy on the
.
;part of importers to take chances
year.
In three of these four years the , on Communist pictures, on pictures

Thus,

Satyajit
from

in

1957

Ray's

India

the

winner

“Pather

‘the other

The time lag can be noted in sev-

Poland's .‘*Kanal,”- more

was!
eral’ instances.
i

films in: Frisco. Fest, has been

and

1959>.

In 1959 the wits |lease: Same is true of a top-notch

ner was Roberto Rossellini’s “Il 119358 Polish entry, the comedy “Eve
Generale Della Rovere” and in 1960 | Wants to Sleep,” which makes some

it was the Russian “Ballad
Soldier.”
Many other entries, too,

been picked up for arthouse
(in varer

cases:

general

of a! of the French “New Wave” pictures
~.
look old-hat.
have;
Also purchased, but not yet rein : “Village

an

the

River”

and

e

-

.

_s

.

2

.

s

.

:

’

.

are in the works. and!D. W. Griffith’s 1915 silent, “Birth : ae the amo posed’ eqnstruction of
of a Nation” would probably
be the! ara and Atlanta were the 12-yearo
«an
Id. Cecil B.. DeMille silent. “King
top -money-maker, above $50.000,-! ° Winge”®
cafe’
Draduc.
-

standard-type

fare

though only one

000 estimated,
but its financial rec- |
: Of;William
Nines” Cameron
sets. Production-designer
Menzies sugord was never audited.

—

gested

doctoring

the old building

In_ 1926 while recovering from a to resemble the Atlanta area being

sprained ane, former ints
ournal

reporter Margaret

depicted and in burning them the

Mitc

Jot

wot

clear

it the, same

which | yyarsh was coaxed by her husband. ot would be cleared a

1€ scene was shat.

of these (1959's! moods. When the Macmillan com-- jon Flem ng. Ten weeks later Fleme

“Beloved Infidel”)

came

from

{major Hollywood . studio.

a pany contracted for. her manuscript and
...°; Sam
ac
to.crop
out due to illness
-Wood finished: the ‘pic{the first chapter hadn‘t even beenture:-Sidney Howard was ‘credited

_.

_ Gerfaany, Italy and Japan each
, Written nor did she have a name:
with the screenplay but Ben Hecht
had five entries in the four years. |for her sfory.. During
her six: claims: in his autobiography “A’

and: leased, were. the 1959 Dutch entry,

release

set

George Cukor was assigned to.
this can -be seen in a statistical run-! War, She worked at it, on and off
down of where the 75 pictures| for the next ‘nine years. The Iast direct the film, but due to. differshown
in four oddly.
years led.
came with
from,eight chapter was written first and she ences of approach with Selznick was
‘The US.
replaced after three weeks. .by Vic«
~The
USS.,
oddly, led,
w
eight.
| juggled the others according to hei
..
arrage®
weeks
latar
Fle

purchased
by.

the “Apu” trilogy were entered in‘ an importer -but is not yet in re1958

.

dominates'U.S. screens. Reason for! tg write a novel about the Civil:

Panchali,” , a feature much praised in the 1957
two

.

a lot of these deals, it’s safe to as-

sume, stem. from the pictures’ initial screeningsin Frisco. It's also.

safe to assume that there’s a greater
winner of the Golden Gate Award ;from very small countries or on
ehance of picking: up an offbeat
for “best picture”
has gone on to! pietures from any Asiatic country boxoffice winner from. an “odd”
show considerable boxoffice power : except Japan.
spot in Frisco than of seeing the
4

in arthouses throughaqut the U.S.

;

The next

the

major

group

could

be; months

of rewriting, 20 overhauls: Child of the Century” to have re«

Brothers’ 1960 Hong Kong. classified as “Iron Curtain” (all;0n the: first chapter alone. she. written the -Howard treatment.
entry, “The Enchanting Shadow.”” odd spots, so far as U.S. distribu- |found her titlé in Ernest: Dawson's.
Picture was brought tn after 22°
Sum Qualis Eram” ("Cy-. weeks
1957
Many of these films actually got tors are concerned). In the four}"“Non
of shooting. During the -film.
tg
in
fr
oe | their first U.S. exposure in Frisco fests, four films came from Poland, |2ara’’): ““T have forgot much,: . ing. 15 sound. stages and the entire
oem Oy’ ewe pain from Gans ‘and were first seen by importers |three each front Hungary and Yugo- , Cynara! gone with the wind, flung’ 40-acre backlot. of Selznick-Internae .
slavia, two each from Russia and , roses, roses riotously with: the ; tional were used. There were .449,-.
n the : World,” Spain’s “Age of :4t that time. A typical instance was
“Throne of: Denmark's “
tranger Knocks,” Yugoslayia. Britain and France | throng.”
512 ‘feet of film used but.-only
Infidelity.”
Japan's
weighed in with four apiece, and
which
Trans-Lux’s
Dick
Brandt
saw
_ “Gone With the Wind” was pub-: 160,000 feet: were printed. “Wind
Blood,” Britain’s “Bolshoi Ballet”
so did India, Hong Kong and Spain, lished in June, 1938. Miss Mitchell! ran. four: hours and 20 minutes
and “Three Men in a Boat” and. in Frisco last fall but which he
finally concluded negotiations
.on while Denmark came in with three, hoped it. would sell 5,000 copies; 'when it was first previewed but
the U.S.-made “Uncle Vanya.”
Mexico with two and the rest were libraries she thought. might: be in-' Selznick
—and bought—only several weeks Mex
edited
i
.
eur
1958
ago,
Oe
one-shot affairs from such nations; terested in it as an historical docu- |1 running
eae ng ait
current
time ofoe cone
three to
hours,
42
’ Aside from the time lag, the fac-. as’ Greece, Pakistan, Israel and |!ment.
By | Christmas: a million minutes. Max-Steiner contributed a
Canada’s “A Dangerous Age,”
copies had been sold and it domi- symphonic tone poem. as score.
France's “The Living Water,” Ger- tor of whieh nation produced the ‘South Korea.

the

U.S.

and

among

them

have: Shaw

been:

Rise of Cheap ‘Significant? Film In U.S.
=;
and of other forthcoming films all to be financed in this
manner, outlines in detail the procedure suggested for
obtaining this kind of support.
Prior to approaching

inyestors a decision should be made as to whether the
syndication has to be cleared with the SEC before investors can be solicited.
This can be avoided if the
solicitation i» solely to residents of one state or if it

Continued from page 24

————

ee

-earry the simile even further, one would have to allow
for the. fact

‘paintings

that

art gallery owners

by artists

vasses, etc, etc.

who. use

would

not handle

non-union-stretched

can-

There can remain
no doubt.today

that

the unions constitute the. single most- conservative ‘and

YTeactionary

element

{read:

cog)

in the

wheels

of the

developing significant film movement.
It is very difficult:to obtain honest and true views on

constitutes a “private” and not a “public” sale.
The
latter depends on the number of people to be approached.
this matter from film makers.
Under close questioning.
Naturally, before any planning on this level takes place,
the mest advanced of them say that they have foun
a detailed budget should exist. plus a production plan,
(
Some will go as far.
ways of “dealing”
with | the unions,
script. cast suggestions, etc. etc. It must be remembered _. ‘as “making ‘their films non-union, and then buying the
that the SEC reserves the right’to approve sales literature.
‘union off at the moment when it becomes essential that
their film be projected publicly. Those who have grown
Five important considerations are listed: the profit
‘up ‘within
the industry will not under any circumstances
split, which should be 40-60 in favor of the investor; the
allow that films couldbe made without the unions. and
point where spending the investor's money becomes legal

(as soon: as al! the money is raised’; the “cash flow”
of the budget (if cost deferments can be obtained, a
smaller working budget is possible’; eventualities of going
over budget ‘contingency reserve to be included in budget
arid insurances of various types. and: or the requirement
of investors to put up an additional 10°2 or 20% if asked
to do so’; and finally the natureof the entity which will

produce

the film. The traditional Broadway form is the.
“limited partnership.””
Under this form the profits are
treated solely as ordinary income received by. the investors and are taxed as such.
Losses are. deductible.
One way to eliminate the personal responsibility of the
producer which this system incurs is to have the film
produced by a corporation all of whose stock is owned
by the producer and have the investors form a separate
partnership which in turn lends the required money to
the corporation. This preserves the tax advantage.
C. Unions.

The problem of univn control—that is, cantrol on tke”
leve: of the physical apparatus—over what is essentially
a creative art, is one that bears deeper analysis than is.
possible within this framework. Briefly, the unions became necessary for the protection of labor in a time when:
Holywood constituted one of the few industries relatively.
untouched by the depression, so that the labor-versusmanagement
issues became
strained. Today, the craft

unions under the general banner of the Intergational Al-

they justify the increased expense of a union-made

“by: referring to the “professional

quality”

be obtained otherwise."

which

film

“eannot

ment operate?

does the

final, artistic. analysis between a.union-made

non-union: made film?
Basically, it’s the same

:
old story

there

are

Why

make concessions to somebody who isn’t even anybody?”
These are the. standard. arguments, and every one who
has ever been in a studio or talked to a beginning film
maker has heard ‘them. .And another thing: “Why allow
young people to join. the union just because they want to

make films?. Haven’t
we an established system: for initiation? What.if the boy doesn’t have $3,000? Or isn't some-

body’s “son?”

Even

change materially

Taft-Hartley

the situation

hasn't

whereby

been

young

thirdly,

the likelthood

of finding

conservative, but the executive boards, anxious to maine.
tain their. own positions in many cases, and jealously
guarding: positions

obtained

ing ue in a bad-situation.
.

ot

through

much

hard

grow-

Evil perpetuates itself. dili:

are

striving

to create

a. new: awareness

of

There is no

reagon unions should not exist, and certainly no one will
at

for him to make his

always ty commercials.

And

creative talents within the unions which are not loathe toexperiment and are willingto go out on a limb does exist.
It-is, in fact, not so much the union membership which is

with a new attitude of open mindedness.

and a

to,
of the attempt

“Thisis the system under which

it makes it possible

and

and thus can contribute in a’ minor way to reducing pro-.

“ It is a matter of attitude. Just. as the new. significant

film? -If he hasn’t got the money, he sfouldn’t be making
films in the first place!. ‘There are enough. jobs on big
productions,

‘speed and efficiency with which a movie can be made,
‘duction “eosts.

film: and a new attitude among the producers and exhibitors, so the unions should awaken. to:the reality of change:

we have been doing fine, why change it?
I£ we have
come to the pointof power where minimum crews ean
be demanded which will raise our members’ salaries, why
worry about the producer’s budget? Why be concerned

with whether

Incidentally, it remains a fact that some of the best

cinematic talents today are not only union members, but
staunch union supporters.
It is also true: that to work
Within a unionized framework -enhances,: generall, the

film .makers

apparatus. of. harass-

And what makes the difference in the

status.quo at all costs.

tial for the moment. But it is a decision each one has to
make, and understand.
°
,

ently.

It is asked, why are the unions holding back a development whose eventual growth cannot but help
‘their members? How

whether he is goirg to buck unionism film of fot.
It
is a practical question, the moralityof which is inessen:

able

to

talent

is

consistently’ being kept out of the established locals.
liance of Theatrical Stage Emploves, have virtual control
over all facets of film making, from the minute the first” And it must be said right here that if. it is necessary
to.use what is essentially..a labor-restricting law in order
nail is hammered:-into the first piece of wood for the set,
to crack the union shell, it'can only mean that the unions
to the time when the last patron pays his boxoffice
have become more monopolistic than capital. And this—
ablution.
To point out the utter extremity of the situa-.
the labor monopoly—is indeed the crux of the situation:
tion one could compare IATSE’s hold over film to that of.
. To get down to fact, it is-extremely important for the
a hypothetical pencil-sharpeners’ union over all writers,
significant film maker to decide at the very beginning’
or a canvas-stcetchers’ union aver all paint activities. To

demand {heir relinquishing

control completely,

but with

a little creative thinking. they. would be doing more for:
themselves, in the long run than with a lot of flash-in-the-.
pan momentary achievemnts. which could well throttle

the emerging creativity.
D, Union facts.

|

“

.

_ Union minimums are generally higher than what the
producer would ordinarily -pay.. All salaries have to be
paid .when earned .and cannot. be deferred, thus necesSitating larger. original budgets. Unions ‘require minimum crews much larger than what the producer. could

“get. away with. .And..unions will not allow. any outside
talent to- participate in.a production, unless they are paid

off, even ff that talent is essential to.the work, with the

result. that salaries often have to be paid twice.

I would like to repeat that the union situation is more
that

complicated than’ the picture presented: here,. and
many other factors must be taken into consideration.
this is the picture as it presents ifself te beginning
makers,a picture often so discouraging that only

mast durable will sustain
their drive. Co,
Again and again a single fact emerges from

But
film.
the.

clos@

analyses:

a new audience exists and fitms are being made

for them.

Film is on its way to becoming reali and of age.

But the roads must be cleared.

,
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MOVIELAB

FILM

LABORATORIES

MOVIELAB BUILDING, 619 W. 54th ST.
NEW YORK 19, N.Y. JUDSON 6-0360

¥ developing color negatives ¢ additive color printing * reduction printing including A & B « color
slide film processing « blowups « internegatives * Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing » Ektachrome developing
and printing ¢ registration printing * plus complete black and

white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

Year After Year...
The Exclusive Calling Card
For Europe’s Leading Producers
In The United States

£5 East 48th Street
Kew York 1,49

Fhone: Flaza 3-498

Cable: Harschack

,

PREMIERE HAS NOW EXTENDED ITS
REPRESENTATION TO WORLD WIDE sates
Walter Manley

Marshall Schacker
P

1960-61

A RECORD YEAR OF

TELEVISION FILM SALES

PREMIERE VIDEO
EXCLUSIVE TELEVISION REPRESENTATIVES FOR
-EUROPE’S LEADING FILM PRODUCERS

15 EAST 48th STREET
PL 3-4191

“

Marshall Schacker
President

|
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Lytton Savings’ Home Office, Hollywood ¢ Photographed By Jullus Shulman

In the silent sunlight there is a moment for
reflection. Our park plays host to the passer-by.

Sometimes
our friends pause here, their business completed, unanxious to

move on into the day’s tempo. This isthe mood we enjoy... the way we prefer

to conduct
the business of savings and loan. Yesterday there were
children sailing paper boats in the pool,PIV

FIRSTIN THE NATIONIN GROWTH

ite) ondCAPITAL STRENGTH

LYTTON SAVINGS
$f And
Loan Association

Bart Lytton, President

SOSOSCC COS ODE HE REODeDQEEDORSCORSAOHSOR
AEE ES LEH eee hEReceoceoeeeeaeoseenS

Total Resources Exceed $100 Million © Home Office: 8150 Sunset Bivd., Hollywood 46, Calif.
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The way
to the select
box. offices
°of America...
-

@ national organization
in the United States,

specializing in
the CAREFUL distribution
of films of the
world,
of interest
and merit

LONDON

35 Bury Street
St. James, London, S.W:I

ROME

|

Via Emanuel Gianturco N4

EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL FILMS, INC, "towarow.cray:
1776 BROADWAY

NEW: YORK 19, N. Y.
JUdson 2-4050

_

Cable Address: EXFILMENT

Sales Manager

LEO F. SAMUELS
Public Relations, Promotion

THE BERNARD LEWIS CO.

ATTENTION EXHIBITORS ....
Who fearless, independent, and pressure resistant, are imbued with the
American ideals of fair play...

The motion picture, “The Earth Cries Out,”’ starring Peter Trent and Marina
Berti which deals with the exodus of the Jews from Europe to Israel after

World War Il and the British Jewish conflict in Palestine, was booked into

a local neighborhood theatre in New York City in the midst of the February
snow storms on Ash Wednesday, February 15, 1961, which incidentally is
the start of the Christian Lenten season.

By exhibitors admission film

grossed over $3600, for 6-.days (no holidays).

— BOOKED DIRECT —

EXODUS MOTION
_

Suite

PICTURE
602

CORP.

384 East 149 Street, The Bronx, New York
Telephone: LUdlow 5-0190

__Weilnesday, April 26, 1961

_.

—«YARIETY
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ALBERT GOUT
Producer of the Box office Smash

ADAM. AND EVE
‘Proudly Announces his new Spectacular

E RAPE
OF THE
BINES
READY FOR WORLD RELEASE
1910 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES 7, CALIFORNIA
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With Trend to Percentage Deals

Greeks’

Washington.

Overseas Producers US. Share
Certain for Notable Enlargement
W:th an estimated $50.291.105 British releases obviously stays in
hivinz
been earned. by forcign : the U. S., the British production
films in the U. S. market last year scene has already benefitted from
(see page one lead), a legitimate money: spent in course ‘of producquestion is how much of this total tion.
.

finds its way

back to the country .
‘large amount
Another

confusing

Jorgen Roos, Oscar Nominee, Plans
To Expand Into Danish Features

Greek Themes

factor

Greek
output
of feature
films rose to 59 during the
production year beginning June
1959 and ending May 1960—a
jump of ten from the previous

Danish

year.
.
._ This was reported by US..-.
Commerce Dert. The 59 films
were made by 43 Greek out:
fits,
and all dealt with Greek
themes.
_
i eee

|VaRIETY

check to Italy.

is a | Italo-French

{s the - however,

director

Jorgen

Roos, ready

£

“Dolce,” ‘| yore forD aboutark 10 aftdays, ttendi
enroute
COproe

writes, .photographs

and

whose short, ‘A City Called Copen- 'edits his own works, this. will make.
hagen.” was nominated for an Os- “him a ‘quintuple-threat man.
Roos’ latest film is a 30-minute
car this year, plans shortly to en-! !
ter the production ranks with his ‘featurette about the Faroe Islands,
which is. set to. be
own features, he reported in New _“Foroyar,”
tBeidac
;
ve ‘shown at the upcoming Cannes
York, Friday
f2)),
Roos
is in Tew

1 ee

tO

a

tie ceremaniee

‘film fest. Like “Copenhagen,” being distributed .this:side by Tom

:Brandon’s Brandon Films, “Foroy-'

of origin?
of European copro-- duction in which the French partiar” was sponsored. by government
-An educated guess fs that it’s a
‘funds—costing approximately $30,of 20%. of the original | The , 38-year-old director said 000, which isn’t chicken feed for a
‘small percentage, but one that is French and Italians. When one of extent
these
copraductions
turns.
up
oni
financing,
and
will
get
20%
of
\
that
he’s
decided
that
the
only
way
growing every year, principally beshort’s budget in Hollywood.
or
he'll ever make any real profits Denmark.
cause the producers of the films the U. S. market, it is usually iden-| worldwide profits,
Reason for the subIn the case of “Dolce.” this 20% :from his films is by producing stantial
most-likely-to-succeed in the U. S.. tified as either French or Italian,’
budget,
he
explained,
was
isn
on
the
predo.ninant obviously isn’t
going to be small: -them himself. .As a. director, he’s
market now are going for guaran- ‘depending
that it was a government project,
had some percentage
- of-profit designed
ts>-ylus-percentage
deals, rather characteristic of the undertaking, change to the French’ industry.
for promotion and goodeven
though
the minor partner Astor Pictures has guaranteed its, deals with other producers, but
than outright sales.
will around the world:
d
,000,
h
.{always
found
that,
for
one
reason.
shares
in
its
U.
S.
profits.
—
The situation is clouded by a
Working. on his. own,.Roos esttof which
That.’ oF another, the point at which he: mated he would turn out a satisA case in point is Astor Pictures’ producers
000 already$600,000,
has been
paid. . $400,"
number of fiscal factors. The main
one is the extensive participation import, ‘La Dolce Vita.” which is’ means that France already has ‘would share in the profits’ never factory full-length feature for be-

duction, especially between the ,ner, Gray Film, participated to the ,{t ollywood last week,

4U ite arrived..
L

identified as an “Italian” film and, ; benefitted to the extent of $80,000

by U. S. companies in British pro-

duction.
the U.

Though money earned in as such,
S, on these “American” . would be

Thus
aus the decision’

its profits in the U. S.!on the U. S, release of the con-|to produce his own projects.
accredited

in a future! troversial

Considering

pic.

the fact that he al-

-tween $50,000 and $60,000 in DenEven so, such a picture

*" mark.

doés not have an easy time of it
,winning back its costs in the. domestic. market.

Two

million

peo-

{ple out of the country’s total 4,400,
000 would have to see the film to.
put iteinto the black.
‘The comparatively low..costs of

production.in. Denmark
to attract

a number

has hegun

of outsiders,

Roos reported, and not all of them
| particularly commendable characters.

Local

production

is: perking

along, turning out an average of
about 15 feature a year. The director contemplates’ no trouble securing financial backing for his up-

coming . features.

the

situation

‘being similar fo that elsewhere in
‘the world: if you have a good reputation and a good project, theres

always

money

willing

to invest.

around ready

and

YUGOSLAVS PROTECT OWN PIX PLAYOFF
By STOJAN BRALOYVIC
.

Belgrade.

State

Secretariat

for

Education.

and:Culture

of Yugoslavia

recently

order

an

on

issued

compulsory

showing of fixed number of domes- -

Itcan't be...

It really is!

tically produced

[films.

feature

and short

According to this order, all

film :theatres, which

had-on

their

‘| programs
up to 20 domestic

films

last year .are in obligation. to. show
at least two domestic features on
{their program this year. The tome.
pulsory showing of domestic films,
under the order, grows progressivejly with

domestic

films -production.

The order “for the protection of
domestic film industry,” prescribed
the penalty.
amounting to 10’
of gross income, for those movie

| enterprises which failed to show
‘publically
domestic
films fixed.
under the order.
_
The first Yugoslav feature in
colour,

CinemaScope = technique,

“Miss

Stone,” which

dous.

success

in

had tremen-

Yustoslavia,

hig

‘been sold so far tu. 25) toreign
| countries. Last year, as stated by
the spokesman of the Vardar-Film
af Skoplje, Macedonia. producer of
‘this feature,
“Miss
Stone”
wags
shown
in
Western = (Crermany,
|Greece,. Chile, ‘Liban,- Australia,

Norway,

Brazil, Burma ‘and Iran.

“The Little Man,” another feature produced by Vardar-Film, has

What a satisfaction .. .

been -shown

a good biscuit is!

‘Burma,

in’ Argentina

together

with

five

and,
shorts)

produced by the same company.
_ The. Yugoslav Council for film

production

FILM does the ‘impossible’!
a commercial
to his name!

to reach

a consumer

who

hasn'ta

cer’

“So whot!', the experts said, drawing out tne
what.’
“We'll sell people. Man {Woman, too’ is
Dogs best friend, has money, can buy.
“We'll use animation to show Dog's growing excitement... as he sniffs... as he downs a Milk-Bone Dog
Biscuit in nothing flat. That will get Man. . heIl shell
out—but quick.

Of course, animation means fi!m—and only film.
But that’s fine because film alone will give us the kind

ADVERTISER:

AGENCY:

thats

not ali. Fim,

and

‘

PY

Mane,

grrr

pe.

the optical effects you must have... assures you ‘he
convenience, coverage, and penetration that teday 5
ol rolMmukola <-silate requires. All reasons why so ma.

advertisers are turning .and returning) to film.
mola@mitlola-Malalcolauilol
lela MmAalicitiutolitelall

EASTMAN

KODAK COMPANY,

request

East Coast Division,

Midwest
West

Division,

Coast Division,

342

Madison

Avenue.

130 East Randolph

6706

Santa

Monica

ala ltla-ie atlas

Okzon

New

Drve,

York

17

Chicage

Wl,

Hetlywood.

Bivd:, Hollywood

Colié

PRODUCER:

Robert Lawrence Animation, Inc.

The

N*

State

Secretary

for Educa-

tion and Culture, Krsto Crvenkovin

representing

the

council

the

government

plenum,

stiuztzested

that the future film production
should lay an emphasis-on the prineiples of. Yugoslav present .devel-

|
32

la:

or W. J. German, Inc., Agents for the scle anc distr ts
tion of Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films. Fort lee Ny
Chicago,

film

will cover distuivu| tion too. The: draft of the new
flaw dis already prepared. covering:
the rights and obligation, of: the
producers, while other things will
-|be regulated later through discussions of the. parties concerned.
ski,

Rochester 4, N.Y

National Biscuit Company

Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.

6

law—wWhich

Da

MPD

And

Really, it's pretty wonderful when you stop to think .

decided

‘| the government to pass a new

eskeel-Aaenet

opment.

Calcutta Made 36 Pix in ‘60
* Calcutta.
During 1960,. Caleutta Sitdiog
produced a total of 36 pictures in
the BengaH language
of which

jseven were comedies, six crimewith-romance, four devotional, one
musical

were

and one fantasy, Seventeen

social

dramas.

Five of the

total produced proved’ successful.
Ksdudita Pashan, based on a
Tagore story, ran 57 wecks in Cal-

}cutla at one house.

“AN ARRESTING STORY FROM BEGINNING
TO END , . . DELICATELY HANDLED”
.— ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

" GEORGE MORRIS

“On

Vv

our

Se.

“A normal whiie. .

womencouldot

s

shadow

involved il

ooo

equal:

wuomITA * JOHNSO N ‘MULLER .

‘with William Demby-Pamela Winter Giovanna Mazzotti
Directed by Camillo Mastrocinque

Screenplay by Edoardo Anton.and _

..

Mastrocingue

Story byAnna Vita- A Giaguaro Film

- An ATLANTIS FILMS, INC. Release

————

- _Raly's Singing Sensation:

_ “GIACOMO RONDINELLA
'

‘- andthe ROMAN

(NEW ORLEANS
JAZZ BAND ©

ATLANTIS FILMS, wc.
200 W. 57th St., New York

JU 2-8060

‘ILMS LTD.

a

(Israel)

Juternational STAR
ACTOR

@ Studios

® Modern | Laboratories

i

WRITER

DIRECTOR

_ Representation:

Public Relations:

PAUL. KOHNER, INC.
9169 Sunset Blvd.

BILL WATTERS & ASSOCIATES
1271 St. Ives Place
Los Angeles 46, Calif.

Los Angeles 46, Calif.

@ Rental of Up to Date Film Equipment
®@ Sound Stage:

@ Newsreels and ‘Short Films Producers

65 Weltzman Street.
Givataim

re

Tel...§7618 — 74585 — 72111

Producers of “I Like Mike”

PRAESENS-FILM
LURICH
The Oldest and Most Important
Swiss Film Production Company
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pede
Greek Imports
lim to
to US.TiGreece,
Salonica,
has

Greece's Film Boom Falters

12 firstrun theatres the
best being Titania and Olympion
Greek Motion Pictures Inc., prin- ‘controlled
by
Damaskinos
&
cipal distributor of Greek prod- Michaelides..
uct to Greek language houses in
Local Production
States, is scouting for its own mid-

But Coproductions There Loved
By RENA VELISSARIOU
Athens.
For the first time in years business has declined for the Greek
motion picture theatres.
During
the first half of 1960-1961 winter
season
the cinemas
of Athens,
Pireaus and suburbs area have sold

4.972.776 tickets while during the
game period last year the corresponding
figure
was
5,170,366.
- Which is to say, there Is a decrease
of 16.76% totally. This decrease
however is higher in the first run

cinemas reaching 22.22%.
Note that while many theatres
have started operating this season

attendance has dropped. Winter
cinemas in the Athens-Pireaus and
suburbs area reached 142 instead
of the 117 of last year. Theatre

building boom has been contagious!

cetraation otc, te Bergman 2-Year
the third key city of

Manhattan

among the Greeks. Apart from
the 24 new cinemas which. have
been constructed in the AthensPireaus area there is an equal
number of new theatres in the
provinces.
rts from Salonica, key city
Re
of
orthern Greece, are not so
istic. Business there is. up
pess

theatre,

Mrs,

Chelly

Wilson, ‘prexy, reports. .
Company’ s product now goes out
principally
through
the
Cameo
Theatre,
on
Eighth
Ave.,
and

through the Olympia in Astoria.
The Avon in Chicago also is a key

outlet for the Greek pix.
Distrib brings in about

Greek

film production

This’ advancement
in quantity,
however, was not followed. by an
| equal improvement

in quality

ex-

and there is an increase of 3.10%.

films

are

still for local

Company

to suffer

from

new business,

representing 20th

Cen-

tury-Fox and United Artists.

Para-

No TV

‘Greece is one of the few Européan countries not invaded

by tel-

‘evision, and it is not going to be

consump-

_ AMP ORT CPNCE: All CABO SENVAEE OUBE. 0. 00 +N. Y. lar Alspent, Janice 90, N.Y.
6364 SANTA SABINCA BOULEVARD, 103 AIDELES 38, CAL + HOliyweed 48221

third held last year.
Pireaus has six first run theatres.
Top grosser is the Olympion owned

“Chelle fide wont
WE HAVE

PROGRAMMED

It’s a new global promotion program, available to all, for the mare
keting and merchandisingof motion
pictures around the world.
Today York, Rubin & Belport,
‘Inc., actually will do ali the promotion work for any distributor, on any.
production, anywhere—and do it
economically!
By this we mean: Complete motion picture publicity, exploitation,
advertising, public relations and
sales promotion campaigns will be

given the global treatment in key
situations everywhere,
We will shoot for the campaign to
make the good territorial advance
gross estimates come true—every
time!
When you assign the campaign to
us—you reduce your overhead!

YR&S fpd

repeated in

of: religious values.
contested .sector for
Sheaf of Wheat (huGermany’s “Death Is
Love” was declared

“Thrashing Is a Blessing” ‘and this | Also| Presented tfor the ast

A

ll would like to receive 2
copy of your brochure “A
¥ital Message” addressed
to Fitm Distributors and
Film-Makers Around the
World,
:

“a

iki

"h

e

as

e

n

rnatione

|3 Crities Award (FIPRESCH, bea.
stowed upon the. Italo. tragi-comedy, “Tutti a. Casa.”
A hasty consolation ‘award, The -

not. grossing as much money as
they used to. Audiences are more St. George Cup, went to the most
-heavily applauded entry of the
discriminating.
Prospects for 1961 as regards film gathering, the French entry,

local production are not too opti-.| “Voyage in a Balloon.”
mistic.
Not a new picture has _ Yank screen fare’ -unrewarded,
‘mention
started rollingas yet though in except. .for . honorable
‘the past year at this same period given. the Allied Artists release,
more than 10 pictures were before “Crime and Punishment,. U.S.A..”
Most commentators : thought Billy
the cameras.
Wilder’s’ “The
Apartment”
and:
Greece Int'l Production Centre?
the same director's “Spirit of St.
Various foreign pictures have -Louis” had little’ rapport with the
been shot. in this country and their scope of the Valladolid. film. meet.
producers
expressed
satisfaction.

which provided more than 2,000|

This was a substantial. increase,

soldiers.
Director- producer Ru-| from: 263 Yank
dolph Mate ane writer -{producer | previously.

works, the

George

has. its: own. not

St

eorge

will

shoot

American

:

Greece, which

year

in inconsiderable production industry,
j placed 81 films in Cyprus theatres .

Pictures shot on loca-- during 1959.,

tion here so vara ah ers
Hills,”mila s

Angry
A

he
Other. suppliers:
France, 67;
ur- : Britain, 60; Turkey, 59; Italy, 27;

prise Package”

and

“Guns of Nava- .‘West German, 23.

rone,”
Athens” ,Foxs
and

(It Happened
in
“Lion
of Sparta,”

There are 56 theatres showing

Roger Cons “Atlas,” and “Nine | films on. the island, about 33,000

TO ACCOMPLISH THIS, WE OFFER:
e Advertising and publicity in all lane
9 gipees in up te 50 countriés

basic field force of 16 experienced

‘Miles

Lecoler.

To

Associated advertising agencies around
the world

TV and radio advertising commercial
production facilities
World-wide public relations

International press and periodical cOfie

tacts

International. exhibitor relations

Pre-selling and pre-release campaign
planning and follow-through —
udget estimating.

Certified independent boxoffice potential surveys

Commercial record tieups

eo
@eo
ese

@ Special “roadshow” campaigns
Our job {s planning solutions. for your
future film marketing and. merchandising
problems—which we will do on a ones

Noon”

produced

by ? seats.

This coming spring and summer : “The King Must. Die" will be shot
several foreign pictures are sched- ‘in Athens and Crete Island where

uled to be'shot here. Carl Foreman | the story really is developed rather

is planning to shoot a picture in: than in Spain. -

Rhodes Island again called “Holl | Spyros Skouras’ of N. Y., hasday” with

global exploiteers {and more available
as free-lancers).

Lana Turner and An-. spoken of building big new studios...

thony Quinn. Rudolph Mate and |here, and.switching part of his proGeorges St. Georges will shoot | duction. As to that, who knows?
“Fort Rupel” based. on a real war: A great- deal presumably depends
incident during the last war and {on concessions Greek Government
there are many hopes that. Fox's | is ‘willing to grant.

ISRAEL MOTION PICTURE
STUDIOS. LTD.

picture-at-a-time basis,

We all agree (dont we?) that global

film marketing and merchandising need to
be improved!—Let’s do this job now...
Let's do it together...
Let us help you...

Let’s talk it over, :

Feature Films

Documentaries —

T.V. Films

york, rubin& belport, ine.
‘FILM PROMOTION DIVISION
347 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., U. S.A,

Lighting Park and Portable Power Plants

A

YORK, RUBIN & BELPORT, INC.
FILMTPROMOTION DIVISION
FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 16, N. Y., U.S.A,

it

wit the conditions, prevailing
is country,

# THE RIGHT PROMOTION SETUPFOR INTERNATIONAL
FILM DISTRIBUTORS

to Work.

“The Virgin Spring”

the category
In the hotly
The Golden
man values),
the Price of

|for another three to five years according to the last statement of
‘the Government: on the subject. | with. Greek aid. .Favorable factors }.
So, the motion picture. trade here are the climate, picturesque scenCYPRUS AAS IMPORTER
will-not have to. suffer from this ery, cheap labor, low cost of living,
{danger for some years to come.
favors granted by the Greek GovAthens has now 25 first run the- ernment.
Istand Heavily Exhibiting vU.S. and.
atres: Prime earner is the Orpheus
“The climate is indeed exceptionWestern Product.
which sold 358,535 tickets in 128
days of operation this season ac- al.~20th-Fox shot two pictures here.
last
Autumn;
the
“It
Happened
in
{
Mediterranean
Island of Cyprus,
cording to the official report of the
Statistic Bureau of the Union. of. Athen” and “Lion of Sparta” with-, recent trouble spot of cross-pur=
out losing a day of shooting. “Lion poses between Britain, Greece and
Greek Film Importers and DisSecond is the Pallace of Sparta” especially which started: Turkey, is a lively market. for
| tributors.
with 329,172. Third Is the Titania rolling Nov. I,.ended on January |motion: pictures. In 1959 the -is| | with 316,816. The Rex dropped to 20 right on schedule. This last |land imported 72t. items, of which
had
Government
support, 382 came from America.”
the fourth place instead of the film

BARNETT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS, INC.
S41 WEST ind STREET, MEW TOOK 20, MEW YORK
BRyam 9-1616
Cable “BARINTFOR™ N. Y.

Put Your Experience

nn

Filmg Released
Sunday” directed by Jules Dassin,
During this period 248 new pictures have been released in this competition is the Th. -Damaskinos with Greek. actress Melina Merterritory. Yank films are still lead- & YV..Michaelides concern which couri in the leading part. It was ‘the winner.
ing the pack with 109 films. Local ‘in the
past covered
60%
of hardly a Greek picture since made| | Mexico took twin honors whet:
with American | “Macario” was awarded: the speproduction follows with 37 and the whole business. They are off by a foreigner
cial City of Valladolid: plaque and
then the French with 29, German, 37.81%, representing Warner Bros., guarantee.
19, British 16, Italian 13 and Rus- Universal, Columbia and Rank.
Finos Films releases with Aliki the brand new Cultura: Hispanica.
sian 12. The balance fs from dif- Skouras -Films, which here ranks Vouyouklaki as leading lady are eae ‘film.’ best .“Spanish. lanferent other countries.
second is doing the 12.89% of the scoring still. Last year with the
&

Spentzos Films, Elli-Movie Enterprises and Akropolis Film. These
companies are supplied mostly by
| the European market.

U.S. and International Field Men's Ine
quiries Will Gladly
Be Received.We Can

Values. Last: year he was awarded
The Golden Standard for “The
Seventh Séal” and this year his

cept for a few pictures which are
really good. The majority of Greek

tion only or for indulgent commu30 new
nities abroad.
Greek. pix a year, of which 10 are
Film which represented ‘Greek
subtitled in English..
production abroad was “Never On

and the new distribution. offices.
New distributors trying to establish themselves . in the market
are. the .Andreas
MHaliotis. Co.,

OO

Valladolid; Spain.
Ingmar Bergman. again walked
off with main honors. at the April
9-16 Valladolid International. Film
Week
of Religious’ and Human

reached

its peak with a record of 104 films.

year with
CALL in Her
dine Navy’
she
mount. agent here. Savvas Films, swept
the market.
popularity.
rates 5.80%. The balance is cov- is like Brigitte Bardot’s in France.
ered by distributors of local films
Most Greek films, however, are

ATTENTION
EXPLOITEERS

Prize From Spain

(PLEASE TYPE)

Production Facilities

- Your
Name:

‘Company:

Officer 10 Giikson Str., Tel-Aviv, Israel

Street & Numbe Tr.
City, State & Country

Telt ‘22863, 51647

Studio Labs, Herzliya.

Tel: 931039

“Our Cable Address: YORBELAD, New York
Seats.
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Cables: ISMOPICT, T.A, Herael
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Russian-Eye_ View of San Francisco Festival
( Verbatim)

Moscow. _*
|

At the. opening .of the festival
the festival director,’ Irving. Levin,
Mayor ‘George: Christopher, Jean

}#

Renoir and one of. the favorite ac-jf.

tresses of ‘our youth, -Mary. Pick-.
Miss"
ford. delivered
speeches.

‘Pickford

spoke about

the signifi- :

; Translation ofarticle by. Alexander Karaganov from Moscow
Literary. Gazetie Exemplifies Delight at Reception of ‘Ballad
sofa Soldier’ but Dismay that Soviet Army Footage Was Cut

from. ‘Mein Kampf’—USSR’s Point of View.

+we talked were many
of these
whose consciousness is buicened
by prejudices toward the Soviet
Union. However, these prejudices
in general did not hinder the endless stream of varied questions;
our partners in the talks ve gave
were anxious to learn the truth
about the Soviet country «nd its
art: and the prejudices appezred
to be feeble and impotent when
opposed by facts. In almost all of
our conversations the exciting subject of peace
was
unavoidibly
touched on, the subject of breadening the connections between our
people;
and
these
conversations
sprang up everywhee: at press
conferences,
and
a!
receptions,
simply on the street. in movie theatres while awaiting the show.
Naturally, among
our partners
:we met also those who .ere more

‘eance of movies for the: mutual un- |}
derstanding: of peoples. and’ recalled: her: ‘trip.to Russia where she |.
‘yade| many friends,. though’ she is: now in- fashion in “western: films, tory:‘sear ch without making any es- naturalness, simplicity of every
|sequence. of every word, is presdiscredits and- kills the theme - of. sential. discoyeries,
“did not: speak the. language.
‘anti-fascism:
a I. am not speaking now about the ent in the “Ballad of a Soldier”
~ On the first evening of the fes-}/
: mediocre
cinematographers
who ‘and in the works of art of many
Examiner Quoted
-tival the French film‘ ‘Love Game” | But
‘i are ‘incapable of greater achieve- Soviet . cinematographers.
(producer, ‘Philippe de Broca) was
The. greatest erent of the festi-_ ments. Let us consider the Ameri- other premises and goals rest on
shown. It is a’ film: dealing: with ‘val
|
was the showing of “Ballad of: _tan film “Shadows” which is a pro- the basis of these films. The creathe love of two friends for one ‘a Soldier." ’ On the day of. its first°‘ duction: ‘of very talented. actors. tors of the “Ballad” do not want
woman. ‘One. of them, the husband performance
someone
with
the
the ‘hall was . over-- ‘This film.is. an improvisation with to surprise
‘ef the heroine; is a.good for :noth- ‘ flowing. The spectators. ‘avere even no particular. point. It shows epi- truth, naturalness for them is not
dng who-enjoys life and who: dees.: sitting on:the steps of the theatre; isodes of the life of a. Negro girl. a device. They. have in front of
not: want to. bother -himself. with ‘After the last sequences,: the apijher brothers and companions who them not a sceptic with ironic; jnterested in the “problems”
of
the © ‘superfluous. troubles of- life. “plause. was long and bouyant. And -; lead. the dissipate life of American
sneer, but a human being. vital, |screening “Doctor Zhivago” than
The ‘other is ‘more ‘positive; and: “in the next. afternoon at the secend: “Beatniks.”._ The -producer of this, alive, who is of no less worth than {in the truth about the Soviet U nSusanne, . the -heroine, ‘finally de- showing. ‘all the spectators .Trose film, John Cassav etes, and. the ac-: the artists themselves, and who is
ion. When I think of the hospitalcides ‘to. -become fiis wife.-But’ at
and greeted’ the: Soviet. film and its * tors worked without.a previously;-inter ested in truth.
lity and cordiality of all those who
the: last. ‘moment . she:-ehanges her
the _organized
creators. with, a@ five minute ova-" planned scenario. They composed ; In their attitude towards
the festival.
I would
aind. and runs back: to-her “bad tion. a
- dialogs while they - were working ; spectator there does not exist even |‘commit a sin if I were to fail to
In this ‘film
‘Jot™ of. a husband.
the
vaguest
hint
of
the
attitude
and
invented
episodes
and
whole
|
i
mention
some
episodes
which
testheye are scencs which are’ played - . The. ‘piess Was unanimous’ in its
i which could be expressed in the tify to the still existing “cold war.”
, scenes,
simply and ‘with authénticity. . -But’:4 judgment of the film. In its opin-: F
:
following
words:
“Now
we
shall
U.S.
‘Shadows’
‘Emigrant Rabble’
the Whole story-of the voung men: ion, the: “Ballad raised the. whole
of the -festival, de-!- Experiments In the field of im- 'show vou! . .* They work for the
When our delegation gave a redevelops. apart - from: any real-“life: ‘atmosphere
‘provisation are connected with the ;‘spectator as ‘for a friend and al“situation...
a
. termined its’ ‘spirit. Charles Ein- striving :towards authenticity for-! most tell him: “Let us together ception for the participants of the
_. This not onlv.. impoverishes ‘the stein, the entertainment. editor: of : cinematography authenticity which |Observe life and its details close- festival and for the press, four
bat kgrourid of the story. but w eak- ‘the San Fran: isco. Exantiner.. vrete -is now widely seen in the cincimas. ly, not only in order to perceive gentlemen of the emigrant rabble
The -an article under the heading, “The : of all the world. Those: people who
‘ens ‘its. ‘characters as well.
its multicoloredness but also its organized a picket at the entrance.
sesult.-of the narrowness ‘of. sub- year in. which the San Francisco--saw ‘La Dolce Vita” or “The Sav- pithiness. For. it is very often in: They tried to palm off cheap JeafJect and.action is that the poetry - Festival came of age.” He. wrote, :‘age Eve’ know that. the style of {the small and insignificant that the ‘lets on us and began to sing:
i*Brothers, you are sjJaves, :ou are
f Jove turns’ into. ‘a
glorification’. “We did ‘not ever expect | ‘such a
o feelings which ‘have
& been cre- sucress. with the. festival as we those. films allows the. insertion of. great is hidden.
of
Meanwhile in this hard “Odys- :oppressed beggars” and so on in
‘whole scenes which are ‘taken di‘that
tone. These gentlemen did not
uted. just prev ‘tousty .and: whieh are ‘had* this year. The festival was |"rectly |‘from the street — without
sev” of a soldier there appears the.
not.-enriched-‘with the inner. emo- opened in-1957:-and the first three ,
great warmth of a great people. ;-calm down even when they were
‘detors; without
any organization
tional :experience of .contemporary- years served. to lay its. foundations. of. the photographed episode: bits tigainflexible loyaliy to one’s ob- ;‘met with rebuff by the members
nen. The ‘weaknesses of the “Love More. inspiring than that was. the ©
of life are conveyed to the screen ligation, a sterness and tenderness, lof the Soviet delegation; they beGame" are: quite characteristic of break ‘of this: year. And we Inust .
:gan to distribute
their leaflets
The. iin their roughness and their na-- ! moral demands, which go to the :‘among our guests. This was on the
many’, western films which we ‘saw thank the Russians for: it.
‘point of ruthlessness, cordial good-;
tural
‘picturesqueness.
. presence of their ‘film: “Ballad of :
‘street.
At
the
next
the following
Ji San Francisco.
Soldier” and the: appearance. of { : However, the. ambition of the . ness, selfless sympathy with the. *scene occurred: a new. guest came
.
Praise For: Danes
itsproducer‘and of. two. young. film« creators of. the film “Shadows” to grief of others.
‘into
the
club
with
a
leaflet in his
The. Jury unanimously
consid~The ‘Danish - ‘film | “A Str anger . stars ‘in. San: Francisco — all that: ‘achieve naturalness and authentic!
‘hands, read its heading aloud—
Krocks™ | «scenario. ’ Finna
Met-- taken
together-. has transformed. :‘ity does not become a means of : ered the “‘Ballad of a Soldier” the ‘threw it away
and
went on to
Jinga;. producer, Johann. Jacobsen) ‘the competition mith its excellent “reaching cognition or a means of. -best film of. the festival. Grigori.
‘greet the organizers at the ;ecepreceived
the
“Golden
was. in its own: way, a:sensational ‘program -into an event of world-. ‘the artistic mastering. of the world. ..Tshuchal
tion.
Thus.
our
guests
walked up
Thus it seems to be nothing butj‘Gate’ award for the best produc‘show. The basic theme of the: film wide significance.” —
a.device. a device designed for -a}ition. Still vet another work of So- the stairs which were covered with
ds a confli¢t. v hich:has something Along: with . the ‘Ballad ‘the.
discarded
leaflets
..
.
sober, perhaps for an exceedi ingly |‘viet filmmakers was. distinquished
jn common with the famous-story *
trade Czechoslovakian - film: “Ro-:;
of Lavrenev: and. Tehuchrai’s film.
saber. spectator. who
cannot be. iby an award; the short film “Re- i There occurred yet t:vo or three
meo. Juliette, and. Darkness’? ‘fau-[touched by anything. who has cecn |venge, ” which was produced by other episodes whieh ¢5 usual, re““Forty-first.”
‘thors of “scenario. ‘Jiri Weiss and |
-Irene-' Poplavsky
from
a_ short .minded one of the activity of those
He--and she: ‘He—estaped from. Jan Otchenashek: producer Weiss)’ ‘everything: who knows -eyerything,:
of
Chekhov.
Xf. Jashiny forces in the US.A., which fan
“who ironically sneers about every- ‘story
a fascist. prisgn.: “having formerly
‘greatly. stimulated the interest: of°
the “cold war.” But w felt ajso
thing in ‘life. First the cinematog- :‘plaved the main role.
‘een a member of. the Gestapo. . the’ participants.
something else: we became tonA. deep impres--- raphers ‘were surprised. by its ex- : The decision of. the Jury aroused
She—the widow of a “killed. antisian was produced by the Mexican:
vinced
that the ideas of peace
otic - experimental devices, by its ,a ready response in the press: of
-In the course of|the film
fascist. :
film: ‘ ‘Macario” ‘producer. Roberto
which were proclaimed by N. 8.
San
Francisco,
New
York
and
we Jearn.. that: the stranger wholarrangements.. which accentuated °
Gavaldont. ‘The. spectators. and
Khrushchev
at the Genera] AssemJater beeomes ‘the. lover of the
‘life. with ‘its unexpected” tore- ;other American cities. In the newsalso the jury, highly: appreciated;
bly also are forcing their way into
heroine. was: the executioner who
there
appeared
articles
i shortening.
with its bright alle-: papers
In addition. the films “A. Night: in:
America.
This
process will con“tormented and then killed her hus“fories.and symbols. Now they want | about the “triumph of the RusRome” “1Ttaly), ‘The Diary of
tinue. It will be supported by cul“to surprise.their viewers with the :sians.” interviews with the memband. When. the heroine finds. out -‘Sucko”:
(Japan). “The Little Guide.:
tural exchanges — by every new
about her lover's -past, Whén. she
“truth of that device: They decided-; bers of the delegation ...
of: Tormez™ “Spain.
;
bees
that he—eren when ‘leaving
.ly
break. the
conventionalities | It should be said, however, that meeting of cultural workers, by
. every honest competition of art.
«2 her -house—remains ‘a brute, pro- ‘
Which estrange the screen from!‘also ‘beforehand the press, radio
AS: To “Mein Kampf’
claiming: ‘principles. - whith .. are.
‘and tv -dedicated much room in And the festival in San Francisea
- those who sit in. the hall.
The | ‘atmosphere at the Metro |
was precisely such a competition.
a
Esthetic Angles
‘their publications and paid great.

despised. and hated. by human. ‘be- Theatre was: full of. tension on. the;

It is welkknown that the- cine- ‘attention to the arrival of the So- ‘
matographer not only refuses ‘to. viet delegation in San Francisco;
‘cut off pictiires of real life, but, , especially to the arrival of TshuSe
spent
even stresses
them,
shows. and: chrai, Ivashov, and Prochorenko
- clarifies them with .an extra light. in Hollywood, and to the numerous
|
.in. order’ to accentuate life, .to, meetings with our journalists.
|
vatiation -of the musical theme of.
,
The Cold War
- sharpen: ‘its events: and facts by j
“they saw. film documents,. which ..
the musical theme of “Forty-first. we
:méans. of goal-directed photogra- | The work of the Jury. of its orshowed the. inception, the growth,
vy hough these. films -are very’ simiganizers and leaders. the critical
phy
-and.by.
cutting.
This.
externa]
the monstrous crimes. and the dis-.
Jar.in their external: subject: ‘how{imitation and the accentuated se-: .appraisal of the “Ballad of a Solsae
Helsinki.
integration” of Hitlerism.
.
ever, they are at. opposite poles in
“lectivity: of ‘the cinematographic , dier.” our encounters with men of |
taxes for cine‘But. the. film arotised ” great ‘ reproduction of -reality in. ‘the jJetters and scientists, the lecture °:MasThein entertainment
“many ather- regards.
Finland have been reduced,
In the: film: “Forty first”. there amazement. in those people who : hands of an authentic, realist in- jabout Soviet film art which I had ;
j thus helping the film industry to
exists the poetry’ of . true Tove; had seen.it before in. Cannes. For ‘ereases the cognitive possibilities:the ‘oceasion to give at Standford j better compete against hardening
a riumber
of se- of ‘the cinema.. But the painstaking; University, and the conversation!
‘there. you. can find the. hymn of this showing
{tele competition.
quences
had
been.
cut—
‘sequences:
‘Jovalty to a great: cause: this loyapproach to an absolute natural- ; after it with the students, the talk-| The reduction will amount to 5°S
‘alty does not give way in-the face Which had been dedicated to the: ness by the means which are used | ing of Tshuchrai and of our young lin two classes for foreign pictures.
of strong love or the fear of death. operation of the. Soviet Army. This ° in the “Shadows” and other simi- ;actors with American filmmakers ‘For art pictures with a message the
In the Danish film love is replaced . attempt to belittle ‘the decisive Jar, films, quite
often estranges }—all these events showed that the ‘tax will go down to 15°¢ from 20°
by ‘physical passion..On the screen eontribution - of our army in the ‘the artist from the great truth and idea of the “cold war” does not and lightweight pictures to 30%
+ €retie scenes are ‘displayed which. destruction. of Hitlerism - Wwas-.a weakens the cognitive power of his ‘find any support in the circles
of from 35'c. The so-called “punishéré rare ‘in their frankness. Even distinctive tribute «to ‘the “cold a
art.
‘creative
American
intellectuals.
ment class” of 50°c tax for not recAnierieans.: who’ are used to the war": it was most’ unworthy of a- The: aspiration for’ authenticity. i Among the Americans with whom
ommendable
‘i.e. too violent or
i
a
EE
display of sex on the screen, were : film which claimed objectivity | in*
oversexy) pictures remains as It has
embarrassed.
It is characteristic its portraval ‘of the great. str uggle
been.
that the décisive disclosure takes. of ‘all nations. ‘against -fascism.
It was pointed out fhat domestic
place. just in one of these scenes,
‘:Along with’ the works of great:
pictures are tax free if they do not
in.a moment when .the tension of talents which enrich the. current ;
a “punishment
class”
passions override all other. emotion. . World. cinema. there were shown !
|
ach has happened
only once.
‘Passion is shown in the film as a at. this festival a number of films —
Also, foreign pictures made espeFouer whieh equalizes. the .execu-. ‘which permitted. a.comparison: of..
cially for children are tax free. It
tioner and. ‘his:victim; ‘both are .the modern
film. with the past;
!further is noted that the classificahee slaves. :The film, which should these ‘comparisons place the cina‘ tion decisions. which are made by
have. ‘been wrathful, becomes ‘con-- matography of modern times in an
‘the
state-controlled
censorship
cil.atory’in ‘spite of. the firial shot: unfavorable light. I do-not exag- |
i board, are subject to change.
Hollywood.
jer of the present John Birch So- |
The philosophy. of the hero of gerate ‘and speak about. western
the film, that people are sinners, cinematography
in general: -for. 1 Indie producer Alex Gordon has ciety, and. will delve into “com- !
Manifests
itself with
iney itable . this is a:very complicated and con-' registered titles “The Cosmonauts” munistic influence”
‘ college campuses.
force; the heroine's timid. at best. -tradictery .phenomenon. - While. I
“Alias :John
Birch”
with} 1 An estimated $600.000 budget
pratest against this philosophy, is do not ‘seek: ‘universal genieraliza- and
undermined by the whole course. tions, I. ‘particularly want to: talk MPAA ‘and. is formulating a. fall has been alloted for each pic. he
of action. Indeed. the heroine lives about a tendency, the symptoms of : lensing date on a. “back to back” ‘said, and either one or both may
Sydney.
out her disloyalty. to the memory Which were rather distinefly ap-. basis forthe pair. ~
i figure in his multiple pic deal with
Recently,
“The
Jolson
Story”
of her husband. in a dispute with! parent in‘a number of films at the- |. ““Cesmonauts’ will make no di- ' Columbia Studios, “depending upon ‘Col}, went out again over a major
rect reference to the Russian space- pending negotiations.”
her Jover’she.talks about the im- festival. The fact is that it. seem
tv commercial loop and drew raves.
“possibility of ‘forgetting and for-;as if many. westerns cirematog- ;man_ ‘who made space history, but
Producer has set himself for
Film exhibs in the nabes quickly
Riving the crime. But. her experi- iraphers are at a crossroads — the will deal with fictionalized efforts of “Birch” scripting chores, based on awakened to the popularity of this
ence and dissent with the Gestapo|; themes, the conflicts and ‘the tech-. the two major powers in the space personal research.
Columbia oldtimer and decided to
Prior to production of two pix, cash in on the public’s yen. They
man, who fights for forgiveness |niques of the imitative arts of-the::race.” Gordon said. Ruth Alexanénd forgetting of everything, still |past years are already ‘mastered, tder is presently scripting: the. fea- producer will complete “Mask of booked “Story” and “Jolson Sings
remains somewhere at. the. periph-. jand nothing new is found so ‘far. ‘ture from her own idea...
|theRed Death” and ‘‘War Against Again” for dating as a dual Dill.
ery of the dramaturgy-of the film; }They either, like imitators, repeat
‘Gordon said. “Birch” ‘will -be a Crime” under his indie banner for And biz has been boffe with. the

seme
deus

ings, she shoots.,

night, when ' the’ ‘Swedish: docu-.
The» ‘Danish film reminds” one,
_Tentary film “Mein Kampf” “was
fm oluntarily, . of a polemic, Inter- presented,
For. many’ Americans’
woven with direct quotations. For
‘have *“never in reality —known the’
even the: musie in. “A Stranger horrors. of. war, have never met’
Knocks”. sometimes sotinds like .a
face to face the’ fascist brute: here

I

Finland Reduces
Cinema Taxes

--

tb‘The CosmonautsBat Not Russian|

Indie Producer Alex Gordon Also Rides Topicality |
Of John Birch Society

on American !Big (lick on TY, Aussie
Exhibs Book Jolson Pix

a?
.A.

the tise. of ‘sexual.motives

ali
teen
rea
bent
gated
a
oem
acinereere
eee
ot

which

; the. past, or.just initiate innoya-. fact-fiction treatment of the found- spending Col release.

pair.
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How Foreign Product Scored InU.S.
Continued

from. page

1

toral spectacles raked in an amaz-,leases as “Sink The Bismarck.”” , ternational. “These pix, with. “Orfor approxiing $4,640,000 at American box-) “Jack The Ripper,” “Sons and Lov- pheus,” accounted
offices.

daeaetiaunapiaeui

ers,” “Our Man in Havana,” “Three | imately $2,000,000 of the total
Worlds 0}
of Gulliver’ and “Cireus of !! $5,190,000 earned by French prod-|.
Good Generally
overall situation of foreign | Horrors.’
olumbia, with’ nine; ‘uct. here last year, a. slight gain tok

he
filans in the U.S. continues onwards |British pix in release, accounted |over
and

upwards.

eign

pix. in

Excluding

for the, 'for

over

the previous year.
Another
one-fourth of the total j substantial moneymaker was Trans-

kk
See

bpboneasibinee attesaehaaoneas

Foreign Film Take In US.

CSCO CESS SSC CESS SELES SSOSESSSSE SENOS ECT ENTS TO

itish features which, |British take. Col, too, had a corner. Lux’. exploitation feature, “Nude
thth so.ent Br US. production in: on. the British comedies with “The |in A White Car.”
The following is a country-by-country breakdown of the estimated
The most ‘spectacular earnings U.S.-Canadian rentals earned by non-American film product in 1960.
London, are becoming increasingly |Mouse That Roared,”’ “Our Man in
hard to define, a total of 740 for-! Havana,” “I'm All Right Jack” and |increase of the year was that reg- The figures in parentheses represent comparable figures for 1959.
both

subtitled

and} “Please Turn Over

1istered by Russian product.

How- |orRIGM

se veepsceces ‘ Noor die.
Giving | “Mouse” and “Havana” ever, the U.S. State Department , Bata
Subbed versions, earned an esti-{
( 96)care 116
aoe
mated gross U.S.-Canadian theatri- i stiff competition as the most. suc- . can rest easy: very little, if any, jttaly ......

eal rental

of $27,316,119.

in’ 1960, icessful British comedy of the year. of the increase from

$175,000

in |France

Eeeeeeeeneeeannaens

....... poo :
up substantialy from the $21,500,-: was the indie-handled “Carry On .1959 to $1,833,481 in 1960 is find- Mexico*
stuns °
.......
000 reported on 708 lingual films Nurse,” which, at yearend, had: al- ing, -its way back to the Kremlin. Japan*
errr tear
orresceess
Russia
$67,got
Russians
the
sure,
be
To
,ready racked up $1,500,000. for
in 1959.
eeee trreeeees
Add to the “foreign” figure the Governor Films and was still going 000 for each of the seven cultural Germany eee
,
.................
Sweden
majors
the
sold
they
pix
$22,974. 986 earned by 135 British strong the first months of this exchange
approximat. ly but, altogether, the six exchange | Belgium ty ttereereeeereees
Including
pix last year and the total for year..
sees
“eres
Greece.
|
(the
1960
in
out
all non-American films in the U.S. ,$1. 000,000 © in further grosses on. pix which went
corre eee cer esees
market comes to $50,291,105 on 875 :1959's “Room at The Top,” Walter seventh went out this year) had| India
The Gpain* ...............00..
Distributing trouble. grossing. $350,000.
This compares with‘ Reade’s Continental
pix in 1960.

Variety's check for 1960 covers
the operations of 35 independent

distributors
32

. as

in 1959

well

as

10

”

( °

31.
5
16

( 53)
( 2)
(.:)

110/000
103350
89'000

2¢.)
1 ( "y
ToD

-10,000
3000
3'000

(106)
96
(218)
226
50 (59)
32 CBD
15 ( 9)

ing “The Entertainer,” ‘Expresso Lake" and kiddie feature, “Circus Finland i
nen
.
Argentina Trt r tte e ere accene
.
Bongo” and “The Battle- of The Stars.”
Terre ter ceercces
The hike in Russian pie take was Israel
+

(against ° Sexes.”

U.S.

the

in

(78)

$3,000,000. worth of bulk of this was earnedby just two |nenm ark Tres ts ser ncseeres
British films, includ-. of the films, the ballet “Swan Norway
........... cee

$39,626.486 earned by 824 films in did almost
1959.
business on

{vs. seven

Accounting

for

a

major portion . scored

the

by

independently

ac- ia

“The Snow
cartoon feature,
quired
Queen,”
[
which Universal
released |.
Pic- . British imports last year were the.

in 1959: so-called “major” compa-

of the increase in earnings on non-

awe

ee

eee err

eer

(4)
OD

3
2

:

er eeeee

875

TOT AL

$22,974: bee (e18 344,190)
9:720°060)
12,265,913 a

103

D
B24)

5 "190,000 ( 5.178'508)
3277 000 ( 3200970)
201 4'000 ( rai 60.480)
173'000)
1839 481 (
“G02 160)
1233 '375 ,
477, 168)
"635 000 (
ayn

00. tc.

41000
30.000

eo" 107.05a.
200 000)
¢
oy
(

(32.000)
(
° 50.000)

(
, )
(lll }
c sees 9 900)
tite

9.626.486)
‘$50,291,105 -( $39,626,486)

nies—American International
Columbia, ' Italian specs, a couple of Russian after virtually fremaking it with _ Films tabulated were released in the U. S. by 33. independent. and
tures,
Allied
Artists,
new saundtrack, music. and Art 10 “major” distributors. Included in the latter category are American
Metro, Paramount, 20th-Fox. Uni-- ‘films acquired by U.S. companies
versal, United Artists, Warner and outside
exchange - Linkletter prolog, and Sig Shore's | International Pictures, Allied -Artists, Columbia, Metro, Paramount,.
the
cultural
‘fantasy-spectacle,
“The Sword and::20th-Fox, Universal, United Artists, Warners: and. Buena Vista..
Buena Vista.
t agreement, and one film each from
Dragon.” ... Together
these; * The bulk of this revenue was earned by. unsubtitled product shown
The extent to which these “ma- Germany and Japan.
All of this. The
almost
$1,300,000. in special foreign language theatres catering ‘to ethnic groups.
jors” now dominate the distribu- product was dubbed into English films earned
pix were bought outright,
tion of non-American
product in and none of it indicated that the Both
the U.S. can be seen in the ac- .U.S. was suddenl
oing
artie ‘in -with Shore reportedly having paid Jungle,” released this side by 20th
., Artkino $25,000 for the spec.
comranving chart showing 67 ma-" its tastes.
¥ going
‘to the tune of $475.000.
Accountjor-handled
pix
accounting
for
The take on Italo films in the-— Also: contributing to the Russian ing for most of the Indian total ;
$32,207,555
of
the
$50,291,105 U.S. rose from $9,720,060 in 1959 total was the: approximately $30,- |
were the three pix of Satyajit Ray's
earned last year. The bulk of the to $12.265.913 last year, and there 000 earned by Janus Films’ release
|trilogy, “Pather Panchali," “Aparemaining money was earned by ‘wasn't an art house earnet in the of “Ivan The "Terrible, Part II,” and
rajito” and “The World of Apu.”
about five or six indies, plus those bunch.
Including the four pre- the estimated $135, 000. brought in.: And of the three Danish pictures
distribs who service Spanish and viously mentioned
Paris.
Steve Reeves bys Artkino's Russ imports.
on: the market, one ealled, of all}
Japanese language houses.
German Product
‘epics «“Hercules Unchained.” “The
| things, “Call Girls,” was the main|. Jackie. Gleason does not. like
‘Giant of Marathon,” “The Last
;dubbing no matter w hat the gen-.
Steve The Mighty
German product also scored 2! breadwinner.
jeral outlook is on this subject. for
White British comedies were ag- Days of Pompeii” and “Goliath and sharp increase in 1960, rising to an | Stil contributing
importantly
He has solved this probgressively assaulting the U.S. box- The Barbarians”), 15 Italo specs, estimated $1.233,375 from. $662,160:|'to the overall. picture of foreign -pictures.
office and Steve Reeves was domi-- many of which had U.S. pre-pro- with most. of this being the result: ,receipts in the U.S. are the special lem: for. himself in “Gigot.” which.
financing.
brought’
in of “Journey to The Lost City”
he begins here next week (Gene
nating the Italo imports for the duction
j;language
houses.
Azteca,
which)
earned. close ‘to $500.000/ took over the distribution of Clasa- ‘Kelly. directing for. Seven Arts),
second straixht year, France's most - $8.298.113 at the U.S. b.o. Clearly which
famous structure since the Eiffel when and if the muscle goes out of domestic.
The. exploitation
pic Mohme product last August, andi with Ken Hyman producing, and
20th-Fox
distributing. | Gleason
approximately
two
Tower, Brigitte Bardot, continued — these specs, the Italians may be in boasted of
a hard way.
Luckily, in the cur- thrills a second, and for good rea- Columbia pretty much. have. thej wrote the yarn but John Patrick is
to go her own neat money-making
three-million :dollar-plus Spanish; doing the script and dialog. GleaAJP
prexy
Jim Nicholson: |Sspeaking market in hand.
way,
usually without
benefit of rent year, they have some extreme- son:
Greek
j
clergy or the Production Code ap- Iy patent “class” product lined up edited Fritz Lang’s two original | Motion Pictures, headquartered ‘in son's solution is in making ~ his
proval enjoyed by her chief gom- for the American market, including features into just one, 90 minutes :; New York, services the Greek Jan-. character a deaf mute. Remainder
of the. cast will be French, speakpetitors trom abroad.
Eight Bar- “La Dolee Vita.” “Rocco and His~ long. That didn't leave much time!
and “L’Avventura.” for dull explanations of various 4 guage houses. last year bringing|‘
, ing in English because ‘it is a Yank
dot imports, including two newies, Brothers”
rentals of close to $105,000 on 30:

|Gleason Castas Deaf

Mate-in 20th-Fox Pic

Being Made.in France

1961 ‘plot details.
new imports, about 10 of which are, picture which unfolds: in Paris.
| A major disappointment was the:‘subtitled to be available to out- | ‘One delay may ‘be caused by in-.
. final tally on the U.S. release of |, Side houses should they so desire. j ability to find enough local thesrs
one-third
of
this
amount
was
with the ability to speak acceptable.
Almost
single-handedly,
the ‘ “Rosemary, ” that semi-stylish saearned by one pic, “Babette Goes French film industry provided a tire on postwar German society |
| English.
They will all have ac-.
did
great
in- its initial |
to War.” which was distributed by continuity of true art house prod- ‘which
cents.
.Gleason -does not care
Columbia and which did have a uct for the U.S. market last year. .stanzas, particularly in New Yor
whether the picture is dubbed later.
Code seal.
It had
It was in 1960, in fact, that the : but was sfotty elsewhere.
OF the almost
$11,000,000
in- effects. of the “nouvelle vague” originally been hoped
that this
crease in overall non-American pic were first felt on domestic shores. would be the picture to “open up”
To Rudas for Revues: together. for: best results.. In this .
earnings
last
year,
more
than Aside
j case, he will depend on ‘fanto-from
the Bardot
entries, U.S.-arties to acceptance of Ger$4,000,000 was accounted for by the which are beyond identifiable time man :product comparable to. that
Sydney. - -|mime, but the all-French cast will.
and Italian films.
rise in British takings. from $18.- and space, the most successful sin- given French
Tibor Rudas, ex-vauder turned. give it a unity of tone.
644.190 in 1959 to $22,974,986 in gle French pic in the U.S. last year Though it earned something in the:
_j . “Gigot” has a 17-week’ shooting
producer, and Greater Union Thea-! : ske d, and then Gleason heads. back
1960:
For the purposes of this was
“Black
Or-' neighborhood of -$175,000. a real!
Marcel
Camus’
.
tres,
ace cinema loop, shave just: :to the. U.S. in September for his.
VARIETY estimating, any film which pheus.”” winner of the 1960 Oscar German artie smash has yet to arqualifies for Britain's Eady plan is as best foreign language film ‘iron- ‘Five this side..
consummated a pact for the lease ,daughter's wedding.
:
:
Most of the rest of the German !
considered
“British.”
Thus
the ‘ically, the language of this French
1960 - total
would
include
as film was Portuguese’:
Ilya, Lopert . monies were earned by DeRoche“British” the earnings of two Walt distributed it. Film has taken in mont’s. dubbed “Embezzled HeaDisney pix. “Third Man on The more than $600,000 by the .end. of ven.” also a disappointment since'‘here for his “Crazy Gang” revue. |
Mountain” and “Kidnapped,” even the year, both dubbed and sub- “it was.expected to appeal strongly:, Capitol has long played. second-|
to Catholics and evidently didn’t,!
though to the naked eve they would titled.
‘release fare. with an ‘occasional
seem as American as apple pie. or.
. Washington.
Other
top
new
wave .money- plus the German language features '.splurge on first-runs. House is acA. new: 750-seat trumpet-shaped.
“Pollyanna.”
‘makers were the controversial but- Teleased by Casino films.
The. bulk of. the total Japanese i tually owned by the city and is on theatre, ‘with several new ‘gimmicks
British Grossers
highly praised “The Lovers” ana
of design,: opened recently in
Of fast vear’s total British re-|”Hiroshima Mon Amour,” as well earnings of $2.014.000 also -was: a long lease to GU:
ceipts in the U.S.. $17,487,486 were! as Francois Truffaut’s “The 400 earned by 208 features imported ! Rudas, who originally came here ;Malmo, Sweden, .and. ts probably
In- especiatly ‘for the Japanese lan-: as a dancer, supplied talent to the! Scandinavia's -most. ‘modern
earned hv such major campany re- Blows,” all handled by Zenith
film_.
‘guage houses on the West Coast }Tivoli circuit and to show
biz, house, reports Nathan_D.-Golden,
*
we fe
Ee
gtk ae
and in Hawaii.
These pix did an: interests in the Far East. Later, |
of US. Dept. of Commerce.
.
-estimated $1.300.000, up slightly. he swung into solo. production with
Called the Royal. its. projection
from last year.
It was one Toho. “Oriental Cavaleade”: and “Zieg-| both has six projectors, ‘three of:
made. sci-fi feature, however, Col's : feld Follies,” spotting these shows, them for special system films, two
~The Battle in Outer Space, ” which tin the Tivoli here and at the: for 70-mm_film and one for the
pushed Japan’s earnings up into- Tivoli in Melbourne. Rudas had } standard .35-mm.
the two. million column, Adding |_a falling out with the Tivoli: group:
The. ‘screen, 20. meters ' by 8 fa
The extent to which the major companies reaped the major benefits coin, as. well as prestige,- to the
over
terms
and
found
himself |meter is:3.28 feet), is: curved | in
from the distribution of non-American product in the U.S.-Canadian Japanese
record last year were |
brought in $1,627,000 areund the
U.S. and Canada in 1960. It’s sign-

ificant

to note

that

a little over:

Their story will be told when

is summed

up.

French

Tops In Art

‘Greater Union Leases

Its Capitolin Sydney [igs foreign showing, out Mefee

hereby sing Huds en out SWEDEN'S NEW HO
USE.
TRUMPET- SHAPED

€

U.S. Majors Share of Imports

market

is shown

in

1960

can

be seen

in the fable below.

in the parentheses.

MAJOR

COUNTRY
Breet
Era?y
France
Russia
2
Germany
JUPRH
Bolytane

Number

of Rictures

Brandon

Films’

seven

“festival”; minus ‘showcases in the key. cities. |-an arc, which‘ is‘said to give a third.

Unéerstood that Rudas also will; dimension effect. to the picture:
“+ imports, particular ly*‘Ikaru.”
"spot: his shows in the 3,500-seat| Also, maximum: ‘accoustic effect: is
: | Sweden's earnings rose too, from.

COMPANY ‘SHARE:
TOTAL
State, Melbourne, from time.to! achieved by designing. the auditoESTIMATED
ESTIMATED
' $477,168 in 1959 to $635.000 Jast |‘time.
j ium so° that no part of:the walls,
OF RENTALS
RENTALS . : ‘Lvear, and again almost entirely as;
Bergman.'
Legit , here is presently booming | floor or: ceiling are: parallel . and
$17.487.406
(30)
$22,974,986
¢135;. the result of--Ingmar
-The
bulk
of
the
1960
money
was
;
and.
biz
should
continue
at
a
high
|by ee of absorbent materials. ad
11,228,113
1245
12,265,913
(116)
still being .earned by his “Wild ‘level through the winter season. | rerng as iinh fresh.
smaM |
eee
810,000
+ 2)
5.190.000
(105)
Strawberries” and ‘‘The Magician,”
“My Fair Lady,” for example, is
Oat ro Ww Ce
with ae cores .
wee eee ee cee
1,096,481
( 7:
1,833,481
( 50)
eee
S7T4.475
+ De
1,233,375 ( 72). since ‘The Virgin Spring, " thelin its third year here for J. C. Mz Imo" hous Ov,erat , the Re aL :
196 Oscar winner, was playing |Williamson Ltd. “Irma la Douce’)
770
flouses, operates
the hoya
eee nee
536.000
¢ 1)
2,014,000 (226)
;
.
oo eee
eee eee
475.000
( 1)
475,000 =¢ D only a few dates before the end|-is also a click for the same manOF ORIGIN
ae

of the. year.

“Spring.” which wasi agement.

“West

Side

Story”

is

WB Option Registration

Of the total estimated U.S.-Canadian rental of $50,291-.105 earned by proving to -be the biggest Bergman
winding up a good. run for Garnet.
rn
er
aoe
Washington.
875 non-American films in 1960, $32.207.555 was earned by 67 fil $ grosser here even before winning Carroll, with a revival of “Student|
released through U.S. major companies. Of the estimated total re als the Oscar, should turn. out: to be Prince” in next for Carroll. “Glass |}. Warner Bros.: has’ filed--a state-.
of $27.316.119 earned by 740 foreign non-English language’ pictures one .of ‘the important charters in ‘Menagarie” is solid for the Eliza-| ment with Securities :& Exchange
(non-British. whether dubbed or subtitled in English), $14,720,969 was next year's VARIETY stirvey.
bethan Trust. “World
of Suzie Commission seeking registration. of
earned by 37 films released through the majors. For the purposes of.
.
Belgium Special
Wong” moves in next month under 122,700. shares of. common stock.
this survey, the U.S. major companies are American International, |! Belgium’ S gift to U.S. exhibition the new James Laurie manage-|
The shares will be. issued to key:
Allied
Artists, Columbia,
Metro. Paramount,
20th-Fox, Universal, last. year was one. pic, the docu- ment the the Minerva,
King’s employes .under_ the company's
}mentary, “Masters of the Congo Cross, on a house deal with Metro. stock option plan. |
United Artists, Warners and Buena Vista.
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ACEC

RRA
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Titanus-Metro
MEM
Newest ‘Supply
teDemeter
Pact With U.S.A.

REAR

Who's Who of New York Importers

Start on Usly’|:
eee
Despite Lao

Une

nena

TPOR CMTE

She Cenen eee Ce Cente

Though the ‘business of importing and distributing

Menta

however, also. is New York rep for Franco-London
Films, and other top European producers.
CONTINENTAL DISTRIBUTING CORP. ‘Irving

foreign films: in the U.°S. has. hecome increasingly
respectable—both financially and artistically—in the
| post World. War II year's, not all the color has gone
out of the ‘business. :

Wormser).

Walter

Reade’s

producing-distributing

Rome,
Tokyo, April 18.
arm. Coproduced “Room at The Top.” and a number
Despite the- current. crisis ‘in|: ‘Members of New ‘York's. ‘importing fraternity, are ° of. other important British impcrts including the
The recent pact linking Metro
producer - director
George} still an. extremely individualistic lot. Perhaps in no
current hit, “Saturday Night and Sunday Morning.” with Titanus Films of Rome is
LHOs,The “major” of the indies.
‘Englund: is determined
to. bring |other branch of the film business are ‘there so many
' ELLIS
FILMS
‘Jack
Ellis). Concentrates
on! cnly the latest in a series cf moves
Ugly
American”
‘the | strange juxtapositions of high art'and low commerce.
“The
to
secure
Italo: made
French product, with two of its most important re- ,designed
‘screen, “With. “Marlon Brando as} Thus the same guy who may gamble his shirt to ac— from
cent releases being “Back to The Wall’ and BB's ;‘product for Yank release
Ambassador MacWhite,
Englund quire and promote an. avant garde pic about ‘Uru‘the
very
start
of
production.
Ti“Crazy
for
Love.”
reaffirmed his intention of rolling | guavan social ‘eonditions, may also,.with another subthe Universal cameras in Thailand | sidiary, be distributing: a. nudie epic entitled “Falling.
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL «Edward Gray). :anus-Metro deal calls for delivery
of
six
pix
in
three
years
to
the
recently.
reorganized
to
handle.
both
domestic
and
;
June 419 :for filming of the contro- ‘Fig Leaves.”
foreign. product, with plans also te coproduce pix: ‘Yark-company for worldwide reAnother ‘distrib. may .-be- fighting ‘the Legion. of
versial. bestseller by Wiliam Ledercr and Eugene Burdick.

4-Decency. tooth

and nail one

with Lex

minute, anent a Legion

‘lease.

Films of Italy.

with

Metro

te deal

exclusi-

‘GOVERNOR FILMS ‘Dave Emmanuel). Hit the’ >vely with Goffredo Lombardo’s
bigtime in 1960 with the British “sleeper. “Carry ‘company on Italy producticns.
Paramount, which m past ,ears
On Nurse.” Also. has “Carry On Constable” and
has meade several Geils with Dino
“Carry On Sergeant.”
«for
“Wer
and
..FIEMS AROUND THE WORLD tIrvin Shapiro). : DeLaurentiis

Heze on his third preparatory | condemnation of: an exploration of love, French-style,
trip ta Thailand, Englund said. “As and the hext minute courting Catholic cooperation:
far as I'm concerned, I'm planning. for. the promotion of a film biography of a. noted
to shoot the picture*there. If there! sain
.The derby. hat operators are still functioning. but
js ‘some reason not. to, 1 feel I
would be so advised by the Thai: t onlyon the fringes of the business. Not seen in New
government,
Obviously. ‘if open; York for ‘sonie time is the: distrib who, to ‘spice up
warfare .breaks -out. in’ :Laos, it. a couple of innocucus Swedish. imports, shot. some
nudie footage on ‘a New ‘Jersey. beach which he
would effect our project |
me
Englund. is visiting: Hong. ‘Kone. spliced,. indiscriminately into’ both an. urban drama
and Manila. as well as here and j and a rural. slapstiek farce,
Thailand to ‘east the film’s Oriental j -There remains a high rate of personal eccentricity
relics. Traveling with.Englund:are .» among importers, but ‘perhaps no higher than among ™
casting director Bill Batliner. _pro-; the . other practitioners of. film business. One new-

Last year had “Rosemary”

and “Game of Love.” This ‘Peace “Tempest.” “Under Ten
:Plags.’) “Five Branded
Womcu.”
year, cashing in on “Breathless.”
JYARRISON PICTURES CORP. (Ed Harrison}. Cur- - etce.), 3s now mulling ao similar
rently concerned. principally. with the Satyajit Ray: cea] with Galatea Films. First for
would
be
a
trilogy from India, “Panther Panchali,” “Aparajite” 'Paramount-Galatea
: Sidney Poitier starrer. “The Jron
and “World of ‘Apu.’
HOFFBERG
PRODUCTIONS
‘(Jack
Hoffbherg). : Man.™ but pact if sealed weuld be
Handles .wide variey of French, Italian. Mexican :-a Jongterm proposition.
films, plus 16m, and Jibrary of Spanish language
Cohimbia is currently engaged
product.
duction -manager Marshall Green, ;,comer to. the ranks who came on big at the béginiin a series of pic deals vaih Dmo
JANUS FILMS (Bryant Haliday, Cy Harvey'. Two iDe Laurentiis,
cameraman Cliff Stine,. art ‘director :ning of last: year. wheeling.and dealing .with iminvolving beth reof the youngest and most active guys in the business. Jease and production '“Barabbas.”
_Al Sweeney. and first. assistant di--: ported. ‘product. bidding ‘along w ‘jth scores of others)
“for “La Dotce Vita.’ and generally behaving like a
Firm a close relationship with Svensk Film and its'“Two
Enemies."
ete). and has
-yector Terry Nelson.
most famous export, Ingmar Bergman. whom the j another | pact with Morris Ergas’
Englund has pencilled six weeks: “large factor.. ‘suddenly disappeared. in. August: He
firm. has promoted to U. S. respect and fame.
i Zehra Films for a series of Leatures
ef Thailand locations followed by: decamped from. his midtown office: in the: middle
KINGSLEY INTERNATIONAL (Edward L. Kings- {being made in this country.
Col
cight weeks ‘of shooting in Hollt- of the night. taking with-hiny his’ objects. d'art and
ley). “And God Created Woman™
helped create: has also bought a lerge number of
wocd. He - expects to have. a cast , leaving. for his partners,.a large pile of unpaid. bills.
-Kingsley's good fortunes. Prexy works closely with Italian pix for various areas.
These guys, however, .are the exception. ‘today.
rounded
out - shortly.
Among”
Columbia Pictures. Deals in top class product ‘upprospects. is Japanese actor Eiji: Film importing as grown: up. and. foreign films
20th, which over a year 2¢0 was
coming: “La Verite™}. Also emphasizes class short “reportedly
who registered’ in the yare now. big business. Becausé of ‘the nature of that
“Okada.
scared
away
irom
a
Franco:- Japanese
production of business, which is\so Frisky. the most successful im-. ‘subjects, foreign and domestic.
ideal
with
Galatea
‘to produce
"porters are also generally: the most’ individualistic,.
- LOPERT FILMS (llya Lepert). United Artists’ in> “Cleopatra,'
“The
Kine
Must
“Hiroshima, Mon Amour.”
porting subsidiary. Nothing but top product: “Black |Die,” “Esther and the King.” and
Explaining the lengthy interlude :‘in artistic point ef view. if. not.in business practices.
since he took.on the “Ugly Ameri-. At ‘least -two’ major companies; United ‘Artists and ° Orpheus. ”“Tunes of Glory,” “Never on Sunday” etc. |others) in feer of a new Italian
LOUIS DE ROCHEMONT ASSOCIATES ‘Borden ifax move,
can” project in mid-1959. Englund.“ Columbia; have seen. the dollars. and. sense in the
‘only
“Esther”
was
Mace). More active. in. theatrical and non-theatrical ‘‘made for 20th by Galatea!, may
‘said that much of time. lag has: artie. market and made: tie-ups. with. respectively,
film production than as a distrib. This vear handling:; now “come back” to Italy after
been due :to his. manner. ‘of.ap- ' Lovert F ims: and. ‘Kingsley International.
proach: He acknowledged also that! And, if ‘any ohne individual can -he singled out as Lutheran Associates’ “Question Seven” ‘as well as ‘all with its harried “Clcopatra”’
the domestic “Sand Castle.”
. Brando’ $s prolonged:. participation . having given tone ‘and class to the New York impart;effort.
Company
also
produced
LUX FILM ‘EE. R. Zorgniotti). The remains of i“St. Francis of Assisi’ here, but
-jn “Mutiny. on the. Bounty’ remake ing fraternity as. it is constituted’ today, it must-be
1.F.E. Releasing Corp. Recently most concerned with ‘under Plato Skouras’ aevis.
accounted. for part of the delay. “the late Joe Burstyn. whe: not-only. sponsored Amerifinal playoffs of I.F.E. product. Ieft when that op-- The. State Department -fook no- can interest ‘in Italy’s great post-war neorealistic
| UA has from time to time been
eration -closed down, but planning some mew Italo! involved in various manners with
delaying
action, - Englund: made i product, fought the. blueneses: singlehended, but also
}
gave
the
importers
their
favorite
gathering
place—
releases.
lear.
‘focal productions, though no longthe Russian..Tea Room oni, West 57th. Street. Burstyn
WILLIAM MISHKIN (William Mishkin'!. Exploi- ‘term
agreement
was
involved,
| set more than one. pattern,
tation: stuff. Sample titles: “Sexpot,” “Vice Dolls.” t“Jessica” (DEAR!, currently being
“The. following is a rundown on the inost active of
“No Morals.” “Hetbed of Sin.”
cireclly
by Jean
Negulesco
in
: the today’s importers and distribs listed, to spare
PRESIDENT FILMS (Joe Green). Handles French.'| Sicily with a cast headed by Mauegos, in alphahetical order: |
Swedish, Itale product. Making. money. with the- rice Chevalier and Angie DickinDanish “Call Girls.”
| ASTOR PICTURES INTERNATIONAL . (Franklin
on. will get a UA release: ditto
SHOW CORP. OF. AMERICA (C. Robert Mamby. : for “The Valiant” John Mills starBruder. Everett Crosby). -Newly reorganized to. handle class product from “abroad. scoring the ‘Vear's. Fred. Schneier): One of the newest of the class im-! rer
to be shot
Italo
locatie
porters. Last year handled “Man in The Cocked Hat.” ' for B.LP. Films. tLondon ;rene
"major coup: by acquiring ‘La Dolce Vita.” Also has~
Stockholm, April 18.
“The- Poacher* § Danghter”
and “NE xt to No Time.”
Euro
International
:Rome}.,
‘When Ingmat Bergman received ;‘the Italo.‘ ‘Rocco and His Brothers” for the U. S.
TIMES FILM CORP. ‘Jean Goldwurm). This year|
word that’ his. film, “The: Virgin: ATLANTIS: ‘FILMS: iGeorge ‘Morris!.. A small out.
more famous for its highly publicized Sunreme ! Universal has shot several pix
Spring.” has been: awarded. an. Os-.’ fit which hit the jackpot several years ago with an
Court battle vs. the Chicago censors than for its: in Italy, but all on its own. These
“ear, “he commented: “An. Oscar early Brigitte. Bardot: display, “The. (Girl. in The
have
included
“Raw
Wind
in
new releases. ECpcoming sked, however,
includes
award in the U. S..is, a: charm. ‘The Bikini.”
. Eden.” “Romanoff and Juliet” and,
“Plein Soleil.’ “Elevator to The Gallows.”
financial success which | an. Osear 7: BENTLEY FILMS ‘George Roth). Handled French,
. most recently, “Come September.”
TRANS-LUX
DISTRIBUTING
‘Richard Brandt?. :
tan produce means. aid in making - British and Italian preduct last year. ~
verners
has
similarly
avoided
-Importing-distributing. branch of the Trans-Lux en-'
new experiments.”
‘deals with Italian companies. OX,
‘BRANDON FILMS :Tom Brandon}. Last year con‘terprises.
Usually
picks
one
exploitable
feature a
The “newly
founded
Sw edish :
icept for a
thighly
profitable)
-centrated on distribution of a. package of seven class
year and goes.aJl-out. Most recent releases: “Nude in
State Film Board. whieh
is to
_ series uf purchase: of local pix
* Japanese pix. with “IKaru” being the most noteA. White Car.’ “The ‘Savage Eye.”
make annual awards to “producers‘for Italo release. At least tuo of
: Worthy. Also. handling the early German sound ver‘UNITED MOTION
PICTURE
ORGANIZATION :
‘ef high quality: films.” ‘announced !
‘these
have paid «ff in top com:
‘sion of “Three-Penny Opera” In addition. has vast
{Richard Davis). This: year has the highly praised
on ‘April 17 that. 250.000; ‘crowns l1éin library of. “screen -classi¢s.”
“y) Moralista.” and “Eurupe
at
Italo: comedy, “Big Deal on Madonna Street.”
- (850.000) of the -890.000 crowns
Night.”
“JOSEPH ‘BRENNER. ASSOCIATES (Joe Brenner).
VITALITE |(‘Sig Shore). Took. over operations of :
£$198.000) of prize money had been ,* Deals -principally in. exploitation product.
Other
Yank
=
“coproduction®
Sample
Fred
Schwartz’
Valiant
Films
earlier
this
year.
Han-:
avvarded
to. Ingmar.- Bergman's '« tithes:. “Morals Squad,’ ” “Girls, Ine.”
*
dles exploitation product, as well as. class ‘stuff such°, activity in Italy has rccentiv ine
“*Devil’s “Eye”: . The. next: day :
ciuded
Embassy
International's
.. JOSEPH BURSTYN ING. 'Faye- Miske). Last year
as “The Angry Silence.”
Bergman -also received Avord “that |‘ put: out the Italo “Heav en on. Earth” and now. prep“ZENITH INTERNATIONAL (Daniel Frankel). An- ; deals With Lux Films «for “Wone'“Spring* -had received first. prize ping: “European. Nights,” Has’ a number of the top
other of the top class companies, Has done particu- jders of Aladdin") and with Titanus
at the religious film week in. Val-"_ Italo and French pix of the early postwar years.
‘larly well with “new’ wave” product from France: | ‘for “The Last Days af Sodom and
Jadolid. Spain.
“ CASINO FILMS ‘Munio. Podhorzer). Specializes in
“The 400 Blows,” “The Lovers” and “Hiroshima Mon Gomorrah”), both involving pro,Other Swedish productions’ that :| Product. for, German language houses, Podhorzer,
: duction phase as welle American_ Amour.”
received Swedish awards include
; International has also made some
Alf’: Sjoberg’s
“Domaren”
‘The|.
i local pre-production deals in recent:
Judge, (Sandrews), which. ‘got $50.-_
} Past.
GO0-‘it will he Sweden's. entry at
Among
other Yank Companies
the Cannes Film Fest), Lars’ "Magshowing an interest in coproducing
Tus ‘Lindgren’s “Are There An-/|
with Italy is Astor International,
gcls?" -Sandrews). received -$20.- "hich recently hought a series of
. Berlin, April 18.
000.. Olle Hellbom’s ‘aed: Olle: Nor“Spartacus” {U2 was, -preemed *
Pix
‘Delta,
Rocco
and
his
demar’s. “All We Children‘in Bul- here last’ week. at 1,500- seat Titania:
brothers) for release.
Jerbyn” | (Artfilm) was awarded Palast. Although not. too’ convenLondon, April 25.
;Amalgamated Film
Distributors.
$20,000.
iently located, Titania Palast, -howDENMARK’S AIR STRIKE
ever, -has . the
biggest - cinema | The decline and fall.of the inde- They. have been riding high for
screen. in the country.
‘pendent producer-distributor is cur-. many years, both domestically and
internationally.
_
‘Talent's
Quarrel Weakens
“Spartacus”. made a conisider- rently ane .of the main talking
Most
other
indies,
however.
Sereen's Opposition
‘ably. better - ‘impression °‘on -local
|points dni British film industry have. been feeling the pinch. And
audience than. most of the big
it is no secret that exhibs have
Copenhagen.
"|Seale pix seen ‘here lately. For a circles.
:
Tokyo,. April: 18. } Within the last: few: weeks’ one applied the squeeze. There inThe spring of 1961 has been ren“While a man who has not shaved |-big film, it receoved about--average
has been a_ take-it-or- dered uneasy by a strike of all aceae established outfit,,.Renown Pic- variably
reviews
here.
Crix
in’
particular
“Since. World War-1I would ‘seem-anit leave-it .attitude to the salesman tors against the radio and television
“Amlikely - -prospect for ‘the film, | praised the performances and’ di- tures’ ‘Corporation, announced
jas. going into veluntary liquida- representing an indie distrib when Systems,
both controlled
by the
-:"“Marines, Let’s Go!” .:20th), such rector Kubrick's ability ‘to. achieve.
he has tried:to bargain for hetter
tion
though
it
was
solyent.
Now
‘A person ‘received a choice role in- even intimacy on the big ‘screen: reports are buzzing concerning the ‘terms.A request for a 30°C rental. kingdom. This is. naturaHy, a matter
of
who
collects
what
but
w:th
the: pix. Eighty-year-old. ‘Kenkiehi |.
was usually count.|faté of ‘another indie which ‘is for example,
the air media having makeshift
Kawashima, who .sports a white
‘|widely known to be experiencing ered With a 15°c, take it or- leave programs there has been a drift
John
3
Mills
Named:
To
silken beard, plays the grandfather
-difficulties, with a threat it, offer. Usually it had to be taken. of the citizenry to the legitimate
Brit. Film Institute :,‘financial
Cla. Korean girl in this comedy.
Of bank foreclosure within the next
That sequence of events undouht- houses, Royal Opera. the cabarets
For Kawashima, otherwise the’ pro‘London, April 18..- i few days.
edly was a key factor in cueing the and s0 on.
Prietor of the Kawashima Curio
Lady (Isobel) Barnett, the tv: pérThese developments. have given arrangement
whereby
Columbia
It follows that the downtown
. hop in. Kyoto, it isthe. second. sonality. actor Jolin Mills, Ken-| new credence to the long-held be- and British Lion get up house joint“Yale in an. American picture.
neth Adam, BBC:topper;'and J. S. lief: that the smal] man, does net ly a month ago under the umbrella firstrups here have benefited, tvo,
-He was in “Teahouse of August Fairfax-Jones - .are’ new appoint-. ‘have much. of a chance these days. title of BLC. And there is a gen- though they do pretty well under
Moon” 4M-G). ‘Kawashima, regard-|ments by the Chancellor of the Ex-. There are, of course, exceptions to eral belief in and around Wardour all circumstances.
“ed as. an: expert on _ Japanese chequer as governors of the British every - rule, and one of the excep- Street. that the pattern inevitably
Recent big grossers among Yank
swords, said he decided to let his Film Institute.
ee,
lions |along Wirdour Street (Len- will be followed by others and that imports
have
been
“North
By
heard’ ‘grow during. ‘the war and
Robert Clark; the. film executive, [son's - film row) is the unequalled before long there will just be a Northwest” at World Cinema and
hast set foot-in a barber shop has’ been reappointed for a further success. of Nat Cohen and ‘Stuart handful of major distributors han- Universal’s “Black Lace” at Kinosince, His reason: “Laziness. " * -fiterm,Leyy, the joint. heads of Anglo dling the British Hollywood output. Palaet.
_

OscarforSpringJust

One ofSeveral Recent.

Honors Won byBergman,

Spartacus’ ScoresAt

‘Gala Preém inBerlin.

Indie Prod.Distribs Decline, Fall
Main TopicinBritish Film Industry
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Satellites as Reality for 164;
20,000: MPH Whirl; $2,800,000 Cost
London,

April

25.

+4

British scientists hope to have
a television satellite in Space by
1964—tto beam top tv shows like
“Sunday
Night
at the London
Palladium” . to
all
parts
of
world fincluding the UV. S.) from

space

and

to relay

Summer Reruns :
“CBS

Reports” will go inte

a six-show repeat pattern this

cther coun-

tries’ tv programs to Britain.
Appointment
of U. K,’s top
rocket scientist Geoffrey Pardoe—
man behind the Blue Streak project—to direct the satellite team
of nine scientists has just been
announced by Sir Robert Renwick, |chairman of the British Space De-}|
velopment Coa.
Founder members of the recently formed company (initial capital
$56,000) include Associated Television, Decca Radar, Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Pye Radio, Rank
Television and Rolls Royce.
Outlining the scheme, which has
to
have
Government § approv-,
al before
the first satellite
is |
rocketed into Space, Leonard Matthews, one of the nine-member
team of scientists, said: “At a m
est estimate, the cost of the fost
satellite should be about £1,000,000 ($2,800,000!.
Its operational
path will be 12,000 miles from the
earth and its speed about 20,000 -

summer, starting in June. Decision marks a departure from
original CBS planning, in that

“Reports” had been envisioned
as a year-round

~ Economics Ofa Station Break

1CBS”Salant In Swipe At

British Projecting Space TV

effort in new

shows.
.
Idea, ‘however, is to spell the

Those Huntley-Briakley
Tail-End Quips On NBC}
Dick. Salant, in his first major
address since ‘assuming the presi-

An additional 10-second station break may sound infinitesimal
when stacked up against an. overall network er station operation,
yet over a year’s span the pyramiding of the income can swell to.
‘staggering

proportions...

.

It’s estimated that the additional 10 seconds (extending ‘station

dency of CBS News, predicted last

breaks to 40 seconds over the ABC-TV skein) will benefit the network's five o & o stations to the tune of some $2,500,000 in the

week that the trend toward more
electronic journalism, particularly
course of a year. (Networks say it will restrict the 40-second break
in prime viewing hours, will conto two announcements on the oéo0's.)
tinue to accelerate.
An affiliate. station manager in a key market’ has revealed offAt the same time, in a speech
“the-cuff that his profit picture will be enhanced by a third through
before the Hartford Advertising
the simple expedient of an additional 10 seconds. This becomes.
took an
Club
Friday
(21), he
understandable-in the light of the o & o potentials, for it could:
oblique swipe ‘at the NBC Huntley- |. mean. a clean $500,000 annual bonanza for a. key station operation
Brinkley ‘competition. In evaluato & 0 or affiliate.
| ing the goals a tv news show must
That's why, to " avert. any possible station defections to ABC,
aim at, he asked:
the CBS and NBC webs have no alternative but to. follow ‘suit.
“Are we satisfied when the view- |:
er turns off the program at its end
only with a recollection of some
} quip of the news broadcaster? Or
do we aim, rather, for the viewer
at the end of the. :program to think

Paley, InStepped-Up Role, May
Give Key Address:To CBS Affils

Fred Friendly staff somewhat
as well as to recoup some of
the coin involved in having jabout the facts and issues which
sustained the program since
he saw. on his television screen? I
January, a state of affairs CBS . hope we will find the-happy medi- |:
frankly didn’t expect.
| um between style and viewpoint on
the one hand and: understandable
By slotting reruns, CBS was
1 content and substance on the other
able to pull in some summer
it Figures
| —with wit used only to illuminate |
business on the show via the
CBS-TV_ will carry Vice
and style. and personality. only a
substantially lower price scale,
President Lyndon B. Johnson's
means to ‘the end of understanding
with Lipton and Fedders buyaddress
before the .- annual
rather than the end itself.”|
ing in for shortterm spans.
Brand Names Foundation Din‘Salant predicted ‘many advances.
ner
next
Thursday night: (4)
‘in news techniques in the next few
on fits full network. Telecast
years communications
satellites
will
preempt
“Face the Na-.
permitting instantaneous transmistion.”
sions from all over the world, miniature cameras and tiny tape cartAs a matter of coincidence,
ridges to dispense with developing.
CBS-TV prexy Jim Aubrey is
‘and printing. But he also said that
chairman of the Brand Names
the “Knotty issues” over the form
Week planning committee.

30-Year Quest For.
AT&T's Biz Brings’

mph. w

Matthews.

who

is

Assistant

Technical Controller (Communicaof Associated
Television,
tions)
said the first satellite would be
one of two types—the first weighing 50 Ibs. and the other 500 Ibs.

Choice would depend on the rocket facilities available.
Quality of reception between,
say, London and New York. without any ground link, was likely to!
be much better than at present.
Single satellite could be used!
for only part of the day, but later
this difficulty would be overcome
by sendin’ "p a chain of them—
possidly eight.
Said Matthews:
“America
has
already made great strides with

and nature of broadcast journalism
| will continue, whether for example
to. do three ‘minutes of headlines |
on the hour or to expand news programs to half-hour. length.
Bell Telephone has purchased
Salant also told the Hartford adsponsorship of two “CBS Reports” ‘men that if CBS Inc. dropped all its
programs and has taken options on hews and pubaffairs programming
two more. All four shows will re- and substituted
mass _ entertainlate to developments in space, in ment and sold these out, its pretax
which Bell parent AT&T has a. profits would -increase by as much
vital interest, and Bell would have

“CBS Reports Com

65%. Though he didn’t go into
bought more had “CBS Reports” ||°®
specific“figures, CBS' pretax profits
exec producer Fred Friendly had. last year were $23,000,000; that
additional space profects on the means that CBS is spending, out
drawingboard.
of pocket, some $15,000,000 a year
First of
The Bell shows ‘will be|; On news. and pubaffairs.
tomorrew
night’s “Why Man
in
Space?” with CBS and N. W. Ayer
agency having rushed to firm the
deal in time for the program, which
had been scheduled a couple of]

Schaefer Beer Buying
_ WNEW-TV ‘Rookie’ Spec

the use of satellites for telephone! weeks ago. Second Bell-sponsored|-

communications, but I understand |show will come next fall, with thej- Schaefer Beer seems to be makshe has not yet progressed very|two under option planned for win- ing it a habit of bankrolling onefar with their use of radio and/ter and spring. Exact nature of | hour spécials on WNEW-TV, N.Y.

+

Indication of the increasingly active role being taken in CBS affairs by. board chairman . William.
S. Paley is the fact. that-he may —
address the opening-day luncheon
of .the CBS Television Affiliates -

Assn. convention

tn N.Y: a week

from tomorrow (Thurs.).
Paley’s attendance at the affiliate conclaves in recent years has’
been casual, consisting. of a token

appearance and possibly afew wel-

coming

words.

But this year, if

plans work out, he'll make a major
| address on the: state of .CBS and‘the medium

to the: affiliates as the

CBS-TV Legalites
Salvage’a 4006

i key. opening-day’s address.
:
Network has. taken. the unusual
{step of renting:the Trans-L.ux The‘fatre on Lexington Ave,.& 52d: St.
for the opening. day morning session (4) at which it. will review the.

Gleason Special

| and will preview footage from next

Television lawyers are generaliy
regarded as something of a neces-

past season and its.successes in the

area of new

programs and ratings.

season’s shows. Robert. Young and
j probably Robert Sterling will nar-

rate

the

preview

on

film.

CBS

prexy Jim Aubrey, programming
v.p. Oscar Katz and sales adminis-

tration veep Bill Hylan will report

sary nuisance in broadcasting, but on the prospects for next séason.
CBS-TV last week was thanking
its lucky stars $400,000 worth for} nef ollowins the Paley lunch will
the affils' customary closed seés- |
its staff of legal eagles.
an On Friday. (5), ‘affils will get
The network's staff of attorneys:tre
eports. from
Dick Salant
-and

could take all the credit.for sav-,p)air Clark on the revamped CBS

ing that much in time and pro-- News operation, from. v¥.p.-general:
gramming charges-involved in thej|counsel Tom. Fischer on the WashJackie Gleason “Million ‘Dollar |-ington picture, and. Jack: Cowden,
Incident” special.
For on Thurs- jinformation services. veep, on’ adday morning (20), a N. Y. -Supreme | vertising-promotion publicity. CBS.
Court justice enjoined the web -prexy -Frank Stanton will provide
from showing the special the fol- {the| wrapup address Friday |after=

television.
The Russians do not] the three other shows isn’t set, but Brewery a month ago commisappear to be at all interested in .. one may deal with the Venus probe, sioned a one-hour St. Patrick's Day
satellite development along these another with the Saturn missile spec produced -by. the station, and
lines. At Yeast I heard nothing project.
But by Thursday:
now has placed a. second special, lowing night.
on.
about it when I was in Moscow
Although the Bell deal isn’t-.a .“Biography of. a Rookie,” on. the afternoon, the CBS attorneys had|
"in the. evening, prior to the detwo months ago.
big one in terms of billings, with outlet for May 8 airing.
persuaded
Justice
William.
C.
“Yet satellites will give tre- a firm commitment of only about
“Rookie” is a one-hour basebalt Hecht to amend. his Injunction so .parture for most of the affils to
mendous
advantages
over
the $450,000 invoived, it’s a major special, produced: by Dave Wolper the telecast could go on- Virtually 4 Washington for-the National Assn.
of Broadcasters conclave ‘in. Washpresent radio link system.
They feather in CBS’ cap. For one thing, and filmed by Hollywood camera- intaet.
|ington, there'll be the traditional.
will give a much wider coverage. AT&T is a big prestige client tor man James Wong Howe about the
In the morning, Justice Hecht
They will, I think, be more relia- a show like “Reports.” For anothe:,|rapid- rise of L.A. Dodger Center- had granted an injunction sought banquet and show, with.some 30.
ble far there will be a lot less to this marks the first time CBS-TY | fielder will Davis. Mike Wallace by .George (Bullets). Durgom, .pro- stars from both coasts in attendance. as. well .as news and sports”
go wrong. And they will bring a
(Continued on page 188)
— ‘narrates.
_ (Continued on page 193)
‘peronalities.
Actual
show- isn’t
much better television news serv‘|completely booked yet. but so far
fice from the world’s trouble-spots
Jack Carter and Gordon & Sheila
which often have no television
MacRae. are on the bill. Web was
link under the present system.”
‘unable to- get: its big comedy. guns:
Space tv-satellites—which might
| —Jack Benny, Red Skelton, Danny
keep whizzing round the earth for
delicate. balancing of fiseal factors. in reducing it to terms of single |Thomas and Andy Griffith—in for.
By BOB CHANDLER
20 years or so — will carry their
The basis of the financial at- Shows paying their -own way.
| the meeting.
ewn spare-parts which will gutoMetropolitan . Broadcasting
tack..is the station’s circulation.
matically swing into operation in Corp.’s exec v.p. for television,
This will.determine the rate which
case of mechanical faults, but Mat- Bennet Korn, has found the secret
jhews thought a human rocket-rid- that unlocks the profits for.an in- Korn.can set and which will bring gramming. InMy rine ona specific ;
enough billings to operate In the circulation Jevel,. Korn. decided toi
Station
like. Met's
hg ‘space mechanic’* was also a dependent
black. The trick is to program the. aim at the area ‘of a 5 or 6 rating
possibility,
WNEW-TV
in the highly comStation
so that this circulation, or ‘as’ an average, which in N. Y.
petitive seven-station New York
audience size, can be maintained, ‘translates itself to between. 275,-market. Fact is, he’s gone beyond
yet to pay for the programs at'a 000 and 300.000 homes. On that
that—he’s found the .combination- rate low enough so that the proto both profits aod rising prestige. gram | costs won't. exceed the bill-| level, he decided that rather than
‘Specialize in a particular type of.
CBS sales for ‘the. first quarter
The station of late has been ings return, In other words, buy| program, such as WPIX’s §syndicatching the most discriminate
‘of. the shows that bring: a fairly re- cated vidpix identity of WOR-TV’s are up over the corresponding.viewing taste with such entries as: spectable audience, peg the rate
quarter in 1960,-CBS prexy Frank
feature
film specialization,
he
political commentator Dr. Albert card to-that audience and make would program on a diversified Stanton told the’ eompany’s annual
politicthe BBC-TV Shakespearean sure the. income exeeeds the out- basis to attract various viewer stockholder. meeting last: WednesLiggett & Myers just bought a cycle, “An
Age of Kings,”. the go,
particularly
.that
amount groups, all with. that 5 rating aver- | day (19). He. said. that sales have
‘increased: for. the ‘quarter in. six‘:
half-hour alternate-week of ABC-! weekly John Crosby stanza, its spent at the beginning of the
age in mind.
of the company’s. eight operating
TV’s
upcoming
60-minute
(7:30-; medical specials, its timely one- cycle for the program material.
Because of this, and because of divisions, and-‘named CBS: Eleceae telefilm series, “Follow the; shot on the Nazi era, “Remember |- That’s the balancing act, simpliCigaret goes into the Sun- iUs?” and such varied cultural at- fied, but the probler: is how to the “averaging” approach, Korn tronics as one of the divisions
as
its. " one-shot on maintain audience levels. and rea- was able to mix his purchasing and. which, ‘has operated unsatisfactorday night 8 to 8-30 period in a| tractions
programming. He’s bought a few |selloff
from
chief
underwriter |Chopin.
sonable program costs in a highly
expensive
_first-runsyndicated
” Stanton. said 1960 represented
Kaiser Industries.
Korn doesn't regard’ these as competitive. market. This is where.
stanzas, several less expensive off- the highest
Sales mark in. ‘the
Decision
to again
buy
ABC “bonus”
the’
prograinming
philosophy
enprograms for the eggnetwork
reruns,
and
a
lot
of older ‘company’s history, with profits ‘at
comes
after the client recently head, or. “conscience of a broad- ters, and with it another balancing
material in areas such as dramatic their third highest: level; despite
pulled back all of its advertising caster”
‘act
which
can
best
be
called
shows, or on-the-record
anthologies that audiences ‘can’t the recession. He said that: if the.
on the network, in the wake of offerings for his FCC log. Rather, | “averaging.”. Whereas a network
current
network general economy improves
in
the
this.
threats by Itzlo-American groups they form an integral part of his ordinarily figures on the basis of get
to boycott sponsors of “The Un- attack on the problem of how to single programs. paying their own programming crop. To this he’s year, “our sales for the year will
added selected feature films which be’ somewhat. ‘better than in 1960".
touchables.”
‘way,
Korn
averages
out
his
entire
make money with an indie in a
aren’t too. expensive—fourth. or and.“our effort will be to try to
While some observers felt that seven-station market.
schedule.
—
fifth. run entries, but quality pic- produce. profits, atthe 1960 level
L&M pulled out a total of $11,000,-One reason is that most of his
This attack has a two-pronged
tures. Then there are, such live or better,” .
000 as the result of the threats approach. One phase is the pro- business is. national spot, so that
Meéting, at which: CBS board
against its “Untouchables” bank- gramming
philosophy,
and_ the: there are few single-sponsorship ‘shows aS wrestling, a .big factor
rollin’:, other felt that L&@:M had a WNEW-TV
approach
is that of factors to consider. Another is that in the station’s programming, and chairman. William S. ‘Paley. presided,
approved a. new 10-year
mad-on against ABC.
As it turns “diversity,” The other, and possibly he’s got to think in terms of over- finally, the kidshows, with cartoons
stock’ option plan to replace the
out, it couldn't have been much of the more fascinating, is the finan- all station circulation, not that of
and short subjects as the base but: one which terminated last month,
a mad-on, because L&M’s participa- cial attack, which requires what specific terms. AS a consequence,
reelected
ths
company’s
tion in “Follow the Sun” is worth the musically-oriented Korn terms -he figures expenditure and income implemented by such top live. per- |. and
(Continued. on--page 188)
(Continued on page 174)
}a “virtuoso performance” in the|on an overall level, rather than
about $2,000,000 to the network.

WNEW-TV: Korn-on- the-Cob

Ist Quarter Sales

How About That
—L&M's ABC Buy,
un.”

“Up Sez Stanton

RADIO-TELEVISION
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FULFILLMENT

FCCOrders Full Dress Hearing On
“Sticks &Stones’1BreakMy Bones—IANGYRATINGS,
R
Complex NBC-RKO Station Deals:
By GEORGE ROSEN
A FieldDay for B'cast Lawyers
‘ABC-TV -has been’ ‘coming: in for more than its share of: critical.
abuse these past few weeks, as witness:
The network’s decision. to: extend. station breaks an additional
‘10:seconds, cueing cries. of “excessive commercialism”. and forcing.
the. ‘other webs to fall in line;
Prexy Ollie Treyz's cries of. ‘ ‘copy-catism" in accusing the other.
networks of imitating ABC's crime-adventure ‘formats, resulting .
‘in stinging‘ abuse of Treyz.& Co. for forcing the rival networks.
.to play it the same way, with. a particular blast directed. at ABC

. It’s very ‘possible : that with the |
single exception of Bob
Hope.:
Washington, April 25.
‘|there’s
not another personality in
Rube Goldberg and Dr. Frankby Jack Gould. in last Sunday's 23) N. Y. Times;
.
hybrid,
the
NBC-RKO
;.. The continuing resentment and campaign of the Italian. eome-” all tv w ho" can call his own ‘shots Lever Turns Other Cheek enstein
on time preemptions or who, sight
package broadcasting deal, nearmunity: for” perpetuating criminal -stereotypes on “The UntouchDirectly after Lever Bros.
|.and script unseen, can pre-guaran{monstrous
in
its
complexities
and
ables” with resultant. sponsor hoycott threats. |
dropped a survey of how, in its
tee a. Top 10 Nielsen rating, and
‘ ramifications,
But the AB- PT “parent. company ‘stock: ‘thanks; chiefly:to ABC-.
will
be
tackled
eves, tv audiences had dropped
| actually deliver. Such is the: un-|° off, the bankroller bought into
head-on by Federal CommunicaTV) goes uip and ‘up and Up.
' precedented then-and-now pull. of
tions Commission.
another
network
stanza
for
the tv -comic—a pull which iniRejecting idea of approving the
the ‘61-62 season.
Buy was
tially asserted itself .when he first
multi-city swaps and sales witheut
‘for a minute-and-a-half a week
embraced the video medium back.
i hearings—the easy way out—FCC
in. ABC-TV’s “Corrupters.”
jin ‘50 and. is- still going hot.
ordered a consolidated hearing en
Stanza, slated for Fridays at
Hope is the closest any body has } 10. in the fall, also has particthe scheme.
Date will be set later.
ever’ come close to batting. .1000 | ‘{pating biz- from Alberto CulConsolidated, that is. with this e¢xover a -more-than-decade’ span in |- ver and P. Lorillard.
ception—the
key
Philadelphia
ywallooping
-the- competition.
as
: phase will get separate treatment
Witness
the ‘following
statistic:
ibefore the various other deals are
Whether. it be a case of. further¢.
Since -his.Easter Sunday bow back
i considered.
satisfying ‘its insistent™ “corporate j

NBC's One-Sixth OfPrimeTimeFor

Public Service Shows NextSeason

2 EO" or submitting to public pres-|
sures or responding to a combina: |.:

“The 2. P.M.“Fal

Garry & CBS-TV|
|ln a Hassle Over|
Switch to Olds

[me °50,- Hope. has done 80 specials-

Dating praetically . back to.
1949, the 2 to 2:30 afternoon.

tion of the two, NBC-TV next sea-.
son is ‘going to program more pub-| slot

on NBC-TV.. There are 68 Niclsen
average audience ratings on rec-

Involving directly or indirectly
0 less than 22 applications be' tore FCC. the richest and biggest
jotall broadcast swap-sales project
owes its origin to the 1956 -con; Sent decree
under
which
Rt A_NBC has to shed its Philadelphia
radio-tv properties because it allegedly coerced Westinghouse inte
. giving them up.

j ord. Of the 68, he won the rating :
on CBS-TV. had: been tak- trace 57 times, soaring ahead of the ;
lic service’ material in: prime time.
-ing.a beating as the graveyard. °
than it ever has in its history. It: of .the web’s daytime: ‘sked.. | competition: with 87°C wins. against
their combined 16°. That the im-‘Muy not be as much as many crit. Staiting with Jack .Paar and:
paet is still there.was evidenced by
‘ies desire, but just the same the. : Jater Seguing into Steve Allen,:
lthe
Arbitron pavoff on-last week's |
- web. says it: will, be ‘carrying four .
Robert @. Lewis and -- Jimmy * | Hope | special, when he pulled a
hours: ‘of guaranteed public service |.-.
Dean. not.to mention ah unof
audience [|
26.4
: 140°C. share
each- week. in the hours. from’ 7:30
lamented item. called. “Full- against ° ‘Hawaiian Eve's” 13.8 and
Seems a year hardly goes by; After disposing of the Philadelto 11pm. That's out of 2412. hours.
Circle,” ‘CBS. pumped. a..suc-:
phia
propositions,
Commission
“My
Sister
Eileen's”
7.8.
available a ‘week.
that doesn’t find Garry Moore and i: plans to issue a hearing order for
cession of ©: personalities and -.
All.of which is. a preamble. to CBS-TV in a hassle over some as- i the other broadcast applications
Add to this. an hour and. 13 min- o programming into .the . period,
, Hope’ ‘s-current status in an‘era of
week’ of news: ‘Huntley“tte, “a
all in.turn, falling victim tothe
Stratospheric: cost figures. By. vir-. ‘pect. of the sponsorship of his involved. In its current announceBrinkley: ‘and the Sunday ev ening
2 p.m. jinx.‘|tue of his: built-in Nielsen’ and the Tuesday night show, particularly | ment. FCC turned down an RKO
“Meet. ‘tthe Press’. 1both programs
Surprisingly enough It hag” {|ability to deliver a Top 10 enter- as it relates to full-hour sponsors. request for psstponcment of NBC's
.&@e just to the light side of being |.
remained for a game
show,
tainment—name
your. own
time This year’s no exception—CBS and ; renewals of its Philadelphia and
actual prime timers). and’ the week-.
; Washington, D. C.. licenses. pendthe Pete Arnell- Irving Mans‘slot .and’ competition—a Hope tv
Iw nighttime
total jumps to five:
Moore .are having
another
go- |ing action
on applications for
field
“Face
the
Facts’.
to
lick
special ,.comes, high.. In fact it
haurs and 45 minutes.” ‘This com-!Also rejected wae
the ‘bugaboo. as evidenced: by
their
positions
are! those outlets.
'comes out somewhere near $400.- round—but
“pares. ‘to the ‘total of four-and-a:
@
Phileo
request
for separate coninitial
ating.
returns.
“000 per show «based on a.$350,000 completely reversed from previous°
“half hours:-a-week being done this.:
: sideration of NBC's Philadelphia
"gross: plus $50.000 required adver- occasions.
ge ason,. ‘counting’ everything, .
i
license
renewals
as well as Phil‘NBC. says it. could: wish for more
_tising". At ‘six specials. per ‘season
Moore has always insisted on at |co's application for NBC's outlets
Bales in: this. area, but it is still get-_
‘othe Hope minimum target) that's
jn
that
city.
But
Philea
and Westleast
one:
full-hour
sponsor
in
thei
-ting more sales. for news, informa- :
| $2.400.000 for a half-dozen shows.
were
made
parties to
tion. and - culture» ‘than it -chas ever ;
‘hThe number
of single sponsors alternate-week sales. pattern for‘ inghouse
the
consolidated
proceedings.
f£otten before. What seems to-havearound Who are willing or can af- the sake of his format. This year,
To complicate the issue, litigahelped advanice sales. are three “ob-|
ford to £0 for that kind of loot for however, he's put the kibosh on.
i tion of all breeds is still pending,
ject lessons’: Lipton. making’ ‘tea|
such. minimum
exposure
over a
salés out of “JFK,” a-study of the
| season's span are few and far. be- the only full-hour bankroller CBS |
has been.able to find. As of yesterPresidency: Procter & Gamble ‘fig-|..
‘ Lween, if’ not totally extinct.
uring that: a. rerun .of “Vv ictory: at.
‘Yet. that’s the way Hope: wants day ‘Tues.)¢ however, Moore had !
Sea” was great for pushing a. hard:
and softened his
to. play it—one sponsor. Thus -far’ “reconsidered”
Product like Crest; ‘and Purex, in]
-he's unsold for next: season. Buick “stand.
several programmatic Ways, being
jhad -him for..the past couple of-- The_ new hassle involves OldsChicago;
April
25.
able in. two. years’ to increase sales;
seasons, but has bowed out. Had mobile, which has agreed to pick
and thus treble. the. value ‘of its: Burr: Tillstrom's. Kuklapolitans,
Hope agreed to a two-way sponsor up an alternate-week hour on the
stock on the market.
|
sans Fran Allison, are returning to spread, thus. easing the burden of
show. . With
Plymouth
cancelling
As for client’ prospects. next-sea- NBC-TV next fall in a five- minute
that 400G ‘per-show- tab. Buick ‘its skip-week hour, CBS had plenty
gon; there is. the case. of. Don Hy‘a(t's .special’ projects group.. ‘It's. crossboard format. if the web can” would: have: been & cinch to ‘come. of takers for two alternate halfGoodyear Tire & Rubber has
.hours, but out of deference to!
-SRO’.and’ ean't handle any more. clear a. suitable station lineup in» back.
cancelled its alternate-week sponstanzas. Most of ‘the. ones it's: doing ‘the 5 p.m, ‘EST per iod.. Sponsor: . “Yet.for all the Hope magic. if Moore's previous wishes, looked: ‘sorship
of
CBS-TV’s
“Pete
&
one-hour
bankroller
and
‘appear likely. to fall into the: Sua- Miles Labs wants the top 106 mar-- ‘he would: only agree to playing the. for..a
.Gladys,” despite the show's rating
‘sponsorship field to embrace more ‘finally came up with Olds.
day DuPont series.
track
record.
The
Harry
Mergankets.
than one bankroller, it would ease °
CBS’
sense
of triumph
was:
: There - is alsa the. Gulf. ‘bia.
‘in
Buy represents a $1. 400 000 com-. “the burden of the NBC sales boys. -‘shortlived, however, when it told: ;Cara Williams comedy has heen
consistently in the Top 40 Nielsen
sContinued on ‘page: 188).
mitment. on: basis. ot a:. full. 52 ‘In fact. under sueh optimum con- Moore the good neus. He flatly. ranks,
i weeks, - and ‘it represents. “found ditions the network: (to whom _Hope refused to accept Olds as an adver- | At
the
same _ time,
however,
* money” for NBC because it’s in a. is under longterm extlusive con- tiser, claiming that to do so would |Goodyear shifted a portion of its
itime: period the network doesn’t tract! would persuade the ‘comic to _be to damage his “integrity” be- ‘money into CBS’ “Douglas Edwards
go
for-eight
instead
of
six
specials.
fore
the
public.
In
his
view,
‘normally: offer..for sale. What at-:
With the News.” moving into an
“tracts Miles .is that it. follows “For one thing there are.a lot of | switching from Plymouth commer- : alternate Tuesday
and Thrrsday
Here’ Ss Hollywood” with. a reason- ‘auxiHary factors going in Hope's ‘cials to Olds plugs in so short a pattern which
opened
up when
‘ably °-good <-hausfrau - followiing. “favor next season, when recogni- time would destroy his viewers’ .Schlitz cancelled out of the EdABC’s “American. “Bandstand” was’ tion. wiH_ probably hit. peak fulfill- faith in his integrity.
- wards show. Understood that Goodunder consideration for a ‘time but. ment. There's the. NBC “Project
Web was flabbergasted, but said. ;Year’s budget is limited and that ft
Chicago, April. 25. . was rejected: because
Geoffrey 20” essaying. of “The Bob Hope that contractually, it had the right|prefers programming with a news-That-the Friday night lineup. has Wade. agency felt its audience was Story" as one of the more impor- to ‘accept any sponsors it wanted. ‘pubaffairs image to straight enterfinally’ taken: shape in NBC-TV's largely teénage.
Miles will be tant events to kick off the new tv Moore replied that this was okay j tainment, so that it grabbed the
fall schedule attributes. Jargely to pitching Bactine and. Chox Vita- season. But even more importantly: with him, but that he would not: Edwards opening but had to dr ep
some’ ‘coups...scored: by < the. “web's: mins) and wants
to" reach the is Hope's projection of the first deliver the. Olds. commercials or; “Pete.” As to the balance of coin
central division.
international show to play overseas -the commercial leadins and that he © from the comedy, {t's indicated it
-femmes and. moppets.”
Angus: ‘Robinson’s staff came. New “Kukla and. Ollie” . strip. ‘accenting Asia, Africa and. other would not drive an Olds.
would like to buy occasional news
Ahrough
‘with =a. -part. sponsor. .:
troubled areas' as a sort of ‘“ad-:
w ill. probably. ‘be done :in color.
After several meetings, Moore specials in the fall.
-American' Dairy Assn.;. to cement:
e
vance
man”
of Global TV which’ retreated from this stand and indi- i Carnation continues as the alterDinah Shore in -the 9:30. period }
would ‘best
characterize
Hope's cated he'd give Olds his coopera: nate client on “Pete & Gladys.’
‘switching off with I6 “Bell Tele-|
unique position today. as'qa “one tion. CBS then moved {ull speed |
phone Hours”); get Brown & Wil-|
"man- Peace Corps,” and also. re- ahead to try to close the Olds deat |
jiamson, upr ooted: from: the. Thurs-

Miles Bid For

- Kuklapolitans;

$1,400,000 Buy

Goodyear Exits
Pete & Gladys

Fri. NBC Belones:
To the ChiBoy$

‘RENAULT, COLGATE
‘SPORTS COIN TO. CBS

aay sked. to switch to “Captain of |

the .Detectives" in the preceding
CBS-TV has ‘come ‘up with: a.
hour; and plucked ‘the Seren-Up
‘coin that now entrenches Larry couple
of new sports.
clients.
—
White's circus ‘shows “World of En-’ Renault, w. hich hasn't seen action |.
tertainment.” 'with European, ‘per-|
on the web since its sponsorship of
formers) at 7:30.
_
Latter was a save; - since ‘the the. Winter - Oly mpics, “picked: up

strip but wasn’t satisfied
with’ any: berth “NBC could’ offer.

; Miles)

Labs

“K&O"

for

board,

°

then. “grabbed.
5 P.m.. across

off.
_ the

- Central office also got a fat daytime. order. from Pillsbury, reprefenting -an hour
per’ week.
Guarter-hour segments.. Buy. vung

‘through summer and fall and. on a
four . brand. rate, ‘amounts. to. a
$1 700, 000 ‘outlay, .
ae
tet
aSE
aay

on .page

188)

iby the end of this week.

Decline ofthe Special

If, as now seems a certainty, ‘there will be less than half the
number of tv specials on the networks next season as there were
this year, it's because most sponsors today are wedded to fre| quency and the hard-seli. Subsisting. on specials alone, they find,
29° and: 30... while Colgate bought in
-simply doesn’t pay off. It's like living on cake when it's the breadfor one-sixteenth of the Sunday
_ and-butter ‘pattern of .cross-the-board or ‘weekly. exposure that
“Baseball Game of the Week” for |- holds the answer. in today’s competitive market.
a 22-week span.
Not that everyone shares the same conviction. There will still
Renault deal brings’ the PGA| “be the Equitables. the Hallmarks and the clients who. will go for an
telecast to the half-sold mark, with
‘occasional Bob: Hope and a Dinah’ Shore, not to mention an OsWilliamson-Dickie CTo.. already in
. carcast.and an Emmy presentation, but by the large sponsors tofor a quarter. Needham, Louis & | day ‘in contrast to ‘the flourishing period of the specials when
Brorby set the deal. Colgate busithey were built-in fixtures on the webs) are taking the procter
ness, which ‘started weekend |be& Gamble route—an infrequent special that’s anchored.on daily
- or weekly: program ‘frequency, |
fore. dast, was set via Ted Batés.

fivzery. earlier had had .a:yen for one--fourth sponsorship: of the PGA
the: new.
r
five-minute ““Kukla & Golf. Tourney from Chicago, July

“: Ollie”

(Continued

;SEALTEST IN SNAG
ON NEWHART DEAL

While
Sealtest
appears
deterj mined to carry forth its commit1
1

ment

‘hour

4

for next season

Bob

Newhart

on the halfstanza

aver

NBC-TV, there are some problems
that have cropped up and slowed
down a final agreement on the
Wednesday show.
7

Reportedly,

Sealtest

‘out

of N.

W. Ayer) wants to sell off every
third show
after the first five
weeks of sponsorship in the 1010:30 time period. There is also
the. matter of finding someone. to
pick up the tab in the regions that
Sealtest doesn’t want.

Ayer feels the matter will be
eleared up within a few days.
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Washington, April 25.

Protection, Fuss on Station Breaks,

Stereophonic
broadcasting via].
FM has-been given the greenlight
by Federal Communications Com-

|

| mission after lengthy study.
FM}.
broadcasting, already on the up- IN

Program Control LossBother Admen|
By ART

the

tv networks

this year.

‘Admen to Blame, Too’
T

This

The

and

NBC-TV

nobody

seems

to

ean Assn. of Advertising Agencies |

Washington, April 25.

partic-

network

‘station

ularly because of the most recent}

the TV

Code

setback

handed

electronic

seethed,

Mad

wars:

Ave.

George

the

National Assn.
itself

reportedly

at

_| to stereo fans “in the near future.” Birdie,” will do his first guest shot tonight (Wed.) on the Perry Como

share

Secon breaks|

injected

resort

backrooms

a greater

(1 Big Market) Could
_ Hike‘Bilings$1,250,000

from
mental
disorders
ranging!
colorfully from Greenbrier blue
funk to Greenbrier purple rage.
As the speeches on the floor (e.g.
“Encouraging Creativity Through
Persuasive Techniques.” “Pyscho* and
alysis
And
Advertising,”
The Sen Fresh Feminiee Eye”)
the

bear

[Greater Norfolk’ Bid

know.
Agency losses have not]
been about little things but on
grounds they hold precious.
Belted on the matter of product
protection, mutilated in the battle
over the length of station breaks
offered by networks to placate affils and virtually drowned
this
selling season in their efforts to
sustain their control over prasram |
content on the webs, the tv agen- |
cies were consequently suffering !
during the meeting of the Ameri-!

continued,

Washington, April .25.
advertising profession

of the criticism for low-quality

ta do to counteract their loss of bargaining power with ABC-TV, CBS-|
TV

in the! maximum.

of Broadcasters

into the

hassle

breaks

by

over

citing

section allowing..a

70-second

Gribbin, |during prime time.

station

break

boss of Young & Rubicam, got an
TV Code boss E. K. Hartenbower
answer to his missives (to all webs) |described the tv blurb rules as “an
warning against the extention of | extremely
difficult’ and delicate
time given to local station breaks, |area of regulation.” Station -break.
but his warnings were man from |ceilings as well as other rules govignored.
As one agency man from | erning commercial time standards
New
York put it: “Theres
nojare undergoing a “thorough” eXxquestion about it—the networks | amination by NAB.

will give 42-second

breaks.

We}

wartenbower went on: “The ime

hhave no recourse but to accept that ; standards section

as a fact.”
Y&R

wasn’t

complain—just

of the TV

Code

i states that station. breaks between
the only agency to: programs ‘shall consist of not more

the first agency to

complain on the public record.

YORK...

“A new ‘dimension to broadcast- Show .
Composer Eddy Manson has seven nominated’ ‘films in the
ing” was how: FCC described the forthcoming American TV Commercial Festival. ‘Manson was musical
development.
.:
director of “Day of the Painter,” which won an Oscar-in the shortbroadcast fare, according to
‘| subjects field , . . Art. Van Horn, ABC newscaster holidaying in - ‘St.
LeRoy Collins, President of
.| Croix, V-I. with missus, Phyllis Battelle, the Hearst headliner.
National Assn: of Broadcasters.
Jan Murray went Holltywood-wise to discuss a film deal:. his “Charge.
Collins told the annual convention of American Assn. of
Account” strip for NBC-TV was taped ahead until he returns on Fri-|
Tan
(28) .
John Frederick .doing some: of. the. blurbs to appear on —
Advertising ° steastine profess
Jack Paar’s Jatenighter . . . Network press dept. departures: Chuck (5, _ networks and. local
Henderson from NBC (‘after eight years); Mel Spiegel from.CBS (after
broadcasters
—
have
borne
19 years)
.. . Dwight Weist, WNBC newscaster, participating Friday
_most of the criticism for not .
(28) in a pay-tv panel at N.Y.U. sponsored by. the Evening Chapter of
Norfolk,. April 25.
carrying more
‘blue-ribbon’
The three stations in the Nor- the Society for the Advancement. of Management ... Tex Antoine Sabprogramming. The broadecast- — “| folk-Portsmouth and Hampton-New- bath stanza, “Journey Into Nature,” celebrating its first ann{ on April
er has the public license, the
. Singer Jay Kapfer (on “Sing Along .with Mitch’): also waiting
port News market haye a problem 30.
ultimate responsibility to the ‘}—and they've banded together in. tables. and cashiering as a partner in The Key, Village restaurant.
people, so he is the natural - an attempt to solve it.
Billy’ Wilder, Anna Maria Alberghetti, Burt Lancaster, Tina ‘Louise
target.’
;
and Hugh. O’Brien appearing this week on-syndie radio package, “‘AsThe problem is simply that the signment Hollywood”.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, founder of the old
“But those who use broadCensus Bureau..and many .time-.
casting
as
an e advertising
DuMont web, named honorary member of the American Institute of
buyers regard Norfolk-Portsmouth
medium,
and profit greatly
Electrical Engineers
... Herman Maxwell, formerly of WNBC, going
and Hampton-Newport: News
as
thereby, should share more of
to WINS as salesman .. . Carl: Lindemann Jr., yeep over programming
‘separate markets, despite the fact
this responsibility.”
at: California ‘National Productions. father. of jis first boy, .born ‘last
-that-the FCC regards. them as a
week in Old Greenwich and named Carl III.
‘Harry Salter took
Single market and that. the trans- |
time out from prepping his “Stop the Camera” package to fly to Kane.
mitters of the three stations are’
sas
City
Monday
(24)
to
act
as
a
judge
‘in:
the
weeklong
National Fedno more than ‘nine miles apart.. In
WSs
fact, the Hampton-Newport News eration of Music Clubs competitions -. . Don Morrow signed by Sinclair
for
radio
and
tv
blurbs
.
.
.Louis:
R.
LaPorte,:director
of facilities
station, WVEC-TV, has its transmitter located right in the middle of engineering at CBS. promoted’ to Rear Admiral in the U.S. ‘Naval :
Reserves’
Civil
Engineers
Corps.
.
.
Fred.
Ruegg,
CBS.
Radio
v.p.:in
downtown. Norfolk.

should

thought evidently gave the Madison Ave. leaders down at Greenbrier in White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va., for their annual meeting a profound source of worry.
What the agency men are going.

NEW

beat, should get a further shot-in-Composer Luther ‘Henderson Jr., and Frederick O'Neil, first v.p. of ©
the-arm as result.
Okayed was a system combining Actors Equity, have joined the production. ‘staff of. “Point of. View,”
.-}methods of Zenith and General a projected weekly vidtaped series emceed by. Negro performer. Nipsey Electric.
Commission said equip- Russell . . . Britisher Caron Gardner, a°“Miss. London After: Dark”
ment. capable of receiving the winner, guests on ABC-TV’s “Joe Franklin Show” tomorrow (Thurs.)
transmissions should be ‘available . . » « Comedian-actor Paul Lynde, currently starring in “Bye Bye

WOODSTONE

One major defeat after rather |
is being handed the ad agencies by.

eto.—
u
v
r
P
o
i
TV-Rad

StereoFMGets Okay

GreenbrierIn Blue Funk As Product

than two announcements

At} conventional

sponsored

Together, the market would con‘stitute the 27th market in the
country, But figured as separate
markets, Norfolk-Portsmouth ranks
47th and. Hampton-Newport News
120th.
To lick the problem, -WTAR-TV

and WAVY-TV in Norfolk-Portsmouth Have gotten together with

WVEC-TV and hired. a single ad
agency, Liller,
Neal,
Battle
&
Lindsey of Richmond, "for a ninemonth joint advertising-promotion
‘campaigned aimed at. advertisers
plete with statistics about a 10-vear

growth rate two and a half times
greater than-the U.S. average. Aim
is a 25%. billing hike for the market .in thé

next

year. or two,

sec-

least a dozen others have .re-’ ond ID’. In addition, there is a
portedly toid the webs how poorly
j|7
70-second total limit applicable to}.
they
received
the
word
about station breaks falling within the|.

stretching station break time at the |station's. highest rate period.”

Advancement.of

administration,

before

back: to N. ¥. after:a

tour of CBS

the L.A..Chapter of. the Society for the

Management . .. Joan Murray, secretary .in ‘the CBS-.

TV. press info dept., one of the eight.Miss Rheingold. finalists, first.
Negro to reach that high in the competition... CBS-TV Spot Sales
shifted John A. McElfresh from the Chi office. to N.Y. as. an account:
exec . ... Charles Steinberg, CBS-TV. press info v.p., invited to make

the Pht Beta Kappa induction address May-§ at N.Y.U.’s Washington.
Square College . . . For second ‘year in row, Ed- Pierce will produce
the east coast segment of Emmy

Awards.on

NBC-TV on May: 16.

IN CHICAGO.
Jack Eigen, nine woeks after he. returned to. WM AQ, ig SRO. Says
he's no longer interested in working the show from a_nitery: lounge,

and agencies to educate them on because studio audiences have better: manners.
_WCEL. deejay Dan
the Greater Norfolk market, re- Sorkin will doubfe as straight man for comic ‘Bill Dana (Jose Jiminez)

or

$1,250,000
more .tv advertising
plus the dollars for the three. stations.

10

charge of station

o&o’s and a speech

during. his three-week engagement’ at Mister Kelly’s. Starts May 8.
Sorkin recently married Kelly's pressagent, Janet. Kaup .. .. Jack

Burke promoted to manager. of CBS Radio Spot Sales here .’ . David
Susskind’s “Open. End,” recently sloughed by WBKB,.has been1 donated
to educational station WTTW for two months, during which time: station will seek an angel to pick up the tab permanently. for a credit
line... WGN-TV's “‘Treetop House” taking summer hiatus, with a

“sponsor in the wings for the fall. Paul Saliner’s “At Home”

WHEW. TY

show is

j kaput next month.
NTA’s midwest topper, Allen’ Ash, traveling in
‘a leg cast after a diving board.mishap.
Adult Education Council
has affiliated itself with Phil Lind's WAIT interview show to. select

guests .. . Bob Lewandowski hosting “Press Internationale,” new. pub‘affairs series on WBKB ... WGN-TV’s syndicated “Great Music From
‘| Sonalities as Sandy. Becker and Chicago” picked up another award, this one from National Assn.. for
In this case, some agency heads :
Sonny Fox.
Better Radio and TV..
Herb Graham narrated “Porpoise Posse,”
have come to the conclusion.
that ,
‘The ‘diversity, Korn points out the theatrical short that has been playing .at Chicago Theatre.
no
effective
course
of
action
with
some
relief,
does
work:
it!
against Ollie Treyz (ABC topper},
does bring in that hoped-for 5 or
Jim Aubrey tCBS: or Bob Kintner
“Checkmate” has reached the
(NBC) is available.
To stop‘‘in- | three-quarter mark on sponsorship, G6 average and makes the financial
Back from filming in Hollywood and U.S. tv appearances, comedian
cursions” such as this station break
! with Colgate and Revlon buying’ clockwork tick. In fact, WNEWbiz, they say, requires concerted | alternate-week. half-hours' in the. TV's research indicates the ‘station Dave King is rehearsing for his debut as a Straight actor in. “The~
action, yet concerted action by the |Wednesday 8:30-9:30. stanza. Lig- reaches. every home.in N. Y. at. Machine Call It Murder,” due for early. production in Associated Tele| vision’s “Drama °6\" Sunday night series .. . Young American actress.
agencies is clearly a violation of |gett & Myers is already in for anj least once in four weeks.
-But in terms of the commercial Julie Allan gets a break in “The Actor,’” “latest in Associated Telethe laws written on restraint of !alternate- week half-hour; ciggie
vision’s “Danger Man” skein. Born in Boston, daughter of writer Ted trade.
.
foutfit had given CBS a’ verbal lineup,. there is one group in the’
Allan, Miss Allan came to U.'K. as a child and is a. former: member of
Product Protection
lorder for an alternate-week hour audience elements which that line- | Sam Wanamaker’s ‘Liverpool Playhouse company.
Peter Hamilton,
Loss of product protection is but then decided. to cut it in half. up misses. This is the egghead, |
|;producer of BBC Television's “What Makes’ A Saint, " due for screening.
the
selective
viewer.
And
if
a
staprobably the biggest source of Mad
“Checkmate” sales, coupled with
i
Sunday
(30)
believes
program
contains
first-ever
moving
pictures taken
Ave. complaint, if not the newest.|the web's SRO on ‘the Saturday ‘tion. is committed ‘to diversity -in ! inside Spanish Carmelite convents ... Novelist Rosemary Timperley,
Webs—due to the complications of [night “Defenders,” leave only two programming, it must reach every- who began writing for television only. 18 months ago. gets. her fourth
selling participations in 60-minute!new hour stanzas on which CBS- body, not just 90% of its audience. play “The Demands of Love” screened .by Associated-Redifusion. Teleprograms—have
refused to offer'TV has to concentrate its selling Hence. the WNEW-TV “prestige” vision tomorrow (27).
Singer Anne. Shelton ‘starts a new request
advertisers the formerly tradition-!effort, both’ of them Thursday. shows, not simply conscience pro- program for BBC Television Sunday” (30).
al guarantee against also selling to!night entries. One is “Frontier grams but an integral part of the
competitive producers.
First, the !Circus,” the only new..hour on basic commercial approach of getadvertisers lost the right to protec-' which
CBS
plans to sell one-. ‘ting. to all of the market in small
tion against rivals buying into the | minute participations. It's already ‘segments.
Sen, William Proxmire’ ‘used three pages of. the Congressional Rec-’
adjacencies or programs next door. : signed DuPont for a shorttermer,| Korn. readily ‘admits that finan- ord kudoing. Dr. Alfred Burke’s “Way of Thinking” series syndicated
cially, and circulation-wise
such by MetroMedia and printing two Burke scripts.in full......
More recently, they have, for all total of four participations..
WITG-TV
intents and purposes, lost much of! Other is “The: Investigators,” .programs figured to pull down the has dropped Milt -Grant, local Dick Clark type ... . WRC-TV newsman.
the protection they had against ' which at least at this point CBS “average,”’-but has found of late Bryson Rash elected to the board. of directors of: the: National Press
competing product in the same' intends to sell in traditional half-| that in fact they don’t. “An’ Age Building Corp. ... Margaret Nelson, formerly of St...Louis and Nash-.
show.
Just as an instance, War-!hour pattern ‘in fact, the network. of Kings” is running an average 6 ville stations and ad agencies, named WTOP Radio’s new pressagent’
mer Lambert and Colgate are on is insisting that all participating rating, pretty. high for. Shake-| | . Charles Crawford upped to director of research. and: salés developthe same shows over a NBC-TV. sales patterns will be restricted to Speare, and of course it’s fully ment at WTOP Radio . . . NBC will use WRC-TV’s. Jim Simpson: ia
They aren't likely to be on thejthe 7:30-8:30 timeslots and won't sponsored via Standard Oil of N.J. web coverage of. the Tournament. of Champions. golf. classic in Las’
same week and, also, it can be. -carry over into the rest of the ‘Dr. Burke is pulling down 4's Vegas May 7...
WTTG-TV will televise an. actual cataract operation
argued that a mcuth wash and a ‘evening schedule). No bites yet on and 5’s, much higher than antici- April 30, with Mark Evans narrating:
toothpaste aren’t less the cops. | anvestigators, ” slotted:-at. 9-10.
-pated. But Korn was prepared to
itive, but nevertheless the. cory“s
"
represents, take the risks involved as part of
lines fabout cleaner breath: are: sonpinte renewals of the: Satur- the overall average, and the finan-.
Duke Ellington in town with Harry Carney, sax man, to tape: the
similar enough to give bath com- } day 8:30-9:30
time
period, with cial and rating rewards are just
panies the morning after feeling in: ‘Kimberly-Clark picking up an al- that much more gravy. Meanwhile, weekly “Music Makers” show ‘for CBC release. later this month, with
the
Duke to be guest conductor .. . Nabobs of ‘Canadian radio’ present
their mouths.
‘ter nate hour and Lever Bros. and the egghead shows have fulfilled
A survey isn’t necessary to see Brown
& Williamson renewing. their function of filling the di- a. live broadcast in. mid- Atlantic. on maiden vovage of Empress of
Canada
from Liverpool to Montreal. Norman McBain will emcee, with
versity gap, and moreover have
the way the networks have been |
, their skip-week half-hours.
added. the extra bonus of rising radio broadcast to be carried on trans-Canada network of the CBC on.
turning back stanzas for next sea
evening
of April 27. New Empress is 650 feet long, carries 1,074 passenprestige.
.
son that have had agency or spon- |
Memphis—Rodger
May, _ erstKorn admits that he’s got a gers, has lounges and restaurants tagged the Canada Room, St. Lawsor backing. - It’s hardly a secret
rence
Room,
Banff Club, Salle Frontenac etc.
- Danica d’Hondt taken. .
while
sales
exec
for
Plough
Radio,
.
couple of things going for him,
how many times in the last five.
weeks Kintner, Aubrey and Treyz!has exited that post to take over. not the least of which is Metro- on as regular panelist. of “Live a Borrowed Life,” weekly quiz show of°
have emphatically. rejected offer-{|the general managership of WHBQ,. ‘politan’s group-ownership status. CBLT, after previously being a guestar,.. Vita Linder, unannounced
ings like the Jane Powell anthol- {|General Teleradio AM outlet here. He. can buy programs a little more sexy ‘voice of “Shadows” over CBLT (radio), has switched. to her first.
ogy (BBDO), “The Law & Mrs./The new WHBQ skipper who is cheaply via two-station buys; he tv series and lining up “Around the World,” '30-mins. program of news,
Jones” ‘Benton & Bowles, athers w.k. in southern radio circles, was’ ‘Can. amortize some of his specials views and European personality interviews for CFTO-TV .. . Scott.
of the P&G agencies:, and many |2sociated with WNOX
prior to by running them on Met's other | Peters, erstwhile deejay who went.dramatic, leaving for Florida to play
(Continued on page 192)
more,
coming to Memphis.
‘stations,
expense

programs

of time
which

for the. network

they sponsor.

|

Continued. from page 172

‘MORE ‘CHECKMATE’

COIN FOR CBS-TV|

IN LONDON.

IN WASHINGTON.

IN TORONTO

.
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(Ve

ATTENTION

oO

,.. at the

N.A.B. CONVENTION!
Suddenly appear at Everybody’s Breakfast Table on
Wednesday Morning, May 10th... via your advertisement in

the only major trade publication that will carry
all the actual news and interpretation of Convention activities up to late the previous day,
Tuesday!

.

|

What VARIETY says about out-front and back-stage Convention events is sure to be in especially heavy demand — in
Washington and among broadcasting interests throughout the

nation.
_

Make your space reservation now.

Attend all Conven-

tion breakfasts with an ad in VARIETY’s May 10th issue.
@

VARIETY’s Convention Headquarters:
Shoreham Hotel, Suite B300.

NEW YORK, 36 §§ CHICAGO,11
"384 West 46th Sr.
JUdson 2-2700

400 N. Michigan Ave.
DElaware 7-4984

HOLLYWOOD, 28
6404 Sunset Bivd.
HO 9-1141
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TELEVISION

Wednesday, April 26, 1961:

REVIEWS

4 THE MILLION DOLLAR INGENTLEMEN’S DECISION
WCBS-TV VIEWS THE PRESS
CIDENT.
|
(Our American Heritage) _ With Charles Collingwood
Jackie | Gieason,. Everett
With Dean Jagger, Robert Em- With
Director: Robert Goodman
‘Sloane,
Jack
Klugman,
Peter
hardt,
Barbara
Babcock,
Jay
15 Mins.. Sun., 3:45 p.m.
Barney,
BilI Berrian, - Phillip |. Falk, William Redfield, Harvey
WCBS-TYV, N.Y.
Lembeck,
Paul
McGrath,
George
Hazel
Bosco,
James
Duncan,
“WCBS-TV Views the Press" {s
Jessel, Bill . Zuckert,
Michael
Jones, Dirk
Koiman,. Allen
taking up where the late Don Holnedy and Special Assistant Bundy;
Millette
Alexander, OTHELLO.
Nourse, David O’Brien, Mark | Higgins,
lenbeck left off in radio some years
Salome Jens, Woodrow Parfrey, | ‘With James McCracken,. Maria van was of a thrusting . body ‘of men,
O'Daniels, Ken Konopka.
back in appraising the print media.
Dongen, Rudolf Knoll, Robert determined. to give the American,
Sorrell Booke, Russell Golden,
Producer:
Mildred
Freed
Alberg
This time it's Charles Collingwood
Paecki, image a new look,
©.
Bernard Hughes, Robert Dane, | Thomas, - Leonhard
who's calling the shots. The pre- | Director: Jack Smight
Heinz Borst, Mary Davenport,
‘Trethowan .went: on to. examin
Charles Martin, Harry Stanton
Writer: John Whedon
miere
stanza
had
quite
some
Siegfried
Tappolet,
Wolfram
the
difficulties
likely
to be ene:
Producer: Gordon Duff
“bite” Actually the video dimen-! 30 Mins., Sat. 9:30 p.m.
countered -with Congress.
Kene
Director; Norman Jewison
Mertz .
sion adus nothing, for basically it’s } EQUITABLE LIFE ASSURANCE. Writers: Gleason, A. J. Russell, Producer: Ettore Cella
nedy supporter John Brademas dise ‘
t's what
what is
SOCIETYN. ¥.
a radio show. It’s
is said that! NBC-TV,
Director: Herbert Graf
‘sected the differentées with the
Sydney Zelinka, Walter Stone
Conductor: Nello Santi
British. system, ‘where-‘executive
90 Mins., Fri. (21), 8:30 p.m,
and legislative bodies are one, and
/150 Mins.; Sun. ,8.05 p.m.
Collingwood was chiefly con(FCEB). . | TIMEX
Swiss Television from Zurich
the dissident voice ‘of Republican
cerned
with
recapitulating
the;
Sometimes
it seems. that the CBS-TV (tape).
As a first step in .a closer col- Senator Barry Goldwater was. the
Cuban disaster in pinpointing the: production staff of “Our Ameti-:
(Warwick & Legler)
He.
ilaboration between
Swiss
state- only cloud in the. silver sky.
taxily of re nation's press. Golin.‘can Heritage” recognizes a great
There was a time, ‘say four yearsj owned, non-commercial tv and the came out against any compromise
‘urgency in recounting highlights:
October ’60. as reported in the: . of history and varied events that ago in the heyday of “Playhouse, Zurich Stadttheatre, initiated by: with. the Commies,.wanted the Cue.
by
Hispanic American ‘Review and up:i color the country’s chronicle. They 90,” when Jackie Gleason's “The Zurich’s new opera chief, Herbert ban revolution struck down
force if need be and an out-and-out.
tu the N.Y. Times Page 1 story; i seem to feel that there is much to: ; Million
Dollar ‘Incident” would Graf, this videotape. version .of declaration
that‘:
the.cold
war
back in January of. this year. Col-: say and little time -to do it, es-.
*60-’61’s .most
successful "opera
linzwood proved that knowledge | pecially, in this Civil War Centen- :. have. ‘made an okay offbeat entry| production: was. telecast to.a gen- would result in an American vic-"
It would have erally warm response by longhair tory.
of CIA intervention was available,’ nial Year, when one can’t flip a : for. such a series.
Maybe, for internal consumption,
but that no one carried through. ! calendar without noting some im-. figured as a nice change of pace, | buffs and laymen alike.
and these adequately-substantiated § portant anniversary of that: con-. ‘enhanced. by the Gleason playingInevitably with experiments like “The New: Americans” -was’ too
leaks were just dropped by the’ flict.
this, technical. deficiencies were heavily pro-Kennedy. on too: slim
“himself casting and his. authorshig, i
press. So how could the press cop.
still " evident, ‘especially some cases evidence .of present achievement.
a
It is this drive to recount as but. that’s about all.
| of faulty lighting and sound con- But it certainly gave an ‘encouraga plea “because no one told us?
as possible and crewd- ar
> much
context,: trol. However, in view of the fact ing boost to American: préstige on:
All of this was well and good.: great many events into their scant | In today’s: . television
this side of the. water.. Ian Trea sense of, half-hour that is reducing the ef- ‘ however, “Incident” takes on the |that the Stadttheatre where the
giving the program
tape was shot during a regular thowan was: ‘capable throughout,
divection. a goal and a purpose.
fectiveness of this stanza. In Satur-— status of one of the season’s mathough lacking-in the final ounce
|
Performance
of
the
Verdi
opera,
is
And it was good researching. When
day's (22) session, the opus told af jor specials; it doesn’t deserve the || unequipped. for telecasting and jof personality - ideally ..required.
the :
Collingwood
finished
with
the two great decisions. in the distinction.” It’s basically a throw-! that lack of time. cancelled out. James Bredin —Was the admirable
Cuban situation, he dwelt on the
military career of Gen. Robert E.
producer.
;
" Otta.
yoluminous coverage of the Eich- Lee. As he faced the necessity of away, a sometimes ingenious, oc-| lengthy rehearsals and. preparacasionally’ amusing
kidnapping iations. it was an amazingly well-.
mann
trial ‘confessing that a lot:
: surrendering the Army of Virginia:
t handled job.
of the reporting was good: and the:
AUF
DEN .'SPUREN. DES HENo Gen. Grant, the story recalled yarn. that manages to maintain insubordinating of the story in the|4 hts decision. to take off his Union
terest in spite of its many flaws, | Even on the small tv screen. and ! KERS
wake
of the Russian
spy yarn,
isans
color,
this
Herb
Graf
pro|
—_
(On
the Tracks of the: Hangman)
! Army uniform, and go with the! b@t never arises above the comCuba and now Algiers, finally es-:
duction, which opened the current :Writers: Peter Schier-Gribowsky,
The second—whether . to' monplace.
! South.
Caping into trivia with a flippant;
:season
last.fall
and
‘has
emerged
|
Carsten
Diercks.{surrender formally or order, as:
Gleason's basic story, adapted. by :
observation on the N. ¥. gambling, suggested, his army to disperse A. J. Russell, Sydney Zelinka and i as the season's top: b.o. and word- - 40 Mins.; Tues., 9:20 p.m.
scandal.
‘
ofmouth
entry,
‘impressed
as
a.
‘West
German:
Ty, from. Hamburg
|and carry on the war via guetrila Walter Stone, varies from the in‘ theatrical ev ent, of rare magnitude.
(film),
Collingwood
had
himself
‘tactics. Lee properly reflected the genious to the ludicrous.
His kid-. || Beside the “topnotch. directorial
meaty morsel, backed with strong
folly of such a move and chose in- napping plot is clever, his kidnap‘The trial of the. Nazi war crimldocumentation.
in appraising the! stead, fermal surrender and ces- .pers are believable, but the people':job as well as the fiery batoning inal, Adolf Eichmana,, has -had ‘its
by young Italian maestro, Nello;
Cuban fiasco. As a stinging rebuke | sation of hostilities.
‘he should know best—the
CBS Santi. this was chiefly due to an} effect: on. German. television.
of U.S. journalistic standards and
In a half-hour, it was difficult _execs and his own sidekicks like tensemble of magnificent singing:
practices, it was healthy “viewing”
the ‘Tracks of the: Hangman, " ‘tele- :
to property depict the General's ‘Jack Philbin and Bullets Durgom, Fyoices which included three U. S.j
(atthough even here it might have :
{torment in facing up
to these are either so fuzzy or silly “that . Singers: tenor James McCracken{ least the day: the triat. started in’
been enhanced with -a hard-hitting:
Israel.
was. a
40-minute
docuhuge decisions.
Despite the ca-. they almost undo the Ingenuity in-;
critical
analysis
and
summation
whose Othello ranks among the + mentary which. traced ‘Eichmann’s.
pabilities of Dean Jagger, depict-; vested in ‘the: story.
best to be found today: contralto |
rather than have it left dangling).
ing Gen.
Lee, there was little? ‘That
story “has. Gleason kid- Mary Davenport as : Emilia. and: life from his home. town. Solingen,
What
immediately
comes
to: time to develop the various themés
‘Renapred during the days of his CBS. tenor Robert Thomas as Cassi. !‘to chis: Argentinian hideout.
mind is: “After Cuba, what?” Rev- ! within this time period.
However. Saturday night showcase and held|| High powered performances, both! ? port deserved .a high rating and.
elations of such enormity arere few
1@Wall production elements and the. for $1.000,000. ransom, which CBS |vocally and acting-wise. were alsa [‘Was one of the best documentary.
and far between. As a continuing
programs - ‘seen on domestic tv’
cast were generally excellent. Jay .is designated to pay..
turned in by Maria van Dongen!Jatelv.
evcle. the inherent danger
lay in
:
fl
Barney as Gen. Longstreet; Robert : ‘The. acting, too, varied. The kid. |(Desdemona)
and
Rudolf
Knoll ':_ The creators,’ Peter Schier-Gri:
the latter part of Collingwood's ‘ Emhardt, as.Gen. Scott, and the
apper
Everett. Sloane as thei whose Iago was remarkably free : bousky and. Carsten Diercks, de-.
program. suggesting that it may
various other supporting players.
The opera serve a ‘special compliment
take more than just “viewing” the: performed with taste and excel-- ringleader and. Jack Klugman and! of false histrionies.
for.
press to give it Strength and a lence. Mildred Freed Alberg en- Peter Falk, walked off “with the was sung in its original Italian, having had the courage to leave
honors,
and
Klugman
got
in
the,
with
short
summaries
in German} nothing unsaid and to exploit all
point of view.
Rose.
sured maximum effectiveness with
best comedy turn of the show in before ev ery act.
‘Mezo,
the possibilities to acquaint “Gerallround Production |now
a drunk scene with Gleason:
On
man televiewers with the characose,
the ather hand, William Redfield1961
HIGHLIGHTS
OF
THE
ter and mentality of.the mass. killTHE
NEW
AMERICANS,
‘as producer Jack Philbin, .Harvey
CIRCUS
er.
They
interviewed. “eve-wit«
Lembeck as manager Bullets Dur- With Ian Trethowan.
With Arthur Godfrey, ringmaster; THE EICHMANN TRIAL
nesses_anhd. even approached: some.
:gom ‘changed at the. last minute. Producer: James Bredin
Trevor Bale Tigers, Weaver Sis-} With Jim Bishop
] ot his ‘relatives.
It ‘was depress‘60 Mins., Wed., 9:35 -p.m.
to
“Eddie”
to
comply
with
an
in-;
ters, The Voladors, Stanaks &! Producer: Vince Dempsey
ing to hear. that some: used to
junction prohibiting use of his. Assotiated TeleVision, from. Lon-.
Santos,
Stephenson's
Dogs, 30 -Mins., Mon.-Fri.,. 6:30 p.m,
think very highly of him:
Some «
don
name),
and
Paul
McGrath
as
the
Yongs & Walter Patterson, Otto |
GLICKMAN CORP. (half)
called him ‘a dear good fellow’.
Reporter
Ian Trethowan,
who
‘ unidentified: CBS bossnian had a
Griebling, Gerard Soules, Otto: WABC-TV, N. Y. (tape, live)
clicked last year with his “Main. when asked what impression he.
Gleason's
‘pretty
tough
time
of
it.
Schmitt’s
Elephanta,
Flying|
Street, U.S.A:"
skein, aimed.. to. Made on.them. It was brought out’
’
Gibsons, Galla Shawn, Klauser's ! (Newmark, Posner & Mitehell) ! characterization of Gleason would: ‘portray the new American admin-- that. this man, murderer: of mil- *
Relatively
intensive
coverage give a psychiatrist a few interest-.
Bears, Zacchini Cannon Act
istration,
its
personalities
and ob- lions. of innocent - people, ©liked.
of the Eichmann trial is being of-| ing hours. of speculation. but GleaExec Producer: Jack Philbin
classical music, played the violin
fered New Yorkers by WABC-TV. ‘son the actor played Gleason the jectives, in this hour-long filmed
Producer: Charles Andrews
digest.
On
the
whole,
he suc- and led a: respectable. married
Along with the tapes (supplied by! personality in fine style.
Director: Michael Zeamer
‘ceeded.
Chief
impression, for life. ‘The two- ‘reporters. also utiCapital
Cities
Broadcasting
to
all)
60 Mins., Thurs., & p.m.
‘Even the direction, by Norman
lized. excerpts. from documentary,
tv outlets), the ABC flagship is pro- Jewison, varied with the script. overseas viewers, was of an alert
TOP VALUE STAMPS
‘body of men, alive with social con- -pix on Nazi’ concentration camps.
NBC-TV, from Greensboro, N. C. viding the commentary. of Jim: :The scenes in. the ‘hideout were science and snipping energetically
Schier-Gribowsky . and Diercks |
(tape)
Bishop, which in narrow tv terms' extremely well done, but the pan- at red tape. Trethowan contrasted. ‘did: an outstanding Job which: will
(Campbell-Mithun)
is -not
especially
professional demonium that reigned in the CBS ,
the Kennedy regime with the out-. be long: kept in mind. It was also
but frequently interesting and in- and Gleason offices wasn’t ‘con-!
What added up to a handsome
‘going Eisenhower
outfit. and a-hecessary report. for tpose who
' fined
tratler for the Ringling Bros. and formative.
to’ the script.
-JewisoOn Cisimed
that men
who aren't are apt to forget certain things too
Bishop’s
unprofessionalism
ds couldn't get his peopte Chat ‘ashamed to-read books were ‘re-'
Barnum
& Bailey Circus and a
easily. “Technically, the program
sock spee for Top Value Stamps
(Continued on page 190)
“Hans. placing the golfers.
He also em- was. outstanding.
was “Highlights of the 1961 Cirphasized that it was too. early : to
cus” aired Thursday (20) via NBCjudge the new President's: capacTV.
Hour-long taped show from
x
ity, but clearly established. that he DUBLINERS
the Greensboro, N.C., War MemoDirector: Michael’ Ingrams
| thought it pretty huge...
rial Coliseum ably caught the big
Writer:
Jack
White
The hour kicked off with an outtop flavor
as some
RB&B&B’'s
line of.the new Cabinet. personal- 30 Mins., Fri., .10:30 p.m.
celebrated turns displayed their |.
ities, and President Kennedy him- Assoclated-Rediffusion, ‘from Lous,
don.
talents.
| OUS. “However, as the rich boy who: self, in the first tv interview he’s.
The Chery Show
Neatly riding herd on the asThis: amiable filmed. report took”
“The Happiest Day,” with Irvin wins then loses the ‘beautious sec- | granted to foreigners, explained
sorted acts was ringmaster Arthur
as its connecting. link the literary
contributing
original retary, Craig Stevens was alright, how he interpreted the “New FronGodfrey who shawed he was no Graham
Thread of
He reputation. of Dublin;
and lyrics, was
a but then his role made very few tiers” he intended to cross.
mean equestrian himself. Godfrey book, music
demands on him.
stressed the need for education in argument: was that the. most potent .
frothy
tale
hardly
worthy
of
great
not only smoothly
handled the
scribes -—~ Bernard
Shaw,
Switt,
the
scientific
field.
.Press
SecreThere was a-shrillness to the act- ,
emcee chores in his familar, casual effort but certainly not deserving
‘Sean O'Casey, and James Joyce—
ing that must be laid at the door- ‘tary Pierre Salinger touched on the’
style but put his multi-gaited steed of the poor handling given it by
had « achieved their -memorable.
administrative
methods
its co-directors Bob Finkel and: step of the co-directors, of whom | new
work by emigrating. Was exile inthrough its paces in eye-popping
Yet sparked by Kennedy—direct: comDean Whitmore, who apparently; .Finkel was.also producer.
-dispensable ‘for Dublin
writers?
fashion.
when it came time for Cox, as Miss munication with Cabinet. officers,.
More than a dozen acts were were unable to cope with the line
The subject: was. thrown at. stuPaige’s “guardian angel’ who ar- his liking for opposing views to
dents, actors, artists and the like,
paraded on the homescreens at a of fantasy demanded by the script.
be
presented
to
him
coherently
so
ranges for “The happiest day” in
time that undoubtedly caught a Indeed, this “Chevy Show’ hour
that he could come to a quick de-. and their comments were broken.
jup by reminiscent anecdotes of the sizable juvenile audience.
Few Sunday (23) on NBC-TV was ‘only her life (a. date with her boss, cision.
moppets ‘and their elders, too) fantasy when Wally Cox,.as a guar- Stevens}, he is delightful: Graham, Less familiar on this side of the aforesaid. giants.° Director Michael
the author, had a better idea of
:
Ingrams assembled the material so
could likely resist the amusing dian angel, was on stage.
Atlantic
were
the
internal
probOf course, Cox had the. only; what. he ‘wanted to do with his lems, and Labor Secretary Arthur that. it. wasn’t. overweight with litanties of Stephenson’s Dogs, the
and|anget than he did with his people;
erary ‘musings, and himself spoke
spectacular feats of.Trevur Bale’s original role, so to speak,
Goldberg
firmly
stressed
the
need
lions and tigers, the grace of the that may have had something to do! .Cox. was made out as a kind of for. reducing unemployment from. a clear, but conventional, _commenGreek chorus and ethereal engitary on the sound-track.
Flying Gibsons aerial act or the with his superlatively light -per-|
its
present
seven
per
cent
level
to
Highspots :were ‘the dabs of por.
formance. Still and all, the weak- |j'heer, who. msved what little plot a minimum of four per cent.. Simi:+
ingenuity of Ktauser’s Bears.
—
-traiture touched in by elderly Dub- .
Plugs for Fop Value were fre- nesses of direction were evident| there was..
larly,
Chester
Bowles
cast
light
on
. Graham's lyrics were deft andliners,
Garbage-man Paddy O’Reil-.
quent but failed to interrupt the ‘throughout the first 40 minutes of
, the Kennedy. desire to re-establish
show's overall continuity.
“The the 60-minute show; How many Ais. music, while not whistleable, good relations with Africa, Asia, ly. stood outside’ Bernard. :Shaw’'s
Art.
birthplace
and: recalled how: he'd’:
Greatest Show on Earth’ also got times has: pn audience seen the: : still. served its purpose.
and Latin America, but without ima lot of mileage out of this special. lovely Janis Paige east as a poor|
| pairing cooperation ‘with Europe written to the dramatist. suggesting.
Bell & Howell Close-Up
ithat:
the
house
should be marked
For example. Godfrey occasionally working girl, or Jack Carson as
and NATO.
“90.
Miles
to«§ Communism,” } ‘Such new devices as the Peace by a. plaque: Shaw had written
the poor slob who can’t hold onto:
came up with such aside comments
back;
saying:
that
posterity would
as “you must come to the circus his girl (until the final curtain’: !ABC’s “Bell & Howell Close-Up” Corps were
explained, -and_ the
Castro’s
Cuba,
both feei of ‘this part. of the program,, be adequately serviced with his
this .eac, It really is different : .. and Charlie Ruggles as the wise.-. ‘special: on
However, the
dute’t miss it in your town.”
endearing old: man?
Obviausly,: ‘profited and suffered by its topi- avemented by the lively comments collected ..works.
the casting was far from ingeni- .
Gilb.
(Continued on page 193)
of Attorriey-General Robert Ken(Continued on page... -193).
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BBC-TV: ‘Never
on Sunday
.

a

i

fiaseows April 28.

. “Difficult” plays, plays of a sophisticated. nature, and dramas
“@ealing with “the darker side of life” will. not be screened on

{EASILY
OBTAN

BBC-TV on a. Sunday. evening, according to Sir Arthur fords, the

BBC chairman.

-

ve

Fat

TV STUDIO

:

110%, TaxBiteonBritish ComTV

| BOTH E ED To Yield $23,500,000 to Exchequer:
RO,WEaT ‘Go Easy on Those Rolls & Bentleys
)

He says
so in a-letter to Mr.J.J. Campbell, Glasgow lawyer, |

‘who had protested in a letter that many.plays shown on Sunday

With tv network shows attaining

‘péak 80%. celluloid

next season,

evenings were “not only sickly, sentimental slush, but also, for ‘Jahnd with: live. or live-on-tape en-

youthful viewers, dangerous occasions of sin.” Attorney claimed
that viewing of Sunday night plays was now banned in many homes,

and ‘asked Sir Arthur. if the BBC

tries hitting a rock-bottom level,
the whole question of what. io do

had any safeguards. in force

against the danger of corruption of youth.

WMAR-TV Bldg. Plans —

about those huge studio and thea-

—

_-jtre facilities (both east and.. west)
Baltimore, April 25.
Campbell made specific reference to the play “The Wrong. Side of "| with which NBC and.CBS appear
Application for permit ta erect
the Park,” commenting that, although the author obviously re-.
to be. stuek grows: increasingly
new building to house WMAR-TV
‘garded the aduljerous theme “as a tender flower, to be preserved
vexing.
:
;
:
,

in memory's

garden, nevertheless health-minded citizens would

In. sharp

be more inelined to regard it as a poisonous weed to be forgotten.’
-The complaining

contrast. to the

days

just

outside

city

line,

when Max Liebmafi and the Jaffe filed with Baltimore

viewer-attorney added, in his protest: letter:

“Almost every Sunday

boys were grinding out those NBC-

night now, the same dismal moans and.

TV specials at the network's

‘grunts come over the air, from a motley throng of characters, many
looking quite demented
and alt. extremely. tense in _their

vast

has

been

county government. It was announced that
station will continue ta emanate

‘| Brooklyn studios, today it’s a for- actual broadcast signals as before
Jorn site. Only occasionally is it from tower on Television Hill near
‘hot chase after forbidden fruit. It really does get very tiresome.”.
reactivated for a special but other. In his reply, the BBC. topper. defended the showing of “The ‘wise it has.a ghost-town status. WJZ-TV. Studio programs originatWrong Side of the Park,” saying’ the main body of responsible .. ‘Yet over the years NBC was ing from the New York road location will be channeled to the tran:opinion had felt that the play was an attempt. to illustrate the.
obliged to pour millions into: the mitter on Television Hill via microtragedy of failure, misalliance and unhappiness.
_
oe facility.
wave links.
“Tg remove, ag you ask, plays that are disquieting in. their It’s costing NBC something like
Studio-office building will have
analysis of ‘human nature would be to impose a censorship. that _| $300 ,000 a year for the lease of

could

prevent the. presentation of serious drama.

;

-

Sot SirArthur agreed that the accent .on Sunday evenings should.

be on material suitable for general family viewing,

=.

“You. will find,” -he said, “that a-change in this direction has

already been made and that ‘difficult’ plays, plays ofasophisticated
nature,or plays which deal: with the darker sideof life — they.

-Yepresent only a small proportion

of our drama ‘production—will

be kept out of Sunday evenings.”

«sig.

_

‘|the Zierfeld theatre, N. ¥. To all
intentsit can now be called the

would

tote

up fo a

bundle

of

‘dough. Since any self-respecting
network merits at least one big
‘showcase for audiences, and since:

Govt. Okay; WillPreem Nov. 4

there’s no other available facility
ta. house the Como show, NEC is
obligedto stick with it

| Then there’s the plight of NBC

Rome, April 25.

-at Burbank

"The Jong-awaited second Ital-|- y
5
pa on TE:
.
fan tv. channel will be officially in-| Japan 5 6,360,141 Sets

on

|like Brooklyn,

the. Coast

which,

represents

an in-

‘vestiture of millions but with little

‘action today. .Just to open the
augurated on Noy. 4, this year.
:
|
“Tokyo, April 25.
-doors of the plant (like Brooklyn)
Official announcement was made j.
Registered
tv
sets
in.
Japan
at
.costs
$12,000 a day—so NBC plans
‘here by RAI-TV
topper eS
Marcello: fot end of January tot
Rodino at - a press conference
also
369.579 for the~ ito keep it shuttered throughout
;the summer. Only three daytime
|shows: will be originating from the
-yector. general, Ettore Bernabei.
Breakdown per key. city area:
-Move comes after a protracted Tokyo, 2,246,994; Osaka, 1,496,819; |Coast, anyhow, and two of these
- period of preparation and rumors Nagoya, 920,617; Kumamoto, 577,- [are berthed at-Sunset & Vine; the
; other is a tape remote.
(it had.at:one time been thought: 556; Hiroshima, 360.822; Sendai. |
that RAI would start its second 309,256;. Sapporo, .267,970,: ‘and ! It’s the fall prospects—or lack
of them—that creates the Burbank
metwork during the 1960 Olympic
;headache. Aside from a periodic
Games), though as pointed out, it ‘Matsuyama, 176,648.

attended by the new. RAI-TV di-| 141. 20 increase of36 an % :

will still become a fact 13 months.
ahead of schedule... Official agreement which extended RAI-TY’s|

government: monopoly

in

fact

states that the net: must: provide
a “Second Program” before De‘eember, 1962.

2-Week Wrapup

On‘61-62 Ente

While the’ current “National”

‘program will continueat its current

10-hour-a-day clip, the new

‘outlet will at least at the start be
. limited to. two-three hours
.every
‘evening, probably in the 9-11 p.m,

niches

takeover by film.
throughout the Gothfirmed up business for ’61-’62
worth a total of approximately am are a.fiock of CBS theatre
studios.
Not
as many as two, three
$15,230,000. About. $9,720,000 of it
is in’ deals for nighttime hours years ago, but still an overabundance of them—many more than
(time & talent), about $5,000,000

|

Not muchis. known at present.

(Continued on page 192)

{

into comraercial tv profits, the in-

dustry was caught by surprise with
the Chancellor of the Exchequers
decision to impose a 10°% duty on
all charges for commercial ty advertising from May 1 onwards.
This will yield around $23,500,000
a year to the Treasury and wi}l
make a slight dent in the earning
capacity of the major tv companies.
It will, however, seriously hurt
‘the smaller regional companies

which,

while

making

a. healthy

building

in

Niles Trammell’s
“We Wuz Robbed’
In Fighting Rap
Niles Trammell, as both a partner and managerial factotum of

WCKT in Miami, has no intention
of taking the threatened loss of his
station lying down and even now
is mapping an appeal to the Supreme Court. The ex-NBC presi-

which have either just come on
the air or are just about to start

transmission.
One particular case in point is
‘that of Westward-TV which is due
to start 2 commercial service in

the West of England

next week”

end (29). Peter Cadbury, chairman
of
the
programming
company
which has the concession for that
area, Teckons that the duty will
rob them of about $280,000 a year
——an
appreciable
slice by any
standards, but particularly so in

|View

of the fact that the West-

ward tv license, Bke those of all
the other commercial
programmers, is due to expire in 1964

when

the

present

Act ‘eqmes

to

Biggest confirmation came from

;

Nabisco for. a full aiternate-week{.
rn

Wickham’s. Exit
in

a

eae

Autolite Buying
Racer’ on ABC-TY

less than others were doing in the
industry at a time when, in actuality, it was the fashion of the FCC
.
Hollywood, April 25.
membership te seek out the broadFord Motors, through its subsidcasters.
fary, AutoLite, has signed on as
sponsor of the new teleseries “The
Racer” scheduled to air in the
7:30-8 pm. Friday time slot over
ABC-TV in October.

‘other $410,000 for sports.

TY ll

fit in with

FCC members, Trammell points to
the fact that he did no more, no

needed for the few tape-on-live
for daytime programming and an- contributions
to the network skein.

BBC, Gort.Renew |

MYERS

°
.
an end,
It is early days yet to assess
the real impact of the. levy, and
the program companies have not
had time to decide whether ts
dent who relinquished his network | bear the burden alone or.whether
pension rights _and consultancy to pass it on either wholly or in
It is
Status in order to team up with part to the advertisers.
the Cox-Knight publishing inter- thought likely, however, that they
will have to carry the cost themDinah Shore, Bob Hepe, Dean Mar- ests in running the NBC affiliated selves as there have been many
tin or some such special, the vast, station in Miami, feels he and his beefs about the high eost of telesprawling. facility—NBC’s answer partners are taking a bum rap.
vision commercials.
to CBS’ Television City—will hit a
Station, of which Trammell owns.
One surprising reaction te the
blank. —
—
15%, took the 10-count in an FCC Budget decision was the comment
The giant CBS. plant on the examiner’s
preliminary
report in the Daily Express editorial. The
Coast, with hardly any nighttime which took away the channel fran(Continued on page 192)
action. and a2 handful of daytime chise (although a full FCC decision
shows (the latter only by the grace is still pending).
of shifting originations from N.Y.)
To the claim (during the period
ipoges similar problems.
In the when the industry was on the D. C.
-days when its giant studios were hot seat) that, in seeking the VHF
created, apparently no one foresaw franchise, he had trafficked with

virtual
Since “April. 10, NBC-TV has] theScattered

eoncerning. the type. of fare to be
exposed, RAI merely stating that.

By HAROLD

.
London, April 25.
Though there had been widespread agitation for moves to cut

profit, do not have tke scope for
more than 50,000 square, feet of | returns comparable with the four
floor space and architecture will Majors. The main victims indeed
be along modernized colonial lines will be the small regional stations

“Perry Como Theatre” since that’s that will
the only show coming out of the area,
tex-legit showcase.
The contract
, with the original owners stipulates
; that NBC would have to restore it
‘to its original shape should it de-

‘eide to dump the theatre. . That

*

17

e

According to series producer
Cleveland, Apri} 25.
came:from Colgate | .
Thriller’), Warner - Lambert. _ BenB. Wickham resigned Fri(“Captain' of
Detectives”
and. ‘day. as managing director of WIW“Wells Fargo”), Brown& William- TV and as a vicepresident of the prexy. regime when he played a
{son ' . (“Detectives”), Liggett
& Storer Broadcasting Co., station key role in developing broadcast- public Studioz, and an outstanding
slate of 39 more segs will enter
(“87th Precinct”), and R. J.- owner.
. The BBC and: the Government Meyers
Produ¢tion shortly. Budget for the
..-Jpave launched new huddles to -dis- Reynolds (alt. half of “Train,”
series
is estimated at $55,000 per
' euss the coming of color. :tele- which makes the Wednesday show
skem in a format dealing with
“vision. This was admitted by the full up since Ford owns the other
sports and race cars. Part of sePostmaster - General, . Reginald. 30-minute period.
ries’ filmage will be lensed in EuBevins, in a reply toquestions in} _.Big daytime buys were by Thos. |
rope, producer said.
‘the: House. Present situation is Lee’
for about -$1,500,000,
Sale to Ford through ABC Films
ae
London, April 25.
that Bevins: regards. the question ‘Pillsbury for $2,000,000 and Ex-Lax |
quashed
prior rumors that “Racer”
‘Top
level meetings have been taking place during the past few
of line. definition as of more cur- for . $1,500,000. Ford. and Philip
might be dropped by the auto comdays
among
the
commercial
programming
companfes
to
decide
rent urgency than color.. —
Morris, each paying $200,000 for
pany, although it acquired option
Asked why. he didnot allow @ quarter of the event: topped the |. whether any of the 10% of tax on tv advertising from May 1 imof series through recent purchase
the. BBC to have.a pilot experi- sports buys with purehases in the’ - posed ‘by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in his budget last week
of the AutoLite Battery Corp.
can be passed on or whether it must be met by the networks themmental scheme using 405.}Hnes in- -National’ Football League. cham- . Selves.
Series
format
was
originally
JS

ing patterns,

Who's Gonna Take Brit. TV Tax Rap?

_ Stead of 625 to gain more prac- Pionship game.
: tical, experience of transmission
‘and ‘reception, -Bevins was .emphatic: “It would -be:.a .mistake.
lice you allow an experimental |System on 405. lines you are liable}
.to create’ a demand for sets that}

. On present performance it Iooks as if the Chancellor’s estimate
Was a cautious one. Hé calculated that it would yield. $23,500,000
a-year but the estimated yield for March alone would have been

‘Speidel Sponsor Coin/
Speldel twatch band-manufactur-

in‘ three or four ‘years
tinie may er) has bought a scatter
Well become out of date.”.

Bevins

denied

that. “he

pandering to the interests

was

of In-

plan in.

‘ABC-FV hour shows estimated at.
$1,000,000
for next season;
company has bought

In all,|:

28 minutes in

dependent Television. Authority. I three telefilm stanzas.
must consider: what the BBC has
Spread of participations
to say since they reopened. the
matter following. earlier discus-

sions.”

' over. $2,330:000..
‘The. return for the.10 commercial

Speidel: on ABC-TV covers

for
‘“Cor-

Tupters,” “Naked City,” and Surf-

ty companies for March hit
a‘new high with total. ad revenue exceeding $23,334,000, and in
the first quarter of the year the income was running 20% above
the same quarter last year. The March total was 2216% better

than March

1960.

;

_

Leading the field for March was Associated-Rediffusion, the company which has the weekday concession in the London area, with
total ad revenue, according to Nedia Records, of $4,984,000. Asso-

ciated Television were close behind ‘in second place with $4,676,000,

followed by Granada with $4,448.000.and ABC-TV with $2.800,000.
The latter company has only weekend concessions for the Midlands
and North of England territories,

owned by Nick Schenck who sold
it to AutoLite in a package deal
calling for Albert J. Cohen te produce.
Latter lensed severat episodes
before Shuken
took over
reins.
Present
producer,
summoned
from Eurepe by ABC Films last
week for jensings, will script a half
dozen more segments, after which
he will fulfill a supervisory capacity
due to another commitment.
Shuken’s other assignment involves more than a score of scripts
for
the
continuing
“The
Real
McCoys” teleseries, of which he 1s
signed as chief writer.

There is nothing harder to stop than a trend

L-TV only network to show overall audience gain this year* |
eral! audience gain or loss,
1961 over 1960*

One network’s loss, as the fellow said,
is another’s gain.
And, actually, our 12% jump this year
gives us a neat 35% share of network

viewing for the period.* An average of
9,099,000 homes per minute delivered

for the advertiser.
The reason, of course, lies in such

uptrending reasons as The Untouchables,
My Three Sons, The Real McCoys,
R: Network tome hours, (Average Audience

teommercial hours viewed). National Nielsen

Ny orts, I January through

II March, 1961 ve.

¥ period 1960. All sponsored houra, 6:30-i1
Son., 7230-11 PM. Mon. through Sat.

77 Sunset Strip, The Flintstones, ete.

Why not uptrend
with us? —

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
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ARIETY -ARB SYNDICATION CHAR?

Variery’s weekly tabulation based on ratings furnished by. American Research -buyers to locat stations and/or advertisers to syndicators. will find the charts valuable.”
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 24T markets. The |:
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
results of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with. the. rating.
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week
of the top ten network shows on the local level, the VaRrety-ARB charts.
performance
ten different markets are covered.
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as. the are designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U.S.
(*) ARB’s Nov.-Dec. 1960 survey covered a multi-week period. Syndicated shows
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and. day of telecasting. com:
sharing one of the weeks with an alternating or special program could not be ‘properly
| petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an
‘judged for comparative performance. Therefore, Nov. Dec. dats will be_Himited te
those syndicated shows which played in all. weeks.

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the.true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
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Gentleman’s Disagreement

uch is the peculiar intimacy of television that

been outspoken champions of freedom-in-the-arts,

S there probably isn’t a viewer alive who doesn’t
consider himself a show-business insider.
Today, the cab-driver who discusses “timing”
is not talking about cylinders, and the barber who
chats about “residuals” isn’t referring to the curls
on his cutting-room floor.
Perhaps that’s why there’s a special air of
expectancy among viewers when “The Nation’s
Future” announces a debate on the entertainment

their appearance in opposite corners this Satur-

industry itself. Throughout this broad land, you

can almost hear viewers musing, “Ah, they’re
playing our song!”
|

This Saturday night, as it happens, the series
will again be airing an important, show-business

day evening might, at first blush, seem a bit odd.

AT SECOND BLUSH, however, the casting isnot so strange. Preminger stronglyfeels clas-

sification would prevent censorship ffrom outside
the motion picture business, while Schary holds

that classificationis itself a kind of censorship.
Because neither man: has ever had a reputa-

tion for reticence, illogicalityorblanching-underfire, their meeting this week- end should be a
dandy. Indeed, it promises tobe TV’s most attrac-

tive debate ona show-business issue since last New
Year’s Eve, when Steve Allen and Mort Sahl
crossed swords (borrowed from an old Doug Fair.

the question, “Should the Movie Industry Classify
lis Films?”—a subject now being hotly and heav-

banks movie, as we recall) on the topic, “Should
ThereBe Any Taboos for Comedians?”
Most of that “Nation’s Future” session was

ily thrashed out within the motion-picture busi-

quite serious and provocative (as might have

ness itself.

been expected: from two. thinking-men’s humor-

issue. Otto Preminger and Dore Schary will argue

The avowed purpose of classification—either
compulsory or voluntary—is to discourage groups

from seeing movies which, in the opinion of the
classifier, might exert a harmful influence. (Most

classification has certain age groups andreligious
denominations in mind.)

Since both Preminger and Schary have long

ists) but the hour iwas also generously parsleyed
with laughter.
|
Some ofthe lustiest guffaws came during the
questioning of the debaters by the studio audience.
In fact, the second question asked was posed by a
man who looked and sounded strangely like Chico
Marx (largely because he was). “What,” he de-
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advance of each show, with certain sealing sec-

manded to know, “What. are we. doing here on
New Year’s Eve?”.
| _A while later,another spectator inquired,
“Wouldn’t it help to develop comedians better if

lions reserved to forestall the possibility of any
one group’s “packing the house” by getting there
fustest with the mostest.

we gave them a little more freedom, less. taboos?”

To help home audiences prepare for the de-

“Certainly,” 7 answered Allen. “Les; Taboos

bates,

NBC and its affiliates distribute a quarter-

million Discussion Guides to schools and national

happens to be aver y funny eomedian.”
Afexecutive preoducer Iving ¢Gitlin hasseen fit

*organizations each week. The Guides contain back-

to include a very small number ofshow-busiriess.

ground material; arguments on both sides of the

topics among ‘the 20 “‘Nation’:s Future” debates
held thus far, it’s simply hecause we live in-an age
where other,terribly iimpor tant issues fairly ery
out for priority.
Nuclear’ testing. International birth control.
Sit-in strikes. Loyalty oaths. African Independence. Just’ to mention a few such crucial -areas
treated since. the series’ debut Jast-November is

Issue; anda

4.

to-reviéw a procession of the most vexing - prob- |
lems of our times.

list of suggested reading materials.

“THE NATION’S FUTURE” never really
hopes to settle any major question in an hour of air

~ time. But it does aim to stimulate viewers to con-

tinue the discussions on their own. Certainly,
there’s never been a time in our history when
“talking things out” has been so necessary.
No one is more aware of that, we believe, than
the distinguished debaters: (Dr. Edward Teller,
Rev. Martin Luther King, Sir Julian Huxley et
al.) y
who’ve consented to appear on the series over
the last six months. And highly satisfying to us
have been their post-program “thank you’s” for

‘Fach ofthese sub jects, and others, have been:
argued by two carrefully selected authoriities—men
chosen not ier ely for their stature in.their reSpective fields but for their. ability to reflect that

the fairness with which they were treated (both

Stature in extempor aneous. debate before the TV

on and off-camera) by the program’s staff.

-cameras.
IT’S NO ACCIDENT that these intellectual

Perhaps the most enthusiastic in this respect
was author-economist J. Kenneth (“The Affluent

jousts on “The Nation’s Future” come off so well.

Society”) Galbraith, who came here from Wash-

Producer Ar thur Bar ron and staff know that even
the most absor bingofsubjjects can bea bore ifthe
show’s elements are not assembled with an eye
toward maximum viewer inter est;
They know too, however, that this end must

ington, D. C. to appear on the show two months

‘never be soughtatthe expense of fair play. Thus,
it’s not enough that the two debaters of the evening be well-matched;
the studio audiences must
also be. carefully balanced out.

That’s
why invitations to organizations representing all points of view are sent out well. in

ago. Through a technical foul-up, we had two
limousines waiting for him when he arrived at
LaGuardia Airport.
|
After his return to Washington, Galbraith

sent us a note saying he’d be delighted to do an
encore on the series anytime we
_wished, “even ifthere’s only one
limousine waiting for me next —
time.” Has higher tribute ever

lon

been paid to a television show?
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S6’s New Technique ToConvert

Cinemascope Theatricals To TV|

‘Screen Gems’ technical director
M. Peter Keane has perfected a
system

of converting

theatrical features for telecasting.
Jack Barry returns to tv emceeThe system is important in tofeatures-to-tv field, withing his own show on WNTA-TV,
day's
more and more post-’48s being re- Newark-N.Y., starting May 6. The
leased to the tv market, a period Saturday at 9 p.m. half-hour. outwhen
Cinemascope
enjoyed
its ing is titled “Kidding Around,” and
as
an_ interviewheyday. It's understood, via sta- is described
tions, that Seven Arts Associated variety show with children.
Picking up the tab is Osrow
is working on a similar technique.
This is the way Keane explains. Products, makers of car washes
other products, via Gamut
his system:
i
In the theatre, when a Cinema-: Auvertising.
scope film is projected, the image | Barry had been partnered with
is more than twice as wide as it: Dan Enright and had last emceed
is high. On a ty set, the image is! “Twenty-One,” which sparked. the
very little wider than it is high. Charles Van Doren quiz scandals.
This means that in @ theatrical There was no testimony linking
Cinemascope film, wher actors are Barry to any rigging.
considerably

left

or

right

of the

center of the picture, they would
not be seen when this film was
telecast, unless the Screen Gems ;
technique or a similar system were |

‘Technicians Fear

used.

Here is a market-by-market rundown of: average. prices: secured.

Louis Gray ‘named director of tv

for commercially good half-hour telefilm properties in the world
market. The prices, for.the most part, are for one run, In. 30m
“markets, there can be quite a range between the ‘high,: low-.and
‘average prices. For example, in England, average price for -a. halfs

production
for Metro-GoldwynMayer, reporting :to tv production
|v.p. Robert Wéltman ... . James. J.

Jack Barry’s Kid Show

Cinemascope

“0Seas Prices OnTelepix

~ ViiCtter:

hour episode is $2,800. But a:skein made in England, under @ coe

Seaborne, vet. tv producer-director

production deal, can bring as high as.$7,500 or more, In Canada,
an English network: deal with CBC can bring $4,500 per episode,
as opposed to $3,000 in syndication. In Japan, price ceilings havé

for major advertisers and agencies,
has joined Bill Sturm, Inc., as.an

account exec ... Barbara Wilkens

just been lifted and the $900 average price: ‘cited is an anticipated

has’ joined. Trans-Lux~as director
of .publicity and sales, promotion
.
“Route -66,” ‘series shot on]

COMMONWEALTH NATIONS

locations

throughout

the

U.

moves to Gary, Ind.,. shortly to 7
begin shooting the first of three,
possibly five episodes in the vicin- |

jity ...

“American Civil War’ series, distributed by Trans-Lux Television, sold. to. WOOD,
Grand
Rapids;
KMID,. Midland,
Tex.;
WSTV,
Steubenville,
O.;
and
‘KTVH, Wichita .. , Ralph Senensky joins Metro tv "as assistant to
producer Herbert Hirschman on
‘|“Dr. Kildare” series . . .. Medallion
‘Pictures has licensed Associated
Television, of London, to distribute
fhe 15: features recently acquired
{from Jayark Films. Titles. include |.
“Bugles in the Afternoon”
and
“Blood on the. Sun.”
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representatives’ ‘around: the world

thing would appear as though they: TV, which is on Channel 13. Labor :
‘are actively engaged in building}
had overdone the Metrecal bit.
in’tv dreads further cutbacks by
In
producing
these
duplicate: fall. since there has been’ a sub- the: export field for American tv

Price

Per
- Episode.

‘Guatemala

‘Japan Provisions
Governing Vidpix |
~ Get Clarification

through

‘Average

§S.,

The technique involves considerable editorial judgment, as well as
the invention and design of spe‘eial pieces of equipment.
International
Brotherhood
of:
In
preparing
new
negatives:
from which to make release prints, Electrical Engineers, local 1212, |
for telecasting purposes, it is cus: |is objecting to the. sale of Channe? |
tomarvy to start with a 35m fine-!
13 in New York to educational |
grain master of eaeh subject. from:
which a 16m duplicate negative is|interests. Objection is steeped in
optically produced. If this were: the fear that turning over one of
done for a Cinemascope film mak-,. ‘the city’s seven video channels to
ing no allowance for the fact that | further decline in employment. for
the image is actually compressed * the edueators will merely cause a
also
sideways,
two to one, then the. industry technicians, IBEW
duplicate negative also would have | feels that the move won't mateClarification. ‘of the new provithe images ‘compressed. If prints: Fially improve loca! programming.
sions gov erning. the Japanese marfrom such a negative were tele-!
By its own count, the IBEW.
east, the home viewer would see: ‘ local lost 64 men through CBS, ket was issued by the Motion Picall of the action, but the actors, i firings * and another 13 late last ture Export Assn., whose. various

buildings, cars and, in fact every-| week
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special Moviolas that indicate the dustry and, particularly, at CBS,
Lebanon .......-.-+-+- vee educa eae eneasecnceeioees
39
The ov ‘erall increase in the total
exact area that the tv viewer would . where the union has jurisdiction:
the ‘past year's
393
see from a squeezed Cinemascope ; IBEW execs feel that the educa- allocation from
FAR: EAST
os
900
film. Using one of these, the film: tional people who seem closest to budget of $2,100.000 to. $3,000,000
editor
running
a
Cinemascope : getting Channel 13 from National for the current fiscal year is the
Japan
Le kee Se
oO
. vitterereertess
.
125.
print can easily tell whether or: Telefilm Associates might hetter. only limitation on imports. Under
siestesadeeteteractactasiessesberianss
Philippines
13°
not the actors will be telecast. If. spend the more than -$5.000,000. ‘the new policy there are four sep‘Thailand ..... Saeko reer enedeenea et enencareeeeeaese
30
eeeee
not. he selects a position left or. the station will cost.for program- arate categories for tv film imsateen
eeee,
ee
e
cee
been
reed
eaten
eek
.
Okinawa
says that if it - is ‘portation; each limited only by the | .
140
right from the normal center posi-; ming. Union
odes
o
caeweees
ewe
ece
vee
eevee
oagen
Zealand
New
quality: programs the total. amount of dollars to be made |’
tion and indicates this in a precise. spent ‘on
1,270
record, listing the exact frame in seven N.Y. outlets .can—if neces- available to the tv ‘stations.
which the movement, left or right, sary through the FCC—be madeé |. _1, For ‘Series: This is the netAFRICA. .
30
ce
to air the
educational
stanzas. work budget; with network being
is to start.
eccesccncees Vececeeecesacees
Nigeria ........c veces
30
The laboratory then has a simple: ‘Basic fear, as expressed .by. IBEW, defined as a combination of staBrilish Guinea ..--+2seeesesas rere erererc csrers
-60
job from this point on. Starting: is that the educational people will tions cov ering, at a minimum, the
Rhodesia mee CUUIEIIIEIIIEIIIUIETEITITNI
with the first frame of picture in: have a hard time making ends Tokyo and Osaka regions.
There |.
120
each reel, the lab manufactures an: ‘meet once they’ve gotten the sta- are five. such networks and each is
eine 4
f
.
unsqueezed 16m duplicate negative : tion, and. as a case in point; the allocated $8. 000 per week—a total
$22, 205
|
from
the squeezed
Cinemtascope | union points to the Pacifica Foun- of $2,080,000. The money to be
Total
35m fine-grain master, using the ! dation in non-commercial radio as ‘spent onl: for regular: tv series |
notes to position the picture left: having a difficult time of it: finan- and not for feature films.
or right, as indicated by the film, . Cially. |
2. For Global Allocation: This 4s.
editor.
The 13 men believed to have. the per station budget and is divid-|
The editor has In fact thereby ' been fired by WNTA
are from: -ed among the individual stations
reedited the Cinemascope version |among the 53 IBEW rank-and-filers
Screen Gems, now dubbing the
of this film to a flat version for, who work at the company’s radio ‘according to market size. There are
Warren Bahr, v.p. of radio and
no restrictions on the types of film
telecasting. SG system takes Iess: and ty outlets.
‘ty at Young & Rubicam, will be the “Winston Churchill” series in: four
the station may buy under this guest speaker at. the: annual confab
than two working days for conv er
languages, has racked up sales. in
category. It totals ‘$610,000.
sion. Among SG post-’489 now in|!
lof TV
Stations,
Inc.,
at. next
.3..For Color TV: The budget is month’s National Assn.. ‘of Broad- 12 foreign. markets.
distribution that have been so con-.
Series now is -being- telecast fa
for color film only. It totals about casters .convention in Washington.
verted
are
“My
Sister Eileen.” ;
$150;000: but actually will serve to
“long Grey Line,” “Last FronOther speakers will include -W. ‘England, in. Canada on the- ‘Engprovide more color. film than the D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., chairman: of lish: CBC netw ork, in Finland and
tier,” and “Fire Down Belaw.”
amount: indicates. The buying sta- the board. Herb Jacobs, prez, and
in Australia.
Av Westin has been’ named to tion must charge only one-third; ‘Norman
S. Livingston,: v.p.
Sates have been made- in Argenthe new post of CBS News pro- the.cost of a color film against this
Rogers will render a progress reBrazil;
Mexico, .:Uruguay,
The other two-thirds ;port on TV Stations, Inc., plans fo tina.
ducer and director for Europe. allocation:
Philippines,
Thailand,
© French.
come from: the other cate- |upgrade syndicated pr oduct’ to netHe'll be in charge of production of must
with
sales
expected
work quality without spiraling cost. Canada,
gories.
all
news
material
.originating
in
|.
shortly
in
West
Germany
‘and’
With Max Factor and Kroger Co.
4, Other Allocations: .No specific to stations. Reports of. Jacobs and
heading its spensor list, Ziv-UA's Europe for CBS News, as well as total is given in the official regula- Livingston .will cover TV Stations Japan.
Brod Crawford starrer “King of in charge of all assignments flow- tion-for. this. budget, -but it is .un- ‘new diversification’ activities, such
Series ts being dubbed. in Japane
Diamonds” racked up 83 markets.
Portuguese,
French ‘and
derstood’ to amount
to around as the new advertising agency serv- ese,
Kroger, through Campbell-Mith- ing to Europe from N.Y. and Wash- $160,000. it. includes documentary ice division and the quality control Spanish.
un,
signed
for
the
series ‘on ington.
division.
\films of’ news and sports nature.
natur
ports
WDAF, Kansas City; WHIO, DayTV Station's. quality. control diy {Westin, who will report directly| MPEA, in. its statement,
wasn't sion offices will: open on or about
ton; and WCPO, Cincinnati. Max to CBS News v.p.-general manager
nearly as rosy-hued as John Mce- May 1 in Hollywood, and will be}
Factor bought the show for placeBlair Clark. will be stationed in Carthy, prexy of Télevision Proment on KONA, Honolulu.
“Harvey Chertok Has been: named
London, with the appointment ef- grams. Export Assn. McCartliy said headed by Lee Savin, formerly genRoster of stations now includes:
eral exec for Desilu Praductions: eee of advertising, sales proWestin, a he has secured a pledge from ‘JapaWFLA,
Tampa;
WGN,
Chicago: fective in mid-June.
|motion and ‘publicity for Seven.
KCPX,
Salt Lake City; WBTV, youthful vet of CBS News, has nese government looking toward
Arts Associated, Chertok was forIt’s CNP, NOT $6
Charlotte, N.C.; WBRET, Scranton- functioned as both a producer and ‘the. end of all restrictions in the
The syndicated. charts of VARIETY merly supervisor. of advertising
Wilkes Barre; WFMJ, Youngstown; director. He’s currently operating next fiscal year. MPEA offices .in
Wwcco,
Minneapolis - St.
Paul: on Fred Friendly’s “CBS Reports” Tokyo said it’s hard to predict what on April 19 erratumed the Chicago, and publicity for. United Artists
WLAC,
Nashville; KCRA,
Sacra- producer staff. but is being pulled the Finance Ministry will do next Cleveland and Cincinnati listings | Associated.
mento; KDRO, Colorada Springs, away for “Project Mercury” cov- fiscal year, although the ministry of “The Jim Backus Show.’
‘Prior to joining UAA in. August,
df all
Colo: WTVM,. Columbus, Ga.; and erage prier to his departure for’ lig studying the abandonment
Distrib is California National }:‘59, he was merchandising manager.
London,
import: restrictions, KHQ, Spokane.
Productions, not ‘Screen Gems.
for ‘Natfonal ‘Telefilm Associates. :

:
:

CHURCHILL SEGSTO
TV Stations, Inc. Sets
Confab At NAB Meet. 12 FOREIGN COUNTRIES-

CBS NAMES WESTIN
FOR EUROPE PROD.

ZIV-UA ‘DIAMONDS’
INTO 83 MARKETS!

Chertok’s 7Arts Post
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LES MOUNT

“KMSP-TVTestingGround forah 196RassWILL [FateofCNP Up In Air as NBC
| TOP $90,000,000! Mulls Complete Lopoff or Drastic
Cutback; Report Action imminent

Minneapolis, April. 25.
Twentieth ‘Century-Fox. is using the Minneapolis-St.. Paul area
as a testing ground for future expansion inthe television field
_according to heads of the studio, here ‘last week for the Start of.

Fox's. KMSP-TV

tieup with. ABC,

By

President. Spyros | Skouras. said. that if the ‘KMSP-TV experiment
-“-4s Successful, Fox will ‘nove to acquire additional. tv stations. To
‘boost. the. studio's: local property, Skouras plans a weekly parade

MURRAY

of Fox movie stars and directors. to the Twin Cities. Fox Movietone.
News. will alse ‘produce ‘several public service ‘Specials, ‘Skouras

added.

'past. year

Pete: Lavathes, Fox tv producer head, . noted: that new experimental shows developed. by the. film.company will be: taped. in

‘Hollywood and shipped here.to be tested on local audiences.

HOROWITZ

‘In the hectic vidfilm svndie biz,
;some semblance of balance. is of- |
fered in the foreign market. The |

has shown an

; improvement
. With

mar kets

overall

in: the foreign
such as

Canada

¢

iTV FeatureDistribs

field.
and

Jn NAB

Unveilings

California National Productions
is probably going to be changed
drastically soon.
Either the syndication-tv film arm of NBC will
5°

eliminated

entirely

or

shar ply

_ West: ‘Germany ‘growing, and ‘ceilUpcoming. National
Assn. . of ‘diminished in size. However, no
‘ings lifted in Japan. A few new: i Broadeasting convention will get a definite decision either way has
‘markets: have entered the tv. arena. |
;major play by features-to-tv dis- been reached.
A good commercial property in ' tribs. Another major distrib, SevIn any event, it looks like CNP
the foreign field, including Canada, len Arts Associated, disclosed that will be the place where
NBC,
Tean. realize -a potential of $22,205 !i¢. plans to unveil a new package|which has been cutting back all
for: a half-hour episode, as the! of Warner
Bros. pix at next along the line among its various
accompanying . market - by -market month’s convention.
: divisions, will make the last of the
rundown tabuiates.
No property
Earlier,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, ::cuts due in the present slash. It's
‘ever reaches that maximum potenstated its plans to begin selling;‘said by top NBC sources that zJl
Brazil, the fastest. growing tv+
i tial circulation, although a few
|Post--'48's at the NAB confab. Met- iother departments have now heen
“market in ‘Latin America, has |
{properties have come close.
post-'48 package, it’s under- ipared as much as they're going to
adopted a Presidential decree
;
Although the foreign field for | stood.‘will consist of a small group,‘be for the time.
vidfilms ison the whole healthy, of less than 40 titles.
which would virtually: ‘bar. “AmeriSuffering from the doldrums beit’s. béset
hy many
difficulties.
ean product there.
—
New Seven Arts package con- ‘setting the entire syndication tusiThere: ‘are sore. spots ranging from
Only hope, as far as:-American . With “Lassie” due for another’ Brazil
itains 41. Warner Bros, titles and: ness these days plus having the
‘see separate story) to quota
‘season: on CBS-TV,, via Campbell
will
be called “Films of the 50's|i problems peculiar te a syndie out‘export interest. are. concerned, is
ifit owned by a network ‘ie.. a
| Soup, . Jack °“Wrather’ ‘Organization restrictions in England to outcries
that the newly- adopted . decrée ‘has built a sizable nest eee in against violence in American vid- Volume II.” Seven Arts has sold |Sense of restraint about selling
its
first
group of 40 WB pix, called
pix in many sections of the globe.
doesn’t take effect until. Jan. 1, | residuals.
“Films of the 50’s,” to 74 markets. ::filmed pilots to webs other than
1962. By that time, the hope |Gs | With the completion of: ‘the next
Total vidfilm grosses from the | Sev en Arts, in addition to the War- *NBC), CNP has allegedly been losthe Jast couple
of
that. the- government will be per-. group of 35 episodes, ‘‘Lassie” foreign market for ’61 are ex- ner Bros. post-’48’s, has bought !‘ing money
suaded to alter the stiff terms of t series will have completed’ ‘Rearly . pected to top the $30,000,000 mark *;post-’48’s from 20th-Fox for which ‘years of operation. One top manthe decree, signed by ‘President '' 300 half-hour segments, the ‘major- .*‘set the previous: year. On the posi- iselling. plans yet are to be dis-. agement source, though, insists it's
‘in the black.
Janio Quadros on April 12.
ity of Which had had: only ‘one tive side are the new.. channels closed..
According to the :tv. division of , network run. Many. of. the earlier. being activated in. Canada, the upAl Stern, head of the NBC interthe. Motion Picture Export’ Assn., '“Vassie” episodes now are being coming. second channel in West
:national setup and Calnat, was in
- Major provisions of the decree ‘are: _ syndicated | by Independent Tele- Germany, opening of small mar-.
i Latin America at the beginning of
as follows:
ithe week, and Herb Schlosser, gen--Vision Corp. under: the title of. ‘kets such as Rhodesia, Chile. Vir_gin Islands and Curacao. Although
;eral manager of the film sub«d,
1. For every two foreign. films: “Jeff's Collie.’"e
ithese markets at this time don't.|‘is out due to a death in the fam:ly.
telecast, features, vidfilms, or even
;return
many
dollars;
they
repre|
Upan their return, it is reported,
vidtape, one Brazilian film or ‘vid-!
sent the first. step ta a growing potaction will probably be taken.
taped show must be telecast,
tential’.
Most likely course at the mo2.. During the hours from 7 to 9.
On. the negative side are the new
‘ment seems to be the cutback
p.m., only 30 minutes. of station,
:Test~ictions set in. Brazil. the Joss
method.
which,
among
other
time can be devoted to film. Dur“of ‘Castro’s Cuba as a market. the |
things, would mean dropping part
ing other ‘hours, filmed shows: cancontinued: stiff restrictions in Eng- :|
‘of the staff, now between 70 ind
not occupy more than. 20°C. of total
Jand, still the number one over‘80 persons on both coasts and in
station time.
: The “Late Show” on WCBS-TV, -the sales territories around the
seas. market if a show can be
If stations don't comply with the
NLY., now celebrating its 10th anni,|country.
placed on the air.
Also, according to one
decree terms, abrogation of licenses
Helping ‘the growth of overseas :has come up with some recent rat- ‘report, Calnat ‘night be restricted
is the penalty .
sales are two industry trade asso-. ings reflecting the. big audience next year to the production of at
Currently, there: are 26. ‘tv. sta‘most two syndie series, one being
ciations now: functioning. the vid- pull of the tv pix showcase.
‘tions operating in Brazil, 21 of
Independent
Television
Corp. film section of Motion Picture Ex- |. A new high for a Saturday night another season of “Blue Angels.”
them owned by Diarios Associados. disclosed some figures indicative port Assn.
headed by William in the 10-year period was scored ‘Apparently, this would end or seStation owners and operators, all of the’ grossing performance of its ‘Fineshriber,; and ‘Television Pro- March 11 by “Abandon
Ship,” riously mitigate the Calnat pracalong, have opposed restrictive. more suceessful skeins. .
-frams Export Assn., topped by ! which registered a 25.2. “Abandon ::lice of deing pilots for possible
steps limiting foreign “programs.
John. McCarthy. Both ‘organizations Ship.” starring Tyrone Power, a “netw ork use.
“Susie,”
.
according
to
IFC,
has.
‘Their contention is ‘that the pool |
Screen Gems post-’48er, was a
If the company is not dissolved,
of talent and native facilities arej‘racked up almost $4,000,000 in.’ are busy. appraising | members of first-run entry ‘that particular i| NBC
local conditions, prices, ete.. and
is
considering
changing
insufficient.to program a_ station. domestic ‘syndication and ‘foreign
pushing: to expand the ‘Teach’ of night.
, CNP's name
rame back
back to
to NBC |
Films.
Unions of artists. and. technicians, sales since 1956 when,, as “Private
American
‘programs
‘abroad.
Each
CBS
o&o
flagship
tallied
the
Ar-|
-however, take the opposite tack,;| Secretary,” it departed the ‘Sunday
organization is just about a: year. bitrons for a menth’s period, stack- |
contending the imports throttle. night CBS-TV lineup.
old.
jing the results against previous
The Ann Soths‘arn starrer is cur-‘their livelihood. .It was the unions’
position which won -out in the de-/rently being seen in 183° domestic . The number one market.‘outside ratings for the showease on the

Brazilian TV's Slapdown onUS.

Productin RestrictionsonFilmUse
Wrather’$Clamp

On Lassie’ Residuals

Late Show’ After
Af

10 Years, Still

$4,000,000Susie

Pulling Em In.

|Gross forITCAs
‘Syndicated Entry

Presidents Set
As Vidpix Series

Sys- |
‘eree signed by: President Quadros. , markets. and in 37 countries outside the U. S. continues to be Canada.| basis of days in the weeks.
Quite a Number of American vid- |tem, -thereby, matched a Saturday|
MPEA's
Brazilian
representa- ;i the US.
Today, in local ‘sales,
tive Harry Stone is trying to éasei“Susie” is. being —seen for the pix series have secured berths. on against approximately 519 other
English Canadian
network | Saturdays
in the
10-year
pethe terms of the decree, joining the :fourth, fifth and sixth time’in such. the
riod.
Time span taken for the

advertising |‘ major markets as Los: Angeles. Dai- compared. -to years ago, althoush Arbitron matching game extended
and .others. tlas and Atlanta. Skein is in its such placements still remain small, | from March 11 through 14, 1961.
Tri-Video Corp. is prepping a
As vet, the new Canadian avofa
During the month's measuring “new half-hour weekly film series
hasn't pinched American
vidfilm
‘exporters. . The quota for all sta- period, there were 18 pix that tab- “The
Presidents.”
Each
episode
tions is that the ‘programming ovt- |ulated 34th or better out of a pos- will deal with a President of the
put of each station shall run-in ; sible field of 520. Of the 18 pix, U.S., in chronological order, from
- Washington, for. the’ 13th.
the ratio of .45% ‘native to 58CF :nine were first-run and nine re- George Washington through J.F.K.
“Fury,” on NBC-TV since Octo- ‘imported.
Buoying
the
entire j runs.
ber, .’55 and in Syndication
Jack Goldstein, vet theafrical,
as ‘Canadian situation fs the preem-!
“Braye Stallion” since-.1959,. has. ing of second stations, commercial ‘ Among the highs. were: “Purple ¢im and ty exec, who recently
. brought. in
$6,815,000. “Fury” outlets, in a number of key mar- : Heart,” a rerun of March 5. which completed the pilot film of a new
| posted the fifth highest Wednesday tv series “The Hidden Key” star‘ preemed on NBC-TV as a Saturday. kets.
, night rating in the history of the ring Melvyn Douglas, is executive
morning show jn '55. sponsored by
Rating of the Dana producer,
‘On the whole. vidfilms ‘continue “Late Show.”
General. Foods and Borden. In the
Andrews starrer was 13.2.
The
to he the international. tv medium.
Eric Barnouw, the script editor
; Spring of *60, "NBC: bought the. show
with vidtape presenting problems 'sixth highest rating for the show- for NBC and at present Professor
‘Independent
Television
Corp. :for another two years and “Fury” and features not attracting the {case Tuesday nights was posted by
of
Mass Communications Media at
will have two syndicated shows for ;is'now being sponsored. by the Na- ‘same playing time splash on ty as!" ‘Code of the Secret Service.” a
Columbia Univ., is script editor for
. fall telecasting. according to Abe: tional Biscuit Co... Miles Labs and thev have achieved in the U. S.
;rerun, telecast April 4: That drew the series as well as writer for
:Sw
eets
Co.
of
America.
.
Mandell, -overall sales v.p.
What. is attracting more. and. ‘a 13.1.
many of the episodes. Steven Sharf
iTc has been out feeling the... Jn ‘syndication, under: “Bray e. more attention abroad is the -60- | Other pix falling in the 34th or will act as producer-director.
market with
the Peter ..Graves. ‘Stallion” title, its jn second: and minute vidfilm form, with foreign |better group included: “An Act of
Research for the project wil! be
third
run
in.
many.
markets.
starrer “Whiplash,”’: shot. in: ‘Aus-,
Frederic
March; done by staff of Columbia's Center
. countries getting on the hour Se Murder, "
tralia. But that may not be: the |
1
“Strange Conquest,” Jane Wyatt; ot Mass Communications.
,Ties bandwagon. “Wagon Train”
property. ITC, because of its par-°
ia fave of England as is “Perry |“Tobacco Road,” “Fortunes of Cap- Series is designed as a network
ent company, Associated Television.
*Mason.” There might have heen! ‘tain Blood,” and “Man Who Broke entry.
of England, has .a-number of other
The.
many outcries against violence. injithe Bank at Monte Carlo.”
properties in the can or upcoming.
‘Japan. but. “Untouchables” found;. higher rated pix. lineup spans the }
What ITC goes. with for fall. tele- |.
a berth at some hefty. prices on vears from 1935 through 1957 for |
casting will depend on. the reaction! ‘ Television Personalities, Inc.. has Japan's commercia] network.
the product.
of the market to its various offer- hit- the $1.000.000 gross mark Another
four
stations
have
‘Ings.
-salés on its.“ ‘Dick “Fracy” cartoon
signed
for
Seven
Arts
Warner
F
Bros. package of 40 post-Su pix.
“Among the properties is an hour. series,
‘Stations are WRAL-TV,
Ralcigh,
“New stations added to ‘the list of:].
long series, titled “Ghost Squad, ”
im. C.: KOLD,
Tucson;
produced in association .with. the ‘some 30 markets. include: WBS, AtKRDO,
‘Colorado Springs; and WWL, New
Rank ‘Organization.’ “Ghost” is lanta; KPRC, Houston; KENS, San
“Orleans.
considered. a definite “possibility” ‘Antonio;
WTTV,
Indianapolis;
Total number of theatrical ‘pix now available for tv has hit the
_ and -would be the first: hour-long 'WPTA, Ft. Wayne; WPRO, Provi-') high water mark of 12.209, with 2.65! being in the post-'48 catePackage, which has been out in
station
‘operators,
agency representatives

In N.Y., number of importers,ffeel :seventh ‘and. eighth run in cities:
the decree may be a “trial bgloon’” hlike N. Y.. Baltimore.. ‘Detroit, and
is seefrom which bargaining
ll. pro- i New | Orleans. ‘Chicago
ceed.
;
ing “Susie” for the 10th time and

ITCToUnveilTwo
Syndicated Entries.

$1,000, 000Sales,On:
‘Dick Tracy’ Cartoons:

More 7 Arts WB Buys

~ 12.09 Features IntoTV

teries to be fed to the syndication|dence.

_ Rory, according to Broadcast Informatioff Bureau's TV Film Source

mill on .a first-run -basis, if suffi-1'° - “Magoo” series, ‘also marketed by
cient interest jells to take it off Television Personalities, “under the

‘Books.
Bureau's

the. shelf. Others. in the ITC hop- ‘sales direction of v.p. Al Unger,-has

per. include. “Sir Francis

Drake,”

Jo Stafford, and .“Superear.”
gp eek

a Pees

eee ur

added

WTMJ,

Milwaukee;

WSR,
Atlanta,
to its- list. |
:
waa SOR ts €

and

the market since last Octoves. has

racked
:‘KOLD,

latest reports indicate that since last August, 957 pix

‘have been released to tv, 481 of which are post-’48 titles.

‘features

Number of westerns in the total bundle of 12,209 pix are esti-

“mated at 10%, Surprisingly low.

-package.

aa

acd

pix.

3

up 74
Tucson,

markets
19 date.
bought 11 s,. -ial

in addition
KRDO

to the

“IB

bought 12 aciuon
etRide
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One of the t
major differences that :

separates one network from another a
2
is the size of their audiences. Week
after week throughout the past season the average nighttime program..."

on the CBS Television Network has -:

delivered 3/4 million more families ©.
than on network ¥ and one million.
more families than on network Z.*
(The latter is roughly equivalent to -£
the television population of a broad: -<::
stripofthe United States running -*

from the Canadian to the Mexican. |
border.) For our advertisers these additional families represent a weekly

bonus in purchasing power ranging - s
from $92 million to $120 million, °
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK ©.
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*Nationwide Nelsen season AA averages, Oct.1960—J Apr. 1961, 6-11 pm; av. weekly household expenditures: $117 (1959) U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
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ZARIETY ARB FEATURE FILM CHART | nBC Pubservice

ClientGuinTo
Bat With ‘Casey
Gets A Premium

—

Variety-ARB’s

weekly chart offers a day-by-day anatysis of the top feature evening slots in a

particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime feature slots compete with nighttime pir
periods for designation. as the top feature slot of the day. The analysis is. confined to the top rated
feature slots in the ARB measured period, broken down by days in the week. The ARB measured

producer, for one, is reportedly
offering a $4,000 a week “program

contribution”

to the

first

1936, Paramount, MCA TV, Repeat
Nov. 21 “EDGE OF DARKNESS”
Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan.

adver-

tiser who buys it.

Banking

on

1943, Warner Bros., UAA, Repeat.-

the possibility that

the network will ultimately back
olf from “Casev" if a sale isn't
made _ shortly,
various
outside
sources have been pushing their
oun favorites for part of the Sunday slot. Among them has been
BBDO, which for Pepsi-Cola, is
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Without invident.
Stanton laid special stress on
tke programming successes of the}
CBS-TV network, on the increasinz potential in the foreign field,
and on the “vigorous new leadership” at CBS News under Dick
Salant and Blair Clark, which he
started
“is already
making
its
mark” via such newsbeats as Stu
Novins’ first report on the Cuban
invasion and Marvin Kalb’s tipoft

a
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Monday
apparently
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Nov. 22 “TOO HOT TO HANDLE”
Clarke Gable, Myrna Loy.1938, MGM, MGM-TY, Repeat

Dave Brinkley. ‘This.{s in. addition

-|Chet Huntley,. which is gold to
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Nov. 15 “ACTION IN THE NORTH ATLANTIC”
Humphrey Bogart, Raymond Massey

days 380 |
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Average Rating:
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doubtful.
With “Casey” still the strongest
Monday
possibility,
“Adventures
in Paradise’ has been shifted iac- |

ard

gree of interest in-a new 10:30-18
Wednesday stanza tobe done by

period usually covers three or four weeks. Other data such as the time slot and overage share. of
audience is furnished. Top competition: ‘and com petitive ratings also are highlighted.

ABC-TV
insists it is i
with “Dr. Ben Casey” (out of the PITTSBURGH
© STATIONS: KDKA, WTAE,
Bing Crosby production shop) as
the entry for Monday nighfs be-j}
KDK A Average Rating: 8
tween 10. and 11. And as a result,
ma
Average Share: 26
the network is trying like the devil
fo crack the sales barrier on the MONDAYS 11:15-1:00
Program: GATEWAY STUDIO NO. 1
stanza.
/
T) guarantee that Crosby's sta* Nov. 14 “THE GENERAL DIED AT DAWN”
ble gets the show on the air, the
Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll
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has

been

Bell

as a sponsor.

able to grab

AT&T

or

It's also something of a personal
triumph. for. John Karol, CBS-TV
sales v.p. in charge of. special proj-.
ects, who closed the deal. Karol’s
heen. trying to sign AT&T. for -30
years now, since the days he start-.
ed ‘in radio sales with CBS: and:
afterward as the web’s v.p.. in
charge of sales. That goes back to
the “‘Felephone Hour” in’ radio,
when it was a virtual NBC

monop-.

oly and Karol was pressured to try
to bring it over ‘to. CBS. Karol at
one stage of the game preferred:
‘not to, because NBC had it on Mondays at 9. against CBS’ “Lux Radio
Theatre,” and Karol figured “Lux”
did better than it. might have
against stronger opposition,
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‘Wednesday, April: 26, 1961

ree

raphy is presented

CBS-TV Retaining

before a tv

and Jean Majors, who'll take ‘the
camera, the subject’s appearance early risers through their exerand presence must jibe with his cises.
_
.
words. On all counts, George RomThat’s a big order for any hour
ney, president of American Motors show but Producer Chet Brouwer,
Continued from page 176
Corp., chairman of Citizens for director Jim Johnson and Rowe (a:
likeness of Walter Cronkite)
mostly in his delivery. The narra- sight gags flipped flopped on. the Michigan, and a leader in the
‘Church
of Jesus Christ of Latfer;crowded
it all in due to. the’
Most. of the
tor, who ties.together the clips of laugh—miss meter.
A Peabody Award seems to have
long interlude with music, using. Day Saints, was excellent. Every- |absence of interrupting sponsorial
the trial itself with his on-screen
pitches.
They
even had time fora | played a ‘part in ruining NBC-TV's
thing
about
Romney
was
impres;
words, is larvely a personal essay- crazy effects, proved to be boring
|
Music of Tchaikovsky sive—his .speech, his looks, his complete playing of Rose’s theme chance to lure “G-E College Bowl”
ist.
Though
contrary
to
the nonsense.
{Re- away. from. its CBS berth: In what.
Bartok
just
couldn’t.
be; manner and his ability to project’ song for the show, “Flavia.”
usual stvle of a tv narrator, the and.
|very. strongly .an image of sin-|marked Rose, “if’s the. first time is now an annual ‘try; NBC this
first po.son does have its value: downed by Kovaes’ inventions, and|
'cerity
of.
‘purpose
and
strength
of
I've
heard
it
played
completely,
year made: another. pitch to Genlis’. a knowledgeable “observer” the mixture of the two, for the| character.
too”).
eral Electric for the Sunday aftermost part, didn’t jell.
Horo,
ard hs o:inions count.
However,
Show -was
casually paced by noon half-hour (for: 5 p.m. on the
Strangely
and,- . perhaps,
proti:>
beréon
of keeping
it up
-phetically, Romney. did -not men- !Rowe, who set the stage for. the va- NBC. hookup), and ‘until early last
BULOVA
WATCH
TIME
WITH,
theouwch much of the nightly halftion American ‘Motors when
he i rious. elements and got out oi the week it appeared as though. NBC
PAT BOONE
—
hour occasionally Jeaves him with
It’s too early for jokes and imight get the stanza..
was asked. by his interviewer, Don :way.

Television Reviews

sure
relatively
limp
things
to
sat—verbal padding, which is unir oorient yet time-consuming.

With

Fabian,

‘GE College Bow!

Dorothy

Provine, |;Perrie, about his future plans, In- ;witty sayings. so Rowe just rolled
Som-

However, after a Peabody ‘went
openers the. to the’ show on CBS-TV, the sponwell stitched ;sor got the. feeling that it might be
and for early} Wiser not to disturb anything just
fighting the|yet and,-so, on-Friday (21), renewed
governor and for U.S. Senator. |clock it’s worth a look. It: invari- for another season with CBS. This
‘But, the -door was not: slammed ; ably will get better after the warm- apparently. ruins’ NBC's . Sunday,
.
‘5-6 p.m. plans, in which “Bowl”
Helm.
shut and the program very sharply... ‘up.
‘twas to be backed to back with a
‘pointed up the unmistakeable fact:j
{stanza
sponsored by an insurance:
that George Romney would be an
firm: at: 5: 30.
‘extremely: difficult man to defeat' THE NEW NATIONS
With
Carter:
Davidson,
others
| for any ‘political office.
Romney. has ideas ‘and ideals: he Exec Producer: Hal Fisher
Producer-Writer: Davidson
-is a handsome and- charming’ man:
he is articulate and sincere, .andi Director: Phil Bondelli

Johnny
Mercer,
Joanie
mers, Kingston Trio
Producer-Director: Norman
son

For
stead, Romney concentrated on {with the tare.
politics and religion. He told his!diverse elements were
reasons -for turning aside strong | together by Brouwer
bids. to become a candidate for |clock not frantically

JewlHis c’:oice of clips from the stuff
sunol sd by Capital is—pun
int-rdec—tapital.
It's fascinating Writers: Herb Sargent, Saul Ilson
On j|Conductor: Vie Schoen
watching for the most part.
Mare
Breaux,
Thursday (20: clips of the previ- | Choreographers:
DeeDee Wood
ous day's activity in Israel were in60 Mins., Thurs. (20), 8:30 p.m.
terminzled nicely with background
.
shots of the Eichmann trial. With ;BU LOVA
non fresh clips available on Friday| ABC-TV, from H’wood
(21: because Thursday was a holi- |
(McCann-Erickson)
day in Israel. Bishop and his pro-|
Producer-director Norman Jewtducer Vince Dempsey still did weit son is to be commended for. trying
through an incisive reiteration of |to get more out of his “Bulova” jall of ‘these ‘qualities come: across {| 30 Mins., Sat., 1:30 p.m.
EFichmann’s confession to two Is-; : special than he actually had. Work- With ‘amazing impact. He talked WEBM.-TY, Chicago (film & tape)
WBBM-TV, which cqnsistently
raeli officials when he was first }ing within a mild format designed } engagingly about his early life,
to be a salute in spring with some} which was. rugged and hard. He maintains a high standard in pubtaken prisoner.
Bishop, in spite of his shortcom- | pleasant but not too exciting per- told about his struggles as a young. lic affairs, is impressively repre-|

Ex-Capone.Guard Sues
ABC-TV for 2006. As
‘Uiitouchables’ Sequel

Atlanta, April 25.
.
tng as a performer and. his aesser | formers. Jewison managed to de- ;man, his missionary work for. his. |sented in the current program ex- !. Edward. T. ‘Simpson, of ConstlGa, in nearby DeKalb
failings as a narrator, has
pur- velop a bright and likable effect | church in England and Scotland in ; change. between CBS o&os by.an;tution,
informative series on the multi-| County, has filed a $200, 000 suit in
p®se in mind that is commendable: | some nifty camera ‘shots, imagina- 1926-27, and~ his
cross-country

fariousin problems
na-. -American
Fulton. Superior
Court Co:
- against
To give design,
other than that!tive
choreograp hic. work (credited:: courtship of.a woman who gave up tions
Africa andfacing
"Asia, new
and the
Broadcasting
des
|
supplied by the random’ chronology , to Marc Breaux and DeeDee Waod)::a promising film career to marry
|
claring
he.
did
not
accept
a
$1,000
implications
of
those
problems
on
of the trial itself—he’s been tying. and overall good pacing.
! him. He'also. revealed that his wife
Jewison’s efforts, the’, later had a radio program in Wash- | the rest of the world. Series is; payoff: while guarding “Scarface”
together pieces, which to him, give | Despite
by
Carter
Davidson, Al. Capone during his: transfer ta.
insights
into the many: show never came across as 4 Socku+
‘ington, D. C.—she. read :poetry— ‘stewarded
distinct
Alcatraz | Prison in- California in
facets of the former Nazi assassin. istimulant. Star, Pat Boone, lacked;
} and that her announcer was Arthur ;‘who is well versed in his’ material
via
his
previous
careers
as jourAs for the commercials by Glick-! the ebullience necessary to project Godfrey.
_
A retired guard for’ the. United
man, the big realty company, they; ;spring's, bubbling quality and his;
Romney spelled. out his religious | nalist and exec director of the Chi- |.
Fabian,
Dorothy ©-Pro-! convictions with forcefulness . and |}cago Council on Foreign Rela- ;. States Bureau of Priisons, Simpson
The hank-: gsuesters,
are short and clear.
alleged
this. guilt was. “imputed”
Sommers
and the’ . very evident sincerity and what he ‘tions.
roller is performing a considerable| vine, Joanie
-to him in the television.show “The
Kingston Trio had a buoyancy that ‘
public service on alt counts.
Installment
caught
surveyed|
said could be subseribed to whole-.
Big Train.” a recent two-part ‘show.
Art.
was sprightly and fresh, but never :-heartedly by a religious man of ‘three of the‘‘older” new nations, t
oh “The Untouchables” series.
reached zingy prapoftions.
Vet" any. faith. Even more forcefully in ‘India, Pakistan and Ceylon, ‘all of
t Simpson aiso. denied other “Imsinger-cleffer Johnny Mercer de-' his quiet but extremely effective |them unloosed by England in the | putations”
ERNIE KOVACS SPECIAL
that he was an accessory
tlivered
in
his
easy-going
manner;
late
‘Forties
and
each
with
disway, Romney. told about the great
With Maggie Brown, Bobby Lauto the murder of .a fellow ‘prison:
‘but his patter assignment. idn’ t; need to rewrite the: Michigan Con- .tinct internal crises today. Most guard and aided and abetted Caher. Muriel Landers
of
the
half
hour
was
apportioned
to
stitution which now has been au-help much.
Producer-Writer: Kovacs
pone ifi an. attempt-to escape durThe dueting of Boone and “Mer-! thorized by the voters. He mad- India, partly because of its greater ing the transfer by train from the
30 Mins.; Thurs. (26), 16:30 p.m.
cer and Boone and Fabian had‘ estly played down the role. that size but perhaps chiefly because Atlanta Federal Penitentiary to the
DUTCH MASTERS
t
of its significance vis-a-vis Red Aleatraz Island pokey.
some pleasing moments as did a |Citizens .of Michigan, a nan-parti- |
ABC-TV, from H’wood
...
medely by Boone, Mereer and-Stiss san political-action group be. or-| China, the two countries resemHe said. the “imputations were
(Erwin
Wasey
Ruthraufi
&
Ryan)
Sommers.
Miss
Provine
stirred
up
!
ganized
and
chairmaned,
played.in!
bling
each other in poverty and “false, defamatory and libelous” in.
Ernie Kovacs had a wild time;
over-population
but
taking:
op:
bringing
about
the
favorable
vote.
People” :
with sight and sound Friday (20). "some noise with “Some
|a two-count retition filed in Fulton.
posite political roads. Davidson de-} Superior Court. Friday (21): |
Don Perris wisely kept his ques‘from the “Gypsy” tuner, and the:
night on ABC-TV.
The little spe-;
| He said the “imputations”: were
cial (30 minutes: preved to be: 'Kingstons made much of a “Spring -tions to a minimum, using them | picted, with film clips illustrating,
A “Take Me Out.merely to prompt Romney. The. the industrial progress India is! ‘Paramount Theatres,. Inc.,- ‘owners
only mildly diverting, more mad: Fever" routine,
‘
tto the Ballgame” sequence between; camera work was excellent, hitting making but told how the Commu-! of ABC-TV, and. Crosley.
Broadcastthan funny.
!
Boone
and
Fablan
came off well, | Romney. from many angles as he nist party there, and the Commie ing Corp ‘of. Atlanta; owners of
It’s okay to sit in on a “much to:
remained
seated
in.
an
easy
chair
threat
from
the
outside.
were
pos|
WLW- A, tv station which: shows:
do about nothing’ excursion. if too.
{ing serious problems to its demo- “The Untouchables.”
the experience has delights. There: ; _The Bulova people ‘asked a lot throughout the program.
were a few delightful moments in, of Boone by frequently slotting| This was the -initial program in. cratic form of government.
Simpson denied that any
of
of intérviews-in-depth,
_Xey problem in Pakistan was- guards - who made
controversial
Friday’s outing. but too many mpo-: : him as commercial spokesman. He - a series
open-end discussions planned by j shown to be its- differences. with train trip“committed the acts porGros.
ments had a “sq what” ring, full !deliv -ered with sincerity.
WW5's Public. Affairs Department.
India, especially with ‘the U. S: trayed” on tv show. ©
of tricky shots, sight gags and:
It. is.obvious that Romney was: a giving greater economic aid to the
He pointed out show. ‘dias ‘not
what-have-you that didn’t pack a: : PROFILE: GEORGE ROMNEY
rare
subject
who
could
talk
for
an
former. while in Ceylon it was the | “portray” the guard accepting the
solid yock.
> With Don Perrie
|
hour and a half and still hold in- friction
between
two
resident, payoff, but he was one: of ‘only’
The best gags came with the Producer: Paul Williams
terest. In the future, WWJ may racial groups that 1s jeopardizing two guards inside the car in which
crawl at the wind-up, with such Director: Shields Dierkes
{have to resort to production gim- | political stability. Davidson didn’t ,Capone was riding and the guilt
listings as Art Director and Jewel 90 Mins., Sun. 2:30 p.m.
micks
and a different format ‘in| i pretend. to. be thoroughgoing in- was imputed ta him. The |other
Thief. sa and so, and “a produc- WWJ-TV, Detroit
tion of Ei Cheapo subsidiary.” An
A verbal
autobiography obvi- order. to. sustain the high :quality | his treatment, but neither was he- gyard, ke said, was Comer. Head,
jor
the
initial effort of this very superficial.
Sole point of cavil| captain of the guards. |
enjoyable segment was Kovacs as ously requires something
worth
jis that there were. too many
inter- |
ambitious project.
Tew.
a motion
picture
director,
per-: saying and a person who can ‘say|
views. (one for each country: coy-'|
forming the megging chores injit well, if it is to be effective: If,
ered:
for
the
length
of
the
show.'
front of old footage.
The opening in addition, the verbal autobiog- | PANORAMA PACIFIC
{With Red Rowe, Art Linkletter, j Not only were they interruptive, [
they
forced
a
too
rapid.
deliv
ery;
|‘David Rose.
Grant
Holcomb,
Cecil
Smith, Stephen
Long- ’} of the exposition in order: tobe‘.
accommodated.
The
time.
schedule
:|
j - Street, Jean. Majors, Gerry Johnwas too tight and made itself felt.
:
gon
to the viewer.
:Producer: Chet Brouwer
Series should. succeed in giving |
‘Director: Jim Johnson .
its followers fairly substantial un-;
+60 Mins., Mon-Fri., 8 2.m.
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WITVJ-MIAMI WINS
THE “TRIPLE CROWN”
OF BROADCAST
JOURNALISM

WTVJ-Miami, Florida is the first television
station ever to win all three awards in one year!
1. The SIGMA DELTA CHI AWARD

“for distinguished service in journalism—television reporting”
2. NATIONAL PRESS PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM,
and THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA AWARD
&s “Newsfiim station of the year”

3. NATIONAL HEADLINERS CLUB AWARD
“for consistently outstanding coverage
of focal news events”
—MIAMI, FLORIDA
| SQUTH FLORIDA'S LARGEST
“DAILY CIRCULATION MEDIUM

A Wometes Enterprises,
inc.Station
febresented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, fre.
2

derstanding

PARTICIPATING

of the trials of each -.

new republic, as background
to.
KNXT, Hollywood
‘f
Information shows are rare in their emergence in the news headlines..
both
present
and
projected.
‘the early avem on. television but.
Wie KNXT°s Boh Wood must have rea-. -As. for Davidson, in slightly over
soned that touched up lightly by a year of professional experience ,

:Ralph tRed’ Rowe a show of this: before the cameras he has devel-:
“4; type could serve a useful purpose oped into a big league A cont|
:and fill. a challenging niche on |mentator.
KNXT.
Dropped two years ago |
‘for undoubted fiscal reasons, it has
, been restored to good standing andj

Mgt. William Morris Agency

Ritz Tower Hotel

‘THOMSON’S SCOT TV
- FRANCHISE BLASTED

the sales department is hustling to
-keep it alive.
‘Panorama’ can he.best described |
ias having a little of everything. On
‘the interview line were David Rose

Sos

Park Ave. ond. 57th: St., N.Y.C._ |
‘For: Sale—Luxury ay,2 Room
Glasgow, April 25.58
An. attack on Scottish commercial '
_ CO-OP APARTMENT.

television and its program ‘con-i
i «but I wanted to be an engineer’):
Unique: with
.Art Linkletter, who disclosed that|tractor, Roy Thomson. is made: in; . Completely. fucnished.
. exquisite appointments.
Large. foyer..
‘he'll do a telethon in Australia for ‘a resolution to be discussed ‘this:i living roam, 20x30. 2 Bedrooms, 2
baths, kitchen.
Fyll hotel
service. |
month
by the Scottish Trades.
,the heart fund: Dr. W. A. Young
' Monthly maintenance — $642.88.
Tax
Enion
Congress.
‘of the Griffith
Park Z00, who
‘credit $2300. per year, . Price unfur- :
Ik; brought along two baby. chimps:
Motion comes from the Heating | nished $90,000., furnished $110,000. Union,|
j The Times’ Ce¢ii. Smith: who said and Domestic Engineers’

‘there was no outstanding. Oscar
‘picture this vear and that he was
- surprised
that. Ralph
Bellamy:
. wasn’t nominated for his portraval
;of FDR
in “Sunrise at Compo| bello; Stephen
Longstreet,
who
talked about -the Civil War to plug
ti his ‘book, “Gettysburg”:
Gerry
| Johnson, who'll conduct future in-

and demands the revoeation of the :
license

granted

the - basis

that

to ‘Thomson

on

there has. been ;

“nothing beneficial to Scotland":
the operation of the company.
The contrary is the case, states

Write or call ‘GEORGE ‘STEWART,.
opt. 148—PLaza 9-1228.

vba
a!

smeteperig
dete
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|..

the resolution: which will be -dis-|.

cussed by trade. unionists when |
they meet at Rothesay, near here.
terviews; Paul Jackson of the po-|
“Its operations have been solely
| lice. department, who'll give driv- directed to making: as much money
iing
tips: Crant
Holcomb,
who as possible with the smallest enieame: on twice with spot news;
tertainment return.”
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Wednesday, April 26, 1961

We don’t believe in hiding honors under a bushel, Particularly this one. werx is the only New
‘York independent TV station ‘qualified to display the National Association of Broad- 4
casters’ Seal of. Good Practice, It’s far from being an empty honor — it has real and fi

valuable meaning for
higher standards
re you, our advertisers. It is an assurance of specific
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Wednesday; April’ 26, 1961.
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Canada’s Second TV Web

fore and after each Oriole game, has moved over to WITH. Since- WITH

TV-Radio Production Centres 7
Continued from page 174

role in “The Beachcomber” tv series
...S. J. Perelman in town to
supervise his CBC-FV broadcast of ‘Portrait of the Artist as a Young

{has no facilities at Stadium, Benny, former clothier, will broadcast
from tavern nearby.

IN DETROIT ....
WJR presented with “School Bell” award for-excellence in educa- ;
tional coverage

by the Michigan

Education

Association and the AM-.

,

VET’s annual award for. “outstanding community service”. , . Toby
Mime,” with author of this Hollywood satire to be interviewed also by David,
CKLW-TV¥ and radio personality, will emcée kickoff drive to
Andrew

Alfen

on the “Q for Quest”

IN PHILADELPHIA
George Lord, WCAU

series.

;

...

of Washington reports, twice weekly, direct from the Senate radio
gallery . . . Joseph C. Winkler, WFIL-FM sales manager, upped to
s‘ ation manager. He succeeds Joseph J. Novenson, who moves ta WFIL-

Ottawa, April 25.

Although a deadline of Sept..30-

was set for its operation, Canada’s

aid St. Jude Hospital project for victims of leukemia with Danny
‘Thomas appearing as guest of honor ... Romper Room with Miss
‘| Flora, CKLW-TV’s daily: morning shaw for pre-school children, will

public affairs director, airing a regular series

Set for Aug.11 Preem;
4-Station Sports Teeoff

second ‘television web will preem

Aug. 11 with the first of the Big

feature U.S. and Canada Goodwill Week, sponsored by Kiwanis Inter- ‘Four football games.. The Ottawa
national, in- this week’s programming schedule.

IN MINNEAPOLIS

...

headquarters. of the Board
of
Broadcast Governors. announced it
had okayed the application
of S.

-

WTCN-TYV’s “Harmon Killebrew Show,” featuring Minnesota Twins’ | ‘W.

TV as producer of ‘American. Bandstand”. .. James Hagerty, ABC vee-

Caldwell

of Toronto

for a tv

network and turned down that. of
CFTO-TV,. a Toronto. company

slugging first baseman, being syndicated to tv stations in. Faribault,
Rochester, Austin and Albany, Minn... .. WCCO-TV a recipient of a
‘Peabody Award. Sister station WCCO Radio was a Peabody winner
last year ... KSTP has hired Tommy Mason, star Tulane halfback who
lies games, with the exception of Thursday and Friday games until was the top draft choice of the pro football Minnesota Vikings .. .
“The Untouchables” and
New
York Yankee alltime great Lefty Gomez was headliner on WTCN77 Sunset Strip” begin summer reruns—.

pee in charge of news, special events and public service, to address
the Annenberg School of Communications (27) and Temple Univ. tv
. Majors (28). . . Prem Kapur, WCAU-TY account exec, exited station
- to join H&R Television, New York ... WFIL-TV telecasting the Phil-.

planning

to form

‘video web. |

a. temporary

7

Caldwell’s network, the first web

opposition the Canadian Broadcast-

to? many protests in previous seasons .. .“The Bulletin Forum” marks TV’s baseball special Thursday (20) . . . CBS has inked pact to carry ing Corp. has eyer had, will teeoff
15th consecutive year on WCAU stations. Walter Cronkite hosts ses- {highlights of World Champion Outboard Motor races which will be with four stations—CFTO in TorSions . .. WFIL’s Clyde Spitaner, director of radio sales, reelected for held at St. Paul Aug. 18-21. Web will tape portions for showing on onto, CJOH, Ottawa; CFCF, Monta five-year term to the board of directors of the Haverford Township CBS Sports Spectacular Aug. 24 . . . Model and actress Rexanne will ‘treal—and increase to eight later.
In- approving .Caldwell’s applica- .
Public Library Assn. . . . WIP, only independent station honored by be hostess on WTCN-TY’s new “Headliner Movie” and‘ “Premiere,”
the Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn. walked off with awards. in both seriesof recenfly released films ...“Care for the Aged” is subject tion, BBG stipulated the new net- ..
of next WCCO-TV Reports May 4. Show alternates with CBS Reperts. work would have to. provide a mini-.
four out of the five categories.

.

IN

CLEVELAND

. Ross E. Case, general manager of KWAT, Watertown, named presi- mum of 10 hours a week and sub--

dent of South

eee

KISD,

Sioux

Dakota Salesmaker

Falls; KABR,

Stations. Member

Aberdeen; KIJV,

mit a

stations include

Huron;

Ray Koslowski, former Cleveland News reporter and a Plain Dealer ings; KYNT, Yankton, and KWAT,

KBRK,

report:
on proposed staff.
are kudosing the news °

‘Brook-. Grid fans

| since it will bring ‘them the foot| ball games to which tv rights are

promotion man, joined the news staff at WGAR Radio...
rey
held ‘by CFTO : in ‘Toronto.
(Bud) Fisher is a new news writer and editer at KYW Radio. He was
a News snorts writer for 18 years. covered the opening baseball game
Jr., building interest ‘with “Farm Hour” on WISC-TV. ||
‘Ed Maleheski
as his first assignment on the air .. . Dial-A-News, news service
of
| Malcheski slants comments to newer, well informed farm operators of |.
WERE Rad‘o by which listeners can phone for headlines, recorded jts
today ... Earl Gillespie again doing play-by-play on all Braves games
1,130.000th call the other day, just short of a year since it began...
music station, recently aired. the PhilaNorman Wain resigned 2s program director of WDOK Radio.
That via WEMP ... WFMR, better
|
delphia
Symphony: Orchestra’s recording of a woodwind concerto writ- |&
station jrst applied for a UHF-TV license ... Terry Ford named prosta-| .
ten bybyMilwaukee
:
Milwaukee. ‘composer Carl Eppert .. . WRIT, local Balaban
motion director of WHK Radio, succeeding Gary Davis, who became ten
Safety Council Public Interest Award for 1960. _ Regular listeners’
to . Fulton
national sales coordinator ... Paul Danaeeau, former newspaper man. tion, won the National
Sloan
Award
for
High|
|This puts WRIT in nomination for the Alfred P.
here, is covering the Eichmann trial for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
way Safety. WIL, the St. Louis, Mo., Balaban outlet garnered same. Lewis. Jr.’s 15 minute nightly news‘east.
‘on
Mutual.
should
not have
award ,. . Steve Morgan named News and Public Affairs Director at
WOKY, heading an expanding news force . .. Don Hughes, former been surprised by ‘the news stories

IN. MILWAUKEE

.. «

. Fulton Lewis Jr.

IN CINCINNATI

...

mento, Calif., joined WOKY
of the Cincy Reds, fs going !News Director of KRAK, Stockton-Sacra
adio
|
Journal station, 'WIMJ,J took. the ‘two radio.
cameras to |news staff .. . Milwaukee
of Milwaukee Press Club.
answer fan queries about the club operations on half-hour programs |stations awards at 1961 Gridiron Banquet
during 1960 Presidential
coverage
news
radio
best
for
cited
WTMJ,
preceding nine night baseball telecasts . . . Kroger supermarkets will
the
Two the
WTM¥J also received
Aw
ical campaign, won Pabst B Brew Award.
sponsor Ohio State U. night basketball games next season on WLW-C. |politicat
service for programs
Columbus . . . Jupiter Broadcasting, Inc., has taken over operation of {George Grabin Award for community
the Record” and ‘‘Zeidler Roundtable.”
WSAI ra‘io stations, purchased from Consolidated Sun Ray, Inc. Prexy |.Re
¢——
Bill DeV/itt, veep and general

to bat with his own

ty show.

Erny Tannen said staffers will be retained
and new programming ideas :==—
are due ... Rex Dale’s two-hour afternoon interviews and music show
on WZIP is taped the night before at Greater Cincy Airport ... Pros
ar2 swelling ranks of Cincy sportcasters. Besides Waite Hoyt and Frank
Continued from page 177.
McCormick, ex baseball greats who describe Cincy Red games, WCPO- |
TV has Jack Twyman, pro basketball star,.as miker during off season, | Express, like all the other papers
and WCKY has Larry Goetz. retired National League umpire, teaming in the Beaverbrook stable, has

| 10% Brit.TY Tax

with Paul Sommerkamp

on daily programs.

IN PITTSBURGH

breaking over the weekend about

manager

He will be before WLW-T

consistently ‘vigorously
attacked
I the tv operation, but instead of
‘welcoming the Chancellor's action,

...

the alleged role of the U.S. Central. Intellegence. Agency in the
| abortive Cuban revolution.
About -six or seven weeks ago,

execs in the Chancellor's warning
to keep a close watch on expense ing in that city. Upon his return,
accounts and the immediate de- Lewis began a series of broadcasts
cision that cars purchased by ‘com- covering the entire. Cuban situapanies have a ceiling allowance of tion and, besides providing illumi$5,600. This will eliminate the ‘Mating background on the whole
Rolls Royces and Bentley pur-! problem, scooped just about -every chased by companies for the use other news media in the process.

of their top execs.

‘suggested the attack was in the
:
Sunnie Jennings, femme newscaster on KDKA-TV. goes to Washwrong place. “To attack the adington on May 6 to collect MeCall’s Golden Mike Executive Award
t vertising revenue of the tv com-/.
for a 10-program series, “With Liberty and Justice” she wrote directed
|panies is to put an impediment in
and produced for WRGB, Schenectady. where she worked before com- '
\ the way of businéss generally,” the commas Continued from page 177
ing to Pittsburgh. Series dealt with racial bigotry in New York state
paper noted. “It is to interfere
... Arlene McGaughey has joined WJAS in the continuity departmént
with the vigorous development of there will be,no sharp differentia-

ItalyTV

.. . KDKA’s June Bozzelli, Tony Graham

Lewis went -to Miami for a series
of meetings and interviews with
the leaders .of the various Cuban
refugee organizations headquarter-

and Bob Trow are staging a

Lewis’

commentaries ..on’

the

news have always. been oriented to
the conservative point of view, and

so too have: his recent broadcasts
concerning ‘Cuba. Nevertheless, his
have. had an.
authoritative ring ‘and his personal
dislike .and distrust of certain
groups, .especially in the State
‘om-the-air -reports

competition. Commercial tv is a tion. between the two programs,
vast. monopoly structure. Monop- -and that new net will allow view- -‘Dept., while evident, have usually
|
oly is not dealt with by inhibiting ers at a given moment to vary been limited to. comment on curMills’ muscle show has been dropped by KDKA-TV but may come ba¢k
rent happenings as it effects U.S.
competition.”
to the station if syndication plans materialize.
,
their fare, for example from light: policy in one way or another:
Commercial tv companies, major
‘to
cultural,
from
comedy
to
drama,
+} film organizations, among others,
‘As .long as four or five weeks
IN BALTIMORE ....
will: also be seriously affected by or from music to news. It’s pointed; aga, Lewis came out with flat stateBod Jones, longtime familiar face on WBAL-TV has left to join WJZ-: the proposed payroll tax which out in this connection, however, ments accusing the CIA of net only
TV, Westinghouse outlet here. New assignments include hosting give- the. Chancellor has the. power to that both nets wiil have separate selecting Dr: Jose Miro Cardona
show

for Junior

Achievement

Pree has joined KDKA

in the Hilton

Hotel

May

25...

in the General Service department

Mary

. . . John.

with. introduce during the year. This organizations, and that each will as the. titular head of the revoluand ob- will impose: a levy of about 50 have its own newscasts, at stag- tionary: regime’ when his. supportO'Clock cents per week per pérson on the gered hours so as not to overlap. ers ‘represented only a‘very small
Show” at WBAL-TV are Jim Lyons of Pennsylvania and Ed Patrick, payroll,-and in the case of the
It’s known that at first, only portion of the Cuban exiles in this
WBAL-TV staff member for some months . . . Sylvia Scott of WMAR- ‘big outfits. employing’ a thousand | 50% of Italian territory will be: country, but also accusing: the
‘oF
more
workers,
can’
mean
a
tidy
TV’s “Woman's Angle,” collaborated with Maryland School for the Blind
“covered” by the second program| agency of pouring $18,000,000 into
on benefit performance of “The Miracle Worker” at Ford's... .-Galen anual sum. On top of that there (vs over 95% for the current set- the .group.to finance their antlis.an
increase
in
profits
tax
of
Fremme, news director of WBAL and WBAL-TV is on three-week tour
up). By the end of next year, this Castro activities: Lewis further reto compensate
for the total will rise to about 70%, it’s ported that, based on_his discusof American Army, Navy and Air Force installations in Europe . . . (215%
away

program,

“Money

Movie’

that. will

combine

vintage

pics

cash. He also takes his “Day Book,” five-minute commentary
servations spot with him. Taking over for Jones on the “One

A, G. Picha, promotion director of WMAR

addressed students of How-

ard County Senior High on “Careers
on Television”.

who promoted

.. Benny the Fan

himself series of 10-minute shows on WBAL

Radio be-

slight improvement in the starting
scale for surtax.
Of immediate concern to top

LAFF-GETTERS WITH AUDIENCE APPEAL!

sions with Cuban exile leaders

expected.

commercials
will be
the second program.

)

Canadian
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several‘ occasions. he also provided
background biographies on: some

with’

announced

held’ positions in the Batista. gov-

ernment

and: genuine feelings ‘of the large ma-Technicians, of the terms of a- jority Cuban exiles. .
collective agreement between CBC
All of the programs on’. the

and NABET.
|Cuban situation have been exciting
,
It gives employees in the bar- listening and firstrate radio com' gaining unit a 4° salary increase | mentary. The fact that Lewis was

| for the year ending Jan. 31, 1962, .in virgin territory,

and covering.a-

‘months,

past

; plus 3% upping for the next 14. Story. not reported by ‘other news
! A clause

effective April
makes the

1, 1961. media -until’ this

firs€ basie

in-

added

ATLANTA

weekend,

air of excitement.

that

| ; Around 1.400 technical employees. had a clear beat on the. story. and.
«of CBC are affected. .
‘made the most of it. ~
. Suds |

TORONTO

cteseces coos Albuquerque

mae

€=

Radio Division

Edward Petry
& Co., Inc. SPOT
§

an

| crease retroactive to Feb. 1, 1961.: comes only with exclusivity.. Lewis _
So

The Original Station
Representative

and ‘that: almost none of

the "National! the group réaily represented: the.

Assn. of Broadcast Employees

(Audience Share)
Source: ARB, March, 1961

Fifth Avense,

Tevolution With Castro left out. On

of. the Cardona lieutenants, pointBroadcasting Corp.'s ing out .that many of them. had.

headquarters

ratification,
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ee
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TAMPA

treated .on' ‘program of government for Cuba
.
was nothing more than the Castro

. Canada TV’s Wage Hike
_

ALBANY

in

No news -was given about now |
Miami, Dr. Cardona was widely
mistrusted by them, and that his:

|
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~ Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Exchange of network affiliations by two of Cincy’s

becomes: effective. April 30 when

[BaltoSanpapers In
~_ |Home Habits Hamper
|
Salisbury AM-TV Buy
three ty stations
Baltimore,

the Taft Broadcasting Co. WKRC-|

TV Education?
Boston U. Prof Thinks They Do

April 25.

A. 8. Abell Company, publishers

TV goes ABC and the Scripps-Howard WCPO-TV switches to CBS.
WKRC-TV is celebrating its new alliance with the presence of ABC
“prass and stars. There'll be no ribbon cutting for viewers but the web's
‘top execs, Leonard: H.:Goldenson, Oliver Treyz, James A. ‘Hagerty. and
Robert Coe, are to be ‘greeted at a reception. in the plush home ‘of

of The Sunpapers and operator of
Station. WMAR-TV in Baltimore,
Boston, April 25.
, ents, who “should expose the chiid
and | eninsula Broadcasting Co.,:
operator of radio station WBOCTV habits at home hampers ty’ ‘to examples of better programe
ming.”
LV in Salisbury, Maryland, have education.
agreement
whereby
‘announced
“Although mothers and fathers
So says Prof. Ralph Garry of

RC-TV. ‘Also some. ABC-TV celebs, like Dick Clark, Connie Stevens,
Ponci Ponce, Bob Conrad, Anthony. Eisley and: Grant Williams. Clark

Sunpaper publishers. will acquire|p Y.. School of Education. “There jare

will do a charity hop at Coney. Island’s Moonlite Gardens.
The stars will lay over fora day and appear on WKRC-TY originat.{ng shows. A week later some more ABC-TV. names, including. Don
Morrow, Bud. Collier and Johnny Carson,: are to visit.
At WCPO-TV, an ABC outlet for. several years, the switch to CBS-.
TV will be without fanfare,

Salisbury

ties.

radio

Agreement

‘approval.

of

and

is

tv

proper-|is apparently a carryover in view-:the

subject

tO!ing

stockholders

habits: from

the

traditionally

playmates

concerned

their

child

with

meets

commercial .in.the street, they often ignore the

of| channels to the tv lessons in class People he meets on the tv screen,

Peninsula and governmental agen- rooms.”
, where the average child spends as
cies, including FCC.
‘much time as he does in school.”
‘Properties to be acquired by |. One trouble with ty in the school;
Sunpapers
under agreement
in-! iis the quality of tv out of school,;a

Tn one of his periodic open ‘letters ‘to. the press,. “NBC chairman Bob
Sarnoff supported:. the establishment of an. industry-wide Office of
‘Research Methodology “for ‘continuing study”. of the rating services.
Sarnoff. said -he asked that the Advertising Research Foundation “set

up the kind of project..envisaged”

198__

RADIO-TELEVISION

clude: WBOC

Radio, in operationn {he says. “With the airwaves full of

since 1940; WBOC-TV, in operation
since 1954; Radio Park, and separate transmitter. site, both in Salisbury; More than 80° of stock in
Peninsula Community Television
-Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Peninsula
Broadcasting
which
operates
a
‘Community
Antenna
‘Television
system; two microwave relay stations, used essentially to provide.

in ‘the report done in an expert:

report for. ‘Congressman Oren Harris.
NBC once before (in ’55) backed ‘an Office of Résearch Methodology
put nothing came of it: Yet after the latest NBC proposal: according to
_ Sarnoff, the ARF empowered A. W. Lehman, its prexy, to appoint a
‘committee “‘to ‘study the feasibility of the idea.”

The WFIL stations. in Philadelphia were singled out as the only | network connections lo WBOC-TV.
broadcasters honored with the Merit Award of the National Religious.

‘Publicity Council at its annual convention in New York (17) “for excel-'

Some CBS ‘20th-Century’

violently
uneducational
tv, Jess
than half of the nation’s parents

take time
children

to regulate

what

see.”

“Children

have

grown

their| num
accus-

tomed to watching tv for adventure, excitement and escape, which

involves ‘a passive, receptive view-

Continued

from page 172 =a

hibiting CBS from telecasting the
program as long as it contained
“the name and characterization’

of Durgom, Gleason's former mans
ing—far from ideal for the learnThe program
deals with
ing situation. The carryover, how- ! ager.
ever, doesn’t.work the other way, actual people in an imaginary situation,
and
Durgom
‘played
by
he points out. Even children who. ee.
have ‘been exposed to in-school tv Harvey Lembeck) was an integral

Besides, the
lessons. {there are 160 school svs- part of the action.
had
been
taped
last
ems now in the “21-inch Class- program
;
August.
raom”)
rarely watch educational
But the CBS production people
tv at home.
Altogether only 30% of the fam- told the lawyers that the show
ilies in Greater Boston tune in to could be saved if the injunctive
WGBH-TV. during the week, Dr. provisions were limited to DurGarry estimates. He estimates that gom’s name. Technicians assured
less than 10° of elementary school the attorneys they could dub in
through junior high school audi- another name each time Durgom
The real probence
takes advantage
of educa- was mentioned.
tional ty offerings, except when lem was the injunction on Duresimply
such programs are part of the reg- gom’s characterization—-it
couldn't
be
eliminated
without
ular school day.
NBC got. an award for. “public. service in television journalism,” Majority of One,” with Rosalind’
ruining the show.
“Freezing
of
taste’
among
mop-- while David Brinkley, its D.C. correspondent, copped the’ prize for ‘Russell. and Alee Guinness. starThe attorneys then returned to
television newswriting. The WITVJ, Miami ‘news. department took. the. ring’ in the: Gertrude Berg-Ceidric pets is one reason for the kiddies’
lack of..interest, the BU ed psy- court and lodged an appeal with
other tv award, ‘for. television ‘Feporting. “Winners: in radio were. WBT, Hardwicke Broadway roles.
Hecht,
asking
that
the
.Charlotte,. for ‘public service in radio. journalism," ‘and. Fred Goerner, ' Film is set-in Japan, and War- chologist, director of several re- Justice
word ‘“‘characterization” be stricke
reporter for KCBS Radio, the CBS o&o in San Francisco, for radio. ners found it needed a sequence on search projects in the field, thinks. a
“Like the child who will eat only a en from his order and the injunce‘Yeporting.
Japanese
television: Someone. at tapioca for dessert, or the moppet tion be limited to “name.”
After
the
studio
remembered
the who
refuses
to touch
tapioca, a full afternoon of argument and
“Twentieth .Century”
sequence, young tv viewers form firm pref- deliberation,
Justice
Hecht
ap+ which featured a Nipponese rock erences and stick to them.”
proved the amendment. ordering
‘n’ Troll quintet singing ‘‘ClemenCBS
to
put
up
a
$10,000
bond.
If they like westerns, they'll look
tine” and “Red. River Valley” in
The CBS tape technicians therea Ginza ‘coffeehouse calied the. high and low for westerns. Also
—————
Continued from page 176.
=
‘Rockabilly. Cafe. ‘Hugh. Benson, cops and robbers. And the com- upon went to work, dubbing in a
plaque was. installed—and .it took back for a further: skein; seemed to. aide to WB production topper Bill mercial nets offer enough hours in new name at 18 separate points in
in three
the shape of a dustbin lid.
be directed at a minority of a minOrr, made. the::arrangements to both fields to satisfy all but the the tape, concentrated
bloodthirsty
moppets,
he key scenes. And the show was off
ority on this showing.
Subject get the. film from-Murray Benson, most
says,
putting
the
blame
on
the
parto the races.
°
Similarly, C.. P,. Curran sum: .|was a sacred mushroom, consumed
CBS. Films’ director of licensing.
Jency: in: religious

coverage.” Thé. award

was presented

to Roger W:

Clipp, veepee of the radio and tv divisions of. Triangle Publications, :

Footage Leased to WB
For ‘Majority of One’

‘. forthe. stations’ “One Nation Under God” series.
‘The Council, a group of public relations pros working for Protestant|.
denominations and agencies throughout the U. S: and ‘Canada, pointed
_out “perhaps unique in contemporary broadcasting. ‘One Nation Under|
God’ ‘represents. a conscious effort on the part of the:managers of the’
CBS-TV's public affairs - stanza,
stations ‘to ‘strengthen: the religious. basis of our lives through broad- “The
Twentieth
Century,”
has,
casting.”
gone into the entertainment business, albeit.. fleetingly.
Footage
NBC ‘News ‘copped {wo of the three television awards in: the 29th!_from
the
program's
“Japan’s
annual Sigma Delta Chi Awards for Distinguished Service ‘in. Journal- Changing Face” episode this seaism. Independent stations copped the ather ty award and the two radio. son.has been licensed by Warner
citations.
.
Bros. for its production of “A

Foreign TV Reviews

moned up the young James Joyce,’ by Mexicans and causing hallucina-|
‘his ‘churlish .arrogance

and his dif- |tions..

American

banker

Gordon;

-fculties as one of 17. children, and | Watson had made a snack of them,
George Fallon
-O'Casey. -

‘seen visions, and instituted sciendid: the same for fife investigation of the reason

TV Followup
Continued from page 178 =——a

It was. generally agreed.by'the|
youngsters:

present.

Emcee Raymond Baxter took|i eality. Airing last. Tuesday night
.that Dublin ;cameras into the Swiss laboratory;j(18), a day after the launching of

provided. a rich quarry of nraterial, | where research was conéentrated. the rébel invasion of the island, |.
but: it could only be mined at a He. drew out a number.of obscure its scheduling had a. sense of
and ‘dull references of techniques:i urgency and timeliness.
distance... And the general effect: from two. scientists, and this added
But by the ‘same token, the proof the program was of.an-agreeable little to common
knowledge, ex- gram itself was inadequate to the

causerie, giving slightly more point cept that a. potent drug can be
occasion. Okay as a background
and stimulation than the run-of- isolated from the mushrooms.
|piece'.on the .changes Castro has
the-mill travelog, but hinting adThe
program.
became
livelier,
|
initiated - in -Cuba,. it imparted a
mirably at the loquacious and slow- changing character of its chosen|and more generally’ interesting, as sense of frustration to the viewer |;
‘it went on.
The
effects
of'
the
|
by being a background piece and
city.
_Otta,
| drug were shown. on the work of an a background piece alone, whereas |.
artist who had been subjected to the information about the main
EYE ON. RESEARCH
it; his drawing gradually lost con- story,
the invasion
itself, was
..With Raymond Baxter.
trol.
And the half-hour- closed skimpy .and sketchy. Had. ABC’
Writer: Gordon Hattray Taylor
with an intriguing interview, in. preceded: “Close-Up” with a half‘Producer: Philip Daly {which.a woman who: had suffered hour on the invasion and the. over80. Mins., Wed., 9 p.m.
|from a mental disorder explained all rebel movement, it. would: have
BBC-TV, from London
|how
a three-month treatment ‘had had a hot show on its hands. But
Whilst giving all praise to the
-BBC-TV for recognizing the egg- ‘restored her. Thus the -drug was the “Close-Up” alone, despite the
a speedier substitute for psychia- last-minute audio updating, was
head -minority, “Eye on Research,”
try, which. could take up to three insufficient’ to the occasion.
\years to achieve the same object.
Emphasis in the special was on |;
_ “Eye on Research” has previous-. Cuba's drift to Communism, with
ly proved itself a. handy and able footage-depicting the flow of Comway of distributing information munist advisors and technicians
yabout current
scientific probes. into the island and the ideological 1
But its.chief fault is to make as- shift of Castro’s speeches. At the
sumptions about the average view~ same time; this ABC News producer’s. intelligence which just aren't tion presented - a. balanced picture.
valid.
This half-hour might have by indicating the real improveabsorbed the experts, but it was. ments Castro has made in lower-jf
way out in space so far as the rest class living conditions’ and educawere. concerned.: This was partly tion.
- The: show’s: most valuable con_—
due to Gordon Rattray Taylor's
EMMETT
KELLY.
otherwise lucid script. Philip Daly tribution, however, was its indicadirected deftly, and emcee Ray- tion, via good -‘interviews .with |
Mgt.: LEONARD. GREEN.
jl] mond Baxter was fine when he re-. Cuban peasants and even middle300 E. Sist St., new York ©
membered to translate into ‘ordi- class citizens, that the extent of
“3
opposition. to Castro
is not as
nary language.
.
|
Otta.

widespreadas the rebels (and the

| NEW <a FOR CITY DWELLERS OF
| ELEGANT TASTE AND REASONABLE MEANS
At 216 WEST. 78TH STREET, New. York: City, 5 minutes from the Lincoln
Center for the Performing Arts, 10 minutes from Times Square, exquisite
apartments of 11/2, 2/2 and 3'/2 rooms, some with gardens or. terrace,

some furnished, have just been created hy Rose, Beaton and Crowe as
architects, Hoffmann & Heidrich os interior designers—now open for
_ Inspection and immediate occupancy. High ceilings, air-conditioning and|. tesident superintendent are only. part of the gracious and €conomical |

* living built into each apartment unit. Rents from $135. to $250. The -.
renting agent is the ROCKLAND REALTY CO. at 163 West 72 Street,
_ phone SUsquehanna 7-2327.. You are invited to inspect and select any
time at your convenience.

U.S.,. for that

matter)

would

like

to think it is. A
Negro sugar
worker summed it up excellently;
he
was
all
for
Castro
because of |
——_—.
———
. .LK
2.—.
his reforms, and asked about Communism, he simply stated, “I don’t |4#

know anything about that.”
Actor Michael Kane was brought

in as narrator and did a fine job.|f.
John ‘Secondarl was exec producer,
Walter Peters produced, Graham
Grove .wrote the special: and. Mar‘shall Diskin directed. As a fill-in
on Cuba, it was an okay show, but
the way ABC handled it in light
of the big news break on the inva- }|.

sion, it. left a lot to be desired.
«

HUNTER
LESLYE
AEA — AFTRA — AGVA
Appearing as “ADELE” in "JANE EYRE”
On

CBS FAMILY CLASSICS
Thersday, April 27th, 9 to 10 P.M. (E.S.T.}
Personal Management:
J. CAVALLARO ©
LT 1-3090 -1

Public Relations:
JOEL M. REED
LE 2-6482

New York City

New York City
a
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ee
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~ Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
Frank DeVol Orch {Columbia::
“THEXIE
FROM
DAVID
AND
GOLIATH” ‘Parade: follows the

“The
Happiest
Girl. In The that will hold up: into the grooves.
World” (Columbia). Some of E: ¥. Jonathan Winters, whoa has been
around the bestseller
Harburg’s clever lyric ‘trys fash- nibbling
.LP excur-'
ioned to Jacques Offenbach's lilt- charts with his previous
ing melodies make this a worth- ‘sions, could. break through with
while addition
to the
original this one.. His spoofs on test flights, .

“THEME
FROM
CARNIVAL”
/Robbins*) has an intriguing melodic quality that is enriched
by the |
maestro’s
sharp
trumpet
Jead..
“STARDUST”
(Milis*)
glitters

hig pic music trend with lush and
potent qualities that develop into
a gond spinning bet. “DAVID’S

once

again

as. Danny

Davis

gives

Broadway cast album shelf. Al- westerns, airline stewardesses, the though it lacks socko qualities, it ‘man from outer space and child.
does have enough pleasant items psychiatry, among others, are more .
time..
to get it programming:
|
1€ than just throwaways... They have
Among, the sides that will build are repeat value and that. seems to be.
“The Happiest Girl In The World” the purpose of putting them into a.

DREAM”
'Parade*) is built up it some trumpeting care.
_
with a melodic strain that gives it
Stu.
Phillips
Oreh
(Colpix):
fine spinning chances, too.
“BLACK
STOCKINGS” .(B. F.
Mickey
&
Syivia
(Victors: Wood*! runs. at a catchy instru“LOVE
IS THE ONLY THING”
(Omell*. avts the duo in a rbythmie outing that’s quite pleasing
and should attract lots of deejay
interest. “LOVE LESSON” (BenGhazi
has an okay swinging feel
1o which the team brings an infectious styling for good results.
Jane

Morgan

MAKES

"ROUND"
we

‘Kapp:

THE

ME"

is

GO

the

(B. F. Wood*)

works

up 2

peppy quality that could stir up
spins and give it a good run. for

“LOVE

WORLD

‘Robbins*:
eee

mental pace that shguld attract}
good
deejay
exposure.
“LIKE|
HUNGARIAN” (Col. Pict. Music*) {-¢
is a hip workover of Liszt’s “Hungarian Fantasy” that’s okay for
occasional programming,
—
7
Dick Roman (Epic): “JUST FOR

the

en-

money.

“DON’T

TELL

ee

.

-

vee

ge

Er

| LAWRENCE WELK
Album:and “Single’ “CALCUTTA”
..-Following his
Top-Hic.
“Last

ate

a

Date!”

.

FRANK CHACKSFIELD ORCH.
(Londen) ce eee eee ee ce

“Whatever That May Be” sung by. “Moiseyev - Spectacular’:
(Artia).
“The
Greek The: tieup with ‘the current S.
Janice
Rule and
Marine,” “That'll Be The Day’ and Hurok presentation of the Moise=“Never Trust A: Virgin” sung by yev terpsters will give this import
the show’s star, Cyril Ritchard.
a strong sales push:. Granted, that.
the Moiseyev’s
are winners because”
Norman Luboff Choir: “Apas- —emeneiaheere
of
their. dancing,
the ‘musical as-°
sionada” (RCA
Victor}: Norman
Luboff has. taken his slick choral sociation rpresented: on this packgrouping south-of-the-border on a ‘age will keep a lot of people happy...
richly rhythmical. excursion. :The. The package -was' recorded ‘in the
romantic elements of the Latin. U.S:S.R. and,-although the Soviets
tunes are heightened in his treat- may. not -be first in recorded sound,
; ment, and such faves as “Perfidia.” the orch’s exuberance - bubbles.

ME
- Features FRANK SCOTT'S
——-— , Harpsicherd ‘on ‘a Great New Dot

Best Bets
r

. 2° *
on A Star,” sung by. disk in the first-place...
and Bruce
Yarnell:
_Moiseyev Dance Ensemble: “A:

and. “Adrift
Dran
Seitz

| quality

' flavorsome =: instrumental

.THEME FROM CARNIVAL _with enough bounce toattract the| “Maria Elena,” “La. Paloma” and } througn the grooves. Included are.
eee .». Lullaby In Blue
juke
ke crowd.
crowd
Co
|“Adios” are delightful to hear all Russian dances, Ukrainian..dances |

and. Byelorussian dances. for thoseFronk Chacksfeld Orch's “Tieme From Carnival” (Robbins*)
Isley Bros: “STANDING
ON _ over again.
supn’ivs the pretty melodic teuckes that ererybody seems to go
THE -DANCE: FLOOR" : (Progres- ‘. Nat Wright: “The Biggest Voice ; who dig that chav-chav beat.
for and builds them into payoff pruportions. “Lullaby In Blue”. - sive-Trio*) presents more of the |In Jazz” (Warwick). Although Nat f Buzz -Cilfford: “Baby Sittin’ With
(Famonus*: is in a moody blues-batlad vein butit does offer tasty
‘group's uninhibited rocking work
iWright is: far. from “the biggest ; Buz
Ciifferd’’ \Columbia':: The.
proyramining fodder. It’s fram “The Pleasure of His. Company”
which. always seems to get a fol- voice in jazz”
as the title heralds, reason. for . this package is. that
pr.
lowing. “SHINE
ON HARVEST -he does have’ fine: vocal qualities ;Buzz Clifford “madeit” in the pop.
*
*
«
=
1 MOON”. (Remick & Vogel*) is that are authentic and true and j $5! ngles market with “Baby Sittin’.
INIE SAV
SAV OY. som. epee eR eveaevseeteeees 4 , “Ge BEWITCHED :‘rocked
to the
hilt
bywillthisprobably
frantic | could eventually work out well in ;Boogie.”*. He's one of those teen
RONNIE
team
and
the
‘Kids

|

(MGM)

wae

eee

Pe

aa

a a

ee

a

It s

Cotta

ove

..

Ronnie Savoy’s “Bewitched” (Chappell*: takes another Rodgers.
& Hart tune for a wild rocking ride and it's sure to rol! into the
bestselling bracket. ‘It's Gotta Be Lore”
(Merrimact)
has @.
strong rocking

sound

that the jeaners
+

THE

JOURNEYMEN.

(Amy)

.

eez

eee

4

ees

The

will find satisfactory.

(Everest)
Gloria

...

Lynne’s

*

some

swingers

“HELP . Hawkins,

here like Coleman

Benny _Green,. Jimmy

some

of the jeaners

jump around , out Straight and strong and

in an

er eves

eeaeevere

with
‘a rhythm number but gets
completely’ lost when he moves
|into
a ballad groove. He's a teent

age

phenom

and Sally”

CUP-E-CO

....» Hush Storm

*

(Ridge- “dic salute to the land of his fath- j Norman:

bet. “FOR.AN ETERNITY”

“He Needs

reve

evneveeese

Me”

.. The Lamp Is Low

(Mark: VIUI*)

«

when

he

that “Baby

does

Sittin’

Granz', .a Morris. Brew-

Lendon has packaged it beck (for Dave Brubeck), a Miles |
in a twe -fold set with photographs |}Morris (for Miles. Davis’, a Morris

i mood that may have some meaning

i
tof-the
country that make up an‘ Garner (for Erroll Garner, a Orn: for the juve disk crowd.
In the -ette Morris ‘for Ornette Coleman),
sales plus.
' Danny
Owens
Imperial): : important
“YOU'RE A LITTLE TOO LATE” groove is the familiar and popular ‘a Morris Ferguson tfor Maynard

has a good jaz:

fe>! bur it’s delivered with such a standout styling that it can’t
help but make @ payoff dent ia al pop areas, “The Lamp Is Low”
(Robbins*) puts the standard in a jazz vein that will delight the
hip set.
,
€

or

“Junk” (Argo). This was pegged
Mantovani Orch: “Italia Mia”
iJECT OF. A MALE‘
RidgeMantovani, a British as a happy kick for +hipsters. but
|way, is pegged. for the teeners ‘London'.:
‘bandleader
whose
origins
are
in
its
presentation is square. A
jin beat. and lyric angle and they
Grants
(for
ants) Presents”
F
\
(
may build it into a good. spinning Italy, has turned out a nifty melo- {.“Morris

.............0052...-..+-HE
NEEDS ME. way?) sets up a rocking ballad ‘ers and
eeereoervrns

and

| Shake, Rattle & Roll.” “Long, Talk:

“DARLING,
NOW i effective manner. “Secret -Love.”
jukes.
“YOURE
MINE”
(David
Jones- “This Nearly Was Mine,” “Johnny Boogie” click of his, he’s in con.Porgie*) plays with familiar rock- , One Note”
and
“Sophisticated |trol of his element. But when he
ing ballad touches for fair results. Lady” are some of the standouts moves into the ballad areas. he just .
shows his limits.
_
Donnie White (Felstedi: “OB, in his standard repertoire.
‘the

eee

eveee
ee ee

*

niteries and legit. He's backed by | Singers. who can sing up a storm

.

i€arlton):

(Atlantic*: rolls | Giffre, Paul Chambers and others
of similar ilk, but he sings ‘em
With/a rocking flair that will make

The Journeymen'’s “Cup-E-Co” (Joli-Tinker*) ts a Hawaiianstyled rocker that’s @ natural to make a strong spinning noise an
all levels. “Hush Storm” (Joli-Tinker*+. has a quiet folk song quality that shapes as a pleasing pragramming entry.
~

GLORIA LYNNE

Impacts

i ME SOMEBODY”

*

eeervreresn

firid it. to their liking.

é

! Mantovani style that's rich, roman-., Ferguson) -is°.one

“Morris

too

{(Travis*)
rocks with
a joyous
tic and rewarding. He reaches into , many ‘and. in -questionable :taste.
bounce that. could make a dent In
-the classics as weil as the pops , The parodiesof the original styles
‘pop circles. “I THINK OF YOU”

«

_and it all emerges

as flavorsome
‘are okay. butit adds

up

as a.

swings with a lilt that’ s ,fodder for the deejay turntablers ‘sophomoric ‘endeavor even to the
......-..000-02-2+-3UST
WAIT AND SEE STravis‘}.
pegged for happy juke action.
title... “Junk,”": which
spells out
cece ce eee eee eee cee nee ees A Little
Bit: Eddy Manson -(20th-Fox!: “CHA: as well as the home spinners.
“Percussion on Parade” ‘Ultra; “dazz University’s New Kicks.”
Kenny Dino's “Just Wait and See” (Porgiet) rolls at a hot
-PALOMA”
Margery & Kenne- Audio’. This is an all-star set put., |. Lolita: “Songs. You Wit Never
rocking pace that makes it a surefire takeoff entry and gets the

KENNY DINO
(Dot) 2...

; beck*) brings a cha cha. flavor to -;together by United Artists Records Forget”
the
(Kapp!: “Whether
‘|©La~ Paloma” making -it a fresh _for the sound buffs. There isnoth-; “Sailor” single click of a few™
-titem
for -the hip-swingers.
“ ‘ing new or terribly exciting heré |months ago will ‘carry this singer's

new singer off to a fine start. “A Little Bit” (Porgiet) is also
loaded with the rocking touches that make the young femmes
Scream.

FLOYD

.

ROBINSON

*

*

*

..............,.

.

FOUND

(Jamie) ...... . .Is There Something I Ought To Know
-

Floyd Robinson's “Mother

*

oe

etn

a

Nature”

”

‘Tree+)

“5

:

MAMA”

of Eddy

.but

(Mills*)

Manson's

the

strong

unique harmonic tricks In-a duet - Teicher,

marquee

disk

lure

names

Eydie

of ‘such ,;second LP to: the. sales forefront

as Ferrante

Gorme

&

& ;is moot.

Steve'a

However,

Winning

way and

she. does

have

puts a lot.of

_ “ith Paula Manson reciting kiddie ‘Lawrence, Don Costa and. Al Cai-; Continental savvy into a repertoire

.:

irhy

plays with a zirgy

dia

‘MY

___. Showeases.some

MOTHER NATURE
in.

_

lola, among

1eS.

mes

Michael

“Angelo

(Star

Lite’: ‘sales interest,

others,

will. attract ,of pic songs and nitery material

The sound is strong;
that have found

a market

in the

rocking beat and @ lyric angle that the kids are sure to dig in.a
'“DON'T
EVER
LEAVE
ME”
‘and sharp, and the repertoire has ; overseas club circuit. The package
ig
uzy “
i
ht
Know” (Treet)
gets ia
~
.
routine ballad quali- ‘a class: that would stand up even is loaded. with Europe charm but
ire cut from faniilior ° i1:{Mills*- has:
but
tornteing
batted vocalizing
notio sackiuy
bg UD drancitic
some
rocking baliad
but it’s
un
*
,
~ its appeal here is limited:
ties. but the singer gives it some , Without the audio gimmicks.
?
oy)
Larry. Elgart Orch: ‘The Shape
c1Oin.
«
.«
«
- push, “LA FEMME” fills*! comes
Jonathan Winters: “Here’s JonaCome”. (MGM):
;
.
se s
pawns
across With a jaunty spirit that than” ‘Verve’.
Overitoaded as it of Sounds’ To

WILL SANDERS

(Regatta)

& THE DUPREES........ SUMMERTIME.

...... ran

I'm Movin’ In

Will Sanders & Fhe Duprees’ “Sunmiertime” (Gershwin Pub.*)
fs a frenetic rocking version of the Gershwin classic and tf it
could happen to Rodgers & Hart's “Blue Myon” it could happen tu
this oxe, too. “I’m Morin’ In”® (Pub Musict+ gets up a rocking
sannd that the teeners wil! pick un, too, especially around the.
jukes
s

*

gives it a‘iair spinning chance.

:

*ASCAP,

f BMI. .

|

may be. the comedy-on-disk field” Larry Elgart is not that far ahead
seems to be still wide open far of -band sounds as the .title -indi-.

|those

Longplay Shorts

©

MARGIE SINGLETON. ...... YOUR OLD LOVE LETTERS
(Mercury)

....... ~-+.-..-Are You Ever Too Young

Margie Stugleton's “Your Old Lure Letters”
{Red Rivert) started ow asa country click but it’s dereluped here for the pop mar-.
ket ba way that gives it clicka prugortions. “Are You Erer T39
Yuxs2g"

‘oure-Firets

lifts her teanpo

a bit and

the recitative

in-

sertiv: will bring a lot of teeners ty its side.

who can fut laugh routines

cates but heis showing

some

new

concepts

that will interest band
The arrangements by.
such innovators as Bobby Scott,
. Bill Finnegan and Marty Holmes,
‘among others, bringing a fresh aoi proach
tov standards
like “Al! “|
The.
¢
:
“OF
betes

. followers.

—

SSS

nines hou Ares deetiot
chat Ou

RCA Victor lits scheduled 10 pop LPs for May
release. Spotlighted |tuywn" and that ‘makes. the set
and the debut ofa new + worth while.
:
,
‘comecian Harrison Baker... MG3XI Records tieing with the re-release
are packages by Norman Luboff, Melachrino

of “Gone

With The

Wind"

with a double-fold packing

of the score

by

Max. Asnas: “Corned-Beef. Canifucius” (Kimberly*
Max. Asnas,

Ornadel and the Starlight Symphony ... Big Tiny, Little, who has six ‘the pastrami

{ piano

s. out on the Coral jabe!, has just started a weekly tv program!

«,a,.

:

potentaty of N- Y.’s
-

ne

hean

cnre

‘over KRCA—NBC, Hollywood. Little and his six-piece combo, recently |gress
thecreenen Ike chicken fot,
closed at Hollywood's Marineland Restaurant but is set for an August ‘yi. palayer’ like his pastrami, is

“rantinz baHud theme from the
wy “Carnival” tuner and is sure

lay

ipiure top spins. “HE

en
Rw

Maee FEEL

i~

a

250k,"

UM

391d

an

LOVELY”

ballad

from

incoming

MAKES
tHarms?:

“Donny-

Broadway

tuner,
deiivered
with
a warm
romantey
stvling to emhanee its
aturiuns potential.
Th> Romancers
‘Palette:: “ADDita MARIA"
Zodiac’? has a goori
wi un2 see) and a Vocal 2roup
gicecittattonm flrat gives if a take“fi ONLY HAPPEN.
dee Do.Lo ate
Wiktiii
y¥0b °)
Zadiac:. =duesn't
sin
atl
muck
mere than some
Pewee tee kona balfad patter: Nonev Wisen
Capitoit. “GIVE
Hivi
FoOVED
-Sam) Weiss:
Bets

woroa sient ballad quality via
wet ds cessive vocal dramatics
“Gin “ONT TIME YOU SEE VE
(Lvs
-. a jazz oriented blies
Syitn.
tes
developed
deers tis s
Danny
Dasis
Orch

for

WHY” 'B. F. Wood*) has a slow
ballad mood that will have trouble
gelting a spinning start.
.
Eddie Calvert (ABC-Paramount?:

“I

NEED

YOU”

(Ardmore*)

has

the. fine trumpet lead that gives

return. He also plays his-first Tahoe

engagement at Huarrah’s starting on

oe uired: taste

aed will

be

June 19 for four weeks . . . Riverside Records, which made much’ of 'Fimitedé to the Broadway-Hollyits motor racingLPs, is now. releasing the sounds of World War’ air-: \ood & Vine axis. His wrv-bread
planes. . .
:
_
;
Comedian
Manna
tan Charles anna

..
will
wl

do-a

;
piece
>

Over board". LP gn Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV

from

.
his

. . PwWitticisms Ravee aa Jewish philoDecca : “Manna
na
isophic touch and are delivered
in

show Sunday '3u). The disk- the style
of-a non-pro

raconteur.

this. melodic ballad an added spin-' ¢’y is making.a special deejay sinzle of material from the package
, There are some show biz pros. like
available for radio exposure ... Johnny Mathis, who headlinesat N.Y.'s | Jack E. Leonard, Myron Cohen,
ning
push.
“PENNY
POINTS
Joey . Bishop
POLKA™
‘Jewel*!
whips’ up a Copacabana April 27-Mav 17, has copped his fourth gold album award Morey” Amsterdam.
potka bounce that will be altrac- from Columbia tor his “Merry Christmas” set. Previous packages that and N. Y. Post. columnist Earl Wilwent over the 500.000 sales mark were ‘‘Warm,” “Heavenly” and “John-son;.on hand to help him out but:
tive im manv juke areas
the list price of its stereo it's mostly an inside joke.
.
Dream-Timers
(‘Flippimn'i: “AN ny's Greatest Hits... Everest Records will raise
INVITATION” ‘Village! is a neat records $1 June 1 bringing the pops up to $4.98 and elassical to $5.98.|- Rex Allen: “Rex Allen Sings 16
baliad entry shaped along ‘rocking° . Jimmy McHugh has begun work on a new album entitled “Musical | Favorite Songs” (Vista:
There's.
Hines that Could take it fur along Portrait of J.F.K..". which covers President Kennedy's life in music }|a country quality toa Rex Allen's
the spinning cireuit. “THE DANC-: ... Elliot Carter's “Second Quartet,” recarded by Victor, won the N. Y.|-voice that gives everything he does
IN’ LADY” +Village’> step, along Music Critics’ Circle Award for the best chamber music composition !an all-American touch ‘whether it's”
wiih a zip.that could draw okay- in 1960 ,.,. The Weavers, currently touring the Coast, return to N. Y.'s{religioso
like “The Little Old
juke play.
Carnegie Hall May 6... The Fourth International Competition of Mu- Church in .The Valley,” western
Moe Koffman ‘Goid | Eazle’: -sic'and Dance in Film awarded Peter Seeger a prize for the best film|like “The Lilies. Grow High.” for"REEP
WALKIN,
LIT (LE music on cducational themes used in the Canadian-made pic, “Lines’"| eign, like “Morgen,” er Broadway,
FLOCK”
(Woodbine?) set, ty a ., .. Sylvia Syms, whose latest Kapp LP. “That’ Man” is dedicatedto} like “Staving Young” ‘from the retreewheeling gospel mood with a Frank Sinatra, will tape a “Schaefer Circle Theatre” segment in early {cent “Take Me Along” tuner’. He

pop captivating “instrumental exuberMay ... Enoch Light completed his third. recording session in N. Y.’s| gives these, and others. of varied
ont. that rates attention and play. ; Carnezie Hall Monday (24' with a 50-piece orch for a forthcoming Com-| origination, a delineation
that’s
(Verve; i “WISHBONE” (Weodbige;) bas aj mand package.
(friendly and. appealing.
Gros.

MUSIC
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’ CLOSE TIES

Cheesecake FadesonAlbum Covers.‘upPEDSHES N [Celle BillEstablishing Stiff Penalties
AsGeometric Patterns TakeOver| CROSSSELLING ForDisklegging Wins RIAA Backing
+

By MIKE. GROSS

trear:gving
covers
De frRecord:
om cheesecake
graphie
and +
alba to

000, Houston Symph | The ‘separation ‘between popRoulette Activates Gee
to geome- |$551,
With. Glover Topping. A&R
and- pro‘Season. With Barbirolli : singles: and pop albums is narrow-

The

bill

introduced

into

the

|House of Representatives last week

iby Rep. Emanuel Celler imposing
~ {he femmes are bowing
-‘ criminal penalties for the countertry.’ Instead of nudies,
i feiting of records is being strongly
vocative. romantic layouts, the disk|
Abenens,
+
Morris Levy, Roulette Records! -endorsed by the Record Industry
jing. | In fact,. the-packages are beHouston, April 25.
designers are. ‘Concentrating .on the’
‘Budget of $557,000 is set for the: ginning to take their cues from the: prez, is.reactivating the firm's Gee. : Assn. of America. The RIAA stated
‘a@ots and: dashes.and a new coricept |
where
click _Iabei with Henry Glover as artists.‘that provisions of the hil! parailel
‘Houston Symphony ‘next: ‘séason—|.singles. especially
-of album packaging. '&- repertoire chief. Gee will put .the recommendations for federal
Oct. .16 through Mareh: 20—with ‘songs are concerned.
The ‘trend. was. launched’ last |Sir. John’ Barbirolli: as- principal
The growing practice now is to’ ‘its stress on single releases.
‘legislation by its legal committee,
The. reactivated label will kick; Congressman Celler’s bill «H.R,
_year by. Enech Light. for his. “Per- idirector: He'll occupy the podium | issue an LP using: the title of ‘the:
=? guasive Percussion” album on-the (first four weeks and last, four, with artist's click: single. as a. marquee or: with the Cleftones release of ; 6354) would punish ansone convict“Command: label. Since ‘then most |guest, conductors’ taking other con- | lure. The record companies are. “Heart and Soul.” Glover indicated ; ed of counterfeiting records or
of the other companies: have been terfs.
moving fast in this respect and that he planned to concentrate in , their labels with a fine up te $16.follwing: suit,. having discovered .,
often follow a click single with a the rhythm & -blues and rock 'n’ :000 or a jail sentence of up to 10
tnat. the- uncluttered graphic. ap- } ’ Grech. was: headed: Iast season’ by |similarly. titled LP only a few roll. fields.
years or both.
Stokawski; who _resigned |
a new means of |‘Leopold
wth proach has. become
‘to accept a contract. with the Met :weeks after the. single reaction be-|
In. addition to the amendment
merchandising records.
;
eins
to
show:
strong
|
sales
action.
| Opera.
providing for a fine ana imprisonWhen Light introduced his ComAccording
to
a
major
company
:
ment
for transporting illesal remand Jine; he hired artist-educator' More ..than half’.-of ‘the .’61- 62!‘ sales exec, the. hit-song titled LP
cordings in interstate or toreign
Josef’ Albers to. design: the jaeket™ budget. is expected to be made: up .ihas become - a’ solid ‘‘cross-mer- }
commerce,
the bill also provides
fcr the initial release. Albers cre-. at the boxoffice, the remainder by | chandising” item.
He explained :
for an amendment
to the Copy-ated..a black and white. design,‘Bifts.
. “| ahat- ‘it draws: ‘consunier attention;
right Act. Latter is the amendutilizing 242° black. dots. on:a:white«
.to.the single as well as pees
ment
that
attorney
Julian
T.
background. On -his second assign-~
-{in.an adult buyer for’the LP. He
!Abeles has been fighting for on
ment for Light, Albers, who is a
pointed ‘out ‘that an adit may be
behalf
of the n:ucie
publisher
former chairman of -Yale’s Departlattraeted to a hit tune, via deejay
principals of Harry Fox in the en_ment. of Design, turned to another ..
‘exposure or ty programming. but|.
forcement of their rights against
gcometrie .form,. the square.
is:‘reluctant to buy the single disk. |
eee
teeee
cect
‘Light then brought. in Charles |
A 83. 98 Bargain
,
;
Washington, April 25
In the productiyn of such pe-
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London’$§Year
US. Release Deal
WithItaloLabel

Celler Bill Would
Raise Tariffs On
Tune Soundtracks a i

‘Murphy, a 25-year-old artist and a
-New legislation reportedly is on tions the recovery was limited to
The economies of an album.
student. of Albers, to organize ‘an.
though, : offering 40 or more min- ‘the drawing boards which would ' a 2e royalty and a turiher sum of
internal art. department.. -Under |
stem the flow of foreign-made Mu-'@e for each infringing
record
utes
of
music
for.about
$3.98
sends
-: Murphy's -direction, the: 12-year- |
Under the new
him to the stores for.that clicko “gle soundtracks by raising import |manufactured.
old’ Albers has now produced. four:
arriers.
amendment, the copvricht proprie-single.
Kids,
too.
the
sales
exec
album covers ‘for the | Command
It was Jearned that Rep. Emanuel, ' tor can recover $1, instead of only
London. Records ‘has ‘closed a:“added,. see the: value in getting a Celler ‘D-N.Y,), influential Chair-| ge for each infringin
Jine.
£ record man‘deal with Durium Records for dis- _ dozen: Songs. for $3.98 instead of a.
"Abstracts Catch’ on.
man
of the House Judiciary Com- : ufactured, or the court
could
single
record
‘with
only
two
tunes
mittee, is shaping such a measure !
Me
The Albers-Murphy. theory. of, tribution of the: Italian company's for about $1.
:
catalog
in
the
U.S.
--The‘tie.
calls.
‘as a means of attacking the peren- :eoarisht damarcs §
Xme red by the
abstract shanes and #symmetricel :
-. The close. tie between pop single -hial issue raised chiefly by Ameri-:
ae
figures caught on and similar styl-! ‘for: a: six-year exclusive:
the profits made hy . the infringer,
‘or in lieu thercof make
;
bi
ings by other companics .are .evi-:. ‘London. will-establish a: separate — and album. sales was: evidenced re-' can Federation of Musicians.

eee

cently. with Lawrence Welk’s ‘‘Cal- ' “The bill reportedly would reim-~ spar
.
af htke an arbident in every record shop. If the: sales division, headed bya Durium
y award of $5.000 for each
cover doésn’t include’. geometrical , division manager, and will have- a\ cutta.”. Both the single and, the: i pose the same general duties on- such infringement
e
Al.
ficures
against a
white
hack- régular- release program..- It is in-;‘LP received: RIAA-endorsed gold’film soundtracks that were in effect;
Henry Breif. exee secretary of
ground, it at least features: plenty - tended ‘that. material will -bé re- ;: disk. ‘awards. The single for sell-. in 1950 before the tariff policies!
“ing over .-1.000,000 copies and: the’ regarding foreign soundtracks were ; t e RIAA, said that members of
leased both as singles, and LPs. .;
of white space.
over
500.000-liberalized at behest of the picture;‘the RIAA have spent thousands of
According. to’ Mur phy: the basis. The material-will be released on. ‘album ‘for..going
: producers, among
others.
dollars
in
an
attempt
to
track
~
of all good design wark is reason. | the: London,. Durium or Richmond. sales mark.
Outlook for the bill. when and if down and expose those who are in| Such a major: ‘company as RCA:
He points out that Albers? whole .labels, dépending on the, nature. ‘of i.
basis of thinking revolved around . the material:and actual recordings. ;: Vietor has ‘built up: the single-to- .introduced. is uncertain. A milder ; volv ed in the counterfeiting of rece
In. its measure introduced by Rep. James} ords. “The absence of effective fede
simplicity and his clean sharp ; Lee Hartstone, London veepee-. album tie in-a hig way.
veweermabinn
e
Dem
cedar
tuomaheaitn
cen
wi
tern.
Nene
ttn
ate
odele
efcc
nt
‘D-Cal.)
last
session, jeral legislation,” he said. “has pere
are’
Jim Roosevelt’
forms.related to percussion. » ‘He general manager, ‘pointed out that { single-LP . transition
added, “The use ‘of black. circles ‘Durium .catalog.” which .is: loaded' Reeves" “He'll Have to Go.” The’ : Which .would simplv require labell- | mitted these counterfeiters to opon
“Persuasive .- Percussion:
de- with: Atalian folk ‘and’. ‘Neapolitan | Browns’ “Three Bells,”” Hank Lock- ‘ing of foreign films and sound-:erate and prosper without fear of
' parted . drastically .fram what had * music, will enhance London's” OX: ‘lin’s .“Please- Help Me, I'm ‘Fall-; -tracks as of foreign origin, made ,meaningful reprisal. We think the
jing. ’ Chet Atkins’. “Teensville” ‘na progress after receiving general ' proposed law will go a long way
been done in the past. And ‘since * panding *international’ ‘catalog.
‘opposition from Eisenhower admin-; toward remedying this situation.”
the. recording was itself a deparThe. Durium
artist. foster in- ‘and Ray: Peterson’s “Tell ‘Laura I
istration agencies.
“Brief also pointed out that the
. tute, the entire package molded cludes’ such’ diskers. as the Marino|“Love. Her. *
practice of counterfeiting records,
Col recently issued an album by|
«Continued
ontinued on
On |page ‘If
198)
Marini. Quartet, ‘Aurelio ‘Fierro, !
.Flo- -Sandon’s. ' Roberto .Murola, (Buzz Clifford. titled “Baby Sittin’ .
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-FRino Salviati, Little Tony, Eduardo |Boogie” after the singer's

‘Cap UnsPerryMayer
To Nat'l Merchandising .

from the‘mucie induct

tat aod.

has as its principal victinis the rece

manufacturers.
distributors,
Affils on Annual Trip ord
dealers, recording artists.
musi; cians, musie composers. publishers
To Continental Market: ,and the U.S. sovernment.
Jack Mills, prexy of Mills Musre,

was ‘specially. re-recorded in Italy came the top song in the country, ‘heads out on his annual European‘
; | junket today ‘Wed.). Accompanyswitched _ titles,
with Enetish eee for the. Anjeri- _Col ‘immediately

’
oo,
Beverly Hills.
“van market.
Editor, VARIETY:
2
0°
I defy anyone
to deny. that.; for
over 50 years, I have been an un-.
selfish: protagonist. of any and all
songwriters.

‘Mills Visiting Branches,

single '

Col |:
| Lucchina, Sergio Centi, and- others:'of that. title broke through.
The first -LP release: will be av- j:also did the title tie with Percy.
pe
ail: ible within: 60 days. while: the Faith’s . “Theme From: a Summer
effort on singlés starts immediately | Place.” :The’' single was culled
with the release of hit Itatian disk: ! from a. Faith LP.‘that had a differ"24 Mila Baci,“. by Litlle Tony. . It ,ent title but ‘when the single be-!

Name Beyl Cap

with a special sti¢ker over the.- al-j ing him on his two-month businesstrip will..be
his wife
| bum ‘sleeve. to’ cash’ in on the ; pleasure
i Estelle. They're sailing on the
“Summer: Place” click.
Queen
Elizabeth.
.
.
- Other. Examples
As is his. annual custom, Mills’
Disk Club Head
Ine ‘addition to the “Calcutta” first visit will be with Cyril Gee,
!
“| spread, Welk had a two-way: run general manager of Mills Muste
;
.
with a “Last Date” single and LP Ltd, London, where plans will be | ronald Beyl will take over as
and Ferrante & Teicher got a sim- formulated
for the annual publish- ;a tdi of Capitol’s dsk club.

This means Serviee. loyalty and |
— honey.
AS ‘of: now, to find the American
ilar dual sales run with their ing program and forthcoming ses- 0 addition, he's been elected to
Guild of Composers & Anthors,.
formerly SPA .:Songwriters’ * Pro-.
‘Perry “Mayer, ..ad.. manager : . of;single of “Theme From the Apart- | sions at’ Canford School where :©@P’s board. of directors.
‘ment”
and, their .similarify titled;‘Mills sponsors an eight-week sum-!}
tective Assn. ', disenfranchising me. Capitol Records Distributing Corp,
Beyl, who'll
assume
his new
and ather. writers --hbecause, we re- since Jast November. has been ap-|LP
1 for United Artists. -Coral, too, mer session each year.
duties July 2, is currently director
is
getting
into. the. act. with an _ Of major importance .on Mills’ ,of management review and develfuse to subscribe to: the .royalty- pointed
national
merchandising ..
y collection plan, for valid .rcasons, manager.
Mayer. who will report; announcement © this°‘week that. -is itinerary this trip. will be a call: opment. His responsibilities in the
yds bevond my understanding.
to Stanlev: Gartikov, .CRDV v.p. ‘rushing a McGuire's LP into marat the new branch office. MiNs- |operation of the record club will
‘This - js: high-handed = activity and director of merchandising,’ re“Continued, on. page 198) ©
Holland, which joins the other Eu- linclude the fulfillment department,
which IT must condemn, even in. m¥ places. Lloyd ‘Settle who resigned |
ropean
: branches,
Editions
Mills. , chairmanship of the club's record
&. own colleagues, as being ar bitrary trom .the conipany two weeks ago.
| Music Belgium and Editorial Mills 'selection committee. and in merand: domineering.
Why Jiletime.
Sucgeeding Mayer as ad manager.
‘Music
Espanola,
which
are
also‘ chandising liaison with John Stelegitimate . musi¢ publishers should is John’ Annarino, who was for mer; Stops on_ his schedule. Heil also _venson, club’s veepee.
be paced in the: same. category. as ly pop album merchandising manvisit affiliates in
Germany,
France:
mushroom,
irresponsible publish-- ager.
Dick
Heckernkamp,
whol.
land Italy for purposes of renewing-picture he en a ees club
ers “with offices jn their: hats: d-is joined
CRDC last. November as
RCA Victor w ill kick off its new { contracts.
strange.
single record merchandising: man{divide his time between Scranton,
International. Series with soundMills’ latest European acquisiBurton Lane, the president. of’ ager, takes..over the pop. album
s
track album of “La Delce Vita.” ition is. “The Song of the Rain,” ipa, club’s h.q, and Cap’s exec
m
the Guild, even resorted to advis-- nier chandising duties. formerly hanBeyl his
Italian pic which opened in N. Y. from the Fernande] pic, “The Cow offices. in Hollywood.
Ing members that ‘their greup in- dled by: Annarino::
last
week.
The
soundtracker, and I." composed by Paul Durand. : been with Cap since 1957 when
Suracre
Will ‘be ter minated. if -- Roke’ Dexter, for the past. year ‘he
came
in
as
exer
staff
analyst.
they refuse to sign for the callec- a secretary in the single. record. which was recorded in Rome by! Also from Europe. B. F. Wood. a
Meantime. Geoffrey Racine has
.REA Italiana. ‘will. be issued the firm in the Millis combine, has ac-!
tion plan.
merchandising. section, .has. been
iquired
Black
Stockings”
from shifted fram his spot as veepee at
[|
I pay $200 a year dues for-sery-. ‘upped ‘to the post: of single record first week in May.
the club to take over as acting
Mills
Musie
Ltd.
The
tune
has
been
.
The
score.
with
music
by
Nino.
dee to others which I do. not need. mer chandising -‘manager. . Tn. assumRota, includes a theme,’a congo- recorded by Stu Phillips for Colpix. general manager of Capitol Ree_ oF get. IT and many. others pay it.i
Last ‘week Mills ‘aftended the ords of Canada Lid. He will resign
ca
protect the large nuniber who: Dexter becomes. the second “dis- ‘inspired “March of the Gladia14th annual Cantors Assembly of his veepeeship effective June 30
0.
‘taffer to hold an. exec post in. tors,” a recalt of “Arriverdercl America
at: Grossinger's, Ferndale, ,but will continue as administrator
Roma,”
“Stormy
Weather,”
and
a
Merrilyn lammond
has:
I’ *eluctantly write this. public CRDC.
Mm
lettesin. the hope that: this adamant: been. racio-ty promotion manager ‘Latin : version ‘of “Jingle Bells.” N.Y.. where he and the firm were ‘of operations of subsidiaries under
_The
orch
was
conducted
by
Franco
cited
for
their contributions to the ‘Daniel C. Bonbright, Vaepee af ad”
Pet nicious. activity does nol. de- for the past several years.
n his
‘| Jewish music field: with emphasis ministration and finance
Stroy. er rather in dn avid. desire
In addition: to «supervising the: Ferrara.
on
the
liturgy
in the synagog. Mills new duties, Racine will report dito preserve the American Guild: of activities of CRDC’s merchandising | According to-Dario Soria. Victor
lithors. & Composers, which, up ‘and promotion™ wnits. Mayer will -yeepee ‘who heads the Internation-. is publishing a series of 15 eom-;rectly to Glenn E. Wallichs, Cap
Norman prez. and sill maintain headquarta Row, has. done valiant good. and continue to exercise administrative |al series, “La Dolce Vita” launches missioned sacred works.
SeIVIGE,.
control over the company’s nation-{a program that will brig. to the Warembud, firm's production man-:ters in both Hollywood and Toron-ager,.
has
been
instrumental
in fo. He's been with the diskery
L. Wolfe: Gilbert. :al consumer and wade advertising ; U, .S. top. ‘material recorded by
isince 1952.
}RCA’ s. affiliates in other countries, building this division.
_ programs:
cw ‘olfie’’}

Mer.; Other Staff Shifts.
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This weekly tabulation is based on a statistically balanced ratio of disk sales, nationally, as reported by key outlets in major cities, and music
programming by the major independent radio stations.
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RUNAWAY

Del Shumnon ......----055
BLUE MOON

Marcels .....2025-5-2ceee

31
80

46

J

10

Argo

Decca

1

tS

12

4

13

10

14

9

PLEASE LOVE ME, FOREVER

15

3

SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL

16

10

SURRENDER

17

14

DEDICATED TO THE ONE I LOVE

APACHE

|

Jorgen Ingmann

Echos ....... se eceeeewes

19

20

8

20

21

15

21

42

&

22

23

5
10

CALIFORNIA SUNT

50

73

5

51

7

«863

52

48

§

§3

45

4 FROGG

ONE MINT JULIP

54

39

5. MERRY-GO-ROUND

HELLO WALLS

55

—

|.

56

4

Victor |

oo... cc eee ceca cee

Sceptor

JUST FOR OLD TIMES SAKE
McGisire Sisters .........0%
TAKE GOOD
Adam Wade

Coral

CARE OF HER
..... ve ccceves

DGON'T WORRY

Marty Robbins .........

Columbia -

Ray Charles ......%..... « Impulse
Faron Young

..........%.

Capitol

WALK RIGHT BACK

.

Everly Bros. .....0..--+---- wee WB-

7

BUMBLE BOOGIE

26

70

2

Fats Domino ..... voce

wae Imperial

B. Bumble & Stingers... .Rendezvous.

9

30

33

5

BRAND NEW BROKEN HEART
Connie Francis ........+6 »» MGM
THINK TWICE
Brook Benfon .........0.
WHAT

Jerry Lee Lewis ..-°..........

32

34

4
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55
57

DIXIE

Duane Eddy .............-.
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I

TRAVELIN’ MAN

62
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Jamie

NEXT KISS
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—
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5
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"
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DUNGEON
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|
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4

PONY EXPRESS
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|

97 64
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|

a
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WORLD IS. WAITING FOR SUNRISE a

Don Gibson ......... seaee. Victor &

Gene Pitney ...........46. Musicor

& YOUR ONE AND ONLY LOVE

Jackie Wilson ...:...... Brunswick
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§
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Duna |98 (98 15 [WANNA LOVE.MY LIFEAWAY

GREEN GRASS OF TEXAS
rE

MESS AROUND veeeeeee Columbia
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Gregmar

|

Andy Stewart....5.. Vinee Warwick
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|95 87
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,

CONTINENTAL WALK
Rollers... .......2. ee eeeee Liberty

.

Dae

MAN ALONE.

Conway. Twitty eee nes Imperial

Charlie Rich ...........+0. Philips:

WHERE THE BOYS ARE

BELOVED
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Shirelles .. tect eeeterene ‘Imperial . 7%

|

2

WHEELS

MGM
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mE:

MAMA SAID.
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_
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1
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|
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Imperial {i
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—
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Mowtown

FOR MY BABY

72 10

66 —

|

od

Brook Benton .......-...5 » Mercury

|

185

Caprice

Rickie Nelson ...........

60 13

String-a-Longs .......... Warwick |.96
UNDERWATER
7

¢

|

Fe

oF

Mary. Wells . wesesesesss

TONIGHT I'FELL IN LOVE
Tokens

4

BYE BYE BABY

“192°
1

SLEEPY-EYED JOHN

TRIANGLE
Jani Grant ........ ceseee

_

Chimes ...:...-.5..006. wees Fag

Johnny Horton

‘49°

:

Checker”

:

1

)

Victor

GEE WHIZ, LOOK AT HIS EYES
Carla Thomas
Atlantic

HALF WAY TO PARADISE

2

Argo

:id

|

‘Jackie Wilson .......... Brunswick

—

84

Sam Cooke .......eesce00. Victor

1&6

King

i.

81
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Aq
7 THAT'S
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89
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Shep & Slimlighters .......... Hull
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[FALL TO PIECES
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2 DADDY'S HOME
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Marv Johnson .......2...000-
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eeese

Vibrations .......2.4....

©

Brothers Four .........->-+-- Col.

4
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a
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3

°
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Chubby Checker ......... Parkway

%F

83

|

69.

PONY TIME

82
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Donna

GRILL MACHINE

4, I'M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE
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Johnny Walsh ........-8..086

52

61

1 CONTINENTAL WALK

77 88

1 FELL IN LOVE ON MONDAY

58

63

@esetereezvpeeees

57

;

Cannonball Adderly ......» Riverside

76

Fats Domino ............ imperial

,

Roulette

TRUST IN ME

A DOLLAR DOWN
Limeliters .......-2cccccce

:

[i

3 ‘AFRICAN WALTZ
Hank

Joe Jones ........0000e.. ew Roul

Sun

‘LITTLE MISS STUCK UP
Etta James ........-.2eceee
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Pentagons .........---000.

59
Mercury

DID ft SAY

Playmates ........0.20c006

Bob Luman........... ew eecees

Coed

7

Victor
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5

Elvis Presley .........+----
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Ferrante & Teicher ..........-
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°.

—

Bill Black Combo..............

TO BE LOVED

|

|
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Hi | Mark Denning .........2.00 MGM. =.
;
79.75 3 PLEASE TELL ME WHY

6
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Era

cc cee eees + Jin. a4

Jim Reeves .......5.....c6-

Bobby Dorin ...........-000. Atco

63
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51

.

43 10 «HEARTS OF STONE

|

25
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LAZY RIVER

GREAT SNOW MAN
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4

36° It
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Jor Barry... ssc

Decca
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3 TMAFOOLTOCARE
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Imperial.

MEMPHIS

|
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68

SHU RAH
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Lee

47

5
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Arvee

|
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BONANZA
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73 44 5 THE BLIZZARD
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Nelson

D. Brooks

Monument

PEANUT BUTTER
Marathons

:
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HELLO MARY Lou

«14

‘72 72

Jerty Butler ....... ereceee Vee Jay |

RUNNING SCARED

&
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7 FIND ANOTHER GIRL

5 ONE EYED JACKS

26

1!

‘Lawrence Welk ........ ervecee Dot

4

Valmor

$70«28

71

37

Shirelles

g

Kay Starr ...........++++ Capitol |

Ray Orbison .........-.

—

Hamilten

Rickie

MY THREE SONS
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Cathy Jean ............--

69

.
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Segway

Roy

Victor

FOOLING AROUND

| 43
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©

Atco

-.eeeveevees

E. Ming...

a

YOU.CAN HAVE HER

Nomar

|

2 ITS NEVER TOO LATE

44

ees

eoesetsvoscssee

71

ASIA MINOR
Kokomo .....cccccene-ee Felsted

Drifters

24

Presley

42

..........2.. Aico

BABY BLUE

@eeneevsed

2

UA

TONIGHT MY LOVE
Paul Anka .......cecceee ABC-Par

168 53 14
Brown

&1

PORTRAIT OF MY LOVE

Ben

..

LAR

|67 93 13 SPANISH- HARLEM

_
Indigo

e

ec@@eoaotanaseoe

Young
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1 TOLD EVERY LITTLE STAR
Linda Scott ........-. Can.-Amer.

&

3
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-FLAMING STAR

69 2

DEPEND ON ME

...... seeccee

‘|

32.

1 this

FUNNY

41. 5

ON THE REBOUND

10

18

|

Floyd Cramer .......-0e05 . Victor

Steve Lawrence

3

Elvis

ONE HUNDRED POUNDS OF CLAY
Gene McDaniels ........--- Liberty
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Maxine
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.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BLUES

9

5

Clarence Henry ......-. eacee

_

Kathy

Colpix

Brenda Lee .....-..-5 eer.

31

34

Big Top

—

4
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MOTHER IN LAW
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7
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6
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Freberg’s 4-Vol. Spoof ofUS.History | Mere GoesNashville Merc Mulls Closer Indie Co-op Ties;
” Chicago, April 25.

Adding Up to1006PackageforCap
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‘as one of Capitol Records’ most Day (London), Aussie's

has

Records,

moved.

first'

‘Singleton’s

|

move J

after

+

‘|opening the Nashvile’ office has
been to sign two young singers,
| Bobby
Freeman
and Mitchell
Torak.

;

|.

well over the $100.0G0 mark.

cis, Day

-The first: LP in the series, titled, with

“The Early. Years,” was “11 weeks.

Van

‘Eddie-Day, headof Fran-.

& Hunter, is.due

his’ wife.

Will’ come Alexis

and

at Massey Hall here: Marian Ander- {Asserting

fson, Victoria de Los Angeles, Ma-ican
‘halia

Jackson,

Andres
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S 'Serkin,
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Rudolf than

and
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Gilels.

.Sol Hurok office.

the

Four

via ‘said

|

that

(alignment

farms.
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newest

and

up material

used

prexy
he

record
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for the

television

Bryon Janis, Benno Moisei-!edians.".

jwitsch

smaller

that

appetite

Segovia. ‘latest is using

: pianists Artur Rubinstein,

“Peoria, April 25.

(Lex) Albert and

Chicago, April 25.
Mercury called in fits execs and
regional a&r men last week, and
the major item on the agenda was

{ Artists has signed for '61-’62 season j ducers

r.Y3\

“COrla

over

and from Sydney

9
1°
Homburger § Bookings
Toronto,;
April 25.
.
‘

how to expand the company’s reWalter Homburger’s International |jationships with independent pro-

Lex Albert Due in US.!

‘Aolume of a projected four-volume |:
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e
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_
heading of “Stan Freberg Presents | From Austalia and ‘from. Eng- ; ;
asie to : yeen
in New.-York |
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land
,
America,”
of
States
-United
The
.
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me
_cost about $30,000 to put. into the
+two. music publishers, both repped
es ‘£f
his :in .the U.S. by attorney Julian T..
and if.Freberg sustains

- groove
‘pace-the complete. package will be ; Abeles.

Clyde Otis Shifts to Liberty A&R

‘Shelby Singleton, 11s southern aér |
-director, to Nashville to set up per-

up
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B.

faster

com-

Green

is formulating

a

of the recording

re-
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Berlioz’ “Damnation of Faust” ' with intention of going out after
in the making.” Coming up. are: his wife, Elsa. He heads the old-:
Symphony ‘indie taleht and pressings rather
“The Middle Years,” “The Late ‘line music ‘publishing house: of. J.., booking agency here, has unveiled ‘will be done by Toronto
Entertainment

Enterprises,. new:

‘ambitious
concert plants to fill‘ and. Mendelssohn
Choir, Walter than waiting for it to come over
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“The: Late, .-. Late , Albert & Sons. BO
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Susskind conducting. Deutschmeis- . the transom.
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7
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.4 ‘Meantime. David Day,. of the.
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beginning
iter
Band,
with
a
company
danc-|
arthough not specifically as a
Freberg: collaborated with Ken-:family, has been’ ‘more perma- -June 3 will bring Count Basie and‘ers and singers, will do of
“Vienna result of the projected new uutneth Sullet on the sketches and’ nently. stationed in New York rep- :
his orchestra, Ray Charles
and his ; on Parade.”
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look,
Green used the meeting to
with Billy May on the music. The !resenting both -the FD&H
and:
e.
George|
orchestra .in July,
announce
the
addition
of
Nat
package. presented like a Broad- ‘affiliated .B.. Feldman. catalogs, : Shearing
Sextet and Andre date 10 _
Goodman
to Mercury's Las Angeles
way production, hasa full-cast. ‘of ;scouting songs, ete.
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;
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_
|in August, Errol’Garner at date to} |
be: announced and the. Kingston j Baker Back To
nation of Clyde Otis, who had
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Trio in’ September. Performances ; 4
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.
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trom Jin Records and the Mus;Twangs “Marie” from Negro Rec=
Upeoming on Mav 21 is Limetiters
The
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3
‘Robbins.
Feist
&
|
ords. Both of these will be manueirio—Lou Gottlieb. Alex Hassilev
| Miller) underwent a reshuffling of ; factured and distributed by Smash,
and Glen Yarbrough.
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House prez Bennett Cerf who has:
‘its: professional department setup |Mercury's subsidiary. Mercury has
Freberg
linedIn‘up for :some'.book|. TheTh first seven manufacturer- | “Fall and winter bookings by new | last week.
also negotiated a deal to handle
assignments.
addition, Cap. has ‘distributor meetin
he:
group include Liberace on Sept.
:
gs which
will |
distribution for Clock Records.

24, Jose Greco

in January, Roger

Group,
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Murray
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to the

Freberg .set. for 2 guest. shot on{jbe held
ih .conjunction:. with Williams, Bobby Darin. Tammy! Big 3 fold to step up record ex.dack Paar’s NBC-TV show next[ARMADA’s. :Assn. of Record. Sands, the Theatre Arts Ballet | ploitation. and hypo coverage of

‘Monday '1)-to coincide with official ‘Manufacturers. and Distributors of~
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"Little Orchestra of New York, all
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3 in 1958 after many vears as pro.
.| Miami. Beach in.jate June have
at dates not yet definite.
| fessional manager of the Robbins
‘| been set.
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.; In bringing pop attractions sel|. Atlantic Recerds ‘will hold :its ‘dom seen and heard here, EnterAlthough the Big 8 has been
Meeting June 24, Cameo is set for itainment: Enterprises has tapped building up its’ activities in the
Over Calypso Songs
{for
the morning.of the 25th with inew, youngish audience not tisually east and on the Coast, it decided|
A $500.000 injunction and aci‘VeeJay
coming up the. same day ‘drawn by traditional longhair fare.. to close its, Chicago office with} eounting
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fathers to shy away. from another names of. ‘cultural institutions. Bill, mother of three children and ex- 000-seat grandstand show on the
A méjor becom in this ivpe of
: conclave of the big heat.-The over- introduced. by John R:. Brook, Man- -wife of John’ -H. Harris, the "Ice? two Sundays that fall within its booking has taken place with the
ii budget of the festival will be hattan. Republican. .was. supported.Capades” originator and producer. Aug. 18 ta Sept. 4 showings. this upbeat in animated cartoen series
summer, but will not open the ex- on
‘ground $160:000. of ‘Which .about °‘by the ‘Metropolitan. Opera’ Co:,
television.
“ITucklebceciry
‘hibition as a whole on Sundays, Hound” and “Yogi Bear” are boing
-Carnegie Hall and Cornell Univer- :
75.000 will. be for -talent..
,according to CNE spokesmen.
Bernstein’ is seeking’ ‘names such : sity, which had sought’ protection
merchandised
by Serceen
Genis,
‘Grandstand show will end night Latter,
: from ‘unauthorized use of: their
as Leonard Bernstein, Steve Allen,:
which
produces = the
tof Sept. 4 instead of following “Huckleberry
——_sDave Garroway
and Garry “Moore-’ ‘names.
Hound”
series has
Saturday +91, CNE directorate has becn sending out @ Hye act conte host the sessions of. the: festival.
Among - the instances cited” was:
‘decided. with performers working
Jic’s: optimistic’ despite the fact. ‘the. recent court decision forbidsiting of koth these characters,
‘on week-to-week contracts.
Prem- That act is already sct tor 35 datcs
that there have ‘been no. accept- ding ‘the. vocal group, Metropoli.ise is that, with Labor Day attend- this vear. SG is ciso preparing «an‘ances as yet from, these: individ- -tan Sextette,-Trom use of the Met:.
“ance small im past. it would be un- -other act based on other Hanna‘label. Bill also: Mould -protect. the’
uals,
economical] to hire the cast for cone Barbera characters. “Quick Draw
Xmong those: signed so far are Met from ‘such ads as one used
week and have it perform for one McGraw” and “Baba Leoty."
seauis Armstrong who will appear some time aga by the Maidenform |
night: hence ne Labor Day ¢randthers, ‘are _ bra, .depicting: :a- bira-elad femme
on the opening day.’
Also hot sellers on the juvenile
stand show this vear. first time tn
‘Dave. -Brubeck,. Carmen. “Meé Rae. ‘singing at the: Opera..
-cChcuits are the characters drann
-Maynard Fer ‘guson, Ramsey Lewis,:' . Bill . makes.publication or .use i
- Despite the paucity of ‘late busi- ‘lengthy history of the CNE.
ioul of cRocky & His Friends” ever
ness.in
New
York:
the
Roundatabie
'
$$
‘Lionel. Hampton, George Shearing, “without ‘permission ‘of|the institu:‘ABC-TV. Leon Newman, Licensiag
Lynn, Duke Ellington. tion involved a-misdemeanor pun- is filling. up fer most of its three |
Gloria
Corp. ef america .veepee, is curSarah Vaughan, Cal Tjader. and: ishable: by a $500: fine. andor a’ nightly - shows. | The attraction, of
i rently booking a pair of charace
. course. is the ‘indigo tunes of Belle;
Stan. Getz: Being negotiated for. ‘year. in jail
“ters. “Rocky and Bullwinkle.” as an|
Bar
th
who
has
another
fortnight
to
are’ “Peggyv:.Lee, Ella Fitzgerald. |
act. This iwosome played a jong
| fe at: this. spot. ‘Originally ‘booked |°
Chico Hamilton; Ray Charles,- Art”
series of dates last year, and have
for $2.500, she was renewed tor.
Bliikey and Horace Silver. —
been working shopping centres and
{three weeks and raised $1,000 in |.
Despite the -wails: of, the New-.
theatre dates @urmg the winter.
|recognition. of her ability to pull
Fort city fathers that they would
:
They
will play park and fair dates
ithe spenders.
|
‘Hollywood, April 2
never--hold another festival. aiter
Miss Barth’s boom bo. ‘Was preWait Disney's new sevennear during the summer as well as apthe, riots of last. year, a long’ and}:
pearance
In various stores.
pared by here party albums which |-pact as Executive Producer and.
hurd look ‘at the economics of the},

BanComm|Firms From

Tabor Day Grandstand

Using Institutional Names’

Show Cancelled by CNE:

PartyDisk Queen|
Hypos Late Trade

AtRoundtable, N.Y.

Tilt Disney Pay

For Disneyland

Key MlsNitery
Beom toBaseball

LCA is also prepping acts based
"have
been one
of the hottest. f£eneral supervisor of Disneyland’
j under-the- counter sellers in disk will be voted upon by Disney stack- on characters in “Leonardo” and
: shops.
Many
purchasers
have holders May 16 at special meeting ~“Pip the Piper” kid shows, on NBC
- Minneapolis. ‘April: 25.
.
Loeal. nightclub ‘owners foresee’ been following her to the Round- In Burbank. according to. proxies and ABC respectively.
mise as it used to-be.
Wide Moppet Appeal
“The. sailors that. used ‘to. pour.. ‘a bonanza resulting. from introduc- i table for the in-person delivery of isent to slockholders.
.
tion of major league ‘baseball here. ;the off-color ditties.
‘New deal has already heen ap-’
These cartoon characters have
“money into the town aren't anchor|ng with their former. frequency, : With outstate-demand ‘for baseball. » Initially, Miss Barth held. off proved by Bank of America, Na-° wide appeal for the muppets, thus
and the employment in that, phase ."tickets: mounting. bistro operators on ‘delivery. of the blue chansons, ‘tional Trust & Savings Ascn, and c.n be used in a wide variety of
icity “activity is‘ down. -Conse-}:expect. to. reap a share. of: the: but. later she took off many of the Pr udential Insurance Co. of Amcr- situations wheie juve enticement
it’s|-understoad.. ica from whom Disney company
is necessary. Because of the mere. ently , Newport - Officials sought ;:profits from the invasion of" visi- |Wraps, although
; that -she’s keeping herself suffi- t‘has made substantial loans.
changdising tieins with these bookto reshuffle the festival with ase|l'tors: ©
Under terms of new agreement. ings,
the
acts
are
now
being
‘surances that the roiwdyisny of: last:- To lure out- “of‘town trade as well :ciently. in check to satisfy the;
‘State
|
Liquor
Authority
.and
the
|dated
Jan.
'
as
local
Clientele,
a
third
“Minne|
1,..1961,
Walt
Disney
booked by the turns’ packagers.
Year would. be eliminated. They. decided to get new promorers, other: apolis nitety, Duffy's, ‘stated last :! Police Dept. Even with these con- ;will receive $3.500 a week. an: in- Pieviously they were booked by
the
tunes
are
spiev; crease of £500. weckly from his pre- regulation talent agencies. In this
than George Wien and Lewis Lor- 4 week it's starting a ‘big name en- ;Cessions.:
‘nilard, and appointed a committce =:-tertainment .policy. Bistro -has ail- 'enough to satisfy most: of her audi- vious contract, and $1.666.66 each : way. displays of the sponsors’ prod- tors.
“ready:
inked
Duke.
Ellington.
band
:
iweek in deferred payments to him ‘ucts can be made so that the mer“af five New port. businessmen to
for. a one-week stand June
16, i ‘Otherwise. late cafe business is.‘‘or his tamily ‘on death’ for period ciandiser czn get full value out of
_ scout for a new producer.
- Lionel Hampton for a mid-October: Off throughout New York as well ‘tot one and a half times length of the appearance.
They gave Bernstein the nod. He ‘
The packagers have also had to
4€-partneréd in this. deal by jeweler|date. and is- dickering. With. Harry as other cities. Howey er. there ,chis services.
Louis _Arnistrong,
Dave has been somewhat of a resurgence © The
payments,
according
to reuline the act. as well as supply
Abe Margolies, who is also a finan- Jamés,
cial. backer of the Arc. 120° tens, | Brubeck and Andre ‘Preyin . for } of..early trade due somewhat to proxy, represents incre:.se of $26.- costumes,
music,
ete.
In
some
The deferred pay- cases. there are several acts with
1.000 annually.
bookings.: Duffy's. owner more favorable weather.
and
Chicago
‘contractor =Johnié. future
i Most’ of the. small rooms are ments will begin with expiration of
Drew. Bernstein has promoted the: George Foster. originally Signed.
the same characters making the
Disney's
contract
i Benny Goodnian ‘to open May 1. ‘doing fairly well filling up for at‘ ;seven
year
1ounds,
music shows at the Paramount ‘
act least the. first show of the.evening:‘ dated
April -6, 1953s
for :
called
- Theatre, Brooklyn, for the past | but ‘had’ to delay his: name
History of the cartoon acts goes
‘plans
when.
Goodnian.
cancelled
all
°
‘and:
‘Catching
much
of
the
atter:$3.000
weekly
plus
expenses:
a'so back as far as “Popeye” and the
fiw ‘years, and. prior to thet was :
touring.
dates:
:
theatre
trade.
A
greater
upsurge
:;
-25°¢ option in feature films lve) “Mickey &-Minnie Mouse” davs.
aeA
OP
ptt
te
a
petal
PO
cmewwteeepenel
0
With Various: talent agencies in
Two other Minneapolis niteries,. is expected °next month, with the which‘ he must advise beford yro- “Howdy
New York. |
Doody"
& “Clarabelle”
‘ the. Flame Room in’ ‘the -Radisson start of the. prom season and an. ‘duction starts. He is to contribute have been making the rounds of
| Hotel. -and ‘Freddie's, have. been increase. in the number of buyers !in proportion of interest ‘acquired the kiddie time. and there have
He recently ac- been representations of the “Seven
Offering fop nanies for
séveral. “who normaly converge on New: in such. film's.
-. quired J0°¢ in “Moon Pilot.”
years. Padded. Cell‘ and the Key|. York.at that time.
Dwarfs” on the circuits. However,
Disney's old pact expired Dec. with merchandisers in the picture,
Club. are other. spats. which -occa-:
gp 1959 and was extended a year. the custom
F sionally book headliners. but. lat-"'
of booking
cartoon
For the fisea]l year ended Oct. 1, ‘characters based on teevee repreter’s license is in jeopardy follow- .
1960.
Disney’ received
$156.000: sentalions is likely to inerease.
ing a disturbance’ there: two weeks |
William. H. Anderson, veepee in
‘ago.
“Ottawa, April 25,:: i
charge of studio operations and
.
Hollywood. April 18.
‘Director. $89.000; Roy QO. Disney.
Joe. Saxe is calling: for. bids this:
Bic
cena
wee
heen
cee
meen
ree
eee
tee
ame
Mitzi. Gaynor ‘and Morris Lans- President and Director. $52,000: E..
WeCk for construction’ of -a ‘posh.
. | burgh, ‘owner of the Flaminge, Las: _Cardon: Walker, veepee in charge .
| Tew Gatineau: Club: to replace the |
Vegas, have entered into a two-way ‘of. advertising and sales director, |
| 83-sear-old nitery ‘destroyed rast’!
contract
under which
singing $52,000: Gunther R. Lessing. Vice‘ aCtress will make her nitery bow Chairman of board, veepee. general
; fal by. fire: ‘The new buiding will
and star’ in two films to be made counsel and director. $31.300.
£0: up this: spring on the foundaLos Angeles. April 25.
der her indie“Green Aisle Pro-:
tions of the old club. It will ‘be <a.
Harry Altman. veteran. operator j
Greek Theatre will tee off its
flick, modern two-story Structure. “of the™- ‘Town. Casino, Buffalo, is ductions banner and financed by
ninth season June 23 with Victor
Lansburgh
and
his
associates
Plans show. top floor for guest :. going in for. personal -management }
_, Borge. in for a week, returning for
rooms, Main floor ‘will. house the, 4s a sideline. He has paeted two| ‘Thrush will open a one-month
first time since 1959. Season under
| Ritery which ¢an alsa. ‘be used as’ ‘singers, Neil. Darrow, who is con-.! (Stand ‘Dec...22. at the Flamingo.
'direction
of James
A. Doolitlle
| Film Properties ‘st
still are to be set.
or ‘convention hail,.-‘tracted to. the. Cameo Jabel; .and!
dining . room
will have a total of seven presentaPlus lounge,: ‘main. entrance and! | Marca Valente, inked to-RCA Vie-:
tions. with dates still being areranged.
Offices. Fhere will also be lounge; . tor. ‘Altnian Has signed both singers|
Mexico City, April 25.
‘locker rooms’ and screened patio: with General: Artists’ Corp.
Lineup now includes Jose Greco
Mavor Ernesto P. Uruchurto has
Altman's ‘entry . into personal
} fer ‘golf club members facing the
his Spanish Ballet. to follow
Setby.Jackie Barnett :na only given his official blessing.and
Folf. course. Club’s full name’ is Management is another indication|
Borge: Harry Belafonte in a show
‘for
the
erection
of
an
“Entertain-'
the Gatineau Golf ‘and. ‘Cauntry: of .the .fact..that
bonifaces are!
Comedy writer Jackie. Barnett’ is .
featuring
Miriam Makeba, African
Club-.and. it owns one. of eastern seeking to:-have.a greater voice in'‘again turning. cafe. unit producer‘:ment City” here, but has allocated;‘song stylist: and N.Y. City Ballet,
Canada’ s finest courses.
the moulding of: headliners which -with ‘ ‘Play girls of 1961” which will : around 250 acres in the Chapulte- in its production of the full-length
*peec Woods section as site for the, Nutcracker”
and repertory
pro. Construction ‘will, be’... of con-— : they help:-create. A show man. ‘for | open May 4 at the Riverside, Reno.
Mexican. version of Disneyland.
4 gram of three L.A. preems.
‘ete, !o cost more than $300,000. ' 45 years, Altman - says that. for: Barnett is aiming at a Las Vegas.
i showplace to: be followed by a tour; Presumably this is not to be a: Sked also includes a package
Parking area: Will take 500 cars. : years he has been approached by:;
'profit making project. Receipts are show composed of Roger Williams,
Niteries .on the Quebec side in” “singers and agents as well to aid’ of major cities. He previously pre- ,
for schoolchilduced. ‘‘New Faces of 1928,” whieh :‘to be. channeled
the ©ttawa region are still: await- i).“talent.
Al Hirt and the Belafonte Folk
gituation
caused
a. ‘reappraisal.
Fer one thing the U.S. Naval base
“Newport: isn't being used. as.

Pn $300,000Bldg.
ToReplace Ottawa’s

‘MITZI GAYNOR PACT:
CAFE DEBUT & FILMS

‘Razed Gatineau. Club

Greek Theatre, L.A., Rolls
9th Season June 23 With
| Victor Borge’s 1-Weeker

Buff NiteryOp’$ Move:
Into Personal Mgt: Field |
May Spark New Trend.

|

Mexico City Greenlights
Its ‘Disneyland’; Park

Rising on 250-Acre Site

| Playgirls’ Cafe
Cal Unit

|

ing ‘the technical details of ‘Que-

Some’ of the. acts later became had ‘a long. cafe run several years

dens breakfasts and other welfare Singers ‘no connection with the sin-

_ Purposes.
‘ger except use of his name); “A
ec
provinte’s
new
legislation ; names that he: had to shell out -ago.’
Covering -the operation of: clubs | huge coin .in ‘order ‘to- get them ,
Apart from the various rides and .Summer Song Fest.” topbilling Nat
In this show. will be Sabrina.
nd ell ‘other liquor outlets: Until |into the Town: Casino: as. well as, ‘ Sherry North atid Sue Carson With diversions, there is to be an arti- i“King” Cole: and Greck Tragedy
Glen: - Casino, ‘Williamsville, iothers still. to be set.
this js received, scanned, mulled! the
, ficial lake’ with three small vessels , Theatre from Athens, in a produci providing: rides to. paying public. it
and explained in huddlés with the! N.Y., which he also operates. This |
tion of Sophocles’ “Electra.” Latter
iThere are to be pyramids. a small; ‘is being brought to this country by
-tuthorities, nothing can be. de- 1 time, Altman is taking a more ac-.
r
‘bull ring, ete., with central theme]Greek Theutre Asén.. which will
ided- on nitery operation here. |tive interest :in acts. which he feels
will have a promising future.
Pacts ‘Trio of Names : of entire project reflecting vari-° ‘sponsor its first American tour.
Chaudiere- (Club. Is . stilt dark.
Other bonifaces.who .have gone | Jack Berenato, operator of the:‘ous epochs of Mexican national
——
into: personal management. include ,Gondola. ‘Room, |Atlantic: City, }: history.
‘Rebel’ Gets Outdoors
the
Scandore.
Bros:
of
the
Ele:
‘which
is
being.
readied.
to
preem
‘The-amusement
park.
not
to
be!
Genevieve’.8. New: ‘Act. | pante, Brookly n
as well as Max around June 16, has started sign- confused with another Disneyland- . Nick Adams. who portrays the
Genevieve is breaking in a new: “Loew of ‘the ‘Viennese Lantern; {ing talent.
still
in planning: Jead in the teleseries, “The Rebel,”
Already set are Karen{type
project
nitery act at the Monticello, Fram- |
N.Y. .
:iIs being bcoked for the outdoor
ingham, May 1; with: other. dates |: While the “American Guild of Chandler, . June. 24;- Earl Grant, stages for nearby Ciudad Satelite, | circuits. First date lined up for
July 24, and Dick Haymes, July 31.:is expected to become a reality
.
§ill-to be lined up.
;. Variety Artists.forbids cafe opera- A top mame is being sought’ for the ithis year. It will be under super- {him is at the Wichita Buffalo Show
‘
4Singer's fall itinerary will in-; tors from.. becoming ‘agents, the |preem show.
& Rodeo. June 26 for a week.
‘Vision
and
management
of io |
ae e ‘the-Holiday House, -Pitts-| union has .1o rules. on bonifaces , Michael Sean O'Shea has been ! National Assn. for the Protection
Other stands are heing lined up
|wen, Oct. 13.
t turning. Personal managers.
| pacted as: the room *s producer...
fof ‘Youth.
;
| by the Wiliam Morris Agency.

_New Atlantic City: Spot

.
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Powell Defers
Tidyat Carnegie Capacity $90,100. Bleanor
106 LQ (N.Y.) Bookings
Star's Surcharged Gotham Comeback
Eleanor -Powell has stepped out
of her date at the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., projected for. May 17 for

N. Y.’s Carnegie Hall ‘was super-+

charged on both sides of the footlights Sunday evening (23) with
Judy Garland onstage and an overflow crowd of partisans in the audience. It was a triumphant return
to Gotham (she’s already done the
Palace and the Met bit) for Miss
Garland who pulled in a $20,100.62
gross at a $9.90 top. A Carnegie
repeat is scheduled for May 21
and similar sellout proportions are
already indicated.
The audience mood was indicated right from the start when hefty

| Vande, Cafe Dates

:three weeks.
Miss Powell stated
that she wanted more prepara‘tion before hitting the east.
She
‘Thad been in retirement for many
years, and recently started a come‘| back in Las Vegas.

InsideStuff—Vaude
President Kennedy's ‘suggestion that there: De. a more careful perusal
of expense accounts ‘fas restaurateurs and nitery owners worried. .
Inasmuch as some cafes get as much as 30% of their business through
credit cards, and with most of that-representing trade which. various
firms pay for, they see a major drop.in business when new teeth and/or
stricter enforcement of present regulations are carried out.
__
Of course, they comfort themselves that most -of: the trade
ming
into cabarets and restaurants is legitimate: However, with the*threat
that many items will not be deductible, it's likely to ‘scare off a lot
of business. Precedent for this is seen in the various retrenchment
waves set in motion by individual firms. When this happens. an entire
set of customers disappears for lengthy stretches.
‘The more expensive establishments will be the major-sufferers, since
much of their spending comes from commercial firms. Should the

:

New York
According to Ed Risman, the
G
Ri
Puerto
Ri
Latin Quarter managing director,
racieta
for the Fiesta, can{there had been discussions and he
singer,
Puerto Rico” layoa to. follow understeod that she would play
How- promised economy wave come through, it’s likely that many of the
present show at the Radio City the date at $10,000 a week.
Music Hall, Charlivels are booked ever, no contract had been. signed. upper-priced beaneries will’ have to reduce prices or watch their”
Miss Powell has been-one of a carefully developed trade go to the cheaper joynts..
there
for the Juné'’ show...
Yvonne Moray inked for the Frolic, ; string of headliners contemplated
Revere Beach, May 6 to be fol- for the Latin Quarter to bolster
the -current
longranning ‘revue
applause
greeted
the
onening loed by Booth’s, Wildwood, June “Vive La Femme.”
Crosby Bros.
. Shelley Berman goes. into
15.
strains of “The Man
Tf Love,”
(3)
open
tonight
(Wed.); Moore &
“Trolley
Song”
and
“Over The Freddie’ s, Minneapolis, May 18. and.
Lessy have been signed for July 4,
Mr.
Kelly’s,
Chicago,
May
29
..
Rainbow” which were pisved by
and Liberace will open either late
Mort Lindsey leading a 39-piece Erroll Garner slated for the -CresThe
Los Angeles,
June 8... August or early September.
orch. It was a natural lead-in for cendo,
‘new show is slated for October
Dean
Jones
tapped
for
a
concert
the star who walked casually out of
with
choreography
by
Ronald
with
Odetta
at
the
Hollywood
" Pittsburgh; April 25.
the wings looking unusually slim
2... Swedish singer Fields.
iz) a sheath skirt and mandarin Bowl, Sept.
Clint, ‘Walker, star of. ABC-TV’s
Haldjeorg
to
concertize
in
the
fall
Blades
Show
Cuts
No
jacket. The unannounced walkon
| “Cheyenne™ and his. Wild West
caught the house off-guard but as at the Cherry Lane Theatre ...
B.O. Iceat S.C. Arena |show at 39¢, was the: big “bargain”
Harry Mimmo booked for Harrah's,
soon as she got stage-front pandeColumbia, S.C., April 25.
Lake
Tahoe,
June
8..
.Larry
Storch
cifered audiences yesterday (Monmonium broke loose and a standing
Attempt here to build a club ice
ovation stalled the song fest for ‘set for Basin St. East May’ 1,
show into an arena presentation day) at Memorial. Hall. But no one
several moments.
proved financially unprofitable for showed up except the - -customers..
It was: like that all through the}:
As a result, promoter Richard
as promoter Buddy Lee..
Chicago
long sola show which kicked off
Lee
brought Ed and ‘Wilma Ryan was under. arrest here.for..
Stagg McMann set for the Playabout 8:45 p.m. and broke near
non-existing -‘theatrical —
Leary’ s “Adventures on Ice,”.. pri- arranging
11:20. It probably could have gone boy Club, Chi, May 19 for three}
marily a clubdate unit, into Town- | ‘performances.
on longer, too, if Miss Garland had weeks. Jerry Shane into. the same:
{ship auditorium week of March 30Ryan, who has several. aliases,
.Burns
come prepared with more arrange-;: club June 30 for three.
April 2, with added acts and big: ‘had duped ‘various civic. groups
ments. After her 24th number of & Carlin, currently at the Play boy, |
orchestra.
|into sponsoring his “shows” .. in
skedded
for
the
Casino
Royal,
San
Francisco,
April
25.
the evening, she halted the tumulThe
seven
shows
drew
only:: ‘Various
communities, none
of
‘A lone AFM picket cancelled the 3,186 paid admissions, even: though |
tous applause demanding still an- Washington, D. C., May 1-9. and}
which. came off. His. main purpose.
other encore with, “We just don’t;:also down for =two weeks at the second of five Carmen Amaya per- the show was advertised for 50°‘ ‘in contacting the: ‘civic orgs was.
have much more.”
To which a Tidelands, Houston, starting Aug. fotmances at the 1,550°seat Geary miles around. Special Easter W Tr|
to get names. on a mailing list.. All
voice from one of the boxes re- 14... Al Martino plays the Tide-| Theatre: last Friday (21) night and church services were blamed,
of the individuals listed. were hit.
lands Aug. 28 for a fortnight . . .{ forced impresario John Moss to responded, “Just stand there.”
part, for poor. attendance.
‘for contributions to the charities.
Jim Backus set for the Trade ‘fund money to:an audience of.800
This would have been less of a
which
lent their names to: she ProWinds, Chi, -May 3 for two. weeks which waited a half-hour for the
strain on her and the audience, too.
motion.
. Dorothy Lamour into. the show to start.
.
For watching Miss Garland work is Crown Room, Indianapolis, July 24
Ryan,
according to- police, has a
The argument—a long-standing
an effort as well as a pleasure, It’s for two weeks .
record dating back to 1940 and
. Ted Miller & | one between AFM Local 6 and imvirtually impossible to remain cas- Smiley booked for Al Sheehan's
only
last
December was sentenced
presarios bringing attractions to
Continued from page ‘2
ual and unirivolved when she’s at Aqua Follies, Minneapolis, July 12o 90 days in jail for promoting a
Frisco — focused on the use of
work.
She demands as mueh of 23 and with the same show to. eight standby musicians, which the arrest objected and left he dis- |so-called’ benefit for a boys’ home
the audience as she does of herself Seattle July 27-Aug. 9.
in nearby McKeesport.
‘neither Moss nor Miss Amaya continued use of the words.
but everyone seems to enjoy parComplaint, according ta Leonard |. When no entertainers ‘showed
wanted but ‘which Local 6 insists
and Hopkins—and confirmed by. \ up for the Clint Walker show. and
ticipating and pulling for the singare the minimum for the Geary.
er who’s become a sentimental fave
Miss Amaya
opened ‘Thursday Chief Allen—was signed by the with Ryan in. jail, Safety Director’
-club’s bartender under direction of
of show biz.
Sue Carson into Jackie Barnett’s (20) night without the standbys the management and also by sey- ‘Louis Rosenberg contacted radio’
There’s more than sentiment inand Charles (Pop) Kennedy, Local
and ty stations here to entertain
volved, though. There’s talent and new revue, “Playgirls,” opening at ‘6 president, told Moss that he] eral off-duty policemen in the audi- the disgusted ticket buyers. .Howlots of it. Few singers around can Riverside Hotel, Reno, May 4 for would have to hire them thereafter ence, latter acting as" witnesses. A ever,
most -of the
customers
month
...
Kitty
Kover
returns
to
spokesman ‘for the club, which As |
get as much out of a song as Miss
if he expected Miss Amaya’s show
wned by. Dave ‘Campagna, sald, | wanted their money back and the
Garland. When she’s singing the Dino’s Lodge June 19, sandwich- to go onthe next night. Moss responsor
obliged.
ing
in
interim
engagement
at
San
however, bartender signed the: war: |
happy rounds like “When You're
fused and the next night at 8:30,
Ryan, who is a native of Canada,
Smiling,” “It’s Almost Like Being Diego’s Roaring '20’s May 23 for. the. AFM picket showed up. This
; ‘ts also having difficulties with the
three frames ., . Betty Hall Jones
In Love.” “The Trolley Song” and
prompted
the
stagehands
to
walk
| U.S. Immigration Service. Authori-.
norths to The Towers,
Tacoma,
‘Clean’
in
N.Y.
“Zing Went The Strings of My
Wash., for month’s chirping stand’ out, making it impossible for the}
George Hopkins, whose for- | ties here say he may ‘be deported:
Heart” or the quiet “You’re Near- May 15... Billy Daniels in four- show to go on. .
ay
into. four-letter
words
er,” “A Foggy Day” and “If Love week stand at Andre’s, Sydney,
On Saturday (22), however, Moss
‘threatens a censorship situaWere All” to an intimate piano Australia . . . Gisele MacKenzie and Local 6 came to an agreement
Winchell ‘Switches. ‘ta: MCA
.
tion
in
Los
Angeles,
was
accomp,
or a jazz-styled
“Who plays Fairmont Hotel, Frisco, three and the two Saturday and Sunday
Paul Winchell has - signed. with
originally reviewed in VaRIETY
Cares,” “Putting On The Ritz” and weeks starting June 22... Vic Da- ‘shows went on as scheduled.
‘!Musie Corp. of: America after 20.in 1951 at the Village. Van-°
with the Willlam Morris
“How Long Has This Been Going mone starts two-week South AmerJyears
guard, N.Y., where he didn’t
On” or the blues-fashioned “Come ican tour July 20... The Treniers
| Agency.
come prepared for: the require-.
Rain or Come Shine” and “Stormy holding over at The Summit until
‘Goldfarb,
‘Mirenburg & Vallon
ments of the room materialWeather,”
everything
she’s
got end of April.
{will continue as W inchell's person~
wise.
goes into 'em and she’ got plenty.
al
managers.
‘Review by Jose noted that
The tones are clear, the phrasing is
Hopkins, in one-instance tried
meaningful and the yocal passion
San Antonio, April 25.
to imitate Jackie Miles in the
is catching.
Shadowland, an old suburban}
exposition. of a cowboy bit. AcLancers set for a May 31 play- San Antonio spot, is being reopenIn addition to her pipes, which
:
The Only Real Monthly
cording: to the Los Angeles _
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
back at Harrah’s in Reno .., Bar- ed
under the ownership and man(Continued on page 202)
charges,
he ‘shoulda: :
stuck to.THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
ry Ashton revue opening May 11 at agement of Larry Herman, local
THE
MOST-UP-TO-DATEST.
Miles:
the Golden Hotel. Novelites are co- danceband leader.
Now
In. its 128th
Issue. containing.
storles, oretiners,
poemettes, song
|.
billed . . . Harolds Club brings in} Since the war, Shadowland. has
_ titles, hecklers, audience stuff, mono crasons FUN-MASTER
new edition of Iast season’s Gay /been used only for private parties. |
rant only at request of Chief Alien
logs, parodies,
double
gags,
bits,
PROFESSIONAL
90’s show in early May for long-. In its heyday, however, it was a as a witness to the show.
|.ideas,
intros,
impressions .and. im-. |
“personations; . political, Interruptions.
COMEDY MATERIAL
term run. Supporting
acts for open- rendezvous for the most famous | Leonard said he was told to.warn
| Thoughts of the. Day, Humorous Views t.
for all Theatricals
ing frame are the Guardsman and name bands of: the period—Kay | his client not to show up for: work | of the News, Vignettes, etc.
.
“We Service the Stars”
juggler Bobby Winters .. . Shep- Kyser, Paul Whiteman,
Friday night or he would be arTommy
$25 YR SINGLE issues
$3
Buy Professional — Ba Professional
herd Sisters in local debut at ‘Holi- and Jimmy
Dorsey, Glen .Gray" rested. Hopkins, however, appeared,
35 Gag Files for $15, Phrs $1.00 Postage jday Hotel.
Mel Torme in:.for and the Casa Loma Orchestra and was taken to jail, released under
$35 YR—SINGLE. ISSUES |om |
Foreign: 35 for $25
10-day stand at Riverside ... Mary Henry Busse, plus Sophie Tucker ! bail, and returned to do what Chief
' NO C.0.D.'s
@ 2 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $18 @
Kaye
Trio
in
for
May 26-June 29 and mary other solo headliners. Allen described later as | “a per@ 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 @
BILLY .GLASON, :200° “W. Sath Sf,
date at Tahoe Harrah’s . . . Trio Herman will .reopen the historic fectly legitimate show.” Numerous.
.......... $25
25 @
e Minstrel Budget
‘New York City. , co. 51316
ow tc Master the Ceremonies
will be followed by Ray Anthony spot under the name of The Roar- club patrons, upon finding the per$3 per Copy
and Bookends .. . Esquires in re- ing ‘20s.
former had been taken to jail, ap
Mo ¢.0.D’s ~----0-- “Always Open”
-peared there to offer aid in getpeat date at Mapes
Hotel.
BILLY GLASON |
200 W. 34thh $t.. N N.Y.C., 19
§-1316
Frank Yankovic doing okay |biz in
ting his release, Leonard said.
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and eoMEOD
his first local outing at the HollHopkins’ hearing is set for Thurs(Let a Real Professional Train You)
day (27). Outcome,
over which
day.
For Summit. Hotel, N. Y. numerous local nitery. operators are
Gowns and Costumes
Indications that the new Summit. concerned, would set. a precedent
_ INDIVIDUALLY -- DESIGNED
Seventeenth Week on Tour- Hotel, N.Y., now under construc- of nitery pre-censarship if the per-|}
MADE TO ORDER
|
“HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS”
Latter
tion by the Loew’s Theatre inter- former is found guilty.
10 W. 44th St., N.Y, .,
a “on 6-4860
ests, {is booking a lot of advance would depend on evidence. interbanquet business is seen by the preted to material used being ‘of |:
fact that the Ziegfeld Club has al- lascivious, prurient nature, attorney:
ready reserved a December. date Selwyn said.
Another recent. case of this: nafor a function.
CHICAGO.
The
organization, whose mem- ture involved arrest of singer Belle|}
bers worked in various Filo Ziegfeld Barth at the Cloister several weeks:
Current CORAL Release
ago,
Case, however, was subse‘shows,
on-Sunday
(23)
held
a
teaULL FOLLOW YOU b/w DANCING MAN
dance at the Persian Room of the quently thrown. out of court for in- |, Dally Mald Service — Elevators
Variety (ian. ff) RAVES

|

Pitt Promoter Wins Jail Booking ih
Wake ofPhony ClintWalker.‘Show’

CancelAmaya's
SF. Performance:
As AFM Pickets

Nitery Censor

Hollywood

SAN ANTONIO SPOT
GOES ON ’20S FORMAT

Reno

|| “THE COMEDIAN”

B&B
COSTUMES

See Lotsa Banquet Bz

BARRY ARMS APTS.
$18 per Week

Management

BILL

MITTLER,

1619 Broadway.

BETTY

New York

| Plaza

needy.

Hotel

for the

benefit

|] BI 8-3614
its correct charge. However the Cloister drew a three-day shutdown rap.

REGAN.

635. ii

HELD THUNDERBIRD. HOTEL
Las Vegas

Personal Management: HARRIS ASHBURN

1
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~ NewhartAids Symph 'Playboy Incorporating 14) Hotel Rims.

{|

Bridgeport, April 25.
Bob. Newhart-Chad Mitchell trio’,
date. for.. benefit .of Connecticut |
-| Spmphony :Sunday (23) at Klein}
Memorial. Auditorium hung the
SRO. sign on the municipally-oper-.}

"Whether NN.Yy.World’ s ‘Fair 1964-1965- prety ‘Robert ‘Moses likes
the “midway”. term ‘or not, it ‘will be euphemistcally | referded. ‘to
‘as the Amusement ‘AYéa, beeause its location overlooking: Flushing
‘Meadow Lake and. adjacency. ta, the amphitheatre .former - Billy.
Rose’s Aquacade), ‘makes. it ‘the focal point of the light. entertainment. One social |hub: for the “VIPs will be’ a. ‘elass Terrace Club,
overlooking the lake; which either’ ‘Restaurant: Associates (The
Forum. the Four Seasons, ‘ete, will -build:. and operate..or which
the -“21°" Club may ‘ditto. -I.. Robert :Kriendler. ‘president of the
“famed West 52d St. restaurant, is. on the board of ‘the ‘Fair. Restaurant ‘Associates and. the Brass Rail already
have signed for. hot.

-Inits New $3,ob,000 L.A. Key Club

j ated: 1 -500-seater for: first time in’
1415 years...
°
‘At ($4 top a gross of almost !“Ray Charles’
$3,750 was" estimated.
On Trio

|.TopNames

For

Hawaiian Cruises

The amphitheatre is reportedly about. set,to. ‘ga. under the. bperas . .
tion-direction ‘of Radio. City Music Hall senior producer. Leon’
-Leonidolf and vet maestro. Meyer. Davis. with industralist backing.
"Show: will be a: combination: aquatic and ‘stage: presentation, with
‘plenty of girls in the. water ‘and.on the runways. Production cost: will |.
Hollywood,-April 25.
hit, $600,000, ‘Understood Davis-Leonidoft will, buy -$250. 000 of Fair | Niterv. talent will ‘be used for

bonds.

the first-time on the Matson Line’s

While the Fair Corp. ‘shares percentage-wise on all. uridertakings

‘cruises to Hawaii:

Chicago. April 25.
Mag
is incorporat:ng
rooms in its projected

of 1--Nighters ;$3.500,000 Los Angeles key chtb
,;onthe Sunset Strip s:te of the cid
Ray Charles on a triv of one' Mocambo
‘Jatterly the
Toiste sy),
nighters
over .the weekend,
in
Playboy recently laid out a e-

‘Matson Line Sets

-dog stands and ‘other. ‘restaurant. concessions, :“33 in“all, split about.
. 50-50 between: them. -

Playboy
1140 hotel]

Big$39,618

A flock of acts

_ which have'a public boxoffice -or ‘large gross potential. these. vén| has already: been. lined-up by Sey{mour Heller’ who is - coordinating
‘tures ‘still must be’ guaranteed .substantially to the Moses project,
which: has a nearly $70.000.000 nut to undérwrite before the Flush- -_| bookings for the steamship com-

which
he
played
four’
shows,
scored a big $39,618. At the Music
| Hall. Cincinnati, Friday '21:. he
‘did $13,611. Jn Pittsburgh’s Syria
Mosque Temple, Charles hit $15.749 in two shows
and
he cid’
$10.054 .in
Columbus’
Veterans
Memorial aud on Sunday ‘23).
ihe tour-is being promoted by
Hal Zeiger.

ported $1.200.600 fcr the sitc znd
two adjoining parking lots to reps

of
Paulette
Goddard
and = the
tTyrone Power estate. whe ewned
the land. Groundbreaking is «cheduled for this fal], and the terret

;- date for completion is late 1962.

Democrat Retort
To G.0.P. Quins

| The new club will generally fellow the Penthousc-Library-Living
Room format of the Chi protetvpe
and some entertainment policy of
“something going on all the time.
But this wil] be supplemented with

A little theatre, a suimming

peol,

cabanas.
and
steam
baths
lor
patrons who would lke to rid themselves of the alky for which they
.pany..ing Meadows project debuts.in' April ‘64. On. the other-hand, intra-"
paid $1.50 a shot. All Gf this and
briefly-clad
“bunny”
waitresses,
While talent will-‘put on tivo.
‘Tyestaurant, theatre, exhibit, etc. there can be concessions for food,
| shows enroute to Honolulu on the
too.
;
beverages, snacks,. souvenirs, etc, Ww ashington.
Buster Crabbe is another-mentioned for.‘ the Amphitheatre ‘or
|S. S, Lurline and S. 5. Matsonia| Ediitor, VARIETY:
Playboy will open iis new Miami
for. still another: aquatic spectacle, This. will be ‘the Cypress Gar- "| and 1two tar coming back, they'll ;
- Beach club ‘second in the propased
! Your
printing of the Oscar’
-dens-type ‘of marine show. which has. put that. Florida, ‘resort town.
raw. no salary. However. all. the , awards prepared -by our giggling ;‘chain! on Mav 10 with a bill camof
Mae
Barnes.
Clancy
onthe map, in new sreels..on tv specs, ete.
. | acts.expenses wil He, paid. More- friends at the Republican National iposed
‘Hayes, Starr Sisters, Johnny Janis
“It is no. secret that, Florida, now. faced with stiffer. competition . ever the. Roval Hawaiicn Hotel : Committee, prompts this responce. {
and Don Sherman, plus the Julian
‘from ‘Puerto ‘Rico, the: Virgin Islands,. Nassau and other Carib-.
there will present one: show, with
| The use
of whimsey
as eviHerbie
Brock
and
-bean. resorts, has been dented on tourism. and is.getting. proniotionperfomers getting a cut of the |‘denced in its awards of the Osc ars, j Gould Trio.
Teddy Napoleon. Other franchises

minded. For the: first time, incidentally, the.State. of Florida: Just: ~ |covers.

opened’ an-exhibit

in Rockefeller Center...

.

.

~\adds a new

dimension to political

‘warfare.

have

been

let for St. Louis,

New

Orleans, Pittsburgh,
Detroit. snd
Set to: break-in the arrange? nent
tare Gordon & Sheila MacRae ‘and * The Republicans have lately pro- | Baltimore, and construction of @
|-the Crosby Boys. They'll start late *duced'a comedy act—Ev & Charlie Gotham club is under way.

Incidentally. more. in“ line with .Moses’ “eredo: of. class-for-the-

- Masses, éven the hot- dog stands: will-have to conform with specific”
- architectural ‘and aesthetic. standards. A- minimum of $60,000 -is
ane budget for these ‘decorative"dispensaries of frankfurters etc.

‘in’ August according to Heller. ‘which has been favorably comCoast Playboy setup wil) also
; Firmed for voyages thereafter’ are . . pared with the old vaudeville team j house offices for Playboy Magazine
ss! Margaret Whiting and Mel Torme, of Gallagher & Shean.
The ane and for Show Business Wustrated,
Gogi Grant-and the Hi-Los. ‘Rhon-;‘who
sounds
like
Huckleberry 'a new consumer mag in the enter-

2000EyeWorld5Fai
air"Blueprint:

|da. Fleming and Jack Smith. Paul. Hound .is Ev.
Thus far Ev and: -tainment
Gilbert. and. Chiquita & Johnson, “Charlie have upset both the Gold‘Dick Contino and Marie: McDonald, iwater and Rockefeller wings of the j
the: Modernaires and Buddy Lester, ‘GOP, and the suggestion has »ecn
Jimmie Rodgers and. one-to-fill.
made that they be replaced bv a

EconomicsFine,ButFun's Aloof

‘Two ,years ago. when the S.S. “series of tv debates between RockeBut the Re‘ Leilani plied between Los An- feller.and Goldwater.
‘ geles and: Honolulu. Heller had a. publicans are understandably aldaw hether’ itWas snake oil or as in- |
. sMiliar: deal. going. At'that time he ‘lergie to tv debates so Ev and

..By, JOE COHEN
dustiial and: international aniities.
.Charlie seem destined for a long
oN
OY. World's
Fair “Frexy In most of the pr ojects by Moses, > used Rodgers and Connie Haines. jun.
. Alexis “Smith and Craig Stevens.
Robert. Noses is probably one’ of. ‘he--has gotten along. very nicely, |
But --on’ that occasion;
the acts ;. Another -show. biz approach by
the ost efficient: planners ‘in. the : without
fun areas ‘or imidways. .

field.

Pistol Packin’ Key Club
Owner May Lose Mpls.
License After Shootings
Minneapolis. April 25.

Unwillingness of either victim te
public works domain... To an. in- Jones. Beach is <a. prime example.:! merely got the sea trip: there Was. the. Republicans involves a writing, file a complaint has prevented jpovited audience of- ‘public. officials,. But here the: ‘lures are ‘sand,. surf !no. monev. opportunity tie-in with cat. one Tom Kitten, who authors ‘ice from filing charges against
the Raval Hawaiian.
Since then’ ‘jnside accounts of goings-on at the Henry Sabes, owner of the Key
euie dignitaries and .newsparer- !‘and sun..
°
~ the. Lilani has
been w ithdr aw from _White House.
By a strange coin- Club. who snot tuo patrans in fis
men, ‘Moses proved on, Saturday- ‘Preview. Day also: had another «.
service. :
Minneapolis
‘¢idence; Caroline’ Kennedy has a nitery fortnight ago.
(22), which. was officially: billed .as sidebar. ° “Moses -¢an. make conces- |. ~~ ow
ifeline pet named Tom Kitten.
We Mayor P. Kenneth Peterson bad
Wai Id's Fair’ Preyviiew Day, ‘that he sions ‘to expediency, He’ had Bor- :
directed
Police
Chief
Kenneth
‘have.
investigated
this
new
threat
Can. put on a very nice show. Prac- ough president. of:. Queens Johnj
Moore to sign such a complsint on
‘to our Party and have discovered
tically everything went off:as per 7. Claney' on. thé .rostrum, who
‘first-degree assault charges.
that
-Tom
Kitten
is
the
pen
name
;
:-schedule before. an audiencé of ‘gelivered’ the typical: ‘speech of .a
Shooting incident occurred when
for a pet cat owned by the Repuhliabout 2.000 at. the foot .of the pro- politics with 2 “multitude
of |

Meni Paper Yanks
Scribe’s Column, But It

¢victed
gun.
cash
The crowd had exhibits, scale US.: Steel, delivering: a-10-minute | .
ordered the custemer to
“Memphis. April 25.
pares speeches for the Republican ‘receipts,
|
models ‘of the Fair's layout, and commercial for his firm.
Thev're
Bill: Bruning. who: was relieved Chairman and contributes to their.‘drop his gun and shot hin) «when
were told ‘that more than half of, contributing: the. Unisphere.
May: ‘ of. his assignment as.nightheat -col- Publication. Battle Line.
he refused.
A second
shot by
the financing was behind them. ‘be “Moses will’ make’ aq. concession |
; umnist for the Memphis Comnier‘We. at the Democratie National ‘Sabes injured a nearby tablesitter,
“Mayor Robert F..
Wagner spoke’ of.- ‘to fun.and thus permit: Mayor Wag-.;
.. cial “Appeal: ‘is retaining ‘his pillar Committee take our politics quite| While it’s unlikely that charves
the buge benefits | accuring to .the ner's. hapry | prophecies to come’
-in the Sheet as well as adding the -seriously ang we have no plans to j;{will be filed against Sabes. the

jected. Unisphere,

which

will be

“greats”

in

it,. “and

there

was

the theme of the’ new exhib.

Richard F. Sentner. exec. veepee of |.

citi, its people and its commerce,
Hecause of this huge - exhibition.

true.

‘can

publicity

try

to ‘match

director.

This

tal-: a

patron

who

had

been

ented animal not only writes the!ifrom the club returned with‘a
Continues as Paid Ad Tom
Kitten letters but also pre-::Sabes, armed while gatherifig

, Pr
but. under
F ess-Scimitar,
t auspices.
The. -eolumn is

paid
being

the

Ev

&

Charlie ;{bistro

proprietor

is in

danger

ot

Show.or to hire a‘talking loz as a} jlosing the licenses for his Key club
writer.
Despite the thesis |where many show business stars
; ator of the Nite Lighter cafe, a ‘of. George Orwell’s novel. “Animal {have appeared during the last tuo
close friend of ‘Bruning’s who is Kingdom.” we believe that nolitics; ars
1939-40 ‘saturnalia.
Moore said that his department
“carrying it as.an adv ertisement in is for peeple and that the use of :
In Mayor Ww agner's estimates. ‘is
animals—no matter how talented—; is gathering information on the
‘both papers.
a return of ‘an employment. roll of |
‘disturbance
and
the nightclub’s
Tab. for- the two ‘sheets. runs to_ is just a passing fad.
-30,000° minimum tu cater | to'- the
|operations. Date wil] be turned
50 “weekly ‘and the column. is
Samuel C.. Brightman.
Fai's needs and ‘services. a.con‘over to the Minneapolis cify coun|-clearly Jabeied as an-ad.’ Bruning ‘Deputy
“London, “April 25.
Chairman
for
Publie
$tiuttion cost of $250,000. 000." most'
‘el which will be asked to revoke
Affairs.¥
Sir Cyril Black, a Tory Member ;> was shifted to the Commercial
of which will Bo toward wages: of
‘the club's licenses for liquor, 3.2
‘Appeal copy desk.
Nev York. workers.
The: city’ will of. Parliament. hollered loud ‘and’:
beer, entertainment, fooe and cig* It's reealled that. ‘shew man. Billy:
clear,
‘but
tnsucecesstully..
in
an
dere between. $150, 000,0C0.. and
arets.
There was also ‘an. exc ellent buffet.
luncheon, served. in the sole remuning building “left:_from the .

{subsidized by Larry. Owens, oper-

PleaforBanon‘London.
* Strippers Voted Down
By. 19-to-5 Margin

$210,000, 000 in tax revenues, and

‘attempt

to

force

a

ban

on

“all : Rose.

during

his operation

of The

ghost

Cover Charge Inflation

all. ‘displays. of .. Diamond Horseshoe, N.Y., wrote
dt sill lure 70,000,000 -visitors into striptease. and
-a column on sundry matters, which.
the city fram all parts of the world, nudity. and near nudity.” He wants
©—ai

Seen Hitting Hotel B.O.: pockefeller Vetoes Bill

was lafer sy ndicated by the Herald :
which, of course, will accrue to the. all ‘such. shows in clubs and. thea*, Spotty post-theatre business in }
‘down -as Tribune.
“benetit of local hotels, Yestaurants, . tres’ to be: -thumbed
In the. realignment of: duties on the New-York hotels has caused |
illegal,
‘without:
obscenity.’
‘or
“indepartment-stores, ete!
the
C-A,
Archie
Quinn,
w
ho:
chronagents ‘and show biz observers to:
Many ‘felt. that: the entire affair | decency having ‘to-he proved:
Albany, April 25.
But the: Standing. Committee. on icled the locat show biz. scene, has ponder
the
escalating
“Was nice, even though the few atcover | A bill designed to permit talent
-tempts at show manshtip’ went awry. the British Licensing Bill wasn’t been ‘upped to entertainment edi-' charges that these rooms have agencies to expand their activities
Alghren.
‘The 500° or so. wha: came. to the . having, any,. and. veloed his amend-.- tor -. by :editor Frank
gone in fof of late. They average j:was
vetoed
last week
by New
Bhindig | by: boat. from the east side’ ment. Black: is concerned with the» Quinn, in turn. delegated John.
$3 and $4 and. in the case of the iYork’s Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller.
Mooring were welcomed by.a quin-.. difficulty ‘of. pinning a .prosecu- : Knott: to do a daily “show business Waldorf-Astoria.
when a Chevalier {The Governor stated that the procolumn.
.
tet of pretty, weaving hula maids, . tion on what is obscene. _6r ‘inde“or ‘Belafonte is booked, has ‘oc:Posed measure, which was introfrom. the ‘Hotel. Lexington. .Arthur. cent. because of varying opinions. ‘
.-duced by Sen. Daniel G. Albert,
-! casionally been tilted to .$5.
Treacher. ‘said a: few: wards’ ‘and. . Calling for. “a-drastic. clean up
IR -Rockville Center) as an amendFai tha Kitt performed :briefly, Jat- of these . entertainments in bogus |
_ The hotels’ theory that the cav-;: ment to the General Business jaw,
“clubs,” he ‘asked .whether
ter two during luncheon.
those.
ers. will defray the cost of the {could result in abuse and evasion
The yreview did. prove that. present would: like their wives, sis_talent and. musiec,. and the profit | of the maximum fee provision of
‘eversthing. will be. just, so. and: ef- ‘ters or: daughters ::to earn: ineir |
“will come. from foods and bever- |that law.
Honolulu, Aprli 25,
ficient.
One could: marvel: at’ the}living. in this. way. Dennis Vosper,
Sheraton hotel chain. will oper-. ages, is good if business holds up.
Sen.. Albert asserted that the bill
lable at the scale models which! Minister of State, “Home Office. ate a. $4,000,000 luxury resort at, For years the hotels looked upon ;would allow talent agencies to set
Would show. the layout of the event said: . the. bill already dealt with:: Kaanapali. beach,
rooms forjup tax-saving partnerships and corMaui
island. j their entertainment
to come off in three years. but few indecency
.in.. clubs and‘ other: Unique “hanging garden” design is “publicity”
values
but.
postwar |porations for actors. ugents and
could say that the whole thing. was establishments,
but. that. neat- ,expected to make it Hawaii's most |prosperity and flux of travel has | writers, But he alse admitted that
fun. It's the: absénce of the latter nudity, nudity and. striptease . was I'distinetive
hotel.
‘Initial incre- |made the rental of rooms no prob-:the
measure
would
enable
an
quality that may: spell-a big “dif-?‘difficult to define. .
ment-avill have 150 rooms. Hotel: lem.. In fact if hotels don't averagency to sei] instruction courses,
fer ence. ‘The Fair. may: not need a ' Tory MP." Williani: Rees-Davies:
will be constructed and owned: by ‘age. 85-92°% average occupancy. as: ;photographs
and
other
services
Little ‘Egypt-or a Sally Ratid; but ‘‘ put in a-bid.for the thirsty by ina group of California
builders. the. more successful ones da, they ;whereby an office could charge
it: will, definitely have. to’ ‘be more:: sisting that they should not try to Ernest Henderson, Sheraton presi- complain.
; more than the legal! limits now peray a lesson in civics: and ‘inter na-'! ruin’ “a: perfectly. good drink bill” dent, flew in from Boston to wrap
None the Jess. the hotel] rooms,:: mitted.
Wona) amity if it's to achieve. maxi=_.by trying “to. deal: with striptease up: the long-pending project.
‘with
their
covers,
do
face
competiOpposing signature of the meas“Mun. . effectiveness. . AS showmen |
“and nudity ‘on.-account. of. these
|. -‘Entire Kaanapali shoreline is tive Situations such. as the Copa- ;ure was the State Labor Dept.,
‘and: Sponsors -have learned -Since:: ‘subjects having nothing. to. do with earmarked as a $40,000,000 resort. ‘cabana and the Latin Quarter ; New York's Mayor Robert F. ‘Wag“the days of the. medicine: shows ¢
‘legal tippling.
|
center as s long-range develop- where. there are no covers but do {ner, the State AFL-CIO and the
there's got to be an. entertainment :
-COmne-orr “before” the - Sales . Spiel, ; - Black's: amendment was, axed. by ment .by American Factors, Lid., give elaborate shows at $6 and $7: Associated Actors & Artists of
Ig votés to.Bs.
.
and Pioneer Mill Co,
minimums.
i America.

To Broaden Agencies

Sheraton to Operate.

New $4-“Mil. Hawaii Hotel.

Wednesday, April
26,1961

LA.’s Ambassador Sets

New Acts
SYLVIA

Hollywood, April 25.
The Ambassador Hotel, Los An-

YVONNE CONSTANT

COPELAND

Songs

Songs, piano
25 Mins.

CURRENT BILLS

String of Name Dates

Society, London

geles,

has

a record

vance

bookings

comes

Sam. Levenson, July 25-Aug.

_ WEEK OF APRIL 26

string of ad-

_ RIVERSIDE. = -Mel’ Torme, Ford
"Reynolds. Polly Possum,

NEW YORK CITY

lined up for the|

MUSIC
HALL—Gladys
Kreise, ‘Helen }.
Following the.
Cocoanut Grove.
_ WAGON WHEEL (Tahoe)—Joe Maize &
s&03, Bul Drew,
Downstairs at the Upstairs, N.Y.|
Yvontie Constant 16 a bright stand of Georgia Gibbs, “Holiday Wood, Alegrias Bros.,
Cordsmen, Norman Brown. Sextet. NewCorps de Ballet, Raymond Paige Orc.
bub| ton.- Broke Bobby ‘Page,
a gay
Sylvia Copeland is an unusual:blonde Parisian with
in Japan” revue opens April 25,
singer-pianist even for a room|bling personality which more than trailed by Eydie Gorme & Steve]
AUSTRALIA
that dotcs on unusual and offbeat |compensates for any vocal defi- Lawrence; Pat Boone, June 1-14;
_
SAN FRANCISCO.
entertainments.
Miss (Copeland, fermento bernie sheoes mot at Louis Prima “and -Keely Smith
MELBOURNE (Tivoli) — John Larsen.
BLACKHAWK—hiles Davis.
Nanee
Ormonde
Douglas,
Colin
Croft,
Jight
skinned
and
of
MHaitian
have been contracted for June 15 Rasmmussen, Doreen Morrow, Alwyn
.BLACKSHEEP—Earl Hines |Oro..
descent, seems highly. influenced |certainly. not stand up to it, but, to July 2.
Judy “Hooke,
Smith,
Bram
Schriever,
EARTHQUAKS McGOON’S—Turk MurCharles Philpot, Eileen Hattam, Fredierck | phy. Ore.
by her ancestral heath. She en-|Surprisingly, that matters not at
After a. three-week gap, into Dore,
John Scott, William Howard, |Vin.
result . in her
FAIRMONT: HOTEL—Geo. Gobel. ‘Ernie .
dows her tunes with
a heavy-y beat, all. It is the end
E
me case
2
which possibly. Steve Allen's show, cent Foster, Arthur Gorman, - Lorraine | Heckscher
Orc. .
and is lavish in the use of her /is a lively, enjoyable, diverting 20- now in Las. Vegas, may be niched, Quinn, Ian Smith, Robert Clarke.
GAY. 90'S—Ray K, Goman, Bee & Ray

colors. Her vocal palette is well, minute songalog, in which most of
stocked, she can roar the sca le;:her numbers have a French origin,
like Yma Sumac, be as kittinish|but her explanatory dialog and. ly-

SYDNEY (TivollX—Bob Kole, Rita Tan.

ae:
no, Wendy
.Waring, Ben Vargas,
Bennett, Robbin Miller,BoF DeSimone,.
Joel
Craig, John Mineo,
Steven _ Ross,
Patsy Hemingway, Julie Day, Reg Collins,

13; Tony Martin, through Aug. 30;

|

Goman, Joan Brant, Marah Gates Dners.,
HUNGRY .1—Mort Sabl,: Anita Shear,

Grandison.
Myron
Cohen-Vivienne
Della
7Lo
JAZZ WORKSHOP—John -‘Coltrane
as Martha Kitt, and withal -eontre
show :‘Tics
are generously
laced with
Chiesa, through Sept. 14; Gordon
Ziegler, Philip A’Vard, Lloyd. CunNEV&—Axideatals,, Johnny Adimono.:
Eng
ot unnaturally, she
has & Sheila MacRae to Nov, 1: Sammy ‘Ted
nington..
NEW
FACK’S—Kings IV, Vernon Ale ;
a sense of humor and anof “Keep |a couple of numbers from “Irma la Davis Jr., until Nov: 22; to be. folley 3, Ernestne Anderson.
.
trons hopping mentally.
; Douce,” including “Dis-donce” and lowed by Nat King Cole "who winds
- BRITAIN
ON THE. LEVEE—Peggy DeCastro.
QLACKPOOL (Tower
Clréus)—Charlie
Porhere are too many times when ‘the title song. a bright little num- ‘up Dec. 17.
PURPLE ONION— Don Irwin, Carol
Cairoli & Co.. Schickler Sisters, Knie’s. ‘Brent, Freddie Paris..
ber
caled
“Mary
the
”
and
a
she
goes overboard.
Instead of
Me
Ponies& Mules, ‘4 Palacios, Circus -Ro-365 CLUB—Phylis: Inez,Barry Ashton

nsing™ her

colorful.

skilfully,
she
daubs_
nately and therefore

endowments. ‘delightful
closing song in “Itsy
indiscrimi |Bitsy
wane Teeny Weeny Tout Petite
a.)! Bikini.
omedy

presents

confused portrait of herself. -gitiss | Philipe. enuy
Copeland

goes

off in many

land,. 5 Elwardos,.Berosinis, Rudy Horn,
Moni, Captain Danion’s Sea Lions, 3 Lo-.
randos,
Lilliam
Kenny, Sydney,
Trio
.Faber, Our Sammy, Little Jimmy.
(Hippodrome) — Tony HanBRISTOL

Ringling Bros..

She inalso
a strong
entry
“The hasPhysique:
of

e
saysique
or
wma Continued from page 1
ee
.
mies Constant rarely (as ees Gibson,..was imbued with press

direc

tions without holding still in one

Dancers,

~ Cabaret Bil

cock, Audrey Jeans, Albert & Les Ward,
Three
Ghezzis,
.Skylons, ‘Leo Bassi & i

June, Neil &. Pat ‘Delrina.
GLASGOW (Empire)—lan

place long enough to make any
,@
e microphone
but ©prances.
The plea was made that
° |around the floor with. some cute agentry.
Kind
of vivid impression
fee sine
SS \steps which somehow or another Miss Gibson's neéar-nudity not be
n the patois
French
o
Hai-

Alex

McAvoy,.

Margaret

Roy Palmer’

Powrie & Bd.,
Mitchell. Max

NEW YORK city.

Kay, Andrew McKenzie, Dixie Ingram,
Dan
BASIN ST. EAST—Ella Fitzgerald, Bul .
Jays, Cherry Willoughby Dancers.
covered with “red tape of a legal ‘Four
Richard
Hardie.
David Logan. Aedlian
sLuE ANGEL—Dick ‘Gregory, Marysu
tian, goes
in
for
a
Portuguese
ditty,
|
seem
to
fit
the-mood
of
each
of
her
Choir,
Scottish Junior Singers, Pipes &. Matarazzo, Adam Keefe, Jimmy Lyon 3. :
nature.”
While.
he
defended
his
dy t
f Puerto Rico. and ‘songs.
She looks a safe bet for
Drums
of
Glasgow,
7
Volants.
BON SOIR—Phil Foster, Sylvia Syms,
a take ve on “B ‘e Bye Blackbird” :22Y cafe in which comedy enter- client’s right to the “Greatest
-HANLEY
(Royal)—Billy Fury, Tommy

ond “T Love Paris Ad Her

style

is; tainers are popular.

Show

Myro.'

dered.

l16 Mins. |

There

{s, however,

an

undent-|Shrine Circus, Omahz

able song and piano talent. She:

needs

a strong

discipline

and

Jerome

Girl on: Earth” title. Otten-

.

Pert and pretty Rebecca Apponey

a may soon become the nation’s fore-

Smith

more focused viewpoint. She has'!most femme wild-animal trainer.
the physical accoutrements and;The young and stacked Iass, perpersonality
to
start
her
off.forming in an abbreviated trainer's
atrongly on the floor.
Jose.
costume, has been working the former Cuneo animal act now for five
weeks and should be ready for some
HOWARD BEDER
bigtime bookings by the timepie
Songs
completes her summer's wor
it
23 Mins.
the Kelly-Miller Circus.
Eddys’, Kansas City
Miss Apponey, a brunet, works
After a couple Gn wars ia sng ‘seven
leopards,
seven
Siberian

said the

circgs and

and protected
and

MANCHESTER

Freddie

its

art,

when

a ‘zebra

“We are sure you realize the
infringement on our client’s tradename and service-mark upon reading the advertisement and the sub-

enters

parts.

;arena.

His background

at the N.Y. in-'

Act figures

to fare well-in

Joy

Nobo 4 a ntil Somebod

seh

to hold the romantic

se,

.

wine eens

tewa

with

to instrumental

-

“Judy Garland.

any.

Keynates,

a bright

‘NEVADA

jJast

N.

quite a bit since|‘rence,
|Ore

Y.

appearance

at

singer,

-.;and

a, self-assurance

He writes his own material | neaner’ that

and | cere

00

ing.

his clear

and

eompétent
Quin.

+
|
Sagvaried

ballads

from

‘about

through.

in

her

diminisned

whether

any

wor-

she'd

get

It was all slick and

pro,|

He

|
the

second.

The.

Strings.

WBOAT—Bonnie
Donald, Deuces
SILVER

SLIPPER—Hank

Jack|: SAVOY: HILTON—Gunnar
Marco

Play.

&

UST—"“Lido: de

Paris”;

ary Crosby.:Bettv Regan. George Arnold,
a blouse in ' Shirley
Linde, Phil Richards. Kay Brown..
costuming - Bave: Harry Nofal, GarwoodVan Ore.; Lounge:

applauding -her every curtsy and’

|e
VILLAGE
bie

of her

best. bits. lif not imploring,

and,

while

the audience. to |big numbers,

many

cormics

combo

‘Varadero

off a comedy ballroom, and bow off |able routine, with Storm. it sounds
much faster turn.*

Patrons

excursion into intimacy.

-

ito

NILLAGE

her managers,

are

credited

here see comparatively |ize on the one characterization that with the presentation and Capitol

Lou

Harold

Makeha,

Her-:
.

YANSUARD—Jack

Teagare.

Junior ‘Man

ili Ore.

ve
i

Jean.

CHICAGO .

“BLUE ANGEL—"“Pablo: ‘Candela Revue.”
Pablo Candela, Rafael Hernan. Glaniazons
(4), Lord. Christo; Tino Perez and .Al
Stuckey

Orcs,
CLOISTER—Phil. Tucker,” Dobie Fwins,
Naomi Barrett,. Eddy Subway Orc..

CONRAD. HILTON—“Ballads & Blades”,
Jo Marie Roddy, Willie Kall, Norm Crider,
fred. ‘Napier.
Morano
&
Angelito,
‘Knowles, Clair Perreau Orc, Bil! Christo-pher,. Frederick & Gina, Boulevar-Dears
G),. Boulevar-Dons

(5).

DRAKE—Patrica Marand. Jimmy, Blade
Ore
EDGEWATER BEACH—The Show Top-

Ralph

Valdez

Font.,
Orc.

SAXONY—Ruth

Len

Ore.,

Anka,

Dawson

Jack
Henny

Orc.,

Marx

&

Frigo

PALMER

HOUSE — Marguerite Piazza,

Raye & Roman. Ben. Arden Orc.
‘PLAYBOY
CLUB
— ‘Gateway

Sngers,.

George Kirby, Ann. Henry, Micky Onate..
Mooney. Ore, Caney: Mark Russell, Chris ‘Rayburn, Romer &

Candi

Cortez, Miguel-: | Howard.
SHERATON

- BLACKSTONE

Wallis, Norm-‘Geller. Barde. Franz Bentler. Orc.

~— “Hilde-

ADE. WINDS — Earl Grant, Morty:
Ore
SEVILLE—“Caught in Act.” Jack De- ‘storm. Sam Di Stefano, Octet..
Leon, -Terry Haven, Joe Ross. Jerry Newby, Anne Jones, Linda Lavin, Held &

- LOS: ANGELES

au

RENO-TAHOE
HAROLD'S CLUB—Rusty Draper,
acters, Don Conn Orc.

Char-

ren
eee
a|

Freddie Fields and David Begel-

Comic would do well to capital-'man,

Sextet,

and

.

Jenkins

DeMarlos,

' PALLADIUM—art

Orc.,

an inept conductor; the two carry ‘use. this as the basis.for a work- Supplying keyboard accomp for her

with their 25 minutes seeming a| merely desperate.

ROC—Duke

Youngman,

heading a_nine-piece

for the jazz sequence

‘Orc.,

GATE—Miriam

Mann. 6.

| Barbara Gilbert, Marty Rubenstein Trio,

‘EDEN

it is mainly for the late crowd,!gets substandard reaction. | °
|, Maestro Lindséy filled a hercuthen satirizes “Cowboy's Sweet-} He spends half the act prodding, Jean job leading the: orch on the
one

Modinos.. Ernest

-pers (6), Kenny Black Orc. . DEAUVILLE
— “Playmates of Paris, ”
GATE
OF. HORN — Shoshana ‘Damark,
Jay. Nemeth, Nita & Pepi, Carla Lucerne. - ‘Clancy Br os.
Martha Aguilar, Carole ‘Dreyfuss,- Shari
LONDON
HOUSE—Harold Quinn ‘Trio,
Marte
‘Audrey Morrig
Eddie Higgins Trio..
DIPLOMAT—Damita Jo, Mandy Campo |
MISTER KELLY’S — Helen O'Connell,
Kasse 5, Mal Malkin Orc.
FONTAINEBLEAU—Paul

mike in a gaudy getup a la Jayne ‘circuit, is -eurrently making -his! tonal numbers, ‘Afler You've
Mansfiela, and this gets her com-!debut in a major nitery. He. acone”
and
“Chicago”
which
edy rolling on “Talent” song. She‘ quits himself hereas a. standard ,brought her. songbag for the eveintermixes some chatter, some of|comic with standard material, and |2ing up to 26 numbers. *
as

Hansen. Ore, :

Hartley.

| Bernara Bros., Kim Sisters. Happy Jest:
WALDORF-ASTORIA—Gordon: & Sheila’
ers, Micki Lynn, Ralph Young..
—
THUNDERBIRD—
ndals.
On -Ice.2 »“e, MacRae, |Emil Coleman Orc... Theo. Fan-

ence.
This fortnight at Eddys’ isi MORTY STORM
yeven saluting her three children,
their first in this country. Comedy |Comedy
|who were lifted on stage by Rock
being not too plentiful on the club: 20 Mins..
|Hudson who had a first-row seat,
circuit,-there’s a good future ahead ‘Trade Winds, Chicago
Even
for them, albeit a bit of tightening;
Morty Sterm, who .has devoted with appreciative cheers.
in their routine would heip.
the past 15 yea to clubdating, in| after. the “just stand there” request.
she
followed
with
two
Opener has Miss Martin at the!the east and playing the
Catski
“
, addi-

Baro then has an inning as!laugh

Ray

Marguerite Baxter, John
Schoen. Joe Troppi.

Lounge:- den.

Moody alto sax solo) and several |Complete physical joy. “And when

John

Rizo. 3,

Harvey Ore,: Martinez Orc.

. VILLAGE" BARN Jack Shilkret, ‘Jack .
! Wallace, Johnny ‘King, Belle: Carroll, Tex

classic Lester ’Young solo’ here), |SXipped around the stage heighten- i Fuentes Bros., Guy | Landis.
Comedy Ballroom
“Mood For Love” (on the James ing her singing with the aura of |
25 Mins.
|
Eddys, Kansas City
from the pen of Charlie Parker. she asked the aud to join on a sing-MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH | |
Twosome
of Jane Martin and:
He's
got
LPs
‘on
Prestige
and
Hi|
along
on
“For
Me
and
My
Gal,”
AMERICANA —.Lou Adler Ore, Pupi
John Baro have been working their
Campo Orc.. Ross 3.
;
nightclub
comedy’
antics
and Fi Jazz! going for him and looks |few could resist.
CARILLON—Lou
Walters Rev., Harry
llike a solid addition to the jazz}
In fact, the. aud couldn't resist { Mimmo,
Tanya & Biagl, Janine Claire,.|
knockabout
adagio acra in CanRate,
anything she did: The aisles were Mons. Choppy. Kayal & Christin¢é, Canadian spots for several months, 'stable._
Raye
jammed during the encore turns. Can Girls, Jacques Donnet Orc.

heart”

HARRAH’S (Reno) — Regis & Charlita,

Lisa

Alonso,

Denny,

Ted

HARRANH’S

John’ Buzon

Campbell:

Trio,

Martin.

(Tahoe) — Louis Prima

-BEN ‘BLUE‘S—Ben Blue, “Les Corps de
Paree.’”” Barbara- Heller, Dell Fin: Thursday, |Gloria Tracy, ivan qeane Orc. 6).
LOISTER—Vic Dam

COCOANUT

"GROVE --"Holiday in. Ja--

‘Pan. Freddy Martin Orc
CRESC ENDO —

& |Fay

Don. ‘Rickles; Frances

OINO'S —_ Michele ‘Lee, Jack Elton,
little on this order, but took to it {he handles. best and is most physi-! Records’ engineers were on hand ‘Keely Smith, Sam Butera & Witnesses,
Dick
Humphreys,
Dorben
Singers -&. ; Steve La. Feve
quickly, and at close sent the cou-|cally suited to—that of the beset- |to put “Judy At Carnegie” into the Dancers,
‘LE GRAZY HORSE —Crazy Horse Revue
Leighton Noble. Gre. Lounge:
SLATE 8ROS.—Carmen McRae, Mickey
Jerry
Colonna,
Turetimers,
Johnny
Uku-’
ple off to a rousing hand.
They |upon litle man for whom every-: groove. Even pruned to the limitaRevue, Charley
Chaney, Gimmiks, : ‘Manners. Dick Stabile Trio.
have a wealth of material, doing thing goes wrong.
His occasional |tions of an LP’s running time, it | lele
STATLER HOTEL “Playmates |in. Las
a
eEy. Bill. Cameron.
two different shows here. Their is |venture into this portrayal suggests should ‘be a socko platter, |
DAY: — Frank Yankovic, Charles | Vegas, Skinnay Ennis Ore.

.wacky comedy,

full of laughs. an|{the rossibility of an integrated act

unusual entry for clubs.

Quin.

fon this theme,

Mor.

;

Brook-

flennant, Mary L. Wilson, Pat Ruhl, Carl...
Norman, Three ‘Young Men, Sylvia Copeland.
VIENNESE
LANTERN—Monica: Boyar;.

vit: to: advantage. ‘With fhe use of' Fenn, Claudine Longet. Arnaut Bros., :;
strong on numbers such as “Some- j hand-mike,
‘she
pranced
and. ; Marvyn Ray. Florence .& Frederic Danc-.
_
;
| ers. Ray
Sinatra
Ore.
‘Lounge: .Shecky.
| times I’m Happy” the does the
Greene. Al de Paulis 4. Bubonnet Trio, De.

e

3, Hob

‘TOWN & COUNTRY—Jewel Box Revue,
. Ned

Law-

Henry, Sparky.) Fletcher, : Susan Budy

is. partreulerl y |her ‘unusual mobility and she used-Millionaires, Frank Gusto.
Le
- TROPICANA—"Folfes
Bergere. ”

but the turn is new to U.S. audi-|

Bobby Cole

Dick Hankinson.

Sloan,. Skeets Mc.

:

JANE MARTIN & JOHN BARO

—

‘fleld & Harty, Fred. Silver, . Ann Lnden,

Vido

RedshaB;
-Danny
Jazobs,
O'Neil, Rudenko Bros., Slipperettes,
| George Redman Orc.: Lounge:
ori Philj ips, harlie. Teagarden Ore:, Twin Tunes.

peach th at were simple. The sheath-mandarin

to jamp tunes

ROOM

Ferro 3, Anne: Merlin.
~ NO. 1 FIFTH AVE.—Fia. Karin,

Moro-Landis Dancers, Laquis Basil
UPSTAIRS &: DOWNSTAIRS—Ceil CaLounge: Mary Kaye Trio, Freddie: ‘pot, Gorddn Connell, Gerry Matthews, Bill

Morrey King

His repertoire iby black slacks and

blues

Jimmy: Cavanaugh,

Lanin

Alan Gale.. Fran

LEFT ‘BANK—Cal: Bostic.
.
LITTLE
CLUB—Jane
Harvey,

LIVING

Grover-

ANDS — Jerry Lewis, Eber .Lobato.
; ‘Dancers, Copn Girls. Garr Nelson, Ande-| tonio Morelli Orc.; Lounge: Dave Burton,

wr on ot moving 2227 Poe vocal |ettect of the. first act was replaced

also a good bet for the recording {15,0n¢, ° in jazz.

Wade

‘Smoky

& Bellboys, Deedy& Bill, Peter
| Hank. The Caballeros.
—

jazz | the | Met two years ago, and she

to “Lazy | the jazz fans and news faithfully to

Beder should make it okay.
field with
pipes.

—

—_: Lester

Dorothy Shay, Milt
Kay .O

* ROUNDTABLE — Belle’ Barth, Costie ”
‘Musso, Signatures, Johnny: Paul, Marcy
Williams Orc.
,
ayne
“SAHBRA — Sarah Rubine, ‘Rahel &.
NEW FRONTIER. — “Holiday in Rio.”
Ziilla, Martin Roman, Sara: Avani, Kovesh ”
Lounge: Ink Spots. Harry. Ranch.
—————
& Mizrachie, -Leo :Fuld...
.
RIVIERA—"La
Plume de ma Tante,”

Kaye,
finds the patrons |S jazz solo on which it is based. even to the. incidental patter about|| Taffy

young

Ryan,

Walter

INTERNATIONAL .—

3.

singing him off and enjoying it all.
For
ees SOole
calle ap:has
r. ||
erThe
Weight
and hawr-do
There's always room in show
Pan
asatte
nae
ope
presentation
and costuming|

for

Cathy

ST. REGIS

Orc.,

Warren,
McKenna
Line. _Mike- Durso
‘Ore., Aviles Ore.; LATIN
QUARTER. —
Crosby. “Bros.sFrank Marlowe..Chop Chop & Charlene,
Harrison .& Kossi. Dorothea
ee
nee
Ronald Field, -Jo Lombardi Orc.,
aree
lowe. Ore,
:

Johnny

Continued from. page 200
Thaven’t sounded so good am years, |Robert Clary, Litiane Montevecch!,
there was almost a new Garland| Cathcart Ore. Lounge: Stan Kenton,
Players. Marty Heim.
-on stage. at Carnegie.
She’ s. ovs,
SAHARA—Eydie
Gorme,
Steve

=

vetier tune |{ing in.

a switchback

River.” which

Olenn,
Shore

Tunes,

ROOSEVELT

HOTEL
Shaw

of INT Pat Moreno’ s “Artists & “Models

with “The Show Must Go On” and: ;and it ‘ts replete with meaning for jries

winds

HACIENDA — Four

ae hh ie, ae Qa ent as tgp. Tere was an eas
jazz vocals

or

Boys.

CORTEZ—Johnny
Ukulele,
-Lel
Bromley Twins, Spencer -Quirin.

FLAMINGO—Joe E. Lewis, Pat Suzuki,
Don
Kirk, Flamingoettes, Nat
Brandwynne
Orc.
Lounge: Lionel Hampton,
Anita O'Day.
FREMONT —
Knockabouts, Make -BeIteves, Satellites.:
:

a

King Pleasure is the jazz singer trimmed down

pace

& The

EL
Momi,

the name of her unb&shful act.

Loewe You" an rf“Just Say I Love.‘who really started the whole bit of ther

Her”

Monaco,

“The
Greatest
Show
Girl on
Earth”
was -a recent ‘Ottenberg
NUGGET—Bob. Wills,
idea.
Miss Gibson: regularly is |RayGOLDEN
55, Sunshine -Boys, Bobbie&
Fromoted as “The Bashful Bride,” |

Trump:

singalong or two.
Opens with! ,30 Mins.
Hello, Young Lovers” and toNae iJazz, Workshop, San Francisco

ay Wre

Aldo

.OUNES—Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Wiere Bros,
Bill Reddie Orc.
Lounge: Billy Eckstine,

;

time spot comes in handy as he visual medium.
sings out to the patrons by name
(and table number at times), and , KING PLEASURE
he brings them into the act for a‘ * Vocals

(Palace}—Alma |Cogan,

COPACABANA = Johnny ‘Mathis, -Bob
Wise,. Dallas | Melvin,
Gary
Morton.”. Douglas Glarke,
Billy Dainty, -Paul Shelley Orc., .Frank "Marti
rc.
,
Frinton, 3 Ghezzis, Kazbek & ’, EMBERS—Erskine Hawkins, Eddie Heye
Debutantes.
Debonnaires.
;
wood, Joan Bishop.
HOTEL ASTOR—-Eddie Lane
HOTEL NEW YORKER—Mult Saunders
;
Orc, Verna ‘Lee.
veo

‘The Pieros, Conrad
Evans,
Betty
Madigan, Marie
Santell,
Buckner,
Jubilee
Four.. Donn
Arden
Stanley Melba..Orc., Joe. Ricardel Ore..
Dancers, Carlton Hayes Orc, Lounge: MiHOTEL
PLAZA — Eartha Kitt. Ted.
chael Kent, Dave Apollon. Milt Herth,: Straeter Orc., M.Monte’s Continentals.
Henri Rose. Bobby Stevenson.
HOTEL TART Vincent. Lopez. Orc.

out the U.S. and foreign countries.”
He continued:

ritone puts much into his work.‘ arena to be ridden by a leopard—
He favors the romantic ballads and normally a deadly enemy. “In getcomes off strong for his 25 minutes ‘ting leopards out of the ring, Miss
at the Eddy Bros’ deluxe restau- ,4pponey sends them through three
rant, his first engagement in these''tire hoops suspended at top of the

Jimmie

PIERRE — “No: ‘No -Nanette.”
DESERT INN—Phil Harris, Sandy Stew- 1Jimmy
: HOTELCarroll,
Larry Douglas,. Wilbur

through-

ing host o
upidon in
wolves and a black panther through Stantial injury which our client
Howard Beder has recently taken ;rapidfire routines. Act is flashy, would suffer from its continued.
to the night club circuit.
Good |animals are well groomed. and high use by you.”

looking young man with a fine ba- ‘spot comes

3. Flames,

LAS VEGAS

this valuable trade-.

seérvice-mark

Austin,

Charlivels.
Morecambe
|.5
oys: Rosemary
Squires,

predecessors
“have
consistently
over the yéars since the 1870s used
name

&

Bruce, ‘Mark Wynter, Joe Brown, Dickie™
Daniels.
—
Loader, Vince Eager. Nelson Keene, Four
CAMELOT | ~ “Bobby
Short,
Gladys
Kestrels, Georgie. Fame, New
Orleans Johnson. :
Rockers. Valentine
Girls.
.
CHARDAS
— Latreanne Lemay,. Tibor...
‘LIVERPOOL
(Empire)—Emile
Ford
& Rakossy,, Dick Marta,. Bill Yedla. Elemer
Checkmates, Jimmy Lloyd, Patti Brooks,
orvath
&
Joe. Black,
Fordettes,
McAndrews
CHATEAU MADRID—DeCastro Sisters. .
Mills, Tommy Wallis & Beryl. .
‘Trini Reyes. |

berg also said he hoped the case
wouldn't be taken to court.
Actually, the.law firm’s’ letter,
signed by Richard B. Smith, made
no direct threat of legal action.
It was framed in the form of an
emphatic request that the blurbs
be discontinued. °

varied on each tune, and she,
strives for so many effects that. ‘ REBECCA APPONEY
she can leave a listener bewil-! (Wild Animals

Gros.

THE SUMMIT—The Trenlers.
-| Gould, Maty Bros., Shepherd Ssters.
YE LITTLE
CLUB —
Rudy Render,
MAPES—Esquires,. Joe King, Nokabouts,
Joe Karnes.
dune Ericson, Joe Felix Duo.

Wednesday, April 26, 1961.

NIGHT

‘Latin Casino, ‘Camden | strong. yocaling and horn plowing,
‘Miss Smith’s deadpan expression
_ Camden, April. 13.
Milton: Berle, ‘Betty George, The (and. impressive song styling)
-Dunhills; La. Scata. Opera Singers,| and the, frenetic instrumentaling.
Francis Brunn, Leonard Sues con- ‘of Sam Butera and his talented
ducting Martyn King: Orch (14); Witnesses.
From opener “When You’ re Smill$6 minimum.
ing” to exit number’ the show's a
swinger.
Group essays such:as “I
- Milton ‘Berle is introduced, some- |
‘what out-of-datish,.as “Mr..TV” Ain't Got Nobody,” “Just. A Giand.
“Sheik
of. Araby.”
|
golo,”
at this plush 1,500-seat room. It
would ‘be more apropos to call him. ‘Prima and Miss Smith go it tandem
to
score
with
the
likes
of “When
“Mr. Night: Club,” -because ‘this.
clearly. is his ‘element and he en- My. Baby Smiles At Me,” and “Old
Black
Magic.’
"
Prima
and.
Butera
Joys every minute: of his: act ‘as.
{duo for new laugirgetter called
much as the aud enjoys him, | -“Coolin’.”
_As usual, Berle is-in almost every.
act, with only. superb juggler Fran- | . Dick _Humphreys, no newcomer
cis Brunn being spared. Berle ap-. to Reno-Tahoe clubs, proves he’s
‘pears in the. audience first and has |one of. the best choofers. in. the
the. crowd with him even: “before ‘business. Exeeution is neat, style
‘is commanding, and he. works at
he hits the stage.
—
The night club Berle: isa some- ‘a-jet pace.. Dorben Dancers and

~ Blackstone, Chicago

|

‘Chicago, April 18.

contestant.

artistry

with

He

shows

audience

his

CLUB

participa-

Franz.
Benteler tion in singing and leading the
‘Hildegarde,
Orch; $2 cover weekends, $1.50 orch. Lou Brown, piloting the 27piece Antonio Morelli music-makweeknights.
:
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Dunes, Las Vegas

ad-lib

Las Vegas, April 20.
Zsa Zsa Gabor, Wiere Bros. (3),
Earl
Wrightson,
Joey
Forman,
Hank Henry, Joyce Roberts, Girl

| ing crew, gives a strong assist.
Dancers
(103, Boy Dancers
:4),
The Steiner Bros. (3) present a Bill Reddie Orch (13); produced
| - Sheraton-Blackstone’ $ posh Bonaparte Room is made to order for swiftly moving act which borrows by Harold Minsky; original music,
Hildegarde, and vice. versa. The unashamedly from the Four Step Bill Reddie; stage direction, Edchanteuse from Milwaukee, with Bros. and the Dunhills in the terp ward Lynch; choreography, Ron
What the youngsters Lewis; $4 minimum.
‘her’ let’s pretend Gallic showman- department.
ship, was. an inspired ‘ghoice to lack in. originality they make up
Fortunately for Zsa Zsa Gabor,
initiate a show policy in this room, for {in enthusiasm, also scoring in
producer Harold Minsky has surwhich. previously had beena class ‘the vocal segments.
production
number, rounded her with some talented
dinery with a small society unit—a |. ‘Holdover
‘sort of south-of-the-Loop edition of featuring the songs of Garr Nel- people, and the result is that her
son and the fine footwork of the show here isn’t a total loss. Harry
the Ambassador’s Buttery.
| It’s clear,. from Hildegarde’ S ex- beautiful Copa Girls (12), balances Crane has given her some fairiy
ample, that the Bonaparte lends it- program, in until Danny Thomas humorous dialog based primarily
on the “I won’t speak to you unless
Duke.
self’ to. tony femme talents, and opens May 1%.
you are a millionaire’ theme. but
the hostelry, which hasn’t yet a
this, plus a pretty face, hairdo,
‘second booking, will probably find:
Hungry 1, §.
§ F.
and gowns isn’t enough to carry a
itself competing for names with the
Vegas-type show. The Wiere Bros.,
San Francisco, April 17.
what different citizen than the one Singers take’ the opening spot.in ‘Drake’s Camellia House.
Mort Sahl; The Grandisous (4); Earl
Wrightson,
Joey
Forman,
that dominated the early days .of. ‘an imaginative bit of choreography . From the. moment that Hilde-.
Hank Henry, Joyce Roberts, out‘tv.. He alternates ‘between : imper-. on an Afro-Cuban theme. ‘Colorful garde steps. out on the floor it’s: | Anita Shear. $2.50 admission.
standing original music by Bill
‘sonating a swish-and a lecher and jungle setting lends to the -mood. Strictly her party. . Roaming the | Back at his old haunts in the i Reddie, and some magnificent chogets away with it because he always The smartly rehearsed line.is prov- room with mike in hand, she ening to. be the best ever-to play a. hances the intimate dinner-party.! club where he got his start, comic ‘reography by Ron Lewis come to
is the. clown and the jester.
Reno-Tahoe
|
club.
iMort
Sahl
displays
again
the ;the rescue.
atmosphere the room affords. with
‘Luscious singer’. Betty | George,
| her tres charming song and patter; i barbed shifts of political and social
The Wiere freres, a trio of outshe of the ‘unbelievable- chassis, is} New. show set for May 4.
;
Long.
|then moves into the spotlight to; wit.that put him on the top of his jjandishly nonsensical comics with
‘the butt of: Berle’s comments on |field. Incidentally, his reappear-{q Continental flavor, have much
sing. her American-in-Paris Seine |
how she is put together but mansongs as the tablesitters call out :ance in this cellar bistro is the first |new material, and have never been
-ages to do a thoroughly profession- }.

al singing job on the one number}. - Fairmont, SEF.

ree
NT
tee
eer
eee
oe
bene
ce
NE

alloted her. Berle would. do ‘well.

“.-

San-Francisco, April 21.

to give her a few. more songs to}. George .Gobel,
do. She has 2 swinging; | hard-hit-. ‘Ernie “Heckscher

ting singing style.

— -

‘Berle ‘also: mariages to: break: ‘up:

$3.50. cover.

Dolores. Perry,
Orch (11); $3-

‘|requests.

for number

identified {time the club has had a real win-j| funnier than they are in this out-

with her. since their prom days.

ner in months.
ing. They do a wonderful stra:ght
Hildegarde
has
updated
her}
This was a bad winter for Enrico [act on their own, and lend their
repertoire to include a few of the | Banduee! and
Sahl’s
four-week ;talents from time to time to bolster
jmore
current ‘favorites, such as stint may just pull him through. Miss Gabor’s appearances.
“Follow Me” from “Camelot” and! Opening week, the lines were once
Earl Wrightson, the handsome
the theme from “Never On Sun- again. all up the stairs into the singer with the rich baritone, is a

George Gobel
is -his ‘usual,
the -burlesque opera -act. by the La
Scala singer, does..some dancing. charming, amusing, ‘low-pressure day.” But it’s her old-wine collec- street for the shows as it has been {fine performer in the heavyweight
with the male. precision Specialists, self in this.one-hour show. which> tion of Parisian vocal pastries that !for top run talent in the past.
class who -helps salvage the prothe Dunhills, -and. clowns :with his should. keep the check-grabbers really score..She hiatused fora | Without his props of Ike and ceedings. Wrightson registers sol+-costume change and came back for , Nixon, Sahl looked as if he might idly with his too brief repertoire,
trumpet playing. orchestra leader, ‘happy.
another
set
of
piano
and
song
nos-:
He. comes: ‘on with ‘somewhat
Leonard Sues. —
;have- trouble finding targets for which initials with a pleasing vere
Berle troupe closes. Aprit 30, with fresher material than he was. us-| talgia pieces and, withal gave them!‘his darts, But he has neatly avoid- sion of “Camelot.”
Abbe Lane and Xavier Cugat open- ‘ing in his.last stint at the Fairmont a solid’ 50-minute. one-woman show..| ed this, partly by telling what he
Joey Forman,
another
highiy
A few bugs remain to:be worked j won have said if Kennedy Jost,
ing May . Lo*
~Bitt. 421° months ago, and spins a -num-}
is a _ potent
ber of yarns. based on his own. out in the staging for the Bona- partly by sniping at the Kennedy capable performer,
member
of
the
team
which
helps
the -Balinese || pdministration and partly by shiftspecial lode of humor—wife Alice, parte’ (formerly
New Lotus, Washington’ embarrassing
the star from sagging too sadly.
moments,
growing Room), ‘particularly the sharply- |;
ing ground into less immediate The
multi-talented
Forman
is
Washington, April 20.
| angled overhead spotlights whichj| political areas, It is a tribute to
up in the Midwest, ete.
Gene Barry, Jack Denton, Wir-|:
wasted here, but his efforts are
In ‘his light, melodie voice Gobel. tend to cut across the performer. Sahl’s success as a show biz auto- top-drawer.
nie Hoveler :Dancers: (4), Jack 7
However, the total effect is that
Hank Henry, the Silver Slipper
Bosco, Eddie Diamond. Orch- (10); reprises the last few bars of a of a classy supper club ard the -didact that he has gotten to where
bit he’s'-done before—a - song
he can do this successfully.
top banana, stepped in at the last
$1 cover, $3 minimum. ae
‘}ealled “That Old Irish. ‘Mother cf new imace should ‘make for solid. | His familiar sweater-and-open- minute of rehearsals to hypo a
biz
and
prove
prestigious
for
the:
‘shirt costume with a newspaper |skit with Miss Gabor, and he all
Gene
Barry,
the ‘gunslinging Mine” —.and winds show’s first hotel.
clutched in one hand {is still his; but steals the entire show. Henry
dude of the NBC-TV. “Bat Master- half-hour: by introducing Dolores |. -Bill is in till May 7.
Mor,
trademark. His lines come fast,’ will bicycle between the Slipper
son”
series,
has
little trouble Perry, a red-haired .soprano -who
studded with “right?” and all his ,and the Dunes.
switching’ to. a .dudish ‘song-and-- sings “Beyond the Blue Horizon,” |
|familiar asides. But there is more I Joyce Roberts,
Flame Room, Mpls.
Tag
a
Ip
TA
SEE
tag
Yfab
wai
assisted
by a
dance man. in «his©app earance at “The Sound of Music” and “Un Bel
orthodox direction to his shows ;male vocal group called The EliMinneapolis, April 19.
the New Lotus. He's. layed niter- _Déi’” from. Puccini's “Madame But-.|
Felicia Sanders, Irving Joseph, |now, more working and reworking:‘gibles (4), is a beautiful chirperies. before,: but his: D.
run repre-: terfly.”.- The aria is her: best con‘Danny. Ferguson. orch, (6); $1.50-! of material and less off the top of| terper who smoathly sparks the
-sents a tryout of. a- new . approach. tribution. :
the head ad libbing.
tasteful production numbers.
At
Barry,: whose tv:series apparently
: Gobel returns with, more ‘yarns,’ $2.50 cover,
|" ‘The result is a well paced, well |Miss Gabor’s request, there are no
has’ run: its course; proves. as cool. including. one truly fanny shaggy
It’s. a new Felicia Sanders in the |planned show that is full of prop- nudes in this party, in for four
-a customer onstage‘ as: his ‘video: ‘dog story about. Th: :s_ A. Edispaced
laughs,
contains . weeks.
characterization. He capitalizes on ‘son, and winds by ‘singing a bal- new. ‘Flame Room this session. A! erly
Bill Reddie’s orch (13)
_, his sleek, suave looks, as well as: lad, “Soon I'll Wed My-Love.” He: frequent performer there before |enough of the political satire to, blends for a big plus factor.
satisfy
the:
original
fans
and
still is
Duke.
jhis rep as atv celebrity. But he: and Miss Perry end the show. with this. nitery in the Hotel Radisson|
revamped
last | aimed at a broad audience. With
‘also vocalizes well (baritone) -in‘ a .a cute duet |of: “You. Are My Sun- was © completely
year, singer is as changed as the this return to the hungry i, Sahl
- variety of styles, maneuvers with. shine.”
plush
surroundings...
For
one; proves he fs in the first rank of Desert Inn, Las Vegas
' dexterity; and. displays pra: oise.
Show.’ fs unpretetittous but ‘sate
thing, she’s doing more progressive night. club comics and will stay
Las Vegas, April 18.
and: stage. presence..
isfying and runs through May 10.
{jazz than she did in her last ap- there as long as he wanfs.
“Phil Harris Show,” with Phit
Barry conveys a. little of both 1.
~ Stef.
The Grandisons, a Negro gospel Harris, Sandy Stewart, Aldo Mopearance, a. cue she has taken, no
‘Dean Martin and Perry Como, both
jdoubt,
from her gifted pianist- group: (three girls and a male pi- naco,
The Pieros
(2), Conrad
‘in looks and performarice.. His bige|.
Joseph. anist who also sings), belts out a Buckner, Jubilee Four, Donn Are
‘gest asset now obviously is his Barelay. ‘Hotel, Toronto director, hubby Irving
(12), Buddy Cole,
| She’s dispensed with most pop list of gospel and folk songs. with den Dancers
Video: fame. But what comprises
- Toronto, April 18.
Sister Carlton Hayes Orch: (17); prohis drawing -power can. also serve| - Eddia Peabody, Bobby Sargent, numbers and is concentrating on more energy than polish.
to handicap his effort to make Bar- Bob. Arlen Dancers (6), Bobby. show tunes and specialty material. | Rosetta Tharpe pioneered in this ruced by Phil Harris and Frank
field
20
years
ago
and
did
it
better.
Sennes; choreography, Donn Ar-Yy—not Bat—the nitery ‘attraetion: Rose, Percy Curtis Orch. (8); $1.50 }- Miss Sanders earns the congrats '
of regular patrons by avoiding the--The Grandisons have youth and den; $4 minimum.
-Only vestige of his: Western role cover,
ingenoussness
going
for
them,
but
cliches
which
thrushes
on
the’
incorporated in his act*is the- gold- |nightclub circuit have been deli-' medium pipes and a stiff manner
The Phil Harris Show
is a
knobbed carne—a handy prop for
with Eddie Peabody playing his vering ad nauseam this season. onstage hamper them.
However, thoroughly enjoyable package that
‘his routines anyway. Ropular with.
first Toronto club ‘date, though re- Despite a heavy run of gal chirp- at this moment they are in a favor- should keep the turnstiles breezily
the juve set, Barry ‘has material.
membered ..from. ‘earlier. days of ers here in recent months, none of able position for success.
windmilling for maitre d’ Pancho
as ‘clean as a sermon.
vaudevile at the old. Shea’s Hippo-' Miss Sanders’ selections has been
Anita Shear, who may turn out at the Painted Desert Room for
Comic Jack Denton. provides a
drome, the banjo. great: alternately. heard in this spot.
to be the Sidney Franklin of fla- the next four weeks. Honorary
witty, fast-talking interlude. ‘Win- |),
Her style. of warbling doesn’t menco singers, plays guitar and Confederate Harris has concocted
nie: Hoveler and: her hoofers ‘give belted out’and caressed his’ trademarked instrument for ‘40 minutes ‘evoke. table
pounding,
but the [Sings folk songs—flamenco, French, an evenly-balanced parade of vari-«
with ‘girlie ‘stuff. a. 1a. Parisienne.
Emcée Jack Bosco. and Eddie Dia- when caught opening night. He fi- large, restrained audience at show Russian, etc. in a plaintive, amiable ety acts, each of top-drawer calinally had: to. beg. off at this:-spot. caught was quietly appreciative of voice, She’s. most impressive with bre, and he masterfully dominates
_Mmond orchestra: carry out their
added
for her
intense
delivery.
Singer the flamenco bits on which she the festivities as the charming co-~
Jay. . where tables were
‘chores ‘with competence.
| jammed customers . with: long me- scored best with “This Nearly Was picks guitar.
Rafe.
ordinating headliner.
mories.’
‘| Mine’? and. “When. the ‘World Was
Sandy Stewart, Aldo Monaco,
‘Harrah's, Lake Tahoe
Ageless, blond man fs noisy: and “Young.”
The Pieros (2), Conrad
“Little
-Lake Tahoe, April 21.
Riviera Clab, Dallas
excellent
technique. |. Accompanist Joseph is thoroughBuck”
Buckner, the Jubilee Four,
“Louis Prima & Keely Smith, Sam Joud—with
Dallas, April 15.
He also puts: a.violin-mute on his ly. competent, contributing a jazz
Butera. and: the “Witnesses © (6), banjo for a soft rendition of “Sun- beaf. that’s a welcome change from ' Mark Carrou, with Howard Staf-. and the Donn Arden Dancers (12)
Leighton Noble Orch. .(15), Doro- rise: Serenade” and. “I'll. See You the usual 88 backing. Danny Fer- ford, Dee & Willie Barton; no cover support Harris in the romp, which
is guided with the proper flair by
thy Dorgen Dancers & Singers
in .My: Dreams,” -with some clever guson’s band, with a little more op- ‘or minimum..
Buddy Cole, fronting the Carlton
“(15); $4 ‘minimum.
| double-stopping - of a nostalgic portunity for: expression, does a
Hayes orch (17).
Singing planist Mark Carroll is
“Liebestraum.”
| nice job supporting the headliner.
Miss Stewart is a shapely young
This. Louis Prima-Keely ‘Smith
Bobby Sargent, a stage actor be-;| Miss. Sanders remains through. back on the nitery scene, now at brunette looker who sings with an
‘outing is. proving to be one of the
April _26 with
Vivienne
della the plush, new midtown Riviera, exciting drive; she has _ certain
fore
embarking
on
club
work,
* strongest. shows’. (b.o.-wise) Russ
latest of the many
privateries. shadings of the Eydie Gorme and
Chiesa in. the following fortnight.
Hall has. booked for the big- South proves himself a fine story-teller,.
{Youngster has embellished his act Judy Garland styling in her balRees.
Shore Room since it ‘opened -in He also scores with his song of:a
via
a
fine
standup
vocal
stint on Jad-less offerings, but she hag
December, 1959. Despite a traffic- disappointed -French soldier who
stage.
With Howard Stafford ut enough distinction on her own to
and|
Sands, Las Vegas
‘crippling. spring snowstorm that joins the Foreign Legion
the
88.
After
a
trio
of
songs,
Car- stamp her as star material.
'
Las Vegas, April 21.
-dumped more than. a foot of the comes back to- his once-delectable:|
Aldo Monaco, introed with a reterry Lewis, Steiner Bros. (3), roll takes over the keyboard,
white stuff on the Tahoe ‘scene, mistress of five years before to find |
where’s
he
adept.
cording from a recent Bing Crosby
This is Garr Nelson, Copa Girls (12),
localites and tourists are: packing her’ physically changed:
the. house for: the two shows night- done in French lyrics to the tune Antonio Morelli. Orch (28); pro- | Added assets are his vocal shad- tv spec on which he appeared,
ly, and for this potent. bill three of “Valentina” and had. the | cus: duced by Jack Enitratter; choreo: ing in a rare choice of tunes; he makes a strong impression vith
graphy, Renne Stuart; $4 minimum. displaya savvy in piping “Smail his big baritone voice that h.ts
shows are skedded for Friday and tomers hilarious.
World,” “Lady. is a Tramp,” “How high-B flat in a thunderous rendi; . Saturday nights. And it’s reservaHis takeoffs on the: Washington
The Italian
tions only. On night-caught, maitre ‘scene are discerning ‘and punchy, |. ‘The distinctive comedy style of ‘to Handle a Woman” and “Two. tion of “Granada.”
. .- @’Clif Kehl and his capable staff. ditto his kidding of tv commercials’ Jerry Lewis should insure for imn- Ladies in the Shade of the Banana import strolls through the audiHe stylizes “I’ve Never ence, sans mike, bows off singing
' | Managed to seat an estimated 800 anda very. funny impersonation, presario Jack Entratter capacity. Tree.”
for each of the three shows.
-}complete with dialect, of an immi- -Copa Rooms for the next month. Left Your Arms,” “To Be in Love” potently to an appreciative yock
Current stint marks: the first grant who had. succeeded ‘in. Amer- Lewis initials his turn with topical and the clean, ‘clever and risible when a wine glass breaks in Har-time. the. Prima-‘Smith show has: ica: More a character actor than a gags, waves his clowning versatili- “A Trout, No Doubt.” He scores ris’ hand.
The Pieros (2), longtime faves
played. the south énd.. of Lake’ one-line comedian, . Sargent is of ty into a. romp which brought big with topical lyrics on “Wii
in Vegas, click again with their
‘Tahoe in several years, And aud. the Berman-Sahl ‘school of com- bianketing yocks from first-night- You Still. Be Mine?”
reaction indicated.: repeat dates. mentators but more. effective in ers.
_ Top backing is provided by Dee juggling artistry which is punctushould be. more: frequent. As ex- appeal to the general run of nitery
Among the clicking bits are his Barton, drums, and Willie Barton ated with comedy. Another welcome returnee to the Strip, Con‘pected, it’s a top-league offering ‘patrons.
impreshes of a pug, a folk singer, on string bass..
‘heavy on the: stuff the ensemble| . Acts are in un April 29.
a maestro, a nine-year-old dancing
Act is set for three frames, with rad Buckner, puils sincere aphas. honed to. perfections: Prima’s }.
school . student and a-fast draw no replacement set.
Bark...
ce ‘Me Stay.
(Continued on page 213)
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A 34-page, illustrated booklet dealing with the problems connected: |

the Greater N,-Y. Chapter of the American National Theatre & Acade- -

is tender-and moving, It:

is:

my. Titled “Open

in -plain: is a scene which reflects as much

has hapy

..

y

Calvert does not seem

.

Pikford;

lighting,

Richard

Pilbrow;

orvhestrations. Dennis (Wilson: musical
irector,

*"6L.

Colin

at

the

$3 top.
Cast:

Pip

Beaton.

Stanley
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kee, Judy

pri

Theatre,

Baxter,
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Eltsabeth
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Alternate
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and: since

scenes

the upstairs room
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of. the Stratford (Ont.)

|

Shake-

spearean Festival Theatre and plan drawings of Harvard's Loeb Drama
Center. Set designer Jo Mielziner and Edward. F. Kook, head of Cen-
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Harry Freud, like publicist Edward L. Bernays’ a nephew of the

eee ena Magale Sait
y

|

chairman and vice-chairman of the board,
of theatre specialists
and organized by the Greater N. Y..

composed

Badel
Churchi"
:

|

-t.t
.{

ef. medals,

}

left for the, plays

Lor

the

young

iction.

girl with

of revues, “On the Brighter Side,”
,0ff-cer, still in his uniform .dec- precjation of the text:
but relies on a tair number of good: With

planning and con-_ ,

oo

founder ‘of psycho-analysis, Sigmund: Freud, has also written Variety
to comment on Henry. Denker’s Broadway play. “A Far Country.” and
died.
.
:
| CON ert trom -the slackness half- the respective articles of Bernays and the dramatist.
as published here.
are staged in! way through,
John
Hale has -diFreud, a transportation industry exec living in Yonkers, acknowledges
he: €x,
wi
tty
that.
Denker’s
play,
as
to
the
case
history
it
presents,
“is truly absorbwhere the
€x- rected with authority and full ap- |t
S
e
)

he had

i

List,” the booklet meritions _ |}

and recommends

wrong with her performance per
to settle: se, but she apparently does not fit tury Lighting, are respective

away

Ronnie B '. reported

Counsell.

Augmenting

quite right

Franz von Gerlach has been locked : are bath excellent. Diana
in,an upstairs room since
ee:
ae

‘

London:

Una Stubbs,
Bob Steven-

gon, Greta Homby.

Battie.

Opene

Phoenix

theatres in the past.

y

The “head
of the
is nothing
family,
on being
told von
that Gerlach
he has;'as the countess. There

Vivian Ellis. Ken Hoare, Jchn.
Eric Merriman, Pavid Campton.’
six months

Stage Theatre Checks

301 items in 44 different sections,

sulting procedures intended to prevent .oversights that have ‘plagued- j

‘Of the sterling cast only Phyllis

Brad Ashton, John ,Pritehety stumes, ‘naturally
his estate. beHisthisfirsteldest
choiceson,would
part naturally.
.but-. ty.Robert
‘Hardy and

Alan

.
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By JESSE GROSS
Norman Twain's plan to present
series of plays at the 299-seat
Mayfair Theatre, N.Y., may not get
beyond “Roots,” his first presentation at the house. The producer
intends abandoning the praject unless Actors Equity makes some
concessions in the special contract
established by the union for the
; theatre because of its location in
, the Broadway area.
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With the boxoffice click of
“Mary, Mary,” at the Helen
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who.intends producing the show
return to. a repertory operation of
Twain
says. The production
is
{With © book by Ken Englund and:
Eva’ Le Gallienne, a veteran ad-,
scheduled to close May 6 and the
music. and lyrics by Charles Hen-vyocate of such ventures.
producer
claims
that
he’s
already
a
-|derson,- has. set the eapitalization
Miss. Le Gallienne. who'll star |
used up the investment and is now
for the. venture at $550,000.. That
in both plays, was thre founder of |
: personally on the hook for an ad‘Ifigure could climb to $605.000 on
the Civie Repertory Theatre, which|
: dit.onal sum.
the.
basis
of
a
10%
overcall
pro-|
> functioned in New York from 1926.
Backers of the Broadway produc-;
The minimum salary required by
: Vision.
‘to 1933. She was also associated
‘tion of “Irma La Douce” have re- Equity for members of the “Root»’.
_ Rising. production “costs have; iceived their first profit dividend cast is $85, compared to the $43
with Cheryl] ‘Crawford and..”-Margaret
Webster
in forming thie | William Fields, veteran legit. . pushed ‘the budgets on some musi- jof $9,500.
That represents their: minimum
off-Broadway
and
the
‘cals of this and recent seasons to

‘Irma’ Pays 10%,
Ist Profit Divvy*

‘lesCire PA.

American ‘Repertory Theatre
in pressagent and producer and gen-;
considered
1946. The. actress costarred: -with ‘eral publicity head for the Ring- ‘what's been
-mark of.around $500,000.

50%

share

of a $19,000

distribu-

$111 minimum on Broadway. Some

a high ‘tion. and gives them a 5° return of the members of the company
The cost
Jrene Worth in ‘the Jean: Stock dling Bros., Barnum. & Bailey Cir-,
; thus far on their $19,000 invesi- get more than the minimum and.
Goldstone-John
Reich adaptation cus, died of”‘abdominal: cancer last:‘of opening the current Broadway. . ment.
jthe salaries are also on a sliding
of
Friedrich
Scehiller’s “Mary Morday. afternoon (24). in the Hos-! ; production of “Camelot” on Broad- j The musical, which originated in-seale up to the equivalent of the
“Stuart” at the: Phoenix Theatre, | pital ‘for Special Surgery, ‘N.Y. ‘way reportedly ran considerably ', Paris and was done in London $111 Broadway minimum. Rehearsjover... $500,000, but that involved
N.Y., in. 1957. She subsequently ap‘ unanticipated - expenditures in ex- ,Prior to its Broadway presentation, al pay is $50, compared with $20
“peared in the 1959-60. National. He was 62.
was produced by David Merrick. in off-Broadway and $82.50 on Broad- Fields underwent surgery last :‘cess of the budget.
|
. Phoenix touring. edition .of the!
"year at the Leahy Clinic, Boston, | - In the past there have been flop;association with the management : Way.
play, costarring with Signe Hasso.
"Hor. what, he believed was a ‘stom- musicals and even straight plays ‘of the British edition. As of last | The sliding scale in the Equity
At the ‘conclusion of last sea-.
| March 25, the venture had netted;minimum salary contract for the
son's tour, whith. ran 35. weeks. and ach ulcer. He thought,he had re- which have dropped.over $500,000. j $74,229, of which $14,846 went to Mayfair is $85 up to $8,060, $90
covered 35° cities; _the
“Mary. covered ‘but. became ill.about four ; In most cases they involved enor- the British management as its 20% ;between $8,000 and $8,500,. $95
‘weeks
ago
and
was
in
French
Hos:
‘mous losses in excess of their |
Stuart” production ‘was picked. up
|
‘Continued on page 211)
by WNTA-TV's “Play of.the Week” ‘pital, N. Y., for-about a week be- budgets because of such unantici- Share of the profits.
The remaining profit, after the
and has since been syndicated to ‘fote. being transferred to. the. Hos-* ; pated complications as staggering
With jtryout losses or attempts. to over- deduction of another $1,800 for |
‘ground 58 outlets throughout the |pital for Spécial Surgery.
country. Faye .Emerson: is. being -the approach and then the opening| come apathetic boxoffice respons |unincorporated busjness tax, was }
$57,583. That figure, allowing for
sought to costar in the two. plavs -of the annual circus engagement at | on: ‘Broadway, or both.
management’s
20%
The authors of “Tour d'Amour,” Ithe British
with Miss Le Gallienne. who'll ap- ‘Madison Square Garden, N. Y., ne
is about Gustav Eiffel, |share, is figured to have climbed
ar as Queen Elizabeth in both. attempted to supervise. the public- which
The title role in “Elizabeth,” writ- ‘ity campaign. by. telephone from builder of the Eiffel tower, are to |about $10,000-$12,000 on the basis
_tén by Maxwell Anderson and un-: : his hospital. ped, but was not: per-i get a combined 6% of the gross on i of profitable business since March
Minneapolis, April 25.
;the. projected presentation. . Any |25. The income earned thus far
“veiled in New. York in 1930, was ‘mitted to do so.
Its opening already postponed
| Although. Fields: was. an. ardent: “profits are to be split: 50-50 be-iincludes the Broadway presenta-!
originated F:~ ‘Lynn. Fontanne.
once
from
original target date in
'tion’s
share
of
revenue
from
the
e
|
Michael
well and Frances Ann ‘circus fan and did publicity for the'“tween the: backers
and the
“|pre-production sale of the film, May, 1962, the proposed Tyrone
.Hersey will manage’ the ‘venture |big show for many years before-. management.
‘ Guthrie Repertory theatre’s debut
rights
to
Billy
Wilder
and
the’:
‘for the National Phoenix, which becoming | general press head twoi
.has been pushed. back again to
Mirisch Bros.
was formed to carry.on the work'| years ago on a- 52-week. basis, he
i May, 1963. Anticipated “construcof the off- Broadw ay Phoenix The- was chiefly: known: as a legit press-,
Elizabeth Seal and Keith Michell, :
ition delays” and Guthrie's desire
‘repeating the role they played in;
‘Continued on “page. 213)
“| agent. He was chief p.a. for the’
‘London, costar in the musical, now;‘to open with a full 20-week season
| Playwrights Co. from. its formation |.
‘were reasons piven for further
iin its 31st week at the Plymouth|;
in 1938 until {ts dissolution ‘last’
|delay of the showplace.
Tel Aviv, April 18.
! Theatre, N.Y.
- |year, and also worked ‘for various
While theatre officials decline
A battle. is underway here over
Ina]
-lother leading managements.
to say so, difficulty in raising
| career dating from 1925, he. repre- |{he refusal of a legit operation |
$1,900.680 for construction of the
to abandon performances Friday |
{sented many of the top stars.
showhouse also appears to be a
* nights. because of an old muniFields had several notable char-:
i factor in the pestponements. The
cipal law prohibiting stores from
_{Continued on page 211).. °
theatre
foundation
board
an‘|doing business on the Sabbath.
‘San Francisco, April25
jmounced last week that contribu} Local
authorities
have
warned
Chieago, April 25.
“The American Guild of Musical!
|tions totaling $1,140,000 have been
Peter Frye, director-producer -of
The
Happy
Medium
Theatre
Artist and
The
San
Francisco:
!received. These include a $400,000
‘the small Peter Frye Presents the,;Club here has. made a deal with i grant from the Walker foundation
Opera |came to terms: last Saturday |
atre company to go dark Friday:
the Green Mansions stock opera-:
(22 in a five-hour emergency nego- |.
of Minneapolis,
contingent upon
jev enings or have the performances
tion at Warrensburg, near Lake ;
tiating session in Mayor. George
an
additional
$1,500,000
being
Dublin, ‘April 2d. . |closed down by force.
Christopher's. office.. The -agree-|
Frye, a former New Yorker, 1s!|George, N.Y., for the purpose of! raised. Backers had hoped to comThe.
Gate
Theatre,
which.
closed
it
Ment came one day after the opera
standing his -ground.. Answering ‘incubating new satirical revue ma- ‘plete
the fund
drive
by next
here.
after.
the
death:
of
lord.
Long|
company's board of governors had!
‘shut-down threats, he says, “My terial. The Chicago cabaret-thea-;
-.“Voted unanimously to cancel the ‘ford, its- ‘chairman and financial company will play right in front tre has settled on the revue format ;‘month, but have now extended the
‘ campaign for the remaining $750,’, 1961 season, scheduled to ‘start in. | angel. has. been .reopened: A 25- of the theatre, in the middle of the as a regular policy on the strength
000 to this summer.
‘early September, :and had. further year-old dispute which split ‘the street.” The law relating to stores, -of its current offering, “Medium
Guthrie,
here last week
for
original
Gate
Theatre
company
threatened to go ‘out. of ‘business.
‘meetings with theatre and cominto two groups,. Longford Produc- bans. sales during the . Sabbath, Rare,” now in its 10th month.
entirely.
‘which begins Friday evening and
Happy medium
owners
Oscari munity leaders, told foundation
i
tions
and
Hilton
Edwards-Micheal
For many weeks the opera com-.
runs through sundown Saturday. and George Marienthal are sub- directors, “A short season starting
pany and AGMA had. béen -dead- _MacLiammoir :Dublin Gate Theatre. It is not strictly enforced, since
sidizing part of the Green Man- in late summer would not permit
Productions, has. been settled. The
locked over the question
cafes, for instance, are open ‘sions nut this summer in an ar- us to bring to Minnesota the actors
whether the company would.carry. rift. invelved Lord Longford and Many
‘Friday night and ‘Saturday.
rangement that would give Happy eer
Edwards:
and.
MacLiammoir.
Lady
we have in mind.” Oliver Rea,
unemployment insurance for some’
‘The city. appears to be making a
185 AGMA members. Under state ‘Longford, ‘the late. chairman’s test case of the Frye legit situa-. Medium first. call on any new ma- slated to be administrative directerial
produced
at
the
Borscht
widow,
is
the
new
chairman
of
the
for
of the repertory
company,
law, if an- organization carries untion, however, Mayor Mordechia:
‘employment -insurance. for one L-éompany, and she has also joined Mamir is understood to be unhappy Belt resort. Green Mansions has added that the prospect of -a short
helped.
uncover
the
talents
of
such
and
MacLiammoir
on
the
1962
season
starting
late
and conEdwards
|
employee, it must carry ft: for: all.
legit musical
writers
as flicting with actors’ other comiattDesmond
Guinness - has. {about his role in: the’ affair. A’ new.
The opera :has -about $50 “em-.
social-democrat and former mem- ‘Sheldon -Harnick, Lee Adams and ments “has been of utmost conbecome .a director.
. plovees., .
Plans for the operation of the ber of. Ben-Gurion's government, Charles Strouse, all represented cern.”
Under the agreement signed last
he was elected mayor ‘in coalition in. HM's current show.
Weekend,. AGMA. will sign a two- theatre. have not been announced.
According to present plans, the
The
Gate. is currently offering a; With the religious parties and con1,400-seat
theatre
will open
in
year contract with’ the opera, pro-ysequently has to obey their deviding for a.€6% .pay raise and J ohn Molloy revue.
1963
with a season running from
mands
when the ‘observance of |
‘deferring the ‘unemployment insur|
May
through
September
and
inSabbath is concerned.
‘ance issue untill the contract’s!
a six-play repertoire. Start
It's. figured that the situation,
‘Come Back With 5 Plays;!‘ofeluding
expiration. AGMA had “sought ry
construction is still slated for
} which some see as a “bigots versus
After
a
three-year
suspension,
:
5.8° pay raise and the opera ‘had|
‘this
summer.
liberals” issue, may play some. part|
offered a 5.5% raise, ‘but .this: was
the. Antioch Area Theatre
will
in the forthcoming elections.
‘

Mpls. Guthrie Theatre
Opening Set Back to 63;

Fund Sull 7506 Short

SABBATH (FRL) LEGIT
~TS ISSUE IN TEL AVIV:

: ACMASE. OperaSettle

Dispute Over Insurance:

iGreen Mansions a Farm

2-Year Study of Issue

For Chi’s Happy Medium

EndOld Squabble Over

GateTheatre in Dublin’

{
Antioch Strawhat Will

Chi’s. ‘Edgewater. Beach
“Continues: Lenny-Debin

never a major issue.
Chicago; April 25.
Part of last weekend’: 3: ‘agree-| The Edgewater Beach Playhouse.
ment, however;. provided that over; iS Tetaining Jack. Lenny and Nat

‘Do Legit ‘Duel’

re-open July 5 in .a new outdoor iMike Ellis Has ‘Pleasure’

amphitheatre on the campus
.| Antioch College, Yellow Springs, .
At Bucks County Barn
Opera's execs would explore the |Tectors and talent. buyers-for the |. A dramatization. by David Gild Ohio.
Michael Ellis will open a 20unemployment. issue. unoffictally. {upcoming.strawhat .season.
The.'of Anton’ Chekov’s novel, “The | The season will start with week season next Saturday night
into -the inside-the-city silo is itching for.| Duel,” will be presented ‘py the Shakespeare’s|s
“A
Midsummer
(20) at Bucks County Playhouse,
Christopher *stepped
dispite .after Hy Faine, AGMA’s| a fresh roster of top-draw names|Yale Univ. School of Drama next Night’s Dream.” followed by Ar- New Hope, Pa. with Constance
national exec secretary, had flown }.that aren’t normally on. the sum- |Wednesday -Saturday
(3-6).. The thur Miller’s “Death of a Sales- Carpenter and Murray Matheson
here. from New York to try to} mer theatre circuit.
.
play will be the college theatre’ Ss ‘man,” Moliere’s “Doctor In Spite in “Pleasure of His Company.”
Lenny-Debin office will work in. fourth and final major production ‘of: Himself,”
- Setule the issue, and failed. Earier,
George
Bernard Each of the production’s at the
Shaw's “Hearthreak House,” and 432-seater will run two weeks.
: Staté -Labor’ Conciliator Adolph conjunction with Henry Guettel, |of the 1960-61 season.
This will be the Playhouse’s 23d
Gild is a third-year playwriting closes September 10 with the
-: Koven had also failed to mediate |Edgewater’s new managing pro--the dispute.‘student at. Yale.
Jean Giradoux “Enchanted.”
year of operation.
ducer,
7
_the next two years AGMA

and. the ‘Debin of New York..as casting di-

°
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Moiseyev Dance Return to Met, aHit;.

_ Wednesday, April. 26, 1961

~ BingTo Blonde:21 Roles Pronto

Hayward to Europe
. On Legit, Pay-TV Stints|.
Leland Hayward, co-producer of|
he Broadway and road companies
of “Sound of Music,” planed from
New. York last Sunday (23) to attend rehearsals. of the West End|
edition of the musical, due to open
‘May 18 :at’ the Palace Theatre,|.
London. He’s co-producer of the |.

But Blinder-Lights Punish Audience|
By

ROBERT

J. LANDRY

The blockbusting dance-and-acrobatics revue from Moscow, the
Igor Moiseyev Dance Co. is bac
after three years, again under Sol

New Dramatists Lunch :
original
sociated
Raises $9,150 for Fund’ tation.

Hurok's banner, again marked by
high artistry, charm
and show-

shopping

ure

dynamics.

of the
was

ritation

of large

firs! night

scored

a; $2,150 in pledges at a.fundraising

despite the ir- "luncheon

audience

recently

against’ jn connection

imposition upon

at Sardi’s

to-.confer -with Harry
adapting: Marcel

Kurnitz,
Achard’s.

|who's

res-

its.“ tion’s

drive

with

r

fi am Moscow
presented
bs Sul Hurak
Of
Samson Galperin and Nikolai Nekrassov. |
musival
conductors:
assis'ant
choreog- ‘from
itself,
raphers. Tamata Zerfert, Leb Golovanov,

Opera

House,

Met

N Y¥., opening April 18, 1951: $15
Featured
dancers:
14mara

top
Zeifert.

Tumara
Golovanova.,
Vassili Savin. Anatoli

Kuznetsova.

Viacheslay,

Wikhail

Lartonyyv,

the- $40.000 being sought! !
the entertainment ‘industry |

Do Re’Recovers

about $22.000 has thus far
been raised, including the take at
the Firday luncheon.
—

30%of$400,000

Lydia
Skryabina,
Fsodoroyv, Stanis-

lax) Kulhkov,
Irina
Konseva,
Danilos,
Boris
Berezin.
Igor

Nina

Boris

Nikola.
Fylatov,

Alexandrov, |

Petrov.

itan Onera House.
At every out-!
burst of applause for the entertainers the torture-lights played
straight at the audience, presuma-’ .
bly to taxe a record of its enthusi-.

‘Frank’ Ist Musical.

“Do

Re

Mi.”

currently

{n .its

At Edinburgh Fest * 18th week ‘at the St. James Thea-

“tre, N. ¥., has thus far recouped
Edinburgh, April 18.
“Frank the Fifth,” satire on big- Iabout: 30° of its investment. The
business
methods,
by Friedrich David Metrick production, which
of its
in excess
Durrenmatt, Swiss author, will be. cost $72,923
had. recapitalization,
the’ first musieal play to be pre- $400,000
sented at the International Edin- ‘duced its deficit to $326,241 as of
burgh Festival. Joint backers are March 25. .That’ amount is now
Wolf Mankowitz and Oscar Lewen- figured’ to be down to about

asm.
Much of the audience and
some of the professional reviewers
spent a good deal of time looking stein. It will open at Empire Thea- $280.000 on the basis of profitable.
away from the stage. What price tre Aug. 21, running to Sept:. 2. subsequent business.
album for return to Russia? The Julian. More,
who
worked
with.
Although still a hot ticket.. the
continuing punishment, the flying Mankowitz on “Expresso Bongo,” ; Phil Silvers-starrer is not mainsquad itself, one man in a brown is adapting the lyrics.
taining a steady sellout pace. Howshirt, sleeves rolled, their bunchDurrenmatt is author of the re- * ever, the musical earned a $95,017
lights pushed into occupied boxes cent London success “The Visit” Operating profit
for the eight
made
photography
the
hideous and also of “Romulus the Great.” -. weéks
from Jan. 30-March
25.
modern assault on dignity and de- ‘presented at the 1960 Edinburgh.: Grosses during the period ranged
cency which it. sometimes is. To Festival and has been presented .‘from. $65,543 to $71,203, with the
paraphrase Will Rogers’ London already in Zurich and Munich. ° | production clearing $10,501 on the
quip about hating to get up in
low take and $12, 780 on the higher.
For the third week (Sept. 4-9)
the morning
because
the Eng-,
‘of the annual. Scot culture junket. figure.
lish coffee was so bad this review-.
the program at the Empire. will* Fhe backers have thus far been
er hated for each Moiseyer num- ‘consist of three works dating from |repaid 40,000. representing 10°. of.
ber to end because the publicity - the period between the wars. Pro-| their investment.
“Do
Re Mi,”
penalty was so terrible.
iduction is ta be by the Western; ‘which has a.book adapted by Gar-.
The lueky folk who see the show -‘Theatre Ballet, whose dancers will | son Kanin from his short story of
on ordinary nights will; one sup-: be joined by selected solo singers ,the same title. has music by Jule
poses,
escape
the
concentration: and the Scottish National Orches-; Styne ‘and lyrics by Betty Comden
‘and Adolph Green.
camp illumination.
Theirs
will: j tra.
be the delight, without the pun-}
ishment.
Suffice that a largely
new company is back for the U. S.
tour, the girls trending to 17 and
younger, and the whole show clevyerly stagemanaged.
Snow Storm, Snow Flake and
Snowflakes opened with a quiet,
symbolic Russian
winter
scene
‘Midsummer’ Set—Many Concert Figures
that was lovely in setting. costuming and effects.
Followed an &stonian “Over the Legs” duet. a
-cnmaw
monic under the direction of Leon-

|

Vancouver Festival Talent-Loaded

Red

sort

of peasant

showoff

Army Chorus a Hichlight—Britten’ s Opera,

number

By SAM SHAW

performed by Tamara Zeifert and!
Vancouver, April 25,
Budget
figures
of well over
Boris
Berezim
Folkloric
values”
continued in a Kalmuk Dance, a‘ $490,000 Is expected to be set for
of

sort

thing

and, into its fourth year’on July 10. The

Moiseyev

Beryozka, the all-girl troupe which :1960

expenditures. amounted

to

Hurok also brought over, da so $408.500, against which the. total
i revenue of $411,000 left a. surplus
superbly.
- of $2,500. Revenues included $257,The present show's only solo
ey
gt
oath
400 from box office take and ‘sale
performer
is
Serzei
Tsvetkow. of radio and Video rights.

whose
*

ancing

must

feats

an

of dancing
°

while

earthenware

bal-

:

Grants

platter,parations,

be seen to be credited.

and

donations

from: cor-

foundations, ‘the Canada

He j Council. , the

makes the . dish descend
from his
Te
head to his sacroiliac and back
onto the head while dancing.
Moiseyev
alternates
items of

_

“eitBits

|

Harry. Kurnitz’s - adaptation ot, a ‘Turkish. Bath. ” at the off-BroadMarcel Achard's Parisian ccmedy : way Eleanor Gould Theatre.
Beverly Zarling plans to present
“L'Idiote”
will be called “Fhe
Naked Truth” when. Leland Hay- “Time: Is.a-Thief,”. by. Tobi Louis,
ward presents it on Broadway next. on Broadway. this fall.
* Dorothy Loudon has withdrawn
season.
.CaPoline Burke Swann, co-pro-% from the cast of “How to Succeed
ducer of “The Hostage,” planed:to in Business Without Really TryLondon last week to confer. with ing,” the Frank Loesser: and Abe
director. George Dévine and: play- : Burrows’. musical. Cy Feuer .and
wright F.N. Simpson, whose “One. ‘Ernest Martin will ‘open: Oct.’ 9 at:

Way. Pendulum”

she will present} the 46th Street Theatre, N. Y.on Broadway next season. She will
Sonia Moore ,co-producer and
also discuss with Joan Littlewood!‘director of “The Painted Days.”

a possible New York production of |the Theatre Marquee, will present:
Brendan Behan’s “Richard Cork {Leonid Andreyev's “Anfissa.”. offLeg” and. then move on to: Paris: , Broadway next. season.
to make final arrangements for. her!| Lorin Ellington: Price. plans to

|fall importation of Le. Grand. Guig- Present ‘Seyril Schochen’s - drama,

nol plays.
“The. Moon Besieged.” on -BroadWalter Pistole ‘has joined the! ,Way next. season. The play Was
‘producing team of Robert Fryer,’ ; previously presented at .Stanford
Lawrence Carr.and assctiate. John ; Univ. in 1959.
Herman

as story editor. :

.

Lester Osterman, producer ‘of
“Face of a‘ Hero” and David Rass,.

Film actress Yvonne deCarlo ar-

rived in New York last: week for. i sponsor
reliearsals
for
‘“Destry
-Rides! jduction

of the off-Broadway

of. “Hedda

pro-.

Gabler.” will

Again,” the
musi¢al .Laurence!. import the Keith ‘Waterhouse and
Feldman,
Henry. “Weinstein and {Willis Hall play, “Billy Liar,”:
to:
Frank Carrington will present at ; Broadway next fall, ‘in association
their Paper Mill Playhouse, Mill-4j with Oscar Lewinstein, the: show’ 3
burn,

N.J.,

Gower

beginning

May

3.

Champion, | stager

|

London sponsor.

and | David Merrick will present Nor-

choreographer of ““Carniv al’ and’itman Krasna’s comedy, “Sunday. in’
“Bye Bye Birdie’ on Broadway, iNew York’-on Broadway next falt
left for San Francisco last week to: with. ‘Garson Kanin directing. He
resume direction of the touring ; will also produce “Blue Star.’ a

company
of “Birdie.” His
Marge Champion has been

wife |
‘musical with book by Joshua Logan
sub- {and Alfred Palca, next ‘season, in

bing.

‘| association

with

James

Hammer-

Will Steven Armstrong. will de- | stein and Barbara Wolferman. Lo-.

sign the settings. for the William..
gan will direct:
Darrid-Eleanore Saidenberg-Leon- [~ “Cornerstone laying. ceremonies.

ard Ruskin presentation of Steven : for. tthe new Actor's Fund Home
Gethers’ comedy, “A Cook For Mr. Twit ‘be held next Thursday (4), at.
General,” due at the Playhouse! |2 p.m. -in Englewood, N.S.
¢
Theatre, Oct. 19: .
Actor .Lee
Marvin's Latimer
Jack Hollander has “‘pucceeded :
Productions - ‘will present Arthur
Michael Constantine and Clifford!
: Ross -comedy ,“But What _Have
Cothren has replaced Hollander in:
!You
Done
for Me Lately;”: on
“Miracle
Worker,” the William }
Gibson

drama

month at

the

in its eighteenth
Playhouse Theatre,

N.Y.

' Broadway

next

testing at

season,

the

after. July -.

Westport

(Conny -

Playhause.
Sandy Wilson’s

musical comedy, |
Wall is production stage.
‘fhe Boy. Friend.” is being per-’ ;
for the balance of the
sented. by’ the Paulist . ‘Players tour of “Raisin in-the Sun.” —
. through: Sunda¥ -(30), ‘at Good
Robert Fryer and Lawrence Carr . Shepherd Hall, N. Y.
left for the Coast last week for| Claire Nichtern: has resigned as.
ard. Bernstein on April 22 at the conferences regarding their: fall: production © coordinator. at - the.
Exhibition Forum. The two-week : tour of “Advise and Consent,” the
Phoenix: Theatre, -N. Y., -to Bro‘International Film Festival .starts |drama in its 23d week at the Cort -duce independently.
.
July 10. Also set is a Military Tat- Theatre, N.Y. They will also con- i Jean Rosenthal, ‘Broadway stage .
toos commencing July 14 for eight | fer with Morton DaCosta, who will and
lighting
designer, is ‘conperformances: at Empire Stadium | direct their fall presentation of. sultant to architect Ralph Rapson .
under Brigadier Alasdair Maclean ; “King from Ashtabula.”
;
i for the construction of the Tyrone -of the Edinburgh Tatoo, a veteran
John McCurry will appear in the°Guthrie’ Theatre, Minneapolis.
of Copenhagen, Lisbon, Bermuda Billy Baxter-Ed Friedman presen- - June
Taylor will choreograph. and New York's Madison Square! tation of Jack Kirkland's “Man- ° ‘tthe Guy Lombardo présentation
Garden.
idingo,” the drama due May~18 on:* Of” “ “Paradise
Island.”
opening.
“Arts section commences on July |; Broadway.
i June’ 22, at the Jones: Beach...
24 with the New York City. Ballet.: Richard Halliday, co-sponsor of Marine Theatre, N.Y.
Jimmy
manager

|

a Russian’ the 1961 Vancouver International
monogram,‘ Arts Festival operation, which -goes,

Briul and
Moldovian
reel, an interlocking

the

Miss: Coulter is wife of Joseph Hall,2B‘Kansas tty businessman

and mother of two ‘children...

the organiza-; Which the producer’ intends pre-

|

At.

1958 with the NBC Opera, then. aged 22.
Oscar’ Hammerstein. 2d” that: her voice was
Dream”—and Broadway.
-

to raise $40,000 from._ senting on Broadway next fall un-

the audience's. good nature.
= those in Jegit and allied fields. An. der the @itle, ‘The Naked Truth.”
> Throughout the performance, to additional $22,000 is to he raised He will also. try.to line up prop-

Khartashey.

herself in 27—correct—roles.

Dramatists Committee|

U. S.
toll-television
the very end, camera-and-blinder- through contributions’ by founda- | erties - for
lisht creatures from outer space tions and other groups. The coin presentation.
roamed the aisles of the Metropol. , is required by the committee’ to
He is. due back. in six weeks.
—
—_—__—_——: carry out its annual program. of ;
| discovering and aiding new play:
Moiseye eV Dance Co.
wriling talent.
Igor
Morseses «choreographed
company

Inin

Bing to prepare
Soprano debuted in
She had been.told. by
too operatic °for “Pipé

segments: of the |taurant, N. Y. The affair was held:current Freneh success, “L’Idiote,”
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an extraneous

that

New

going to get a real buildup. next season, being under instructions .

from

Following the show’s London
raised $7,000 ir cash and ‘another: preem, Hayward will go to. Paris

It is a meas-|

entertainment

triumph

The

Broadway edition and asin the British presen-|

- Rudolf Bing hunted for and found a new bionde soprano’ for
the ‘Metropolitan Opera in Dorothy Coulter, She made a fateseason: debut drawing excellent. critiques in. “Da: Boheme”: and is

Travelling

with

a total

of 75. peo-

“Sound

of

Music,”

has: acquired

“Many

Loves.”

by William ‘Care

Govern-., pie. including 56 dancers. company j “Daughter of Silence,” a-play by. los Williams will be revived May.
L. West, whose “Devil's: 10 by the Living Theatre, to reer, and will give eight, performances in the; Morris
ment,
city of Vancouv
the
repertory’
bill
of
private the
individuals
totalled $153.-,| Queen Elizabeth Theatre. It will! ‘ Advocate” is currently..at.the Billy; place

600.

Actual

Provinciat
revenue.

exceeded present three

completely

| Sophocles”

different 'Rose Theatre, N.Y.

“Women

of. Trachis”.

budgeted revenue by 11 percent as programs, including . classic and | Ben Irwin’s “The: Commentator”: and .Jackson Macl.ow’s “Marrying
furious pace with quiet interludes, the result of many capacity and ,contemporary - works
of George: will open May 25, at the Fown: Maiden.” which closed yesterday
of which Irina Konyeva and Boris: near capacity houses. Based. on. ‘Balanchine. Ballet will continue to Theatre, Columbia: South Caro-! (Tues.'.
Other repertory entricsPetrov's

to

max
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ansther
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Gradsky’s
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; these
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figures,
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commensurate

first act cli- slate
hooked
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budget

in view

will

of the

|‘San

Francisco.

Los

Chicago. Conductor

events: currently. . ing.
by Nicholas Goldschmidt, : On

Angeles

and! | liria. The author

is Robert

Irv- ; public

of festival

Aug. 2 the Western

hemi-{

Strauss
Ward

is a. partner

relations firm

of

In. the

Cleary

-at

the

Theatre

- are

Jack

Gelber's

.

i ° ‘Connection’: and Bertolt Brecht's -

i ‘Jungle of- Cities: "
& Irwin:
Norman
Maibaum,
Morehouse,. former ‘actor ,

“Susan

Roy.

years ago, the strangely evocative, Artistic and Managing Director. ;sphere’. premiere of Benjamin ‘ and current drama crite and_ “and Thor Arngrim. have leased the.
reminder of Russian br avery in| Figures were to have been already , Britten's
Playhouse, Andover,:
“A “Midsummer ;j columnist for Newhouse, will ap-‘ ‘ Grist. Mill
opera,
World War II, ‘Partisans.’” with! revealed but illness of ‘the treas-| Night’s Dream,” will be presented :pear in “Man Who Came to Din-! INS
and’ will present two new
the amazing gliding stride of the; urer has temporarily postponed it. in the Queen Elizabeth Theatre. ner,” at Robert Porterfield's Barter, scripts there this summer.
They"
horseman.
One of big entertainment events; This director and designer will be | Theatre, Arlington, Va., this sume;.are Norma Macmillan’s “Free: as
Ja. ‘Bird. and. Eric Rudd’s “The. InThe new novelty, and an amus- ' will be Chorus, dancers and .or- Harry
Horner. The opera “The mer.
ing one,
is the
Russian’s
own ‘chestra. for four appearances at Magic Flute” will have American
Patrick
O’Neal, currently: ap- |terpreter.” They. will also. present:
burlesque of an American
jitter- ;the
Pacific
National
Exhibition. counter-tenor
on Broadway
in “Far Celeste: Holm in “Invitation to 2.|
Russell Oberlin in pearing
Country,”
at
the Music Box Thea- March, at the Playhouse, beginrole
of.Oberon
and
Mary
Costa
as
bug crowd of juveniles in frothing: Forum, Aug. 10, 11, 12 eveningsj
©:
bass-baritone tre, will appear. in Tennessee ‘Wil-|, ning Aug..12,
Canadian
extremis of ecstacy. It is divert- with matinee “Aug. 12. Soviet Titania.
Jan Rubes will sing the comic role liams’ “Night of the Iguana,” due| “Time Gentlémen ‘Please’. will
on Broadway . Dec. 28, under. the. inaugurate John Krimsky’s StrollSoviet company and then because first North American « ‘appearance of Bottom and other cast members
close
enough
to reality
to ring
at the Vancouver Festival, - flying named. include Canadian
soprano auspices of Charles Bowden and ers. Theatre --Club. which opens.
true, however. exaggerated at mo-| from Moscow to Montreal and then Ilona Konbrink as Helena and twa Ridgbey. Bullock,
in- association late.:in June on the site of the
ments.
|by Canadian jetliners to Vancouv- Americans,.
with Viola Rubber..
Davis
Cunningham
| former ‘El Morseco Nnitery, N.Y.
Iversen
‘will adapt
Dean Fuller and George Good- | William
It brings a stunning show to aj er Company is caming to Canada tenor, and - Richard Fredericks
strong climax.
under the auspices of Canadian baritone, as Lysander and Deme- man have resigned. as the authors Marguerite Cuallman’s novel, “Nineof “Carte Blanche,” the musical ‘ty Dozen Glasses, *-into a musical
Concerts and Artists Inc.,. Mon- trius: respectively.
treal, operated. by. Nicholas KoudAdditional talent in prospect for Robert E. Griffith and Harold S. Which -will -be ‘presented
by
Ciiff Carnell, currently in Para- | riavtzeff, through whom Vancouver the festival: La Comedie Cana- Prince wili present. TV writers. Michael
Stewart and Sidmoré
mount’s “Too Late Blues,” opens|fest
booked last year’s Chinese dienne from: Montreal,. Irmgard Coleman Jacoby and Arnie. Rosen Parnes. .July 4 in “Wish You Were Here” |Peking Opera.
Seefried
of
Vienna
Statoper, are being considered. to succeed
An exhibition. honoring the ‘fate
in Indianapolis, and follows with
Festival runs six weeks to Au- Frances Bible, Glenn Gould, Alex- the post...
Set designer Lemuel Ayers will bé
“Lady in the Dark” opening mid-| gust 19 but will.offer a preview ander Smallems, Earl Wild, Isaac
-Lidie Murphy has succeeded -on display at the N. Y. Public. Lie
summer in Fort Worth
concert by the New York Philhar- Stern..
| Zarak Kadar in “Ladies Night in brary’ starting July: 9..

|
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Havingd-Run’ B’way Up, ‘Carnival’ SRO $66,648,
Soun $109,931inToronto : [Suggests
Houses for B’way Shows
‘Donnybrook’ $42,030inPhilly Wk., When Attendance Slips Phil Silvers $69,009, Ritchard $43,618,
New York.
} Editor, VARIETY:
AS a regular (but not a regular-

Miracle’ $24,857 forBalto Standx2‘ xnists Fish’ $23,720; ‘Taste’ 17146, ‘AI 10/46

* Receipts ‘on the road list week Hardw icke). ‘Previous week, $35,- the‘March8 issue.
(|
SF objected.to your inference that
:- ganged from $16, 267 for. “Raisin “in 612 with TG-ATS subscription.
_ the Sun” in its eighth. Chicago| Last week, $37,318 with: ‘TG-ATS |the. only complaint from the: twofer
7
.{holding‘ public was that they- could
.frame ‘to $109,931 for “Sound of. subscription:
’
not get tickets for a. specific per‘ Music” in the windup ‘third ‘stanza |
I récenfly. came: upon
‘in Toronto: . “Gypsy” ‘was. strong AS. awe MuS050. Pete gMD- formance.
in ‘a. one-week ‘Cleveland ‘booking 931) (Flor
tw ofers which were good only
/S0me
»PreviHenderson.
and the. Broadway-targeted “Don- ous week "$100:781 with O'Keefe |£0" a period of a week. I hurried .
over: to the theatre and asked for
‘nybrook”. did okay in its first. full :
subserfption on a. potential. ‘BTOSS“ two. tickets for-any of. that week
frame in Philadelphia:
~
capacity of -$102,105.
..
“for
either mezzanine or. archestra.
“Merry Widow,” the: ‘first -of |
_In other words, I made no restricthe ‘Civic Light Opera. Assn. sub-| Last .week, $109. 931,
_
tions.
at:call.
“scription. entries, got. off to a solid |
. : WILMINGTON
:
start in Los Angeles last week.
Once Upon a Mattress, Playhouse . ‘The reply was that there were no
tickets
available.
Why did they
..The touring “Five Finger Exer- (MC-RS}. ($6.50-$7; 1,231) (Imogene .
' cise” closed Jast Saturday (22). in ‘Coca; Edward: Everett Horton. King : ever let the twofers out in the first
Ale
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=
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They
.didn’t
even have
Columbus, as did. the ‘locat Boston. Donovan). Previous week, $25, 641,
regular-price tickets available. And
production of “Two, For the See- Shubert. New Haven. so
I_had
a.new
addition
to. my colsaw.”
Last week, $26, 553. with: TG-ATS

subscription.
|
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Estimates for Last Week
Parenthetic designations: for out:

a. lection of. unused twofers.
Like most -theatre-lovers

=

“SPLIP WEEKS

of-toun shows are the same as for.|

‘4.6,, eLclusiré 0

the previous week's take for seven

The sellouts were “Camelot.”
“Car-'! Previous week. $40.038
nival,” “Mary, Mary” and “Sound
Last week, $43 618. °
of Music.”

Six shows

Miracle

1.819:

week,

$13.622

Bloomington.:

$12.432;

Tuesday

(18), -one

lant

Last

Memorial,

Louisville,

for five’ perform-|

cal-Drama),
eretta),

"| (Jessica

Tandy,

| Previous

needed

able to get

Roland

‘week,

$24. 738

Caroline

L ast. week, $57, 373.

Dixon). /formances:

.Auditorium,

_| Monday-Tuesday

|

(MC)

999: $48,-

p) '$6.90-$7.50;

DRj;iBarbara

Bel

.
'C) :7th wk;

1,139:

Geddes,

$43.53)

Barry

Nel-

son, Michael Rennie’.
Previous
‘eek, $41,736
with parties.
parties
designations |week,
$41,
;

Last week, $42,358 with parties,

through}

syiracle Worker, Playhouse -D)

for Friday-Saturday nights and the:
;Duke'. Previous week, $21.644.
Last week, $24,958.

of the first |lower for weeknights’, number of!

i.e., exclusire
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the

high. Salaries: and

: 000:

account,

theatré-lovers flock in.
‘The
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more
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two, $6:-

Columbus,
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(Di!

Morris,

Henry

McCarthy). Previous

week, "[

ast

Zero

week,

Sound

.

1

Mosiel'.

—

of

Music,

'$75,000)

‘Mary

Lunt-Fontanne

Martin’.

'D) \eek, $75,878.

Previous

‘21st wk; 165 p) ($6.90-$7.50: 967; : Last week. $75.913.

the- , £38-500'. Previous week, $12,180.

theatre- -going |

Last

the

*Best

: public,

week

|

$16,549.

Man,

Morosco

Pre-

MD) (71st Wk: 564 p+ ($9.60; 1.407;

D

.*All the Way Home, Belasco

can't the

Wallach,

Jones, i vious week oath

and ; $23, 068.

second-run

to

Longacre (CD) «15th
“wh:Rhinoceros,
120 p) ‘$6.90; 1.101: $37.000)

Advise and Consent, Cort

23d * a LAaapos EGS ‘Slew, ‘Eli

middleclass

do it; why

Fair Lady, Hellinger -MC)
wk: 2.119 pi) +$8.05; 1.551;

Ee300) Peecnael Allinson. Margot

watch tle | Last week, $21,716.

movies

Tolede,. theztres? “ These

417-181,

Hartman,

royalties

Then

of taxes.

Asterisk denotes show had cut-‘:"°5®
revious weck, $52,417,
rate tickets in circulation.
Last week, $57,962.

‘Once a play has reached. a

“+Paul. Closed. last’ Saturday 122) in non-expense

Previous week, $48.258.

‘Op-:53

(Repertory),.

of performances

Culver": some of the frills, reduce same of |Kevin
with

1$6.50-$7: .SLIT: $67.355) | Last week, S18. 169 for seven: per-__

‘AMichael Evans,

OP

.
‘
Last week, $43,935.
Mary, Mary, Hayes

of Adjust-. seats, capacity gross and stars.
rates.
! Price includes 10°
Federal and | *My
the stimv- |5 City tax, but grosses are net; ‘266th

po axhere patronage. haswaned

_ My Fair Lady; Shubert (MC-RS) .Columbus.

6th wk)

Rep.

Prices luumber

to revive the°‘dying’

ATS subscription, Auditorium, St. cut the prices.

BOSTON.

O (Opera),

wk; 236 p) :$8.60:

250) (Elizabeth
Seal,al, Keith
Michell) 51),
za
el
oIChHe
| Previous week, $38.32],

for Last Week

4 Dramatic Reading).

Five Finger ‘Exercise’ 'D-RS) ‘where the overhead is Jess, cut out ‘Chester

w eek, $24. 857.

Irma La Douce, Plymouth
"(30th

,

Keys: C (Comedy), D ‘Drama),
CD ‘(Comedy-Drama), R ‘Rerue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi-

not to be confused with tcuring

Prev jous | 238 with TG-ATS| subscription.

ances’ Playhouse. .Wilmington.

tickets!

v

a. result, I like |iast Saturday, top prices ‘where ; 78th wk; 620 p) +$6.90-$7.50; 944;
I have found that I go two prices are given, the higher is !‘$36.500) ‘Suzanne Pleshette. Patty

:

-$45.000'..

discount

Other parenthetic
on a] refer, respectively, toweeks played,{

‘ budget, I. think Broadway

Worker. -Ford's ‘(D-RS) ! Thursday-Friday. 20-21), four, $22,- show s.

($4 88:

had

in circulation.
Estimates

- taxes, ‘Engagements are. for single i pry, ‘$8.409:' Paramount, Anderson,. theatre in New York is to develop
‘week. unless otherivise tioted.
Ind., .Wednesday 119), two. BTL, second-run theatres.
These are

“BALTIMORE.

Me} iad we 24 ” 1$8-60-89.60y

performances and one preview. 11,980; $62,805) (Cyril Ritchard),

.

Fiorello 'MC-RS}. Previous w eek,. are too high. As

Broadway, except that: hyphenated | $37, 852, American, St., Louis.
twofers.
T with show classification indicates.’ “Last week, $52.079.for eight. per- more often when I am.
‘tryout and. RS. indicates road show, formances: Michigan State U...East twofers. Also, I was one
rete
abate
en
Also, prices on. touring. shows. in ‘Lansing, Monday (17), one, $9.000 ‘in Jine when “Period
en
:
clude: 10% Federat Tax and: loral- with Broadway. Theatre League ment’ * went on reduced
tar.
if any, . but MS on Broadway Subscription;
U- of Indiana, . ‘It.is my opinion that
\
grosses are. net:

Business climbed
for most , ning performance May 6 to move to
Broadway shows last week.
The‘ lthe
roadway Theatre where it
biggest hike was registered by the opens May 9.
City Center
revival of “Show|
Last week, $40,591.
Boat,” which jumped
$17.492 over
.
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Plowright,

Hermione

Radde-

'dav-Saturday ‘20-221. five: $12,109 ‘wauld provide more jobs for actors, Wk: 432 p) :$6.90-$7.50; 999; $41.- ley).
Two for the Seesaw, Wilbur. icpyTw ith TG-ATS subse ription.
Previous week, $15.600.
‘would advance the art. and in the;: 000) ‘Lee Tracy, Frank Lovejoy’.;
'$4.95-$5.50: 1 241: $36. 610)
Last week, $17.480.
Understudy
long run. would
produce
more, Previous week, $21. 935.
(Jeffrey Linn. Lee Grant). Previ- |:
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“profits for: the investors..
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‘Last week, $25.310.
!Miss Plowright, who's been out il}
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M
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}
Month Club patronage. Local prio-’
Big Fish, Little Fish, ANTA ;Since April 11.
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“Touring Shows
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‘duction ended limited. threc- week.
run Jast Saturday. night 122),
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Hostage Biltmore AS (agnun: Geary,
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up here for} | inning
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hbmerry:“widow — Philharivonie, LA. to the present. Hunter has als 838.
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,
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Camelot, Majestic

1 18t. t week.
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My- Fair Lady 2d Lo. Shubert, Bos: '
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Last week, $43.375.

{
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°
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» lege. Roanoke, Va.. traces: the his-}
Bye Bye Birdie, Shubert ‘MC: |
.
“Ate sandra, tory of the Peoria area.from Fa-!-53q wk: 416
p) '$8.60-$9.40: 1,-...Wildeat,

Tcronto, (24 outs“Aud, Denver (2-5),
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Molly Brown,
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DETROIT . .
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$65, 000) tLaurence Olivier, Arthur ‘
ci.Science. Federation. of the Peoria] two previews.
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each. scheduled for ‘a seven-week |
run,
Last week, around. $76, 000.with
wa CLOA subscription.

Smiling Boy. Cherry Lane

(419-62),

opening

Billy Liar, Camb
(
»,
Breakfast for Tone.ree
13-60),61).
Bride Comes Back, \ audeville (11-25-60).|

Flower

Duchess (4-27-60).

Drum

G-zebe,

Irm

‘leregular

oe

Kina

Song,

Savoy

Stratford, E. (4-3-61).

tric

Word,

Kons,

Palace (3-24-60).

(3-29-60)

Royal,

Lb.-Deuyee,

(7-17-58).

Criterion, (411-6D,

Princes

(2-23-61).

Lady From the Sea, Queen’ 3 ‘3.15-61).
Marcel Marceau, Saville (4-7-6)
Micdcle’ Worker, Royalty “SpelDe

|

Milk Weed; Circle (3-29-61).
Horseradish, Maidman
(3- 13-61). +

Lane (4-30-58).

Last week, $42,030:.

— °-

Simple

‘cLoseo.

South, Lyric, Ham

“ Meby. Dick, Madison Ave. 16-60; | a iec Weng: PrinceWyndbam's (3.2960).
Mausettag nels “A1-S-60), closed’ Bunt | Aenth ten,

Comedy

SONIOUS
wees |-.
0

f.

. formapces,
—

SCHEDULED B‘WAY PREEMS

TORONTO:

|

| - dra (C-RS) 12d wk) ($5.50-$6; 1,525; |“Bonny
‘Koatin.
_. $47,285)|(Gertrude’

Berg,

Bale, Strand (5461)

South
Pacific,
City
Center (4-26-62).
;
S861).

Malority of One, Royal Alexan-| Porgy & Bess, City Center 17-60.

Cedric Pad
:

k, 46th.St. 46-18-61,
Broadhurst. 25-6).

Joey City Center (5-31-61...

oo

Anderseonvi

}

-

” Fintan’s Rainbows Seville C85D.

‘(Joe E. Brown, Jo Sulliv an, Robert

!Rounseville, Jane Kean,
Carol
Devil’s Advocate, Rose ‘D) (7th .Brice). Previous week, $43,989 for
wk: 52 p) '$6.90-$7.50; 1,162; $46.- Seven. performances and one pre045) ‘Leo. Genn, Sam Levene. Ed- ,View. Ended limited two-week en-

ward

Mulhare),

Previous

week, ,84gement last Sunday 23).
Last week, $61,481.

Opening This Week
Young
Abe
Lincoln,
O'Neill
(MC) ($2.50; 1,076; $20,000). Arthur Shimkin presentation of the
Little Golden Theatre production

|
:
ical
by Richard
Last
week,With
$69,008.
.
N
Evening
Mike Nichols
and |j\
icyMpecnstela
by JoanOna
Javitc,Jonn
musicAllenby
and

| Previous week, $23,752.

The

Last. week, $28,315.

lyrics by Arnold

one-hour

Sundgaard.

moppet - targeted

presentation, which played = comengagement

at the York

,, event n £
. Previous week, $27,- 7 |of eight afternoon an ive
be
. Wanamaker)
765 for seven performances.
performances last
night
(Tues.).

_ Last. week, $33,063.

ye, Yeiew Rotes,StMart,F11-6).|
.

Evans.

23 p)
1,101; $40,-|Playh
p) ($6.90-$7.50;
this
N. a weekly
Y., ear lier
(§6.90-$7.50;
Wk;k; 23
Playhouse,beganN.Y.
(Kim Stanley,
107)
Steven 1, 01; Hill, Sam$40,-| |month,
schedule

aun.
a
ta Hee
'
SCHEDULED
OpENiNes
Progress: tw:Park, Saville G 36)

:

week, $22,663.
Last week, $20,444.

". Far Country, Music Box (D) (3d| mercial

(4-13-61.

(4-661).
Mmaid2.2460),
Myat'y,Apollo
aid
:
day thestre (23 Cranes, Poe etre:
PITTSBURGH.
tt Suller,
(4th:| Theatre,
\MC-RS)
WestSide
story,Haied
cNeglay aoe after50 per eect
Previous
esty's G2-125H,
($7; Man;
$68,000).
1,760:Nixon
wk)Music

week, $57,642,
‘Last week, “$64,561.

; Vegas, without

Barrymore

{Elaine
Golden 773;
(R) ‘28th
Wk; |Victor Ziskin and special dialog
227 p) May,
($6.90-$7.50;
$30,439).

(10-19 60),
Whitehaly (3-19-58).

Spymen,

week.'on a $350,000 investment and re“opens May 19 at the Dunes, Las

Cy
Last week, $37,847.
19th wk; 149 p) ($6.50-$7.50; 1.067:' Show Boat, Cify Center (AID)
$40,000) ‘Henry Fonda). Previous (2d wk; 13 p) ($3.95: 3.090: $60.000)
Critie’s. Choice,

:

Bi)
1.876; $68,000).
Pre- |. MA
Siscks,
St. Marks
(54-50),
Rete Eavnartet,
Xious.($687.50;
week, $8,056
many Loves,
Eiving
‘Theatres os n | Settied
Out Ceurt, 160)
Strand
for. opening
,

1$6.90-$7.50; | .93) at an estimated $105.000 deficit

Do Re Mi, St. James (MC) (17th
wk; 136 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,615; $69,500) ‘Phil Silvers), Previous "week,
$63,493.

‘On Brighter Side, Phoenix (4-12-61).
_
PHILADELPHIA.
Americon’Countess,
sevovendHarbison
ONIN’ (E36).
nen,” | Rehearaa,
Que Over Eight.
York's
_ no
Donnybrook,
Shubert (MC-T) (1st | Tattooed
SigneDuke
ESED.
6soy45-60.

night performance April. 15.

pi

Previous

—-| $34.805..
~ Last week, $27,604.

| Mousetrap (Ambassadors (11-25-52),
' Susie Man, Adelpbi (3-16-61).
My Fair Ledy, Drury
Oliver, New (6-30-80).

69

Last week. $26,148.

dates)

‘Altona, R. Court: (3-19-61).
Amorcus Prawn, Piccadilly (12-9-59).
- And Another Thing, Fortune «10-6-60).
‘Bargain, St. Martin’s (1-19-61)

+Glory..Be;

Stewée Prunes
Showplace. (12-14-60).
Threepenny Opera, de. Lys (9-20-55).:

Under
Worm

(Figures denote

‘9th wk;

1.090; | $43,522).
$25,691.

Company Slask, Coliseum (3-27-61).
Fings Ain't, Garrick (2-11-60).

“Merry Widow, Philharmonic tOP(st! wk) ($5.75-$6.50; 2.670; | Only Nonsense, E. 74th St: (4-3-6).
0, Oysters, Village Gate (1-30-61).
|
$79,000) ‘Patrice, Munsell, Opened
Painted Diys, ‘farauee (4-661)
April 17-as the. first of four Civic
- Philoktetes, I Sheridan Square *a24-61).

‘ Light

SHOWS

Ccretaker,

“Ladies. Night, Eleanor Gould 3.21. 61).
Leave It to Jane, Sheridin Sa... (9-25-59).
Msry Sunshine, Orpheum
(11-18-59), -

RS)

‘LONDON

|

South Pacific, City Center (MD)

Fforello, Broadhurst (MC) (73d $3.95-$3,090; $60,000

wk; 580 p)($8.35-$9.40; 1,182; $58,4194)... Previous week, $37,110. Ex- Nits the Broadhurst after the eve-

Y. City Center ‘Light Opera
co “revival begins limited three-

week stand tonight (Wed.).

_Wednesday, April 26, 1961 |

LEGITIMATE
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CASTING NEWS_

ment call Rose Sultan, above num- leading men 1 andwomen, and male | Gregory (c/o St. Marks Playhouse,

and. femme.
chorus
performers. 133. Second Ave., N.¥.;: AL 4-8630), :.
Mail photos and resumes, through “Meet: Peter -Grant” (D).. Pro
agents only, c/o. above: ‘address.
ducer, Lee Bergman (251 W. 74th
‘OUT OF TOWN
PHILADELPHIA
1 St., N. ¥.; TR 3-7844).:
“Vintage. *61” (R). Producer, Zev |
Playhouse in the Park. Producer,
“Tattooed. Countess” {C).
Bufman (1605 N-.-Ivar Ave., HollyEthelynR THrasher (58 W. 57th
Folluwing are available parts in upcoming Broadway, of-Broad- -wood 28, Calif.; HO 4-7121). Parts St, N.Y., ‘Studio 25; LT 1-0610). ‘diicer, Dick Randall, in assoclstion
with Robert Feldstein (c/o. Barbiavailable
for
six
male
and
six
and touring shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and tele
Parts: availablé for male and femme
vislon shows. All information has been obtained directly by the femme singer-dancer-actors under dramatic performers and appren- zon Plaza Theatre, 106 C.P.S., N. X5
cl 17-7000),
Mail
photos and. resumes, tices. Mail photos and resumes,
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been Te- 30.
|.
above address.
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues.),
through
agents
only, to Paul}
CHICAGO .
Stoudt, above address. .
The available roles will be repeated weekly until filled, and addiCity.’ Producer,
Paul
tions to the list will be made only when information 4s secured from ' Second
_ PHOENICIA, N.Y. |
responsible parties. The intention is to service performers with leads Sills (301 E. 10th St., N.Y.). Parts
Phoenicia. Theatre.
Producers,
run a wild goose marathon.
This information is publisHed without available for girls, 20's, imagina- Ivor Balding, Peter Bogdanovich &
tive, ‘facile actresses. with singing Michael’ Lindsay-Hogg (c/o Baldeharge.
(educationaland preferably instrumental .ex- ing, 415 E. 82d St., -N.Y.; RE dramatic
series).: Producer, CBS.
In addition to the available parts Usted, the tabulation includes properience, to work in an_improvisa- 4-2947). Parts ‘available for “male (524 W.: 57th ‘St., N. ¥.; JU 6-6000);
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the managetional group. Companies are being
and femme performers for resident ‘casting director, Paula’ Hindlin.
ments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designaformed for the Coast and N.Y., as company. Photos and resumes be- Accepting photos and resumes of.
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, '(D) Drama, (MC) .Musical Comedy, well as Chi.
ing accepted: c/o -above address:: general male and female dramatic
(31D: Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic
Both Equity and non-Equity per- talent, ¢/o above address. No. dupliReading.
;
fornirers will be used for ‘the 10- cates:
STOCK.
“Lamp “Unto My. Feet”: (religls:
week season.
_ BELLPORT, L. I.
male and femme revue types. “Ap
ous-dramatic
-series).~ Producer,
Gateway
Playhouse.
Managing
SPRINGFIELD, JILL.
ply through agent or mail photos
Y.; JU
|] and resumes, c/o above ‘address. director, David Sheldon (Gateway |. Tent at the Lake. Producers, CBS (524 .W. 57th St.,
Enterprises Inc., 43 W. 54th St., Jane
Stanley’ Buckles & D. G. 6-6000); casting- dircetor,. Paula
“Nine Milliosth Star” (D), Pro- N. Y.). . Parts available for Equity Buckles (c’o Buckles Theatre Co., Hindlian. Accepting photos. and. re_ BROADWAY
ducers, Michael Charnee &. Geof- leading men and women and ver- 1472 Broadway, N: Y.; Rm. 904). sumes of general male and female
-“All The Best People” (C). Pro- frey F. Rudaw (340 E. 66th. St.,
dramatic. talent, c’o above address.
ducers, Joel. Spector & Buff Cobb N. Y.; RE 4-1478). Available parts: satile character: men and women. Available parts: leading man and No. duplicates.
(147 W. 57th St., N.¥.; PL 7-2691). girl, 14; boy, 16.. Mail photos and Mail photos and. resumes to Shel- woman; ingenue; ‘character woman. :
“Naked City”, «dramatic series).
dan ic’o Joyce. Selznick,. Columbia
Mail
photosand
resumes,
.
c/o.
Available parts: naive femme, 21; resumes, c/o. above.
‘| Pictures, 711 Fifth Ave. N. ‘Y.). above address, through agents’ only Producer, - ‘Herbert B. Leonard
male, 30-35; middleaged
femme;
| (Sereen: "Gems. 711 Fifth Ave.,
Apprentices,
apply
directly
at
in
the
case
of
the
leads..
“Place
Without
Twilight”
(;
executive male, 50-60; callous male,
N. Y.; PL 1-4432). Accepting phoGateway. Theatre operates as a
Robert
Fryer
and
;
SULLIVAN, ILL.
30-35. Mail photos and resumes, Producers,.
showcase for Columbia
Lawrence Carr, in association with Tsummer
Summer of musicals. Producer, ‘| tos and: resumes of general male
c o above address.
John Herman
(234 W. “44th St., Pictures executives and producers. Guy S. Little Jr. (Box 185, Suili- and female d,amatic talent by mail
“Blood, Sweat and Stanley Poole”
N.Y.; LA 4-2844). Available parts:
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
van, Ill.)}. Parts available for male only, ‘c/o above address.
{D’. Producer, Roger L. Stevens man,
19-21, tall, handsome,’ cat- |
NEC- TY. (30 Rockefeller Plaza,
Mountain Theatre.
Producer, and femme Equity musical per-!
(745 Fifth Ave., N. Y.; PL 1-1290).
like,
fair;
boy,
16,
intense,
medium
;
William
O.
Brining
(4545
Connecti|formers
and paid apprentices. Mail :iN. ¥.; CI. 7-8300).. Casting director.
Part available for boy, 21-22, col- ‘height, fair; girl, 18; spiritual qual-;
Rick. "Kelley. is accepting photos:
cut
AVe.
NW,
Washington,
D.C::
photos
and
resumes,
above
address.
lege grad type with good comedy ity, natural beauty, fair; girl, 2I!,
and resumes ‘of: male ‘and femme
Parts available for
‘THOMPSON, CONN.
ability. Mail photos and resumes fragile; girl, 18, all-American type; EM 3-5051).
Quadic Summer Playhouse. Man- dramatic ‘performers for several
c’o Terry Faye (165 W.<46th St., boy, 19,-sincere. All roles are Ne- |five male and six femme Equity
,
; dramatic performers and several aging director, Alan James, in as-. Shows. . Mail -Information. to him, N.Y.)
gro. Mail photos. and resumes to 'non-paid arprentcies. Mail photos. sociation with Paul Porter & An- 1e’o. above address. No duplicates.
“€omplaisant Lover” (D'.
Pro- tabove address.
| and resumes, above address. Sea- drew Carrington’ (1271 First Ave.,

ber.

| Television

“Camera “Three”

ducer,

Irene

Mayer

Selznick

(112}

;

)

Producer, :SOR opens June 20.
jN:- Y.). Parts. available for male!
‘and femme dramatic and. comedy :
‘CANAL FULTON; OHIO
performers.’ Mail photos and Tes!
|
-Canal
Fulton
Summer
Arena.
tive, not too slender; English cou- ;
ple, mid-50s, upper middle class; dancers who sing Monday (n.men Producers, David Fulford &.Wil- umes c.o James, abave- address. liam
Dempsey
(60
W.
45th
at
11
a.m.
and
girls
-at
2
at
St.,
TRAVERSE CITY, MICH.
English
boy, 9-11, earnest.
un“| “Chieapee Falls” (D). ‘Producer,
Parts available
Cherry County Playhouse. 'Pro-. Oscar ‘Lerman
affected, plays Michael Redgrave’s | the Shubert Theatre (225 Ww.hath. N.Y.: MU 2-1570).
(1472 Broadway,
| for male and femme Equity drama- : ducer, Ruth Bailey (Spring Hill _N.
| Y¥.: BR 9-5218, suite 1109). Parts
s0n: character man, 50s, heavy set, St., N-Y.1.
‘tie ferformers.
Mail photoszand. Lane,
Cincinnati
26,.
Ohio;
TR-|
prosperaus, speaks Dutch fluently;
available
for
‘experienced
leading
“Sound of Music’ (MD). Producresumes c o above address; don't:: 1-0049°.
Parts available for lead-. ‘lady; 20- 30, warm. ‘Mail photos and
character man, 30-50. shrewd, fa- ers.
Richard
Rodgers
& Osca
é
15-week' season
‘begins:iag mer, 30-40: character woman ; resumes, c-o- Jeanette’ Kamins,;: |
2d
(488
Madison phone..
cile hotel valet, some Dutch.
Mail Hammerstein
Mail! above address.
with - second woman range.
photos
and resumes
¢’o Irving Ave., N. Y.); casting director, Eddie June 6.°
Film will be shot.

Central Park South, N.Y.).

Avail-

“Sail

. Away”

(MEIC),

ponnard Productions (290 .CPS,
able parts: English girl, 19, Avall-|'N.¥.:
JU 2-26491.
Auditions ‘for

Blum. Auditions for possible. future:
CHICAGO
Schneider, above address.
i photos and resumes c‘o producer, vin}N
replacements for girls, 17-16,- and.
Chicago Music Theatre and Chi- above address.
David Merrick, 246 W. 44th St.. boy-s, 11-14 all with trained voices.
cago
Tenthouse
Theatre.
Producer,
‘YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO
WN. Y.; LO 3-7520. Accepting phatos [characters.
Mail photos
and Herb Rogers (45 East End Ave.
Antioch
- Area Theatre.
e
Artistic.
and resumes of sopranos,
bass- | resumes to above address.
N.
Y¥.:
RE
4-6187);
Parts
available
director.
Meredith Dallas ‘c:o An-.
baritones,
tenors
and boys and

Y. and New England in. June.

Hisceltansons |

girls, 7-14, who sing and dance, for

for male and femme musical principals and apprentices. Mail photos

tioch

College,

Yellow

‘Springs,

Ohio: Rockwell 7-7331-. Auditions
tomorrow (Thurs.) and. Friday (28:
oY. ‘Summer. Resort. Director, ~
for ‘two Equity character men to - Michadl. Skori (75-15 210 St. Bay- |
play roles in classical. period and sides L..1., N; ¥.; HO 8-4251). Spot:
For appointment. available ‘for. feriume singer, with .
‘modern drama.
call Dallas (WA “4-5531'. Season’-#
#ood: English’. and Yiddish - reper: |
runs July 5-Sept. 10.. ©
tuire. “Phone. above. ‘number for -

casting file.
Mail material. cot
OFF-BROADWAY
and resumes to above
address.
Michael Shurtleff,- above address.
“Bella” (MC. Producer, Lance. New York auditions currently beIndicate voice range.
te’o Lance Productions, ; ing held. through agents: only.
,
Barklee
“Get
it Up”
(MC.
Producer,
COHASSET, MASS...
Charles Curran (ec 6 Lambs Club,’ Box 184, Haworth, N. J.!: Available
' parts: leading lady, 30’s;. leading | South Shore Music Circus. Man130 W. 44th St. N.Y.; JU 2-1515).
| man, 40’s, British; British detec-. aging director, Bill Ross (120° W.
Available parts: six femme singers,
itive type: sinister male Oriental; 44th St...N. Y.;- JU 2-2803). Parts
‘appointment.
.
20-23, must double with specialty;!
| Voluptuous blonde femme; hench- | available for male
and
femme
‘Silver Studlios.. 231. W. ‘54th St,
balrvom
dance
team,
20-23;
Mail photos and: Tesu- =pr:ncipal musical: performers. ConTOURING.
.
‘man. type.
[N.¥.;
PL.
7-7338:)
Secking
girt. 5- pe
—
young comedienne, baritone, 20's. —
mes ¢ 0 above address.
; tact. Ross. ¢-o above number.
“Advise and Consent” (D-. Pro- "who looks like Jacqueline KenAccepting photos and resumes, ¢ 0
nedy,
to
he
‘photographed
for’
ducer,
‘Martin.
Tahse
+1860)
Broad/
_
CORNING,
N.
Y.
“3th Avenue North” iR.. 'Proabove address.
Don't phone. Ap-!
plicants must have intimate night ?ducer, Shippen Geer, in association } Corning Summer Theatre, Pro-' ‘way. N.Y. JU 2-7650:. All parts - natianal -advertising campaign for
‘kiddic
-products.
Contact
Amy
available
for
the
national
company
|
ducers.
Dorothy
Chernuek
&
Omar
;with
Michael
Batterberry
‘341
club experience.
IK. ‘Lerman tc:o Corning Theatre, which is ‘scheduled to beg sin in: Ardrey, ‘above. address.
“Jennie” «ID.
Producer, New- Madison Ave., N. ¥.; MU 9-2910».
Available parts: tall. rugged, hand-{}Houghion Park, Box 51, Corning, :Sept..Mail photos and resumes co
bur xe-Porter Prods. 11619 Broad- :
6-4636:. Parts available. for! above address..
Was,
Y: JU 6-4886°. Available _some leading man; beautiful, dark-|N. Y.;
male and femme actors, singers and
“Flower Drum Song”. IMC, Pro:
parts: ~aie lead, 30's, tall: femine, ‘eyed femme dancer. Mail -photos .
{|dancers. Accepting photos and re-: ducer, Lenny-Debin
Agency H140-.
2). etherial, small, lovely, must ‘and resumes co Geer, Tm: 803,
sures
¢-oO Richard
Flusser 1550! W. 58th St, N.¥.: JU 2-0270.. ALE
tabove
address.
sins well; character woman,
30:
Fisth Ave., N.Y. for musical: per-!! parts av ailable. Parts available for ...a
barmahl!,
40's, plump;
character; “It Should Happen Toa Dog” (CO. forniers
Edinburgh, April 18.
and above address for! Juanita Hall part and young male
The reeord rush for ducats ‘to.
ma, 4s; Irish man, 50's. Mail pho- . Producer.
James
J..
Cordes , dramati ie actors. Ten-week seasan
! orjental. Mail photos and resumes.
the
upcoming’.
International: Festis.
tos ‘and resumes, through agents | :609 Tenth Ave. N. Y.: JU 2- 5999:. ' be sins Jane 26.
to Jack Lenny c o.above address. val is being ‘viewed as foreshadow...
on 3. above address.
|Available parts: five character men:
EPHRATA, PA.
Show. will. tour. the straw hats. tliis: inz a successful 1961-arts junket.
“Kean” -MC-. Producer, Robert to play older Jewish types with ;
| Lesion Star Playhouse. Produc- summer.
On tle first. dayof dealing with.
accents - Mail ‘photos! \Bo-direcior, John Cameron
Lantz
745 Fifth Ave, N. ¥. EL authentic
(P.O. | “Gypsy” (MC. Producer, David mail orders. these . totalled an es-5-0366.
Five major role. avail-: and resumes ¢c‘o above address.
Box 334, Ephrata, Pa.). Parts avail-’ Merrick
(246 W. 44th St, NY;
tiniated $135,000. Orders came in:
abie: soprano, 305, beautiiul, SQ-'
“I Want You” (MC-. Producers, able for five male and five femme j 1.0 3-7520+. All parts available for from 24. overseas countries as well
phisticated: soprano, 2Us, beautiful. Theodore
J. Flicker’ & Joseph Raul ty: ‘dramatic performers
and the second company. Mail photos ‘as from the U.K.
naive: man, $0-35. operatic tenor,
Crayhon ‘c’o The ‘Premise. 154 apprentives. Mail photos and res-|and resumes
to
Manny
Davis,
An: augmented
office staff is
reza!; character comedian; acrobat- !: Bleecker
St.. N.Y;
LF -°3-5020:. [umes above address. N. Y. audi- ‘at the Merrick office. Script, pub-. handling ‘a flood: of applications
bal'et
dancer.
Apply
through; f Available
parts:
Irish-Americar.‘tions will be held Apri! 20-21, by lished by Random
House, _avail-- from. the U. S., Canada, -Africa,
aznis or mail ‘photos and resumes ‘ girl,.18. sexy but sweet; voung Jead- appoint:nent only.
ol W.: “Australia, New Zealand, Pakistan,
able at Drama Book Shop 15
ec @® Monty Shaff. above address. : ing man, thin: male song and dance |
52d St. NY.)
GEORGES
MILES, N. H.:
-' Switzerland, Hong Kong, Denmark, “Kicks & Co.” sMC>. Producers,-‘team, wise crackers; man,: huge,
Lake Sunapee
Playhouse. Pro“La
Plume
de.
Ma
Tante”.
(MC),:‘Italy and Portitzal: Statf- is workRobert ‘Barron
Nemiroff & Dr. * dumb, Irish cop: man. short, fal,. “ducer, H. C. McKay ‘eo assistant |producer, David. Merrick (246
W:; ing nights to cope with the. mail.
Bu ton Chartes D’ Lugoff i337 Biee-° funny: man tall, thin, evil: six-beau-. producer, Pz H. Judd, 1683 Third. 44th St., N.Y.; LO 3-7520 Avail- , Total value ‘of. tickets for tliis
ker St. N. ¥.; AL 5-3179-. Ayail- ..tHul girls: several low comedians. Ave. N. Yu SA 2-7392'..Parts avail-. able parts:
twa femme dancers. year’s performances is about $546.abie parts: Nezro or white male - AN applicants miust sing and dance.'
able. for two men and two femme |\taiq
More. than 275.000: ducals
photos
and
resumes
¢/o 000.
sirwer, 30-40; femme, 30s. slender ; Mail photos and resumes, above
to
,
Michael.
Shurtleff,
above address. jliave been printed for the 182 pers.
performers,
» Equity dramatic
singer, southern belle type femme, ; address:
formances.:;
~
tpertorm
a
wide
range
of
rdles.
“Music
Man’
(MC).
Producer:
2: belting voice, some dancing: '
“Leave It To Jane” (IC). Pro-. Send photos and resumes, b¥ mail Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 Broad- 60a; °
Nezry
character
comedian.
ducers,
Joseph
Berhu.
&
.
Peter
.¢.o
Judd,
above
address.
oniy
‘way
N.
¥.:
JU
2-1690).
All
parts:
‘Melbourne
to
Get Bie
.
for
Nevto
dancer-singer-actress
Katz te’o. Sheridan Square -‘Thea-..
} available for the sé¢cond. company.
8
HINSDALE, ILL.
maior
role; Negro baritone. 20s;
tre, Seventh Ave. & Fourth St., teen Salt -Creek: Playhouse.. Producer. ! Mail photos and resumes to Lillian:
senmi-legit soprano, beautiful Ne-- -NLY¥.; CH 2-9609).
Auditions for
.Melbourne, April 18.
@
OV ewe
,
i
y
*
(P.O.
Box
226, | Stein, above address: Script avail, |
Bri.
“6s:
comedian,
20s.
rotund.
male and femme singers. as re- Fom - Blank
Melbour ne is to have.a $9,000,090.
barton hae inser
snd ‘oancers. placements, every Thursday at 6 Hinsdale, T.). Seeking male and| able at Drama Book Shop (51 Ww.
-Culturat
Centre,
w liich will include.
femme
featured performers
and } 52d St., N. ¥..
d
white 5
S
p.m., above address.
three theatres,. cafés and art palname ‘stars. ‘Mail photos and resome tor small comedy roles. Mail |
leries,
A
spire-type
» ‘building will
“Midsummer Night's Dream” iC, “sures ¢'o above address. Season
photos and resumes
co
Sidney!
have a cafeteria and restaurant
Joseph Papp
!N.. ¥. ‘runs June 4-Labor Day, at the
Eden, above address. Don't phone, °* Producer,
SHOWS
IN REHEARSAL
plus
three:
theatres.
Festival,
1230 Fifth former Hinsdale Summer Theatre.
auditions will be held in the near: ! Shakespeare
Around’ the courtyard will be
BROADWAY.
lAve.. N..Y.. SA 2-4008). Parts avail- ;
future,
HYANNIS, MASS.
‘four floors of galleries. One-theatre,
Pro- iable for: several tiny, Negro and
Cape Cod Melody Tent. Pre-séa- . “Kuprin” (D). Producers, Robert | With capacity of 300. canbe used
“Love A La Carte” (MC:.
white
non-Equity
boys,.
7-10.
rson m<nager. Henry Guettet: (120; E. Griffith & Harold S. Frince *630 for experimental productions, a seeduver, Arthur
Klein «St. James :

RECORD MAIL ADVANCE
FOR INT'L SCOT FEST

Theatre, Art Centre

44th iFor appointment call casting di-; W. 44th St., N. ¥.. JU 2-2803). Parts‘ Fifth Ave., N.Y.; JU 2-0600:.
Theatre
Bilis.
246
W.
iond. with 1.000.-seats will. be “for
for male and femme | “Mandingo” (D). Producers, Billy ,; Stageshows,. and a 1,200-seat house
Stu, N. Y.; LO 5-6376-. Available, rector Rose Sultan, 2-4 p.m., above! available
parts: girl, 22; Jeading man, 30: “number.
principal musical performers. Con- ;Baxter & Edward -Friedman ‘(co will be for ballet, chamber -‘music.
second leading man, 30; character:
‘Astor Hotel, Broadway &. dith. SL; -tand opera.
“Much Ado About Nothing” (C: ‘tact Gvettel, c/o above number.
camedienne, 30. Aceepting photos Producer,
N.¥.; JU 6-3000).
Joseph
Papp
iN. ¥.;
Construction. .on-. the. Cultural
_ PALM BEACH, PLA...
and resumes, above address.
Shakespeare. Festival, °1230 Fifth
Centre is expected to start next
West Palm Beach Musicarnival.
OF F-BROAD WAY
|August and opening is scheduled:
Parts. Produeer. John Price (940 S. Mili“Medium
Rare” (R:. Producer. Ave: N, Y¥.; SA 2-4008:.
“Blacks” (D). Producers, ‘Sidney for 1964. Public will be asked t@
Robert Weiner (146 CPW, N.LY.; available for several men, 63. for . tary Trail; West balm Beach, Fla.;
SG
77-1914. Parts available for ‘small rows. For inte: view appoint- | P.0.- Box 2108). Parts availabie for | Bernstein, ‘George Edgar, ‘Andre ‘contribute. $2,250,000. ~
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West Side’inParis:WithIK Bul

‘Pan’ Backers Get $12,500 Prof
AsMary Martin, Producers Defer

Mex City Brass Closes
Strindberg ‘Sonata’ Play

. Mexico City, April 25. .
“The Office of Public Entertain- |
tents has shut down the La Es-

Embassy Declines AnySubsidy;

|fera “Theatre

Paris: ‘April. 25.. +.
“West Side Story”. completes its;
‘month's run at the Alhantbra: Thea-;
tre here Wed. (26), proceeding to].
Turip, Italy, but comes: back: for
three more. weeks May 14 and will |.
‘Ottawa. April 25...
pe here as “cultural. background”
Ontario's. first theatre licensed
to the visit. of President Jolhn™ F.
‘Kennedy. in spite of the refusal. of to sell drinks will: be-in the Em-

“£09

after

one

perform-{

Mary Martin, who played the
' title role in the 1954-55 Broadway
: musical version of “Peter Pan” has
given the show’s backers reason to
crow. The star, by again deferring

lance. of “La Sonata de los Espec- |;
[tros” (“Sonata of. the Phantoms”).
‘The Strindberg drama was labeled '
“immoral” by city. authorities.

‘London-Paris Trips For
‘Ontario.Will HaveFirst.
Despite’ efforts by. the ‘producers:
Alex Cohen Associates.
LegitHouse With Booze~to-obtain
a reversal, it’ appears

Alexander H. Cohen believes in _the payment of money due her
that. the -‘production. will not re-'!
: ceive a green light here. Elda ‘sharing the wealih. The producer, from the production. has enabled
who's been represented this season
Peralta. was starred in the one-.
-by two profitable shows, one on the management to make an Snitial
the U.S. Embassy Cultural “Attache. “press Hotel, Peterborough, this night offering.
‘Broadway and the other on the “profit” distribution last week of
-’, summer. The ‘establishment {fs in-.:
here to-aid the ‘company.
.
lroad. is treating four members of $12,500 to the investors only,
Company came in- during. “the stalling a stage in its Imperial
{his ‘New York organization to fourBallroom,
already
licensed
for
beer
The divvy represented a 10%
aster holidays and got. rave .re‘week, all-expense, round-trips to
views and an-exuberant first’ nite and. wine.
return te the backers on their
_{ London and Paris.
welcome. The-newness: and fresh-.-“The .Straw Hat Players are due
$125,000 investment.
Besides Miss
The quartet includes -Seymour
ness of the U.S. niusical approach _to. open the season: June 27 and.
the Los Angeles
Civie
| Merscher,
associate
and
compt- Martin,
as opposed. to the rather operetta- will’. continue ‘through. Sept. 2, |
Light Opera Assn., aiso deferred
‘roller;
Roy
A. Somilyo,
general
tye tastes tyical. of Parisians were offering revivals ‘of Broadway suemanager;
Annette
Segal.
produccesses.’
The
legit
group
won't
share
underlined. But the-holidays,.. the’
.a claim to first net operating in{ion assistant, and Marina Blodget,
outsize. 2,400-seater. theatre... and ‘in the receipts from the ‘sale of
come.
And, in the same spirit. the
-_production
secretary.
The
fourthe rices.'$6 top) somehow aid 1
not heverages,. but- figures it likely. to
Richard
Halliweek trip will be split evenly be- general partners,
j“help attendance..
add uP to:a wow.
.
Lester and Heiman
tween Paris and London. Cohen day, Edwin
t Another -stock. troupe Will play.
Bernstein,
also
deferred
their
com’ maintains an office in the latter
; the’ Britannia ‘Hotel. and: the. Carlbined 50°p participation in the
|p both in the Muskoka resort' The: N.Y. Shakespeare Festival city.
coin
distributed
to
the
backers
as
district, ‘and: in- Cobourg and Lind- has raised $75,000. thus fare of the:
The.
longrunning
Broadway
$160.000: it needs to present three|teclick. “An Evening with Mike profit.
* say—all non-booze houses.Lester is managing director of
. The Speakeasy Theatre. Toron- planned. .cuffo-ad mission. perform- and Ejaine May.” is a Cohen presto, failed. ‘recently despite a 10- ances in New York's Central Park. entation as was the successful road the CLOA setup in’L.A, which
week run of “The Boy. Friend,” be- this simmer. Of the coin already tour earlier this season of “At the originally produced the nausical,

NY. Shakespeare.

4

|

a

|

‘ j

|
}

eee
eee

et
bear

Fest Raises 1G

Of Needed 1606

‘Jane’Peter Kent

IsEx-MCA Katz

cause . producer:
Mark
Furness: raised, $35.000 represents the. take Drop of a Hat.” Besides
couldn't: get a license. for any thing from the .second annual Evening duction. activities, Cohen
The co-producer: ‘billing on the stronger .‘than. coffee,: - :
. With Shakespeare dinner -and en-., New York representative
‘tertainment program held. last Sun- O'Keeie
-jongrun off-Broadway. revival: of :
Centre.
Toronto.
dav. right :23) at the Hotel Com.
hasn't a dark week since
“Leave It to- Jane” underwent. an
modore., N.Y.. for benefit of -the last.» Oct.
unannounced" ‘change some . ‘time’:
Joseph Papp festival operation.
wT
ago when the name Peter Katz was .
The $50-a-plate Commodore afi
owe
“fair, .of which Dorothy ‘Mrs. Al+—
substituted: for Peter ‘Kent, :. Fhe {
‘fred: Strelsin and Joan Crawford
move represented. a- switch in mon-|
were chairmen; was. attended by 600°
ickers only, since. Kent was: really
: who
shelled
ott ‘an additional
an alias” used by Katz for’ moon$5.000 through their participation in
‘Paris, April 95.
lighting activities while - emploxed 4; tn spite of its successful reper- “a raffle for a total contribution of
by the Musie Corp. Of: America: . tory setup: and big: public follow- $35.000. .Papp told those attending
tener
clement
Cl:

.ae
x,
oF
daweeree
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proalso

for the
which

opening

British Equity To
Seek TV Residue

subsequently

presented

on

Broad-

way by Halliday, Miss Martin's
husband.
Bernstein was general.
manager of the production, which
had a 19-week Broadway run in

1954-55.
the

Income

property

from

the sale of

to NBC-TV

enabled

|the Broadway venture to repay its
(entire $125,000 investment in full
1a month after its Main Stem foid

jand two weeks
initial telecast.

after

offering’s

Contributing to the repayment
of the investment in 1955 was Miss

Martin's deferment

at that time of

$32.750 salary. which was ta have
-the fete; which. alse marked Shakes- |
- peare’s 397th birthday, that unless)
‘been
paid her from = additional
London, April 25.
joined Joseph Beruh in- producing Jaire .istate-subsidized) was: in the ‘the balance of the coin was forth-|- In séeking contracts with British funds taken in by the Broadway
red
for
the
seasons
of
1959:
and.
rr
ee
ae
“Jane,” Which opened . May. 25,
coming the contemplated season in “film producers to cover the use of ° production.
During the past few
last year, according: to prexy Jean
1959, at the ‘Sheridan: Square Plav- *-Nilar.- - This. ‘Past season’ of five Certral Park would have to be cur- feature pix on tele, British Actors years the Broadway company has
Aailed.
picked
up
revenue
from stock per,
Equity
is
not.
after
extra
cash.
So
+ house, N. Y¥., _ where it's. still: months in. Paris ‘played to .an. auSana
ae berthed. He. assumed. the name. of dience .almost 90° of capacity. ! Regarding:
the $85,000 still to be. said Felix Aylmer, when presiding formances and the RCA Victor
AS a result, the coin owed
‘at ‘the BAE annual mecting here album.
raised,
Papp
said
that
N.Y.
Mayor
,
‘Kent for the venture because. ‘he. ‘and yet thé company -is hard- Robert -F.- Wagner. promised last’! last Sunday «23+, .
Miss Martin has been reduced to
Wo
pressed to make ends meet. This
- Was working for’ MCA- TV cat the is Vilar's lament:
year that he. would ask the Board
He explained that the union "$22.842 thus far and the obligation
;
of Estimate for. an appropriation of , Wanted to repair the omission in to the CLOA has been pared from
‘time and the organization frowned.
Vilar. says that the state. handout
-$60.000 to help underwrite the sea- :contracts, covering the use of the $3.919 at the time the investment
on outside business ‘aclivilies by just.is not: enough and the. few
son. “Up to now,” Papp. commented, '? pix in a medium. for which they. was repaved to $1.419 thus far.
those on its ‘payroll.
. seasons when the company was in
“he has failed to bring the matter : were never intended and which. in
The television aditian of “Pan”
. According ta Katz, whe asserts ”the black, the taxes set. them back before the board.” The producer! fact,
did not exist when the con- .was repeated by NBC-TV in 195é@
‘he was ‘responsible
for ‘raising|,again. ‘He points out that: he is said. he wired ‘Wagner last: Friday itracts were drawn up. He recalled _and re-created for a third outing
.. Bbout half the $14,000 eapitaliza- .‘given.. enough | for five months’ for: (211 ta. apprise him of the “‘serious-.
last December.
that the Screen Actors Guild had on the network
tion: for the: “Jane” -revival.. the. 150 shows sings of various. plays: but |ness of the situation” and. to urge
oe
ee
we
been forced to strike to put the The Broadway production received
. ‘presentation came about when he. has to keep his theatre’ together him to-place the matter before he
matter on a. proper footing. but $15,000 as it’s share of the authors”
-for.
the
‘whole
year..Thus
the
Beruh: were making’ ‘inquiries
rad
aan
nee
Ga
eee
AN
a
Danaea ‘and:
board. ©
hcped that would be avoided here. rovalties from the recent telecast
ofaed
in relation to a planned musical ..TNP goes in. for a lot -of. foreign:
The Central Park season, is Slated
“It may be as well to explain,” and it was from that revenue that
version. of “The College” Widow, .. dates. for wrich it gets ample-gov-'
last week's distribution was made.
to
begin
July
5
with
“A
Midsumsaid’ Aylmer, “that our purpose in
They: discovered the vehicle had. ernmental handouts. as-well as on.
hetero
A
‘mer Night's Dream” at a temporary ;{raising this issue is not to get
The musical version of “Pan,*
‘its’
swing.
around
France.
heen musicalized in 1917 as ‘“Jane.”’site north of the Belvedere Tower ; more cash out of a group of em- based on the James NM. Barrie play,
This season he ‘seemed to hit
"atid « they thereupon. acquired the
:
Lake.
A
permanent
$400,000
thea;
has
lyrics by Carolyn Leigh. musie
ployers
who-have
already
suffered
_
the
right
modds,
for attendancerights
to the Guy. Bolton-P.
G.
tre,.on the shore of the lake, is jconsiderabiv from the eompctition by Mark Charlap. additioual musie
Wodehouse-Jerome |Kern. adapta-. was. practically full :at ‘all shows. i
:now under construction and is ex- ‘of tv. We believe, indeed, that in by Jule Styne and additional I.rics
a
‘Shows’
included,
Bertolt
Brecht's:
‘tion of the George Ade comedy, pected to be ready for an Aug. 2 this matter their interests largely by Betty
Comden
and
aAdoiph
UI’. which |treated the opening
“Jane” marked Katz's: debut -as.-“Arturo
of
“Much
Ado. About
Green.
of.- Fascism,
Sophocles’ . Nothing. " to be followed. Aug. 28 -coincide with our own. We are
& producer, and a: year-and-a-half ‘dangers
persuaded that they have been
later: he made the. jump to Broad- “Antigone” pointing up the basic ‘by “King. Richard Hl.”
-unwise in nourishing their rivals
Wav as Alexander’ H: Cohen‘s -aSSO- laws of humanity: -Lesage’s “Tur--by feeding them with their own
ciate -producer. onthe elick -two-: caret. ” religion. among the poor
product at- ridiculously low rates,
charatter “Evening
With
Mike. in. Sean. O’Casey's “Red Roses for.
and as a result are in danger ar
Mehols and Elaine May’ revue,.”¢ Me” and. Maurice : Jarre’s “Loin.
being swallowed outright.
row. in its 29th week at the Gelden De Rueil” ‘Far From. ‘Rueill. :
Vilar -had:to give up an ‘experi- ° =
“If we can persuade them of |
Theatre, N: ¥. Prior to hooking up.
Edinburgh, April 25.
mental. small. theatre ‘where — he.
“With Cohen: on the revue. for which
“Father’s
Day,”
by
Gilbert this, there should: be little diffihe claims he brought in $16.000 of could try. out new playwrights and | Wakelield, will. be tried out, open- culty in our coming to an agreeDublin. April 25.
the .$60.000. capitalization.
Katz players because of a lack of funds. ing next Tuesday night :2) at the ment, and establishing control aver
Irish Actors’ Equity, in a deal.
made a stab at packaging television He fecls that the TNP has. served:; Lyceum here. It will mark the the use of ‘cinema films on tv,
tpeciais. with. two partners ° for- its purpose and developed. a large! {taking over the theatre by Myer which should prevent the exploi- with British Equity, has barred.
merly associated .with Ww Producer. popular audience. and given them! Oppenheim.. wealthy Scot: business tation of both themselves and us all
non-Irish-made
films
from
great: classics:and: other works that! ‘man, from the firm of . Howard .& .by the new giant to our common Irish TV, scheduled to go on the
‘Hubbell ‘Robinson.
fit
in.
with
their
daily
preoccupa-.
destruction”
he
added.
‘air
next
November.
The’ packaging ‘venture, - which
Wyndham.
The Equity prexy also hit out
--eollapsed. ‘atter about two months, tions and’ desires.
.Edward J. Roth. American-born
The Lyeeum will be part of a
at the decision to exclude theatres Director-General of Radio Eireann,
. fotlowed Katz's - departure .from
major arts-and-culture
block of
MCA-TY
from the recent report ‘on health,|{controlling body for tv and radio
in Mareh of last :year:
new. buildings in the center of
welfare ‘and safety in some places —
: Associated with him in the unsieon
ban
Edinburgh, aimed largely at Fes- of business. “We are still regarded, | in Ireland. commented
‘cessful’ packaging project were [. _In Gotham and on Tour.
when he said “they came to nie
-tival, audiences.
Thomas Ryan, now
with legit-tv-?. A
.dit-seems,
as rogues and vagabonds, ;to negotiate, but how do vou negomodern- dress, ; Frenc h-lan-|
underssty ing of a dignified home. tiate on an accomplished fact? It's
-fiim producer Leland Hayward. and” guage
production ‘ of Moliere’ s|
who myst be prepared to put up. absolutely impossible for a_ tcle_ attorney Sath Cohn, co-producer of: -“L'Ecole - des °Femmes” ‘will’ be. “CAPE COD MELODY’S 12TH
‘with
worse
working
~ the 1958 -off- Broadway. presentation presented -- - tomorrow
conditions vision station anywhere—and_ no'Thurs.''
of.“The. Saturday Night Kid”
tlian are considered necessary in where more so than in Ireland—-to
. through. next’ Sunday *30' at the Weeks In -Prospect—‘Destry’
As
shops qnd offices.” he commented.
operate a service without
intro‘Waving already been active. off- Barbizon-Plaza. ‘Theatre, N.Y. The:
Opener
_—
.ducing a considerable amount of
~ Broadway and on Broadwav Katz: offering, which has been touring|
:foreign material in the beginning.”
. ds-now working in the stock field CS. universities: and colleges since
The Cape Cod Melody Tent. Hy=. He added that he felt that he
organizing packages for presenta- Feb. 13, was produced by Jean de annis: Mass.. begins its. 12th season Clurman, Odets fo Talk
*. ‘tion’ at the |_Paper Mill Plavltouse, - Rigault in esordination with ‘the-of operation with a June 30-July 1,
had no right to negotiate with a
‘Millburn,. J and the Westvort- . Theatre du: “Vieux-Colombier de presentation of “Destry
union on a subject “which affects
Rides].
Chicago, April 25.
~. (Conn) county ‘Playhouse,
the economies
of other groups,
Me's Paris and is.being presented by de Again.” David Marshall Holtzmann
‘Harold
Clurman
and
Clifford such as advertisers and production
keeping his eyes peeled for-prap- Rigault under the auspieces of the is managing. director: of.the opera-!
erties he may produce or .co-pro-. Government. of: the Freneh Repub- tion‘and Peter. Candler is‘genera)
“If apreements
were
Odets will -participate in a Mid- companies.
“@ucé -on Broadway.,. In line with lic and. with the cooperation of the -manager. E,nest Sarracino. director: west Theatre Conference, . spon- made irrespective of their rights
this, he made a verbal agreement French Cultural Serviices in the and. Gerald Alters musical director. !
it would be most unfair,”
sored by Chicago Uniy. Theatre, :
While: in London last -vear. wi ith US.
;
. Besides: “Destrv.” seven other :
Roth remarked
that the door
British producer Peter ‘Bridge - to
Following its. Manhattan. stand, musicals will be presented, at the ‘Aug. 4-5. Others taking part will was open for discussions and Irish
exchange properties. regarded as. the presentation. will embark on a spot during. the nine-week season. be
critic-philosopher
Kenneth Equity secretary Dermot Dovlin’s
Production. possibilities.
short New England tour under the Stars. are not employed for the Burke and poet-educator
Reue] comment was that he was glad to
of the
Bridge is currently represented | sponsorship
Cambridge. productions which will -run one
hear it. Roth has said, however,
'
on the. West End as. co- producer , .*(Mass:): Drama Festival: The hike, week except for an. extra two days Denney..
‘that ban will not keep station off
-Mith John Gale of. the revue, “On. which will end May 9, marking. the of “Destry” -and a- fortnight of | In‘addition to the seminar, the the air. Ban is worrying Irish ad_-the Brighter Side,” which. opened : ‘terthination:of the U.S. tour, will;Flower Drum ‘ Song” beginning conference - will offer two Court | vertisers who are linked to com_dast. April 12 at the Phoenix Thea-|, include a May 7 engagement. at. July: 24. Other shows skedded in- Theatre productions, Pirandello’s |panies using tv ads qn Britain's
‘tre. there, The two aré also pre-; Harvard’s new. Loeb Drama Cen- ‘clude.“Chocolate Soldier,” “Wish
ITV service: if it is enforced they
tenting a revival of “Finian’s Rain-| ter. The prediction,
in which You. Were. Here,’ “Most Happy “Six Characters In Search of an!‘could noi cut costs by importing
_ how,’ , opening. June 8 at the Sa-, ‘Bernard Eajarrige headlines; was Fella,” “Merry Widow.” “Take Me; Author” and Shakespeare's ‘ ‘Hen- , films made and used on British

Katz was 24 years “old: when. he’ ing of the Theatre National Popu-

—

lrish TY Setup
In Equity Hassle

To Present Father's Day’

At Edinburgh’s Lyceum

Modern- Dress Moliere .

|.

‘At Chi Theatre Session

- ville ‘Theatre, London.

y.
‘directed by Robert Marcy, . |

-jAlong” and “Kiss: Me, Kate.”

iry IV, Part 1.”

|network.
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Costs Holiday Mag $17,500 Damages
For Using Shirley Booth in Promo
Pictures of actors and other public figures may not be used commercially
without.. authorization
even though used previously for
news purposes. That was decided
last week in a case Involving the
use of a photo of Shirley Booth
in advertisements for Holiday magazine.
<A jury in N. Y. Supreme
Court
unanimously awarded the
actress $17,500 damages.
The photo of Miss Booth, taken
by Slim Aarons in Jamaica during
the winter of 1957-58, was a novel——
—

| brought -suit.

During the jury.
trial before N. Y. Supreme. Court
‘Judge Samuel C. Coleman, the defense argued that: prior use of the

Jedi dob ndoinidedotdto

f “Asides and Ad-Libs

he
picture in a feature article made |} eee Se SUS ERO LES Sha 4

AO

OUCOCCI

“I’m afraid I’m not much at reminiscence. There’s too much ahead.”
permissible its use by the same
magazine
for promotional
pur- —Author-director George Abbott, as’ quoted by Robert Taylor in the.
Boston Globe.
ty pose showing her standing. in. poses.
“I go to more parties than. I used to. I find I start talking and other
water up to her shoulders, wearing.
‘Miss Booth was represented by
a large picture hat. It- was a color. George Gallantz, of the firm of people shut up. And that’s terrible. I've‘ met. more people this past
shot.
Holiday mag reproduced it Colton, Gallantz & Fernbach. The year than I ever met in the past’30. It's interesting and valuable to.
meet accomplished’ people. It’s instructive. You can always learn-from.
in February, 1959, as a full-page

attorney for Holiday was Harold
your elders and betters."—Edward Aibee, author of the off-Broadway
feature of an article on Jamaica. R. Medina Jr.
‘dramas, “The Zoo Story,” “The American Dream” and “The Death of
In June of the same year, the pubYorke Smith,” as quoted: in the Talk-of the Town section of the ‘New
lication used a small print of the|Yorker.
same picture in. an ad in the New.
Broadway
producer
Emmett
Yorker mag and Advertising Age. ‘Rogers has optioned Robert Pres“The American theatre is something that is expected to. operate on
Miss Booth, who had not au- nell Jr.’s play, ‘Fair Thee Well,” a high level, with no help from anybody. Perhaps that's what's wrong
qlorized the use of the photo for: for presentation this fall. He is j with the American theatre. I don't know. In Europe there are many
advertising purposes and was not; seeking Lynn Fontanne and Alfred| major cities where you have at least four or five theatres, and in the
informed that it was.to be so used, {Lunt as stars.
smaller cities one is either Wholly or partially subsidized ‘by the city.”
—Produeer-director Carmen
Capalbo, in an unsigned interview in
Gentlemen's Quarterly magazine.
“I. believe I fell in love twice. But I felt too old for. romance at: 27,
and knew that, marriage would mean leaying the theatre. So I did. have..
a choice, and IJ made the only possible decision for me. I still don't ©
believe that I could have made a success of marriage and the theatre
at once. Perhaps if we had two lives. I would insist that my second life
was devoted to a good marriage, but it is not always possib!le ‘to have
what you want.”—British actress. Flora Robson, inan article “Why I.

New York Times:

“A FINE AMERICAN ACTOR,
who too long has absented himself from. this country, plays
Dr. Breuer (in ‘A Far Country’) with elegance and compassion”

Never Married,” in the London Daily Express. —
“Iam a very moral person. I have remarkably few villains in my’
plays. I show the blackness because there is so ‘much about.. E spent.a
night in a Florida jail once: It was. stifling and unpleasant and I was
there because I had been driving withowt a tail-light on’ my car and I.
had no license. with me. Then, in the middle of the night they ‘raided
a Negro house of prostitution and they brought the poor. girls. in,
kicking them and beating them. It ;vas horrible “and: I did not have my
hip flask with me. I cannot bear. elev ators or any confined spate. If we
go out to a coral reef in a boat, be sure it is a hig one because otherwise.
I cannot take it.’—Playwright Tennessee Williams, as quoted by David’
Lewin in the N. Y. World-Telegram.
“T feel so terribly foreign in New York. Language. diff iculties. No one
! understands me. They call me a limey. I've even tried Americanizing
:Mmy speech—'I guess’ and & reckon.’ But then, I don't like English
people putting on an American accent. When you go home it sounds
terrible.” —British singer-dancer Elizabeth Seal, ‘star. of “Irma. La
j Douce,” as quoted by Joseph Wershba in the N. Y. Post.
Sir Alec Guinness. complains of the bad manners of. today’ S$ audiences.
“People nowadays are used to eat. knit and chat whilé looking at tv
‘and they do not refrain from this habit therefore in the theatre.” He

pa
a

—HOWARD TAUBMAN
“The nuances Mr. Wanamaker keeps
inventing for the role are rich in
dignity and strength.” —Walter Kerr,

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE

| mentioned that during.a performance

“Nothing short of Tremendous.”
Ed Sullivan, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS.

Robert Coleman, NEW YORK MIRROR

“Excitingly acted.“ —John Chapman,
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS.

Wanamaker

Is excellent.”

Richard Watts, Jr., NEW

YORK

London LegitBits

POST

Lndon, April 25. |eut,”’ will have its’ world. premiere
Frank Hauser is paging: Susan- by the cast of an East Grinstead .
nah York for Ophelia in the Ox- amateur: ‘dramatic Society.
Misa
ford Playhouse’s “Hamlet.”
| Bell's husband, actor John Mills, is:
Sybil Thorndike unvelied a me-°
Ey}
SE
Rp
Ny
ee
eS
©
morial to the late Ivor Novello at the group's. president,
ist. ‘Paul's, Covent Garden, “the .Joss Ackland. has taken over
factors’ church.” |
from Douglas. Campbell |as” Falstaff
| Tom
Courtenay --will
succeed. in “Henry IV—Part One” “at. ‘the
!Albert Finney in “Billy Liar,” in.
‘June. Finney will play the title. Old. Vie. ‘Campbell's due’ for’ reipart.in. John Osborne's “Luther.” hearsais at Stratford, Ontario.

“Superior.” —John McClain,
NEW YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN

WANA

| Sarah Churchill is to play Rosa-

Currently in
“Suavely and movingly played”
—Frank Aston,
NEW YORK WORLD TELEGRAM & SUN

“A FAR COUNTRY”
MUSIC BOX THEATRE
New York

“A prodigal returned to Broadway
...illumes the play.”
,
—Thomas R. Dash;
WOMEN’S WEAR DAILY

‘Representation

It’s nice to

have him back.”
-

HOLLY\.

REPORTER

“Makes capital of a meaty part.”
VARIETY

;lind in the Pembroke Theatre’ s inthe-round ‘As You Like It.”.
Beryl Reid,. George
Rose and.
} Joan Heal will be the leads in “On
The Avenue.” new Tennent. révue
set for the. Queen's Theatre in a.
. fey weeks:

Irene Dawkins. senior casting director of .BBC-TV,. has joined the
Walter Jokel legit management as
a director and Personal assistant to
Jokel.

Alyn: Ainsworth will. be musical
director for “Bye Bye Birdie,’”
whiéh.opens May 25 in Manchester

The Irving Theatre is to drop before. coming to Her Majesty's
;the club angle and be opén to the Theatre, London.
i general rublic.
Philip ‘King, | author of Pool's
| “Settled
Out of Court” folds a
Paradise,” ’.took ‘over from Henry
| April 29 at the ‘Strand to enable Kendall in. the. play. at Liverpool

| Nigel Patrick: to do a film in Spain. When Kendall was ill.
The new Wolf Mankowitz-Monty:
Ai:
; Norman
musieal,
“Belle—or .the
sO
Ballad of Dr. Crippen,” is due May
“The Commentator,’ " Holly wood.
‘4 at the Strand Theatre,
With ;publicist Ben Irwin’s prize-winning
;George Benson as the murderer.
play, will world preem May -25 at
Mary Hayley Bell’s new “play. 'Town Theatre: of Columbia,.S.C.,:

: “The

Man

With the Round Hair- |which

sponsored annual

contest.

UNITED STATES
_MILTON GOLDMAN,

“Extraordinarily acte”

Rattigan's

“It is casually supposed that the theatre, because itis: generally liked
and attended, must generate spontanéously from the people. Nothing
‘could be further from the. truth. The theatre-has always. been the child
|of intense patronage, first by the church. then by kings ad: princes,
“and then by the state. And even when popular. entertainment ‘consisted
mainly of wild beasts. tearing: people apart and. the attendance. far.
‘exceeded that of any arena we can fill today. the gate receipts did not.
i begin to cover the costs. There were large items on-the imperial housejhold accounts for catching and shipping the: stars and for rounding Up. :
the straight men.
“The costumes, machines, and effects which graced the later theatre
were paid for either by the nobility, the wealthy guilds, or the Church,
and given to the public as a free gift. The people supported these
shows with delight and that is the only w ay they supported them.”—
Choreographer-director Agnes. de. Mille, in an. atticle titled “Boxoftice
Is Not Enough,” odin thé Atlantic Monthly. .

“A striking portrait.”

“Sam

of his in Terrance

“Ross” one couple seated in. the. first row did not stop discussing their
personal affairs up to the point where the w ife declared that. she would
' have preferred to see another: play..:

ASHLEY - STEINER, INC.
579 Fifth Ave., New York City 17

GREAT BRITAIN.
AL PARKER
-50 Mount Street, London, W.1
Pd

Young outstanding Lyrie-Tenor takes «one. ‘step
forward. Versatile, dynamic. Sings Italian |
opera, musical

comedy, ‘concert, ‘modern.

A:

voice that is pure and true. Sings, with heart
-and soul. Penetrating high tones. that ring like

a bell.

No need for mike.

Outstanding. per-

sonality, brown eyes, brown hair.
Box V-2155, VARIETY,

154 W.- 46th Street,New York 36
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goa eeBritish ABC In Ambitious Legit
‘Erotic Temple Sculpture Ignored, — *teeeczn
Detour; Springboard For TV Talent
+tomed

to seeing no end of. earthy

; and ungirdled.sculpture—and. this.

1 Calls forth no alarm.

Much

But Embrace Poster Upsets India: highly realistic erotic

By NAN JOSEPH

‘at. Konarak and

Ellora,

. Among India's numerous probek.
;;,,
-lems——not counting the. goals of tend toward -relative conservatism ‘by the worshipper

“eS

.

of the

sculpture |

‘Oct. 27-Nov.
2), Madras ‘Nov. .6-i2); integrated into the Hindu temples

'. New. Delhi...

‘and Bombay:(Nov. 11-17).

-the third five-year plan—are how if samara

~" bestto bring the arts to its: 450,-.
.000,000 inhabitants from the Hima-:
‘Jayasin the northto the Gulf of

0

for’ ex-:

On the whole, Indian exhibitors |nhc) is motnegardedapobscene

standards.
In fact, most American female Rgures seen. tacicing sand between

film. productin India gets jazzier eee ae ee

$9.000

and

| |
2 also contributes
4
incidentally,
vena

$8,500

and

1%ct

commercial
undertaking
Fut its
other ventures, such as halict, will
be heavily subsidized by the cemmercial tv programming company,
probably to the tune of more than
$50.000 a year.
Its first legit undertaking iia
be a West End presentation
in

disoortine them, S111 over $9,000. The production,

projects was the Jaunching

-of the Rabindranath

London, Ari! 25.
ABC Television is spreading Hs
wings and moving into legit and
the longhafred field.
Its legit enterprise is te te a

g

; Twain Raps Equity
~The superabundarice of male and'ameae Continued from page 205 saaas

tae asplay space,

treatment
than ‘does!
STOUPSin.Ofintimate
tours, disporting
.Mannar in the south. It is a:-pro- newspaper
vod ihe -product.
Cec
aer A hte recently-made
4
~::selyes.
juxtaposition themarere
S@+veS 1
Jjuxtaposit
. digious undertaking, but one of the. Indian
Indian film. “Cupid,” is . plugged
it the pious simply symbolic of the
most successful of the’. country’s. in Indian -dailieg asa “rollicking | oMnipresent reproductive -forces
recent

a

:

of the weekly payroll for Equity
members to the union's pension

of unforgettable charm,”.i
i" nature. Others, however, main-_ fund.
Tagore. Cen- Yomance
-—indeed' a sedate piece of adver-j ‘ain that: these figures depict the: Twain doesn't object to the $85

tenary both in: India and around
the globe. Moreoyer, India appears.

tising copy. ‘Another Indian film;| 8048: at play after ministering to’ minimum

film production and is anxious.to
Jncrease its cinema exports; especially to the United States which
to date has ‘seen -but few~ Indian

OFenticed ’Mere: ae "More |cities’ of India, no ess ‘than 10.000: fame minimum is required for
vou’ like.” Still. another locally-; lingams attesting to the boundless those in lesser roles. He contends

for major parts, but he partnership with impresaric Hareld

is headlined: “Acclaimed j ‘he needsof their devotees. And in does feel it's impossible to operate
determined to grow stronger. inits “Ganga.”
- Everyone”: and “faali-Note” is! ConJeeveram.
one of the seven holy; profitably at the house when the

films notable among them those of
Satyagit Ray. Ray.is director‘ of

made product, “Mitti Men Sona” isi procreative

“Aparajito’

and “The

of

the

advertised as ‘The . Best. Family
|Shiva causes. nary a ripple of in-"tough
|

But

the miovie

enough in

of: latterly

the case

been

-}“Roots,” with only nine perform- : Workshop
ondon.

Picture in. Town.” It all adds. up}.‘/gnation.

such outstanding works as “Pather. ‘to almost Puritan copy.

Panchali.”

powers

Fielding of Alun Owen's “P: ogress
to the Park,” which was first presented as a Sunday night attraction
god that the salary situation, which is |!at the Roval Court and has mere

.Though far more erotic than any ' ers,

poster, on the; Poster, India’s

would

be

murder

when

seen

at the Theztre

in = Stratfurd

Eat

ap-.

temple sculpture is ‘plied to some of the other plays « It will be a new productien of
camposure by the he’s eontemplated producing at the - “Progress” and the play iids been

other hand, is another story indeed} accepted with
released in the ‘in
the outraged eyes of Acharya |teeming millions..But.a film.poster - house. One of those, Robert Ar-; substantially revised by the auther.
drey's "Shadaw of Heros,” requires ‘It has been staged by William T.
. of Edward Harrison.
, Kotcheff, with designs by Timothy
| who walks through
the villages ‘of
|is cause enough :for the masses fo, a cast of about 21.
India exports its. film to. the So- India seeking land-for the destituté.; invoke their. gods.to perform the; an
‘G’Brien and stars Billie Whitelaw
Big Not
viet Union, Japan, United King- ‘Bhave is currently ‘spearheading--a
‘and Tom Bell.
|frenzied Tandava dance of destruc“Roots,” part of a trilogy by
dom, Thailand; Indo-China, Ceylon, ‘crusade
to. clean
up cinematic pos-| tion.
|young British playwright Arnold . The production is currently «mn
the British East and West. Africa. ters. He has..béen. exhorting. his); a
a
ommmnne
|Wesker, With the other two scripts an out-of-town trrout and is due
the British West Indies, Afghanis- countless followers: to extirpate|~.~
also earmarked for New York pro- in at the Saville Theatre on May
tan, Burma, Lebanon.and many:.
- duction by Twain, costs around 3. Its engagement there is tmmuted
‘what
he
terms
“the
indecent.
cin-|
~
:. other countries but her. foreign ex- ;ema posters.” “As in the United
.'$4.700 a week to operate. The po- to five weeks because of prior comWorld

of Appu”

Seat td Tearton SONS |vinoba Bhave, a disciple of Gandhi| barely illustrating a fond. émbrace

change
earrings from film shipped srstes. film producers and -exhibi-|:-mans
to the United States are: insignifi-cant

In India

‘the. ‘cities,

oo

‘tors. suffer the constant

lash. of

-

~ BillFields

Continued from page 205.
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. tential

capacity

=== 4 $4.90

top

at the

evenings,

Mayfair

at

is around

mitments

at the theatre.

but

it is

confidently hoped that it will sub-

.as a pressagent.
One $9.500. The production has been sequently transfer to an indefinite
self-appointed: censors. Both the ‘acteristics
today, particularly {n- Indian press. and the public are was his interest in and extensive , grossing an average of $3.900 Tun.
there is an absorbing - badgering the. film industry to knowledgeof the road. He main-.
eekly. The highest take thus far
At a press conference last weck

up-to-the-minute,
“alinost
avant- “sapolio
drive “‘obapgarde approach
to.
contemporary
‘pears toits
bematerial.
directed The
-against
_ arts: .Thedaily press does its ut-' scene’ movie’ posters adorning the
cost: to. cover the art shows, dance: erumbling walls of city buildings,
recitals, the’ dramas.on the stage! semi-rural structures and the. fa“and the happenings on the screen: Gades:of‘movie theatres.

‘The Indian press devotes consider-..
side!

0
For example,
in Indore. the sum-

tained professional. relationships has been around $4,700.
and in many “instances personal: -Although business hasn't

‘at which
been _.ABC-TV

‘friendships with an extraordinary , good at the Mayfair, it would rep- that

the deal was announced,
managing director sad

both

Syndey

Newman.

pro-

number. of newspaper
people, resent a profit at a regular off- ducer of the network's “Aimchairc
throughout the country, including Broadway spot, Twain asserts. The Theatre” series, and he, hoped that

{editors and executives in general i producer is also convinced that the

“Progress”

would

he the first of

departments
as well as on the, Broadway location of the Maylair .a series of projects in which vritdrama: desks. Because of that, he, in the Paramount Hotel cellar site ers, directors, designers and acicrs
Bhave served as a: voluntary. agent for* formerly eccupied by Billy Rose's who have made their names in the
upon | arranging. press seats and in some -Diamond Horseshoe is more of a program will have opportunities to

able space to what is happeningin mer capital.of Madhya. Bharat and

motion

picture production

centers

g big cotton-milling. center,

dn. Madras, Bombay, -Calcutta and. was incensed when he came

other. film centers since film-mak‘ing is the. eighth largest industry.
‘4n.the land. Considerable revenue:
is: derived by the press ‘from. thea‘‘trieal display space.
7. 1

posters. displayed by the local ex- casés hotel reservations for out-of: ‘liability than an asset. That's not make an equal impact in other
hibitors. He was struck with “deep town .newspaper men visiting
New only because of the salary de- media.
horror and indignation.” He told York,
:
‘inands, but also because of the Harold Fielding deserihed the
-his-followers that.
the posters must
higher. advertising expenditure in-; venture as an exciting develapment
be removed. “and. if ‘the law of the : - Another
a; ‘of Fields’ ‘spectal flairs
.
- volved
1,280 *;
:
was
his
development
of.
-.:
volved and the rentalz of $1.20
‘in cooperation
between the theatre
There are some’ 3.500. motion land is incapable of effecting their )
; a number
her
of whom
when went
wes; against a percentage’ of the gross. ‘and tv. It was not new for tv com“picture . theatres’ and- more-.than removal, ‘religion should ‘take ‘the'.28sistants,
‘of
The
‘average
theatre
rental
offpanies
to
invest
in the theatre. hut
’
:
.1.000 tent theatresin the country, lead.” The. Hindu. leader main- . ion to successful pressdgent Careers
is believed to range this was the first time a theatie
They include’. Broadway
-About 300 films are made every tained that the law of religion was ‘on their own. ey
:{tom $650 to $800 weekly. As for. managameént had drawn cn the
‘year
in India and they are made in . far superior .to civil laws. “The , Arthur. Cantor, Francis Robinson,
ad expenditure, Twain has to ‘vital young talents of tv for a
at least 11 - languages -ircluding., Taw which.‘cannot protect religion jHatry Forwood. Beverly. Kelly and the
‘his. associates.at the time of his pay more because of the show's ' writer-director-cdesigner team. He
Hindi-Urdu. ‘Tamil. Tetugu, Kana-- should: be mended by its breach,”
|
ch, death,: Walter Alford. Reginald Broadway location than he would believed that the two “orlds of
.
°
‘rese and Bengali. Some are indeed Bhave declared.
if the production were berthed in theatre and tv could and chauld
*

yer“shoestring - He continued. to rail. against In-:Denenholz and: Mae Lyons.
ive sould label
a regular off-Broadway house. He nourish eack other.
productions but.on the whole the. dore exhibitors) until (the latter
|: ’Fields: also
had the unusual ‘figures his weekly ad expense of.
i At the same conference Thomas
Indian
product
now
pressagent
is. more“et than twice
ic
ae
..
;‘bears:mea rea-:
- agreed’
Aeto. meet with:
: Bhave's fol-;
eye
Ssodeent attitude of preferring $800-S900
is.
the
*sonably ‘professional ":stamp.: Ap-- lowers: At the meeting the exhibi-| newspaper. men to producers.. He ‘amount
hed be spending for ‘gave details of a ballet festival to
. proximately ‘2:000,060 ‘Indians’ see , tors agreed to remove the offend-;believed in. strict ©accuracy. in equivalent space if “Roots” were be staged in Coventry for five days
starting on July if. The pregrain
posters
(but
films. evéry’.day .in .a land. where | ing..
E
0st
BD
subsequently ;publicity: releases. and used ‘(dig- sitvated off-Broadway.
:
is being staged by Anton
Dolin
the double feature is on the:-ver- -Welched: on their promise. This. so| nified methods rather than stunts,
‘infuriated
Bhave's
followers.
that;
and
gimmicks.
~
toe
:
|
oe
ee
rea
et
mace
»who
had formed * a group
of interboten list. ©: ”
;
:
Ss
vy
.
:
7
are
q
_ ‘Dancers in-India occupy a nota-- an: uprising restited...A large ‘part
‘ble niche in the cultural arts. When | of the population, including women. Texas, and at the age of 16 joined area and switch to an off-Broadway self, Carla Fracei, John Gilpin,
‘Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip - rose up. and-in fury.tore down the | the Army to. serve in the campaign contract. In turning down the reand -burnt them. :to- the against the forces of the Mexican , quest, the union followed the same Rosella Hightower. Natalie K2aswent om their ‘recent’ journey: to. posters’
India, it was the dance that proved. ‘accompaniment. of .Yedie- hymns. © bandit,. Villa. He served in.the policy it applies to Broadway pro-. sovska, Colette Marchand, Kyeid
Schanre,
-the No. 1 uttraction.:
The filni mak-: . Thts demonstration: according. to tAmerican: Expeditionary Forces in duyetions, Besides the “Roots” cast, : Noack and Margarethe
eli
:
. els are. now, lasing celebrated dane: . Bhave." brought
ouEnt appeals
AS from.other
ITO)
f
‘World .War I. being wounded in which includes a stage manager ‘2d
Andre
Prokovski.
The
ballet
cers in -maiy® of their top, produc- Sectorsof India for similar assist-. ‘the battle of the Mouse-Argonne. understudy, who gets a minimum ; will be a full two and a half hours
rr
".
‘anee to destroy their: offending
* ‘‘ons,
He attempted
to rejoin the Army ‘of $111, plus performance pay, the ie to be made under the su new.
placards. Bhave made it plain that during.
World War II, but was weekly payroll
what

Fields was ‘born in Hillsboro. “Roots” out of the Times Square ow including ih cddition tehin’

|
|

. Currently. Indians are dioti-deepwould give all. his support in. |
in’ Tagore. observances. Tagore ex-. he
Jaunching
“Saty¥agraha™
-against turned:

hibitions of.-paintings, and Tagore
‘poems and dramas: are being pre-

also includes three

oso) of Brian Tesler

Anatole Fic-

down because of his age.:stagenands at $170 each. a cOM-.toyjari will conduct the London

the Canadian;Army and pany manager and pressagent at: phitharmonic
the billposting of inde¢ent. movie! as eritered
did public relations work, rising $165 each and a treasurer at $130. try show.
‘paper throtighout. India. He urged i
fernited on mahy a. maharaja and
!
The stagehands and treasurer
that. committees .of: ‘women
be to the rank of Major.
Nizam. palace ground, .at university °
formed in each town.with the ob- - After -serving: in World War 1,Salaries are standard for Broad-

orch for the Coven-

|.
radi Radio.
Radio. India
weopetating icct of obliterating such offending|Fields attended the Univ. of Texas, Wa, while the company manager
India
India’ is
is cooperating!

with a ‘many.
posters.
Bhave. ‘indicated:
but
to’ the
Columbia
:j rien
Many. countries
‘sa.
. in-an promoting:
Ce
_¢
sth.. he wasn't}
Jniv transferred
:
.
J
£3
rnaticer
Seh
(pan Phe BegudWay
wn
ray mininsuma Bat Ja
iteGreco Pact
‘Tagore’s works. ‘Tagofe's "The <7,
much: concerned, with theon film)
Univ. School of. Journalism with
product as with the posters
the; the Intention of a newspaper higher than the off-Broadway min’-King. of the Dark Chamber.” for.
imum. Twain. has no beef with the
Walls."He was pleased, on the other career.
He
was
unable
to
get
a
€xample, is a hit in. an ‘off-Broad- thane
’.
WI some of. the film pro- job as a.reporter, but took a.pub- ‘unions other than Equity. He re‘ayy production.
Producti
i
.—
aa
_..«, dueers. and their final screen prod- licity ‘assignment with, the idea of - gards the stagehand setup as parnah
wEN
t
tieularly
fair.
ei
r
Edinburgh, April 25.
Norman Cousins, editor.of the ucts, notably those made -of the
meeting editors and thereby getting cu a
ne see reece “show ‘ Juliette Greco, Frencn chanteuse~
Saturday Review, was in New Deihi life-of Tulsidas, ‘a 16th: century ‘On’
a newspaper. — He was Part-- hich uses about 600 props and and film actress, is pacted to preTecently.. He's chairman
of the mystical poet and-follower of Bhakti -néred in the production of several
has around 40 light cues. Incident- ,SeMt a program of intimate songs
Tagore Centennary Committee in’ Yogi. and: the life “of ‘Tukaram. Broadway shows over. the years.

_ By Edinburgh Festival
Also Off-B’way Revue

America and is lining up a number: another

or:

Tagore

dramatic programs

for

distinguished

simply want

leader. “I

that the eves of the|

er.
‘ally, the treasurer's union does not uring third week of the InternaFields was one of the founders’ exercise jurisdicticn off-Broadway, tional Edinburgh Festival here next-

' American production. ‘All this and citizens should not be attacked by of the Assn.
éther’
wz, cultural atpursuits
ae make. it: indecent posters. and’ my’ ‘present
ohvious that India isn't concerned |crusade is against such PPosters
-only swith agriculture. . mining, ialone.” Bhave said.

of Theatrical

agents

&

Managers

moving

up

to

elected

oving

vice-president

up

last

presidency

Pp

Press| which means the smallseaters, out- ,5eptember.

and
)

Her

repertoire

(was: side the Times Square area, don't COVer songs by Francoise

year.

have to pay the $130 minimum.

several

(|

;Kurt Weill,

George

sill

Sagan,

Brassens,

and

The Paramount Hotel cellar spot ‘nieg by the Henri Patterson

en-

{Leo Ferrer. She will he accompa-

tansport and other industrial prob-: To. offset demonstrations staged | months. 2 ago. succeeding Harold ‘i, Jeased by realtor Irving MaidGoldberg, who. died. ‘Despite his man, whe converted the Ceemises "semble.
;
a:
Jems, India’s concern for the social by Bhave's adherents, the Supreme devotion
to the unfon,.. however. into the Mayfair at a reported cost , >t for second week of the Edinand ‘cultural betterment of her: Council of Producers is.attempting

": the ‘constantly improving mass.com-i se)f-regulation of its publicity mat-.
munications’

methods.
via broad-/-ter:.

Its

objective “y.is to cut down

he engaged in several bitter disputes with the organization. in une

membership
.government| instance over new
and in another because
support of the other art forms. of: steps in and calls a halt: to. im- limitations.
:proper ‘industry practices.’ But. the of restrictionson his circus emThomas
Kilpatrick.
_India is staging her international.. Beneral feeling is that. the masses |. ployment.
who recently became ATPAM vicefilm festival .in October and will ultimately

. Casting and the economic
and moral excesses:

‘the land.”

before the

‘of about $50.000. Maidman, in turn, : DUr&h Fest is another late-evening

_has leased the spot to Twain, who S#0W, a revue 541, which is tie
reveals that about 50° of the Work of Stephen Vinaver and Curl

patrons
for evening ere
performances ~ iin
‘Davis.
opened in-Newwinning
York
"
1958 Show
as “Diversions,”

oa

influence lawmak-

Novemberof this year under the -€rs to introduce more :drastic reg- | president is a special-election,
acgis of the Festival Directorate in ulations. Bhave's. followers ‘believe’ succeed Fields as president.

will

shows up at theboxofliceto Pur ithe Obie Award as the Best Of;

and 8:30 p.m. This, he claims. is ‘Broadway revue of the year. Vinastan dar d at " most. off-Broa dvray ver, author and director of the
“aY revue, ig German-born
but. esbi-

j operations.
‘grated to the U. S. A. at an early
: the Ministry’ of Information. and that ‘the film industry's self-regu-| . Fields resided in. Sheffield]
Since its opening, “Roots” has age. Carl Davis, New York-born,
“Broadcasting. Open.to all nations, latory. behavior. isn't sufficient’ to|Mass., but also’ maintained anj;had some
tough neighborhood has been assistant conductor to the
in i New York,
Surviv-; competition from the flock of |New York City Center Opera. He
the “festival willbe. non-competi-j eliminate’ all the excesses rampant ‘apartment
(pal
r
jive. As. presently set up; each na-|in poster’ displays... Bhaye

is con-

ing ‘are his’ wife, Camilla,

and

an|

Broadway

shows, which have been,has

been

invited

by

the

Swiss

tion’ will ‘be permitted:
to, submit) Vinced that the poster displays are. adopted daughter and son. Funeral | circulating discount tickets where- . Radio in Lugano to conduct Amer-

' “two feature films and two shorts|a grave. évil and constitute
an en- services will be held this morning
| by the price of admission for an ican music there during March,
in Englishor Hindi. The Festival] croachment:
on citizen's rights. _
(Wed.) -at_ the Campbell Funeral |orchestra. seat’ is- sometimes less: having composed a new work for
tthan the $4.90 top at the Mayfair. {the occasion.
soe
—_
Will get-under way in Néw. Delhi]. Although a film poster. is. fre- .Home, N. ¥..
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Gutsy Guihman

He has another. ‘hook, “Romance ‘experimental. ‘composer. will: cover.
|Maurice Chevalier, George Abbott, ;
Dryfoos Succeeds Sulzberger
of Canada’s Wild West,” designed ‘his: life interests, such as musheArthur Hays Sulzberger retired; Harold Edgar Clurman and Ralph
to prove that the Dominion had as’ room hunting, Zen, wild flowers,
yesterday ‘Tues.) as publisher of:' Bellamy. Despite brevity of treatWashington, April 235.
the N.Y. Times succeeded by Orvil, ment, items will be carefully: crossThe new chief. of public infor- many deadeye shots, ‘saddle- sore|noise, and, naturally, music.
Biobliographical | mation for the Justice. Dept., Ed- heroes and heels: as ‘the USS. ver- - Wesleyan Press also is prepping:
E Dryfoos, president ‘of the com-. ‘referenced.
the first English translation of .a
,sources will be supplied. Compen- win O: Guthman, addressed mem- sion.
pany.
book covering: the Bauhaus school,
At a meeting of the board. fol-. ‘dium will be published in. multi- bers of the American Society of
volume
set,
“planned
as
a
standard
founded by Walter Gropius in Gere
‘Newspaper Editors and gave the
lowing
the annual
meeting
of
- Mussolini In Depth
stockholders, Sulzberger announced .reference work for the entire fam- editors a jolt when he suggested
‘Ivone Kirkpatrick, chairman of: many. after WWI. “The ‘Theatre of
ily,
useful
to
high
school
students
that .the -Department’s. anti-trust|.Britain’s Independent
his retirement. He will be 70 on,
Television: the Bauhaus” is ‘a study by Laszlo
Osker
Schlemmer
his next birthday and has been_ as well as to adults.
division should go after consolida- ‘Authority (ITA), which is compa- ‘Moholy-Nagy,
Importance
to
performing
arts
Is
|.
tions:
of.
newspapers.
publisker since 1935, succeeding to
{rable to the Federal ‘Communics- and Farkas Molner. le
that Gifico on the death of his updating information that has stag-.
Newspapers shouldn't be al-'‘tions Commission in the U‘S.,.
father-‘n-law, Adolph S. Ochs. As nated in older reference works, and| lowed to own radio and televi-; writing a book on the rise-“ond
‘Quite a Cut
a trustee of Mr. Ochs’ estate, he: inclusion of much fresh material|"sion: stations, he added:
fall of Mussolini, witg the same “in: “Willlam J. ..Lederer's original .
by
authoritative
writers
in.
all;
and Mrs. Sulzberger still vote the
After this, he said the opinions depth” approach
as. William
L. manuscript‘ for his new ‘book, “A
controlling stock interest in the. branches of entertainment media, expressed were his own and not Shirer’s -current bestseller,. “The Nation of. Sheep,”"’. ran. some 400,N.Y. Times.
Sulzberger will con-,
necassarily those-of the Dept.
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich. ” 000. words, pruned. to a scant 40,.
_tinue as chairman of the board of |
Van Urk’s New Post
| Kirkpatrick was a: war correspon-} .000 words -in order. to spur one- directors.
J. Blan van Urk has been elected
a system of distribution for Britain dent and knew the Italian fascist |evening cover'- to-cover reading.
Dry.:oos, 48 is the husband of Mr. °' President and chief executive’ offiLederer admitted the drastic. cutwhich is unique. In addition to}. leader well..
of National
Association - of |
and
Mrs.
Sulzberger’s
daughter, :cer
Odhams (England). will ° publish | ting might be interpréted as. over& Publishers
Inc.,. suc- supplying the usual wholeSale and coincidentally
Marian.
He has been with the: Schools
with Hawthorn: ‘simplification, Several entire chapretail
outlets
on
a
direct
basis,
it
James
F. . Fitzsimmons,
since 1941 and has been: ceeding
Times
Books in the U.S; It is planned for ters were’ dropped. because, as the
-who becomes chairman. Van Urk, maintains‘a fleet of more than 150 later this year or ’62.
president since 1957.
| author: told a Honolulu °newsman,
trucks manned by salesmen-drivers
he. “didn’t want anything in there
Sulzberger also announced
the ‘a pioneer in corporate-policy pub- which makes possible -on-the-spot
| that scholars could: split hairs on.”
retirement of Charles. Merz as edi- ‘lie relations, was formerly business deliveries to retailers
of
all
items
Lynn
Carrick’s:
shift
a. “year's
tor in charge of the editorial page. tadviser to a group of the Du Pont handled by T&P from supplies carLippincott v:p. Lynn Carrick, The - book -represents
Previous to establishing
and
Dryfoos
simultaneously
an-' ‘family.
ried in the trucks. These are akin who was also in charge of.the New Work.
nounced the appointment of John himself in Wilmington as a con- to bookmobiles used by Americair ‘York editorial office, is'‘moving .to |
B. Oakes to succeed him as edi-: :Sultant, he spent many years in|!magazine and book wholesalers.
New. Pub: House
London in July from where. he:
torial
page
editor.
Merz,
who? ipublie relations and advertising in
Rolley & Reyriolds, new. Phila- .
will operate as general Européan
joined the Times editorial board in jNew York City (Young & Rubicam,
delphia
publishing
house,
will
N.
W.
Ayer
&
Son,
and
Calkins
&|
Prize
For
‘Guide’
Book,
Play
“|
representative
for
the
American
1931 and had been editor since:
publishing house.
His wife, Vir- ‘make its official debut with a first
“The Guide,” .R. K. Narayan’s
;Holden, where he was executive.
1938, becomes editor emeritus.
novel, “The Challenge,” by Arthur’
ginia,
who
repped
the
English
firm
|novel,
is
the
English-language
work
Dryfoos will be the sixth pub-— ' vicepresident and director).
‘C:. Mangels and ‘Albert F. Byers.
The
National
Association¢ of |chosen for 1960 by the executive of Longmans Green & Co. in New
lisher of the Times since its estab-:
Mangels is a millionaire PennsylYork, will also move to. the British:
is. ¢con-: 'board of India’s Sahitya Akademi
Publishers
and
lishment in 1851, the third since | Schgols
vania paint manufacturer and New
'sultants to book publishers ‘and! {tAcadenty of: Letters) for one of ils! capital and ‘associaté with her husits purchase by Ochs in 1896.
Jersey” real estate developer. Byers.
|correspondence schools throughout {$1,000 awards for the most out-j band in representing. Lippincott.
standing books in each of the ma- |. He was.-a director. of Lippincott is @: Philadelphia advertising. exec=‘the country.
Olavi Linnus’ Reissues
-Ljor Indian -languages originally !‘since Carrick & Evans Inc. was, utive.
Out of print for 15 years, a:
| published between
the start of | merged in 1940 into J. B.. Lippin- |}
Trade Book House
series
of
historical
novels
by; i BoldNew
Face Books Inc., a new gen- 1957 and the end of 1959. Other. |cott Co., whose main hq is in PhilCHATTER
Variety's Helsinki rep, Olavi Lin-: eral trade book publishing house, ;
‘award-winners were a_ historical |adelphia.
Al Hine, whose latest novel,
nus, will return to the bookshops
work in Assamese, a play in Gujar“Lord Love a Duck.” was just pubin new editions. The stories deal. has been formed by Ben Watten‘berg (president and editor) and {ati a collection of poems in Hindi,
Partell’s. Town Crier
lished by Atheneum, plane to: Puwith the fictional life story of a
A. Boehm. (secretary-treas-|8 book of two Kanarese poems, a ~ Joseph Purtell,.senior editor of 'erto Rico last. week to join Peter
Delaware
settler of Finnish
de- ‘David:
urer and sales manager). Books
; Malayalam novel, a Marathi novel,!
scent wko becomes one of the first produced by the new: firm will be 1a study in-Telugu, and a collection :‘Time, has bought control of Fair- Brook company. shooting. the Wil‘field County Publications and its. liam Goulding novel, “Lord of the
to explore the Ohio and the Missi- :
‘sold and distributed via Sterling !of poents in Urdu. No awards were: semi-weekly Westport Town Crier Flies.” Hine is associate: producer:
sippi rivers and who, all his life,:‘Publishing,
of which Boehm
js} made in Bengali, Kashmiri, Oriya. ‘from Arthur
Pearce,
publisher, of the ‘film.
fights to bring understanding and president.
Punjabi, Sanskrit, Sindi, and Tamil ‘and Luis Villalon, editor.’ . .
{ ‘As
“Dragnet” —‘glamorized the
peace between the white and the.
Bold
Face
will
head
into
differ-:
4S
no
work
in
these
languages
was.
The’
Town
Crier
has.
differed ©Los Angeles Police Dept: so Terrys_
red man.
of sufficiently outstand-: _from_ the conventional small town °‘ Olender’s: candid, factual account.
Six in numbers, the novels will ‘ent fields from those covered by{adjudged
ing literary merit,
‘weekly in that it has taken a. rather .of her. career. as‘assistant.D.A: may: be published with short intervals. _Sterling. one of the country’s lead‘ing hardcover “how-to” book pub-! . The Narayan novel's stage ver- sophisticated | suburban ‘stance serve to: ‘throw light on the work.
under the writer’s: penname, Gil ilishers. Bold Face books will ‘be jSion, written by Americans Haivey. newswise and editorially. Up to in the District Attorney's office
Dennic. The first is out already.
directed to young moderns, with! Breit and his. wife Patricia, and -recently it included a separate tab
when—and_
if—it. reaches: the;
particular stress upon international (Starring ‘Pakistani actor Zia Moh-' section, County Fair, spotlighting screen. Several indié -producers‘:
Michener’s Hawalilan Hot Seat affairs, political activity and social |yeddin (of “A.-Passage to India”: area entertainment and- ‘arts: this are negotiating for the: book, "For
fame),
was
preemed
-in
Cambridge,
:
Recent New York interviews in problems, ali treated in a popular
for e@onomic reasons was switched The Prosecution” (Chilton'. Author
which author James A. Michener !fashion and all designed as strong England. where it. was set for a: to the standard columns of the is skedded for. extensive. p.a. tour
» week's run followed by a fortnight , Town Crier.
blasted Hawaii for raciai discrimi-' backlist properties.
beginning May .12.
at the Oxford: Playhouse, where it |
nation has drawn caustic fire from;
Country Beautitul, ‘national ‘slick
-}got gaod reviews in the British
the State Ason. of Hawaiian Civic:
Radcliffe’s Seminar.
magazine,
religious in. theme, is
Frank Gibney
To SBI
group branded his:
Clubs. Same
_Barney
Rosset,
president. of: national press. Impresario Michael
-edited
and published by a Roman
i
Playboy
mag
publisher
Hugh
book *Hawaii” as being “seriously. Grove Press and the Evergreen , ‘Codron has an option on the. play
Catholic
‘priest,
Fr. -Michael -P.
harmful to the history of various paperback hooks, will .be ‘the key- iifor a. West End theatre. Another :Hefner, who's been raiding the Dineen... It -is. sponsored | by norracial groups” and said its “mix- note speaker for the 14th. session: ‘Naravan novel, “The Man-eater of. slicks to staff his new biweekly profit - Country Beautiful FoundaMalgudi”” was recently published |Show Business ‘Illustrated: tbowing
ture of fact and fiction has eaused of
Publishing
Pro-!*
Radcliffe’s
j;Aug. 23). has plucked Life mag's. tion Inc. ‘First issue is dated Sepirreparable damage to Hawaii.”
‘cedures Course June 21 to Aug. 1. ‘in the U. S.. by Viking.
Frank Gibney to head up the new: - tember and» ‘the. first ‘printing: is.
reporter Joseph.
N.
Y.
Post
Rosset’s initiative as a publisher
‘100,000 copies.
.
venture. He's -designated assistant :
Wersbha, in a phone interview with led him to such projects. as the
Bibles. & Dictionaries
Ray Russell,.on :léave- of:absence
a Honolulu newspaper, said Mich- publishing of the authorized and |- Recent preoccupation ‘with trade 'publisher and editorial director for. ‘from - ‘Playbox : mag. to script: his”
SBI,
and
will
base
in
the
Chieago
ener was disgusted with the “guff” full version of “Lady .Chatterly’s ; book: publishers in extending their
_novel, “Sardonicus,” for indie. ‘prohe encountered in Hawaii.
Tie Lover.”
operations to textbooks is ‘sup-: ‘homeoffice.
.
“ducer. William. Castle, ‘nixed. offer
“gaff involved alleged racial disSome 45 other publishing ex-, ported by the sudden blockbuster |. Gibney had been a Life bvliner- :to return to. home office ‘to edit
since
‘57, and
crimination because his wife wasn't perts will lecture at the six-week bestseller, Cambridge’ Univ. Press’ » ;editor-editorialist
publishing’ company's
upcoming
what he called a WASP—a white, course open to recent college grad- “The New English Bible” (New, before that was features editar for’ Show Business Illustrated. He res
Anglo-Saxon Protestant—and also. uates, both.men and .7omen. The Testament) ($4.95: which shot up iNewsweek: (latter. also lest some main on Coast to write two ‘more
:Staffers
to
thenew
publication:.
political antagonism because of his lecture staff will include Hiram. ‘from No. 8 to No. 2 besteHer this°
“scripts. for Castle.
:Gibney has. also worked for Time :: Eddie Sherman. -entertainment
strong support of the Democratic
Haydn who left Random House as. week, second only to William L.
and United Press, and has authored
party.
and gossip columnist, moved. from
editor-in-chief to co-found Athe-| Shirer‘s “The Rise and Fall of the
five books.
Yet
Michener’s
most
recent
the Honotulu Advertiser. to the
‘neum
Publishers
with
Alfred Third Reich,” now in its 23d week
: SBI will be consumer-oriented
written appraisal of Hawaii's racial
,; Honolulu
Star. -. Bulletin
some
Knopf Jr. and Simon Michael Bes-; of the national bestsellers.
relations appears in a foreword in‘Publishers have long recognized |and sell for 50c..
“months ago. ‘Now he's revolving-.
sie; John Updike, New Yorker controduction
in
Fodor’s
“Modern
[doored himself back to the. Advertributor, Mrs. Helen Meyer, presi-. that dictionaries and Bibles are,
Guide to Hawaii,’ a just-published
still the alltime bestsellers for!
‘Oscar’ .Booms O'Hara
. “ytiser.. Return of the prodigal was
: dent of Dell Books. |
.
travel
book.
Michener
wrote::
Impact of Elizabeth. Taylor's “Os- |prompted essentially’ by an upped
The course, which prepares col- book’ houses.
“Here, on the western ramparts of
lege graduates for a_ publishing|.
‘car for “Butterfield 8° was felt jsalary offer. Star-Bulletin promptthe United States, we have been
A Trend?
in the inner sanctum of Bantam hy assigned Charles Frankel to fill
career in books and magazines, is'
fortunate in being able to con-- Possibly indicating a trend. for-| ‘Books the following day. ~~
limited to 50 students. Tuition. is
‘the back-page. ‘tw o-column spot vastruct a society which gives all of:
-An
avalanche ‘of new -orders ‘cated by Sherman.
$200. and there are two full schol-:; mer Secretary of Health, Education
its menibers, regardless of color or
& Welfare Arthur 'S. Flemming ',from ali over the country for re- | Robert Goulet, French- Canadian
arships available.
religion, a most remarkably even.
1 has joined Good Housekeeping mag | prints triggered the announcement !tauthor of the just published novel,
chance to attain success and hap; as contributing editor. In a monthly of prexy Oscar Dystel- that 200.000 -“The Violent Season” (Braziller),
New ‘Asia’ Mag
piness, the latter accomplishment
Asia magazine, a new English- :piece he will examine issues affect- additional copies of the paperback ‘dS related to the same-name costar
being more
important than the . language weekly supplement to :be! Ling the fields:with which he’s been!
issue of the. John O‘Hara ‘novel } of “Camelot.” currently ‘on: Broadformer.”
‘distributed through Orient as far;identified. He'll also participate in!were rolling: off the pressés, bring- :way, through both their paternal-A “letter to the editor” printed :as India, will launch publication ! editorial planning..
‘ing the total to date of. 1:750,000 :grandfathers. Former French tu-.
in both dailies lowered the boom on°
Some weeks ago Henry Cabot:with
bright -expectation for :an tor, now dittoing at Milford (Conn.)
with its Oct. 1 issue.
Michener’s book. “With shocking.
unsuccessful
Republican| upped record breaking figure:
i Prep. studied ‘stage’ ‘directing at
i
Mag will be headquartered. ‘in.;Lodge,
bad taste, and a dull literary style,- Hong “Kong and printed by Toppan | eandidate for the vice-presidency,
‘|¥ale Drama-School where his class-he m'xed all the historie platitudes ¢
‘|mates iricluded Julie: Harris, Les-Printing
Co.
of Tokyo. Adrian| was named general consultant: to |:
Selig Adler Succeeds Stiles
into a massive welter of material :{Zecha, formerly with Time, will| Time, ‘Life and Fortune on interiHe Stevens, Delbert: Mann, Frank
Promotion of Selig Adler to. man- !
which, over and over, reflects his !
ipublish and _Norman Soong, for-| national. relations. Prior to last:
‘Corsaro, Julia Meade among others.
aging editor. of the N.Y. Daily Mirown prejudices, " the writer con-:
Lee F. Payne. 60, managing edi"merly with N. ¥. Times and foun-{fall's
campaign
he was
United’
-ror. Was announced last “week. by|:
tended. “The wrath and aggression °
tor of the old Los. Angeles Daily.
der. of PanAsia News Agency, will States representative to the United:
;Charles B. MeCabe, publisher. “Adreflected m his present attitude to-.
News for 18 years: died. April 11
edit. Soong describes new Venture| Nations.
ler has.served.the Mirror in every
ward Hawaii suggest delusions of _as “first. magazine to be created exin L. A. ‘Since June, 1956. he had
news capacity from -reporter to | been -“m.e.
grandeur or persecution.”
Lester ‘Cohen’3 Book
|elusiv ely by Asians, for Asians and|
of the Temple , City:
city editor and assistant managing
about Asia,”
Novelist-scenarist Lester Cohen's :
| ¢Cal;: Times. .
editor.
William C’. ‘Tucker, 63, veteran
Grolice’s Updatings
| New mag also has offices..in profile on. Horace Liveright in a.reHe succeeds. ‘Hinson Stiles, who}
newspaper editor who worked for
The Grolier Society, publishers Frankfurt, London and. New York. cent Esquire got him‘a Bobbs-Mer-!:
‘is retiring from” active’ ‘news-side.
the Columbus, Ga... Enquirer and
of the Encyclopedia
Americana!
Till assignment to write a booki
work and who will remain as assothe old Atlanta: Georgian, among:
and The Book of Knowledge, is
Thorpe & Porter Projects
which -he calling “The World of:
iciate editor in. charge. of the yearpreparing
a
new
encyclopedia
Thorpe & Porter Ltd. of Great Horace. Liveright.””
other papers, died of -a heart -at‘round
Mirror
Youth
Program.
which is “basically a short-entry: Britain, exclusive distributors. in.
Latter was.a potent and colorful ! Stiles has heen 50 years with the tack April 13 in Columbus, —
set designed to cover a vast area.”’: the United Kingdom for Pocket- literary figure of. the 1920s.
Charles A. Shonesy, “58, Atlanta
Hearst orgahizatian and recently
Journal copy e
editor, died April 11
Show biz is widely represented in| books, Independent News Co., Hill-returned
from
a three-month,in that city..
“Project 45,” of which Bruce Bohle |man Periodicals, Kable News Co.,} . Disasters. ‘Need Brightness
:round-the-world. trip aboard
the
Harry. T. Brandidge, 84, war coris associate editor, with individual! Ace News., Ballantine Books and - Longmans Green has contracted:
‘SS Car onia with his wife.| respondent - ‘and: magazine writer,
entries averaging 50 to 200 words. : other
leading independent
pub- ‘a new: book for’ fall publication |
.|died April 19. in Santa Cruz, Cal.
In addition to such classic subjects: lishers, is launching’ a new British dealing with
great disasters
in
John Cage’s Book
Shortly ‘before retiring in 1953.
as the Booths and the Barrymores,| paperback series called May Fair Canada, but. don’t want the word |‘Controversial
American
com- he ‘was with Mercury mag:
“The Black Craok,’” Astor Place Books. The publisher of the series, “disaster” in title. Experience has.
55, book reriots and minstrel shows, also cov- Gordon Landsborough, has been shown that the words “disaster” poser: John Cage has written a |. John W.. Chase,
ered will be the American Shake; associated with Panther and Four- or “death” crimp sales with aver-. book titled, “Silence,” scheduled ‘viewer and onetime editor with
two
of Britain’ 3 age book -prospect. Author of the for October publication .by Wes-. the publishing ‘house of Longmans,
6peare
Festival
and
Academy! square
Books,
|-work.is Frank Rasky, editor of. leyan University Press... Volume of |G reen & Co., died . April 18 in.
American Educational Theatre As- leading paperback lines. —
Thorpe Porter has. developed Liberty Mag, published in Toronto. anecdote, poetry and essays by the Graton, Conn,
sociation, Antoinette Perry Awards,
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CHATTER

- [willbe. conducted May 8-14 inthe},
1 New. York exchange area, and May}

Philadelphia

tarried

awhile

after arriving to-

getheron the Leonardo

Da. Vinci

233

Lorick

before proceeding to Switzerland
By George Mezocfi
General Artists Corp. prexy ‘Lar- 22-28.. out-of-town, per Richard|-By Jerry Gaghan
Grasse respectively.
|
(32 Florastrasse; 34-7032)
“yy..Kanaga. hospitalized. for surgery ‘Brandt, “national exhibitor chair-|(319 No 18th ‘St., Locust 4-4848) ‘and
{
Bill Carter and wife Elaine Stewman. and. John ‘Murphy, New -York
On |‘his sinuses...
Tv subscribers
in Switvariand
City. chairman. Max E: Youngstein| Michael Murray, 87, chalking up?
’ Abe Dickstein, : 20th- Fox district
-Wth year as‘doorman at the Acade- ;at ses
ect one ene ‘have now reached the 150606
is .national industry chairman’ of
my ‘of Music.
&
a
mark,
sales toprer, repeating as: prez. of
! Yugoslavia before checking in for.
_}the special NCCJ. drive.
Maguerite Piazza to head the en- i‘a new picture in France.
the: B'nai B'rith Cinema Lodge.
: Swiss preem cf Hareld Pinter's
~The Friars’: testimonial ‘to Garry| tertainment at- Inaugural Dinner
- Hotel Algonquin - bonifa¢e. Ben.
“Caretaker” set at Komecdic Ruste
Moore’:.Surnday night «23).at the and. Ball. of Israel Bonds. women’s
ithis month.
B. ‘Bodne back from thé. Coast with.

Hotel’ Astor was td Have been| division: at Bellevue
Stratford,
Jreland
i Swiss National Circus Knie‘s gnan impaired ‘left: ear, result either.
taped: and ..brozdcast . following May. 14.
‘nual Zurich stint starts Muy 5 at
of altitude ora vir us, -Medicos sul
inight . iMon.): by. CBS. Radio.
By Maxwell Sweeney
Anthony.
Terracciano,
founder
of
; sechselaeutenplat7 here.
undecided.”
iMoore’ s home web; but the project the old Philadelphia Civic Graud
(Dublin
684506)
!
Hildegarde
Neff Fey esting at Keo
Cor nerstone Javing. ceremonies }| was’ “scuttled -at the last minute
Belfast Arts Theatre
(450-seat- moedie Basle and Seh:: sUssuelnaus
of the ‘new. Actors’ Fund: ‘Home. -in when Carl L.: Timin: the club’s Opera Co., named general manager
of
Philadelphia
Grand
Opera
Co..'
er)
opened.
Zurich
in
Garson
Kanin's “Born
Englewood; :NJ, ‘May
4: Show ;executive director, dian’t want to
nimed Yesterday.”
bunch leaving. by" special -bus from! /Yisk embarrassing. the: dais :1.amés |who roe
8 eyTseppe Bambescheck. i Comedian Jack Cruise
sis
sig
,
!
“Ben-Hur”
iM-G:,
ast svve
“Dentist in the Chair.” British|
:Chief Barkero. Variety Tent 41,
1, n NuW past
sev
#. 0 and *‘Broadway. ey
vt with last-minute , releases” as. reenth week at Metrepule m Laue
,; for 1961.
. Mex B'ouct, veepee “atid ‘manag-. - quired dy AFTRA.
| pic. purchased’
by
Jocal
group
sanne,
is
piling
up
iccoid
gresses
Empire Theatre, Belfast. suld for
ina director of the Hotels-‘Ambas- «. Harker -backei's ar still not. sure': headed. by Morris Yuter, Shubert
there, having already surpassed
sider East. & “West, _Chicapo, ap-. ‘of the. identity of the
e just: discov- flack, and Barney Sackett, WIP ;an undisclosed amount. Future of 60,600 spectators.
proached to. take over the.Lop spot. ered former. speakeasy’. on West. legit reviewer, booked into Green. building still is uncertain.
‘
i.
S. eontralto
Maiv
Daven’ Cork -International
Film
Fest
of. a: Gotha key hotel.
57th St.. off. 6th -Ave.,- - running: Hil Theatre. .
port. a Zurich resident and mim. Drexelbroak Swimming. and Ten- ‘received .greenlight from Interna4 ‘ublicist Phil. ‘Gersdort~ and through to’ 56th, which excavators
ber of the Opera House sinve 5955,
- photo, Sandy. ‘Roth ‘tapped: for’ -spe- discovered while: razing the site for|.nis Club swings to.a policy of:- tional Film Producers Federation ‘giving a song recital at Tonhzlle,
cial -publiciiv unit on Allied. Artists’ the new 2i-story apartment build-: _presenting complete musicals in: : for Sept. 24-Oct: 4.
including a work by Samuel Bar“BE ly Budd.” which goes. before. ting to be called Carnegie: House.. place of individual entertainers. | Michael MacLiammoir, recently ‘ber in her program.
“cameras: in Spain’ June ‘1.
Hidden cave. still shows signs. of | It. teed off last week with Jobnny ‘seen on Broadway in“ ‘Importance ! American baritone Robert Kerns,
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subcommittee on appropriations of :
the House of Representatives, Con-'
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followed .by Johnny Carson who der the title “Adolf Eichmann andi to the three-dimensional exhibit.
emerzed prohably the hit of the. the Third Reich” is under pregara- | Working closely with Deskey are
evening with
his
“reviews”
of tion here by Ervin Leiser. director | Gilbert Seldes. dean of the U. of
Leiser is co< i Pennsylvania School . of CommuniKirushchev’ and
Gavarin=
as of “Mein Kampf. "
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‘Manchester, during which time he 1937, it wag losing money. But in

created the role of Nat Jeffcote in one year he put it in the black.
Dr. Dorton, who retired from a
career was yeterinary practice years ago, also
the title rofe in John Drinkwater’s managed the Cleveland County
| play, “Abraham
Lincoln”; plus Fair.in Shelby and the Southern
| outstanding roles in Ibsen, Shaw States Fair in Charlotte.
upon: ‘Brown's resignation from and- Galsworthy. with Liverpool
JAMES MELTON :
Surviving are his wife, daughter
James Melton, 57, former Metro- -both KCOP and NAFI:
and son, J. Sibley Dorton Jr.
stock company... |
broadcast. interests | of
politan Opera tenor, who during} . Other
In 1920 he: appeared: at’ the Bi- Latter is manager of “The Lost
included
‘ownership. of jou Theatre, N. Y., as Hornblower Colony”
the 1920s was a quartet. ‘Member Brown
drama,
which
operates
San
Bernardino;
KSON, in: “The Skin Game” and in 1929 each summer in Manteo, N.C.
and pop singer on radio,.died ‘April. ‘KITO,
21.in New York of lobar pneumo- ‘San Diego; KGLC, Miamt, Okla., was. cast in “Bird in Hand” on
nia. He entered the Roosevelt Hos- ‘and-KANS, Kansas City, Kan. Ad- | Broadway. His last notable stage
KELSEY PHARR
pital two weeks ago. ‘Complications ditionally he owned KFOX, ‘Long appearance was in “The Holly and. Kelsey Phatr, 44, one of the
He served on board of the Ivy.” He: was. seen often on ‘Delta Rhythm Boys for the past
-developed and he was in a.coma for Beach.
National Association
of Broad- ty and made many films, including 20 years, died: April 20 in Honotwo days prior to his death.
Melton started as.a singer to casters (as chairman in 1953), ‘plus. “Lorna Doone, ”" “Knight Without. lulu. He was hospitalized for surof CBS, ‘affiliates’ Armour,” “South Riding,” “The 1 gery shortly after the. group rehelp defray his expenses ‘at the U: chairmanship
of Florida, where he studied law. board.
Young Mr. Pitt” and “I Know turned t6 Hawaii from Japan, with
Related. projects. of. Brown's in- Where Im Going.”
The uniyersity'’s president. urged
| Herb Coleman replacing him in
‘him’ to-switch to vocal .work.. He cluded Vitapix ‘Corp., of which he
the combination.
did ‘so by transferring to the U. of. ‘was president, ‘and Vitapix-Guild
Pharr is survived by his wife,
‘RUSSELL MUTH
Georgia where he. enrolled in the. Programs, Inc.. and: Quality: Films;
York, and his
Russell Muth; 68, an early news- Mabel, of New
Ltd., all of: which. he owned.
school of music.
reel. cameraman,. died April .19 in: father, of Miami, -where funeral
-Melton went to New: York in. 1927 | Other .interésts. in which Brown Hyde Park, N, Y. He became man- i services and. burial will be held.
for further musical study -where actively © participated
included SSLS
Singer was a graduate of Northager. of the European- headquarters : ‘
he engaged the ‘attention -of. Sam- -sports, his: fav ‘orite being baseball, for the 20th-Fox new sreel in 1929. , western U., where he specialized
uel (Roxy) Rothafel, head of the and hewas‘a‘v.p. and director of He started in the field in 1919.
{in ‘dramaties.
He also had sung
now razed Roxy. Theatre, and be- the Retrolt- Tigers and. reportedly | Muth remained in. France until ‘in Broadway musicals, including
the Nazi invasion and returned; a “Porgy and Bess” staging, ac| after the war to resume the bureau!‘ cording to James Luckett, a cousin
| who-came to. Honolutu from the
: for_20th- Fox,

“Hindle. Wakes.” Other highlights

‘|}in his ~distinguished

IN LOVING “MEMORY

with the
company.

former Wilson Barrett
She made her tv debut

in London in 1937, and was setn
in several films.
Survived by her husband ard
three daughters.
DAVID PRINCE
David Prince, 71, veteran fin
executive
and industry
pionccr,
died April 13 in Atlanta. A naire
of Illinois, he had been associ::11d
with Jesse Lasky prior to con i:g
to Atlanta in 1920. With Pzarzmount
for 20 years, he semned
there during the company’s sile:t
era heyday.
Prince later was with United
Artists for a time, then moved to
RKO-Radio
for a 17-year
stay.
More recently he had been southeastern district manager for Lo} crt
Pictures.
Surviving are his wife, daugi-ter
and two sons,
RUDOLPH

BECKER

Rudolph Becker, 95, iast sursising member of the original Soi-a
Band. died April 16 in Philacc/phia. He was plaving his bass + il
at the old Chestnut Street Tis aitre in that city when John Phi!:p
in
Sousa
visited
Philadelphia

-| Mainland to be with Pharr.
¥. M: - HIRSHBLOND
search of musicians.
LEO J. GREENWOOD
“Isadore M. Hirshblond, 75, long-|
. OF
For his job with Sousa’s fi:+t
Lea Jacob Greenwood, 75, re- band, Becker turned to the ¢}:tiie
time . exhibitor
of Toms River,
x J., died April 11 in Lakewood, .tired theatre manager {and one- jnet which he had learned to }/.:y
.N
J. He was. active in his theatre ‘time actor, died April 11 in Nor- in his native Germany.
He ‘e‘folk, Va.
Before turning manager tired from the Sousa Band in 19:38,
ff operations until his death.
‘In ‘1918, Hirshblond bought the in the late 1920s. he trouped on and later played with the PlalaToms River Amus. Co. That same the tcp vaude circuits and appeared delIrhia Orch and Park bands.
year he founded the Traco The-- ‘in. the 1922 Broadway production
He is survived by two daughters.
- atre Co. and rebuilt the old Traco of “Mind Your Business.” °
Theatre. In 1940 he became asso-; Greenwood also had a lead role’
MARIA NEY
‘
_¢iated with .the Walter Reade The- - in -the World War I propaganda " Maria Ney, 71, German eaba-ct
--atre organization and took over: play, “Friendly Enemies.”
<A na- ‘performer, died April 6 in Be. ‘in
'the management of the Communi- itive of Macon, Ga., he ‘took his after a Iong illness. She won «+e
Theatre and the Toms River first managerial post at Norfolk's claim during the 1920s in Berl:.s
came a member of: Roxy’s Gang. owned an “interest in“the: Los. An-|lty
! Drive-in which he. operated until old Attucks Theatre.
Thereafter golden cabaret era.
For sevciel
He later was in a ‘radio ‘quartet, -geles Angels.
His diversification:
, the time of his death:
“he managed the Strand in Norfolk years she was a member of ttt
The Revelers, and’ after that ‘was| of -interests also delved into. the!
Hirshblond was a member of the as well as several other houses city: s renowned “Cabaret of C: ina top name as.a singte. Included{ pharmaceutical. field, being owner | Philadelphia
Variety
Club,
a in Portsmouth and Newport. Neus! jes.”
-in his credits -as a-solo singer in} of Caltex, Ltd.
:
:32d ‘Degree ‘Mason,
a_ charter’: for the W. S. Wilder circuit.
After World War II Miss Nev
radio was the Firestone show, the
Surviving. are his wife, two sons,
|member and ‘past president
of
Surviving are his wife and tw C9] ‘clicked with several sailor’s sores
“Family Theatre,” ‘Song .“Shop,” two, daughters ‘and. a brother, Don
‘nieces.
and was tamed for her recitatii.s
“Sunday Night Party” .and- “Tele- ‘Brown, KCOP director.of educa-'
of anecdota. She also was a 3 -i1phone Hour.” among others. .
{ional affairs.
jber of the “Coffee Table” of RI4S,
DR. JAMES W. DECKER
. He graduated to grand opera by
ithe
U. S. sponsored radio station
‘Dr. James W. Decker, 87, for mer j1
studying various roles and waiting|. .
Ww ILLI AM FIELDS.
‘president
of Trans-Lux
Movie in Berlin.
for an opportunity. This came}. ..William .Fields, 62, vet. Broad- :
‘Ticker Corp., died April 23 in
when he portrayed -Lieut. Pinkerton way legit pressagent, ‘died April ;
August W. Joos, 44, auditor ior
White Plains, N.Y., after a brief:
_in “Mnie. Butterfly’’ at, the Zoo .24'.in the Hospital for Special ;
Productions,
Inc., é.d
-illness.
After
graduating
from Newtown
- Opera, Cincinnati. He repeated the:Surgery, N.Y,; ‘where he had been’
Princeton and N.Y. Homeopathic major film productions, died’ Ayil
. performance: at the now defunct. a patient.for several} weeks.
York.
He
forme:'y
Medical
College,
he’
practiced ;laa in New
_.Center .Theatre, N: ¥.;. with the
Details-in legit.
‘Surgery until joining the municipaliworked for Benton & Bowles id“San. Carlo Opera Co. He bowed
vertising
agency.
;bend house of H. L. Crawford & |
“withthe
Metropolitan Opera in |.
- GLEN “HURLBURT.
a. ‘Co, in 1907.
1942 in ‘Magic Flute.”
Glen Hurlburt, 51, blind ‘eompoDr. Decker obtained patents cov:. .Upon.his retirement from opera,. ser and musician, died. April 20 in
1 Miss You More Each Day |
‘ering the projection of stock quoMelton played: various hotel and San Francisco. Born. in Portland,
-” Jennie: Umiah
Rosemary: Bursehburger to R: Ne
‘tations on screens
in brokerage
‘nitery. dates. He also appeared in (he lost the sight of one eye in aj
Ronalde, St. Martin's, Guerne_-houses and in 1925, he formed the ‘nie
|
several. films including ‘'Stars Over [|childhood accident: and. gradually
|
sey.
Channel Islands. April 15. ile
|News Projection Corp. This later
Broadway,” . “Sing Me’ a , Love |became totally blind in. his teens.
;Wwas merged with the Trans-Lux} 14s a whistling entertainer.
Song,” “Melody ‘for: Two,” and. By the time he. ‘was in his midCarol
D’Andre to Robert Maree,
the:
Ocean
County
Shrine
Chnb}
‘intetests. After his retirement as:
others, Last year, .he. did a2. long: teens, however, he. had -become
road
tour with The. -Student: adept on the piano and studied mu- ‘and Tall Cedars, a charter meta- |president, he was a director of the ;River Edge, N.J., April 8. She's
a
dancer-singer;
he’s an actor.
ber
of
the
Toms
River
Kiyanis
|
company until 1959.
Prince” which taxed his.- health.
‘sical theery and composition. Later
Peggy Maujer to Joe Michits« h,
Melton’s hobby for years was old. he went. to work ina Portlandradio Club and belong to the Tom
New
York,
April
22. Bride is cue
River.
Chamber
of
Commerce.
cars, and maintained ‘a museum at. station.
LUDWIG S. FABRI
of VARIETY'’s telephone operato:s.
Norwalk, Conn. He ‘sold most of
Tn. the early: 1930s Hurlburt came.
Ludwig S. Fabri, 92, voice teach-!
Judith
Ravel
to
Lee
Mine f,
LOUIS CHARNINSKY
his ancient cars some ‘time, ag0 ‘to to San Francisco’ ‘Where he> joined
er who maintained a studio at
coe, |
‘Louis’ Charninsky, 70, veteran the Metropolitan
Opera
do
at Austin, Tex. April 30. Bride
in
placemént
department
of
Ame1i‘| musician
and
fheatre ‘manager, .N. Y., for years, died in Prattsville, :
ican National Theatre & Avademiv;
died in Dallas April 17 after a iN. Y., April-17.
He taught many
the
Otto
Preminger
long illness.
He | started
his personalities of the. opera and mu- jhe's with
In Loving Memory,
| career as a violinist in the Ma-i isical stage, and formerly headed office.
Eileen
Barton
to
Dan
Shiv,
| jestic Theatre pit band and later ihis own opera companies in PhilaJuarez, Mexico, April 19. Bride 3s
i was macstro
of heuse bands at | delphia ang San Francisco.
the
songstress;
he’s
a
Brielle.
NJ,
Dallas’ old Jefferson and HippoFabri made
his debut at the;
industrialist.
I drome Theatres.
Freiburg (Germany) State ThesAfter, .a World. I hitch he or- tre. Early in his career he went

PETER ‘DE ROSE
March 10, 1896 — April 23, 1953
ROBBINS — FEIST eR

BELLE
BAKER|

AT

MARRIAGES

BELLE BAKER
April 28, 1957

ganized

his own jazz band and
the Pantages. vaudeville
for two years.
He. then
+ managed. and directed the. Pan-

BIRTHS

to the U, S. and sang in Philadelphia.
Later he conducted the
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Dougi-n
American . opera,
‘“Sarrona,” in daughter, London, April 9. Father
Venice.
Subsequently,
he
WaS tis a jazz drummer.
tages Theatre orchestra, Kansas medical director of the Behrens
| Mr.j
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Burns,
Returning to Opera School of Philadelphia.
William F. Harrah, operator ‘of Tom Coakley’s - band as arranger City, for 16 years.
| daughter, New
York, April
19.
Harrah's, in Lake Tahoe and Reno. and. intermission pianist. He later ‘Dallas in 1933, Charninsky was
H
Father
is
v.p.
of
internatio:.al
of the Capitol, Rialto and
Survived by his wife, a daughter, played with Del Courtney’s band manager
operations of Screen Gems.
DICK DILLON
_brother, and two. sisters.
. | and finally organized his own tango
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dudels«n,
Kenneth Bowstead, 65, onetime
quartet before joining KNBC in
Manhasset,
LJI., Apri]
19.
vaude
performer
known
_profes- son,
On the ‘Jahrzeit' of
1941, Shortly afterward, he worked
KENYON BROWN
|sionally as Dick Dillon, died re- Father is syndication Sales menKenyon Brown, 47, prominent: in. on. “sey eral. network radio shows
jcently in Boston. Long a song-and- ager of Screen Gems.
radio and television: industry for} out. of New York. Later in World.
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond
Ajinicdance man, he toured the major
‘More than 16. years, died April. 19! ‘War II he returned to San Francircuits with Bob Dean in an act worth. son, London, April 16. Ffrom unknown causes, -his body be- Icisco and a. career as.a single ‘act,
billed as Dean & Dillion.
ther is a theatrical agent; mother
-ing found’ at the poolside. of ‘his;i singing and playing both piano and { “A rose Is @ rose is a rose,”
Bowstead later ran midway at- is daneer Aleta Morrison.
scid Gertrude Stein.
‘accordion.
Hollywood home, .
tractions at carnivals and fairs.
Lord and Lady Foley, son, Lune
Joe said, “Hello,” “Good Morning”
More recently he operated amuse- don, April 1. Father is a pianist' Brown was associated with Bing |: He played a number of nightand “Ever Thine”
ment
centres for
children
in composer.
;
‘Crosby in various radio and. tele- clubs. With the advent of tv, he}
Each soul hed its Bertillon-like sign,
Youngstown, O., area shopping cenVision _ enterprises, :- principally expanded his work into musical arMr. and Mrs. Robert Muiler,
Each memory its. everlasting shrine.
‘tres. He also had a supporting role daughter, London, April 14. Father
and compositions
of
KCOP-TV, in which he owned a Fangements
“Perils of is novelist and legit critic of ‘ne
lin the silent screen
his. best
25° interest -and-. was .president, commercials. Ameng
Never Forgotten,
Pauline” serial. He married Ann Daily Mail.
acquiring |the interest. with Crosby. known. compositions were “Cable
in Dec., 1956, for. approximately. Tar Concerto,” “Rhapsody of: Fish- |} ~
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merrill
:Tud)
BEN KATZ - ‘| Darling, a Ziegfeld Follies star,
but the union ended in divorce.
$4,000, 000. In August, 1959, NAFI erman’s. Wharf, ” “Leprechaun :LulMyers, daughter, New York. April
A sister and aunt survive.
20. Father is a CBS-TV publicist.
Corp.. purchased the station for ap- laby,” “Sittin’ in the Shade” and
Mirror Theatres before his retireproximately $6,000,000, which in-|} “A Horse of Course.” Mr. and Mrs. Edward McCaffiey
.
Wife, a KNBC: singer known pro- ment.
—
volved stock transfers. and assump-.|
Jr.. son,
North
Adams,
Mass.,
LORNA TARBAT
Survived. by a daughter, three _ Mrs. W. B. Macgregor, 45, legit April 19. This makes Variesy <irtion of KCOP. obligations. At this’ fessionally as Dorothy Lee; sur‘brothers and two sisters.
time, NAFI set up a: broadcast di-’, vives.
actress
known . professionally
as culation manager Eddie McCaffrey
vision, naming ‘Brown as, president.
Lorna
Tarbat.
died recently in a third-time grandpop.
‘He. resigned as president, br oad. |.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fo:man,
HERBERT LOMAS.
| Harrow, Middlesex, Eng. A graduate
DR. J. S. DORTON
_ Cast ‘division. NAFI, in Dec., 1960.
Herbert Lomas, “74, actor, died
Dr. a S. Dorton, 65, longtime of the Royal Academy of Dramatie son. Hollywood, April 19. Father's
‘to devote’ more “time to his other ;| April 11 in. Devonshire, Eng. Born. manager of -the North Carolina |Art, London, she toured with Sex- an
exec
with
Pacific
Drive-In
interests.
Earlier this month. he ‘in Burnley,
he studied
at the State Fair and operator. of other! mour Hicks in “Vintage Wine" and Theatres, son of prexy William R.
had filed with) FCC. to obtain li-| Academy of Dramatic
Art and N.C. fairs, died ofa heart attack|Jater joined the Stanley Lupino Forman.
_Cense for the fourth. ty channel in! , made his first walk-on appearance: April 17 ineb N.C. A native of | musical. “Over She Goes.”
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Tors. -un,
Honolulu.
Alvin Flanagan:. ‘Tong- +at: His Majesty's, London; in 1906. Concord, N.C., he was known as
Miss Tarbat. who was with the Hollywood. April 14. Mother :s aetime. ‘associate. “of: -Brown’s,
as*} . Three years: lates he joined Miss “Mr. Fair.” When he took over the j Perth and Dundee Repertory The- tress Constance Dowling; father’s
fumed the prexy post. of KCOP | Horniman’s ‘glock
company
jn State Fair's managerial reins in atres for a time, also appeared the producer.
toured
circuit

| Joe Laurie Jr.

THE LAST POLITE WAR

Gixty years ago In South Africa, the British regular
army was fighting the last war In which glamour and
glory were still the keynote, and the combatants for
the most part fought with good manners,
The Boer Wart In 1899 was fought “to teach the farms

ere @ lesson’ but It took many months before peace |

oame~rionths which sowed seeds of leating bitter

fees. The story of these months was told In a special,
titty minute programme over the entire Independent

Television Network. It was produced In the studies

GRANADA TY NETWORK, ENGLAND

Scanned from the collection of the Mikrofilmarchiv der
deutschsprachigen Presse, in collaboration with
Michael Cowan and the Department of Film Studies, University
of St Andrews
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